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Cable Operators... 303
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Chicago Edison Station, The. Illustrated 103,
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Chicago Electric Light Franchises 15

Chicago Exposition Electric Light Plant. Illustrated.
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Chicago Opera House, Electric Light in the 13
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105, 106, 107
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Cincinnati Electrical Society, Report of Proceedings.
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210, 211, 212, 2 3
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Cincinnati Exposition, The. Illustrated .. 215,216,217

Cincinnati, Sprague Road at .. . 3^7

Circuit Closing Key, Automatic (South Bend Automatic

Key Closer Co.) Illustrated 26

Clark, Oscar G., Death of, by an Electric Shock. .197, 19S

Cleveland Electric Road 53

Composite Balance, Sir Wm. Thomson's, by Thomas

Gray, B. Sc. Illustrated 14, 15

Conductor, Earth for a Lightning ... 156

Conductors in Europe and America, Underground

Electrical, by Prof G. W. Plympton and Discus-

sion. (American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers) 5, 7

Conduit for Electric Wires, Irish's. Illustrated.. 3S, 39

Converters in America, by Prof. Forbes, (London So-

ciety of Telegraph Engineers and Electricians) . . I

Copper Trust, The 305

Corliss Engine, The Sioux City (Sioux City Foundry

^ Machine Works). Illustrated 24S
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262, 272, 273, 274, 284, 205, 286, 296, 297, 298,

308, 309, 310, 321, 322, 333, 334

Court of Patent Appeals 183

Cushman Telephone Company 104

Cutting Lamps in or out of Circuit, Device for. Illus

trated 2

Davenport Electric Railway 82,

Dayton Electric Railway, T'he

Dent.al I'-lcctrics 156,

I )e Uausset's Air Ship

Des Moines I'^lectric Road, The

Detroit Storage Battery 325, 326, 327,

Disruptive Discharges and their Relation to Under-

ground Cables, by E. G. Aclieson. Illustrated.

(National Electric Liglu Association). . .124. 125,

Distribution, Alternating 7's, Direct Current. H.

Franklin W,atts

Door Opener, Electric (Empire City Electric Co.) Il-

lustrated

Double Induction Motor, The Sperry (Electrical Sup-

ply Co.) Illustrated

Dynamo, A New Eightecn-I.ight. Illustrated. (C.

E. Jones tfi. IJro.) . 203,

Dynamo, How to Build an Eightcen-Light, Illus-

trated, (C. E. Jones ((( Uro.) 241, 242, 243,

Dynamo, The Silvuy, Illustrated

Dynamo, The Fctranti. Illustrated 279,

107

97

157

25

79

328

126

98

315

65

244

179

280

Edison Companies, Convention of 79

Edison Company, New Capital for the 293

Edison's Laboratory, Electricians at 231

Edison Station, The Chicago. Illustrated 103, 104

Edison Incandescent Lamp Patent in England ,,332, 333

Editorial Notes, 6, 18, 30, 44, 56, 72, 84, 96, 108, 128,

14S, 160, 172, 184, 196, 208, 220, 234, 246, 258,

270, 282, 294, 306, 318, 330

Education, Electrical, by Edwin Ruthven Weeks, and

Discussion (National Electric Light Association)

135,136. 137

Electric Light, The (Notes), 11, 22, 34, 49, 63, 76,

88, 100, 113, 163, 176, 177, 187, 188, 200, 201,

213, 226, 227, 238, 250, 251, 262, 274, 286, 287,

298, 310, 322, 323. 335

Electric Light Convention Echoes 154

Electric Lights at Suakim and the African Cables. Il-

lustrated 303

Electric Lights in the Lumber Business 182

Electric Light & Gas Company of Woodland, Cal.,

Plant of the. Illustrated 91

Electric Light vs. Gas 159

Electric Lights in Baker's Theater 265

Electric Light in the Chicago Opera House 13

Electric Light and Danger from Fire, The 329

Electric Messenger, Porter. Illustrated. (New Haven

Clock Co.) 231

Electric Postal Road at Baltimore, The New 183

Electrical Measurement, Some Methods of, by G. A.

Liebig, jr., and Discussion (National Electric

Light Association) 134, 135

Electrical Railway System, Thomson-Houston. Illus-

trated 37

Electricity, What is? 244

Electricity as an Employment, by F. B. Crocker 198

Electrolytes, Method for Measuring the Resistance of,

lohann Carl Purthner, Illustrated 291

Elevated Suspension Railway, Forsyth's. Illustrated. 53

Engine Diagrams, Electric Light in
Engine of War, New 15S

Executions, Electric 319

Express, Weems' Electric, Illustrated ... 83

Ferranti Dynamos, Grosvenor Gallery. Illustrated.

279, 280

Filling Materials in the Mouth, Dissimilar Metals

used as; Dr. George W. Whitefield (Chicago

Electric Club) Illustrated. 315, 3i6, 317

Fire Alarm Signal Box (United States Electric Fire

.Alarm Co.) Illustrated 26

Flour Mill, The First Electric 82

Floor Key and Button, Combination. Illustrated,

(Central Electric Co.) . 229

Focusing Lamp, A New (Western Electric Co.) Illus-

trated 13

Fort Wayne Jenney Company 301

Fort Wayne Jenney Works Destroyed by Fire 277

Fort Wavne Jenney Company, Alternating Work of. 182

F'uel Oil Experiments in Chicago 313

Galvanometer, A Swinging Arm, by George S, Moler,

A. B. M. E. Discussion. (American Institute

of Electrical Engineers) 7

Galvanoscope, Firman Pocket (Western Electric Co.)

Illlustrated 79

German Electrical Field, The 179

Ground Switch, An Automatic (Electrical Supply Co.)

Illustrated 15

Gravity Drop Annunciator («>ntrdl Electrical Co.)

Illustrated 73

Great Western Telegraph Company, The Defunct... 159

Hannahs Road in Chicago, The Proposed 315

Heat from Electricity 39

Heislcr Station, Leavenworth. Illustrated 314

Heisler System at Wabash, Ind., The. Illustrated . , 3

High Tension System, Edison's, Illustrated 229, 230

Hood, Arc Lamp (Western Electric Co.) Illustrated, I

Hotel del Coronado, Mather Plant in. Illustrated. . . 51

Housework Novelties, Electrical. Illustrated. (Nov-

elty Electric Co.) 191



Incandescent Lamp Breakage, A Guard Against.

Illustrated 295,296
Incandescent Lamps in the Columbia Theater... .167, 16S

Incandescent Lights, The Grand Opera House 154

Incandescent Lamps for Street Lighting 302

Installation Projected at Marquette, Mich., A Novel. 198

Interferences with Telephone Systems and Means of

Relief, Dynamo Current, by C. E. McCluer, and

Discussion (National Telephone Exchange Asso-

ciation) 145, 146, 147

Julien Company, The. 249

Lamp Lighting Schedule 62, ill, 187, 224, 296

Launch, Viscountess Bury, The Electric 248, 249

Launch. The Electric 2

Lifting Power of Magnets, by Prof. John E. Davies. . 109

Lightning's Freaks 15S

Lightning Notes iSo

Light and Power Plant at Thorenberg. Illustrated . . 290

Lighthouse, Chicago Electric. Illustrated 255

Magnetism in Watches, by C. K. Giles. Illustrated

. 93, 94, 95

Magneto Call, with Manual Telephone Switch (Keat-

ting & Roxburgh). Illustrated 307

Magnetos, by F. B. Badt 295

Magnets. Lifting Power of, by Prof. JohnE. Davies. 109

Manganese Steel, Non-Magnetic Properties of. . .109, no
Marquette, Mich , A Novel Installation Projectedat. . 198

Mather Plant in the Hotel del Coronado. Illustrated. 51

Matrix Making Machine, Electrical. Illustrated . .92, 93

Melbourne, The Electric Light in 95

Metals Used as Filling Materials in the Mouth, Dis-

similar. Dr. George \V. Whitefield. (Chicago

Electric Club.) Illustrated 315, 316, 317

Meter for Direct and Alternaring Currents, The Gey-

er-Bristol, by Prof. William E. Geyer. Illus-

trated 266,267

Meterage System, A New, by W. Lowrie. Illus-

trated : 191. 192, 193

Miscellaneous Notes, 23,'35, 50, 64, 77, 89, loi, 189, 201

202, 228. 239, 251, 252, 263, 275, 299, 300, 311, 323

324, 336.

Motor, Alternating Current, Trial of the. . . r 305

Motor for Horse Cleaning. Illustrated 52

Motor for Pumping Organ 254

Motor in the Sick Room, The Electric 83

Motors, Note on Gearing for Electric Railway by Al-

mon Robinson. (American Institute of Electri-

cal Engineers ) 209, 210

Motor, The New Thone Electric. Illustrated. (Hawk

eye Electric Manufacturing Company) 289

Motor Installation, Interesting 283, 284

Motor Power Wanted 302

Motor Service in New York 314

Motors in England 25

Motor Service, A Basis from which to Calculate

Charges for Electric, by H. F. Lufkin, and Dis-

cussion. (National Electric Light Association.)

137, 138, 139. 140

Motor, The Card Constant Current. Illustrated.

(Geo. F. Card Manufacturing Co.) 230, 231

Motor, The Electric (Notes) 11, 22, 35, 49, 63, 77, 88, lot

113, 164, 177, 188, 201, 214, 227, 238, 239, 251, 262

263, 274, 2S7, 298, 299, 310, 311, 323, 335

Motor, The Future 265

Motor, The Belding. Illustrated. (Beldtng Motor

and Manufacturing Co.) 302

Motor, The Grove Electric. Illustrated. (Grove

Electric Co.) 283

Motor, Thomas Electric. Illustrated. (Knapp Elec-

trical Works) 301

Magnetic Call and Integraph, The Abdank, by B.

Abdank Abakanowicz. Illustrated. (American

Institute of Electrical Engineers) 269

National Electric Light Association 268

National Electric Light Association, Constitution of

the 156

National Electric Light Association, Report of Pro-

ceedings ' 1 1 5-142

National Telephone Exchange Association, Report of

Proceedings 143-154

New York Electric Club 284

New England Electric Exchange, The 85, 157, 207

Balances, Paillard's Non-Magnetic. Illustrated 157

Okonite Conductors 48

Old Time Telegraphers 9', 92

Ores, Reduction of Refractory. Illustrated 768

Overhead Conductors for Electric Railways, Some

Objections to the, by M. B. Leonard. (American

Institute of Electrical Engineers) 209

Overhead and Underground Wires in New York, by
Dr. Schuyler S. Wheeler, and Discussion. Illus-

trated. (National Electric Light Association) .

.

122, 123, 124, 127, 129, 130, 131, 132, 137

Patents, Electrical, Issued in the United States

12, 24, 35, 50, 64, 77, 78, 90, ro2, 114, 164, 165, 166

17S, igo, 202, 214, 22S, 240, 252, 264, 275, 276, 2S8

300, 311, 312, 324, 336,

Pentane Lamp, Test of, by W. Stepney Rawson . .307, 30S

Petroleum Fuel, by S. S Leonard, and Discussion.

(National Electric Light Association). . . 119, 120, 121

Petroleum Fuel, by S. S. Leonard 183

Phonograph and Graphophone Controlled by one

Company 3g

Phonograph Company, Chicago 277
Phonograph, Edison's in London 1,2
Phonographic Facts 183

Photography, Aerial 17

Polarization of Batteries, by Prof. H S. Carhart. Il-

lustrated 205

Porter Electric Messenger. Illustrated. (New Haven
Clock Co,) 231

Potter Palmer's Residence, Chicago Installation in. . . . 332
Practical Talks by Practical Men:

Address by Dr. Schuyler S. Wheeler 19S

Electricity as an Employment, by Francis B.

Crocker 198

Protection and Electric Lighting 290
Pullman Electric Road 180

Pulsatory Current System, A. Illustrated 180

Push and Clamp, Extension Foot. Illustrated. (Par-

trick & Carter) 254
Push Buttons, New Styles of. Illustrated. (Redding

Electric Co) -. 260

Railway Telegraphers, Order of 26

Railroad Telegraphers' Convention 2, 3

Railway Telegraph Superintendents 32, 33

Rapid Transit, Solution of Municipal, by Frank J.

Sprague, and Discussion (American Institute of

Electrical Engineers) Illustrated 27, 28,

29, 40, 41, 42, 54, 55, 57, 209, 210, 222, 223

Rapid Transit Companies, Charters for 13, 14

Reflector Shade. Illustrated. A. A. McCreany 168

Regulations, Copenhagen Electric Light 207

Regulator, The Curtis Pressure. Illustrated. (Curtis

Regulator Company) 2S4

Regulator, The Waterhouse Automatic. Illustrated.. 167

Richmond Electric Road, The 20

Sea Coast Defences, Electricity as applied to. .. .223, 224

Shocks, Deadly and Otherwise 105

Shock, Moral effect of 284

Sibley, Hiram, Death of. With Portrait 25

Silvey Alternating Current Street Car System, The
Illustrated 266

Sounder, Irish's Marine Illustrated So

Speed Indicator, Heath's Self-Timing. Illustrated.

(Eddy Electric Manufacturing Company) 52

Speed Recorder, An Electric, by George H. Barrus,

(American Society of Mechanical Engineers). .ig, 20

Sperry Double Induction Motor, The. (Electrical Sup-

ply Company). Illustrated 55

Sperry Electric Company 52

Static Electricity in Dynamos. F. B. Badt. Illus-

trated. (Western Electric Company,) 302

St. Catherine's Electric Light 81

Stetho Telephone Company, The Lowth 104

Street Car System, The Silvey Alternating Current.

Illustrated 266

Subways, The New York, by Leonard F. Beckwith,

and Discussion (National Telephone Exchange

Association) 151, 152

Switch Lights, Electric 26

Switch, New Dynamic Incandescent. Illustrated.

(Hartford Dynamic Co ) 156

Storage Battery and its Applications. Paget. Illus-

trated 291,292, 293

Storage, Electric, by Philip Atkinson, Ph. D. Illus-

trated. Concluded.

Faure Secondary Cell 3

Chemical Reaction in the Faure Cell 3, 4

Faults of the Faure Cell 4

The Improved Faure Secondary Cell 4

Fluid, The 4

Electric Formation of the Plates. 4

Electromotive Force, Resistance and Current of

Cell 4

Weight of Cell and Thickness of Plates 4

Cause of Buckling 4, . 5

Variable Resistance of the Electrolyte 5

Inspection 5

Formation of the Battery 5

The Julien Accumulator 5

Storage Battery, The Detroit. Illustrated 325,

326,327, 328

St Louis Telephone Company Victorious over the

Municipal Assembly 326, 327

Suakim, Electric Lights at, and the African Cables.

Illustrated 303

Telautograph Company, Gray's National

Telautograph, Gray's. Illustrated

67, 68, 69, 70, 71,

Telegraph Bill. Inter-State

Telegraph, The (Notes) 23, 35, 50, 63, 64, 77,

88, 89, loi, 114, 164, J77, 189, 201, 214, 227,

228,239, 251, 263,274, 275,287,299,311, 323,

Telegraph, The Writing, by W. E. Gump. Illus-

trated 169, 170,

Telegraphers, Old Time 91

,

Telegraph Operators in Asia

Telegraphers in Texas, Girl 97,

Telegraphy, Machine

Telegraphers' Trials

Telegraphy, Pioneei

Telegraphy, The Babyhood of, by James D. Reid,

Bernard O'Connor and Prof. Morse 159,

Alfred Vail ,

Gen, Anson Stager 173,

Morse's Fight with Poverty

Telephone, The. By Dr. S. M. Plush and Discussion

(National Telephone Exchange Association) 152.

Telephone and Electric Light and Power Circuits and

Railways, The Electrical Relation of, by Thomas
D. Lockwood, and Discussion. (National Tele-

phone E.xchange Association) 147, 1.49, 150

Telephone Batteries, Notes on, by F. A. Pickernell

and Discussion. (National Telephone Exchange

-A-ssociation) 143, 144,

Telephone, The McDonough
Telephone, Slander by

Telephone. The (Notes) 11, 12, 22, 23,

35. 50. 63, 77, lol, 113. 114, 164, 177, 18S, 189,

201, 227, 239, 231, 263, 274, 287, 299, 311, 323,

Telephone E.xchange, Largest- 65,

Telephone Exchanges of New York City, The, by E.

F. Sherwood, and Discussion (National Tele-

phone Exchange Association)

Telephone E.xchange System, New. Illustrated

Telephone Lines and Heavy Electric Currents. ......

Telephone in the West, The Long Distance

Telephones in Sweden, by Thomas D. Lockwood. . .

.

Telephone, Prof. Dolbear and the

Telephone Systems and Means of Relief, Dynamo
Current Interferences with, byC. E. McCluer, and
Discussion (National Telephone Exchange Asso-

ciation) 145, 146,

Telephone Switch, Magneto Call, with Manual. Il-

lustrated. (Keating & Roxburgh.)

Telephone Company Victorious over the Municipal

Assembly, St. Louis 326, 327,

Telephone, The Krebs,

Telephone Legal Case

Telephony, Practical, by Thomas D. Lockwood, Illus-

trated, Continued

Remedying Faults

Flexible Cords

Advice to Subscribers

Long Distance Telephony,

231, 232,259,260,304,
Thomson's, Sir William, Composite Electric Balance,

by Thomas Gray, B. Sc. Illustrated 14,

Thomson-Houston Boston Offices

Thomson-Houston Electrical Railway System. Il-

lustrated

Thomson-Houston Lynn Factory 1^3^

Thomson-Houston System at the Italian Exhibition.

Illustrated

Time System, Warner Electric. Illustrated. (New
Haven Clock Company.) 253^

Torpedo Service, The. .

.

204,

Topeka Electrical Road

Torch, An Automatic. Illustrated. (Electrical Sup-

ply Co.)

Tramway Association, Ohio State

Type Justifying Machine

79

66,

73

157

336

171

92

19

98

98

53

301

173

173

174

>74

151

145

no
203

335

82

152

2t7

IS2

i.';9

52

73

147

328

207

159

8

31

305

15

224

37

194

254

205

83

284

Underground .Vrc Light Circuits, Successful, by B, E
Sunny 9

Underground Conduit, Description of, by Alex. Craw-

ford Chenoweth and Discussion, Illustrated. (Na-

tional Electric Light Association) 126

9 4 14
24l4li

4 r



Underground Electrical Conductors in Europe and

America, by Pi-of. G. W. Plympton, and Discus-

sion. (American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers ) • - . Si 7

Underground Work in Brooklyn, by W. D Sa'-gent.

National Telephone Exchange Association 151

Unprotected Watch, The 105

Vacuum as a Non-conductor and its Bearing on Elec-

trical Theories, by Dr. P. H. Vander Weyde.

Illustrated 320, 321

Van Depoele Incandescent Syslem, Illustrated. . .328, 329

Van Rysselberghe System at Brussels, The 157

Vestibuled Electric Cars 51

Vibrations, The Universality of, by C C Haskins

(Chicago Electric Club) 235 236, 237

Wabash, Ind., The Heisler System at 3

Watchman's Clock and Fire Alarm Indicator Illus-

trated. (Central Electric Company) 2S3

Welding, Electric, by Otis F. Stuart (Association of

Railway Telegraph Superintendents) 33

Welding. Electric 219

Welding Machine, Direct Electric Illustrated. ... 16, 17

West Side Cable Road, Opposed to 325
Western Electric Company's New Factory in New

York 20

Westioghouse Acquires the Waterhousi 254
Westinghouse against Fort Wayne Jenney 81

Westinghouse Leases the Consolidated and Sawyer-

Man Companies
. 204

Wire, Combination iii , . 277
Williams' Engine at Edgewater Station. Illustrated 278

Wires In Washington gg
Woodland, Cal , Plant of the Electric Light and Gas

Company of. Illustrated
, 91
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Teikidad WIEE3 for Line Work In place of Underwriters.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Bnlldera of High Grade Self-Contained

AiitoMtic Cnt-Off Eflpes.
BFSOIALLT ADAPTSD FOB BtnnTENa

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring cloac

regulation of speed.

Webtbbn Office asd Wabkhooms:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, III.

WM. A. HAMMETT, Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire - Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C S S A

''':!i<,^(^»^//^A/y^^''/M msi^immB
CUT SHOWING STVLB OF INSULATION.

.4.—Copper Wire. B. S.—Two Braids, saturated with -Fire-Proof Insulatio;

saturated with a Black, Wrather-Proof Composition.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application

trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

i 19 and 21 Cliff St., New York. FACTORIES
WAREROOMS:

I
64 Washington St. Chicago, Ilia.

C—Braided Cotton,

Pure Elec-

ANSONIA, CONN.

Daniel W.
Addison H.

Charles D. Jersey, Electrician. jRAiXAitn Rm-.isnx, Secretary,

Aiios K. HoLLoWELi,. TreasurerABMOK. Jr-resideot. ^^..^^^^ ~. .^ ,
^

^^^^ ^ Hollowi
oedtke, Vice-President. ^^^^ ^^^^

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole Owners of all the Patems and InreDtlons of Charles D. Jenaey (knowB as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of hla

Improuetf Oynamo, [amp i|i

Electric (||otor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent |LIght(ng

the Jt-niiey Systtm leads. Simple, durable, economtcal,

Bteaily, brilliant and penetrating. In these essentials It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Etectric Lighting

Plants for Cities. Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jenney Ahc qr Incan-

descent Systems, or for both combined.

The Jcnncj Incandescent Dynamos are self-regulating,

and rermlt the lurnlDg.on.and off of one or all of the Lampa
at will.

This Company gives special attention to /urnisfiing Mills,

Shops, Factories, etc., wi h Individual Plants.

^^ SEIID FDB nmSS ILLUSTmiNE XHD DESCBJBINE TIE SMH. -^
OFTICE A^'D WORKS:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Bo.
EASTERN OFFICE: WESTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

]|rc-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 18S3,

First Prize : Best System of Arc-Llghting,

ClDcinQatl loduatrlal ExpoeitloD, 1S83.

Electric Irc-tighting

This Company was given the only Cold IVIedal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTINC.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Thete dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Oiir Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all •li«» for the tranBmlsslon of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Inoandesoent Llshtlns and Power Plants.
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BOSTON. NEW YORK. SAN FRANCISCO. LONDON. LIVERPOOL. KOBE & YOKOHAMA, JAPAN. SHANGHAI, CHINA.

New Ha¥en Clock Cdmpany,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL STYLES ELECTRICAL GOODS

3 1 B—3 2 1 ~^7^.£^ B -^ SH .A.-V -^-^i^ TT :e1

G. A. HARMOUNT, Agent.
FACTORY: NEW IIATEN, CONN.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

No. 5, or Fire Alarm Bos.

No. 7—Same as No. 2, only Different
Stenciling.

No. 1, OR Vansize Return Signal Box. No. 13—Same as No. 9, Sho-wing Dif-
ferent Stenciling.

No. 10, OR Seven-Call Bos. No. 4, OR Ten-Call Box, with Return Signal.

The advantages of

this box are as follows

:

1st— SimpUcity ; no

extra circuits or

ground ^v\ve required.

2d—It is nou-intorfer-

ing, the return signal

operating only on the

box sending in the call

at the time.

3d—The pointer may
be set on the words
Police or Fire before

retiring, and in case it

should be necessary to

call during the night, it

can be done by merely
pushing up the button.

This releases and cuts

in the movement and
the call goes into the

office. To release the

box without sending in

the signal, turn the but-
ton to the right with-

out pushing it up, and
the pointer will return

to Zero.

UNIQUE WOOD BOX BELL.
Thu Ketum Signal of this Ten-Call Box is simplicity in itself. The office, after receiving

a call, cuts in a signal box in the same circuit as the bos which called, by means of a spring

cut out and plug, and the signal (which is understood by the subscribers as the retiUTi signal)

is transmitted over the same wires to the subscriber, notifying him that his call has been

received. The magnets of this bos are cut in only when the subscriber sends in a call.

STINa MOMTOE BELL.

^.
WE CAKRY

IN STOCK A
FULL LINE

OF
, SINGLE STEOKB

AJTD

WOOD. BOX
BELLS.

m'f

ALSO

IRON FKAME OR

SKELETON

BELLS WITH

STEUCK OR CAST

GONGS.

T
raujateJ May 13, 1887. Cut fuU size.

Send for Sample of Our Outside Street Fire Alarm Box.

We manufacture in addition to the above District Call Boxes a full line of supplies for District Telegraph Companies

—Registers, Single Stroke Bells, Ticket Cases, Automatic Tape Winders, Porcelain Insulators, Cleats, Pony Relays—and
will furnish estimates on all accessories, including Stationery, Boys' Caps and Suits, etc., etc.

111. U-MVIPLETE ILLUSThATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST

ADDRESS G. A. HARMOUNT, Western Agent,
3X3 to 32 X V\r-A.:Bw^S3E3: .A.-^7-:E3KrTJE:, cmo-A-G^o.
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BOSTON. NEW YORK. SAN FRANCISCO. LONDON. LIVERPOOL. KOBE & YOKOHAMA, JAPAN. SHANGHAI
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NEW HAVEN CLOCK COMPANY,
MAISUFACXURERS OF

ALL STYLES ELECTRICAL GOODS,
3 ±5—32 ± '^:jv^^^ IB ^^ sn .i^"^;?- IE InT "cr ^] ,

G. A. HARMOUNT, Agent. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

FACTORY: JSfJEW HAIEN, COJSTW.
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We make a specialty of TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS, always carrying in stock a full

line of Morse Instruments, same pattern as now used by the Western Union Telegraph Co.

We call attention to
,

!

THE UNIQUE KEY and THE UNIQUE SQUNDER,
equal in every respect to the Morse Instruments—but cheaper. Send for samples and prices.

5 a

THE UNIQUE KEY. THE UNIQUE SOUNDER.

§^

S ^s £
fe s

Representing one of the largest manufacturers of Electric Wire, we are in a position to

furnish the trade at the lowest prices all kinds of LINE WIRE, OFFICE and ANNUNCIATOR
WIRE, GAS LIGHTING WIRE, SILK and COTTON MAGNET WIRE, GERMAN SILVER
WIRE, Etc., Etc.

>-

K
OS

<
o
u

LE CLANCHE DISQUE

BATTERY.

We have thousands in

use and they are giving

perfect satisfaction. Send
for samples.

POROUS CUPS COMPLETE, 35c.

We are agents for the

Improved Porous Cup Bat-

teries.

QUE NEW COMEmED

ANNUNCIATOR AND BELL.

This is simplicity in itself

and will be used universally

in lieu of the small number

needle or gravity Annunci-

ators, Takes up but little

room and is low priced.

Send for samples.
FOR COMPLETE ILLUSTHATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST

^°°^^^^ G- A. HARMOUNT, Western Agent,^
& i» o to o la X
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital.

Qdison glectric [igtit Do.
THIS COMPANY IS THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS

AND PATENTSlOF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially Successrul

mETHOD OF GGHERHC Eb^CTRICni; OlSTRIBUTIOn.

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Capital. $2,500,000, 4 Stations
: Capacitv. 150,000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital. $750,000. 1 Station; Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000. 2 Stations; Capacity. 50.000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital. $1,000,000, I Station: Capacity, 50,000 L:amps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies comhined. Nothing could
more forcihly emph.asize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Industry as an investment.

WRITE FOP. PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAL.

For Information relative to Central SIntlon EusInesB, apply to the

]
Edison Electric Lierl^t Co.,

16 & IS BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated

348 Edison 16 " " 54

HORSE
POWER.

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Eoison PiiiinT uins Keoecteo nno Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 lAVper H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 y. P., equals QjW per H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCUKATE TESTS. NO COJIMENTS FOR PAP.TICULAES. APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2

1

9 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

Eoison ^THE Uniteo States Electric Lighting Go.

"WHOM THE GODS WOULD DESTROY,
THEY FIRST MAKE MAD."

The anger of the Edison Company, since being beaten at law, is

forcibly manifested by a "Confidential Circular to Edison Agents" over

the signature of E. H. Johnson, President of the Edison Electric Light

Company, New York, containing alleged explanations as to why Edison

was beaten at law, in which the dignified (!) president delivers himself of

his wrath in a tirade of abuse, libelous and personal, against a most

humble and unimportant individual, and produces the first ''patch" for

the "collapsed airship" as predicted in "The Edison Boomerang'^ Circular.

1 As the general public may desire to see this confidential circular, a

large edition has been provided, and will be furnished in unlimited

quantities, postage prepaid, upon application to

THE UNITEO STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO., the rookery CHICAGO.
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Cle-s^-eland., Oliio.
MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIALmm CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COP.I

ENGINEERING COMPANY, ^Sili^N^ Wi.«
81 LAKE ST,,

CHICAGO

H. A. CLASIER, Manager Western Dept.

61 OLIVER ST.

BOSTON.

109 LIBERTY ST. national feed water heater, (

^,r>., «« n L,
'ARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anlhracite Coal and Coke Screenin

J,NEW YORK.
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

/

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The Standard Carbon Co.,
SLXCESSOKS TO THE

Bo\iltoi:i, Cleveland, artci Crvstal Caribou Compaxiiesi

C.F. AXXETT. Presi. S. F. FEXTON". Vice-Prest. and Treas. CHAS. SIDXET SMITH. Sec'f.

Hotel aod House ADnanciators.

Electric Gas Llghiing.

Fire aod Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instromcnts.

Wire nnd r.atreric?.

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies.

SALT LAKE CITY, - UTAH.

POND ENGINEERING CO.
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.

Complete Steam Plants
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

Agents for Armington & Sims' Engines, Steel Boilers, Jarvis' Furnace,
Standard Rocking and Sheffield Grates. Lowe Feed Water Heater,
Blake Pumps, Korting Injector, Etc.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

707 and 709 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS.
Branch, Room 31 Water Works Building, 600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo

Sawyer -Man Electric Coi
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY'
OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATENTS.

GENERAL OFFICES:

MDTDAL LIFE BLDg.

32 NASSAU ST..

NEW YORK

Plana and Estlmatea Furnished
for all kinds of Incandes-

cent Lighting.

Philadelphia Office:

No, 308 lALNDT STi

BOSTON OFFICE:

No, 33 FEDERil, W:

Estimates Furnished for th»'

Thomson-Houston System
of Arc Lighting.

The DTNAMO of tWa Company la AUTOMATIC In Us regulation, and will maintain a TINIFORM
LIGHT, with ALL or ANT PORTION of the lights In Circuit. Our LAMPwlU NOT BLACKEN ana
will MAINTAIN Its CANDLE POWER during Us Guaranteed Life.

SPRAGUE SYSTEM.
Tota,! Tra-cH^a-gre, 12 l^JIiles. 3i«i:a,2^r3Ci.-a.3:rx C3-ra.d.e, lO 1 -lO per cen.t..

Tw**nty-nine carves, each as a '47-foot radioH with 5 per cent. s>'ii*l^< 40-foot rndlnt4 with H l-it per cent, grade, etc.

Tjtal Ktiaipment, 40 Carj. Full el/e, ] 0-foot cloBed and ^ foot open catB. 30 CarH Noir in Op^ratFon.

COST OF OPERATING SIXTY PER CENT. LESS THAN WITH HORSES.
— car mile. Thlii

exception of one man, eafficlent til

Tlie present raileage of l,.Viu to l.^HJ mllee on theae Rrades wonld require not less than 20.') to iirJI horeec.
The entire operatlne expenHen ct argcable at (he Central Station for thirty carH, with the preeent nilleae?, on thg heaviest section of the track, is !; cents ner

loclnd«M! elcetrlclBn, enelnecvN, llremen, dynoino men« all coal, oil, wonte, xvater, liu:litin8 "nd depreciation; ihe worklnj;; force being, with the exception of one
handlf? forty n»r-. Wlii.n Uie Hiny cart* are ia (.ptrailoii ihe t*i[ii-nHe will he n-lureri to about l^ rentw p«r car mile ran.

JVomher of Mil fn Rod, l'<Hi )CI4. FoMMene*r(* carried, 50M,0I3. Scheduk runnint; tlmo, 7% niilee per hour.

Total Operating Expenses, including everything, for the month of IHay, was only 47 percent, of the Receipts.
Boxacl for JVEfii^ ozicl XSotallsi of tills Xloc^d.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILW'AY AND MOTOR CO.
16 and 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

We hereby notify the trade, find all parties manufacturing, using, or selling Insulated Wires, that by virtue oil
United States letters patent Nob. 306,744 and 308,890 respectively, we own the exclusive right to manufacture and s 11

THE GRIMSHAW "WHITE GORE" INSULATED WIRES AND GABLES,
which patents cover broadly, not only the Uliitr (ore /'(•'•'f/f///«>i. but also method of manuf
ing and the machinery used in connection therewith, thereby giving us ample protection f

^° ^^

goods. Under advice of the Counsol of this Company, we desire to give /'orDial notiee that°^l
°'**

fringomentB of the above patents, or any of them, by the manufacture, use and sale of ' iF/iV ^' ^^'

rx 11 till CiihltH will bo promptly and vigorously prosecuted, and those who h**^nroB and Cables infringing our patents will be made to account to us for d
^^*

tllHIl/nlril Wli
used or sold Wi

' us for damages.!

NEAV YORK INSULATED TXTIRE CO.,
I3I=?CZ3AID\A/A.V, - - - ^sIE:W ^^CDFRK
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BAKER'S TRIPOLINE!
A Powerful and Rapid Cleaner and Pohs^er of Metals without Acid or Po srn.

Ksneclally Adapted to Railroad. Ittarine. i^tationary and Fire Ki giiic l>Voik
"hot or cold r** Larst9 ^iiieiiM, Railinss, etc.

Thl^ polteh le BOW tein^ erppli d to Himf^reCB of MectiBDlcal EiifiiiiffrB ELFCTBIC
IjKiflT ^LiAT^lTS*, and manofHCtnrerB of Machinery. Has already been adopted by msny of the

leadinf railroad companies, the leadint: lire depaitmeots, -water workB the U. y U'dnance iiaa Naw
Depart'iuenre, and thousands of Milia, Faotories, etc. la the BEST ANO UHEAl'ESr POLISH IN
THE W'oRLu, and quickest Cleaner. Vnequaled for Cleanins and follshing: Carbon
Holders, ir-end for Saniple, FREE. Liberal diecoont to manufacturera and dealers id i£lec-
trical Machinery. Mannfactured only y the

MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO., 88 MARKET ST., CHICAGO, ILL-

HOIV IT IS MADE AND HOW TO USE IT.

A complete Description of the Various Parts of the Macliine, and how to take care of

it. With other valuable Electrical Information for the use of those having charge of

Electric Lighting Apparatus, Fully Illustrated, with many new Plates and Cuts.

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of Postal Note, i\Ioney or Express Order for FIFTY CENTS'

FRED M. KIMBALL & CO., Boston, Mass,

INKIIN S. CAETER. CHAS. M. WHKINS,

ESTABLISH ED '1S67.

E. WAED V/ILKINS.

PARTRIGK Sc GARTER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS. IN, EVERY DESCRIPTION OF •

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF.THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

;lls, disque leglanche batteries, gas-lighting apparatus
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, and will forward to any address upon
ication. . -. -,

-

N. B.—When applying for Catalogues, please.state whether "Electric Bell" or " General
)lv" Catalo£^ue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business. card for disco.unts.- -

14 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

High Insulation

03

03

eS

03

In order to meet the constantly ^"C Yy
increasing demands for ^-'Ky

BETTER INSULATION,

I BISHOP GUTTA-PERGHA GO.

420-426 EAST 25th STREET, NEW YORK CITY,

HAS KJIPLOYED TUK BEST EXl'EKTS TO BE HAD AND BUILT

NEW SPECIAL MACHINERY
FUr. MAKING THE CELEBf; AIED

CO
CD

CO
03
03

CO

|,|OOPER'S rtORE I

E

"Vi

cc

03
CO

AND OTHER RUBBER COMPOUNDS
FOIt INSULATING WIllES FOR

Subaqueous, Subterranean and Aerial Cables.

Also, special wires for Leading iu Wires. Wiring Vessels, Engine Rooms,
Cellars, Tunnels or other wet places, all having.

SUPERIOR INSULATION
And warranted to give good satibfactioQ at fair prices.

K Underwriters' is good enough, don't send for our
samples and prices.

HENRY A. REED, Manager.

CDX
CD

CO

XJSE NOTHIJNO BUT

GUTTA-PERCHA FOR SUBMARINE CABLES.

Writing Telegraph Company,
57 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK.

This Company owns tlie Letters Patent

wliich thorouglily control the transmission

of written messages by telegraph in the only

known practical way, and are prepared to

establish Central Office Exchanges as a means

of communication between subscribers in

cities and surrounding towns.

Communications are written with pen and

ink in the handwriting of the person writing

the message.

For particulars address

The pen in the office of the subscriber re-

ceiving a message makes a fac-siraile of every

letter as fast as it is made with the pen in the

office of the person writing it.

All instruments are under the control of the

Central Office, and messages are recorded on

ilie instrument of a subscribei', whether he is

present or absent.

All communications are secret, and the

written record is of great value in commercial

use.

P. O. BOX 1322. WRITING TELEGRAPH CO., NEW YORK.

THE LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY
B^s leave to announce that it has largely increased the quantity and surface and greatly improved the form of the negative element of the

The New Form is clearly shown in the cuts and needs no explanation.

ITS ADVANTAGES.
The r.attcrv nolds up longer when overworked, recovers quicker when relieved, and the material being all

in one piece instead of in two pieces, the breakage heretofore suffered in transportation in handling, and in

any depolaii/.ing treatment (afler accidental short circuiting) «ill be wholly saved. // im^jood kforc; it

,s ktUr „C7U " -1 he llattery c,l/u;'msc is unchanged. The negative element 15 of the same material

and undergoes the same preparation as before, and is cirrlaslwg. and so guaranteed.

THE OTHKB FKATUKES OF SUPEKIOKITV, NABIELY:
Connections that will not corrode, Lock-tops that absolutely prevent evaporation and creeping

of salts absence of grease, Flint Glass wel' annealed, Hard Rubber Bolt connection

that is reliable and durable, pure Zinc and pure Sal Ammoniac, etc
,

Address ARE ALL PItE.SEKVED.

LA-W TELBPHOITE COMPAN'Sr,
112 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast, GEORGE L. HENZEL. San Francisco, Cal.
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RAILWAY TELEGRAPH SOPPLY CO.,

Manufacture and carry the largest stock of

MAGNETO BELLS, EXTENSION BELLS, ELECTRIC BELLS, ANNUNCIATORS, BURGLAR ALARMS,

BATTERIES, AND SUPPLIES IN THE WEST.

We are General Western Agents for the

Sale of

J. H. BUNNELL &CO;S

TELEGRAPH APPARATUS.

AND KEEP A FULL LINE IN STOCK.

CRIMSHAW'S
White Core Wires, Fire Proof

fDdB. D. Wires for Telegraph,

Telephone, Electric Light,

j'Erial, Undergronnd

and Sut)-Marine.

THESE GOODS HAVE STOOD THE TEST FOR YEARS.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

WE MAKE AND HAVE FOR SALE THE

VtatiDg and Sinile Sirote Bells

IN THE MARKET.

Wood and Iron Box, - - 2 to 8 incli.

Skeleton form Bells, from 2 incli to 16 incli Gongs

WE FURNISH M&GNETO BELLS WITH
OE WITHOUT TELEPHONE SWITCH.

SPECIAL MAGHETO BELL.
''''" •"' ['.'ii.\in.v ciil shdws M spcfial ina-in^td lu'lJ

itiii.h' ipyiis. It has l,.-cii dcsiu- 1 csiu'cially for the use of
c-hM-tric li,L'-hl,ti'lcirra|.ii and lclr),h • conijiaiiids, and for all
wishin<c t.. Iiv-I c'iiviiiis ,,r any kill, I. |(. i„ „f hio'h ellKMcncy,
and is ciiiiaMi- ..I' I'liiiiing thi<,ni,di iarj^'e resWtanco. It "is

sMiall ami cuMiipact, as tlic cut indicates. It is so aiTan^-cd
with Hwitcln- (hat it can Im| used on allcrnatiiii,^ or contiTiu-
ous cnri-ciil. and In icction with a, i^'alvanoinctci-.

TUSTIISO GENLkJlok

IRON WIRE, INSULATED WIRE. INSULATORS, BRACKETS
Pins, Cross Arms, Pole Steps. Tools, and all

'

Kinds of Line E(|ui|)ment.'
All Goods Warraolfid First-Class,

,
Addro«H „ii r„n, i ,„i,. ,„ , All Goods Warranted First-Gla.ss

'nininnicathins lu
|

54 and 56 Franklin St., CHICAGO.
%
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DIVIDED POWER
' COSTS TO PURCHASE

SHAFTING "=°^^^" "*'""'"
COSTS TO LUBRICATE
COSTS TO DRIVE

VEBSD8 TBB

Westinghouse

Independent Engines convert their whole
power Into merchantable product.

TAKE THE ENGINE TO THE WORK,
NOT THE WORK TO THE ENGINE.

Westinghouse Machine Co.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

BBPEESENTATIVES ABBOAXI.

THE AU-T'^AN & TAYcOH CO.,
- KEEBESENTED BY

:

E0BBHT8, BAKKH & CO., City Of Mexico. Mexico.
STEVENS. UORW IN & Co., 118 Chambers St, New York City

With houses In Panama, C.A., T.lma, Buenos Ayres, QuayaqoU and
Valparaiso, S. A.

WEBTUfOHOnSB, CHUBCH, KEKB & CO.,
17 Cortland Street, New York.
97 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh.
156 and 158 Lake Street, Chicago,

m. B. MUOKLB, iB. 4 Co. (Bep. "W , C, K. &. Co.
608 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

FAIBBANKS & CO.,
302 & 304 Washington Ave., St. Iiouis.

312 Union Avenue, Kansas City.
1330 Seventeenth Street, Denver.

F. C. ATEK, (Bepresenting F. & Co.)
1619 Capital Avenue, Omaha.

GEO. M. DILLBY" & SONS, (Bep. F. S Oo.)
Pine Bluffs, Arkansas.

UTAH & MONTANA MACHINEBT CO.,
259 South Main Street, Salt Lake City.
East Granite Street, Butte, Montana.

PABKE & LACT,
3123 Fremont Street, San Francisco.
33 & 36 North Front St., Portland, Ore.

THE D. A. TOMPKINS CO.,
36 College Street, Charlotte, N. C.
45 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

BOBT. MIDDLBTON, (Bep. The D. A. T. Co.)
Mobile, Ala.

H. DUDLEY COLEMAN & CO., (Bep. The D. A. T.
Co.) New Orleans, La.

KEATING IMP. &. MAOH. CO., (Beji. The D. A. T.
Co.) Dallas, Texas.

J. J. DICKEY, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice President.

H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man. Sup't and Electrician. L. H. KORTT, Treasurer.

ilDlAN/D
_

. ILICTMIC C0«,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

ELE€Tmi€AL BUPPMli

Hotel aad HouBe AnnnncIatorB, Harglar Alarms, Fire Alarms. Electric Gae Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annanclators, Batteriee. Pneh Eattons, Electric Pene, Telegraph Learnere* Instrumenta, Medical

Batt«rIeB, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Hallway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Webteen Agents THE OKONITE CO.. and the Eeturn Call System of Hotel Anntmclators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchisee of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCUT.LOH

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

HT^Btlmates famished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of t4ie

West. CorreBpondenc? BpHclted. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

Tlie Empire Gity Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
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WETnmMm
Chicag^o. London.

New York. Antwerp.

ELECTRIC

LIGHTING

APPARATUS.
Our System of Electric Lighting is complete in every detail^ and

is Unexcelled in the Efficiency and Workmanship of the Apparatus;

in the Brilliancy, Steadiness and Color of the Light produced, and in

Automatic Regulation.

WE FURNISH DYNAMOS liM ANY REQUIRED CURRENT

The high grade of workmanship and the efficiency of

our Dynamos, render them especially advantageous for charg-

ing Storage Batteries, furnishing current for Electric Motors,

etc. We furnish Arc Lamps adapted to any Arc Current.

The superior construction and simplicity of our Lamp
render its use advantageous with any system.
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Arc Lamp Hood.

In an article descriptive of the Chicago river

Ughting plant, installed by the Western Electic

company, pages 1S2 and 183, No. 15, Vol. II,

mention was made of the new style of arc lamps

used. The cut in connection illustrates the

lamp and its weather-proof hood. This hood is

made of heavy galvanized iron, japanned. The
hood is supported by iron pipes which are fitted

into a cast iron base, making the whole very

strong and durable. The lamp itself is hung
from a suspending board which is fitted with a

hand switch. This style of lamp, as is evident,

is adapted for street lighting and especially to

places that are unusually exposed to the weather.

Converters in America.'

By Prof. Forbes.

Having been asked by the society to add some
further account of the manner of working con-

verters in America, I will now briefly comply

with that request.

Engines and Dynamos.—It is a mistake to

suppose that one or two large engines are more
economical than a number of small ones. A
large engine working far below its power is

very wasteful of steam.

One engine drives one dynamo by belt direct,

without countershafting. It is well to have each

unit in a station of the same size, so that parts

are interchangeable, and the attendant has less

to think of. The size of unit may be chosen so

as to supply, at efficient load, the minimum cur-

rent required in the 24 hours. One exciter is

generally used for four machines in series, with

an adjustable resistance. A shunt resistance,

largely made up of lamps, may be put on each

field for regulation.

Feeders.—These are generally overhead.

Waring cable underground (lead covered) is per-

fectly successful. Simplex wire is generally

used' for overhead work. Five or six feeders are

often fed by one dynamo. A loss of two to

two and one-half per cent, of potential is gener-

ally adopted. Double bell insulators are used.

Converters.—These are made for 5, 10, 20,

30, and 40 lights. The wiring of a large house

is best done with separate circuits for each 40

lights. It is unadvisable to bank, or group in

parallel a number of converters^ These con-

verters are very light, and have a smaller quan-

tity of iron than might be thought good. They
reduce the potential from 1,000 to 50 volts. The
primary and secondary fuses are put inside the

converter. The mode of m.anufacture of these

has been described elsewhere. The insulation

between the primary and secondary coils is inde-

structible.

Lamps.—It is found that 50 volt lamps last

longer than those with thinner filaments, and are

generally used. The potential in the primary is

1,000 volts. No man has ever been killed by a

I,GOO volt alternating current. It is well here to

mention that you cannot get an arc from the low

potential circuit when an alternating current is

used.

Meters.—The Westinghouse company has

made such arrangements as will enable them to

charge customers by means of the coulomb-

meter.

Station Ampere Meters.—The same in-

strument as Edison uses is adopted, but with a

bundle of wires sucked into the coil. Both the

bundle and the coil form part of an arc of a

iPostscript to ihi? Di.^ciippion on "Central Station Lightinir,''

Ijy the Society of Tele<n"aph Engineers and Electricians.

circle, and the former moves on an axis at the

center of the circle. The force of the current

acts against the weight of a counterpoise, and
an index indicates the amperes.

Station Voltmeter.—A three-point con-

verter reduces the potential either ten-fold or

twenty-fold. A compound wound compensator
reduces the measured potential to that at the

center of consumption. The voltmeter is sole-

noidal in action, and is true only when the speed

of engine is quite constant. The wire bundles

for these solenoids are ingeniously constructed.

A metal cylinder is covered with varnished paper

or muslin. Iron wire is wound round the cylin-

der, sticking to the varnish. The iron wire ring

thus formed is cut through and a flat web of

iron wire is produced, which can be cut- into

lengths and rolled into bundles.

Ground Detector.—The converters have a

lamp on each secondary. The primaries are

connected in series to the mains. The interme-

diate contact is connected to earth. If one of

the mains has an earth its lamp goes out. A
multiple switch is provided by which each circuit

can be tested in turn.

Synchronizer.—To synchronize any two

dynamos, secondary wires are led to a switch-

board. A wire from one converter is connected

to a wire from the other. The two other wires

are connected through two lamps. If the con-

nected wires are in the same phase, the lamps .go

out. A switch is provided by which, as

soon as the lamp goes out, the second dynamo

is connected to the mains of the first. The
dynamos work well in parallel from half to

full load. Allegheny station sometimes calls to

Pittsburgh, across the river, for assistance in

current, and the synchronism is good. Syn-

chronism is found to be quite satisfactory from
half to full load, but not below.

Switch-Boards.—A switch-board is generally

set up for each dynamo, and for five or six feed-

ers. The conductors going to feeders run up
and down; those going to dynamos are horizon-

tal. The dynamo wires are connected with three

instruments in a vertical row—an ampere meter,

a converter, and a voltmeter. Each feeder has

a vertical row of instruments, a three-point con-

verter, a compensator, and a voltmeter. There
are six switches for six feeders in a horizontal row,

to switch any feeder into either of two pairs of

dynamo conductors. One of these pairs is con-

nected to the switch-board dynamo; the other

can be connected, by means of a switch at the

side of the board, to the conductors of either of

the neighboring dynamos. An adjustable re-

sistance, with six lamps in series for additional

resistance, is at the bottom and middle of the

board, and acts as a shunt on the field magnets.

Another adjustable resistance is in series with all

the field magnets. Another switch connects

either of two exciters with the field magnets.

There are some other devices connected with

street lighting and theater lighting which I am
not at liberty to describe, owing to the English

patents being not yet completed.

Edison's Phonograph in London.

Col. G. E. Gouraud, of London, who received

one of the Edison phonographs last week, writes

concerning the instrument as follows: "At
2 o'clock this afternoon at the above address I

had the honor to receive from Mr. Edison his

first perfected phonograph, which, on the au-

thority of Edison's own statement, in his own
familiar voice, communicated to me by the phono-

graph itself, is the first instrument on his latest

model that has been seen outside of his labora-

tory or that has left his hands, and is conse-

sequently the first to reach this country. At five

minutes past 2 o'clock precisely I and my family

were enjoying at once the unprecedented and
astounding experience of listening to Edison's

own familiar and unmistakable tones here in

England, more than 3,000 miles from the place

where he had spoken, and exactly ten days after

the voice—having meanwhile voyaged across the

Atlantic Ocean—had uttered the words. His

first phonogram, as Edison puts it, tells me,

among other things of interest, that this instru-

ment contains many modifications of that which

was shown at the Electrical club in New York

a few weeks ago, so widely reported by the

press. There were several long phonogramic
communications to me, no single word of which

had to be repeated in order to be clearly and

easily understood by every person present, in-

cluding a child seven years old. Edison men-

tions that he will send me phonograms by every

mail leaving New York, and requests me to cor-

respond exclusively through the medium of the

phonograph, humorously remarking in this con-

nection upon the advantage he will himself

derive from the substitution of phonograms for

a style of writing not always too legible. Edi-

son has sent for our amusement numerous musi-

cal records of great interest and beauty from the

pianoforte, cornet, and other instruments, solos,

duets, etc., many of which, he teils me, have

been frequently repeated several hundred times.

Altogether, our experiences of the day have been

so delightful and unusual, not to say super-

natural, that it would make it difficult to realize

that we have not been dreaming. It has been so

interesting withal' as to make it seem a duty, as
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it is a pleasure, to communicate the above to

your widely read paper, which I have so fre-

quently observed to chronicle the works of the

author of this unparalleled triumph of mind

over matter. All honor to Edison." Col. Gou-

raud adds the following postscript: " It may be

interesting to add that the above communication

was spoken by me into the phonograph and writ-

ten from phonograph dictation by a member of

my family, who had, of course, no previous expe-

rience with the instrument."

Device for Cutting Lamps in or out of
Circuit,

In arc systems of electric lighting the lamps

are placed in series. Fifty or more lamps may
be placed in the same circuit. These lamps,

however, will be distributed among several dif-

ferent customers or users, and the different

users are charged a rate which is determined by

the duration of service. For example, at one

place of business lamps may be required until

eight o'clock in the evening, and at another un-

til twelve o'clock. It is therefore necessary to

provide for cutting out the lamps of different

customers at different hours, in order that there

may be no useless burning of the lamps. It has

been usual to send an attendant from poii|^to

point along the arc circuit to cut out the la'mps

of different customers at different times. In

certain cases customers have no need of service

in the early part of the evening, and therefore it

has been necessary to send a man to switch the

lamps of such customer into circuit at the proper

time. It has al.so been attempted to determine

the duration of service of lamps of different cus-

tomers by the amount of carbon consumed, leav-

iing the customers to cut the lamps in and out of

circuit at will. This latter method of determin-

ing the service has been found unsatisfactory, by
reason of its inaccuracy and the liability of cus-

tomers to make mistakes as to the actual dura-

lion of the service. For the.se reasons it is of

great advantage to absolutely control the time

of .service from a single point, preferably the

central station. 'J'his has been accomplished, as

shown in letters patent issued to Jl E. Sunny,
president of the Chicago Arc Light and
I'ower cojnpany under date of June 26,

by means of an independent circuit extending to

different users' stations in connection with an
eleclro-magnetic switching device at each of the

stations operate^ by current sent over the inde-

pendent circuit from the central station.

The invention is illustrated in the accompany-
ing drawings. I''ig. 1 is a diagram showing a

single arc-light circuit with a series of arc lamps
included llierein,willi an independcntcircuit pas.s-

ingfrom llie (.cniral station through the different

users' stations and switching apparatus, whereby
anyone or more of the lamps may be cut in or

out of circuit at pleasure. Jn Fig, 2 is shoWn in

detail a polarized switching device, in connec-

tion with circuit opening mechanism, for cutting

lamps in or out of the arc circuit.

Referring to Fig. i, the dynamo electric ma-
chine a supplies current to the circuit /'. This

circuit i may contain any desired .number of

lamps. Five users' stations are shown upon this

circuit c,d,e,f and g. The circuit /< extends

through the circuit changing devices i, k, /, m
and «, placed respectively in connection with

different users' stations. By means of a pole

changing switch, 0, current maybe sent in either

direction as desired, over the circuit. By means
of the electro-magnetic switching devices at the

different stations included in the independent

circuit the lamp or lamps of any subscriber may
be cut in or cut out of the lamp circuit by send-

ing current over the independent line in the

proper direction.

In Fig. 2 are shown a lamp,/, in an arc cir-

cuit and a shunt wire closed by the same, the

shunt wire including the armature lever q, which
forms a part of the polarized electro-magnetic

switch. The pole changing switch is arranged

in such manner that when turned to the right

current will be sent in one direction and when
turned to the left current will be sent to line in

the opposite direction. Armature lever q is

shown in its normal position, the lamp / being

cut out.

Referring to Fig. i, it will be understood that

a similar polarized electro-magnetic switch is

provided in connection with each of the differ-

ent clocks shown.
The magnet r, shown in Fig. 2, is usually

termed the "starting" magnet of the circuit open-
ing mechanism, since when it is energized, its

armature, which carries the dog s, isjiifted so as

to start the mechanism. The circuit opening
mechanisms are thus all started simultaneously.

The cams, however, are placed in different posi-

tions, so that the shunt wire around the electro-

magnets of the polarized electro-magnetic

switching device of one mechanism only will be
brought into circuit at once. The time during
which any particular magnetic switch is included
in the circuit is indicated upon the time indica-

tor u at the central station. Thus while the

pointer of the indicator u is passing over the

space during which the shunt wire w of any par-

ticular indicator is open, the operator, by means
of the switch o, may send current in the desired

direction to cut out or to cut in the lamp or

group of lamps of that particular station.

By providing a polarized electro-magnetic
switching device, as described, the different

lamps may be brought into circuit, or disengaged
from the circuit. If the device were not polar-

ized, the armature q, which is a permanent mag-
net, could be moved positively only in one di-

rection.

The Electric Launch
A novelty seen in New York harbor during

the last few days is a trim little pleasure boat, 28

feet by 6, driven by electricity. But unfamiliar
though it may be on this side of the ocean, this

motor has more than once been used for small
boats, says the New Yoik Sun. Several years
ago a launch was fitted with electric motors on
the Thames, and made many trips there, carry-

ing a large number of passengers. Soon after,

at the Vienna exposition, either this same craft

or another of English make, plied constantly in

pleasure trips, working to general satisfaction.

An electric boat was then built by Yarrow & Co.
for the Italian torpedo service. It was thirty-

six feet long by six and one-third feet beam, its

propeller being driven by a duplex Reckenzaun
motor, and 'it achieved a speed of about eight
and one-half miles. It was put in .service at

Spezzia. This ves.sel was surpassed in celebrity

by ll-.e Volta, which first achieved the distinction

of a trip across the llrilish Channel and back,
between Dover and Calai.s, a distance of about
Iwenty-four miles each way. The Volta was
about thirty-seven feet long by seven feet beam
and three and one-half deep, and had a battery
of sixty-one cells, Jl could, be worked by a
single person by simply turning an iron handle
to the right or left for steering, while this switch
also started and stopped the vessel. Practically
the same arrangcmenl is found in the launch
u.scd in New York harbor.

'I'lie time has not come, of course, fnr .uiy

general substitution of electricity for other juoLors

on shipboard. In order to produce the degree

of power required for large vessels it would be

more expensive than steam, and the required

power could not always be obtained. The
speed thus far reached by electric boats is much
inferior to what is possible with steam, so that

even in the smaller class of pleasure craft, which

might employ it, the eagerness for high speed

continues to give steam the preference.

Nevertheless, there are certain advantages in
,

the electric launch that may gradually increase
'

its use, especially for specific purposes. One of

these advantages, which will particularly recom-

mend it for pleasure boats, is the total absence

of smoke, heat, and escaping steam. This will

cause the electric boat to have a great attraction

for those who cannot endure the smell and other

annoyances of steam machinery. The wheeze
and thump of the steam engine are also lacking

in the electric motor, and those to whom the

monotonous noise of machinery is a drawback in

yachting, will appreciate this feature. Then, un-

der the system of storage batteries, which ac-

cumulate all the power required at the start,

nothing could be simpler than the handling of

the boat. The electric launch also has a greater

passenger capacity than a boat propelled by
steam, whose engines, boilers, and coal bins take

up a space greater than that occupied by the

electro motors and accumulators. These latter,

in fact, can be packed away out of sight, hardly
representing much more space and weight than
ballast.

Some of these considerations, particularly the
absence of noise and smoke, point to the uses of

the electric launch for torpedo service, and in

general for naval operations where the greatest
secrecy is desired. With these advantages se-

cured, the greater expense of using electricity

would be of little consequence to a government,
although it might prevent its introduction for

ordinary commercial purposes. The failure to

achieve high speed would be more of a draw-
back for government purposes, yet it might still

leave sundry advantages for electricity in spe-
cial directions. At all events there is likely to

be a field for electric launches in the future.

Railroad Telegraphers' Convention.
The delegates to the Railroad Telegraphers'

convention at Indianapolis, and visiting mem-
bers attended Plymouth church last Sunday fore-
noon, June 24, by invitation of the pastor, Rev.O.
C. McCulloch. In the afternoon they were taken
around the Belt railroad and shown the workinos
of that road and the stock yards.

The session was concluded Monday afternoon,
leaving considerable unfinished business, which
was carried over to the next annual meeting.

It was decided to remove tlie head[|uarters of
the order from La Porte City, Iowa, to Vinton,
Iowa, where the order is given a ten years' lease
of suitable (|uarters and moving expenses to the
amount of i<,oo.

It was decided to change the time of meeting
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to the month of Ma)', instead of June, to take ef-

fect in 1890.

The TeU-graphcr, tlie official organ of the or-

der, which heretofore has been published as a

private enterprise, now becomes the property of

the association, and will be improved.

In addition to the insurance and sick benefit

features, the association has an employment bu-

reau which procured employment for over 200

members last year.

The Heisler System at Wabash, Ind.

The Heisler incandescent plant for the illum-

ination of the city of Wabash, Ind., was com-
pleted last month. One hundred and thirty-two

lights of 30 candle power have been placed at

. each intersection of the streets. The circuits

extend over an area of twelve miles, number
8 wire being used throughout. The street

fixtures are directly attached to the poles in sub-

stantial fashion, supported by iron castings made
for that purpose, each light being at the height

of about \2 feet above the ground.
Wabash was the first city in the United States

to adopt the tower system for the illumination of

the streets. It was not long, however, before

improvement was sought in the direction of

better distribution of light by using a greater

number of lights of small candle power at

a regular and suitable distance from each
other, and of obtaining an equal amount of illu-

mination in every part of the cit)', no matter how
remote from the center.

A number of prominent citizens formed a

company for the purpose of supplying the city

and commercial and private circuits from one
central station by incandescent lights of this sys-

tem. The steam plant which had been used for

the arc lights on the ^tower, consisting of a 45-

horse power engine and a jo-horse power
boiler, was turned over to the company and
has proved sufficient to supply not only the

street illumination over the whole extent of

the city, but also a plant of about 200 lights

of 20 and 30 candle power for stores and
private residences. This demonstrates plainl)'

the financial strength of the new enterprise, con-

sidering that the entire energy of the steam and
electric plant is utilized for lighting the streets

and sidewalks with satisfaction to the tax pay-

this to say of the new system: "Wednesday
evening, when but few citizens were expecting

HEISLER STREET FIXTURE.

it, the electric light was turned on. The con-

tractors completed their work Wednesday after-

that the present illumination is a great improve-
ment over the tower plan, as used by Wabash
for nearly if not fully eight years. The Heisler
light is suitable for both street and indoor illu-

mination, and the large number of lights now
used insures a more thorough illumination of the
city than could possibly be obtained by the other
plan."

Electric Storage.

By Philip Atkinson, Pu. D.

Faure's Secondary Cell. — About 1880,

Camille A. Faure, another French electrician,

constructed a cell similar to Plante's, in which
he substituted plates prepared by a mechanical
process for those prepared by the electric

process. His method consisted in coating their

surfaces with a paste of red lead (minium, PhjOJ
and sulphuric acid, which, when subjected to elec-

tric action, was rapidly reduced to peroxide on the

one plate and spongy lead on the other. After
this coating was applied, it was covered with

paper, and each plate then enveloped in felt,

to retain the coating on the surface, and to

insulate the plates from each other. They were
then rolled together and placed in the acidulated

water in the cell and subjected to electric action

with reversal; and in a few days, the cell was
ready for use.

Chemical Reaction in the Faure Cell.—
The chemical reaction in this cell, as described

by Gladstone and Tribe, is very similar to that

in the Plante, but differs in the preliminary

stage. The minium on the plate connected with

the positive pole is reduced in part to peroxide

by the absorption of two atoms of electrolytic

oxygen, which being added to the four oxy-
gen a.toms of the minium, make the oxj'gen

atoms double those of the lead; Pb.,Oj-|-

0„=3PbO,. But the sulphuric acid reduces

part of the minium on this plate, as well as on
the opposite plate to sulphate, and this sulphate

on the opposite plate is, in turn reduced to

spongy lead by the hydrogen, as in the Plante

cell. The reduction of minium to sulphate by
the acid is as follows: Pb.,0^-f 2H„SO,= PbO,-i-

2PbSOj+2HjO.
The great advantage then of the Faure cell

over the Plante consists in the rapid reduction

of minium instead of the slow reduction of

metallic lead, thereby greatly reducing the cost.

This cell when subjected to practical tests was
found equal in energy to that of PlantiS's, and it

received the sanction of electricians of the high-

est standing, while its cheapness and facility of

INDICATES INCANDESCEN
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II.LUMlNATliiN BY I HE HEISLER SV.STEM.

ers, and enough capacity left to light the interior

of the commercial part of the city.

The Wabash Times under date of June 15th has

noon and decided to surprise the citizens by il-

luminating the city without notifying any one of

their intention, there is no denying the fact

WABASH,
WABASH CO.

IND.

IIEISLEU LAMP UIS'IRICT.

construction commended it at once to popular

favor. The invention of the dynamo, too, hav-

ing greatly retjuced the expense and increased
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the facility of electric generation, the great

problem of the supply of electric energy, at eco-

nomical rates, for general use as an illuminant

and a motor, was apparently solved, since the

electricity generated by the dynamo could be

stored in the battery, to be transported and

used wherever required for the propelling of

cars or boats, the operation of light machinery,

and the illumination of dwellings and offices.

Faults of the Faure Cell.—But the new
cell soon developed serious faults which had to

be overcome before these ends could be real-

ized. The coating could not be made to adhere

to the surface with proper uniformity, but

sloughed off, partially, and collected in a mass

at the bottom of the felt envelope. The space

between the plates, being entirely filled by the

felt, the free circulation of the electrolyte, neces-

sary to the proper action of the cell, was impos-

sible; and the felt, becoming corroded and par-

tially removed in spots by the acid, soon ceased

to act as an insulator, short circuiting ensued,

and the cell became worthless. But the rapid

preparation of the plates by mechanical process

was a very important step in advance of the

slow electric process of Plante; and while the

disappointment at the failure of the battery was
as great as the enthusiasm with which its first

appearance was hailed, electricians, confident of

ultimate success, still worked patientlj' to over-

come the faults which had been developed

The Improved Faure Secondary Cell.—
The various improvements of Swan, Sellon,

Volckmar, Shaw and others, from 18S0 to 1S86,

resulted in producing the improved cell shown
in Fig, 6. It is made of different sizes, and with

a variable number of plates, according to the

purpose for which it is intended, the standard

type here shown being known as the

15 A cell. It consists of fifteen plates, seven

positives and eight negatives; those plates being

known as positive which are connected with the

positive pole in charging, and from which the

e-Ktcrnal current flows in discharging, and the

others being known as negative.- Each positive

plate is nine .Tiul one-eighth inches high, eight

and one-half inches wide, and one-fourth of an
inch thick, and each negative nine and .seven-

eighths inches high, nine and one-half inches

wide, and three-si.Nteenths of an inch thick.

They are made of lead, cast in the form of grids,

with square openings to hold the pa.ste, as shown
at // in Fig 7, this form being the invention of

Swan. I'^ach opening is three-eighths of an inch

square at the surfaces, hut smaller at the center,

the walls being thicker, sloping inward from
each snrfa<:e, as illustrated by the cross-.section

shown at li, an improvement made by Sellon to

prevent the paste from dropping out. These
openings are filled with the paste of lead ojfide,

and sul|)liuric acid; minium, 1'1).|()„ lieing used
for the positive jjlates, and litharge, J'bO, for

the negatives; each ()lug being held in its place

by the .peculiar form given to it by the opening.
From one of the upper corners of each plalc

a lead bar e.vteiids, as shown in Kig. 7. 1 1 Is

seven-eighths of an inch wide, the same thickness
as llie plate, ami extends two and five-eighths

inches above the highest plates. These vertical

bars on each .set of plates are attached to a liori-

zoii'.al bar of the .same width, as shown in l''ig.

6, connecting the plates of each set together,

and keeping them a given distance apart; the

space between each two positives being nine-six-

teenths of an inch, and that between each two

negatives ten-si.\teenths; each set, with its bars,

being made as a single casting. The horizontal

bars are extended and .the ends turned in for

convenience, as shown in Fig. 6, forming lugs

for connecting the cells Into a battery as ex-

plained hereafter.

When the plates are ready to be set up, the

seven positives are pressed in between the eight
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FIG. 7.

negatives, so that they alternate, each positive

being between two negatives with a space three-

sixteenths of an inch wide between them. In

Fig. 6, the positives are shown with the bars to

the right and the negatives with their bars to the

left. As the outside plates are negatives, and
the outside surfaces inactive, the same number
of active surfaces positive and negative, four-

teen in each set, are adjacent to each other

within.

In each negative plate a number of openings
are left without paste, and into these are drawn
plugs of soft rubber, which project three-six-

teenths of an inch on each side, resting against
the positives, and holding the plates that dis-

tance apart. Two plates of glass, of the same
size as the lead plates, are placed out-

side, one on each side, against the projecting
rubber plugs to keep them from being pressed
out, and all the plates are bound together and
held in position by strong rubber bands which
pass around them. They are then placed in a

glass jar eleven inches long, eight and a half

inches wide, and thirteen inches high, outside
measure, and rest on two strips of wood placed
in the bottom to allow free circulation of the
fluid.

The Fluid.—The fluid consists of dilute sul-

phuric acid, having a specific gravity of 1.175,
about thirty-six per cent, of acid to sixty-four
per cent, of water. It covers the plates to the
depth of half an inch above the upper edges of
the negatives, and a coating of paraffine on its

surface prevents the acid spray, to which the
cell is liable in charging.
Electric Formafion of the Pla-fes.—In

the electric formation ofQhe plates at the factory
each set is charged separately, a set of tem|3o-
rary plates, or dummies, of each kind being used
with each permanent set. As the formation of
the negatives requires a much longer time than
that of the positives, litharge is ]irepared for
them, being far more rapidly reduced than min-
ium which is used for the positives, lint this

difference of material compensates only partially

Un- the difference in time; the negatives reipiir-

ing six days for the reduction of the litharge to

spon.gy lead, while the positives re(iuirc only
twenty-four h<nirs fin- the reduction of the min-
ium to peroxide. But the use of the dimimies
prevents any inconvenience whk'li nnght arise
from this source, and renders the old process of
reversal unnecx'ssary. After the plates have
been formed In this way they are |)artially ills-

charged before shipmenl, and re(|uire to he pro
l)erly charged when the cells are coinpldeil ^ind

ready for use.

iM.KCTKOMO-nVE l''ou<,K, RESISTANCE AND
Cukkent of Cei.i..—The average e. m. f. of the
cell is about two volts, Its internal resistance
from .001 to .005 of an ohm, and its working
capacity 350 ampere hours. The current varies
with the external rcsist.ince, and the rate of dis-
charge can be rc...iil:ii,.,l by the resistance, A

medium rate gives the most satisfactory results,

and is found to be the most economical. Hence
while a current of 300 amperes can be obtained

and the cell discharged in a little over an hour,

such a rate is wasteful, and would soon injure the

plates, while with a thirty-five ampere current

the cell will do efficient work for ten hours,

without waste or injurious results.

It has been shown that the electric energy ob-

tained by the discharge depends on the coinci-

dent chemical reactions, and that these reactions

require time for their normal development;

hence if the discharge is too rapid there will be
abnormal chemical reaction with corresponding

waste and injury. For the same reason a

medium rate of charging which allows sufficient

time for the complete chemical reduction of the

gases is the most economical, while with too

rapid a rate, a portion of the gas escapes and is

lost. - The same result follows from overcharg-

ing, though in either case there is no injury to

the plates, since there is no excess of chemical

reaction as in discharging. As a result of the

charging a residual amount of gas adheres to the

plates, oxygen on the positives, and hydrogen
on the negatives, which does not enter into

chemical combination; this increases the initial

e. m. f, of the discharge to 2,25 volts, but as this

gas is soon reduced the e, m. f. falls rapidly, so

that at the end of the first half hour it is about
2.04 volts, after which it remains nearly constant

for several hours, gradually declining to two
volts or less. When the cell is nearly discharged

the decline becomes very rapid, and if the dis-

charge is continued when this stage Is reached,

permanent injury to the plates is the result,

hence the discharge should be stopped when the

e, m, f, falls much below two volts.

Wei_:iGHT OF Celt, and Thickness of Plates,.
—A cell of this type wei.ghs 125 pounds. By
making the plates half the thickness of those
here described, positives one-ei.ghth of an inch,

and negatives three thirty-seconds, the weight
can be con,siderably reduced, and such cells can
also be charged more perfectly, the interior of
the paste being made accessible to chemical
reaction. But such plates have not the strength,
rigidity or durability of the thicker plates; the
paste is more liable to dro]3 out, and they are
less able to resist the tendency to buckle.
Cause of Bucklini;,—Buckling is a result of

the formation of sulphate In discharging, pro-

ducing unequal expansion. If it were possible
to obtain perfect uniformity In the material of

the plates, and in the .solution, so that the expan-
sion in di.sehargin.g, and the contraction whkii
follows In charging shouki be uniform, buckling
could not occur. lUit like every other species
of warping. It is a result of want of uniformity
either in the material or In the action to which it

Is subjected, or In both. 'J'he acid, from gravl-
tallon, becomes denser in the lower part ijf the
cell, and this affects both the chemical reactkm
and electric conductivity, both of which isgreat-
esl when the acMil Is mo,st dense; and observa-
ikm nil buckled plates .shows a curving from top
to boiidin, steailily increasing downward. Dm
buckling does not Inti'rfere with the actinn i.|

the cell until it has proceeded f.'ir enough to pro-
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lUice short circuiting, by bringing plates into con-

tact, or displacing plugs of paste.

The pressure of the rubber plugs at numerous
points tends to prevent buckling and to maintain

evenness of surface; keeping all the plates every-

where at equal distances apart; while the rubber

bands, bv their elasticity, keep the pressure uni-

form, so that if buckling occurs it is likely to

affect all the plates equally, in which case short

circuiting cannot occur. The rubber bands

and plugs have also the very important qualities of

being good insulators and practically indestruct-

ible in the acid.

V.ARi--\KLE Resist .\NCF. of Electrolyte.—
The expansion of the plates while discharging

is the result of the absiu'ption of sulphiuic acid

to form the sulphate, and the acid absorbed in

this wav during the discharge is restored during

the charging; from which it is evident that the

conductivitv of the electrolyte is subject to con-

tween two plates, or from a buckled plate com-
ing into contact with an adjacent plate, frequent,

careful inspection is necessary, and this isgreatly

facilitated by the glass jars, and the form and
position of the plates, permitting inspection of

the whole interior of the cell without disturbing-

its contents.

Formation of the B.^tterv.—The pro-

jecting bars, vertical and horizontal, shown in

Fig. 6, constitute the plates, the positive being
painted red and the negative black to distinguish

them. The cells being conveniently arranged
for connection, as shown in Fig. 8, the positive

poles alternating with the negative, if they are

to be joined in series, the lugs, shown in Fig. 6,

are bent outward and bolted together, the posi-

tive to the negative of the adjoining cell, as

shown in Fig. S, care being taken to have the

connections bright and clean, and the lugs be-

ing curved, as shown, to allow for expansion and

n

tinual variation; stt-ailily increasing during the

'hari^nng until the full proportion of acid is re-

stored, and dechning during the discharge as

the acid is absorl)ed; consequently the internal

resistance of the cell varies inversely in the

same ratio, and hence the necessity of the large

percentage of acid used, that the resistance dur-

ing the discharge may not become so great as to

lessen the practical efficiency of the cell, as a small-

er percentage wttuld be liable to entire absorption

before the terminatirm of the discharge, leaving

only water which has a very high resistance as

compared with that of dihite acid.

Too large a percentage of acid is also detri-

mental by producing an excess of sulphate, and
consetpient buckling of the plates during the dis-

charge; so that the proper proportion to be used

is of great practical importance, and the thirty-

four per cent, already mentioned, seems to

give the best practical results.

Inspection.—As short circuiting is liable to

occur from a loose plug becoming fastened be-

contraction. The different methods of joining

the lugs, shown at <?, and r, are chiefly a mat-

ter of taste and convenience, though the great-

est curvature shown at h and c gives more

opportunity for expansion and contraction of

the metal without disturbing the plates, than the

method shown at a, while the latter has the ad-

vantage of being more compact.

Thk Jui.ien Accumulator.— The Julien

accumulator, or storage battery, illustrated by

Fia 9, is the invention of Edward Julien, a liel-

!j;ian engineer. Its general principles of con-

struction and operation are essentially the same as

those already described, but his specific claim is

that the grids or supporting plates are made of a

special metallic composition which prevents oxi-

dation and buckling, giving the battery much

"reater durability than can be obtained by the

use of lead grids. The nature of this composi-

tion, known as "L'Electrique," is a business

secret.
{Concluded^

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.'

pR(.)F. G. W. Plvmit'ton's Paper.

T'fi.ii--. pL\Mi'iiiN-. The impression I have received from
conversation with those who seemed to know, was, that a
large part of the telephone service of Europe was buried in
the streets. T was partly disabused of that idea by an en-
gineer, who had returned from Europe just as 1 was setting
out. ] went to London. I was furnished letters to vari-

ous engineers by engineers and managers of telephone and
telegraph companies and civil engineers. I first made the

acquaintance of Mr. Preece in London, and learned from
him that the Postal Telegraph wires were buried in the

streets, and that some telephone wires were burled with
them—enough for the service of the postoffice department.
A telephone company enjoying franchises in I-ondon have
run all theirwires overhead, as the manager informed me; he
could not put a wire under ground without an act of parlia-

ment. They bought their right of way over the housetops.
There are certainly wires enough in many places there.

They do not compare in number and entanglement with ours
in New York, simply because there is no such telephone
ser\ice there as we are familiar with here, nor is there in

any other place. I had submitted the question as to the
material of the conduits. lie said that after going through
a good deal of experience they had adopted iron pipes for

their conduits and drew their cables loosely through them.
Wires were protected singly, and then two or three, or a
dozen wires were twisted together and pulled through the
iron pipe—generally a three-inch pipe—rarely larger than
four-inch. If it was necessary to make connection at some
point not contemplated before the pipe was put down, they
simply knocked a hole in the side of the pipe with a hammer
and made the connection. When inquiry was made what
they would do in the case of so many subscribers along any
line of telephone conduit, such as we have here in New
York, they said that problem had not yet presented itself to

them in London. I went on there to make another visit

afterward. I simply examined the system in the streets.

These pipes were buried about sixteen or eighteen inches,

rarely as much as two feet, ending in little cast iron bo.\es

about twenty inches by sixteen, and perhaps a foot deep,'

fitted with an iron cover tightly cemented. They sent
workmen out and I was accompanied by Mr, Fleetwood to

examine the boxes. They had difficulty in raising one or

two. I asked why they were so tightly cemented. They
said to keep water out. I asked if that was really the effect.

They said they thought it was, but the first cover they took

off showed me a box with about two inches of water in the

bottom. In submitting the question of material of a con-

duit to Mr. Preece, he answered that iron was used be-

cause it would serve better to protect their wires from
injury when the streets were dug up by workmen; pick axes

would knock everything else to pieces. He spoke well of

our plan of creosoted timber, and took from a case in his

office a piece of an old conduit put down in 1853. It had
been in the ground thirty-one years. It came out perfectly

sound. The cable had given out years ago. It is kuDwn
that they began systems of telegraphy in Europe by bury-

ing all their wires. They tried to bury them along their

lines .of railway; afterward dug them up and now their

wires across the country are on poles.

Brussels I visited next and there found a system of arc

lighting. Wires were stretched along the street. None
were buried. Telephone wires are over the housetops, the

wire being in some cases a hard drawn copper wire, in

others a silicon-bronze. As the houses are high and the

house attachments are high these wires run pretty well up
in the air; and as they are small they do not attract atten-

tion as they do here. That is the case generally through-

out Europe. They use a small wire and the housetop fix-

tures are so high that they are not apt to attract attention.

A gentleman on the steamer gravely told me that he had
been all over Europe and did not see any wires in the air

at all; he knew they were all underground. As the chitf

manager of the telephone system was in Antwerp, I went
on to Antwerp to get such information about such telephone

service as was under his control. That was Mr. DeGroo.

Me very kindly offered his time to answer as many questions

as 1 chose to ask. I thought of going to Stockholm for the

reason that I understood the service was very good there,

but I learned from Mr. L)e Groo that everj-thing was put up
under his direction, and with the exception of the frame-

work on the housetops, everything in Stockholm was ex-

actly duplicated in Antwerp. He thought that no telephone

wires in Europe were underground except those that were

in the sewers in Paris. He proved to be not quite correct,

though pretty nearly so. I asked about his house top con-

nections. He said that all through the Belgian and
Scandinavian cities they were on housetop lixlures. In

Italy they were on brackets under the eaves, for the reason

that the tiling of the roof does not support these immense

wooden structures very kindly. To preserve some degree of

coolness in their roofs they put on a triple tiling, with little

air spaces between the tiles, and it almost destroys the

whole roof to put up a wooden structure. Hence they

attach it by brackets under the eaves. The style of these

you will have an opportunity to see, as I have had these

systems extensively photographed in many places in Europe.

Mr. ])e Groo adtlcd that one company had come there with

an electric lighting system and had buried a cable for a

short distance with the intention of lighting the street. It

was all buried and they were nearly ready to start when the

"as companies came forward and proved that they alone

iiad the right to dig up the street—the right of canalization

of the streets, as he expressed it. The whule plant was

lost, and lies buried in the streets. He mentioned as an

interesting fact that he tried a new plan along the shore of

the Scheldt. He had just put up a mile of poles to support

his wire. That was a pole line in Europe that they felt

rather proud of. I had it photographed, and have received

lOistiissioii of papers published in Nos.
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With this number of the Western Elel-

TKiciAN we begin a new volume and a new year.

It is not, perhaps, necessary to call attention to

what we have done in the last twelve months,

as our work has shown for itself from week to

week. Neither is it necessary to make the state-

ment that the Western Electkician has suc-

ceeded. The fact is apparent.

We do think, however, that the magnitude of

our success has been a surprise to many, and at

this time it may be excusable if we give a few

of the reasons why we have succeeded so re-

markably.

In the first place we have kept all our promises.

We promised a paper wliich should be kept up to

a high standard and we have furnished such a

journal. The Westek.n Ki.ecitucian i.s, and

h;is been from the start, an expensive paper to

piEblish, and in the future it will lie .still more

expensive lo its publishers; but this is what we
pr<iiiiise<l, this is what we have done, and this is

ojie of the things which have conliiluited to our

success.

In the second place llic Wksi kun Ki.eciki-

<;IAN is published in the right place. It is

issued frimi the great central city of the i oun-

try. The west, with its cheap coal, is the great-

est electric light and electric power district on

the face of the globe, and with its enterprise

and push is a fruitful field for all kijids o! elec-

trical work. Chicago is the metropolis of this

great section and the Wk.stkkn Ki.ki'ihk.ian is

published in Chicago.

This is about all there Is to say. A good field

and a firsl-dass paper are the things which have

made our success so pronounced. Of course

we have worked, and worked hard, but we Ex-

pected to do that. We miyht, however, have

worked hard and failed, but a first-class

paper, a first-class field and hard work together

have given us a success which is indifferent but

pronounced.

Now for the next year. There will be no let

up on the hard work. Our field will be better

than ever and so will the Western Electrician.

We shall spend a good deal of money on the

Western Electrician during the next twelve

months. AVe shall give our electrical newspaper

friends a few more pointers on mechanical and

typographical excellence. Since the Western
Electrician was started every electrical paper

published in this country has in some way im-

proved its typographical appearance and en-

deavored to approach a little nearer to this paper

in mechanical excellence. They never equalled

us, but we shall now give them another boost.

Notice this number. The type is brand new,

although our old type had only been used one

year. The white paper is heavier and better

finished than that formerly used, although the

other was more expensive than that used by any

other electrical paper. And we have other im-

provements in store for our readers.

Watch the AVestern Electrician the next

year. You will find it better, brighter, hand-

somer, more interesting and more successful

than ever before.

The New York electric light companies have
become used to attacks from metropolitan papers,

but they have not yet received much criticism at

the hands of the electrical fraternity. Mr.
Sunny, in a communication in another column,
raps the companies soundly and tells them they
deserve all the criticism which they have re-

ceived.

The proj

derground
propose to

no attempt
exhaustive

the plan is

that if the i

of the und

ectors of the proposed Chicago un-

railway referred to last week do not

''boom" the road. It is stated that

will be made to begin work until an
investigation has demonstrated that

feasible. The incorporators claim
nvestigation reveals the practicability

rtaking capital will be forthcoming.

Pkesideni Sunny, of the Chicago Arc Light
and Power company, has .something to say about
underground arc light circuits of interest to

every electric light company. Taking as a basis

a pulilished interview with Prof. Henry
Morton, of Stevens Institute, wherein he gives
reasons why underground wires for arc circuits

cannot be successfully operated. President Sunny
proceeds to meet theor- with practice, and to

show that the undergrounding of arc light wires
is entirely feasible.

The residents of the west side in Chicago
will l)e more anxious than ever to have an elec-

tric motor system after reading the particulars
of the latest accident on the whimsical north side
cable road. One of the strands of cable became
twisted in the grip and the gripman was unable
to stop the car. .^ colhsion followed and .several

perstjus were injured, llmugh not seriously. If

the cable ctintinues lo cut up capers of this

kind the residents of the city will not desire to

see an extension of llic system, but will prefer to

.see some other modu ni car propulsion e.\|)eri-

mented with.

TiiK somewhat ilet:Liled statemeul which I'rcjf.

(i. W. I'lymplon gave in connec-lion with the
discussion of his paper nu "Underground wires
in Kurope and America" by the Institute of
I'^lectrical haigineers is even more interesting
than the |)aper itself. Tlie fact that ICuropcan
i.-ounlries are behind America in the mailer of

underground wires is one whicli will be re-

ceived with surprise by many persons, as it was
by I'rof. I'lymptcju when he went abroad to seek
information on the subject. The professor
cpiotes an l';nglishman as .saying: "If I had been

asked about the best place to go to to learn

about underground systems I would have said,

the United States. We haven't any here." The
underground systems such as Prof. Plympton
found were certainly not of such a kind that

they could be followed as models. Nothing re-

ferred to seems to compare for a moment with

the Chicago system described by Mr. Sunny in

another column. Prof. Plympton's investiga-

tions extended over several countries, and the

information is complete and interesting. In the

discussion Mr. Powers made the statement that

if the wires were buried four-fifths of the dan-

ger from electric wires would be removed at

once.

Since the appointment of Schuyler S. Wheeler

as electrical expert of the New York board of

electrical control that gentleman has found work
enough to keep him busily engaged. In two

weeks he sent out 545 notices of existing viola-

tions of the law relating to wires. If the state-

ments of the daily papers are to be relied upon,

the circuits in the metropolis are in an exceed-

ingly bad condition. The inspectors, it is said,

have made daily reports of from forty to 100

dead wires. None of the wires has as yet been

removed; it is the policy of the board to find out

the companies to whom they belong and compel
them to bear the expense of removal. If the

owners cannot be located the board will remove
the obnoxious wires. Complaints are made that

when dead wires are found, current is turned on
temporarily so that the wires will not be inter-

fered with. Mr. Wheeler is reported as saying:

"Our next move, after getting the dead wires

out of the way, will be to remove all surplus

poles. On many thoroughfares there are two,

three, and sometimes even four lines of poles on
the same side of the street, and we will make
one set of poles answer. The department of

public works is giving us hearty support now,
and I think we will accomplish many reforms in

the course of the summer and make much head-

way towards relieving the streets and insuring

people against accidents from the wires."

The New York papers without reason con-
tinue to rail at the mayor and the board of elec-

trical control and insist that they are fit subjects

for indictment because of their failure to compel
the companies to bury their wires.

A. K. Stiles, of Chicago, who has had as

wide experience with electric railways in Amer-
ica as any one, writes the New York Tribune the
appended letter, which is a powerful argument in

favor of the safety of electric roads; "Since you
take considerable interest in the subject of electric

railways and have been publishing communica-
tions as to their safety, I would- like to be al-

lowed to say that the impression which has been
carefully cultivated in some cjuarters about the
number of accidents is wholly unfounded. In

this country alone electric roads have now car-

ried, it is estimated, some 25,000,000 passengers,
not a single one of whom has been hurt. The
alle,ged accident at Jamaica, I,. I., where a wo-
man was scared by the dropping of a trolly on
the roof of the car, is too absurd to be seriously
noted. Outside of that there are, I believe, two
instances in which it is asserted a horse and a
mule have been killed by direct contact or en-
tanglement with a large extent of conductor
that IukI fallen. 1 venture, therefore, to asserl

that no other method of travel in our cities can
show a record to compare in any way with the
electric for ease and .safety. In regard to the
assertions of J. Murray Mitchell as to what the
English Board of Trade does in limiting tin

potentials of currents, I must state that he is

sadly misinformed. 1 could mention a great
many places in England where potentials eight
times as high as he names are in use in connec-
tion with American .systems of electric lighling
apparatus. As to electric railways, the Enghsh
are as yet practically without any, but where
Ihey have been tried currents of '250 and 300
volts are in use, and with such conditions as" we
adopt here in America for .safety, the Hoard of
Trade i.s, to u.se its own language, 'prepared to
authorize a difference of potential considerably
in excess of this limit, with suitable iirecautions'
America need not go lo ICnghuul U\ learn how
to operate electrical inventions."
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the photograph since. In Berlin, the circumstances are not

w-ideiv different. There is a series of lines under the mu-

nicipal direction, and some under the direction of the gov-

ernment. There has been a little friction between the two.

The lirst official that I consulted assured me that all tele-

phone wires were on the house-tops; nearly all telegraph

wires were buried in the streets, and at no great depth;

ver\- much like the wires in London, in pipes, not far below

the surface.

The German military telegraph is of another kind. That

is the Siemens cable strongly wound with an armor and

buried without any other protection directly in the ground.

The telephone wires are ver>- abundant in Beriin over tlie

house-tops. There is quite a tangle of them, as you will

see by manv photographs here. I should add, that in

Brussels, perhaps the most remarkable display of wires any-

where is shown bv that photograph. [Showing a photo-

graph.] It is a fine picture of their chief cathedral, with

wires spread above and running a long distance to their

support. In Berlin, the house-top fi.xtures are really very

extensive. I have never seen any in New York which were

able to cam- as manv wires at once, as those of Berlin. As

the government controls the placing of the wires, they are

frequently placed on their best buildings and some of the

very fine' views across their favorite avenues show these

light iron fixtures on top of public buildings. The dilTer-

ence between the C.erman service and tjjat of Belgium is

that in Germany the householder must submit to having the

fixtures put on his house. He is paid, however, for the

service. In Belgium they make the best terms they can,

and the telephone companies pay at about the rate of ten

cents per wire per vear for the use of the house-top.

One picture represents Turin where there is a great as-

semblage of wires coming over the house-tops. In Brussels,

one difficulty which Mr. DeGroo said he had experienced

was from the disturbance of the wires by angry citizens.

The wires were so thick that they killed a great many car-

rier pigeons. Owners of pigeons would get angry and go

up on"" the house-tops, and chop the wires. Fifty wires

vvere destroyed the day before. An old lady who owned a

number of pigeons had destroyed them. Cologne has, I

think, about fiftv—it was August. 1SS6, that I was there,—

and Frankfort about four hundred. Four, 'i\st or six hun-

dred is about the number for those cities in Central Eu-

In Paris a different condition prevailed. I went directly

to the electrician. I had letters from Mr. Edison and Mr.

\ail introducing me to M. Berthou, in whose charge are all

the telephone lines of France. I asked him immediately

about his underground system in the sewers. He said,

"Yes. they are in the sewers, but they are there because the

sewers are right at hand." I asked him, "What do you do

when you come to the end of your sewers?" He said,

"Then we come out and go to the house-tops." A httle

later he showed me a wire drawn out of a sewer fastened to

the side and drawn up to the house where it was wanted.

I asked him what the plan was in other French cities. He
said they were all on the house-tops, except at Bordeaux,

where about three hundred subscribers are furnished by a

system drawn through iron pipes, but they were not domg

very well. I visited the sewers, and walked along through

them some distance. I noticed the method of attaching.

It was a httle hook with a shank, driven into the wall over-

head; I could just reach them with my hand. They would

hold four or five cables as large as my thumb. There

would be twelve or fourteen of those small cables in a sm-

gle one of these sewers. It was easy to make out the dis-

tance of these cables as they branched off, because the

sewers are very conveniently marked—the street corners are

marked with the name of the streets. In regard to the arc

lighting, I asked him if he would put the arc light wire in

the same sewers with his telephone wires, and he said "No!"

verv energeticallv—he would not have them there; indeed

he did not believe that arc lighting was going to prevail to

anv great extent, and then added, "We have less now in

this avenue that vou are in than we had three or four years

agci; we have replaced the arc lights with the gas lights."

rhe gas lights are in groups, five or six burners in each

lamp There were no arc light wires underground, so far

as he knew. I noticed while walking with him along the

street that there were some wires overhead. He said those

were some of the dead wires not yet -removed; but he called

the superintendent, who was in sight, and submitted the

question to him. The superintendent said, no; that the

rt-ires were overhead as there was no sewer in that street. It

was a little street. Then M. Berthou added. "There are one

hundred subscribers served that way;" and again the superin-

tendent interposed to "say that there were two hundred in I'ans

served over house-tops solely. He added in regard to the ser-

vice that he expected to be able to extend it through Spanish

cities- it was a franchise that he was expecting to control

ver\' ^on. but he had made it a condition that he should

be allowed to go on house-tops. So I got but little infor-

mation with regard to the best way of burying wires until I

got back to England, when, after a short stay, and another

consultation with the electricians there. I went on to New-

ca.stle I was assured that they were beginning to put

wires underground in Manchester. If I went there I

should see that they were burying a cable in an iron pipe.

Newcastle enjoys the reputation of having all its wires un-

derground. Thev have a svstem of iron pipes. They

scr\e some three hundred or four hundred telephone sub-

scribers bv the use of the wires. They are controlled by

the 'rovernment. Thev do not study economy in the

method of hauling in w'ires or in the use of them. 1 hey

twist their wires together so as to establish a metallic cir-

cuit and run from their central station to their customers.

I had got this estimate from both M. Berthou and Mr.

Breece that when the unde'rground system was fully at

work with cables the best that they knew how to make, the

limit of ser\-ice would be about ten or eleven mdes under-

o-round. I asked if it would be profitable to run further

Than that if you come out of the ground at that distance.

They said that was doubtful; it was a question not solved.

M. Berthou stated about twelve miles as the limit at which

it was possible to send a telephone message through any-

thing buried in the ground. I mentioned that to the elec-

trician who was assigned to me by Mr. Heavyside, the head

of the telephone service in Newcastle, and he said, "I can-

not quite accept that estimate, and I think I will give you

an opportunilv In refute it." So he connected up a line for

me for experiment, which he said was a line of twelve and

a half miles of cable, what he called cable—that is, a lot of

wires twisted together in pairs; twisted a little way in one di-

rection, andthentwistedintheoppositedirection. These pairs

were put together until there would be about a dozen or twenty,

and then thev were pulled loosely through the iron pipe. At

the end of the twelve and a half miles the wire came out of

the ground and connected for about thirty-eight miles

further. It was fifty miles and a fraction through which

he said the telephone service extended. 1 could converse

through that, though I found difficulty where an expert

worker at the telephone would not. I could converse

through that when the conditions were exceptionally favor-

able. It was in a padded room, and the instrument was in

perfect working condition. I had no difficulty in convers-

ing through that twelve and a half miles of cable and the

ierial line up to fifty miles. Such telephone service as they

have in Newcastle would hardly answer the purpose where

there are so many users as we have here. I asked how they

increased the number if they had additional subscribers

—

how they could pull more wires into the iron pipe that had

a twisted tangle of wires already in it. He said they pulled

the whole bundle out and sent them to headquarters—the

postal department—and they furnished them a new lot.

Economy was not considered. He said the government

owned the whole thing.

Mk. Powers: As a central station operator I should be

glad to ask what is the longest time—if there are any arc

light wires buried underground—what is the longest time

for which such wires have been buried up to the present

time?

Prok. Plvmi'Ton: I cannot tell that. We have had no

experience of that kind in Brooklyn. The arc light com-

pany appears to be ready to try experiments when it sees

its way clearly. We have been more interested in getting

the telephone wires underground, because they outnumber

all the others.

Mr. Powf.ks: There seems to be in this matter a very

grave misunderstanding by the public about the danger of

the electric light wires themselves. I have kept a close

track of this matter since there has been some agitation of

this question at Troy, and 1 have noticed that four out

of five accidents occur not from the electric light wires

directly, but from the coming down on the electric light

wire of, I think, principally, abandoned wires overhead.

The nuisance has become so great in Troy that a law was

recently passed by the common council requiring the city

engineer to remove those wires. We had one accident a

short time since. An abandoned Atlantic &: Pacific tele-

graph wire fell down across us and killed a horse, through

no prime fault of the electric light company. If we can

get the telegraph and telephone wires underground, which

seems to be possible, we shall have, if the recent accidents

are any criterion by which to judge, four-fifths of the

danger removed at once, and I think that the question of

danger will then sink into comparative insignificance.

Mr. Mailloux: I would like to ask Prof. Plympton if

he has any data regarding the working of the underground

system at Chicago. I believe the underground system has

been working there on a considerable scale. It might be

interesting for him to tell us whether he has any personal

knowledge about it. His treatment of the underground

systems in Europe is certainly a verj' masterly and thorough,

and comprehensive one, and there is but very little for us to

sav either by way of comment or otherwise. But it is quite

evident to the minds of us all that they have not done any-

thing in Europe that we can safely and conscientiously

recommend for our own particular cases, because not only

are the systems more numerous in this country, but they are

also exploited on a much larger scale, so that a remedy

which might be adequate in Europe would not be adequate

here; and for that reason I would like to know what Prof.

Plympton may have learned of systems which are promising

success in this country.

Prof. Pi-VMITOn: I visited Chicago, and was verv'

politely received by Mr. Barrett, who is superintendent of

the work there. He said that he began by forming an agree-

ment with various companies that they should bury their

wires as fast as he buried the wires of the city. He is city

electrician. He allowed the companies to select their own

conduits, so that each company. has its own. They have

telephone wires, telegraph wires, underground electric Hght

wires for some purposes. There is no municipal street

lighting in Chicago, or was not a year ago last February.

Some theaters and buildings are lighted, but they run

through conduits. That was the case where one of these

took fire. I wTOte to Mr. Fay, and asked about the tele-

phone service, to learn if they had suffered from induction,

from proximity to any of these other wires. They had in

some cases. The harmonic system of telegraphy had cre-

ated some tlifticulty through its induction, and there had

been complaints; but inasmuch as each company had

selected its own conduit and buried its wires in its own way

there was not much to gather about a general system of

bur\-ing, or getting them into a compact shape as could be

done, ^indeed, standing at one of the street corners, one of

the electricians pointed out to me fifteen manhole covers in

sight at the junction of two streets, all within a radius of

less than sixty feet. They have there a short way of mak-

ing connection. Their soil is soft, light sand. They take

a sharp pointed pipe and drive that pipe right across the

street if they want to make a house connection. It may

turn out in the middle of the track, and then they pull the

pipe out and start again.

In regard to getting information from other sources, the

remark'made bv Mr. Parish, in London, was significant.

He said, "if I had been asked about the best place

to go to learn about underground systenis, I should

have said, the United States. We haven't any here." I

found that to be the case. They can come here to learn

They cannot overtake ourabout underground systems,
rapid development.

George S. Moler's P.aper.

Pkof. Xumols: 'The session has been so long that I

will ask just a moment on this subject. The galvanometer
is one which was devised in the physical laboratory at Cor-
nell by my assistant. Prof. Moler, for laboratory purposes;

the object being to get a portable instrument which should
have as large a range as possible, a fair degree of accuracv,
and ease of manipulation. The plan which he suggested
and which we have carried out in the construction of one of

these instruments is shown in the diagram in connection
with my last paper. Prof. Moler suggested that by using
the coil of the galvanometer at the end of a swinging arm,
you could at the same time cause it to recede from the

needle, and without having to move it to a great distance

you would be able by turning it through an angle at the

same time to increase the constant of the instrument from a
ven- small quantity, when the arm was vertical, to infinity

when the arm was horizontal. It also occurred to us that it

would be better to divide the quadrant, which is shown in

these diagrams; a quadrant passing through this swinging
coil, using constant deflections of the needle—calibrating

for constant deflection of the needle. The results obtained
by the galvanometer, I think, have been highly satisfactory.

It has a single ring as a coil—a single bar of copper bent
into a circle about three inches in diameter. When the arm
has a vertical bearing, the coil being as near as possible to

the needle, the deflection for one one-hundredth of an am-
pere is about eight millimetres, so that you cannot only
detect the presence of one one-hundredth of an ampere, but

you can make a pretty fair estimation of the amount of cur-

rent. Starting from that as the maximum of sensitiveness

of the instrument, and swinging the coil over away from
the needle—the needle being a little bell magnet suspended
in the usual way inside, and carr)nng a plain mirror—as you
swing your little coil away from the vertical position, and
bring it up to a position out here [indicating], the quadrant
passing always through it so you can read it, the constant in-

creases with great rapiditv, both on account of the distance,

which is increasing all the time, and on account of the an-

gle which the coil makes with the horizontal plane, and the

consequence is that with the sixty amperes we found we had
not to traverse more than half of our quadrant, and the

only element, so far as this part of the quadrant is con-

cerned, is the current-carrying capacity of the conductor of

which we make this coil. Just about forty-five degrees of

this quadrant is divided between one one-hundredth of one
ampere and sixty amperes, and the other would comprise all

currents larger than sixty amperes. We have calibrated it

only up to sixtv amperes for a single deflection, but we find

that the relative sensitiveness is nearly a constant quantity;

that is to say, we can detect about the same proportion of

sixty amperes that you can of one ampere. \'ou can change

in an instant from the measurement of a very heavy to

a ver}' light current by the simple process of moving that

arm. For laboratory purposes this is oftentimes a great

convenience. Of course it is not a standard instrument;

but once calibrated it is fairly accurate. It is only subject

to the objection that all those galvanometers have that you

cannot move it around to the different rooms of a building

without taking cognizance of the change in the horizontal

intensity of the earth magnetism. In a laboratory contain-

ing iron, that changes through many per cent., and of

course makes a serious difiiculty. You can either set this

on and then read upon the circular scale which is shown
better in the diagrams than 1 can draw it—read the deflec-

tions as in any instrument, or you can select a constant de-

flection for which the calibration has been performed, and

move the arm until you reach that deflection, or you can

combine the two, moving the arm until you have approxi-

mated to the proper deflection, then reading the position

and the ditTerence here and making the correction for the

difference according to the circumstances. Moreover, you

can take this circular scale away and use a telescopic scale;

or, finally you can project by means of a magic lantern on

a screen to show the movement of the instrument. The
current is brought in through the two arms in this ring, and

these are hinged by means of two insulated screws here, and

then it is carried from these screws off by means of a twisted pair

of flexible cables for about a meter, and here are binding

posts, and you can carry it off to a still greater distance with

fi.xed cables. This is all one piece from this hinge up here

and there around this loop and down the other side to the

hinge and out again. There is a calibration curve that will

be given in the publication of this paper which will show

the degree of accuracy which we found it capable of, and I

will not detain you by attempting to give the details of the

measure—simply that for one one-hundredths of an ampere

it shows a ver>' sensible deflection, and it certainly will be

quite sensitive, measuring a small fraction of one per cent,

up to at least one huntlred amperes, and to as much
more as the coil would carrj-. [Applause.]

Adjourned.

" Sacramento is going to have'an electric railway, "said I-

L. Lewis, connected with the Sacramento Cal. Electric rail-

way, to a reporter, "and it will be something of which the cap-

ital city will be proud. I have ordered cars from the Elec-

tric Car company of America, whose immense works are

at Philadelphia. There will be delay in obtaining some of

them, as the electric portion of them must be made in

France, but I have a contract by which one car. fully

equipped, must be delivered in Sacramento by July i. It

will be a sixteen-foot, four-wheel car, with a storage battery

of eight-horse power. The brakes, gongs, headlights

—

everjthing—are run by electricity. On Washington ave-

nue, in St. Louis; Fifth avenue, New York, and in Phila-

delphia, I rode on electric railways, and they are the big-

gest thing out. The cars glide along without jolt or jar,

and are under perfect control. The works in Philadelphia

are unable to supply the demand for electric cars, and an

addition for the exclusive manufacture of these cars is being

made at a cost of over $300,000."
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Practical Telephony.

Bv Thus. D. LncKwoon.

2. The next case is where we find that the

telephonic operations can be accomplished all

right, but the bell cannot ring another, cannot

drop the central office annunciator, or cannot re-

ceive a ring. The conditions, as stated, show
first, that the line is all right or w-e could not

talk over it; second, that inasmuch as none of

the foregoing signaling functions are accom-

plished, the t'rouble is clearly either within the

bell box, or else in that part of the circuit at the

central station which is cut off during conversa-

tion; /. c. the annunciator, and that part of the

line leading from, the spring-jack through the

annunciator to the general ground. Further-

more, it is clear that the trouble is not likely to

be in the generator itself, since that is assumed
to be cut out by its short circuit.

Try first, whether the fault is in the bell bo.x;

put in the cut out plug, or if that plug be lost at

is usually the case, unite the two line posts by a

short wire and ring. If the bell will not ring the

break is inside; if it will ring, the trouble is on

the annunciator section of the line at the central

station, and ten to one in the annunciator coils.

Supposin.g, however, that the bell did not

rin.g, locating the trouble within the box; you
now open the box and look for it; it is clearly a

broken wire and is not likely to be hard, to find.

If it should prove to be hard to find, it will do
no harm to remember that although there is a

shunt circuit round the generator coil, which is

arranged to be broken by the turning of the

crank, it is quite possible that this also being

made of wood and metal like the rest of the

mechanism, is subject to the laws of nature, and
may become defective. The shrinkage of the

wood may for example force apart the two ends
of the shunt circuit, so that the generator coils

are not cut out at all; in this case, talking is bad
and the fault we are looking for may be there.

3. The ring which any subscriber's bell re-

ceives or gives out, is loud and strong, but the

ring which its generator produces in other bells

is weak; or when used to call the central office,

the annunciator will not always drop. Clearly,

here the only fault is in the generator itself.

The fact that the home bell rings all right shows
the circuit and bell when at rest to be in good
shape; and inasmuch as the feebleness is only

exhibited when a call is sent, we can regch no
other conclusion than that stated. Either the

generator is weak, in which case it should come
out, and be .sent to the shop for repairs, or it has

loose connections which can easily be found,
and which must at once be repaired.

4. The bell will both receive and transmit a

call, but not so stron.gly as it should. What is

wrong?

Try first, whether you can talk over the line

using the telephones of the defective bell. If

so, the probability is that the line circuit is in

good order, ,-uid the fault is nearly certain to be
a loose connection, or a dirty or otherwise im-
perfect switch connection inside the bell box. If

this is found to be all right, examine the ground
connection, as it is possible to talk, and some-
times to talk well, over a line having a resistance

owing to loo.se connections, so high that the call-

ing is done very poorly.

5. The hell makes a fine ring when a call

comes in, but when the call is sent, the generator
fails 111 ring its own bell.

Thi< IS really only a symptom of the same
trouble as that numbered 3, and is due to the
same cause; the generator is out of order,

(>. No fault is noticeable when a call is sent;

other bells are rung all right, and the central
station always receives the call, but the home
hell rings very feebly.

This sometimes occurs after a lightning slorm
during which llie ringer magnets may be demag-
netized; an.l is caused liy weak magnets or by
some bad adjustment In the armature. This
point was fully explained in Part II.

7, The hell rings all right, and receives a ring
all right, but when the telephone is taken from
the switch, conversation cannot be either re-

ceived or iransMiitted.

The main line is obviously in good order; if

not you coidd not .send and receive calls; and

the trouble is thus at once located in the tele-

phone branch.

Is it in the transmitter or receiver? Not in the

mechanism of the transmitter or in the primary

circuit, certainly. Why? Because you can't hear

any better than )'0U can speak, and therefore

whatever the trouble is, it is common to both re-

ceiver and transmitter. It is the connection

w-ith such faults as this, that experience counts

for something, and before making a close exam-
ination, experience teaches us to go at once to

the weakest part of the telephone branch; name-
ly, the flexible cord to which the receiving tele-

phone is attached. There isn't much doubt

that the trouble will be found there. If it proves

that this cord is all right, then inspect the re-

mainder of the telephone branch, the switch con-

nections in the bell bo.x, every binding screw, and
all about the receiving telephone and the trans-

mitter, taking especial care when you come to

the place where in the latter instrument the two

wires pass from the two right hand screw termi-

nals to the induction coil. In studying this fault

the junior inspector will do well to keep before

his eyes the fact, that by the act of taking the

receiving telephone from its support, the switch

has been caused to connect the main line with

the receiver and with the secondary coil of the

transmitter, and hence the trouble must be in

one of these instruments or in the cord.

Fig. 16 indicates generally the arrangement,

but the reader must remember that there are

many alternative ways of making the connec-

tions.

Flexiule Cords.—A few words about the

necessary flexible conductor will not here be out

of place. The flexible conducting cord to which
the receiving telephone is attached is mechan-
icallv one, but electricallv two. It contains two
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separate and independent conducting wires, each
composed of spiral wires, usually steel for

strength, with a string passing down the center

of the spiral; the strin.g now generally has cop-

per tinsel wound upon it, .so as to reduce the re-

sistance introduced by the steel. Each of these

conductors is separately covered with a braiding

of cotton to prevent it fror coming into contact

with its companion, and then the two covered
conduct(n's thus protected, are covered with one
or uKu'e coverings of braided silk or cotton of

suitable color and fixture to give it a neat ap-

pearance. Each conductor terminates at both
ends in a metallic tip adapted by shape and size

fin' insertion into a bintling screw. The ends of

the two conductors at each end of the cord are

left unbound together for about three inches, so

that each can conveniently be led to its own
binding screw. The two tips at one end of the

cord are fastened to the binding .screws in the

bell box, and the two at the other itn^S to the

biniling screws of the receiving telephone. Hy
this mean.s, a loop—continuous and nietiillic— is

formed which includes the telephone, and the

voice currents pass from one of the bell bind-

ing screws down one of the cord conductors, lo

and through the telephone helix, and back by
the other condintor. There are only two points

in the cord where faults ,ire likely to arise.

These arc at the point of c-onnection between
the flexible conductm' and its metal tip, and at

the crotch of the covering where the two con-
ductors bifurcate; and to give the sub-
scriber his due, it is fair to sl.ate that he is usn.il-

ly responsible for defect in cither place. 11 he

gets into the habit of ilri.|)|)ing ific iclrplionr.

and letting it hang with its whole weight on the

cord, it is by no means surprising that the con-

nection between the tip and the conductor fails;

and if he accjuires the etpially objectionable habit

of hanging the telephone up by the crotch of

the cord, we must anticipate trouble there, and
as already indicated, if the calling apparatus

works in good shape, and speech can neither be

transmitted nor received, the cord is probably

damaged.
Any man can readily test a suspected cord for

himself, however. Disconnect it from the tele-

phone and box. Hang up the telephone in its

place. Now disconnect the line and .ground

wires from the main binding screws on the top

of the bell box. Attach the two tips at one end
of the cord to the line and ground terminals of

the bell box, in place of the disconnected wires.

Hold the two tips of the other end tightly to-

gether and ring the bell, at the same time pull-

ing the cord, so as to hold apart any two points

where a break may be. If the cord is all ri.oht

there will be a continuous circuit, and the bell

will- ring. If the cord is broken it will not.

8. The sub.scriber's bell rings loudly when he-

sends a call, but he can get no response. One
of two things: The line is badly grounded or

crossed; or the annunciator is stiff at the joints

and does not fall.

In the first place there is nothing to do but to

locate and clear the ground, and in the second
place notify the central office authorities to re-

pair the drop.

If the central station finds no trouble in call-

ing the subscriber, the latter trouble it is, which
is doing the mischief. If the first named trouble
be decided upon, and there is but one station on
the line, after becoming satisfied that the ground
is not within the limits of either central or sub-
scriber's station—which is readily done by open-
ing the line at the point where it leaves either

office, and noting that if all is right at these points,

no current will pass—there is only one thing to

do, and that is to go over the line until the
ground is found and removed.

If there be several stations, the matter is sim-
plified materially, as it can then be localized be-
tw-een two stations, by visiting the subscriber's
stations one after another. If one is found
where "central" cannot be raised, and at the next
station in the direction of the central office, the
said office can be raised, it is only necessary to

go over the intervening section.

9. The bell rin.gs frequently, but in a feeble
and irresolute and chattering way, and without
any good reason.

The line is evidently crossed with a Morse or
printing telegraph line, and must be cleared.

ro. Suppose a sub.scriber has two bells on dif-
ferent lines, one of which may be an exchange
line, and the other a private line, or both private
lines, and both repeatedly ring at the same time.
The two lines are certainly crossed. The

proper thing to do before hunting the cross .is to
sit down and think out the different sections of
line where they run together, and then to go out
and examine such sections until the cross is

found; or else—and this is a mighty significant
"or el.se"—the two lines coming to the same
ground terminal, are not provided with a good
ground connection, and consequently when a'

call comes in on either line, instead of the call

currents passing entirely to earth, a portion leaks
over to the other line. To find out whether this
be the ca.se open the second line where it enters
the window, and ground it there. Then ring
over the other; if the fault indeed be a defective
ground connectiim the ring will again come on
both bells. If the fault be a cross outside it will
now only come on one bell, hi the former cafe
examine and improve the ground terminal until
the raiill disappear.s.

( To hi' i\infiinh'>/^)

Tin- ii.iiiniilu-L- on .sla-L-ls ami :illi.ys of Ihu Chiciiyo city
couiu-il li;is pivst'iilud ;i rvpurl ailvuisi: lo Ihe pi;lilion of Hie
l.rikf Slivi'l i'lcviiU-(l ro.-id. Il w:is discovcreil Uial the nec-
essary fionlane hail not been siK'neii in any single mile. It
appears tliat Hie railroad company in nial<ins- ils ealcni.atirns
counted llic frontajje of llie alleys crossed and also tlic
street inlerscelions. and, dedndinn iliese, wliich lielon^' lo
the cily, the pelllion is shun in each mile the nnmlier of
feel represenled liy Ihe sU'eets .mil .alleys I'etened lo. The
company may lie .alile lo snppiv Ihe deliciency, Iml nnlil it

has hecn done, and the pelilion lias been sijjned by a
maioialy of the li-onl,li;e in e.ich mile, the ordinance cannot
he lc;.;ally passi'd.
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Successful Underground Arc Light Cir-

cuits.

To the Editjr of Iks Wi^iern Electrician t

Chicago, June 30.—In a recent issue of an eastern

electrical paper, under the head of "Those Damp Con-
duits," is piibllslied an interview with Prof. Henry Morion,
of Slevens Institute, wherein he gives certain reasons why
underground wires for arc circuits cannot be successfully

iiperateil.

'i'here is no subject upon which a man can feel more at

liberty to express his views without risking contradiction

than this one of underground wires, and in this case we
,vouId fet'l inclined to believe what the professor says, with-

out tjuestiouing the accuracy, were it not for the wide dis-

crepanc}' that exists between what he says is true and what
we have found to be true. lie says a moist conduit is

utterly useless for carrying arc, and in some instances in-

candescent currents, because there is no known insulation

thai will stand the effects of the moisture on the one hand
and the tendency of the current to break through to the

earth on the other. Further on he says that no satisfactory

material has been found for the protection of insulation on
underground wires. 'Ihis is a severe arraignment of the

several manufacturers of underground cables for arc cur-

rents, and no doubt those gentlemen can convince the pro-

fessor that his statement is a trifle broad and considerably

lacking in accuracy.

We are working through fifty miles or'more of lead cable

in Chicago, all underground, and in a wet conduit, and are

furnishing a satisfactory light service for 1,000 lamps. The
lead cables contain an insulation six thirty-seconds of an
inch thick, and, while the cables of this type have been in

service only about four months, we have so far not had one
case of trouble in them. It is true that the lead cables

put in in November and December last were burned out

almost immediately upon beingput into service, but this was
not because the insulation was not suitably protected

from the moistin-e of the conduit, but was entirely owing to

the fact that the insulation of three thirty-seconds of an inch

was too thin. These cables had not been in service long

enougli to be impaired in the slightest by either gas or

moisture, nor have the cables in use at present. It will no
doubt take a long time to determine what the effect will be

of the moisture and gas on the lead protection to the insu-

lation, but we see no reason why there should be any, be-

cause of the fact that lead-covered telegraph and telephone

cables have been lying in the same conduits for four years

and are in a good state of preservation.

'l"he professor savs, in support of his position, that in

I'hiladelphia a mile or two of arc light wire was put under-

ground but soon had to be .abandoned. As he fails to

furnish any particulars, it may be that he alludes to the

circuit that we were told about at the Pittsburgh convention,

which was not constructed according to the best ideas of

underground work, and for the failure of which there were

good reasons.

D. R. Walker, chief of the electrical department of Phil-

adelphia, says under date of February, 1888 :
" The Brush

company have been using underground cables on a sixty-

light circuit since the fall of 1SS5, the current passing

through the cable twenty-two hours a day, and the

d-iily lest sheets show no deterioration." Evidently I'rof.

Morton and Chief Walker are not in close communi-
cation on this subject, or else the latter has had some
reverses in his underground experiences. Nor does the

professor remember that Mr. \\'ilbur, of Girard college, has

had an underground circuit of two miles, carrying forty-

seven lights, in operation for a year without any trouble.

To the statement made by the professor that it is only

possible to run electric light wires underground for a short

distance (this term may be taken to mean l.ooo feet) I

would say that some of the Chicago circuits contain between

three and four miles of wire, and there is practically no dif-

ference in the service furnished on the long and short cir-

cuits.

The professor says that arc light wires would last for

some time underground if provided with about iiinr inc/irs

of lead around the insulation. The lead around the Chi-

cago cables is one-eighth of an inch thick, and the diameter

of the entire cable is about three-fourths of an inch.

Kegavding the cause of the destruction of the lead cables

that were used here in the early part of this year we have

no explanation that we can put forfti with any degree of

certainty. Many theories have been advanced, and among
them are two that are worthy of consideration. The lirst is

that when the dynamic current of 2,300 volts passes through

the copper conductor it generates static electricity in the

lead covering around the insulation. Under ordinary cir-

cumstances the conduit, which is made of Dorsett material,

is a good insulator, so that the lead is not connected with

earth. When the lead becomes fully charged the theory is

that it discharges back into the copper conductor, punctur-

ing the insulation at the point where the discharge occurs.

Now a burn-out need not occur at the time of the punctur-

ing, because the lead has no connection with the earth, and

if the circuit is, aside from the puncture, in good shape,

there is nothing to provoke a burn-out. When, however,

the conditions in the conduit change so that the lead be-

comes grounded by moisture in the ducts, or in the water

in the man holes, a burn-out takes place at the point where

the insulation was punctured. The second theory is that

the belts on the dynamos generate a great quantity of static

electricity, which linding no outlet to earth in the dynamo
room is carried into the dynamos and out upon the circuits,

where at some point in the lead cable it punctures the insu-

lation and escapes to eanh. Every one familiar with the

jumping propensities of static electricity will understand

how this theory can be applied to the occurrences cited.

As has been stated, the "burn-outs" have all occurred in

the cables of thin insulation (three thirty-seconds of an inch),

while none have taken place in the larger ones (.six thirty-

seconds). Accepting either one of the theories as C .rrect, the

exemption from trouble in the cables now in use can be

credited to the thick insulatic)n entirely.

While wc do not take the position that we have solved

the problem of working arc wires successfully underground.
we do assume the position that it can be done, and that
leaving out ail of the instances of failure that were caused
by construction palpably bad, there is more proof that it can
be done than there is that it cannot be done.

It cannot be denied that the proper place for a large

number of arc light wires is undergrounci, and that there is

justice and reason in the complaints of the New York press
against the condition of affairs in that great city. The
numberless poles and the labyrinth of wires in the narrow
and crowded streets, coupled with the semi-occasional re-

port of some one severely injured, if not killed, make in

themselves a commentary on the electrical genius of the

chief cityin the country that ought to be humiliating for any
man or set of men to hear. The permanency and popu-
larity of the service demand that it be carried on without
imperiling the safety or convenience of any one, and thi; at-

titude that seems to have been assumed in New York that

no change can be made on present methods is not calcu-

lated to help the service in either respect.

We are sorry for the encouragement that Prof. Morton
gives to the anti-underground wire men, for the reason that

the data to be had does not justify him in doing so, and be-

cause, though it be accurate or inaccurate, such a statement
from such a source may help to put off the day when im-
provements ought to be made that are imperative, not only
for the general good but for the good of the arc light ser-

vice. B. E. Sunny, President,

Chicago Arc Light & Power Co.

CORRESPONDENCE
New York Notes.

New Youk, June 30.—The meeting of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers, June 19, was one of

great interest, and fully attended. The subject: "The

solution of the municipal rapid transit problem," was ver}'

elaborately treated by Frank J- Sprague, a member of

the institute, who, as is well known, has given the matter

not only very thorough study, but has been able to carry out

both experimentally and practically the application of elec-

tricity to the operation of railroads. While touching upon

all branches of this intricate problem, Mr. Sprague based

his paper on the extensive and successful installation of his

system at Richmond, Va,, and every person interested in

the advance of electrical science should feel gratified that

he has been able to overcome the serious obstacles en-

countered in the work. The new lantern presented to the

Institute by President Weston was brought into use for the

first time, and the numerous views prepared for the occa-

sion added materially to the proper appreciation of the im-

portance of the results attained, as an indication of what

may be reasonably hoped for in the future development of

electric lailways. The length of the paper together with

the exhibition of the views, precluded a general discussion

which was thought proper to defer until the next meeting

of the institute.

Judge Andrews of the Supreme court has issued an in-

junction upon the application of the Commercial Telegram

company restraining the Stock exchange from making a

contract giving exclusive 'rights to the Gold and Stock Tele-

graph-company, or any other corporation to the exclusion

of the Commercial company. It also enjoins the authori-

ties of the exchange from interfering with the floor privi-

leges of the latter company. The injunction was the out-

come of the suit which has been pending for several years

regarding these privileges, It was once decided in favor of

the exchange, but upon appeal the decision was reversed.

The work of removing dead wires from the streets of the

city appears to be occupying the attention of the Board of

Electrical Control at present. It is, of course, true that the

existence of these wires have added much to the alleged

dangers inherent to the suspension of electrical conductors,

and while their removal will involve considerable expense

the various companies continue to express their satisfaction

with this particular work of the board.

It is to be regretted that the fright to which Mrs. Pfeifer

was subjected on the Jamaica Electric Railway during a

thunder storm should be made the subject of controversy

between representatives of rival systems, claiming that

there may be danger in using a particular kind of motor

while there will be none if the low tension current is used.

While this may or may not be true, the public knows no

distinction, but they are all classed as electric; and there-

fore the newspapers call them dangerous. Lightning is

liable to strike almost anywhere, and no system having con-

ductin-r wires can expect to be entirely exempt from the

liability of receiving an occasional visitation. Even the

streets of this cily are liable to" be invaded by lightning,

and the danger will be somewhat increased by the final

burial of the electric conductors, which have no doubt

served to dissipate the atmospheric electricity during the

serious thunder storms which sometimes pass this way. Such

a storm on Tuesday created considerable excitement on

Twenty-fifth streLl, where a spherical body of dazzling

brilliancy appeared and struck in a pile of gravel and

other building material, boring a hole through a brick and

another through a plank, according to the statements of

the usual eye-witnesses. Whether the commotion was
caused by lightning or a meteor has not yet been reported.

An attempt is being made by the Board of Electrical

Control, through the district attorney's office to have some
of the electrical companies indicted for failing to take

down their poles and wires as required bylaw. The propo-

sition was not received with any great degree of enthusiasm,

and it appears probable that any attempt to enforce the law

in that matter will lead to endless litigation.

After considerable delay, the Schuyler Electric Light

company of Elizabeth, N. J., started up its incandescent

lighting from central station on Saturday night. Only

about one hundred lamps have as yet been placed, but the

number will be rapidly increased as they give general satis-

faction. The Westinghouse converter system is used.

Edward Weston is ver)'muchpleased with the operation of

a gas engine with which he is driving the machinery of his

laboratory at Newark during the summer months. It re-

quires very little attention, and he finds it more economical

for his use' than a steam engine generating the same

amount of power^

After devoting about a month to the rumored electric

light corruption in Brooklyn, the grand jury reported on

Friday that "after an extended investigation they fail to

find evidence of corruption on the part of any person or

persons seeking a franchise from the city for the purpose of

lighting the city with electricity, or furnishing the same for

private consumers."

Among the abandoned copper mines which have been

galvanized into life by the prevailing high price of copper

is one located at Bristol, Conn., which is being developed

by a party of capitalists from Pittsfield, Mass. Very fav-

orable reports have been made to them as to the quality of

the ore, and if the present price of the metal is maintained

they expect to make a profitable business of it.

The report that the European copper syndicate has pur-

chased the three years, output of two of the leading mines

in Japan has been confirmed. The mines in question are

the oldest in Japan. The amount of copper from them

heretofore sent to England has rarely exceeded 1,000 tons

per annum, and the surplus beyond home consumption has

been shipped to China and India. When the price began

to rise last fall, however, some enterprising merchants

gathered up all the old copper they could find in China,

amounting to about 1,000 tons, consisting of old saucers,

lamps, idols and other bric-a-brac. This, of course, at-

tracted attention to the castas a source of supply, and com-

pelled the syndicate to secure the surplus output of the

principal mines in order to protect their European and

American markets. The amount they will have to lake

in order to accomplish this is estimated at about 8,000 tons

yeariy.

Prof. William A. Anthony, consulting electrician of

the Mather Electric company, read a paper on overhead

wires before the Electric club Thursday evening, in which

he took strong ground against the attempt to enforce upon

the electric lighting companies the use of underground

conductors. Among many others who were present and

took part in the discussion were Prof. William D.

Marks and A. J. De Camp of Philadelphia, C. J. H.

Woodbury of Boston, Schuyler S. Wheeler, H. L. Storke

and Nikola Tesia of New York City. P.

Helena, M. T.

Helena, M. T., June 27.—The electric light company's

plant was destroyed by fire a short time ago, but with char-

acteristic energy the directors immediately began to form

plans for rebuilding the plant. The new building will be

54x120 feet, with one story and a basement. The dynamo

room contains five arc light machines, with a total capacity

of 150 arc lights, of from 1,200 to 2,000 candle power

each; four continuous current machines with a total

capacity of over 2,000 sixteen candle power lights; two

alternating current dynamos With a total capacity of r,ooo

sixteen candle power lights. The engine room will contain

three rso-horse power Corliss engines. The boiler room is

designed to accommodate six tubular boilers, in three bat-

teries. The coal bunks will also be under this roof and will

have a total capacity of 100 tons, thereby providing against

any possible interruption of operations in consequence of a

short fuel supply. This end of the building will be so

located that fuel can be taken from the railroad cars imme-

diately into coal bins. Beneath the machine room, hallway

and oflices will be a basement 54x90 feet, which is intended

partly for storing supplies, but mainly for storage batteries.

The alternating machines and storage batteries will be

entirely new features in the electric lighting business here.

The storage batteries, in addition to forming an available

source of supply in case of accident to machinery, are

intended to be used for furnishing motive power, and it is

not improbable that before the close of the present year

motors will be employed for running elevators, wood-work-
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ing; machinery, printing machinery, sewing machines, den-

tal and jewelers'- lathes, coffee mills, and ice cream and

soda water machines. When the company's new station is

fully equipped, it will have ample power and machinery, in

addition to supplying all the light required by consumers, to

afford motive power to street car lines. The plans as

adopted by the company contemplate a plant which will be

sufficiently large to supply every possible demand for the

present and well into the future, while the appointments are

all selected with a view to giving the most satisfactory light

and power at rates consistent with good ser\-ice. The

company has appointed William liarrison, business mana-

ger, as already announced in the Western Electrician.

who is now pushing the primary' arrangements to comple-

tion, and promises to have work begun on the new build-

ings inside the next ten days. With the Gas company's

enlarged plant, the Home Electric Light companj's prac-

tically new plant, three times or more the capacity of its old

plant, and the new Electric Light company's proposed

works, Helena may very reasonably look for superior light

and plenty of it, at rates which ought to be satisfactory to

the consumers at least. McD.

Kansas City Notes.

K.A.Ns.\s CiTV, Mo., June i.—Many of the business men

of the city who are telephone subscribers, have during the

past few weeks requested Mayor Kumpf to take some action

in regard to having an ordinance passed requiring the tele-

phone company to reduce its rates. They think $50 a 3'ear

is enough to pay for telephone service within the city limits.

The success which the St. Louis council is meeting in its

endeavors to have the telephone rates reduced in that city,

has prompted the movement here. The mayor has finally

consented to make a move in the matter. He hasrequested

M. R. H. (,>uarles, the city counselor, to look into the

matter. He says he wants to know what the law on the

subject is before any action is taken. He is of opinion

that the telephone rates need revising, but considers the

matter a very important one, and that it is best to go slow in it.

One of the business men who called on the mayor made

this kind of an argument :

" There is a big monopoly in

the telephone service in this city. I pay Jfig a month, or

$ioS a year, for a telephone in my house; there are 2,500

telephones in use in this city. At an average of $100 a year

for each subscriber, the revenue to the company is about

^250,000. It is safe to say that the expenses are not over

$[00,000 at the greatest. The ma.^imum rate for each

telephone should be not over $50 a year."

Superintendent W, W. Smith, of the telephone company,

views the movement with great calmness. H he is at all

affrighted his bland and smiling countenance conceals his

real feelings most successfully. "We would not attempt to

carry on business," he said, "if we could not cliarge at

least our present rates, and they are %']2 a year for each

telephone within three-quarters of a mile of the central

office, and ^ additional for each additional quarter of a

mile. 1 don't know whether an ordinance fi.\iiig the rate

of any certain amount not suitable to us would be legal if

passed by the council. We would probably test the matter

in the courts, and were we defeated, we would abandon our

system where it is. Of course that is on the supposition

that the rate would be made lower than at present, But

before such steps are taken as are proposed, the telephone

system should be investigated, and our books will be open

for examination. The puljlic has mistaken ideas about

the telephone business. It cannot understand why our ex-

penses are not smaller than they are, and our profits

larger. We have to pay royalties on every little instru-

ment used. Wc have now nearly 2,5(Xj telephones in ope-

ration, hut have boards e(|uipped for 3,<xx), 'I'here are

rccjuircd to run these boards, 4,5(jo jacks, small brass

ferrules, costing fifty cents each. Kor 4,000 telephones

S,f»r»o jacks wutild be needed. That is 'only an iola of the

expcnKc. Kor each subscriber we pay a royally of ^100,

Koyalliesof more or less size are also paid on many r>ther

p;itcnts connected with the telerhone. To jjrepare a

boanl for 2fX) instruments, the scrvices'of four or live men

for a mr)nth are required in ihe oflice. I'^or every sevcnly-

fivc HiibHcrilMrrs here an operator is ref|uired. Wires wear

out, and we are putting in cables costing sixty cents a foot.

We will soon have to have new ipiarlers, and it woiMiI cost

UH $3<),fy)0 Id move across the street, In order lo make

our v-Tvife the best pi»ssil>le, we have all our wires run

into out rofmi, which j;rt-ally increases the expense, for, Ut

put ihe wires for lo.fjoo f-ubscril)ers in one room, would

"iM $125,fxxi mtm; than lo put the wire** for 5,fXK) sub-

vrilter*. in each f»( Iwo rrmms. The first year thin eom-

|.;in) \\:>'. or;;anize(l a dividend of B per cent was declared,

hilt ii'> divtdftid wrfi ;;rante'l for the next three years. The
hlockhohf 'riving a dividend of 6 per cent.

i}\iTv.m 1 liat differvnt fromlhal of the St.

LouiH conip.or; WIiil'j l>oih are rjperaling under a slate

law, the St. Louis company accepted an ordinance a few

years ago regulating the erection of poles, which gave the

council the right to fix the telephone rates. The St. Louis

case has now reached the courts and will be settled by the

Supreme court in October. If the telephone company is

beaten it will take out its telephones-, for it cannot operate

if its rates are cut down from |:ioo to $50 a year."

James Powers, an employe of the Kansas City Electric

Light company, was seriously injured last week. Powers

climbed a ladder for the purpose of trimming a light.

Upon grasping the burner a charge of electricity passed

into his body, and he found himself unable to release his

hold on the burner, but he jumped from the ladder, falling

to the ground. When picked up he was unconscious, but

revived after being taken home. A badly burned hand and

severe nervous shock were the results. A defective cut-off

was the cause.

The Southwestern Electric Supply company has moved

into uptown offices in the National Bank of Kansas City

building. The company now represents the Baxter Motor

for the west, and is selling many of them. The electric

goods of Patrick tJc Carter—annunciators, bell, alarms, etc.,

—are also being handled by the company now.

W. H. Mclvinlock, of the Central Electric company, of

Chicago, and Willard L. Candee, of the Okonite company,

New York, were in the city, last week, for a brief time, but

left on a "still hunt."

The Kansas City agency of the Thomson-Houston com-

pany, has secured the contract for furnishing the elecrical

equipment of the Suburban & Riverside Railway, of

Wichita, Kas. 'the line will be six miles long when com-

pleted. The Thomson-Houston company is to furnish six

cars, six motors, two 50 horse power electric generators,

and ail other electrical appliances and fixtures necessary.

The system of transmission will be that of the single over-

head conductor; and the contract involves about $60,000.

The same agency has also secured the contract for furn-

ishing the Pine Bluff Ark. Water Supply company with

seventy arc lights and 1,000 incandescent lamps.

The Loomis Electric company of Boston, is now repre-

sented here, its agent, Mr. Cutter, arriving last week.

Charles Grover, the general southwestern agent of the

Hawkeye Electric company, of Oskaloosa, la., whose

headquarters are in this citv, is now filling a contract ob-

tained from the Hutchinson Kan. Water, Light, Power

and Telephone company of one 10 horse power, one

5-horse power, two i horse power and two % horse power

motors. For the Horton Kas. Electric flight and Power

company Mr. Crover is patting in twenty-five arc lamps

and 300 incandescents. 'file Mawkeye is also putting in

motors at Missouri Vallej', la., where Paul W. Bos-

sart, of the Inter-Stale Electric company of this city, is

putting in a central station of the accumulator system.

Two motors will be supplied, each of 3-horse power.

C. II Cone, of the Electric Supply company, is keeping

himself on the jump at present. Last week he was visiting

various points in Iowa and Northern Missouri. This week he

is overhauling the towns in \\'estern Colorado and New
Mexico.

Mr. Steele, representing the IJrush, of Cleveland, has

secured the contract for a twenty-five arc liglit plant at

Washington Park.

The dealers and agencies generally report business dull

in their line in the west at present. Two reasons are

given for this condition of affairs, either of which alone is

sufficient to cause a considerable falling off in trade, and

when both are present the result is particularly doleful.

One is that Ihe people are slow in realizing that now is the

best lime lo ortlcr electric lights, as the long evenings ren-

der their use al present of no great necessity. They forget

thai it lakes time lo put in an electric light system, and that

if ihey w.'iit inUil short days and long nights create a boom
for illuminators, the long days ;ind short nights will almost

come around again before an electric lighl system ordered

in the fall can be gotten iiii'i npcnition. The other cause

is the scarcity of money. Money has grown exceedingly

scarce in the west during ll;e past three months. But the

crop pro'specls are unusually favi-rablc and everybody is tak-

ing heart and anticipating pic ii.purily in accordance therewilli.

The city council is beginnin;; to realize thai the fire de-

partment is inadc(|uale for \\\v city, and that Ihe greatest

need at present is a first -cla-s file alarm system, 'fhe city

has been depending upim (In- Itlephone f(«r Ww alarms, but

the inslruments arc so scarce in the city tiiat the telephone

is not lo he relied npim for tp.ick Service. Il is probable

Ihal bids for furnishing a lire alarm system will be adver,

lined for al an early dale. A,

Topeka. Kan.

Toi-KKA, Kail., June y. \.,t lung ago the city con-

Iracled with Ihe Jcniiey IJeihi. (iimi)any of Indianapolis

for an electric lighl ]>l.'inl. I lie ctmiiacl calls lor ;i plant

of a capacity of 120 arc lights of 2,000 candle power each.

The Third ward of this city was dissatisfied with the num-

ber of lights assigned to it by the council out of the 120 arc

lights so be supplied by the city's plant when the Jenney

company got it in and remonstrated with the council.

Their remonstrances being of no avail the citizens of the

ward then instituted legal proceedings to restrain the city

from opening its Jenney plant and secured a temporary

restraining order. The city council naturally was startled

by this action and resolved to do something to appease the

wrath of these neglected citizens. Accordingly a special

meeting was held last week, and a resolution was adopted

declaring a large portion of the city now without light, that

additional light was absolutely necessary, and directing the

city engineer to prepare plans and specifications and a de-

tailed estimate of the cost of sixty additional improved In-

dianapolis Jenney electric lights and for the machinery and

appliances necessary to operate the same.

The engineer has now prepared plans for a sixty 2,000

candle arc power light plant and has estimated the cost at

$17,500, It is now thought that the injunction proceeding

will be withdrawn. E.

Missouri Towns
Si'KiNcriiLLii, Mo., June 30.—General Manager Keyser

of the electric motor line has returned from Detroit, will

take up his permanent residence here and will give per-

sonal attention
,
to conducting the lines of the company.

The steel for the tracksis being manufactured at the rate of

fifteen tons every fortnight and is shipped here in install-

ments. The ties are ready for the miles of track and grad^

ing has commenced. The engines and rolling stock are

being eonstructed as well as the dynamos and boilers for

the power house. Mr. Keyser is confident that the first

three or four miles of the road will be in operation by Au-
gust 15th.

BooNVlLLE, Mo., June 30.—The latest movement in the

electric-gas fight in this city is the appointment of a com-
mittee by the council to investigate the gas company's suit

to enjoin the electric light company and to bring suit

against the gas company for the forfeiture of its charter.

LiiUANON, Mo., June 30.—The Lebanon Magnetic Water
company with a capital stock of igiq.ooo has been incor-

porated. The directors are Isaac Haskinson, M. P. Nixon
and four others. The company has a tank constructed to

hold 240 gallons and a bath house of four tubs. A pecu-

liarity of the water is that although the well is 1,000 feet

deep the temperature of the water is between 61 and 62
degrees or about .5 degree warmer than water in the ordi-

nary wells and cisterns.

CAUONDELP/r, Mo., June 30.—An electro plating estab-

lishment will soon be in operation here. The company has

one dynamo of twenty horse power and one of four horse

power. It will make a specially of copper plating.

Lkxington, Mo., June 30.—E. W. Abendroth, of this

city, has submitted a proposition to the city council for the

establishment of an electric light plant here, the motive
power to be furnished by the water works company.
Washington, Mo., June 30.—The Bell Telephone com-

pany is constructing a line from St. Louis to this city. A
public and a private wire are being strung. The company
is negotiating for the purchase of a pri\ate line from this

cit)" to Uni(.)n. jj

The Rockies, Eastern Slope.
Trinidau, Coi.., June 27.—The Trinidad Llectric Light

company now has its plant in operation, the current hav-
ing been turned on the city circuit last week. A sort of
informal jubilee on the part of the citizens was held.

O.MAiiA, Nkh., June 30.—The Inter.slate Eire Alarm com-
pany has been incorporated, with a capital stock of.'Jlso.ooo.

by E. B. Johnson and others. The company will manu-
faclure electric fire alarm apparatus of the kind that has
been manufactured hitherto onasmallscale at Columbus, O.

l-'our masts are being erected in the high school grounds
for the 2,000 candle power arc lights with whkh the

grounds will be illuminated as soon as the plant is put in.

Kkakni.;y, Nkh., June29.—J. Ci. White, president of
the Western Engineering company of Lincoln, Neb.,
is here with a view of putting in .Sprague electric motors
for the Kearney Canal and Water Supply company. He
has secured Ihe contract for furnishing two electric moior^,
one of twenty and the other of Uiirly horse power, for ihe
jiresscd bi-ick anil terra cotta works.

Dks M.iinks, Ia., June 30.— H. E. Teachout has just re-

turned from an extended lri|) east in the interest
of ihc Dcs Moines Broad Oauge Street railroad.
;ind his errand was the investigation of the (|ueslion
of tlie operation of street railways by electricity,

lie examined the roads in operation in Lima and
Mansfield, O; Binghamlon, N. V.; Seranlon and
Wilkesbarrc, I'a.; Richmond, V;.., ;ind Philadelphia.
Mis trip h;is m;i<le him a greater believer than ever in the

I
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electric railway, and the company he represents will go

rioht ahead with the construction of their line. The

Spra^e company and the Thomson-Houston company

ha\'e made propositions for the construction and equipment

of the road, and the outside figures reach nearly ^0,000.

It is expected that the road will be in operation by Septem-

ber 1st. E.

Indianapolis Items-

INPIANAPOLIS, Ind., June 30.—The two telegraph com-

panies here delivered something Hke 2,000 congratulatory

messages to General. Harrison, the nominee of the Repub-

lican National Convention for president, in the thirty-six

hours after the nomination was made.

The Indianapolis Jenney Electric company furnished and

put a dynamo and about a dozen arc lamps in General

Harrison's grounds for use during the week.

The Indianapolis District Messenger company has organ-

ized a system of police patrol and is putting up a large num-

ber of signal boxes through the main business part of the

city.

The Bell Telephone company, in turning in a list of their

taxable property in this county, put theij instruments in at

$3.60 each. The board of equalizers raised the valuation to

$5, claiming as the company get a rental of $14 each yearly

for the instruments their valuation is too low. The tele-

phone company have employed an attorney to look after

their interests in the case. M.

From Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, Mich., June 30.—Anew yacht now being

fitted out at the Wyandotte ship yards for M. S. Smith,

of this city, will be equipped with a 30 A light

plant by the Electrical Accumulator and Lighting com-

pany. Seventeen accumulators of the 23 C type will/ be

put in. The company report a constantly increasing de-

mand for accumulator plants. Some 2,000 lights are in use

in Detroit, and several large orders are in the course of com-

pletion. A 400 A light plant in the city hall has entirely

displaced the gas service.

The Michigan Railroad Consolidation board has ap-

proved the consolidation of the Minneapolis, Sault Ste.

Marie and Atlantic Railway company, the Minneapolis and

Pacific Railway company, and the Aberdeen, Bismarck and

Northwestern Railway company under one management,

making a continuous line of about r,ooo miles, extending

from Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., to Bismarck, Dak. C,

Kansas Towns.
Marion, Kas., June 30.—This city is now without tele-

phone service, the agent of the Bell company having come,

seen and conquered, confiscated the eighty infringing tele-

phones of the Electric company and burned them in the

street.

Lawrence, Kas., June 29.—Mr. Kirts, of Cleveland,

O., mechanical engineer, is in the city locating machinery

and shafting for the new electric light plant of the gas com-

pany. Two systems will be used by this company, the

Thomson-Houston arc and the Westinghouse alternating

incandescent.

HuRTON, Kas., June 28.—The Horton Electric Light

company is now putting up the poles and wires, and if

nothing unforseen occurs the plant will begin operations

July 4-

HiAW.ATiiA, Kas., June 28.—The Hiawatha electric

light company now has its plant in operation and it is prov-

ing a great success. C.

The Rookies' Western Slope,

Los Angeles, Cal., June 26.—The Los Angeles Cable

Railway company has made an assignment to W, R. Black-

burn. The road has been operated by electric motors.

San Pedro, Cal., June 27.—The Pacific Mutual or the

Postal Telegraph will extend its western fine to this city

this summer.

San Jose, Cal., June 27.—The new electric railway is

now in successful operation. F.

The Southwest
El Paso, Tex., June 2S.—The fire department is now

arranging with the telephone company for a telephone-fire

alarm system. The city will be divided into twenty dis-

tricts, and where the telephones are not numerous enough

new ones will be put in for the fire department.

Gainesville, Tex., June 28.—Mrs. Henry S. Dye was

struck on the top of the head by lightning, which ran down

her left side, unbuttoned and removed her shoe and left her

unconscious. It is thought she will recover.

Fort Smith, Ark., June 2g.—A large number of Pan

electric telephones will be put up throughout the city during

July. G.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Lightning recently ruined a -dynamo in the plant of the

Lowell, Mass., Electric Light works.

The Tyler Electric Light company of Tyler, Tex., has
been organized, with ^50,000 capital stock.

The Zanesville, O., Edison Electric Light & Power
company has been incorporated^ with $60,000 capital

stock.

The Hicks Induction Light & Motor company has
been incorporated at Detroit, Mich., with capital stock of

.^00,000.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has sold

a plant of fifty arc lights to fhe"Seatt4e, W. T., Electric

Light company.

The Delavan Electric Light company, of Delavan, 111.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $6,000. The
incorporators are J. M. Allen, A. L. Maclay and F. E.
Allen.

The Edison Electric Light company of New York has again
appHed to the common council for a franchise. The com-
pany has already received permission from the electrical

subway commission to lay underground conduits.

The Fresno, Cal., Lrustees have granted an electric light

franchise to A. H. Emmery, There is a provision that re-

quires the company to take down its wires within thirty

days and put them under ground if the city council de-

mands it.

The Eau Claire, Wis., Brush Electric Light company has

already increased its order from Soo or 1,000 incandescent

fights of the Fort Wayne Jenney alternating system men-
tioned last week to 2,400 lights, of which 1,600 will be
put in at once.

A number of the managers of theaters in Madrid will

be unable to install lights by September i, the date on
which all places of amusement must be lighted by the bet-

ter illuminant in accordance with the roj'al decree, A peti-

tion for an extension of time will be presented to the gov-

ernment.

In St. Louis last week a horse was killed by a shock from
an electric light wire which had broken loose from its

fastening. The wire hung across St. Charles street. The
driver of the horse happened to pull up the animal just be-

fore the wire was reached. The animal opened its mouth
and the wire struck the bit. The horse was killed instantly.

Gas exploded in an electric Hght conduit at the corner of

La Salle and Washington streets, Chicago, last week, blow-

ing the manhole cover several feet in the air. The gas

pipes near the intersection of those streets leak continu-

ally and for some reason the gas seems to collect in the

conduit. Just where the spark which caused the explosion

came from, seems to be a mystery.

E. Blass, a German scientist, has used an incandescent

lamp for actual inspection of the inside of boilers under

steam. A thick glass tube was introduced through a stuff-

ing box, a small incandescent lamp was lowered into this

and lighted by means of a small battery. By this means
the whole of the boiler was lighted up, and could be in-

spected through a thick glass plate inserted in the boiler.

June 9, during a heavy storm at Portland, Ore., lightning

struck the wires of the local electric light company, and, fol-

lowing them into the station, burned out the armatures of

three dynamos, and consequently extinguished all the arc

lights in the city. Only one circuit of incandescent street

lamps remained lighted. The burning of the safety strips

saved the machines. The damage to the company is about

$1,000.

The electric subway commissioners of New York have

asked the district attorney to get the grand jury to indict

the telephone, telegraph and electric lighting companies

whose wires are above ground, that the suspended wires are

a constant menance to pedestrians. Affidavits are also to be

sent to Corporation Counsel Beekman setting forth that the

subway is now in a condition to receive all the electric light-

ing companies' wires.

Louis Lubin of New York, is quoted as saying: "Quite

a number of experiments were made with a death-dealing

electric current before the present law to execute criminals

by electricity was submitted to the state. I have seen a

young and vigorous bull, which certainly had as much
vitality as the average American murderer, killed so quickly

that there was but one wild flutter of the pulse recorded on

a sphygmograph, between a condition of health and palpable

unconsciousness, coma and death. No scientific man be-

lieves that electricity gives a painful death; the shock is so

sudden and so strong that one hasn't time to feel. It is a

death to be preferred to any other which human beings can

die. It is euthanasia perfected. The men who are acci-

dentally shocked by dangerous amounts of electricity suffer

when recovering, not when they are struck down."

Prof. Blyth recently read before the Glasgow Philo-

sophical society a paper in which he described an experi-

ment which he made last summer—the lighting of a cottage

in which he spent his vacation by a dynamo driven by a

windmill, and charging a storage battery. The windmill

used was an old-fashioned type, with four arms at right

angles to each other, each of them thirteen feet long. There

was no especial regulating device. The dynamo was belted

directly to the fly wheel of the mill, and charged twelve

cells of storage battery, which supplied the incandescent

lamps in the cottage. Prof. Blyth has never used more

than ten lamps at once, but he could have used more. With

a good breeze, enough electricity could be stored in half a

day to supply light for four evenings of three or four hours

each. The lamps used were of eight candle power. When
charging, ihe current passed through a cut-out that would

disconnect them from the dynamo when it ran below a cer-

tain speed; so the windmill could be allowed to run all the

time, charging the battery when the wind happened to be

strong enough. The current had been used to run a light

turning lathe, and Prof. Blyth had begun to make a

light carriage to be run by the stored electricity.

the electric motor.
The Portland & Vancouver Railroad company will estab-

lish a telephone line between Portland and Vancouver.

The telephone company of Valparaiso, Ind., is removing
its poles from the streets in accordance with a recent reso-

lution of the city council.

A company with a capital stock of $20,000 has been or-

ganized at Columbus, Ind., for the purpose of building an
electric street railway;. The company embraces a large

number of the citizens.

President Cleveland has allowed the act to authorize the

Paris, Choctaw and Little Kock Railway company to con-

struct and operate railway, telegraph, and telephone lines

through the Indian Territory, to become a law without his

approval.

A contract has been taken by the Sprague company for

the East Side Railway of Brockton, Mass. The first

equipment will consist of six cars with about five miles of

[trackage. This is the road which was incorrectly reported

as having made a contract with the Thomson-Houston
company.

The Sprague company have just received an order for

the equipment of forty new cars on the old line in Rich-
mond, Va.; the order to be completed by the first of Oc-
tober. This makes the total Richmond equipment of 80
cars, and about 27 miles of track, and it is expected that

the number of cars will be increased to over 100 in the

near future. The number of passengers carried daily aver-

ages about 13,000.

The New York papers a short time ago contained stories

concerning an electric shock which Mrs. Lizzie Pfeifei sus-

tained, while riding on the electric road from East New
York to Jamaica. A gentleman who investigated the case
made this report: "The electrical circuit from the power
station consists of two bare copper wires directly over the
tracks, supported by cross W'ires from ordinary telegraph

poles on the sides of the street. These copper wires are

connected directly with the dynamo at the power station,

and are about fifteen feet above the surface of the street.

Two flexible insulated wires run from the motor on each
car to two wheels or trolleys resting on the overhead con-
ductors. As the car moves, the trolleys are drawn after it,

keeping the motor in constant connection with the dynamo.
The current comes from the dynamo through the positive

conductor or overhead wire, passes from the trolley down
through the motor, up to the other trolley and back through
the negative conductor to the dynamo. It is evident that

to receive a shock one must be in contact, either direct or

through wires, with both overhead conductors at the same
time. It is absolutely impossible to receive a shock unless
this condition be fulfilled. The motor is on the front of

the car, inclosed in a cab, and separated from the rest of

the car by a partition. A person sitting in the body of the

car could in no conceivable way come in contact with the

two overhead wires, and of course could not receive an
electric shock. A person in the motor cab might touch the

two bare ends of the wires running down from the trolleys,

and so complete the circuit through his or her body, receiv-

ing a part or the whole of the current; but it is not alleged

that Mrs. Pefifer was in the motor cab where passengers are

not allowed. The trolleys on this road are popriy con-
structed, in consequence of which they sometimes fall- from
the wires. This is annoying to passengers but is simply a

nuisance, not a source of danger. The fall of the trolley

breaks the circuit and the current is cut off from the motor.
No accidental shock can result under such circumstances.

It is said that Mrs. Pfeifei was in a highly nen'ous condi-

tion resulting from a recent surgical operation. The trol-

lev fell and she was greatly alarmed. On the repetition of

the accident she fainted, and was carried from the car in an
unconscious condition. She was attended for two hours by
one of the employes, who gave me the foregoing informa-
tion. I have no doubt as to the substantial accuracy of

these facts, as the conditions made it impossible for her to

receive an electric shock. To the ignorant electricity pos-

sesses many terrors, but it is subject to well defined laws,

and a more general understanding of these laws would re-

move many unreasonable prejudices. The current used on
the Jamaica road has a potential of 500 volts. Such a cur-

rent would produce an unpleasant but by no means fatal

shock. The precautions are such, however, that an acci-

dental shock is almost impossible. The lesson conveyed by
this accident is not that electric motors and their actuating

currents are dangerous to life and limb, but that electric rail-

ways should be equipped with trolleys that would not fall

off to the alarm of nervous passengers. Such trolleys are

in use on many electric railways of all systems in this coun-

THE TELEPHONE.
The Bell Telephone company has extended its successfu

experiment of long distance telephony between Boston and
New York to the establishment of a line between New ^'ork

and Saratoga, beween which points it is competing with the

Western Union for public business, says an exchange. The
rates charged are rather steep as compared with the modest
tolls of the telegraph company, but the compensating advan-
tage to the customer lies in the fact that he can obtain a
much quicker service and at the same time minimize the

chances of his message falling into other hands than those

of the person for whom it may be intended. But the su-

preme advantage of the telephone system is in there being
no doubt or uncertainty of the conversation, or liabillity of

error whatever. The telephone tariff ruling between Boston
and New York is ii;2 for each five minutes or fraction of

that time consumed in conversation, and the number of

customers obtained and retained at that figure has encour-

aged the company to fix its rate between New "\'ork and
Saratoga at $2.50 for the same time consumed though the

distance is less than between the points first named. The
discrimination in rates is undoubtedly due to the shortness

of the Saratoga season, which is limited to about tv/o

months, in which time the compan)- must be reimbursed for-
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the lar^e and necessary outiay. Whether the Western

Union will see fit to resent the encroachments of a rival

which has heretofore been quite generally looked upon as an

ally, or whether, indeed, in view of tlie::recent successes of

the telephone company, the elder corporation, feels equal to

the severe strain an 'open fight with such ^ an adversar>-

would entail, is a matter to be made plain to the^public only

by time. One thing is absolutely certain, however; tl\at

the Bell Telephone company is in the general telegraphic

field with the intention of remaining there and if possible

revolutionizing the business of telegraphy.

Personal.

E. R. Weeks, general manager of the Kansas City Elec-

tric Light company, on his way east, stopped in Chicago

just long enough Saturday last to shake hands with a very

few of his large number of friends in this city.

Business Mention.

Manufacturers of electrical apparatus who have tried

tripoline, a polishing compound made by the Matchless

Metal Polishing company of Chicago, unite in agreeing

that it is a great labor saver and produces a most brilliant

polish.

The Jenney Electric company, of Indianapolis, Ind.,

have been receiving numerous orders increasing the capacity

of many of their California plants. The city of Topeka,
Kan., has increased its original order 50 per cent, and Sul-

livan, Ind., has just sent in an order for a plant of 60 arc

lights.

The Clark Electric company, of 159 Chambers street

New York, have issued a catalogue devoted to their

dynamo. The apparatus presents new features in many
respects. The dynamo has made a record twenty lights

with eleven and nine-tenths horse power which is some-
thing remarkable.

Electrical Patents.

Issm-d Juiif 26, iSSS.

384,958. Galvanic Battery. Charles A. Brown and Martin
M. Clark. Chicago, 111.

The invention consists, speaking generally, in sub-
stituting for the bricks a depolarizing mi.xture consist-

ing of equal parts of pero.\ide of manganese and carbon,

this mixture being contained in bags which are tied to

opposite sides of the carbon element.

384,962. Electric Railway Signal. Stanley C. C. Currie,

London. County of Middlesex, England.

385,001. Rheostat. James W. Packard, New York. N. Y.
We give the last claim: "5. A rheostat which has

the following parts in combination: A skeleton frame
which has suitable cross bars resting on divided portions

of two of its opposite sides, but insulated therefrom; a

set of resistance coils strung on said bars and connected
in series; an electrical connection between one terminal

of the exterior circuit and one end of the series of coils.

and two socket pieces which are electrically connected
to the other terminal of the exterior circuit and which
fit over the projecting ends of any of the said cross

bars."

385,020. Electric Light System. Bernard E. Sunny. Chi-
cago, 111.

385.022. Apparatus for Electric Welding. Elihu Thom-
son, Lynn, Mass.
The invention consists in the organization of clamps

for holding the pieces to be welded.
The first and last claims are given: " i. In an

.
electric welding apparatus, the combination, with a
movable clamp, of mechanism controlled thereby to cut

off the welding current at a predetermined point.
"11. In an electric welding apparatus, the com-

bination of a movable clamp, mechanism controlled

thereby for cutting off the welding current at a prede-
termined point, and means for varying the amount of
current fed to the apparatus."

355.023. Electric Switch. Patrick J. Tracy, Racine, Wis.
Claim 4 follows: " The combination, with a moving

contact terminal, of a cleaner or polisher located in the

path of motion of the said terminal, the said cleaner be-
ing elastically supported."

385.028, Electrolyte for Galvanic Batteries. Bloomfield

J. Wheelock, New York, N. Y.
Claim I follows: " The herein described composition

of matter to be used in primary batteries, consisting of
nitric acid, sulphuric acid, pure water, sal-ammoniac,
bichromate of potash or bichromate of soda, and sul-

phate of iron."

385.034- Electromotive Railway. Granville T. Woods,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
We give the last claim: "13. An electric railway

having a conducting path such as described, combined
with a side track or branch railway having a conducting
path ioo|K:d in the main outgoing conductor, an indc-
I>endent generator interposed in the outgoing side of
said lo<,)p, and a dtjuble or ' two-way' switch,"

385,039, Holder for Incan<lescent Lamps. William A.
Carey, Maiden. Ma'>s.

385.041. Switch for Electrical Purposes. William A.

Carey,.Maiden, Mass.

385.042. Mariner's Recording Compass. Henry A. Chase.

Stoneham. .Mass.
" Claim I: The combination of a movable needle or

pointer with a series of electric circuits having terminals

in different positions within the range of movement of

said needle or pointer, and a circuit controlling device

movable with the said needle or pointer and having an

independent movement affecting the said circuits, the

circuit at any time affected thus indicating the position

of the needle or pointer at that moment."

385.043. Electric Alarm Compass. Henry A. Chase, New-
ton. Mass.
"Claim 2: The combination of the pivoted needle

of a mariner's compass with an electric circuit having

terminals co-operating with the said needle, and a shield

movable with relation to the compass box or supporting

framework of the said needle, the said shield, when in

line with the needle, preventing the latter from affect-

ing the said circuit."

385.053. Electric Railway, Rudolph M. Hunter, Phila-

delphia. Pa.

We give the last claim: " 19. The combination of

a car body having a motor operating platform at its

forward end, an electrically propelled truck pivoted

under said platform, a source of electrical supply, a
motor circuit carried by the car and supplying current

to the motor, and regulating means on or at the plat-

form for controlling the flow of current to the motor of

the electrically propelled truck."

385.054. Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter. Phila-

delphia, Pa.

385.055. Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter, Phila-

delphia, Pa. .

"Claim i: The combination of an electrically pro-

pelled vehicle having two electric motors, a source of

electric supply, and switches for coupling up the motors
in series or multiple with the source of supply to vary
the speed or power of the motors,"

385.067. Electric Cut-Out. Charles G. Perkins, Hart-
ford, Conn.

385.068. Dynamo Electric Machiner}^ Anthony Recken-
zaun, London, England.
We give the following claims: "i. In an electric

motor or dynamo, a field core having its polar ends
united to polar extensions by bolted connections, in

combination with a rigid frame to hold said field cores

and polar extensions rigidly in position to form the

armature space.
" 17. In an electric motor or dynamo, a field mag-

net core formed with ductile magnetizable polar e.'ctens-

ions bolted to it in grooves at its polar ends.
" 34. In a dynamo electric machine or motor, field

magnet cores forming a continuous magnetic belt around
the armature, having two diametrically opposite parts

brought close to the surface of the armature to form
poles and coils upon said parts which are intermediate

to the pole parts, said magnetic belt being formed of

parts linked together, in combination with non-magne-
tic frames forming standards secured to said magnetic
linked belt core to hold it rigidly together."

385,095. Lightning Escape for Wire Fences. Allin Cock-
rell, Lamar, Mo.

385,097. Electric Railway, G. Herbert, Conduit, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

The object of the invention is to provide ready means
of removing storage batteries and for coupling such
batteries with the motor or signal circuit.

385,145- Method of Generating Electricity and Purifying
\Vater, John E. Siebel. Chicago. III.

"Claim i: The method of purifying water to ab-
stract from it an inherent substance having a corroding
effect on metal, which consists in filtering it through
<livided pieces of iron or steel and rendering the iron or
steel electro-positive to the said inherent substance by
connecting it with an electrode electro-negative to the

said substance."

385,147. Galvanic Battery. E. Eugene Starr, Philadelphia,

Pa.

The first, thirteenth and eighteenth claims are given:
" r. The carbon electrode constituting the containing
vessel of the cell and provided with a surrounding metal
terminal ring, said ring being united to said electrode

l)y fastening devices.
" 13. In a presen'lng vessel or cup to receive the

electrodes of a galvanic battery when not in action, a
cushion to receive the jar of the entering electrode.

" 18. The combination, in a galvanic battery, of
the series of carbon containing vessels forming one
series of the electrodes of the battery, the terminal
rings thereof, and the circuit connections united at one
end to said terminal rings and fitted with openings at

the other ends thi.reof. through which the zinc electrodes
are suspended in the battery liquid, thereby forming an
electrical conned ion between the electrodes of the series

of vessels or cells by sinijily inserting the zincs through
said connections,"

385,173. System of I'Jectrical Distribution. Thomas A.
ICdison, Llewellyn Park, N. I.

'

" <'laim 9: In a system of electrical distribution, the
it.nibination of the switches revolved by electro-mag-

nets controlled from the station, the stop disks for said

switches revolved by .other magnets controlled from the

starion, unison stops for the switches, uaison stops for

the disks, releasmg '(devices for the stop disk unisons

operated by the Switch magnets, and releasing devices

for the switchunisons operated by the stop disk mag-
nets."

385,180. Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Ilunter, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
"Clairji; The method of propelling and controlling

an electrically propelled vehicle supplied with motive
power from secondary batteries carried by the vehicle,

which consists in coupling up the cells of the battery or

batteries in fixed relation, supplying the motor or mo-
tors propeffing the vehicle with the full current of the bat-

tery, and varying the speed and power of the motor or

motors by -coupling up the coils of the motor or motors
in different relations to vary .their internal resistance."

385,200. Secondary Battery. Anthony Reckenzaun, Lon-.
don, England.

"Claim 4: A cylinder or section of active material

for an electroid, consisting of an elongated mass of o.x-

ide of lead or equivalent active material compacted into

a solid smooth surfaced cylinder or section by pres-

sure."

385.205. Test System for Multiple Switch-Boards. Charles
E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.

The invention consists in pro\'iding a polarized an-
nunciator of high resistance in the circuit of each line

after it has passed through its spring-jacks, and means
for momentarily shutting any one of these polarized

annunciators out of circuit when the test is niade at the

line.

385,211. Electrical Pumping Apparatus. Frank J. Sprague,
New York, N. Y. .

_

We give the last claim: "10. The combination of a
separable motor and pump and a spring connection be-
tween their shafts."

385.214. Telegraph Relay. Frederick Stitzel and Charles
Weinedel. Louisville. Ky.

"Claim I: In a relay, the combination, with an
electro-magnet and a pivoted lever, of a series of yield-

ing abutments arranged in the path of said lever and
adapted to be engaged in regular order."

385.215. Electrical Connector. Frederick Stitzeland Charles
Weinedel, Louisville, Ky.

"Claim 2. In an electrical connector, the combina-
tion, with two sections of a railroad rail, each of which is

provided with a tapering opening, of the collars shaped
externally to closely fit within said openings and a wire
the ends of which are secured within openings formed
in said collars."

385,254. Battery Zinc. John Doyle, Hoboken, N. J.

385,259. Steering Apparatus for Vessels. Bradley A. Fiske,
U. S. Navy.

" Claim I: The combination, with an electric motor
and a regulating switch having a movable arm, of a
screw turned by the motor, a sleeve on said screw con-
nected with said switch arm., and a handle for turning
said sleeve."

385,308. Electric Battery. Ernest M. Hewett, Newton,
Mass.

" Claim 4: In an electric battery, a porous cup com-
posed, essentially, of infusorial earth."

10,940. Electro-Magnetic Dental Hammer and Plugger.
Philip Heimer, Clinton. Iowa,

WANTED.
A good, steady first - class

man to ran Electric Plant of

about 40 lamps, Jenney &
Araoux System. A thor-

oughly first-class man, with

good references, can obtain

full charge of plant, with

good salary.

Address immediately, send-

ing references and terms,

PAUL REWMAN,
Deadwood, Dakota.

TRY THE RICHMOND CARBON
—MANUFA.CTUIIIOI) BY-

RICHMOND CARBON COMPANY, NORTH ADAMS, MASS.
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C. F. DUNDERDALE,
Electrical Engineer,

154 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Electric Apparatus, Standard Volt-Meters, Am-
Meters, Galvanometers, Incandescent Lamps for

Series or Multiple-Arc Circuits, Motors for Constant

Current or Constant Potential Circuits, Dynamos for

Arc or Incandescent Electric Llghllng.-MetiU Depos-

iting or Plating Purposes, Arc Electric Lampa. either

Clutch or Hack-Feed Movcnieot, Cut Outs, Mngneto-

Eells Mouldings. Cleats. Bridges, li.'settes, Ceiling-

Boards, Insutiited find Water-Proof Elecirlt "Wire and
Electric Supplies and Instruments.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
1 U.S. (Weston)L.D. 200 Light Dynamo, Incandescent.

1 " " 125 • " "

20 Light Arc Lamps. Hoods,
Globes.

All in flrst-class order, run but a short

time, and good as when jiurcbased.

For further information apply to

W. A. Knapp, Beloit, Wis.

iTNitBELT

1 1 - 23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS^ NEW YORK.

BURR &DDDGE, 125 N. 5th St, Philadelphii.

Friction Clutch Pulleys

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

Investigate Before Buying.

CHAS. A. CHEEVEB, Tres. WILLAUD JL. CANDEE, Treag.

The Okonite Company,

^o.lZ ^nSS!^^^ PARK ROW,

TRADE MARK.
MANUFACTUREflS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEPHONE and TELEGBAPH
WIRES AND CABLES

FOR AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND UNDERGROUND USES.
We particularly desire that a trial elioulij be given our wire by all parties contemplating Underground,

Aerial or Submarine service as we are cimvlnciid tnat it Is the safest wire for the purposes known, and we
can, without hesitation, refer to parlies who are now using it. """We are also manufacturers of the celebrated

OKONITE TAPB, the best Insulated Compound for making joints In the market. Estimates and
quotatlona furnished upon application. .

Chicago Branch, 42 LA SALLE STREET, Chicago. IH.

Minnesota Branch, MINNEAPOLIS ELECTRIC CO.. Minneapolis, Minn.

Nebraska Branch. MIDLAND ELECTRIC CO., Omaha, Neb.

Boston Branch, F. E. PETTINGELL &. CO., Boston, Mass.
Kansas City Branch, INTER-STATE ELECTRIC CO., Kansas City, Mc

S /5>
The Electrical

r^- 'M Construction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

GARLOCK'S RING PACKINGS
$ectional Ring

AND
_

Elastic Ring.

The Best Packing
I

For High Speed Engities

THE GARLOCK PACKING CO., Palmyra, N. Y.
Send fi>r Circalara and particnlars to The Garlock Packing Co., Palmyra, N. Y., and Eome, Q\

THE "CLARIS" ^WIRE.
Inculaiion Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
29, 1886, he says : ** A Tliorouglily Hellable and Desirable "Wire in Every Respect."

The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidise or crack, and will remain flexible la extreme cold weather
and nyt affected by beat. The Insulailon Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and rhe

whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, tire proof.

OilT insulation will prove durable when, all others fall. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all

gauges and "diameter of tuBulallon for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COIVIPANY,
Cl aud 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENttT A. CLAKK, General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pisher's Qlectric

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

^= CXRIC RJLIL-HTJLYS. =#

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OF^

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Elecfric n|aGhines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, Agent,
154- LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.

MAirUFACTUKKKS OF

Hard Kubber goods for gleetrisal purposes.
SPECIAXTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDEU.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Ciitnloguc :iail Prices fuinlslioil uii application.

Eugene F. Phillips,
President.

W. H. Sawtee,
Sec'y and Electrician.

Electrical Mi

PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

M:inufacturers of Patent Finished

Insulated Electric Wires,

Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wire

Magnet Wire, Patent Rubber-Covered
Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-

ible Cordage, Office and
Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND andAERIAL CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 18 Cortlandt St.

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

The Stoddard Cut-Out
PATEXTED SEPT. 13, 1987

FOR FLEXIBLE PENDANTS.

The Safest, Cheapest, Most Durable

and Artistic in the IVlarket.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.

42 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

WANTED.
AGENIS for Lord's Boiler Compound. A
c aoce for Engineers and men on tht; road.

Alao local Agents with means. State pres-

ent occnpation. Addreea,

CEO. W. LORD.
sifi UDion Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

More Than Tulo years' Constant ||sa Proves The

INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHTS
Fop Multiple Arc and Alternating Circuits a Great Success.

NO DEAD RESISTANCE.
Parties usinfi or operating Incandescent Elcctiic Light Plants of any kind have long felt

that, notwithstanding the advantages possessed by this system for lighting interiors where a
well distributed light is desired, there are often pLices where an Arc Light would be preferable

if it could be used in connection with the Incandescent system already in use without extraor-

dinary outlay or continuous expense.
It is the simplest form of arc l^mp made, having but three movable parts. It is the

steadiest arc liclit in the market. It is perfectly adapted to incandescent circuits of any sys-

tem, and may be operated at will by a switch, without disturbing other lights upon the circuits.

Thus the expense of 5 special dynamo and other apparatus is avoided. Works charmingly
on a secondary or storage battery. The light obtained is white, without the bluish cafit of aic

lamps operated in series on long circuits. " It is tlie cheapest and neatest arc lamp yet exhibi-

ted, while its brilliancy is unsurpassed." The current used is reffecdy harmless to persons
coming in contact with it. In orderiiiR lamps or asking information always state style of
machine and vol 1 age of the incandescent lamps used. If ycu have spare power in your present
incandescent plant, you cannot utilize it to better advantage than by attaching our lamps
thereto, thus lighting the streets, yard or other property where an aic light would Be preferred.

Local Incandescent light companies can thereby prevent ruinous competition in small towns.

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.,

F. E KINSMAN, V Pres. and Gen. Manager.'

Temporary Offices, 87 Liberty St., N. Y.

B^"SPECIAL PRICES TO CENTRAL STATION COMPANIES.

Rose <& Rein,
Electric Ujorks,

•IM" 322 N. Second St., St. Louis, Mo

Both Advertiser and Publisher by men-

tioning tlie WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

when writing to advertisers.

uttons and Switches
AT SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICES

THE QUALITY OF GOODS.
FOR

Mansfield Electric Go,,
383 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

NEW PATENT GAS ATTACHMENT
FOR FITTING ELECTRIC LIGHT SOCKETS TO GAS FIXTURES.

No more burnt wire conductors where this attachment Is used.
Remove gas burner, screw nozzle In Its niace: by replacing and screwing gas burner on nozzle, you effect

a solid, permanent, gas tight Job. Send orders to FRANK S. MARR Contractor.

Bissau Block. PITTSBURGH, PA.

I.W.COLBURN&CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

machines for Arc and Incandescent
Rlectrlc liighting^, Electro -Plating
and Bxperimental Vne.
Send for large Illnstrated Catalogue, also Hand-

book of ^eady Reference, vest-pocket edition.

PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEIM-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. M. F . Volts 1.44.
Internal Resistance. Ohms, 0.32.

Satisfaction Giiaranleod.
Ult'lic'St Testimonials.

WRITK FOR PKICK A^D CIKCLLAB TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Street, N.Y.

Vitalls IliiTinuT, Manager,

To be had also at

California Electrical Works,
San Francisco.

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,
TERRE HAUTE, IND.-A SCHOOt OF ENOINEEBIHG.
\\|.II .iiiicivvcd, wHl e,]iiir.p,.(l l-|,,irliii. )itB ,,f Mc-
(iianii'^iliiiiii (.ivil KneinetTinK t:!,.. Ii-iiin ri,..rMis.
tryan.l]iniwiiic.I.;xten8i..'S_l,„nBii,i,lL,il,onitorio..
t or Catnlugu.', address T. C. MU.N'liIj;NiI.\LL, I'res.

MAlfUFACTtlRERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords jn£ Cables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY, General Sales Agent, 19 Dey Street, New York.

PRICE $3.25.

A. B. LYMAN,
Electrical Suppliai,

Cleveland,

Ohio.

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

/Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

SiNU FOR CATAI.UGUn.
cn,«£Ka£caxwi

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court.

225 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL,

NOTICE
CiiAS. H. McLiLLiE, who was

in our employ for a short time, ,

is no longer connected with this

Company in any way, and is not I

authorized to act in our namej',

or to represent us in any way*'

whatsoever.

The Bauss Electric Mft.C(

Cincinnati, 0., Jiino 30, 188g,

1
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"C & C" ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
FAN OUTFITS,

^, ^, h HORSE POWER.

Fan Outfits with the Latest Me-
chanical Improvennents for Arc and
Incandescent Circuits.

Motors designed to drive any make of
Ventilating Fan.

ARC MOTORS
with our new Automatic Regulation

keep their speed absolutely

constant.

Automatic Motors for any Incandescent
Circuit.

MiNUFicTonr: 90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK. Chicago office: Adams Express Building.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BJLRE JLNO inSULAXEID -HTIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper IVIagnet Wire, Flexible Silk and WorstedCords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Fiat Copper Bars for Station Worlt. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K^ K
" LINE WIRE

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, con n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent, THOS. L. SCOVILL,
185 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES

New York Carbon Works,
seod tor Piice-List. 1 8 Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC COMPANT,
Manufacturers. Importers and Dealers in

ELECTRICAL APPARATDS AND SUPPLIES,
Agents for EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES.

46 South Water Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Cnmplete DomeBtic Combination Cutfits:

These seta reiinire no technical knowled e to connect; they are all

contained In black highly flniahed hard rubber caeee, monnted In

nickel plate and ready for use. The bell dumee are aJi ')% inches, the
coils a e wound with Bilk-ccered wire, and tte contacts are of plat-

inized eilver.

Three ^Vay Annnnclator and Bell Set SI6.00
Invalids Portable Call Bell Set 7.00

Biir'Har Alarm Set. 7 50

P'ire Alar Oof lit $7.00 to 8 00

Portab'e Eleutnc Teetinp Set 10.00

Family Elp^-lro-Medical Set 12.00

Telegraph Set for Short Hres end Learners 6 50
Higli and Low Teniper^tiire Alarm 12.00

Sinj^lfi Stroke or Trembling Bell Set 6 00

Switchboaids, Swltchee, Annanciatois, Belle, Wiree, Pneh. But-
tone, Alarm Contacte, etc.

Ulaterhouse System of ||rc ^^ Incandescent

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

AH Candle Power Lamps, Automatic Cut-outs for Constant High
Tension Currents.

OUR INSTANTANEOUS REGULATOR

enables a long life and clear globes to be obtained, and the high efficiency

of our Dynamo obtains more candle power per horse power, in both
Arc and Incandescent Lighting than any other systems.

Gold Medal awarded. Mechanics Fair, Boston, for Instantaneous
Automatic Current Regulation.

12 and over i6 candle power lamps to the horse power.
2,ooo candle power, nominal Arc Lights on less than 2 lbs. coal per

lamp, per hour. Not equalled by any system. Send for Catalogue.

Ulaterhouse Electric g [Ijfg. Co.,
Chicago Office, 154 LaSALLE STREET. HARTFORD, CONN.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

CHICAGO,

ELECTEIOAL ENGINEEE,

NEW YORK.

A year*8 snltecrlption to both .Tonrnala

Tor S.>.00. Send your orders to the

WK-STllRX i:i,ECTRICIA9f,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

DO NOT OE OECEIVEO
By imitations marked Leclanch(5 Disque or Disque Leclanche.

The term " Disque " was formerly used by us to designate a

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1 and size No. 2.

It has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

CELIBBATID

TRADE

GONDA is the Geanine Ballery.

It is unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever name called, and is immeasurably superior in

efficiency and durability.

Insist upon being furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and if your dealer does not keep it send to us
direct for prices. Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it is stamped with the word Gonda.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO., 149 West 18th St , New York.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Western Agents Wires and Cables,

TRADE MARI

CANDEE WEATHERPROOF ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST.

A complete stock of General Electric Supplies always on hand. Shipments prompt.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, - 42 LaSalle St., Chicago.
Electric Light Repairing, Genera! Machine Job-Work, Pattern Making. Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, ^\».J8^|gtuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICiVCO.

Chicago Electric Club,

There will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, July 16,

at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the Club,
123-124 Claris street.

GILES JL]SrXI-]MAaNEXIC SHIELID FOR -WTiLXCIIES.
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co. _;
Oentlemen : — Your Anti-Magnetic ^^

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti- ^z^
mated. It is now very near eight months ^=^
that I have worn my watch, and to-day ^^=
it is (without correcting time) about one ^^
minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am eyery day near dynamo electric z^_
machines in our regular business, the __^
test could not be harder. I could never ^^
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec- __
tricity, not only electricians, but every- ^^
one who needs the correct time, should ^^-
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good ^^£
deal of practical utility, as well as pleas- ^^-
ure, can be derived from a good time- ^^b
keeper. At present, I look upon a watch ^_
without a shield as a thing incomplete,
and so it is. Very Respectfully, ^
CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE, ^

Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from al! Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.
Send for descriptive circular.

"- * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
intiuence to which it is likely -to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamu machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing llie watch movement inside a closed

box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the

only plan I know that could succeed.
WM. A. ANTHONY,

Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket lime- pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologisls

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and fine adjustments and mechan
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of
their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

The Baxter Electric Motor.
This Motor Is now ready to be placed upon the Market.

Manufactured for both

THE ONLY PERFECTLY GOVERNED MOTOR EVER MADE.

Address

:

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE MIM ELECimC ilUFACieilli MD iOIOK CO.,

11 SOUTH STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.
Factory A, Constitution and Monument Sts. Factory B, ];uren and Monument Sts.

NEW YORK

:

Rooms 3J7, 348 & 349 FoxraH Building.

BOSTON

:

Eoosie 57 & 58 Hancook Bldq., 178 Dkvowshikb St.

Western Deparlient, Deartiorn BiiililiBg, 130 DearliQrn St., Rooms 30-31, dilc^p, 111.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTi;UBU WV

WOODBURY ENGINE

COMPANY.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

_^3lilr'|-«*giiS^'

PLAIN SLIDE YALYE
AMD

Double Valve Medini Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines
A^D

TUBULAR BOILERS.
AtUlreHB the Mimnracturers at

lii"'"" 652 Mill street, ROCHESTERJ. T.
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THE MAIHER ELEGIBIG COMPANY
H.G. CHENEY, Pres.

MANCHESTER, CONN.
M. S. CHAPMAN, Vice-Pres. ROBERT CHENEY, Sec. and Treas.

WM. A. ANTHONY, Consulting Electrician.
N. T. PULSIFER, Gen'l IVIang'r.

New York Office, 35 Broadway. Chicago Office,crLi'sa'lre*'rK°J'n's."ip'"i;°.s: Boston Office, 105 Summer St. Cincinnati Office, Carlisle Building.
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INSTRUMENTS

PRECISION.

We make
instruments for

Electrical Meas-
uremenis, adjust-

ed to any degree
of precision re-

quired for any
purpose. Keslst-

ance boxes are

made with any
required series of

resistances, witli

and without pro-

portional coils

for bridge. All

resistances are

adjusted to legal

ohms by stand-

ards tested at the

Cavendish Lab-
oratory and cer-

tified by the Brit-

ish Association

Committee.

RESISTANCE

BOXES

required for
physical re-
search, all the
coils will be
made from one
piece of wire, to

insure a uniform
temperature co-
efficient. Gal-
vanometers are
made of high and
low,

, resistance,

aperiodic and
astatic, or not, as

required. Tang-
ent Galvanom^-
ers of any capac-
ity will be made
to order. Am-
meters, Voltmet-
ers and Resist-

ance Coils will

b e calibrated,

and constants
furnished.

I^'^(JP fu? I^i-yi
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The Mather System for Incandescent Lighting.

The Dynamos of this system are equal to any in efficiency. The
lamps are adapted to a higher potential than those of any other system,

have no superior in life or efficiency, and

DO NOT BLACKEN IN USE.

Our Dynamo is very simple in construction, runs without spark at the

commutators and can be operated by any one accustomed to the care of

engines or machinery. The system has no equal for mills, machine shops,

or'other places requiring isolated plants. We shall be pleased to furnish

estimates for complete installations, with or without motive power, and

will send one of our experts to examine the premises, if necessary.

IMOXORS.
We furnish motors from one-half horse power upwards, for constant

potential circuits, perfectly self-regulating without special regulating

mechanism. Motors are also furnished for constant current circuits.

ipa Room 11 Metropolitan Block,

ilili Cor, of La Salle and Randolph Sts.

5171? SueKer (<le(;tri(;al /T\a9ufa(;turi^ ^o.,

35 Broadway, New York City.

Selling Agents of the MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY for the States of New lark, New Jersey and Pennsylvania,
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DmMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.

By F. B. BADT.

lOO pages; 70 illustrations; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 inches.

Designed for Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers.

Just the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for electric light

installations. The only book of the kind in the English language.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Elementary Dai'a-

The Electric Current, Chapter I

Ohm's Law, Chapter II

Work, Chapter III - -.-

Conductors and Insulators, Chapter IV

Direction of the Current, Chapter V
Detector Galvanometer and Magneto Bell

Chapter VI _-_

Arrangement of Power—
The Dynamo Room, Chapter VII—
Motive Power, Chapter VIII

Shafting and Pulleys, Chapter IX_

Foundations for Dynamos, Chapter X
Belts, Chapter XI _

DvNAMO Electric Machines—
Description of the Dynamo, Chapter XII

The Continuous (Current Dynamo, Chap-

ter XIII II, 12,

The Series Dynamo
The Shunt or Derived Circuit Dynamo
The Compound Dynamo.. j,

The Alternating Current Dynamo, Cliap-

ter XIV
Preparation of a New Dynamo for Operation,

Chapter XV
Starting a New Dynamo, Chapter XVI
Keeping a Dynamo in Good Order, Chap-

ter XVII...

Brushes, Chapter XVIII 17,

The Commutator, Chapter XIX.
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Repairs, Chapter XX 20. 21

To the Armature 20, 21

To the Field Magnets 21

Testing the Wire Coils of a Dynamo for Con-

tact Against Iron, Chapter XXI 21, 22, 23, 24

Diseases of Dynamos—
Non-generation of Current by the Dynamo,
Chapter XXII _ 25. 26

Excessive Sparking of Commutator and 13 rushes.

Chapter XXIII 26,27

Lamps—
Arc Lamps, Chapter XXIV... __ 28, 29, 30, 31

Suspension of Arc Lamps, Chapter XXV 31

Trimming and Cleaning Arc Lamps, Chap-

ter XXVI 32

Incandescent or Glow Lamps, Chapter XXVII. 32. 33
Multiple Arc System, Chapter XXVIII 33

Multiple Series System, Chapter XXIX 33, 34, 35
Series Multiple System, Chapter XXX 36

Arc and Incandescent Lamps on the Same Cir-

cuit, Chapter XXXI 36, 37 38

The Alternating System, Chapter XXXII 38

Instrumen'IS—
Current Indicator or Ampere Meter, Chap-

ter XX.XIII... 3g

Pressure or Potential Indicator, or Voltmeter,

Chapter XXXIV 3c, 40
Current Regulator, Chapter XXXV 40, 41

Switches, Chapter XXXVI __ .41, 42
Safety Devices, Chapter XXXVII 42, 43
Lightning Arresters, Chapter XXXVIII 43, 44
Ground Detector, Chapter XXXIX 45, 46
Switch-Board, Chapter XL 46, 47

Circuits or Leads—
Outdoor Leads for Arc Lighting, Chap-

ter XLI -,. 48, 49, 50, 51,

Outdoor Leads for Incandescent Lighting,

Chapter XLII
Arc Circuits Inside of Houses, Chapter XLIII-
Incandescent Circuits Inside of Houses, Chap-

52, 53

53. 54

54

Size of Wires for Incandescent Lamp Installa-

tions, Chapter XLV 57^

Testing, Chapter XLVI .-.
_'

Accumulators—
Accumulators, Chapter XLVII

55, 56, 57

Safety Regulations—
Rules of the Boston Underwriters' Union

60, 6r, 62, 63, 64,

English Regulations 66,

Abstract of the Chicago Electric Light Laws..

58, 70

58

59

65, 66

67, 68

68, 69

70
Table of Electric Light Conductors
Lamp Lighting Schedule— Moonlight System. 71-S2
Construction Tools 83-89

Price, Postage Pre-paid to any address in United States or Canada, $1.00.

Address

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

e Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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SYisroiriJLL
IDynamo and. Cylinder Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery. By reflltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

W. S. HILL,
133 Oliver Street, - Boston, Mass.

MANUFACTURER OF
DYNAMOS, ARC LAMPS CUT-OUTS,

Double-Pole Switches Key-Sockets.
AND Incandescent Lamps.

United States Glectric Fire Alarm (Jo.

EVART, MICHIGAN.

PBOPBIKTOEB OF THE

Cliase Police and Fire Alan TelegrapH

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction in dif-

ferent cities and

villages in the United States.

ALUMINOUS INCANDESCENT

I UMINOip
WITH OR WITHOUT

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or shape.

Lamps fitted to any Lamp Cap that may
be supplied.

VITRITE &LUIVIINOID GO.
Pending reorganization of tlila Company, the "Works

are carried on by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver,
'°'-'^'^"- HARRISON, N.J.

CHICAGO OFFICE
Metropolitan Building send for new catalogues. Prices and Teatlmonlale.

Room No. II.

The Cuts are half size of Standard Shape and Sizes. 100 V.. 16 c p.

Thejrush glectric Uompang

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

send for catalogue.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-By F. B. BADT.
100 pages; 70 illaatrations ; flexible cloth binding; size of type Daze, 6x3 inches Desigoed for

Dynamo Tenders and liinemen, Stationary and Maiioe Engineers. Just the book for men who wish
to learn how to operate and csre f'lr electric light installations. The only book of the kind in the
English language. Price, po3taee prepaid to any address la the United ytaiea or Canada, Sl-00.

Aldress ETjECTRIOIAN PUBLISHING CO., G Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

Protect m: Armatures
It is a matter of every dav experience

among Electric Light men that Armatures
are frequently burned out entirely or seriously

injured by tlie short circuiting of machines.

This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector

Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury resulting from the

short circuiting of machines. No machine
can burn out if protected by Wright's Arma-
ture Protector. One of the most valuable

inventions of recent years. Now on the

market. For information and prices, address

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.

Electric

Light

Carbons

Adapted to all Systems.

CITY OFFICE,

711 Pine St.

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

IicaiiJfiscBDCfi Electric Lpi

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

Chicago Office, 1 30 Washington St.

ALEXANDER KEMPT, Special Agent.

Cleverly Electrical Works,
1018 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

'Improved' Automatic B urner.

On the Automatic Burners the electricity not onlj' lights

the gas, but turns it on and oil by means of the pu^h but-
tons, or keys. The Automatic has been greatly improved,
and is litted with binding posts, instead of the loose wires,
as formerly, and new form of shell.

The improved Automatic and Pendani Burners are guar-
anteed to be reliable, safe, and of first-class workmanship.

n
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SUCCESS
TO OUR

ELECTRICAL FRIENDS,

Electric Light Companies, District Telegraph Companies, Telephone Companies, Telegraph Companies, and all interested

in electrical goods, are respectfally requested to

li

Lallt:
Before placing orders elsewhere. We guarantee prompt attention, first-class goods, low prices and fair treatment in

every respect. If any mistakes are made by us in filling orders, they are of the

and will be rectified as soon as our attention is called to them.

INSTRUMENTS'
We carry a large stock of Ammeters,

V'oltmeters, Testing Sets, Etc. Describe

your wants and we will forward suitable

instruments, with full instructions for

use.

OUR STOCK IS TOO LARGE
AND VARIED FOR US TO

ATTEMPT TO ILLUSTRATE

OR DESCRIBE IT HERE.
WRITE FOR OUR CATA-

LOGUE AND QUOTATIONS.

KERITE
OLD AND RELIABLE.

We carry a large stock of

all sizes Kerite Wires and

Cables, suitable for Incandes-

cent Work.

^1-. •^
P. and B. tt«,w

i.r'^^re.i '-'- Wire.

Cotton
and Silk
Covered
Magnet
Wire.

Carbons
for

Electric

Lighting.

Flexible
Cords for

Incan-
descent
Lighting.

Brush
Copper
and

Copper
Bars.

Tools
of
all

kinds.

. Glass
and

Porcelain
Insulators.

Cross
Arms,
Pins,

Brackets.

Blue
Vitriol,

Sal-

Ammoniac.

District

Registers.

Boxes.
Paper.

Bells,

Wood-Box
Iron-Box,
Skeleton.

Batteries,

all

kinds.

Wood
and

Bronze
Push

Buttons.

We claim to carry the largest and best assorted stock of electrical goods
to be found in this or any other country. Our stock does not exist only in
highly colored advertisements. We have no imaginary storehouses. Friends

are cordially invited to call and examine for themselves.

HTWE SOLICIT YOUR ORDERS. .iH

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
171 ISa-rxcLolpl:L Street, CXHC-^^O-O.

FACTORIES, ANSONIA, CONN. BRANCH OFFICE. 505 DELAWARE ST., KANSAS CITY, MO.

i;(Hll).K Siril'I'KIl Til ANV I'AIi'l' Ol'-

iLMERICA. ZZUROPC:, ASIA. AFRICA.
I

'i
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^LECTRIC t- JylGHTING.
(WOOD'S PATENTS), Owned and Manufactured by the

^mencan Electric Manufacturing Company^
18 CORTLANDT STREET NEW YORK.

For simplicity of'construction, steadiness and purity of light, perfection of Automatic regulation, economy of power in operation,

freedom from getting out of order, and absolute safety of Armatures from burning,

Tlie JLIilERICiLISr IDYKAIilO HiLS ITO EQUAL.
INTENDING PURCHASERS, whether for Isolated Plants or Central Station use, desiring to investigate the merits of

the AMERICAN SYSTEM, are requested to write to any of our customers.

OUR PATRONS ARE OUR FRIENDS AND SPONSORS.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS

18 Cortlandt Street. NEW YORK.

fBIMQ €0.,

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

MUNICIPAL LIGHTIN6 Our SPECIALTY.
, We claim for the Van Depoele Improved Arc Lamp that it is

the simplest and best lamp in existence; for our Dynamos that they

cannot get out of order, and require little or no attention; that an
inexperienced man can run them, and that they give the most light

for the least consumption of power.
Manufactured and for Sale only by

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURIN C CO.,

^gglbgpl^ ^.

VAN DEPOZI^
Double Carbon Lamp. 15, 17» 19, and 21 N. Clinton St., - CHICAGO, ILL. VAN DEPOELE

Single Carbon Lam^.
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SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
MANUFACTURED AND CONTROLLED BY THE

fort Wayne Jenney Electric Light Company
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

The most carefully -"^orlsed out and complete Alternating Systena. of Zleotrlq

P

Ziightlng in Esistenee.

ABMATDEE

UmiM

Converter

(

12

16

Fower

TO THE

Horse Power

Guaranteedj >

SLATTERY ALTERNATING DYNAMO.

port U/ayneJenney Electric Dght <^ompany,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Tlie Slattery IndiAction Systexn,
AND

THE JENNEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMP.
Main Office and Works, FORT WAYNE, IND.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 242, 244 E. 1 22cl STREET.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 225 Dearborn St., First Floor.

| PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh St.-W. J. BUCBXEY, Manager.
| G. a. WILBUR, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome St. CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE, F. Adams, Suocessoi
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY.
—SlAirCrAOTUKEBS OP

—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Send for Catalogxje and Pbice List.

729 Broadway, New York.

43 SixtlvAvenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Company,
Senetal 0&e», Ko. 703 Film. L7E.. CITISBtniaB, ;a.

i
Hev 7ork, Teleplione Building, CortUsdt Street,

a. h. WilS7 Uanager.
Chicago, 139 Eiat U&liioa Street, F. S. Deges-

hardt, Maa&ger.

HAXTIFACTUKEKS OF

The (Daring )|nti-|nduGtion$ Bunciied Gables
YoT Telegraph, Teleplione, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Siibraarhie

and Aerial.

LIGHT LEADED CABLES FOR HOUSE USE.
Weatherproof Line Wire. Underwriters', Annunciator and Office Wire,

Five Years of Uniform Success Enable us to Guarantee our Cables

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over

quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

^b< di^LLEraDEf^
INSULATING and

WATERPROOFING

4S Scoadway, Kew Yock. 1S4 E.aSalle St., CItleago,

dOfflpAKlf,

Electric Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone,

Railway and all other

Branches of Signaling.

All Sizes

Lead Encased Wires

Aerial Use,

Subterranean Use,

Submarine Use

Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, GenI Wigr.. • 1 6 Dey St., NEW YORK.

Electric Leather Belting.
Wire Screwed, specially adapted for

DYNAMOS.
PIECE OF ELECTEIC BELT.

:SHAS.
Every Belt Guaranteed.

CHIEREN &. CSO.
MAim-AOTDBEES AND TANKEBS OF

Ik Tanned Leather Belting and Lace Leather.

MAHTTTAOTUEKBa OF-

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
Bttlte Wires for Use Underground, In Plaster,

Damp Places, Etc., Etc.

Teistdad 'WntKa for Line Work In place of Underwriterfl.

OESIiUCritlC; Xjl<3r^n» '^P'XEI.IEIS of «JU. sizes SX*£3C:;X.AJL>'Xfz-

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Balldera of High Grade Sell-Contalsed

AiitoMtic Cflt-Off EDpes,
SPBOIAILT ADAPTBD FOB EUmnKG

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring cloeo

regnlatlon of Bpeed.

Wbbtben Offiob and Wabeboomb:

^ 64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, III.

WM. A. HAMMETT, Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT

c

LINE WIRE.
B 3

46 South Canal Street, Cliicago.
86 Federal Street. Boston
416 Arcti Street, Philadelphia.

45-51 Ferry Street,

CUT SHOWING STVLE OF INSULATION.

.4.—Copper Wire. B. 5.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C—Braided Cotton,

saturated with a Jtocft, Wp.ather-Pkoof Composition. „,_... ,. ^. t, w.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. Pure Elec-

tric Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

ui.BCDnnuc ( 19 and 21 Cliff St., New York. FACTORIES:
WAREROOMS:

] ^4 yJashinBton St, Chicago, Ills. ANSONIA, CONN.

W. Maemon, rresident.

H. NOBDTKs, Vice-President.

Chaeles D. Jenset, Electrician.
Brainard liOKisoN, Seureiary,

Amos K. Hollowell, Treasarer

OBDTKs, Vice-President. ^^^^ ^0^^

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole Owners

i3Nrx>i.A.iia'.A.r»oXjis, iKriDi-flL»rja..
of all the Patents and Inventions oJ Charles D. Jenney (known ae the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of hie

Improved Dynamo, [amp $
gleetric (Ijotor.

In all desirable features of Arc and IncandeBcent Lighting

the Jcunev S>si«i.i leads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brlillant and penecriitlng. In these eauentlalB It cbal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promplly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants lor Cities, Companies or Individuals.

Prices Fornisheo for the Jenney Arc or Incan-

descent Systems, or for both comeined.

The Jcnnej incandGSCf^ntTiynftmofl are self-regnlatlng,

and permit the taming on and oft of one or hII of the Lampa

at win.

TTifs Company gives special attention to furTOsfUng Mills,

Shops, Factories, elc. wi,h Individual Plants.

2^ SEID m PiUHlET lUBSTBiTIIIE IIQ BtSCilBIIE Tit SISTEII. -^
OFFICE AND WORKS:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Bo.
EASTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON
WESTERN OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

SOLE OWNCTS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
«¥j^'

SERIES LAMPS
FOR

nrc-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Beat Arc-Light, Loulaville, 1883,

First Prize : Beat SyBtem of Arc-Llghtlng,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 18B3.

Electric nrC'bighting

This Company was given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every apphance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
•II sizes ifor the transmlaelon of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Aro

and Inoandssoent Lltrhtlnv and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital.

Qdison Qlectric [jight (Jo.
THIS COMPANY IS THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS

AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTuI

METHOD OF GEDEilJIC ECEGTRICIIi; DISTiliOTIOO.

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Capital, $2,500,000. 4 Stations : Capacity. 160.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital. $750,000. 1 Station: Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $660,000, 2 Stations: Capacity. 60.000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital. $1,000,000. 1 Station: Capacity. 50,000 Lamps.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated ."o°^il

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Industry as an investment.

WKITE rOK PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAL.

For Information relative to Central Station Business, apply to the

Hciisoii. Electric I-ierlit Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

Eoison pEiDT oins Rejected hod Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 lA'Vper H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H, P., equals 6^^ per H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCURATE TESTS. NO COMMENTS FOR PARTICULARS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2 f 9 LA SALLE ST., CHICAC.O.

The Railway Telegraph Supply Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
ANJVTJNCIA-TOBS, MIA-GNETO BELLS, BATTJEKIES, ETC

WE CARRY A FULL STOCK OF J. H. BUNNELL & CO.'S TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS.

Line Wire and Equipment, Pins, Braci(ets, Cross-arms, Insulators, Etc., Insulated Wire and Cables.

PAYNE AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
B. W. PAYNE &. SONS, Manufacturers. Elmira, New York.

BUILDERS OF

Single YsIyg and Corliss Valve

ENGINES.
SELF CONTAINED AND SINGLE CRANK

ENGINES
Specially kt0 for Electric LIeMde.

WESTERN DEPARTMENT:

No. 10 S. Canal St.

CHICAGO.

H. S. WALKER, manager.

telephone: 4024.
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^ TTHE IVATIOI^KE CAKBOr^
Cle-srelarLd, Oliio.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

mn CONTRACTIMC ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-aa>I<%I>IHI«ISin AAHinHftltf CONTRACTING ENGINEERS l-UK cue*-
1
inv. .-um-

ENGINEERING COMPANY, l^,,^^^';uT;;rm^u
61 OLIVER ST.

I

81 LAKE ST.,
1
109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The Standard Carbon Co.,^^^^ SDCCESSOBS TO THE ^^^

Boiiltoxi, Cleveland.,
SDCCESSOBS TO THE

and. Crvstal Caribou Conripanies-
OXjEJATEXj-A-^Jffl^, OKCIO-

O.F. AXNETT, Prest. S. F. FENTTON. Vlcc-Prest. anil Treaa. CHAS. SIDXET SJIITH. S^fc-y.

Hotel and House Annunciators.

Electric Gas Llglitfng.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-lledlcal Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire and Batteries.

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

POND ENGINEERING CO.
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.

Complete Steam Plants
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

Agents for Armlngton & Sims' Engines, Steel Boilers, Jarvls" Furnace,
Standard Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Feed Water •-'•eater,
Blake Pumps, Korting Injector, Etc.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

707 and 709 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS.
Branch, Room 3! Water Works Building. 600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATENTS.

GENERAL OFFICES:

MUTUAL LIFE BLDg.

32 NASSAU ST..

N£W YORK

l''Tan8 and Estimates Furnished
for all kinds of Incandea-

cent Lighting.

Philadelphia Office

:

No, 308 WALNUT ST

BOSTON OFFICE:

No, 33 FEDERAL ST.

EetlmateB Furnished for the
Thomson-Houston System

of Arc Lighting.

The DYNAMO of tWs Company Is AUTOMATIC In its regulation, and will maintain a UNIFORM
LIGHT, with ALL or ANT PORTION of the lights In Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN and

will MAINTAIN Its CANDLE POWER during Its Guaranteed Life.

SPRAGUE SYSTEM.
ToXoJl TracHsia-gre, 12 liv^iles. ^v^a-szar^^tLTj-r^o. C3-ra<d.e, lO I-IO per csi::Lt.

Twenty-nine curves, each as a27>foot radias with 5 percent, erad^t 40-foot radius with S 1-2 percent, grade, etc.

Total Equipment, 40 Car^s. Full si/.e, 16-foot closed and 2^ foot open cars. 30 Cars Now in Oi>aration.

COST OF OPERATING SIXTY PER CENT. LESS THAN WITH HORSES.
The presc-nt mileage of 1,500 to l.gfO inlleH on theae grades would require not lese than 2ii5 to 250 horses.
The entire operatine: expenscH chargeable at the (Central Station for thirty cars, with the present mUeafie, on the heaviest section of the track, is XM cents per car mile. This

Inclades «*IertrJ<'ien, cnt;inee> w, llremon, dynamo men, all coal, oil, Tvaste, Tvater, listiting and depreciation; the working force belne, with the exception of one man, snfliclent to
handle forty carh. When the forty cars are in operailon the expense will be reduced to about IH cents per c«r mile rnn.

Number of ]HIIpm Knn, lHa,!fil4. fassenscrs carried, 508,613. HctiedQle tnnnlng time, 7H miles per hour.

Total Operating Expenses, including everything, for the month of iVIay, was only 47 per cent, of the Receipts.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR CO.,
16 and 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

ItlltO,
We hereby notify the trade, and all parties manufacturing, using, or selling Insulated Wires, that by virtue of

United States letters patent Nos. 306,744 and 308,890 respectively, we own the exclusive right to manufacture and sell

THE GRIMSHAW "WHITE GORE" INSULATED WIRES AND GADLES,
which patents cover broadly, not only the WJiife Core Instilation, hut also method of manufactur-
ing and the machinery used in connection therewith, thereby giving us ample protection for our
goods. Under advice of the Counsel of this Company, we desire to give formal notice that all in-

fringements of the above patents, or any of them, by the manufacture, use and sale of "^ White Core"
InHulntcd Wircx and Cables will be promptly and vlgoiously prosecuted, and those who have
used or sold Wires and Cables infringing our patents will be made to account to us for damages.

NEW^ YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

I
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BAKER'S TRIPOLINE!
A Powerful and Rapid Cleaner and Polisher of Melals without ^cid or Poison.

Bspecially Adapted <o Kallroad. Marine, stationary and Fire lingine Work,
'^-hot or cold :" Lar^^e !!$lsnti, RaiUne«i, etc.

This polisti Is now being sapplied to Hnndrede of Mechanical Engineers ELECTRIC
lilt^iHT PI/ANTI*, and msnalactoiers of Machinery. Uas already been adopted by many of the
leading raUroFd companiee. the leading fire depaitmeote, Whter works the U. S Ordnance and Naw
Departments, and thoueands of Mills, Factories, etc. Is the BEST AND UBEAPEST POLISH IN
THE WOKLU, and qnickest Cleaner. ITneqnaled for Cleaalns and fnllsbins Carbon
Holders. Send for Sample, FREE. Liberal discount to manufactiitere and dealers in islec-
trlcal Machinery. Manufactured only by the

MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO., 88 MARKET ST., CHICAGO, ILL-

HOW IT IS MADE AND HOW TO USE IT.

A complete Description of the Various Parts of the Machine, and how to take care of

it. With other valuable Electrical Information for the use of those having charge of

•Electric Lighting Apparatus. Fully Illustrated, with many new Plates and Cuts.

, Sent Postpaid on Receipt of Postal Note, Money or Express Order for FIFTY CENTS'

FRED M. KIMBALL & CO., Boston, Mass,

FRANKLIN S. CARTER. CIIAS. M. WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WAHB WILKINS,

PARTRICK Sc CARTER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND. BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, and will forward to any address upon

application.
N.B.—When applying for Catalogues, please state whether " Electric Bell" or "General

Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CO

03

03

eS

High Insulation

In order to meet the constantly
increasing demands for

BETTER INSULATION,

I BISHOP GUTTA-PERGHA GO.

420-426 EAST 25th STREET, NEW YORK CITY,

UAS EMPLOYED THE BEST EXl'ERTS TO BK UAD AND BUILT

NEW SPECIAL MACHINERY

CO
CD

03

03

FOR MAKING TUE CELEBRATED

5 HOOPER'S CORE IS o"
AND OTHER RUBBER COMPOUNDS =3

^^ FOR INSULATING WIRES FOR ™^^

5 Subaqueous, Subterranean and Aerial Cables. Z.

"co

ce

03
CO

Also, special irires for Leading in Wires, AViring Vessels, Engine Rooms,
Cellars, Tunnels or other wet places, all having

SUPERIOR INSULATION
And warranted to give good satisfaction at fair prices.

If Underwriters' is good enough, don't send for our
samples and prices,

HENRY A. REED, Manager.

CDX
CD

C-3O
o.
CO

USE NOTHING BUT

GUTTA-PERCHA FOR SUBMARINE CABLES.

Heisler ^lectric [|ight (Jo.

809-817 S. 7th street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

The Heisler Patent Incandescent
Electric Light System.

The only and original Alternating Current Long
Distance Single Wire Incandescent.

We have built 24 Cen-
tral Station Incandescent
Plants within one year,

all of wliicli are on a pay-

ing basis.

This System combines
successfully the illumina-

tion of tlie streets with a
general supply of light for

stores and houses.

Any desired distance can

be reached at small cost

;

No. 8 American Gauge
( opper Wire being used

for the outside line, No. 11

for indoors, for any num-
ber of lights of any size

from 20 to 200 c. p. lo-

cated anywhere on the line.

A perfect automatic regu-

lation ad,iust3 for every

variation of the load from the full capacity to one single light. We do not need

transformers, distributors, safety catches, resistance boxes or any otber electncai

contrivance for distribution or safety.

Special attention is called to the superior advantage of this system for econoinical

management. To its flexibility, no mathematical alculation being required lor winng

or alterations of circuits. To its production of neariy double the candle power to ine

H. P., as compared with any other system.

We can furnish substantial proof tl)»t 0)ir sysfeflJ is a successful competitor Sj

all .present methods of illumination.

Forest City Electric "yyorl^s,
Manuiaciurers oi CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncon-
trolled by the Handle.

Correapondence

Solicited with

Electric LIglit

Companlea.

W. B. CLEVELAND, Prorrietor, 183 SENECA STREET, CLEVELAND, 0.

ill iiMiNii
is tanned on the

only; the

Iff11101 li

'

Send for Our Valuable Book for Engineers and Belt Users. Free. "*

'Agents in all Cities. Send for Trial Belt,
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THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMP'Y
f

Th.9 WestinghousB Electric Company respaetfuUy calls your attention to the Confidential Circular to the Agents of

the Edison Electric Light Company, printed over the signature of E. H Johnson, President, a reprint of which is given
helow ; aad also to the correspondence 'wrhich passed between the ofBcsrs of The Westinghouse Electric Company and
Mr. W.' W. Qibbs, Vice President United Gas Improvement Company, of Philadelphia, Mr. Eugene Vanderpoel, President
of the Newark Gas Light Co., Newark, N. J., and Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Society of Gas Lighting
(forwhom a test was made), and Prof. Henry Morton, President of Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J., bear-
ine on the subject matter of the confidential circular of the Edison Company.—We submit this without further comment.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CO.,

Pittsburgh, Fa., July 3, 1888. Geo. Westinghouse, Jr., Pres.

[Reprint.] oon^:piiDE:N"a?ij^ij.
To THE Agents of the Edison Electric .Light Co. :

We are credibly informed that the Westinghouse Company made overtures to the

United Gas Improvement Company (of Philadelphia), with a view to have them adopt

the Westinghouse system for general introduction throughout the country.

The Westinghouse Company claimed that their system was better than the Edison,

and offered to guarantee that the co/istruction or Jirtit cost of a plant would be one-half

of that of the Eiison, and that the coat of operation would be much less.

The United Gis Improvement Company replied that if , instead of the proffered

guarantee (upon which they evidently did not place much value), the "Westinghouae

Compiny would demonstrate by actual test that their so-called system wqb as good ai<

the Eiison, they (the United Gas Improvement Company) would undertake its exploit-

ure and introduc(:ion. Competent tests were made of the Westinghouse system at

Pittsburgh. Pa., Plaiofield, N. J., etc , and of the Edison system in Boston and else-

where. A Westinghouse plant was sent to the Stevens Institute, at Hoboken, K. J.,

and a thorough test was made by or under the direction of Prof. Morton, assisted by
Profs. Denton and Geyer.

The tests were comparative, and made, of course, in the Interest and for the in-

formation of the United Gas Improvement Company.
An exhaustive report was made, and (as we understand) twenty-four copies printed

at a cost of $2,500.

This report has been very effectually suppressed, aud in spite of the most strenuous

efforts and detective work on the part of some of our friends, we have so far been una-

ble to secure a copy of it. Nevertheless, we have been in communication with several

different parties (unknown to one another) who have seen and read the report, and as

their siatements concerning it completely corroborate each other, we give the conclu-

sions reached by Prof. Morton as they are given to us:

First. Notwithstanding the extravagant claims of cheapness, the construction or

first cost of the Westinghouse Alternating or Converting system is practically the same
as the Eiison.
Second. The Westinghoupe Company guarantee twenty lamps per horse power, and

in practice get about six. The Edison Company guarantee twenty lamps per horse

power, and in practice get about fourteen or fifteen. In other words, they cannot come
up to the guarantee; we exceed ours.

Third. The cmt of operation of the Westinghouse system is found by the experts

engaged In the test to be very much greater than that of the Edison. This, of course,

is the all important question to the investor.

Fourth. In point of oeneral efficiency, reliability, distribution and
BEGULATioN, the Tcpjrt says that the Edison system is far in advance of the Westing-

house, and that in these essential features the latter is not to be compared with the
former

.

Although, as before stated, we have not seen this report, nevertheless every one
who has seen it gives us the same version of it, and it is known that, as a result of the
tests, the United Gas Improvement Company has declined the Westinghouse Company's
offer.

We give the information to our agents as it comes to us, in order that they may be
aided in their efforts to refute the extravagant and fictitious claims made by the agents
of the Westinghouse Company. If the statements made to us are incorrect (which we
can hardly believe), our agents might suggest to intending purchasers or investors, that
perhaps the Westinghouse Company may be willing to show them the official report of
these tests, on the ground that they will be of greater intriosic value than the enticing
guarantees offered.

The following questions are also pertinent:
1. Why have not the United Gas Improvement Company adopted the Westing-

house system?
2. Why has the report of these tests been so vigorously suppressed?
3. If the We3tinghouse Company, as they claim, have a system so superior to and

so much cheaper than the Edison, and if, as they pretend, Ihe Edison Company's
patents are valueless, why do they desire to bring about a combination with the Edison
Company ?

The following extract from the New York Sunday "News," of May 27, is a fair
specimen of the reports of this character which are constantly being circulated, and
which lack even the faintest suspicion of truth:

BIG CONSOLIDATION OF ELECTRIC COMPANIES.
PiTTSBURCiH, Pa., May 26.—It was current talk in this city to day, that the Edison

Electric Company has offered terms of consolidation with the Westinghouse Electric
Company of Pittsburgh. The terms, it is alleged, are not as yet quite satisfactory to
the Westinghouse Company, but that the consolidation of the contending corporations
will be speedily effected , is no longer doubted.

Upon investigation we find that this dispatch was received from Pittsburgh by the
American Press Association, by whom it was then stereotyped and telegraphed to
numerous daily papers all over the country.

_
4 Why are they constantly importuning Edison experts to come with them, if

their own system has reached the state of perfection which they claim for it?

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
By E. H. Johnson, President.

[Correspondence between officers of the Westinghouse Electkic Company and the parties
named in Mr. Johnson's Edison Circular.]

Pittsburgh, Pa., June 22, 188S.

United Gm Improvement Cmnpany, Philadelphm, Pa.:

Gentlemen,—We inclose you herewith a type-written copy of a confidential circular is-

Bued by the Edison Company to its agents. We shall be glad to hear from you by return mail
as to whether, in your opinioa, there is any justification for the statements contained in this

circular as to your Company having had negotiations of the character referred to.

Yours very truly, THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
George Westinghouse, Jr., President.

UNITED GAS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
Office 333 Walnut Street, Philaded'UIA, June 23, 1888.

George WestiTU/howic, Jr., Esq., Prrnhlcnt Wr~-i( imjfion.se Mcctric Company, PitUhiLrfjh, Pa.:

Dear Sir,—Your favor of ^2d inst., which reads as follows, has just come to hand: "We
Inclose you herewith a type-written copy of a confidential circular issued by the Edison Com-
[)any to its agents. We shall be glad to hear from you hy return mail as to whether, in your
o[)inion, there is any Justification for the statements contained in this circular as to your
(Junipaoy having had negotiations of the character referred to."

1 would reply, in a general way, that so far as the circular makes any reference to the
fnited Gas Improvement Company, which, of course, ia the only part of its contents of
which T can state of my own knowledge, there is not one particle of foundation for the state-

ments ihercln contained.
I will answer them specifically:

FLrat. The Westinghouse Coiiipiny never made overtures to the United Gas Improve-
ment Company with a view to having them adopt the Westinghouse System for general intro-
duction througlioutthecountry, and therefore of course never made the claims or guarantees
fiet out in the circular.

Sri-iiiiil. The United Gas Improvement Company never having received any such propo-
sition or prolTered guarantee, could not have made, and did not make, the reply set out in

Hiid circular, that "if the Westinghouse (Jompany would demonstrate by actual teat that
their n<>.'iiilled HyHtem was as gfiod an the Kdinon, that the United Gas Improvement Company
would undertake Its exploituro and introduction."

Third. No tests of anv kind were made In the Interest of or for the information of tlie

L'nltcd (J4^ Improvement Company, and no report has ever come to our knowledge of any
HUCh t^HtH.

ThU. I believe, covers the ground fully, and In order to assure myself that none of the
other ofllccrs or heads ordepartmcnts of our company were In iiossenslon of any Information
on the subject of which I was in Ignorance, I have Hubniliriid yorir Icttt-r :iikI the iiti-oiripaMy-

Ing copy of clr(;ular tf» u full rneoUng of our manaL^ini^ (oniiiillii-c, wliidi is ninilr ii|i of tlic

head* of all our dlfTercnt departmcntB, and they all unit'', wiih inr in tlir jiIjuvc hlulcrnculK.

Very truly yourfl, UNITED GAS IMJ'KitViai I'iNT <JOMl*ANV,
by W. W. Giitiis, Vicc-Prmdail.

rjTTwnuiKiii, Pa., June 22, 1888.

/'f"f. ffrnri/ Morion, Htcwiin ImtHidi . J/nhtihn, N. J.
]>e,Mi Slit:—Wo Inclose herewith a type-written copy of a confldontlal circular Issued by

the Killfton Company to Its agentH, You will notice that the circular states: "Wo give the
concliJsloriH reached by Prof. Morton, as they are k'vcii to us," You can Imagine our surpilsc
that the report made by you and youraHf^lhtants, of which the gentlemen have never supplied
iiM 11 copy, Mhould be mo worded that any one could draw the conclusions that are attributed
In ihU circular. Are the Kdlson people right In their statomont of the case, or have they
rriu'lc a tnUtake?

GonMJderlng the fact that our company went to a very threat expense in the matter of the
Invcfttlgatlon which waw undertaken by you, wc feel there Is no reason why wo «houUI not
have been provided with a copy of the reporU that wen- niiide on our syHtetn.

yourh very truly, TUK VVKSTINGJIOUHK MbKCTKIC COMPANY,
CiiSORoi! WESTiNuuuUHiJ, Jit,, PrcjtlUcnl.

STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.
George We^tiTi^Jioim, Jr.: Hoboken, N. J., June 23, 1888,

Dear Sir:—Yours of the 22d is just received. As regards the action of the Society of
Gas Lighting in suppressing my report, I can only say that I had neither voice nor authority
in the matter. I only received a copy many months after it was printed, on the condition that
I would show it to no one except those engaged in the tests, and no one but Profs. Geyer and
Denton has seen it. As to the statement in the Edison circular, 1 would say as follows- "I
never made any tests of any electric lighting system for the United Gas Improvement Co ormade any report on such systems to them." The restof the statements in the Edison circular
are as untrue as their first one, which I contradict as above. I have never said in am/ report to
any one, either exactly or substantially, any of the things attributed to me in said Edison
circular. Very truly yours, HENRY MORTON,

Finally Mr. Eugene Vanderpoel, President Newark Gas Light Co., and Chairman of Ex-
ecutive Committee of Society of Gas Lighting, replies as follows;

OFFICE OF NEWARK GAS LIGHT CO.
Georfie WcstingJiousc, Jr., Esq : Newark, N. J., June 33 18SSDear Sir:—Your letter of June 30 has just been received. I have read the confidential
letter you inclosed, and find its statements untrue so far as they refer to the report of our
committee. The confidential letter states that none of the Edison people ha\'e seen the
report, and I cannot see that our committee, or the members of the Society of Gas Liffhtinffwho alone have copies of the report, should be held responsible for the iniaffination of Mr
Johnson.

The United Gas Improvement Company had nothing to do with the report and havp
never seen it,

'

The report was made for and to the Society of Gas Lighting,
The committee, of which I was chairman, several times considered the question of send

ing you a copy of the report, and all desired to do so, but felt that some of the matter con"tamed in it (although I think you already had the information from other sources) had been
obtained confidentially from the Edison people, and we did not think it right to place it inyour hands. Neither did we wish that our views, favoring; your system so stronelv above
others, should be used for advertising purposes. We were placed in an awkward positionand thought it would be better to confine the report to the members of the societv 1 will at

by
you the report.

In regard to the rumor repojtluf; consolidation ot tlie Edison and Westinehouse Oom
panics, we would call attention to the followinp card from the VVestiuffhouse Electric Onm
pany, which appeared in the lluancial column of the Vhruiiide Tdiymp/i of Pittsburg May 39;

A CAUD FROM THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY.
To the Mnancial Editor C/iroiiide Tdciji'aplr.

Lately there have appeared in your Hnanclal columns certain articles and statements rcla
tive to the WeBtlnKhouso lUectTic Company which are erroneous and inclined to iirodncp
false iinprcBsious You will very greatly obliKe the Westinghouse Electric Company bv cor
rcctlng the following more Important: The statement with retereTice to the recent decision
against the Kdlson DoiMpiii.y which, as given in your columns, indicates that the Westin?
house IMcctrlc Compiiiiy wiin the i>arty prominently connected with the suit; whereas It was'

'''f-'''! Company and the United States Electric Light Com-

onee send your letter to the other members of the committee, and get their views suffffestinn-
that by the removal of the Edison conndential matter there will be no obiecMnn'tn Konrtini;

Yours very truly, EUGENE VANDERPOEL, President

pictc
in thrir famous Kcd Book, were elTectuallv disposed of!

a case between th

pany, wherein II

Jiatents, as set fuili

In your la»t .Satunlay V issue, also, you headed your llnaucial column "Edison's Greetina-
to WcBHnglu)nHc." Nothing lias transpired to Justify the statements in this article

Appn^ciathig the position you occupy In llnanelal matters In Pittsburgh wo resnni.ffniw
call your alteutiou lu these facts. Very truly yours, *= '

''cspeetfulJy

Till! WESTINuaODSB ElBCIBIO Co.

I
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The Single-Acting and

Self-Lubricating Principles!

Mark the second great advance in Steam Engineering, and
\

represent the Highest type of •

COMMERCIAL ECONOMY.

THE WE8TINGH0DSE II4CH1NB CO,!

Pittsburgh, Pa. \

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR CO., J

Reprepented by Roeebto Boker & Co., City of Mexico, Mex.
\

Stevens, Corwin &. Co., llSChambere St.,New YorkCity. <

Wi h hoaees In Panama, C. A., Lima, Boenos Ayrea, Guayaquil ;

and ValparaiBO, S. A. -

^VESTIN€;H01TSE. CHFIICH. KERR A CO.
17 Cortlandt Street. New York. 97 Flftb Avenue, Plttebargh.

iriG and 158 Lake Street, ChicH^o.

II. R. MU^'KIiE. ,TR.. & fO. (Rep. W., C. K. & Co )

608 ChcBtniit Street, Philadelphia.

FAXBBANH»$ «& CO.
302 & 304 Waf^liington Ave., St. Loiiip. dl::i Union Ave, , Kansas

City. 1330 Seventeenth Street, Denver.

F. C. AVER. (Repreeenting F. & Co.)

ll>19 Capital Avenne, Omaha.

GEO. M. DlI.l^EV <& SONS. (Repreeentinc F. &Co.)
Pine Bluffs, Arkaneas.

UTAH AXI> IIONTANA :9IACHinrER\' CO.
259 South Main Street, Salt Lak° City.

£aBt Granite Street, Butte, Montana.
PABKE & LACV.

2123 Fremont Street, t-an Francleco.
33 and 35 North Front Street, Portland, Ore.

THE 1>. A. T03IPHIKS CO.
3fi College Street, Charlotte, N. C.

45 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

ROBT. :fIlDDljETOAr. (RepresentingThe D. A. T. Co.)

Mobile, Ala.

H. I>1'1H>EV rorEmAAi & CO. (Representing The
D. A. T. Co.) New Orleans. La.

KEATING IMP. & IIACHINE CO. (Repreeentiog
The D. A. T. Co.) Dallas, Texaa.

J. J. DICKEY, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE. Vice President.

H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man. Sup't and Electrician. L. H. KORTY, Treasurer.

MIDLAND ELICTMIC CO»j

OMAHA. NEBRASKA.
DEALERS IN

l%/lCTEI€JkL BUPPMIS
For t&e l^elegraph, l^elep&oae a^m^ MleetsiQ %ighu

Hotel and HooBC Annunciators, Burglar Alanrs, Fire Alarms. Electric Gas Lighting, Spcftklne Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons. Electric Pens, Telegraph Learoere* Instraments, Medical

Batteries. Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Sapplles, Railway Veloclpedea, Cars, Etc.

Wbstkbn Agbntb the OKONITE CO.. and the Relnm Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

^^ME^ie^N + DIglt^ICT-f TELEQ^PP •J-^glEja,*-^.

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms,

^^Btlmates furnished and contracta made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the

TPeet- Correspondence solicited, IiJgBtrated Catalogue and Price Llflt on Application,

The Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
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ELECTRIC

LIGHTING

APPARATUS.

Our System of Electric Lighting is complete in every detail^ and

is Unexcelled in the Efficiency and Workmanship of the Appaj'atus;

in the Brilliancy, Steadiness and Color of the Light produced, and in

Automatic Regulation.

WE FURNISH DYNAMOS IM!H ANY REQUIRED CURRENT

The high grade of workiiianship and the efficiency of

our Dynamos, render them especially advantageous for charg-

ing Storage Batteries, furnishing current for Electric Motors,

etc. We furnish Arc Lamps adapted to any Arc Current.

The superior construction and simplicity of our Lamp
render its use advantageous with any system.

CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP

J
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A New Focusing Lamp.

The illustration in connection represents a new
st)'le of focusing lamp invented by Ernest P.

Warner, of the Western Electric company of

Chicago. It is designed more especially for use

on river steamers and can be usgd with various

forms of reflectors and lanterns to suit the dif-

ferent kinds of work to be done. The main
regulating mechanism consists of the well-

known form used in the Western Electric arc

lamps. The focusing mechanism, however,

dispenses with the usual gearing and complica-

tion of parts and consists of a simple arrange-

ment of pulleys in combination with a chain

whereby the proper ratio of feed of the carbons

is secured. The carbon supporting arms move
up and down on independent vertical rods and

are provided with anti-friction rollers which add
greatly to the freedom and ease of movement
of the working parts. A simple and effective

device is attached to the lamp for bringing the

arc into the focus of a reflector if at any time

it should become thrown out of placd by ine-

qualities in the composition of the carbons.

The lamp is mounted upon a strong cast iron

base whereby it may be secured to a table or

other support, and is in other respects so sub-

stantial in its mechanical construction as to pre-

clude the possibility of its being easily damaged
or thrown out of order.

This lamp can be readily adapted for use with

any of the better known systems of electric arc

lighting.

Electric Light in the Chicago Opera
House.

The great superiority of the electric light for

theater lighting is admirably demonstrated at the

Chicago Opera House, where incandescent lamps

are employed for general illumination, decora-

tion, and stage effect. That the lights add

greatly to the beauty of the house goes without

saying, but the most interesting part of the illu-

mination is that carried on behind the scenes.

In a spectacular piece like the "Crystal Slipper"

brilliancy of effect is one of the prime consid-

erations and in obtaining this desired result the

electric light plays a modest though essential

part. The beauty and effectiveness of the sliage

pictures are due in no small degree to the illu-

mination which gives the desired glitter and

sparkle. The easy operation of the lights and

the fle.xibility of the system make it possible to

secure effects which it would be impossible to

attempt by old fashioned methods.

There are 800 lights in the theater, current for

which is supplied by two Edison dynamos. The
lights in the auditorium and on the stage are

controlled at the switch board located on the

prompt side of the stage. The switch board

which is about 7 feet square, contains 12 switches.

It is illuminated by three incandescent lamps.

The electrician in charge, Martin Krueger, has

his hands full during a good part of the per-,

formance and his manipulation of the lights is

an interesting piece of work. The lights on the

stage number a little over 200. In the foot-

lights are 35 lamps. The five borders contain

an average of 31 lights each. A dozen or more

lamps form the movable ground lights. The
other lights on the stage are bunched in reflect-

ors for the illumination of the sides.

By the use of resistance coils the lights can

be dimmed instantly. When the curta-n rises

the pretty effect of this dim light is noticeable.

The prettiest changes in spectacle are the sud-

den transformations from total darkness in the

auditorium and stage to a blaze of light in every
part of the theater. The change is fairly daz-
zling. At a word from the stage manager, Mr.
Krueger turns to his switch board and sets to

work with both hands in turning on the lights.

In this way the change is made almost instan-

taneously and it is for this reason alone the effect

is so brilliant. With no other illuminant could
such an effect be produced. Throughout the

entire operetta pretty effects are obtained by a

judicious use of the lights, and they contribute

not a little to all the scenes.

At present calcium lights are used on the stage

but they will soon be replaced by arc lights with
reflectors—a change of no little importance.
The fact that the arc light can be extinguished

instantly is an important element in its favor, not

to mention its brilliancy. An arc plant will be
installed in the theater so that an absolutely

steady current may be sustained.

Mr. Krueger is enthusiastic in his admiration

of electric illumination for theaters. "The elec-

tric lights," he says, "are infinitely superior to gas.

We could not use gas in such a piece as this in

which quick changes are necessary. If the

border lights were turned out with gas it would

be necessary to go round with a torch to light them
ao-ain. We keep making changes in the system

in little matters of detail where we see that im-

provements can be made. We are extending the

system too, as we find we can use it for new pur-

poses to take the place of gas. The fact that

the lights do not add to the heat is an important

argument in favor of their use on the stage in

such weather as this. The heat from a row of

gas footlights is terrible on a hot night. The
.safety of the lights, too, is another important

consideration. We have had no trouble with the

system. We iiave had a few grounds, but as we

keep pretty close watch of the circuits no harm

has resulted."

Gas lighting in theaters is becoming an old

fashioned method of illumination and will soon
be obliged to give way generally to a better

mode.

Charters for Rapid Transit Companies.

The residents of the west division of Chicago
need rapid transit. Several companies have
petitions for charters before the city council,

but no action on these will probably be taken
before the summer vacation of the aldermen.
The charters are locked up in committee rooms.
Among the companies which ask for privileges

are the following:

The Chicago Rapid Transit compan)', which
represents a large portion of the substantial

citizens of the west side, proposes to erect an
elevated railway. The line of this road is to

commence at Randolph street and the Chicago
River, thence west on Randolph street to Union
park, thence on Lake street to Crawford ave-

nue. It is also proposed to erect aline connect-

ing at Randolph street with Ogden avenue and
extending to Lawndale. Both lines are to be
double tracked, and trains are to be run at fre-

quent intervals. The plan adopted by this com-
pany is similar to that now in operation on the

Second avenue line in New York City. The
road bed is to be supported by iron columns
about twelve inches in diameter, erected on the

curb line; upon these posts will be placed iron

girders or spans, extending across the street.

The tracks will be placed in the middle of the

street, so as not to interfere with the jpper
floors of the buildings on the streets over which
the line is to run. No interference with surface

travel can possibly result from this style of road.

The trains will be propelled by small locomo-

tives, and the cars will be heated by steam and
lighted by electricity. Handsome stations,

lighted and heated, will be located at distances

not exceeding four blocks. The law requires

the consent of a majority of the property owners

in each mile of road for the erection of the

same before the granting of an ordinance al-

lowing the company to commence operations,

and thus far the company claims to have secured

more substantial and encouraging support than

was expected at the outset. If a charter or

franchise is granted to this company, the mana-
gers assert that they will be able to proceed at

once with the erection and equipment, and be in

full running order within twelve months from

the time the franchise is granted.

Another plan contemplated is to erect an ele-

vated road along the entire length of Take street

from the Chicago River westward. This plan is

known as the Meigs system, and consists of a

single post and track road, which may be built

either over the sidewalk or center of the street.

The cars are to be circular in shape, with the

motive power in the front end of the forward

car. There is only one track to be used, the

wheels of the cars being set upon diagonal

axles at an angle of about 90 degrees, and both

converging to the single rail in the center, upon

which they are secured and propelled.

There is another system that proposes to pro-

pel the trains by electric motors, and this com-

pany desires the broadest and freest sort of a

franchise. It is asserted that this company pro-

poses eventually to build a road on Clark street

from the Chicago River to Thirty-ninth street

and branch roads on Twenty-.second, VanBuren,
Madison and Lake streets, from Clark street to

the western limits of the eity. This road is to

be practically managed by Louis Wahl and John
Hannahs, but thus far the chairman of thecoun-
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cil commitee having the matter in charge alleges

that the signatures of the property owners for

the necessary right of way have not yet been

procured or presented to the committee.

Sir William Thomsons Composite Elec-
tric Balance.'

By Thomas Gray. B. Sc.

A new form of electric balance has recently

been introduced by Sir William Thomson, which

can be adapted either for the measurement of

volts, of amperes, or of watts. In the forms

hitherto made the range for current is from

i-5oth of an ampere to 500 amperes for con-

tinuous currents, and from r-5oth of an ampere

to 250 amperes for alternating currents. The
range for volts is, as in all such instruments, only

limited upwards by the resistance available; but,

as the resistance of the potential coils is about

40 ohms, the lowest potential which can be accu-

rately measured is about r volt. These coils are

of copper wire, and, in consequence of the high

temperature variation of that metal, very high

accuracy is not attainable for such low potentials

as necessitates the use of the balance without any
resistance in its circuit external to its coils. Po-

tentials of from 10 volts upwards may, however,

be measured with almost perfect accuracy with

this instrument by introducing sufficient non-

inductive resistance of platinoid or German sil-

ver wire into the circuit. For the measurement
of potentials on alternate current systems there

should be at least 500 ohms of non-inductive re-

sistance in the circuit.

The general form and construction of the bal-

ance will be better understood by reference to

Fig r. Two coils of silk covered copper wire A
B, made in the shape of anchor rings, are fixed to

the two ends of a light aluminium frame C, which
forms the beam of the balance. This beam is

suspended in such a way that the planes of the

coils are approximately horizontal, by two flat

ligaments, one of which is shown at D, consist-

ing of twenty copper wires, each about i-ioth mm.
diameter. The suspension ligaments are about
1.5cm. long, and are attached at their lower ends
to two insulated brass tubes, carried on a trun-

nion E, which passes across the middle of the

aluminium frame. Their upper ends are attached

to round pins F, fixed horizontally, and with

their length parallel to the trunnion, in two brass

uprights, which are screwed to the sole plate G,

of the instrument. The suspension ligaments

currents, these coils are made of copper ribbon

of sufficient thiclcness to carry 500 amperes

safely. When the instrument is intended for

alternating currents, the conductor consists of a

rope of thin copper wires, each of which is silk

covered to insulate it throughout its length from

the others. The ends of all the wires are sol-

dered together; and in order to avoid, as far as

possible, error due to irregular distribution of

the current across the section, the rope is given

one turn of twist for each turn which it makes
round the coil. Two turns of this rope is suffi-

cient for each coil, and the maximum current is

250 amperes. The bobbins on which the fixed

coils are wound, and the sole plate of the instru-

ment, are made of good insulating slate, and the

turned'by moving the handle V until the index

W on the end of the scale points to the middle one

of the five black lines on the vertical scale, when
the beam is allowed to swing freely and come to

rest. Should by any accident the flag not have
sufficient power the mass y on the back bar of

the beam may be slipped a little to one side, un-

til the flag is able to make the adjustment. A
.second vertical scale Z is fixed at the left hand
end of the beam, and the index A should point

to the middle line of it when the index W points

to the middle line of X. The two scales are

placed in the instrument to allow the observer to

see whether by any accident the ligament has

been elongated since it left the maker's hands.

Such an elongation of the ligament may

Fig.

beam of the balance is cut at each end, so as to

avoid Foucault currents in the frame work and
sole plate.

To prevent excessive shake during the use of

the instrument, and for convenience of porta-

bility, capstan headed stop screws Lare attached

to the supports at the ends of the fixed scale M,
and to an upright at the middle of the suspen-

sion trunnion. In the ordinary use of the bal-

ance these stop screws are turned until they are

just clear enough of the movable scale N, which
forms the front bar of the beam and of the trunn-

ion, to allow the beam to swing freely. For
packing, the trunnion screws are turned back,

the beam lifted up against two stops above the

trunnion, and two packing pieces containing V's

for the trunnion slipped between them and fixed

serve the double purpo.se of forming a flexible

elastic joint about which the beam can freely

turn, and of conveying the current into and out
from the coils fixed to the beam. These mova-
ble coils are about 8cm. mean diameter, and the
cro.ss se(;tion of the ring is about i sq. cm. Sym-
metrically placed with reference to each other
and the suspended coil, one above and the other
below the coil on the right hand end of the
beam, are fixed two ccjils H I of silk covered
wire similar to that used for the movable coils.

'i'hese coils have about the same mean diameter;
but the cross section is rectangular, nearly square,
and about 4 sq. cm. in area. Similarly placed
with reference to the coil o[i the left hand end
of the beam, arc fixed another two coils J K, which
are capable of carrying strong currents. When
the instrument is specially designed for continuous

by the screws, while llie screws at the end of the
scale M are screwed so as to grip the movable
scale. The instrument may then be carried
about, or sent anywhere, with perfect safety
under ordinary usage.

The method of using this balance is similar to

that of the other balance, already fully described
in these colmnns. The instrument having been
leveled, and the stop screws adju.sted so as to

limit the shake, as above indicated, the proper
weiglit is put on the c arriage P, and the corres-
ponding counterpoise weight in the trough (),

and the zero adjusted. Ilefore making the ad-
justment the carriage and weight are moved to

the zero of the movable scale by pulling the
ccjrds K S, wliich move the slider T. Having
set the index of the carriage e.xactly to the zero
lijie, using the lens which is supplied with the in-

strumcMl, if necessary, Ihc Hag U sluHild be

take place with rough usage, and a slight

change of constant would be the result, but it

very rarely occurs. The mode of using the bal-

ance for the different classes of measurements
will be more readily understood from the diagram
Fig. 2. In this diagram B^ represents a set of

non-inductive resistances of suitable magnitude
for the potential of the circuit to which the sus-

pended coils are to be connected. Suppose, in

the first place, that the balance is to be used as a

voltmeter. The handle C, of the switch is

turned to volt, and the electrodes D, E, con-
nected to the points whose difterence of poten-
tial is to be measured. The current then flows

through the electrode E^ and the suspended coils

A B to the switch, then from the "volt" terminal

through the fixed coils H I to the "watt"
terminal and from that terminal through the
resistance B, to D,. As the result of

this current, the right hand end of the beam
is deflected upward, and the weight has to be
pulled toward the right in order to restore the
balance. The distance through which the weight
has to be moved gives the couple produced by
the amperian forces between the coils, and from
the constant supplied with the instrument the
potential between D, and E, is deduced. It will

be seen that by this method of using the balance,
small currents may be measured. It is, in fact,

a modified centiampere balance. The maximum
current these coils are expected to carry is i am-
pere, and currents from 1-50 to i ampere may be
measured in this way.

Next suppose the instrument is to be used as a
wattmeter. The .switch handle is turned to
"watt," the electrodes D, E, connected to the
supply mains, and the electrodes Fj G, of the
current coils J K connected to the two sides of
a break in one of these mains. The whole cur-
rent passing that break flows through the
coils of I K and a current proportional
to the difference of potential between the
mains flows through the movable coils, but
not through the fixed fine wire coils. The
left hand coil of the movable system is thus acted
upon by a force proportional to the product of
the difference of potential between the mains and
tlie current passing through them—that is, pro-
portional to the rate of working in the circuit.

F'or the measurement of current the strength
of which exceeds 1 ampere, the instrument is

used heterostatically—that is to say, a constant
measii red current is passed tlirough the suspended
coil.s, and the current to be measured is passed
through the fixed current coils. The connections
for this u.se of the instrument are the same as for
the measurement of watt.s. When a constant e.

ni. f. is availalile, I he current passed through

I
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the suspended coils may be measured by
the instrument itself, by first turning the

switch to "volt," and adjusting an external resist-

ance so as to obtain the required current, and
then turning the switch to "watt,"and at the same
time increasing the external resistance by an

amoimt equal to the resistance of the fixed coils

H I. Generally, however, a separate indicator or

galvanoscope requires to be used in circuit with

the suspended coils of the balance when it is used

for the measurement of amperes. This indicator

can, of course, be standardized by the balance

itself, arranged for the measurement of small cur-

rents, and it need not be capable of measuring
change of current, but it should be sensitive to

such change.

An Automatic Ground Switch.

It is difficult to comprehend how a switch that

has no ground connection or third wire, and

which is as simple in its mechanism as this switch

seems, can, without manual intervention, detect

the slightest ground upon any^iarticular loop

which it is set to guard, and cut that loop en-

tirely free from the main circuit the instant that

such ground appears, thereby saving possibly

both life and property.

When a ground occurs on a circuit, a second

ground is almost invariably developed at the

point of weakest insulation, and at a great dif-

ference of potential from the first. The current

passing between these grounds causes destruc-

cated. The body of the switch is entirely out
of circuit, and is made as far as possible mois-
ture proof, and is covered thoroughly with a
special heavy coating of gutta-percha and japan.

The interior portions are thoroughly insulated

and covered with a preparation of asbestos, con-
forming throughout with the rules and regula-

tions of the board of underwriters. The handle
projecting downward is for the purpose of throw-
ing the main line to the loop. The small but-

ton also shown is for the purpose of manually cut-

ting off the loop by merely pushing upon it. A
padlock attachment, not shown in the cuts, is

also provided by means of which the switch

may be locked when cut out so that no one can
succeed in throwing it on while men are working
upon the loop.

In Fig. 2 a spring will be seen which connects
the two outer extremities of a knee and toggle-

joint system of levers which are disconnected
from the switch arms, the joints of which are

brought by the direction of the handle almost
exactly into line, and in the best position to easily

resist the action of the spring. A catch is pro-

vided to hold the system of levers in this posi-

tion which is operated automatically. This
catch cannot be jarred out of position no matter
how severe the concussion. The contacts are

of the double lipped species, are always perfect

and offer no resistance to the passage of the cur-

rent.

The Electrical Supply company of Chicago
are placing this switch upon the market.

presence of rival concerns in endeavoring to em-
barrass matters, welded the stockholders into

union yesterday. The latter are willing to put
up not only money sufficient to meet the emer-
gencies thrust upon them, but to advance such
sums as will enable the company to even more
vigorously prosecute its work. The election of

officers resulted in the choice of a very strong
board, as follows: R. N. Hazard, of American
Loan & Trust company, New York; Levi M.
Bates, of L. M. Bates & Co., New York; H. S.

Hyde, President of Agawam National bank,
Springfield, Mass.; J. H. Bidwell, of H. S. Col-

lins & Co., bankers, Collinsville, Conn.; J. W.
Hinkley, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; L. J. Fitzgerald,

state treasurer, Cortland, N. Y.; A. R. Brown,
manager Electrical Development & Manufact-
uring company, Boston; E. D. Jones, state sena-

tor, Pittsfield, Mass.; W. H. Roberson, of R. G.

Dun cS: Co., Albany, N. Y.; David Prouty, capi-

talist, Spencer, Mass.; H. C. Adams, late treas-

urer American company. New York; Wm. J.

Osborne, broker. New York; Edwards H. Goff,

New York.

R. N. Hazard was elected president, and F".

M. Louden secretary and treasurer of the com-
pany.

Chicago Electric Light Franchises.
The Chicago common council devoted its time

to the consideration of electric light franchises

at the meeting of July 2d. The ordinances

were disposed of rapidly, a striking contrast

Fig. I.

live fires to ensue from sparks being formed at

the points of ground and by the volatilization of

substances in this abnormal path of the current.

If these currents can be instantly removed as

soon as they develop,no bad effects will be caused.

These currents operate always to short-circuit

the lights upon the main line "and intermediate

loops between the two grounds and compel the

circuit to be shut down as soon as it is possible,

but generally not before substantial damage is

done; then comes the search for the cause, but

sometimes when the location of one of the

grounds is all too apparent from the havoc

wrought, the other and co-operating ground. is

difficult to find and much delay and trouble is

experienced in its discovery. The operation of

this switch does away with these troubles and

indicates where the fault in the line exists. The

main line is always kept running and free from

grounds, and the instantaneous removal of the

faulty portion even before the full force of the

ground has developed, saves the resultant harm.

The operation is so perfect that the removal is

absolutely without spark at the point of ground.

This is invariably the case and may be demon-

strated by coupling the switch temporarily in cir-

cuit at the station, and testing its capabilities.

The isolation of the defective portion is perfect,

so that repairs may go forward without delay or

danger.

Fig. I represents the e.xterior view of the

switch. Binding posts are provided for the ter-

minals of both the line and loop circuits, as indi-

American Electric Manufdcturing Com-
pany.

The American Electric Manufacturing com-
pany has had, of late, one of the most bitterly

conducted oppositions with which any corporation

has had to contend, says the New York Press of

June 22d. Some little dissension from within

and much open hostility from the part of rival

concerns made at one time its existence ques-

tionable. Though it had earned in profits more

than $500,000, yet the extent of its operations,

not only over all this continent, but embracing

the greater part of Europe, China and Japan,

and the vast amount of money requisite to push

its business, made it temporarily embarrassed,

when through a series of combinations a con-

certed attack was made upon it.

It has triumphed, however. The adjourned

annual meeting which was held yesterday after-

noon developed a unanimity of feeling among
the stockholders favorable to the company that

has placed it on, if possible, even a surer basis

than when it first started out. The company, on

the patents which it holds, alone has spent in

developing them a sum equal to nearly triple

their original cost, and during the interim which

has existed when the company was coping with

difficulties that had unexpectedly presented

themselves, orders aggregating more than $100,-

000 had been leceived.

The latter fact, displaying as it did an inherent

and intrinsic worth in the company, together with

some revelations which seemed to point to the

Fig. 2.

to the postponements which had previously been

in order when the matter was taken from the

table. The only objection to the passage of the

franchises was made by several aldermen who
thought it was unwise to give such valuable

privileges to companies if the council proposed in

the near future to light the city by electricity.

The Sun Electric Light ordinance which gives

the company the right to lay wires for furnishing

"light, heat, power and signals" in the territory

bounded by .\dams and Twenty-second streets,

the lake and the river, was passed on condition

that the corporation pay 5 per cent, of its gross

receipts into the city treasury. Several alder-

men thought this percentage too high and sug-

gested a substitution of two and one-half per

cent., but the suggestion did not meet with

favor.

The aldermen next took up the ordinance for

the North Side companj', covering the territory

from Superior street to Chicago avenue, west to

.'\shland avenue, east to Halsted street from

Milwaukee avenue, and east to Halsted street.

The franchise was awarded on the same basis of

percentage.

The ordinance of the Consumers' Electric

Light company, granting it the right to light the

territory in Blue Island avenue between West

Harrison and Twelfth streets, and between Henry-

street and West Twenty-second street on Blue

Island avenue, and across any streets intersect-

inc Blue Island and between said points, and in

So^uth Halsted street from West Harrison to West
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Twentj'-second, was next taken up in the same
manner and passed with an amendment requir-

ing- the payment of 5 per cent.

The ordinance of the Cooperative Electric

Light company, giving it the right to light the

entire North side south of FuUerton avenue, was
next taken up and adopted on the same basis.

A provision of ail the ordinances is that: "The
company shall build conduits of their own and

shall allow the wires or conductors of any other

person or persons, company or corporation, to be

placed in said conduits at an annual rental

equal to that charged by any other conduit com-

pany. They shall permit the city of Chicago to

use the conduits free of cost to said city, and

where streets or alleys shall be crossed by con-

necting lines, wires, or conductors, which are run

under or in sidewalks, such lines, wires, or con-

ductors shall be laid as directed by the commis-

sioner of public works. All such lines or wires

shall be underground, properly insulated, and

shall be constructed under the supervision and
to the satisfaction of the commissioner of public

works, or such other officer or department of the

city government as may hereafter be designated

by ordinance to perform the duties of such com-
missioner. No wires shall be laid unless a plat

shall be filed with the commissioner of public

works designating the streets, squares, and alleys

in which it is proposed to locate the same, and a

plat of the circuit of wires completed shall be
filed with the commissioner of public works
before the same are used, and any change in the

same shall be reported to the commissioner of

public works."

The companies have not yet decided whether
they will accept the ordinances. They are in-

clined to think that 5 per cent, of the gross

receipts is a rather large amount to pay for the

privilege of conducting their business.

Direct Electric Welding Machine.

In the list of electrical patents published this

week is one. No. 385,386, issued to Elihu Thom-
son, covering a direct electric welding machine.

Appended is a description of the apparatus,

given substantially as it appears in the patent

specification:
" In my former patents on electric welding, I

have assumed that current is derived from a

.source external to the welding apparatus—such
as an alternating current dynamo—which cur-

rent, by means of a suitable induction coil, gen-

erates heavy currents adapted for welding.

This kind of welding or forging apparatus is

useful in places where alternating currents can
be supplied conveniently, but will not be of use
in places where such currents cannot be ob-

tained, and for this reason I have invented the

following improvement in apparatus for electric

welding, which consists, essentially, in the com-
bination of suitable clamping devices for hold-

ing the pieces to be welded in the desired

positions, and a dynamo for producing electric

currents, and forming part of the same appara-
tus, which I term direct electric welding or forg-

ing machines, in contradistinction to the appa-
ratus requiring currents from a source external

to itself.

" My invention consists, briefly, in the combi-
nation, with a dynamo electric generator, of

suitable clamping devices for holding the pieces

to be welded in the desired position, and means
for conducting the currents directly to the
clamping devices, which are mounted on the
frame of the apparatus. My invention also

consists in the construction of particular forms
of such apparatus, and of parts and details.

"'I'he many special and u.seful advantages of

my invention are obvious. Some of them may
be mentioned: Its compactness renders it easily

movable from place to place; the direct com-
bination of a dynamo electric generator, with
clamping devices for holding the pieces to be
operated upon, renders the machine convenient
inform and easy of manipulation and regula-
tion; it ([(cncratcs its own welding current—

a

condition absolutely essential where electric cur-
rents cannot be obtained. It may be noticed,
further, tliat there is a saving of weight and at

the same tiine a .saving of current, for the rea-

soii that long conductors arc not needed to con-
vey the <:iirrent from the electric generator lo

the holding clamps.

" In the accompanying drawings. Fig. i is a

front elevation of a convenient form of my im-

proved direct electric welding machine. Fig. 2

is a side elevation of the same apparatus, show-
ing a partial section of the field magnets and
armature, and an end view of the holding

clamps.
" In my direct welding machine it is essential

to use a dynamo electric generator which is ca-

pable of producing welding currents of great

volume, but low electromotive force between the

clamps holding the pieces, and I have found a

convenient form of such machine to consist of

a revolving field magnet built up of laminated

cores, bolted firmly together, and copper wire

bobbins, producing alternate north and south
poles, and an armature with laminated iron core

wound with heavy copper wire bundles or cables.

The field magnet of such a machine can be either

separately excited, or may be excited by currents

generated in its own armature and commuted by
a suitable commutator placed on the revolving

field magnet shaft of the machine.
"Referring to Fig. 2 of the accompanying

drawings, F is a part section view of the field-

magnet core, showing lamination, F' being a

part side view of the complete field. The core

is fastened by means of lugs and bolts to a
disk or plate, N, fixed on the shaft, S S,' of the

machine, and is made to revolve by the pulley, P.

stituting a part of the frame or base carrying

said machine, are the holding clamps to be used

in the welding or forging operations, and with

these clamps connection is made directly from
the part of the dynamo generating the heavy
electric currents. By thus combining the clamps
and the dynamo machine the use of flexible or

extended connections may be entirely avoided,

and the electrical connection may, if desired, be
a rigid one. I prefer, however, to make the con-

nection from the dynamo to the clamp as follows:

The armature conductors or cables, leaving the

fixed armature, are bolted firmly against the

contact plates / /', Fig. i, which conveys the
welding currents to the holding clamps H H-.

"In Fig. I three separate armature coils are
supposed to be employed. Of the six terminals,

the three which at any time are of one polarity

—

say positive—are connected to one of the plates

//, while the remaining three are connected to

the other plate. By the multiple arc connection
shown, a current of very large volume is ob-
tained. By revolving the field heavy currents of

low potential are induced in the armature con-
ductors c c c, which are bolted firmly against the
contact plates//', Fig. i, in the manner shown
at/" in Fig. 2. One of the holding clamps is

best insulated from the table or frame R, as in-

dicated at I in Fig. i. This is to prevent the
passage of the welding current from the

" While I describe the field magnet core of

my direct welding machine to be built up of

lamina:, I do not lim!. myself to this form.
The field magnet cores may be solid; but such
an arrangement is attended with lo.ss of energy,
and is therefore not so economical as a lami-

nated field core.

"The armature of my direct welding machine
may be made in the following way: Referring
to F'ig. 2, E represents a part sectional view of

the laminated iron core of the armature, the
lamination being represented by fine vertical

lines. These lamina; are bolted firmly together,

as indicated in the figure.

" The special advantage of winding the ar-

mature with conductors or cables consisting of

a number of copper wires insulated from each
other is that the insulation prevents lateral con-
tact of the wires, and therefore prevents the gen-
eration of the intense eddy currents which
would otherwise be produced. In this way con-
siderable waste is avoided.

"'I'he dynamo m.achine, constructed prefer-

ably in the manner before described, and in

such way as to gcner.ate the heavy electric cur-
rents suitable for electric welding or forging, is

uKumled upon .a suitable base or frame, as indi-
cated.

" Moimlcd upon :i lianie in direct pro.\imity
with the dynamo niailiine, and preferably con-

contact plate / to the clamp H by the
fragie R.

"A front view of the holding clamps H H' is

shown in Fig. i, and an end view of one of them,
H, in Fig. 2. They are made of heavy pieces of
metal

,
so that they may conduct the large weld-

ing currents to the pieces to be welded and be
sufficiently strong to allow considerable endwise
pressure to be brought to bear on the pieces
without danger of their slipping or bending.
The clamps should be preferably of a form
which will fit closely the pieces to be welded, so
as to insure good contact, though comparatively
small contact will often suffice to carry currents
heavy enough to weld large pieces. Arrange-
ments can also be made to allow free movement
of one or both of the clamps.

"Referring to the drawings in Fig. 1^ H' is a
front view of one of the clamps, which is bolted
firmly to the plate/, and is therefore immova-
ble. The other clamp H, is movable, receiving-
its motion by the device I) ,/. The bar d is

bolted to H, but has a free movement about /,

where it is loosely connected with a pivoted bar,
T, pivoted at /. A .screw spindle s, passing
thorugh a screw hole in T, after the manner o'f

a screw vise, and is provided at its other end
with a ratchet wheel, with which a pawl is

adaptetl to engage. When the lever A", carry-
ing the pawl is brought ilown to a lower posi-

11
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tion, the pawl acts to turn the screw s, which

forces (/, Fig. i, and the clamp H toward H',

this motion being rendered possible by the free

movement of </ about / and T about /, and the

sliding contact of H with the plate/. The clamp

H H', Fig. I, are tightened about the pieces N
N' by means of the levers A A'. These levers

are secured to suitable rock shafts, 7 mounted
in the base of the clamp and provided with

eccentrics S. The eccentrics 8 are embraced

by collars 9, formed on the lower end of the

rods 10, which pass at their upper ends through

the top plate 12, of the clamp, and are there

provided with the clamping ends I'j''.

"The welding current is carried to the mova-
ble clamp H, Fig. i, by the plate/, which has a

sliding contact with H, as represented in end

view in Fig. 2. The plate c is bolted to the

block /;, which forms the base of H, and thus

brings the clamp H into contact with/, to which

half the conductors c c c, Fig. i, are attached.

"In order to form a good connection from the

plate/ to the clamp H, one or the other of the

plates / <"' is provided with a gang of contact

springs. By these springs good connection is

formed, while at the same time permitting the

one plate to slide upon the other in the manipu-
lation of the clamp.

"The form of direct welding machine just

described may be made self exciting by winding

a sufficient number of turns of wire of suitable

size in grooves cut in the armature core for that

purpose, and connecting the terminals of these

connected, without the intervention of any com-
mutator or collector with the clamps.

"Still other arrangements or modifications may
be made in my direct electric welding machine,
and I do not limit myself to the apparatus de-

scribed, but claim broadly, the invention of a

welding machine which consists of a suitable

dynamo machine for generating" electric currents

of great volume, in combination with holding

clamps and devices for moving or manipulating
the same, the whole forming one compact appa-
ratus."

Aerial Photography.
During the war of the Rebellion, while the

contending armies lay so long between Rich-
mond and the Potomac, various efforts were
made by northern engineers to obtain photo-

graphs from aerial elevations of the positions of

the southern troops, says the Chicago Trihuiic.

The attempts were made from balloons, but
they were far from being successful. The art

of instantaneous photography had not been
perfected, if indeed it had been more than
thought of, and the danger of exposure to the

almost unerring rifle of the sharpshooter was so

great that few were willing to essaj' the oper-

ation except upon the most favorable conditions

of wind, weather, and situation. During the

Franco-Prussian war, a few years later—partic-

ularly in the neighborhood of Paris—both

French and German scientists undertook the

enterprise of securing photographs of the oppos-

coils with commutator brushes resting against a

suitable commutator placed on the revolving

field magnet shaft of the machine, which suita-

ble commutator is connected with the field coils

of the machine."
The specification then describes an arrange-

ment wherein the exciting coi4£ on the armature

are wound in series; but the inventor does not limit

himself to series winding. "By using wires of

proper size the exciting coils may be wound in

multiple and by changing the size of the wire

to suit the conditions, the coils maybe wound in

multiple series. Arrangements to suit these con-

ditions are well known to practical electricians,

and need not further be dwelt upon here. It is

also well known that such coils may be wound
in series or on the core in several different ways,

and the same is true of multiple arc winding

and of winding in series multiple.

"In both of the arrangements herein de-

scribed it will be observed that there is an ab-'

sence of any commutator or collecting device be-

tween the dynamo machine source and the

clamps of the apparatus, so that there is no

break of continuity in the path of the heavy

electric currents. This is a very important con-

sideration in an apparatus for this purpose, and

is attained by the apparatus described in my
prior patents, where I have set forth the em-

ployment of an induction coil wound so that

current of comparatively high tension .^n one

circuit may generate the heavy or Iarg:er volume

currents in a secondary wire, which is' directly

ing hostile camps and movements, but only

with partial success. Since then photographic

departments have been attached to nearly all

the European armies, and numerous discoveries

have been made in the management of balloons

at elevations of from 5,000 to 10,000 feet.

M. J. Steffens, a photographer of Chicago,

has recently secured letters patent for a new
system of aerial photography which promises to

be of value both for military and commercial
purposes. It is a combination of instantaneous

photography, controlled by electricity, and a

hydrogen-filled balloon capable of supporting

a weight of not more than thirty or forty

pounds at an elevation of 8,000 or 10,000 feet.

The balloon is composed of a film of pui'e rub-

ber—something like that used in the manufact-

ure of the little toy articles which street fakirs

sell at a nickel apiece, and is filled with hydro-

gen gas made from the decomposition of zinc

by sulphuric acid and passed through a bath of

silicate of soda, so as to remove all traces of

oxygen. To the balloon is attached the camera,

the mechanism of suspension being arranged so

as to allow of an angular or rectangular field of

vision. Between the balloon and the camera is

a wind fan, to reduce oscillation to a minimum,
and to keep the camera in the desired position

an ingeniijus arrangement has been devised

whereby it will remain constant in the arbitrary

relation in which it was placed to a large com-

pass which was delicately adju.sted to it. The
camera is constructed somewhat upon the gen-

eral plan of those used in taking photographs of
horses running at full speed, and the delicate

machinery for making the exposure and moving
on the rollers the sensitized paper is manipu-
lated from the ground 'by the operator through
the means of an ordinary telegraph key. The
cord by which the balloon is allowed to ascend
has within it two fine threads of copper, which
are not allowed to touch each other. On the

ground, connection is made with a battery of

three or four cells, or as many as may be needed.
All that the operator has to do is to insert a roll

of sensitized paper in the camera, adjust the
angle of vision and the relation of the camera
to the compass, attach it to the balloon, and
then let it go aloft to the height required. A
click on the key causes an instantaneous ex-

posure; the machinery in the interior of the
camera at the same moment begins to operate,

and when the exposure is completed eight
inches of the sensitized paper, on which the

picture has been taken, is transferred to a sec-

ond and smaller roller in the opposite side of the

camera. The instrument is then ready for a

second view, and so on until all the sensitized

paper—a roll of forty or fifty feet—has been
used, if so much be required. The apparatus
is then hauled down, the gas expelled from the

balloon, and everything used in connection
with the experiments packed away in a box not
much larger than an ordinary valise. The lens

used is of the globular variety—a recent inven-

tion—and will take a picture without any dis-

turbance at any distance beyond a focus of

seventy feet. At an elevation of about 5,500
feet, the lens having a visual angle of 60°, the

field of observation would be a circle having a

diameter of one mile. If a greater field of ob-
servation were required at the same height, it

would become necessary to use a lens having a

greater visual angle than 60°.

The Book Table.

MuNJCU'.-VL IjIGHTING, by Fred 11, Whipple; 260 pp.,
G.NQ inches, sold by Western Electrician, Chicag-o. %i.

The Detroit, Mich., common council some
months ago took up the subject of the feasibility

of the city's owning its own electric lighting plant,

and appointed a special committee to thoroughly
investigate the subject. Fred H, Whipple was
made secretary of the committee, and Municipal
Lighting contains the information collated by
the committee during a comprehensive and ex-

haustive investigation of the subject referred to

its consideration.

The chapter entitled "The contract or rental

system," devoted to cities in America in which
public electric lighting is done under the rental

system, the systems in use, the manner of string-

ing wires and hanging lamps the hours lamps are

burned, the area lighted, and special features of

certain contracts, place a vast amount of informa-

tion before the reader in succinct language and
easily accessible form.

There is another chapter relating to under-

ground circuits, which is of particular value, espe-

cially at this time when the undergrounding of

circuits is a problem of weighty importance to

many electric lighting companies.

To these two chapters we have given especial

prominence, as we look upon them as having the

greatest importance, but the value of the book
does not lie in them alone.

To electric lighting companies, electricians and
members of municipal bodies and residents of

cities where electric lighting is done, or to be
done, the book is commended—to the former for

the information it contains in such ready refer-

ence form; to the latter cla.ss for the comprehen-
sive information it presents in language freed as

much as possible from technical terms and phrases.

The Dvxamo, How it is imape and How to Use it.—
rubh'shed by l''red M. Kimball cS: Co., Boston. Mass. 79
pp., 6,\g inches, paper covers. Price 50 cents.

This pamphlet is a compilation in printed form
of a series of twenty minute noon talks by the

author to the men in his employ. It is intended

more particularly for plain, practical electrical

mechanics. The first chapter engages in a dis-

cussion of electricity in general, and is followed by
an explanation of technical terms. Dynamos and
their parts and electric lamps are then taken up
and described. General directions as to setting

up, starting and operating electric light plants

form the concluding chapter.
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We must ask to be excused for again calling

attention to our typographical appearance; but

we know that our efforts to improve still further

so handsome a journal as the Western Elec-

trician will be appreciated by both readers and

advertisers—by the former because on the

splendid white paper we are now using, type and

engravings are brought out so handsomely, and

by the latter because advertisements show up

with such remarkable distinctness and attract-

iveness.

Ln ANOTHER column is quoted the opinion of

iJr. Richard-son on electric executions. His ex-

periments on animals have demonstrated that

electric currents of large potential may merely
stun and thus fail to effect death. He proposes
as a measure of precaution that post mortem ex-

aminations be held. The English papers have
been making all manner of fun of a proposition
to hold a post mortem examination of a subject
who is not dead.

Ii' THE Board of Electrical Control of New
York, investigates the comparative values of the
continuous and alternating currents for central

station lighting as carefully and exhaustively as

the Chicago Electric club, it has plenty of work
ahead of it and need not adjourn for a

summer vacation for lack of occupiilion;

meantime the gentlemen of the board
arc respectfully referreil to the files of the
Western Ei.kctrician for a full and complete
survey of the subject.

As WK CO to press word reaches us of the im-
minent death of Hiram Sibley, of Rochester,
N. v., who was .stricken by apoplexy July gth.

Mr. Sibley's name, almost unknown to the pres-
ent generation of telegraphers, is identified with
the foundation of the Western Union Telegraph
company. In the early days of telegrapiiy in

America, when independent lines were strug-

gling for an existence, Mr. Sibley foresaw the

great future of a single company whose lines

should ramify the continent. In connection

with other capitalists, he purchased the inde-

pendent lines and absorbed them into the com-

pany now known as the Western Union Tel-

egraph company. In this way Mr. Sibley laid

tile foundation of a large fortune. Mr. Sibley

to this day, we believe, has retained a large finan-

cial interest in the company.

The ordinances recently passed by the Chi-

cago city council, giving several electric light

companies the right to begin operations at once,

will be allowed to stand without the mayor's ap-

proval. The mayor will not sign them because

he favors the establishment of a city plant for

illumination, yet he will not veto the measures
because he favors competition with the gas com-
panies in order that the cost of lighting streets

may be lessened. It is said to be Mayor Roche's

hobby to make Chicago the best lighted city in

the world, and he thinks to accomplish this

result the municipality must own its own plant.

Prof. Elihu Thomson's direct electric weld-

ing machine, illustrated on other pages, marks
another improvement in this most important

branch of electrical application. This machine,

as will be noted, consists of a dynamo for pro-

ducing currents of large volume, but of low
electromotive force, and suitable clamping
devices for holding the pieces to be welded, the

whole being compact and readily movable to

places where the current necessary for the work
cannot otherwise be obtained.

The great accomplishments in welding by
electricity already noted in these columns have
indicated the importance of the position in the

industrial arts that this department of electrical

application is to assume. For the forging or

welding of the heaviest iron or steel shafts, or

for the most delicate work on the jewelers'

bench, electricity is equally well adapted. In
the former case there is nothing lost in fuel in

bringing a fire to the proper degree of heat, and
in either case the electric current required is in-

stantly available.

The city council of Chicago, at the meet-
ing of July loth., considered an ordinance origi-

nally proposed by Alderman Ernst limiting the

charges of telephone companies to $75 per year.

An effort was made to railroad the resolution

through the council, but proved unsuccessful.

The ordinance was referred to the committee on
licenses. It is a matter for congratulation that

no inconsiderate action was taken. The alder-

men have not looked into the question and are
not, or at least, should not be, prepared to vote
on a question of such importance not only to a
company but to the citizens generally. The
aldermen apparently desire to follow the ex-
ample of the St. Louis rouncil, although as a
usual thing that city is not supposed to furnish
examples for Chicago. The aldermen should go
slowly and investigate thoroughly before they
act.

In this connection the views of Superintend-
ent Phillips of the telephone company are
worthy of attention. He seems to look at the
matter in a fair light. "Before final action is

taken," he says, "I think that a conference with
representatives of the company will be sought
and a frank statement of their side of the case
be considered. I am inclined to think that the
committee had in mind the case of St. Louis
where the council pa.ssed an ordinance limiting
the rent;il to $50. But that is only a part of the
story. The St. Louis company is refusing to

make new contracts at the $50 rate. The ser-

vice with some of the patrons has been con-
tinued after the expiration of their old contracts,
but it is with the stipulation that if the ordinance
whit-h is to be tested in the Supreme court is de-
clared invalid the dill'erence between the new
and the old rate is to be paid to the company.
1 am not disposed to lliink that tl!e aldermen
desired to gouge the company. They were aim-
ing to conserve the interests of their constitu-
ency. I will .say I felt a little blue over the
actiim. It has been my honest aml)ilion to give

Chicago the best telephone service in the

country. I think that some attestation of the

sincerity of this statement is shown by the money
which the company has been expending. A
switch-board costing $60,000 has just been put

in, but that doesn't end the improvements that

are being made and will continue to be made. I

confess to having some enthusia.sm in this work,

and the action Monday night was a little like

kicking a fellow when he's doing his best be-

cause he hasn't done more. Whether the com-
pany will continue the service if the ordinance
is passed I am not prepared to say. In the

language of Abraham Lincoln and many other

statesmen before him—it will be time enough to

build the bridge when we get to the river."

The new focusing lamp invented by Mr. War-
ner, and shown on the title page, has an interest

aside from that inherent in a new design of lamps
of this pattern, inasmuch as it is a good illustra-

tion of how inventors have to overcome difficul-

ties not at all apparent even after the most care-

ful consideration of the circumstances of use, or

in other words, difficulties that only use devel-

ops. Mr. Warner designed a focusing lamp
which has met favor, and it would be
supposed that on southern river steamers
which wend their placid way over still waters

with none of the pitching and tossing and roll-

ing that vessels upon the great lakes or the seas

encounter, any focusing lamp in which the carbons
moved in a vertical line would answer the purpose;
but it was found that southern river steamboat
men from the very fact that they were not
obliged to guard against the storms of great

bodies of water were negligent in the matter of

preserving an even keel, and loaded their boats
without that careful regard for trimming

.

paid by vesselmen in the port of Chi-

cago for instance. Naturally enough, the carbons
of the arc lamp were frequently thrown out of

a vertical line and the lamp did not work as sat-

isfactorily as it otherwise would. Mr. Warner,
with this new experience, accordingly determined
to make a focusing lamp that would work at

any angle, and designed that shown in this issue.

The experience of Mr. Warner can be matched,
of course, in any line of manufacture, be it elec-

trical or otherwise. It is a good illustration,

however, of the long road the idea frequently
has to travel before it reaches embodiment in

practical form.

Geo. H. Barrus, a well-known mechanical
engineer of Boston, Mass., described before the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers in

semi-annual convention at Nashville, Tenn., an
electric speed recorder, which as will be seen by
the table accompanying his article resulted in

securing data that would hardly be possible
except through the medium of electrical appli-

cation. In other words, the cumbersome and
tedious method of applying an ordinary me-
chanical speed counter could not have given him
the accurate results attained by the use of the
electrical instrument.

In No. 13, Vol. I., page 115, of the Western
Electrician, Prof. H. S. Carhart described re-

sults attained in the simultaneous measurement
of the respective speeds of an engine and dy-
namo through the aid of a velocimeter, an inven-
tion of F. W. Cashing, an electrician well-known
in Chicago and the West. With the article was
given an illustration of the record made by the
instrument upon a paper tape. In the illustra-

tion were shown a succession of short dashes
representing the record made by the dynamo
pulley, a succession of longer dashes represent-
ing the record made by the engine pulley and
between these two lines of dashes, a succession
of dots of which 150 were made in a second of
time. The record thus made was complete, and
any variations in speed of either engine or dy-
namo could be detected by comparison of the
record of one with the record of the other while
the time element was also presented for the refer-
ence of either record to it.

These two instruments show the tendency on
the part of mechanical engineers toward attain-
ing more accurate results in their observation of
the speed of engines and dynamos and illustrate
the possibilities inlicrcnt in eleclricul apparatus.
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Telegraph Operators in Asia.

The following account of the telegraph ser-

vice in Persia is taken from Thomas Stevens'

article in the New York S////:

It was a wild, barbarous country, about the

Turko-Persian border, inhabited chiefly by no-

mad Koords, and I missed even the occasional

welcome company of the Turkish telegraph line.

Its disappearance seemed like casting off the

last strand of western civilization. At that time

I hardly expected to see another telegraph line

until I should reach Japan, my intention being

to reach the Pacific through Turkestan and
China.

Suddenly one day when nearing Tabreez, I

saw away off on the desert a sight that made me
blink and rub my eyes to make sure that it was
not a mere optical illusion I was looking at. The
deserts of Persia are famous for producing bogus
objects—mirages of lakes and waving palms, of

lovely castles and similar fascinating scenes; but
this time it was none of these. Miles away to the

north, seemingly suspended in mid air, was a
league-long row of telegraph pole's, straight as a

die, even as the pickets of a garden fence.

As I drew nearer the line assumed a more
definite form. Its marvelous symmetry, I then

discovered, was not the enchantment of distance,

but a solid reality in English iron, with the name
of the contracting firm stamped on the poles,

every pole tapering from a circumference of

twenty inches at the bottom to six or eight at

the top, and across the dead level wastes of the

Persian plains set up as evenly and perpendicu-

larly as they might have been in Hyde Park. It

is worth noting, perhaps, by the way, that the

English always take particular pains to have
everything of this kind very superior in the

east; it is a perpetual source of wonder and ad-

miration to the natives, a standing advertisement

of England's wealth, power and ability to the

multitude who have no other way of learning.

From Tabreez I was able to follow this infalli-

ble guide into Teheran. Often I could see it

stretching ahead of me mile after mile, the poles

so even that they seemed not to vary an inch,

and disappearing in the heavens at the farther

end by the curious legerdemain of the desert.

The ajolian music of its triple wires as the des-

ert breezes played through them, and the mes-

ages flashed past from India to England, from
England to India—how companionable it was,

that bit of civilization in a barbarous country,

only those who have been similarly placed

know.
During my stay in Teheran I became quite

intimately acquainted with the staff, not only in

the capital, but throughout all Persia. There
are many curious and interesting phases of life

connected with the telegraph service in such a

country as Persia that are unknown here. Its

alignment and its working staff represent a nar-

row streak of western civilization through all that

part of Asia. Men two thousand iniles apart,

who never saw each other in their lives, are

nevertheless well acquainted. The lone English-

man at the little interior control station at Da-
beed is kept informed from day to day by his

chums at Teheran of the doings'of the European
colony there.

Teheran, Ispahan, and Shiraz are the three

favorite stations in Persia. Operators are re-

warded for good service by being stationed at

these points, or disciplined for misconduct by
being assigned to some lonely control station,

where the only society is a few ragged villagers,

and their station a mere mud hovel. Dabeed,
about midway between Teheran and Bushire, is

considered the worst station in Persia. The ex-

tremes of heat and cold in Dabeed are intense.

From many degrees below zero in winter and
raging storms like blizzards, it gets so hot in

summer that the operator often sits at his in-

.strument up to his chin in a tub of water. None
of the cooling appliances that make life tolerable

in India are available here.

The Ingiliz telegraph-jee is quite an important

personage in Persia. Outside of Teheran and
Bushire, he is the sole representative of Europe.
He is a sahib, whose salary often exceeds the in-

come of the Persian prince or governor of the

town. He has several servants, and keeps the

showiest riding horses in the town, vieing in the

matter of horseflesh wi:h the local prince, with

whom he is always on very good terms. He and

the prince invite each other to dinner; hot a day
passes but the prince comes and smokes a kalian

or two in the telegraph thana, and in the evening
they sit beside the steaming samover and smoke
and drink tea. The prince sends his friend, the

telegraph-jee, presents of fruit, or a pheasant
now and then, and when the line inspector

comes along and leaves with the Englishman a

few bottles of choice Cruiskeen Lawn, the prince

knows he will not be overlooked.
The mollahsand seyuds and khans and leading

merchants—these, too, are all friendly, as a gen-
eral thing, to the Feringhi. He is the one re-

lief from the monotony of daily life to them, a

speck of human interest upon which to center

their Oriental curiosity.

It is often a remarkable change for the young
Englishman. From an unambitious berth in Eng-
land, wages a pound a week, he finds himself in a

month or two hobnobbing on ecjual terms with

Persian princes, with twice as much money to

jingle as the prince, and riding the finest horse

in town. In addition to a large salary, induce-

ments are held out to him to qualify himself for

preferment. A sum equal to three months' sal-

ary is paid him for passing an examination in

Persian. Five hundred pounds are offered as

an inducement to qualify for services in India.

For all these advantages about the only sacri-

fice he has to make is of a social nature.

Food is cheap and plentiful, and in the larger

stations almost everything can be found in the

bazaars. Some of the men marry and settle

down in the service; they obtain wives from
England, or marry the maid servants at the

legations in Teheran. One or two have mar-

ried .American women; but by so doing the "tele-

graph sahib" loses caste, much as a man does

out west by marrying a squaw. He loses caste

in the estimation of his comrades, the Persians,

and also with the Americans themselves at heart,

although they consider the capture of a sahib

very advantageous.
Everything is now so thoroughly equipped and

organized that the telegraph service runs

smoothly and efficiently; but this was far from

being the case at first. The difficulties were a

long way from being overcome when the line was
put through. For some years it was almost im-

possible to keep communication open between
Teheran and Bushire. Here for nearly a thou-

sand miles it follows along the greatest caravan

route in Persia. The charvadars and camel men
regarded the long lengths of nice strong wire

strung all along their route almost in the light of

a special dispensation of Allah, sent to their

favored country so that they might obtain all the

material they wanted from time to time to mend
their ramshackle pack saddles, chains and har-

ness, without paying out any money.
All summer long thousands of camels and

pack mules are constantly employed along this

route, and the caravan people used to render

the line well nigh worthless. Whenever any-

thing broke that could be mended with wire, the

charvadar would simply shinny up a telegraph

pole and help himself. In a day or two, perhaps,

something else would fall to pieces; but it mat-

tered little to the charvadar, for an unlimited

quantity of good English telegraph wire was

always to be had for the trouble of climbing a

pole.

Next to the charvadars the wandering tribes

were the worst depredators. The nomads of

Persia are much given to embellishing their

charms of person by means of thick wire brace-

lets. Copper or silver wire is their preference,

but they have no objection to bracelets of baser

metal, especially if they can obtain them without

pay. To stretch a telegraph wire through their

country was about the same thing as placing a

pot of jam where it can be easily reached by a

boy. Nomads who had caught on went strut-

ting about the country wearing a wealth of tele-

graph wire bracelets that made the eyes of their

less lucky tribes bulge with astonishment.

Finding that they could be obtained for noth-

ing by merely climbing up the Ingliz poles and

hacking off the wire, the popularity of the new

style bracelets spread far and wide among the

Eliantes, Susmanis, and Bactiaris. These un-

sophisticated children of the desert, for a time,

outdid even the caravan men. Ambitious young

nomads thought they saw in the unlimited quan-

tities of telegraph wire an opportunity to largely

increase their wealth, and they began to carry
the bracelets into the more remote regions as

articles of commerce.
All this the English government stood pa-

tiently, hoping that time and the employment of

numerous native linemen would eventually put
a stop to the depredations. The caravan peo-
ple, however, finding that they escaped punish-

ment, grew more and more enterprising and ag-

gressive. They were not slow to discover in the

thing they found so profitable, sources of amuse-
ment to boot. They took to shooting at the in-

sulators for wagers, and clipping the wires with

bullets for sport.

Another form of recreation was to make a
mark up near the thin end of the cast iron

poles, and stand off so many paces and shoot at

it. They used to gamble on the number of shots

it would take to crack the pole, and bring the

upper part, cross-trees, wires, and insulators,

down to the ground. This was, of course, rare

fun for the Persians. But for those who had to

bring iron poles from England, and pack them
on camels hundreds of miles over the deserts, it

was not quite so funny.

The English finally had to appeal to the shah
to protect the line. "Very good," said the king
of kings, blandly, "it shall be stopped." Orders
were sent out to cut ofl: the hands of people who
were found wearing telegraph wire bracelets.

Among these unfortunates were the two Elian-

ites mentioned at the beginning of this paper.

Equally effective punishments were dealt out to

the caravan people. This had the desired effect,

and to-day the telegraph wires are as safe in

Persia as in any country.

An Electric Speed Recorder.'

By George H. Bakkus.

In the paper read by W. R. Eckart, at the

Philadelphia meeting a description was given

of an instrument for recording speed constructed

on the principle of the chronograph. Recent
experiments of the writer on certain steam engine

governors, required the use of an instrument of

similar character, and an apparatus was arranged

on the following plan:

The apparatus consists essentially of an instru-

ment similar to a Morse telegraph register, in

which .there are two recording pens, each work-

ing independently by an electro-magnet. The
record is made upon a paper ribbon moved by
clock-work at a speed of about two and one-half

feet per minute. The magnets are operated by
the alternate making and breaking of the electric

circuits in which they are placed. In one case

the circuit is made and broken by the oscillating

movement of the escapement wheel of a clock,

and this occurs 120 times per minute, or once in

a half second. In the other it is done by the

revolution of the engine shaft, which is arranged

so that during half of the revolution the two

ends of the circuit are in contact, while during

the remaining half the circuit is broken. The
records consist of two lines of short indenta-

tions or dashes, made in the paper ribbon, and

these lines are parallel to each other and five-

eighths of an inch apart. The time record is

made up of dashes about one-eighth of an inch

long, and one-eighth of an inch apart, that is,

about one-quarter of an inch from center to cen-

ter. The dashes making up the speed record

are about one-sixteenth of an inch long, and, in

the case under consideration, about half as far

apart as those of the time record.

The number of revolutions which takes place

duringany desired period of time is determined

by drawing perpendicular lines through the cen-

ters of those dashes which mark the beginning

and the end of the interval, and counting the

number of speed dashes and fractions which lie

between these lines. The record appears to be

reliable to as small a fraction of revolution as

one-tenth.

This instrument operated satisfactorily at a

speed of 300 revolutions per minute. To show
the utility of such an instrument, the record of

one test is appended, which was made to deter-

mine the rapidity with which the governor oper-

ated w'hen the engine was first attaining its nor-

mal speed, starting from a state of rest, the throt-

iDtscribcd at the convention of the American Society of Mechan-

ical Engineers at Nashville, Telin., May 8-12, 1888.
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tie valve being wide open and the engine carry-

ing simply a friction load. The first part of the

record shows the indications made when the engine

. was working at normal speed. The throttle valve

was then closed for a time to allow the speed to

become reduced; then it was opened wide and
the governor allowed to take control. The record

shows the number of revolutions made for inter-

vals of two seconds during all this time.

Time.
No. of revolu-

tions indicated

by recorder.

Difference for

2 seconds.
Remarks.

4-IS.55 S02.4

19.05 845.9 Av. S.7

15 8S9.4 Av. S.7 Tlirottle sliut at

25 926.2 Av. 7.36 [4- 19- 15

27 932.2 6.

29 937-7 5-5

31 942.7 5- At 4.19.30 open

33
• 94S.8 6.1 [throttle wide.

35 956.2 7-4

37 965. 8.8

39 973-7 8.7

41 9S2.5 S.S

43 991.3 8.S

45 1000. 8.7

47 1008.6 8.6

49 1017.3 8.7

51 1026.

1

8.S

53 1034.6 S.S

55 1043.4 S.S

Western Electric Company's New Fac-
tory in New York.

The rapidly growing business of the Western
Electric company of Chicago demanded some
time ago the erection of a new factory in New
York city. Work has already been begun on the

structure. It will make it possible to employ a
force for manufacturing more than double the

number now engaged, and will increase the
facilities of the company in every department.
The new factory will be located at the corner

of Thames and Greenwich streets, fronting 120
feet on the former street and 82 feet on the
latter thoroughfare. The building will be a
handsome structure ten stories in height. The
street fronts will be light salmon-colored brick,

with stone and terra cotta trimmings. Fireproof
throughout, the building will be constructed
substantially, and when completed will be one of

the finest buildings devoted to electric manu-
facturing in the country. The floors will be
built on brick arches, with iron beams. 7'he

elevators and stairways will be inclosed in brick
shafts.

The main entrance wtll be on Thames street,

and near the entrance will be the passenger
elevator running to the offices. The entrance
for the workmen and the shipping rooms will be
on (ireenwich street. Two elevators for freight

will be located in this portion of the building.

'I'he general arrangement of all the floors will

be about the same. On the basement floor will

be located the engine room, boilers, storage room
for coal, and brass and nickel plating rooms.
The electric light plant will be on the first

floor. The plant will consist of about 200 arc
lights and a considerable number of incandes-
cent lights. The retail store, the packing and
shipj)ing rooms, and the entrance passages are

on this floor.

The second floor will be devoted to wood-
working entirely.

The third floor will be used for general stor-

age, and as a stock room.
The next five floors will be devoted to man-

nfacluring; the arrangement has not yet been
determined upon.
The ninth floor will be divided into inspect-

ors' rooms and general offices

The foundations of the building are abfiiit

half completed, and the contracts for the
masonry, iron work, carjienter work, and stone
and terra cotta work have iicen let. It is

expected that the factory will be completed
ready for occupancy next spring. The cost

will be about $275,000.

A ccrlifioalc of incorporation has been granlcd to the
('hk:i^o InsiilalinK iv rtmslniclion compiiny of CIiifaK".
'!"lif capital Hlock i.H ^25o,(j<xj. The company will coiuliic-t a
;;cncral manitfacliirinK business and deal in insiilalinj^ nia-
teriajs and supplies. The incorporators arc K, II. I'ahm-r,
!•:. A. Mulford, and 'I'. M, Hunter.

The Richmond Electric Road.

When the Union Passenger Railway company com-
menced, one year ago. to lay its tracks there was much
specidation in the minds of the public as to the result of

the electric experiment, says the Richmond, Va., S/t7ft\

Electric car lines were in operation in other cities, but

only on a limited scale. No city in the world had as

much as twelve miles of track, and no electric company,
we believe, had experimented with grades so steep as

those on the electric route in Richmond. Many persons

had faith in the final triumph of the car electrician, but

the majority doubted. A few cars may be operated, but

thirty or forty never. The cars may run well enough on
the levels, but they will never climb the hills or get

around the sharp curves. These were remarks made by
many practical men. Some went so far as to say that

the whole enterprise would collapse before the line was
completed.

But what do we find to-day? The Union Passenger,

Sprague system, run thirty or forty cars, all that could

be supplied by the manufacturers at the start, and with
the fast speed at which these cars move, the public has
been fairly accommodated. The summer cars seat fifty,

but as many as one hundred persons have succeeded in

squeezing into one car. On Sunday last over 13,000 pas-

sengers rode on the Union line, and on Monday over
10,000. Up the steep grades and around the sharp
curves the cars move with amazing facility. The double
track extends to the West End as far as Plancock street,

but from that point to the New Reservoir park a single

track, with a number of turnouts, is made to suffice for

the present. A double track for the entire distance

would be more satisfactory both to the company and the

public, and a double track will be laid before another
year.

The electric service is a pronounced success; there are

no longer any doubters.

The route of the Union railway was marked out with
singular economy; that is, with a view of touching as

many different sections of the city and suburbs as possi-

ble. St. John's church, which all visitors to the city wish
to sec; Marshall park, Chimboraza park, and the northern
side of Church hill are reached by the electric line; the

thickly settled section of which North Seventeenth street

is the thoroughfare is reached by the electric line; nearly

all the hotels are either on the line or near it; the cars

pass the custom house and Capitol square; the principal

places of amusement are on the line; the belt known as

Jackson ward is traversed by the line; Main street is only
a square from the line between Seventh street and
Twenty-first, and Broad street is only two squares from
the line between Seventh and Hancock streets. The line

crosses Grace street near Richmond college, and thence
runs directly to Hollywood, and past the Old Reservoir to

the New Reservoir, about a mile beyond the city limits.

But with this popular route just sketched the city rail-

way, with its Main street line from Fulton, and its Broad
street line, and with its extension 'to the main entrance of

Hollywood, and with its line to the New l-ieservoir along
the Main street road, aiTords a convenient service to thou-
sands of our citizens, who could not well do without it.

The fact is Richmond is a very large city, and with her
twenty-five or thirty miles of track—including the Man-
chester line—there is yet room for further extension; aline,

for instance, from Gamble's hill to the northern terminus of
Third street is needed.

But what the people are to be congratulated upon just

now is the privilege granted by the council to the City rail-

way—the old horse line—to use the electric motor. It is

said that work will be commenced without delay upon the

Main and Broad street lines, and that they will be supplied
with electric cars in time for the exposition. The or-

dinance very properly provides that in the event of trouble
arising from the use of overhead wires the wires will have
to come down. But the city engineer and others qualified

to investigate the matter anticipate no trouble.

Richmond ranks as a prominent commercial and indus-
trial city. No city In the south can boast of more wealth
than Richmond. But Richmond has been too conservative
in many respects, and these electric enterprises have done
a wonderful work in giving a hustling air to the city.

Modern Richmond is being a 'Vertised throughout the world
as never before.

"Ex-district attorney Sullivan, who has just returned from
camp, was busy all day telling friends whom he met how
ex-Coroner Levingston, who was one of the party, detected
a thief," says the San Francisco /^'.f/. "When we started I

noticed," he said, "the doctor was encumbered with a large
box containing his instiuments, and I was going to advise
him to leave them at home, but on second thought it struck
me that they might come In handy to mend harness in case
of a break down. The second day in camp we noticed
that our stock of provisions was fast disappearing. The
finest canned and wet goods vanished, and the party began
to look upon each other with silent suspicion. Finally, as
a famine was threatened, a meeting was called, and each
and every man pleaded not guilty. No one up to that time
suspected the honest country lad we had engaged as a ser-

vant. He was tiuestioned and also entered a prompt and
emphatic (Msclainier of guilt. We all believed his proles-
talions of innocence except Doc I.evingston. 'Gentlemen,'
said he, 'somebody in the p.arly took those provisions, and
I propoHc to find out who. [ have here a thief detector,'

pulling out his electric battery and winking at the crowd.
'If there is a thief among us this will point him out.'

lOvery man took his turn at the battery. The Iioy watched
the performance in wonderment. He had never seen such
a r|ucer arr.'ingement as an electric battery before, and, as
everybody who loiiehcd the coils escaped without harm, he
stepped bravely to the front when it came his turn, and
look hold. A sudden change came over him. The doctor
had turned the battery on full force, the victim gave a yell

r.f pain and horror, and fell to the ground screaming:
'Save me, save me. I took 'em, but I'll never do it again.'

"

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, July 5.—It is a matter of history that it

became necessary to adopt extreme measures in Chicago in

order to enforce the underground measures required in

order to comply with the city ordinances. Ifistory appears

to be repeating itself, and although no wires have as yet

been cut in this city, the authority of the law has been ex-

ercised in an endeavor to enforce the United States Illumi-

nating company to recognize the power of the Board of

Electrical Control, The position taken by the board is an

arbitrary one, it being that this company is in contempt by

reason of its non-compliance with the regulations laid down,

but more probably because it has shown no disposition to

either make a beginning or treat the recommendations of

the board with proper respect. This is strikingly apparent

because none of the other arc lighting companies have

placed their wires in the conduits. The police were noti-

fied to arrest any person attempting to trim the lamps of

the United States company within certain districts of the

city. No arrests were made, however, as the company

simply suspended the service, violating its contracts with

private consumers. No street lights were involved, as was

generally understood, so that on the night of July 3d, in-

stead of the streets being in darkness, the service was per-

formed as usual by the Brush company, which has all the

public lighting within the proscribed district. It is,' of

course, expected that the matter will be fought out in the

courts, and it is very probable that it will be found that the

company in question has good grounds for believing that

the enforcement of the underground law can be postponed

for a long time unless it is considered a better line of policy

to surrender.

Since the foregoing paragraph was written. Corporation

Counsel Beckman has brought suit against the United

States Illuminating company to compel them to use the

subways and remove their overhead wires.

The Daft company has completed the equipment of the

street railway at Meriden, Conn., with eleven motor cars,

and the line will be operated by electricity on and after this

date. The contract was signed on the 15th of March to

be completed in four months, so that it is in fact ready ten

days ahead of time, and might have been still earlier but

for delay in the delivery of the cars to be fitted up.

The telegraphers are again showing signs of uneasiness,

and have issued a general circular to the craft inviting them

to join the brotherhood, it being considered an appropriate

season during a lively political campaign to perfect their

organization while so much interest is being exhibited in

the welfare of the working men. It does not appear that

anything more serious will come from the agitation than

the bringing of the subject to public notice. The teleg-

raphers, although their peculiar handicraft places them in

the highest rank of skilled labor, are not chronic strikers,

and their past experience in protective organizations is not

very encouraging. They are desirable allies, however, and

are considered a very important branch of the knights of

labor, whose leaders fully recognize the importance of

their calling.

Judge Andrews of the Supreme court granted an in-

junction on Tuesday against the East River Electric Light

company, restraining them from erecting poles for their

wires in front of the premises of Edward Ridley & Sons

on Grand street. This company uses the Thomson-Houston

system, and has recently secured contracts for lighting the

streets on the east side of town.

At the last meeting of the Board of Electrical Control an

application was made by Edward Lauterbach, repre-

senting the conduit company, to put down an experimental

section of subway for the purpose of making a practical

demonstration of the Johnstone system for the under-

ground distribution of electrical conductors. This is a fea-

ture of the system which was introduced on Chestnut street

in Philadelphia and to a limited extent in Chicago. The

matter was referred to the engineer and expert of the board

for investigation.

Following the example set by the Chicago Electric club,

the Hoard of Electrical Control has taken up the question

of "Alternating 7'.v. continuous currents," and the next

meeting of the board will be held on Monday in the lobby

of Wallack's theater, in order to accommodate the crowd

which it is thought will be attracted by the discussion.

This subject has been brouglit into prominence, so far as

the boarii is concerned, by a communication which appeared

in the columns of the K7u:iiin-( Post of this city, signed by

Harold P. Brown, in which the writer took extreme ground

against the introduction of high tension alternating cur-

rents for incandescent lighting in New York. lie also sug-

gested certain rules for adoption l>y the board, and has

since challenged those who diti not agree with his views to

meet him in debate before the board. If the)' should all
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attend the meeting, it will probably be necessary to adjourn

to the main body of the theater. P.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City. IMo., July 6.—Superintendent W. W.

Smith of the Kansas City Telephone exchange, said to

the Westhkn Eleci'RICIAN representative in regard to the

request of some telephone subscribers of the mayor to take

steps toward forcing a reduction of the charges for service,

that if this matter came up before the people seriously

he wislied it treated in a spirit of fairness and not as a ques-

tion of law. If it should come to the latter alternative,

however, it would be sfeen that the city fathers have no right

to interfere with the prices asked, and have only the right

to dictate to the company as allowed in section SSS of the

laws of the state. The Missouri and Kansas Telephone

company is organized and maintained in accordance with

" section 879 of the laws of the Slate, which reads as follows:

"^Priviifgc ill Construeting Lines.—Companies under the

provision of this article for the construction and mainte-

nance of telephone or magnetic telegraph lines are author-

ized to set their poles, piers, abutments, wires, and other

fi.xtures along and across any of the public roads, streets or

waters of this state in such a manner as not to incommode
the public in the use of such roads, streets, and waters."

It will be shown in the following section what power the

common council has over the company and to what extent

they may dictate.

"Section 888. The I\lodc of Construclion vmy he Di-
rceted l>y Whom,—The mayor and aldermen or board of

common council of any city or the trustees of any incor-

porated town through which the lines of any telephone or

telegraph company are to pass may by ordinance or other-

wise specify where the posts, piers or abutments shall be

located, the kind of poles used, and the height the wires

shall be run."

It is to be hoped that no measures will be taken to set

the price for the company to charge, as that would mean the

closing of the company's offices here, and leave the city

without a lire alarm system. I).

Kansas Citv, Mo., Julyg.—The matter of putting the

telephone, telegraphic, and electric light wires, under-

ground, will soon be again brought to the attention of the

council. There are two ordinances for franchises for con-

duit systems now in the hands of the public improvements

committee, but neither has been considered. They were

referred to the committee over two months ago when east-

ern capitalists were trying to get a franchise for a system

and immediately after one ordinance had been vetoed by

Mayor Kumpf.

"It is high time that some steps toward having the wires

put underground were taken," said Mayor Kumpf to-day.

"It is a thing that when begun will take a couple of years

to complete, and we should therefore get started on the

matter. My idea is that a committee of the council should

take it in hand, visit the cities where conduit systems are in

use, examine the systems and select whichever they con-

sider the best. Let the engineer accompany the committee

and all make a thorough investigation. Then let a fran-

chise be granted to some person or corporation; but the

city's interests should be well protected in the ordinance."

Naturally, the electric companies are, as a rule, opposed

to this movement, and will fight it.

But the question of putting the wires underground is not

the only thing bothering the telephone company. A move-

ment is on foot that the officers of the company are in-

clined to call a movement to put the entire company under

the ground. It is a demand for a reduced rate, growing

out of the agitation at St. Louis. Thefe the council passed

an ordinance cutting the rates from ^100 to $50 a year. The

Rell company of St. Louis objected, and the case is now in

the State Supreme court and will be decided at the October

term, the question being whether the city has the right to

interfere with the rates of the telephone company. Kan-

sas C!ity thinks, of course, that she should not let St. Louis

get ahead of her in any matter, and is agitating reduction

in the Kansas City rates from $72 to ^50, at least. The

mayor has signified his agreement with the movement and

has notified the city counselor to investigate the law in the

case. The mayor has also called the attention of the coun-

cil to the matter and asked it to pa.ss an ordinance reducing

the rates. The city counselor has reported that there is

sufficient law for the council to base its reduction ordinance

upon. The Inter-state Telephone Manufacturing company

has offered, in case the rates are reduced to ^50, and the

Missouri and Kansas company abandons the field, to put in

a system at the low rates mentioned.

There are several hundred men in this city, not to speak

of the young ladies in the offices and at central, who spend

all their time. in electrical occupations. All of them are

bright and pleasant fellows, and many of them spend much

lime in the study of electricity. It has been sugge?^'ed that

it would be of great mutual benefit and enjoyment to or-

ganize a club out of this material and a number of the lead-

ing electricians of the city are talking the matter over in a

way that will undoubtedly have material results.

I he Western Electric Construction company has estab-

hshed a storage house at I'ort Scott, Kan., and is rapidly

shipping the supplies in there for the equipment of the Fort

Scott electric light plant. The company's Kansas City

agency has also been filling the contract lately for two dy-

namos of Goo light capacity for the Elms Hotel at Excelsior

Springs, Mo.

Harry M. Cutler, representing the Loomis Electric Manu-
facturing company, has settled down to hard work after get-

ting well acquainted, and is leaving no one in ignorance of

the value of the light he represents.

Paul W. Eossart, of the Inter-state Electric Light com-

pany, stales that the plant being put in by the company at

Missouri Falls, Iowa, will be in operation next week at the

farthest. The company will also put in accumulators at

Fort Scott, Kan., as soon as the electric light plant there is

ready for them. The work on the Inter-state's central sta-

tion in the Keith & Perry building, in this city, is proceed-

ing- slowly on account of the progress of the building, but

that section of the city is being thoroughly wired for the

future operations.

The American Electric Light company is enlarging its

station and putting in two additional 50 light machines.

A.

Indianapolis Items.

Indianapolis, July 6.—The county board of equaliza-

tion has just concluded its work and fixed among others

the following taxable values: American Bell Telephone

company, $43,900; Central Union Telephone company,

$25,130; Electric Light Gas Heating Illuminating com-

pany, $50,000; Brush Electric Lighting company, $33,-

643; Indianapolis District Telegraph company, $6,000;

Jenney Electric Light company, $25,000; Western Union

Telegraph company, $71,000.

The city council at its regular session Monday night

amended the charter of the Dudley Street Railroad com-

pany so they could use either cable or electric motors. The

committee who had this matter in charge also recommended

several other changes which were adopled, leaving the mat-

ter in such shape that the officers of the company do not

know whether they can go ahead with the line or not. They

are given thirty days to accept the charter and must begin

work in ten days. There is also another company known

as the McNeal company who claim to have $300,000 in the

bank, and are ready to begin laying track as soon as they

are granted a charter. They will use electricity for power.

Bids for city lighting were also opened and the following

companies were bidders: The Brush company of Cleve-

land, Thomson-Houston, the Fort Wayne Jenney and the

Indianapolis Gas Lighting company. The last named com-

pany are lighting the city, supplying 2,644 posts for about

$70,000 per year. Their bid was as follows: For the

present number of lamp posts 2,540 hours $39,660, 2,740

hours $40,982, 3,750 hours $48,987. The Brush company

bid six hundred 2,000 candle power lamps per annum,

2,540 hours $48,600, 2,740 hours $51,000, 3,750 hours

$58,800. The Jenney company bid for the same number

of lamps and hours, $37.50o; $40,000; $42,500. The

Thomson-Houston, $52,200: $54,000; $57,000. Six hun-

dred lights was the number the city engineer estimated suf-

ficient to furnish an amount of light equal to that of the

present number of gas lights. The companies who bid es-

timated 500 lights of 2,000 candle power each, sufficient to

furnish as good or better illumination, and bid as follows:

Brush, under the present schedule of 2,740 hours each per

annum, $42,500; rate per lamp, for additional lamps, $85;

Jenney, $31,250 and $62.50 for each additional lamp.

Thomson-Houston, $45,000, and $90 for each additional

light. In addition to the foregoing the Jenney made a

proposition to put up as many lights throughout the city,

regardless of the number of lights required in illuminating

the city, to the entire satisfaction of the council and alder-

men, for the following amounts: 2,500 hours per annum,

$39,000; 2,740 hours per annum, $42,000; 3,750 hours per

annum, $45,000. l"he Jenney company further gave the

city the first option on Ihe purchase of plant. All the bids

were based on a three years' contract and each was accom-

panied by a $5,000 certified check. The matter was re-

ferred lo a committee to report on at the next regular ses-

sion, Monday night next. M.

Kansas Towns.

Hutchinson, Kan., July 6.-^The Hutchinson Light,

Water and Telephone company will probably increase its

plant this fall owing to the rapid growth of the city. This

company can furnish water, electric light, either arc or in-

candescent, and telephones. The plant was constructed and

is now run by Mr, Beebe to whom great credit is due, as

the whole plant has given perfect satisfaction since its in-

stallation.

The main wires leading to the telephone exchange at

Hutchinson were blown down during the recent heavy
storms, cutting off nearly all subscribers. The company
expects to be in operation by July 15th running a two hun-
dred wire cable underground from the main to the ex-

change.

The Clreat Bend Electric Light company of Great Bend,
Kansas, will be in operation by July loth. M.

St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo., July 7.—The Lindell Railway company

are having another electric motor car built. The manage-
ment prefer to make some further experiments before adopt-

ing the storage battery system. The president thinks the

road can be operated on seven-ninths the expense by
means of electric motors.

The St. Louis Electric Motor company have opened an

office at 506 Olive street. The station is located at the cor-

ner of Third and Locust streets. This company, under the

management of D. W. Gurnsey, are handling the Sprague

motor and are meeting with merited success.

Rose & Rein, proprietorsof the Franklin Electrical works,

have sold all of their plant and good-will to P. F. Burns,

who will continue to manufacture the electrical specialties so

ably pushed by Rose & Rein. The shop will remain at

the old location, corner of Second and Locust streets.

F. G. Waterhouse has been in the city for a few days.

The Laclede Gas company has not yet decided on a sys-

tem.

An arc circuit was opened in a very curious manner here

on the evening of the Fourth. A large sky-rocket was sent up
from in front of a building. The rocket in its rapid ascent

struck the arc light wire and severed it; the result being the

extinguishment of about forty lights in the heart of the city.

B.

Arkansas' Progress.

Little Rock, Ark., July 8.—The Little Rock Electric

Street Railway company completed its line in ihis city last

week, and celebrated the event by giving a big excursion

to the citizens and any one else who would accept the com-

pany's hospitality. It was attended by the officers of the

state, county and city, and by a large number of guests

from different points in the state and country. The line is

four miles in length, and passes through the best property

in the city.

Camden, Ark., July S.-*-J. B. Friedham is endeavoring

to organize a company here for the establishment and oper-

ation of an electric light plant.

The Camden .Street Railway and Telephone company has

been organized for the purpose of constructing a street rail-

way and establishing a telephone system. B,

St. Joseph's Electric Railway.

St. Joseph, Mo., July 8.—The Union line began mak-

ing regular trips last week with motor cars from New Ulm
park to the City hall. Two cars were put on, and they

worked as smoothly as any rapid transit machinery ever

used. A picnic at New Ulm park attracted a large number

and thus gave the cars an unusually good test. Much
doubt had been entertained of the ability of the motors to

carry heavy loads around the curves. This doubt was dis-

pelled on the day of the trial. A 14-foot car, loaded to the

limit, was whirled around the curves at a rate that made
passengers hold their breath. C.

Fifty -two Goats Killed by Lightning.

El P.\so, Tex., July 7.—On the night of the Fourth

this city and vicinity was visiled by a thunder storm which,

in the amount of electricity discharged, was unprecedented

in this section. One of the peculiar manifestations of the

lightning was in the striking of a tree under which a flock

of goats had taken shelter. Fifty-two of the animals were

killed, but only a slight trace of the lightning could be

noticed on the tree. D.

Colorado Cullings.

J)KN\KR, CoL., July 5.—The Weslinghouse plant at

Denver is no doubt one of the finest incandescent plants

in the country. It is now running upward of 6,000 in-

candescent lights.

The city of Pueblo, Colo., has given a contract lo the

local electric light company for thirty-six more arc lights. D.

The Fowler Insulating company of Chicago, has been
incorporated, to make, apply, and sell insulating and fire-

proof materials. The capital stock is $150,000. The in-

corporators are Preston B. Rose, 'Phomas Connelly, and
Frank A. Fowler.
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THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Heisler Electric Light company in St. Louis now

employs 200 men.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has sold a

twenty-five light arc plant to the Santa Clara. Cal. Develop-

ment company,

Rochester, Minn., is building its own electric light plant

and gas works. About 400 incandescent lights liave already

been contracted for.

The Kansas City Electric Light company has ordered a

plant of 1,500 incandescent lights of the Thomson-Houston

company of Chicago.

A 30-light arc machine has been ordered of the Thom-
son-Houston company of Chicago, as an increase to the

plant of L. B. Townsend, at Ionia, Mich.

The electric light company of Trinidad, Cal., has ordered

as an increase to the present plant, a 35-light machine of

the Thomson-Houston company of Chicago.

A 30-Iight incandescent dynamo has been purchased of

the Thomson-Houston company of Chicago, for use in the

United States lighthouse district at Memphis, Tenn.

The electric light company of Madison. Wis., has or-

dered of the Thomson-Houston company of Chicago, a new
50-arc dynamo, as an increase to the present plant.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago, will install

a 70-light arc and 1,000-Iight incandescent plant for the

Pine Bluff Water & Light company, of Pine Bluff, Ark.

The Mohawk Valley Electric Light company, of Utica,

N. v.. has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $35.-

000. C. K. Grannis, D. O'Connell and others are corpo-

rators.

The Residence Electric Light company, of East St. Louis,

has been incorporated with ^25,000 capital stock. Those

interested in the company are W. L. Hill, Charles Sutter,

and C. H. Holmes.

The ICno.KviUe Electric Light &; Motive Power company.

Knoxville, Ky., has been incorporated. The incorporators

are J. M. Thornburg, J. C. Duncan, Geo. Andrews, W.
H. Simmons and E. F. Wiley.

The Electric Light, Power & Fuel company of Coldwater,

Mich., have closed a contract with the Western Electric

company, of Chicago, for a 50-light plant to be erected and

in operation as soon as possible.

The Thirty-first street Electric Light Power company

of Chicago, has been incorporated with 1^50,000 capital

stock. The incorporators are. J. J. Shimers, J. J. Mc-
Evoy, S. E. King, and Owen O'Neil.

Plans have been prepared for a three-story brick building,

ei'^'htv feet front on Townsend street, and 275 feet on

Clarence place, San Francisco. The building is intended

for the California Electric Light company.

The electric light plant installed by the Western Electric

company of Chicago, at Dunkirk, N. Y.. was started on

the evening of July 4th. and the brilliant illumination

formed one of the features of the day's celebration.

The Charieston Brush Light company of Charleston,

Illinois, has been incorporated Tvilh-a capital stock of $is<-

000, The corporators will deal in motor and electric ap-

paratus and operate motor and electric plants. The incor-

porators are, E. L. Link. E. Cadle, and C. E. Winter.

The Gaston Electric Headlight company of Sparta, III.,

has been organized with a capital stock of $100,000. The
company will manufacture electric headlights, electrical ap-

paratus, and other machinery. The incorporators are, J. E,

(jaston, J, R. Ue Mier, D. P. Barker, and R, J, Ilarmer,

In the double carbon lamp suit of the ]^.rush Electric

company of Cleveland, O,, against the Western Electric

Light Power company of Toledo, O., the defendants

have been engaged the last two weeks in taking testimony

at the office of the counsel for defendants, George P. Bar-

ton, in Chicago, It is probable the examination of wit-

nesses will continue for some weeks to come.

While Janitor Chris Rosser, of the Reynolds Arcade
building was on the roof to-day, closing the traps and win-

dows to prevent damage from the rain, he slipped, and in

endeavoring to save himself from falling graspeti an electric

light wire.says a Rochester, N. Y., dispatch dated June 28th,

His cries for help brought assistance and he was dragged

away. Ue was badly shocked and only escaped death by
ihe fact that he was at the time standing on a glass sky-

light.

"In this country the efficiency of dynamos is always a

very grave consideration when one is about to make a pur-

chase;" says the London Electlicul Review, "and, al-

though the term is used more frequently than otherwise in a

wrong sense, it forms a most, if not the most, important

factor when striking a bargain; and if A can show clearly

ihal his machine will deliver yi ' > per cent, of the total out-

put into the external circuit, B with only 91 per cent, stands

no chance. It may liappen, liowcver, and such cases are

not nirc, that A's brilliant dynamo is fret|ucnlly in need of

either electrical or mechanical repairs, whereas that of B
g*x.'H plodding along for year after year with but little atten-

tion, so solidly is it built. The rjuestion is now: Which is

ihe more efficient machine from tlie user's point of view

—

the one which demands a few lumps of coal nn»re per day
10 produce a given result fjr that which costs /"lo or ^15
in twelve months for repairs? The answer is obvious.

The Allgemeine Klektricitats-Gesellschaft of BcHin shows
at Ihe Jubilee exhibition a very compact switch Ixjard for

central statifjn work," says a Vienna correspondent. "The
iKiard is designed for seven feeder circuits, Imt only six of

these are used in the electric light station at the Prater,

which comprises I,(;rx) glow lamps and too 12-ampere arc

lamps. The current is supplied by six dynamo machines to

Ihe switch board, from which radiate the mains to Ihe ro-

tunda, various transepts and pavilions, and to the two
main avenues in the Prater, which are lighted by arc lamps.
The board is supix^rled on a stand which contains the re-

ftistanccs rwiuircd for the regulation of the exciting current

of the dynamos, and also the rheostats for the different

feeders. The pressure on each feeder can be read off on a

voltmeter provided with a multiple switch, and an earth on
any circuit is automatically indicated in the usual way, with

a lamp and bell. The switch board is chiefly remarkable

for the close arrangement of the various switches, and for

the small space occupied by the resistances, the whole ap-

paratus being self-contained."

Siemens & Halske of Vienna, have constructed an elec-

tric light car containing boiler, steam dynamo and accessories

which weighs without coal or water 3 tons, S cwt. Steam
is supplied by a vertical boiler of ninety square feet heating

surface. The dynamo is direct, driven by an inverted engine

developing nine horse power. It has a Gramme armature

with internal poles. The output is ninety amp&res at

fifty-live volts pressure, and the makers claim that they ob-

tain one electrical horse power with an expenditure of forty-

four pounds of feed water per hour.

The work upon the buildings for the Paris exhibition of

i88q is being actively pushed, and the erection of the iron

work is going rapidly forward. The machinery building,

which is 1,300 feet long, 450 feet wide and 150 feet high, is

the most important of the new buildings, and in connection

with the great 300-meter tower, it wilt forni the principal

feature of the exhibition. The other buildings include the

Fine Arts Palace and the Palace of the Liberal Arts; while

the Palace of the Trocadero, which has been standing since

1S78, will also be utilized for exhibition purposes. A por-

tion of the buildings and grounds will be open at night and
in order to provide for its illumination a syndicate has been
formed which is to have a monopoly of the electric lighting

and is to receive fifty per cent, of the night admission fees.

About three thousand electrical horse power will be required,

and this has been divided up into three hundred shares of

ten-horse power each, the shares being sold at one thousand
francs per share to manufacturers joining the association.

The portion which is to be open at night wilt include the

restaurants, and hence it is very probable that the night at-

tendance will be large.

At a recent meeting of the Societe Francaisc de Physique,

M. Mascart described some interesting experiments wdiich

he had carried out with a view of determining how far in-

candescent tamps might be a source of danger when in the

immediate vicinity of inflammable materials. Some 32
candle power incandescent lamps were tightly enveloped in

cloth, others in wadding, with the gummed surface removed,

and others again, were placed in the folds of some old stage

scenery; in no case was there any cliarring or undue heating.

An extra thick cotton hood placed over a 32 candle power
lamp became charred whenever it R'as in contact with the

globe after ten minutes had elapsed, A 32 candle power
lamp, which was surrounded by a black silk hood and then

by a black velvet one, set the latter burning gradually in six

minutes. In another experiment two lamps were enveloped
respectively in black and white wadding, from which the

gummed surface had not been removed, and in two minutes
charring commenced, both lamps burst, and the wrappings
were set alight. Finally a 300 candle power tamp was laid

against some old scenery; in a minute and a half the

scenery began to char where the globe touched it, and
slowly burnt without flame.

"Atlanta has many enterprises of which she should be
proud, and among them may be specialty mentioned the

Georgia Electric Light company," says a local paper.

"This company has tSeen in active operation but a short

while, yet it has done such a satisfactory business it is now
deemed proper to build an elegant station of its own, and
will no longer dwell in rented property. This institution

has been of great service to the people of Atlanta, and the

good it really will do has just begun. When it is perma-
nently established in its own large brick station, it will do
everything it possibly can to render the people of Atlanta

efficient service. Its president. Colonel li. E, W. Palmer,

is one of the business men in the city and will carefully look

after the interests of the company. G. H. Wade is the

efficient superintendent and throroughly understands his

business. The compan)- are wide awake and buy the very

best apparatus to be found. Tlie Thomson-Houston elec-

tric apparatus has been introduced by them, and this one
fact alone has made the company one of the best and
doubled its business Justin a few months. Since this noted
system has been introduced thi company have let out the

contract for their new brick station on the State road, and
have been awarded the contract for lighting the city for three

years. These facts speak volumes for the Cleorgia Electric

I,ight company, and the Thomson-Iiouston system of

electric ligliting."

The illumination at the Cincinnati Centennial exposition

was one of the principal features of the exhibition. Tlie

gas jets along the streets surrounding the exposition build-

ings were lighted for the first time on the evening of July
4th. At 8 o'clock the gas was turned on and the tens of

thousands of burners started by electricity. The announce-
ment that this would be done attracted thousands of peo-

ple to the vicinity, and wlu-n the illumination suddenly ap-
jieared a shout went up which was carried along the line,

and continued for some minutes. The jets are located six

inches apart, forming myriads of arches, and running on
both sides of the street on 'fwelfth from Race to Canal; on
i<ace from Twelfth to Thirteenth, and on Elm from
Twelfth to Ttiirleenth. (il.iss gloljes of various colors, the

reit, white and t)lue prevailing, surrounil the burners, pro-

ducing a magnificent sight. At the corners of Race and
Twelflli anil l-^lm and 'Iwelfth are double arctics crossing

the streets, and arranged wiili lumdreds of different colors

of glass globes. Atlernaling every few feet are electric

light burners, which add greatly to the effect. 'I"he light

produced makes the entire vicinity as light as day. Noth-
ing 'jf the kind has ever been witnessed in Cincinnati before,

and nothing on so grand and magnilicenl a scale in the

west. The ilhnninalion seems to serve as a cordial invita-

tion In the spectator to go into the immense array of build-

ings which il surrounds, 'flu- lights will be turned on full

every night during iIil- cenleiniial. and are worth traveling

a long distance to witness.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
It is reported that the Tampa, Fla., Street Railway com-

pany will adopt electricity as a motive power.

The Electric Street Railway building, at Montgomery,
Ala., with the machinery and six cars was burned last Sat-

urday. The toss is about $30,000; fully insured.

John H . Barnard of the Sprague Electric Railway
Motor company of New York, has been prospecting at Win-
ston, N. C., with a view to building an electrical street

railroad.

The Schwartzkopf company, of Berlin, has just con-
structed a new electric tramway. The current is furnished
by a battery of sixty celts, _with a capacity of 320 amp&re-
hours. The motor is a disk dynamo, with double winding
on the armature, and two commutators.

The Sprague Electric Railway and Motor company have
just closed a contract for People's Railway, Scranton, Pa.
The number of cars to be equipped will be twenty, full

size new 16 feet, Broadway style; total trackage, 12 miles.

This is the principal railway in Scranton, and covers
almost the entire city. The steam plant is to be of the
most approved construction, and as complete in alt its de-
tails as that at Richmond.

The Walla Walla, W. T., Light, Power Fuel com-
pany, has been incorporated with a capital stock of %i%o,~
000. The incorporators are F. D. Beyer, C. B. Hopkins,

J. L. Sharpstein, A. I. Jones, N. O. Woods, Wm. A.
Egbert and G. W. Babcock. The objects for which the
corporation is formed are the acquiring and operation of
water power, generating electricity for motive and general
purposes, erecting and operating electrical works and plants,

dealing in electrical goods and appliances, constructing and
operating street railways in Washington Territory, Oregon
and Idaho.

"Americans are becoming thoroughly imbued with the
belief that the horse is now out of date as a car motor," says
the London Ehrtiicol RL-ricw. "They are ever ready to be
off with the old love and on with the new if there is a pros-
pect, as here, of the new serving them better than the old.
Romantic people may suggest that we in Old England are
gifted with a greater degree of constancy. Well, con-
stancy is in itself and in its proper place a very noble and
admirable quality; but this is not a matter of romance, but
one of stern, matter of fact business, and all who are con-
cerned for England's industrial progress will desire to wit-
ness a very general renunciation of old loves in the coming
time."

"The day is not far distant when all central street car
lines in St. Louis must have rapid transit," says John Scut-
lin, president of the St. Louis Jefferson Ave. Railway
company and the Mound Cily Railway company. "To
date the cable has been adopted as the most available means
of locomotion, but I am not sufficiently .satisfied on the
point of its superiority, cost being considered, to adopt the
cable for the lines I control. I fully recognize that before
another year rolls around we must have rapid transit, but a
thorough test wilt first be given electricity, which costs far
less, and 1 firmly beHeve will eventually be brought under
such control as to provide the best as wet! as the most eco-
nomical motor. In addition, the electric motor is not as
dangerous in crowded streets as the grip car, and if it can
be demonstrated as a practicable means of locomotion, I

would favor its adoption on this score alone."

In commenting on the paper of Nikola Testa, on a now
system of alternating current motors, the London Electiical
Engineer says: " Mr. Testa's work, be it crude and im-
practicable, or fairiy perfect and practical, will enforce the
dictum that a want has only to be felt, and sooner or later it

wilt be supplied. We have never sided with those who pro-
fessed such apparatus to be impossible. The great number
of mechanical and continuously rotary movements are
obtained by the application of opposite forces at different
periods. The maid servant draws a pail of water from the
bottom of a welt by alternately pushing and pulling on the
handle of tlie windlass. The locomotive goes continuously
forward, by reason of the expansive force of steam applied
first in one direction then in the opposite direction, and it

was doing an injustice to the inventive talent of the world
to believe that the push and pull of electricity could not te
used to obtain continuous motion in any desired direction.
The views expressed by Mr. Tesia in his paper will be care-
fully studied, and, without doubt, there will follow many
improvements in the direction he has pointed out."

THE TELEPHONE.
The Sunset Telephone company has put up a wire be"

tween Sacramento and Woodland, Cal.

One of the wires of the Electric Light company in East
Oakland, Cal., recently fell on some telephone wires and
burned out a part of the central office machinery, and two
telephones. 'I'he damage was about iiiioo.

Chicago was visited by an unusually severe thunderstorm
last Sunday morning. The telephone and telegraph opera-
ators had a lively time with the sparks that buzzed about
their instruments. The storm did little if any damage.
The Southern New England Telephone company is to

put up a large building on Court street in New Haven. It
will contain, besides the Central and 'I'elephone exchange
the executive offices of the company and a public telephone
station.

'

Man.iger Kigffs, of the Meriden, Conn., telephone office
has been investigating the working.s of the electric road at
liirmmgham, to see if some means ccnmot be devised
whereby the current will not affect the telephone wires. At
present Ihe telephone service there is rendered practically
useless by the inlluenee of the current from the rails of the
road, which are used in the Van Depoele .system Mr
Kiggs say th.at while a coinplele metallic current is made by
nsuig the r.-nl f,)r the relurn current, yet enough escapes to
work haviic ainmig lele|ihone wires. Il was believed here-
tofore that even il one wire of a circuit was laid on the
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ground, that a perfect circuit would be established, but Bir-

mingham troubles prove the contrary, as enough of the cur-

rent escapes into the ground to affect wires a thousand feet

away. The Southern New England Telephone company
will begin experimenting at once toward removing the

trouble.

At Montreal, Can., recently, the case of Howe vs. the

Federal Telephone company and the city closed, when judg-

ment was rendered by Justice Taschereau quashing the writ

of injunction, with costs, on the contestation by the city.

A few weeks ago the same writ was also quashed on the

contestation by the Federal company. The judgment,
therefore, ends the dispute between the rival telephone com-
panies.

All the life saving- stations on the Atlantic coast of Long
Island are to be connected with each other by telephone,and
those isolated from the mainland are to be connected by
telephone or telegraph with the nearest villages. Surveyor

Boland of the treasury department. Washington, is at pres-

ent engaged making a survey for the laying of a cable be-

tween Montauk Point and Rockaway beach. It is expected

that the work will be completed by October ist.

At Washington the National House of Representatives

has made an appropriation of $36,000 for putting the Dis-

trict telegraph and telephone wires underground. On the

13th insi. the senate concurred with an amendment striking

out the clause which required all telephone and telegraph

and other wires to be removed from the streets, whereupon
the District wires shall have been remox-ed. The bill now
o-oes back to the house to see whether that body will agree

to the striking out of this provision.

At Montreal, Canada, on May iS, the city clerk re-

ceived a letter from the Dominion Subway company with-

drawing its request to be permitted to lay subways along

the streets for the various companies to place their

wires in. The reason stated is that it has received a

communication from the Bell Telephone company cancelling

the contract of December 30, 1SS7, between the Bell Tele-

phone company and the Dominion Subway company, be-

cause the city of Montreal has granted to another telephone

company permission to carry its wires above ground. The
letter concludes by stating that should the corporation de-

sire to order all wires under ground it will renew its petition,

and when it is granted will proceed with the work. Acting

Mayor Cunningham signed the contract entered into between

the city and the Federal Telephone company, which gives

the company the right of erecting poles upon the street.

THE TELEGRAPH.
It is estimated that the Associated Press sent over the

wires from Chicago nearly 300,000 wordsduring convention

week.

Fred L. Wellner, formerly a well known telegraph opera-

tor in Chicago, shot himself at Pittsburgh last Sunda)^ He
introduced the use of the type writer in connection with re-

ceiving messages.

Henr\" S. Ives, the "young Napoleon of finance," has

learned telegraphy and has become an expert operator, it is

said. It is Mr. Ives' boast that if he ever gets hard up and

can find no other employment he will make a living as tele-

graph operator.

The Chino Valley. Cal., Railroad company has been
incorporated to construct a railroad and telegraph line

running from the town of Ontario in the county of San
Bernardino to some point on the Pacific Ocean in Los Angeles

county. The estimated length of the railroad and telegraph

line is iorty miles. The place of business of the company
is to be at Chino, and the term for which the company is

chartered is fifty years.

The supervision which is maintained by the German gov-

ernment over the reports sent from telegraph offices is indi-

cated by the following preface to a telegraph: "A part of

the following dispatch was written in Berlin, but the authori-

ties in the telegraph office had received such stringent in-

structions immediately after the expulsion of the two

French journalists that they were shy of sending anytning

dealing directi)' with members of the royal family."'

The Western Union Telegraph company is erecting a

copper wire between San Francisco and Los Angeles, by

way of San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, and San Buena-

ventura. A third cable is being laiTl across the bay, and

throughout the company's system in California new lines

are being constructed, and old ones repaired. The system

has doubled within five years, and is expected to more than

double in the next five years. An additional wire is to be

erected between San Francisco and Portland.

A movement for the extension of the telegraph system in

the Outer Hebrides in order to facilitate the increasing work

in the telegraphic department of the post otiice is. it is un-

derstood, likely soon to be brought under the notice of the

English authorities. To accomplish this it is proposed that

Lochmaddy, in Uist, and Dunvegan. in Skye, should be

connected by a cable, the distance across the Minch between

these two places being rather less than twenty-four miles,

thus making a direct communication between the southern

portion of the Long Island and the mainland.

"We have instructions to send messages exactly as

written." said a telegraph operator. "If there are any mis-

spelled words the receiving clerk is requested by the com-

pany to politely call the attention of the customer to them.

I tried that a few times, and the result convinced me that

the average man cannot appreciate the superior knowledge

of the telegraph operator. From my obsen-ation, there is

no English word that is so often misspelled, or has so great

a variet)' of original forms, as 'immediately.' although

'answer' does not come far behind. 'Ancer amedatly' is

one combination that I remember."

Since the riots which have taken place in ''"rafalgar

Square, London, the attention of the authorities has been

directed to the perfecting and extension of the police tele-

graph system throughout the metropolis. The scheme has

been carried out on an extensive scale. The central police
offices are connected either by telegraph or telephone with
the fire brigade stations, the war ofilice, the home office, the
house of commons, and the house of lords, as well as with
the private residences of the superior officers. In addition
to these extensions, in case of emergency a message hand-
ed in at any postal telegraph oflice by a police officer is to
take precedence of any others.

Personal Paragraphs.
W. W. Leggett, president of the Detroit Brush company,

was in Chicago last week.

J. M. Jackson, secretarj' and treasurer of the Western
Electric company of Chicago, returned last week from an
extended trip in the east, devoted in a small part to the

pleasure of a vacation and in a large part to business.

Captain J. P. Keiser of the Laclede Gas company of St.

Louis, will leave on the 14th for an extended tour through
Europe. The matter of the proposed purchase of an arc
light plant has been postponed until after his return, Sep-
tember 2oth.

Alderman Thomas C. Clarke, for many years an influ-

ential memberof the Chicago common council died suddenly,

July 6th. He took an active part in pushing municipal
legislation of a progressive and reformatory character. As
chairman of the committee on fire and water of the old

council he was mainly instrumental in securing for the city

such electric light plant as it now possesses. It was he, in

connection with Prof. Barrett, that conceived the plan of

lighting the city hall and the tunnels with electricity. Last
year he carried out the scheme to light the bridges and the

river in the same way. He made a gallant fight for a large

appropriation for the extension of the electric light system
this year, and it was mainly due to his exertions that $60,-
000 was set apart as the nucleus of a fund for electric light

plant in the business portion of the south division. _He
was untiring in his efforts to promote the success of this

scheme. The results, as far as they have gone, justified

his forethought and recommendations. He was also the

author of the bridge telephone system and of the plan of

river police and ununiformed harbormasters and bridge

tenders.

Years ago. when Thomas A. Edison was a telegraph

operator in the office of the old Franklin company on Wall
street, he was continually getting himself into trouble by
perpetrating electrical pranks on his brother operators, says

the New York Tdegrain. The instruments in those days
were placed on shelf-like desks ranged along the walls of

the operating-room, and Edison's place was in a corner of

the room. Here he concocted all his schemes for making
life miserable to every one and everything about him. In

the cloak room was a large tank, generally filled with ice

water, beside which hung a tin dipper on a nail in the wall.

Edison connected this nail with a wire, at the other end of

which were 190 cells of Fuller battery, strong enough to

make one think he had been struck by the paddlew heel

of a Fall River steamer. The future "Wizard of Menlo"
then placed a sign below the dipper requesting all to

"Please return this dipper." His request was heeded.

The dipper was never taken down, but there were a dozen

or more wrenched arms in the office in less than an hour.

All this time the youthful inventor was working on the

quadruplex telegraph scheme, which he afterward perfected,

and which is now the principal system in use by the W'est-

ern Union company.

Telephone Stock Quotations.

Col. S. 0. Lynch, broker, 146 LaSalle street. C
furnishes the following quotations on some of his

ties in telephone stocks:

Chicago 350
Central Union 47
Michigan 79

Great Southern 35
Colorado 19

Rocky Mountain Bell 40
Cumberland 65

Wisconsin loS

Bell of .Mo 150

Iowa Union 27

Missouri and Kansas 70

hicago,

special-

375
48
80

40

109

155

Miscellaneous Notes,

The message of the phonograph is called the phono-

gram .

The Western Electric company of Chicago has sold a

300 number annunciator to the .St. Charles hotel of New
Orleans, and a 2S0 number annunciator to the Grand
.-Vvenue hotel at Kansas City

The office and laboratory of the Cowles electric aluminum
works in Lockport, N. Y., in a building detached from the

smelting works, were burned recently. The building

burned with such rapidity that nothing was saved.

The Institute of Medical Electricity of London is inves

tigating the phenomeiiaof thunderstorms and lightning acci-

dents. The electrician of the organization. H. Newman
Lawrence. 24 Regent street, London, S. W., asks that elec-

trical and physiological details as well as reliable general

information be sent him.

G. Kamienski, a German engineer, says in speaking of

electric welding: The high temperature of electric arc is

not only very harmful to the eyes, but, it is stated, affects

the skin of the face, peeling off the surface skin, and some-

times even causing wounds. The dark glasses hitherto

used are too heavy and too dark, and occasionally it is nec-

essary', in order to see clearly the progress of the work, to

take them off, with great danger to the eyes. The silk

masks which have been tried are unpractical, and also ob-

struct the breathing. The great luminosity of the arc

besides, though not noticeably hot at a short distance, evi-

dently affects the ner\'es in the manner of sunstroke. A I

curious feeling is noticed by bystanders at the nape of the
neck, wliich renders them giddy and uncomfortable; and
persons who have already suffered from an attack of sun-
stroke are threatened with a renewal of the symptoms under
the glare of the arc.

Exhaustive experiments in the manufacture of alumi-
nium have recently been made at the Krupp works at Essen,
Germany, and with the most gratifying results. The metal
is turned out pure in chunks, .some of which weigh nearly
100 pounds, and the cost of production is said to be con-
siderably less than twenty-five cents per pound. A com-
pany has been formed in England for conducting the manu-
facture on a large scale, and its patents also cover the

manufacture of sodium, potassium, and artificial crjolite.

There can be no doubt that when once aluminium is offered

for sale at a few cents per pound it will come into general
use.

A dispatch from Pittsburg says; "Many prominent rail-

road men were present at a private trial of an automatic
electric block signal system here last week. The demonstra-
tion was pronounced by them a perfect success, and bound
to revolutionize all present systems, being especiallj' valu-

able on account of its simplicity and economy, and doing
away with the army of telegraphers. It is especially adapted
to single-line railroads, as, on entering a block, danger sig-

nals are displayed at each end until another block is entered,

when safet)' signs are shown. This is all accomplished by
means of an electric battery in the engine which communi-
cates to the signals by means of a wire brush touching a

raised iron rail at each block."

Dr. B. W. Richardson contends that the method of exe-

cution by electricity is not certain, and that in exceptional

cases t'ne shock will only stun. In e,\periments con-

ducted by himself, he found that a sheep which was
supposed to have been killed by the electric discharge re-

covered in a few minutes, and had to be dispatched by the

ordinary method. In another case, a large dog which was
supposed to be dead was operated upon, and made a safe

and easy recovery. He therefore urges the authorities of

New York, where the electric method is to come into oper-

ation in January next, to make certain that death takes

place by holding a post mortem examination of condemned
criminals, so that they may not be buried alive.

One of the terrors to the country contingent at the con-

vention is the cable cars, and they have proven a constant

menace to life and limb, says the St. Louis Globe-Democrat

in a convention special. Not less than ten strangers in the

city have been killed or maimed by the invisible motor con-

veyances. The Chicago cable car is no snail-like concern,

but rushes into a crowd like a runaway horse. People push
and jostle each other in their efforts to escape from contact

with one grip car and find themselves right in front of

another. It seems that on the cable roads the cars are

always passing each other, and the clang of the bells is so

confusing that pedestrians hardly know which way to turn

for safety.

At a recent meeting of the board of trustees of the Town
of Lake, was unanimously passed the following resolution:

"That all parties before commencing to string telegraph,

telephone or electric light wires along, upon or over the

streets and alleys of this town, shall first make application

to the superintendent of the department of public works,
for permission to do the same, and that when such appli-

cants shall have been already authorized by ordinance to

erect telegraph, telephone or electric light lines within the

limits of the town, the said superintendent shall grant such

permits subject to the approval of the town electrician, and
the consent of neither shall be withheld, unless the particu-

lar time and manner of performing the work desired to be
done seriously conflicts with the public safety and conven-
ience. All resolutions and parts of resolutions in conflict

herewith be, and the same are hereby rescinded."

The London Lancet objects to the taking-off of criminals

by electricity, as not having sufficient of the terrible associ-

ated with it. " If the execution of criminals is to be main-
tained it must carry with it some degree of terror. If it

does not, then, even in the eyes of those who are in favor of

it, it will be looked upon as a solemn and cruel farce. If

the transit from life to death is to be made more eas)- than

the common modes of disease, then an actual premium will

be put upon crime." The Lancet forgets that hanging, the

guillotine, etc., are all easier than the common modes of

disease. If the object is to make death terrible, we must go
back to the mediaeval methods, and draw and quarter our

victims, or roast over a slow fire. The real object is to

make death terrible without brutality, and that is accom-
plishea by causing the condemned to drop out of sight for-

ever from the moment of condemnation.

—

Globe-Democrat.
_

Senator Sherman is of an ingenious turn of mind and
takes a great interest in all new inventions, says a Washing-
ton dispatch. Learning to-day that a graphophone had
been placed in one of the committee rooms of the senate he

expressed a desire to see it. A fellow senator who had seen

the machine in operation and had heard it recite. "Romans,
Countrymen, and Lovers," and whistle "\\'hat do the

Dicky Birds Say?" Kindly volunteered to exhibit the inven-

tion. Senator Sherman looked it over with great interest

and manifest pleasure while the little waxen scroll was being

put in place. Then the rubber ear piece was adjusted to

the senator's head and the graphophone set in operation by
gentle pressure upon the pedal. Every one present watched

the senator's face closely, expecting to see a broad smile of

appreciation. Nobody knew what had been inscribed upon
the scroll. The senator listened a moment, a scowl gath-

ered upon his face, and, taking off the ear-piece, he left the

room unceremoniously, saying as he departed: "Good
enough machine, I suppose, but I don't see any practical

use for it." A curious senator who had been present, sur-

mising that Senator .Sherman's faint praise might in some
way be traceable to the message ground out by the machine,

put the ear-piece to his own ear and repeated the legend.

Amid much screeching it came plainly enough: "Hurrah,
hurrah, hurrah for Ben Harrison; he is a daisy."
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Business Mention.

The enterprising firm of Benson & Thomson, the insu-

lated wire manufacturers of Philadelphia, have just gotten

out a new sample card, which they will be pleased to mail

free on application. h •.

William A. Dotv, of 727 Filbert street, Philadelphia, is

a voung and enterprising electrical merchant and manufact-

urer, \\4io finds his business steadily expanding. He fur-

nishes good apparatus at reasonable prices.

W. J. Bucklev of the Fort Wayne Jenney Electric Ught

company has secured a contract with the city of St. Louis

for a twenty arc Hght plant, and a 150 incandescent light

plant for the water works buildings and tower.

Chas. A. Schieren & Co., of New York, report recent

sales of leather link belting for use on dynamos to the fol-

lowiftg: Keystone Electric flight company, Philadelphia,

Pa.: liudsoii Electric Light company, Hudson, N. V.;

Mountain City Light, Heat & Power company, Altoona,

Pa. ; Baldwin Locomotive works, Philadelphia. Pa.

Holmes, Booth & Pfaydens have had G. B. Prescott, Jr.,

prepare a table of incandescent lamp leads, showing sizes of

wire required to carry from i to 1,000 amperes from 10 to

10,000 feet at one volt fall of potential. The table has

been carefully calculated and is well adapted to the wants

of those who'have to figure on circuits. The table will be

mailed to any address upon receipt of 25 cents.

It is reported on good authority that of all the men in the

electrical business, those making the most money, are

the Sprague agents. Their energj' and push are remark-

able, and with the Sprague system they feel that they are

invincible. It is understood that there is to be a conven-

tion of these representatives in New York in the near

future, when they will celebrate their business success.

The Railway Telegraph Supply company, M. A. Knapp,

manager, 54 Franklin street, Chicago, reports a verj^ satis-

factor)' business, especially in annunciators, the mail orders

for a single day recently aggregating seventy annunciators,

the largest a 125-number. In magneto bells the trade is con-

stantly increasing, while the new magneto test, shown in a

recent number of the Western. Electrician, meets great

favor, one man ordering eight of them at one time.

The superintendent of fire alarm telegraph of Cleveland, O.,

in his annual report for the year ending Dec. 31, 1SS7,

after referring to the number of new poles set and old ones

removed, and quantity of new wire strung and old wire

taken down, says "7,384 feet of okonite insulated wire

was placed, and works well." Further on in the report,

referring to underground w^ires, he says: "The okontte

insulated wire is working much better than any aerial line

now in use in this department."- The manufacturers of

okonite wire for aerial and underground purposes, report

business ver)^ good.

F. B. Thurber, of Thurber, Wyland & Co. of New York,

is soundly convinced of the superiority of the electric motor,

as this letter, addressed to Zimer, Boiles &. Dunkak evinces:

'''Gentlemen:—G. W. La Rue informs me that he has

had some conversation with you about putting in an electric

motor, but that you have an idea of putting in a steam en-

gine. If our experience is worth anything to you, I do not

think you will want to put in a steam engine. We have just

had to take one out of our printing office, because we found

it more expensive and less satisfactory than the Sprague
electric motor. It is simpler, more efficient, no repairs, as

there is all the lime on a steam engine; does not heat up the

building, requires no engineer with a certificate, and is more
economical. It does not affect the insurance, and the un-

denv'riters give permits for it. If you will investigate the

experience of others who are us'ing the motors, I think you
will not consider putting in a steam engine."

William Canby, President of the Wilmington City Rail-

way company, under date of June 14, writes the Sprague Elec-

tric Railway and Motor company as follows: "I desire to

express to you our entire satisfaction with the overhead system
of electric propulsion of street cars as constructed by you
on the Kiverview extension of our line. The system has

been in operation here for three months, and from a practi-

cal experience during that time we can pronounce it a com-
plete success. In fact, we consider it by all odds the best

and most economical mode of running street cars in

suburban districts, or in any place where permission to

erect poles can be obtained. In comparison with horse

power, wc find it decidedly cheaper, and more eflicient in

evCTy way. It is popular with our patrons on account of

ils cleanliness, its smooth and rapid motion, and especially

for the absence of the usually overtasked and laboring horse.

Our road is quite hilly, and the cars, loaded sometimes with

seventy passengers, climb with case, at the rate of five

miles an hour, a five and a half per cent, grade having a
ninety foot curve. The cars are sixteen feet hjng, and each
has l>ecn runnmg continuously from the .start sixteen hours
a day, making sixty-ff»ur miles daily on the one and one-
third miles of our extension. Al lirsl, many persons here

were skeptical about the successful use of electricity as a
motive |Kjwer instead of horses, but the practical demon-
strntiun made on our line has converted lliem, and direc-

tors, press and public have only words of praise for electri-

city, and indorse it as the future motive power for street

car traffic."

The Woodward Klectrical company, of iJelroil, Mich.,
liavc ju<it JHsued a circular letter as follows: "The Wood-
ward Klectrical compaity, of this city, who control the pat-

ents covering the Woodward storage battery, ihenno-pile,
primary ballery, and other valuable inventions appertaining
toelcclricily, frir the United Stales, respectfully solicit your
thorough investigation r.f same, and the practical workings
thereof, with a view to invcstmtrnt. The stfjrage of elec-

Iricily has passed through the three stages common to all

new enterprises, those of ridicule, discussion and adoption,
and is now firmly i:stablislii-(l as a great and growing in-

duhtry and a prolilablc business. It" is the purpose of this,

the parent company, to grant franchises to std>-iompanies

in the various states, after the methods of the Edison Elec-

tric Lighting company and the Bell Telephone company,

and to manufacture and supply such companies with the

products made under its various patents. Our patents have

undergone a rigid examinati'.tn at the hands of the most

eminent legal authority in the country, and while they

cover several new inventions heretofore unknown to the

electrical world, are declared to be absolutely unassailable.

Eminent electricians concede to us greater capacity and effi-

ciency than any other storage system in existence. This

company has carefully avoided ^^ny pubhc sohcitation for

the purchase of its stock since its organization, its policy

being absolute certainty as to the "merits of its various pat-

ents before inviting investment therein. With this result

achieved, they now offer a limited amount of their stock for

sale to acceptable parties. The practical working of this

wonderful invention is daily being demonstroted by a re

markably interesting and elaborate display at the company'^

office in the Campau building, 69 Griswold street, where

any information you may desire will be cheerfully afforded

you."

The Electrical Supply company, of Chicago, have placed

upon the market the electric safeguard for the human body

described by P. B. Delany before the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers at its annual meeting recently. In

brief the safeguard consists of metallic bracelets, worn on

the wrists, connected to wires running up the arms over the

shoulders, uniting in one wire that follows the line of the

spine, befurcating at the small of the back and running

down the legs to bracelets just below the knees. A circular

from the company gives more information: "This safe-

guard is a protection from powerful currents. It is not an

absolute preventive of shocks, and wearers are therefore

cautioned against foolishly exposing themselves and under-

taking unusual risk by reason of the safeguard. It will not

prevent or lessen injury to the hands, and the effect of higdi

currents will also be felt at the wrists and legs where the

bracelets make contact. It will be apparent that a great

portion of the current which would otherwise pass through

the body will follow the wire which has but the fraction of

an ohm resistance, in preference to the body, varying in re-

sistance from five to twenty thousand ohms. The exact

proportion of current going from the wire to the body it is

"almost impossible to determine, so much depends upon con-

ditions constantly var}fing. If the bracelets fit the limbs

closely, and the skin be moist at the points of contact, as a

matter of course a greater proportion of the current will be

shunted from the body than would be if the bracelets were

loose and the skin very dry. It is estimated that an aver-

age of 50 per cent, of the current is carried off by the

sliunt, which, in all ordinary cases, is sufficient to prevent

fatal injury. The safeguard is put on the market as a prac-

tical and highly beneficial adjunct to the safety of all whose

duty exposes them to the dangers of high currents. If

electric light companies would furnish the safeguards to

their men their liability for damages would be greatly less-

ened, and the failure of an employe to wear the article

would throw him out of court. Recently a company was
made to pay $10,000 damages to a man for injuries sus-

tained from an electric light current. The use of the safe-

guard would have saved this. Electric light companies
cannot afford to overlook this matter."

Electrical Patents.

Issued July 3, iSSS.

385,344. Porous Cup for Galvanic Batteries. Asahel K.
Eaton, Brooklyn, N, Y.

The invention consists in the method of producing

a porous cup by first forming the cup of sheet asbestos

by pressing the pulp into a mold, then soaking the cup
thus formed in a mixture of carbonaceous substance

and silicate of soda, and. allowing the cup to dry, and
finally subjecting it to a high heat.

385,357. Combined Speaking and Signaling Apparatus.

John E. Kelly, Camden, N. J.

335,363. Switch Signal. Adelard F. Martel, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada.

385,379. Current Collector for Series Electric Railways.

Sidney H. Short, Denver. '~'ol.

385.384. Method of Joining Pipes by Electricity. Elihu
Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

Claim I is given: " The herein-described method of

uniting sections of pipe, consisting in applying a sleeve

or collar or coupling tube to the adjoining ends of thfe

sections, and then passing a heavy electric current

through the parts to effect a union of the sleeve and
pipe, thus completing tlie joint."

385.385. Method of Electrically Welding Chains and
Links. Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
The first claim follows: " The herein-described

processor manufacturing links, rings, and other end-
less shapes of metal, consisting in forming two U or

horseshoe shaped portions, placing the open or free

ends of the same together, and then passing a welding

soldering, or brazing current of electricity across the

joint between the two halves or portions." .

385,586. Direct Electric Welding Machine. Eiilui Thom-
son, Lynn, Mass.

385,388. Electric Signal Transmitter. William C. Thomp-
son, Minneapolis, Minn.
The invention is designed for use in connection with

the American Histricl Telegraph system, and il has for

its object lo impnive the means of answering back sig-

nals turned in from call boxes.

385, 3(/). Secondary or Storage Electric Battery. Syl-

vannis L. Trippe, Denver, Col.

385,413. Electric Kailway, Power, and Lighting Ai)pli-

ancc, Isaac W. Iluysinger, Philadelphia, Pa.
The last claim is j^ivi-n: "[q. In combinaliou with

one or more fut-l ^as engines and a fuel gas supply
main conveying said }^as from a ilistant source of sup-
ply lo said engines, y trough surrounding said gas

main and containing one or more electric wires ex-

tended along the same, together with a mass of insula-

ting material in said trough extended along said main,

supporting and insulating said electric wires."

385,436. Electric Lamp Socket. John S. Adams and

Albert W. Morrell, Indianapolis, Ind.

385,458. Dynamo Electric Machine. August Harding,

Oakland, Cal.

385,482. Test Signal Circuit, Charies E. Scribner, Chi-

cago, 111.

The invention is especially designed for use in con-

nection with telephone lines which are connected each

with a switch on each of the boards in two branches,

one branch extending through the contacts of the

switches and an annunciator to ground, and the other

branch being connected permanently to the insulated

frames or test pieces of the different switches in the

line.

The first claim is given: "i. The combination,

with a normally open ground circuit including a bell or

signal device of low resistance, of a telephone line pro-

vided with two branches, one branch connected through

the switches of the line on two or more switch boards and
through a polarized annunciator to ground, the other

branch being connected to the insulated frames or

test pieces of said switches, the armature of said polar-

ized annunciator, and a ground contact point, whereby

on closing said ground circuit to the frame or test

piece of one of the switches the coils of the polarized

annunciator will be shunted out of circuit, and the sig-

nal instrument operated."

385.493. Suspension Arm for Electric Lamps. James J.

Wood, Brooklyn, N. Y.

385.494. Cut Out. Charles D. Wright, Petersburg, 111.

385,528. Spring Jack Switch. Charles E. Scribner, Chi-

cago, 111.

The second claim is given: "2. L, a spring jack

switch, a spring or lever with its free end provided

with a concave and bent or crimped surface conform-

ing to the shape of the plug point inserted therein."

385,539. Electric Switch. Edward F. Bergman, Frank-
fort. N. Y.

385,556. Medicated Electric Belt. Cyrus U. Hoke,
Reading, Pa.

385,558. Secondary Batte^J^ Frank King, Fulham,
county of Middlesex, England.
The object of the improvement is to prevent buck-

ling of the positive pole plates when such plates are

subjected to over-discharge and to provide for remov-
ing said plates when desired

The last claim is given; "11 In the secondary -

battery the combination of a plate or element and one
or more separators therefor, each consisting of a sep-

arate and independent pair of strips of insulating

material united at one end, and one or more notches or

seats formed in said plates to receive said separators

and prevent displacement thereof
"

385,565. Electro Mechanical Type Writer. James F. Mc-
Laughlin, Philadelphia, Pa.

Claims S and 12 follow:

"The combination of the series of pivoted type lev-

ers provided with balls or weights on their free ends,

the balls or weights having a perpendicular aperture

therethrough, and the adjustable interchangeable letter

type.

"As a new article of manufacture, a t)"pe lever pro-

vided with weight balls provided with insertible ad
justable letter type."

385,576 Insulated Conductor. Clarence C. Sibley, New-
York, N Y
The invention consists in a conductor having a cov-

ering of rubber or analagous substance and an addi

tional covering of asbestos fibers The asbestos fibers

form a non-combustible insulation, while the rubber
covering prevents moisture passing to the conductor.

385,647 Electric Meter. Elihu Thomson. Lynn. Mass.
The claim is given: "The combination, with an

electric meter, of a current controller governing the
flow of current to the same and a controller magnet or

other electro-responsive device adjusted, as described,
to permit an increase in the How of current to the

meter when the current to be measured falls below that

to which the meter responds normally."

385,649. Device for Imparting End Motion to Shafts.

Stonewall Tompkins, Crozet, Va.

385,664. Telephone Transmitter. Julius Emmner, Jr.,

Washington, D. C.

Jhe first claim is given: "The combination, with a
suitable diaphragm electrode of a series of movable or
balanced electrodes mounted on the diaphragm, but
insulated therefrom and swung on a rod having de-
vices for adjusting the balanced electrodes laterally."

3S5.672. Electric Railway, Rudolph M. Hunter, Phil-

adelphia. Pa
The object of the invention is to provide a method

of braking the electric motor and consists in increasing
the counter electromotive force of the motor until it in-

creases above the initial electromotive force, whereb)-
the motor is converted into a generator or dynamo
ekrlric machine and is driven by the momentum of
the c:ir and then establishing a closed circuit from the
source uf electric supply for the motor, energizing a
friction brake to quickly stop the train, as the speed of
the motor slows down, the strength of the field mag-
nets may be increased to maintain the counter electro-
motive force above the initial electromotive force of the
source of supply.

385,675. Electro Motor and Dynamo Machine. Orazio
Lugo, New ^'ork, N. W

385,677. Kailway Signal Adelard F. Martel. Montreal.
< )ucbcc, Canada.
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C. F. DUNDERDALE,
Electrical Engineer,

154 La Salle St., CH ICAGO, ILL.

Electric Apparatus, Standard Volt-Moters, Ain-

Mcters, Galvanometers, Incandescent Lamps for

Series or Multiple-Arc Circuits, Motors for Constant

Current or Constant Potential Circuits, Dynamos for

Arc or Incandescent Electric Liglillng, Metal Depos-

iting or Plating Purposes, Arc Electric Lamps, eiilier

Cimcli or liuck-Fccl Movement, Cut Oiiis, M;igneto-

Bells MouldinRS, Clears. Bridges. JinseiU'S, Ceiling-

Boards, Insulated nnd Wjiter-Proof Elecirit Wire and
Electric Sui>plics and Instruments.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
1 U.S. (Weston) L.D. 200 Light Dynamo, Incandescent.

r • " 125 •

1 " '*
20 Ligtit Arc " Lamps. Hoods,

Globes.

All in fivst-chiss order, run but a short

time, and good as "when purchased.

For further information apply to

W. A. Knapp, Beloit, Wis.

l^NK Belt
^ Fricfion Clutch Pulleys

1 I
- 23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS^ NEW YORK.

BURR & DODGE. 125 N. 5th St., Philsdeiphh.

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

Investigate Before Buying.

CHAS. A. CHEEVEK, Pres. WILLARD L. CAUDEE, Treaa.

The Okonite Company,

No. 13

lTE"Wi

vLON/> PARK ROW,

YORK.

Manupacturcrs of

ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEPHONE and TELEGRAPH
WIRES AND CABLES

FOR AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND UNDERGROUND USES.
We partlcnlarly desire that a trial Bhould be given our wire by all parlies contemplating Underground,

Aerial or Submarine service as we are cunvinced tnat It Is the safest wire for the purposes known, and we
can. without hesitation, refer to parties who are now using It. "We are also manufacturers of the celebrated
OKONITE TAPE, the best Insulated Compound for making joints In the market. Estimates and
quotations furnished upon application.

Chicago Branch. 42 LA SALLE STREET, Chicago. III.

Minnesota Branch, MINNEAPOLIS ELECTRIC CO., Minneapolis, Minn.
Nebraska Branch. MIDLAND ELECTRIC CO., Omaha, Neb.

Boston Branch, F. E. PETTINGELL & CO., Boston, Mass.
Kansas City Branch, INTER-STATE ELECTRIC CO., Kansas City, Mp

£.m
'V^"

The Electrical

Construction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

(American j^leG^trical Wop^s,
/ PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

/ EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTUREKS OF THE

FAE4Bik¥ CABLE
—FOR—

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity

of any Cable in the Market.

^ New York OlUco, IS CoitlaiuU Street.

P. C. ACKEKMAN, Aermt.

THE "CLARIS" IZSTIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspectoh of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
29, 1886, he says :

*' A Thorouglily Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed

to he waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or cracky and will remain flexible in extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, toayery great extent, fire proof.

Our insulation will prove durable ichen all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single "Wires of all

gauges and dlainetcr of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Ligbts from stocK. Cables made
to order,

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampsliire Street, Boston, Slass.

HENRY A. CLAEK, General Manager. HERBERT H. ECSTIS, Electrician.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie 5^pplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OF

pishefs Qlectric

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

^= ELECTRIC RAILlSTiLYS.

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric JJotors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Eleci^ric njachines,
For Electroplating, Ele'^trotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, Agent,
154 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn,
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THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.

ilAJTUFACTDEERS OF

Hard j(ubber goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Cfitalne-iiP nn'l Pries') furnlshftfl on ftnnllcaf.lon.

JUST OUT!
A Book That JBTCrybody Wants.

"Municipal Lighting''

WHY BVERYBODY mTERESTED IN ELEC-

TRIC LIGHTING SHOULD READ IT!

Because it gives all desirable Informatlonabout
the SQbject of eU ciric and steam plants; bow 10

buy a pJant; what the dlffereDt eyBtems are;

economy in bteam; importance of belting; stor-

age batteries; diBtribQtion of light, etc., etc.

It teUs what evstems are osed; how they are

operated; how the lamps and wirea are strnDg;

the area llshted; what the lights cost; the hours
burned ; tBe contracte, etc., in nearly every town
and city in the country.

It telle about manicipalitles that operate their

own lighting plams.
It lells how city officials, councils, mayors and

others contemplating a purchase should inves-

tigate the subject.

It tells electrical and steam manufacturing com-
panies when public contracts expire.

It tells electricians and others what und^T-
ground wire experiments have developed.

It Should be in the Handi of Evervbodv-

Councils that are discuss" ng tnis question;
mayors who want to write about it; city clerks
who are Instructed to procure Information on it;

newspapers that want to keep posted ; electrical,

steam, boiler makers, belt manufact'irers. etc.,

who want to reacb the patrons of their material

;

local light companies who want 10 know what
their coniemporaries are doing, everybody who
contemplates investigating tlectric lighting,

shonld all read this book.

ovKR 9,000 copi£8 a.JaRkat>^ som.
Send one dollar for a copy to

ELECTRICTAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Liakc>side Baildirg, Chica^so.

The Stoddard Cut-Out
PATENTED SEPT. 13,

FOR FLEXIBLE PENDANTS.

The Safest, Cheapest, Most Durable
and Artistic in the Market.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.

42 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

More ThanTujo years' Constant yse Proves The

INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHTS
For Multiple Arc and Alternating Circuits a Great Success.

NO DEAD RESISTANCE.
Parties using or operating Incandescent Electric Light Plants of any kind have long Telt

that, notwithstanding the advantages possessed by this sysiem for lighting interiors where a

well distributed light is desired, there are often places where an Arc Light would be preferable

if it could be used in connection with the Incandescent system already in use without extraor-

dinary outlay or continuous expense.
It is the simplest form of arc lamp made, having but three movable parts. It is the

steadie-t arc light in the maiket. It is perfectly adapted to incandescent circuits of any sys-

tem, and may be operated at will by a switch, without disliirbing other lights upon the cucuits.

Thus the expense of a specal dynamo and other apparatus is avoided. Works charmingly

on a secondary or storage battery. The bpht obtained is while, wiihout ihe bUiif.h cast of ate

lamps operated in series on long circuits. '* It is the cheapest and neatest arc lamp yet exhibi-

ted, while its brilliancy is unsurpassed." The current used is reifecily barmtc'S to person-;

coming in contact with it. In ordering lamps or asking information always state style of

machine and voliage of the incandescent lamps used. If y u have spare power in your present

incandescent plant, you cannot utilize it to better advantage than by aitaching onr lamps
thereto, thus lighting the streets, yard or other property where an aic heht \iould be preferred.

Local Incandescent light companies can thereby prevent ruinoui competition in small towns,

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.,

F. E KINSMAN, V Pres. and Gen. Manager,

Temporary Offices. 87 Liberty St., N. Y.

B^"SPECIAL PRICES TO CENTRAL STATION COMPANIES.

Ii.03e & Rein,
Electric [||orks,

322 N. Second St., St. Louis. Mo

WANTED.
AGEN S for Lord's Boiler Componnd. A
c ance for iinglneerB and men on the road.
Alao local Agente with means, State pres-

ent occtipatlon . Addrees,

CEO. W. LORD,
3!B Union Street, Phlladelpms, Pa.

Both Advertiser and Publisher by men-

tioning tlie WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
when writing to advertisers.

Luminous Electric Goods.

SEND FOB llESCillPTITE CIRGDLAB.

MANSFIELD ELECTRIC CO.,

383 Federal St.. - Boston, Mass.

NEW PATENT GAS ATTACHMENT
FOR FITTING ELECTRIC LIGHT SOCKETS TO GAS FIXTURES.

No more burnt wire conductors where this attachment is used.

Bemove gas burner, screw nozzle In Its place; by replacing and screwing gas burner on nozzle, you effect

a solid, pennanent, gas tight job. Send orders to FRANK S. MAR R, Contractor.

Bisseil Blocl<, PITTSBURGH, PA.

I. W. COLBURN & CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass,

machines for Arc and Incandescent
Electric iLig^hting, Electro -Plating
and JExperimental Utse.

Send for large Illnetrated Catalogue, alec Hand-
book of Ready Eeferencp, veei-pocktt edition.

PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST..

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. M. F , Volts 1.44.
Internal Resistance. Ohms, 0.32.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Higtiest, Testimonials.

WKITE FOB PRICE AND CIRCULAR TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Street, N. Y.

Vitalls Himmer. Manager.

To lie liad also at,

California Electrical Works,
San Francisco.

Westen Electficiaii

SI.GO.

SCHENEOTA^DY, N. Y.,
-MANUFACTUEEKS OF-

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords jnd^ Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY, General Sales Agent, !9 Dey Street, New York.

NOTICE.
CuAS. II. M(;I/ii.i,iK, who was

in our employ for a short time,

is no longer connected with this

Company in any way, and is not

authorized to act in our name,

or to represent us in any way

whatsoever.

The Haass Electric Mfg. Co,

GlncinnMI, 0., June 30, 1888

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Send yon Catai.ocuh.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

226 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL,

PRICE $3.25.

A. B. LYMM
rical Suppli

Clevc! :

Ohl
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"C & C" ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
FAN OUTFITS,

J^, 5i, Ja HORSE POWER.

Fan Outfits with the Latest Me-
chanical Improvements for Arc and

Incandescent Circuits.

Motors designed to drive any make of
Ventilating Fan.

p
v"
M^^^

ARC MOTORS
with our new Automatic Regulation

keep their speed absolutely

constant

Automatic Motors for any Incandescent
Circuit.

MANUFACTOHV: 90 South Fifth AvB,, NEW YORK, chiugo office: Adams Express Building.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BJLRE JLNO IlSrSXJI-AXEID -WTIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted

Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "KK^ LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

FACTOR! ES:

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent,

WATERBURY, CONN.
THOS, L. SCOVILL,

185 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.
NEW YORK AGENT,

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
sead for Frice-List. 18 Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealerslin

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
Agents for EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES.

46 South Water Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Complete Pomeetic Combination Ontfita:

These sets reqnlre no technical knowled e to connect; they are all

contained In black highly finished hard rubber cases, monnted In

nicnel plate and ready for use. The bell domee are all 3^ inches, the

coils a e wound with silk-covered wire, and t e contacts are of plat-

inized silver.
, ,„,,.,. ^,c m

Three-Way Annunciator and Bell Set felb.UJ

Invalids Portable Call Bell Set "[M

Bur<r!ar Alarm Set iVnV;- l^
Pire .\lar n Ontat $7 00 to 8 OO

Portab'e Electric Testing Set lU-UU

Family Elclro-Medical Set l^.U"

Telegraph Set for Short Lioes and Learners 6 5"

Hleh and Low Temperature Alarm IS.™

SlngleStrokeorTremblingBellSet.... ......^.. 6 00

Switchboaids, Switches, Annunciatoie, Bells, Wires, Fosh But-

tons, Alarm Contacts, etc.

lUaterhouse System of Qrc i^ Incandescent

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

All Candle Power Lamps, Automatic Cut-outs for Constant High
Tension Currents.

OUR INSTANTANEOUS REGULATOR

enables a long life and clear globes to be obtained, and the high efficiency

of our Dynamo obtains more candle power per horse power, in both

Arc and Incandescent Lighting than any other systems.

Gold Medal awarded, Mechanics Fair, Boston, for Instantaneous

Automatic Current Regulation.

12 and over i6 candle power lamps to the horse power.

2,ooo candle power, nominal Arc Lights on less than 2 lbs. coal per

lamp, per hour. Not equalled by any system. Send for Catalogue.

lUaterhouse Electric g |||fg. Co.,
Chicago Office, 154 LaSALLE STREET. HARTFORD, CONN.

AT ONCE,

Four (4) Armature Winders,

Two (2) Field Magnet Winders.

GOOD WAGES.

SILVEY ELECTRIC CO.,

LIMA, OHIO.

Kisi3#iir-<

^p1i
1^

tyW m
m^^vf^^ Pm^ H |u!i1

bfi DO NOT OE OEGEIVED
By imitations marked Leclanchc Disque or Disque LeclanohiS.

The term " Disque" was formerly used by us to designate a

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1 and size No. 2.

It has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

THE CELEBBATID

TliAUli

GONDA js tlie GeiDiie Battery.

It is unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever name called, and is immeasurably superior in

efficiency and durability.

Insljt upon being furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and if your dealer does not keep it send to us
direct for prices. Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it is stamped with the word Gonda.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO., 149 West 18th St, New York.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Western Agents Wires and Cables,

CANDEE WEATHERPROOF ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST.

A complete stock of General Electric Supplies always on hand. Shipments prompt.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY^ - 42 LaSalle St., Chicago.
Electric Light Repairing, General Machine Job-Work, Pattern Making. Etc., Etc-

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, g.'A^.J8^|gtuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a meeting of the Cliicago
Electric Club Monday evening, July 16,

at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the Club,
133-134 Clark street.

GILES JLITXI-lMiLGlSrEXIC SHIELID EOR -KTJLXCMES.
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co. __j

QenUemen : — Your Anti-Magnetic - '- -

"

Shield for watches cannot be overesti-

mated. It is now very near eight months g^ r
that I have worn my watch, and to-day ^ -_

it is (without correcting time) about one =:

minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dyuamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one who needs the correct lime, should 2 ^

have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good ",_

deal of practical utility, as well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time- _-"_

keeper. At present, I look upon a watch ^^
without a shield as a thing incomplete, "^
and so it is. Very Respectfully, i

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
^

Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from all Elecirlcal and Magnetic dlaturbancea.
Send for descriptive circular.

*'- * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on 1 rue scientific principles, and is the
only plan I know ihat could succeed.

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields lo pocket time-pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologists
and watchmakers ; it will render opera-
tive and line adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost 7i^7 and in operative on account of
their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

The Baxter Electric Motor.
This Motor is now ready to be placed upou the Market.

Manufactured for both

f\re apd I9eai>d<^s(;e9t (?ir(;uit8,

THE ONLY PERFECTLY GOVERNED MOTOR EVER MADE.

Address

:

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

1 1 SOUTH STREET, BALTIMORE, KID.

Factory A, Constltutiou aud Monument StB. Factory B, Buren and Monument Sts.

NEW YORK : BOSTON ;

lioOMS 347, 348 & 349 FoTTBR BuiLDIMS. R0OM3 57 & 58 IlANCOCK Bldo., 178 Dkvonsqirk St.

Western Departient, Dearliorn BiiililiDg, 130 Dearhorn St,, Rooms 30-31. Cliicap, III

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFAOTUKKl) IIY

WOODBURY ENGINE ^

COMPANY.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

PLAIN SLIDE YALVE
AND

Double Valve Medini Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines
—A^D

—

TUBULAR BOILERS.
Atldress the Maiiufttctiircie at

652 Mill Street, EOCfiESTEE, N. T.

I
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Dynamo and Cylinder Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especi,illy adapted for all fast runniiinn
machinery. By reflltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

"

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, - 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

W. S. HILL,
.133 Oliver Street, - Boston, Mass.

MANUFACTURER OF

DYNAMOS, ARC LAMPS CUT-OUTS,
Double-Pole Switches Key-Sockets,

AND Incandescent Lamps.

United States GlectriG Hire Alarin (Jo.

EVART, MICHIGAN.

PBOPHIBTOH8 or THB

Cte Police and Fire Alara Teleirapli

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction in dif-

ferent cities and

villages in the United States.

ALUMINOUS INCANDESCENT

I UMINOip
WITH OR "mTHOTJT

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or sliape.

Lamps fitted to any Lamp Cap that may
be supplied.

VITRITE &LUMINOID GO.
Pending re-orEftnlztttton of this Compaay, the Works

!ire carried on by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver,

HARRISON, N. J.
70 v.. 16 c. p.

CHICAGO OFFICE
Metropolitan Building send tor new catalogues, Prices and Testimonials.

Room No. II.

The Cuts are halt size of Standard Shape and Sizes. '00 v., 16 c p.

Thejrush glectrlc|{oinpany

-OF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-By F. B. BADT.
100 pa?ee; 70 illnatrationa; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 ioches. Deaigned for

Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Maiine EnCTineers. Just the book for men who wish
to learn how to operate and care f>r electric light iQatalltitiona. The only book of the kind in the
EDffllBh langnage. Price, po3ta?e prepaid to any addresa ia the United Statea or Canada, $1.00.

Aidress ELECTRICIAy PUBLISHING CO., G Laheside Bldff., Chicago,

Protect y£iir Armatures
It is a matter of every day experience

among Electric Light men that Armatures
are frequently burned out entirely or seriously

injured by the short circuiting of machines.

This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector

Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury result in^^ from the

short circuiting of machines. No machine
can burn out if protected by Wright's Arma-
ture Protector. One of the most valuable

inventions of recent years. Now on the

market. For information and prices, address

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.

Tie

Electric

Light

Carbons

CITY OFFICE,

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

\imtmu Electric Lutii

iLI»P»ARATXJS.

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

Chicago Office, 1 30 Washington St.

ALEXANDER KEMPT, Special Agent.

wiimImIaoi a. doty,
MANUFACTUKEU OF AND DEALKK IN

ELECTRICAL GOODS AND SUPPLIES,
727 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ALBXANDBB M. Ilf^NSON. FRANK H. IHOMPSON,

BSnSON & THOMPSOItf,
MANUFACTURERS OF INSULATED WIRES.

TELEPHONE. TELKUUAI'H, ELEC PKIC LIliHT. OEFICE AND A NNDNCIATOK WIKES, TLEXIEIE COED
AGE, MAONET WIRE. ETC.

No. 3015 Ihestnul Street, ..... PHILADELPHIA.

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F. DUNDERD/ LE, 154 La Salle St., CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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THESE ARE
We manufacture Electrical Goods.

Our Factory is Situated at Ansonia, Conn.

We carry a very large stock of manufactured goods in our

Warehouse at CH ICAGO.

We do This in Order to Get Goods to Our Western Customers

Promptly.

Our Catalogues may help you to determine what is wanted. Write for them.

They are as follows:

No. bil—WIRES, CABLES, CONDUCTING CORDS, METALS, ETC.,

No. b^S—ELECTRIC LIGHT CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL.
No. h^Q-ELECTRIC LIGHT TOOLS.
No. Q^b—ELECTRICAL HOUSE GOODS, Such as: BELLS, BATTERIES, AN-

NUNCIATORS, ETC.
TEST-iySTRUBIENT CATALOGUE.

When writing us please inclose your business card. When we know EXACTLY

WHAT YOU ARE DOING, we will furnish quotations on all goods you are hkely to require,

and such INFORMATION AS WE THINK WILL INTEREST YOU.

^ We would like to hear from you XVOIMr.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS. LOW PRICES. FIRST CLASS GOODS.

EVERYTHING STRICTLY AS REPRESENTED.

The Electrical Supply Co.,

171 Randolph Street, CHICAGO.

FACTORIES: BRANCH OFFICE:

-A.3XrJSO]Nri.A., C:?01>a"3Nr- 505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.
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^LECTRIC i- JylGHTING.
(WOOD'S PATENTS), Owned and Manufactured by the'

American Electric Manufacturing Company^
18 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

For simplicity of construction, steadiness and purity of light, perfection of Automatic regulation, economy of power in operation,
freedom from getting out of order, and absolute safety of Armatures from burning,

Tlie iLlMERICJLIT IDYITAIMO HAS HO EQTJiLL.
INTENDING PURCHASERS, whether for Isolated Plants or Central Station use, desiring to investigate the merits of

the AMERICAN SYSTEM, are requested to write to any of our customers.

OUR PATRONS ARE OUR FRIENDS AND SPONSORS.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS

^HEBiCAM Electbic Mamiufactwmiig €©.,

18 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

MUNICIPAL IIBHTING Our SPECIALTY.

VAK DEPOELE
Double Carbon Lamp.

We claim for the Van Depoele Improved Arc Lamp that it is

the simplest and best lamp in existence; for our Dynamos that they

cannot get out of order, and require little or no attention; that an
inexperienced man can run them, and that they give the most light

for the least consumption of power.
ManufactTired and for Sale only by

VAN DEFOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

15, 17, 19 and 21 N. Clinton St., - - CHICAGO, ILL.

ff

VAN DEPOELE
Single Carbon Lamp.
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SLATTERY INDUCTm SYSTEM
MANUFACTURED AND CONTROLLED BY THE

f
port Wayne Jeniiey Electric light Gompany

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

Tb.e xnost carefully -worked out and coraplete Alternating Systeaa of Electric

Ziigh.ting in Ezistence.

12

16
GiiaraDteed

Converter

Power

Lamps

TO THE

Horse Power

Guaranteed.
'1

SLATTERY ALTERNATING DYNAMO.

port U/ayne Jenney Electric Dght Company,
MANUFACTURERS OF

The Slattery Induction System,

THE JENNEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMP.
Main Ofnce and Works. FORT WAYNE. IND.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 242, 244 E. 122d STREET.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 225 Dearborn St., First Floor

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh St.

a. A. WILBUR, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome St. CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE, F. Adams, Successor.

;;iS
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY.
—^MAKTIFACTUBEHS OF

—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Send fob Catalogue and Pk;ce List.

729 Broadway, New Tork.

43 Sixth Avenue, Pitt.sburg-li, Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Company,
neral Offlcei, Mo. 70S PtKH. AVE., PITTSBUBGH, PA. /^*^""

i-Kew
Yotl, Telflphone Building, Cortlandt Street, J O

fl. L. Wiley Manager. f n r\
ChlcaEo. 139 East KidUon Street. 7. B. Legen- I U U

'

Bnnoli Offices:

Chicago, 139 East Uidlson Street, F. E. Oegen-

bardt, Uanager.

MANT7FACTUKEES OF

Electric Light and Power.

The (Daring Inti-lnduction^d gunctied Cables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Submarine

LIGHT LEADED CABLES FOR HOUSE USE.
Weatherproof Line Wire, Underwriters'. Annunciator and Office Wire,

Five Yearsof Uniform Success Enable us to Guarantee our Cables

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over

quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

^be [5i[LLEBIDE[(
INSULATING and
WATERPROOFING COMpAHy,

4S Scoadway, B«w Torb. I54 E.aSalIe St., Cbleago,
-MAMUTAOTtrEBBS OF

mtTV.TM and ^WHM^'&AO
jINSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

Bitite Wires for Use Underground, In Plaster,
Damp Places, Etc., Etc.

Telegraph and Telephone,

ilway and all other

Branches of Signaling

Aerial Use,

All Sizes Subterranean Use,

Submarine UseRailway and all other / j Fnra^ed Wires
^"•""^""*= "''«

Leaa Lncasea wires,
concealed Wiring in all Locations.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr., 16 Dey St.. NEW YORK.

AMERICAN

[eather [ink Belt Co*

SPECIAL

DYNAMO BELT!

Tbinidad WiBEa for Line "Work In place of Underwrltera.

XSXj^ESC'Z'EV.XC XiXC^XfX' "VVXSELXSS of sill «lve» a S3P£:CX.A.X.i*X*'Z'

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Balldera of High Grade Self-Contained

AiitflMtlc Cnl-Off Eipes,
8fkoiai.lt adapted foe ECmnNS

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring close

regulation of speed.

WsBTEBN Office and Wabeeooms:

64&66 S. Canal St., Chicago, III.

WM. A. HAMMETT, Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire - Proof and Weather - Proof

Chas. a. Schieren 4 Co.

Manufacturers and Sole Agents.

47-51 Ferry St., New York.

86 Feileral Street. 416 Arch Street,

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA.

46 S. Canal St., CHICAGO,

CUT SHOWING STYLE OF INSULATION.

4.—Copper Wire. B. S.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof losulation. C—Braided CottOB,

saturated witli a Black, Weather-Proof Composition. -.,-.., .... ,, t^,„
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon appbcation. Pure Ele«-

trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA, CONN.WAPFRnnM«i. i <9 a"d 21 CHff St., New York.

WAREROOHS.
-j 54 Washington St., Chicago, Ills.

Dahiki. W.
Abdxbok h.

Maemon, President.

NOEDYKE, Vice-President.

Chahles D. Jessey, Electrician.
Bratnabd RoinsoN, Secretary.

Amos K. Hollowell, Treasurer

OEDYKE, Vice-President. ^^^^ ^^|^^ ^^ ^ ^

Jenney Electric Company,
sole owners of all tbe Pattts and Inveations of Charles B. Jcancy (Imown as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of hiB

Improved Qynamo, [amp ^
Electric (l)otor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent LIghlIng

the Jenney System leads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In these essentials It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promplly Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants lor Cilies, Companie s or Inilividuals.

Prices Fubnished for the Jenney Arc or Incan-

descent Systems, or for both comcined.

The Jennes incandeacentDynnmos are self-regnlatlne,

and permit the turning on and off of one or all of the Lamps

TTils C'ompani/ glees special allenllon to fjirtUshtng Mills,

S/ioi,s. Facltrles, etc.. wiJi Ir-dimtml Plants.

:»- Still IDS miFlia RllirailK W lEitSIIIIE Tit SlSTtll. ss
OFFICE and woeks:

Cot. Kentucky Ave. alid Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electpic Go.
EASTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.
WESTERN OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOR

]|rc-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

Flrat Medal ; Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883»

First Prize : BeBt Syatem of Arc-Lighting,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

-OF-

Electric ||rC'tighting

.. \

^^?>CiM50NJ-HOiyS^^^>

This Company was given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING. '

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSIONj

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING. *

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation ajid will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect an3
'

durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all sizesifor the transmission of Power. i Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent LlKhting and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital.

{dison Qlectric [ight (Jo.
THIS COMPANY IS THE Q-nTJER OF THE INVENTIONS

AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
' Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTuI

nCTHOO OF GEnERli; EDeCTRIClli; DISTRIBUTIOn.

As evidence of the gro-n-th and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in

operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Capital, $2,500,000, 4 Stations ; Capacity. 160.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital. $750,000, I Sialion : Capacity 40,000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $660,000, 2 Stations: Capacity, 60.000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital. $1,000,000, I Station: Capacity. 60,000 Umps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Comp.any has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess

of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing coxild

more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station

Industry as an investment.

WKITE FOE PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAL.

For Information relative to Central Station BuBlnees, apply to the

Hciisoxi Electric Lierlit Co.,
16 &. 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated p"o°w%"I.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Edisod Pudt idis Rejected hod Put Dot,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 liVir per H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H, P., equals 6tVt per H. P.

ABOVE FKOM ACCHKATE TESTS. NO COMMENTS FOR PAETICCLAES, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 219 LA SALLE ST., CHICAC.O.

TheEAILWAY TELEGHAPH SUPPLY CO.

54 and 56 FRANKLIN STREET,

OIIIO-A.C3-0 ^

MANUFACTURERS OF

Magneto Bells, Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms,

Fire Alarm Boxes and Supplies,

Electric Bells, Batteries.

WE MANUFACTURE THE

Best Disque Le Clanche

Batteries

in the market. Write for prices

on all kintJs of

BATTERIES and SUPPLIES,

Zincs, Sal Amniouiac. Blue

Vitriol, etc., etc.

General Western Agents for the Sale of

J. H. BUNNELL &, CO.'S

TelBgraph Appaiiatu^

A Fnll Stock always <>u liand.

We are headquarters on all Telegraph Gootis

Instruments, Insulators, Brackets and Line Materials.
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kU THE ,3WCXOri«A.l^ CA^KB
Cleveland, Oliio.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS ^noBATTERY MATERIAL.

ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST.

I

81 LAKE ST.,
1

109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. I

f*^* YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and pouier Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to bum Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The Standard Carbon Co.,
SUCCESSORS TO THE

BoiJLltoxi, Cle-y^elanci, and Crvstal Carbon Companies-
oxj:E3'\7':E3i:jj^z<a'33, oxxxo.

O.F. ANNETT.Prest. S. T. FENTON, Vlce-Prest. and Treas. CIIAS. SID'NET SMITH. Seo-y,

Hotel and House Annunciaturi

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Bih-glar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

\VIre nnd Datteriea.

The United Electric Co.

Electricai Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, - UTAH.

POND ENGINEERING CO.
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.

Complete Steam Plants
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

Agents for Armlngrton & Sims' Engines, Steel Boilers, Jarvls' Furnacei
Standard Rocking and Sheffield Grates. Lowe Feed Water Heater,
Blake Punnps, Korting Injector, Etc.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

707 and 709 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS.
Branch, Room 31 Water Works Building, 600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATEMTS.

GENERAL OFFICES:

MDTUiL LIFE BLDg.

32 NASSAU ST.,

NEW YORK

7'TanB and Estimates Furnished
for all klnde of Incandes-

cent Lighting.

Philadelphia OfRce

:

No, 308 WALNDT ST

BOSTON OFFICE:

No. 33 FEDERAL ST.

Estimates Furnished for the
Thomaon-Houston System

of Arc Lighting.

The DYNAMO of tWs Company Is AUTOMATIC In its regulation, and will maintain a UNIFOEM
LIGHT, with ALL or ANY PORTION of the lights In Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN and
will MAINTAIN Its CANDLE POWER during Its Guaranteed Life.

SPRAGUE RAILWAY WORK.
Roads in Operation or in Process of Construction July 14, 1888.

Riclimond., Va 40cars.
Ricliinond Extension 50 "

Carbondale, Pa 3 "

Wilkesbarre, Pa 4 "

St. Joseph, Mo 8 "

Wilmington, Del , 3 "

Harrisburgh, Pa 6 "

Lafayette, Ind 9 "

Davenport, Iowa 8 cars.
Salem, Mass 6
Brockton, " 4
Hartford, Conn 2
Scranton, Pa 20
Steubenville, Ohio 6
Manchester, "Va 10
Akron, Ohio 12

February 1st not a Road in Commercial Operation, To-day Consult the Above Record.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR CO.,
16 and 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

8. A. PLUMMER, Psebident.
V. B. PniiSTON, VlCE-PllES. ANU Tbeas,

i

BOAItU OF niRECTORS.
Gkh. E. A. ALGER. T.WILLIAMSON. 0. A. WARREN.
8. A. PLUMMBR. F. B. TRODT. C. H. THOMPSON.
E. O.BRDWN. A. WOODWARD. F. B. PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Skcbbtaky.
FRANK B. TROUT, Sdi-mintekhekt.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE DATTERY

P

For Light and

Power Purposes,

Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

F. B. TROUT ^ ^^^^^^' ^^ '^•''swo'fl St
,
CAMPAU BUILDING.

General mahacer.
'

/ Factory, Corner 13th and Woodbridge Sts.

For Light and

Power Purposes.

DETROIT, MICH.
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BAKER'S TRIPOLINE!
A Powerful and Rapid Cleaner and Polisher of Wetals without Acid or Poison.

KspeciallyAdapted to Bailroad. Marine, stationary and Fire JEuKine Work"hot or cold ;" Lar^e Signs, Ratlins^, etc.
This poliBh Is now being eapplied to Hundreds of Mechanical EngineerB KLECTRIC

liKirHT PIiANT», and mannfactnrerB of Machinery. Has already been adopted hy many of the
leading railroad companies, the leading fire departments, Whter works the U. S. Ordnance and Na\T
Departments, and thousands of Mills, Factories, etc. le the BEST ANU CHEAPEST POLISH IN
THE WORLD, andqalckest Cleaner. Unequaled for Cleanins and Pollsbins Carbon
Holders. Send for Sample, FREE. Liberal diecoont to manufacturers and dealers in i£lec-
trloal Machinery. Manufactured only by the

MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO., 88 MARKET ST., CH ICAGO, ILL-

GRIMSHAW
WHITE CORE WIRES and CABLES

Have stood the test for years, both underground and overhead

HIGHEST INSULATION AND DURABILITY.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
160 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

W. B. DOWSE,
Gen. Supt.

452 Broadway,"New York.

R. E. GALLAGHER. Sec.

J. W. GODFREY, Gen'l Manager.

CIIAS. M. WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WABD V/IIKINS.

PARTRICK & GARTER,
MANUFACTURERS; Of AND- DEALERS. IN .EVERY DESCRIPTION OF.- '

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

3ELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
; publish Catalog-ues of all our Manufactures, ffnd will forward to any; address Upon

pplication.

N. B.—When applying for Catalogues, please state whethei
upply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose busi]

• Electric Bell " or " General
;s3 card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CO

cs

as
CO

CO
cu

as

eS

03

High Insulation

In order to meet the constantly
increasing demands for

BETTER INSULATION,

g BISHOP GUTTA-PERGHA GO.

420-426 EAST 25th STREET, NEW YORK CITY,

HAS EilPLOYED TIIS. BEST EXPERTS TO BE HAD AND BUILT

NEW SPECIAL MACHINERY

CO
CD

g>
03

FOn MAKING THE CELEBRATED

HOOPER'S QORE I
AND OTHER RUBBER COMPOUNDS =

FOE IXSUXATING WIRES FOK

Subaqueous, Subterranean and Aerial Cables. ^
C Also, special wires for Leading in Wires, Wiring Vessels, Engine Rooms,
^3 Cellars, Tunnels or otlier wet places, .ill having

CDX
SUPERIOR INSULATION s"

And warranted to give good satisfaction at fair prices.

If Underwriters' is good enough, don't send for our
samples and prices,

HENRY A. REED, Manager.

CD

CO

USE NOTHING BUT

GUTTA-PERCHA FOR SUBMARINE CABLES.

Writing Telegraph Company,
57 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK.

This Company owns the Letters Patent

which thoroughly control the transmission

of written messages by telegrapli in the only

known practical way, and are prepared to

establish Central Office Exchanges as a means

of communication between subscribers in

cities and surrounding towns.

Communications are written with pen and

ink in the handwriting of the person writing

the message.

For particulars address

The pen in the office of the subscriber re-

ceiving a message makes a fac-simile of every

letter as fast as it is made with the pen in the

office of the person writing it.

All instruments are under the control of the

Central Office, and messages are recorded on

the instrument of a subscriber, whether he is

present or absent.

All communications are secret, and the

written record is of great value in commercial

use.

P. O. BOX 1322. WRITING TELEGRAPH CO., NEW YORK.

THE LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY
Begs leave to announce that it has largely increased the quantity and surface and greatly improved the form of the negative element of the

The New Form is clearly shown In the cuts and needs no explanation.

ITS ADVANTAGES.
The Battery nolds up longer when over^vorked, recovers quicker when relieved, and the material being ail

in one piece instead of in two pieces, the breakage heretofore suffered in transportation, in handling, and in

any depolarizing treatment (after accidental short circuitin'^) will be wholly saved. "// loas good before; il

is better no-aj." The Battery otherwise is unchanged. The negative element is of the same material

and undergoes the same preparation as before, and is everlasting, and so guaranteed.

THE OTHER FEATURES OF SUPERIORITY, NAMELY:
Connections that will not corrode, Lock-tops that absolutely prevent evaporation and creeping

of salts, absence of grease, Flint Glass well annealed. Hard Rubber Bolt connection

that is reliable and durable, pure Zinc and pure Sal Ammoniac, etc
,

Address ARE ALL PRESERVED.

I.A"W TELEPSOITE OOMPAIT'Z",
112 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast, GEORGE L. HENZEL San Francisco, Gal.
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TRY THE RICHMOND CARBON.
MANUFACTURED BY

—

RICHMOND CARBON COMPANY, NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

|leveply gleetpjeal ^op]<^,
2/

1018 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA.

I atent Qift- wver I endant Burner.

The Pendant Burner has the Patent Lift- Over Electrode,

which saves half the battery power and avoids short-circuiting

which is liable to occur in many others.

The Lift-Over Electrode is a very important feature no other

Pendant has.

The Improved Automatic and Pendant Burners are guaranteed to be
reliable, safe and of flrst-claas workmanship.

AGENTS ^VANTED.
A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.

We want 500 new agents in ihe T'aited Stales and Canada, one in

every town and city where we are not alrsady represented. ^

Oor trade be;;ins in AngUBt and extends throiii,'b March. We are now
readv to form new agencies, and wish to place a simple Regulator as bood
ae pueeible In the hands of every ( ne who is free to handle our A])i)aralne,

Onr id-'a Ib to have every new agent gain a perfect knowledge of Iha work-
ing of the Itegulator, and be In ahape to place orders when the Beason

p ens
BKAI> OUB OFF£B.

We will aend a sample set on approval to any reeponeible X arty answering thia advertiaenient.

the Regulator to be returned if agency is not established. All territory now occupied la of coarae,L.ex-

cepted from the foregoing offer. .^
It costs yoii nothing to obtain the agency for the beet workin" and beat selling Regulator onjiie

market. It can be applied by any one to furnaces, eteam or natural gas. 1
Write at once and eecure a good thing. Address,

THE GUION AUTOMATIC HEAT REGULATING COMPANY,

158 EXCHANGE PLACE, ELMIRA, N. Y.

Irii t

ESPECIAILY ADAPTED TO

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated LightiDg, Railroad Car Lighting,

Street Car Propalsion, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from Nokthern iLLraois, Eastern Iowa,
Wisconsin and Minnesota should te addressed to the ex-

elusive licensees for said territory,

NortlwesterD Electrical Accmilator Comp'y,

223 Phcenix Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,

Increased lAfe of Lamps,

Chreat Economy of Runninfj Expenses,

Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilisation of Surplus Poiver,

Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

The Thomson-Houston Electric Railway System.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Sixteen Roads In Daily Operation Dnder tie Tliomson-Houston and Van Depoele Patents.

ALL MATERIAL 18 WOW MANUFACIUJiED AT IME FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., TSE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current ia controlled, the car reversed, and the

brakes applied Jrom either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project

above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Van Depoele patents.

Contact w^ith overhead conductor is had by means of

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS i ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS FDRNISHED FOR MIMING i OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and BsfcimaU^s ,A.<I<li"ess the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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DIVIDED POWERi
VIRSOS THE

SHAFTING J;8i?l¥S?#5Y.^i?-B Westingiiouse s

( C0HT8TOURIVE J ES«iIlSE. j

Indopeiident Engines convert their whole
;

power into merchantable product.
"

TAKE THE ENGINE TO THE WORK, i

NOT THE WORK TO THE ENGINEJ

TIE WESTINGBODSE MWl GO.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
)_

THE AULTMAN &. TAYLOR CO.,
J

Repreeented by Rop.erto Bokeii & Co., City of Mexico, Mex. c

Stevens, Corwin & Co., 118 Ciiambers St., New Yorlc City. ^

Wiih lioaeca in Panama, C. A., Lima, BnenoB Ayres, Gnayaquii ;

and Valparaiso, S. A. -

AVi:STI]K4»HOi;»<K. OHITBCH. KERR & CO.
17 Cortlandt Strf et. New Yorlc, 97 Piftn Avenuo, Pittsburgh.

]."j6 and 158 Lalie Street, Chicago.

M. R. JHH'KIiE, .TR.. A CO. (Rep. W., C, K. & Co.)

608 ClieBtniit Street, Philadelphia.

F.&IHBAKK!^ & CO.
303 & 304 Waehington Ave., St. Lonip. 31'2 Union Ave., Kaneao

City. 1330 Seventeenth Street, Denver.

F. C. AYEB. (Repiesenting P. & Co.)

1619 Capital Avenne, Omaha.

CiEO. M. I)II,I.EY <St SOIVS. (RepreacntinK F. & Co.

Pine Bluffs, Arlianeas.

UTAH ASin MOSiTASA 3IACHIIVERY CO.
259 South Main Street, Salt Lalte City.

East Granite Street, Butte, Montana.

FABKE & IiACY'.
2123 Fremont Street, San Francisco.

33 and 35 North Front Street, Portland, Ore.

THE 1). A. T03IPKIKS CO.
36 College Street, Charlotte, N. C.

45 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

ROBT. MIDDIiETOSJ. (Representing The D. A. T. Co.)

Mobile, Ala.

H. DIIIH-EY- COIiEMAW A CO. (Representing The
D. A. T. Co.) New Orleans, La.

KEATISKJ IMP. & ItTACHIIVE CO. (Ttepresenting

The D. A. T. Co.) Dallas, Texas.

I. J. DICKET, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DBAZE, Vice President.
H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man. Sup't and Electrician. L. H. I^ORTT, Treasurer.

ejMIDI/AMD ELICTMIC CO,
OMAHA. NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

EhE€TmmAL iUPPUli

Hotel and HoDBe AnnonclatorB, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms. Electric Gaa Lighting, Speaking Tabes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons. Electric Pens, Telegraph Learoere' Instruments, Medical

Batteries. Llneinca'a Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, -Etc.

Wbbthkk Aghntb the OEONITE CO.. and the Return Call System of Hotel Annunciators, Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

Br^Estlmates famished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illnstrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

TheEmpire City Electric Co.

|—" 15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
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ELECTRIC

LIGHTING

APPARATUS.
Our System of Electric Lighting is complete in every detail^ and

is Unexcelled in the Efficiency and Workmanship of the Apparatus;

in the Brilliancy, Steadiness and Color of the Light produced, and in

Automatic Regulation,

WE FURNISH DYNAMOS mk ANY REQUIRED CURRENT

The high grade of workmanship and the efficiency of

our Dynamos, render them especially advantageous for charg-

ing Storage Batteries, furnishing current for Electric Motors,

etc. We furnish Arc Lamps adapted to any Arc Current.

The superior construction and simplicity of our Lamp
render its use advantageous with any system.

Midland Electric Company Omaha, Neb.
United Electric Company Salt Lake City, Utah.
Western Engineering & Electrical Company Chetopa, Kan.
J. Geo. Kaelber 3 and 4 Duff Block, Denver, Col.
S. F. Bartol Grand Windsor Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Electric Development Company San Francisco, Cal.
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Death of Hiram Sibley.

The announcement of the serious iUness of

Hiram Sibley of Rochester, N. Y., was made in

the last issue of the Western Electrician.
His death occurred July 12th. Mr. Sibley's name
will ahvavs be associated with the early history

and the progress of telegraphy. He was a man of

marked energy and business abijity, and to the

day of his death, at the age of 81 years, he was
acquainted with every detail of his enormous
commercial interests. He began life poor,

without education, but endowed with a capacity

for almost unlimited work. Mr. Sibley's interest

in telegraphy dates from the beginning of

its history. From the time of Professor Morse's

first e.xperiments, he had faith in their ultimate

success. In 1840 he went to Washington and
rendered important assistance in procuring the

$40,000 appropriation, which enabled Professor

Morse to build the line from Washington to

Baltimore.

The early years of telegraphy were unprofit-

able to investors. The business was so divided,

the companies experienced so much opposition

within and without, so many rival instruments

were in the field, that stocks were constantly

falling. He then conceived the idea of uniting

the companies and the patents in one new cor-

poration on a strong basis. One of his first

steps was the organization in 1848 of the New
York iS: Mississippi YalleyTelegraph company.
The company adopted an aggressive policy.

Soon the lines of the Lake Erie Telegraph com-
pany, running from Buffalo to Detroit, were

leased and then purchased. Further consolid-

ation led to the organization in 1854 of the

Western Union Telegraph company. Mr. Sib-

ley became president of the new company, and
under his wise direction the business of the cor-

poration increa.sed with marvelous rapidity. The
service was improved in accuracy and in rapidity.

It was Mr. Sibley's policy that the lines should

be constantly extended, and for seven years the

entire receipts beyond the amount expended for

necessary expenses were devoted to this pur-

po.se. The result was that the stock speedily

reached par, and in this way many magnificent

fortunes were acquired. Under his manage-
ment for sixteen years the number of telegraphic

offices increased from 132 to 4,000, and the

value of property from §220,000 to $48,000,000.

The project which Mr. Sibley considered the

greatest triumph in telegraphy was the construc-

tion of a line to the Pacific. He presented a

plan to the Western Union board, but the direc-

tors thought the scheme too hazardous. He de-

cided then to push the project through by his

own efforts if necessary. He applied to con-

gress for assistance in the construction of a line

which would enable the government to commu-
nicate with its forts, and afford the people of Cali-

fornia a quicker mode of union with the east than

by the long journey by Panama. An act was

passed .giving an annual subsidy of $40,000 for

ten years. The most strenuous objections were

made to the line, and Mr. Sibley found the

greatest difficulty in inducing those interested in

telegraphy to take hold of the project. As the

expression was then, " Let Sibley go it alone."

In spite of all the obstacles in the way work was
begun on July 4, 1861. On the 15th of Novem-
ber, four months and eleven days after the com-
mencement of the undertaking, the work was
completed. In the " Telegraph in America"
this comment is made on the achievement: " Its

announcement was made with demonstrations of

great joy. The papers were ablaze witu con-

gratulations and commendations of the vigor and

skill which had brought the enterprise to so
triumphant a close. To Mr. Sibley it was a day
of triumph. The success was complete. It was
essentially his work. In an important sense he
had 'done it alone.' No man could rob him of

his well-earned honor. He enjoyed itthoroughh'."
-\nother enormous project which Mr. Sibley

undertook was a plan of connecting Russia and
.\merica by telegraph lines by way of Alaska
and Siberia. He visited St. Petersburg in fur-

therance of the project, and was magnificently
entertained by the czar. The establishment of
the cable rendered the project useless.

Mr. Sibley was reputed to be worth about §10,-

000,000, all of which he acquired by hard work
and judicious investment. He had large amounts
invested in lumber and salt interests and he
owns nineteen farms, one of which, Burr Oaks,
in Ford County, III., consists of 40,000 acres.

Mr. Sibley gave large sums for the erection
of Sibley College of Mechanic Arts of Cornell
Universit}'. In his office at Rochester were al-

ways to be found specimens of the handiwork of

'
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the students, which he was fond of showing to

visitors. He was accustomed to say, " There
are two most valuable possessions which no
search warrant can get at, which no execution

can take away, and which no reverse of fortune

can destroy. They are what a man puts into his

head—knowledge—and into his hands—skill!"

Mr. Sibley akso gave the money for the erec-

ti :n of the library building of the University of

Rochester. N. Y. It is said that Mr. Sibley re-

membered both Cornell and Rochester in his will.

Motors in England.
The productinn of motors in th'S country is

proceeding apace, and althou,gh we cannot boast

of the .great development that has taken place in

this branch of electrical engineering in .'\merica,

where the factories for motors are as large as

those for the production of dynamos, yet we can

chronicle greatly increased activity, and the

promise of the same development of large ap-

plications of this method of communicating

pott'er that has taken place in bygone years

with other similar discoveries, says the London
Electrical Engineer. The tendency in modern
engineering is to larger and larger types of ma-

chines as our knowledge of their construction

improves and the ability to build them to design

without previous experimenting is attained.

Sizes of electric motors, which would have been

thought marvels a few years ago, are now

No. 3.

ordered without much hesitation and manufact-
ured without much difficulty, and we may con-
fidently look to types of motors comparable in

power to our large modern steam engine being
satisfactorily produced as the demand for them
arises. Messrs. Immisch are at present con-
structing two large motors for Messrs. Locke &
Co., of Normanton. These motors weigh about
four tons each, and will develop up to

75 horse-power when worked to their great-

est power, though usually required for a
re,gular output of 50 horse-power. The
field magnets for these motors are of very
large size, and for the double purpose of ease of

conveyance and ventilation are made in separate
sections. The motors themselves are too large

to go down the shaft, at the bottom of which they
are to be fixed, and will therefore be sent in

parts and fixed together at the bottom. They
will be used for hauling coal. The dynamos for

supplying the current to these motors are of

similar design, weighing a little more—namely,
four and one-half tons. The dynamos will be
fixed at the pit mouth, and the current connected
by cables down the shaft. Two large motors
have previously been supplied for pumping the

water from the pit.

With series motors—that is, constant current

motors in series with lamps—not much seems to

be xloing in this country at present. Isolated

plants, where a constant current is used for arc

lamps, do not seem to be, as a rule, much in need
of a motor, and those stations running a con-
stant current do not advocate the use of motors
in series with their lamps, desiring to keep the

light as steady as possible. Messrs. Immisch,
however, have a type of constant current motor
which they have manufactured in small quanti-

ties for some time; among others, one is run-

ning satisfactorily in the west of England, and
one at Sheffield. This motor has an ingenious

method of short-circuiting the current when the

motor is not required. A pair of governor balls

regulate by a lever arm a series of resistances,

or rather the coilsof the field magnets, and upon
the speed of the motor falling the regulator

touches a spring, which causes a copper bar to

fly out and short-circuit the machine. * * *

The question of where it would pay to use a

motor, is one to which some attention should be
paid. On the discovery of a new method of

transmission such as this, many persons are nat-

urally inclined, as occasion arises, to attempt a

saving by the use of the improved method. It

is only advisable in those cases where a distinct

benefit can be produced. For an ordinary

manufacturing shop, with a large engine in the

basement, the cheaper way for the transmission

of power to lathes, machines, or other apparatus,

will be in most cases by the usual use of belts

and shafting.

For a large shop to have a considerable

number of small and comparatively costly mo-
tors scattered about, one to every machine, with

its attendant necessity—even if slight—for

care and inspection, would mean not gain, but

loss. In cases, however, where an additional

shed or factory is to be worked, and spare engine

power is near, it is a question for consideration

whether a dynamo, with a length of cable and a

motor, would not effectively take the place of

another engine with less outlay; and, of course,

the familiar example of a factory at some little

distance to a fall of water is another situation in

which the use of a motor would be most ad-

vantageous. But there is usually no advantage

in putting in a motor merely to take the place

of belts.
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De Bausset's Air Ship.

Frank Pearl in a communication to the New
York Sun, writes as follows concerning the De
Bausset air ship:

In an article on "Long Distance Ballooning,"

recently published, it is said that Mr, De Baus-

set proposes to build a balloon of steel and brace

it internally sufificiently to resist the external air

pressure when the internal air has been ex-

hausted, and yet be light enough to float in the

atmosphere.

I think that I can show that this is impracti-

cable. Let us take a balloon of a spherical form,

since that form will displace more air in propor-

tion to its weight than any other form, and let d
equal diameter of the balloon in feet, lu the

weight of the balloon in pounds, and 7f/i the

weight of air displaced by the balloon in pounds.

If all the air in the balloon is exhausted, the

weight of the air displaced, less ?<:', will ecjual the

floating power of the baloon. Now, a cubic foot

of air at the level of the sea weighs .076 pound, and

the atmospheric pressure on the surface of the ex-

hausted balloon would be 15 pounds per square

inch. We will assume the sheetsteelcoveringof the

balloon to weigh half a pound per square foot;

that is about the weight of the lightest kind of

tin in the market, and we will also assume that

this can be welded together by the new process

by means of electricity, so that there will be no

riveted joints. We will further assume that 30,-

000 pounds shall be the maximum strain allowed

per square inch on the steel struts.

The sectional area of the bracing necessary

for each square foot of surface equals 15x144

divided by 30,000=.072 square inch.

The bracing to extend from the circumference

to the center by primary and secondary bracing

will weigh per square foot of surface .072 times

10 divided by 3 times (/divided by 2, equal, that

is, to 12 (/. The weight of a bar of steel one inch

square and one yard long, is very nearly ten

pounds.
The surface of the balloon in square feet equals

3.14 d. Therefore the weight of the bracing alone

equals 3.14 (/square times .12 </=.38 (/cube.

The weight of the sheet steel covering equals

3.14 (/ square times ^-=1.57 (/ square, and the

total weight of the balloon or ro equals 1.57 d
square plus .38 (/ cube.

The cube contents of the balloon equal .5236 (/

cube, and the weight of air displaced,or w^=.^2Ti6

d cube times .076=.04 (/ cube.

The latter or a<' being much less than the

former or 71', shows the absurdity of the propo-
sition. The weight of the bracing alone is

nearly ten times as great as the floating power of

the balloon.

Automatic Circuit-Closing Key.
The cut in connection clearly shows the design

of this key. The switch is entirely done away
with, its place being filled by the hard rubber disk

seen directly over the rubber button of the key
and the mechanism in connection. When an
operator wishes to send a message he presses
down on the disk until it reaches the button, and
thereby raises the ring from the other end, sur-

rounding the contact point. The weight of the
fingers keeps the disk down to the button, mak-
ing disk and button practically one button, but
as soon as the fingers are removed from the di.sk,

the force of the spring causes the disk to ri.se and
the other end to fall until itreachesthe ringsur-
roiinding the contact point, thus closing the cir-

cuit. It is claimed this arrangement has a ten-
dency to prevent writer's paralysis, inasmuch as
the key spring is adju.sted at two points.
The South liend Automatic Key Clo.ser com-

pany of South Bend, Ind,, manufactures this key.

The <;hica;;o Electric Moior company li.-is been incorpo-
rated with a capital slock of $30,000. Tlie company will
manufacture electrical appliances. 'I'he incorporatois arc
K. If. Garriguc, J. C. Scroggs, J. II. Claswell and H. S.
I iffany.

Fire Alarm Signal Box

In connection are shown illustrations of a new
fire alarm signal box, invented by S. A.Chase, elec-

trician of the LTnited States Electric Fire Alarm
compan)', of Evart, Mich., which possesses the

meritorious features of simplicity, durability and
perfect adaptability to the purposes for which it

was designed.

The chief object sought in the invention was a

signal box of such construction that by the inser-

tion of a key of especial design an electric cur-

rent could be established, and an alarm sounded.

Fire alarm circuits are normally open, and in the

construction of this box the inventor provided

for keeping the circuit open until the insertion

of a key closed it and caused the alarm to sound.

The inventor has further provided for the reten-
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tion of the circuit-closing key until the box is

unlocked by another key, carried by one in

authority, thus protecting the service against

the maliciousness of evilly-disposed persons.

Fig. I is a perspective view of the box which
in practice is about four by four and one-half

inches square by four and one-half inches deep.

The circuit connections to the box are made
through the back, which is fixed to a wall or

baseboard. On the face of the box is seen the

slit through which the circuit-closing key is in-

serted when an alarm is to be sounded and the

figure "13," which designates the number of that

box or station. When the circuit-closing key is

inserted, the alarm is given; the simple inser-

tion, without any turning of the key, is all that is

necessary, and the key cannot be withdrawn
until the box is unlocked by another key in the

hands of one in authority, who alone carries it.

This part of the mechanism is not shown. The
unlocking key is inserted in a hole in the under
side of the box, and a turn releases catches that

hold the box to the base. When the box is un-

locked, the face and sides which are cast in iron

in one piece can be lifted ofi', the circuit-closing

key retaining its position and the face of the box
slipping past the key. When the shell, as it

might be termed, is lifted ofl: the base, a block,

containing the mechanism for closing the cir-

cuit, is displayed, with the circuit-closing key in

the end. The key can then be turned and taken

out of its position, thus opeiung the circuit. The
shell is then replaced, locking itself automatically,

and the box is ready for service again.

Fig. 2 represents a longitudinal section of the

box taken centrally through, and shows clearly

the mechanism of the interior. A represents the

back of the box which is formed or provided with

a projection or flange a, and has suitable holes

for the passage of screws i, i, for securing the

box to a wall or other support. B represents the

cover or casing of the box, the upper and lower
sides of which are notched at the corners as at //,

so as to permit of a portion of all of the sides

being received by the flange a of the back A,
thus concealing from view the supporting screws
I, I, and rendering it diflicult for effecting un-
authorized removal of the box. Secured to the

inner side of the back A are two blocks c, r, of

wood or other eciuivalent non-conducting mate-
rial, between whicli is arranged and secured on
an intermediate block </, of similar material. The
intermediate block is shorter than the others,

and the latter are each provided witli an inclined

channel or recess c, the two forming between
them a flaring or bell-shaped opening/, to admit
of the necessary movement or play of tlie circuit-

controlling springs and their c-vtlached iiisUlator

blocks. C C, represents the circuit-controlling

springs, which are attached by screws, as shown,

to the corresponding sides of the upper and lower

blocks ((-. These springs have fitted to or se-

cured upon their outer or free ends, a block £>

of rubber or other insulating material, the blocks

being formed with an opening
_f,

reaching to the

springs, and having also in their tops at the for-

ward end a beveled opening /i, acting to receive

and guide the circuit-closing key when it is in-

serted through the key hole in the front of the

casing of the box. When the key is inserted

between the insulated blocks held together by
the springs C C, the end makes contact with the

springs, and at the same time is caught and so

held that it cannot be turned or withdrawn.

The Bool< Table.

Telephone Trouiu.es and How to Find Them.
Fourth edition; published by C. H. Ilaskins & Co., Mil-

waukee. Pamphlet, 32 pp., 16 mo. Price, 10 cents.

The fact that the fourth edition has been
called for tells the story. It is a simple little book,

adapted alike to the wants of telephone users or

telephone exchange employes.

Order of Railway Telegraphers.

To Uie Ediljr of Western Electrician :

St, JoseI'H, Mo.
, Julyg.—In your i.ssue of June 30th, you

quote the Order of Railway Telegraphers at our annual

convention held in Indianapolis last month, as opposing the

postal telegraph. Please allow me to correct that state-

ment. As individual operators we are divided on that ques-

tion, but as an order we wisely let it entirely alone, and at

our convention when the subject came up it was promptly

tabled.

In the matter of increasing the salaries of the grand
otilicers the report thould read that one year ago at our an-

nual session an amendment to the constitution was offered

increasing the salaries of the grand chief and secretary and
treasurer from $1,000 to $1,200, which had to lay on the

table for one year. When it came up this year, an effort

was made to increase the amounts to $2,000 and $1,800 re-

spectively, but being contrary to the constitution this could

not be done, and the appropriation was accordingly made.
D. O. Freeman,

Sec'y of St. Joseph Div.

Electric Switch Lights.

By additions just made to the electric signal service of

the Oakland mole the Southern Pacific company now have
seventy lamps, each of si-'tteen candle power, at its switches

and its semaphore signals. The coal oil lamps used in

switch signals have been replaced by 3S-volt Swan electric

lamps. Only one-half of the lighting capacity, or eight

candle power, is used in the lanterns, as it has been deter-

mined that the life of a single light—500 hours when

burned at full capacity—can be extended more than ten-

fold by this diminution of the ligliting power. W. W.
Slater, wlio has charge of the electrical system of the com-
pany, says that as compared witli coal oil for switch signal

purposes, electricity is far cheaper. The average cost of an
oil lantern per month is 90 cents, which includes .65 for

the oil and labor, and .25 for tlie depreciation of the value

of the lantern. The electrical lanterns cost but 30 cents a

month each, which represent the value of the coal used in

generating steam for the dynamo. The signals are much
more satisfactory to engineers than formerly, as they are

clearer and .ire never extinguished by the wind. The new
system is now complete between the pier and tower 2 at

the Oakland end of the mole. A new signal tower, with

tlie necessary apparatus, will probably be erected by the

company near the Sixteenth street station, in Oakland, soon.

Thirty new semaphore lanterns using electricity have just

been put into service on the mole.
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The Solution of Municipal Rapid Transit.'

Bv Frank J. Spragl-e.

PART I.

The presentation of this subject before the American In-

stitute of Klectrical Engineers for discussion seems to me
most opportune. It is a question of great importance, and

one for which a detinite solution is fast becoming impera-

tive, 'i'o those of us wlio believe that the solution is to be

found in the application of electricity, it has a special signiii-

cance, and I trust that what I say may bear fruit by start-

ing a general discussion of the subject, not only among
electrical men but the general public as well.

More attention is now being paid to the question of tram-

way tnilVic than ever before. The reason is not only the

comparativelv high cost of opeialion under the present

almost universal system of horses, but also because the

public are beginning to feel and the street railway men are

beginning to see tliat it is a system behind the

tinTes. Laying all humanitarian questions aside the public

demand a better and a more rapid service. Railway men
want to give it, provided they can do so for the same or

less money than they are now spending.

To quote from a New York evening paper:

"The rapid transit question has steadily pressed its way

to the front of subjects demanding immediateattention. un-

til it now stands in this city the foremost question of

the hour.

"The fact is made evident by the eager discussion upon

every hand of the very best means by which the end may

more passeng<,TSi can be carried, and for this reason alone

more money c^m be made. For years an attempt has been
made to replace the horse with motors of various descrip-

tions—compressed air engines, fireless engines, hot watei

and soda motors, naphtha and petroleum engines, and
steam engines. But we can safely say that the question has
to-day narri>wtd itself down as between the cable and the

various electric systems for surface work, and between elec-

tricity and steam for elevated or underground work.

In order thai we may be in a better position to judge of

the comparatixe economy and the relative advantage of

present and proposed methods of traction, I will briefly

consider, lirsi. tlic use of horses.

Two distinct methods are recognized among street car

men in the handling of their stable equipments. In one,

the stock of horses is kept as low as possible; they are

worked hard, making fourteen or lifteen miles a day, and
the depreciation is very hea\'}'. In the other the stable

equipment is increased; the horses are kept in excellent

condition; their average daily duty is reduced to ten or

twelve miles, and the depreciation is lessened.

Assuming the cost of a horse as i^iso, and the cost of

feeding and caring for him as ^iSo per annum, it would
seem that any accurate knowledge of the average life of

horses under different days' duty would soon determine the

proper amount of the latter.

All railway returns do not. strange as it may seem, give

accurate information on which such estimates of cost can
be made; but from such facts as are given we may deduce
the following: Taking the returns for 1SS7 for the five

largest roads in Massachusetts, we find that they show 6,gog

way average for the five largest roads in Massachusetts 25.15
cents,, and for all the roads in Massachusetts 24.7 cents per
car mile; and the ratio of operating expenses to gross

receipts is. for all the roads, SO per cent.

The cost per day per horse, based upon the returns of

four of the largest roads in New York, is 54 cents, and the

cost per car mile from 9^ to io3^ cents per car mile.

In addition to the regular depreciation there is ever pres-

ent danger of an epidemic in hot weather.

Since the cost of motive power alone—that is, the cost

of harness and stable equipments, horseshoeing, renewals,

provender, hostlers, etc.—is 40 per cent, of the total oper-

ating expenses, it will at once be seen how vitally important

any material saving in the cost of motive power becomes.
If, as we claim, the cost of motive power in an electrical

system is one-half or less than that in a horse system, the

percentage of gross receipts available for interest and, divi-

dends is more than doubled.

Furthermore, when we remember that the average run-

ning time for horses is only five to six miles per hour, we
have another reason which constitutes an unwarrantable ob-

jection to the use of horses for rapid transit.

Among the systems which have been proposed to take

the place of horses and which has given the most promise,

and met with the greatest success where heavy grades and
traffic exist, is the cable system. W:th its general features

you are probably familiar.

There are, however, a great many objections. One of

the most serious is the great initial cost of the construc-

tion and plant, the cost of the conduit alone ranging any-
where from §50,000 to ^So.coo per mile of single track,

-.i;:ta^:.L&-C.':;. J:, •.i^b^s^j^.^j^^i-.-.z.^-iii^-i.:

be attained with the least possible delay. The total passen-

ger traffic, that is, the total number of persons carried, of

this city, has increased at the rate of over 140 per cent, in

each period of ten years since 1S66, and is now something

over 325,000,006. At the same rate of increase it would

amount in iSgo to over 500,000,000, and in 1900 to 1,225,-

OOfJ.OOO."

There is every reason to believe that the through traffic

will increase as much as expected, because the city is grow-

ing rapidly and its business section is continually enlarging

and pushing northward, forcing the larger part of the popu-

lation, especially the laboring classes, to seek homes in the

upper portion of Manhattan Island and the Annexed Dis-

trict, where rents, already increasing because of the in-

creased facility of access, are still lower than can be readily

commanded for business purposes in the lower part of the

city. The elevated roads of this city, although carrying

500,000 people a day, do not answer the requirements of

rapid transit, either local or through; nor is it possible for

any two-track railway to do so.

liy rapid transit we do not mean merely through transit;

we ought not to consider alone the methods of transporta-

tion from one end of the city to the other, or from the city

to the suburbs; we are likewise called upon to find some

means by which the local traffic shall be benefited. Every-

thing which lessens cost of operation, increases speed, re-

duces intervals between cars, increases the number of cars

and makes extensions possible, aids rapid transit, no mat-

ter whether surface, underground or overhead.

\Vith the same cost of operation, provided the motive

power is materially cheapened, a greater number of cars

can be run, intervals can be shortened up. large cars can

be run in the place of small ones, better attention can be

afforded, cars can be better heated, lighted and cleaned;

they can make better time, people can be carried further

for the same money, branches can be opened in districts

which would otherwise not pay. and what is all important,

iRead before ihe American Institute of Electrical Engineers, June
19. i^SS.

horses and 1,410 cars; that the mileage made was 12,834,-

665, and the passengers carried 76,187,842.

Dividing the average daily mileage by the number of

horses, and multiplying the number of horses in a team, we
find only 10.26 miles as the average daily duty for all teams,

sick or well. Horses which are on duty make from 12 to

14 miles.

On the West End road of Boston, which is now the larg-

est street railway combination in the world, having about

212 miles of track and over 8,000 horses. lo per cent, of

the horses are counted as being off duty from illness,

sprains, shoeing or other causes; and the balance of the

horses average about 12 miles a day. A car day is estima-

ted at 10 to II hours, and from 45 to 50 miles, and eight

horsesare allowed as the active force.

The rule given me by one of the officials of this company

as a fair one to determine a stable equipment is, to divide

the total daily mileage by the miles made in a car day and

multiply it by nine, adding what is necessary for hill horses.

Hence, if fifty miles is a car day duty, a daily run of 1,600

miles would require a stable equipment of 2SS horses, be-

sides those for hill work.

On the Fourth avenue line in New York, the stable

equipment is determined as follows: A car day is n
hours, and eight horses make about five trips, aggregating

about 50 miles. To this number is added ro per cent, for

illness, sprains, etc., and 10 per cent, for emergencies. On
this road is illustrated the influence of an important factor

in horse car work—that is, the position of the stables.

Morses from the upper stable are limited to 11 miles, or

otherwise they would have to make 22 miles, while horses

from the lower stable hate to make 133^ miles, or consid-

erably more.

The average cost of motive power per car day through-

out the United States, that is, for from ten to eleven hours

and trips aggregating from forty-five to fifty miles, is about

^4, This counts only those horses on actual duty on the

road. The cost of motive pfnver per car day for ecpial

mileage in Richmond is less than ^2 on the heaviest sort of

gi'adg work. The total operating expenses of a horse rail-

making the investment so large that none but roads having

heavy traffic can permit of the expense.

The conduit is necessarily large and costly in order to

accommodate sheaves of sufficient size to prevent too great

a loss in friction, and on account of the position of the

cable and pulleys it is difficult" to clean it. This large size

also makes it difficult to construct a conduit which will not,

because of the traffic and weather strains, be distorted and
have the slots forced together or apart. The depth varies

from two to three feet, more often the latter, and in any

city street this is almost certain to interfere with steam, gas,

or water pipes.

Each section of the Hne being a unit and operated fron;

one cable, a break in the cable will suspend the entire traffic

of that section.

A broken strand is apt to foul the grip and pile one car

on top of another, as happened in Philadelphia, or sud-

denly start a car which is at rest, as recently happened on

the 125th street line in this city. The cable is a heav)-,

cumbersome affair, i}^ inches diameter, and weighs about

13,000 pounds to the mile.

It is found that it is best to make these cables in 20,000

feet length.

If a cable is stranded it cannot be used until repaired;

if it is stretched i per cent, it is considered unsafe. These

weaknesses of the cable system render it necessary to have

a duplicate cable ready for instant use, and a double line of

sheaves.

With a full load not over about 20 to 25 per cent, of the

power of the engines is actually used for the propulsion of

the cars, the balance being for moving the cable. With

any light load the efficiency is even less. l!ul it has been

found advisable to have even greater power than this, most

of the companies having from two to four times as much
engine power as is required at any time, and from one and

a half to twice the boiler power. This is necessary, be-

cause if any part of the cable engine breaks the whole sec-

tion of the system is disabled.

Evcrj' turn in a cable brings a strain upon the grips and

reduces the life of a cable, and any increase in the speed
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at which a cable is driven likewise shortens its hfe.

Difiiculty exists in turning corners, expensive drums, and

oftentimes auxiliary cables being required. Constant

care and attendance is necessary in lubricating the carrying

and curve pulle)'s. and in taking care of the slots and

switches, the estimates for Boston being about $3.20

per day per mile of single track, requiring the time of one

man per mile. It is impossible to work turnouts, cross-

overs or sidings without auxiliary cables, or to operate sin-

gle tracks.

A hne once being put in, any extension is expensive and
difficult because of the terminal machinery which is neces-

sary and the definite length of the cable.

The speed is limited; a car cannot travel faster than the

cable and thus recover lost time, except on down grades;

nor can it travel more slowly except by permitting the cable

toslip. The regular speed then, must be the same in the

most crowded sections of the street as in the less populated

sections.

The starting is often with a jerk, and the whole motion

of a lurching, unequal, unpleasant character, exceedingly

disagreeable when first experienced.

Success in the cable railway system considered by itself

depends largely upon the condition that a line of reasona-

able length shall be so located as to warrant frequent car

service.

The chief advantages of a cable are, the cheapness, as

compared with horse power, of operating a heavily patron-

ized road at a comparatively fixed rate of speed with no re-

gard whatever to grade or gravity; but this cheapness is

not inherent to the cable system, but due rather to the fact

that steam has such a tremendous advantage over horses.

The motive power operating expenses varies from 50 to 70
of the cost of operating by horses.

Now, what is it that electricity by some of its systems
promises us for the ordinary street traffic? What are its ad-
vantages? First, it will do the work, and in a far more sat-

isfactory manner and at a greatly lessened cost of opera-

tion than with horses. Electricity is simply an agent for

which we have to pay a certain proportion to carry the

power of our steam engines to take the place of the horse.

Since not only on levels but also on the up and down grades

an electric car can be run much faster than a horse car,

and because it can be gotten under way and stopped much
more quickly, the mileage with any given number of cars

can be increased, the mean running speed increased, and
the same time intervals made with a less number of cars; or,

on the other hand, shorter intervals be made with a given
number of cars. The equipment wilt occupy about 35 per
cent, less space, the horse space being saved, and this fact,

together with the ability to back when necessary, and to

quickly gain headway, enables an electric car in narrow and
crowded streets to work a passage through where horse
cars would be at a dead stand still. Not only can cars run
down grade faster, but also with much more safety, because
of the possibility of the instant reversal of the motors in

the event of the parting of the brake chain; and when ar-

riving at the top of a grade, the faster a motor runs the

better. It has not got to be held in to save it.

The riding of an electrical car is far easier than that of

any cable or horse car, starting or stopping more easily,

and being in a large measure free from lurching and oscil-

lation. The cars are much cleaner. They can be brilliantly

lighted, and they can be heated by electricity. There is no
dust such as rises from the heels of horses. The sanitary

conditions are entirely altered, and the health and comfort
of the whole population is conserved. Stables with ail

their unsavory characteristicsand the consequent depreciation

so the value of adjacent real estate disappear. No sand if

needed on the pavements, and the pavements are not so

quickly worn out; often no center paving is necessary. It

becomes feasible to operate branch lines, and also combina-
tions of grades, curves, and ill-conditioned streets which
would be prohibitory to any other system. It is not to be
claimed that any one system of electric traction has all

these advantages; but in some form or other they will be
found.

It has been said that an extended system cannot be oper-

ated by electricity, that the lines may break down, that a

large number of cars cannot be operated simultaneously,
especially when bunched up, that wires burn out, that

brushes burn up.

True, these things have happened, and in case of defec-
tive workmanship or carelessness they may happen again.
Although electricity is a force of unknown nature, and we
know it by its effects, it is folly to hold that whatever faults

in machinery exist or accidents occur do not come within a
very narrow and limited category; and powerful and mys-
terious as it is, and answering an impulse with the rapidity

of lightning, it is at the same time the most tractable and
law abiding agent with which we have to deal.

There is not a freak of which it is capable which we can
not guard against. It has not an attribute of which we
cannot make positive use. It has no power of damage
which cannot be controlled.

The development of its application, the mistakes which
have been made and the accidents which have occurred are

but the milestones and guideposts of the highway to suc-

cess.

Were it not for the occasional failures there could be no
advance.

As a matter of fact there is no apparatus for the trans-
mission of energy that compares in simplicity and
efficiency with the dynamo-eleclrie machine and the elec-

Iric motor. There is no machine in existence which, when
ihoroughiy and well built and decently cared for is less liable

to get out of order, and will stand harder usage and greater
variations of work, wilh a minimum of attendance and care.

A motor has but one moving part, and that has a rotary
motion. Its torsional effort under given conditions is a
constant, and when properly buill and proportioned some
types have over a wide range the remarkable and unique
quality of having this torsional effort vary as the square of
the current used, a feature of marked importance in traction
work.

As modern as the motor is, the peculiarities of all its phases

are just as well known and capable of just as graphic rep-

resentation and forecast, as are those of the steam engine.

This can best be shown by reference to some curves which
illustrate the characteristics of some of the Richmond mo-
tors, and have the same significance that an indicator dia-

gram has for an engine.

For convenience these curves are plotted on both sides of

the axis of X. The ampere turns on one leg of the field

magnet are plotted as abscissce. The curve A gives the

characteristic of the machine when run as a series dynamo
on a variable external resistance at S56 revolutions. B C
represents the equation of counter electromotive force with

an initial electromotive force of 400 volts. I have allowed

an increase in the actual resistance of the machine of 10 per

cent, for heating and other causes. The speed of the arma-
ture, the miles per hour made by a car with the Richmond
gearing, the tractive effort in pounds for one motor, and the

horse power units are, for convenience, all laid off as nega-
tive ordinates. Equal units of horse power and torque are

laid off as abscissi:"e, so as to make the maximum points co-

incident.

The first important curve which we have to get is the

speed of the motor in terms of its current. We have the

law that the speed is directly proportional to the counter

electromotive force developed, and inversely proportional to

the strength of the field. In other words, the speed curve

E D C, \n terms of the current, is plotted from the curves

O A and B C, and the speed for any current is found by
multiplying 856 revolutions by the ratio of the ordinates cor-

responding to that current.

The next curve with which we have to deal is that of the

be done at 50 per cent, efficiency; O A^and P, showing
the equations which are constantly in practice.

In the actual computation 10 per cent, extra is allowed
for losses from friction and so forth.

With the Richmond gearing, and a car equation of horse

power = 4.8 7/. we would have a car weghing 14,700 pounds
sent up a 10 per cent, grade at 4.82 miles per hour, and eacli

motor would take 30 amperes of current. If the grade or

weight were increased, the curve N would be carried

toward C> .^// or if the ratio of gearing is changed, then,

with the curve O yV in its fixed position, the weight of car

or grade would be increased, although the speed of the car

would be reduced. Other curves are shown, L K showing
the tractive effort of the motor in terms of its speed, and
//showing the tractive effort in terms of the current; the

tractive effort varying, of course, as the work divided by the

speed.

The variety of problems which can be worked out from
these curve sheets is very large, and they become of vital

importance in dealing with any new work. Nothing could

show more clearly the value of a mass of iron in the field

magnets (as I have always held to be the proper method of

building motors), and the exceptional qualifications of mo-
tors for tractive purposes. Any change in the switch or any
change in the potential will vary these curves materially.

One fact, however, is to be noted; no matter how the field

may be changed,- the speed of the motor at 50 per cent.

efficiency is a constant.

The connection of the motor to the driving wheels has
been'attempted in a great variety of ways, and nearly every

mechanical device possible has been used. Often the mo-

work of the motor in terms of the current; that is, the curve

O F C, which intersects the axis of A' and at the same point

as the curves of speed in terms of the current and the coun-
ter electromotive force.

A third and most important curvt is that of the work of
the motor in terms of its speed, which is the curve D G
plotted from the curves E D C and F C, with the horse
power units transferred to the axis of X as abscissre. For
instance, following the negative ordinate for 30 amperes, we
find, at the proper intersection, a speed of 630 revolutions of

the armature, or 4. 82 miles per hour of the car; and, in the
intersection of the work curve, that 11.65 horsepower is de-
veloped. These two values give us the point S as one of

the points of the work curve, and so on.
Referring to the work required to be expended on a car,

we have from the formula

—

horse power
W 71 { k

-\- sine

where zc = wt. in lbs.,

n — miles per hour,
/' = resistance to traction in lbs. per ton on level,

o = angle of grade,

the work which is required for any grade, speed and weight.

Hence for any given conditions we can plot the equation
horse power = a n, and by its intersection with the curve
D G, find at what speed the car will be moved by the mo-

tors and what current is required if we know the gearing.

On the other hand, if we assume that a certain load on a

certain grade shall be handled, and we elect that it shall be
done with a certain efficiency of the motor, or on a certain

part of the work curve, we can draw the car curve for this

intersection and then deduce the speed of the car and, from
it, what must be the ratio of gearing to enable the car to be
handled by Ihc motors under these conditions. Four of

such car curves are drawn— /?, which shows the maxi-
mum which could be moved; AT, which shows what can

tors are carried upon the car body and connection
made with the wheels, which should bear a variable posi-
tion relative to the car. by means of friction wheels, sprocket
wheels and chains, or by belts, i-opes or wire chains with
tightening devices. The motor armature has been mounted
directly on the axle,, and also hung on a frame between the
axles, being connected to both wheels by cranks and side
rods, necessitating equal speeds of revolution of the motor,
armature and the wheels.

These methods are all crude and unsatisfactory. They
are makeshifts and ignore the most important and essential
facts which have been developed in car and motor construc-
tion. There is to my mind only one good way to connect
a motor, and this is to center the motor upon the axle, sup-
porting it flexibly from the car body or the car truck, and
driving by gearing with one or two reductions according to
the service which is demanded. This is the only way in

which an absolutely safe and positive connection can be de-
pended upon both for ordinary work and for the normal
and sudden strains called for in emergency.

Properly made, the friction of this method of reduction is

very low, the motion is smooth and free, and reasonably
noiseless.

The proposition to couple tiie motor so that it shall make
the same number of revolutions as the axle ignores one of
the most important points which makes light weight in mo-
tors possible, and that is the high speed at which'the arma
ture can be run.

I have pointed out, in describing the curve characteristics
of a motor, one of the essentials \o determine the proper
ratio of reduction for any motor when required to do a given
work, I may here add a bri_ef formula, which will^also
serve as an index in lliis matter;' Let/ equal the maxi-
mum velocity in feet per minute at which an armature at

any time is allowed to travel; n the number of miles per
hour to be made by the car; £> the diameter of the car
wheel in inches; //the diameter of the armature in inches.
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Then the ratio of the gearing must be expressed by the
equation:

fD
R =

SS n d
For instance, lety' ;= 4,000, n = 12, Z> = 30 and </ :^ 10;

about the values which exist in street car work. Then

4,000 X 30 125

and this should be made in

largest trucks, let/= 4,000,

"l~hen

SS X 12 + 10 n
two reductions. As in our
n = 35, Z> — 42 and d= 18.

J? -

4,000 X 42

8 X 35 X iS

100

In the application of electricity we are limited to no one
system; we have a choice which will permit us to meet any
exigencies or conditions of traffic. There are two kinds of

application.

In one each car is perfectly independent of the other,

receiving its charge at the central station and acting as an

e.xcessive wciylit of battery which is necessary under the
conditions of service which are met with in this country,
from 3,400 lo 4.000 pounds being the ordinary weight.
Not over ten per cent, of lead in these batteries is act-
ually used for -storage. On account of the weight and the
room whicli tiu- battery takes up^ there has to be a radical
change in the construction of the cars, and while old cars
can be made use of by a great deal of p&.tching, it is not
advisable to attempt this. This change makes the present
cars useless, and likewise increases the cost of new car
bodies.

Then again, while the tracks as they exist may stand the
additional weight of motors on a four-wheel car, the addi-
tional weight of battery, making the total wefght on a given
wheel-base duuble what it was before, will render it neces-
sary on a great many tracks to relay the road bed, or to put
in S-wheel cars. Of course these objections are not so se-

rious on a new road as they are on an old one.

But I confidently expect to see, in the not so very distant
future, the weight of battery necessary to handle a car re-

duced one-half; this, besides overcoming some of the ob-
jections which exist now, will halve the expense of
handling them at the central station, and will also allow
the present standard width of aisle to be maintained.

of operation by horses. This is about double the cost of
the direct system of supply on a large scale.

Eut the storage battery is not going to stand still.

Many men with abundant capital are striving for im-
provement, and I think there is but little question that bat-

teries will be reduced in weight, increased in capacity, and
made far more efficient and long-lived.

The conduit and overhead systems have one point in

common. Both are dependent upon a central station, and
the actual cost of operation (except for the care and main-
tenance of the conduit itself) would be about the same.
There is, however, a great difference of investment. Both
must have about the same amount of copper, and to be
effective, about the same distribution.

The difference of cost then is practically the difference

between pole erection and conduit laying, and this will be
from $25,000 to ^30,000 per mile. As an investment of

course it means that with the conduit very much more money
has to be earned. The electrical conduit can be built for

less money than a cable conduit, because it can be made of

less depth, but it cannot be built without due regard to the

strains of street traffic and weather, and with proper drain-

age and cleaning facilities. The advantages of the conduit

are chiefly that there are overhead obstructions. Its dis-
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individual uuit. The storage battery nrethod is such a sys-

tem.

The other is a system of direct supply, and, unlike the

battery system, where the energ)'^ of the steam is four times

converted, it suffers only two losses. In this system the

current is delivered directly to the line, from which the mo-
tors as they move along derive their current. There are

several forms of conductors, center and side rails, the main

tracks, conductors carried in conduits, and overhead. Either

a complete metallic circuit may be used, or one conductor

with the rail and earth return. The machines can be oper-

ated under three different systems—the series, multiple

series and parallel circuit distribution.

Of these various plans, I shall discuss only three—the

storage battery, the conduit and the single overhead wire

svstem with underneath contact carried on the car, and

for the systems of distribution the parallel circuit system

only.

The storage batter}' from the time of its first introduc-

tion to the public has offered a tempting solution to the

application of electricity for surface transit. The great ad-

vantage of the batter)' system is that while most of the

advantages of an electric system are retained, such as per-

fect control of the car, ease of manipulation, cleanliness

and so forth, each car in itself becomes an independent

unit not dependent upon any general accident to a system.

As attractive a solution as the storage battery at first sight

seems, there are many points of disadvantage in the present

state of its development. One of the most important is the

The present excessive cost and unknown depreciation of

the battery, its lack of efficiency, limited capacity, the fact

that only a portion of the charge can be taken out with

safety, and the reduction of its output when sudden de-

mands are made upon it, are all of such a character as to

leave wide room for improvement. The loss of efficiency

in conversion I do not esteem of such vast importance, be-

cause, in any large system where the engines are kept

going under a steady load, the cost of operation will not be

so very much more than where operating under continually

varying loads. The limited rate of discharge, as well as

the limited capacity, limits the grade work to which a bat-

tery car can be subjected. For instance, as batteries and
cars are now made, we can easily have the following com-
binations of weights:

Pounds.

Weight of car Si^oo

Batteries 3.6oo

Motors and other apparatus 2,000

Si.xty-five passengers g.ioo

Total 19,700

To start and to accelerate this load on, say a 6 per cent,

grade, demands a discharge rate which no storage battery

company cares to recommend.
As near as it is possible for us to get at a correct esti-

mate, on a new road of moderate grades a storage battery

system could be operated at about 80 per cent, of the cost

advantages are, besides its great cost, the lack of cleanli-

ness, increased possibilities of leakage, and greater difficulty

of repair in case of accident. Recognizing, however, the
demand which exists in certain places for a conduit, we
have developed such a system which has many of the same
elements of simplicity and reliability that our overhead sys-

tem possesses.

The working conductor carried in the conduit is divided
into sections, which at intervals of every block or half
block, as desired, are connected through automatic cut-outs

in manholes to the main conductor, which is continuous
and inclosed in a lead or iron covered cable. Any acci-

dent to a section, such as flooding, short' circuiting, and so
forth, will simply cutout that particular block,

{To be continued.)

In the United States Circuit court in New York, July 13th,

Judge Wallace handed down a decision denying the applica-

tion of the American Bell Telephone company to have the
private telephone of William T. Ketsell removed. The
machine in question is in private use at the Hotel Madison,
and Judge Wallace holds that there is no occasion for any
such application.

In the article on "Electric Storage," page 4, No, i, Vol.
Ill,, second column, twelfth line, "pressed," should read
"passed," and in the tenth line of second column of succeed-

ing page, "plates" should read "poles."
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In THE death of Alderman Tliomas C. Clarke
Chicago loses a councillor who was always on
the side of progress. He was an earnest advo-
cate of electric light for city illumination and to

him in a large measure belongs the credit of es-

tablishing the plant which the city now possesses.

The increasing demand for electrical appa-
ratus of every kind is shown by the large num-
ber of companies which are formed every week.
Some of these companies will e.xist probably on
paper only, but a large proportion is formed
with the object of entering actively into the elec-
trical field.

T.iGHTNiNG struck the insane asylum at
Mineola, L. I., recently and played a number
of t|ueer pranks in the institution, chipping
plaster from the walls and burning holes in pa"-

lients' blankets. But the most singular fact in

c;onnection with the case is that the institution
was .struck by lightning forty years ago, thus dis-
proving the theory that lightning never strikes
twice in the same place.

It .seems from Mr. Freeman's letter that the
report ()f the proceedings of the Order of Kail-
way Telegraphers, in annual session at Indian-
apolis, Ind., published June 30th, was in error in
announcing that the order had voted down a res-
olution favoring government telegrajihy. As
inilividuals, the operators are divided, and when
the subject came up at tiie convention, it was
tabled instead of being voted down.

In the extract from 'J'homas Stevens' article
published la.st week in which he gave an account
of Persiantelegraph operators, this sentence ap-
pears: "One or two have married American
women, but by doing so have lost caste, much as
a man does out west by marrying a .stjuaw."
'I'his was the te.xt of the original article from
which the extract was taken. Since its publi-
cation Mr, Stevens has ha.stcned to explain that

the word should be "Armenian" instead of
" American." This adjusts matters properly,

and I'emoves a terrible slur for which JS-Ir.

Stevens does not wish to be responsible.

New York's Board of Electrical Control did

not hold the sessions announced for last week on
account of the death of a daughter of Secretary

Moss. The final postponement was to Monday
of this week. The importance of the subject to

be discussed, that is, virtually, the comparative
advantages and disadvantages of the continuous

and alternating current .systems, attracted many
persons who were disappointed in the delay.

Municipal rapid transit is a subject of great

and steadily increasing importance in every large

citv in the country. Frank J. Sprague took up
the solution of the matter before the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers June loth, and
we publish the first part of his paper in this

issue. Without entering upon a comment on
his paper, we will simply call attention to it, fully

realizing that it will receive the most careful

perusal from evei'y reader.

The USE and abuse of "Patent applied for"
Commissioner Benton J. Hall proposes to cur-

tail. As will be noted in our New York corre-

spondence, he has issued a revision of the rules

of practice in the patent office, and proposes to

do away as far as possible with the practice

some inventors have intlulged in of postponing
the issue of a patent, after establishing a right

to it, meanwhile marketing goods protected by
"patent applied for," and thus extending the

life of the patent, in some cases, to even twenty-

one years.

Many of those who use the electric lights of

the United States Electric Lighting company's
arc lights in New York city have grumbled be-

cause the wires have not been put underground,
but their grumbling cea.sed when the current
was cut off a few nights ago, pursuant to the

order of the Board of Electrical Control. The
consumers then cared not where the wires were,

so long as they were supplied with light. It re-

quires such incidents as this to teach a great
many persons that the electric light has become
a necessity in the community.

Many times a termination of the cable war
has been confidently jjredicted by those who
seemed to be in authority, and time has proven
the predictions not well founded. Again it is

announced that Messrs. Gould and Mackay have
reached an understanding and have executed
most of the contracts involved. There seems to

be no question that the 72 J cent rate which has
prevailed for some time was not a living rate,

and that sooner or later it would have to be
raised or the business of the companies suffer

severely. The promise at the time of writing is

for a doubling of the rate.

There is every indicatio.i of a prolonged fight

between one of the electric light companies in

New York city and the Board of Electrical

Control. There is something to be said for each
of the contestants. On the one hand, it is said

that the conduits are not in good condition, and
this view is taken by several eminent electricians.

On the other side, it is urged that the overhead
conductors are in a dangerous condition and
should not be allowed to remain to menace the
lives of pedestrians. This opinion seems to be
held by almo.st every one not interested in the
comi)anies. The progress of the fight will be
watched with interest.

The New York Sun in a two-column tirticle

])roceedsto give reasons for answering in the affir-

mative the ipiestion, " Has Brooklyn 'a gang 'to
clieck electric light competition?' In other
words, reasons are given for believing that the
two electric light companies which ojierate in

the city, have made a deal with city authorities
to prevent any other organization from obtain-
ing a franchise The statements are based on
complaints of the Brooklyn Edi.son company,
which has tried in v;iin to obtain a footing in tlie

city. The two companies as well as representa-

tives of the city government indignantly deny
that any deal to strangle competition has been
effected.

In the death of Hiram Sibley of Rochester.
N. Y., another pioneer in the telegraphic field

passes away. He was a man of remarkable ex-
ecutive ability, of great perseverance and tireless

energy. His efforts in uniting bankrupt tele-

graph companies resulted in an organization
which gave to the country the first reliable tele-

graphic service. ."Vlthough he amassed a fortune
by his labors, the country was a larger gainer
than he. Although Si years of age at the time
of his death, he was active in business to the last.

The seventh annual 7neeting of the As.soci-

ation of Railway Telegraph superintendents, was
held in New York last week, and we pi'esent a
very full report of the proceedings of the con-
vention.

Commander Brown gave an interesting des-
cription of the manner in which standard time
is ascertained and transmitted over the various
railway telegraph lines, and the formal paper on
electric welding by Otis K. Stuart, which has
especial interest to telegraph superintendents in-

asmuch as it is quite probable that electric welds
will take the place of joints in lines, also at-

tracted attention.

The committee who had in charge the pro-
posed substitution of another character than
the long dash for the cipher in the Morse al-

phabet, reported the results of their investigation
and the association wisely concluded to make
no change and discharged the committee.

Naturally, the system of train telegraphy on
the Lehigh Valley road demanded the stud'y of
the association and it received its full share of
the time at the disposal of the association. An
important statement was made in the discussion
of this subject, that all wrecking trains on that
road have been provided with instruments and
are in communication with headquarters until
the wreck is cleared away and the train returns.
This feature of train telegraphy is very import-
ant, and its benefits will probably not' be more
quickly or thoroughly appreciated than by mem-
bers of the association who inspected the sys-
tem.

The time and place for the next meeting were
fixed for the third Wednesday in October, and
Atlanta, Ga.

In a recent article on women as inventors,
the fact is pointed out that, while many inven-
tions have been patented during the last six
months by members of the fair sex, no electrical
appliance is in the number. It is suggested that
here is a field in which woman mav exercise her
ingenuity. Certainly she would be'welcomed by
her talented brothers. The New York Sun says
on this subject: " There is one field of mode'rn
progress in which women might easily comjiete
with men, but in which, with the exception of one
medical device, no patent was granted to women
during the period here written of. Hundreds tif

patents have been issued to men for improve-
ments in electrical appliances, but there seems
to be no woman electrician. Hundreds of
further improvements and discoveries will doubt-
less be made. We are only just beginning to
harness electricity for the benefit of the race. Is
there any good reason why woman should not
help put the bit in its mouth? If some of the
young ladies who devote a good many hours a
day to the practical working of electrical ma-
chines should devote one or two more to the
study of what is now called electrical science,
they might perhaps make for themselves some-
thing of fortune and fame, 'Some one,' Mr.
Edison once remarked facetiously to a reporter,
•will yet tap the northern lights and use the cur-
rent thus obtained to run the world's enero-ies.'
There seems to be no good reason why a woman
shoultl not do this, if any one does. It is true
that only a very few of the inventors among men
obtain fame, or even considerable wealth, in re-
turn for their inventions. To make money out
of an invention requires business capacitv as well
as inventive talent; but it is certain that time,
talent, energy, and capital invested in new in-
ventions tld pnnluce, on the whole, enormiHis
returns."
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Practical Telephony.

Bv Tims. 1). LiicKwooD.

PART XII.

The ailments likely to attack the receiv-

ing and transmitting- elements of the tele-

plume considered individually have already been

pointed ont in the preceding papers of this series.

It remains to consider these features in relation

with their auxiliary appliances.

10. Sometimes a singing is heard in the tele-

phone, as it is placed to the ear. This may be

due to electrical changes occurring on the line,

or t)n the other hand, it may be caused by some-

thing going on in the local circuit of the trans-

mitter. Only experience can enable a man to

tell at once, to which of these causes, any spe-

cial disturbance is attributable. But it is grati-

fying to note that it does not retpiire a large dose

of the said experience. If the humming or sing-

ing be loud, raspy, and subject to frequent

change, it is outside; and after any one has once

indentihed the noise resulting from electric light

or power induction; or the intelligently sound-

ing clicks of Morse telegrapK, he will never

mistake either for anything else. If, however,

the singing is soft and gentle though persistent,

and if though soft, it has a near kind of sound,

it may be assumed that there is something out of

the way with the local transmitter circuit, and

this may be a loose connection; a collection of

chemical salts at some joint arising from the use

of chlorides in soldering; a defect in the battery;

the use of too large a battery; or the repulsion

of the transmitter electrodes.

There is nothing easier than the detection of

this trouble. Vou will remember that the receiv-

ing telephone when in use is actually included in

thelinecircuit. Keepon listening.andgentlypart

the carbon and platinum electrodes with the fin-

gers. .\ click will be heard at the moment of

parting, and after that—if the trouble be in the

local circuit—silence. If the noise keeps on

while the electrodes are separated, the trouble

must be looked for outside.

But supposing that the noi.se disappears, and

that speculation is thus turned into certainty, we
have now to hunt down the precise character and

location of the trouble.

There are three points in the local circuit pecu-

liarly susceptible to defect, and just as the

strength of a chain, is measurable by its weak-

est link, so the efficiency of a transmitter is to

be guaged by the condition of the local circuit

at these three points, which are:

ist. The point of contact between the elec-

trodes.

2d. The point where the battery circuit is

open when at rest, that is, the switch contact.

3d. The battery it.self.

Look therefore at these points. Rub a piece

of very fine emery papei" between the electrodes;

clean the switch surfaces, and clean the battery.

If after all this, the objectionable noise is still

heard, change the battery, for the battery is the

mo.st prolific cause of this trouble, and the for-

mation of white lead under the cap, in its first

stages, is one of the most likely first causes in

the battery which lead to such results.

There is not much more to say about the user's

outfit.

If the distant converser can be clearly heard,

but can't hear, it is to be recollected, that it is at

least quite as likely that the fault is in the man
as in the instrument. Be sure and find this out

before you alter at all. A regular user may have

a big bass voice and be in the habit of getting

close up to his instrument, and then bellowing

like the celebrated bull of Bashan. The man
who looks after his telephone, aware of this lit-

tle idiosyncracy, keeps this particular transmit-

ter screwed up tight.

But Brazenlungs has a friend who has a voice

low and gentle, and who roars as gently as a

sucking dove. In accordance with the eternal

fitness of things, our modest friend stands a

foot away from the transmitter, which, being ad-

justed for a close and loud voice, of course fails

to work. Don't alter the transmitter, but give

Brazenlungs a lesson. Tell him that if he is

fully determined to break the rules of the coni-

pany by letting people who don't pay for it

use his telephone, the way to do it veil is to

show them how to do it. That he must get his

little friend to stand well up to the instrument

and assume a courage, though he has it not;

and of course, if the circumstances are reversed,

Mr. Titmouse must in like manner be taught to

teach his friend Brazenlungs to modify his fe-

rocity, to stand off a proper distance, and to speak
as if he could see the person he were speaking
to, and not as if the said person were miles

away.

Never forget that you always have a testing

medium at hand in the person of the hand tele-

phone quite independent of any condition of the

transmitter battery. By this, the condition of the

line may always be ascertained.

In put'ting up a telephone set in the first place,

instead of placing the backboard flat on the

wall, a good way is to first fasten up with screws
or nails two stout cleats or pieces of wood a lit-

tle less in length than the width of the base-

board, and about an inch and a quarter or an
inch and a half square, and then to .screw up the

baseboard to that. By so doing, a recess is pro-

vided behind the baseboard, and between it and
the wall, where wires may be run if wanted, and
where the telephone book or subscriber's list

may conveniently be kept.

Before finally fixing the telephone board on
the wall, it is also well to consult the person who
is going to use it about the height which will be
convenient. In residences, for example, where
telephones are more used by ladies than by any
one el.se, they will usually have to be mounted
lower than in business places.

It should never be taken for granted that a

subscriber knows all about the telephone and its

use. Too frequently I fear a telephone is set up
and left without a word of instruction as to how
it should be used. The. man who does the work
assumes that the new subscriber knows as much
about the operation as he does—and indeed,

sometimes he does—and without a word of in-

struction or advice how to work the instrument,

off he .goes, leaving the unfortunate new comer
to work out the telephonic salvation as best he
may. Now, I hold that, if there were more in-

telligent work put in in the way of properly edu-
cating subscribers, there would be much less dis-

satisfaction in operation, and the telephone ex-

change business as a whole would go along much
more smoothly than it does in many places.

A new hand with the telephone should be in-

structed to ring smartly, and then to put the re-

ceiver at once to his ear; that he can talk through
the receiver if his regular transmitter will not

work; that it is w/ his duty to poke the trans-

mitter diaphragm with a pencil, and that it is his

duty to notify the central station at once if any-

thing goes wrong. He ought to be shown that

a distance of three inches or thereabouts is usual-

ly the proper distance between his lips and the

mouthpiece; that he should not shout or whisper,

but speak in his natural tone; and that the re-

ceiver ought to be pressed close to his ear.

It is also advisable to inform him of the idea

and principle of central office work, and to per-

suade him to visit the central station.

There is no better way to get him to see that

he is not the only man who has to be attended

to, and that the young ladies at the central office

have no time for fancy work and novel reading,

occupations which the average subscriber has a

rooted belief they are ordinarily engaged in.

He should be told that when the operator in-

forms him that a line is busy, she doesn't mean
his line, but the line he has asked for; he ought
also to be made to see the necessity for promptly
answering his own calls, and that if he does his

part well he is in fact aiding the general service;

also, that if he has a boy or any one besides him-

self to answer his calls they should in turn be

instructed how to do it. Tell him that the time

will seem- long while he is waiting for a connec-

tion, but get him to time himself with his watch

once or twice, so that he can see that the delay

is more imaginary than anything else; and he

not only will never forget it, but will call the at-

tention of others to it, and thus do good mission-

ary work. It is not enough that he should be

advi.sed in the printed book that he has no right

to allow Tom and Jerry to use his telephone.

Call this to his attention. He will think no doubt

that this is a hardship at first, but if you show
him the necessity for the rule and for its observ-

ance he will probably grow to regard it as a wise

provision for the interests of the subscribers.

I.et him see that some subscriber may be using
his line, .when some other subscriber having
real business for him calls for him, and is of

course told that his line is busy. Thus he is de-
prived of the communication with his friend on
account of his good nature; or he himself call-

ing another number may fail to get it for the
same reason. It is evident that the rule is made
for the good of the subscribers.

.Another point which every subscriber should
be taught at the outset is the absolute advantage
of ringing off, for disconnection. If one thinks
of it, what a reform in our entire central office

practice could be effected if every subscriber
could be relied upon to "ring off " every time.

If this were done every time, there would be no
more "dan-inable iteration" of the phrase, un-
euphonious though uttered in dulcet tones, ".\re

you through?" there would be no more necessity
for the operators to interrunt conversation at all,

for they would soon learn that No. 619 or 827,
as the case may be, always rings when he had
finished talking. It will always, of course, be
the duty of the operator to come into the cir-

cuit for the purpo.se of a.scertaining whether the
"ring-off" is absolute, or whether either one of

the two that have been talking wish now to talk

with a third.

Strange as it may seem, the operators soon
learn from the character of the ring of a sub-
scriber whether he has really concluded his bus-
iness for the time or whether he wants some one
else. Usually the disconnecting ring proper is

much shorter and sharper than a ring denoting
any other wish.

-Another good point to instruct either a new
or any other subscriber upon is the following:

Quite frequently we will hear a subscriber com-
ment in a grumbling way upon the price per
annum which he has to pay for the luxury of a
telephone e.vchange connection. Suppose for
example he has to pay $100 a year. You tell

him it would be a mighty poor office boy he
wouldn't have to pay as much as that for; but
the 'argument doesn't reach his business ear.

Then you show him that it is clear that it pays
him to expend this enormous sum, if it did not,

he would soon dispense with the telephone; but
you find that this argument too fails to appeal
to his intelligence. He will sav, "The fact that

to keep up with my conqjetitors I am compelled
to buy your wares, is by no means a proof that

you are not charging me too much." The
real essence of his mistake would seem to

be, that unless properly instructed, he con-
founds the telephone with the service. He
can't see why he should pay $100 a year for

an instrument which he is told only costs from
three to five dollars. Let him once clearly com-
prehend that it isn't the telephone he is paying
for at all; that a telephone would be of no use
to him, set up and connected if he was not al-

lowed to use it, and that therefore it is the use
that he pays for; the power of calling up and
conversing with any one of the two or three

thousand persons w-ho also rent telephones, and
the matter is at once on a different basis. With
this understanding he sees at once why he ought
to pay more in a large exchange than in a small
one. Why? Simplj' for the same reason that

when he advertises, an advertisement that goes
with the paper in which it is printed into the

hands of 200,000 people is certainly worth more
than one which reaches a constituency of 5,000.

Carrying out the newspaper comparison, which
is the best existing- parallel to the telephone, you
can easily get )-our subscriber to see— if he be a
reasonable man, and subscribers usually are rea-

sonable when well treated—that it would be just

as proper that he should have his advertisement
printed for a year for two cents, the price of the

paper, as that he should get his service^ for the

cost of the telephone, to say nothing of the

price of the line, apparatus and maintenance.
.\nd to inspectors and others who visit tele-

phone subscribers, I would say, always be cour-
teous. No matter what a subscriber says, pre-

serve your temper, and be pleasant, and show
him that you are there to help him; don't an-

swer him in his own coin but stick to business,

and soon you will be welcomed, and when a sub-

scriber sees that nothing but pleasant words
come from you, he will, ten to one, adopt your
way himself.

{To h coiili/mci/.)
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Railway Telegraph Superintendents.

The seventh annual meeting of the Association of Rail-

way Telegraph Superintendents convened at the Murray

Hill Hotel, New York City, Wednesday. July nth. The

meeting was called to order at to o'clock a. m. by President

<;. L. Lang, of Boston.

The following members were present: G. C. Kinsman,

Wabash Ry., Decatur. 111.; F. W. Drew (Secy). C. & E. I.

Chicago; G. S. [ones, 111 C:entral, Chicago; G. E. Simp-

son C N. &St."P,, Milwaukee; S. S.Bogart, West Shore,

Weehawken, N. T.; T. B. Shaw, N. Y. P. ^S: O., James-

town. N. Y.; C. W. ilanimond. Mo. Pac.St. Loms, Mo.;

T. f. Hio-trins, C, C, C & I., Cleveland, Ohio; C. A.

Darlton, R? uS:. P., Washington. D. C; N. E. Smith, N.

V. & n'. H., New Haven, Ct.; E. A. Smith, Fitchburg

Ry Boston- T- D. Gibbs, Mo. Pac, Sedalia, Mo.; E. H.

Heri-. C, B. & Q-, Chicago; A. R. Swift, C. R. I. & P..

Chicao-o; H. C. Spragiie, K. C, Ft. S. &C., Kansas City,

Mo.;*H. F. Houghton. Wabash Ry., Butler, Ind.; C. T.

Williams, N. Y. C. & St. L., Cleveland, Ohio; C. E. Top-

ping {now Supt. U. S. Express Company), New York;

Robert Stewart, C. R. R. of N. J., Elizabeth, N. J.; J.

Stenson, L. I. R. R,, New York; T- W. Lattig, L. V. R. R.,

Bethlehem. Pa.; F. P. Cummings, N. Y. N. H. & H. R.

R.; liorace Johnson, Grand Central Depot, New York; I.

Cohen, H. & T. Central, Houston, Texas; H. B. Leonard,

N. N.'.S: U. V. Richmond. Va. ; W. J. Holmes, N. Y. L.

E. ^: W., New York.

The following new members were elected: A. E. Smith,

New Haven; N. B, Patterson, Mattoon, III. ; Robert Stew-

art, Elizabeth, N. J.; F. W. Wilson, Fort Wayne, Ind.;

|. E. Duval, Ottawa, Ont.; W. B. Blanton, Dubuque, Iowa;

T. A. Lockard, Atlanta, Ga.; J. G. Pinkerton, Amory,

Miss.; C. H. Hopkins, Norwich, N. Y.

After the reading and acceptance of the report of the

secretary and treasurer, Mr. Bogart, from the committee

appointed last year to examine the various devices for re-

cording the signals transmitted over telegraph wires, made
a verbal report. He had examined the self-starting regis-

ters manufactured by different firms, and those of the West-

ern Electric company and the E. S. Greeley & Co.. would

be included in the exhibit of those companies which, with

many others, would be ready for inspection Thursday

morning. It was the intention to have the register ope-

rated by an electric motor in lieu of a spring or weight.

President Lang, after announcing that the various exhib-

its would be ready for examination at nine o'clock next

morning, introduced to the meeting Commander A. D.

Brown, of the Naval Observatorj-, Washington, who, he

said, would explain to them some of the features in connec-

tion with the distribution of standard time.

Commander A. D. Brown then addressed the meeting as

follows

:

I was not aware until a few moments ago that I hadcome
here for the purpose of making any remarks before the

association, but I am very much obliged for the opportunity

of doing so, and wilt be very glad indeed to give any infor-

mation in my power. With reference to "The distribution

of standard time," I assume you do not care to know just

how the time is obtained, and that your object is more to

find out how it is distributed. I may say, however, that

the time is found from the stars, and not from the sun. In

fact, no regular astronomical observer uses the sun as a

source of obtaining the time. In brief, our observations are

taken every day. Every evening as early as possible the

number of stars is observed, and the standard mean time

clock is compared with the sidereal or star time clock on the

chronograph. The following morning the observations aie

worked up, and a comparison of the two clocks again made.

If ihei'e has been any great change in the barometer during

the night, it is allowed for in the rating of the sidereal

clock, as experience has demonstrated that the density of

the air has a great effect upon the rate of the clock. The
standard clock is allowed to run on from one year's end" to

the other without being touched. It is the practice with

some persons concerned in time service to place weights

upon the pendulum, or remove them as the case may de-

mand; but with us this is not done, because the standard

clock is not used to send out the lime, but another clock

called the transmitter is used ff>r that purpose. This trans-

mitter is used every day at 20 minutes of 12. The
officer who is taking the observations informs the

^^entleman in charge of the time service of the

results of his observations, and the latter then

' nmpares the standard with the transmitter by the

I hronograph, and having found how much the transmitter

is out, manipulates the pendulum by slowing it down or

hastening it, sf) as to make the seconds of the transmitter

show the correct eastern standard time. At 3^: minutes

before noon, the switch connecting the clock with the dis-

tributing system is turned, and a signal is .sent to the \Vest-

crn Union office. The means by which this is accom-
plished is briefly as follows: Two wheels are placed upon
the seconds arbor of the clock; the one has sixty teeth cut

in it with certain omissions; the other has but one tooth of

a peculiar shape. As these wheels revolve they impinge
upon L-crtain springs through which a circuit is normally con-

siatitly passing. Upon the top of the clock case is an arma-
ture with a peruliar hook-sliaped cf»ntact point, which as

the circuit is broken ihrnugh the spring, makes the circuit

on the eight point repeater which distributes the signal.

In this way, the break of the clock is changed to a tele-

graphic make. As the signals proceed, the last i'wc seconds
fif «-ach minute are omilled, and also the Iwenly-ninth second
of each minute. In this way ;i disl;int oper;itor is enablcil

10 know what portiuTi of ihe minute he is receiving, and he
only has to listen until he misses one beat. When taking
up the count', if he gets beyond (ifly he knows that it is not

I he last minute of the signal. Should, however, his count
slop at fifty, he knows that the next .signal will be noon.
At the observatory clock when eleven hours fifty-nine min-
utes and fifty seconds is reached, the switch is turned on to

the ci^nneclion with the second wheel, kn<jwn as the
"minute break," which as it revolves, impinges
aijainst another spring, and makes the telegraphic .signal

for an entire second. In this manner it is easy to recog-

nize the exact signal." In connection with the distribution

of time the observatory has adopted, after many years of ex-

perience and experiment, a system which it believes to be
the standard. It is known as the Gardner system of con-

trolling clocks. We have a line from the observatory to

the various public buildings in the city, upon which are

some 225 clocks. There are others also, connected with

the same line, making a total number in operation of about
400. This system has been in operation about four years,

and has given entire satisfaction. The clock is an ordinary

eight day clock, containing its own motive power. The office

of the electrical signal is merely to set it. the connection being
made by means of an attachment to the clock. When the

signal passes the hour, minute and second hand move to

zero; in other words, the clocks in Washington show 12

hours, no minutes and no seconds at the exact instant that

the same is shown by the observatory clock. The railroads

have recently had their attention called to this clock, and it

is now in use upon some of them. The Piedmont Air com-
pany, being on the spot, was naturally the first one to take

it up. The first request was for a clock in their office. This
worked so well that they afterward ordered a number, some
thirty, I think, which are now in use upon the line in the

train dispatcher's office, and I think Mr. Darlton will cor-

roborate me in the statement that they have given entire

satisfaction. It seems to me that there can be nothing

more important to the railroads of this country than a uni-

form standard of time upon which they can depend, and it

certainly must be a great comfort to any general superinten-

dent to know that at the instant of noon by the clock of the

observatory whence he derives his time, every train dis-

patcher's clock shows the same hour, minute and second.

In answer to an inquiry by the president Commander
Brown'said that the clocks in question could not be operated

by the signals sent from all obser\'atories. One of the

clocks had been left at Altoona to be tested by the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, but it did not give satisfaction, as the sig-

nal stroke sent from the Allegheny observatory was not suit-

able for it.

The president stated that all the roads running out of

Boston obtained their time from the Cambridge Observa-
tory.

Commander Brown in reply stated that every observatory

has a different signal, each from the other. The Naval ob-

servatory has had the railroad service in view for many
years.

Mr. Jones of Chicago, then stated that the Limited

Time company obtained its signals from three observato-

ries, viz.: Washington, Madison, and Evanston.
Commander Brown said it was a very bad practice ob-

taining time from three observatories. This had been
proved by experience at New York, where the local time

service is in charge of Mr. Ilamblet. Atone time he re-

ceived signals from {\vg different observatories. He made a

record every day of the error, and it was evident from look-

ing at it that by taking the mean we should get into

trouble.

Mr. Smith of New Haven, stated that there was almost
invariably a difference of one second between the time from
Washington and Yale obsen'atories.

Commander Bro.wn stated that in Washington they pay
more attention to accuracy and details. At one observ-

atory the weather may be cloudy, and at another clear. It

is much better to take the time from one observatory and
stick to it.

Mr. Jones of Chicago, said that the matter of standard
time was assuming considerable importance in the West,
and when a proper system was shown, it would be gener-

ally adopted. lie was not aware whether it was safer to

rely for accuracy upon the enthusiasm of professors or the

competition developed between private parties.

Mr. Herr of Chicago, stated that he had been using for

about four months eight self-winding clocks located at va-

rious points, which had been synchronized by signals from
Chicago; lately, however, Mr. Pond had started a time

company, and was receiving time signals from two observato-

ries. He proposes to synchronize his business comprising
different systems and clocks; it has been doing* very well.

They synchronize only when the variation is less than half a

minute,

Mr. Darlton said that the Gardner clocks were in use on
the Richmond and E>anville linfi^ over an extent of 2,500
miles. They are set at noon e.xh day. The signals are

sent over the railroad wires from Washington. The syn-

chronfzing device may be attaclied to any clock at very

small expense.

In reply to a question by Mr. Jones Commander Brown
said that the transmitting attachment added to a fint clock

did not retard it, as the work required was so very slight.

The attachment is not connected with the pendulum. It is

on the Seconds arbor, but not in the train. Mr. Williams
of Cleveland, thought that Professor Gardner's attachment
required a very long contact on the sixtieth beat. The sig-

nal which they received from Washington was a very short

dot, not even a Morse E. It should be as long as a Morse
t. Mr. Jones inquired if the magnetic influence which
caused variation in the rale of watches would apply in any
case to clocks.

Commander Ihown replied that there would be nothing
of the kind in case of a clock. There was no do^ibl as to

the variation in watches caused by magnetism, especially

with watches used on a railroad. He had made a great

many tests of the Giles anti-ningnetic shield, and also the

Geneva non-magnetic watches. The Giles watches per-

formed as well as a watch couUl, so far as (heir protection

under ordinary circumstances was concerned. The shield

was not, however, a thorough protection under all circum-
stances, He magnetized all of them, but had U> jilace

them close to the poles of the dynamo in order to do it. The
non-magnetic watch was not affected at all. The first he
tested he could stop in a magnetic shield; the other sent to

him he could not slop. The difference between them was
explained by the fact that a steel fork was used in the

mechanism of the first watch. 'J"he question is not yet

settled as to how these watclics arc going to wear, as they

have been in use but a comparatively short time. Unless
we put a shielded watch very close to a dynamo it will not
be affected by the magnetic influence. There is no ques-
tion but that the Geneva watch is compensated for temper-
ature. The balance wheel is made of two different alloys

of palladium.

Mr. Leonard, of Richmond, said that he had made tests

with the Giles shield, and had never found it subject to the
influence of a Thomson-Houston machine.

Mr. Herr replied that in his test he had used the Ball dy-
namo, in which the field is much more intense than in the

Thomson-Houston machine.
Commander Brown- explained that compensation for tem-

perature is very difficult to obtain. He had just finished

testing forty chronometers which were compensated for a
temperature of seventy degrees. The makers have told

him that in respect to compensation they work in the dark.
We cannot get a watch or chronometer that will run within
a second at all temperatures without an auxiliary balance.
Palladium has been used as a balance spring for chronom-
eters with the idea that it would not rust, but the metal was
not satisfactory as a spring. It does not act the same as
steel, and its use for that purpose in chronometers has been
abandoned.
The president inquired of Mr. Bogart whether the time

signals from Washington were sent directly through the
New York office to New England, or whether repeaters were
used.

Mr. Bogart replied that the signals passed through four
repeating points in the New York office.

Mr. Jones stated that in iS6g, while at Albany, he car-

ried on experiments for a year or two in conjunction with
the professor in charge of Dudley observatory. They made'
up a metallic circuit of 2,000 miles, and they fixed the
speed of the signals over this wire at 36,000 miles per second

,

i-5ooth of a second being consumed by the movement of
each armature in the circuit. Very careful observations
were made. The armature time had to be taken into ac-

count, and if its movement was sluggish, the time occupied
was more than i-500th of a second.

There being no further discussion of the time question,

C. E. Toppin announced that the Hon. H. Starin had
extended to the association an invitation to visit Glen Is-

land. Transportation had been provided for 120 guests,

and the steamer would be at the foot of East Thirty-second
street at 3:15 i'. m.

The Long Island Railroad company had also extended
an invitation to visit Manhattan beach. Superintendent
Holdridge of the Woodruff Palace Car company had pro-
vided coaches which would be in readiness at Hunter's
Point at 5 r. M. on Thursday.
The president announced that an invitation had been

received from Henry Harley to visit the tunnel on the
West Shore road and examine the working of the signal at

that point.

Mr. Bogart stated that Superintendent C. W. Bradley
would furnish an engine and coaches. The signals referred

to were a new departure. They count every pair of wheels
that goes on a block, and report the same number as they
pass off.

The thanks of the association were voted to the various
parties extending the invitations, and it was decided to in-

spect the West Shore signals on Friday. At i o'clock P. M.
the meeting adjourned until Thursday morning at 10 o'clock.

Skcunii D.w's Prockicdings.

The meeting was called to order at 10:30 A. M. by Presi-

dent Lang, who announced that the next railway business
would be the report of the committee appointed last year
to report upon the adoption of a substitute for the long
dash now used as the character for the cipher.

Mr. Selden reported on behalf of the committee that they
had conferred by letter. They had called upon representa-
tives of all the telegraph companies, and presented symbols
suggested by different parties. Every new character sug-
gested, however, conflicted with something already in use.

If the letters were made correctly by an operator no trouble

would arise from the conflict of cliaracters now used. A
feeling existed among all persons identified with telegraphy
that we should not make any change in the Morse alphabet.
Upon motion of Mr. Bogart the committee was discharged.
A telegram was read from O. C. Green, N. P. R. R.,

calling attention to the fact that superintendents did not act

promptly in reporting discharged men. A general discus-
sion ensued in which the practice of reporting the discharge
of operators through the secretary's oflice was commented
upon by the different members. It was maintained that
this system was not a black-listing scheme, as has been gen-'
erally stated, but merely a' system by which the records of
applicants for positions would be determined without loss of
time and voluminous correspondence. It was decided to
make no change in the existing methods, but it was gener-
ally understood that the superintendents would co-operate
with the secretary in distributing prompt information of
this character.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President. G. C. Kinsman. Decatur, III.; vice-president,

C. A. Darlton, Washington. D. C; secretary and treasu-
rer, P. W. Drew, Chicago, 111.

J. W. Lattig, on behalf of the Lehigh Valley Railroad,
invited the association to make a trip to EastoJi over that
line and inspect the working of the train telegraph in prac-
tical use. The invitation was accepted.

In reply to an inqufry by Mr. Selden as to their exper-
ience with the train telegraph during the blizzard last

March, Mr. I.atlig'said that it was I heir only reliance for

telegraphic commiinicallun for lliruc d;i\'s. All the relief

and supply trains were governed through the medium of the
train telegraph, and its operators were on duty night and
day. A serious accident occurred at this time, and there was
no other means of communicating with the wreck. The wire
was broken once on Monday at Boundbrook by other wires
falling upon it. Their experience had been that this system
works better in stormy than in dry weather. The use of it for
commercial telegraphing was gradually increasing. None
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of tiie previously existing- telegraph offices had been aban-

doned by reason of its introduction because the growth of

business on the road required constantly increasing; facili-

ties. A gravel train had been equipped with the apparatus,

which was engaged in the construction of an additional

track. One hundred men were employed on this train, and

durintf the first week one hour and forty minutes were saved

bv the trains obtaining permission to remain on the main

Hne. Working time for this train has been saved every

week since it was fitted up, and provided with means of con-

stant communication with the dispatcher's office. All of

the wrecking trains have now been equipped with these in-

struments, so that after being ordered out they are in com-
munication with headquarters until the wreck is cleared

.iway. and the train returns.

The committee appointed to fix the time and place for

the next meeting reported in favor of holding it at Atlanta,

(.'.eorgia, on the third Wednesday in October, iSSg.

Messrs. I.ockard, Lennard and Darlton were appointed a

committee of arrangements for the ne.Kt meeting.

R. W. I'ope was granted permission to address the meet-

ing in order to call attention to a misunderstanding which
' appeared to exist in regard to the work of the association,

lie alluded to the fact that the application of electricity to

railroad work was continually increasing, and pointed out

that it would be for the best interests of its members to give

greater attention to these matters in order to make their

meetings more profitable and keep abreast with the improve-

ments which were continually being brought out. His at-

tention had been called to this subject bf the appearance of

an article in the Kaiiroad Ga-zctlc, describing an incandes-

cent plant which had been introduced in the railroad yard

at Oakland, Cal., for lighting the signal lanterns by elec-

tricity, which had proved to be more economical for the pur-

pose than oil. He stated that a similar plan was in con-

templation by the Pennsylvania Railroad company for the

Jersey City yard.

A discussion followed upon this subject which led to the

adoption of the following resolutions:

Ki-sohtii, That the chair appoint a committee of five on-

electrical infonnation whose dut}' it shall be to disseminate

matters brought to their attention by members of this asso-

ciation.

The chair appointed to serve on this committee Messrs.

I.ennard, I.attig, Kogart. Swift, and Higgins.

Rcsohcd^ That the chair appoint a committee of three

who shall select subjects and writers upon the same, said

papers to be read at the annual meetings.

Tiie chair appointed as such committee Messrs. Herr,

Selden and Lang.
(i. L. Lang presented the following paper on electric

welding, as being a subject of general interest to the me-

chanical departments of railroads, as we!! as the electrical.

Elkctkic Wki.dini;.

i;v (Ills K. sri'Aur.

rhe process of electric welding, which was discovered by

I'rof. Thomson some eleven years ago, while lecturing at

the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, lias been developed

in the past two years to a far greater extent than is gener-

ally supposed.
' We started in with the welding together of

small wires of iron and copper, and liave been so successful

in the development of apparatus that we are now able to

weld bars of a very large si;^c and of almost any shape or

metal.

The principle involved is that of forcing through a con-

ductor an amount of current which the conductor will not

carr>' without heating. Any conductors when placed in

abutment have as their point of greatest resistance the point

of abutment or contact, and consequently it is at this point

ihat the heat is first generated, and as is well known, this

heat increases the resistance of the conductors at that point

so greatly that more heat is -developed at a remarkably

rapid rate.

A consideration of the above facts will prove at once one

of the advantages of electric welding, as practiced by Pro-

fessor Thomson, namely, the localization of the heat to the

points or point at which it is desired, thus saving an enor-

mous amount of energ)-, which is usually wasted in welding

with the forge or fiame. So absolutely is the heat localized

that pieces of iron three inches long and an inch in diame-

ter can be welded together and then held in the hands for

some time without any danger of barning, the only heat

which is felt at all being that which is conducted along the

metal to the hands after the welding is completed.
• A further consideration of these facts will also demon-

strate that it is possible by the Thomson process to weld

any metal, including even those w^hich melt at a very low

temperature, such as lead, zinc and tin, and those which

melt at enormously high temperatures, as for instance,

irridium and platinum. Of course it goes without saying

that we can weld any of the metals used in ordinar)' manu-

facture.

It is plain that if the heat is developed so rapidly, a verj'

delicate means of controlling it must be provided, and we
are glad to say that we have been able to provide arrange-

ments for this purpose which are almost absolutely perfect.

I am inclined to say absolutelj- perfect, for the reason that

the control of the current can be made entirely automatic.

We are able to take a bar of inch iron four inches in

length, raise it to a dull red in twenty seconds and hold it

there for an indefinite period; to increase the heat to a

bright red in a very few seconds, and hold it there; then to

still further raise the temperature to a welding or vaporiz-

ing point in a remarkably short space of time; this indicates

the delicacy of this apparatus, and I would add that no very

great skill is required to operate the machine, a boy learn-

ing to weld iron and steel with great facility in a week or

two. The time required to weld metals depends of course

upon the power of the apparatus and the skill of the opera-

tor. We have made strong and practically perfect welds

in half inch round wrought iron in six seconds, in inch

round wTought iron in 45 seconds, and so on. Experi-

ments have proved to us that the power required to weld is

proportional, or very nearly so, to the area of cross-section

of the pieces; this is true of nearly all the metals, though,
of course, the relative resistance and welding temperature
of the several metals may interfere with this ratio.

For welding small wires such as telegraph or telephone,

and the smaller sizes of electric light and power lines, the

power required is very small indeed, the momentum of

heavy machinery being more than enough to effect the

weld. In this connection I desire to say that we are now
working to perfect an apparatus for welding telegraph, tele-

phone and electric light wires, and lines of pipe on the line.

Our experiments in this direction have been successful, and
we now think it possible to construct an apparatus which
will be capable of being moved about by one or two men,
and which will make joints in wires correctly and durably,

the energ}' used being supplied by storage battery or bat-

teries, forming a part of the welding outfit. F'or repair

work and in general construction it is our belief that this

apparatus will be found verj' useful and effective; in fact,

we hope to do away entirely with the ordinary solder and
link joints used at present.

The cost of such an apparatus will be very slight, and
there would be a small royalty of a definite amount per too

or 1,000 welds, as the case might be. This policy of plac-

ing an apparatus on the market has been adopted, for the

reason that our patents cover not only the apparatus for

electric welding, but the art or process as practiced by Pro-

fessor Thomson. It is hardly necessar)' to add that by the

same process, we can solder, and braze, and anneal, and
temper, and do other heating local or otherwise, which can

not be done economically by present methods. All these

operations can be performed with the same apparatus,

though, of course, it is better to have machines specially

constructed for particular work.
Mr. Lang stated that he had seen one of these machines

in operation when a bar of cast steel and one of copper
were welded together. One would suppose that the metal

most easily fused would burn away before the other was
brought to a welding heat This is not the case, however,

and it is very simply provided against. The current js

brought to the bars through clamps which grasp the bars

near to the end to be welded, and the current is brought
through these clamps. Where copper and steel are to be

welded together, the clamp is placed about six inches back

on the copper bar, while it is only about one inch from the

point of contact on the steel bar. In this case the heat is

diffused through a large body of the metal which is most
fusible, so that they are both brought to a welding point at

the same time. The process is something really wonderful,

and promises to revolutionize the ordinary method. In re-

ply to an inquiry by Mr. Lattig, Mr. Lang stated that the

system is now in constant use at the Thomson-Houston fac-

tory in Lynn.
On motion of Mr. Lang, a committee of three was ap-

pointed to draw up suitable resolutions of thanks for tlie

many courtesies extended to the association during their

visit to New York City. The committee was composed of

Messrs. Selden, Lang and Jones.

By permission of the meeting, F. E. Kinsman read a

paper, describing an electric automatic brake-conlrolling

device, which he claimed would make the existing air brake

and block signal system still more effective than they now
are

The paper was referred to the committee on electrical in-

formation.

The meeting then went into executive session and subse-

quently adjourned until October 16, iSSg.

SOCIAL FEATURES

The members of the association and their friends visited

Manhattan Beach Thursday evening as guests of the Long-

Island Railroad company: They were unfortunately delayed

on their return trip by a mishap to another train, and did not

reach New York until about 3 a. m. In consequence of this

detention many of them did not feel equal to the carrying

out of Friday's programme. A delegation started out. how-
ever, Friday morning, who were met at the West Shore

station by S. S. Bogart. superintendent, and W, W. Mont-
alvo. division chief operator of the telegraph system on that

line, who escorted them to a special car where they were

taken in charge by Henr)^ Harley, superintendent of the

American Railway Signal company, whose signals are in

use at both ends of the Weehawken tunnel. The peculiar

feature of this system for providing against accidents aris-

ing from the parting of a train on a block, renders it of

special interest as adding another safeguard to the automatic

electric signal; its operations were thoroughly explained.

Transportation to Jersey City was provided over the Junc-

tion railroad and an elegant lunch was spread for the enter-

tainment of the guests en route. A special car fitted up

with the induction train telegraph apparatus for a trip over

the Lehigh Valley road was found in waiting attached to

the regular train leaving Jersey City at i:i6 v. M. J. W.
Lattig, superintendent of the Lehigh Valley road now took

charge of the party, and after passing Metuchen Junction

an opportunity was given to the visitors to test the merits of

the train telegraph. The length of time it has now been in

use, and the record of the experience with it during the

blizzard has greatl)' increased the estimation in which it is

held by the Lehigh \ alley management, and there is no

doubt as to its practical utility, not so much for the con-

venience of travelers as for constant use in the administra-

tion of the affairs of the company. Although the perfect

reading of the signals is somewhat difficult at the outset to

an operator not familiar with the sound, those who have had

very little experience with the in.struments have no trouble

in copying long communications as readily as with (he ordi-

nary Morse apparatus. The exhibition was high!) satis-

factory, and the party returned by the train leaving Easton,

Pa., at 4:23, with a very good impression of the value of the

system.

'IIIR EXHIBITS.

The committee appointed at the meeting last year to

secure and arrange exhibits of electrical appliances for rail-

ways did their work very thoroughly, and all being shown

\\\ one room, the display was very intereiiting. The follow-
ingjs a list of the exhibits:

The Non-Magnetic Watch company of America—Non-
magnetic watches in great variety.

Giles Bros. & Co., Chicago—I^arge assortment of
watches fitted with the Cliles anti-magnetic watch shield.

The Western Electric company—Electrical instruments
of all descriptions for railroad work, also a special self-

stardng register devised for u.se in dispatchers' ol^ces.

E. S. Greeley & Co.—A fine display of key sounders,
switches and measuring instruments, also a self-starting

register.

Combined Electric & Trip Bell Cord company—

A

three-conductor bell cord for an electric train signal which
can also be used as a mechanical bell cord in the ordinary
manner.
The Pennsylvania Steel company—Crossing semaphore

and automatic block signals, all designed to be operated by
magneto generators.

Consolidated Railway Telegraph company—Two stations

equipped in working order with induction train telegraph
apparatus.

The Edison Phonoplex was also shown by working ap-
paratus.

The Union Indurated Fiber company—Samples of buck-
ets, pipe, and other articles, made of that material.

The Railway Cab Electric Signal company—A fine work-
ing model, with track 'and locomotives complete, showing
the operation of the cab signal.

The Union Switch & Signal company—A variety of
electric signals for switches, crossings, blocks, etc.

Chas. Mclntire & Co.—Samples of the Mclntire con-
nector, as applied to wires of all sizes.

Waters-Sweeny Telegraph & Telephone Switch com-
pany—Telegraph switch, specially devised for the economy
of battery material and office space.

Street Railway Signal company—A novel crossing

signal operated by the jar of approaching trains.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Letter.

New York, July 14.—The meeting of the board of

electrical control was adjourned over at two different times

last week on account of the death of Mrs. Arthur W'allack,

a favorite daughter of Secretary Moss. It is now announced

for Monday, July i6th. There has been no meeting of the

board for a long time, which has excited such general in-

terest as this one, and there have been many disappoint-

ments to persons coming from a distance who were not

aware of the postponements. During the interim between

the meetings, however, the commissioners have been busy,

and the attempt to dissolve the United Stales Illuminating

company appears to make progress although the company's

representatives show no uneasiness regarding the outcome

of it, as they have been accorded various privileges by the

authorities from lime to time.

Benton J. Hall, commissioner of patents, has prepared

and issued a revision of the rules of practice in the Patent

office. The changes have been made with the object of

preventing unnecessary delay in the issuing of patents.

Hitherto under the law and the rules of practice, an appli-

cant might after establishing his right to a patent, place his

invention on the market as "Patent applied for," and by

manipulation postpone the issuance of his patent for about

four years, thus virtually extending its life to twenty-one

years. The commissioner's revision will prevent as far as

he is able, this evasion of the spirit of the law.

The brass working industries in this city are experiencing

very dull times on account of the high price of copper.

There appears to be so much uncertainty as to the future of

the market that none of the manufacturers dare accumulate

any great amount of stock, many believing the rise in prices

I's merely temporary while the demand for goods has been

materially reduced in many lines where other metals may be

used. In fact, if the high prices are continued it is very

probable that some branches of manufacture will be discon-

dnued altogether.

The East River bridge management is having a great

deal of trouble with the new cable machinery recently put

in by which they had hoped to increase the carrying

capacity of the bridge railway. After several annoying de-

lays in starting, the old cable broke and it was necessary to

replace it with a new one, the operation consuming half a

day, during which the trains were run at long intervals by

locomotives. After new cables were put in it was observed

that they began to stretch with use, and the old cable was

patched up with about 200 feet of new, but this did not

work satisfactorily, so it had to be removed. The new

cables were then worked alternately until the following day

when it was ascertained that the new cable by reason of the

slack was cutting out the horizontal guide wheels on the

Brooklyn section and another change became necessary.

The war of rates between the competing Atlantic cable

companies has finally terminated, and most of the contracts

involved have been executed. Messrs. Mackay and Gould

have arrived at a thorough understanding with each other,

and a notice of an advance in rates will probably be issued

on Monday. T-he twelve and a half cent rate will be
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doubled to be^n -vvitli. and the question of another advance

will depend upon the effect wliich is produced on the

revenue.

A company, has been organized in. Newark, N. J., with a

capital of $500,000 for the general introduction of incandes-

cent liijhtin^. They have acquired from the Edison and the

Westinghouse companies the exclusive right for the use of their

respective systems, which will be used jointly; the Edison for

the compact sections of the city, and the Westinghouse for

the outlying districts and suburbs. The M'ires will be placed

underground within the city limits.

The night watchman in the Real Estate exchange, 59

Liberty street, discovered the telephone box of the United

States Illuminating company on lire about midnight on

Tuesday. He extinguished the flames with a pail of water.

The lineman, upon examination, found the telephone wire

crossed with an electric light wire, the current from which

destroyed the telephone and set fire to the box. P,

Detroit's Budget.

Detroit, July I4-—About a year ago Judge FoUett,

treasurer of the Grand Rapids District Telegraph company,

absconded. Since that time there has been trouble among

the stockholders, and on Monday last the office was closed.

The company will probably be reorganized.

The remaining ||ioo,ooo required to secure the water

power canal at Sault Ste. Marie has been subscribed. The

building of -the canal will commence at once. The esti-

mated cost of the work is $700,000 and it is expected to be

completed within two years.

The underground- wire ordinance relating to the Brush

company was again before the court this week. It will be

. remembered as noted in these columns at the time, that the

common council last fall notified the company to place

its wires underground in accordance with the ordi-

nance, failing in which the board of public works

was to take the matter in hand and remove the wires,

etc. The company carried the matter into court

and secured an injunction restraining the city from

interfering with its poles and wires, alleging that the notice

of the council was insufficient and not in accordance with

the legal requirements of the case. Another notice was

served upon the company, and on Saturday last the city

counc'l'or filed a motion for the dissolution of the injunc-

tion V hich motion was denied, as was also a request for

leaif 'o file an amended answer. The injunction will hold

urf^'! the court has passed upon the evidence collected by

r!'e special committee appointed to examine into the practi-

( ability of underground systems.

"The town of Port Huron was in almost total darkness

Tuesday night owing to the destructioiv, by fire of the

Thomson-Houston station, operated by the Excelsior Elec-

tric company, who hold the contracts for the city lighting.

The fire is supposed to have originated in the engine room

and spread so rapidly that only a small portion of the plant

was saved. The entire building, valued at $2,500, was

gutted. In it were eight dynamos, two Ball high-speed

engines, and one Westinghouse engine. All were badly

damaged as was also a considerable amount of material in

stock. The company estimate the loss, as far as known,

at about $8,000. It will probably be a fortnight before

anything like fairly good service can be given. A large

force of men were put to work at once clearing away the

debris and preparing for the rebuilding of the station. The

company had closed a contract with the city for the year's

lighting only a short time before the fire took place. The

Electric Railway company also suffer from the loss of ma-

chinerv and disruption of service. C.

Indianapolis Items.

Indianai'oi.is, July 14.—Webster Chandler of the Game-

well J''ire Alarm system was in the city last week. He re-

ports a good business in his line, and quite a large increase

in the sfvulh. ile says he has just finished putting in a

complete system at Birmingham, Ala.

There is one man in Indianapolis who is strongly in

favor of aii electrical street railway for this city, and he is

honest enough to give his reasons. He is a jeweler and

watchmaker. Says he: "All employes of the companyand
patrons will have to liave their watches made non-magnetic

if they want to keep them running." 'I'hrough this he ex-

pects to realize many a dollar.

I'Vorn all that can be learned the chances for an electrical

railroad in this city in the immediate future are not as good

as lliey were a month ago. The council in amending the

charier allowing the use of electricily on streets originally

intended to be operated by caiile, has also amended the

ordinance in such a way as to cut off some of the streets

considered most prolitable to llie company. The officers

here are unable to say positively what will be the outcome.

The matter with a copy of the amended charter has been for-

warded to the capitalists backing the enterprise. They

have about two weeks yet in which to declare their inten-

tion, accepting or rejecting the terms.

Monday night's session was rather a stormy one. The

committee on light declared their report not ready. This

led to a sharp debate between friends of gas and clectncity.

The chairman of the committee stated they would be ready

to report at next Monday's session.

Kansas Towns.
LawrilNck, Kan., July 14.—About a week ago one of

the armatures in the electric light plant of the waterworks

company was destroyed by the lid of a tin bucket falling into

it. A new armature was ordered immediately, and upon

its arrival it was placed in position.

"The Lawrence, Gas, Fuel & Electric Light company,"

is now the name of the old gas company, and its capital

stuck has been increased to $1 17,000, all this being rendered

necessary by its establishing an electric light plant in addi-

tion to the gas plant. The term of existence as denomina-

ted in the incorporation papers is 100 years. Among its

directors are Washington Hadley of Lawrence, Wellington

Lee of New York, and George A. Reynolds of Lawrence.

WiNFiELD, Kan., July 14.—The telephone company,

through J. L. Mulvane, its president, has communicated

the intelligence to the council that the company has not

made a cent in Winfield, and -would be better off if it had

never seen the town. This statement was made with a

view of causing the council to reduce the occupation tax of

the company from $50 to $15 per aniiiim, the latter sum
being the amount paid by the Western Union Telegraph

company.

Ottawa, Kan., July 14.—J. M. Hill, of the Santa Fe

company, is arranging for the establishment of an electric

light here for the illumination of the company's depot,

j^ards, shops and hospital. It is understood that accumu-

lators will be used in connection with the plant. C.

Kansas City, Mo.
I-Cansas City, Mo., July 14.—The electrical business in

all lines remains very dull. All electrical men who can get

away are hieing themselves to watering places and summer
resorts.

The telephone company has run a cable from the central

oflice to the new board of trade building. This makes
twenty-five miles of cable now strung in the city. It is

estimated that five miles more will be put up before the sum-

mer ends.

A copper wire circuit is being established between the

excluinge here and the one at Topeka. It will require 140

miles of copper wire.

Alderman M. D. Wood, superintendent of the Western

Union Telegraph company in this city; George W. Brown-

son, chief operator; A. A. Hatch, Wheatstone chief, with

their wives and famiies, are spending the summer with

friends in camp at Inglewood, a few miles east of this city.

A.

Missouri Towns.
Lexington, Mo., July 14.—;rhe proposition of Edward

Obenroth, to establish an^ electric light plant in ' this city,

provided the council would grant him permissiort to erect

the poles and string the wires, has been accepted by that

body, the ordinance committee to which the ms.tter was
referred having made a favorable .i^pport. It is thought he

will use the Brush light. Pie ha/been in correspondence

with representatives of that company and they will be here

in a few daj's to investigate the subject.

Pleasant Hill, Mo., July 14.—In a fire here last week
a number of the poles of the PacifiG Mutual Telegraph

company were burned and the wires destroyed. B.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT
The Van I )epoele Kluclric company of Chicago, has in-

stalled an arc plant on the excursion steamer lohn A.
Dix.

The Midland Electric company of Omaha, Neb., are in-
stalling an Edison plant of 300 lights in the Qmaha cS:

Grant Smelting &. Refining works.

The Mansfield, 0., Electric Light -.md Power compajiy
have ordered a 45 light dynamo of the Western VAex:-

tric company to meet the increasing demand.

The California Electric Light company of San iMancisco,
has ordered of the Thonison-I h.nston companyof Chica-c.
a 50 light arc plant as an increase to the present plant.

The lOnglewood, III., I'.lcclric Light company has been
incorporated with $50,000 capiinl slock. The incorporators
are Joseph Hadenotrh. jr., lohn I. Badenoch and Charles
T. r.'ige.

The United Stales h'drrlric I ,i- hi ing company has begun an
assumpsit suit for $40,000 a-ainst Cuok county in the
United Slates Circuit court, 'the county board refviscs to

]3ay anything more on the contract, having already paid

$20,000 since informed by Slate's Attorney Grinnell not to

do so.

The Western I^'leclric company of Chicago has sold a
20 light arc plant to the La Grange Jiutter 'I'ub company
of La Grange, Ind.

The Excelsior Electric company, E. W. Home, Western
agent, Chicago, will install sixty arc hghts and fifty incan-

descent lights in the store of John "S'ork, corner of Halsted
and Nineteenth streets, Chicago.

Arrangements have been perfected for the introduction

of the Westinghouse incandescent system into San Diego,
Cal,, and the plant has been ordered. The company ex-

pects the works to be running by Octol:)er ist. 'J'he initial

capacity will be 1,300 lights.

A New Orleans dispatch dated July i6th says: The Bru: h-
Westinghouse electric plant on Dryades street was burned
this morning. The loss is estimated at $roo,ooo. The
city hall, parish prison, police stations and levee were fur-

nished with light from this plant.

The Electric Improvement company will put up a plant

for lighting the town of Willows, Cal. 'J'he Mather incan-

descent and the American arc will be used. The same
company have purchased land at Santa Clara, and will at

once erect a plant. Two boilers of 200 horse power, with

two engines, dynamos, etc., will be installed, and arrange-
ments will be made to double the plant a little later. The
American system of arc lights and the Slattery long dis-

tance incandescent will be used. It is proposed to light

both Santa Clara, San Jose, and the Alameda road.

The English parliament has passed the much talked of

electric lighting act, and while the bill does not concede all

that those interested in electric lighting desire, still it is

agreed that it is a great improvement on the act of 18S2.

Of the new measure, Iiid7islr'h:s says: "C)n ihewhole, elec-

tricians, and especially electric light contractors, will have
reason to be satisfied with the new act. If it does not give

them all they asked for, it has certainly removed the great-

est legal obstacle which has hitliereto stood in the way of a

public supply of electricity. It remains now to the pro-

fession to show that they are able to overcome the technical

and financial obstacles to which we have alluded."

The test of the Egan battery and its application to the

lighting of passenger coaches, made recenth' in Columbu^-.

O., on the C.,' H. V. & T. road, was eminently satisfactory,

and the Columbus gentlemen interested in the inveniic'n

were greatly pleased with the exhibition of what the inven-

tor, Charles E. Egan, has accomplished. A coach
with the battery suspended underneath was attached to a
train, and a trip made to Logan and return. During the

entire trip a most satisfactory light was given. Eor a time,

four 20 candle-power incandescent lamps were used, illumi-

nating all parts of the coach. Later, two 30-candle lamps
were substituted, with pleasing results. Probably the most
pleasing experiment was with a single 50-candle lamp.
This illuminated the car much more satisfactorily than any
two ordinary coal oil lamps. A company is soon to le
formed of Columbus capitalists, who will take charge of the

invention and begin the manufacture of the plants in this

city. 'J'hey claim that it is cheaper than gas, and besides

its novelty is certainl3' far safer in case of accidents to the

train.

The National Carbon company of Cleveland. (.'., are

sending out the following self-explanatory circular letter'

"We have been endeavoring for some time to collect the

material necessary to prepare a complete list of the users of

arc lights in this country, showing the systems of arc light-

ing in vogue, and the number of lamps of each system. It

is our intention to publish this information in pamphlet
form, and to present it with our compliments to the mem-
bers of the National Electric Light association, at the next

regular meeting of the association, to be held in New York
city in August next, or to forward it to such users of arc

lights as shall apply for it after that date. We desire to

make the list as complete as possible, and for this purpose

we send to each name in our directory a blank report to be

filled out giving the desired information. Will you kindly

fill out the following blank at your earliest convenience, de-

tach and return in the inclosed envelope, and as we desire

to have the fullest and most reliable information obtainable

a report of any change in your plant up to August ist will

be thankfully received, as well as the name of any new
plant in your own or neighboring cities, so that we may
send them a copy of this circular letter also." Those wl'ys

have not received the blanks can obtain them from the Na-
tional Carbon company.

Experience has taught the average New Yorker that elec-

tric light wires, like buzz saws, are dangerous things to

monkey with, and it was a. very discreet and respectful

crowd that gathered about the lamp post on the southwest

corner of Washington and Christopher streets at 6 oV-lock

last night to watch the sparks spitting like fire crackers from

a Brush wire that a plucky policeman had fastened to tie

top of the lamp frame to hold it above the tops of the pas:-^-

ing Ninth avenue cars, says the New York Sun of July i ilh.

A truck with a big tank on it had passed down Washington
street half ah hour before, and the wires that cross

the street at that point, hung so low that the top c f

the tank caught two of them and broke them down. Tie
next wagon had to be stopped till the driver got a ladder

and propped the wire up to let his team pass under. When
the next Ninth avenue car came along it was slopped b\' tl i>

police, and soon there was a big block of cars. Scr-c:Hii

Granger of the Charles street station sent men down In clc:ir

the streets. The wires are leased by the East River Elec-

tric Eight company, whose stiition is \\\ 425 East Twenty-
llrsl street. They illuminate ( hristoiJhcr street from ( Iret'n-

wieh avenue to the North River. A dispalcli was sent 10

lliem by Ihe police at once, nolifying them of the trouble,

lint it was two hours liefore Iwo men with the necessaiy
tools jHit in ;in appearance to repair the wires.- Luckily

they «ere well insulated.
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THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The Richmond electric road Carried 17,108 passengers on

July 4. iSSS.

A commission has been appointed to fix the value of

property to be acquired by the Electric railway at Roches-

ter, N. v. for its tracks.

The Sprague company have closed a contract to equip the

Manchester street railway at Richmond, Va. This equip-

ment will consist of ten cars and three and one-half miles of

track on heavy grades.

The Sprague company have contracted to equip the street

railway system, at Akron. Ohio. The equipment for the

present will consist of ten cars and six and one-half miles of

track, and it is intended to Increase this very soon.

The Van Depoele Electric company of Chicago, has com-

pleted a power plant for the Kockford Electric Tower com-

pany of Kockford, 111. The generator will be 100 horse

power and the motors will range from one-quarter horse

power up to ten horse power.

The West Street Lake Union and Park Transit com-

pany of Seattle, W. T., will shortly purchase the plant for

the road, including electric motors, cars and railroad iron.

Current will be generated by a dynamo located at the cen-

tral station, which will be at Lake Union. The line will

be built to the west side of Lake Union, and will be ex-

tended ultimately to the canal. The road will be running

next fall.
"^

The electric motor is to be employed in the Metropolitan

road in London. The engines now employed are of 450
horse power, but it is proposed that the motors shall

be capable of developing 600 horse power. Secondary bat-

teries are to be used and it is proposed that the storage

capacity shall be sufficient for a run of an hour and a half.

The experiment will be watched with interest on this side of

the Atlantic. It is expected that a beginning will be made
in October or November.

A dispatch dated July 15th, from Sault St. Marie, says:

"The follo\\'ing officers were elected at the annual meeting

of the St. jNlary's Falls Water Power company: President,

Joseph Clarke; vice-president, S. J. Corgills; secretary. E.

W. Ellis; treasurer, William Chandler. The board of di-

rectors consists of W. W. Corgills, S. T- Corgills, Joseph

Clarke, William Chandler, Otto Fowie, W. A. StowcU, E.

W. Ellis. With the exception of Chandler and Fowle the

officers are all from La Crosse, Wis. Contractors from

New York, Boston, IJuffalo, Toronto, Chicago, St. Paul,

Minneapolis, and St. Louis are now here figuring on the

construction of the canal."

The night of July loth, the first electric car in Meriden,

Conn., made a trial trip. Soon after 12 o'clock the car to

be used was drawn out of the car sheds and placed upon

the track in front of the office, and the party took their

places. Those in the car were President George R. Curtis.

Secretary' C. L. Rockwell of the electric road. James D.

Frary of Bridgeport, formerly of Landers, Frary & Clark

of New Britain, D. W. Crippen and four representatives of

the local press as invited guests, Chief Ford and Special

Policeman N. C. Smith and Arthur Barker, John Barker,

F. P. Higley, Martin McCormack, J. D. Kewell and A.

Pease, alt employes of the road. F. H. Strieby, F. H.
Reed and W. C. Reed, representing the Daft company,

managed the car. The car moved with great ease up grades

and showed its capabilities. A local paper has this to say

of the trip: In every particular the trial showed that the

Meriden gentlemen to whose enterprise the city is indebted

for the road, had made no mistake in adopting the plan

that they have. The first trip was made under the difficul-

ties of new machiner)', a new motor and new car and it

would not have been more than was to be expected, if some

hitch had occurred under the circumstances. Vet there was

not the slightest difficulty in afiy particular. The fact shows

pretty conclusively the excellence of the system, and Meri-

den can shake itself by the hand in congratulation, pro-

vided last night's experiments are indicative of the future of

the road.

THE TELEPHONE.
The American Telephone S: Telegraph company of

Illinois, has been incorporated with, headquarters at Chi-

cago. The capital stock is slio.ooo. The incorporators are

Russell C. Whitmore, William Speirs and Albert R. Raw-

son.

The first telephone station under the control of the

government has been that established in the Rotunda, says

a Vienna correspondent, and steps have now been taken for

the erection of si-K more stations in the city of Vienna

itself. These will eventually be connected with the tele-

phone e.xchanges in Baden, Viislau, Wiener, Neustadt, and

Reichenau. A project is also under consideration for the

establishment of a long distance telephone system between

Prague and Vienna.

Recently the telephone has been added to the safety ser-

vice at the hospice on the Great St. Bernard. The travel-

ers who intend to go over the Pass are now announced to

the monks from the station in the valley below—a precau-

tionar)- measure which has thus far been instrumental in the

saving of si-\ lives. In the last of these casesahouse servant

had been sent to meet the ascending traveler late in the after-

noon. Night coming on and the two not arriving two more

servants in company of two of the monks set out to meet

them, and after a search of several hours found the missing

two in the snow at a distance of two miles from the hospice.

But for this timely help both would have perished.

Jonas Vestrom of Orebro, Sweden, who is making a tour

in the United States, tells some extraordinary stories of the

cheapness of telephone and electric light servicein his native

country if he is correctly reported. In the city of Orebo,

he says, a place of 40,000 inhabitants, the annual rent of a

telephone is^ a year, and for that sum the subscriber has

the privileges of a telephone e.xchange extending for a hun-

dred miles outside of the city. In the city of Stockholm
there are 7,000 telephones in use and every subscriber owns
an instrument. The telephones in use there are made by
the Erickson company of Stockholm, and Mr. Venstrom
thinks that it is a better telephone than those in, use here.
He found that it was harder to hear or send a message a
short distance in this country than to send it a hundred
miles in Sweden. The cost of an electric light of the arc
variety is about ^6 a year.

THE TELEGRAPH.
A San Francisco dispatch says: Among the arrivals from

Australia is Owen Jones, a prominent colonial engineer and
capitalist. Jones comes accredited to the Canadian and
American governmenis on a mission to conduct negotia-

tions looking toward the construction of a trans-Pacific sub-
marine cable. This project is regarded with favor in the

Australian colonies and if subsidies can be obtained will

probably be undertaken.

Statements made by Matthew H. Gray, a well-known
engineer, who has been on a visit to Dr. George R. Ghise-
lin of this city, indicate that the laying of a telegraph cable

across the Pacific Ocean, will soon commence, says the Chi-
cago Trilntnc, Mr. Gray was sent to Vancouver, B. C,
Australia, and other countries with which it is desired to

secure cable connections as the representative of the Silver-

ton Submarine Cable company of London to investigate as

to the feasibility of the scheme, and he carries back a
highly favorable report. It is therefore considered certain

that the cable will be laid. It will nm from Vancouver a
some point in Australia, and is expected to cost £3,000,000
to £4,000,000. Mr. Gray sails from New York for Eng-
land Saturday to make his report, and it is thought opera-

tions will commence at once. The Canadian government
and people have interested themselves in the undertaking,

as it is believed that such a cable would be of great com-
mercial value to the Dominion. Property in Vancouver has
materially advanced in anticipation of its influences.

A dispatch from New York says: There was an appa-
rently well founded report last week that the cable war had
been practically settled. Both Russell Sage and George
Gould, speaking for the cable pool, which includes the

Anglo-American, Direct, and Western Union cables, said

that negotiations had been going on both in Europe and
here for a restoration of rates, but that no agreement had
as yet been actually sigTied.' The impression in Wall street

was that the negdtiations had been carried on between the

pool and the Commercial Cable company, these being the

opponents in the war, but in fact there have probably been
no such negotiations. The Commercial Cable company
has never swerved from the position it took three years

ago when the pool companies undertook to crush it. Some
negotiations which have been had recently were, no doubt,

between the Western Union company and two English

companies in the pool. Mr. Sage said that the rate pro-

posed as a basis of settlement is 25 cents a word. The
present cut rate is 12 cents. The limit of the Commercial
Cable company is 40 cents. The hope of the pool compa-
nies is 60 cents. The Western Union directors took no
formal action as to advancing cable rates at their meeting

July nth. It is understood, however, tha the cable com-
panies will make the rate two cents between their terminals,

and the Western Union and Postal companies will add
regular land-line charges to interior points. The present

cable rate is twelve cents to interior points. The parties

conducting the negotiations state that all the details have

been arranged and only the formal action by the companies
remains to be taken.

Miscellaneous Notes.

Thomas .\. Edison and his immediate coterie of scien-

tific co-laborers are anxiously awaiting the arrival of a pack-

age of phonograms from England, says a New York dis-

patch. They were expected by the Servia, but they didn't

come and they are not here yet. Some three weeks ago

Colonel Gouraud, the European agent for the phonograph,

sailed from here for Europe, taking with him some of Mr.

Edison's improved phonographs and several phono-

grams. On one of the phonograms was a message from

Mr. Edison, on another a cornet solo by Levy, on a third a

song by a local opera singer, and so on. Yesterday Col.

Gouraud cabled Edison: "We have unbottled your

voice and its echo resounded throughout Europe." Colonel

Gouraud's intention was to get some remarks by Mr. Glad-

stone, Chief Secretary Balfour and other noted men, a song

by Adelina Patti and some of the choruses sung at the

Handel Festival, and these phonograms containing these

words and music are now expected by Edison.

About a year ago \, H. Binden of Wakefield, Mass., se-

cured a photograph of lightning which attracted a great

deal of attention from the peculiar clearness and definition

of the flash and the surrounding landscape, says the Boston

Post. During the severe thunderstorm of last Saturday

evening, between S and 9 o'clock, he succeeded in getting

two photographs of the lightning. The flashes are of great

brilliancy, and one of the pictures contains three or four

distinct bolts, two of them crossing each other and throwing

off streams of electricity in every direction. It is a most in-

teresting picture as showing vagaries of electricity and

provin" the fact (before suspected) that the flashes have a

sinuous or rotary motion, being twisted like a rope or rib-

bon during their progress to the earth. The cloud effects

in the picture are also fine. The following extract is inter-

esting in this connection. At a meeting of the Royal

Meteorological society of London, the first report of the

thunderstorm committee was read. The report deals with

the photographs of lightning flashes, some sixty in number,

which have been received by the society. From the evi-

dence now obtpined it appears that lightning assumes

various typical forms, under conditions which are at pres-

ent unknown. The committee consider that the lightning

flashes may be arranged under the following types: i.

Stream. 2. Sinuous. 3. Ramified. 4. Meandering. 5.

Beaded or chapletted. 6. Ribbon lightning. In one of
the photographs there is a dark flash of the same character
as the bright flashes, but the committee defer offering any
explanation of the same until they get further examples of
dark flashes. As the thunderstorm season is now coming
on, the committee propose to publish their report at once,
along with some reproductions of the photographs by the
autotype process, in order that observers may be prepared
to notice the various forms of lightning.

A story of Senator Sherman's experience with the grapho-
phone is told elsewhere. Following is a narrative from the
New Yofk Sun, detailing the experience of one of his col-

leagues: "Senator Eli Saulsbur)', the crusty old democratic
bachelor senator from Dover, Del., received a real surprise

to-day, and one that gave his moral and physical nature a
shock, from which he will not quickly recover. The old

gentleman, who is not free from the .-Vmerican love of curi-

osity, heard that there was on exhibition in one of the com-
mittee rooms a new and perfect graphophone that was war-
ranted to reproduce with wonderful accuracy any sounds
committed to it. Mr. Saulsbury. who has the reputation of

being a chronic doubting Thomas, gazed with great and
growing interest at the instrument, and then asked to hear

it talk. The operator adjusted the little cylinder containing

the impression of w-ords previouslv spoken into it, and re-

quested the senator to apply his ear to the receiving tube.

With eager expectancy he did so. but in a moment drew
back with an expression of horror and disgust, as in shrill

and exultant tones the automatic orator shrieked, 'Three
cheers for Harrison and Morton! Hurrah! Hurrah!
Hurrah! Tiger!'

The following dispatch comes from Newport. K)'.: E.x-

periments here have resulted in an extraordinary discovery,

if the statements made by those interested are correct.

The discovery is that aluminum, which now costs ^20,000
a ton, and is produced only in France, can be obtained
anywhere by a most simple process, and at less than one-

hundredth part of the present expense. The importance
of this discovery can be judged when it is recollected that

aluminum is the most generally diffused metal on earth,

and has all the beauty of silver, besides being non-tarnish-

ing, non-corrosive, more lasting than silver, with only one-
fourth its weight. In addition, aluminum alloyed one-tenth

of I per cent, with iron or steel increases the homogeneous
and tensile strength of the metal nearly half, while for

electro-plating purposes aluminum is superior to either gold
or silver. The experiments began in an attempt to extract

aluminum chemically from common clay and cryolite. This
was accomplished in a novel manner, and the operators

obtained thereby metallic aluminum, chemically pure. Their
method was based upon the theory of substitution andsmett-
ing the ore in a water-jacketed steel furnace, a crucible being

useless to resist the strong fluoride fluxes. When the mass
was quite liquid it was conveyed into a converter, or covered

slag pot holding about 400 pounds, and the aluminum ex-

tracted therefrom by a syphon tap. The slag was returned

'to the furnace, serving the purpose of a flu.x with more
ore. This direct continuous process obviated the necessity

of the usual costly intermediary elements, and made the

aluminum about as cheap as copper.

Personal Paragraphs.

Emit Grah of Grah I5ros., 194 Summit street, Toledo,

O., was in the city last week.

D. H. Lauderbach has resigned his position as general

manager of the Chicago Edison Light company.

"R. P. Valentine has been appointed superintendent of

the Pasadena, Cal., Electric Light lS: Power company.

John Dick of Meadville, Pa., and David Hall of Hous-
ton, Tex., were guests at the Chicago Electric club, last

week.

Israel Lovett. superintendent of the Midland Electric

company of Omaha, Neb., made a flying visit to Chicago
last week.

L. D. Wakeman has been engaged by the New York
State agency of the Sprague Railway & Motor company to

look after its interests in the city of Buff'alo.

T. C. Hathaway, jr., of New Bedford. Mass.. a graduate

of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is under en-

gagement with the New York agency of the Sprague Elec-

tric Railway & Motor company and is located in Central

New York.

Edward Floch, inventor of the electric railroad signals

while a passenger on the Staten island ferry boat yesterday,

was stricken with paralysis, says a New York dispatch of

July 13th. He was removed to his home in Richmond Ter-

race, L. L, and his life is despaired of.

Prof. Gray, who has been an assistant of Sir William

Thomson, it is understood, has accepted a chair at Rose
Polytechnic Institute at Terre Haute. Ind., and will enter

upon his duties in September next. A full set of standard-

izing instruments for use in theinstitute, is now being made
in Glasgow, and is said to be the finest ever brought to

America.

William Tucker and Thomas Walker, farmers, were

walking on the track of the Georgia Pacific railroad toward
Riverside, a village north of Birmingham, Ala. A thun-

der storm came up and the lightning flashed frequently

along the telegraph wires and the rails. Walker suggested

getting off the track and taking to the woods. Tucker
said, "No, if the lighnting is going to strike me, it would

be just as apt to do so away from the track as upon it."

Walker then left the track, but had gone hardly ten steps

when Tucker was struck by lightning and killed. Walker
was knocked unconscious. Just as he recovered, he was
horrified to see the Georgia Pacific express thunder along

and over Tucker's dead body, severing the head. Every

bone in Tucker's body was found to be broken.
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Business Mention.

The address of the new offices of the western depar t-

ment of the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company is,

Rotunda, the Kookery, Chicago.

Grah Bros, of Toledo, O., have the contract for fitting

the Boody house of the same city with a Western Electric

company system of return calls and fire alarm. The an-

nunciator will have 136 numbers.

"We have already received a considerable number of

orders for the ground switches illustrated in the Western
Electrician last week," said Manager Terry of the Elec-

trical Supply company of Chicago, "and we expect a large

trade in them,"

Chas. A Schieren & Co. of New York, report recent sales

of their leather link belting to the following concerns for use

on dynamos: Shefifield Electric Light company, Sheffield,

Ala.; E. H. Johnson, Greenwich, Conn.; Hempstead Gas
Light company, Hempstead, L. L; Edison Electric Illumi-

nating company, New Orleans, La.

Among the recent sales by the Sprague company are:

One 25 horse power motor to run a griist mill in Scranton,

Pa., and a 25 horse power motor to run a shoe manufactory
at Brockton, Mass. The latter installation is being

watched by the shoemen, and, as one of them said, "If this

does the work satisfactorily, it will make a revolution in the

shoe business."

The Western Electric company has issued a new electric

light catalogue, which describes the various features of the

Western Electric system of arc lighting with brevity and
clearness. The success of this system and the satisfaction

which it gives to its patrons is evidenced by a large list of

users of apparatus. The list shows a total of more than
five thousand Western Electric arc lights now in operation.

There is an extended list of flattering testimonials from
users of the system.

The New York state agency recently established by the

Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company, with head-
quarters in Buffalo, is working up a large amount of busi-

ness both in railway and stationary work. - Its manager,
E, E. Higgins, reports the interest in electrical transmission

of power to be unexpectedly great, and the prospects for

immediate work are very encouraging. Negotiations are

now on foot for obtaining a supply of electricity in BulTalo,

for general power purposes.

W, H. Adams of Reading, Mich., recently wrote the

Woodbury Engine company, of Rochester, New York, as

follows: "I would like your catalogue of engines. Please

name price on a 20 horse-power, center crank, self-con-

tained engine. Your engines do not need any recommenda-
tion tome, as I once owned one and ran a saw mill with it,

and I think did the largest day's work ever done with the

size engine. A brother of mine now owns the rig. It is a

six-inch cylinder stationary engine, and I sawed with it in

eleven hours 8,756 feet of hardwood lumber with four men.
I can furnish good proof of this."

The Westinghouse Machine company of Pittsburgh, Pa.,

have issued a brochitre devoted to their compound engine,

mention of which has been made heretofore in this column.

A most interesting fact is brought out in correspondence
published in the pamphlet in a statement made by William
Lee Church, as follows; "It may be interesting to know
that the compound engine was designed by a process the

reverse of the usual methods; that is to say, the 6rst work
was to lay out an indicator diagram, which should possess

the highest theoretical possibilities. Such a diagram having
been made and trimmed at until it was satisfactory in all

respects, the drawings were next put in hand, and the pro-

portions of the valve and the functions of the valve motion
were planned to secure the results delineated on the card.

As an evidence of the good understanding of the condi-

tions of steam economy enjoyed by modern engineering, it

is pleasant to note that the engine on its first trial described
indicator diagrams which were almost the exact duplicates

of the templates laid out. It is also interesting to note that

the doing away of the intermediate receiver has almost ob-
literated free expansion between the cylinders. The coin-

cidence of the back pressure line on the high pressure cylin-

der and the expansion line on the low pressure cylinder is

also very remarkable."

The inventor of the Woodward plate is Dr. Henry
Woodward, an English physician and scientist, says a De-
troit paper, in an interesting two column description of the

Woodward Electrical company, of which Frank B. Trout
is superintendent. The great problem in storing electricity

is to procure the largest energy in the smallest space. So
much skill and research have been expended in storage ap-
paratus that there scarcely seemed to be any chance for im-
provement in any of its parts. Dr. Woodward, however,
invented a meritorious improvement in the plate. His plate

is an ingenious affair. The company claims that it has
more efficiency than any other plate in the market because
it presents tl c largest red lead surface to the current. The
plates are made by filling an iron measure of eight cubic
inches inside measure, with coarse salt, which is baked.
Melted lead is then poured into the measure, and the result

is a solid cube of eight inches. This is sawed into slices

about one-eighth of an inch thick, the surface of which are
lead and salt. The slices are then immersed in water,
which dissolves the salt, leaving them with perforated and
irregular surfaces, like slices of a sponge. These intersti-

ces, when filled with the all important red lead paste, hold
it in very favorable position for the action of the electricity

and acid. The Wcxxlward l*;ieclrical company of Uelroit,

which was organized last year with a capital of $1,000,000,
is a parent company, which will dispose of its right to sub-
companies, who it will also supply with the products made
under its palcnts. The methods of storing electricity are
the same in all the comijanies, the principaf vibrations be-
ing in the character of the lead plate on which the red lead

paste is placed, and which is tlie principal factor in the stor-

age oi vlcctrical energy.

Electrical Patents.

IssuedJuly 10, 1SS8,

385,705. Arc Lamp. James E, Gaston, Fort Worth,
Tex.

385,727. Electric Motor for street cars. Wilber S. Salis-

bury, Chicago, III.

We give the last claim: "9. In a motor for street

cars, the axle and one or more frames loosely journaled
and supported upon said axle, in combination with one
or more motors mounted on said frames, a gear con-
nection between said motors and the axle, a pulley

secured to the car frame, and a flexible or yielding

guy rod secured at its ends to said frames and working
over said pulley."

385,760. Electric Battery. William P. Kookogey,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

385,770. Protector for Electrical Instruments. Geo. W.
Mingle and William Mingle, Philadelphia, Pa.

385,774. Device for Lighting and Heating Cars by Elec-
tricity. I)e Witt C. Roberts, Chicago, 111.

•The invention relates to devices for lighting or heat-

ing by electricity cars which are propelled by means of

a traveling cable located in a conduit beneath the

ground, and more especially to means for establishing

connection between wires or conductors located in the
cars and conducting strips or wires through which the

electric current is conveyed to the cars from a generat-
ing plant or plants located at one or more places on the

line of a railway.

385,782. Electric Switch. Schuyler S. Wheeler, New
York.

385,787. Electric Railway System. Edward M. Bentley,

New York, N. Y.

The invention consists in a system wherein one sec-

tion of a railway is provided with two supply con-
ductors independently insulated and inclosed in a
slotted conduit, while the succeeding section is sup-

plied with an exposed single conductor, preferably

elevated above the roadway and having a ground re-

turn.

385,815. Electric Switch. Junius E. Mayo, North Man-
chester, Conn.

385,826. Multiple Switchboard. Albert Sechrist, Gree-
ley, Col.

The last claim follows: "3. A multiple switch-
board having two or more rows of switches, each
switch composed of parallel pivoted bars united by an
insulating crossbar or handle, the bars being connected
in different branches of the same electrical circuit, and
sets of contact anvils or springs, one at each end of the

bars, the sets being connected in the circuit of differ-

ent sources of electricity, connections electrically con-
necting all the corresponding contacts from the sources
of electricity in each row and connections electrically,

connecting the corresponding parts of the correspond-
ing switches in the different rows."

385,846. Wiring Switchboards. James A. Cook, Detroit
Mich., and Frank B. Cook, Toledo, Ohio.

"Claim 3. The combination with the strips of
spring jack switches arranged upon different multiple
switchboards in the same order, of telephone lines,

each connected with a different switch on each of the

boards, the connections being made from the rear of

the board, the wires for the connections being made
up in cables extending horizontally from one board
directly to another board, the cables being placed in

layers, the different layers being adapted to be sepa-
rated or crowded apart, whereby any cable may be
removed with its attached strips of spring jacks."

385,863. Multiple Switchboard. Milo G. Kellogg. Hyde
Park, III.

We give claim 2. "In a telephone exchange system,
two subscribers' lines temporarily disconnected from
the ground at the central office and connected' together
for conversation, with their calling annunciators
shunted by wires of small resistance, in combination

'1 with a clearing-out annunciator in the circuit of said
lines."

385,877. Railway Signal Lante"^. Christian H. Peters,

Danville, III.

385,894. Electrical Annunciator. Montraville M. Wood,
Erie, Pa.

385,900. Automatic Weighing and Recording Apparatus.
Edward H. Amet, Chicago, III.

385.902. Electric Railway. Edward H. Bentley, New
York, N. Y.

"Claim 8. The combination with the contact trol-

ley, of a conductor provided with a take-up device and
a ring or eye by which it may be reached from below
and brought into an operative position."

385.903. Switch on Overhead Lines in Electric Railways.
Edward M. Bentley, New York,.N. Y.

385,915. Electric Conductor. Leo Daft, Plainfield, N. J.

"Claim 5. The combination of the slide supporting
the switch rails, locking devices, slide-actuating mech-
anism and buffers."

385,920. Railway Signal. Constant F. De Redon, New
York, N. Y. :

*'
385.927- Coin-operated Induction Coil. Joseph W. Ha-

zell, Baltimore. Md.
385,928. Electric Railway. Edwin W. Heald, Wilming-

ton, Del.

385,943. Commutator for Dynamo Electric Machines.
Frank B. Mitchell, Columbus, Ohio.

The improvement consists in constructing the hub
of the commutator of hard wood, with insulating seg-
ments and conducing scgnients secured thereto, in

making the insulating segments of glass, in covering
and securing them in grooves or pockets formed in the
hub, and in providing Llie conducting wires with an
enlarged head and clamp and connecting the inner en4

of said conducting wire with a conducting plate of the
armature, and clamping the outer end of said wire
with the armature wire.

385,956. Electric Telephone. Nathaniel Parks, Deans-
viUe, N. Y.

"Claim r. In a telephonic transmitter, an elec-

trode, two other electrodes applied to opposite sides of
the same, means for increasing the pressure of the first

named electrode upon either one of the other electrodes
and at the same time diminish the pressure upon the
other branch circuits leading from the two outer elec-

trodes and an artificial resistance contained in one of
the branch conductors."

385.963. Railway Signal. Edward A. Sharp, Rogers
Park, 111

385.964. Electric Signal for Railways. Edward A. Sharp,
Rogers Park, III.

382.974. Telephone Central Station.Apparatus. Theodore
N Vail, Boston, Mass., and John A. Seely, New
York. N. Y.

" Claim I. The combination of a central station, a
series of sub-stations, a series of metallic circuits, one
for each sub-station, connected in parallel at said cen-
tral station, a telephone instrument for each circuit at

the sub-station, a receiving telephone at the central
station in a local circuit having fixed electrical contacts,
two separable contacts for each metallic circuit, and a
suitable device for separately connecting and discon-
necting the two terminals of each metaUic circuit with
the terminals of the local circuit."

385.975. Telephone Sub-station Apparatus. Theodore
N. Vail, Boston, R'^ss , and John A. Seely, New
York, N. Y.-

" Claim 3. At a telephone station a switch or circuit

changer having a contact with the main line, a contact
with a telephone branch, and a contact with a branch
combined with a second switch or circuit chanerer hav-
ing two contacts, the first connected to a generator of
electricity and the second to the main circuit, whereby,
when the second switch is operated, the generator and
main line are connected during the process of calling,
and preliminary to conversation."

385.976. Telephone Central Station Apparatus. Theo-
dore N. Vail, Boston, Mass., and John A. Seely, New
York, N. Y.

385,977- Telephone Central Station Apparatus. Theo-
dore N. Vail, Boston, Mass., and John A. Seely New
York, N. Y.

385,978. Telephone Exchange Signaling. Theodore N.
Vail, Boston, Mass., and John A. Seely, New York
N. Y.

385,984. Apparatus for Tilling Ground. Edwin R.
Whitney, St. Johnsbury, Vt.

"Claim 4. In an electrical apparacus foi tilling
ground, the combination, with the carriage drawn by
any suitable power and an electro-magnetfc motor con-
nected with electric source and a table or carrier on
which same is mounted, of a segment of a cylinder,
provided with spikes on its concave face, pivoted to
main frame, and connected plvbtally to end of said ta-
ble or carrier, and a spiked rotary drum carried from
ends of said segment and receiving motion from said
electric motor."

386,045. Burglar Alarm. Richard H. Umbenhaur, To-
ledo, Ohio.

386.049. Railway Signal. George H. Wright. San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

386,059. Telegraphic Recording Apparatus Charies Cut-
triss, New York, N. Y.
The last claim follows: "11. A riieotome consisting

of a reservoir for holding; mercury, a tube connected
therewith, means for vaiying the height of the mercury
in the tube, a circuit whose connections are controlled
by the movement of the tube, and an electro-magnet
connected in said circuit."

386,066. Electric Lock Frank J. Gridley, Chicago, III.

"Claim I. In an electric lock, the combination,
with an electro-magnet, of a bolt or a detent under
stress and an electrical switch, said switch being
adapted to break an electrical connection with the elec-
tro-magnet and close the same with another circuit
adapted to extend the said circuit by the operation of
the bolt."

fl

380,071. Magneto Electric Machine
Cambridge, Mass

William Humar

386,085. Electric Railway. Elias E. Ries, Baltimore, Md,
386,086 Driving Mechanism for Electric Railway. Cars.

Elias E. Ries, Baltimore, Md.
'

'
Claim I

.
The combination in a railway car of paral-

lel supporting bars or frames extending between and
stistained by the driving a.\les thereof, said bars being
provided with openings provided with gaskets or rings
for holding the electro-dynamic motor."

386,087. Combined Electric Railway and Wire Conduit.
Elias E. Ries, Baltimore, Mti.

3S6 088. Method of Welding by Electricity. Elias E.
Ries, Baltimore, Md.
" Claim I. The method of effecting union between

two metals in contact, consisting in the application of
heating currents of electricity to traverse the joint to
be welded, and simultaneously subjecting said joint to
the action of o.\ygengas."

3f6,oqo Electric Battery. Isaiah L. Roberts, Brooklyn
N. Y. " '

"Claim I. The combination in .an electric battery
having the exciting material in the form of a paste, of
a permanganate, bichromate of soda, and the salt' of
an alkali."

386,ogy,
M

y. Automatic Cut-oul for Incandescent Lamps
erie J. Wightm.in and Hermann Lemp, Hartford.

Conn.
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Electric Motors, Carbons,

Testing Instruments,

Arc and Incandescent

Lamps, Dynamos, etc.

C. F. Dunderiale,
154 La Salle St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
I—65-Lighl Van Depoele Arc Light Plant.

1—50-Light American System Aic Liglit

Plant.

3— 1 0- Lig ht. United Stales Sysle m Arc Light

Plants taken in exchsnge.

Waterhonse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Qhicago Office, - 154 La Salle Street.

TmrBELT

1 1 - 23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS^ NEW YORK.

BURR & DODGE, 1 25 N. 5th St., Philadelphia.

^1 Friction Clutch Pulleys

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

Investigate Before Buying.

CHAS. A. CHEEVEB, Pres. WILLAKD L. CANDEE, Treu.

The Okonite Company,

No. 13 jtW^K^I^ FARE ROW,

TRADE MARK.
Manupacturcrs of

ELECTRIC LIGBT, TELEPHONE and TELEGRAPH
WIRES AND CABLES

FOR AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND UNDERGROUND USES.
"We. particularly desire that a trial aliould be given our wire by all parties contemplating Underground,

Aerial or Submarine service as we are convinced tnat it Is the safest wire for the purposes known, and we
can. without heBltatlon, refer to parties who are now using It. We are also manufacturers of the celebrated
OKONITE TAPE, the best Insulated Compound for making joints In the market. Estlmatea and
quotations furnlahed upon application.

Chicago Branch. 42 LA SALLE STREET, Chicago. III.

Minnesota Branch, MINNEAPOLIS ELECTRIC CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

Nebraska Branch. MIDUNO ELECTRIC CO.. Omaha, Neb.

Boston Branch, F. E. PETTIN6ELL &. CO., Boston, Mass.
Kansas City Branch, INTER-STATE ELECTRIC CO., Kansas City, Mc

^.
:fA

The Electrical ^^
r^-"^jr Construction Co. ^\

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Lig^ht Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

GARLOCK'S RING PACKINGS
Sectional Ring

AND

Elastic Ring.

The Best Paciiing

For High Speed Engines

THE GARLOCK PACKING GO , Palmyra, N. Y.
Send for CircaUre an i particalara to The Garlock Packing Co., Palmyra, N. Y., and Rome, Gs.

THE "CLJLRK " ISTIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
29. 1886. lie says : "A Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."

The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and in guaranteed
to he waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remiiln fle.\Ible la extreme cold weather
and not affected by beat. The InsuIaUon Is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the

whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and. to a very great extent, Are proof.

Our InsuliUion will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepaied to furnish Single Wires of all

gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENRT A. CLARK, Geneml Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie 3^ppiie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OF

pishefs Qlectric

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

^= ELECXRIC RJLIL^KTJLYS.

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
tMANUFACTURERS ofh

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Eleci^ric n]aGhines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE. Agent,
154 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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More ThanTwo years' Constant ||se Proves The

INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHTS
For Multiple Arc antl Alternating Circuits a Great Success.

NO DEAD RESISTANCE.
Parties usinp or operating Incandescent Electric Light Plants of any kind have long felt

that, notwithstanding the advantages possessed by this syslem for lighting interiors where a
well distributed light is dei^ired, there are often places where an Arc Light would be preferable
if it could be used in connection with the Incandescent system already in use without extraor-
dinary outlay or continuous expense.

It is the simplest form of arc lamp made, having but three movable parts. It is the
steadiet arc light in the market. It is perfectly adapted to incandescent circuits of any sys-
tem, and may be operaied at will by a switch, without disturbing other lights upon the ciicuits.

Thus the expense of a special dynamo and other apparatus is avoided. Works charmingly
on a secondary or storage battcry._ The lifiht obtained is while, without ihe bluish cast of aic
lamps operated in series on long circuits. " It is the cheapest and neatest arc lamp yet exhibi-
ted, while its brilliancy ie unsurpassed." The current used is ferfeccly harmle-;s to persons
coming in contact with it. In ordering lamps or asking information always state style of
machine and voltage of the incandescent lamps used. If you have spare power in your present
incandescent plant, you cannot utilize it to better advantage than by attaching our lamps
thereto, thus lighting I he streets, yard or other property where an ate licht would be preferred.
Local Incandescent light companies can thereby prevent ruinous competition in small towns.

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.,

F. E KINSMAN, V Pres. and Gen. Manager,'

Temporary Offices, 87 Liberty St., N. Y.

tS^SPECIAL PRICES TO CENTRAL STATION COMPANIES.

Both Advertiser and Publisher by men-

tiotiing the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
when writing to advertisers.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
-MANOPACTTTRERS OF—

Hard Kubber goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Cataloeiie and Prices furnished on application.

The Stoddard Cut-Out
PATENTED SEPT. 13. 1887.

FOR FLEXIBLE PENDANTS.

The Safest, Cheapest, IVIost Durable
and Artistic In the IVIarlcet.

NEW PATENT GAS ATTACHMENT
FOR FITTING ELECTRIC LIGHT SOCKETS TO GAS FIXTURES.

No more burnt wire conductors where this attachment is used.

Remove gaa burner, screw nozzle In Its place; by replacing and screwing gas burner on nozzle, you effect

a solid, permanent, gas tight Job. Send orders to FRANK S. MARR, Contractor.

Bissell Block. PITTSBURGH, PA.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.

42 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

I.W.COLBURN&CO
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

machines for Arc and Incandescent
£lectric Ijighting, Blectro- Plating
and JBxperimental Use.
Send for large Ulnstrated Catalogue, also Iland-

book of :5eady Reference, vest-pocket edition.

PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
N THE WORLD.
E. M. F.. Volts, 1.44.

Internal Resistance, Ohms, 0.32.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Highest TestlmooUils.

WRTTK FOE PKICE AND CIKCULAK TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Street. N. Y.

Vitalls Himmer. Manager.

To be had also at

California Electrical Works,
San Francisco.

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,
TERRE HAUTE. IND.-A SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING.
\Vl-1I .ii<1uW('.|, wfll eiinipiii.'d ii.>i.i:irtiiu-nts of Me-
clianic;iliLiidl.'ivil Engiin;t;rin<;, Kk-ftricity, Cljeniis-
try ami Drawing. ExtenMive Shops and Laboratories.
For Catalogue, addreea T. C. MENDENHALL. Pros.

FOR SALE
1 UNITED STATES

20-ARC LIGHT DYNAMO
With Lamps, Hoods and Globes; In first-class

condition; can be purchased for one-half mann-
factorer'a price of

W. A. KNAPP, Beloit, lis.

Eugene F. PHrLLiPs,
President.

W. H. Sawybb,
Sec'y and Electrician. '

imerlci Electrical fforls.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

Manufacturers of Palent Finished

Insulated Electric Wires,;

Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wirei

Magnet Wire, Patent Rubber-Covered i

Wire, Lead-Eucasetl Wire, Flex-

ible Cordage, Office and
Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND andAERIAL CABLES.t

NEW YORK OFFICE: 18 Cortlandt St.

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

WANTBD.
AGEN ' S for Lord's Boiler Compound. A
c ance for iilnglneere and men on the road.
Alec local Agents with means. State pres-
ent occupation. Addrete,

CEO. W LORD,
aifi Union street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Luminous Electric Goods.

SEND fOR DESCEIPTlVfi CIBCULAE.

MANSFIELD ELECTRIC CO.,

383 Federal St.. - Boston, Mass.

THE Emsou mjlchiite; 'htori^s,
SCHElSrECTA.r)Y, 3sr. Y.,

-MAlTOFACTtrRERS OF-

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords anl Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAIWES F. KELLY, Ceneral Sales Agent, 19 Pey Street, New York.

GEORGE P, BARTON,

LAW OFFICE,

Rooms 08 and GO Temple Court,

225 Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Patent and Trademark Cases.

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Shnd for Catalogue.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN I EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Securities.
|
Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE $3.25.

B. LYMAI,
rical Supplie

Clevelai

Ohio,
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"C & C" ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
FAN OUTFITS,

^, \, % HORSE POWER.

Fan Outfits with the Latest Me-
chanical Improvennents for Arc and

Incandescent Circuits.

Motors designed to drive any make of
Ventilating Fan.

ARC MOTORS
with our new Automatic Regulation

keep their speed absolutely

constant.

Automatic Motors for any Incandescent
Circuit.

MiNUFicTORV: 90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK, chimgo office: Adams Express Building.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BJLRE JLNID IlSrSXJLJLXEID ^KTIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted

Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work, Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "KK^ LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

FACTORI ES:

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent,

WATERBURY, CONN.
THOS. L. SCOVILL,

185 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.
NEW YORK AGENT,

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Send for price-List- 1 8 Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N, Y.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers.in

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
Agents for EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES.

46 South Water Street, CLEVELAND. OHIO.
Complete DomeBtic Combination Outfitt>:

Thpee seta reqnire no technical knowled e to connect; they are all

contained in blnck highly finished haM rubber caeee, moQntfd In

nickel plaie and ready for use. The bell doDiee are ail Ws Inchea. the

coilB a wound with Bilk-covered wire, and t e contacta are of plat-

inized eilver.
Three-Way Annunciator and Bell Set ^Ib.m

Invalids Portable CaU Bell Set 7.00

Burglar Alarm Set 7 50

tire Alar- Onltlt $7.00 to 8 00

Portab'e Electric Testing Set 10.00

Family Ele'-lro-Medlcal Set 12.00

Telegraph Set for Short Llree and Learnere o 50

H'f^and Low Temperature Alarm 12.00

SiDgl« Stroke or Trembling Bell Set 6 00

Switchboaids, Swltchea, Annnnciatois, Belle, Wires, Push But-

tODB, Alarm Contacts, etc.

Ulaterhouse System of ]|rc ^^ Incandescent

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

All Candle Power Lamps, Automatic Cut-outs for Constant High
Tension Currents.

OUR INSTANTANEOUS REGULATOR

enables a long life and clear globes to be obtained, and the high efficiency

of our Dynamo obtains more candle power per horse power, in both

Arc and Incandescent Lighting than any other systems.

Gold Medal awarded, Mechanics Fair, Boston, for Instantaneous

Automatic Current Regulation.

12 and over i6 candle power lamps to the horse power.

2,coo candle power, nominal Arc Lights on less than 2 lbs. coal per

lamp, per hour. Not equalled by any system. Send for Catalogue.

Ulaterhouse Electric & |||fg. Co.,

Chicago Office, 154 LaSALLE STREET. HARTFORD, CONN.

AT ONCE,

Fonr (4) Armature Winders,

Two (2) Field Magoet Winders.

GOOD WAGES.

SILVEY ELECTRIC CO.,

LIMA, OHIO.

feU^A<ING^

1
m,^'^'S^.-,J^^

TRADE

GONDAPRISM BATTERY
MARK.

Tlie Standard OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY of the World.

Go:<DA ^EisM Cell CoMpLKTii.

The great merits of this battery have brought out a

number of infringements and worthless imitations. Beware
of them.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.

14:9 West 18th Street, New York. Gonda's Cabbon. Zlnc amd Jae
COTICB*
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Western Agents JSiP™^!^^ Wires and Cables,

CANDEE WEATHERPROOF ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.
ABSOJLUTELY THE BEST.

A complete stock of General Electric Supplies always on hand. Shipments prompt.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, - 42 LaSalle St., Chicago.
Electric Light Repjiring. General Machine Job-Work, Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, S;5f.J8¥lgvuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, July 30,

at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the Club,
123-134 Clark street.

aii-Es AiTxi-iMtjLoisrExic smielo for -wtjlxches.
Office of Van Depoele Electric Wig. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co.

Qenilemen : — Your Anti-Magnetic

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti-

mated. It is now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day

it is (without correcting time) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never

have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one who needs the correct time, should
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good
deal of practical utility, as well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time-

keeper. At present, I look upon a watch
without a shield as a thing incomplete, _
and so it is. Very Respectfully, _

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
"'

Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.

Send for descriptive circular. GILES BROS

" * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the

only plan I know that could succeed.
WM. A. ANTHONY,

Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologlsts

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and line adjustments and mechan
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,— Waltham, Mass.

103 State Street, CHICAGO.

The Baxter Electric Motor.
This Motor is now ready to be placed upon the Market.

Manufactured for both

f\re apd lQea9d(^s(;e9t (?lr(;ijlts,

THE ONLY PERFECTLY GOVERNED MOTOR EVER MADE.

Address :

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

1 1 SOUTH STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.
Factory A, Constitatlon and Mpnament Sts. Factory B. Buren and Monament Sts.

NEW TOEK

:

Rooms r 7, 346 & 349 Pottse BmLDiNS.

BOSTON

:

RoOMB 57 & 58 Hancock Bldg., 178 Dstonshibe St.

Western DeDartment, Dearliorn Bnlliiln£,130 Dearlorn St„ Rooms 30-31. OMcap, 111.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUKACTUKEU HV

WOODBURY ENGINE \J^

COMPANY. '^msA.^^M

ALSO BUILDERS OF

PLAIN SLIDE YALYE
AND

Double Valve Medinm Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines
AND

TUBULAR BOILERS.
Addreee the Mfiiuifacturere at

652 Mill Street, ROCHESTEfi. N. I.
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SYITO^IJLL
^yTLSLxryo SLJ\dL Cylincier Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery. By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the lar"-est

Electric Plants of the West.
°

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, - - 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

W. S. HILL,
133 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.

MANUFACTURER OF
DYNAMOS, ARC LAMPS CUT-OUTS,

Double-Pole Switches Key-Sockets,
AND Incandescent Lamps.

United states Gtectric Fire Alarm (Jo.

EVART, MICHIGAN.

PBOPELET0B8 OF THB

Chase Police aM Rre Alarm Telegrapli

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction indif-

ferent cities and

villages in the United States.

ALUMINOUS INCANDESCENT

I UMINOip
wiT)r OK wrrnouT

vitrite caps or holders
In any size, capacity or shape.

Lamps fitted to any Lamp Cap that may
be supplied.

VITRITE & LUMINOID GO.
Pending reorganization of tliis Company, the Works

are carried on by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver,

HARRISON, N. J.
70 V„ 16 c. p.

CHICAGO OFFICE
Metropolitan Building Sem for new catalogues, prices and Testimonials.

Room No. II.

The Cuts are half size of Standard Shape and Sizes. 100 v., 16 c. p.

The|rush£lectric|{oinpany

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

SEND FOR catalogue.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-By F. B. BADT.
100 pages; 70 illuetratlone ; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6k3 inches. Designed for

Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers. Just the book for men who wish
to learn how to operate and c»re f'>r electric light installationB. The only book of the idnd in the
Bnglish langnage . Price, postage prepaid to any address ia the United tjtaiea or Canada, SIOO.

Atdress ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Lakeside Bldg„ Chicaqo.

Protect y^ Armatures
It is a matter of every day experience

among Electric Light men that Armatures
are frequently burned out entirely or seriously

injured by the short circuiting of machines.

This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector

Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury resulting from the

short circuiting of machines. No machine
can burn out if protected by Wright's Arma-
ture Protector. One of the most valuable

invenlions of recent years. Now on the

market. For information and prices, address

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, ilL

Electric

Light

Carbons

Adapted to all Systems.

CITY OFFICE,

yilPiieSt

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

Chicago Office, 1 30 Washington St.

ALEXANDER KEMPT, Special Agent.

VKTIIiIalAIKI A. DOTir,
MANtTFACTUREK OP AND DEALER IN

ELECTRICAL COODS AND SUPPLIES,
727 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ALEXiNDBE M. UE^90^. FBANK H. THOMPSON.

^mm^ON & THOIYEPSOIff,
MANUFACTURERS OF INSULATED WIRES,

TELEPHONE, TELEaUAPH, ELECriilC LIGHT, OITICE AND ANNUNCIATOK WIKES. FLEXIBLE COKD
AGE, fllAGNET WIRE, ETC.

No. 3015 Chestnut Slreel, ..... PHILADELPHIA.

WESTERN AGENT:
F. DUNDERDALE 154 LaSalle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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BARE COPPER WIRE PJ B WEATHER PROOF WIRE.
Copper for Dynamo Brushes, Commutator

Copper, Copper for Gravity Batteries,
Copper Sheet, Rod and Tube.

THE ELECTR8CAL SUPPLY CO.,
171 Randolpb Street, CHICAGO.

FACTOBIES : BRASrOH OFFICE:
505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.

UNDERWRITERS' WIRE.
A Large Stock Constantly on Hand.

WE GUARANTEE QUALITY EQUAL, IF NOT
SUPERIOR TO ANY MADE.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
171 Randolpb Street, CHICAGO.

FACTORIES:

ANSOittIA, CONN.
BRANCH OFFICE:

605 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.

OFFICE WIRE.
PROMPT SHIPMENTS AT BOTTOM PRICES.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
171 Randolph Street, CHICAGO.

FACTORIES

:

ANS9NIA. CONN.
BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.

WH^T About Kerite?
Mr. L. B. G. Allen, of Brush Elec. Ass'n, of St. Louis, says: "We

are furnishing your wire to some large slaughtering and packing houses in

Kansas City, where the steam and saltpetre drippings have destroyed every

other kind of insulation, and Kerite is the only thing that will stand."

We carry a large stock of all sizes Kerite wires and cables.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
171 Randolpli Street, CHICAGO.

FACTORIES:

ANSONIA, CONN.
BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.

"TEST INS7RUIKESN7S.
TESTING SETS, AMMETERS,

VOLTMETERS, ETC.

Write for Information and Quotations,

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
171 Randolph Street, CHICAGO.

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA, CONN.

BBANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.

P. and B. is a waterproof insulation. Cannot be injured by handling.

Will not cause grounds in wet weather if run through foliage. Is highly

recommended bj' all who have tested it. Does not cost more than worth-

less insulations.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
171 Randolph Street, CHICAGO.

FACTOBIBS: BHANCH OFFICE:

ANSONIA, CONN. 505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.

ANNUNCIATOR WIRE.
ALL SIZES. ALL COLORS.

Q XT .^ Xj X rr "S" XT SirS XT XL X* .A. S S £3 X> .

Write for Quotations.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
171 Randolph Street, CHICAGO.

BBANCH OFFICE:
505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.

FACTOBIES:
ANSONIA, CONN.

KERITE INSULATION.
Prof. John P. Barrett, Cit7 ElPctrlciao, Chicago, under recent date, wrltee as foUows: "Per-

mit me to say that the firet wires placed under eroand in this cily were Kerite ineujattd, in the year
1875. These wires are stnl in t-ame poeiiion and Jn excellent condiiion. Mace tden, fiom year to >far,
we have extended our nndergroiind B) Btem Lntii V e now haAe aboot one hBndred miles insei^i'e.
Thle iDclQdeB about fonr miles of Klectric Light wire leadmp from the Lity Hall to light our traffic

tunnels under the river. This department has adopted Kerite inenlaiion, for the reason that it has
given perlect eailefactlon In all cases."

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
171 Randolph Street, CHICAGO.

FACTORIES: BRANCH OFFICE:
ANSONIA, CONN. 505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.

5

Kerite Tape is the only tape that has withstood the teat of t^n yeari or more of exposure. The
Decessity for mubing a perfectly secure joint in an Insulated wire la of the greateet importance; they
should have proper protection to prevent rust and oxydatiOQ. Kerite Is the only tape manufactured
that will vulcanize by exposure forming a perfectly water-tight sleeve over the joiot. A large namber
of spurious and worthless imitili'ine hav^ ret-ently been pUced upon the market, having no proof of
long use or durability, all of which are sold for their adhesive or sticking qualities only.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
171 Randolph Street, CHICAGO.

FACTOBIBS;

ANSONIA, CONN.
BEAUCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.

A SUPERIOR INSULATION
J.F.Morrison, of the Brnsh Electric Co., Baltimore, says: "Have tried and discarded all

other insulated wires and adopted Kerite. Two years' test shows maioteaance far les3 and accidents
avoided Our record excels any Elec*rlc Light Co. in the country, much 'of'wIiTch" T'attribute to
Kerite covered wire."

Write for Quotations and any information desired.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
171 Randolph Street. CHICAGO.

PACTOBIB3:
ANSONIA, CONN.

BBANCH OFFICE:
505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.

ELECTRIC LIGHT TOOLS,
TOOLS OF ALL KINDS.

Send for Our Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
171 Randolph Street, CHICAGO-

FACTOBIBS:
ANSONIA, CONN.

BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
Do not undertake to construct your Line with-

out our Illustrated Catalogue. Mailed
upon application.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
171 Randolph Street, CHICAGO.

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA, CONN.

BRANCH OFFICE:
605 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.
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^LECTRIC •!• lylGHTING.
(WOOD'S PATENTS), Owned and Manufactured by the

I

American Electric Manufacturing Company^
18 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

For simplicity of"construction, steadiness and purity of light, perfection of Automatic regulation, economy of power In operation,

freedom from getting out of order, and absolute safety of Armatures from tiuming,

INTENDING PURCHASERS, whether for Isolated Plants or Central Station use, desiring to investigate the merits of

the AMERICAN SYSTEM, are requested to write to any of our customers.

OUR PATRONS ARE OUR FRIENDS AND SPONSORS.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS

J^HiBic^M Ilictbic Hamufactubimq Co.,

18 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

AN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

MUNICIPAL LIGHTINB Our SPECIALTY.

^ We claim for the Van Depoele Improved Arc Lamp that it is

the simplest and best lamp in existence; for our Dynamos that they

cannot get out of order, and require little or no attention; that an
inexperienced man can run them, and that they give the most light

for the least consumption of power.
Manufacttired and for Sale only by

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

TAH DEPOELE
Double Carbon Lamp. 15, 17» 19 and 21 N. Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL.

C)
TA2f DEPOELB

Single Carbon Lamp.
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SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
MANUFACTURED AND CONTROLLED BY THE

fort Wayne Jenney Electric Light Gompeny,
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA. 1

T]ie laaost carefmlly ^ror^ed out and complete Alternating Systexa of Eleotrlo

Zilghiting in Szistence.
j

^
1 I

12

16

ARMATDBE

Iriiaranteeil

Converter

iti

Power

Lamps

TO THE

Horse Power

Guaranteed.

SLATTERY ALTERNATING DYNAMO.

port U/ayneJenney Electric Dght Company,
MANUFACTURERS OF

The Slattery Inductioii System,

THE JENNEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMP.
Main Office and Works, FORT WAYNE. IND.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 242, 244 E. 1 22d STREET.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 225 Dearborn St., First Floo .

W. J. BTJCKLBY, Manager.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh St

G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Saneome St. CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE, F. Adams, Successor.

\
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY.
—MAHTJFACTUBEKS OP

—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Send for Catalogue and Pk;ce List.

729 Broadway, STew York.

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Company,
aBoerjl Offloss, Ko. 708 PIHH. AVE., FITTSBnSOB, PA.

i

Hew 7ori, Telephone Building. CortUndt Street.
G. L. Wiley Manager.

Chicago, 139 East Uadison Street, F. E. Segen-
hardt. Manager,

UANDTACTUEERS OF

o o o
o o

The|i|aring)|nti-jnduction»| gunched Gables
For Telegraph. Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Submarhie

and Aerial.
LIGHT LEADED CABLES FOR HOUSE USE.

Weatherproof Line Wire, Underwriters', Annunciator and Office Wire,

Five Years of Uniform Success Enable us to Guarantee our Cables,

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and hlg-h

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Electric Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone, All Sizes
Railway and all other / ^ Enrased Wires Submarine Use

Branches of Signaling.
**'' " t^t'ou^ou wiitss.

Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

Aerial Use,

Subterranean Use,

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr., 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

Electric Leather Belting.
Wire Screwed, specially adapted for

DYNAMOS.
PIECE OF ELECTBIC BELT. Every Belt Guaranteed.

CSHAS. .A.. 95CHIEREN & CSO.,
MANTTTAOTUEEES AND TANNEB3 OP

Oak Tanned Leather Belting and Lace Leather.

45-51 Ferry Street,

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

it- (J4LLE1DEI( '"^w"
JLATING and

WATERPROOFING
4g SceaAwaT', BieW Yesb,

cofflpAJiy,

ZS4 KaSalle St., Cliicago,
MAMTTFAOTUEEKS OP

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
Bitlte Wires for Use Underground, In Plaster,

Damp Places, Etc., Etc.

„„.. ».._. *^ 5°""' Canal Street, Chicago.
BRSNCHES:.^ 86 Federal Street, Boston

( 41S Arch Street, Philadelphia.

©
Tbinidad "Wibbb for Line "Work In place of Underwriters.

:EXj:Eca?n.ic XjXG^xx^x* "wzxt-iBs of «.ii sizes A si».E:c;i-aLX.«TT

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Self-Contalned

Aitomatic Cnt-Of Eopes,
8PE0IALLT ADAPTED POE EUNNING

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring close

regulation of speed.

"Webtbkn Oppiob and Wabebooms:

64 & 66 S. Canal Si., Chicago, III.

WH. A. HAMMETT. Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & COFFER COMFANY,
Sole manufacturers of COWLES> PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C B B A

cirr SHOWING style of insulation.
A.—Copper Wire. B. B.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C.—Braided CottOBi

saturated with a Blacky Wrather-Proof Composition.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. Pure Elet-

trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

FACTORrES:
64 Washington St.. Chicago, Ills. ANSONIA, CONN.

WAREROOHS:
\

[-^ ^P." 2'. Cliff St., N_ew York..

Daxiel W.
Addison H.

Marmok, President.

Koedykb, Vice-President.

Chaeles D. Jenket, Electrician. Bbainaed Rorison, Secretary.
Amos K. Hollowell, Treasurer

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole Owners of all the Patents and Inventiona of Charles D. Jenney (known aa the Jenney System) and Sole Owaers and Manufacturers of his

Improved Oynamo, bamp ^4

Electric |I)otor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting
the Jtniiey Sysien: leads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In these eaeentlals It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants for Cities, Companies or Individttals.

Prices Furnished for the Jennev Arc or Incan-

descent Systems, or for both combined.

The Jennej IncandescentDynamoB are self-regulating,

and permit the turning on and off of one or all of the Lamps
at will.

This C'nmpanv gives special aUentloii, to furnishing Mills,

Shops.. Factories, etc., lolh Individual Plants.

B^ SEUD rsR mmu iLiusimiHE iiiio bescbibihe m smE«. -^
OFFICE AND WORKS,:

Cor. Keutucky Ave. and Morris St,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Eleci^ric Co.
EASTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WESTERN OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOR

Urc-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Best Arc-Light, Louisville, IBSa,

First Prize : Beat System of Arc-Llghtlng,

Cincinnati Induatrlal ExpoBitlon, 1883.

-OF-

Electric ]|rC'[ighting

This Company was given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and

durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

y™""

/

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all sizes ifor the transmlselon of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds Of Arc

and Incandescent Lighting: and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. lOP.OOO Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital.

Qdison Qlectric ||ight (Jo.
THIS COMPANY IS THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS

AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTul

OIETHOO OF eEHEiini; EHECTRICni; DISTRIBUTIOn.

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Capital, $2,5C0,000, 4 Stations
; Capacity, 150.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital. $760,000. 1 Station; Capacity 40,000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $690,000, 2 stations: Capacity, 50,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000, 1 Station; Capacity, 50,000 Lamps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies comljined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Industry as an investment,

WEITE FOB PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAL.

For Information relative to Central Station Business, apply to the

Hdison Electric L^ierlit Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated

348 Edison 16 " " 54

HORSE
POWER.

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Eoison him inns Rejecteo nno Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 lAVper H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H, P., equals BtVit per H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCURATE TESTS. NO COMMENTS FOE PARTICCLAKS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2

1

9 LA SALLE ST., CHICACO.

The Railway Telegraph Supply Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
ANJVTJNCIA-TOnS, BIAONETO BELLS, BA.TTEItIES, ETC

WE CARRY A FULL STOCK OF J. H. BUNNELL & CO.'S TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS.

Line Wire and Equipment, Pins, Brackets, Cross-arms, Insulators, Etc., Insulated Wire and Cables.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES.

Especially y^dapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated Lighting, Raiiroad Car

Street Car Propaision, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from Northekn Illinois, Eastekn Iowa,
Wisconsin ami Minnesota should be addressed to tlie ex-

clusive licensees for said territory.

Northwestern Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy cf Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK-
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Cle^elainci, Oliio-
MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

JARTIS
ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST.

I

81 LAKE ST.,
1

109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. I

1^^* YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and pouier Stations
NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The Standard Carbon Co.,
SUCCESSORS TO THE

BoTJiltoin, Cle^elaxici, and Crvstal CarlDon CozinpaLnies.
OXjE3"^rE3Xj.A.Ba^I>, oxxxo.

C. F. ANNETT, Prest. S. F. FEMTON. VIce-Prest. and Treas. CHAS. SID'N'ET SMITH, Set-y,

Hotel and House Annunciators.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

"Wire and TSatteries.

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, - UTAH.

POND ENGINEERING CO.
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.

Complete Steam Plants
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POW^ER.

Agents for Armington & Sims' Enprines, Steel Boilers, Jarvis' Furnace^
Standard Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Feed Water Hsater,
Blake Pumps, Korting Injector, Etc.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

707 and 709 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS.
Branch, Room 31 Water Works Building. 600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATENTS.

GENERAL OFFICES:

MUTUAL LIFE BLDK.

32 NASSAU ST.,

NEW YORK

T'tans and Estimates Furnished
for all kinds of IncandeB-

cent Lighting.

Philadelphia Office:

No, 308 WALNUT gT

BOSTON OFFICE:

No. 33 FEDERAL -ST,

Estimates Furnished for the
Thomson-Houston System

of Arc Lighting.

The DYNAMO of tWs Company Is AUTOMATIC In Its regulation, and will maintain a UNIFORM
LIGHT, with ALL or ANY PORTION of the lights In Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN and
will MAINTAIN its CANDLE POWER during Its Guaranteed Life.

I

SPRAGUE RAILWAY WORK.
Roads in Operation or in Process of Construction July 14, 1888,

Richmond, Va 40cais.
Richmond Extension 50 "

Carbondale, Pa 3 "

Wilkesbarre, Pa 4 "

St. Joseph, Mo 8 "

Wilmington, Del 3 "

Harrisburgh, Pa 6 "

Lafayette, Ind 9 "

Davenport, Iowa 8 cars.

Salem., Mass 6
Brockton, " 4
Hartford, Conn 2
Scranton, Pa 20
Steubenville, Ohio 6
Manchester, Va 10
Akron, Ohio 12

February 1st not a Road in Commercial Operation, To-day Consult the Above Record. ^

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILTV^AY AND MOTOR CO.,
16 and 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

S. A. PLUMMBR, Pkesident.
P. B. PKESTOH, Vice-Pkeb. ahj) Tkeas.

J

ItOAUn OF niKECTORS.
Gen. R. a. ALGEE. T. WILLIAMSON. C. A. WARKEN
S. A. PLUMMBR. F. B. TROOT. C.H.THOMPSON.
E. C. BROWN. A. WOODWARD. P. B. PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Secbetaey.
FRANK B. TROUT, Sotebintehhest.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For Light and

Power Purposes,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORACE BATTERY

f

For Light and

Power Purposes.

Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to i

F, B. TROUT 5
''"'^'^S' ^9 •^"SW"''* St

,
CAMPAU BUILDINGJ nCTDfllT MIPU

'
^ Factory, Corner 13lh and Woodbridge Sts.

^ UC I IIUI I I iVIIulllGeneral Manager.
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BAKER'S TRIPOLINE!
A Powerful and Rapid Cleaner and Polisher of Metals without Acid or Poison.

fispecially Adapted to Ballroad. Marine, !$tatioiiary and Fire Sniiine Work
'hot or cold ;" Lar^e !!$teiiB, Raillnss, etc.

'

This polish Ib now being supplied to Hundrede of Mechanical Eneineera KIiECTRIC
IjIOHT PliAWTB*, and maDnfflctnrere of Machinery. Has already been adopted by many of the
leadiDS railroad coropaniea. the leading fire depaitments, water works, the U. S. Ordnance adA Navy
Departmente, and thousands of Mills, Factoriea, etc. la the BEST AND UHEAPEsr POLISH INTHE WORLD, and qnickest Cleaner. Unequaled for Cleanins and Pollshins Carbon
Holders. Send for Sample, FREE. Liberal discount to manufacturers and dealers in jKlec-
trlcal Machinery. Manufactured only by the

MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO., - 88 MARKET ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW PATENT GAS ATTACHMENT
FOR FITTING ELECTRIC LIGHT SOCKETS TO GAS FIXTURES.

No more burnt wire conductors where this attachment Is used.
Kemove gas burner, screw nozzle In Its place; by replacing and screwing gas burner on nuzzle you effect

a solid, permanent, gas tight Job. Send orders to FRANK S. MARK, Cont'pactor.

Bissau BIocl<. PITTSBURGH, PA.

FRANKLIN S. CAETEE. CIIAS. M. V/ILKINS,

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WAED V/IIKINS.

PARTRICK Sc CARTER,
MANUFACTURERS Of AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, a.iul will forward to any address upon

ipplication.

N. B.—When applying for Catalogues, please sts.te whether "Electric Bell" or " General
ntpply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

[jelsler glectrlc [ight (Jo.

809-817 S. 7th street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

MAirUT'ACTUBERS OP

The Heisler Patent Incandescent
Electric Light System.

The only and original Alternating Current Long
Distance Single-Wire Incandescent.

We have built 24 Cen-
tral Station Incandescent
Plants within one year,

all of which are on a pay-

ing basis.

This System combines
successfully the illumina-

tion of the streets with a
general supply of light for

stores and houses.

Any desired distance can

be reached at small cost

;

No. 8 American Gauge
Copper Wire being used

for lie outside line. No. 11

for indoors, for any num-
ber of lights of any size

from 20 to 200 c. p. lo-

cated anywhere on the line.

A perfect automatic regu-

lation adjusts for every

variation of tlie load from the full capacity to one single light. We do not need

transformers, distributors, safety catches, resistance boxes or any other electncal

contrivance for distribution or safety.

Special attention is called to the superior advantage of this system for econ oniical

management. To its flexibility, no mathematical c; 'culation being required for winng
or alterations of circuits. To its production of nearly double the candle power to the

H. P., as compared with any other system.

We can furnish substantial proof that 0)y systeja js a supcessful competitor againai

all present metjiods of illumination.

03

CD

aa

High Insulation

In order to meet the constantly
increasing demands for

BETTER INSULATION,

I BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA GO.

420-426 EAST 25th STREET, NEW YORK CITY,

HAS KMPLOTED TUB BEST EXPERTS TO BE HAD AND BUILT

NEW SPECIAL MACHINERY

CO
CD

03

SD
5?

FOR MAKINO THE OELEBRATZD

£ HOOPER'S CORE I
AND OTHER RUBBER COMPOUNDS =

FOK IXSUI.ATIKG WIRES FOR

Subaqueous, Subterranean and Aerial Cables.
~°

C Also, special wires for Leading in Wires, Wiring Vessels, Engine Rooms,
Cellars, Tunnels or oilier wet places, all having

CO

03

SUPERIOR INSULATION
And warranted to give good satisfaction at fair prices.

If Underwriters' is good enough, don't send for our
samples and prices,

HENRY A. REED, Manager.

CDX
CD

CO

USE NOTHING BUT

GUTTA-PERCHA FOR SUBMARINE CABLES.

is tanned on the surfaces
only; the

ifiiioiiiMWiim
Send for Our Valuable Book for Engineers and Belt Users. Frpe."-":

'Agents in all Cities. Send for Trial Belt.

F'orest City Electric ISTorlsLs,
Manufacturers of CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncon-
trolled by the Handle.

Correspondence

Solicited with

Electric Light

Companies.

W. B, CLEVELAND, Proprietor, 183 SENECA STREET, CLEVEIAND, Q.
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The Tliofflson-Houston Electric Railway System.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Sixteen Roads In Dally Operation Under the Thomson-Houston and Van Depoele Patents.

ALL MATERIAL IS IV^OW MANVFACTUllED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., TBE LARGEST
AND BEST EQTJIPFED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN TJSE WORLD. 4'

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railivay work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self- oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the

brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project

above the floor.

Direct gearing Is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Van Depoele patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS ^ ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS FQRNISHED FOR MINING I OTHER SPECIAL WORK,

Foi' Fiill Information and Estimates -A-ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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The Single-Acting and

SelMubricating Principles

Mark the second great advance in Steam Engineering, and

represent th^ Highest type of

COMMERCIAL ECONOMY.

THE WESIINGMSE MACIINE CO,

Pittsburgh, Pa,

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR CO.,
Repreeented by Roberto Bokeb & Co., City of Mexico, Mex.

Stevens, Corwin & Co., 118 Chambers St., Isew York City.

Wi h houees in Panama, C. A., Lima, Buenos Ayree, Guayaquil
and Valparaiso, S. A.

;
WESTIXOHOUSE, CHmCH. KEKR & CO.

17 CortlaDdt Str. et, New York. 97 FiitQ Avenue, Pitta jurgh,

j

156 and 158 Lake Street, Chicago.

I M. K. MUCKI^E. JR.. & CO. (Rep. W., C, K. & Co.)

I
608 Chestnut street, Philadelphia,

FAIBBAAKS 4& CO.
' 3W & 304 Waehington Ave., St. Louis. 312 Union Ave., Kansas
I

City. i;i:iO iseveiileenth Street, Denver.

!
F. C. AYEK. (Representing F. & Co.)

1619 Capital Avenue, Omaha.
' GEO. M. DIIiliEi: & SOXS. (Representing F. & Co.)

1 Pine Bluffs, Arkansas.

I'TAH AXI> MOXTAKA ^lACHUVERY CO.
' 259 South Slain Street, Salt Lak« City.

I

East Granite Street, Butte, Montana.
PABKE & liACY.

,
2123 Fremont Street, tan Francisco.

;
3i and 35 North Front Street, Portland, Ore.

THE 1>. A. T03IPKIKS CO.
i
36 College Street, Charlotte, N. C.

45 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

!
BOBT. SIIDDLETON. (Representing The D. A. T. Co.)

Mobile, Ala,

: H. DUIPIiEY' COLEaiABT & CO. (RepreeenUng The
D. A. T. Co.) New Orleans, La.

KEATI^'G IMP. & 31ACHIKE CO, (Repreaenting
The D. A. T. Co.) DallaB, Tesae.

7. J. DICKEY, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice President.

E. J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man. Sap't and Electrician. L. H. KOKTY. Treasurer.

MIDLAND ILICTEIC CO^ej

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
DEALERS IN

MLE€TRmAL iUPPMli
For the Telegrap&i TbI^t^Uou® aad Slect^e &£g&t»

Hotel and House Annunciators, Barglar Alarms. Fire Alarms. Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tnbes,
Elevator Anntmclators, Batteries. Push Battons. Electric Pens, Telegraph Learners' Inetmments, Medical

Batteries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

"Wbstebx Agents THE OKONITE CO., and the Return Call System of Hotel Annunclatora, Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCrLLOH

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

4^~K3tlmateB famished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part Of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalo^e and Price List on Application.

Tlie Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
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CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP.

ELECTRIC

LIGHTING
APPARATUS.

Our System of Electric Lighting is complete in every detail^ and

is Unexcelled in the Efficiency and Workmanship of the Apparatus;

in the Brilliancy, Steadiness and Color of the Light produced^ and in

Automatic Regulation.

WE FURNISH DYNAMOS I!Li!!^ ANY REQUIRED CURRENT

The high grade of workmanship and the efficiency of

our Dynamos, render them especially advantageous for charg-

ing Storage Batteries, furnishing current for Electric Motors,

etc. We furnish Arc Lamps adapted to any Arc Current.

The superior construction and simplicity of our Lamp
render its use advantageous with any system.

Midland Electric Company Omaha, Neb.
United Electric Company Salt Lake City, Utah.
Western Engineering & Electrical Company Chetopa, Kan,
J. Geo. Kaelber 3 and 4 Duff Block, Denver, Col.
S. F. Bartol Grand Windsor Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Electric Development Company San Francisco, CaL
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- Thomson-Houston Electrical Railway
Syf tern.

The accompanying illustration shows the gen-
eral cha''acteristicsof the Thomson-Houston s)'s-

tem of electrical railwaj'S. It will be noted that

the motors are so placed beneath the car as not

to project above the floor, or require the car

body to be changed in any particular, or to be
raised above its usual height. Only one pair of

brushes is used with each motor, no change be-

ing required for change of load or direction of

rotation of armature. The cars run in either

does not occupy space available for passengers.
A single wire overhead conductor is shown,

the rails being used for the return current. This
makes a light, tfr.obstructive structure, hardly
noticeable by the casual observer. Double con-
ductors are used when required by special con-
ditions; and, whenever necessary, the return cir-

cuit is reinforced by a continuous copper wire laid

underground and connected with the rails. The
main conductor is supported from bracket poles

on narrow streets, where the tracks are on the side

of the street; or on wide avenues where poles can

the conductor directly over the track. These
supports are of such shape as to bring the con-
ductor in the plane of the cross wires, so that

the transverse strain of the latter has no ten-

dency to tip the conductor supports out of the

horizontal. The whole arrangement is light and
simple, requiring but few extra cross wires.

On long lines or where the track is conveni-
ently located, feeder wires are used to maintain
a constant potential at all points of the line, and
to prevent a break at one point from interfering

with the operation of any of the cars. The pos-

direction with equal facility. Two motors are

mounted on each truck, one attached to each a.xle,

whenever the grades are so steep as to make such
connection necessary; but, in general, only one
motor is used, thus reducing the number of me-
chanical and electrical part.s, the multiplicity of

gears, the duplication of armatures and the in-

crease in the number of wearing parts. In

either case the motors are so mounted on the

truck as to avoid any jar in starting the car, in-

creasing the speed or reversing the motor.
The current is controlled, the car reversed and

the brakes aoplied from either platform. The con-

trolling device is simple, compact and efificient,and

be placed between the tracks. In other cases

the conductor is supported by cross wires reach-

ing from pole to pole on opposite sides of the

street, or from building to building where the

sidewalks are narrow and permission can be

obtained from the property owners to place neat

and strong fastenings on the face of the build-

ing. Poles are placed from one hundred to one

hundred and twenty-live feet apart. The arrange-

ment of the overhead line at curves and turnouts

is one of the best features of the system. Light

but strong metal supports are provided for the

conductor, insulated from the poles and so ar-

ranged as to permit of easy adjustment to bring

sibility of such an accident is, however, exceed-

ingly remote.

'I'he standard method of obtaining contact is

by the under-running trolley, consisting of a

spring bar and wheel mounted on the top of the

car prei^sing against the conductor from below,

as shown in the cut. The under-running trolley

is covered by the Van Depoele patents, and was
first used by Mr. Van Depoele on the Toronto
railway in 1885. The latest form avoids the

projecting bar for spring attachment and pro-

vides for a constant pressure of the wheel

against the conductor, whatever the height of

the latter. It is light, neat and effective.
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Bell Victorious over Cushman.
In the United States court in Chicago last

Saturday, Judge Blodgett handed down his deci-

sion in the injunction suit of the American Bell

Telephone company and others against the

American Cushman Telephone company and

others. On all points the court decided in favor

of the plaintiff corporation. The decision com-

menced with a concise review of the voluminous

evidence in the case. Judge Blodgett said:

"The questions presented are purely questions

of fact. If Dr. Cushman did actually produce

and put in use, to the full extent claimed by

him, the apparatus constructed, as he describes

his apparatus, so as to transmit articulate speech

to a distance by means of an electric current,

then, I should think, there would be no doubt

that such fact .should defeat the Bell patents, as

the apparatus described by Cushman is conceded

to be substantially identical in principle, con-

struction, mode of operation, and result with the

Bell devices. It is conceded that in order to de-

feat a patent by proof of prior knowledge and

use of the device covered by the patent, such

proof must be so clear and satisfactory as to

leave no room for reasonable doubt.

"It is not my purpose to go into a complete

analysis of the voluminous proofs in this case.

It is sufficient to say that there is no proof in

the records, save from Dr. Cushman himself, of

the construction and use of the first apparatus

described by him, through which he heard in the

office at Racine the peeping of frogs in a swamp
several miles away, and which, as he says, led up

to the experiments which he, with the assistance

of his brother, W. P. Cushman, and B. T. Blod-

gett, made the operative telephone of 1S51. The
evidence in this case is quite convincing that

such an apparatus as he describes his lightning ar-

rester to have been would not transmit the peep-

ing of frogs or articulate speech, as the glass

plate which he says covered the top would have

entirely excluded the sounds from the magnets.

"Both W. P. Cushman^ and B. T. Blodgett,

who, it is claimed, aided in the construction of

the four talking-boxes in the summer of 1851,

are dead, and the only witnesses aside from Dr.

Cushman himself are the workmen said to have

been employed in putting up the telegraph line

from Racine westward. I think there is noth-

ing shown by their testimony to have been ac-

complished by these experiments which could

not be attributed to the action of a device opera-

ting as an acoustic telephone or the ordinary

relay telegraph instrument then in use to trans-

mit signals by clicks. That some kind of ex-

periments were made in the presence of these

witnesses is probably true, as I cannot believe

that these men would intentionally swear falsely,

but I do seriously doubt whether they witnessed

at that time all the results to which they now
testify. After these experiments upon the line

we have the line from the back room of the

Racine telegraph office, and from White's shop

to Wright's carpenter shop, and the experiments
there. That such a wire was run from one or

both these places I cannot doubt, and I think it

possible that some words may have been trans-

mitted from one end to the other of this wire,

but this result can easily be accounted for by
the action of the device as a simple acoustic

telephone, as the line ran direct from one point

to the other and the distance was only about
three hundred feet.

"The next alleged u.se is that of the wires be-

tween Dr. Cushman's house in Racine and the

farm of W. P. Cushman, six miles away. The
proof as to this use rests upon the evidence of

Dr. Cushman alone, and X do not think the at-

tempted corroboration of his testimony by
Josiah ]'i. Cushman's testimony is relia-

ble. The practical use of these talking boxes,

in 1854 and 1855, does not show results which
may not have been obtained by the acoustic

telephone.

"My conclusion from a careful reading and
consideration of this mass of testimony is that

Dr. Cushman, with the aid of W. P. Cushman
and 15. T. Blodgett, in Racine, during the sum-
mer of 1851, did make a device containing mag-
netic coils through which spoken words could
be and were transmitted at short distances; that

the transmission was faint and thewords difficult

to hear, and the attoni])! to talk through them
was often a total failure, and occasionally when

all conditions were favorable only a partial or

meager successwas obtained I have

no doubt from the proof that the machines made
by Dr. Cushman, W. P. Cushman, and B. T.

Blodgett in 1851 were in all practical respects as

good as any that were made afterward by Dr.

Cushman or those who assisted him. Orrin

White tried to improve them, and afterward

Joshua B. Cushman made an effort in the .same

direction, but they were so imperfect in their

operation as to offer no promise to any one of

their future possibilities. These considerations

compel me to the conclusion that all the testi-

mony, when taken together, falls short of es-

tablishing beyond reasonable doubt the fact that

Dr. Cushman in 1851 invented the telephone,

and what was done by him must and should be

treated as at best only an abandoned experi-

ment.

"I do not think the testimony when fairly con-

sidered shows that Dr. Cushman produced at

Racine or elsewhere prior to the invention of

Bell a practical, operative telephone of any kind.

He gave the world nothing—what he did, if he

did anything but make an acoustic telephone

—

was suffered to die in embryo or germ, beforeany

valuable or useful fruition. I do not believe the

machines made by him during these experimen-

tal years were so far perfected as to be of any

practical value, or to even suggest that they

might be so improved as to become valuable and
useful. If a word could be occasionally trans-

mitted through them the result seems only to

have excited curious wonder in the south, and
did not challenge the attention of practical men,

as did the first exhibitions of the Bell device.

When the Bell telephone was brought to the at-

tention of the public its value and utilities were

grasped at once. It was accepted as a great in-

vention by the general public as soon as its

operation was seen, and I can see no reason why
the public would not as readily have compre-

hended its advantages and value in 1S51 as in

1876 had the machine been so far developed as

to give substantial promise of what Bell accom-

plished."

There were many inconsistencies and contra-

dictions in the testimony of the Cushmans.
Their statements were in many points wholly

unreliable. The court did not intend to inti-

mate that they had committed perjury. But
their whole subsequent experience with the tele-

phone had quickened their imagination, and led

them to believe that their instrument contained

principles which it did not possess, Cushman's
invention dated in 1851, and Bell's in 1876, and
when the former saw the great value of the lat-

ter instrument, there was no doubt that he was
deeply moved to think that he had so narrowly

missed so great a prize. But if Cushman really

had an instrument over which he could talk for

a distance of six or seven miles, he would have

patented it. Racine at that time was a city of

four or five thousand people, with one or more
newspapers. While these newspapers gave long

descriptions of Dr. Cushman's other inventions,

not a line or paragraph yas printed about the

telephone, which, if it existed, was the most won-
derful of them all. When the Bell telephone

was invented, all people at once realized its use-

ful and practical character, but no one seems to

have thought that there was anything useful or

practical about the Cushman invention.

The court concluded that the testimony when
taken together failed to convince it that Dr.

Cushman in 1851 invented the telephone. What-
ever was done by Dr. Cushman should be con-

sidered an experiment. He did not believe that

the machine made by him was perfected so as to

be of any practical value. A word might be oc-

casionally transmitted over it, but it was only an
object of curiosity.

Judge Blodgett entered an interlocutory

decree declaring the Bell patents valid and the

exclusive property of the complainant company.
I'he defendants were declared to have infringed

upon these patents, and it was ordered that the

complainants should recover of the defendants
the profits made by them.by reason of their in-

fringement and damages sustained by such in-

fringement. A reference to Master in Chan-
cery E. P.. Sherman was ordered to ascertain and
report the amount of damages. Finally, the

court granted a perpetual injunction against the

defendants restraining them from any further

infringement of the complainants' patents, and
ordered them to pay the costs of the suit.

Dr. Cushman, when asked what he thought of

the opinion, said:
" It's not in accordance with the facts of the

case, and we will not stand it. We will take an
appeal to the fall term of the Supreme court of

the United States. There are several inconsis-

tencies in Judge Blodgett 's decision. The judge
admitted that conversations had been hekl over
the Cushman telephone, and yet he insisted that

it was merely a toy—a curiosity—and held that

the plea for the injunction was good because the

invention had not been properly developed."

Irish's Conduit for Electric Wires.

A new form of conduit devised by W. E
Irish of Cleveland is shown in the accompanying
cuts. It will be seen by referring to Fig. i, that

the wires for all electrical purposes are carried in

the same conduit; that they are at all times easy
of access from the surface of the roadbed and at

any point throughout their length they may be
tapped or dealt with as desired. The wear and
tear due to drawing in may be avoided in this

system, and additional wires put into the conduit

at a minimum expense of time and money. It will

be further seen that although the wires for differ-

ent purposes are placed in the same conduit,

each class is grouped in a separate duct from
the rest. In Fig. i, the duct on the left of the

conduit is represented as containing only arc

wires, which are laid in rows in the hollows

IRISH S CONDUIT FOR ELECTRIC WIRES.

of corrugated sheets of asbestos packing
which not only increases their insulation but

forms a packing which is impenetrable to mois-

ture. Incandescent wires are represented as

being in the next duct without packing. The
third duct is represented as containing telephone
wires. The latter are shown as having corru-

gated sheets of thin varnished iron placed be-

tween each layer of the wires so as almost to sur-

round each wire with a sheathing of iron to pre-

vent inductive influences. It may not always
be necessary to treat the incandescent and tele-

phone wires as the arc and telephone wires are

treated for reasons well understood, but the

small additional cost should not prevent their

being protected in like manner.

The conduit consists of a tubular pipe cast in

sections with flanges which are recessed on the

inside to receive a rubber ring which forms a

gasket or packing between two sections when
bolted together. The conduit is provided with

'

a longitudinal slot or opening along the top

having inwardly inclined sides and flat surfaces

on either side of the slot to which the cover is

secured by screws. In order to prevent the

entrance of water or moisture to the conduit

through this slot a strip of rubber or leather is

first laid on top of the flanges extending from
one outer edge to the other. On this elastic

packing a solid wedge shaped ])iece which fits

the slot snugly is placed .so that when the cover

is screwed down the wedge with the packing
surrounding it is forced into the slot so as to

seal it perfectly. Wires of any desired length
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may be laid in this conduit without the neces-

sity of making a single joint. Additional wires

may be added to a conduit already partly filled

without interfering with the wires already there.

Any wire can be tapped at any point by simply

removing the cover and making the necessary

conections at that point.

Fig. I represents the conduit laid beside the

curb of a walk.

Fig. 3 is a section of a conduit with a branch
conduit to carry off a,portion of the wires.

.A. junction bo.x is represented by Fig. 4.

Fig. 7 is a view of a street corner showing
lamp posts and conduits crossing various

thoroughfares.

Fig. S represents several sections connected
and diminishing in size as the wires are carried

off by the several side or branch conduits.

Fig. 9 is a view of junction box where the

crossing is on different levels.

Fig. II shows an overhanging la?np supported

on bracket, and connected by a short conduit to

the main.

Auditorium Electric F^lant.

Considerable interest has been taken by elec-

tric liglit companies in the award of the con
tract for lighting the Auditorium building, Chi-

cago. To illuminate the immense building

8,600 lights will be necessary. In addition

motors are to be supplied for furnishing 200
horsepower for driving ventilating fans and for

:ai/.
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operating kitchen and laundry machinery of

various kinds. The building is divided into two
sections. For the section in which the audito-
rium and business part are located, 5,000 lights

are to be used. Motors of capacity aggregating

65 horsepower will be employed. This plant

will be subdivided into a plant_for the audito-
rium and one for the business part. The hotel

will contain 3,600 lights, and will be provided
with motors capable of developing 135 horse-

power.
The dynamos for the main part of the build-

ing will be si.x in number; four of 1,200 lights

capacity each, and two of a smaller size. For
the hotel three dynamos of 1,200 lights capacity

each and one smaller machine will furnish the

current. The lamps are to be of 16 candle-

power.
In the auditorium and in the public parts of

the hotel no fixtures will be used, but the lamps
will form essential parts of the wall and ceiling

decorations. In the auditorium will be a large

ceiling light of colored glass about 20 by 95 feet.

Above it will be about 108 lamps. A similar

disposition will be made of lamps in the small
concert hall at the west end of the auditorium.
On the auditorium stage will be 1,100 lamps.
The following companies sent in bids for the

work: Leonard & Izard, representing the Edi-
son; United States, Thomson-Houston, Brush,
Mather, Westinghouse and Electro-Dynnmic.
In considering the bids, the executive commit-
tee followed this course: To the estimates of

the bidders, 6 per cent, was added for interest,

and 6 per cent, for wear and tear, and to this

amount were added the guaranteed estimates of

cost of fuel, water and lamp renewals. Figures
for salaries were omitted, as they would be sub-
stantially the same for all systems. The figur-

ing was close. Between the figures of Leonard
& Izard and the United States company which
were, it is understood, the lowest bidders, there
was a difference of only $150. Between the
figures of the highest and lowest bidders there
was a difference of $2,000. The committee de-
cided to award the contract to Leonard & Izard.

It is understood that their bid was about
i|5o,ooo.

It was rumored, and the rumor was found to

be correct, that the committee decided at first to

divide the award, giving one section of the
building to the United States company and the
other to Leonard & Izard. This report was con-
firmed at the office of the LTnited States com-
pany, where it was stated: "The award was
made to the two concerns, but the United States
company decided not to accept the contract."

The condition on which the contract is awarded
is on a guarantee of 12 16 candle-power lamps
to the horsepower, and of i,ooo hours' life for

the lamps.

The contract for the engines has not yet been
decided upon definitely.

Heat from Electricity.

On a small street in this city lives an inven-
tive mechanic who for years has spent his spare
time in a little shop back of his house, says the
Cleveland Press. In it electricity reigns su-

preme, and the owner has worked out the
triumph of many hours of study. Models of

almost every electrical apparatus known he has
made for himself. In front hangs a powerful
carbon light, while every corner is illuminated

with .soft, mellow incandescent bulbs, all made
by himself and run by his own dynamos and en-
gine. Miniature buzz saws running so fast as to

be almost invisible, electrical cars, phonographs,
telephones, batteries, and motors of all kinds,

everything operated by electricity, turn this curi-

osity shop into a place where one feels the very
influence of that subtle fluid on his body, and
even in his brain.

All these machines and toys are mere byplay
to the great discovery of generating heat from
electricity, on which he has been spending his

lifetime. Under a cloth stood his invention,

small, yet perfect and capable of generating
enough heat to turn the shop room into a regu-
lar Turkish bath. The inventor uncovered the

machine and explained some of its workings,

but the most important parts are still secret.

"For years," he said, "I studied and experimen-
ted in vain. My first work was on the rule that

from the result the cause could be produced.
Following this theory I commenced on the

electro-thermic battery, reasoning that if heat

generated the electricity, by working backward
heat could be made by electricity. For a long
tim.e I clung to this, but had finally to abandon
it as practically impossible.

"Some of my experiments produced heat, but

not in sufficient quantities to be of any benefit.

Finally I started off on another tack, and began
a new line of reasoning. Heat is simply an ac-

celerated motion to the molecules of a body
which crowd out a larger space for themselves

in their faster movements, and consequently

cause the expansion noticed in a heated object.

The heat is diffused by radiation, that is by im-

parting its motion to the adjoining molecules.

This is the case either in a solid body or in fluid.

F'ollowing up this theory I began experimenting
with electricity as a means for causing an in-

creased motion to the molecules of a body. The
first thing necessary was to form a substance on
which the electricity could act. Here it is."

An irregular shaped piece of composition that

looked like a lump of coke or carbon was dis-

closed to view. Wires were connected at oppo-
site ends of it, and that was all. The inventor

pressed a button, and in an instant the mass gave
forth a heat, not dry like a furnace, nor yet

damp, but that pleasant warmth felt on a spring

day when the sun shines brightly and fairly in-

vigorates a person after the cold days of winter.

In the further corners of the room the heat

evenly penetrated, and except when quite close
the sound could not be noticed. The mass did
not change color or present any different appear-
ance when the current was shut off.

"The composition of that is the first secret,"
said the electrician as he broke the current, "and
will be so as long as I can keep it. As you can
see, it is principally carbon to conduct the elec-
tricity. By adding certain acids it can be melted
and moulded in any form desirable; in masses to
put in grates, shaped like radiators, flat and
placed under registers or whatever way wanted.
I call it by a new name, carbodium. But here
is the most important part of the whole thing;
the machinery which gives motion to the mole-
cules and generates heat in the carbodium. It

consists of a device for making and breaking a
strong current of electricity as is done in an
electric door bell. This, however, is made on
an entirely different plan, and cost me two years
of study. The current is intended to pass
through this and in jerks to the carbodium. On
that peculiar composition it has the effect first of

producing the small amount of heat given off by
an electric light or two wires when crossed. This
is sufficient to start the accelerated action of the
molecules, which is then taken up by the elec-

tricity, coming in broken currents faster than the
motion of the molecules themselves, and quickly
causes an intense heat."

Phonograph and Craphophone Con-
trolled by One Company.

The phonograph and graphophone patents
have been secured by one company, and by
next fall both instruments will be put on the
market. It has been undersood that for several
months negotiations have been pending between
the Edison Phonograph company, and the
Graphophone company to adjust difi'erences so
that litigation would not follow the claims of

each corporation of infringement of patent.

The result was announced last week. Those in-

terested in the Graphophone company have pur-
chased all the rights of the Phonograph com-
pany. Mr. Edison is to be paid a certain sum
annually, and in return the new company which
is to be known as the North American Phono-
graph company, is to be entitled to all improve-
ments on the instruments hereafter made by
him.

The company will model its business after

methods of the Bell Telephone company. Com-
panies will be licensed by the parent company
to transact business in graphophones and phono-
graphs in different parts of the country. The
instruments will be rented, not sold, and the

rental will be $40 per year in all parts of the

country. The instruments will be kept in re-

pair and will be provided with improvements as

rapidly as they are made. A company is to be
formed in Chicago, which will probably be
known as the Illinois Phonograph company.
Subscribers of the company will be allowed to

choose either the Edison phonograph or the

Taintor graphophone.

These facts were obtained from Thomas H.
Lombard, vice-president of the new company.
He came to Chicago last week and exhibited the

instruments to hundreds of interested persons,

who had received invitations to call at his rooms
at the Palmer House. The two graphophones
which vv'ere on exhibition are identical with that

recently described in the Western Electrician.
One of the instruments is operated by a motor;
the other by an ordinary treadle.

A matter of much interest in connection with

the phonograph now is whether or not a tariff

will be charged on the cylinders. It is asserted

that songs can be brought over in the cylinders,

speeches of great men can be brought here, and
much other material of great value can be thus

conveyed into the country. The question to de-

termine is: Is not such a cylinder a manufact-

ured article, and is it not subject to tariff laws?

Great preparations are being made at the Brooklyn navy
yard for the "laying of tbe keel of the armored cruiser

Maine, which when completed will be the largest man-of-

war ever built at any of our navy yards and the largest iron

ship of the modern type that ever went to sea floating the

stars and stripes. The electric plant will consist of four

sets of dynamos and engines so connected that any one
can supply all of the circuits for the incandescent lamps.

There are three arc lights to be mounted, any of which can

be connected with any dynamo.
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1
The Solution of Municipal Rapid Transit. ^

Ev Fkamc J. Spkague.

For the immediate solution of the question of more rapid

and cheaper transit in many places the overhead system is

most available.

I am aware that a great hue and cry has been raised, es-

pecially of late, against any electric wires whatsoever being

used above ground. The feeling which exists is not en-

tirely unreasonable; in fact it is easily accounted for by

the most casual inspection of the condition of the wires of

this city. But many of the objections which are raised

against all overhead systems are not necessarily inherent;

they are very largely due to gross carelessness in construc-

tion engendered by a faulty municipal administration. We
have in our cities little or no active control or oversight of

the wires which have been put up in our streets. Year after

year, from the earliest telegraph days, those in control have

granted to telegraph, electric light, telephone and electric

power companies innumerable more or less limited fran-

chises for stringing or hanging wires through our streets.

These permits "have often been granted without any restric

tion whatever; they are often granted for a "consideration."

The erection and maintenance of these lines being a large

factor in the cost of construction and operation of the com-

panies, they have been put up with little or no regard to

public convenience or safety—certainly with no regard to

any testhetic tastes—and oftentimes with an utter ignorance

of the proper methods of construction. Fire underwriters,

in their wisdom, have demanded an insulation to stand tire,

forgetting, or in apparent ignorance of, the fact that pro-

tection from moisture and leakage is of far more vital im-

portance. Hence we have that treacherous wire known as

"undenvr iters' wire," or more commonly among electricians,

"undertakers' wire."

The poles have, until lately, been of the cheapest con-

struction, badly set and continually marred and weakened

underneath contact, presents advantages which, once ap-

preciated, far outweigh the possible objection of such, a

system.

Several methods exist in which the wires can be erected.

One in which span wires, at a distance of 125 feet apart,

reach across the street from building to building, or from

pole to pole, and has suspended from it, directly over the

track, at a height of about 19 feet, a longitudinal wire of

not more than a quarter of an inch diameter, this wire be-

ing termed the "working conductor." This should be

of the very strongest character. It should have a high

elastic limit, great tenacity, and resist corrosion and oxidi-

zation.

Its conductivity is a matter of less importance, since not

upon it, but upon the main conductor which supplies it do

we depend for the main transmission of our current.

I-Ience the elements of strength and reliability are of far

more importance than conductivity. We have found that

the best wire for this purpose is that alloy known as "sili-

con bronze"—a wire which can be drawn for a tensile

strength of from 75,000 to 150,000 pounds per square inch;

that is a strength higher tlian that of the best commercial

steel. Such a wire it is almost impossible under condi-

tions of service to break, and its life is very long. Samples

of hard drawn copper wire, which possesses only from one-

third to one-fifth the tensile strength of this wire, show,

after months of severest usage, scarcely any signs whatso-

ever of abrasion, or reduction in size. This wire is of the

same size whatever the distance run or the number of cars

operated, and the main conductor may be stretched along

the buildings, through a side alley, along poles, underneath

the elevated structure, or buried underground.

In the latter case there would be in a single track street

only one longitudinal wire, and that one over the track, and
it would be no larger than a single telegraph wire; and in

the case of a double track, there would be only two wires

stretched longitudinally along the street, and these would
be as taut as harp strings.

Switches and cut-outs are put in main, and working con-

able the line or prove a hindrance or annoyance to the pub-
lic in any way.
The wires are perfectly clear of the operations of the

firemen, and should they in any place interfere the obstruct-
ing section can easily be cut out without disabling the re-

mainder of the system.
The question of "electromotive force," or electrical

pressure, so to speak, to be used, is one of great import-
ance, I do not favor going above 400 volts, and this on a
continuous current circuit. This is less than one-seventh
the electromotive force which exists on many of the arc
light circuits in this city; and the current being of a per-
fectly smooth and continuous character is free from the
danger which might be feared from a current of equal
electromotive force of the alternating or pulsating char-
acter.

In point of fact, in Richmond, a very large number of
our men have received the full e. m. f. from our line
without any injury.

On a dry day, the trolley wire has lain coiled up on the
ground while the cars are in operation; and while certain
changes were being made in the overhead circuit, the men
work continually with the current on the line. I have
never known a constant potential current of 400 volts to
cause of itself the death of or serious injury to a human
being.

The past year to me has been one of great responsibility

and wide experience. It has been a hard year. I3ut the
experience and e.xpense are as nothing compared with the
great value of having been with my associates instrumental
in bringing to a successful issue one of the most important
pieces of electrical engineering with which I have ever had
anything to do. Among the roads which we have equipped
the most important is, of course, the Richmond Union Pas-
senger railway, which now has six times as many machines
in operation as any other road of its character in existence,

at which every difficulty to be encountered in an overhead
system on heavy grades and with sharp curves has been
made, and which has for all time conclusively settled the
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by the spurs of the lineman. New lines have been con-

titiually added, and poles intended originally for a certain

number of wires are now carrying double or treble that

number.
The electric light companies, after cutting out a lamp for

which a contract has expired, leave the bights of their wires

hanging in loops. The telegraph and telephone companies
allow thousands of miles of "dead" wires to remain over-

head, or to hang in festoons from ever)' pole, which in some
sections are utilized as clothes lines or are used by the street

urchins as kite traps.

They cross and recross the streets at every angle, every

elevation, and at every tension. They are strung surrepti-

tiously on poles to which no right exists and over buildings

for which no permit has been granted.

No one seems to have the power to compel a change or

improvement in these practices, and the companies them-
selves will never do it until so compelled. The sharp com-
petition in the lighting business, the small profits derived

therefrom, the great trouble of hauling down and getting

rid of miles of dead telephone and telegraph wires, all these

interfere with a satisfactory straightening out of the exist-

ing sj'stem of overhead wires.

In all improvements for public improvement we have
to consider the arguments for as well as against such im-
provements. It is not sufficient that we say that there are

disadvantages attending the introduction of the system,
we must consider likewise the possible advantages; and
this is especially important when we consider the use of
the overhead line in a system for propelling street cars.

Such a line being part of an investment of a company
which has practically no competition on its own streets, and
whose own interest would require it to keep its line in (irst-

class condition, can be put up in a manner presenting few
ol the objections which are generally urged against a .sys-

tem of overhead wires. T would not urge its adoption for

all places, but in all suburban districts, for comparatively
narrow streets, for all streets operating under an elevated
railway structure, or wlicre the tracks are near a sidewalk,
the direct systcni of supply from an overhead line with

'^Jjjjil before Ibc Amcricim Institute of Electrical Kngiiiccrs, June

ductors in such a way that the different sections can be
operated independently, and cut out automatically, or at

will.

The span wires can be as much above 19 feet from the

ground as is desired. Of course, where a telephone or

electric light line crosses the street and may break' and fall

upon such a conductor, it would be necessary to have one
or two guard wires above it.

These guard wires can be very properly carried from the

span wires themselves. Fu »hermore, if desired, the
stretches between the span wires where the guard wires are

used can be very much longer than 125 feet; they can be
even as long as 500 or 600 feet—that is, two or three city

blocks—in which case the two guard wires form a light,

suspending structure from which, at inten-als of a hundred
feet, the middle wire is carried in a straight line.

In very many cases it is unnecessary to have any span
wires whatsoever. In those streets where the track runs
near the curb a light pole with an ornamental bracket is all

that is necessar)'.

In a broad street where the tracks occupy only a small
portion of the street, and are near together, a line of poles

of ornate design with light arms projecting on either side,

can follow the center of the street. Oftentimes there is a
middle division or park, such as exists on the Boulevard in

this city, which will afford space for the poles without inter-

fering with anything.

These same poles can be used for lighting the street.

On streets occupied by elevated railroad structures, the

structure itself can be used as a support for the overhead
wires.

Among the numerous places in New York where an over-

head system coukl be put in perfect operation are Eighth
avenue, from J'ifty-ninth street up; the lioulevard, from
Fifty-ninth street up; a part of the First and Second avenue
lines; the Third, Sixth and Ninth avenue lines, and all the

.suburban extensions in the annexed district.

To avoid any extra strain on this wire, the current is

taken off by a llexibly suppfji-ted trolley carried on the car,

and making contact undeniealh by upward pressure as will

be more specifically described later.

With such a system put uj) in the proper manner, it is

almost impossible for any accident to occur which will dis-

question of the economical operation of a large road by
the method of direct supply.

I will briefly refer to the road, giving some illustrations

of its principal features, and some facts about its ofiera-

tion.

Some idea of the character of the road may be gathered
from the following: The total trackage is about twelve
miles. It runs a very irregular course and reaches the
principal parts of the city. About nine miles of street are

covered. The central section is a double track for a
distance of something over two miles, a part being laid on
paved streets, and the balance on macadam or unpaved
streets; all the extension and branch lines are on unpaved
streets, many of them in clay soil, which in wet weather
covers the tracks, and where it would be an impossibility to

operate horses without paving. The double track section
partly encircles the old State Capitol, and presents difficul-

ties rarely equaled elsewhere. This part of the line in a
distance of less than one thousand feet has on both east
and west-bound tracks, four curves, the inner rails of the west-
bound track being of about 27, 30, 40 and 30 foot radius.

The power necessary to run these sharp curves is much in-

creased by the fact that grades are encountered on the

curves as high as eight per cent., and the lay of the street

has required some of the outer rails to be some inches be-

low the inner one. Running eastward from the capitol the

road descends to a low valley through a series of grades
varying from three to- ten per cent., and then ascends a
series of sharp grades and cun-es in a new district to one of
the car houses.

Going west from the State House the road rises to nearly
the highest point in the city, and then runs through a resi-

dential district across the Richmond, Fredericksburg .S:

Potomac railroad, and after several sharp curves ex-
lends back a further distance of two miles to a second car

house beyond the new reservoir. Two branches connect
with its main line, one leaving at the old Market Place
crossing, and paralleling the Chesapeake & Ohio railroad,

and terminating at its machine shtips. The other runs into

what is populariy known as "Afiii;!," a section almost ex-
clusively inhabiUnl by ioIi>rcd pojiiilation.

The narrow streets, their hilly character, and the lack of

paving, especially in the new districts, has made the road
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one of exceptional difficulty to operate. There are no less

than twenty-nine curv^es requiring bent rails, the majority
beingf of sharp radius, five being less than thirty feet.

There are also several s\veeps or curves of large radius, sev-

eral turnouts and cross-overs. The grades are the maxi-
mum ever ascended in practice by a self-propelled car de-
pending on track adhesion alone, and many of these ^ades
are very long. Going east there is one section of almost
continual ascent for about 5,600 feet, with grades varying
from three to seven per cent,, and going west there is a
stretch of i,goo feet, with grade varying from three to ten
per cent.

^Vhen we tirst undertook to equip this road in the face
of these difficulties, there was the additional discourage-
ment of the ridicule of a great many prominent street rail-

way men and car constructors as well as electricians. It was
only a comparatively short time ago that one of the leading
lights in the street railway circles made a report to the street

railway convention in which he stated that unless some new
invention should be made it would be impossible for any
self-propelled vehicle to satisfactorily operate under the
ordinary condition of street-car service. He, as others,

held that the grades and curves met in practice were so
severe and the conditit.n of the track so bad that a car pro-
pelled by its own wheels could not under any possibility,

day in and day out, be relied upon to move itself. One
electrician even made the statement only a short time ago

be bound in and paved, and this has since been done in
Richmond. They sliould likewise have two guard rails,

because it is much easier to steer a car by its rear wheels by
holding them in place, than by allowing them to crowd the
inner rail and force the forward wheels to climb the outer
one. In dry weather, with the large wheel base and sharp
curves, it is found advisable to grease the grooved rails.

Another point which has to be carefully taken care of is

the character of switch which is put in for sidings and
cross overs. If drop switches are used, they should be of
such character as to allow the car to come down easily;
tongue switches are now being put in on all the new work
which is being done. It is a rare thing at present to have
a car leave the track. I have seen a car in the winter pro-
pelled for a hundred feet off the track, and also leave and
go back on its own account.
The power house is situated two blocks away from the

nearest point of the line, and is almost equi-distant from
its extremities. As a distributing point, it is, therefore,
both theoretically and practically, a central station. In the
construction no expense has been spared, and the perform-
ance of the station has justified it. The battery consists
of three cylindrical return tubular boilers of the latest pat-
tern, mounted on a Jands patent furnace, their capacity
being 125 horse power each. The water is taken from the
cit>- mains or from a well. All feed-water connections are
of brass pipe. From the pumps the water passes first

heavy rains. These poles carry the main circuit which ex-
tends throughout the entire length of the roads, and is a
copper wire three-si.xteenths of an inch in diameter; this is
called the main conductor, for on it depends the operation
of the road in case of accidents or repairs to the contact
wire.

The arrangements of main and working conductor are as
already set forth.

This main conductor is, as stated, supplied at widely sep-
arated points by feeders, which come from the main supply
at the central station. Without the use of these feeders,
which can also be reinforced if necessary, the size and cost
of the overhead conductors would be very largely increased.
The curves are formed of a series of short cords, which ap-
proximate the central line of curvature.

1 he current is taken from this working conductor by a
light structure on top of the car. This consists of a low
skeleton framework which carries an adjustable swiveling
trunnion, having at its upper end a jaw in which is suspended
a counter balanced trolley pole, having at its extension a
grooved wheel held by a spring against, and making run-
ning flexible contact with, the under side of the working
conductor. The flexibility of this arrangement is very
great, it being able to follow with pe rfect facility variations
of the trolley wire two or three feet 'n either horizontal or
vertical direction, at any speed, and around any curve.
What is all important, it relieves the line of strain instead

that any man who should^at tempt to operate on more than
a six per cent, grade would lose his reputation.

Reliability, economy, simplicity of construction and oper-
ation on a scale never before attempted and under condi-
tions which we could not foresee. This was the problem,
and perhaps it was well we did not know the difficulties.

Then again, while there have been strong friends of the
enterprise in Richmond itself, there was a class that felt

anything but pleasure at the stranger's advent.
The change of feeling with which this enterprise has been

regarded by this doubting element is somewhat significant.

'\\'hen the franchise was originally secured the city was
blest by one car line only, and this had ding)- bob-tail cars
drawn by mules, which, on the heavy grades characterizing
the topography of Richmond, made very slow time. The
new districts were not reached at all. When the present
line was proposed there were not wanting philosophers who
knew that no road would be operated. Even when the
tracks were down these same wiseacres predicted that no
cars would ever move over them, and most certainly if thev
did. the time-honored mule would be called upon for duty.
Even after the cars were put on the line experimentally
there existed but little faith that success would be reached.
But times have changed. The mules on the competing line

are to give way to electricity. The citizens of Richmond
are the strongest friends of the electric railroad of to-day,
and as regards the street railway community elsewhere, the

AMl'ERE DIAGRAM FOR MAY 12, iSSS.

through the feed-water heater, where it is heated from 150
to 2CO degrees F. From there it goes to the filter. The
draft in the furnaces is regulated by an automatic steam
damper regulator, which, with anything like regular firing,

keeps a pressure within two pounds of that for which the
regulator is set.

The boilers all feed into one main feed steam pipe, which
in turn leads to a separator, a large iron cylinder into which
the steam passes, the water faUing to the bottom, and the
dry steam being carried off at the top. All live steam
pipes in the boiler room are covered with magnesia.
The present battery occupies less than half the available

space in the boilerroum, so that four more boilers can
easily be put up when it becomes necessary to enlarge the
plant. Two more have just been added. An important
feature of these boilers, which are the source of power of
the whole system, should not be overlooked, that is. the
quality of coal burned. Where a very perfect combustion
is obtained a grade of coal can be used which would be im-
practicable in an ordinary' furnace; the mixture at present
being used is two parts screenings to one part bituminous,
costing from ^1.75 to $2 per ton delivered. As the station

is only three hundred feet distant from the depots of three
railroads, coal can be obtained almost at the door. From
the boilerroom, both the steam and exhaust pipes run in an
underground, mineral-wool packed trench to the engine
room.

11 P.M,

of adding to it. When getting to the end of the track this
trolley trunnion is swung around so as to trend in a proper
direction abaft the center of the car. If off the line, it can
be replaced from the car quickly and easily in the darkest
night. From the trolley the current passes through a pro-
tected wire to the lightning arrester and thence to two
switches, one at each end of the car, whence after whatever
commutation is necessary, it goes to the motor circuits, and
thence to the wheel frame.
The return circuit is through the track, and thence by

both metallic and ground circuits to the station. Each
section of rail is joined to a copper ground wire, which runs
throughout the length of the road underneath or alongside
the stringer pieces, which is to prevent appreciable differ-

ences of potential existing between the rails; as a further
precaution, at inter\'als of 500 feet this ground wire is con-
nected to an earth plate, and at seven points T\idely distrib-
uted, these ground plates are supplemented by heavy iron
pipes sunk into iron ore, or 12-inch water wells, about
25 ft, deep. The ground wire is connected to the station,'

and there is also a main ground connection made there in a
thirty-foot well through a large sink plate, and another to
the entire waterworks system. Some modifications of the
overhead system are now being made which will make it

impossible for any accident to one section of the line to dis-
able the remainder; will enable the different sections to
be operated independently; and, in case of a fire which may

9 A.M. 10

work which the road has done and is doing and the accept-

ance of the contract, speak for themselves.
The difficulties we have met are many. One of the

most annoying at first experienced was that the cars fre-

quently jumped the tracks. A large portion of the track

was, as has been stated, laid in macadam, and dirt streets,

the latter being chiefly in new districts and in a soil of

which the chief component was red or yellow clay, and
although the cur\'es were of sharp radius, onlv one guard
rail was used, and they were not bound in by paving. The
winter months brought frequent and heavy rains. The
tracks were found to be settling out of sight in mud, and
especially at the curves they were spreading. The cars

being large and hea\y, with a 4 foot 8^ inch gauge and a

6 foot wheel base, helped to make the cur\es spread by the

tangential pressure of the forward wheels on the outer rails.

Mud and stones would get into the grooves, and the cars

having a tendency to go ahead instead of being pulled

around by the head as with horses, would climb the track,

and before an inexperienced man could check them the

wheels were down five inches in the mud alongside the

stringer pieces and the track brakes hard and fast against

the tracks. Sometimes it was lifting, sometimes pH'ing.
and sometimes a heavy hard pull on the part of the motors
to get them back again. Experience, however, is a great

teacher. Among other things which has been taught is this,

that money will be saved by a good track construction and
the observance of a few practical points. All curves should

A.MPERE DIAGRAM FOR MAY

The railroad engines, of which there are at present three,

are of the Armington and Sims high speed type, and de-

velop when running at full load 125 horse-power each at

250 revolutions.

Each engine drives t^vo special Edison dynamos of 40,-

000 watts capacity each, wound for 500 volts maximum
pressure. The dynamos feed into copper "bus" bars, sup-

ported on the walls by porcelain insulators.

Each machine has its independent ampere meter,and in ad-

dition there is a general ampere meter at the end of the posi-

tive "bus" bar From this bar the current passes to four

snap switches, each switch being connected through a three-

plug safety switch block to one of the feeders supplying

current to the main line wire. These fourfeeder wires

tap into the line wire at different points, thus main-
taining the pressure approximately equal all along the line.

At the ends of one of the feeders in the central station pres-

sure indicators are to be attached which will indicate the

voltage at the junction of one of these feeders with the main
current wire, and this will serve as a guide.

The electric circuit consists of two parts—the overhead

and the ground circuit, each being of compound character.

Along the curb stones at distances of 125 feet are thirty-foot

poles, inserted into the ground a distance of five feet.

Great difficulty was experienced at first on account of the

clayey character of the soil, and it became necessary at the

corners to put in very heavy poles, which were embedded in

concrete and stones to prevent settling out of place after

necessitate the blocking or temporary disabling of one part

of the line, will allow this section of the line to be cutout of
action either automatically or at will.

Each car is fitted with a duplicate and a very powerful
motor equipment. This is carried entirely beneath the car
body, is very compact, out of sight, and necessitates no
radical change in the construction of the car. The body
had to be stiffened a little and three-inch steel axles put in.

One of the great objections which have been met with in ap-
plying motors, whether steam, electrical or of any other
character, to the propulsion of street railways, has been the

difficulty of getting sufficient track adhesion to operate the

car under all conditions of track, loads and grades. Espec-
ially was this objection true in Richmond,where it was mani-
fest that no application of a motor system could be fully suc-
cessful unless the entire weight of the'car and its contents
was made available for traction.

One of the manifest reasons is, of course, the slippery

character of the track under many conditions. Another
thing should also be noted, and that is that it is almost im-
possible in practice to cast all wheels of exactly the same
circumference, or at least so that the paths described by the

lines of contact shall be the same. Moreover, on curves

the wheels are all traveling over paths of different lengths.
Theoretically, the wheels should be independently driven,

but since this is not possible it follows that the next best

thing is to drive each pair of wheels independently. It is a
fact which admits of no dispute that there are conditions of
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track which will not permit of a car being driven from one

pair of wheels only, and this difficulty is often augmented

by the fact that if one pair of wheels only is used they will

sometimes be leading, sometimes following; on heavy grades

with one platform reserv'ed for the driver there is a very seri-

ous displacement of the center of gravity and there may be

Ytry much more weight upon one pair of wheels than on the

other. The whole experience in Richmond has been to

emphasize the value and necessity of independently driven

axles.

To accomplish this, one motor is centered upon each axle,

and to allow the required freedom of motion, and at the

same time to preserve pefect parallelism in the meshing of

the gears, and also for taking part of the Aveightof the motor

off the body of the axle and to throw it on to the journals,

one end of the motor is supported by double compression

springs playing upon a loosely suspended bolt, which is sup-

ported from a cross girder in the bottom of the car.

The motors are, then, so to speak, weighed or flexibly

supported from the car body, and the motion of the arma
tures is transmitted to the axles through intermediate gear-

ing, of compact form and great strength, so that whenever

the axles are in motion there is a spring touch of the pin-

ions upon the gears. Barring friction a single pound pres-

sure exerted in either direction would lift or depress the

motor a slight amount, and no matter how sudden the strain,

whether because of a variation of load or speed, or a rever-

sal of direction of rotation, it is impossible to strip the gears

brake chain parted. Seeing a sharp curve right ahead of

him which he knew he would leave if he struck it at the
speed he was running, he instantly reversed his machines
and brought his car to a standstill, and on the rest of his

trip handled his machines entirely with the motors. On
another occasion a man passing from behind one car
directly in front of another was struck and knocked down
by the dash board. Although the car was moving at a
lively gait, the machines were reversed and the wheels
stopped within a foot of the man. By any other method
of propulsion he would have been killed. Frequently on a
ten per cent, grade, with a loaded car, the brakes have been
thrown off, the machines reversed, the car stopped and
started backward up hill within less than one-half of its

length, a test of the most remarkable severity.

In noting the control of the car, one is struck at the re-

markable character of the traction, and cannot help won-
dering where it comes from; unquestionably it is in a large
measure due to the fact that every pound of weight is

available for traction, and that the two axles being inde-
pendently driven, can take their own speed, and each pair
get the best grip.

Another thing to be noted, where the ground circuit is

used, is the increase of traction due to the passage of the
current from the wheels into the rails. Exactly what mole-
cular action takes place has not been ascertained; it may be
simply heating at the contact surface, but the fact remains
that the traction is very largely increased. ' The magnetic

company with another car. One hundred and forty men
who did not know the difference between a motor and a
hand-saw, have been broken in to handling these cars;

oftentimes with remarkably short training. Up to Saturday,
May 4th the number of regular cars on duty had not exceeded
twenty. On that day at 4 v. m., the hour when traffic be-
comes exceptionally hea^7, we began putting out ten open
cars, starting them from the eastern carhouse alternating
with the closed cars, but finally banking them all up at the
Old Reservoir. At 6 p. m. they were started home, and
shortly afterward these ten open cars, headed by a closed
car, were all run at full speed close together down the east-

bound track of Clay street. At one time fourteen cars were
on the line between Clay and Hancock streets and the Old
Reservoir, and shortly before 7 o'clock there were about
twenty-two cars on the line between Capitol Square and the
Old Reservoir, and at 7 o'clock thirty cars were on the line,

the closed cars being very heavily loaded, many of the cars
being run with two minute intervals. The three boilers,

whose capacity is 375 horse power, were then supplying
three Armington & Sims engines of 125 horse power ca-
pacity,which were driving the six railroad dynamos, and two
Westinghouse engines of no horse power capacity, which
were driving two alternating current dynamos and exciters,

with an equivalent load of 1,060 incandescent lamps. The
mixture was enriched and the firing of the boilers became
pretty active, there being in addition to the thirty cars badly
banked about no horse power taken for lighting.
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unless the steady strain exceeds the strength of the iron,

the pressure on the gears always being a progressive one.

The motor armature makes nearly twelve revolutions to each
revolution of the car axle.

The motors, although in one sense independent, are con-

nected with duplicate switches at either end of the car

which afford simultaneous control of both machines. These
motors, which are of normal capacity of seven and a half

horse power each, can for a short time work up to thirty

horse power, and are capable of producing a tractive effort

of over three thousand pounds at 50 per cent, efficiency.

The machines arc controlled by a single movement
switch which effects the various communications and re-

versals. 'I'Jicy run with fixed brushes in both directions

and under all loads. They are run without any covering,

and I have no doubt of having street car motors in such
condition soon that the cars will be run over a pit, and the

machines washed down with a hose,
The cars can be run at widely different speeds, varying from

the slowest crawl to twelve or more miles per hour. They
-an be started and slopped without the use of brakes in the

pace of three or four inches, and when making the normal
running speed can, in an emergency, be .stoj)pcd and
reversed without brakes within less than a quarter of a car

length. The starting, although prompt, is easy and with-

out shock or jar.

Emergencies sometimes bring out qualities of motors
which arc uncxi)ecled, or which at least if counted on are
rarely c-vcr brought into play. On one occasion a man was
descending a six per cent, grade with a heavy load when his

condition of thewheels and tracks also has some function

in this increase of traction. The wheels and axles

are magnetized by the method of motor construction and
mounting, and also by the passage of the current through
them; the tracks are likewise magnetized by the cuirent
passing through them, and also by the rolling contact of the

wheels. Yet, admitting all these aids, the results have
been extraordinary.

Sixteen-foot closed cars carrying picked loads of fifty-five

to sixty passengers, and having a total weight of 15,000
pounds, are operated on the ten per cent, grade, often with
a slippery and slimy rail, and on 27-foot curves, without
the use of sand or extra help.

These same grades and curves have been ascended with-
out sand after one of the worst sleet storms which has vis-

ited this section for years. Various tests under the most
unfavorable conditions have been made, cars often being
required to cut their way tlirough clay, snow and ice,

when the tracks were out of sight. No severer test could
have been made, and the power and tractive effort devel-

oped have exceeded the most sanguine expectations.

1 have no hesitation in saying that with a clear track,

and with proper gearing, these cars could mount a 15 per
cent, grade, depending on adhesion alone. During the
four months operation, although there have been troubles,

and changes havebeen made while the cars were i-unning,

conmiercially, no car has been pulled a foot by animal
power; if any accident has occurred to a motor the car has
gone along with one machine, oftentimes with heavy loads

and on heavy grades, or in some cases has gone home in

The highest reading, however, on the line was less than
three-quarters the normal capacity of the dynamos, which
were originally intended only for thirty cars, and the average

reading for this number was only a trifle over half the nor-

mal capacity. Some idea of the effective work of the auto-

matic steam regulator can be formed by an inspection of

tfie steam diagram for May 4th and 5th.

The ampere readings taken at intervals of ten and fifteen

minutes give a load diagram which is really higher than a
continuously recording instrument would show.

The figures which follow, being based upon an actual

service increasing from eight to thirty cars, and extending
over a period of four months under the most trying circum-
stances, and the most critical and care-requiring period of
the enterprise's existence, we give street railway men the

most careful and liberal estimate of every possible expense
attending the operation. of the road which is in any way de-

pendent upon its electrical features. The operating ex-

pense is given under two heads; first, the central station

operating expenses, and second, the road operating ex-
penses, the two constituting the total cost of motive
power. These are given in detail, and they will probably
be found to cover every expense, although in some small
ways the distribution of these expenses may be found to be
changed by .several months longer running. The fuel and
other incidental expenses of the station are from the engi-
neer's record, and checked by the readings of the elec-

trical instruments.

( 7'c> />/ 1-0)1t'uiucd.)
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High Tension System Before the Board
of Electrical Control.

PART I.

At the meeting of the Board of Electrical Control of

New York, June 8th, Commissioner Gibbens read the follow-

ing letter:

Harold P. Brown's Letter.

'

' To the Editor of the Evening Post:

"Sir:—The death of the poor boy Streiffer, who touched

a straggHng telegraph wire on East Broadway on April 15th,

and was instantly killed, is closely followed by the death of

Mr, Witte in front of 200 Bowery and of William Murray
at 616 Broadway on May nth, and any day may add new
victims to the list. After every such accident the news-

papers clamor to have the wires placed underground, while

the electricians connected with the system at fault hold

their peace or throw the blame on the telephone wires, un-

til the matter has been forgotten. As an electrical engineer

I know that burying the wires would not remedy the

trouble, though it would largely diminish the risk, wliile

the enforcement of a few common sense regulations would
make it almost impossible to kill a man from an arc light

current. It will not do for electricians to state that they

'don't know what killed that man.' for unless they take

prompt measures to make their business safe some terrible

accident will cause the adoption of laws to regulate electric

lighting, which, being framed by their efiemies, will cripple

or destroy their business.

"So. at the risk of offending some corporations having

It is this rapid succession of shocks that kills, while a
single steady impulse of the same intensity would do little

damage.
"Two of the leading arc lighting systems have dynamo

electric generators provided with what are known as open-
circuit armatures, which produce a pulsating current some-
what similar in kind to the one just described, though a
thousand times more powerful. It is to this current that
nearly all the deaths caused by the arc I'ghting systems
must be attributed. These open circuit armature systems
were pioneers in electric lighting, and at the time they
were invented it was supposed that the closed circuit arma-
tures, which produce the steady and safer current, could
not be made to develop sufficient electromotive force to

operate a number of arc lights upon one circuit. But the
recent advances in the science have made possible closed
circuit armature generators which give the same amount
of current and electromotive force, with a much less ex-
penditure of motive power, so that there is now no valid

reason for the existence of the old type with its pulsating
and dangerous current.

"I do not mean to have it understood that the steady
current is always safe or that tie pulsating is always un-
safe, for any current with more than fifty arc lamps in

series is dangerous and should be prohibited; while the
pulsating cuirent, if iis circuit is kept thoroughly insulated

and carefully watched, and tested every day, may run for

years without a fatal accident. But the fact remains that

the steady current, with fifty or less lamps in circuit, has
had, to my knowledge, but four victims against the scores

killed and maimed by the pulsating current. And even
these four were responsible for their fate, sin>-e all were

"Even with the most conscientious electric light super-
intendent, who tests his circuit carefully for grounds every
day, before starting the generators, there is no surety that
during the run some telegraph wire may not drop upon his
circuits, wear away the insulation, and set a death-trap
for the unwary who may be miles away from an electric
lamp.
"The condition of the electric light circuits in the lower

part of the city is simply disgraceful, as has been previously
pointed out. Most of them were first put up years ago;
they have been cut and patched until full of joints, from
which the tape flutters; the insulation is entirely worn off

in places or hangs in shreds, and few circuits are fit to
run with safety for a single hour. They cross and recross
the structures of the elevated roads; they sag and sway in
loose loops, and are intersected at all levels by telephone
and telegraph wires. On some of these circuits two or
more dynamos are run in series, thus more than doubling
the life risk, and it is almost certain that it was these
overloaded circuits that killed Streiffer and Witte.

"If theBoardof Electrical Control cannot force the wires
underground, they can at least condemn these lines, which
the companies can afterward utilize by reinsulating, for
their underground circuits. The underwriters ought to
have an eye to this also, for every bare or poorly insulated
spot is a menace to property as well as life.

"But if 'influence' prevents the wires from being re-
placed, and it seems to permit the extension of new wires
elsewhere, there are a few simple precautions which, if en-
forced, will make fatal accidenis almost impossible. All
the deaths due to arc lighting, as far as reported, have
been caused by the victim's breaking the circuit and plac-

heavy investments in unsafe systems, I will venture to state

a few facts which I trust the press will be kind enough to

publish widely, as no disinterested electrician will deny my
statements.

"It is well known that a continuous current of low ten-

sion, such as is used by the Edison company for incandes-

cent lights, is perfectly safe as far as. life risk is concerned.

From this fact the false popular impression has arisen that

all incandescent systems are safe and all arc systems dan
gerous. But it is not to the low tension alone that this cur-

rent owes its safety, since a factor fully as important is the

even, steady quality of its delivery. That is, a current of

high tension, but unbroken and continuous, may be per

fectly safe if properly operated, while a current of lower

tension, but wavy or pulsating, is (7/t<:wi'j- dangerous. And
when these pulsations rise in speed and intensity the

danger increases, until the climax is reached in what is

called alternating current, in which impulses are given

fi'-st in one direction and then in the other, several thousand

limes a minute.

"To understand the reason for this it is necessary to

remember that when a current through a wire or other

conductor is made or broken, a current in the opposite di-

rection is induced in any parallel conductor; the same
effects are produced in a less degree when the first current

pulsates, but are intensified when it is alternated or re-

versed in direction. Any one who has held the metal

handles of a medical (Galvano-Faradic) battery, has had a

practical experience of the power of induction and pulsa-

tion; in this apparatus the current from the battery itself

is so feeble that it cannot be detected without the use of

instruments, except by the metallic taste when the termi-

nals are touched by the tongue. This insignificant cur-

rent is passed through a short piece of insulated wire coiled

around an iron core, and is interrupted by a rapidly vibrat

ing armature and thereby inducing in another and longer

coil of wire surrounding the first a series of shocks whose
intensity can produce the most intense suffering or even

death in a human being who forms a portion of the circuit.

CLOSED CAR OX THE RICHMOND ROAD.

employes and should have known better. Three of them
tried to disconnect apparatus through which they knew
the current was flowing, and thus got into the circuit,

while the fourth received the full current while trying to

repair a broken wire which he knew was charged.

"But the persons killed by the other system, as a gen
eral thing, have been in no way responsible for the acci-

dents that caused their deaths; they have, as did yr ung
Streiffer, touched or run against an apparently harmless

wire when standing on a damp place, or have touched at the

same momentsome metal accidentally charged with the fatal

current, and some other conductor having aground connec-

tion, as did Mr. Witte. I do not believe with extremists

that the pulsating current should be prohibited, but I do
think that the conditions of safety should be rigidly en-

forced by the authorities.

"If the circuit carrying the pulsating current is perfectly

insulated at all limes, no accidenis are likely to occur.

But if, through wearing of the insulation or a heavy rain,

a connection between the circuit wire and the ground is

formed, anyone who touches the wire and a ground will

receive a portion of the current; if he happens to be near

the other ground, he receives but a small shock, but if

there are a number of lamps between him and the other

connection, the shock may be fatal.

"Of course the reply will be made that all the arc light-

ing stations in this country use insulated wire, 'as required

by the underwriters.' but here is just where a great mis-

take has been made, and the sooner this is corrected the

better for the cause of electric lighting. It is an open
secret among electricians that the wire known as under-

writers' wire has a very poor insulation, even when new
and during dry weather, but practically no insulation at

all during a rain. The paint dries out of it afttr a few
months' exposure, other wires rubbing against it soon

wear away the cotton and expose the metal, and it is alto-

gether unfitted for outdoor use. Am..ng electric lighting

men it is appropriately called 'undertakers' wire,' and the

frequent fatalities it causes justify the name.

ing himself in the break to receive the fatal extra current
thus caused, or by his making a ground connection with a
circuit on which thc'e was another ground. Both of

these dangers can be avoidtd by very simple apparatus.
"If a voltameter, or a circuit of very high VesJslance, be

connected across the poles of every arc light dynamo, the

external circuit may be opened wi hout producing the

death flash, as most of the extra current will go through
the by-pass. This would prevent a large proportion of the

fatal accidents. If every arc light dynamo was also pro-

vided with a wire of very high resistance leading from the

circuit to the ground, upon which was interposed appara-

tus to shut of¥ the production of current the instant a
second ground occurred, no deaths could be caused except

by foolhardy carelessness. The latter apparatus could

also be used to shut down the current in case the external

circuit should be broken.

"With these precautions, and with the number of lamps
limited to fifty on a single circuit, even the pulsating cur-

rent would be fairly safe, but as the stations are now op-

erated upon circuits with frayed and worthless insulation,

they are a constant menace to all who walk the streets, use
a telephone, or touch a wire.

"In regard to the popular impression that all incandes-

cent electric lighting systems are safe, I am sorry to say

that recently several companies who have more regard for

the almighty dollar than for the safety of the public,

have adopted the alternating current for incandescent ser-

vice.

"If the pulsating current is dangerous, then the alter-

nating can be described by no adjective less forcible than
davitiablc. With the pulsating current three contingen-

cies must ordinarily arise to produce fatal results: There
must be a ground connection on the circuit; a person must
touch the circuit at some distance from the first ground,

and must at the same instant be in connection with the

ground himself. But the alternating current produces

{Cotttinued on page 45. J
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A Rochester, N.Y., paper from which an ex-

tract is published in another column, describes

the energetic construction of the long distance

telephone line. This means of communication

is daily becoming a more formidable rival of the

telegraph.

Gossip has centered to a great extent upon
the Atlantic cable during the last week. It has

been an exceptional day when a new rumor and

a new denial did not appear. The report that

the rates were to be doubled is true; the other

stories in circulation seem to have no founda-

tion.

An important transaction during the week was
the purchase of the phonograph patents by Jesse

H. Lippincott of New York, for the North Amer-
ican Phonograph company. The organization

will control both the graphophone as well as the

Edison instrument. Now that these instruments

are perfected, they will have a future before

them, and the company which proposes to put

them on the market next fall will doubtle.ss find

a large demand for these reproducers of speech.

There is a man in St. Louis confined to his

room as a result of an accident on a cable car,

in which both his wrists were fractured. The
curious feature of the ca.se is that the victim is a

hearty believer in the cable car in .spite of his

misfortune,' and in an interview in a St. Louis'

paper predicts the triumph of the grip road over

the electric railway. The St. I^ouis man is more
forgiving than the great majority of men. He is

a curious study, both on account of his strange
preference and his amiable spirit.

Wk publish another installment of Mr,

Sprague's solution of the municipal rapid transit

problem in this issue. 'J'he paper is lengthy, but

the subject treated in the exhaustive manner in

which Mr. Sprague has handled it, is a vast one.

Well nigh every line of the paper teems with

knowledge, valuable data or suggestions. We

look upon it as one of the most valuable contri-

butions to electrical literature upon the subject

of electricity applied to street railways that has

ever been put in print and therefore can reiterate

our commendation of it to careful perusal.

The London Electrical Review laments the

fact that English electricians are devoting .so

much time to electric launches and urges them
to confine themselves to the solution of problems
connected with street railway motors. That
paper adds: "Street tramways will never be suc-

cessfully worked by electric locomotion in this

country if we do not try to emulate the nil dcs-

perandiim spirit of our American cousins and
stick at the subject with the determination to

overcome all obstacles, and at all costs."

It is said to be a fact that dynamo tenders

and those who are constantly about electric li,ght

machinery are free from one of the ills which
afflict so many human beings—rheumatism. .Su-

perintendent Law of the Brush company in Phil-

adelphia is cited as authority on the subject.

He is quoted as a great believer in the curative

effect of currents of high potential, and is said

to have given many instances of the departure

of ailments of various sorts after the subject had
been treated to a rather uncomfortable shock.

Professor Thurston says in an article in

the Forum that the world is awaiting the appear-

ance of three inventors greater than any who
have gone before. The first is he who will show
us how, by the combustion of fuel, directly to

produce the electric current; the second is the

man who will teach us to reproduce the beauti-

ful light of the glow-worm and the firefly, a light

without heat, the production of which means the

utilization of energy without a waste still more
serious than the thermo-dynamic waste; while

the third is the inventor who is to give us the

first practically successful air ship.

The decision of Judge Blodgett in the Bell-

Cushman litigation will be found in substance in

another column. The findings of the court are

sweeping in character and sustain the position

of the Bell company at every point. The de-

fendants do not propose to give up the fight yet,

but propose to carry the contest to the United
States Supreme court. They express confidence
in their ability to win victory eventually. The
Bell company seems to have no trouble in show-
ing that it is entitled to exclusive privileges

under its patents. In all its suits it comes out

with flying colors, and almost every week a new
legal victory is gained.

Judge Blodgett is to be congratulated upon
one feature of the case at least. He entered
into the case ignorant of every branch of tele-

phony; he took occasion to explain this fact to

the attorneys at considerable length, as has al-

ready been mentioned. His decision, however,
gives evidence of great familiarity with the sub-

ject; and the learned cc irt emerges from the

case well equipped with telephonic knowledge.

The Phonograph-graphophone is to be the

new name of the instrument controlled by the

North American Phonograph company. The
composition of the individual members of this

name, it will be noted, is practically the same, i. e.

the roots of each member are found in the Greek
•words plioiic, sound, and graphciii, to write. Mr.
Edison preferred to call his instrument, by free

translation, a sound writer, while the Grapho-
phone company preferred to call their instru-

ment by as free translation, a writer of sounds;
consequently, the instrument to be rented to take

the place of stenographers, etc., is a sound-
writer—writer-of-souiids. Hereby hangs a tale;

It is said that the question of finances in the

transfer of the Edison instrument to the Grapho-
phone company was quickly settled and that too,

some months ago. Then arose the question:
What shall the instrument be called hereafter?

Mr. luli.son was strenuous that "phonograph"
should be retained and his persistence in this is

not to be wondered at inasmuch as according to

common report the phonograph is his pet inven-

tion. On the other hand the Graphophone com-

pany wanted their name preserved, and it took
weeks, and even months to settle the question,

which resulted in the double name "phonograph-
graphophone" manufactured, not by the Ameri-
can Graphophone company, but by the North
American Phonograph company.

The central section of Chicago will soon be
lighted by arc lights run from the city's own
plant. The 500 horse power engine will be
ready in about a week. The work of extending
the wires for street lighting is being done rap-

idly, and if all goes well the current will be
turned on in about five weeks. The central
station will be located on Jefferson street, near
Van Buren street. The east side district first to

be lighted will be between Michigan avenue,
Madison street and the river; the west side dis-

trict will be between Van Buren, Halsted and
"Washington streets, and the river.

As large a section will be lighted as the appro-
priation of $35,000 will permit of. From Rush
street bridge one system of street lamps will be
extended down Michigan avenue to Madison
street, and thence west to the river. It is expected
West Madison street will be lighted as far west
as Western avenue.

A COMMUNICATION, signed by Harold P.

Brown, appeared in a newspaper in New York
city, and .was drawn to the attention of the
Board of Electrical Control. Mr. Brown de-
nounced the alternating current and offered for

the consideration of the board a list of rules
which were practically prohibitive of the alter-

nating current for central station lighting. The
board invited those interested to present their

views of the proposed rules, and the invitation

was accepted, as our columns well attest. The
discussion in. a great measure deals with the
danger to human life from the alternating cur-
rent, and the data brought out in the part pub-
lished this week and that to follow in the next
issue is very interesting, one writer claiming that
no death has ever occurred by a shock from an
alternating current circuit, while others testify

to having received shocks from circuits of 1,000
volts without much inconvenience.
The series of discussions by the Chicago Elec-

tric club laid before the readers of the Western
Electrician and this supplementary discussion
before the Board of Electrical Control, upon the
comparative value of the continuous and alter-

nating currents for central station distribution
must impress upon the mind of every candid
and impartial man that each system has its ad-
vantages, that each has a well' defined place and
that neither can occupy the whole field. AVith
either system the world is better off than it was
before the electric light was introduced, and with
both systems the world is still better off than
with one alone. The continuous current has
demonstrated its value and the alternating cur-
rent has shown its value. Neither can be rele-

gated to the curious and interesting but com-
mercially useless products of the laboratory.
We believe the true origin of this discussion

in New York is not to be found in the strong
advocacy of one system by one of its adherents,
but in the reckless manner in which overhead
circuits in New York have been run and are
maintained. We have referred to this time and
time again and yet the strongest terms we have
used cannot approach in severity those in T.
Carpenter Smith's arraignment. A number of
deaths occurred in New York and the cause was
found to lie in poor and even reckless construc-
tion and maintenance of circuits. The public
recognize the value of the electric light and are
gradually appreciating the advantages of electric-

ity as a means of transmitting power. The
universal adoption of both in places where either
is possible and under proper methods of installa-

tion is only a question of time; but in the case
of New York, if the present system of construc-
tion is continued, the use of either is bound to

be limited, and confidence in either will wane
until it is entirely lost. Control, not prohibition,
is the pithy way in which one writer, Mr. Peck,
sums the matter up. That is it exactly. If

those interested in line construction will not do
their work properly, they should be put under
the control of a plenipotentiary who will iiKike

them do the work pro]')erly.
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fital results by simply touching' the "two parallel wires,

always close together, connections from which enter every
house. Its supporters may say that on account of its

dangei they do not permit the primary, or death-current,

to enter the house, but supply the lamps from the second
ary current. True, but between these two circuits is inter-

posed nothing more than a thin layer of cotton or sJk in-

sulation, and, as has happened again and again, it requires

but a flash of lighming era little moisture in the convert-

ing apparatus 10 bring the death-current to each lamp.
"The only excuse for the use of the fatal alternating

current is that it saves the company operating it from
spending' a larger sum of mone)' for the heavier copper
wires, which are required by the safe incandescent systems.

That is, the public must submit to constant danger from
sudden death in order that a corporation may pay a little

larger dividend. I do not know of a single disinterested

electrician of high standing who does not condemn the

alternating system. Siemens & Halske, a firm of electri-

cians with a world wide reputation, have spent years of ex-

periments upon it, but have abandoned it as unsafe, and
say ihat its use should be prohibited by law,

"Following the example of Chicago, the Board of Elec
trical Control should forbid the use of the fatal alternating

current, and legislaturts, city councils, and life it surance
managers should see to it that stringtnt laws and reguia-

lions be passed to prevent this wholesale risk of human
life. The placing- the w^ires of the -alternating system
underground -^-ould only intensify the danger in houses
where it might be used, while its use with the under-
writers' wire in a city like this is as dangerous as a burn-
ing candle in a powder factory. If the death of these

three men can effect the adoption and enforcement of

regulations similar to the following, they will not have
died in vain.

"RL'LES FOR STATION LIGHTING.

"Not more than fifty arc lights shall be operated upon
any one circuit, unless said circuit is used exclusively for

street lamps mouLted up n wooden poles; in this case the

number must not exceed sixty.

"All outdoor arc light circuits must be provided with
waterproof covering having an insulation resistance of not
less than one-half a megohm. Any circuit falling below
this must not be used until restored.

"Xo arclight djnamo shall be operated unle>s provided
with a voltameter across its ti rminals, or other device, to

provide a path for the extra current caused by openi- g the

external circuit,

"No arc light dynamo shall be operated unless provided
with means for automatically stopping the production of

current the instant a ground connection is made uf on its

circuit.

"No arc light dynamo s'call be operated unless provided
with means for automatically breaking or short-circuiting

the field circuit the instant the external circuit is broken,
in order to prevent a current from being built up by the
broken circuit ends falling upon some conductor
"No alternating current with a higher electromotive force

than three hundred volts shall be usel.

"Harold P. Brown, Electrical Engineer,
"201 West Fift}'-fourth street, New York, May 24."

In order to give an opportunity of replying to the let-

ter, invitations were extended to the various ehclric

lighting companies interested, and a day appointed for

the hearing of argummts as to ihe necessity of adopting

the rules proposed by Mr, Brown, The meeting was

postponed from time to time on account of the death of

the daught^ of Secretary Moss of the Board of Electrical

Control, and was finally heli in the lobby of "Wallack's

Theater, July i6tb.

Upon the calling of the meeting to order. Commissioner

Gibbens announced that the board was ready to listen to

all who were interested in the subject. Communications

were then read before the meeting as follows:

COMMLNICATION FROM T. CARPENTER S-\frrH,

//', //, Browne, esq.: New York:

Philadelphia, Pa., June 12.—Your favor of the gth at

hand, in which my attention is called to an article in the
New York Evening Post, of June 5, iSSS, headed "Death
in the wires," signed by Harold P, Brown, electrical engi-
neer, which contains some sweeping assertions and also
lays down the law in a manner to which I am sure no
practical electrical engineer would commit himself.

Mr. Brown's statement that no disinterested electrician

will deny his statements, I think is very correct. Some of
his statements are hardly worth denying, and it is only the
fact that they are apparently published in the interests of a
particular corporation, and for the purpose of taking advan-
tage of the fears of an uninitiated and justly an-vious pub-
lic, that makes it worth while to answer any of them.

If Mr Brown had confined himself to showing that the
three deaths he quotes were all caused by neglect of the most
common precautions, he would have done far better service
than by entering into a quasi-scientific disquisition which
the general public cannot understand, and which is so full

of absurdities as to show that he has either the little

knowledge which is so dangerous a thing, or is a deliberate
attempt to make a good case by false inferences. The one
point plain in his article is that the system of one particular
company is perfectly safe and all others are dangerous, and
that one in particular should be wiped out of existence.

One of the deaths which Mr. Brown cites, that of Mr.
\\ itte, was reported as caused by a "closed circuit,"

"shunt-wound" machine the ver)- one he calls the "steady
current" which has only four \ictims against the scores
killed and maimed by the "pulsating current." the fact be-
ing that the "pulsating current" laas tens of thousands oj
arc lamps where his much boasted "steady current" has

thousands. It is as though he had claimed that only four
men had been killed while travehng on horseback in New
York city, while scores had heen killed on the elevated
roads—therefore it is safer to ride horseback than by rail-

road.

I have been running electric lights, both arc and incan-
descent for the past seven years, and have never known of
a case where it was conclusively proved that a man was
killed by the electric current, without there having been
gross carelessness in some direction. Mr, Brown could
yerj^ easily have accounted for everj' death that has occurred
in New York (as far as I have been able to follow them) by
the condition of the wires alone. Any man who would un-
dertake to run belts carrv'ing thousands of horse power.
even in a factory where none but skilled help are employed,
in the unprotected wav in which wires are run overhead in
New York city, would be universally condemned, I never
walk in the streets of New York but my blood boils to see
the criminally dangerous and reckless manner in which
wires are strung through the streets. They are placed, not
on poles, but on stumps, and wood exposed to the weather,
seems to be a good insulator. The so-called underwriters'
wire covering seems to have been originally the standard,
and even that is worn off in many places for several feet

along the wires, while the whole air is full of dead and rot-
ten telegraph, telephone, burglar alarm and district call

wires, any one of which by falling across an arc light cir-

cuit, becomes itself as dangerous. It is an absurdity
for Mr. Brown to talk about lighting stations and "simple
rules and precautions" to be enforced therein. No pre-
cautions at the station, however valuable they may be in

themselves, can render electric lighting safe, when the out-
side circuits are in this condition.

It is this outrageous and inexcusable carelessness which
has led to the cry for "underground wires"—a cry that has
so much real foundation that we may well e.\;cuse the often
rabid insistence of its utterers. The fact that the wires are

in this condition in the largest ziXx in the country, is

taken as a proof that they are in a similar condition in every
city and cannot be made safe, and paper after paper reiter-

ates the senseless shriek against the horrible danger of

overhead conductors, without any reference to the manner
in which they may be installed. An overhead wire with
properly soldered joints and waterproof insulation, with in-

sulated tie wires, and kept clear from all ground contacts
on buildings and trees, and out of reach from the ground,
is as safe as any underground conductor that can be made,
except in case of damage caused by fire, storms or external

violence, in which cases the underground conductor has such
an overvvhelming advantage, that this plea alone should be
sufficient to cause them to go underground.

I am an earnest advocate of underground wires and an
interested one, but the claim that wires are dangerous
simply because they are overhead, v\-ill only hurt the cause,

for that reduces it to the level of the outer)- against the in-

troduction of railroads, or gas, or any new improvement.
There are enough fair arguments against overhead wires
without resorting to clap trap or trickery. If Mr. Brown
kept himself posted as any one who wishes to pose as a

general electrical teacher should certainly do, he might have
i noticed a report in one of the electrical papers of a painter

who fell from the roof of a building in Pittsburg, and who
\
saved his life by catching hold of the two opposite leads of

an overhead circuit carrying one thousand volts of alternat-

ing current, by which he hung until taken down unhurt
with a ladder. This is what I call good practice in over-

head construction, high insulation and good solid work that

your wires can stand the strain of a man falling twenty
feet on them without tearing them loose.

Now for Mr. Brown's attack on which he has been pleased
to call the "damnable alternating current." He e\idently

has not had the least experience with the alternating cur-

rent as applied to electric lighting, and his information

seems to have been derived chiefly from a gratuitously cir-

culated publication of the corporation, the sale of whose
particular apparatus is most affected by the alternating

system.

In spite of all that has been said on this subject in the

past year at the various electrical conventions, in spite of

the published descriptions of the various converters manu-
factured by different companies, without taking the trouble

to inform himself by actual inspection of a single converter,

he again repeats the statement that I can characterize as

nothing but the grossest ignorance of electrical manufacture,

or a deliberate falsehood, that between the two circuits in a
converter "is interposed nothing more than a thin layer of

cotton or silk insulation," and he says, "that has happened
again and again, it requires but a flash or a little moisture

in the converting apparatus to bring the 'death current' to

each lamp,'" showing his utter ignorance of the whole sub-

ject, not to know that in the first place only the lamps of one
group would be affected by being extinguished, for in such

cases the safety fuses would instantly melt and cut off the

current. A more contemptible evasion of the real question

at issue I have never seen than his reference to Siemens &
Halske, as opponents of the alternating systems. Siemens
& Halske abandoned the manufacture of alternating cur-

rent apparatus for the same reason that Westinghouse aban-
doned their apparatus after ha\ing tried it, namely: be-

cause they could not make commercially efficient apparatus

which would not overheat and burn up, and the fact is that

Siemens &: Halske are today making and selling the under-

ground cables for alternating current work in Europe.
These cables have one conductor in the center surrounded by
an insulating material: the outer conductor is wound on the

outside of this with a layer of insulating material, and the

whole is then covered with a sheathing of steel tape, and
Siemens and Halske recommend and guarantee these cables

for use with an alternating current of five thousand volts.

He says that he does not know of a single disinterested

electrician of high standing who does not condemn the

alternating current system. His acquaintance with emi-

nent electricians must be limited. \Yhy did the Edison
company secure the control of the Zipernowski system as

soon as the Westinghouse had made a market for the alter-

nating current in this country? Why did the United States

company secure the Jablochoff system for the same purpose?
Are not Iwanti, E." J- Houston, Elihu Thomson men of
high standing? Truly these men are all interested, but
who are disinterested electricians nowadays? Professor
Forbes of England is usually referred to as probably one of
the best posted men, and the most thoroughly disinterested
electrician of the day. and I myself heard him say at the
electric light convention, held in Pittsburg last Februar>',
that the alternating system as installed in America, made
him feel that we were far ahead of anything they had done
m England, and that he had completely changed his opin-
ion, and was now satisfied that the a'ternating system was
safer than any direct current of the same tension could be.
For persons who have absolutely no experience with electric
lighting by alternate currents to refer to speeches made five

years ago by electricians, however eminent, is folly, when
we recall the histor}'- of the alternating system in this
country. First, it was an impossibility. Then this was
I'mited to its being a commercial impossibilit)% and when
its adoption showed it was a success every pettifogging
self-styled elf ctrician, who had been engaged in proving
it ridiculous turned his attention to proving that it was
odd and that everybody knew about it years ago, and the
ver\- companies, who had been ridiculing it, both publicly
and privately, turned their attention to toisting on the
public the most unblushing and slarish imitations of the
successful form of this apparatus, and which has excited
the unqualified admiration of European electricians.

Now the fact is that it has been proved in a dozen cases
that the alternating current while disagreeable, is far less

dangerous to life than a direct current of the same tension.
Personally I have received the full 1,000 volt current from an
alternating current machine, not once but half a dozen times,
and I have received the direct current in the same way,
and, while the direct current will always make one sick for
some time after the shock, the alternating current leaves no
such effects. I have seen five or six men get this thousand
volt alternating current shock direct from the machines, I

have pulled one off who was hanging to the bare switch
board wires and whose hands were badly burned, but who
in half an hour was at work again, having in the meantime
walked by himself to a doctor to have his burns dressed.
Add to this that this high tension current is thoroughly in-

sulated and protected from the house circuits by layer after

layer of insulating tape, mica, fiber and by an open air

space, and one can easily see that the danger of high ten-
sion reaching the house is very remote indeed.

Mr, Brown has chosen to exhibit his ignorance and bias
by speaking of the lightning bringing fhe high tension at

the house; that is to say the lightning to enter any one
house by the alternate current wiies, has to break down the
whole insulation of the converter, while the direct metallic
connection on the s3-stem which Mr. Brovrn is pleased to
favor brings the lightning itself, with its tens of thousands
of volts, direct to ever)' lamp of the system, without the
slightest check or hindrance. Ye' how many persons have
been ki'led by lightning coming in on such wires? No one
that I have ever heard of, and Mr, Brown knows that this

danger is infinitesimal or he is merely truckling to the prej-
udice in favor of direct current systems, when he makes
any such statement.

He spoke of the Chicago board having forbidden the use
of the "fatal alternating current." I presume he means
the same board whose inspector read a paper before the
Chicago Electric club, in which he showed the induced dis-

charge from a single magnet as an instance of an alternat-

ing current. They will simply have to abandon this posi-

tion. Would it not be a good deal more sensible to follow the
example of the Philadelphia board which has simply placed
the ver)- strictest regulations (and what is a different thing,

enforces them) as to the use of not merely alternating cur-

rent apparatus, but of all apparatus, and came to this con-
clusion after a thorough irspection and test of the insula-

tion and general construction of the alternating current sys-

tem converters?

When Mr. Brown styles himself "an electrical engineer"
he lays himself open to the pertinent inquiry: What has
been his experience? What was his education on this sub-

ject? With what companies has he been engaged? What
work has he done to which he can point with pride as a
specimen of careful work? Is not this the same Mr, Brown
of the "Brown Converter," who endeavored strenuously for

two or three years to convince the various arc light com.panies

of the country that it would be a great benefit to the pub-
lic at large, and to their dividends (for which he now ex-

presses such a lordly contempt) to carry a 3,000 volt cur-

rent for incandescent lighting, into houses and stores by
means of an apparatus of his own devising, and which was
designed to occupy the ver)^ field now taken by the alter-

nating current system? It is curious that he should ap-

ply to the alternating current system the very expression

which was applied to it by one of the salesmen w-ho was
to'ing to induce me to adopt the "Brown converter" for

house lighting on arc circuits, that "this damnable alternat-

ing current system is just w-iping out apparatus like

ours all over the countr)'." Can it be possible that a dis-

tinguished electrical engineer, like Mr. Brown, could allow

himself to be swayed by any such trifle as this? Let us
trust not. Yours truly,

T, Carpenter Smith,

COXLMUNICATION FROM S. C. PeCK.

The Honorable the Board of Electrical Control:

New York, July 12,—In the New York Evening Post
of June 5th. there appeared an article by one Harold P.

Brown, electrical engineer, upon the dangers to be expected
from electric lighting apparatus. This I have read, and
carefully noted his suggestions to your board regarding cer-

tain precautions which he claims should be observed. It

appears to me that the article is hardly written in a fair

spirit and that many of the comparisons are obviously un-

just and incorrect, and the suggestions impracticable.

In the first place the current from open coil armatures is

referred to as "pulsating" and "death dealing" and is de-

scribed as being much more fatal to human life than the
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current from a dynamo having a closed coil armature. It

seems to me that this is purely and simply a matter of con-

jecture on the part of Mr. Brown.

I have tried many times to distinguish between the

physiological effects of this so called pulsating current and

those caused from a closed armature. I have used in all

cases sufficient resistance in the main Hne to give a differ-

ence of potential of from 60 to 200 volts. The sensation

experienced in each case is precisely the same, as indeed is

the effect upon the needle of a delicate galvanometer, which

will stand perfectly still when under the influence of a cur-

rent of either character from a properly constructed machine.

No doubt but a voltage of 2,500 would fatally injure

any person introduced into the circuit, but the idea that the

effect of the open coil armature current would be many
times that of the closed coil would be merely guess work,

for I do not consider we have any reliable data to work

from.
Assuming there have been more unfortunate accidents

upon circuits operated by dynamos of open coil class, what

do they prove? It is well known that these dynamos can

carry more lights and consequently a higher potential than

the other style and who can say that Mr. A and Mr. B

would have lived had a shock of the same voltage come

from a dynamo of another type? One thing is certain, viz:

That there have been fewer fatalities resulting from the elec-

trical current than from steam or other motive power. It

is stated that but live men have been killed in New York

during the past ten years.

Mr. Brown compares the alternating current as produced

by dynamos, with that emanating from what is generally

known as the medical coil. He, as an electrical engineer,

should know that they are in no manner similar except that

they both are bi-direction currents. In the first place the

current of the ordinary medical coil capable of throwing a

spark one-sixteenth of an inch in length is immensely

greater in pressure than that of the 1,000 volt generators

now in use which are incapable of striking through an air

space of even one-hundredth of an inch ; and, again, the cur-

rent in a medical coil is produced by a direct current being

made and broken, inducing currents of tremendous pres-

sure, of but httle volume in the secondary. The unpleas-

ant feeling caused by this current is directly traceable to

what is known as the extra current, caused by the rapid

changes in quality of the magnetization of a core of iron

upon which the coil is wound as well as the self-inductive

effect of the coil itself.

With the alternating current the case is materially

changed. A very small amount of wire is revolved in the

field of force which is absolutely constant and is not

affected in the least by changes in the external circuit. The
amount of potential is predetermined and controllable.

There is no self-induction of any moment, to produce the

dreaded extra current; and opening the circuit, or introduc-

ing one's self into it, merely subjects one to the pressure of

1,000 volts which has never yet proved fatal. There is no

extra current and no kick from the field magnets.

But in supplying incandescent lights from alternating

current circuits, it is not customary, for many reasons to

introduce the high pressure wires into the interior of build-

ings. Between the primary circuit and the house circuit a

transformer is interposed which effectually changes the

character of the current from one of 1,000 volts pressure to

one operating but 50 volts.

Mr. Brown states that there is but a thin film of cotton

or silk between the primary and secondary windings of the

transformer, and that this is liable at any time to be ruptured

by a flash of lightning. This shows that he is totally

ignorant of the construction of alternating current appara-

tus as well as the method of installation-" adopted by the

leading persons in the business.

I am familiar with various methods of protection used,

and have no hesitation in stating that when such as I shall

describe, which have been adopted by the Thomson^Hous-
ton Electric company are carried out, there is no possibility

of high potential affecting persons through any accidental

contact with the secondary wires. In the first place, this

company operates its dynamos at a potential of but 1,000

volts, as against i,Soo or 2,500 used, and so far, with

safety, for the past two years in many places abroad. For
every installation of transformers a lightning arrester is

used which is absolute in its action and effectually prevents

any ill effects to the transformer from a lightning stroke

upon the line. I have never known one to fail yet. Then
the primary winding is separated from the secondary by a

very substantial septum of insulating material thoroughly
dried and shellaced, and finally, the secondary or interior

circuit is soundly connected to the earth. Where is there

any danger now? Even if the high potential were to get

upon the secondary line, what possible harm could be done?
Suppose the primary line in a first class condition and the

secondary properly grounded as described, also the acci-

dental contact upon the primary and secondary. A person
touching the secondary, and at the same time making con-

tact with earth, would be affected in what manner? Not at

all. Why? Because there is no complete circuit. But go
further and suppose a ground upon the primary as well. A
person touches the secondar)' and again there is no effect.

Why? Because there is a complete shunt about his body
caused by the earth and the ground connections, and even
if the transformer were not instantly cut out of the circuit,

all the current would go by a shunt which is of no resist-

ance and would not influence the man at all. Why should

Mr. Brown be so set against the high tension alternate

current when it has been in successful operation for so long
a time, and which even under the worst conditions could
but introduce a potential of 1,000 volts upon a few lamps
at a time? It is not consistent, because we (ind about a

year ago a description of "the Brown automatic converter,"

a modification of a device to be used in running incandes-
cent lights from arc current circuits, "without involving a
large e.spense for incandescent lighting plants, or the ne-

cessity of getting a large number of subscribers to commence
with and also valuable to incandescent lighting companies
for customers too distant for the ordinary incandescent cir-

cuits."

Why are no charges made here against incandescent cir-

cuits which must be considered extraordinary? Surely no

man so careful for the safety of a general public would ad-

vise the use of such an arrangement which is liable at any

time to bring a difference of potential as high as 3,000 volts

into a man's house, and this pressure too of a dynamo pro-

ducing a "deadly pulsating" current, for we have read in

the advertisement in capitals "Can be Used with any Make
of Arc Light Dynamo." To say the least it looks very

curious and one is inclined to read between the lines when
noting an "electrical engineer" stand forth in commenda-
tion of the one successful, commercial method of introduc-

ing the electric incandescent light and stating that the use

of 300 volts of alternating current is dangerous, but imply-

ing the operation of incandescent lights upon 3,000 volt

current circuits is not to be condemned when in conjunction

with the converter. Let us take up his letter again and turn

to the suggestions. In order to discover the presence of a

ground upon the line, he advises the use of a permanent
ground connection at the station.

Inquire among station superintendents and see how many
of them agree with him. In order to keep a line in condi-

tion we are told to subject it to a constant strain at every in-

sulator and contact point. Is this wiser than the present

method pursued by all properly governed companies? viz:

To test the circuits every day and to keep them free from
ground. Also to shut down should any vicious connection

occur during the night? There is a station in this city

which is constructed on sound principles. The wires are

well insulated and well run, and there has not been a gi-ound

on a circuit for weeks.

Again, we are told that to prevent the flow of the extra

current through the body of a person introduced into the

circuit, we are to place a voltmeter or high resistance

about the dvnamo terminals. Very well, do so, and what
will you have? Evidently the resistance must be high in

order that too much current may not be going to waste; now
will not the "death stroke" divide itself according to the

law of shunts, and will the person get a good share? If

the resistance were constructed as a coil I am not sure but

its effects would be practically useless and until it is defi-

nitely known whether it is the prime potential or the after

current which kills, we had better pay more attention to the

exterior lines and construction and less to such traps.

And again, we are to provide a means for automatically

shunting the fields when the external circuit is opened.

There is more merit in this than in the other schemes, but

I do not believe any device could be made sufficiently sensi-

tive to operate in time to prevent any person opening the

circuit, and at the same time not to interfere at improper

moments.
As there are so many simple and effective methods for de-

termining when the circuit is broken, it does not seem wise

to make any such law.

The reference to the Siemens company is not bad. It

has been published in several papers in New York and Bos-

ton, and always in the same words. Investigation shows
that the company referred to never did make a business of

manufacturing alternating apparatus other than a dynamo
which is to-day made by them and for sale in Europe.

Perhaps the reasons they did not manufacture can be found

in the records of the Patent office, or may be Rankin Ken-
nedy's articles on alternating current apparatus would prove

of assistance to those desiring a partial idea of the true

state of affairs abroad. The position of Chicago and its

inspector is well-known.

We read last that the "damnable" alternating current

should not be permitted in higher voltage than 300, and
that if the proposed rules are adopted three men shall not

have died in vain. It can only be said that most of the

rules, as well as the letter show under a philanthropic ex-

terior a distinct bias, which, perhaps, may be accounted for

when we recall iVfr. Brown's connection with the American
company whose dynamo has a closed coil armature. It would
be interesting to read the opinions expressed by Mr. Brown
when he was engaged in installing the plant of the Brush
open coil system in Eau Claire, Wis.

A summarj' of Mr. Brown's paper may be made as fol-

lows: First, the alleged comparison between the effects

from a medical or galvano-faradic coil and the alternating

current dynamo does not exist; second, the death dealing

quality of the current from dynamos having open coil arma-
tures is but conjecture; third, placing a shunt of high re-

sistance about the terminals of the dynamo is impracticable

and would but partially compensate for the after or extra

current; fourth, it is not clear that death is caused by the

after current or "kick" of the machine. In fact, it is

probable that such extra current is not essential from the

fact that fatality has occurred from simple connection with

a grounded wire; fifth, a constant ground on a high tension

dynamo in order to detect a second one is poor engineering;

sixth, a break in the circuit would be indicated by the per-

formance of the apparatus in the station, and the one in

charge should shut down witliout any further notice from a

complicated device which might render steady commercial
servicequestionable; seventh, under no circumstances should

300 volts be made the limit allowed alternating current ser-

vice, because practical demonstration extending over a

period of two years, shows that where the proper protecting

devices are used there is no danger.

In conclusion the writer must suggest that in the action

already taken by your board regarding overhead construc-

tion, is to be found the solution of the danger question.

Of course, the electric current under certain conditions is

dangerous, but no more so than steam plants or various

forms of motive power. What is needed is control and not
prohibition. Look over the lines last constructed in your
city and note that any danger from them must be preceded

by some accident not traceable to the installation or opera-

tion of the plant. A stone upon a rail may wreck a train.

A boiler under 150 pounds, steam is subjected to greater

strain than one with 50 pounds but by strengthening the

construction we keep the steam in. Follow rule number 2

suggested by Mr. Brown and let us use better insulated

wires. Whether it be Cowies, or Simplex, Trinidad or Bish-

op's makes little difference, but keep up the standard.

The extra first cost of an installation even with the most
expensive wire will not average more than 5 per cent, on
the total investment, while the percentage of improvement
in dividend paying quality is not to be estimated.

Respectfully submitted,

S. C. Peck.

Communication from M. M. M. Slattery;

The Honorable Board of Electrical Control, New York
City :

Fort Wayne, Ind., June 29.—The question of the
danger of alternating currents in the present systems of
lighting by incandescent lamps has been in the past a
much-discussed one, both at the meetings of the National
Electric Light Association as well as at the meetings
of various scientific societies through the country,
and the conclusions arrived at by those who are theoreti-

cally and practically competent to judge are that the alter-

nating current is not dangerous by any means when used
within certain hmits of pressure, and that the safety limit

approximates 1,100 volts electromotive force. After an
extended practical experience of three years by those who
have carefully followed the alternating systems in use, and
after many physiological experiments, frequently involun-
tary ones, to determine the safe limit of pressure to work
with, it has been found that no fatality can occur or serious

inconvenience result from a shock from an alternating cur-
rent having a pressure of that already cited, 1,100 volts.

It has been long and well known that in most cases where
fatal accidents have happened with high tension continuous
current systems the death shock is received at the moment
of breaking away from the circuit, not at the moment of
completing the circuit around the body; the reason is ob-
vious and two-fold, viz.: When you place yourself in a

circuit in which there is flowing current at a dangerous
pressure, the skin of the body, which has a very poor con-
ductivity, in fact has good insulating properties, partly pro-

tects you from the danger shock, but as you will involun-

tarily make a desperate attempt to throw yourself out of
circuit and succeed, at the moment of breaking away an
arc will be set up, burning the body insulation (the skin) and
freely entering the trunk, cause paralysis of the respiratory

organs, preventing thereby the blood from being oxidized;

death will then ensue unless instant remedies be applied,

and right in the latter line recently in France the passage
of an alternating current through the body has been verj'

efficacious in restoring life. The other reason of the-fatal-

ity referred to is, at the moment of breaking circuit, an
electromotive force far higher than was normally in the

circuit is developed, considerably aggravating the effect of

the shock.

In an alternating current of the same dangerous pressure

there will always be a much better chance of escaping a fa-

tality than in the case just quoted, as in the first place the

electrical impulses being equal and opposite, the effect of

the normal electromotive force alone will be experienced,

for at the moment of breaking away from the circuit when
the pressure would have a tendency to rise an impulse in

the opposite direction will instantly neutralize it and the

e. m. f. is maintained normal; again the very nature of the

current with the impulses equal and opposite also tends to

suppress the arc at the moment of breaking, for the self same
reason as that which tends to maintain the e. m. f. normal,

preventing the skin from being so badly burnt, and the

current proportionately from free and dangerous passage to

the vital organs.

The danger attending the use of converters has been
referred to, chiefly, however, by those not familiar with

their construction. We will admit for the sake of argu-

ment, that we have exceeded the safe limit of pressure in

the converter, and let us see whether the dangerous current

will or will not reach the users of the incandtescent lamps.

I will premise what I shall say at this point by stating,

and I have occasion to say so elsewhere, that two-thirds the

difficulty is overcome when you understand its nature. Now
in this case we want to prevent the dangerous current

reaching the users of lamps. We know the current is dan-
gerous, our practical experience has so informed us. The
secondary coil in the circuit in which the incandescent

lamps are placed is in the same iron receptacle as the dan-
gerous primarj'- coil which is connected with the primary
circuit and by the entrance of moisture or a discharge of

lightning the organic insulation between the two coils

might very readily give way as it occasionally did in the

earlier experimental stages of the work years ago. We
should not. however, trust to any insulation to keep the

current in the respective coils; in this case we simply intro-

duce a conducting strip of copper or other metal between
the primary and secondary coils in the box containing the

converter, this strip being carefully insulated from both

primary and secondary coils as may be seen in the con-

verter submitted for inspection.

Now what is the effect of the dangerous primary current

endeavoring to reach the secondary coil and circuit? It

will be obvious that it will be intercepted by the interposed

metallic strip referred to and the current which might enter

the secondary is diverted to a ground connection made with

this strip. Should a lightning discharge enter the primary

it Vill surely go to ground, for which it has In all cases an
affinity seeking the passage of lowest resistance. Should a

lightning discharge strike the house and the secondary cir-

cuit, and make an attempt to get on the line through the

primary, again it is intercepted by the metallic strip and
the integrity of the insulation between the primary and the

secondary is maintained, no harm happening.

These precautions have been dictated by experience in the

induction apparatus, and I may be forgiven when I say

that any other difficulty which may present itself as time

rolls on and the alternating systems develop in magnitude
will be equally carefully and successfully met.

As an instance of the unmeaning glibness of the speech

of some of those who desire to constitute themselves au-

thority on the subject, but who have never qualified in any
practical form, speaking of the dangers attending the use

of the alternating current, in the New York Evcn'mg Post

I
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of June 5th, a gentleman states that the danger attending;

the use of alternating currents will not be decreased, but

contrarily will be greatly increased by placing the conduct-

ors underground. It is evident that the gentleman has

concluded that because with the underground low tension

continuous system great difficulty has been experienced in

properly insulating to prevent troublesome grounds and
disastrous leakages, that all other systems as a matter of

course suffer similarly. In point of fact the low tension

current at 220 volts in imderground conductors offers a far

greater strain upon insulation than a high tension alternat-

ing current at 1,100 volts. It will be known that one of

the functions of a current flowing through a conductor is a

heating one. that the greater the current transmitted

through a given conductor the greater the heat, or in other

words, the heat developed is as the current squared into

the resistance, C-xR. It will further be known that with

slow radiation as must necessarily be the case with conduct-

ors underground, the heating effect with a given current

and cross section of wire must be enormously increased.

With low tension continuous current systems it frequently

happens during the hours of heaviest lighting that a loss

•of some 20 to 25 per cent, is incurred in the conductors,

and any person familiar with the temperature that a con-

ductor attains at such a loss as this will not wonder at the

trouble of the low tension system and the consequent strain

on the insulation. On the other hand, with the alternating

current no such loss in the conductors need ever be per-

mitted; throughout the hours of use it may therefore be

comparatively cool, certainly never warm^nough to preju-

diciallv afTect the insulation. The reason of being able to

work at a low temperature in the latter case of course is

that working with a current alternating in polarity, small in

quantit)' and high in tension, we can afford to work at a

much less waste of energy and corresponding reduction of

temperature in the conductors; therefore, the insulation of

the wires in the latter case need never be strained, tlie

strain on the insulation by the use of the higher e. m. f.

being more apparent than real. These conclusions have

been arrived at by careful practical experiments that no
amount of sophistical theorizing can refute and are equally

within the scope of all who wish to familiarixe themselves

with a few elementary facts.

By the use of the alternating current as now employed

by companies long in the field, who have a reputation at

stake, the electrical engineer has placed in his hands an

electrical lever, so to speak, with which he may move the

world, practically the greatest of all electrical developments

of the age, of incalculable value and far reaching possibili-

ties, and any objections to its use {and their name will be

legion) by interested persons, should be regarded and dealt

vrith carefully and impartially as affecting something of

immense public value as well as something of future public

value that at present it is impossible to overestimate and

should not be too hastily condemned in consequence b.y the

utterances of the inexperienced. Yours very truly,

Marmaduke iVI. M. Slattery, Fort Wayne Jenney
. Electric Light Co.

Communication from Ralph W. Pope.

//o/t. Theodore Moss, Secretary Board of Eicctncal Con-

trol, N'ezu York city:

New York, 30 Temple Court, July 9.—I have the honor

to acknowledge the receipt of a copy of the minutes of the

proceedings of the board, dated June 8th, containing a

resolution in which my opinion is requested, regarding cer-

tain suggestions as to the amendment of the rules of the

board, proposed through the public press by Harold P.

Brown, which are as follows:

" RULES FOR ST-VnON LIGHTING.
"i.—Not more than fifty arc lights shall be operated

upon any one circuit, unless said circuit is used exclusively

for street lamps mounted upon wooden poles; in this case

the number must not exceed sixty,

"2.—All out door arc light circuits must be provided

with waterproof covering having an Insulation resistance of

not less than one-half a megohm. Any circuit falling be-

low this must not be used until restored.

"3.—No arc light dynamo shall be operated unless pro-

\'ided with a voltmeter across its terminals, or other de-

vice, to provide a path for the extra current caused by the

opening of the external circuit.

"4.—No arc light dynamo shall be operated unless pro-

\-ided with means for automatically stopping the production

of current the instant a ground connection is made upon
its circuit.

"5.—No arc light dynamo shall be operated unless pro-

vided with a means for automatically breaking or short-cir-

cuiting the held circuit the instant the external circuit is

broken, in order to prevent a current from being built up
by the broken circuit ends falling upon some conductor.

"6.—No alternating current with a higher electromotive

force than three hundred volts shall be used."

I have also read the communication of Mr. Brown ac-

companying the proposed amendments. It has been my
privilege to attend a large proportion of the meetings of

the board, and I believe that I thoroughly understand its

desires in the premises, which are in the main, to bring

about a reform in the existing condition of electrical con-

ductors in this city, without interfering with the business

interests of their owners or depriving our citizens of the

many benefits accruing from the various systems which de-

pend upon electricity for their successful operation.

One of the greatest difficulties encountered in the proper

regulation of electrical ser\'ice prevails in other branches of

modem industry', where the danger to life is outweighed

by the desire to increase financial gain. These facts are so

generally recognized that I refer to them merely as a rea-

son why it is proper that ever^' precaution which science

can devise should be utilized for the protection of human
life. The rules in question appear to have been framed

\vith this object in view, and so far as they are coni-.ied to

this praiseworthy object, they meet with my unqualified

approval

.

It is now the generally accepted opinion among scientific

investigators, many of whom have had ample experience
upon which to base their reasoning, that there is a wide
range of difference between various persons as to their power
of enduring the effect of an electric shock. The same person
may also be much more susceptible to its influence under
certain conditions of the body, as for instance when the
skin is moist from any cause. A person unaccustomed to

the peculiar sensations caused by the passage through his

system of an electric current, if of a sensitive nature, may
suft'er from fright. Indeed, the mere spectacle of a thunder
storm where the chances of personal injury from lightning

are infinitesimal, may produce serious results. It will therefore

be understood that it is extremely difficult, if not impossible,

to fix upon an arbitrary standard which an electrical cur-

rent must not be permitted to exceed, for the reason that

many useful classes of service may thus be entirely pro-

hibited without any substantial reason. All forms of elec-

tricity as used in the various systems with which we are

familiar, are entirely controlable, with the exercise of such
skill and experience as now exist. No form of current is

used which with the exercise of proper precautions cannot
be confined to its legitimate path and it is in this direction

that it appears to me that our efforts should be directed.

When with the introduction of every known precaution it

is found impossible to so confine an electric current to its

proper channel it will be time enough to prohibit it by
statute. The very fact that many of the companies now
doing business have not exercised that precaution which
the interests of the public demand is the reason for the ex-

istence of the Board of Electrical Control. In view of the

prevailing opinion upon the importance of so constructing

and operating an electrical plant of any description, it ap-
pears to me that any company or individual proposing to

establish an industry of this character, at this date, must
be well aware of the importance of complying with such

rules as are established by the proper authorities acting in

the interests of the public.

The pith of the line of policy to be pursued in my opinion

therefore would be, not to fix upon any particular number of

lamps to be operated on one circuit or any standard of volt-

age which must not be exceeded, but rather to insist on
such methods of construction and the use of such material,

that the current will be confined to its designated conductor.

This implies the use of a conductor of ample size for the

current to be used, and properly insulated at all points, the

insulation resistance increasing in a proper ratio to the in-

crease of voltage.

If we aim constantly in this direction, I believe we shall

eventually attain the end we all have in view, which is the

greatest possible extension of the benefits to be derived

from the more general use of electrical devices, without

danger either to life or property, even where the various

fixtures and appurtenances are necessarily within the reach

of persons not familiar by training with the mysterious

dangers which are supposed to lurk in every electric wire.

I would therefore respectfully suggest that the first and

last of the proposed rules be stricken out, and that the sec-

ond rule be more fully elaborated.

In view of the fact that with the best possible methods

of construction accidents are liable to happen rendering an

otherwise perfect system defective, I should recommend
the adoption of the precautionary rules numbers 3, 4 and

5, provided there be no existing practical reasons why they

should not be enforced, as I am not in favor of the adop-

tion of any regulations of such a character that they must
necessarily remain a dead letter. Yours very truly,

Ralph W. Pope, Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Communication from Professor Henry Morton.

The Board of Electrical Control:

Hoboken, N. J., July 16.—In response to a letter from

Theodore Moss, dated June 20th, inviting me to express my
views on the subject discussed by H. P. Brown in a letter to

the Evening Post bearing date June 5, 1SS8, I would say

that I quite agree with Mr. Brown in his opinion that in all

cases mentioned by him in which death has been caused by

coming in contact with electric wires the accidents would

have occurred, just the same, if the wires had been buried

underground, or to use his own words, "I know^ that bury-

ing the wires would not remedy the trouble." I would,

however, go further than this and say that in the instances

he cites and in all others known to me the accident which

occurred would have been more likely to occur or more cer-

tainly fatal if the wires had been buried underground in any

arrangement which has as yet been provided for that pur-

pose, and this chiefly for the following reasons: The
buried wires, as experience has abundantly shown, are in

constant danger of making- earth connections which render

a contact with only one point fatal where it would be other-

wise harmless. Even the Edison wires in New York are

frequently being torn up to repair injuries due to loss of in-

sulation, notwithstanding their very low electromotive

force, of but no volts, as any one can see who has occasion

to go about the streets traversed by the Edison conductors

down town. When currents of twenty times this electric

pressure, as it has been aptly called, are used this tendency

to rupture the insulation is proportionately increased and

has proved practically fatal to any commercial success in

using such currents through underground conductors.

Those persons who have been killed by touchijig lamps or

sino-le wires have been killed only because there was some

earth connection ahead)' established elsewhere on the cir-

cuit. Again, in the instances where employes of the elec-

tric companies have been killed while employed in connec-

ting or otherwise working with wires carrying currents, it is

manifest to any one that the danger would be greatly en-

hanced if their work was to be done in dark and nar-

row manholes in place of in broad daylight and in free

space. The cry of the public as represented by the daily

press to put the wires underground as a remedy to all

dangers and difficulties is not an intelligent cry, but on the

contrary is the result of ignorance and misdirected preju-

dice.

In the next place Mr. Brown points out at some length

the difference between a continuous uniform and a pulsating
or alternating current, but in this connection I think that he
has rather mixed up and confused several different things.
The intense effects produced by an induction coil such as

IS used for giving shocks and in medical treatment is not
the result of its interrupted character, but of the peculiar
arrangement of magnetic core and coils of wire by which
the electromotive force of the interrupted secondary current
produced is raised to a point fully equal to that of the
longest circuit ever employed in an arc light system. In
other words, the electric pressure obtained in a medical coil

is fully equal to that in an arc light circuit carrying 50
lights. It is also alternating, and therefore as far as these

conditions are concerned, should be certainly fatal. Such,
however, as every one knows, is not the case. I, myself,
once received the discharge of such a coil capable of giving
sparks twenty-one inches long, and therefore equal in elec-

tric pressure to hundreds of arc light dynamos united for

that purpose, and the sensation was no worse than the

shock from a Leyden jar of moderate size. It is manifest
therefore that the interrupted or alternating character of the

current even when combined with the highest electric pres-

sure, is not its esssentially fatal condition. The actual

facts seem to be these, as far as we can gather from the

fortunately very limited number of accidents fatal or other-

wise which have occurred.

There are two ways in which the electric current can
derange the living structure:

1st. By mechanical and chemical injury to the organic
structure.

2d. By nervous exhaustion or nervous shock. The first

of these requires the passage of a considerable volume of

current with enough electromotive force to carry it through
the resistance of the body . These conditions are fulfilled

by a continuous or uniform current of high electromotive

force, and are not found in the same degree in an alterna-

ting or interrupted current. The second method of injury,

or that by nervous shock, requires chiefly the interruption

or reversal of the current, but this nervous influence only
becomes dangerous when long continued or combined with
the other influence of large current volume. Experience,
however, shows that the interrupted current loses as much
in the direction of fatal effect from organic destruction as

it gains from its superior nerve exhausting power, so that

quite as many have escaped without fatal consequence from
an alternating current as from a continuous one. Either

may be fatal, but neither has any knovvn superiority over

the other in this respect, and there is certainly nothing in

the results of experience or obser\'ation so far which would
warrant us in requiring less precaution in the use of one
sort of current as compared with the other or in excluding one
where the other was admitted.

Mr. Brown states, as of his own knowledge, "scores

killed and maimed by the pulsating currents." In regard

to this I can only say that I have no such information either

direct or derived and would be very much interested in in-

vestigating these scores of cases, if Mr. Brown would give

some specific reference to them.
I quite agree with Mr. Brown as to the imperfections of

the underwriters' wire. This wire was passed or allowed by
the underwriters many years since when it was the best and
only wire available for the purpose; but they have since

"approved" many other wires with superior insulation which
have just as much claim to be called "underwriters' wire"

as the first and inferior kind.

What Mr. Brown says about the universal condemnation
of the alternating system by disinterested electricians of

high standing must be founded upon a very limited

knowledge of the subject. The only authority he cites is

that of Siemens &: Halske who are known to everybody as

manufacturers of and dealers in dynamos, electric lamps,

etc., patented by themselves, and authors of a pamphlet or

trade circular attacking the rival system of electric lighting

by secondary currents with so manifest a bias as to deprive

what they say of any weight whatever, I can hardly be-

lieve that Mr. Brown can have seen this publication, but

must speak from some incorrect report of its contents.

Without taking up more of your time, however, with a

discussion of Mr. Brown's preamble, I will at once pass to

his proposed rules.

Rule 1st, proposes limiting arc circuits to 50 or6oIamps
each. This would be a very unscientific and unfair method,

as it would allow some companies to run circuits of twice

the electromotive force or pressure of others. Thus 50
Brush lamps would require an electromotive force of 2,500

volts, while 50 United States Electric Lighting company
lamps would require but 1,500 volts. The rule should be

founded on some accurate standard of measurement, and
not be Hke the weight standards of the early Dutch settlers

described in Knickerbocker.

Rule 2d, providing for insulation of wires as stated is

utterly indefinite and meaningless. Under it a naked cop-

per wire might comply with the requirements and the Atlan-

tic cable might fail to do both within reasonable construc-

tions of the rule as stated.

Rule 3d, providing for a cross circuit of high resistance

near the dynamos, is also indefinite and unnecessary, but

would do no harm.
Rules 4th and 5th, providing automatic means of shut-

ting off dynamos on the grounding or breaking of their

circuits are good, but are already carried out in most elec-

tric lighting systems.

Rule 6th, excluding the use of alternating currents of

high electromotive force is unwarranted and absurd.

If more time was at my disposal I could enlighten your

commission on many other points connected with this sub-

ject, but believe that I have said enough already to dis-

charge my duty as a good citizen in a matter in which I

have no direct concern. Very truly yours,

Henry Mmrton,
President StEYENS' INSTITUTE OP TECHHOLOGY.

( To be continued.
)

The Edison Electric Light company of Rochester, has

received the contract for lighting the city hall in that city at

ing the rate of %-i,'}00 per year.
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Okonite Conductors,

The London Electrical Review in a lengthy article treat-

ing of okonite conductors, says:

Professor E. Frankland, in forwarding the results of his

experimental examinations, remarks: "These tests have

convinced me that the material possesses, in a very high de-

gree, all the qualities which render it valuable for electrical

purposes. The resistance to leakage is extremely high, and

the cables themselves are not easily injured by rough treat-

ment." George Hamilton, chief electrician of the Western

Union Telegraph company, gives a large number of tests of

okonite core supplied to his company, and remarks: "I

would say that having tested 300 miles or more of the oko-

nite core, and finding it so uniformly good, I have learned

to have a very high appreciation of it." In a subsequent re-

port he says: "The Western Union company has quite a

large amount of the core in service, giving the best satisfac-

tion. The insulation of the core is exceptionally good, and

so far as my experience goes, is not surpassed for aerial or

underground work." The fact - that a large quantity,

amounting to some hundreds of miles, has been used by the

Western Union company, is sufficient proof of the excellence

of the material. As regards the electrical and mechanical

properties of okonite, an exhaustive report by Dr. John

Hopkinson, F.K.S.. gives some information. The specific

inductive capacity of the material is found to be 4.6,

slightly higher than the usual value given for gutta percha.

The insulation resistance of the several samples was uni-

formly high, and tests taken at various temperatures showed

that it was affected in a greater degree than ordinary rub-

ber. For instance, the tests of the sample gave at 6odeg.

F. 7,587 megohms per statute mile; at 75 deg. F. 3,810

megohms per statute mile, figures which correspond nearly

with the coefficients given in the company's own table for

the effects of temperature. Numerous tests were also ap-

plied by Dr. lobn Hopkinson to see if mechanical distor-

tion and distension had any effect on the insulation, but no

deterioration ensued. Dr. Hopkinson in his report remarks:

"It has of course, been impossible to ascertain the durabil-

ity of the insulation when exposed for a long time to the air.

The tests for insulation and capacity were made upon three

samples, each about 2,000 feet in length, and one sample of

300 feet in length. The only test which has been made to

ascertain whether the contact of foreign substances has any

deleterious effect on the insulation, is the following: Ten feet

from B coil were immersed in colza oil for four days, ex-

posed to the air for one day, and then tested; the average

rate of loss during five minutes was .00035 per second,

corresponding to insulation resistance of 8,386 megohms per

mile, proving that the material had in no way .suffered."

The tests given by Dr. Hopkinson are remarkably good, but

the results obtained by him are best given in his own words:

"Summary.—Shortly, my tests on these samples of Mr.

Smith's insulated conductors prove that the insulation is

practically perfect, both for high and low potentials; it is at

least equal to the best G. P., and that the insulation will

stand very rough handling, and a considerable temperature

without injury, indeed, with a quite insignificant reduction of

the insulation resistance." In a later communication from

Mr. Hamilton of the Western Union company, he remarks:

"My experience with the okonite core, for something over

two years, has been very satisfactor)'. I have yet to learn

of the first case of deterioration of the core that has passed

under ray inspecrion, although in amount, it figures up sev-

eral hundred miles, and is used in both aerial and under-

ground cables." It is claimed for this core that the "ten-

acity and toughness of the material render it non-liable to

destruction by reason of abrasion or rubbing of foreign sub-

stances." We have ourselves tested samples of this core

mechanically, in a variety of ways, and also under the ap-

phcation of heal, and find that it fulfills all the conditions

guaranteed bv the makers. While resilient it is remark-

ably tenacious, and its strength and toughness are , very

great; the wires are uniformlv well covered, and its durable

qualities may be taken, from all the evidence we can obtain,

to be ver>' great. It is not attacked by acids, and greasy sub-

stances do not affect it. We have only noticed that paraf-

fine oil has a remarkable action upon the material. In the

samples we have tested, the copper not being tinned shows
the effect of vulcanizing, but in a much less degree than in

ordinary vulcanized cores. For ordinary telephone work we
think that the inductive capacity and the amount of cover-

ing required are rather against the adoption of okonite, but

for general telegraph work, especially for "leading-in" at

stations, signal boxes, etc., this core will be especially valu-

able. Its mechanical properties, high insulation, and in-

difference to heat, render it a very efficient core for electric

light purposes, and we should not be surprised to see it

used largely for such positions and places where most insu-

lated wires have hitherto proved failures.

Personal Paragraphs.

Francis W, J'arker, electrical patent lawyer of Chicago,

will leave for Europe August 5th, on a trip connecting busi-

ness with pleasure.

J. B, Thomas, of the Weslinghouse company, sailed for

Europe on the Etruria July 5th. He is on his way to Italy

to establish agencies for the Wcstinghouse company. Sev-
eral machines were sent to that country several weeks ago,

and Mr. Thomas goes there to superintend their installation

and establish electric light plants. Rome and Turin will

he his principal objective points, and he will probably be
away for several months.

A I'arkcrsburg, W, Va., dispatch dated July 18th, says:

United Stales Circuit Judge Jackson this evening decided
the case of the Hell Telephone company against the Emncr
'I'elcphone company of (Jharlestown, perpetually enjoining

the latter from operating iheir telephones and decreemg the

surrender of ail instruments and outfiLs to the Hell com-
pany. The case has been in court several years. IJ. G.
\Va.shington is president of the company.

CORRESPONDENCE.
From St. Louis, Mo.

St. Louis, Mo., July 2u.—William Jens, engineer

of the Scullin street car lines, is home from a month's trip

in the east, in the course of which he examined every elec-

tric and new street car motor to be found, for Mr. Scullin

is determined to have some motoi soon and to have

the best and most modern, so that he will not be compelled

to make a change again within a few years. Mr. Scullin

himself prefers the electric motor if it can be made thor-

oughly practicable, as to cost and service, and so does Mr.

Jens. The latter, however, inclines toward the overhead

wires while Mr. Scullin prefers the storage battery, if for

no other reason than the objection to overhead wires and

the probability of trouble in securing the privilege of string-

ing them in St. Louis. Mr. Jens was completely won over

to the wire system by the operation of the road at Rich-

mond, Va., where twenty-five to thirty cars are employed

steadily, running as smoothly as they could possibly run by

any other motor. He thinks very favorably, however, of

the progress of the storage battery toward perfection, and

anticipates a successful experiment with the car now being

constructed at the Wharton works in Philadelphia. This

car was to have been here sometime ago, but Mr. Wharton

has changed the plan from a four to a two-truck car, on

the theory that the car might be inclined to jump the

track on the granite paving, and would be difficult to run on

again if it was of the four-truck size. He now promises

the car for .August 15th, intending to fully test it on the

streets of Philadelphia before he allows it to be shipped

west. The car will be sixteen feet long, elegantly uphol-

stered and lighted with incandescent lamps. It will be pro-

pelled by two Reckenzaun electric motors of eight horse

power each, capable if need be, to work at fifteen horse

power. The car can be run a distance of sixty-three miles

with but one change of the storage cells, 100 of which are

placed under the seats of the car, but in daily service it is

better not to exact more than forty miles, while the best

way is to make a change of cells, which can be accomplished

in two minutes, three times a day. The motor is provided

with worm gearing. The weight of all the electrical appa-

ratus and machinery is 5,800 pounds and that of the car

9,200 pounds, a total of 15,000 pounds. A speed of twenty

miles an hour is possible, but the car will give the most

efficient service at about eight miles an hour. A 50 candle

power incandescent light, the rays of which are intensified

by a reflector, will be in position as a headlight. The
brake, which is a powerful and efficient one, operates on

all eight wdieels of the car at once, speedily checking its

motion. In the event of accident to the brake there is an

electrical arrangement by which the car can be brought to

an almost instant standstill. The electrical gong, which

sounds a warning, the throwing off of the brake and the

manipulation of the sand-box, are all worked by a pressure

of the foot of the driver upon different levers, which are

within easy reach on the platform, thus doing away with the

necessity of his taking his eyes from off the road in front

of him. The cells in which the electric current is stored

are of the type known as "23 C" of the Electrical Accumu-

lator company's make. Mr. Jens made several trips on

one of these cars, a four-truck, 22 feet long, and was per-

fectly satisfied with its operations. A.

St. Louis, Mo., July 20.—The Menard Jacard Jewelry

company have decided upon the Edison system for use in

their new store, at the corner c ^Fifth and Locust streets.

The plant will consist of an Edison dynamo capable of

running 210 25-candle lamps, and a Russell engine.

The Mercantile Library association have canceled their

order for one engine and one 30-light arc dynamo, owing

to an injunction being served on them restraining them

from doing a general electric light business. As the mat-

ter stands at present, the plant will consist of two 30 light

arc dynamos, two 450 light Edison dynamos, and two 75-

horse power Russell engines.

The Woodward & Tiernan Printing company will put in

a Russell engine to drive their Edison plant.

The Pike Electric company have secured the contract of

furnishing the Quick Meal Stove company a 200-light

plant. The plant will consist of a Fremont dynamo and

lamps, an 1 will be placed in the new build'ng on Chou-

teau avenue.

The !^2o,ooo bond of the St. Louis Electric Light &
Power company was approved by the House of Delegates

last week.

The water coumissioner received but two bids for

lighting the water works and surrounding streets. The
Fort Wayne Jenney were the lowest bidders, but were

above the appropriation. The commissioner will make

out new specifications and advertise again.

A bill has come up in the house for its first reading,

authorizing the board of public improvements to advertise

for bids for lighting the city north of Cherokee street.

This will embrace four-fifths of the entire city, and will re-

quire over 1,000 lights.

The 50-light incandescent machine installed in the new
building of the Dr Harter Medicine company by G. J,

Percival, is giving splendid satisfaction

The Heisler company have secured the contract of furn-

ishing the exposition with 600 30-canJle power incandes-

cent lights. The exposition is wired for 4,000 lights, but

has a dynamo capacity for but 3,000.

The American Express cDmpany are having their build-

ing wired for incandescent lights, by J. F. Porter. Mr.

Porter reports business good. E.

New York Notes.
Nkw Yokk, July ig.—The Brooklyn street car compa-

nies have under consideration the adoption of an electric

fare register, by which a fare will be rung up whenever a

passenger places his foot on the step of the car. There
seem to be, however, numerous practical objections to a

device of this kind, and it will doubtless require many modi-

fications before it comes into general use.

Ex-Governor Alonzo B. Cornell is now largely interested

in the tin deposits of the Black Hills, and is also develop-

ing a valuable quany in the Catskills, containing sandstone,

granite, and black marble in large quantities. There is

also a very handsome stone containing shells, which pol-

ishes beautifully. It is said that the governor has been verj'

lucky ever since his investment in the blind pool some vears

ago.

William Maier, who had charge of the electric lamps at

the Adams Express building in this city, was found dead in

the dynamo room, Monday afternoon. Plis body was
stretched on the floor between two dynamos which were

running. The autopsy was held the following morning
when it was decided that he died from the effects of an elec-

tric shock although it was impossible to determine just how
the accident occurred. This is the second death that has

been caused by electricity on these premises.

The department of public works and the bureau of in-

cumbiances, through Inspector McGuinness^ yesterday be-

gan anew under the advice of the corporation counsel, the

work of finding out whether the dead poles are dead, and
whether they can be removed without the order of the

mayor, as live ones cannot be.

The Standard Underground Cable company, through

George L.Wiley, eastern manager, has contracted with the

Brush Illuminating company of New York, to furnish and
lay in the underground conduit from Fourteenth street to

Thirty fifth street, in Broadway, an eight-conductor arc

fight cable. The conductors are to be of number 4 Brown
& Sharpe gauge, each covered with the Waring insulation,

and the whole cable incased in lead. The cable has been
gauranteed for a term of years, and a sample of it sub-

mitted to the electrical expert of the Board of Electrical

Control for approval. r_

Indianapolis Items.

I.NDiANAi'OLis, July 21.—The Jenney Electric company
report having received, during the last week, an order from
Sullivan, Ind., for a 60 arc light outfit complete, also for

a 60 arc light addition, including engine boiler, for Topeka,

Kansas. They also have an additional order for 40 arc

lights from Stockton, Cal.

A. S. Hickley, chemist and expert of the Jenney Electric

company, has succeeded in producing photographs of the

moon, seven inches in diameter. They are said to be the

best photographs of the size that have been produced.

The injunction suit of the city against the Citizens Street

Railway company to prevent their laying their track an
Alabama and Market streets, was decided in favor of the

Citizens' Electric Railway company by the Superior court.

The Dudley Electric Motor Street Car company were granted

a charter by the council some weeks ago, the two streets

named being included as part of their route. The Citi'zens'

company immediately began laying track in several places

on these streets but were stopped by a temporary injunc-

tion. The suit just decided was for a permanent injunc-

tion. It was shown that the Citizens' Street Railway com-
pany's right to incorporate and to own and operate a street

railway line had been granted by the state. It was under

this State law that the company accepted its franchise. On
January 18, 1S64, the city, by ordinance gave its "consent,

permission and authority to said company and its succes-

sors to lay tracks" upon certain streets among which were

those named above. A representative of the Dudley com-
pany says: 'T have telegraphed our folks about the decis-

ion and I do not expect to know before to-morrow what ;

Ihey will do. However, we have the same rights that the t

other company has been given, the ordinance being almost >,

an exact copy of their franchise. My belief is that it is the >

beginning of a fight between two corporations, and I do T-
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not believe that our people will yield their rights to the

street."

Indianapolis is still using gas for street lighting and from

present indications is likel)' to continue for some time to

come. The committee on public lights made its report to

the city council at its meeting Monday night, but after a

lengthy discussion, a motion was carried to refer the whole

matter of light back to the committee for further report to

be ready for a called meeting of council Monday night next.

It is evident from what can be learned if the contract is

•.;iven to one of the electric companies they will have calls

for any amount of private lights if they make reasonable

rates. M.

From Louisville, Ky.

l.oiisvil.LF., Ky., July 20.—This city at last has an in-

spector of electric lights, although it took considerable

work on the part of those interested in these matters to se-

cure such an office. The electrical interests in this city

have been growing so extensively for several years that the

need of an officer of the kind has been felt. All the large

buildings are webbed with wires. Careless employes some-

times do not attend to these properly, and accidents some-

times result. The electric light men themselves were anxious

to have an inspector. Finally the matter was proposed

to the common council of the city, and the mayor, who is an

enterprising man, favoring all useful inventions, pushed it

forward. Some of the old fossils in the board fought the

measure bitterly, but it finally went through. The mayor

was given the appointment of the inspector, and he selected

a most capable person, W. H. Johnson, who has been

interested in electrical matters for many years. Mr. John-

son has the power to enter any building in the city where

electric lights are used, and if the wires are not in proper

condition his order to have them attended to at once must

be obeyed.

The chief of the fire department has been raising a great

crj' against placing electric light wires overhead. He insists

that they are a nuisance as they are exceedingly dangerous

to firemen and also render good work at fires in large build-

ings impossible, not only on account of the danger caused

by contact w-ith them, but because their great number ren-

ders approach with ladders a matter of much difficulty.

This complaint has raised much talk of a law requiring all

electric light wires to be placed underground. The fact re-

mains, however, that in spite of all the complaint there has.

not in the history of the city been a single case of death or

serious accident resulting from contact with the electric

light wires, and in no case has the work of firemen at a

burning building been impeded by them. Hence it is safe

to say that all the talk will amount to nothing, and the wires

will remain for some time as they are—overhead.

Louisville is to have an electric street railway soon. B,

du Part the owner of the wealthiest street car corporation

here has secured the right of way on Green street, and will

have a I ne of cars upon it run by electricity. Work has

already been begun. Some of the rails have been laid and

the road is to be running in a few months. This will be

quite a curiosity in Louisville which has never yet had any-

thing of that kind.

The electrical business is rather lively here considering

the summer season. Several of the smaller Kentucky cities

are introducing electric hghts and come to Louisville for

their supplies. More of the stores here are also putting

them in. They are also used more at night as street lights.

On three of the principal business streets—Market, Jeffer-

son and l-'ourth, the merchants have clubbed together, and

have placed electric lights over the streets, at close intervals

and for a long distance. These lights remain until mid-

night, and the streets are bright as broad daylight.

Louisville is to have a grand fall celebration. One of the

features upon which its managers are relying most is a bril-

liant illumination of the business part of the city with elec-

tric lights in globes of all colors. They will be kept up all

night and the illumination will last a week. A.

C.eneral N'cwton of the New York Board of Electrical

Control is ouoted as saying that he did not propose to be a

shuttlecock ilying between the battledores of the board of

electrical control and the electric light people. "Here is

the situation," he continued. "The board of electrical

control reports that certain poles are 'dead' or unused. If

that is so, they ought to be removed; and the bureau of in-

cumbrances has power to do it. But the president of the

light company, on the other hand, asserts that these poles

are in actual use and were lawfully erected. If this is true,

I have no authority to order their removal e.Kcept when so

directed in writing by the mayor. Now which am I to be-

lieve, the L'nited States Illuminating company or the in-

spectors of the subway board? I have asked Corporation

counsel Beekman to tell me, and am awaiting his reply. If

I should order the removal of some poles and wires alleged

to be out of use, and they should prove to be live and carrj--

ing a powerful current, some one would be killed. I have

no wish to be defendant in a trial for manslaughter, as

would be likely to follow."

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Electric lights in cakes of ice is a novelty for the illumi-

nation of ballrooms abroad.

The Waterhouse Electric Light company will install a
plant of 200 incandescent lights at Ensenada, Cal.

The Western Electric company is in receipt of an order
by cable for an electric light plant for Sydney, Australia.

The Monroe Electric Light & Power company of Mon-
roe, Mich., has been incorporated. The capital stock is

^12,000.

George Tilles, lessee and manager of the Grand Opera
house, at Fort Smith, Ark., has contracted for an Edison
electric light plant for his place of amusement.

July nth, San Francisco Association No. I, N. A. S.

E., inspected the plant of the Oakland Electric Light and
Power Company, and were well pleased with the yisit.

Whitelaw Reid's mansion at Ophir farm, near White
Plains, was destroyed by fire last Saturday. The loss is

^250,000. The house had recently been supplied with an
electric light plant and several motors.

It is thought in Chattanooga, Tenn., that the Brush com-
pany and the Hauss Electric Light company will combine
for lighting the town, the Brush company taking the arc

lighting and the Haus--: company the incandescent.

The Oregon Improvement company has purchased of the

Waterhouse Electric i\Ianufacturing company of Hart-
ford, Conn., an arc and incandescent plant for its machine
shops, wharves and railroad station at Seattle, Washington
territor)'.

The Virginia & Gold Hill Electric Light company of San
Francisco, has been incorporated with capital stock of

$250,000. The incorporators are W. E. Sell of Berkeley;
A. W. Rose, Jr., of San Mateo; C. T. Bridge, N. D. An-
derson, Chas. S. Wheeler, San Francisco.

The Waterhouse system of arc lighting was installed at

the Whitin Machine Company, Whitinvill^, Mass., last

year, and was so satisfactory that they have ordered of

the Waterhouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, of

Hartford, Conn., 135 arcs additional, making a 170 arc

light plant.

Two delegates have been sent from Spain to France and
England for the purpose of investigating and reporting

upon the different systems of lighting. They ought to

come to America for such a purpose. Even English elec-

tricians admit that in point of practice their American cousins

are far ahead.

The Western Electric company has secured the contract

for lighting the exposition at Chicago this fall with 200 arc

lights and a considerable number of incandescents. A
feature of the electrical installment will be the furnishing

of current to a considerable number of Baxter motors for

furnishing power to exhibitors.

A gas stock broker when asked what effect electric light-

ing was having on the gas companies, replied: "The effect

has been to icrease the use of gas. This is remarkable but

nevertheless, the facts prove it to be the case. This and
natural growth of the population has required nearly all the

gas companies to increase their plants."

Telephone operators do i.ot always feel kindly disposed

to electric light companies. Here is a case in point: A
total extinction of all the lights fed from the central station

in the Friedrichstrass, Berlin, occurred lately, owing to the

breaking of one of the cables. The lights had not been ex-

tinguished for more than a few seconds when the central

telephone station received 300 simultanoeus calls for com-
munication with the electric lighting company.

Josepli Reinstein, who was injured in the explosion at the

Bell clothing company's store, in Chicago, has brought suit

against the Chicago Arc Light Power company to ob-

tain ;fl5,ooo damages. He was in the basement at the time

of the explosion, and he alleges his injuries will result in

permanent disfigurement. The explosion, it will be remem-
bered, was caused by the leaking of gas from a main which

was broken by the electric light company's employes in forc-

a tube under the sidewalk.

The brief dispatch in last week's issue concerning the

destruction of the Westinghouse plant at New Orleans,

La., has been confirmed by later dispatches. The station

was totally destroyed, and the loss is placed at S'00,ooo;
insurance about S>o,ooo. The cause of the fire was a

lighted lamp which fell on a bucket of oil. The agent of

the Westinghoustf Company in a published communication
states that arrangements are being perfected for the oper-

ation of a new plant in a short time, and asks that patrons

burn gas economically, offering to defray whatever addi-

tional expense they are subjected to through the loss of the

plant.

The following dispatch, dated July 20th, was sent from Ot-

tawa, Can.: Proceedings will be taken in the Patent office

ne.xt.September to annul the patents for Edison's system of

electric lighting in Canada for non-compliance with the re-

quirements of the patent act. The petitioners are the

Thomson-Houston Electric Light company, of Boston,

with agencies in the Dominion, and the Royal Electro com-
pany, of Canada. R. D. McGibbon, counsel for the peti-

tioners, thinks it is likely that the necessity for entering

into the merits of the case will be obviated owing to the

recent decision of the English courts canceling the Edison

patents in Great Britain, which will have great weight in

Canada.

At the meeting of the San Francisco city council street

light committee, July 9, it was decided to advertise for

proposals to furnish twenty-one electric masts, 1 50 feet

high, and of 16,000 candle power, and 102 masts, .forty

feet high, of 2,000 candle power; also, seventy-seven

other lights, the elevation of which will be determined here-

after. The board is to reserve the right to change the

height or location of the masts at any time they think it

necessary. The twenty-one masts of 16,000 candle power

lights will remain in the same locality as at present, e.xcept
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St. Catherine's lighthouse, on the southern extremity of
the Isle of Wight, now possesses the most powerful electric

arc light in the world. The carbon pencils are two-and-a-
half inches in diameter, the interval between them half an
inch, and the light developed equal to 60,000 candles. The
lamp is a modification of the Serrin-Berjot type, and the
carbons are fluted to promote centrality of the arc. The
current is generated by two dynamos constructed by De
Meritens of Paris, the induction arrangement consisting of
sixty permanent magnets,, each magnet being made up of
eight steel plates. The armature, two feet six inches in

diameter, is composed of five rings, with twenty-four bob-
bins in each, arranged in groups of four in tension and six

in quantity. The revolving lens is constructed so as to re-

fract the light in sixteen radial beams, and this is actuated
by a small vertical engine at such a speed that flashes of five

seconds duration are given every half minute.

J. W. Swan, whose interesting article on artistic use of
incandescent lamps was recently printed in the Western
Electrician', practices what he preaches. The London
Electrical Engince) says: Mr. Swan's house is very beau-
tifully fitted throughout with the incandescent electric light,

and constitutes a sight of very considerable interest and
beauty. The living rooms are fitted with daintily tinted

electroliers, supplied by a dynamo, gas-engine, and accumu-
lators in an outhouse near. The grounds are lighted with
large incandescent lamps of 500 candle power making the

whole garden at night clearer than moonlight. The dyna-
mo is a unique type, of Mr. Swan's own design probably
as perfect a machine as is possible to make. Its field mag-
net is one huge ring of soft iron, on which flattened rings

of insulated copper tape are separately slipped, soldered to-

gether on connection at the top. This arrangement allows

radial spaces round the outside of the field magnet,
which by this means remains probably cooler than any other

type of machine. In the engineroom a small motor was ar-

ranged, lent for the occasion by Messrs. Immisch & Co.,

which, mounted on a pedestal, was made to drive the lathe

in the laboratory adjoining, the current being obtained from
the batter}- of accumulator cells. The running of this pow-
erful, but diminutive, motor excited a good deal of interest;

an explanation was appended, indicating how mechanical
motion was obtained by the continual chasing round and
round by the poles after magnets which they could never
catch.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
An electric street railroad on the Highlands would not

only prove a great benefit to the people in that section of

the city, but to the city at large, says the Lynn, Mass., Bcc.

It would increase the value of property on the Highlands.

So many strange craft are, from time to time, seen at

Henley, says the London Standard, that it is difficult to

imagine anything fresh; but in addition to canoes of every

known type, to row boats of every size and build, there is

this year a novelty in the shape of the electric launch of

Immisch &: Co. At present the only specimen afloat at

Henley is the Maiden, but another one, capable of carry-

ing seventy persons is in course of construction. How far

the difficulties incidental to charging the accumulators just

when wanted will be got over remains to be seen; but the

convenience of a fast traveling boat with no smell of oil

and no blacks from the funnel to soil the fairest of frocks

is obvious.

In a great many cases electricity is forced to do work
which steam should have done before being turned into

electricity, says the Manufacturers' Gazette. It is too much
like a correspondent who wishes to drive an electric motor
by a primary battery, and get electric light from a dynamo
driven by his motor. Such round-about methods are con-

stantly being proposed for the application of electricity,

because some persons never stop to think that the electric

light could be derived direct from the primary battery,

without interposing either motor or dynamo. No man
would think of running a steam engine to pump water into

a waterwheel for the sake of saying "run by water," but

many people do persist and insist upon using electricity in

just such a foolish manner. Let electricity do the work
fitted to it, but do not carry its application to an extreme.

The question of the water supply has for some time been
exercising the minds of all classes in Poynton, a Cheshire

village, and especially so during the recent dry weather;

says the London Electrical Review. The attention of Lord
Vernon has been called to the scarcity of water, and he is

just adding a new supply, which will place the village in a

much better position than it has ever before enjoyed. His
lordship has sunk a well eighty-four feet in depth to the

new red sandstone, about half a mile from the reservoir,

and is arranging to pump the water and carry it by means
of pipes to the reservoir. The arrangements for pumping
are as follows: A small engine has been placed at the Lady
Pit. where the pumping operations of the collieries are car-

ried on. This engine, worked by the boilers at the pit,

drives a Gramme dynamo, which acts as a generator. An
electric motor is fixed at the top of the well, and this motor
drives, by means of belt gearing and cranks, two ordinary

ram pumps having 3^^ inch rams and 9 inch stroke fixed in

the well When ordinarily working, the speed of the dy-

namo and motor will be about 800 revolutions per minute,

and the speed of the pumps about 40 strokes per minute.

At this speed the quantity of water pumped into the reser-

voir will be at the rate of about 1,200 gallons per hour.
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THE TELEPHONE.
The Hopkins <Sc Norman Big Bend Telephone system has

been extended to Medical Lake, W. T.

The Bellingham Bay Telephone company of Whatcom,
W. T., will erect and operate telephone lines throughout

Whatcom, Skagit, Snohomish. King and Pierce counties.

The long-standing- grievance of the vesselmen of Chi-

cago, against the Northwestern Railroad bridge near Kin-
zie street, is at last in a fair way to be adjusted. The
bridge was placed in the telephone system last week, and
will be operated by the vessel dspatcher. Th is will ena-

able him to work the railroad and the Kinzie street bridge

together hereafter, and both will open and close at the same
time for the passage of vessels.

A dispatch from Parkersburg, W. Va., dated July 13th,

says; White Manager J. \l. Mayhew of the telephone

lines here was repairing a wire this evening an electric wire

entangled with the telephone wires gave him a shock, burn-

ing his arms and body. Had not his assistant, Tappin,

rushed up the pole and with great danger to himself cut the

electric light wire, Mayhew would have been killed. He
was hanging to the cross-bar limp as a rag and his head
bobbing about when Tappin picked him up in his arms
and carried him to the ground below. Mayhew is terribly

hurt, and may not recover.

When the day express from the east pulled into the Cen-
tral station yesterday afternoon a party of fifty men alighted

from the train, says the Rochester Herald. Each one car-

ried a gripsack and it was evident that they were workmen
of some sort. A reporter ascertained that the men were em-
ployes of the American Telephone Telegraph com-
pany of New York city, one of the incorporated bodies
under the general control of the directors of the Bell Tele-

phone company. This company is now building a long
distance line from New York to Chicago. It is already

built from New York to Syracuse. The company of men
already referred to was in charge of a foreman and left for

Avon on the 5:10 P. M. train on the Western New York
and Pennsylvania road. Work will be immediately begun
in that vicinity on the section between Syracuse and Buffalo,

and will be pushed in both directions. It is believed that

a loop line will be constructed from Avon into this city if

any desire for such a connection is manifested here. It

would certainly be a benefit to Rochester's citizens to be
able to "call up" the metropolis or to have a brief talk

with some Chicago friend. All those who are familiar

with long distance telephoning believe that it has passed
beyond the experimental stage and become an assured suc-

cess. Among other proofs of the value of the system it is

stated that the only communication between New York and
Boston during last winter's blockade was over a long dis-

tance telephone.

THE TELEGRAPH.
The telegraphers of New York will hold their fifth an-

nual summer-night festival at the Empire City Coliseum,
68th street and East river, Friday, August 3d. The affair

is in charge of the following well-known telegraphers:

Messrs. English, Hart, Plernon, Foster, Newton, Morri-
son, Smollin, Felleman, McSwyny, Quick & Walsh.

An injunction was granted restraining Lewis Van Am-
berg, a Cascade township farmer, from cutting down the
telegraph poles of the Grand Rapids, Lansing Detroit
road, says a Grand Rapids, Mich., dispatch. He claims
that the right of way does not embrace the land where the

poles are set, and has so far succeeded in keeping the com-
pany without direct telegraph facilities.

Recently lightning took to the telegraph wires along the
B. i& P. road, in the town of Lagrange, Me., running for

over a mile. About twenty poles were split from the -top

to the ground as though cleft with powder. The electric

wave played zigzag in the sky, thoroughly frightening the
people round about. The station agent at Lagrange says
it cracked them up in good shape, and that the report was
like the bursting of a bladder in his ears.

Suits for sums aggregating about $40,000 have been in-

stituted by City Solicitor Warwick, Philadelphia, on behalf
of the city against the Western Union Telegraph company
in the Court of Common Pleas. This is the beginning of
a litigation which the telegraph company proposes to fight

through all the courts from the Common Pleas to the United
States Supreme court. The claim of the city is for the
license fees for telegraph poles in the city of Philadelphia.

The following dispatch, dated July i8th, comes from
Ottawa, Ont: Owen Jones, one of the directors of the
Pacific Cable company, has returned from the Australian
colonies en route for London, having successfully negoti-
ated with the colonies and the Hawaiian Government for a
subsidy for laying the cable from Vancouver to the liawa-
iian, the recently annexed Fanning and Fiji Islands,
New Zealand and Australia. It is understood that
her majesty's ship ligeria began soundings seven
weeks ago from New Zealand to Fanning. The
cable will be 6,Soo miles long, but the longest stretch will
not be over 2,000 miles. Mr. Jones, who will confer with
the Canadian Pacific directors in Montreal, says the proj-
ect meets the heartiest approval of alt the colonies.

A dispatch which contains a denial of the stoiy which it

purports to ^ive comes from New York, as follows: It

was rumored m Wall street to-day that negotiations were
in progress for the sale of a controlling interest in the
Western Union Telegraph company to the N'anderbilts.
The report was started undoubtedly for effect on the stock
market and it ajiikl not be learned that it had other than a
speculative basis. It might not have attracted any atten-
tion if Mr, (iout<! had not gained the control from William
II. Vanderbilt. The possibility that ihe property might
return to his .sons w.-us suCricicnt to excite a languid curios-
ity. John T. Terry, a menil:)er of the executive coinriittee,
said that there was not the slightest foundation for the
rumor so far as lie knew, and "another member of the

board declared that it was absurd. An intimate friend of

Mr, Gould's said it was impossible that a transaction of
such magnitude coidd be made at present, for, while Mr.
Gould was constantly improving in health, he was not giv-

. ing any attention to business matters, and a sale of the

Western Union would not be made without his careful

consideration of all the details.

The cable seems to be receiving great attention from gos-
sipers and those who delight to form conjectures. Here is

the last story: A dispatch from Carson, Nev., says: The
Appeal '^d.ys: "The .'Ippealhas it from reliable authority

that John Mackay has disposed of his cable to Jay Gould
for $ri,ooo,ooo. The negotiations had been pending for

some time. Mackay originally asked $13,000,000, but
Gould refused the cable at these figures, and finally offered

$ri,ooo,ooo, which was accepted." It is almost unneces-
sary to add that Mr. Mackay promptly denied the rumor.
Dr. Norvin Green, president of the Western Union Tele-
graph company, said: "The report is not true. It proba-
bly originated through some garbling of a statement that an
arrangement has been arrived at to raise the cable rates.

This is a fact. Negotiations with that end in view have
been pending for some time. Mr, Mackay has been for

a considerable time in Virginia City. Mr. Gould has not
seen him. He did not go as far as that on his western
trip. Nobody else on our side has had any direct commu-
nication with Mr. Mackay. We have had no communica-
tion with his lieutenants here, Mr. Chandler and Mr. De
Castro. Mr. Mackay 's secretary, through whom cipher
messages had to be sent, has been in San Francisco, so that

the negotiations I referred to have been slow."

A petition in chancery was filed last week in the Circuit

court, Chicago, to set aside an order and decree of the

same court in the famous case of Jeremiah TerwilHger et

al. vs. the Great Western Telegraph company et al. The
petitioner is Selah Reeve, who says that the suit has been
pending since 1S74, and he is a party defendant. He says

that he furnished electric lines and appliances for the con-

struction of several hundred miles of line for the telegraph
company, his bill amounting to $239,366.24. He retained

attorney Thomas J. Sutherland to collect the moneys due
him. The company had outstanding unpaid stocks and
subscriptions which were liable for the payment of his

claims, but Sutherland told him nothing about this. On
this account Reeve assigned his claim to David A. Gage,
with the understanding that the property of the Great
Western Telegraph' company was to be assigned to the

Western Union Telegraph company. He claims that

these conditions were never fulfilled. Sutherland then
went to Denver, Col., so the petitioner says, and by false

representations obtained the papers from him. Then
Sutherland moved that the suit to be carried on for his own
benefit, which was agreed to, and by false representations

had the property and interest transferred to himself. The
case was called before Judge Barnum, who decided that
Sutherland was the sole owner of the property in dispute,

and referred the matter to Master in Chancery Horatio L.
Wait, who decreed that the telegraph company was in-

debted to Reeve in the sum of $154,861.25 The Circuit

court ordered that Reeve recover that amount for the use
and benefit of Sutherland, and that it be paid to him as the
receiver of the company. Mr. Reeve now desires that this

decree be set aside, as he claims that he is the sole owner
of the property.

Miscellaneous Notes.
The Electric Appliance company has been incorporated

at Phillipsburg, Pa,, with $30,000 capital stock. The com-
pany will manufacture electric light globes.

The Elmer A, Sperry Company, of Chicago, III., has
been incorporated, with Elmer A. Sperry, George Law-
rence, Jr., and J. F. Marsh incorporators. The com-
pany will engage in general electrical manufacturing.

The Universtty of Wisconsin, at Madison, will have a
similar electrical equipment to that of the Rose Polytech-
nic Institute at Terre Haute, Ind., referred to last week.
Prof. John E. Davis, while in Glasgow saw the new in-
strument in course of construction and ordered a duplicate

set for the University of Wisconsin.

Mail phonograms will differ somewhat from those ordi-

narily used, says an exchange. The latter are made of a

wax composition whose process c ' tmanufacture is a secret.

Mail phonograms are made of paper coated with wax. With
the improved phonograph it is not necessary to place tubes
to the ears of the receiver. Mr. Edison's baby daughter is

about three months old. She is no exception to the general
run of babies, and when she doesn't like a thing it is not
necessary for her illustrious father to go to the phonograph
for enlightenment on the subject. Mr. Edison has let her
cry and lisp "Da-da" into the improved phonograph which
he has in his house, and when the young lady grows up, she
will have an opportunity to hear the e.\.clamations of her in-

teresting infancy.

Business IVIention.

The Sprague Electric Railway iV Motor company has
just sold a five horse-power stantlard motor to be used in

the mammoth dry goods establishment of Barnes, Hengerer
& Co., of Buffalo, for running a large number of sewing
machines. Current will be supplied by an Edison dynamo
used in lighting the building.

The Postal 'Pelegraph company has just placed an order
with the Western Electric company for underground cable.

One of the first pieces ol Patterson cable laid underground
was put down for the Postal Telegraph company six years

ago, and is working perfectly to-day. The new cable just

ordered by the Postal Telegraph company is an extension
of this original cable.

Electrical Patents.
IssKalJuly 17, 1888.

386,103, Secondary I'^leetric Clock Movement. Carl Boh-
meycr, Halle-on-the-Saale, Prussia, Germany.

3?6,iii. Electric Wire Insulator. Henry H. Cutler
Newton, Mass.

386,129. Automatic Telegraph Transmitter, Zeroy P.
Hotchkiss, Oak Park, 111.

The first and last claims follow; "i. In a tele-

graphic transmitter, in combination with the series of
movable strips, the series of key levers below the same,
each provided with one or more lugs adapted to engage
and lift one or more of the strips as the lever is op-
erated.

"2S, In a telegraphic transmitter, in combination
with the mechanism for driving the transmitting de-
vices, the fan shaft and the fixed fan thereon, the slid-

ing sleeve on the shaft, the rod connected with the
sleeve, whereby said sleeve can be slid on the shaft
toward or from the fan, and the plate connected with
the sleeve so that it caii rotate but must move with it

along the shaft, alt substantially as shown and
described, so that the speed of the transmitting devices
can be regulated at will by moving the rod connected
with the sleeve."

386.149, Galvanic Battery, Abraham V. Meserole, New
York, N, Y.

Claims: "r. A depolarizing agent or material for

galvanic batteries, containing hydrate and oxide of
copper,

"8, In a galvanic battery, the combination, with
tlie positive electrode, of the trough suspended beneath
said electrode to receive the matter falling therefrom."

386.150, Galvanic Battery. Abraham V. Meserole, New
York, N. Y,
The last claim follows: "5. The combination,

with a carbon electrode and an alkaline chloride ex-
citing fluid, of a depolarizing agent or material con-
taining hydrate of copper."

386,175, Police Signal Apparatus. John C. Wilson, Bos-
ton, Mass,
The invention is embodied in an apparatus having

appliances by which citizens may transmit signals from
numerous sub-stations to a station house or other main
or central ofilice to summon police aid, and by which
policemen or other authorized persons may transmit
any one of a series of predetermined or special signals
to a station or main office to make known the various
wants that are likely to occur in connection with the
police service, and by which signals may be transmitted
from the main office to any desired one of the signal
boxes or sub-stations, the transmission of said signal
being controlled from the sub-station, while its charac-
ter is determined at the main station, and whereby the
same circuit that is employed for signaling may also be
used for telephonic connection, the telephone not be-
ing subjected to the action of a strong batteiy current.

386,184, Electric Railway. Robert A. Chesebrough, New
York, N. Y.

386,189. Electric Bulletin. Patrick B, Delany, New
York, N. Y.
The object of the invention is to provide a system

for the dissemination of news, having a central office

at which all current matters of interest are reported,
and bulletins located at subscribers' stations and capa-
ble of being operated from the central office to indicate
or display to the observer the transmitted information.

386,225. Electrical Distribution by Storage Batteries,

George W, Walker, Bethlehem, Pa
386.281. Method of Blasting. Montgomery Waddell,

New York, N. Y.
386.282. Tunnel Construction for Electric Railways.

Granville T. Woods, Cincinnati, Ohio.
386,340. Dynamo Electric Machinery. Georges Miot,

Paris, France^

Claim: "i. In a multipolar dynamo and in combi-
nation with the armature thereof, a series of field mag-
nets with simple magnetic poles arranged about the
said armature with the several poles or enlarged polar
extremities nearer to a pole or enlarged polar extremity
of unlike sign of a neighboring magnet than to the
other pole or enlarged polar extremity of its own
magnet."

386,380. Telephone Transmitter. Charles W. Brown.
Montreal, Quebec, Canada,

386,403. Apparatus for Preventing Collisions of Railway
Trains, Jack W, James, Cuba, Tenn.

386.441. Apparatus for Electric Welding. Elihu Thom-
son, Lynn, Mass.
The invention relates to an improvement in electric

welding apparatus whereby a number of pieces may
be simultaneously subjected to the action of the weld-
ing currents.

Claim: "1. In an electric welding apparatus, a
plurality of pairs of clamps arranged for holding a
number of pieces to be welded in juxtaposition,"

10.944, Electrical Conductor. Edward Weston New-
ark, N. J.
The last claim: "7. A rheostat, resistance, or

other electrical instrument of the kind described, the
conductors of which consist of two portions, one com-
posed of a metal or an alloy the electrical resistance of
which increases with an increase in its temperature, the
other of an alloy the resistance of which decreases un-
der similar conditions."

10.945. Electrical Conductor. Edward Weston, Newark
N.J.

Claims: "i. An electrical conductor consisting of
a material the electrical resistance of which is substan- S
tially constant under varying temperatures. •

"5. A coil or conductor wound in convolutions
composed of copper and ferro-manganese, in the pro-
portions of seventy parts of copper and thirty parts of
ferro-manganese.

"6. A rheostat, resistance, or other electrical in-

strument of the kind herein described, the coils or
conductors of which are composed of an alloy of mang-
anese and copper or its equivalent."
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Electric Motors, Carbons,

Testing Instrnments,

Arc and Incandescent

Lamps, Dynamos, etc.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
I—65-Light Van Depoele Arc Light Plant.

1—50-Liglit American System Arc Light

Plant.

3—lOLight, United Sta'es System Arc Light

Plants taken in exchange.

Waterhonse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Chicago Office, - 154 La Salle Street.

TTnRBelt
iyiTi:ii:n;ygE

. 11-23 South Jefferson Street.

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS. NEW YORK.

Friction Clutch Pulleys

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

BURR & DODGE, 1 25 N. 5th St., Philadelphia.
Investigrate Before Buying.

CHAS. A. CHEEVER, Pres. WII,I.ABD L. CANDEE, Treas.

The Okonite Company,

No. 13 MnXM}^^^^ PARE ROW,vLON/>
lTE"Wi YORK.

trade mark.
Manufacturers of

ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEPHONE and TELEGRAPH
WIRES AND CABLES

FOR AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND UNDERGROUND USES.
"We particularly desire that a trial Blionld be given our wire by all parties contemplating Underground,

Aerial or Sulimaiine service as we are convinced tnat it Is the safest wire for the purposes known, and we
can, without hesitation, refer to parties who are now using It. We are also manufacturers of the celebrated
OKONITE TAPE, the best Insulated Compound for making Joints In the market. Estlmatea and
quotations furnlahed upon application.

Chicago Branch. 42 LA SALLE STREET, Chicago. III.

Minnesota Branch, MINNEAPOLIS ELECTRIC CO., Minneapolis, Minn.
Nebraska Branch, MIDLAND ELECTRIC CO., Omaha, Neb.

Boston Branch, F. E. PETTINGELL & CO., Boston, Mass.
Kansas City Branch, INTER-STATE ELECTRIC CO., Kansas City, M(t

.# The Electrical ^r^- -M Construction Co. m^- :

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

FOR SALE
1 UNITED STATES

20-ARC LIGHT DYNAMO

With Lamps, Hoods and Globes; Id first-class

condition; can be purchased for one-half maijo-

factorer'a price of

W. A. KNAPP, Beloit, Wis.

A COMPLETE SET OF

XJ, S-

S
Clasfilifid and indexed enables me to eucCPss-

fnllycoDduct any branch of filectrlcal Palent So-
llciling or Litigation.

1007 Opera House Blk,, Chicago.

THE "CLiLRK" IZyiRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Tn a letter from the INSPHCTOK of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
29, 1886, he says : "A Thoroughly Keliable and I>esirable Wire in Kvery Respect."

The rubber used In insulating our wires and cables is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will iiot deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain fle.\lble In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and ihe
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, tire proof.

Our insulation miU prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single "Wires of all

gauges and diameter of iusulallou for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hanipsliire Street, Boston, Mass,

HENBT A. CLARK, General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,TeIe-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pishefs Qlectric

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

LECXRIC RAiL-az-jLirs.

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OF?f

Automatic Electric JJotors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM OIME-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Wortcmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Elecl^ric FI|achines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, A^ent,
154 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO, The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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More Than Tujo years' Constant Use Proves The

INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHTS
For Multiple Arc and Alternating Circuits a Great Success.

NO DEAD RESISTANCE.
Parties using or operating Incandescent Electric Light Plants of any kind have long felt

that, notwithstanding the advantages possessed by this system for lighting interiors where a
well distributed light is desired, there are often places where an Arc Li^ht would be preferable

if it could be used in connection with the Incandescent system already in use without extraor-

dinary outlay or continuous expense.
It is the simplest form of arc lamp made, having but three movable parts. It is the

steadiest arc lig'it in the market. It is perfectly adapted to incandescent circuits of any sys-

tem, and maj' be operated at will by a switch, without disturbing other lights upon the circuits.

Thus the expense of a special dynamo and other apparatus is avoided. Works charmingly
on a secondary or storage battery. The light obtained is while, without the bluish cast of a?c

lamps operated in series on longcircuits. '* It is the cheapest and neatest arc lamp yet exhibi-

ted, while its brilliancy is unsurpassed." The current used is ferfecdy harmless to persons
coming in contact with it. In ordering lamps or asking information always state style of
machine and voilage of the incandescent lamps used. If you have spare power in your present
incandescent plant, you cannot utilise it to better advantage than by attaching our lamps
thereto, thus lighting the streets, yard or other property where an ate light would be preferred.

Local Incandescent light companies can thereby prevent ruinous competition in small towns.

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.,

F. E KINSMAN, V Pres. and Gen. Manager.'

Temporary Offices, 87 Liberty St., N. Y.

tS^SPECIAL PRICES TO CENTRAL STATION COMPANIES.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
-MA^'TTPA(TURERS OF—

Hard Rubber Goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Ciitalogue and Prices furnlstied on application.

The Stoddard Cut-Out
PATENTED SEPT. 13.

EuQENK F. Phillips, W. H. Sawtee,
President. Sec'y and Eltctrlclan.

Luminous Electric Goods.

SEND FOR DESCEIPTIVH CIRCULAR.

MANSFIELD ELECTRIC CO.,

383 Federal St., - Boston, Mass.

FOR FLEXIBLE PENDANTS.

The Safest, Cheapest, Most Durable
and Artistic in the Market.

l,W.COLBURN&CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

Machines for Arc and Incantlescent
Electric liighting, Electro - Plating
and Experimental IJBe.

Send for large IllnBtrated Catalogue, also Hand-
book of I^eaoy Reference, veet-pocket edition.

PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL IMVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. M. F., Volts. 1.44.
Internal Resistance, Ohms, 0.32.

Satisfaction Guaranteed,
Highest Testimonials.

WRITE FOK PRICE AND CIBGCLaB TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Street. N. Y.

Vitalis Himmer, Miinager.

Tobeliad-also at

California Electrical Works,
Sao Francisco.

FOR THE

Westera Electriciaii

SI.00.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.

42 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC.

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers.

PROVIDENCE, R. |.,

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

Insulated Electric Wires.

Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wire

Magnet Wire, Patent Rubljer-Covered

Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-

ible Cordage, Office and
Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND andAERIAL CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 18 Cortlandt St.

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

AGENTS WANTED.
A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.

We want 500 new agentg in the United States and Canada, one in
every town and city where we are not already repreeented.

Oar trade begins in August and extends tbroiigh March. We are now
ready to form new sgi>ncies, and wish to place a sample Regulator as soon
as poeeible In the hands of every cne who is free to handle our Apparatus.
Our idda Is to have every new agent gain a perfect knowledge of the work-
ing of tbe itegulator, and be In shape to place orders when the season
opens.

BEAD OUR OFFJBR.
We will send a sample set on approval to any responsible i: arty answering this advertisenienti

the Regulator to be returned if agency is not established. All territory now occupied is of course, es"
cepted from the foregoing offer.

It costs you nothing to obtain the agency for the beet working and best selling Regulator on the
market. It can be applied by any one to furnaces, steam or natural gas.

Write at once and secure a good thing. Address,

TBE 6DI0N AUTOMATIC HEAT REGULATING COMPANY,

158 EXCHANGE PLACE, ELMIRA, N. Y.

THE EDISOK lilJLCHIITE 'HTORIiS,
SOHENECTA.DY, N. Y.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords jnd Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY, General Sales Agent, 19 Pey Street, New York.

GEORGE E BARTON,

LAW OFFICE,

Itooms 08 and 09 Temple Court,

225 Dearborn Street,

• CHICAGO, ILL.

Patent and Trademark Cases.

WAIffTSD.
AfJICN S for l-onTB Holhir Cenipoiind. A
': ance for I'liiijln'-iTH and mftii on the road.
Al'io local Ai^i-'Hte wll.li means, Htate pres-
i:nt fjccijpfttlon, AddrftHH,

CEO. W. LORD,
^il« Union Street, rhllndelphla. Pa.

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

/Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Send pon Cataloguh.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE $3.25.

A. B. LYMAk
Electrical Suppliel

Clevelani

Ohio.!
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"C & C" ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
FAN OUTFITS,

^, \, % HORSE POWER.

Fan Outfits with the Latest Me-
chanical Improvements for Arc and

Incandescent Circuits.

Motors designed to drive any make of
Ventilating Fan.

ARC MOTORS
with our new Automatic Regulation

keep their speed absolutely

constant.

Automatic Motors for any Incandescent
Circuit.

MANUFACTORy: 90 South Fifth Ave,, NEW YORK. Chicago office: Adams Express Building.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "KK^ LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, con n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent. THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT,

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
i

Seid tor piice-List.
1 8 Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
Agen*s for EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES,

46 South Water Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Complete Domestic Combination Outfits:

Theee sets leqaire no technical knowled e toconnect; they are all

contolDed In bltck highly finirbed harl rubber caaee, monnttd In

nictel plate and ready for use. The hell comes are ail 3^ inches, the
coile a e wound with allk-covered wire, and t e ccntacts are of plat-

inized eil\er.

Three-Way Annunciator and Bell Set SI6.09
Invalids Portable Call Bell Set 7.00

Burglar Alarm Set 7 50

PireAlarn Outflt $7.00 to S 00

Portable Electric Testing Set 10.00

Family Eleriro-Medical Set 12.00

Telegraph-Set for Short LIr es and Learners 6 50

H'gh and Low TemperttureAlarm 12.C0

Single Stroke or Trembling Bell Set 6 00

Switchboaids, Switches, Annunciatoi 8, Bells, Wires. Posh Bnt-
tone, Alarm Contacts, etc.

Ulaterhouse System of )|rc % Incandescent

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

All Candle Power Lamps, Automatic Cut-outs for Constant High
Tension Currents.

OUR INSTANTANEOUS REGULATOR

enables a long life and clear globes to be obtained, and the high efficiency

of our Dynamo obtains more candle power per horse power, in both

Arc and Incandescent Lighting than any other systems.

Gold Medal awarded, i\Iechanics Fair, Boston, for Instantaneous

Automatic Current Regulation.

12 and over i6 candle power lamps to the horse power.

2,ooo candle power, nominal Arc Lights on less than 2 lbs. coal per

lamp, per hour. Not equalled by any system. Send for Catalogue.

Ulaterhouse Electric g fflfg. Co.,
Chicago Office, 154 LaSALLE STREET. HARTFORD, CONN.

FOREIGN PATENT

EXPLOITING CO..

1001 OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

CHICAGO, ILL.,

FRANCIS W. PARKER, Solicitor.

If you have an invention which has: Firet,
been proven to be operative, second, allowed with
broad claims in the U. S. Patent * ffice- then, II-

laetrated fully by drawings and descriptions, we
will without cost to you patent and exploit same
in foreign countries.

CorreBpondence solicited.

SPEAK ING,<r55!t^'_,^
•^"^^IfM^

DO NOT BE DECEIVED
By imitations marked Leelanch^ Disque or Disque Leclanch^.

The term "Disque" was formerly used by us to designate

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1 and size No. 2.

It has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

THE CELEBEATEB

TRADE

60NDA js tlie Gennine Battery.

It is unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever name called, and is immeasurably superior in.

efficiency and durability.

Insist upon being furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and if your dealer does not keep it send to us
direct for prices. Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it is stamped with the word Gonda.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO., - 149 West 18th St, New York.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Western Agents Wires and Cables,

7HADE MARK.

CANDEE WEATHERPROOF ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.
ABSOL.UTELY THE BEST.

^

A complete stock of General Electric Supplies always on hand. Shipments prompt.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, - 42 LaSalle St., Chicago.
Electric Light Rep.iiring, General Machine Job-Work, Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, ^'A^JS^rlgtuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, July 30,
at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the Club,
123-134 Clark street.

GILES JLITXI-JMAG-NEXIC SHIELO P^OR -WTJLXCHES.
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 10, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co. _
Oenilemen : — Your Anti-Magnetic .

- -

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti- ^ -

mated. It is now very near eight months ^
that I have ^vo^n my watch, and to-day f
it is (without correcting time) about one % -

minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the _^ _

test could not be harder. I could never

have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec- l

tricity, not only electricians, but every- ^-

one who needs the correct time, should ^ ;

have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good f ^^

deal of practical utility, as well as pleas- \
ure, can be derived from a good time- ''---_--_

keeper. At present, I look upon a watch B^^
without a shield as a thing incomplete, ^===^

and so it is. Very Respectfully, 1

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.
Send for descriptive circular.

'*——* -^ * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by bein^ worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-
ing the watch movement iu.sidc a closed
box of this magnetic material, Is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan I know that could succeed.

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologisls

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and fine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

The Baxter Electric Motor.
This Motor is now ready to be placed apon the Market.

Manufactured for both

fiVQ apd Ii>eapd<^8(;eQt (?irc;uits,

THE ONLY PERFECTLY aOVERNED MOTOR EVER MADE.

Address :

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

1 1 SOUTH STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.
Factory A, Constitution and Monoment Sts. Factory B, Boren and Monoment Sts.

NEW TOKK:
Rooms 847, 348 & 349 PoTTHH BuELDING.

BOSTON

:

Rooms 57 & 58 Hanoook Bldq., 178 Detonshikb St.

Western Department, Dearborn Bniliing. 130 Dearliorn St„ Rooms 30-31. OMcago, III

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MAMUFACTURED BY

WOODBURY ENGINE

COMPANY.

AL30 BUILDERS OF

PLAIN SLIDE VALVE
AND

Double Yalve Medinm Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines

TUBUUR BOILERS.
Address the Mauufacturcrs at

652 Mill Street, ROCHESTER. N. Y.

M
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CHICAGO ARC LIGHT AND POWER CO.,

76 IXEARKBT STREIST,
B. E. SUNNY, President.

C. R. CUMMINGS, Vice-President.

A. F. BENNETT, Secretary and Treasurer.

F. W. GUSHING, Sui^erintendent.

J. A. DYBLIE, Engineer.

G. E. FISH, Electrician.

Chicago, J^y 19, i g g s,

C. D. WRIGHT, ESQ., Petersburg, 111.:

Dear Sir:—Some three weeks ago you left with me one of Wright's Armature
Protectors. When you left this instrument with me you made the statement that by its use

in connection with dynamo machines, all danger of injury to the machines from short-cir-

cuiting would be obviated, and that no machines can burn out if protected by this instru-

ment. You also requested that I take the instrument, put it into our station, and thor-

oughly test it, and after making such tests as I thought necessary in order to enable me to

arrive at a conclusion regarding its usefulness, to write you stating what I thought of the

Protector.

I have had a good deal of experience in connection with the practical operation of Ilec-

tric Light Stations, and consequently know the liability of even the best and most thor-

oughly insulated machines to occasionally burn out their armatures. I have therefore taken

a good deal of interest in the Protector, and in giving it a protracted and thorough test.

I have now had the instrument you left with me up and in position three weeks, and

have watched it closely during that time. I have frequently short-circuited the entire num-

ber of lights on the machine, thus putting the Protector to its fullest test. As everybody at

all familiar with the operation of electric light machinery knows, the short circuiting of a

machine in this manner would mean sure destruction of the armature without the Protector.

With the test I made, however, using the Protector, the short-circuiting had no eflfect what-

ever on the running of the machine. The machine ran right straight along without the

slightest disturbance, thus proving conclusively that the Protector does just what you

claim for it, namely, absolutely protects the armature from injury when the machine from

any cause becomes-short-circuited.

I cannot too highly indorse your Armature Protector, and I certainly think and would

recommend that every Dynamo in use should be protected by it.

Yours truly,

G. C FISR, Slectrician

ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM.
For IPrice and IParticulars Address

C. D. Wright, - - Petersburg, Iee.
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DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-DOOR.

By F. B. BADT.
fl

100 pages; 70 illustrations; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 inches.

Designed for Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers,
'i-

Just the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for electric light

installations. The only book of the kind in the English language.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Elementary Data- page.

The Electric Current. Chapter I i, 2

Ohm's Law, Chapter II 2

Work, Chapter III - 2

Conductors and Insulators, Chapter IV 2

Direction of the Current, Chapter V. ., 3, 4

Detector Galvanometer and Magneto Bell,

Chapter VI_-- --- - 5. 6, 7

Arrangement of Powek—
The Dynamo Room, Chapter VII S

Motive Power, Chapter VIII S

Shafting and Pulleys, Chapter IX 9

Foundations for Dynamos, Chapter X 9, 10

Belts, Chapter XI 10

Dynamo Electric Machines—
Description of the Dynamo, Chapter XII 11

The Continuous C-urrent Dynamo, Chap-

ter XIII II, 12, 13, 14

The Series Dynamo — 11, 12

The Shunt or Derived Circuit Dynamo 12, 13

The Compound Dynamo 13. 14

The Alternating Current Dynamo, Chap-

ter XIV 14, 15

Preparation of a New Dynamo for Operation,

Chapter XV 15, 16

Starting a New Dynamo, Chapter XVI -. 16

Keeping a Dynamo in Good Order, Chap-

ter XVII 12

Brushes, Chapter XVIII 17, iS, 90

The Commutator, Chapter XIX 19, 17

PAGE.

Repairs, Chapter XX — __ 20, 21

To the Armature _ _ 20, 21

To the Field Magnets _ — 21

Testing the Wire Coils of a Dynamo for Con-

tact Against Iron, Chapter XXI 21, 22, 23, 24

Diseases of Dynamos—
Non-generation of Current by the Dynamo,

Chapter XXII 25, 26

Excessive Sparking of Commutator and Brushes,

Chapter XXIII _ 26,27

Lamps—
Arc Lamps, Chapter XXIV 28, 29, 30, 31

Suspension of Arc Lamps, Chaptei XXV 31

Trimming and Cleaning Arc Lamps, Chap-

ter XXVI ,.__. 32

Incandescent or Glow Lamps, Chapter XXVIL 32, 33

Multiple Arc System, Chapter XXVIII , 33

Multiple Series System, Chapter XXIX 33, 34. 35

Series Multiple System, Chapter XXX 36

Arc and Incandescent Lamps on the Same Cir-
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Pressure or Potential Indicator, or Voltmeter,

Chapter XXXIV 39 40
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Chapter XLII 53, 54
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Incandescent Circuits Inside of Houses, Chap-
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Size of Wires for Incandescent Lamp Installa-
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SYlSrOVIAL
Dynamo and. Cylinder Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery. By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

W. S. HILL,
133 Oliver Street, - Boston, Mass.

MANUFACTURER OF

DYNAMOS, ARC LAMPS CUT-OUTS,
Double-Pole Switches Key-Sockets,

AND Incandescent Lamps.

ALUMINOUS INCANDESCENT

I UMINOip
WITH OR WITHOTJT

vitrite caps or holders
In any size, capacity or shape.

Lamps fitted to any Lamp Cap that may
be supplied.

VITRITE & LUMINOID GO.
Pending re-orgaolzatlon of this Company, the Works

are carried on by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver,

HARRISON, N. J.

United States Glectric Fire Alarm (Jo.

EVART, MICHIGAN.

PHOPBIETOKB OF THB

Chase Policnnii Fire Alarm Telegrapli

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction in dif-

ferent cities and

villages in the United States.

70 v.. 16 c. p.

CHICAGO OFFICE
Metropolitan Building send for new catalogues. Prices and Testimonials.

Room No. II.

The Cuts are half size of Standard Shape and Sizes. '00 v.. 16 c. p.

TheJrush^lectriclJompany

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-By F. B. BADT.
100 pages; 70 UlaBtrationa; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 0x3 inches. Designed for

Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers. Just the book for men who wish
to learn how to operate and care for electric light installationB. The only book of the bind in the
English languige. Price, postage prepaid to any address in the United States or Canada, SLOO.

Aidress ELEGTRTCIAN PUBLISHING CO., G Laheside Bldg., Chicago.

Protect '^ Armatures
It is a matter of every day experience among Elec-

tric Light men that Armatures are frequently burned
out entirely or seriously injurt^d by the short circuiting

of machines. This entails delay, truublt; and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector

Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of

the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System."
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-

dress

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.

Electric

Light

Carbons

CITY OFFICE,

711PineSl

ST. LOUIS,

HO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

Imimm Electric Liillii

APPARATUS.

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

Chicago Office, 1 30 Washington St.

ALEXANDER KEMPT, Special Agent.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.

ALEXANDER M. BE^SON. FRANK H. THOMPSON.

BEItfSOZff & THOMPSON,
MANUFACTURERS OF INSULATED WIRES

TELEPHONE. TELEGR.IPH, ELEOrKIC LIGHT, OFFICE AND ANSDMCLITOK WIBE3 FLEXIBLE CO V-

AGE, SIAGNET WIKE, ETC.

PHILADELPHIA
I No. 3015 Chestnut Street,

WESTERN ACENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE 1 54 La Sal le St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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THE MODERN BURGLAR.

The burglar of the present day is no novice. He has not

turned burglar because he could not obtain honest employ-

ment. He is a burglar from choice. He is a burglar by

profession. The "profession of burglary" has, among its

followers, men of quick, active brains, who are far more than

a match for the watchfulness of the majority of our citizens

—men who do not consider the ordinary policeman an enemy

or the detectife force a necessary impediment to their sound

slumber—men whom watchmen, big dogs or little dogs,

would bother no more than an ordinary, everyday mosquito

would bother the hide of a rhinoceros.

There is, however, something that does bother them, and

that "something" is Electrical Alarms. In this knowledge

there is

MONEY FOR "ELECTRICALi ' MEN.
If a man has enough in his home to steal, he has enough

in his pocket to pay for protection—he has also sense enough

to decide that modern electrical appliances are worth all the

special watchmen, dogs, bolts, bars, etc., combined. What
better protection can be secured for private house or public

office or store than the Applegate l-:iectric Burglar Alarm
Matting. It is concealed beneath the carpet—there is no

manner in which it can be located—one step on it and the

robber s presence is revealed—his plans are foiled—it may
land him in the penitentiary. Is it any wonder that the

robber considers the electric matting as an unseen foe and

shuns any possibility of coming into contact with it ?

All engaged in electrical work are advised to look around

them in their own town or city and see if there is not a good

demand for Electric protection.

The following are a few of the very many indorsements

this malting has received;

City of Chicago, Dei'Artment of Police,

City Hall, Feb. 25, 1SS8.

Gentlemen:—I have had the pleasure of observing the

working of the Applegate Electric Burglar Alarm Floor

Malting and connections, and am frank to say that IT is THE
liEST I E\'ER SAW. Respectfully,

GEO. W. HUBBARD,
Gen'l Sup't of Police.

CHIEF HENSHAW SPEAKS.

Police Headquarters,
Chic.vgo, Feb 27, 1SS8.

Gentlemen:— I am satisfied that the Applegate Electric

Burglar Alarm Matting is the correct principle for the de-

tection of uurglars; and as a burglar alarm, I think it

CANiNOT ISE excelled Very truly,

HENRY D. HENSHAW,
Chief of Detectives.

PROTECTION IN TIME PREVENTS BURGLARY.

G. W. Fairchild, Watches and Diamonds.

357 Main and 8 John Sts
,

Bridgeport, Conn., Aug 4, 18S7.

My Dear Sirs:—After the experience of having my
my store burglarized on the morning of July 17 last, and
having the larger part of my stock of diamonds, watches and

all other valuable jewelry to a very large amount stolen, I

negotiated with you to put in your patent system of perfect

lUirglar Alarms, which is now in active operation in my en

tire store and to my entire satisfaction, and I would
only add that I would no't be without your Burglar

System for any I'RICE, as I consider it perfect in every
respect.

Very truly yours, G. W. FAIRCHILD.

AN ELECTRIC LIGHT MAN TO THE FRONT.

President of The Brush Electric Co. writes:

I think this a valuable invention, and one that will afford

protection where others fail.

M. D. LEGGETT,
President Brush Electric Light Co.

IT STANDS THE TEST OF TIME.

From Pres. of Philadelphia Local Tel. Co :

Philadelphia, 4th Mo., 10, 1SS7.

I am pleased to say that Appiegale's Electric Floor Mat
Alarm, put in my office nearly eight years ago, gives us
great satisfaction, and is worthy of all that can be said in its

favor. Very truly,

HENRY liENTLEV, President.

POINTS TO BE REMEMBERED.
1, I'.Iectrical men make money by pulling in burglar alarm

matting, and business and professional men save
money by having ili protection.

2. T)o not use poor material in connection willi the matting
—the Diamond Carbon Battery and 1*. i\: li. House-
wire should always be used.

3 'Ihe Klectrical Supply Co., 171 Randolph St., Chicago,
sells this matting. Write for further information.

IS KERITE INSULATION THE BEST?

Wc once read about a frog tliat grew jealous of the size

of a bull, and wished to become as large. The frog blew
,'jme and became somewhat inllated— perhaps his friends

' ailed out "keep on froggy, you'll get there'—anyway he
l.L-pt on blowing and getting inllated. One day Ibis frog had

puffed himself out to twice his usual size—his friends ap-

plauded, and in an endeavor to attain still nearer the size of

the bull, he b-u-s-t

In kindness to some of our friends, who are jealous of

Kerite. and are at present undergoing the blowing and in-

flating process, we would here point a moral, and caution

them to remember what happened to the poor frog when he
attempted to attain greater dimensions than certain facts

pertaining to his make-up would enable hira to lill in safety.

FKOaS CANJSrOT ATTAIN THE SIZE
OF BULLS.

It does not follow that Kerite will forever keep silent be-

cause its voice has not been raised during the past year

while "missionary work" and false representations have been
entered into quite actively by some manufacturers and
agents of other kinds of insulation.

Kerite has move life in it to-day than in-
sulations which tveve un7,iiown tvhen it irrts

horn and irJiich trill hare retired frotn actire

service before Kerite has passed its prime.

The increasing demand for a perfect and indestructible

insulation for Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light
wires has caused many companies to purchase cheap and
worthless material on the representation of experimentalists,

who give a guarantee for a sufficient time to cover the short

life of their goods. No insulation can be said to be perfect

until it has been tested by years of use and exposure.

QUALITIES OF KERITE INSULA-
TION.

It is proof against the corrosive elements in earth, air or

water; the greatest extremes of heat and cold do not impair
its flexibility, firmness or insulating properties. It will en-

dure long-continued heat at 200' F,, and, for short intervals,

250 to 300 , and may be safely immersed in boiling water.

Acids act upon it very slowly. Strong solutions of alkalies

do not injure it, and it is less affected by chemical re-agents,

than any other insulating covering.

G-UTTA-PEKCHA IN" THE OPEN" AIR SOOM" BE-
COMES BRITTLE,

cracks and falls of; with exposure to the sun it softens, then
cools, shrinks, cracks, dries and falls off, thus destroying

insulation. India rubber, even when vulcanized, only par-

tially escapes these difficulties, while Keriie is subject to

none of these objections, and does not, like the preparations

of gutta-percha, or vulcanized rubber, contain the elements
of its own destruction. Mineral oils, illuminating gas, or

the roots of plants do not affect it, and the action of witer,

salt or fresh, protects it and improves its insulation. The
marine borers of southern and tropical seas, which destroy

gutta-percha, do not attack it, it is proof against the heat of

the tropics, which renders all other insulations useless, and
against the ravages of white ants, which destroy gutta-

percha. The qualities that render it indestructible by solar

heat or corrosive agents, insure its durability in all climates,

and while neither gutta percha nor vulcanized rubber will

bear long storage without great and rapid deterioraticn,

Kerite, under the same conditions, undergoes no change.
The foregoing facts prove conclusively that for the covering
of aerial, underground or submarine cables, or battery pur-

poses,

KERITE IS THE MOST PERFECT, DURABLE
AND ECONOMICAL INSULATION IN USE.

CABLES
The Armored Cables for river or harbor use are construct"

ed by us on strictly scientific principles, and with the greatest

possible skill known to the art. Careful electrical tests are

made by competent electricians during each process of
manufacture, and with all cables shipped we furnish a copy
of the electrical tests made during their construction. Sub-
marine cables, with Kerite insuln^ion of our manufacture,
are now in use in the service of tne

WESTERN TJNION. BALTIMORE & OHIO, POSTAL, TTNITED
LINES AND METROPOLITAN TBLEQRAPH AND

TELEPHONE COMPANIES,

and are giving perfect satisfaction. Special forms in actual

use at various localities are shown in the various cuts in this

catalogue.

The arrangement, or manner of " laying up," our aerial

or underground cables, is such that any individual wire may
be traced to any point in its length.

Proof of longer durability than uny other insulation en-

ables us to guarantee all goods of our manufacture when the

requirements are known
The placing of electrical wires under ground is a contin-

gency that must be provided for in most of our large cities,

while in several places the constiuclion of overhead lines has
already been prohibited. No other insulation is so thor-

oughly adapted for this work, as has been proved by ex-

perience in numerous instances. The fact that Kerite cables

are already being extensively ordered by the leading eleclri

cal companies for new underground work is substantial proof
of iheir recognized merits.

The extra cost of both subterranean and submarine elec-

trical construction, compared with aerial work, the expense
and annoyance of repairs and reconstruction, all point to the

supreme import.'ince of using the best materials for such
work, and prudent managers should carefully consider the
point of durability, as well as that of first cost. No insu-

lalinn used has so successfully encountered the various dele-

terious influences existing above and below ground or in the

water as has Kerite, and wherever doubt exists as lo the
durability of insulation in certain locations, Keriic wire is

always resorted to by elcclricai engineers of the longest ex-

perience.

The Attention of Electric Light Men is

Called to the Following:
Proi-essor

J. p. BARRETT, City Electkici.\n or
Chicago, says that he put two Kerite wires underground
in that city in 1875. Up to 1S87 they have worked perfect-
ly, no money having been expended on same for repairs.

Professor CHANDLER, of Collimiua Collehi-, says
that Kerite possesses qualities as an insulator superior to
those of gutta-percha or India rubber.

Professor MORTON, of the Stevens Institute of
Technology, says that as an insulator for submarine, sub
terranean and aerial cables, and for other electrical lines,

Kerite is superior to any other.

M. E. LEVASSEUR, memher of the Frknch Insti-
tute, in his report to the French Government upon electri-

cal exhibits at the Centennial Exhibition, said that Kerite
was the best insulator within his knowledge. It was not
injured under conditions which would destroy other insula
tors. He commended it to the attention of his government.

Admiral PORTER, of the United States Navv.
used Day's Kerite wire in exploding torpedoes His experi-
ence demonstrated that this insulation was more complete
than that of the best gutta-percha covered wires.

MOSES G. FARMER, the electrician, says that Kerite
is a wonderful insulator—the best known.

M. VASSAR, Jr., of Vassak College, used a Kerite
cable as an underground conductor. It worked perfectly,
and after the lapse of years was not in the least injured from
having been buried in the earth.

Mr. L. E G. ALLEN, of Brush Elec. Ass n, of St,
Louis, says: "We are furnishing your wire to some large
slaughtering and packing houses in Kansas City, where the
steam and saltpetre drippings have destroyed every other
kind of insulation, and Kerite is the only thing that will
stand."

J. F. MORRISON, of the Brush Electric Co., of
Baltimore, s.vys; "Have tried and discarded all other in-

sulated wires, and adopted Kerite. Two years' test shows
maintenance far less, and accidents avoided. Our record
excels any Electric Light Co. in the countiy, much of which
I attribute to Kerite covered wire."

FOR SUBMARINE CABLES.
The late Professor SAMUEL F. B. MORSE describes

it as the most perfect of all insulators for submarine cables,
'

successfully resisting causes of deterioration that destroy
other insulators. It is an invaluable discovery.

The late Professor SILLIMAN, of Yale College,
said that Kerite is not only the best, but the most economical
insulator in use for submarine cables and for general tele-

graphic purposes, and the least subject to destruction.

FOR TELEGRAPH WORK.
GEORGE B. SCOTT, Superintendent of the Gold and

Stock Telegraph Company, says that Kerite is perfect and
durable in submarine cables and all other lines where insu-
lation is necessary. He has used it very extensively in sub-
marine and aerial cables, and in office work. It is the best
insulator known.

GEORGE B. PRESCOTT, ex-Vice-President of the
Gold and Stock Telegraph Company, and late electrician of
the Western Union Telegraph CompaBy, says that a Kerite
cable was perfect after many years' use under tests so severe
that gutta-percha or India-rubber insulation would long be-
fore have been destroyed.

FOR TELEPHONE WORK.
GEORGE F. DURANT, Vice-President and Electri-

cian OF the Bell Telephone Company of Missouri, says
that they have about 30 miles of Kerite wire on their private
fire alarm, telephone, telegraph and other imp:)rtant signal
wires. That its great durability and remarkable insulating
properties have led them to consider its more extended use
as a measure of economy.

TAPE.
KERITE TAPE is the only tape that has withstood the

test of ten years or more of exposure. The necessity for

making perfectly secure joints in an insulated wire is of the

greatest importance; they should have proper protection, to

prevent rust and oxidation Kerite is the only tape manu-
iactured that will vulcanize by exposure, forming a perfectly

water-tight sleeve over the joint A large number of spuri-

ous and worthless imitations have recently been placed up-
on the market, having no proof of long use or durability, all

of which are sold for their adhesive or sticking qualities

only.

What Tiros. D, Lockwood says ahout Kerite Tape:—
"Fof Rubber or Kerite Cables it is requisite only to strip

off the insulation from the required conductor at the ends to

be spliced, and to brighten and thoroughly clean the copper,
then to make a long and cJose twist, after the style of an
office wire splice, after which the joint should be soldered

and made smooth, and finally covered with good Kerite
Tape. There is a very objectionable kind of tape which is

now being liberally bought by persons who know nothing of
the demands of good construction (company purchasing
agents, et al.), simply because it is cheap, and which is sold

with corresponding liberality, by dealers who do not care to

possess the reputation of selling only good articles, because
their customers ask for cheap grades. It will some day be
found that in electrical construction only the best materials
are cheap."

IN CONCLUSION.
The IClectrical Supply Co,, 171 Randolph St., Chicago,

carries in stock alt sizes Kerite Wires and Cables; also

Kerite Tape, in i)ound or <]uarler-pound lolls.
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^LECTRIC t JylGHTING.
(WOOD'S PATENTS), Owned and Manufactured by the

American Electric Manufacturing Company^
18 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

For simplicity of construction, steadiness and purity of light, perfection of Automatic regulation, economy of power in operation,

freedom from getting out of order, and absolute safety of Armatures from burning,

Tlie JLlVLERICiLIT IDYITiLlMtO HiLS HO EQTJiLL.
INTENDING PURCHASERS, whether for Isolated Plants or Central Station use, desiring to investigate the merits of

the AMERICAN SYSTEM, are requested to write to any of our customers.

OUR PATRONS ARE OUR FRIENDS AND SPONSORS.

Ahi]
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS

18 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

IMQ €0.,

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LICHT SYSTEM.

MUNICIPAL U6HTING Our SPECIALTY.

VAN SEPOXLE
DoTibls Carbon Lamp.

p,^ We claim for the Van Depoele Improved Arc Lamp that it is

the simplest and best lamp in existence; for our Dynamos that they

cannot get out of order, and require little or no attention; that an

inexperienced man can run them, and that they give the most light

for the least consumption of power.
p

Manufactured and for Sale only by

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

15, 17, 19 and 21 N. Clinton St., - CHICAGO, ILL. TAW DEPOELE
Single Carbon Lamp.
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FORT WAYNE

ELECnm USET t
Fort Wayne, Ind. Fort Wayne, Ind.

TvrA UTTj^^a.oT^Tjn.Ein.s oie^ ^r±d.j:z

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete Alternating System of
Electric Lighting in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. I2--I6 Candle Power Lamps to tiie Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

JENNEY SYSTEM »f ARC LIGHTING

I

r^

SLiTTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

CORRESPONDEKCE SOLICITED,

Main Office and Works, - FORT WAYNE, IND.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 242 & 244 EAST 122d STREET.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
225 Dearborn Street, First Floor.

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
26 North Seventh Street,

G. A. WILBUR, Manager^

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome Street. CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F. Adams. Successor.
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY.
—1IAW0FAOTTJREBS OF—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Send fok Cataiogue and Pkxe List.

729 Broadway, New York.

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsbursli, Pa.

Qeieial Offiees, Ho. 708 f:HH. £TE., FIIISBUS9H, Vi..

Standard Underground Cable Company,

Qn O J\o o

Bnfiob Offices

:

Nev Toik, Tslephono Building, Cortlandt Street,

9. L. 'Wile7 Maugar.
Chioago, 139 Eut Mftdison Street, F. E. Degen-

taardt, Manager.

ilANUFACTUREKS OF

The|||aring]|nti'|niluction»|i Bunched Cables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Submarine

and Aerial.

LIGHT LEADED CABLES FOR HOUSE USE.
Weatherproof Line Wire, Underwriters', Annunciator and Office Wire,

Five Yearsof Uniform Success Enable us to Guarantee our Cables.

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

^\)e CHLLE1I1DE1(
INSULATING and

WATERPROOFING COBipAM,
4S Ssoadway, Kew Vock. I54 KaSalle St., Cbleago,

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its nrierlts proved by a record of over

quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Electric Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone,

Railway and aU other ^ ^^ Encased IVtres.
Branches of Signahng.

Aerial Use,

All Sizes Subterranean Use,

Submarine Use

Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

ClARK B. HOTCHKISS. Gen'i Mgr.. • 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

©
-MAjrOFAOTUREBB OV-

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
Bitite Wires for Use Underground, In Plaster,

Damp Places, Etc., Etc.

Teinidad Wiebs for Line Worlc In place of Underwriters.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of HIgti Grade Self-Contained

Aiiloiatic cm-Of EBpes,
8PE0IAI.LT ADAPTED FOE ETTKHING

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring cloae

regulation of apeed.

Webteek OmoE AND Waeeeoomb:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, III.

WM. A. HAMMETT, Manager.

AMERICAN

[eather [ink Belt Co.

SPECIAL

DYNAMO^BELT!

Chas. a. Schieren i Co.

Manufacturers and Sole Agents,

47-51 Ferry St., New York.

86 Fe-teral Street. tlS Arch Street,

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA.

46 S. Canal St., CHICAGO,

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C B B A

'4/lM///MW/i
4^ ;>: X-S>%?<<«<<!<<?<^

^^^^^«!f'^^-
C—Braided CoKOB.

CUT SHOWING STYLE OF INSULATION.

X—Copptr Wire, B. E.—Tvo Braids, saturated with Fire.Proof Insulation,

iaturated with a Slack, Wrather-Proof Composition.
i r t- j « i;-.,.:„„ !>„.- TTT-a.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. Pure Elec-

tric Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA, CONN.

inc v,.opper vv ire, oarc niiu tuvcicu, u. %-»^.» j »*>.-—-,

VfARCRonMS- i
<9 »"•* 21 Cliff St., New York.

WARERUUfflb.
^ 54 Washington St.. Chicago. Ills.

Dakiei, "W. Maemon, President.

Addi&os H. Noedy

Chables D. Jensey, Electrician-
Bbainabd RoitisoK, Secretary.

Amos K. Hollowell, Treasurer

UEDYEE, Ylce-Frcsldent. ^^^^ ^0^^ . ^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Jenney Electric Company,
sole owners ot aU fie Pat^TTndtfetr-of Charles O. .;=uoey (.nown a. the Jenney System, and Sole Owners and Manufacturers ot his

Improved Qynamo, [amp f|

Electric motor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting

the Jenney System leads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In these eoentlals It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants lor Cilies, Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furmisheo fob the Jennev Arc or Incan-

descent Systems, or for both combined.

The Tenne? Incandescent Dynamos are self-regulating,

and permit the turning on and oa of one or all of the Lamps

'"' This Company gives special aaentun.',to furntsimi MiUs,

Shops, Facloiles, etc., wlih Indioldual Plants.

jsr m m mim \\.mmm m nmM m mm. ..ss

OFFICK Ai'D WOBES:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Bo.
EASTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WESTERN OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOK

nrc-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Best Arc-Ligbt, Louisville, 1883,

First Prize : Best System of Arc-LIghtlng,

Cincinnati Induetrlal Exposition, 1883.

-OF-

Electric )|rc-[ighting

IlSr THE ^UCORLID.

This Company was given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all sizes ifor the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent LlyhtlnB and Power Plants,

f
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital.

£di8on Qlectric ||ight (Jo.
THIS COMPANY IS THE OWN^R OF THE INVENTIONS

AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTul

mETHOO OF GEDERilC ECECTRICIC DISTRIBUTIOn.

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Canital, $2,500,000, 4 stations
: Capacity, 150,000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital, $750,000, I Station; Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. CapitaL $850,000, 2 Stations: Capacity. 50,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital. $1,000,000, 1 Station; Capacity, 50,000 Umps.

It is significant to note tlie fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Industry as an investment.

WRITE FOR PAMPHLET ON THE FITE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAU

For informatfon relative to Central Station BnslDess, apply to ttie

Hdison Electric I^ierlit Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

U- S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 IT. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated

348 Edison 16 " " 54

Horse
POWER.

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Eoison PiinnT uins Kejected nno Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 liVtrPer H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H, P., equals BTVirPer H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCURATE TESTS. NO COMMENTS FOR PARTICULARS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 219 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

The Railway Telegraph Supply Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
ANIVtlNCIA-TOKS, IklAGNETO BELLS, BA.TTEBIES, ETC.

WE CARRY A FULL STOCK OF J. H. BUNNELL & CO.'S TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS.

Line Wire .and Equipment, Pins, Bracltets, Cross-arms, Insulators, Etc., Insulated Wire and Cables.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated Lighting, Railroad Car

Street Car PropQlsion, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from Northern Illinois, Eastern Iowa,
Wisconsin and Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory,

Northwestern Electrical Accuiulator Coipany,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of tiiis System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

Tlie Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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QL
THE T^AOTOBTAl-. CA^ICB Ol^ CO

.

CleYelanci, Ohio.
MANUFACTURERS OF

-

-*

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.mm ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST.

I

81 LAKE ST,,
1
109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENCtNEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and poiuer Stations
NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, lo burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The Standard Carbon Co.,
SUCCESSORS TO THE

Bovilton, Cle-sreland., and Crvsta.1 Carbon Companies.
O Ij 3E3 -^7" ]E3 Xj ja.U I> , OHIO.

B. D. BRAIDED WIRE,
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSDLATED WIRE CO,,

1 I Central St.. Boston, Mass. 452 Broadway, New York.

W. B DOWSE, R. E. GALLAHER,Secy:

GenlSupL J. W. GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

Cleverly Electrical Works,
1018 Chestnut St., Philide*phia, Pa.

Improved^ Automatic Burner.

On the Automatic Burners the electricity not only lights

the gas, but turns it on and off by means of the push but-

tons, or keys. The Automatic has been greatly improved,

and is fitted with binding posts, instead of the loose wires,

as formerly, and new form of shell.

The improved Automatic and Pendant Burners are guar-

anteed to be reliable, safe, and of first-class workmanship.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATEHTS.

GENERAL OFFICES:

MUTUAL LIFE BLDg,

32 NASSAU ST.,

NEW YORK

7*^809 and Eetlmates FarnlBhed
for all klndB of Incandes-

cent Llgbtlne-

Philadelphia Office:

No, 308 WALNUT ST

BOSTON OFFICE:

No. 33 FEDERAL ST.

EstlmateB Furnished for the
Thomson-Houston System

of Arc Lighting.

The DYNAMO of tWs Company Is AUTOMATIC in jtB regulation, and will maintain a UNIFORM
LIGHT, with ALL or ANT PORTION of the lights In Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN and
will MAINTAIN ItB CANDLE POWER during its Guaranteed Life.

SPRAGUE RAILWAY WORK.
Roads in Operation or in Process of Construction July 14, 1888.

Richmond, Va 40 cais,

Riclmiond Extension 50 "

Carbondale, Pa 3 "

Wilkesbarre, Pa 4 "

St. Joseph, Mo 8 "

Wilmington, Del 3 "

Harrisburgh, Pa 6 "

Lafayette, Ind 9

Davenport, lo'wa 8 cars
Salem, Mass 6 "

Brockton, " 4 "

Hartford, Conn 2 "

Scranton, Pa 20 "

Steubenville, Ohio 6 "

Manchester, Va 10 "

Akron, Ohio 12

February 1st not a Road in Commercial Operation, To-day Consult the Above Record.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR CO.,
16 and 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

S. A. PLUMMBR, Pkesident.
F. B. PliESTON, VicE-PiiEs. AMD Trias.

UOAICI> OF lURECTOKi^.
Gen. R. A. ALGER. T.WILLIAMSON. C. A. WARKEN.
S. A. PLUMMER. P. B. TROUT. C.H.THOMPSON.
E. 0. BROWN. A. WOODWARD. F. B. PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Seceetakt.
FRANK B TROUT, SuPEniKTEHTiENT.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For LigM and

Power Purposes.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE DATTERY
Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

P

For Light and

Power Pnrposes.

F, B. XROTJT, ^ Offices,69Griswold St, CAMPAU BUILDING. / RCTDniT HIPU
'

^ Factory, Corner 13th and Woodbridge Sts.
^ UCIIlUlll ITIIUniGeneral Manager.
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BAKER'S TRIPOLIXE!
A Powerful and Rapid Cleaner and Polisher of Metals without Acid or Poison.

Bspeclally Adapted to Railroad, Marine, t^tationary and Fire li^Dgine TT^orb,
'*hot OL' cold ;" Lar^e tSiens, Railings, etc.

This polish Is now beinc eoppHed to Hnndreds of Mechanical Engineers BI^ECTRIC
LIOHT FliANTS, and mannfactorers of Machinery. Has already been adoptPd by manyof the
leading railroad companies, the leading lire departmeatB, water works the U. S Ordnance and Navy
Departments, and thousands of Mills, Factories, etc. Is the BEST ANU CHEAPEST POLISH IN
THE WORLU, and quickest Cleaner. Uneqnaled for Cleanins: and PoUsbing Carbon
Holders. Send for Sample, FREE. Liberal dlBcount to manufacturers and dealers in Klec-
trical JUachinery. Mannfactured only by the

MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO., - - 88 MARKET ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW PATENT GAS ATTACHMENT
FOB FITTING ELECTRIC LIGHT SOCKETS TO GAS FIXTURES.

No more burnt wire conductors where this attachment is used.
Remove gas burner, screw nozzle In Its place; by replacing and screwing gas burner on nozzle you effect

a solid, permanent, gas tlgbt job. Send orders to FRANK S. MARR, Conlractor.

Bissell Block. PITTSBURGH, PA.

FRANKLIN S. CAETEE. CHAS. M. WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WAED WILKINS.

PARJRIGK Sc CARTER,
MANUFACTURERS Of AND' DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

IM fll tllPPlllf
jLulJllML uLllLl '

SO.LE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE M4KE A SPECIALTY OF

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS

CO

a5

High Insulation

In order to meet the constantly
increasing: demands for

BETTER INSULATION,

g BISHOP GUTTA-PERGHA CO.

420-426 EAST 25th STREET, NF.W YORK CITY,

HAS EMPLOYED TUB BEST EXPEETS TO BE HAD AND BUILT

NEW SPECIAL MACHINERY

CO
CD

CO
03
as

For. MAKING TUH CELEBRATED

i HOOPER'S C2SI

I

S o"
AND OTHER RUBBER COMPOUNDS =

FOR INSULATING WIF-ES FOE

Subaqueous, Subterranean and Aerial Cables.
"^

AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, anil will forward to any address upon

application.

N.B.—When applying for Catalogues, please state whether Electric Bell" or "General
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CS

03
CO

Also, special wires for Leaditig in Wires, "Wiring Vessels, Engine Rooms,
Cellars, Tunnels or oilier wet places, all having

CDX
SUPERIOR INSULATION 5-

And warranted to give good satisfaction at fair prices.

If Underwriters' is good enough, don't send for our
samples and prices.

HENRY A. REED, Manager.

CD

C-3

CO

USE NOTHING BUT

GUTTA-PERCHA FOR SUBMARINE CABLES.

Writing Telegraph Company,
57 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK.

This Company owns the Letters Patent

which thoroughly control the transmission

of written messages by telegraph in the only

known practical way, and are prepared to

establish Central Office Exchanges as a means

of communication between subscribers in

cities and surrounding towns.

Communications are written with pen and

ink in the handwriting of the person writing

the message.

For particulars address

The pen in the office of the subscriber re-

ceiving a message makes a fac-simile of every

letter as fast as it is made with the pen in the

office of the person writing it.

All instruments are under the control of the

Central Office, and messages are recorded on

the instrument of a subscriber, whether he is

present or absent.

All communications are secret, and the

written record is of great value in commercial

use.

P. O. BOX 1322. WRITING TELEGRAPH CO., NEW YORK.

THE LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY
Begs leave to announce that it has largely increased the quantity and surface and greatly improved the form of the negative element of the

The New Form is clearly shewn in the cuts and neeas no explanation.

ITS ADVANTAGES.
The r.attcry nolds up longer when overworked, recovers quicker when relieved, and the material being all

in one piece inste.id of in two pieces, Ihe breakage herelofore suffered in transportation, in handling, and in

any dcpola, izing Ireatment (afler accidental short circuitm;.:) will be wholly saved. '•// was good befori; it

IS kltcr «0T0." 1 he Mattery othenmse is unchanged. The negative element is of the same matenal

and undergoes the same preparation as before, and is cz'crhsting, and so guaranteed.

THE OTHER FEATURES OF SUPERIORITY, XAMELY:
Connections that -will not corrode, Lock-tops that absolutely prevent evaporation and creeping

of salts absence of grease, Flint Glass well annealed. Hard Rubber Bolt connection

that is reliable and durable, pure Zinc and pure Sal Ammoniac, etc
,

Address ARE ALL PRESERVED.

LAT;7' TELBPHOITE OOMPAIT'2',
112 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK.

Sole Agent for Ibe Pacific Coast, GEORGE L. HENZEL. San Francisco, Cal.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Railway System.,

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Sixteen Roads In Daily Operation Dnder tlie Thomson-Houston and Van Depoele Patents.:

ALL MATEBIAL 18 NOW MANUFACIVRED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LABGESH
AND BEST EQVIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for rail'way work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self- oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the

brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project

above the floor.
\

Direct gearing Js used.
|

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by thtf

Van Depoele patents. 1

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means oi,

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS I ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS FDRNISHED FOR MINING I OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Fxill Information and Estimates Address the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHIOAQQ, ILL.

L
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DIVIDED POWED
( COSTS TO FURCHASB I verso.i tub

SHAFTIHG ] gSi^ilS^ciRT^S* [ Westinghouse
I COMTSTODRITB ) EN4iiIWE.

Independent Engines convert their whole

power into merchantable product.

TAKE THE ENGINE TO THE WORK,
NOT THE WORK TO THE ENGINE.

THE WESTINGHODSE MACHINE CO,
Pittsburgh, Pa,

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR CO.,
Repreeented by Roberto Eoker & Co., City of Mexico, Mes.

Stevens, Corwin & Co.. 118 Chambers St., New York City.

Wi h houBee in Panama, C. A., Lima, BnenoB Ayres, Guayaquil
and Valparaiso, S. A,

;
WESTINOHOUSE, CHUBCH, KERR A CO.

17 Cortlandt Street, New York. 97 Fiftn Avenue, Plttsborgh.

J
156 and 158 Lake Street, Chicago.

i M. R. MUCKIiE. JR.. & CO. {Rep. W., C, K. ACo.)
: 60S Cheetnut btreet, Philadelphia.

j
FAIRBANKS & CO.

> 302 t!fc304 Waehington Ave., St. Louis. 312 Union Ave., Eansaa
J

City. i:J30 SevenleeDth Street, Denver.

i F. C. AITER. (Representing F. & Co.)

I 1619 Capital Avenue, Omaha.
' GEO. 9£. DILIiETT & SONS. (Repreeeuting F. & Co.)

J Pine Bluffs, ArkaoeaB.

UTAH AXI> MONTANA MACHINERY CO.
> 259 South Main Street, Salt Lakft City.

J
East Granite Street, Butte, Montana.

PARKE & LACY.
, 2123 Fremont Street, San Francisco.
: 33 and 35 North Front Street, Portland, Ore.

THE 1>. A. TOltlPKINS CO.
; 36 College Street, Charlotte, N. C.
: 45 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Qa.

: ROBT. 1HID01.ETON. (Representing The D. A. T. Co.)

I

Mobile, Ala.

I H. OlJBIiE'V COI^EHIAN & CO. (Repreeeuting The

,
D. A. T. Co.) New Orleans, La.

I KEATING I3IP. & MACHINE CO. (Repreaenting

I The D. A. T. Co.) Dallas, Texas.

J. J. DICKEY, Prealdent. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice President

H. J. WELLS, SecV and Gen'l Man. Snp't and Electrician. L. H. KORTY, Treasurer.

f]JUL, aicf
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

For tbe Tel@grap&| l^elepboae and Electric &i[glif«

Hotel and Honse Annunciators, Burglar Alarms. Fire Alarms. Electric Gas Lighting, SpeaklDg Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttona, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere* InstrumentB, Medical

Batteries. Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Western Agents THE OKONITE CO., and the Return CaU System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to give franchises and conatmct plants on reasonable terms.

l*^"JiatlmateB femlshed and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illastrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

The Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
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CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP.

Electric Arc Lighting Apparatus.

Electric Bells, Annunciators, Etc.

Patterson Cables for Telephone, Telegraph and Elec-

tric Light Use.

Insulated Wires of all Kinds. >

Testing Apparatus.

District Telegraph Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.

Telegraph Apparatus.

Construction Tools.

Line Wire and Supplies.

Batteries.

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING AT BOTTOM PRICES.

Catalogues Furnished on Application.
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Mather Plant in Hotel de! Coronado.
Away on the southwestern Pacihc slope at

Coronado Beach, CaUfornia, stands a remarka-

ble building known as the Hotel del Coronado,

one of the finest hotel buildings, considering its

distance from any of the great centers of travel

or population, in the world. A million dollars,

it is said, have been invested in it inprder to pro-

vide lu.xurv loving visitors from colder climes

everything that could be desired in a hotel.

One of the most interesting features of the

place is the incandescent electric light installa-

tion. On the northern shore of Glorietta bay,

just south of the hotel, is the two-story brick

laundry and engine house, in the basement of

which are placed the dynamos, together with the

heavy pumping and heating machinery of the

hotel. In an addition are the two Hazelton

boilers. The dynamos are of the IMather type

and are five in number, two having a capacity

of 400 lights each, and the three others each

having a capacity of 250 lights. The machines

appear to be the simplest dynamos for general

efficiency made. The field magnets are of horse-

shoe form, curving down until they almost com-
pletely envelop the sides of the armature. In

the 400 light machine, this is nine inches in di-

the pressure and quantity of current respectively

from each dynamo. One beauty of the system
of wiring is that it is the same in every part of

the plant, hence it is easy to locate a wire, no
matter in what portion of the building it may be

found.

The dynamos are made automatic, or self-

regulating, that is, their currents are regulated

according to the number of lamps that are burn-

ing. One of the 400 light dynamos will thus

operate one lamp or 400 lamps with equal effi-

ciency. The lamps used are r6 candle power
and are of the Perkins type. There are 2,500

lamps in the entire building.

From the engine room the wires, twenty in

number, are led along the roof of the tunnel to

the basement of the hotel under the breakfast

room. After they leave the tunnel they are con-

cealed inside moldings and floors and ceilings,

not an inch being visible. Following along the

roof of the basement, the wires are led up the

southeastern corner of the court to the floors

above, where they branch off at every story and

hallway until they reach every room in the

building. Each lamp is protected with a fusi-

ble plug, which not only protects the lamp but

renders the current absolutely safe. There are

Chicago City Electric Light.

Professor Barrett, city electrician of Chicago,
said recently of the economy of the oper-

ation of the new electric light plant by the

city: "The financial part of the experiment is

satisfactory, I think. If a corporation can set

up in business, put in a big plant at a great cost,

and pay big dividends, I do not see why the city

cannot make it pay. It can certainly buy mate-

rial as cheaply as anybody, and it does not have
to pay taxes or insurance or rent. I'll concede
that labor always costs a municipality a little

more than a private corporation, but look at the

margin from the other conditions to draw against.

I'd be well satisfied if the city would give me
what the plant will save on the gas lights dis-

placed—that will run the department right along

and make it self-supporting. It's a singular fact,

but the more electric lights there are—street

lights, I mean—the more gas is burned. The
gas companies lose by the displacement of their

street lights, but more than make it up on the

private consumption. For instance, when a store

is lighted by electricity, the merchant next door

feels in the dark and lights up six gas jets where
he formerly burned but one or two. I told the

gas companies that would be the case two years

Mff/-'r/rM. /C/_jscr^/r/^'y-f^^'.

ameter by twenty-two inches in length and is

run at 1,300 revolutions per minute, consuming

about 40 horse power. Although each machine

is not over 60 inches in height and apparently of

light construction, it weighs nearly two and one-

fourth tons.

The heavy and doubly insulated copper wires

leading from the five dynamos terminate in a

large switchboard that occupies the entire

space between two windows in the engine room.

This board is so arranged that a person stand-

ing before it can control every circuit through-

out the hotel building. Near the Hoor are five

controllers, one for each dynamo, by means of

which tlie candle power of the lamps is regu-

lated. .\bove this is the switchboard proper,

where the current from either or all of the dy-

namos may be thrown on either or all of the

five floors of the structure, and either in series

or in multiple. The positive and negative wires

are marked and are amply provided with safety

fuses that will melt and break the current of

either machine in event it becomes too great

through short circuiting or other means. The
arrangement for testing is also perfect, and any

short circuit can be located on either the posi-

tive or ne,gative wire by simply turning a switch

lever opposite each wire and watching the effect

upon a lamp that overhangs the board. Aoove

this are the voltmeters and ammeters that show

but two switchboards in the entire hotel build-

ing. The larger one is placed on a wall in the

carving room and controls the lights in the carv-

ing room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen,

and bakery. By turning one key all the lights

are extinguished; another, and those in the

dining and breakfast rooms are put out; still an-

other and every other light of those remaining

is extinguished. As in the other portions of the

building,' the circuits are amply protected by

means of safety fuses. There are 103 lights on

brackets in the dining room.

In the office is another similar switchboard,

controlling the lights in the adjacent rooms.

With the .gallery lights and the imposing chan-

delier, the office presents a most brilliant appear-

ance. About 100 lights illuminate the theater

and ball room, and the electric footlights are

provided with a "step-by-step" switch, by means

of which the lamps are made to give any desired

amount of light from a glow to a glare.

The whole incandescent plant was installed

under the sui)ervision of W. M. Thomas, an

electrician of the Chicago office of the Mather

company, J. H. Reid, manager.

The South .Side Electric Light & Power company of Chi-

cago has been incorporated; capital stock, $500,000. The

incorporators are H. V. Harris, James Hood and Frank

Butterworth.

ago, but they were skeptical. Now they are find-

ing that I was right, and in consequence they

are not kicking at all,"

Vestibuled Electric Cars.

The Thomson-Houston Electric company of

Chicago has commenced the construction of the

ten miles of electric street railway which will

connect Council Bluffs and Omaha. It is ex-

pected that twenty cars will be in operation by
October ist. Each motor car will draw an ad-

ditional car and the two cars will be vestibuled.

It is believed that they will form the first vesti-

buled street railroad trains in the United States

and probably in the world. The company has

bridged the Missouri at a cost of $300,000. The
Union Pacific now carries between the two

cities about 1,000,000 passengers annually. As
the fare on the electric railway will be reduced

the company expect to get most of these pas-

sengers, and the number of persons carried

yearly will be, it is estimated, about 1,500,000.

The company is already considering the advisa-

bility of constructing an extension of fourteen

miles. The fact that the trains are to be ves-

tibuled will, it is: thought, make the road popu-

lar as well as attract to it the attention of street

railway managers in all parts of the country.
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Heath's Self-Timing Speed Indicator.

The accompanying cut illustrates a self-tim-

ing speed indicator. The cut is the full size of

the instrument. The object which the inventor

desired to attain was the perfection of a speed

indicator, which would be self-timing, self-regis-

tering and adapted to the highest as well as the

lowest velocities. Three distinct mechanisms
which can be combined at will, contribute to the

attainment of these ends. The peculiar features

are noticed in the following description;

First. The transmitting device consists of

the detachable point shown at the left of the

cut. This point is lance shaped at one end and

Motor for Horse Cleaning.

A new and curious employment of motors of

small powers is found almost daily. These
novel uses go to show how far reaching is the

application of electricity. The cut in this con-

nection illustrates the use of a Sprague motor
for the commonplace work of horse cleaning.

It is used in the Des Moines Street Railway

company's barn in connection with a Wells ma-
chine for cleaning horses. Two installations

of this kind have been made there. It is

claimed that by this means two men can accom-
plish as much work as six by the old-fashioned

hand process. With a street car company this

is provided with a socket at the other. Two
strong pinions running together and each hav-

ing a projecting sirank, fit the point .socket,

so that a shaft running in either direction may
be timed by attaching the point to the corres-

ponding pinion. A pinion box holds these

parts in proper relation to each other, and with

the body of the instrument. ''

Second. The counting and registering ap-

paratus consists of a worm and gear with which

are connected the hands, each being provided

with a heart cam as in the case of a "fly-back"

watch. There also necessary motion wheels

and pinions to secure the proper relative motion

of the hands.

Third. The time mechanism includes a strong

lever escapement absolutely non-magnetic which

is operated by a spring attached to the power
wheel and this receives the same impulse whether

the speed being taken is high or low. The parts

of the instrument are held between plates in a

manner similar to those of a watch and are in-

closed in a neat and substantial case.

In using the indicator the setting pin A is

firmly pressed inward until it stops, which sets

the hands at O and winds the power spring.

Then the point being attached as in the cut, or

in case the shaft runs in the direction followed

by the hands of a clock, to the upper pinion, the

point is placed in the center of the shaft to be
timed, brought as nearly as possible in line with

it and held with enough firmness to prevent

slipping.

The starting pin B is then pressed firmly in-

ward and released; this starts the hands and at

the same time releases the time train. The in-

strument must now be held steadily in place

until the hands stop when the rate of speed may
be read on the dial, the outer graduated circle

indicating revolutions and the inner one hun-
dreds of revolutions. These instruments are

manufactured by the Eddy Electric Manufactur-
ing company of Windsor, Conn.

Chicago Electric Club.

A meeting of the officers and managers of

the Chicago Electric club was held July 30. It

was voted to discontinue literary meetings till

the first Monday in October. This committee
was appointed to consider the question of new
quarters: S. A. Barton, C. A. Brown, B. E.

Sunny, C. D. Shain and H. Ward Leonard. It

was voted to expend no more money on club
rooms till the question of location was perma-
nently settled. President Barton spoke at

length of the advi.sability of establishing an ex-

change similar to the New England exchange of

Boston, and the following committee was ap-

pointed to consider the matter: \'t. E. Sunny,
C. A. Brown, C. D. Shain, J. P. Barrett, F. W.
Home.

saving forms a considerable item in the course

of a year. Whether the motor appeals to the

intelligence of the horse or not it is certainly as-

serted by good authority that the animals de-

mean themselves much better than when attacked

by the old hand process. The installation was
made by H. O. Woodruff, agent of the Sprague
company at Des Moines.

Sparry Electric Company.
The majority of the stock of theSperry Elec-

tric company of Chicago, has been placed,

through the energy of Geo. H. Bliss, and the

corporation proposes to begin active operations

at once. The controlling interest in the com-
pany is held by Samuel P. Parmly, D. P. Perry and
E. E. Crepin. These gentlemen are possessed

of large means and will put the company on a

sound financial basis. The capital stock of the

company is $250,000. The officers are: Presi-

dent, Samuel P. Parmly; vice-president, D. P.

Perry; secretary, George H. Bliss; treasurer, E.

E. Crepin; electrician, E. A. Sperry. The com-
pany will manufacture apparatus in the Springer

building on Clinton street, near Van Buren
street.

Auditorium Electric Plant,
i;////t?r Western Electricl\n :

Chicago, July 26.—In your article on the Auditorium

plant in issue of July 28. t88S, you seem to infer that the

reason the United States company did not accept the con-

tract for the Auditorium lighting was on account of what

you say was a condition of contract, viz. : "A guarantee of

12-16 candle-power lamps to the horse-power, and x,ooo

hours' life for the lamps." We wish to correct you in this,

and say that such is not the case. The executive commit-

tee of the Auditorium were very fair and impartial in award-

ing this contract, and gave the United States company the

first refusal of one of the plants. This was because the bid

of the United States company was the best in every respect,

showing greater efficiency and economy of operation than

other bids. The reason the United States company did not

accept the contract was on account of the terms of payment,

which were not satisfactory to our company.

Yours respectfully,

C. C. Warren, Manager,

Pr. Shain.

[We have carefully re-read our article on the

Auditorium plant, and we do not think by any
fair construction the inference can be drawn from
it, that the United States company declined their

part of the contract on account of the recjuired

guarantees. There was certainly no intention on
our part of intimating anything of the kind, be-

cause it was perfectly well understood that the

United States company were ready to stand by
their guarantees and to give a heavy bond for

the execution of their contract, had they ac-

cepted it.

—

Ed.
J

Telephones in Sweden,
./ii/iVt);' WES'rKkN Elecjrician ;

Boston. July 24, 1888. The last item in your column
of telephone notes in your issue of July 21st, gives in

substance the statements of one Jonas Vestrom about
telephone service in Sweden,which statements you
rightly class as extraordinary. I do not know
where, or to whom Mr. Vestrom has. been talking,

but if he is correctly reported, he could give points to

Ananias, Munchausen, or to Ferdinand Mendez Pinto.

Mis statements would not be worth noticing except for the

reason that an erroneous statement flies fast and far while

a statement of fact is getting its boots on. The item stales

that "Orebro" is a place of 40,000 inhabitants. "J.ippin-

cott's Gazetteer" says to, 000. The item states that " in the

city of .Stockholm there are 7,000 telephones in use, and
every subscriber owns an instrument."
The last published statistics on the subject, viz., the offi-

cial "Bulletin Internationale de I'Electricite," says there are

in all Sweden 5,705 telephone subscribers, of which 3,825
were in Stockholm. It is a fact that only one city in the

world has 7,000 telephone subscribers, and that is New
Yorli.

In Sweden there are several parties in the telephone busi-

ness. First—the state; second—five companies; third (and

this in the smaller towns)—certain mutual associations of

the subscribers themselves.

The latter is probably the slight basework of fact upon
which Mr. Vestrom has built his story, since Orebro does
not appear at ail in the list of cities having telephone ex-

changes, which are sixteen in number. The highest annual
subscription paid in Sweden in exchanges oflicially recog-

nized is 173 francs and 50 centimes. The lowest is 6g
francs and 50 centimes, plus a charge for original installa-

tion of 250 francs. This is the rate at Gotheborg.

Thomas D. Lockwood.

Suggestions for the Board of Electrical
Control.

Etiitjr Westekn ELBcTBicrAN

:

Chicago, July 27.—I have noted with great interest the

debate now in progress in New York before the Board of

Electrical Control of that city. There seem to be points

on both sides which no one can refute. Under normal con-

ditions the high tension currents can be rendered harmless;

this I think has been clearly shown in the discussions, but

under normal conditions, such for instance as grounded cir-

cuits, this does not obtain, and these circuits then beconie

an element of great danger. However, since there is now
upon the market apparatus by means of which these cir-

cuits even in their abnormal conditions are rendered auto-

matically and instantaneously harmless, why not follow out

Mr. Peck's suggestion and have the Board of Electrical

Control "control" these matters to such an extent that the

use of these devices be insisted upon in such a way that

even when the circuits are in abnormal condition they will

be still rendered perfectly harmless? The switch which the

Electrical Supply company has recently placed upon the

market has been subjected to an exhaustive series of tests

showing conclusively that any grounded loop upon a circuit

severed from the main circuit, the main circuit being

thrown to a new loop on wOiich there is no ground, even

before such ground is fully developed and before the same
can become dangerous in the least degree. In the course

of these experiments many new uses of this device have

been developed, such, for instance, as charging storage cells

from circuits when the storage cells arc permanently con-

nected with service wires upon fixtures, which wires are

liable to be grounded. The main circuit connection with

the battery is automatically severed before a ground of any
magnituiie has been ilevclopcd. The Koard of Electrical

Control could not do better than to stimulate the use of de-

vices already upon the market, which will insure immunity

from danger to life and properly, which it seems is the great

desideratum as brought forth in the discussion.

E. A. Sperry.
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Forsyth's Elevated Suspension Railway.

R. Clark Forsyth is tlie inventor of one of the

latest schemes for transportint; passengers in-

temiurallv. He has just opened an office in

Chicago, to introduce his s^vstem and build all

the lines he may have contracts for. This new
railway has features peculiarly its own; it affords

another chance for electric propulsion particu-

larly. Fig I speaks for itself. Fig. 2 (the

lower one) shows the station entrances, with car

coming in.

The invention is principally designed for use

with light cars in high speed transit for street

each provided with stairs upon which to ascend
from, or descend to, the' sidewalk below. It

will be noiseless in its operation, the speed will

be from 15 to 20 miles between stations, and the
cost of construction is calculated to be from
§50,000 to $60,000 per mile, double track.
A rigid steel casting sustains the floor beams

of the car, and rising through the roof spans the
roadway, and attaches to truck, carrying frames
suitably provided with springs and sustained on
flanged wheels mounted upon the rails on the
top flanges of the channel beams, each on its

respective side. Bo.xes are provided on these

double track road having traffic in opposite di-

rections. The double cable system of suspen-
sion is eciually applicable to a single roadway.

Te!egraphe'"s' Trials.

A telegraph operator recently gave utterance
to some of the trials which beset his lot. He
said: "A first-class operator freciiiently starts

out as a 'messenger,' and through his own perse-
verance gradually learns the 'ropes,' and, if he is

ambitious enough, he finally becomes an opera-
tor. He may not then be fully up to the stand-

service, and for the transmission between cities

of e.vpre.ss packages, mail matter and similar

freight. It consists essentially of two parallel

cables braced and tied together, extending from
the top of and between, open arched piers.

F'rom these cables there is suspended by suitable

ties and struts a road girder upon which is

secured the track rail from which the car sus-

pends. These girders are formed of two chan-

nel beams, arranged back to back and secured

rigidly together by castings and rivets or bolts,

the castings being of such shape as to allow the

beams to lie within recesses formed by the side

projecting ends of the castings, and .thus relieve

trucks in which are journ.ajed shafts, on one end
of which is carried the flanged driving wheel
and upon the other a double flanged pulley, two
of these pulleys being upon each side of the

track. These pulleys may be actuated by belts,

driven by any suitable motor situate within the

car.

It is deemed best to suspend an electric con-

ductor from the roadway between the beams and
take off therefrom current to supply electric

motors. The form of conduit preferred has an
outside metallic casing, slotted at the bottom to

admit of a bar, projecting upwardly and into it.

Within this casing, a copper tube, or other good

the shearing strain on the rivets. These beams
break joints with each other, and, riveted to-

gether, form a stiff girder, capable of taking

considerable lateral as well as downwardly de-

flecting strain. Upon the upper flange of each
of these channel beams, rails of ordinary form
are secured b)' inverse cone headed bolts sunken
into their surfaces, so as to form a continuous
track.

It is designed to have stations at suitable in-

tervals along the road for local traffic. These
stations may be provided for between the double
arches at the street intersections; stations for up
travel being on one side of the arch, ai.d sta-

tions for down travel being upon the other, and

conductor of electricity is placed, insulated from

the outside casing in any of the usiral methods,

A brush of wire is arranged to be carried by the

bar, and to receive the electric current from the

conductor. From this brush the current maybe
carried to an electric motor placed within the

car, and thus propel it through the belts and

drivers.

The base plate carries standards, in which

are a.vled flanged wheels, free to roll upon the

track rail. Side play is thus .given the truck

with its wheels, and it is free to move laterally

to accommodate itself to the varying line on the

track.

This describes the invention as applied to a

ard. He's got to become accustomed to differ-

ent styles of messages, such as 'social business'

and 'cipher.' .\ny first-class operator can sit

down and write cipher after cipher, with the ex-

perience he has had with the economic and costly

style of telegraphing. For instance, in an every-

day style like this: 'How melons ripe enough
to pluck?' or 'Cotton's easier, market steadier,

cotton coniing in lively,' is all easy enough,
but when the message gets this way, 'Somnam-
bulistic echu, buy hundred bales middling,' and
it is mixed up at the other end to read, 'summon
an ambulance, try hounded pills, middling, etc'

or 'send mefirfzigtollar, I vaf ousgaspeilt,' it is not

quite so easy. The operator looks at such a mes-
sage, turns it different ways and either carries it

back for 'reconstruction,' or lets it go as written.

Then again, 'I wasn't yez coom right doon on
the wire,' no doubt means, wants him to reply by
wire. When he gets such a message the opera-

tor is in another 'pickle' what to do.

"In 'cipher' and 'cables,' though,such risks can-

not be taken, as it might involve thousands of

dollars, and as the operator's finances are nomi-

nal, he cannot take the risk.

"There are also stock c^uotations that are im-

portant, oftentimes more so than the cipher mes-

sages. A quotation comes along. The mer-

chant does not intend to invest until he is cer-

tain that the quotation has been correctly re-

ceived. An operator or the telegraph company
cannot always be held responsible for misspelled

or badly written messages."

"How should a message be written to insure

prompt dispatch and quick delivery?"

"It should first be plainly written, every word
and figure spelled out. Paper is plentiful and
can be generously utilized for this important

purpose."

Cleveland Electric Road.

The contract for equipping the Euclid Ave-
nue railway in Cleveland with electric motors,

has been awarded to the Sprague Electric Rail-

way & Motor company. This is a new road

which will be about four miles . in length, run-

ning as far as the Garfield monument. The
company will supply motors for small powers

along the road. The road will be in operation

with sixteen cars by October ist.

The dogs in the pound in New York are to be killed by
electricity without waiting for the new law as to capital pun-

ishment to go into effect. Schuyler .S. Wheeler, the elec-

trical expert of the board of electrical control, has suggested

procuring a gas engine, a dynamo and a hopper somewhat
similar to the top of an old-fashioned coffee mill. Two
sides of tlie hopper will be of zinc or other highly conduc-

tive material, and the two poles of the circuit will be

attached to them. Then the dogs can be dropped in the

Iiopper, and as they come in contact with both zinc plates

the circuit will be completed and the animals receive their

death shock. Mr. \Vheeler says 300 volts of electricity will

probably sulUce to kill a dog, but he has recommentlcd

usin-T 1,000 volts so as to insure success.
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The Solution of Municipal Rapid Transit

'

Llv Frank J. Stkauuk.

I'AKT 111.

For thirty cars running on a double track the central

station expenses are about as follows:

52 42-100 cwt. coal, at 10 cents $5-^4

113 70-100 cwt. screenings, at 7 cents 7.96

5 pints cylindc-r oil, at 75 cents per gal 47

5 pints dynamo oil, at 30 cents pur gal iS

3 pounds waste, at 10 cents 30

Water at current rates 3.00

Fuel, etc .

I day engineer

I night engineer

4 firemen
1 cleaner

2 dynamo men
I electrician

§3.c

. 2.25

. 6.00

S'7.75

Labor ^'20.25

Lighting 50

Depreciation and repairs on dynamos, 3 per cent 1.50

Depreciation and repairs on engine and boilers, 10 per cent 4.38

Total central station expenses S44.3S

Or $1.45 per car making So miles.

[The central station beinj^ operated for twenty-four hours

for hghting and power purposes, the lighting company has

penses, taxes and insurance, and is less than forty percent,

of the cost of operation by horses with the same number of

cars, and under the same conditions.

But the showing is even better than this, for another fact

is to be noticed, and it is an important one from an economi-

cal point of view. For example, twenty cars on duty for

about eighteen hours make a mileage of from 1,500 to i,Soo

per day, and if it were not for the fact that the schedule re-

quires them to operate part of the time on a single track

with insufficient turnouts they could make i.Soo to i,goo

steadily. This, notwithstanding the fact that the speed is

limited by municipal regulations. Many of the cars often

run go to 100 miles. The same mileage and intervals made
by twenty electric cars could not, under the circumstances,

be made by anything less than twenty-hve horse-cars of the

same size, and the electric cars probably cany in the aggre-

gate just as many passengers, ft follows that to get the

same service with horses not only would the number of cars

have to be increased, but likewise the number of horses,

conductors and drivers. The same mileage performed by
horses without these cars and grades would require a stable

equipment of not less than 300 horses.

A good idea of the operation of the system may be ob-

tained from the following weekly table, taken from the

records of the railway company up to the present date;

themselves, several of which have features in common and
claim similar routes; and I will but very briefly review them,
The Beach Pneumatic was merged into the liroadway

Underground, and this in turn into the New York Arcade
Railway company, and is now familiarly known as the Ar-
cade. They propose to run from the Battery, thence to
Broadway and Madison Square, with four tracks, the two
center being express tracks, with stations one mile apart,
and the two outer tracks for way traffic. 'I'hence the route
extends to Fifty-ninth street by Broadway, and to the Harlem
River by Madison avenue, with an additional route up the
west side of Central Park by the Boulevard or some other
avenue, and into the annexed districts. Branches are pro-
posed to connect Broadway and Madison avenue on Twenty-
third street, and the two branch roads on Forty-second
street.

The Underground Railway Construction company has
pooled the issues of the New York District, New York
Underground and the Metropolitan Junction company.
The route of the lirst is similar to that of the Arcade and
runs from the Battery to Broadway and Madison Square
with four tracks; thence up Broadway to Fifty-ninth street
and up Madison avenue over the Ifarlem River to some
point near Jerome Park. Branches are also proposed from
river to river on Twelfth and Twenty-third streets. E- he

METHOD OF JUMPLNG ITKE HOSE ON TRACK.

now assumed charge and rents the power to the cars at

!ji.6oper day.]

In estimating the road expenses more than liberal allow-

ance is made, but in a new enterprise it is safe to err on

this side rather than attempt to claim for a system advan-

tages which will not in practice be borne out. The ex-

penses are then as follows:

Oil, grease and waste $4- 5°

Brushes 3-"0

Trolleys . 2.00

Material ^9.5"

Three mechanics and one helper for thoroughly

overhauling motors once a week, making re-

pairs, adjusting brakes, etc .... 7-90

Four inspectors, two day and two night, for oil-

ing machines and looking after brushes. . - . 7.50

Two night inspectors to thoroughly inspect mo-
tors after cars are laid up and see that all

bolts, nuts and connections are tight and that

everything is in good svoiking order for the

morning run 4.00

One winder and helper for making any repairs

which may be necessary, and any testing

which is required 3 5*-'

Two linemen 500

Labor $27.90

Depreciation on car work at 1 5 per cent iS.oo

Depreciation on line work at 10 per cent . - 4.00

Depreciation

$59.40Tolal road operating expenses

(jr $1.98 per car, making 80 miles.

The total motive power expenses bnih in ihe cenlraj

station and out on the road would not then exceed $3,40

|»er car making eighty miles, or 4.32 cents per car mile, anil

ihis includes cverylliing except the executive and salary ex-

lUcad before tlic American hisliluli; .jf ICIectrical Jinginccr.s, June

No. of

cars put
Week out for

end- regular
ing. service,

Feb.. .S,.- 72

15.- 4^^

Av. No.
of cars
out
per
day.

10

April 4..

May

June 5. iSg

6.g

=3
14.1

16.1

16.C)

193
19.6

26.6

=7-7
17.0

26.7

25.9

per
week.
2,632
1,211

2,604

4.039
5."47
5,3'3
6,016
;i,62i

S,3^'

Io;«3

11,309
10,^32

'1,563
12,12s
12,7f9

14,'54
14,649

4.371

17^.096

Av. Av.
AvK. miles Passen- pass-

lilies per car gers enifers

per per per per
day. day. week. day.

376 36.5 S.764 2,65o

'73 25.2 6,6SS 956
372 33-6 16,504 2.358

577 44-4 21,944 3, '35
721 52.6 25,063 3..5^:o

61.S 20,897 2,9^5

69.9 30.357 4.337
1,232 76.3

S:S
3.66S

>.'93 70.

S

4.037
1.441 75-9 36,6-i3 5,240

1.557

79/' 40,090 5.727
S0.7 39.040 5.577

i,6i6 82.4 4S.350 6.479
,54s 77-4 Si,64S 7.37»

1,652 65.S 5S,S9S S.37"

1.733 65.2 SS.163 7,V^
1.S30 66.1 57.519 S.217

2,022 74.9 52,620 7.S46
S.459».<i93 7S.4 50.219

2.053 79-=. 70,965 lo,13<

762,64s

With the mileage which is now made, there is an actual

saving of about $125 per day in the motive power expenses

as against operation by horses. It is hardly necessary to

point out that this would pay agood interest on a pretty large

investment. The capacity of the road to economically carry

passengers has been made so apparent that the old city

railway, which was operated by mules and has about thir-

teen miles of track and fifty cars, has been bought up and
is to be equipped with motors operated from the same cen-

tral station. A third line will probably be added, and in

the near future every street car, to the number of one hun-

tlred, in Richmond and Manchester, will be electrically

operated from one station.

From this same station is operated a power and light

circuit.

Having thus seen what is possible on a street railway,

let us jjrieily consider the application of electricity on a

larger scale.

'I'lie faihn-e of tlie elevated railroads in this city to meet

the issue of rapid transit is in no way more forcibly illus-

Iratet^l than by the number of i)Ians which have been brought

forward for discussion. Nu less than eleven liave presented

New York Underground road propose to run from the City

Hall Park east to Broadway, through Centre and Mulberry
streets to I-afayette place and l'"ourth avenue, at Union
Square. Thence by two lines to the Grand Central, and
Broadway and Fifty-ninth street, up the Boulevard to

Kings Bridge, the main line continuing under Madison
avenue to the Harlem River and b)' a loop to ICings Bridge.

The Metropolitan Junction company proposes' to con-

nect with the two last named in the annexed districts, and
then run over the Hudson by a bridge at Washington
Heights, connecting with a tunnel through the palisades.

The City Railway company proposes to begin at South
and Whitehall streets, crossing Broadway below Rector,

running between Church street and College Place, Sixth

and Seventh avenues to Fifty-ninth street and the Boulevard.

The line would then run up the west side of Centra] Park,

crossing the Harlem River above High Bridge, terminating

in New Rochelle. Branches are proposed for the principal

ferries on both rivers, the Post Office and Grand Central

Station. The roadway is intended to be 50 feet wide and
12 feet below the street surface; is to have four tracks, two
way and two express. It differs from the other underground
railways in that, instead of taking the street lines, it pro-

poses to purchase the necessary property and erect buildings

over the line of the road, which are to be rented for suffi-

cient to pay the bonds of the company. The road thus run-

ning through the basements, so to speak, of the buildings,

and crossing the streets by tunnels, becomes a covered road-

way instead of an open one.

The Terminal Underground Railway company proposes

a four-track underground railway from the City Hall along
the proposed Elm street improvement to the Grand Central

Depot.
The Metropolitan Transit company proposes two elevated

street structures, one on Broadway, between Cham-
bers street and l'"orty-third street, connecting with the

Grand Central Depot, and the other on the West Side fol-

lowing Ihc line of the water front to Gansevoort Market,
thence up Tenth avenue .md the Boulevard to Kingsbridge.

The plant proposed by lleman (.'lark is one of the most
radical. lie proposes a four-track tunnel, beginning near

Fleetwood Park, cut in solid rock 150 feet below the sur-

face, coming down about 100 feet west of the line of

Broutlway to the Astor I lotise, where it would connect with
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luo two-track branches, one going under the North River

to Icrsey City and Newark, and the other under the East

River to Brooklyn and Trospect Park. Passenger stations

would be at the foot of shafts sunk every two miles, and

freii^ht stations at intermediate shafts where freight pockets

would be tunneled. Barge elevators would be used for

handling the passengers and freight.

All of these schemes have their good and bad points

which I do not propose to here discuss: but whichever is

successful, they hope to use electric motors for propulsion.

Now whatever we may claim for electrical motors, it would

be folly to attempt the handling of the traffic of such a

road without full knowledge as to the character of the work

which has to be performed and a perfectly delinite idea of the

s^'stem of train dispatching which will best meet the wants

of the public and, at the same time, preserve an efTective

anti economical system of operation. To fully consider

this let us briefly review the work which is being done on

the elevated railroads, for example on the Third avenue

line.

This is eight and a half miles long. Grades vary from

eio-ht to one hundred and five feet to the mile. The level

s'tretches amount to about one-third of the whole distance,

and this includes the stations. On the seventeen miles of

sintrle track there are fifty-two stations. In the busy hours

there is no less than sixty-three four and five-car trains on

the tracks. These trains weighing from eighty to ninety-

five tons, make the half trip in forty-two minutes, including

stopping at twenty-six stations and discharging and taking

on passengers or at the rate of about ten -traffic miles per

hour. The works of the engines, which may be divided

into three parts, overcoming the train's inertia, lifting the

train on the grades and traction, and the maximum is at

least seven times that necessary for traction at mean speed

Motive power 42.

S

Maintenance of cars 4 5.4
Movement of traffic 38.4
Maintenance of way S.2

General expenses 7.2

Total 100.

o

The coal alone costs over ^700,000 per annum, which is

more than the wages of the engineers and firemen, but it

is only about one-sixth of the total operating expenses
Hence there are other reasons than merely a saving in coal

which must be urged in favor of an electric system as

against a steam system.
Generally speaking, the real needs of rapid transit are

not best subserved by the handling of long trains from a

single tractive engine. True, the conditions of service on
the elevated railroad, the crowded condition of the track,

and the great cost of operating independent steam engines

make it impracticable to work with small train units there,

liut the fact remains that the effective length of train which
can be operated by any system is limited; that this limit has

already been reached on the elevated railroad, where only

one-sixth of the weight is now effective for traction; and
that the smaller the units the less the momemtum of the

train and the easier it is to quickly and efficiently handle it,

and the less will be the liability of, and danger from, any
derangement of the brake apparatus. Furthermore, the

thrust of the moving weights on the grades, the vibration

due to the shifting of the weight along the girders, the ten-

sile, shearing and crushing strains on the structure are all

materially increased by the use of a heavy locomotive at the

head of a long train.

But since we must endeavor to meet all conditions of en-

gineering, we must try to meet that one which requires the

the motors are well under way. The car will be capable of
exerting a tractive strain of at least 20,000 pounds—more
than double that of the present locomotives.

But this is not the ideal method of traction.

By a system of electrical propulsion, the power can be
distributed underneath the cars, every car, or every two cars
if need be, being a unit; and, although I do not think it

advisable, arrangements could be made for propelling a
large number of cars under simultaneous control. By dis-

tributing the power under the car, the whole weight of the

car and passengers can be made effective for traction. This
will enable the cars to be started more promptly, brought
to speed more quickly, and stopped in shorter inter\'als, in-,

creasing the mean rate of speed for a given maximum,
or vice versa, reducing the maximum for a given
mean rate. By making cars individual units of locomo-
tion, the intervals between trains may be made one-fourth

or one-fifth of the schedule which must exist where four or

five-car trains are used. It may be said that this will in-

crease the number of the employes that are necessaiy. This
is true, but it will increase the number of passengers who,
both day and night, would make use of the system in such a

ratio as would make this increase of expense insignificant.

Let us consider a possible system which would go a long
ways toward solving the question of rapid transit. I will

brieflv point out its features. It would have four tracks ex-

tending from the Battery up Broadway to Twenty-third
street; thence diverging in two divisions, each still with
four tracks, one along the line of Madison avenue to the

Harlem River and terminating near the Jerome Park dis-

trict; the other following Broadway and running up the line

of the Boulevard and I'enth or Eleventh avenues. Two
tracks would be reserved for express traffic, with stations

a mile apart, and two for way traffic, with stations every

on a level. Three times in every mile this weight of 80 to

95 tons must be started from a dead rest, raised to a speed

of twenty or more miles an hour, and brought to rest in

about eighty seconds. The engines have to be run with

130 pounds boiler pressure, and have a capacity of 1S5

horse power. Fifty-nine per cent, of the power on a round

trip is used in starting, 24 per cent in lifting, and 17 per

cent, in traction, and the average power developed per min-

ute per round trip, including stoppages, is 70.3 horse

power.

The traction necessary to handle these trains is obtained

by a locomotive weighing 22| tons, of which only 15 are

carried by drivers five feet apart. With an engine and the

forward trucks of one car between two girders, we have a

weight of nearly 1,500 pounds per running foot. The
present weight of engines is not sut^cient to properly han-

dle these trains when the tracks are in a slippery condition,

and it is not wise to increase it. It is absolutely necessary

to keep up the high character of the engineering work of

this road, and everj- consideration of business prudence and

public safety will permit of no laxity in this direction. \ et

these locomotives have done wonderful work. Although on

duty for twenty hours, with steam admitted to the cylinder

for six hours only, with an average horse power of only 38

per cent, of the maximum, and with all the incidental

losses of steam, they develop a horse power with less than

a total expenditure of 6.2 pounds of coal per hour; and the

coal expense alone is only about ^1.15 per round trip, or

2 1-5 cents per train station. The operating expenses are

62 cents per train mile; or, allowing an average of four

cars per train, 15^^ cents per car mile; and this includes

everything.

The percentage of expenses of operation and mainte-

ance for the whole Manhattan system may be roughly ex-

pressed as follows:

CARS nUN'CHKl) AT EXTREME END OF KOAH.

operation of a heavy train by a single motor car. In this

case I deem it advisable to make the motor car of about the

same size as the cars which form the train, equip both

trucks and thus spread the weight used for tractive pur-

poses over a larger distance. We have now partly con-

structed a 300 horse power motor equipment of this char-

acter.

This car. whose general external dimensions are similar

to those of the regular elevated passenger coach, differs in

its construction in many important details. The front and

rear platforms are mclosed, and about ten feet at each end

of the car—that is, the space over the trucks—is partitioned

off and reser\'ed for the use of the motor man. The middle

space has side entrances, and is fitted for passenger accom-

modation. At each end of the car the floor framing is

raised about twelve inches for a distance of about ten feet

from the end, and the car body is carried on two very strong

and heavy special iron trucks mounted on forty-two-inch

wheels fitted with five-inch steel axles. Each axle has an

independent movement and is driven by a tandem motor,

centered upon the axle, which bears a part of the weight.

The motor is also carried by heavy compression springs

hung from the truck, by means of which as much of the

weio-ht of the motor as is desired can be thrown onto the

boxes. Each motor, which is of about 75 horse power

normal capacity, has two armatures, each of which is con-

nected to a fixed and adjustable gear on the axle, the ratio

of the gearing being about i to 3. These motors will have

one brush on each commutator, and that will be a top

brush. Each motor has directly over it, in the engineer's

room, trapdoors fitted with heavy glass panels, which allow

the machines to be seen at all times, and through which the

machines can always be reached. The controlling devices

and switches are all duplicates, and the car can be handled

from either end. The car and the trucks are completed:

third of a mile, every third way station corresponding with

an express station. Tlie tracks would be arranged in two,

tiers, the express tracks being the lower. The entire system

would be lighted, ventilated and operated by electricity, to

be supplied from four stations on the water front, one at the

Battery, one at East Twenty-third street, one at Madison
avenue crossing of the Harlem River, and one on West
One Hundred and Twenty-fifth street; the stations to be

operated by compound condensing engines in three units

connecting directly to large, slow moving multipolar dy-

namos, two engines being of sufficient capacity to handle

the demand made upon any station; trains to be operated

with one, or at most two car units; motors to be on the

trucks of one car, centered on the axle and with one reduc-

tion of gearing; express speed to be thirty miles an hour,

and way trains to make twelve traffic miles per hour; the

current to be delivered to the cars by an overhead system

with underneath contact, the contact wheel to be carried on

the car, supported over the center of the truck and trending

a little abaft it. Freight pockets at the level of the way
track could be run under the cross streets at express stations.

Track to follow a line of grade of not more than 25 per

cent.; access to stations to be by stairways, and where there

is any material difference between the street level and the

track, by hydraulic elevators, operated from constant pres-

sure tanks kept supplied automatically by electric motors.

Freight trains to be run on way tracks.

Supplementing this system should be a line of surface

cars, likewise operated by electricity from the same general

source. In the heart of the city these can be operated from

a conduit, or by the storage battery, and in all the suburban

extensions by the overhead line system.

The objection of loss in transmission and recovery has

{Co}ilim4cd on page 57,)
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A VESTiBULED electric street car train will

soon be run on the road between Council Bluffs

and Omaha. It will be, it is said, the first in the

world.

An interesting legal decision is noted in the

correspondence from Los Angeles, Cal., in which

the validity of an acknowledgment taken by

telephone is affirmed. The court gives strong

reasons for the position which it assumed.

The letters received by the Board of Electri-

cal Control of New York City from electricians

in all parts of the country go to show that the

latter have quite an intimate anatomical knowl-

edge. They speak of the effect of the electric

current on the human body with a readiness

which evinces no little thought and study.

I'kiiF. Barrett, city electrician of Chicago,

thoroughly believes in the operation of an elec-

tric iilant by the city. He says the economy

of such a course is manifest. The new Chicago

plant will soon begin operations, and it is to be

ho|)ed that it will meet with such success that

the aldermen will see fit to extend the system.

Mr. Si'Rac.uf.'s exhaustive paper on the solu-

tion of the municipal rapid transit problem is

concluded in this issue. The paper is an inter-

esting one, and it has attracted widespread at-

tention. Mr. Sprague's detailed statements

ought to convince the mo.st skeptical railway

manager <if the practicability and availability of

electric motors for street car purpc^ses.

Jav C;iii;mj's illness has given rise to iiimibi-r-

less rumors concerning the Western Union Tele-

graph company. The report which has gained

the greatest circulati'iii is that which alleges he

is about to dispose of his interest in the company
to the Vanderbilts. .The reporters have worked
industriously, but thus far they have been una-

ble to find any one who has not emphatically

tlenied the rumor.

It may be some consolation to telegraph

operators in this country to know that their

brethren in Venice are paid less than $4 per

week. From this amount an income tax is de-

ducted. All the comfort they can find in the

situation is derived from the knowledge that

their lot is more tolerable than that of the ma-
jority of those who are obliged to work for a

living in that beautiful city.

The semi-annual meeting of the National
Electric Light Association will be held at the

Hotel Brunswick in New York city, August
29th, 30th and 3i.st. In all probability the at-

tendance will be larger than ever, and it is

understood that the papers will be of great in-

terest. The transportation committee is said to

have secured reduced rates for those who will

attend the convention from the west.

It is to the credit of the English electricians

that they do not attempt to deny the superior

energy and enterprise of Americans. W. M.
Mordey is quoted assaying recently: "As soon
as the Americans get hold of anything that will

work, they apply it. All the improvements in

dynamos and in motors have practically been
rejected on this side of the Atlantic. We seem
to make the improvements for the Americans to

make use of."

When a mysterious fire breaks out in a build-

ing which is lighted by electricity the tendency
seems to be to make the wires responsible for

the blaze. This was the case after fire had de-
stroyed Whitelaw Reid's splendid mansion at

Ophir Farm, near White Plains, N. Y. An in-

vestigation demonstrated that the wires had
nothing to do with the origin of the conflagra-

tion. The house will be rebuilt, and all the elec-

tric features will be duplicated.

The question has been asked how much money
the ocean cable companies have made while the
twelve-cent rate has been in existence. It is said

that the Commercial company made §200,000.
On an investment of $10,000,000 this amount is

not a brilliant percentage, to say the least. If

the cable had been broken this $200,000 would
have disappeared. The other companies, it is

stated, were not quite so fortunate, and have made
nothing at all. The new 25-cent rate will go into

effect probably on August 15th.

In a recent speech before the selectmen of

Brookline, Mas.s., Henry M. Whitney, president

of the West End Street Railway company, in

asking for permission to erect poles for the oper-

ation of the road by electricity, made the follow-

ing sensible and timely remark: " I believe that

the electric motor at this ilay has reached that

stage of development which makes it a perfectly

practicable working machine, superior in all re-

spects to horses for quick transportation." This
view of the case is one which street railroad di-

rectors can afford to ponder over.

Buffalo has several sensible aldermen as

will be noted by reference to the correspondence
from that city. One of the city councilors in

urging the proposition to light the city by elec-

tricity, said that the introduction of electric

lights had already .saved the city millions of dol-

lars by causing the gas companies to lower the

price for their illuminant. "The city must ex-

pect to pay more for electric lights than for

gas," said another level headed alderman. "If

not then the city ought to use tallow candles,

which are cheaper than anything else."

The last of the series of letters and documents
presented to the New York Board of Electical

Contiol is concluded in this week's issue. What-
ever may be .said of the question at issue, no
one will deny that the advocates of the alternat-

ing system preseiilecl Iheir side of the case wilh

ability, vigor and clearness. The letters are

almost without exception well written, and they

will form important additions to the literature

of that interesting topic, "The .-Mternating vs.

Continuous Current." We adhere to the posi-

tion which we assumed toward the question last

week. Prohibition of any system is not needed
in New York, but rather control of all by the

proper authorities.

The nortli side cable road of Chicago does
not improve with age. It has become demoral-
ized several times during the last week, and on
one or two occasions hundi'eds of north siders

were obliged to walk home in a pouring rain.

The knowledge of these facts does not tend to

increase the demand for the cable among the res-

idents of the west side of the river. .Another

experiment with the cable is be made, however,
and in a few months the residents of the west

section of the city will be obliged to endure the

discomforts which now afflict those who live on
the north side. The railway company has been
repeatedly urged by the press and the people to

look into the merits of the electric system for the

west side, but for some reason not easily imag-
ined no attention has been paid to these requests.

In view of the marked success of electric roads,

it is unfortunate to say the least, that a system
better than the cable cannot be tried on the

west side. The Chicago Daily News, which has

advocated the use of electricity, thus speaks of

the extension of the cable system: " Yerkes is

now about to introduce his ' rapid transit' system
on the west side of the town. He has set things

back about ten years on the north side, and we
are curious to see whether the west siders will

submit to his rule-and-ruin policy. The dismal

failure of the north side cable line has demon-
strated pretty clearly, we think, that as a means
of rapid transit surface roads are wholly incom-

petent. Four miles an hour is not rapid transit.

Philadelphia may think so, but Chicago doesn't."

George Kennan, whose series of articles on
Siberia is attracting such attention, first gained
his knowledge of Russia and Siberia when vis-

iting those countries to promote the construction

of the overland telegraph. He spent two years

in Russia and Siberia before the gigantic scheme
was abandoned on account of the success of the

Atlantic cable. Mr. Kennan is now one of the

managers of the Associated Press at Washing-
ton. Of Mr. Kennan the Chicago Stainkird

says: "He early learned the iMorse alphabet

system, and it is said that before he was six years

of age he had sent a telegraphic message. This
will not appear so strange when it is stated that

his father was the manager of the Western
Union telegraph office. His father was a col-

lege graduate and the boy's .studies were
pursued under his supervision, while his

knowledge of telegraphy was also acquired from
him. The demands of the war for and upon
telegraphers, one of which important auxiliaries

to modern warfare he early became, prevented
young Kennan from entering college, for which
he had made preparation. So arduous were his

efforts in the line of his profession that some-
times he was at his key from six o'clock at night

until eight in the morning, stopping only

for momentary respite. At the age of

eighteen, the year before the close of the

war, the plan of the AVestern Union com-
pany to run this telegraph line across Asia,

was a topic for newspaper talk. Kennan,
who had worked himself down to poor health,

was ready to accompany such a party of tele-

graphic pioneers who would undertake this task,

and offered his services to Gen. Anson Stager,

then president of the company. Two days after

his letter to the company, the inquiry came,
"Can you get read)' to start to Siberia in two
weeks?" To which he characteristically clicked

this reply over the wire: "I can get ready in two
hours." Overcoming the prejudices of his pa-

rents, and recovering from a serious sickness,

the young man started on his long journey and
spent three years on the other continent before

returning to his native land. So congenial to

his taste did this strange out-of-door life become
to him that he has revisited the land of the Tsar
four times since, and traveled by rail and sledge

ami Russian carriitge lhous;iiids of miles."
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been T.'iisetl ;is against an electric system, and also the

iliiestion of braking. These are easily met.

We have systems of electrical braking" a train b\- the use
of its motors; which consists in converting tliem into dyna-
mos, deriving the'r driving power from the train, and using

up its energy by converting it into electrical energy, which
can be used in a variety of ways. In a storage battery sys-

tem the energy of the car can be made to partially recharge

the batteries on a down grade, and in stopping. In a direct

supply niultiplearc system, operating a large number of

cars, this power of being able at will to convert the energy
of a moving train into electrical energy delivered to the line

by the same apparatus which controls the speed and power
of the train, is of exceptionable importance. In a double

track system, the energy given to one track may be com-
municated to the other just as efiiciently as along itself. In

fact, in the entire electrical system every pa-'t is mutually
connected, and there is a bond of union between the differ-

ent trains far more perfect and effective than any mechanical
connection could be. The upgrades on one track being
equal to the down grades of the other, it is evident that the

total upgrade of a system is equalized by the downgrade
thereof. If, then, energy is expended in getting underway
and ciimbing upgrades, and a large proportion of this can
be recovered in stopping and in running downgrade, it is

evident that the total initial energy required would be that

necessar)' to remove the trains continuously on level grades,

with a percentage for loss in conversion and reconversion

added. The more train units which are.x)perated, and the
more frequent the stoppages, the more marked is this ad-

vantage in an electric system.

I some time since made a number of determinations of

a system of the equipment capacity of the Third Avenue
Elevated, in which I found that about 40 per cent, of the

power could be saved by this system of braking, where every

motor coming to a station or running of a downgrade is

made a generator which is helping to supply the current

needed to operate the remaining trains.

Instead of the current- being all supplied by a main gen-
erating station at one or two points, it would be supplied

from nearly as many moving stations along the line as there

would be trains slowing down or running on a downgrade.
In fact, the loss of the two conversions and one transmis-

sion would be more than counter-balanced, and consequently
the original horse power at the central station would be no
more than the aggregate net horse power now developed on
the entire line, and this is only about 3S per cent, of the

total capacity of the engines. With any given potential

and losses on the line, the main conductor would be very
much smaller. No' only on the line, but at the central sta-

tion would a saving be effected; for in asystem of the capac-

ity of that which we are considering this saving on lots,

building, boilers, engines, dynamos and httings would be
not less than Jf!400,ooo, and there would be about 40 per
cent, saving in the coal, labor, depreciation and incidental

expenses of the central station.

Another method of using the motors for breaking pur-
poses is to break the connection from the line, and reverse

the machine through a local circuit on the train, varying
either the local circuit or the circuits of the machine.
While in this position of breaking, if the local circuit is

opened and the line connection made, the machine would be
instantly reversed.

Elaborate experiments were made by me nearly two
years ago on the Thirty-fourth street branch of the New
Vork Elevated railroad, in which these questions of gear-

ing, of mounting the motors on trucks under the car and
handling the car without shoebrakes, were very thoroughly
studied. There this method of braking was shown to be
under the most perfect control. When desired, the brak-

ing could be made so sudden as to cause the wheels to

have a continuous skidding rotation, not such a skidding as

is caused when an air brake is put on too sharply, but a
rotating slip which is just enough to relieve the armature
when the strain on it reaches the point determined by the

coefficient of adhesion on the rails.

This is the ideal method of braking, because fixed skid-

ding and flat wheels are an impossibility, and the wheels
will turn until the train comes to a dead stop, although,

where the braking power is put on too suddenly and ex-

ceeds the grip of the wheels, they will relieve themselves by
slipping just enough to keep the braking at the maximum
limii. A train so governed can be made to creep dov^n the

maximum grade of a road at a snailV^iace, and in an emer-
gency such a car, running twenty-one miles an hour on a

down grade, has been stopped and reversed witliin ninety

feet.

When the electric motor is reversed its action is cumulat-
ive, for so long as its motion continues in its normal direc-

tion, it tends to augment the current which flows through it

with any given setting of the switch, and thus ver\' much
increases the effort to stop itself; and the higher the velocity

at which the armature is traveling, the greater this effort.

In fact, it would be practically impossible with a properly
constructed railroad motor to prevent its reversing when
the switch is thrown over far enough. This is another point

in which an electric motor has a great advantage over a
steam engine.

So it would seem that electricity has practical advan-
tages over steam for this character of traffic, and there are

considerations other than purely engineering ones. The
use of electricity instead of steam would do much towards
making a road of this character popular. We would have
express and way trains, starting and stopping smoothly and
quickly, moving at a high rate of speed and running at

short intervals. Dust, smoke, cinders, oil and drippings
would disappear; the air would be purer and cleaner. The
trains would be safer and under more perfect control; mo-
tive power would cost less; depreciation on the track struc-

ture would be much less; the carry^ing capacity would be in-

creased; cars would be brilliantly lighted; comfortably
heated; in short, everything which would make rapid transit

safe, pleasant and effective is possible by a prrnerly de-

veloped system of electric traction.

One of the most important sources of revenue from such

a system would be the sale of power for stationary purposes.
Already we are operating no less than 130 different indus-
tries by electric motors, and the receipts vary from $60 to

$150 per horse power. The extent of the application of

electricity with any such general source of supply can
hardly be conceived. Its profits would be far more than
enough to pay the total cost of motive power.

But we must not shut our eyes to the work which has got
to be done. We must not exaggerate the advantages of

electricity; we must not belittle the position of a system
which has been developed by the ablest engineers for the
last forty years. All their experience, all their study, a'l

their victories form a magnificent groundwork for us to build
upon, and will render the final victory of electricity more
easy and certain if we build wisely and take to heart all the
lessons which their years of experience teach us. In a
small -fraction of the forty years which have marked the de-
velopment of steam engineering, electric engines will rival

in mechanical perfection, in construction and performance,
the best locomotives. Even to-day, weight for weight, and
duty for duty, the electric motor is already rivaling and out-

stripping its predecessor. For the present and for a long
time to come it is probable that for trunk line work, and
for the original source of our power in an electrical system,
we will be dependent upon the steam engine, but we all

hope and expect that the future will bring us some other
effective means of converting the energy of coal into elec-

trical energy, and that by some direct method which will

not require the intervention of a steam engine and dynamo.
It is not too much to hope for, and already experiments
have been made which foieshadow this great result. The
success of this discovery would produce such a revolution in

the use and distribution of power as to exceed our most
sanguine expectation.

Edison English Patent Decisions.

Two opinions exist in England in reference to the deci-

sion in the case of Edison and Swan against Holland. Jus-
tice Kay found that the Edison incandescent lamp patent

was invalid, and that the Cheesbrough patent which cov-
ered the flashing process had been infringed by the de
fendant. The two opinions relate to the probable outcome
of an appeal. On the one hand Industries says: " Of course
the Edison-Swan company may appeal as to the Edison
patent, and the defendants may appeal as to the Chees-
brough. We think, however, that nothing would be gained
on either side, as the Edison patent seems hopelessly invalid,

and the Cheesbrough patent has had three judgments in its

favor."

The Electrical Engineer rather holds to a contrary view.

It comments particularly on this reason of Justice Kay for

invalidating the Edison patent: " Secondly, because his

specification does not describe a lamp, which ever became, or,

as I think, could have became commercially successful."

The paper adds: " Whether Justice Kay's judgment will be
upheld because of the other reasons given is a matter upon
which we offer no opinion, but to make the validity of a
patent depend upon whether or no the article has suc-

ceeded commercially, as manufactured according to the

specification, is a matter that cannot by any possible means
be allowed to be recognized till it has been upheld by a

higher jurisdiction."

T//eke2'/e7a says: "The Edison lampmonopolynow seems
to be completely destroyed. The judgment is so strong,

and the conclusion depends so little on legal opinions and
so much on facts, that we think there is no doubt that the

judgment will be supported. The case will probably go to

appeal, and perhaps to the Lords, for the policy of the Edi-

son-.Swan company will probably be to intimidate the indus-

try as much as possible by advertising that they have sev-

eral judgments in their favor, and only one against them,

and that people will use other lamps on peril, as the valid-

ity will be sustained on appeal, and proceedings will then

be taken."

The London Electrician says; Now that the prolonged

and exhaustive investigation into the merits of Edison as an
inventor of the incandescent lamp has at last come to an end,

and judgment has been pronounced invalidating the patent,

the strongest impression left upon our minds is one of utter

astonishment that a stringent monopoly should have been

maintained so long and so successfully upon a patent of so

ilimsy a character. "Flimsy," we think, is not too strong

—or rather too weak—a word to describe a patent which

has been declared invalid on points so fundamental and so

numerous as the following: Because it does not describe

a lamp which ever became commercially successful; because

the directions were so insufficient that no one could make
the carbons described without previous experiment; because

one of the processes set forth is positively injurious, and the

clauses relating to coated and coiled filaments are of no

practical utility; and lastly, because the claim for a mo-
nopoly of incandescent lamps having a filament of carbon is

far too wide, "considering," as his lordship added, " how
little Edison has actually invented." We believe that no
unprejudiced person who has followed the proceedings can

fail to admit that the weight of the evidence demanded this

decision, and we must now recognize the fact that the

claims of Edison to be regarded as a discoverer of any ele-

ment of the first importance in incandescent lamp manu-
facture are thereby finally exploded.

Once more, says an English paper, suggestions are in

the air for a postal tube between Dover and Calais, and this

time in a more detailed form. The idea is to suspend two

tubes of about a yard each in diameter by means of steel

cables across the Channel, forty yards above the level of

the sea. The steel cables will be fixed to pillars at dis-

tances of about Soo yards, and in each tube a little railway

will run, with cars capable of carrying 450 pounds in

wei-rht. No parcel of greater weight than this will betaken,

and^the cost is estimated at the modest figure of £r,ooo,-

000. It is also proposed to run telegraph and telephone

wires through these tubes.

High Tension System Before the Board
of Electrical Control

I'Akr 11.

CuMMi!i\KVriON l-ROM O. H. ' SlT ALLKNHliRCIER.

C J. Jackson, President Safety Electric Light ^ Power
Co., New York:

PiTTSHURGii, Pa., July 7.—In reference to the questions
which you have brought up for my consideration regarding
the safety and reliability of the alternating current system
of distribution, I would say first, in regard to the matter of
personal safety, that I regard the alternating current less

dangerous to human life than the direct current, for several

reasons. In the first place I am well acquainted with a
number of electricians and men connected with electric

lighting work who have received through their bodies a cur-
rent due to alternating difference of potential, varying be-
tween 1,000 and 2,000 volts. I have myself received r,ooo
volts without even temporary inconvenience, and in the case
of one of the electricians connected with our interests, a shock
of something greater than 2,000 volts was received without
fatal results. During my experience with direct current
dynamos, I have frequently received a shock due to the ex-

tra current from the field of a machine suddenly opened, and
I have no hesitation in saying that the shocks I have received
in this way from machines designed to produce only 100
volts electromotive force, were much more severe than those
I have received by direct contact with the primary circuit

of a Westinghouse 1,000-volt dynamo, when its field was
charged to the full normal amount.

It is simply out of the question to produce any practicable

extra current in the armature circuit of an alternating cur-
rent machine from the opening of the field, particularly

when the machines are separately excited, and this is for

the reason that there is no connection between the armature
and the field circuits and the effect of suddenly interrupting
the field current is only to interrupt the current in the arma-
ture without producing a sudden flash of high electromotive

force which inevitably follows from the interruption of the

field of a direct current machine. The construction of the

alternating current dynamo is such that, although the cur-

rent changes its direction 200 or 300 times a second, yet it

is prevented by the very nature of the machine from raising

any potential beyond a certain limit determined by the de-

sign of the machine. In the direct current machine on the

contrary there are no such restrictions, and I feel quite safe

in saying that the discharge from the field of a direct cur-

rent machine of 100 volts normal potential may be capable
of rising to fully 1,000 volts when the field curcuit is sud-
denly interrupted. I do not give this as a matter of opinion
solely, but as a matter of actual experience and convic-
tion. This quality of the direct current machine has often

rendered it neccesary in my own experience to interpose a
number of incandescent lamps, say five or six, across the

breaking points of the field rheostat, so that on the interrup-

tion of the field circuit the arc formed across those contacts

would be prevented to some extent; the result of this ar-

rangement is that half a dozen or more lamps connected in

series would be flashed up to their full brilliancy by the so-

called 100-volt dynamo; whereas, under normal conditions,

it would require as many 100 volts as there are lamps to

produce a similar condition. There is a very convincing

reason for the small danger due to alternating current

shocks to the human body as compared to those received

from the direct current; namely, the fact that the conduct-
ing fluids are more or less decomposed or electrolized by the

passage of the direct current, while it is well understood
that such an effect is not produced by the alternating cur-

rent. It is therefore t5vident that the passage of the direct

current through the human body, for even a moderate
length of time, may be sufficient to so decompose the fluids

and tissues of the vital parts as to produce fatal results very

quickly: whereas, a current of the same quantity of rapidly

alternating potential may produce only a shock to the nerves

without any organic change, consequently without perma-
nent or even serious danger. This statement is well borne
out by the fact that it is impossible to measure correctly the

resistance of the human body by means of a direct curi-ent

as the resistance changes continually while the measurement
is in progress, even where the contacts are preserved care-

fully and where the utmost care is exercised to produce
accurate results. The decomposition of the fluids thoroughly
explains this, since it is a well-kfiown fact that in all cases

of electrolytic action the resistance is never the same for any
considerable period. With the alternating current system

it is possible to obtain definitely the resistance of the human
body with contacts of a given nature; consequently the

effects of the alternating current can be determined and
counted upon much more easily than the direct.

Laying aside the question of the relative danger of the

alternating and direct current, it is a matter of everyday ex-

perience that a 50 or 100 alternating current is perfectly

safe and it is perfectly possible and easy to confine the dif-

ference of potential entering a house from the street cir-

cuit.

The insulation on the converters as now employed and as

they have been in use since the commercial operation of the

alternating current system, is so perfect that among several

thousand converters now in use. under the patents of the

Westinghouse company, I have yet to learn of a single

instance in which any connection has been discovered

between the primarj' and secondary wires. These conver-

ters have been in use under almost every conceivable condi-

tion of location, andsurroundingconditionsand a large num-
ber of them being in use in the open air, and up to the pres-

ent lime no accident to life or property has been recorded.

As a matter of fact, the converter is a safeguard to the con-

sumer, protecting him from all dangerous currents likely to

traverse his wires; namely, that from lightning. Where the

circuit is continuous from the pole line to the lamps an ex-

cellent conductor is provided for the discharge of the light-

ning flash wherever the ground insulation happens to be

the weakest, and for this reason we hear of lightning enter-

ing buildings and destroying property to a greater or less ex-

tent, particularly at the central stations where the greatest
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number of coiitliiclin^^ wires enter and where masses of

metal are cither more or less connected are apt to form the

weakest points in tiic system of insulation. Where the con-

verter is interposed between the line wires and circuit likely

to be handled by the consumer, a safeguard is provided,

the effect of which on the passage of a lightning discharge

is simply to work an injury on the converter itself separat-

ing it from the surface wires, and temporarily interrupting

the supply of current. In the experience of our company a

number of cases have occurred in which lightning has al-

most totally destroyed the converters and the result has been

in every case to disable the primary coil, cutting it out of

action and immediately freeing this circuit from the con-

verter, owing to the increased current passing through the

primary coil under these conditions It will be impossible

for the' converter to remain in circuit when sufficiently in-

jured by lightning to render insulation between the primary

and secondary circuits insecure. Under all other conditions

than the burning out of the converter by lightning or des-

truction by fire, the nature of the insulation between the

primary and secondary circuit is so perfect that it is almost

impossible that any connection should occur between them,

since the insulation is made up of several distinct and per-

fect envelopes for the wire. These insulations are as

water-proof as it is possible to produce them, when unin-

jured by a mechanical abrasion, and from the latter the

coils are thoroughly protected by an inclosure in the iron

casting with which each converter is provided. The insu-

lations are not only carefully carriedbut from the primary to

the secondary coil, but between each coil and the iron plates

which form the surrounding field as that the insulation

measured from one coil to the other through the iron is in

reality double the insulation from coil to coil.

In regard to the question that has been raised as to the

reliability of the safety fuses. I would simply call attention

to the well-known fact that the fuses of moderate size are

much more quick and reliable in their action than the large

fuses. The current in our system traverses four pairs of

fuses between the dynamo and the lamp, all of which fuses

are of moderate size, even where 2,000 or 3,000 lights are

distributed over the same primary circuit. In case of ac-

cident by iiglitning or otherwise, which would disable the

converter, the usual effect is to immediately burn out the

primary safety fuses of the converter, but, should this fail

for any reason, the passage of an abnormal current through

the secondary fuses would cut them out and, failing in this,

they would have still between the converters and the lamps
the local fuses which are of still smaller capacity, and there-

fore readily discharged. I might amplify on these matters

to a very considerable extent, but have confined myself to

explaining the material matters in which our system has

safeguards which make it absolutely reliable to life and
property. In conclusion, I might state emphatically that

the converter, whether for underground or overhead use,

and particularly in the latter event, is an element of safety of

a very appreciable amount against danger from currents of

higher tension than is used in alternating, which may, by
any event, be brought into contact with the primary wires

of this system. Yours respectfully,

O. B. Shallenuerger.

Communication from H. M. Bvi.lesley,

Mr. C. //. Jackson, President Safety Light, Heat and
Po-ivcr Company, Ah'w Yoj-k, N. Y.:

PiTTSHURG, Pa., July 14.—I am in receipt of your favor

inclosing a clipping from the New York Evening Post,

which clipping simply is an attack upon the alternating cur-

rent system signed by Harold P. Brown.
I have carefully read this article and beg to call your at-

tention to the following facts and observations in connec-

tion with the same:
About twenty months ago the Westinghouse Electric com-

pany began the commercial introduction on a large scale of

the alternating system ofof electric lighting. The advan-

tages of this system immediately appealed to the wants and
experience of parties already engaged in central station light

ing, and of those who up to that time had been seriously

considering to go into the business, but had not actually

embarked in the enterprise in consequence of the absence

of any system which would fill all the requirements in a

commercially successful manner. The first plant intro-

duced by this company on the alternating system in this

country was started at Buffalo, N. Y., on Nov. 30, 1SS6.

After that other plants were rapidly sold and put in opera-

tion until, at the date of this letter, the Westinghouse
Electric company and its licensee, the Thomson-Houston
Electric company, have sold in Canada and the United

States a total of 127 stations using the alternating system,

and of which 98 stations are in operation at the present

time, the remainder being under construction. Among
these 127 stations there are several which, to the best of my
knowledge and belief, are the largest incandescent lighting

stations in the world. Notably, the Virgin Alley station in

l^ittsburg, which has a generating capacity of 15,500 16-

candle power lamps, and which, together with its sub-sta-

tions, operated by the same company (The Allegheny
County Light company), in Allegheny City and East End
Pittsburg, make a total of 25,800 iTi-candle power lamps
on the alternating current system, in daily use in the city of

Pittsburg and Allegheny; being the largest numberof incan-

descent lights served at the present time from central sta-

tions than any city in the] United Slates. The plant

of Ihc Denver Eight, Heat i,^ Power company, Denver,

Col., which was put in operation in December, 1887, is

now supplying over eight thousand lO-candle power lamps.

The central station at Richmond, Va., which originally

started with 650 candle power lamps and subsequently in-

creased to 2,600 if)-candle power lamps, has now received

another increase, giving il a total generating capacity of 7,-

fxyj lO-candle power lamps on the alternating system. The
station at New Orleans origin.illy operated by the South-

western r.rush Electric l.iglil iS: I'ower company, but now
the property of the Onisolidaled Electric Eight company,
has over 7,500 i6-caiKlle power lamps in successful opera-

tion. At Baltimore, Md., the Brush Electric Light com-

pany of Baltimore City has just started a station of 5000
lights. The Richmond Light, Heat & Power company of

Staten Island, N. Y., has a station which at present is op-

erating over 4,000 i6-candle power lamps.

Of the stations which are in operation at the present

writing, and all of which have been sold and installed since

Nov. 30, 1886, thirty-four have increased their plants since

putting them in operation.

\o\x will readily understand, upon a consideration of the

foregoing, the enormous amount of work which has de-

volved upon the officials, electricians, and engineers of

the Westinghouse Electric company, in developing and in-

troducing this enormous business within so short a time,

and that it has been considered inexpedient, heretofore, to

take any notice of, or make any reply to, the criticism and
attacks of some of the opposition electric lighting com-
panies, which have developed recently in a method of at-

tack which has been more unmanly, discreditable and un-
truthful than any competition which has ever come to my
knowledge. The article of Harold P. Brown, referred to.

is a fair sample of the class of attack. I have neither the

time, nor the inclination to answer in detail the charges
brought forward by Mr, Brown, nor indeed do I consider

it at all necessary, as in spite of this and similar attacks

above mentioned, the business of the company is steadily

increasing, and the only result produced by such articles is

a certain amount of annoyance.

However, I would say briefly, and all of which we are

prepared to have substantiated by an intelligent and
thorough test and examination of our system by any compe-
tent engineer or engineers:

In the first place, an alternating current is far less dang-
erous as to fire or life risks than a current of what is known
as the continuous or direct current type. This is a matter

which can be readily proved by breaking two currents, one
of the alternating, and the other the direct, by the same
switch. In the case of the direct current, a long and vic-

ious spark will occur, which, if the current is of sufficient

volume, will probably melt the edges of the switch. With
the alternating current a spark barely perceptible, and with
none of the heating and melting effects, will be observed by
the same operation.

As to life risks, it has been demonstrated to our entire

satisfaction, and the entire satisfaction of people who have
given the subject an intelligent investigation, that the efl'ects

of currents of the two systems upon animal life, are very

unequal, and the effect of the alternating current is im-
mensely less, both as to burning and possible death, than
the direct current of the same volume and pressure, as ex-

plained by Mr. Shallenberger.

Of the gS central stations of the W^estinghouse Electric

company, now in operation, and all using the alternating

system, we have yet to receive knowledge of a single case

of fire of any description, from the use of our system. Of
the 125 central stations of the leading direct current com-
pany, there are numerous cases of fire, in three of which
cases the central station building itself was entirely de-

stroyed, the most recent being the destruction of the Boston
station, while among the almost innumerable fires caused
by this system, among the users, may be mentioned the
total destruction of a large theater at Philadelphia, which
fire was directly caused by the direct current system of the

leading direct current electric light company of the

country.

Regarding the alleged life risks by the use of the alter-

nating current system, I would say that the potential, or

pressure, or electromotive force used on the primary lines

with the system of this company is one thousand volts, as

against a pressure on the three-wire, direct current system
of two hundred volts. Greater care in running these prim-
ary wires, either overhead or underground, is required than
would be the case if a lower pressure were used, and, it is

possible, under certain contingencies, for a person through
carelessness to become so connected with these primary
wires as to receive a shock which may possibly prove fatal;

but this risk is reduced to a minimum It is a common
matter for the three-wire central station companies using
the direct current system to run a special wire usually for

street lighting purposes, carrying a potential on the direct

current S3'stem of 1,000 volts, and which, as explained
above, is certainly more dangerous in every way than 1,000

volts of the alternating system. It must be distinctly

borne in mind, however, that the street wires carrying the

primar}' current of the alternating System are never carried

into the houses, and that the current which goes into the

buildings and houses to feed the incandescent lamps has an
e. m. f. of 50 or 100 volts, as against an e. m, f. of 200
on the three-wire system. And I further state, beyond any
possibility of contradiction, that it is utterly impossible, by
the construction of our apparatus, for a high tension cur-

rent used in the primary wires to pass the converters and
enter the houses. An intelligent examination of the con-
struction of our apparatus will prove this beyond any ques-

tion of doubt.

As to the alleged impossibility of the operation of our
system on an underground circuit, I have only to say that

any statement of this nature is absolutely and entirely false.

The company using our system in Denver, Col., and which
has been referred to previously in this letter, has been em-
ploying our underground system very successfully with a

distributing capacity of over 12,000 i6-candle power lamps.

At Springfield, Mass., we have an underground system in

successful operation with a distributing capacity of 2,100
i6-candle power lamps. At the Keystone Light & Power
company, in Philadelphia, they are distributing over 2,600
i6-candle power lights through an underground system.

We are prepared at any time to furnish plans or take con-

tracts for tlie introduction of our system by underground
wires and to guarantee its successful performance under all

circumstances, so long as our plans and specifications are

adhered to, and the very successful operation of the three

underground stations mentioned, certainly is more assuring

in this direction than the very unsatisfactory performance
of the underground three-wire systems, which underground
systems have been attended with continual trouble, and
have retjuired the most careful nursing from the time they

were started up to the present moment, as, for instance,

at Detroit, Mich., Columbus, O., Chicago, III., Philadel-

phia, Pa., not to mention others. Whenever local com-
panies are willing to incur the extra investment required for

putting the wires underground, we are also prepared to fur-

nish them the system with sufficient guarantees for its suc-

cessful performance.
The dismal commercial results so far achieved by the

majority of central stations using the three-wire system,
owing to the fact that the low tension which they are re-

quired to use with that system prevents the possibility of

their covering a sufficient territory to insure a permanently
successful business, certainly warrants the expenditure by
local companies of a little more cost in installation and care

in construction of their lines to enable them to use such a
system as the Westinghouse Electric company has so suc-

cessfuly introduced, and by the use of which system any
local company can permanently occupy the field instead of

being in a position where it is continually harassed, and
having its business cut into by other companies coming into

the same field, while it is itself unable to strike out and oc-

cupy new territory.

The idea of locating a central station in the heart of the

most tliickly populated section of a city or town, as for in-
j

stance, the three-wire system in Philadelphia, paying enor-

mous sums for the haulage of coal and ashes, and even for

the use of water for the boilers, when by the use of the al-

ternating system of the Westinghouse Electric company, the

same stations could be located on some river bank, or con-
tiguous to a railroad, thus avoiding all expense of haulage
and for water, is surely one which does not appeal to the

common sense and experience of the people who are ac-

quainted with engineering enterprises.

In closing, I would call your attention particularly to what
is probably the most recent attack against this company,
and a consideration of which, together with the accompany-
ing facts as put forth in printed circular inclosed, will, I

think, make clear to you the utterly irresponsible nature

of the parties carj'ing on such a campaign against us. I

refer to the inclosed circular which has come into our hands
marked "Confidential to Agents," and printed over the sig-

nature of Ed. H. Johnson, president of the Edison Electric

Light company. This company, as you are aware, is using
what is known as the three-wire low tension system. It is

certainly manifest from this that the desperation of the op-
position companies has reached a point where even a regard

to their own interests is thrown aside, and the only explana-
tion which I can apply to the issuance of the confidential

circular in question is, to consider it as a last effort on their

part.

The previous circulars and pamphlets that have been is-

sued have been all of the same nature and are all suscep-

tible of exactly as sweeping a reply as this, but, as explained
previously, we have felt no injury resulting from the circu-

lation of such literature, and have neither the time nor in-

clination to reply to it.

Trusting that this rather lengthy letter has at least in a

measure replied to your inquiries, and again stating that

we are ready at all times to invite the intelligent examina-
tion of our system by parties who will do so in a fair-minded

and straightforward way, and in such a manner as was
done by the Society of Gaslighting of which Eugene Van-
derpoel, president of the Newark Gas Light company,
Newark, N. J., is chairman. I remain.

Yours very truly, H. M. Bvllesby,
Vice-President and General Manager.

Communication from the Safety Eleci-ric Light

AND Power Comtany.

Messrs. Coinmissioners ofthe Boai'd of Electrical Control of

New York City:

New York, July 7.—We tender our cordial thanks for

the invitation extended us under the resolution adopted at

your meeting June S, iSSS, concerning rules suggested in a

communication published in the Evening Post, June 5,

iSSS.

As we will use the Westinghouse alternating current sys-

tem, our reply to your invitation will be confined to the

proposed rule, reading, "No alternating current with a

higher electromotive force than three hundred volts shall be

used," and to the preceding paragraphs which animadvert
on the alternating current.

The Westinghouse alternating current system for incan-

descent lighting is in successful daily use in some eighty-

two central stations, located in many states. Some forty-

five additional central stations are being built to use the

system, and this number is being increased at the rate of

about two per week. Those in use have lighting capacities

varying from 2,000 lights to more than iS.ooo lights each,

and all are being constant!)' enlarged to provide for the con-

tinued increased demands.
For the distribution of the alternating current generated

in these central stations thousands of miles, both of over-

head and underground conductors are used.

These numerous stations have been installed under the

supervision of and are managed by as many local superin-

tendents, most of whom had been previously entirely unac-
quainted with the Westinghouse alternating current system.

In the construction of these many stations with their

numerous lights and miles of wire and cables, and in their

daily operations in such extensive proportions, a very large

number of employes have been and are now engaged who
necessarily had no previous experience with the Westing-
house alternating current system.

Daily and hourly from these many stations the alternating

current has l^een and is transmitted through miles upon
miles of wires and cables to hundreds of thousands of

lamps, providing light to millions of people, and yet, up
to this moment, the first death, due to this, as the publica-

tion in the E7'ening J\>st designates it, "damnable and
fatal" current, has to be recorded. Nor has there occurred

a single instance of fire having been caused by the current

from any of these stations, and the electro motive force in

all the main or feeding conductors, from all these stations
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to the converters, in every instance, is at least i.ooo volts.

Amony the numerous employes of these stations, are liv-

ing very niany who have received direct from the generating;

machines, at the bare wires of the switchboards, the full

intensity of this current. They received severe shocks, it

is true, and tiie e.\.perience was not pleasant, but they were

not killed. In most cases they continued at their work

without interruption of more than an hour; they were not

even made sick or nauseated.

Facts like these show as much as anything can possibly

demonstrate that there is not "constant danger of sudden

death" in the use of this current, to which it is stated in the

communication in the FA'cniit^L^ Post, "that the public must

submit in order that corporations may pay a little larger

dividends."

The utterer of such wanton statements, if not employed

by some company to issue such a villainous budget of per-

versions of fact^ must be desirous of achieving a cheap

reputation with the general public, who imbibe the notion

from the numerous misstatements of ignorant or dishonest

persons that there is inherent danger in any use of elec-

tricity.

- We submit herewith a letter from T. Carpenter Smith,

who has been the superintendent of a station with 15,000

lights operated upon this system. He has had many years'

e.-iperience with electricity in all its forms and knows the

Westing-house alternating current system by constant prac-

tice of several vears. He has embraced in his own person

this "damnable and fatal" current of 1,000 volts and that

more than once. He has seen, as he narj:ates. several men
receiving this current without any more inconvenience than

burning' of the hands, and perhaps the absence of a half-

hour from their work.

We also submit copy of letter from W. H. Cole, superin-

tendent of an electric light company at Richmond, Va.,

using this same alternating current. His experience has

likewise been with many and various kinds of electricity for

a number of years past. He, like Mr. Smith, has received

in his own person this "damnable and fatal" current several

times, and he has several men in his employ who have

received it also.

\\'e also submit copies of letters from the general mana
ger and electrician of the Westinghouse Electric company,

which make valuable contributions to the subject and merit

the utmost consideration.

Our station at Twenty-fourth street and Thirteenth ave-

nue will be erected in the best possible manner known to

modern science, provided with all the appliances of the

best steim and electrical skill. From that station the cur-

rent will be conducted by leatl covered insulated copper

cables laid in conduits, constructed under your supervision

and direction. From these feed mains will be conveyed

similar cables through subsidiary or distributing ducts,

provided with handhole openings below the pavement at

ever)' house line. From these handhole openings will be

similar cables laid in ducts beneath the ground to the house

or vaults if there be any under the sidewalks. Against the

cellar wait or in the coal vault under the sidewalk, as the

case may be, will be placed our converters. This converter,

by its construction, converts or reduces the electromotive

force which it receives to any given pressure that we may de-

sire, never exceeding one hundred volts and being ordi-

narily but fifty volts. This converter may be likened to a

reducing valve upon a steam conveying line, such as is fre-

quently used in many buildings in this city and elsewhere,

where the boiler plant is required to be at a high pressure

for the purpose of running engines and other machinery,

which requires high pressure, and at the same time to pro-

vide steam at a low pressure for heating rooms. We sug-

gest this comparison in order that persons unfamiliar with

electricity may be able to comprehend what is meant by

conversion or reduction of electricity.

We present herewith for your inspection and examination

one of the converters sucl as we intend to use. An exami-

nation of it will show that the assertion that "between

these two circuits is interposed nothing more than a thin

layer of cotton and silk insulation," is very wide of the

fact. This assertion is followed by another that "as has

happened again and again, it requires but a flash of light-

ning or little moisture in the converter to bring the death

current to each lamp." Both assertions seem to have been

made in ignorance of the fact that this very converter which

we show here, and whose construction you can so readily

understand, is full of the strongest elements of safety

against the danger which he suggests -a? liable to occur from

a flash of lightning, and is a source of safety in the alterna-

ting current, and is entirely absent from the system lauded

and approved of so highly by the author of the assertions.

This converter has been by an advocate of the continuous

current, called a lightning arrester. Those who are in-

formed, know that before it would be possible to bring the

death current of a flash of lightning to each lamp, the

converter must be entirely destroyed, and there must be a

termination of the death current, as it could not pass through

the destroyed converter, for there would be nothing by

which it could pass. Whereas, in the direct current system

nothing interposes to prevent the continuous passage of a

lightning flash to each lamp, but the suggestion as to a

flash of lightning, if it be entitled to consideration in any
way, has no bearing manifestly to underground wires, and
we wish to use nothing else.

In addition to the converter for reducing the voltage-

which we carry In our mains are safety fuses, which, should

a current possibly pass beyond the converter, exceeding the

voltage we desire to have in the house, would instantly fuse

and break the circuit, beyond which the current could pass;

but, assuming that the current, in all its intensity of the

mains, should pass this converting apparatus in its full

pressure, and should fail to dissolve the safety fuses, and

should pass along the conductors to the lamps, then again

would the circuit be broken at each and every lamp. Then
in order that every danger—not of death but of shock,

could occur to any one, it would be necessary to take hold

of both wires—and they should be bare at that, while those

we use are thoroughly insulated, in order to obtain a current

through him and to the ground.

In all of our wiring we use as a matter of business
economy the highest class of insulated wire, carefully made
to undergo any test that can be reasonably asked for by any
expert. This insulation thoroughly protects every particle

of wire from our station to each and ever)' lamp and renders
it absolutely impossible for any one to come directly in con-
tact with the bare wire except in possible cases of accident,
such as fire in the building or similar circumstances, which
would disrupt every connection made by us. In such cases,

in order that any danger of any kind should occur to per-
sons within the building, it will be necessary, as heretofore

stated, that the current pass in its full intensity through the

converter, unreduced and untransformed, and that the safety

fuses fail to melt, and that the person take hold of both
wires in order to complete a circuit. The probabilities of

this series of concurrent circumstances occurring are, as is

evident from the facts of the case, almost unlikely. All

persons who have received shocks from the alternating cur-

rent, have been those employed in or about the stations,

whose duties took them to the switchboards or to the wires

connected with them directly from the machine, and even
these have not suffered more than a temporary inconveni-
ence.

We use an electromotive force of 1,000 volts in our mains
for the purpose of conveying current long distances, avoid-

ing thereby the placing of generating stations in manyparts
of the city. Generating stations, as welt as any similar es-

tablishments, are not desirable to the residents of largely

inhabited neighborhoods.
With our lead-covered insulated copper cables, which can

be laid in the earth or in specially constructed conduits with

equally good results, and with an electromotive force of

1,000 volts, electricity by our system, can be served under-

ground as readily as gas or water.

With generating stations situaed on the river front, such
as the one we are constructing, and the conveyance of the

current underground, as we desire, to have customers in the

thickly populated districts of the city, very large benefits to

the city in many directions are accomplished,and no detriment

in any respect can be shown. The application of the rule

proposed is therefore manifestly as unwise as uncalled for.

In proposing this rule, accompanied by such violent ar-

raignment of the alternating current and reckless disregard

of the history of the system we will use, the prop'^'='"', if he
sought to benefit rather tlian to wrongfully alarm tfic pub-
lic, should have given facts if he had any, derived from in-

dividuals capable of honestly deducing and stating facts

from their experience, which would justify the adoption of

any such rule.

We have not wished to promote any discussion between
the respective merits of different systems of electric light-

ing; neither have we undertaken to illuminate the electrical

record of the party whose name is suspended to the publi-

cation in question, nor to indicate the reasons for the preju-

dice thereby displayed against every system except the one

in whose behalf the diatribe seems to have been prepared.

But we deem it proper to say in view of the facts we have

given concerning the Westinghouse alternating current sys-

tem, which proves that the alternating current is not a "dam-
nable and fatal" current; that the paragraphs preceding the

proposed rules were uttered by one who was doubtless en-

tirely ignorant of the system we will use, and who, conse-

quently, if of honest purpose, should have refrained from

such indiscriminate epithetic denunciation of the alternating

current. Or, if he were fully informed, as assuredly he

should be in assuming to give promiscuous electrical instruc-

tion, unless he is one of that innumerable caravan who
boldly "rush in where angels fear to tread," then he sought

for some certainly not honest purpose, to mislead and dis-

turb the public mind by the use of alarming adjectives and

misstatements, which, instead of facts, comprise all that we
can find in his document concerning the alternating cur-

rent.

We are well pleased, however, that your honorable board

has made use of this publication as a vehicle for obtaining

an intelligent discussion of this subject, for we know that

the result must be that you will with pleasure approve the

Westinghouse alternating current system, such as we pro-

pose to use, as being excellently adapted to -meet the grow-

ing necessities of our city for electric lighting. And that

you will, in the interests of the public, set aside suggestions

emanating from ignorance or malevolence and discounte-

nance assertions which vary so widely from the experience of

so many. Very respectfully,

The Safety Electric Light and Power Comi'anv,
Wm. H. Browne,

Treasurer and Manager.

Communication of Seymour G. Smith.

To the Board of Electrical Control, Ne%o York Cbty:

New York, July 14,—We are in receipt of a marked

copy of the minutes of your board containing rules for sta-

tion lighting proposed by one Harold P. Brown, electrical

engineer, and at your invitation we would submit the fol-

lowing considerations upon the subject:

The author of the article printed in the Post and of the

proposed rules and regulations is a professional electri-

cian and inventor, and as we are credibly informed, is now

in the employ of a company which uses what Mr, Brown

terms a "closed circuit armature" for its generators. If we

are right in this supposition the constructor of the rules

and the author of the arguments advanced in the article

cannot be supposed to be free of bias. We think it proper

to call the attention of your honorable board to these mat-

ters because it seems evident to us from the whole tenor of

the printed article that it is an attack upon all other sys-

tems of electric lighting and distribution which could by

any possibility be rivals of the system with which Mr.

Brown is identified, and that some of the rules suggested

are made rather with a view to injuring rivals than with a

purpose of protecting the "dear public."

As Mr, Brosvn subscribes himself an electrical engineer,

and as your board has seen fit to take notice of the article,

it is fair to presume that the profession of the author has

carried some weight with your board in inducing it to sub-

mit the rules for the consideration of other companies with
a view of possibly adopting them. In that view of the

case it would seem not improper to inquire whether the

knowledge of Mr. Brown as displayed in the article is such
as would entitle him to credit as an electrical engineer.

In historical matters alone an inaccuracy is displayed with
regard to the art which at this day is hardly to be expected
of any of Mr. Brown's profession. For instance, il is

stated that "open circuit armatures" were pioneers in elec-

tric lighting and that at the time they were invented it was
supposed that the "closed circuit armatures which produce
the steadier and safer current could not be made to develop
sufficient electromotive force to operate a number of elec-

tric arc lamps upon one circuit." The fact of the matter is

that the machine with the closed circuit armature, which is

known as the invention of Gramme, was one of the first

types of machines to be employed in arc hghting. The
Siemens machine as used for arc lighting is another case in

point, as also the system exploited by Wm. Hochhausen in

this section in 1S7S and 1S79. The fact is so well known to

electricians that further statement is not necessary,

Mr. Brown has further attempted in his article to draw a
distinction between what he terms the "open circuit arma-
ture" and "closed circuit armature" in regard to the nature
of the current, and the closed circuit armature being com-
mended because it is supposed to produce a perfectly

smooth current, while the open circuit armature is con-

demned on the ground that it produces a "pulsating" cur-

rent, and that the current produced by it is the same as that

of a medical battery having an induction coil and a circuit

breaker in the primary. There is no similarity in fact what-
ever between the currents produced by these two devices.

Your board's expert will tell you that an "open circuit"

armature never breaks the circuit for the lamps or other de-

vices, and that there cannot therefore be a current of the

same nature as that produced in an induction coil where the

primar)' circuit is absolutely broken. The current of the

"open circuit" armature, it is true, pulsates slightly, as does
also that of the "closed circuit" armature, but the extent of

each pulsation is not in either case the whole pulsation of

any one part of the armature, but a tendency to pulsation

is counteracted by the fact that while the current in one
coil is rising or falling, as the case may be, the current in

other coils connected at th; same tim^ to the circuit is

rising or falling and the resultant efi^ecl is a current very

nearly uniform. In soue machines the t- ndency to pulsa-

tion is further counteracted by what is known as an elec-

trical or magnetic inertia of the armaiure which causes a

prolongation of the currents so that the lapping of the

currents upon one another is extended, and the sharpness

of pulsa'ion reduced.

There is not. as Mr. Brown would have the public un-

derstand, the difference in danger which he assumes be-

tween the use of a "closed circuit armamre" and an "open
circuit armature." The records of deaths do not supi ort

his views, and if there be any difl'erence in the number of

casualities we believe that it will be found to be due to the

difference in the electromotive force of the machine em-
ployed, or to the predominance of the systems using the

"open circuit armature." The closed circuit armature as

at present constructed does not lend itself so readily to the

production of high e'ectromotive force, and the running
of a large number of lamps in series; at any rate such has

been the history of the development of the art. The open
circuit machines have been practically constructed :o as to

run more lampis in series, while the companies using the

closed circuit armatures have found difficulty in making
successful and reliable machines which would run arc lights

in series up to the number which it is possible to employ
with the machines of their rivals. There seems to be no
doubt that there is a limit of electromotive force and quan-

tity of electric current which can be passed through the

human system without producing fatal effects. Just what
that limit is with what particular kind of current Js not es-

tablished, and it certainly is not established that any par-

ticular kind of current is necessarily more fatal than an
other. No conclusion on this subject can be drawn from

the eflec's, produced by an ordinary induction coil, the na-

ture of whose secondary current differs so greatly from

that of arc lighting circuits. If electromotive force or

tension were the quality alone which determined the inju-

rious eftects of an electric shock the ordinary induction

coil should be far more fatal in its effects than the ordinary

electric light current of even 3,000 volts, inasmuch as the

electromotive force of the current from the secondary is,

as is well known to electricians, enormously greater. The
voltage of the alternating current which would be used in

practice is like that of the present arc light currents, far

below that of a medical induction coil, and there is even

reason for supposing that the alternation of current would
tend to prevent destructive effects, each current tending to

undo the work of its predecessor.

The rule as to the quality of insulation to be used for out-

door arc circuits we see no objection to. and this company
in fact takes particular care to run circuits of the quality

demanded by the rule.

The third article provides that no arc dynamo shall be

operated unless provided with a voltmeter to provide a path

for the extra current of the field magnets on the opening of

the external circuit. We see no reason for the adoption of

this rule In the first place, the condition which this rule

is intended to provide for. can only come about by the ex-

ercise of the most culpable carelessness on the part of the

linemen in introducing their bodies into the circuit of the

machine. The same order of intelligence which in a line-

man would lead him to take hold of an electric circuit and

then break the circuit between his hands, allowing his

body to be inserted, would lead him, like the proverbial

Irishman, to cut the limb on which he is standing between

himself and the tree

Again, it is not practical to employ a voltmeter or re-

sistance wh'ch would be reliable in operation in the man-

ner proposed with destroying the efliciency of the sys-

tem.
Thirdly, it is not conceivable that an appliance such as

proposed could be used which would operate before the
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effects of the extra current would be felt aiul would do

their work upon the victim

The fourth rule, if it can be satisfied by practical means,

is to be commended.
The expedient proposed by Mr iJrown, of a constant

earth connection at the station, is not practicable, and we

do not know how such a requirement of the rule could be

satisfied. There can be no question but that the introduc-

tion of the ground connection would introduce an element

of weakness into the system, and would simply invite the

production of the dangerous conditions which it is the ob-

ject of the rule to e'iminate We would sia'e here that it

is the practice of this company to employ frequent and

careful tests of its line for determining whether there is a

ground connection of the circuit. The application of this

test at freouent intervals insufficient for all practical pur-

poses, but the establishment of the permanent ground con-

nection would not be permissible, inasmuch as it would

simply invite the introduction of dangerous and objection

able ground connections at other points of the circuit

The condition provided for by the fifth rule is so remote

that we do not believe there is any occasion for enforcing

the use of apparatus such as proposed, and we would at

this point suggtst to your board the advisibility of inquiring

whether the special d::\ices suggested by the third and fifth

rules are not covered by patents or applications for patents,

so that the enforcem nt of the rule in the manner proposed
would put it in the power of the company owning such in-

ventions to make all its rivals pay heavy tribute.

As to the fifth rule, we would say further, that the ordi

nary indicating appliances in use at present on arc light

circuits are sufficient to indicate immediately the rupture of

an e.xternal circuit, and that under such conditions the ma-
chinery should be slopped. If, despite the indications

which are present at the station, the person in charge

would continue to run tlie apparatus, he would do so des-

pite the provision of a device such as suggested by the

rule. We would say further, that in ihe behavior of the

machinery at the station an indication to the skilled attend

ant is given of the condition which the rule is intended to

provide for It is not conceivable that the wires at pres' nt

in use should break, and that both broken ends should fall

into connection accidentally with a conductor with which
they would make sufficiently good contact to permit the ap-

paratus at tbe station to operate Lormally. The breaking

of an ordinary circuit wire, such as at present in use, is in

itself a contingency so excessively remote as to hardly

warrant consid' ration. It is a contingency, at any rate,

that is sufficiently provided for by a provision as to the

tensile strength of wire which a company should be per-

mitted to use

This company op rates its lines with No. 4 wire, the

strength of which is amply sufficient to prevent breakages

under the most adverse conditions.

The sixth rule, with regard to the electromotive force

permissible in systems employing alternate currents, is

simply prohibitory of the use of such systems. There is

not, even under the most unfavorable view which can be
legitimately taken, such a difference in the danger from the

use of alternating currents and continuous or ordinary arc

light currents, as to warrant the requirement proposed
under these rules.

The first of the suggested rules allows an electromotive

force of from 2.500 to 3,000 volts in the case of ordinary

arc light currents. The last rule practically allows but a

tenth of that voltage in the case of alternating currents

It is no more than right that your board should take no-

tice of the fact that there has been a systematized attack

upon the alternating system by its business rivals, and for

that reason alone any objection to the system should be re-

ceived without hesitation. The practical commercial ad-

vantages of the alternating system are such that it cannot
be suppressed. The progress of development of the at
of electricity is unquestionably in the line of aliernaling

currents and for reasons which all electricians will recog-

nize.

Recent inventions have made it practicable to operate
electric motors from alternating currents without the use
of commutating or circuit changing devices of any nature
whatever in the motors. The importance of this attain

ment can hardly be over-estimated. It enlarges at once the

field of electricity as a distributor of motive power, a fact

which certainly should not be overlooked in a city like

New York, where so many large manufacturing interests

are located.

This company believes that alternating current electric

motors without commutators or circuit changers of any de-

scription are a practical thing, and the use of such motois
on an allernat.ng current system forms a part of the con-

templated business of this company with reference to

which it was organized and obtained its charter. Such
business must form a large and profitable source of income
to every company which shall either purchase or acquire
the right to u.sc motors of this description.

The field for the industrial applications of electricity

has within the past two years broadened in other directions

beside in the matter of motive power. There can be no
doubt but that electricity as a heatmg agent in welding,
forging, shaping, and in almost every variety of metal
working operations will be largely employed in the near
future. This application of electricity has recently been
developed in such a manner that this company will un
doubledly make a rental of machines for welding, shaping,
brazing, soldering, etc., by electricity, a part of its busi-

ness In the practical distribution of electricity for this

purpose, the alternating current is the sole and effective

one, because it alloA-s of the location of converters at any
place, and of a character requisite for producing the large
volume of current required in welding operations. It is

not possible to supply current of a volume required for

milal working operations by the direct system i*l distribu

lion, owing to the enormous cost of lh<: su])ply con-
ductors.

There is no reason to doubt but that electricity will be
used on a large and extensive scale within a short period
for almost every business where a working or joining of

metals in any way by heat is performed as a part of a

manufacturing operation. It is a part of the business of

this company to supply eltctricily for this as well as other

purposes, and it cannot practically do so if the restriction

proposed by the rules is placed upon the use of alterna-

ting currents

The domain of eLctriciiy enlarges from year to year,

ai d all indications point to the increased use of alternatirg

currents, because of the fact that the generators are

simpler; that the electrical energy can be readily localized

when it comes to the question of distribution, and that the

system possesses undoubted advantages in the flexibility

and ease of installation which cannot be gainsaid. We do
not th-nk that it is an advisable thing in a city like New
\'oik, whi.re the business and manufacturing interests

are so large to impose lestrictions such as proposed by Mr.
IJrown.

The objection made in the article of Mr. Brown, that

the alternating current cannot be introduced into houses
because of the fact that there is only a thin layer of cotton
or silk insulatii-n between the secondnry an primary, is

effectually disposed of by the application of a permanent
lew resistance ground to the secondaiy circuit, which
would effeci unity dispose of the objection that a Hash of

lightning will bring the "death current" to each lamp
This is an expedient which this company proposes to in-

troduce into all its alternating current apparatus, and with
the provision o' proper insulation of the main conductors.

both in the coLtrtcr and in the connections thn ughout,
there is no leason whatever why the system may rot be
used with as great security as any of the ordinary electric

arc systems. Respectfully submitted.

The East River Electkic Light Co , by Seymour G.
Smith President.

Operatini,; the T'homson-Hoiision SysiL-m in New York.

The following afiidavlt made by W. L. Wright, was

presented:

Afi-tuavit oi'- W. L. Wkight.

Philadelphia,
I

City and County.
)

William L, Wright, being duly sworn according to law,

deposes and says, on the fifth of August, 1SS7, I was in the

employ of the Keystone Electric Light li: Power company
in Philadelphia, Pa., and had occasion to do work in the

cellar of the building at Eighth and Chestnut streets, Phila-

delphia, occupied by Castor & Co. The electric wires in

the cellar upon which I went to work had been until a few
days before used for a 200-volt three-wire direct cur-

rent system, and a socket had been attached to them by
means of a long flexible cord to give a temporary light in the

cellar. The wiring had there been changed and connected to

the 1,000 alternating current, and forgetting that this current

would be on the socket, I took hold of the socket while

standing on the wet ground, when I received a shock which
threw me on my face with my hand underneath me and
still grasping the socket. I have been accustomed to hand-
ling high tension currents and kne iv I was in danger, but was
not able to call out to the man who was with me, I re-

tained consciousness for some time but was gradually ren-

dered insensible. When I came to my senses I was sitting

in the cellar held up by two of the men. In the meantime
an ambulance had been called, but I refused to go in it, as

I did not feel in any way injured except that my hand had
been badly burned. I went down to the electric light sta-

tion and waited there fifteen or twenty minutes to receive my
money, it being pay-day. and then went home. At theurgent
request of the officers of the the company I went to see Dr.
Horace Williams, 1717 Pine street, Philadelphia, who dress-

ed the burns on my hand. These burns healed very slowly

but I have not felt in any way any of the after effects from
this shock such as are usually felt from high tension direct

current machines. I am familiar with arc light currents and
have received in my business many severe shocks, and I

feel sure that had I received this kind of a shock from a
direct current machine of any of the ordinary types * *

* it would have been fatal.

I have worked with the alternating current both on the

primar)' or high tension wire and the secondary or low ten-

sion wires and am familiar with the placing of converters in

different situations throughout buildings, and when placed

as they are placed in Philadelphi , under a proper set of

rules such as the laoard of P'ire Underwriters have approved
in Philadelphia I do not see how any one can be hurt on the

secondary wires, as in case of any accident the safety fuses

in the high tension wires melt out immediately, and I think

that the high tension wires when properly boxed in are a

great deal safer than arc wires can possibly be.

.'\nd further saith not,

[Signed] W. L. Wright.

Sworn and subscribed to before me this seventh day of

July, A. D. iSSS.

Thomas D. Simi'Son, Notary Public

Other affidavits to the same effect were presented,

signed by;

John Klepper, IJenjamin Acker, Albert Schmid, George
Pulton, John Schwartz and C. J. Thompson, all of whom
hati receiveil shocks from 1,000 volt currents.

At the retiuest of the board, T. Carpenter Smith ex-

plained the underground system, as used by the Westing-
house company in Pittsburg, and in reply to an inquiry by
Commisioner Gibbens, saiti that he considered the subways
in New York superior to those used elsewhere in this

country. He then dissected a converter for examination by
the board, showing that the statements made by Mr.
P.rown as to its insufficient insulation were erroneous.

President Mess then called for the opinion af II. P. Ilrown,

or any other person wIkj desired to appear and argue
.against the introducliim of Ihe alternating system in New
Xuvk city, bill there being no person present who desired .1

hearing, the meeting was declared adjourned, subject to

the call of the chair.

CORRESPONDENCE

New York Letter.

New YoiiK, July 27.— Although the construction of sub-

ways is not attracting so much attention this season, the

work is being steadily carried on, under the auspices of the

Phoenix Construction company. The section on Broadway

between Forty-fifth and Fifty-ninth streets is just com-

pleted. It is an extension of that completed last year, and

consists of a line of ten ducts on each side of the street,

those on the east being for telephone and telegraph service

and those on the west for electric light and power service.

Other sections completed this season are as follows: Stone

street, between Whitehall and William; on William, between

Exchange Place and Front; Pearl, between Exchange Place

and Frankfort; and on Frankfort, between Park Row and
Water street. The latter is for the accommodation of lines

to Brooklyn which will run to the East river bridge from this

point on Water street. The Sixth avenue subway has been

extended south from Ninth sti'eet to Spring. Short sections

have been completed on West Houston street, between

lireen and Downing streets, on East Houston street, be-

tween Chrystie street and Broadway, and on Spring street,

from the telephone exchange to Broadway, the latter con-

taining fifty ducts. A conduit has been laid on .Spring

street, between South Fifth avenue and West street.
" A

line on Lexington avenue containing thirty ducts is nearly

completed between Fifty-eighth and Sixty-fifth streets.

Work is in progress on Broadway from \'esey street to

Union Square on the west side of the street. Nothing will

be done on the east side for the accommodation of electric

light wires until it is decided whether the companies can be

oompelled to place their wires in them, as the amount of capital

necessarily sunk is too large to remain idle until the litiga-

tion is ended between the Board of Electrical Control and

the United States company. TJie material used for the

subways differs in different locaHlies. Duels are made of

wrought iron pipe embedded in hydraulic cement, and also

of sheet iron lined with cement, as no trouble was experi-

enced with either of these plans which were adopted very

generally last year. Square sticks of yellow pine eight

feet in length, with a duct bored through them and treated

with creosote, are also used to a considerable extent. The
requisite number of these "pump-logs" are assembled to-

gether and boxed, and it is thought they will answer the

purpose very well. The telephone company is placing its

cables in the subways as they become available, and under-

ground telephonic communication is now established be-

tween the Peail street exchange near the Battery and Fifty-

ninth street, a distance of nearly five miles.

On Wednesday Police Justice Gorman made a formal de-

cision in the case of the Board of Electrical Control against

the United States Illuminating company for maintaining

wires and poles in certain streets contrary to the rules of

the board. The case is allowed to take its natural course,

and the company is held to await the action of the grand

jury. If an indictment is found against the company, a

vigorous fight will ensue. Justice Gorman dismissed the

complaint against the company for maintaining a nuisance.

The date of the annual clambake given to the electrical

fraternity by the American Electrical Works at Providence,

has been fixed for September 1st, between the meetings of the

electric light and the telephone associations in this city. A
movement is on foot to charter a steamboat for the occasion,

to call at Newport on the return trip, and make the excur-

sion a continual round of pleasure. Some doubt is ex-

pressed as to the possibility of the average electrical consti-

tution enduring such a strain as this programme implies.

A few days ago Manager Tillinghast of the Western

Union office at Buffalo, N. Y., expressed the opinion be-

fore the city fathers that the authorities should take some

steps toward putting the wires of the city departments un-

derground, before calling upon the various electrical com-

panies to do so. This ai'gument has been offset by the an-

nouncement that a contract has been awarded to the Stand-

ard Underground Cable company to furnish 85,000 feet of

lead-covered cable of varying capacities for use by

the fire department in that cit)-. The work thus begun,

will no doubt be continued until all the municipal wires

are buried.

It is expectetl that the new station of the Westinghouse

compaay, corner of Twenty-fourth street and Thirteenth

avenue will be ready for occupation on October ist, with

1,000 horse power for the supply of incandescent lighting

by the alternating system in the district between Eighth and

I'ifty-ninth streets. All of the conductors will be placed

under-ground, ami the stiliways provided by the Consoli-

d.ited company will be used wherever available. If no con-

duits are ready in the streets which it is necessary to pass

through, the company will provide its own under approval

of the Board of t'onliol. p.
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Indianapolis Items.

iNDi.WAPOI.rs, July 26.—By its action Monday night the

city council tied the city up in a three years' contract with

the £jas company. The Hght committee reported 668 street

intersections inside the city limits. At present there are

2,664 gas lamps in use, which the Gas company now agree

to light on the 2,740 hour schedule for $15.43 per lamp or

|40,gS2. These lamps represent about 533 Thomson-

Houston lights, 533 Brush lights, or 666 Jenney lights.

The committee recommend that the mayor enter into con-

tract with the Gas company to light all gas lamps at present

in use, and such additions as may be called for from time

to time at the rate of $15 per post, the city reserving the

right to extinguish a certain number of lamps, to be desig-

nated by committee of council and aldermen and city en-

gineer, in the central part of city. In place of the aban-

doned gas tamps they propose to use electric lights to the

number of 100. They also recommend contracting with the

Brush Electric IJght company for 100 lights to be lighted

ever)- night, all night, at rate of $60 for each lamp per

annum, to be located as directed by committee. The report

was adopted by a vote of 13 yeas, 11 nays.

It was claimed by several members of the council that the

Jenney company's bid for lighting the whole city, furnishing

all lights necessarv, for $39,000, was not to be depended on.

The lenney company prepared and presented a communica-

tion, stating they meant to do just what their bid called for,

light all streets and alleys, place the lights at any and all

points designated by council. In evidence of its good faith,

it offered to give a bond of $50,000. From the first it was

evident the committee were in favor of gas; probably noth-

ing the electric light companies could have done would

have changed matters. The board of aldermen immediately

convened and concurred in the action of the council, though

not without some sharp debate.

By its action the council have pretty effectually shut off

any prospect for competition in public or private lighting.

With the contract for lighting the city, as a backing, an

electric lighting company would have been a competitor for

lighting public and private buildings, etc., that would have

improved the quality of light and no doubt, lessened the

cost. It has been asserted, and one or two of the city papers

published statements that the gas company and the Brush

Electric Light company had combined to secure the con-

tract and shut out competition. This was denied by the

president of the Brush company of this city. One thing is

certain, the city has settled the question at a cost of nearly

$10,000 more than one of the electric light bids. Nor is

this all. There are miles of streets which are not lighted,

but whose residents are clamoring for light, and it's only a

question of time when they wifl have to have it.

The Dudley electric Street Railway company notified the

city authorities of their acceptance of the ordinance and

filed necessary bond and papers. This company and the

Citizens' company appear to be watching each other closely,

as by dark Tuesday night each had gangs ready and went to

work laying track on South Meridian street, the Dudley

company laying track for one square between Washington

and Maryland streets, while the Citizens' company began

between Mar)'land and Georgia with the Dudley on next

square south; both companies worked all night and during

Wednesday had gangs on different streets along proposed

routes, each putting down patches of track. It promises to

be an interesting fight. M-

Electric Light in Buffalo,

Buffalo. N. Y.. July 24.^"Angry Aldermen" is the

£x/n'ss caption of that paper's report of the city council

meeting yesterday The bone of contention was Mayor

Becker's veto of a resolution adopted July gth, granting a

petition to have East and North Parade avenues, between

Genessee street and Avenue A, lighted with electricity, and

directing the comptroller to contract. The mayor says that

there is not, in his opinion, any necessity set forth in the

petition, and consideration is therefore confined to the cost

of maintaining that quality of light. The resolution would

permit three lights to be placed on the two avenues, at a

cost of $520. 12A per year, at the present contract price,

while the lamp tax this year upon all of the property front-

ing on the two avenues was $25,70, or less than five per

cent, of the cost of the three lights. The following five

paragraphs are quoted from the mayor's communication to

the council:

"Electricity is undoubtedly the best medium now in use

for street lighting, and it is also true, in my opinion, that

the city is paying an exorbitant price for gas; but the pres-

ent price of electric light is so much greater than that of

gas that its general use is in my opinion a detriment to the

growth and prosperity of the city.

''I have approved and recommended the use of electric

lights in our much traveled thoroughfares and aDout the

railroad crossings and other dangerous places, but exten-

sions have from time to time been urged and crowded by

the different companies in a manner and to an extent that is

not only burdensome but shameful and outrageous.

"Citizens whom we consider reputable have become in-

terested in the various companies and with this community

of interest and what they probably term business enter-

prise, have woven about your honorable body a chain of in-

fluence that seems to cause you at times to forget the inter-

ests you represent.

"We have paid nearly a million and three-quarters in

money raised by taxation for the construction of so-called

coal railroads in order that we might have cheap fuel; and

now being a great coal market there can be no good reason

why steam power cannot be produced here as cheaply as at

any point outside the coal region. Yet out of sixty-eight

leading cities using electricity generated by steam power,

forty-six of them pay less for arc lights than we are now
paying, while only three cities use a greater number.

'

' The use of incandescent electric lights in resident

streets may be worthy of some consideration, and I have

reliable information from the neighboring city of Rochester

that they are considered a valued substitute for gas and

that a 20-candle power light costs but $18.25 per year, or

$4.39 less than we now pay for gas lamps."

The observations made by several aldermen were more

explicit than complimentary. One said the mayor's veto

was "quite a stump speech." Alderman Scheu insisted

that electricity is cheaper than gas, even on Niagara street,

where so much is used. As the mayor said, gas is very high.

It is not worth $1, and the gas companies do not even keep

their lamps clean. He wanted to know if gas would now

be obtained for $1.35 if it were not for electricity, which

had reduced the price of gas from $2 to $1.35. The lamp

tax was decreasing every year. "The introduction

of electricity," said the alderman, "has been the means

of saving the city millions of dollars. I believe that if the

whole city was lighted to-day by electricity, as Rochester is,

it would be cheaper under the contract than gas." Alder-

man Adams asked that the gas inspector report as to the

superiority of electricity over gas, as well as the difference

in cost. "The city must expect to pay more for electric

lights than for gas, because they are better. If not, then

the city ought to use tallow candles, which are cheaper

than anything else."

In order to show that he had no personal motive

in continually objecting to increasing the number of electric

lights, the mayor stated that his business firm owns $5,400

of Citizens' gas stock and $12,000 of Thomson-Houston

electric stock "all of which stock was paid for in cash."

The matter was ultimately referred to the committee on

lamps. II -

From Erie, Pa,

Erie, Pa., July 27.—The Belt Line Street Railway com-

pany, recently organized in this city by eastern capitalists

and a few citizens of Erie, has applied to the city councils

for the right to lay tracks along the street and to erect

poles upon which to place wires for the overhead electric

system. The street car company at present running their

cars with horse power, has also made application to the city

authorities for power to construct lines to be used for oper-

ating their cars by electricity. Neither company has yet

been given the authority asked for, though it is probable it

will be given.

One branch of the city councils has directed the city

attorney to draw up an ordinance directing the Western

linion Telegraph company to place its wires on State street

underground. This action, it is said, was the result of

the refusal of the Western Union company to allow the

street car companies to place wires upon the poles of that

company along State street.

The Edison Electric Light & Power company in this city,

which ndw has over twelve hundred patrons and is steadily

increasing the number, and which is furnishing power for

running a number of motors, is erecting new lines of poles

for the purpose of stringing wires for lighting private resi-

dences by incandescent lights. One daily and one weekly

paper run their presses by electric motors, the power being

furnished by this company. F.

From Kansas City.

Kansas City, Mo.. July 27,—The city council is finally

at work on the telephone matter. , A committee has been

appointed to make a thorough investigation of telephone

rates, expenses, profits and the business generally not only

here, but in all the cities of any considerable size. So far

only two replies have been received to letters of inquiry sent

out by the committee to other cities. One is from St.

Louis explaining the well-known condition of affairs there.

The other is from Omaha. There the rate is $5 a month

for the instrument and 50 cents a month for each quarter of

a mile or fraction of a quarter that the instrument is d'stant

from central. For three-quarters of a mile this would be

$78 a year, while in Kansas City it is only $72, which is the

amount charged in Omaha for a half mile.

The Home Signal Telegraph & IMessenger company has

separated from the Pacific Mutual Telegraph company for

which it has heretofore carried messages, free of charge to

the sender. It is now performing that service for the

Western Union. George M. Meyers is the controlling

spirit in the Home Signal company it is understood, and

until the late reorganization he was general manager of the

Pacific Mutual. He has now disposed of his interest in the

Pacific Mutual, and hence was open to an offer from the

Western Union. The Pacific Mutual is establishing a call

box and messenger service system of its own.

George W. Conover. formerly assistant general manager
of the Home Signal company, has secured the agency of the

Electric Protection Supply company of Chicago for Kansas,

Nebraska and Western Iowa.

The United States military telegraph corps of this city

held a meeting last week to make arrangements for attend-

ing the national convention of the corps, to be held in Chi-

cago next month. All the members present announced

their intention of going, and Day K. Smith, J. D. Cruise,

and George M. Meyers were appointed a committee to secure

transportation rates, and Day K. Smith, J. D. Cruise and

H. Lithgow were appointed to urge the convention to hold

its next annual meeting in this city. After transacting this

business the members organized a brand' of the "Old
Timers" society, which is composed of telegraphers who
were telegraphers twenty years ago, and who have during

that period served as telegraph operators for at least three

years. John M. Wilson was chosen president; George M.
Meyers, vice-president; D. A. Williams, secretar)'^ and

treasurer.

The Order of Railroad Telegraphers is preparing for its

annual picnic at Merriam Park, just west of the city. A
big attendance is expected this year.

J. D. Harris, an electrician formerly with Woodhouse &
Rawson, London, England, but now with the New York

Accumulator company, is now in the city, the guest of the

Interstate Electric company.

A man put his hand on one of the underwriters" wires of

the Kansas City Electric company last week while it was

wet, and now one joint of a finger is missing from that hand.

He talks of suing the Electric Light company for damages.

Harry M. Cutler of the Loomis Electric company has

taken a trip into Kansas. C. H. Rusling of the Thomson-

Houston agency has gone east. E. R. Weeks of the Kan-

sas City Electric Light company has returned from a trip to

New York.

The Western Electric Construction company has effected

a reorganization. M. D. McQuesten has retired, having

disposed of his interests to Ford S. Caldwell, and M. E.

Bates has been made general manager. A.

From Ottawa, 111.

Ottawa. July 27.—The Mendota Electric Light com-

pany propose to run all night as soon as their new station

is completed, and becomes a successful competitor of the

gas company.

The work of building a new telegraph line along the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific railway, between Ottawa and Nor-

mal Park, III., a distance of seventy miles, was begun July

i6th. The lines will be built upon the south side of the

track. The poles will be thirty feet high, with three four-

pin cross arms, and will take the place of the two old lines

of poles now in use. Two new No. 6 wires will be strung,

one reaching Peoria and the other St. Joseph, Mo.

The electric lights for the bridges and Washington Park

have been put in place, and are a decided improvement

over the old gas service.

The people of Earlville, III., are making a move to secure

the building of a telephone line connecting with Ottawa, a

distance of eighteen miles.

The $100,000 capital stock of the Ottawa Electric Street

Railway company has all been taken m amounts as follows:

T. P. Bailey, $50,000; Thomas J. Evans. $24,000; W. J.

Clark, $24,000; G. S. Eldridge, $1,000; W. S. Bowman,

$1,000. The first board of directors is composed of Thos.

J. Evans, Council Bluffs, la.; W. J. Clark, Birmingham.

Conn.; T. P. Bailey, Chicago, 111. The officers elected

for the ensuing year are T. J. Evans, president; W. J.

Clark, vice-president; T. P. Bailey, secretary and treasurer;

G. S. Eldridge, attorney. The equipment for the road has

been ordered from the Thomson-Houston company. At a

special meeting of the Ottawa city council, July 19th, the

Ottawa Electric Street Railway company was granted a fran-

chise. The vote was unanimous. About two miles of the road

will be in operation by December ist, next; the remaining

four miles by June I, i88g. E.
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News from Little Rock.

LiTTi.F. Rock, Auk., July 27.—The City Electric Street

Railway company began operations the first of this month.

There is nothing electrical about the road at present except

the name, but they intend at some time in the future to use

electric motors. The city advertised for bids a second time

for lighting the city by electricity, and the Fort Wayne

[enney company captured the contract again, at the same

price as before (^27,000.) For this amount they will furnish

the necessary plant, lamps, towers, etc., and the city will

operate the station. Towers are to be erected at different

points, and the main streets will be lighted by arc lamps at

every other block. Work is to be begun at once.

The Little Rock Edison Electric Light Power com-

pany has been organized. The company has purchased of

the Edison company a plant capable of running 1,200 in-

candescent lights. A large-number of the lamps has already

been contracted for by firms in the city, the Capital theater

being among them. The plant completed and in running

order will cost ^20,000, and will be enlarged as the bus ness

demands it. The company will at the next meeting of the

city council apply for a charter fvom the city, and just

as soon as that is granted work on the new enterprise will

commence. The gentlemen interested in the concern are

Messrs. liornibrook & Townsend, Angelo Marre, W. O.

Thomas and Electrician McGregory, who feel confident

that the scheme will be quite an acquisition to the many

other enterprises of the city of Little Rock.

Tired of waiting for the organization of a company,

Hiram Robbins, proprietor of the "Delacatesen," has in-

stalled an incandescant plant of his own. He has a 50

lio-ht Edison dynamo run by a Charles P. Willard six-horse

power engine with an eight horse power boiler of the same

make. He now has about 30 lamps burning, and will have

42 when all are placed. He also furnishes current for 12

lamps for a drug store next door, and could furnish two or

three hundred in the neigh- borhood, if he had the power.

Notes from Kansas Towns.
HiAWATt-iA, Ran., July 27.—The 36 arc light plant is

in successful operation, and the company is endeavoring to

put in a Goo light incandescent plant. Bids were adver-

tised for, and seven were received, all of which were re-

jected and new ones asked for. It is thought the system

will be the Edison-Westinghouse.

WiCHfTA, ICan., July 27.—Patrick McDonald, a young

farmer, who lived about eight miles in the country, was

struck by lightning last week, and instantly killed. He

was riding on a reaper returning from harvesting when

struck. The horses were slightly shocked, but the reaper

was uninjured. The only mark upon McDonald's person

was a small purple line just above the eyes.

Chetoi'A, Kan.. July 27.—The Western Engineering

Electrical company of this city, has increased its capital

stock to |20,ooo.

M.VRYsviLLE, Kan., July 27.—The Brush Electric com-

pany of Cleveland, is putting in an electric light plant here,

the contract having been secured by the Kansas City agent,

O. C. Steele. The Southwestern Electrical Supply com-

pany of Kansas City has the contract for furnishing "the

poles, wire, tools and general supplies. D.

From Nebraska Towns.

Lincoln, Nek., July 25.—Agent Ziemerof the Burling-

ton & Missouri no longer maintains a public telegraph

office. The Western Union wires and desks have been re-

moved to the oflice of the telegraph company. This is the

tardy result of an agreement entered into between the Burling-

ton & Missiouri and the Western Union several years ago.

In the early years the liurlington conducted an independ-

ent telegraph business In Nebraska. Three or four years

ago it was sold to the Western Union, but before the trans-

fer was fully made, some question as to the terms of the

sale arose and the Burlington refused to turn over all the

ofilcc«. A short time ago the differences were adjusted

and now all the Burlington commercial telegraph offices

have been absorbed by the Western Union.

Ha.S'IIN<;s, Nei!., July 24.—The Nebraska Telephone

company contemplate doubling its capacity in this city. At

the present lime the company is obliged to put off orders until

a new switch Ijoard can be put in. The capacity of the

Thoinson-1 louston plant is to be doubled.

Kkaunkv, Nei!., July 27.—The Kearney Canal <lt

Water Supply company is getting the various parts of its

mammoth plant in readiness for operation. The water

supply is brought in a canal thirteen miles from a river

down a sleep grade, and besides furnishing water gives

enough power to operate an electric light system and an

extcn-sive system of electric motors, still leaving 2,500 horse

power for lease. One 30-horse power and one 20-horse

pfjwcr mo'.ors arc now in operation as well as forty Thom-

son-Houston arc lights, A 1,000-light Edison incandescent

plant is being- installed and arrangements are being made for

the electric motor circuit. The contract for wire, tools and

general supplies for ihe work has been let to the Electrical

Supply company of Chicago through its Kansas City agent,

C. H. Cone. The contract calls for P. & B, wire.

Omaha, Neis,, July 24.—The Omaha Electric Light

company have had an ordinance before the council for some

time providing for a twenty-five year franchise and a five

years' contract with the city for street lighting. It met with

strong opposition in the council and has finally been with-

drawn. An ordinance has also been introduced granting a

franchise to John Grant for laying electric wires under-

ground.

Seward, NE!i. July 27—The electric lights recently

put in here are proving so satisfactory that the citizens are

considering an electric street railway system.

Sutton, Neu,, July 27.—The ease with which bonds

v;ere voted for waterworks at the recent election was a com-

plete surprise to the citizens and finding that the desire for

public improvements is almost a unanimous one, energetic

agitation of the question of establishing an electric light

plant has begun.

Fremont, Neu., July 27.—The telephone system has

become very popular here. The subscribers now number

125. no small number in proportion to the sixe of the city,

and the list is growing steadily. C.

Happenings in Missouri Towns.
Cape Girardeau, Mo., July 27.—The mayor and coun-

cil have under consideration two propositions for lighting

the city with electric light.

St. Joseph, Mo., July 25.—An ordinance was intro-

duced in the city council last week, granting the Citizens

and Frederick Avenue Consolidated Street Railway com-

panies franchise to operate'their cars by electricity. Work

on both roads will be begun as soon as practicable after

the granting of the franchise. The combined roads have

about seven miles of railway, and traverse the principal

streets of the city. They have been forced to adopt elec-

tricity as a motive power by the wonderful popularity of the

Union Street Railway company, which recently adopted

electricity as its motive power. The company organized to

put in a Westinghouse electric light plant, has secured

$65,000 of the required i^ioo.ODO and the plant is as-

sured.

Carth.vge, Mo., July 25.—While John Wilkins was

milking a cow. he and the animal were both struck by light-

ning, but the only damage was the destruction of the milk

pail. It was torn, burned and melted until it was hard to

say what it had been once.

Excelsior Springs, Mo., July 25.—The accumulator

plant in the Hotel "Elms, put in by the Inter-state Electric

company of Kansas City, Mo , is finally in operation. It

is of 75 light capacity. E.

Des Moines News.

Des Moines, Ia., July 27.—The building for the consoli-

dated Thomson-Houston and VanDepoele Arc Light com-

pany is finished and the machinery is being placed in position.

The companies will continue to use the two forty-light Van

Depoele dynamos, two twenty-five-light Thomson-Houston

machines, two thirty-light Thomson-Houston dynamos, and

they have purchased two new Thomson-Houston dynamos.

They also retain two forty horse power Armington ^:

Sims engines and will put in two it25 horse power engines

of the same make. The company recently secured the city

contract for twenty-nine lights at $10.50 per month, moon-

light schedule. One of the dynamos was recently struck

by lightning, and the armature was burned out.

The Edison light company, having about twice as many

lights, between 6,000 and 7.000, connected as they could

carry if all were lighted at once, are attempting to do little

new work.

Mr. Woodruff reports Sprague motors recently installed:

For C. B. Atkins, pumping pipe organ in residence; Til-

den's shirt factory, running sewing machines; electric fan,

for John Sandholm and Norman Inchty's drugstore; Craw-

ford iS: Finch; F. W. Dean, dentist, and two for E. E.

Hughes, dentist. This year will more than double the

number of motors in this city.

Mr. Mead of the Telephone exchange, reports 760 in-

struments in use, and an average increase of ten a month.

The American District Telegraph company have ordereil a

new style of answer-back bo.\ with ten calls from the New
Haven Clock company. W.

contemplated. Davenport will have electric cars in a few

days and Council Bluffs will soon be connected with Omaha
by that means of rapid transportation.

Manager Mead of the Telephone exchange reports the

service badly damaged by last week's storm and -wires were

broken down and twisted in every possible way, and about

two-thirds of the service rendered useless.

A dispatch from Missouri Valley says: The Inter-State

Electric company of Kansas City, Mo., has completed its

central accumulator station here and it is now in successful

operation. T,

Denver Doings.

Denver, CoL., July 27.—At a special meeting of the

board of supervisors, last week, unsigned contracts between

the city and the Colorado Electric Light compiny, for ihe

lighting of the city for five years, were submitted. The
electric light company is to light the street corners with 20

candle power incandescent lamps, e.\cept the principal

streets, where property owners can have arc lights by pay-

ing the difference in cost. The railroads and bridges will

be furnished with 2,000 candle power arc lights, and there

will also be a s'x-light tower in addition to the si.\-light

tower and four-light tower already in use.

Mr. Seaman, a prominent member of the South Side

Electric Light company, said last week, in answer to a

query about the proposed plant: "We are to have an in-

dependent electric light company. The capital stock is

$100,000 in 10,000 shares owned by the ta.xpayers of the

Seventh ward. The system is to be an incandescent one.

Lights will be supplied at a nominal cost. You see it is

not a money-making scheme. The plant is to be con

ducted on as economical a basis as possible. We intend to

supply about 7,000 lights. It will be a success and work

will begin in about thirty days." At a meeting of the

company's executive committee, bids for establishing the

electric light plant were received from the Fort Wayne

Jenney company and the United States Electric company

of Chicago. The committee decided to report to the com-

pany in favor of the United States company.

A telegram from Pueblo says: "The Pueblo Electric

Light company has added seven miles of wire and thirty-

six city arc lights to its system. It will put in an incandes-

cent light plant." G.

Lamp Lighting Schedule. — Moonlight
System.
Al'Gl ST.

Day of Montb.

Des Moinks, I.\., July 26.— It is undcrslond that in the

last few days the officers of the Des Moines electric rail-

way have taken decisive steps in regard to the electric mo-

tors, and thai the cars will be running earlier than at first

24.

25-

26.

27
2S.

29-

30.

31-

Nuuibor
Lisbt. Er in^ulsb

.

or
Hniiro.

II. M. H. M. II. M.

7 40 1.30 5.50

7 40 2.10 6.30

7 40 3.00 7.20

7 40 3.50 8.10

7 40 4.00 S.20

740 4.00 8.20

7 40 4.00 8.20

7 4ii 4.00 8.20

7.40 4.00 8.20

8.00 4.10 8.10

8 40 4.10 7.30
9.10 4.10 7.00
9 40 4.10 6.30

10 20 4.10 5.50
11 00 4.10 5.10
11 5,) 4.10 4.20
12.50 4.10 3.20
1.50 4.10 2.20

No light. 0.00
No light. 0.00
No light. 0.00

7.20 8 40 1.20

7 20 "J 10 1.50

7 10 40 2.30
7.10 10 00 2.50
7.10 1030 3.20
710 11 00 3.50
7 10 11 .JO 4.20
7.10 12.10 5.00
7 10 12.50 5.40
7(10 1.40 6.40

Total number of hours.

Ttie foregoing achediile ie practictiU? f^o d for h-s ['Dit«>{l

States.
The time for coirnn'ncln;^ to li^'lit in calcul-'lpd a" on* -Imlf

hoar Hrf^r HUOB.t or one hmr befor» moo'ieet: ilie time tor

exllQCiiidlun iit une hour utter moonriae, or one lour brti re

Bunrifie.

'I'lie Tiniefor lifihlioc or »*xlin};iil8hing la given for the cluy

on wh'ch (lie iitght romnifnce .

Tlie lime up to 1-2 o'clock midnight ia shown hy bold fare
tipe; afc r midnight by light fme lype.

The Kochester, N. V., division of the ortler of Railway
Telegraphers was organized with appropriate ceremonies

[uly 26 by the slate organi/.er of the order, C. li. Snody of

Albany. The charter members number thirty-one.
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THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Kev West, Fla., Electric Light company will install

an arc plant at once.

f M. Porter will put up an incandescent electric light

plant at Owensboro.

The St. Cloud. Minn.. Gas & Electric company is getting

estimates for a new ^30,000 gas plant.

The Thomson-Houston company has sold a tifty light

plant for isolated lighting at Los Angeles, Cal.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has sold a

300 incandescent plant to the new hotel at Fresno, Cal.

The Duquesne Electric Light & Power company of Pitts-

burgh, Pa., has been incorporated with $300,000 cap-

ital stock.

The capital stock of the Consumers' Electric Light com-

pany of Chicago has been increased from $100,000 to

$200,000.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has sold an

arc and incandescent plant to the Topeka Sugar company

at Topeka. Kan.

The Cleburne, Te.x., Electric Light company's plant is

now in full operation, and is affording splendid light to the

city and citizens.

At a recent meeting of the Passaic, N. J., council, bids

were ordered solicited for purchasing electric lights of 1,200

.and r.Soo candle power. ^

The Oakland Gas, Light & Heat company will increase

its plant by purchasing four thirty-five-light arc dynamos

of the Thomson-Houston company of Chicago.

A dispatch from -Mton, 111., says: Hugh E. Boyle,

representing the Thomson-Houston Electric Light com-

pany, has been here figuring preparatory to making a bid

for lighting the city, which the council is about to let out.

The Heisler Electric Light company have closed aeon-

tract with President Kennard of the St. Louis Exposition

and Music Hall Association, for lighting the art galleries,

ohotographic galleries and adjoining rooms with the Heisler

electric li.ght.

Prince .\lbert of Monaco is now coming out in the char-

acter of a deep sea fisherman, but not for mere pastime. He
is trawling in his yacht, the Ilirondelle, along the Atlantic

coast, being intent on hauling in r,ire specimens of the finny

tribe in thesuperior interests of science. A new and im-

proved osier fishing net has been supplied to the Hirondelle,

and this apparatus is made more efficient by means of an

electric lamp, which will act as a bait and a snare to the

fish, just as the candle does to the moth. The apparatus

has been invented by Dr. Regnard, who has overcome the

difficulties connected with supplying the electric lamp from

a generator kept on board the yacht by simply storing the

current in an iron case surmounted by a globe, and this is

kept in its place at any depth, and is capable of resisting

the pressure of immense volumes of water by means of an

India-rubber air balloon.

In the English house of commons Sir H. Roscoe asked

the first commissioner of works whether, in view of the

serious deterioration of the stone fretwork of the interior of

the houses of parliament, owing to the corrosive action of

the products of combustion of gas, he would undertake to

extend the system of electric lighting throughout the build-

in<^, so as to avoid the evil consequences which attended

the present system. Mr. Plunket said that to extend the

present system of electric lighting throughout the whole of

both houses of parliament w-ould involve a very considerable

expenditure, not less than $40,000, for plant. It would,

however, probably effect a considerable saving in the an-

nual cost of lighting the palace. Before making any pro-

posals upon the subject, it would be necessary to consider

whether some more economical way of obtaining the neces-

sary current of electricity than that which is now used may

be made available.

The proprietors of the Hoffman House, New York, have

written to Mayor Hewitt and also to the Board of Electrical

Control, begging their aid in removing the poles and wires

in front of the hotel. In their communication to the mayor

they say that they are lessees of valuable property which is

endangered by these wires. Their guests are also unsafe,

and for their own safety and that of tlw^public they will de-

fiay the entire expense of removing the poles and wires of

all electrical companies on Twenty-fifth street from Broadway

to Sixth avenue. The letter also says that the mayor's

reason for not carrying out the work was the lack of funds

appropriated for that purpose. It closes with the statement

that a check will be at once forwarded to cover all expenses

as soon as the order is given. The mayor will reply to this

communication by letter, and the Board of Electrical Con-

trol will consider the request at the next meeting.

It has been suggested that wind power might be profit-

ably utilized in connection with isolated electric lighting on

the storage battery plan, says an exchange. The windmill

for pumping purposes has become a familiar landmark on

western prairies, and its great economy and effectiveness

point to a larger field of usefulness for it. In electrical

working of the kind indicated it would apparently appear

to great advantage. The power, strictly speaking, would

cost nothing beyond first cost of the motor, the expenses of

maintenance and wear and tear, and the sum involved in

procuring the dynamo and batteries. The necessarily fluc-

tuating character of the power would scarcely be very ob-

jectionable, since the energy would be stored whenever

available, at intervals perhaps, in comparatively small

amounts, a large enough storage capacity being provided,

and drawn off when desired. True, there is a heavy loss of

electrical energy in all types of storage batteries, but an

average return of at least 60 per cent, of the electrical en-

ergy put into an accumulation might be expected, and with

this a combined windmill and storage battery plant should,

in certain locations, offer superior inducements as a means

of supplying electric light.

THE TELEPHONE.
There was a fall of telephones in New York last week.

Ten cases of telephones containing several hundred boxes
and instruments, all new, were being hoisted up the hatch-

way of the buiklinjr, 5S Liberty street, when, upon reaching

the fourth floor, the rope broke and the whole load fell to

the street with a crash, barely missing a truck driver who
was standing under. The damage is said to amount to

over a thousand dollars, as nearly all the instruments were
broken.

The French papers say that microphone was used during

the manceuvers of the 17th armv corps to delect the passage

of bodies of troops in the neighborhood of forts. From the

e-Kperiments made, it appears that no difficulty was expe-

rienced in distingT.iishing between the various arms which
passed the buried microphone, infantry, cavalry, artillerj',

and engineers all indicating their personality unmistakably.

An attempt was made to count the number of men of each
arm of the service, and it is said that out of 5,000 men
onlj' 340 were unaccounted for.

Warren Anderson, general manager of the Miami Tele-

phone company of Xenia, O., has printed in pamphlet form
his report for the last iS months, which indicates that the

company is doing a prosperous business, and is thoroughly

satisfying the demands of the subscribers. The report says:
" Your manager is glad to report that the year and a half

just closed has been a period of prosperity to the company
and of progress generally—in the growth and development
of its business, the improvement of its property aud the bet-

tering of service afforded to subscribers."

Considerable comment has been indulged in here, says a

Washington dispatch, in consequence of the delay attend-

ing the decision in the telephone case before Commissioner
of Patents Hall. Six months ago application was made by
the representative of Inventor McDarragh for a hearing of

,

his claim as the inventor of a telephone operated upon a

principle different from that used by the Bell people. The
privilege was asked of exhibiting before the commissioner

a perfect telephone in demonstration of McDarragh's
claim. No disposition has yet been made of the matter.

The following dispatch was sent from Superior, Wis.:

The decision rendered in the federal court at Chicago in

favor of the Bell Telephone company and enjoining the

Cushman' Telephone company against the manufacture of

instruments and extension of its system, will not have the

effect of exterminating the Cushman system from this place.

The officials of the company have assurances from their

backers in Chicago that their system will not be interfered

with. The Cushman has nearly one hundred subscribers

here now, while the Bell has but ten, and the city council

has ordered it to take out its poles in protection of its fran-

chise to the Cushman company.-

The following statement gives the terms on which tele-

phone companies must engage in business in Cuba, Porto

I^ico. and the Philippine Archipelago: The state is to re-

ceive at least 6 per cent, of the gross receipts. The con-

cessions are to last twenty years, at the end of which period

everything passes to the state. The telephones, as regards

taxes, way-leaves, and hours of service, are to be on the

same footing as state departments. The companies who ob-

tain concessions will have to guarantee the service, anderect

offices open to the public. The maximum charge for places

situated within municipal boundaries is 102 piastres (r

piastre is about 10 cents.) This charge is increased to 204

piastres for flats, and 333 piastres for hotels, clubs, etc-

An additional r % piastre may be charged for every 100

metres outside the municipal boundaries.

Engineer Raymond, of Washington, D. C, has made a

report upon the subject of underground wires to the confer-

ence committee on district appropriations. After stating

that in compliance with the orders of the commissioners

more than five miles of conduits have been constructed by

the telephone company, in which 1,356 miles of wire have

been buried, constituting more than two-thirds of the trunk

lines employed, the report says the system works well, but

recent improvements in the manufacture of cables justify

the expectation that better results can be obtained. Since

the burying of the remaining overhead wires in this service

involves extensive excavations in the streets, it is not con-

sidered desirable to undertake this until the result of ex-

periments now in progress has been ascertained, especially

as the delay will be short. If these residts prove satisfac-

tor\- all the trunk lines overhead should be placed under-

ground as soon as possible. There are about i,435 miles

of such lines. The company intends to put about 200 miles

of the wire underground and to bury in addition about 200

miles of new wire. When this work is completed the tele-

phone service will have about 1,756 miles of wire under-

ground trunk Hnes, and only 450 miles in trunk Hnes over-

head. Electric light wires and those for the telegraph and

telephone ser\'ices should be laid in entirely separate con-

duits. ^___^_____^

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
A franchise for an electric railway has been granted at

Akron. O.

The directors of the Montgomery, Ala., street railway

have not yet decided whether to rebuild the plant for

the electric road, which was recently destroyed by (ire.

In London, July 7th, Justice Kekewich handed down a

decision in which he found that the patent of Gaulard and

Gibbs for a new system of distributing electricity was null

and void.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago will install

a tramroad at Nashville, Tenn., for the American Mill

company. The road is to be employed for transporting the

products of the mill to the warehouse.

The Daft Electric company is to install a plant for the

distribution of power at Newark, N. J. The motors, in-

stead of being sold outright, will be rented to the consum-

ers of power at a fixed sum per month, which will include

the service of energy required and all necessary repairs.

Charles F. Beers will have charge of the business of the

company in Newark
The Sprague Electric Railway and Motor company have

closed a contract with the West End Railway company of

Boston, Mass. The present equipment will consist of

twelve miles of track and twenty cars, and everything is to

be as complete in all its details as possible, with ornamen-
tal iron poles, etc.

At a meetmg ol the Brookline Mass.. selectmen, July

iSth, a petition was received from the West End Street Rail-

way company for leave to erect poles for the operation of

its cars by the overhead electric system. The president of

the road, Henry M. Whitney, made an address in which he

spoke of the advantage ol electricity as a motive

power and said the running time to Boston could be greatly

reduced. He had examined the roads at Richmond and
Allegheny City, and was enthusiastic over the results which

had been attained. The matter was taken under advise-

ment.

The investigation which has been made of the electric

systems now in vogue in Richmond and Allegheny City has
disclosed no defects, says the Boston /c/^/zm/ in an editorial

on electric roads. The tests which the electric railroads in

those cities have to bear in the matter of steep grades and
sharp curves appear to be beyond anything which would
have to be encountered in Boston or its suburbs. It is true

that neither in Richmond nor Allegheny City have the elec-

tric cars been in operation a considerable time, but the trial

would seem to be long enough for all practical purposes.

It shows at any rate that what were thought to be insuper-

able difficulties have been conquered by skill and persever-

ance, and that if any defect in the electric system remains

to be developed it must be a minor one, which would readily

yield to the more thorough knowledge of the system which
experience with it has afforded.

Personal Paragraphs.

E. Winter of Montgomery, Ala., was in Chicago last

week.

C. A. Gates (£ the Russell Engine company of Macedon,
O., was in Chicago last week.

C. E. Scribner of the ^Vestern Electric company of Chi-

cago, has returned from his vacation.

E. M. Barton, president of the Western Electric com-
pany, Chicago, was in Antwerp, Belgium, last week.

P. C. Ackerman, New York agent of the American Elec-

trical Works of Providence, R. I., was in Chicago last

week.

li. B. Thayer, manager of the New York office of the

Western Electric company of Chicago, paid a Hying visit

to Chicago last week.

In his will Hiram Sibley of Rochester, N. Y., left $30,-
000 to found a professorship in Sibley College ot Mechanic
Arts at Cornell Universitv.

THE TELEGRAPH.
Cable communication has been opened between New

York, Hayti, and San Domingo, via Santiago de Cuba.

Telegrams can now be sent from the United States to

Curacoa. It has been suggested that any one failing to

find Curacoa on the map would -do well to telegraph there

direct and ask it to make known its whereabouts.

The following dispatch, dated July 27th, was sent from
Omaha. Neb.: "More trouble is threatened from a new
feature of the Burlington strike. The management of the

road has notified its telegraph operators to leave the Tele-

graphers' union. This the men refuse to do. One con-

ference has been held between officers of the road and the

union, but without result. Another is to be held to-morrow,

when it is expected that a settlement will be reached.

There is great indignation among labor organizations at

what they term the Burlington's resolve to employ only non-

union men."

The following appeared in the Pittsburgh Dispatch: "A
friend of mine in a far western city wTites to me that he

had a visit from some Indians in the telegraph office in

which he works the other day. The telegraphers tried hard

to make the Apache brain grasp the extraordinary attributes

of the electric fluid, but of course with very little success.

The Indians did not enthuse a bit when they were told that

some white men living in a town 100 miles away had sent

their compliments to the Indian chiefs. They imagined that

it was ^11 a fabrication of the deceitful white man. In

fact, they would have departed with a poor opinion of the

invention of Morse and all the other claimants thereof had
not somebody proposed to give them a galvanic shock.

This utterly puzzled and at the same time delighted the In-

dians, who grasped the wire and shouted like schoolboys

when the current made them tingle from head to foot."

A dispatch, dated July 25th. from Augusta, Me., says:

There was an important hearing before the railroad com-
missioners at the State House to-day. It was the old fight

between the Western Union Telegraph company and the

Postal Telegraph Cable company, which is controlled by
Mackay. Mattawamkeag is a small place in Penobscot

county, where will be the terminus of the Canadian Pacific

railroad., now being built across the state, and beyond its

trains will be hauled over the European and North Amer-
ican railroad, which is leased by the Maine Central Rail-

road company, a distance of fifty-six miles, to Vanceboro,

which is located on the New Brunswick line. The petition-

ers asked that the Postal Telegraph company be allowed to

erect poles and telegraph wires along this fifty-six miles of

road, ostensibly for the purpose of an aid in running trains.

It has appeared here, however, that the main object was to

build a connecting link, so as to give Mackay a land con-

nection with the Ilalifax ends of the Commercial cables and
New York. The Canadian Pacific Telegraph company and

the Postal Cable company are moving hand in hand in the
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matter and propose to extend their business into the Eastern

provinces which Superintendent Hosmer of Montreal, su-

perintendent of the Canadian Pacific Railroad company,

says are controlled by the Western Union company, which is

in league with the Great Northwestern company. C. F.

Woodard of Bangor appeared for the petitioners to-day and

held that their prayers should be granted. They appealed

to the railroad commissioners, as by the terms of the con-

tract between the Western Union Telegraph company and

the Maine Central Railroad company the latter could not

give them that right. Orville D. Baker of Augusta, who
appeared in opposition, contended that the petition should

not be granted on the ground of public safety, wires and

poles being liable to fall and endanger life and property.

No decision was reached. It is learned that the Cable com-

pany intend to construct a through line from Boston to

Halifax via Portland and Bangor at an early day, already

being engaged in extending their wires to Portland.

Miscellaneous Notes.

The Helena Montana District Telegraph company has

been incorporated, with ^30,000 capital stock.

An instrument for registering when a lightning conductor

has been struck by lightning has been invented by Messrs.

Hoyer & Glahn, of Sclionebeck. The instrument consists

of a galvanometer, whose magnetised needle is pivoted on a

horizontal axis. A soft iron core surrounded by a solenoid,

arranged as a shunt between two points of the lightning-

conductor is placed below the needle. On the core being

excited, one of the ends of the magnet is attracted and re-

mains attached, owing to its own permanent magnetism.

In one of the broad windows of the recording department

of the office of James Bond, clerk of the Superior court, is

a small electric battery, says.the Baltimore Siai. It is used

by the recorders for the relief of the cramp of the muscles

of the hand which follows long-continued and steady use

of the pen. The relief is instantaneous, and clerks who
formerly were compelled at times to stop work for several

days on account of swelling and contraction of the muscles

of the hand, now take a few gentle shocks of the electric

current on the slightest approach of stiffness. They return

to work at once, entirely relieved, and continue without in-

convenience. Nearly everj' one of the score of clerks re-

ceives benefit from the electric current, and the battery is

regarded as an indispensable fixture of the office.

Oscar Ericsson criticises the article of C. K. Giles, on
magnetism in watches, and holds that the latter's claim of

protection afforded by the anti-magnetic shield is exagger-

ated. Mr. Ericsson says: "I have experimented con-

siderably with the shield case and every experiment has led

to the conclusion that no watch whose escapement, balance

wheel or hairspring is made of magnetic metal can be de-

pended on when exposed in the pockets of persons having

business around powerful continuous current dynamos.
What degree of perfection has been attained in watches
made of non-magnetic metal. I am not prepared to state at

present. But I have decided to discard the shield and be-

gin observation and experiment with a non-magnetic watch,

and if I find ray observations sufficientlyinteresting I shall

touch on the subject again
"

An ingenious machine is being built at the Ames Manu-
facturing company's shops at Chicopee under the supervision

of the inventor, George A. Goodson. which the inventor

claims will revolutionize the present composition of a news-
paper, says the Boston Advertiser, It is called an electric

matrix machine, and intended to <io away with newspaper
type-setting as practiced at present. All the operator has
to look after is the lettering, which is done as on a type-

writer, for the machine takes care of the alignment, which is

perfect, and, by a novel device for regulating the spacing,

the perfeet justification of every line is secured. It is esti-

mated that the machine will take the place of four com-
positors, besides saving the time of distribution. The card

comes from the machine a perfect matrix, and all ready for

the metal to be cast into it, producing the complete stereo-

tj'pe for the press. The machine is run by electricity.

There being no provision in this country for the accurate

comparison of electrical standards and apparatus, it has
been decided to provide means for such measurement at

John Hopkins University, says Science. The work will be
under the general direction of Professor Rowland and under
the immediate supervision of Dr. Duncan. The compari-
son will be made by G. A. Liebig, Ph. D., who has been
appointed assistant in electricity. The importance of such
provision for the comparison of standards has been for

some time recognized. Such representative bodies as the

American Association for the Advancement of Science, and
the National Electrical Conference, held in 1884 at Phila-

delphia, have discussed the possibility of a bureau of stand-
ards, and have favored its establishment. It is not prob-

able that the government will take any steps in the matter,

at least for the present, and, as time goes on, the need be-

comes more pressing. There is needed some laboratory

where instruments can be compared with standards of un-

doubted correctness, by accurate methods and careful ob-

servers, under uniform and determinate conditions. These
requirements are filled by the standards and apparatus in

the possession of the university, and by the facilities and ex-

perience that the laboratory offers.

A dispatch from Schenectady, N. Y.. last Sunday, says:

The foundr)' connected with the Edison Machine works was
destroj'ed by fire. The loss was 1^32,000. The building was
one of ten which cover 'i^\•<i. acres of ground. Two men
were seriously hurt. One, an employee, was struck on the

head by the falling boom of a derrick and his scalp was
badly lacerated. The other was caught and bruised be-

tween moving cars. One hundred men were employed in

the foundry. All the machinery and all the patterns in

daily use were destroyed. The cause of the fire is un-

known.

The Illinois Phonograph company has been incorporated
with headquarters in Chicago. The object of the company
is to rent graphophones and phonographs. Harmon
Spruance recently of New York, is the head of the
movement. Mr. Spruance purchased from the North
American Phonograph company of Washington the

right to rent instruments in Illinois. The
local company will rent its instruments from the North
American company and let them to .subscribers at an an-
nual rental of ^^40. A number of business men have already

subscribed for instruments, but none can be furnished until

October, as they cannot be manufactured rapidly enough
to supply the demand. The Chicago company has a capi-

tal stock of $1,250,000. The names of Frank A. Wunder
and William L. Abbott 42 LaSalle street, and Henry P.

Barton, 21S LaSalle street, appear as incorporators.

Business Mention.

H. O. Woodruff, agent of the Sprague company at Des
Moines, Iowa, reports orders the past week for a 5-horse

power motor from the Daily Leader for printing press, a I-

horse power motor from the Des Moines Scale & Wire works
for lathe and emery wheels, and for a one-half-horse power
from the Des Moines Street Railway company for running
horse cleaners.

Chas. A. Schieren & Co. report recent sales of their

leather link belting for use on dynamos to the Sandusky
Electric Light, Gas, Heat & Fuel company, Sandusky,
O., and the Edison Electric Illuminating company. Head
Place, Boston, Mass.

Electrical Patents.

IssuedJuly 24, l38S.

386,463. Electric Valve Controller, Emil Grab, Toledo,
Ohio.
The invention relates to the control of natural gas.

Claim 5 reads: "In combination with a main or

supply pipe, a valve located therein, an electro magnet
and armature adapted to control the valve, an annun-
ciator, a pressure gauge, and an electric circuit, in-

cluding the annunciator, gauge, and electro magnet."

386,512. Railway Car. Edmond Verstraete, Chicago,
III.

386.541. Railway Signal Circuit Breaker. Edward B.

Ives.

386,543. Compound Electromotor for Electric Railways.
Alfred J. Jarman, London, England.

386,561. Machine for Covering Wire. William H. Saw-
yer, Providence, R, L
The invention relates to mechanism for covering

electrical conductors with India rubber or other similar

material to serve as an insulating and protecting

cover.

"Claim 4. In a machine for covering wire, a

powder box having a powder and wiping compartment
arranged side by side, said powder compartment being
provided with a revolving jstirrer, for preventing the

caking of the powder."

386,569. Porous Cup for Electric Batteries. Bloomfield J.

Wheelock and James W. Wheelock, New York, N. \

.

"Claim. The herein-described process of treating

porous cups so as to reduce to any desired extent their

excess of porosity, which consists in first heating
the cups to a degree sufficient to melt wax, then ap-

plying to the surface of the cups sufficient wax to re-

duce their porosity to a limited extent, and repeating
these operations as many times as may_^be necessary to

bring the cups to the desired degree of porosity."

386.580. Storage Battery. John A Enos, Boston, as- I
signor to William C. Otis, Nahant, E. Herbert Ingalls "
and Paul West, Brookline, and William E. Plummer,
Newton, Mass.

386.581. Current Receiver for Electric Railway Cars. John
A. Enos, Boston, assignor to William C. Otis, Na-
hant, E. Herbert Ingalls and Paul West, Brookline,
and William E. Plummer, Newton, Mass.

386,597. Electrical Call System. James C. McLaughlin,
Kansas City, Mo.

"Claim I. In an electrical annunciator, the com-
bination of the call drops, a movable actuating bar to
return said drops to their normal position, and regis-

ters disconnected from said drops and actuating bar,

but arranged in the path of said drops, so as to be ,.

thrown from their normal position as the drops fall,"

386,602. Electric Governor. Horace W. Parsons and
John Hoduit, Wamego. Kan.

386,636. Latch Opener for Knitting Machines. Lewis
Jones, Jr., Ovei brook, Pa.

386,646. Electrical Type-writer. James F. McLaughlin,
Philadelphia, Pa.

"Claim 7, The combination, with a series of insu-
lated current conducting segments charged from a
suitable source of electricity, of a moving arm pro-
vided with a spiral spring contact electrically in circuit

with said series of segments."

386,648. Inductometer. George Miot, Paris, France.
The last claim as follows; "3. An inductometer

comprising the U-shaped tube, the capillary tube, and
the bulbs, the lower portion of said tubes being con-
nected with the upper part thereof by flexible coupling
tubes."

386,685. Dynamo and Motor. Charles E. L. Brown,
Zurich. Switzerland.

386,729. Telegraph Key. Louis Townsend and John E.
Auten, Evansville, Ind.

"Claim I. The combination of the bifurcated key
lever, the base-posts, and the spring bearing with its

free end against the bifurcated end of the lever."

386,754. Electro-Medical Apparatus. John S. Muir,
San Francisco, Cal.

386, 767. Watchman's Electric Time Recorder. George
F. Bulen, Brooklyn, N. Y.

386,772. Electric Signal or Alarm. Edward Davis, Cam-
bridge, Mass.
The invention relates to police signal boxes. The

tenth claim is as follows:

"In a signaling apparatus, the combination with the
circuit varying contacts arranged to transmit a prede-
termined signal, and a motor, with one or more teeth

or projections arranged to operate upon the contacts to

cause them to vary the signal from the normal when
projected, a catch for holding said teeth projected and
a projection operated by the motor for releasing said

catch when the signal has been sent, and a removable
key for projecting one or more of the teeth, and thus
varying the signal in accordance with the particular

key employed."

386,775. Dynamo-Electric Machine. Waldemar Fritsche,

Berlin, Germany.
"Claim 6. The combination, with an armature

having a series of peripheral contacts, of a plurality

of current collectors, each comprising two revolable
contacts, one in contact with the armature and the

other with a conductive fluid, and a conductive con-
nection between the two."

386,784. Overhead Wire Connection for Electric Rail-

ways. Walter H. Knight, New York, N. Y.
The invention consists in a device for maintaining

connnection between an electrically propelled car and
an overhead supply wire.

10,949. Coin-Operated Induction Coil. Percy G. Williams
and Alfred W. Roovers, Brooklyn, N. Y.

This invention relates to machines in which a coin

of a certain weight is employed to cause the machine
to operate. We give the first claim:

"The combination, with a case, of an induction coil,

an electric battery for energizing the same, contact pieces,

a normally open electric circuit comprising the primary
of the induction coil, the battery, and said contact

pieces, a rocking le-\'er adapted to be rocked into con-

tact with said contact pieces and close the said circuit

upon a coin of desired weight and size lodging upon
said lever until said coin is removed, a longitudinally

movable part in electrical contact with the secondary

of the induction coil, and two electrodes outside the

case, one of said electrodes being longitudinally mov-
able and rigidly connected with said longitudinally

movable part."

TRY THE RICHMOND CARBON.
•—MANUFACTURED BY

RICHMOND CARBON COMPANY, NORTH ADAMS, MASS-

POND
ENGINEERING CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

ST. XiOXTIS, - 1VEC3.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR,
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

SPECIAIjTIKH; -TQe ArmlD)j;ton & SIqib Kntiiue, Stuel Boilers, Jarvie Furaace, Standard
Rocking and SUeflleld Uratee, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Piltnr, Blake Pump, Kortlnt,' Injector, etc,

HKW FOR LATKHT €ATAL.O(iiUAfe4.

i
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Electric Motors, Carbons,

Testing Instrnments,

Arc and Incandescent

Laips, Dynamos, etc.

C. F. Dunderdale,
154 La Salle St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
1—65 -Light Van Depoele Arc Light Plant.

1—50-Lighf American System Arc Light

Plant.

3— 10- Light, United Stales System. Arc Light

Plants taken in exchange.

laterhonse Electric & Mfg. Co,,

Chicago Office, - 154 La Salle Street.

TinFBelt

11-23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS^ NEW YORK.

BURR & DODGE, 1 25 N. 5th St., Philadelphia.

Friction Clutch Pulleys

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

Investigate Before Buying

r. y. ANNETT, Prest. S. F. FENTOX, Vlce-Prest. and Treas.

Hotel and Houae Annunciators.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarma.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instrumenta.

TVlre nnd Batteries.

CHAS. SIDNEY SMITH. Seo-y.

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY. - UTAH.

OARLOCK'S RINO PACKINOS
Sectional Ring

AND

Elastic Ring.

'm Best Packing

For High Speed Engines

THE GARLOGK PACKIN& CO., Palmyra, N. Y.
Send for Circnlars and partlcnlars to The Garlock Packlne Co.. Palmyra, N. Y., and Kome, Ga.

'7/^
Tlie Electrical

Construction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

«^

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

FOR SALE
1 UNITED STATES

20-ARC LIGHT DYNAMO

With Lamps, HoodB and Globes; in first-class

condition; can be purchased for one-half mann-
facturer's price of

W. A. KNAPP,
, Wis.

The National Electric Light
ASSOCIATION.

July 25, 1888.

The Semi-Annual Meeting of the
National Electric Light Association
will be held at Hotel ^Brunswick,
New York City, August 29, 30, 31.

All communications relating to this

convention to be addressed to

Dr. OTTO A. MOSES,
Chairman Executive Committee.

t31 EAST 13i STREET, NEW YORK,

THE "CJLJLRK" SATIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
29, 1886, he says : "A Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable "Wire In Every Respect."

The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to he waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold wtjather
and not aflEectcd by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
wliole slicked \vlth Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, Are proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single "Wires of all

gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from atocK. Cables made
to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENRY A, CLAKK, General Manager. HEBBERT H. EUSTIS. Electrician.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^dpplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pisher's Qlectric ||)otors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

IC RJLIL-WTAYS.

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
rlWANUFACTURERS OFS

Automatic Electric JJotors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dgnamo Eleci^pic njachines,
For ELECTROPLATrNG, E' ECTROTYPING, COPPER ReFINING, EtC.

G. F. DUNDERDALE, Agent,
J 54 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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More ThanTulo yearsVConstant Dse Proves The

INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHTS
For Multiple Arc and Alternating- Circuits a Great Success.

NO DEAD RESISTANCE.
Parties using or operating Incandescent Electric Light Plants of any kind have longielt

that, notwithstanding the advantages possessed by this system for lighting interiors where a
well distributed light is desired, there are often places where an Arc Light would be preferable

if it could be used in connection with the Incandescent system already in use without extraor-

dinary outlay or continuous expense.
It is the simplest form of arc lamp made, having but three movable parts. It is the

steadiest arc light in the marker-. It is perfectly adapted to incandescent circuits of any sys-

tem, and may be operated atwill by a switch, without disturbing other lights upon the circuits.

Thus the expense of a special dynamo and other apparatus is avoided. Works charmingly
on a secondary or storage battery. The light obtained is while, without the bluish cast of aic

lamps operated in series on long circuits. " It is the cheapest and neatest arc lamp yet exhibi-
ted, while its brilliancy is unsurpassed." The current used is. perfeccly harmless to persons
coming in contact with it. In ordering lamps or asking information always state style of
machine and voltage of the incandescent lamps used. If you have spare power in your present
incandescent plant, you cannot utilize it to better advantage than by attaching our lamp^
thereto* thus lighting the streets, yard or other property where an aic lieht would be preferred.

Local Incandescent light companies can thereby prevent ruinous competition in small towns.

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.,

F. E. KINSMAN, V Pres. and Gen. Manager.'

Temporarj Offices. 87 Liberty St.. N. Y.

8S~SPECIAL PRICES TO CENTRAL STATION COMPANIES.

Luiinous Electric Goods.

MANSFIELD ELECTRIC CO.,

383 Federal St., - Boston, Mass.

I. W. COLBURN & CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass

Machines for Arc and Incandescent
Electric liighting, Electro - Plating
and Kxperimental Use.
Send for large Illnstrated Catalogne, also Hand-

book of i^eady Eeterence; vest-pocket edition.

PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. M. F., Volts. 1.44.
Internal Resistance, Otims, 0.32.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Highest Testimonials,

WRITH FOE I'EICE AND CIKCULaE TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Skreet. N. Y.

Vltalls Himmer, Manager.

To be had also at

California Electrical Works,
San Francisco.

FOB THE

festerfl Electrician

i S I .OO.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
—MANTTPACTUREEB OF—

Hard Rubber goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO OKDER.

Soft Rubber Tubing- and Rubber Tape.
Catalogue and Prices fnrnlBlicd on application.

The Stoddard Gut-Out
PATENTED SEPT. 13.

FOR FLEXIBLE PENDANTS.

The Safest, Cheapest, Most Durable
and Artistic In the Market.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.

42 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

WANTED.
A sitaatlon by competent Electrician, esper

lenced in deeJgnlDg bynamoB and Motors. Mnl
ilpolar Machines a sp«clalty. Good references

Addreei "OKIGINAL,"

Care The Western Electrician, Chicago.

PROVIDENCE, R. |.,

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

Insulated Electric Wires,;

Telephone and incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wire

Magnet Wire, Patent Rubber-Covered
Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-

ible Cordage, Office and
Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND andAERIAL CABLES. I

NEW YORK OFFICE: 18 Cortlandt St.

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

AGENTS T^ANTED.
A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.

We want 500 new agents In ihe United States and Canada, one In
every town and city where we are not already represented.

(Jnr trade begins in Angnst and extends through March. We are now
ready to form new agencies, and wish to place senmple Regulator as soon
ae puBBible in the hands of every one who is tree to haadlr our dpparatne.
Our idea Ib to have every new agent ^ain a perfect knowledge of the work-
ing of the Kegolatoi, and be in shape to place orders when the season
opens.

BEAD OUB OFFER.
We will send a sample set on approval to any responfllble party answering this advertipement

the Kegnlator to be returned if agency is not established. All territory now occupied is of course, ex
cepted from the foregoing offer.

It costs yon nothing to obtain the agency for the best worTiing and beet selling Regulator on. the
market. It can be applied by any one to furnaces, steam or natural gas.

Write at once and secnre a good thing. Address,

TBE GDION ADTOMATIC HEAT REGULATING COMPANY,

158 EXCHANGE PLACE, ELMIRA, N. Y.

THE EUISOU lilJLCHIITE; 12COi?I^S,
8CHENEOTA.DY, N. Y.,

-MANUTACTUBERS OF-

Insulated Wires, Flexible Gords ^nd^Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY, Ceneral Sales Agent, 19 Pey Street, New York.

GEORGE P BARTON,

LAW OFFICE,
Rooms 68 and-69'Temple Court,

226 Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO, ILL

Patent and Trademark Cases.

WAIVTED.
AGENTS for Lord's Boiler Compound, A
Chance *or EnKlnefre and men on tho road,
AIbo local AgoDtfl with mijuns, Htiite pres-
ent occapatlon. Addrees,

GEO. W. LORD,
3IB Union Btrobt, Phlladelpnla, Pa.

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

A.UTOMATIC Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Send for Catalogub.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

PRICE $3.25.

A, B. LYMAN,
Electrical SuppliM.

Cleveland, <

Ohio.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.
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"C & C" ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
FAN OUTFITS,

^, \, H HORSE POWER.

Fan Outfits with the Latest Me-
chanical Improvements for Arc and

Incandescent Circuits.

Motors designed to drive any make of
Ventilating Fan.

ARC MOTORS
with our new Automatic Regulation

keep their speed absolutely

constant.

Automatic Motors for any Incandescent
Circuit.

MANUFtcTonr: 90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK, chiugo office: Adams Express Building.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BJLRE JLlSriD INSXJLAXEID -WTIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomeiy finislied, highest conductivity. Copper IVIagnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted

Cords for Incandescent Lighting, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Worl<. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "KK^ LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, com n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent, THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT,

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Send lor Price-List

1 8 Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers'ln

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
Agents lor EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES,

46 South Water Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Complete Domeetic Combination Outfits:

Ttieee sets reqnire no technical knowled='e to connect; they are all

contained in blbck hlfihly tini-hed hard rubber cases. monDtetl in

DicRel plate and read> for nee. The bell domee are all Wa inches, the

coilB a e wound with silk-covered wire, and t e contacts are of plat-

inized eilver.

Three-Way Annunciator and Bell Set $16.09

Invalid's Portable Call Bell Set 7.00

Burglar Alarm Set 7 50

Fire Alam Outfit $7.00 to 8 00

Portable Electric Testing Set 10.00

Fam-ily Efeftro-Medical Set 12.00

Telegraph Set for Short LIr es and Learners 6 50

H'gh and LowTemperBture Alarm 12.00

Single Stroke or Trembiinn; Bell Set 6 00

Swltchboaids, Switches, Annunciators, Bells, Wiree, Pneh But-
tons, Alarm Contacts, etc.

UJaterhouse System of ]|rc |4 Incandescent

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

All Candle Power Lamps, Automatic Cut-outs for Constant High
Tension Currents,

OUR INSTANTANEOUS REGULATOR

enables a long life and clear globes to be obtained, and the high efficiency

of our Dynamo obtains more candle power per horse power, in both
Arc and Incandescent Lighting than any other systems.

Gold Medal awarded. Mechanics Fair, Boston, for Instantaneous

Automatic Current Regulation.

12 and over i6 candle power lamps to the horse power.

2,GOO candle power, nominal Arc Lights on less than 2 lbs. coal per

lamp, per hour. Not equalled by any system. Send for Catalogue.

Ulaterhouse Electric g |||fg. Co.,
Chicago Office, 154 LaSALLE STREET. HARTFORD, CONN.

FOREIGN PATENT

EXPLOITING CO.,

1001 OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

CHICAGO, ILL.,

FRANCIS W. PARKER, Solicitor.

If you have an invention which has: Firpt,
been proven to be operative, second, allowed with
hrosd claims in the U. S. Patent < fRce; third, 11-

la-trated fully by drawings and descriptioEB, we
wlU without cost tn you patent and exploit eame
in foreign countries.

Correspondence sollcitpd.

SPEAKING^

^^3
[^^i^H

PRISM

TRADE

GONDA BATTERY
MARK.

The Standard OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY of the World

OOiiUK FlU^M UKI-L CrjMPLiiTB.

The great merits of this battery have brought out a

number of infringements and worthless imitations. Beware
L of them.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.

149 Wegt JSth Street, New York, GONDA 8 CARBOh ZiNOANpJaR
COTBB.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Western Agents Wires and Cables,

TRADE MARK.

CANDEE WEATHERPROOF ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE:
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST.

A complete stock of General Electric Supplies always on hand. Shipments prompt.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, - 42 LaSalle St., Chicago
Electric Light Repairing, General Machine Job-Work, Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, g.5f.J8^lgtuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

Chicago LJectric Club.

There will be a meetine; of the Chicagi
Electric Club Monday evening, Octobe
1st., at 8 o'clock, at the rooma of the Clubi
122-124 Clark street. ^

GILES JLITXI-IMAGNEXIC SHIELO FOR -WTAXCHES.
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co.

Gentlemen : — Your Anti-Magnetic

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti-

mated. It is now very near eight months
that I have worn my wutch, and to-day

it is (without correcting lime) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one who needs the correct lime, should
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield*. A good
deal of practical utility, as well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time- --^
keeper. At present, I look upon a watch ^^
without a shield as a thing incomplete, '^=

and so it is. Very Respectfully,
^

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE, ^

Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Bure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic dlBturbances.
ScDd for dCBcrlptive circular.

*' * * * I have no hesitation in saying

that I believe the shield would perfectly^

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex
posed by being worn in the vicinity of a

dynamo machine.
The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed

box of this magnetic matcrinl, is basedn
on true scientific principles, and is thel

only plan I know that could succeed.
,

WM. A. AJNTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

'|

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields lo jiocket time pieces promises (o

be of very great importance to horologisla

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and line adjustments and mechan-
isms which liitlierlo have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervaiding

magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
AValtham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

>

The Baxter Electric Motor.
This Motor is now ready to be placed upon the Market.

Manufactured for both

f\re apd Ipeapdi^s^ept ^irc^dits,

THE ONLY PERFECTLY GOVERNED MOTOR EVER MAD|. ,

Address :

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

1 1 SOUTH STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.
Factory A, Constitution and Monument Sts. Factory B, Itureu and Monument Sts<

NEW YORK

:

RooMB 347, 348 & 349 Pottke Buildimb.

BOSTON

:

Rooms 57 & 58 Hancock Bldq., 173 Devokshibe St.

Western Departient. Deartorn BnilSiDg. 130 Dearlarn St,, Roois 30-31. Clilci'p, Itl.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTURBD BY

WOODBURY ENGINE

COMPANY.

ALSO BUILDERS OV

PLAIN SLIDE YALYE
AND

Double Valve Medinm Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines

l^'=^mm TUBULAR BOILERS.
Addreee the Mauiifacturera at

652 Mill Street, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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SYlNTOYIiLI-
DyTiSixno and Cylincier Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fastrunnning
machinery. By reflltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

>. TAUSSIG, Agent, - - 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

I W. S. HILL,
I33. Oliver Street, - Boston, Mass.

MANUFACTURER OF

JYNAMOS, ARC LAMPS CUT-OUTS,
Double-Pole Switches Key-Sockets,

AND Incandescent Laaaps.

Qnited states Glectric Fire Alarm (Jo.

t ^

POPE Ai^BlS I

S=tf

«^ ^l[

EVART,, MICHIGAN.

PEOPBIETOK8 OF THE

'Chase Police and Fire Alarm Teleirapli

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction in dif-

ferent cities and

villages in the United States.

ALUMINOUS INCANDESCENT

I UMINOip
WITH OR WITHOUT

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or shape.

Lamps fitted to any Lamp Cap that may
be supplied.

VITRITE & LUMINOID GO.
Pending reorganization of this Conipany, tbe "Works

are carried on by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver,

HARRISON, N.J.
70 v.. 16 c. p.

CHICAGO OFFICE
Metropolitan Building send for new catalogues. Prices and TeatlmonlalB.

Room No. II.

Tlie Cuts are half size of Standard Shape and Sizes. '00 V., 16 c. p.

TileJrushglectrlclJoinpany

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-By F. B. BADT.
100 pa^ee; 70 illuetratioDs; flexible cloth binding; size of type oase, 6x3 inches. Designed for

3ynamo Tenders and Linem?n, StfltiODary and Marine EnKineera. Jiiet the book for men wHo wish
learn how to operate and ctre f>r electric light inatallationa. The only bool; of the kind in the

Snglieh Jangnige, Price, poetaje prepaid to any addresa ia the United Wtaiea or Canada, Sl-^O-

Atdre^s ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., G Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

Protect m Armatures
It is a matter of every day e.vperience among Elec-

tric Light men that Armatures are frequently burned
out entirely or seriously injured by the short circuiting

of machines. This i;ntails delay, trouble and e.vpcnse.

Wright's Armature Protector

Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of

the most valuable inventions of recent years,

"Adapted to any System."
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-

dress

- CHAS. D.WRIGHT, Petersburg.

m

Electric

Light

Carbons

CITY OFFICE,

711PiieSt.

ST. LOUIS,

10.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
GARBOXS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Ko. 130 TI'aHlilngton Street,

Al.i:XANl>l[Ii HEIHPT,

t^pecJal Aeetit.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
Wo. 201 .lonnial Building,

- O. C. ST£BLK,

Special Agent.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.

ALBXANDBB M. SEASON. FRANK H. THOMPSON .

ISENSON & THOMPSON,
MANUFACTURERS OF INSULATED WIRES

TELEPHONE, TELEHKAPH.ELECrmO LIGHT, OFFICE AND AHSDSCIATOK WIHES FLEXIBLE CO D-

AQE, MAGNET WIRE. ETC.

No. 3015 Che-.tnut Street, PHILADELPHIA

E331.E50'3?I=lIO XjICStH"!" OJ^H-IOOHXTS-

WESTERN ACENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE I 54 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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DO
Do write an order.

Do send it to us.

Do read our catalogue No. 547.

Do note that it contains all information concern-

ing wires, cables, conductor cords, metals, etc.

Do, Do, Do read page 9 very carefully.

Do read catalogue 548.

Do remember that it is illustrated.

Do come to the conclusion that you find illus-

trated in it what you long have wanted, but

did not know where to procure, or how to de-

scribe.

Do put on your spectacles when reading page 53.

Do just look at our catalogue No. 549—it illus-

trates all tools needed by Electric Light men.

Do let us have your opinion about catalogue No.

645—Electrical Home Goods, such as Bells, etc.

REMEMBER
p. and B. waterproof and weatherproof line wire

is the best and cheapest substitute for ''Under-

takers."

What page 41, catalogue 548, looks like.

What pages 52 and 53, catalogue 548,.say.

What the Westbrn Elkcteician of July 28 said

about Kerite wire and tape.

What page 9, catalogue 547, says.

That you can find any tool you want illustrated

in catalogue 549.

That our catalogues contain practical informa-

tion for Superintendents.

That our catalogues contain practical information

for Linemen.

That you should notify us promptly if catalogues

asked for do not arrive.

US.
We do not often see ourselves in print and put

that word up there to see how it would look.

The following circular is intended for our cus-

tomers to whom it refers—those who lind it does
not refer to them will please not read it:

TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
We would remind you that during the past

week we have made many quotations—quotations
on wire—quotations on construction material

—

quotations on tools—quotations on bells, annun-
ciators, etc—quotations on goods we never heard
of—goods which we believe were never yet made
—which we do not thmk can be made—yet we
quoted for them as you requested us to do so.

Our inquiries concerning some of these quota-
tions remain unanswered, and, as a consequence,
our sleep is disturbed, our rest broken, our duties

as husbands, fathers, wives and citizens neglected
—we no longer take any interest in base ball

(wish Anson was leading again), or the presiden-

tial election—even an aldermanic election in our

own ward would fail to interest us—and you are

responsible.

The electrical supply CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS.
--A.3Nri>-

PROMPT SHIPPERS >ND FILLERS OF ORDERS.

171 Randolph Street, Chicago.
Factories: ANSONIA, CONN. BRANCH OFFICE:

505 DELAWARE ST., KANSAS CITY, MO.

FOR SALE.
Electrical bells — black walnut,

cherry, ash or oak boxes.

WANTED.
Orders for annunciator wire—Bot-

tom prices. Write for quotations.

Agents Wanted.
We want esery electrical man in

the country to act as our agent and

send us orders for i'llectrical goods.

SEALED PROPOSALS.

(Consult our catalogues and make

us a proposition. You may seal by

licking the "gum stickum."

Annunciators.
Needle or gravity drop. Orders

filled promptly.

BATTERIES.
All kinds—especially the Dia-

mond Carbon Battery, whk/h is the
BEST.

BOOKS
On Electrical subjects. What do

you want?

Burglar Alarms.
Gravity drop or needle. Orders

filled at bottom prices.

CABLES AND INSULATED WIRES,

All kinds—see our catalogues for

particulars.

POKE HIM.
Poke the man who says P. and B. water-

proof and weatherproof line wire is not

the best—stir him up a little and see what

he is made of—then look into him and you

will find he is t«lking to further his own

interests, not yours.

THE "CHICACiO TRIBUNE" SAYS;

"The Black Stockings' Third Consecutive Game

Lost to the Indianapolis Club Through

Poor Battery Work."

We should think that Friend Anson

would know that a base ball club should

u£e only the Diamond Battel y—There is

"NO I'oon BATTEitY wouk" wheu the Dia-

mond ( 'arbou Battery is used.

BI.UX: VITRIOL.
We are headquarters. Write for sam-

ples and quotations.

Secure Joints.
Use Kerite Tape in order to make sure

of secure joints.

DISTRICT TELECtRAPH COMPANIES

Can secure all material and supplies

from us at bottom prices.

ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES,

Please remember that we furnish every-

thing required for the construction or

operation of Electric Light lines—we fur-

nished several new companies with com-

plete outfits, including poles, during the

past two weeks. See our catalogues be-

fore starting to build—everything illus-

trated.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND BOOK,

If you are running a plant you cannot

afford to be without this work—Price one

dollar.
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^LECTRic t- Lighting.
(WOOD'S PATENTS), Owned and Manutaestured by the

I

^mertcan Electric Manufacturing Company^
18 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

For simplicity of construction, steadiness and purity of light, perfection of Automatic regulation, economy of power in operation,

freedom from getting out of order, and absolute safety of Armatures from braning,

hie AlilERICiLIT DYITiLlMLO HiLS WO EQXJiLI..
INTENDING PURCHASERS, whether for Isolated Plants or Central Station use, desiring to investigate the merits of

the AMERICAN SYSTEM, are requested to write to any of our customers.

OUR PATRONS ARE OUR FRIENDS AND SPONSORS.

FOR FURTHER PARTrCULARS, ADDRESS

AhIBICAH ElECTBIC H1.MUFACTUBIMQ Co.,

18 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

TAN BEPOBLE
Donble Carbon Lamp.

MUNICIPAL LIBHWOur SPECIALTY.
0^" We claim for the Van Depoele Improved Arc Lamp that it is

the simplest and best lamp in existence; for our Dynamos that they

cannot get out of order, and require little or no attention; that an
inexperienced man can run them, and that they give the most light

for the least consumption of power.
Manufactured and for Sale only by

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

- CHICAGO, ILL.15, 17» 19 and 21 N. Clinton St.,
VAN DZPOELE

Single Carbon X/am)i.
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FORT WAYNE

jiM Euenii; liiiiit co.

Fort Wayne, M. Fort Wayne, Ind.

AC^.SarTTf^.^OaT'CTZlESXt.S oe^ t^lies

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
Of iNQANDRSQElNa^ I_xIGHTINQ,

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete Alternating System of
Electric Lighting in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. 12- 16 Candle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

jOlX^so rr^Es

JENNEY SYSTEM OF ARC LIGHTING

SLJTTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JENHEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMPS.

Main Office and Works, - FORT WAYNE, IND.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 242 <Sc 244 EAST 122d STREET.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
225 Dearborn Street, First Floor,

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
%6 North; Seventh Street,

G. A. WILBUR, Manager. |

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 2 1 7 Sansome Street. CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F. Adams, Successor!
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY,
-MAirDTAOTURERS OF

—

ilectric Light Globes, Shades,
-^-^ ETC.

Send for Catalogue and Pk;ce List.

729 Broadway, New York.
' 43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsburgli, Pa.

Standard Onderground Gable Company,

Bra&eb Offlces

General Offices, Ko. 703 F^NtT. A7E.. FZTTSBTBQB, fa.

Ksw York, TelephoBe Building, Cortl»dt Street,

Q. L. Wiley Uanager-
Cblcago, 139 Eut MadiioQ Street, F. £. Desen-

hardt. Uaoager.1

MANITFACTUEEBS OF

The|l|aring||nti-|nduGtion9|4 Bunched Cables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Submarine

LIGHT LEADED CABLES FOR HOUSE USE.
Weatherproof Line Wire, Underwriters*. Annunciator and Office Wire,

Five Years of Uniform Success Enable us to Guarantee our Cables.

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort Street. NEW YORK.

^w Cl^LLEHDEI^
INSULATING and

WATERPROOFING
45 Sseadv^ay, Kew ITosb.

COMpAH?,
I54 KaSalle St.* CEiieagOt
MAirtTFAOTUBEES OF

MlT-tTW and TWI.'£Ml&&'9

ilNSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
Bitite Wires for Use Underground, In Plaster,

Damp Places, Etc., Etc.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.

\m The acknowledged Standard for durable and hlgrh

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over

quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

iQoctrlc Light and Power,

Telegraph and Telephone,

Railway and all other

Branches of Signaling.

Aerial Use,

All Sizes Subterranean Use.

Lead Encased IVwes
«"'""--«"-

Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

^ClARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'i IVIgf., - 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

Electric Leatlier Belting.
Wire Screwed, specially adapted for

DYNAMOS.
PIECE or ELECTEIC BELT. Every Belt Guaranteed.

GHAS. .A.. 95CHIEREN & CSC,
MANTFAOTDBHES and TANITEBB OF

Oak Tanned Leather Belting and Lace Leather.

©
Teisidad 'Wibes for Line "Work In place of Underwrltera.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of HIgli Grade Self-Contalned

AntoMtlc Cflt-Off EDPfis,
flPEOIAXLT ADAPTBD FOE ETJNHINS

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other dut7 requiring close

regalatlon of epeed.

Wbbtbbn Office A2n> Wabeboomb:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, ill.

WM. A. HAMMETT, IVIanager.

ANSOKIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C B B A

C—Braided CotUa.

I 46 South Canal Street, Chicago.
BRANCHESri 86 Federal Street, Boston

I 4IS Arch Street. Philadelphia.

Dakiel W. Maemos, President.

AsDisOK H. NOBDTKE, Vlce-Presldeiit.

CtJT SHOWING STVLE OF INStJLATION.

X—Copper Wire, B. B.—Two Braids, saturated wiili Fire-Proof Insulation,

saturated witti a Black, Weather-Proof Composition. ," r ' .
i, j i- »:„„ t);,« tti—.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. Pure Elw
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA, CONN,45-51 Ferry Street, wAREnnoMS- 4 '^ ^"^ ^1. Cliff St

,
New York.

KTE-W- -K-OHIs:.
I

"AREKOOMi.
^ 64 Washington St.. Chicago, Ills

Charles D. Jenket, Electrician.
Brainaed Rorison, Secretary.

Amos K. Hollowell, Treasurer
U.UUA, iri,;9iucuk.

DEDTKE, Vice-President. ^^^ ^0^^ ^^ ^^^ ^ » »

Jenney Electric Company,
sole owners of al, the Patt77ndtfc«,ons of Charles I,. Jenney (.nown as the Jenney System, and Sole Owners and Mannfactcrers of his

Improued Qynamo, [amp ^
EieGtrlG Hlotor

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent LIghtlnB

the Jenney Sysiem IcnJs. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brlillant and peneiratlae. In these essentials It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished (or Erecting Electric Lighting
'=^'

Plants lor Cities. Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc or Inc«n.

DESCENT Systems, or for both combined.

Thr Tennev Incandcsciutllyniimos are self-regulatlng,

and permit the taming on and ou: of one or all of the Lamps

"raJs Ctoipo"!/ »'MS spKtal aumtton to fumlsMnu mils.

Shops, Faotorica. tlo'-, w;i« miMual J?titnts.

^ mi m PiiimtT iliesiiiiis! m itsHiiiiit w mitii. -^
OFFICE a:jd worss:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Bo.
EASTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.
WESTERN OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-y'SgSIE-^""-

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

IJrC'Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Best Arc-Light, LoulBvllle, 1883,

First Prize : Best System of Arc-Lighting,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

-OF-

Electric ||rC'bighting

IlSr THE "WTORI-D.

This Company was given tlie only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regolatioa and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all Sizes jfor the tranamlBsion of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent Llghtlnff and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital.

fdison Qlectric ||ight |{o.

THIS COMPANT IS THE OWiIEK OF THE INVENTIONS
AND PATENTS OP

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTuI

RIETHOD OF GEDERflC EHECTRICHC DISTilBUTIOD.

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Capital. $2,500,000. 4 Stations; Capacity. 150,000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital. $750,000. 1 Station: Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $660,000, 2 Stations: Capacity. 50.000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000. I Station: Capacity, 60,000 Lamps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity' far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combmed. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Statiou
Industry as an investment.

WHITE FOR PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAU

I

For Information relative to Central Station BnBlneea, apply to tbe

Hdison Electric I^ierlnt Co.,
16 & IS BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

U- S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated p"o°w"II.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Edisod PcnoT uins Kejected nno Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. 8. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 lAVper H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H. P., equals GtYtt per H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCURATE TESTS. NO COJIMEKTS FOE PARTICULARS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2

1

9 LA SALUE ST., CHICACO.

The Railway Telegraph Supply Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
ANJVUNCIA.TOR,S, JMA-GIVETO BELLS, BA-TTEItlES, ETC.

WE CARRY A FULL STOCK OF J. H. BUNNELL & CO.'S TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS.

Line Wire and Equipment, Pins, Bracl<ets, Cross-arms, Insulators, Etc., Insulated Wire and Cables.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated Lighting, Railroad Car

Street Car Propnlsion, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from Northern Illinois, Eastern Iowa,
Wisconsin anil JIinnesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory,

Northwestern Electrical Accninlator Company,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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IN

GlaRvrlaAnd, Ohio.
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS 1=

AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

mm ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST. 181 LAKE ST.,

1

109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. I

NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTINC ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and pouier Stations
NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screening!

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENGINEERING CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

BRANCH :-600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAIVI PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR,
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

SPECIAIiTIES: -The Armiogton & Sims Engine. Steel Boilers, Jarvis FurQace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Purap, Korting lojector, etc,

»£ND FOB liATEIST €ATAr.O<>^UKI».

The Standard Carbon Co.,
SUCCESSORS TO THE

Boialton, Cleveland., and. Crvstal Cartoon Companies.
CJ Xj EI XTH Ij .A. KT I> , OZXXO.

J. B. YOUNG, President and Treas. B. K. JAIVIISON, Vice-President.

SOLAR CARBON $c MFC. COMPANY,
Office, No. 69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas. Process Patented. <^Q

^ BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALir.

^J!^_
'""

Western Office, 1 75 Randolph Street, Chicago. Special Discounts on Large Orders.

SPRAGUE RAILWAY WORK.
Roads in Operation or in Process of Construction July 14, 1888.

Richmond, Va 40cars.
Riclimond Extension 50 "

Carbondale, Pa 3 "

"Wilkesbarre, Pa 4 "

St. Joseph, Mo 8 "

"Wilmington, Del 3 "

Harrisburgh, Pa 6 "

Lafayette, Ind 9 "

Davenport, lo'wa 8 cars
Salem, Mass 6
Brockton, " 4
Hartford, Conn 2
Scranton, Pa 20
Steubenville, Ohio 6
Manchester, "Va 10
Akron, Ohio 12

February 1st not a Road in Commercial Operation, To-day Consult tlie Above Record.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILAVAY AND MOTOR CO.,
16 and 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

S. A. PLUMMER, Peesimnt.
P. B. PHESTON, Vice-Pkes. and TKEis.

1

BOAItD OF DIRECTORS.
Gen. R. A. ALGEH. T.WILLIAMSON. C. A. WARKEN.
S. A. PLHMMaR. F. B. TEODT. C.H.THOMPSON.
K.C. BROWN. A.WOODWARD. P.B.PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Seceetarv.
PRANK B. TROUT, Supeihntenkebt.

THE WOODWAltD ELECTRICAL COMPANY,
For Light and

Power Pnrposes,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY
Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

For Light and

Power Pnrposes.

F^ B^ TROXJT S
O^'^^^S' ^^ Griswold St

,
CAMPAU BUILDING.

) Factory, Corner 13th and Woodbridge Sts.General Manager. DETROIT, MICH.
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The Baxter Electric Motor.
Tlilfl Motor is now ready to be placed upon the Market.

Manufactured for both

THE ONLY PERFECTLY GOVERNED MOTOR EVER MADE.

Address

:

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

w mm limit liHiinciiiiiiiii; m lit co.,

1 1 SOUTH STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.
Factory A, Constitution and Monoment Sts. Factory B, Bnren and Monument Sts.

NEW YORK

:

Rooms 347, 348 & 349 Fottbk Bdildins.

BOSTON

:

Rooms 57 & 58 Hancock Bldg., 178 Detokshiek St.

Western Deparlient, Dearliorn BdIKUde, 130 Dearlora St,, Rooms 30-31. Ctiicsp, 111.

J. J. DICKET, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice PreBlden*.

H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man. Sap't and Electrician. L. H. KORTT, Treasurer.

MIDtAND ItlCTEIC CO.,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

ILiramiCAL iUPPMli

Hotel and Honse AnnuncIatorB, Burglar Alarms. Fire Alarms. Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annnnclators, Batteries, Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learners' Instruments, Medical

Batteries. Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Wkstkbn Agents THE OEONITE CO., and the Return Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

^TEstlmates furnished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

The Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Heisler ^lectric ||ight |{o.

809-817 S. 7th street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

MAHUTACTUKERS OP

The Heisler Patent Incandescent
Electric Light System.

The only and original Alternating Current Long
Distance Single Wire Incandescent.

We have built 24 Cen-

tral Station Incandescent

Plants -within one year,

all of which are on a pay-

ing basis. .

This System combines
successfully the illumina-

tion of the streets with a
general supply of light for

stores and houses.

Any desired distance can

be reached at small cost

;

No. 8 American Gauge
Copper "Wire being uted

for the outside line, No. 11

for mdoors, for any num-
ber of lights of any size

from 30 to 200 c. p. lo-

cated anywhere on the line.

A perfect automatic regu-

_. lation adjusts for every

Tariatlon of the load from the full capacity to one single light. We do not need

transformers, distributors, safety catches, resistance boxes or any other electncal

contrivance for distribution or safety.

Special attention is called to the superior advantage of this system for economical

management. To its fle.xibility, no mathematical calculation being required for WLnng
or alterations of circuits. To its production of nearl," double the candle power to the

H. P., as compared with any other system.

We can furnish substantial proof that our system is a successful competitor against

all present methods of Uluminatiou.

CO

03

High Insulation

In order to meet the constantly
increasing demands for

BETTER INSULATION,

g BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA GO. CO
CD

>> 420-426 EAST 25th STREET, NF.W YORK CITY, pa
03 »_
CT3

HAS EMPLOYED TUB BEST ESPEKTS TO BE HAD AND BTirLT

NEW SPECIAL MACHINERY
FOr. MAKING THE CELEBKATED

Si

CO

£ UOOPER'S CORE I
AND OTHER RUBBER COMPOUNDS

FOB INSULATING 'WIEES FOB

CO

Subaqueous, Subterranean and Aerial Cables. "^

Also, special wires for Leading in Wires. Wiring Vessels, Engine Rooms, co
Cellars, Tunnels or other wet places, all having X

SUPERIOR INSULATION ^
And warranted to give good satisfaction at fair prices. __

^ If Underwriters' is good enough, don't send for ourS samples and prices.

HENRY A. REED, Manager.
CO

OS
CO

USE NOTHIIVG BXJT

GUTTA-PERCHA FOR SUBMARINE CABLES.
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The Thofflson-Houston Electric Railway System.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Sixteen Roads In Dally Operation Under the Thomson-Houston and Yan Depoele Patents.

ALL MATEBIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTVMED AT TBE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., TSE LABGEST
AND BEST EQVLPPED ELECTBIC FACTOBY IN TBE WOBLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self- oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the

brakes applied from either platform

.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project

above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Van Depoele patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS I ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS FDRNISHED FOR MINING I OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates -A.ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers under Patents controlling the Sale and Use

OF

ALTERIMATINC CURRENT ELECTRIC LICHTINC
APPARATUS.

The installment of over 100 Central Station Plants has demonstrated the

Alternating Transformer System to be superior to all others, for distributing

current from a Central Station over small or large areas for lighting and

power purposes.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.

This system is made more profitable than any other by the use of the meter

now supplied by this company.

It measures the whole current.

It is strictly a positive mechanical movement.

It registers directly in lamp hours.

It reads from dials like a gas meter.

It consumes no appreciable energy.

It is not affected by temperature or other local conditions.

It is practical, and it is cheap.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

This company has demonstrated that motors run by the alternating current

are as efficient as the best direct current motors, and can be run without com-

mutators or brushes, being started, stopped and reversed without breaking a

connection.

All parties desiring to secure the most perfect system of electric distribu-

tion for light and power are invited to inspect the apparatus at the works of

the company at Pittsburgh, Pa., where it will be demonstrated that the Alter-

nating System possesses such advantages over the direct system in regard to

efficiency, distribution, safety, life of lamps, and the use of meters and motors,

that no purchaser can afford, at any prige, to take the direct current apparatus.
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Electric Arc Lighting Apparatus.

Electric Bells, Annunciators, Etc.

Patterson Cables for Telephone, Telegraph and Elec-;

trie Light Use.

Insulated Wires of all Kinds.

Testing Apparatus.

District Telegraph Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.;

Telegraph Apparatus.

Construction Tools.

Line Wire and Supplies.

Batteries.

THE BEST OF EYERYTHIN6 AT BOTTOM PRICES.

Catalogues Furnished on Application.
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The Sperry Double Induction Motor.

! Ekctric motors of large sizes have been made
I'witVi Inigh efiicienc)% but hieretofore small electric

motors have proved unsatisfactory, because their

efficiency runs down to a point where the cost of

maintenance has precluded the possibility of

their use with any degree of economy. The fact

that they require frequent repairs has^revented

continuous use. These objections have pre-

vented their general introduction, still the de-

mand for a good working electric motor has been

so great that sometime ago the troubles devel-

I oped during the )'ears of experience were col-

: lected and carefully studied, and the Sperry

double induction motor has been produced,

which is free from the faults of many previously

introduced. This motor has been subjected con-

tinually to the most rigid tests and has withstood

them perfectly, and can be fully recommended
] where small power is required. The motors are

manufactured with fittings for special attach-

ments, and may be operated in connection with

any source of electricity; from a battery—a spe-

cial form of which is constructed and furnished

—and from arc or incandescent circuits of any

sj'stem.

FIG. I.—SI'ERRY DOUBLE IXDUCTION MOTOR.

An automatic cut-out is provided for arc cir-

cuits. The points of superiority claimed are its

remarkably high efficiency considering its size.

The armature or the revolving part never

changes its polarity, even when running 1,000

revolutions per minute—a fact which is not true

of any other motor. This does away with the

great amount of energy required to magnetize,

demagnetize, and then magnetize up of

opposite polarity. This loss is continually going

on in an ordinary motor armature, but in this

motor it is utilized in effective work.

The revolving wire coil is surrounded on

every side by the iron of the magnetic circuit,

similar to the modern practice in the manufact-
ure of alternating current converters. This

doubles the inductive effect of the coil and is the

principal feature in the increased high efficiency

of the motor. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, in

wl)ich the lines of magnetic force are shown by

the arrows in a practically closed circuit, and the

section of the coil itself is shown by the small

circles.

The motor is perfectly non-magnetic; the value

I of this feature can hardly be over-estimated. It

will not magnetize or affect the most sensitive

watch yet made. On the contrary, it will lake

out any magnetism there may be in it. Watches

are continually affected by electric motors and
their accurate timing qualities ruined, in many
instances when the owner least suspects the

cause. This motor is guaranteed against the

magnetization of any watch ever made.
There is no many-parted commutator of deli-

cate construction in this motor or a many-coiled

armature which revolves or moves, and is there-

fore liable to get out of order. A single coil

which never changes its polarity or circuit con-

nections is the only revolving and driving

element, and it cannot get out of order. The
motor always runs in the same direction, no matter

how it is connected; therefore there can be no
mistake about the direction of rotation. This

motor is constructed in a thoroughly workman-
like manner, and only first-class materials are

employed. The spindle is of Jhe best steel and
all parts are solid and durable, at the same time

neat and ornamental in appearance.

The special features which recommend the

Sperry battery for this and other work are as

follows: The element of internal resistance in

estimating the current generated by a given com-
bination of materials has generally been ignored,

but it is an extremely important feature. The
porous cup in the cell ordinarily adds consider-

ably to the internai resistance, it being of insu-

lating substance; but a new fluid has been found

which, added to the electrolyte within the cup,

reduces the internal resistance to a minimum,
the principle upon which it acts is, it permeates

more perfectly the porous materials. A heavier

current and one capable of doing more work is

said to be produced in this cell than from any

cell previously constructed of the same size. It

gives forth no fumes and no salts collect; it can

be used either on an open or closed circuit. The
zinc efficiency of this new cell is 95 per cent.

The expense for chemicals and time required by

the battery for a given amount of work are very

small. These cells do not polarize and may be

used continuou.sly until the chemicals are ex-

hausted, a feature which will commend itself to

all who have had experience with ordinary bat-

teries.

A special form is made for surgical and den-

tal purposes. The apparatus is manufactured

by Elmer A. Sperry company, and sold by the

Electrical Supply company of Chicago.

Incandescent Lamps at the Cincinnati
Exposition

Incandescent lamps form an essential part of

the decorations at the Cincinnati Centennial ex-

position. In the floral hall the waterfall makes

a fine display. There are twelve bridges from

which project twenty-eight lig:hts. In the basin

of the fountain are lamps with colored globes

placed above reflectors. The effect is brilliant

although Cincinnati water is not the best

medium for the passage of light; six vases filled

with flowers and lighted by lamps form another

attractive feature. Suspended above the floor

is a flower-pot lighted by an incandescent lamp.

The flowers are continually sprayed by a tiny

fountain. The water is kept flowing by means

of a small motor. Arranged among the flowers

about the hall are concealed lights which add a

brilliant effect to the display.

Surrounding the fountain in the Park build-

ing are nine arches, each bearing thirty-si.x

lamps with different colored globes. On the

ring above the fountain, where the arches are

joined, are six 32 candle power lamps with cut

trlass globes. There are several "umbrella" fix-

tures with lamps in different parts of the hall.

A rotary table bearing plants, among which lights

are concealed, is another brilliant decorative fea-

ture.

William J. Hammer, the electrical expert in

charge of the Edison lights, is preparing a novel

exhibit. It is a mammoth Edison electrical

globe composed of 15,000 of the regular elec-

trical globes. This exhibit will be nearly thirty

feet high. It will glow as one colossal lamp of

100,000 candle power. It stands on a base of

about 3,200 globes that will gleam pure white,

except where word "Edison" will flash and glow
in colored effects.

There is the immense socket three feet high

upholding the great globe inclosing the myriad
smaller ones. From this great globe, which re-

sembles a balloon, will come a soft radiance of

colored lights.

At the front just over the base, in tablet form,

is a shield which will gleam in red, white and
blue stripes and the stars in blue field. On this

shield will be the inscription in infinitesimally

small globes of lettering, "Exhibit of Edison
Lamp company, Harrison, N. J.," employing
nearly 15,000 Edison lamps and illustrating the

capacity for manufacture of the factory per

twenty-four hours.

Largest Telephone Exchange,

A correspondent writes as follows in reference

to Mr. Lockwood's statement in the last issue of

the Western Electrician, that only one ex-

change in the world had as many as 7,000 tele-

riG, 2.—Sl'ERRV DOUBLE INDUCTION MOTOR.

phone subscribers, and that exchange was in

New York: " One pauses before contradicting

Mr. Lockwood or differing with him in any way
on subjects telephonic, he is generally so ac-

curate and always so well informed; but for

once it seems Homer is caught nodding. There

is trustworthy information to the effect that

there are io,oco subscribers in the Berlin ex-

change, which is operated by the German gov-

ernment. New York, it is true, has the largest

number of lines concentrating in one central

office—the Courtlandt street Exchange. But

even that does not number 7,000. This over-

sight of Mr. Lockwood's does not interfere at

all with the force of his criticism. In that he is,

as usual, exactly right."

Chicago Electric Club.

The Chicago Electric club committee on new quarters

met at the club rooms on the evening of August ist. There .

were present S. A. Barton, chairman; C. D. Shain, C. A.

Brown, and B. E. Sunny. Various plans and localities

were discussed, and Messrs. Sunny and Leonard were ap-

pointed a sub-committee to investigate quarters adjacent to

the University club. The committee will meet again after

President Barton's return from the east.

The long distance telephone will be in working order to

Buffalo, a distance of over 500 miles, in a few \veel<s. This

will be the longest telephone circuit in the world, and much
speculation is made as to whether or not the scheme will

prove successful. If the results fully meet the expectations.

Chicago will soon be connected with New York by public

telephone exchange.
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Gray's Telautograph.
Among the patents issued July 31st is one re-

lating to Professor Elisha Gray's telautograpli.

Much has been written of this new instrument,

and, as public curiosity has been aroused in re-

gard to it, we reproduce from the patent speci-

fication the cuts showing the details in their

entirety, and an exhaustive abstract of:'the des-

criptive matter.
''

The invention relates to_ a writing telegraph of

that class in which the act of writing the mes-
sage at the transmitting station operates to repro-

duce it at the receiving station. After rehears-

ing the various difficulties inherent in other

systems of telegraphy of this class,' the specifi-

cation continues:

The system consists, primarily, of two instru-

ments, a transmitting instrument, and a receiv-

ing instrument, herein termed "transmitter"

and "receiver." The transmitter and receiver

are provided with transmitting and receiving

pens, which can be moved over fields of consid-

erable e.vtent. If the system is designed for

transmitting messages in writing, the fields will

be equal in one direction to the length of a line

of writing and in the other direction to the dis-

tance above and below the line occupied by any

tions in the currents passing over the circuits to

impart corresponding movements to the receiv-

not fed continuously and independently of the

control of the operator during the writing, but

ing pen, and thus reproduce the matter written

or traced by the operator.

character. The transmitting pen is connected
to operate circuit making and breaking devices,

termed " interrupters," located in two electric

circuits and arranged to interrupt the currents

passing over the respective circuits at short in-

tervals, producing pulsations therein as the pen is

moved in two directions cro.sswise of each other

in forming characters, the number of pulsations

in the respective circuits being determined by
the distance which the pen is moved in the re-

spective directions. The.se two circuits pass

through the receiver and include electro motors,

also hereinafter termed " receiving magnets,"
the armatures of which act through suitable con-

nections to impart a step-by-step movement to

the receiving pen in two directions crosswise of

each other, the number of steps in each direc-

tion being determined by the number of times
the resjiective circuits are interrupted. By this

means the movements of the transmitting pen in

the two directions o])erate througli the interrup-

Cooperating with the receiver or forming a

part thereof is a means for supporting a record-

ing surface, upon which the message is repro-

duced. This recording surface, which will usu-
ally be paper, and will therefore be herein termed
" paper," may be either in the form of a contin-

uous ribbon or strip or in the form of a pad or a

detached sheet. The receiver is also provided
with mean.s, which is under the control of the

operator at the transmitter, for shifting the paper
after the completion of each line of writing, so

as to bring it in proper position to receive the

next line, and .so on. In the preferred organiza-

tion of the system the paper is stationary (luring

the writing and is shifted after the completion of

each line ; but this may be reversed, the pen be-

ing .stationary and the necessary movements to

form the characters being imparted to the paper;

or the movement in one direction may be im-

parted to the paper and in the other direction to

the ])en. In any case, however, the paper is

is only moved in conformity to the movements
of the transmitting pen. From this it results that

the reproduction is in the handwriting of the op-

erator, and that the operator can pause at any
point and for any length of time, and upon recom-
mencing the writing the receiving pen will con-

tinue the record from the point where it was inter-

rupted, and also that the operator can go back
in the line and make a correction, addition, or

erasure at any point. The operator is also per-

mitted to write at irregular speeds and is relieved

from the necessity of distorting his writing.

The system is provided with connections by
which, whenever the transmitting pen is raised

slightly, the same as in raising a pen or pencil from
the paper in ordinary writing, the receiving pen
is correspondingly raised, and vice versa. By
this means, when the end of a line is reached

and the transmitting pen is moved back to com-
mence a new line, or when it is necessary to go
back in the line to make a change, or when it is

desired to disconnect letters or words, it is only

necessar}' to raise the transmitting pen in the or-

dinary way in order to prevent the receiving pen

from making a continuous mark, and thus marring

the record.

Figure i is a plan view^ of the transmitter.

Fig. 2 is a vertical section of the same, taken on

the line 2 of Fig. i. Fig. 3 is an enlarged plan

view ofone of the interrupters and the two parts

immediately connected therewith. Fig. 4 is a

sectional elevation of the same. Fig. 5 is an

enlarged plan view of one of the pole changers.

Fig. 6 is an elevation of the same. Fig. 7 is an

enlarged plan view of a pair of reversely

arranged temporary circuit breakers, the

purpose of which willbe hereinafter explain-

ed. Fig. 8 is an elevationof the

same. Fig. 9 is an enlarged plan view of

a pen rack for receiving and transmitting pen

when it is not in use, showing also a switch

mechanism for connecting the receiver or trans-

mitter at any station with the line wires. Fig. 10

is an elevation of the same. Fig. 1 1 is a plan

view of the receiver. Fig. 12 is an enlarged plan

view of one pair of the receiving magnets. Fig.

13 is an end elevation of the same. Fig. 14 is a

side elevation of the same. Fig. 15 is a vertical

FIG. 3.

section taken on the line 15 of Fig. 11. Fig. 16

is an enlarged plan view of one of the polarized

relays. Fig. 17 is an end view of the same, with

certain parts removed. Fig. 18 is a diagram
showing the electrical connections through
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which the system is operated. Figs. 19, 20 and
21 are views illustrating a modified arrangement
of the receiving magnets, Fig. 19 being a side

elevation. Fig. 20 an end elevation, and Fig. 21

a plan view. Figs. 22, 23, and 24 are views il-

FIG. 4.

histrating a means of imparting a movement to

the paper corresponding to the movements im-

parted to the receiving pen in the system, as

illustrated in the other figures. Fig. 22 being a

plan view, P"ig. 23 a section taken on the line 23

of Fig. 22, and Fig. 24 a section taken on the line

FIG. 5.

24 of the same figure. Fig. 25 is a view indicat-

ing a modification of the form of recording sur-

face shown in Fig. 11, and Fig. 26 is a modifica-

tion of the receiving pen.

Referring to Figs, i to 10 and 18

the pen A is connected at its point to two

FIG. 6.

cords or other flexible connections, 55, 56, which
e.xtend horizontally crosswise to each other, and
are connected to and operate the two circuit

making and breaking devices B C, termed
' interrupters," located in two electric circuits,

/', f, termed " main circuits," and so arranged
that as the pen A is moved from left to right and

vice versa the circuit /' is interrupted or made
and broken repeatedly in quick succession, pro-

ducing pulsations therein varying in number
with the linear extent of the movement of the

pen A and varying in speed of succession with

the rapidity of such movement, while as the pen
is moved up and down in forming the characters

the circuit c is interrupted and the puLations
produced therein in the same manner.
The two interrupters B C and their auxiliaries

|

are exact duplicates. Each of the cords 55, 56
is connected to and wound upon a small drum.
Figs. I, 3, and 4, upon a shaft 9, to which one wire
of the circuit is connected. The shaft 9 is pro-

vided with an arm, 10, the end of which carries

a brush, 12, which sweeps in contact with the

face of a metallic disk, 13, to which the other wire

of the circuit is connected. The face of the disk

over which the brush 12 sweeps is provided with

a series of channels or cuts located in close prox-

imity and containing pieces of insulating mate-

rial, 8, so that as the brush sweeps over the face

of the disk in either direction the current passing

over the circuit in which the brush and disk are

located will be interrupted or made and broken

/ and the electro magnets g of a pair of pole
changers, 1) E, Figs, i, 5, 6,' and 18, which are
located, respectively, in the main circuits /i c, and
which act for a purpose, which will be hereinafter

explained, to automatically change the polarity

of the currents passing over the lespective cir-

cuits whenever the movement of the transmitting
pen in either direction is reversed.

The pole changers D E are of any of the com-
mon and well-known forms, and are connected
to the two poles of the main batteries F and to

the two wires of the respective main circuits/' c in

the usual manner. For the purpose of operating
the pole changers the cords 55 56 pass around
the pulleys iS, Figs, i, 3, and 4, mounted
upon shafts 19, which operate circuit makers and
breakers included in the respective local circuits

d. For this purpose the shafts 19 are provided
with arms 20, which are frictionally connected to

theshaftsand have a limited movement between
fi.xed stops 7. The arms 20 and one of the stops

7 of each arm are included in the respective local

circuits, so that the rocking of the arms be-

tween their stops operates to make and break the

local circuits, and thus 0|>erate the pole changers
to change the polarity of the currents passing

over the main circuits b c at each vibration of the

arms.

The operation of the transmitter as thus far

described is as follows: The operator will take

the pen A in his hand and form the characters in

proper sequence in the usual manner, moving the

pen up and down and from left to right in form-
ing the characters and writing the line, the same
as in ordinary writing. As the pen makes the

down strokes in forming the characters, the cord

FIG. 9.

repeatedly in quick succession, the number and

rapidity of the interruptions being determined

by the extent and rapidity of the movement of

the brush. Each of the shafts 9 is also provided

with a second cord or wire, 14, which is wound
upon the shaft in the direction the reverse of the

cords 55 56, and is connected to a spring or other

56 will be unwound from the shaft 9 of the inter-

rupter C, thereby revolving the shaft and mov-
ing the brush 12 over the disk 13, and interrupt-

ing the current over the circuit c repeatedly and

in quick succession, the number and rapidity of

the interruptions being determined by the .speed

and extent of the movement of the pen. As the

retractile, 15, the tendency of which is to unwind

the cord 14 and wind the cord 55, or 56, as the

case may be. Each of the cords 55 56 passes

beSween guides 16, located between the pen and

the shafts 9, and the cords are provided with

stops 17, which engage with the guides 16 and

arrest the cords and limit the movement given

to the shafts 9 and the brushes 12 by the springs

15-

The transmittmg nistrument is provided with

two local circuits, (/, which include local batteries

pen makes the up stroke the spring 15 will re-

wind the cord 56 and move the brush 12 in the

reverse direction, interrupting the current in the

same manner. So long as the up and down
movement of the pen continues, the cord 56, act-

ing upon pulley iS, will hold the arm 20 against

one of the stops 7, and the local circuit d will re-

main closed, or broken, as the case may be, so

that the pole changer E will not be operated, and

the polarity of the current passing over the cir-

cuit c will not be changed. As soon, however.
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as the movement of the pen is reversed—/. c,

changed from up to down or down to up—the

movement of the ]3ulley i8 will be reversed and
the arm 20 will be rocked against its other stop,

thereby changing the condition of the local cir-

cuit (/ and operating the pole changer so as to

change the polarity of the current passing over
the circuit c, and this change in the polarity of the

current will take place as often as the up-and-
down movement of the pen is reversed. As the

pen is moved from right to left and left to right,

the cord 55 and the spring 15 will operate the

brush 12 of the interrupter B, to interrupt the
current over the circuit h in the same manner,
and the cord 55, acting on pulley 18, will act to

close or break the other local circuit d, and thus

operate the pole changer D to change the polar-

ity of the current passing over the circuit h

whenever the movement of the pen is reversed,

that the ink will flow to the pen by gravity, an
arrangement to this end being shown in dotted
lines at Fig. 15, suitable means being provided
for regulating its flow; or the ink may be other-
wise supplied to the pen. The pen is carried
upon the end of an arm, 61, which is preferably
tubular to receive the tube 57, and is connected
by a universal joint, 62, to the end of a rod,, 21,
which is free to move longitudinally in a bear-
ing, 63, but is retained in any position to which
it is moved by means of frictional jaws 64,
which are carried by light spring arms 65, and
act to grip the rod with sufficient force to pre-
vent its accidental movement, and also to over-
come its inertia and arrest and hold it at the end
of each step of its movement, as will be pres-
ently explained.

Located adjacent to the rod 21 are a pair of
reversely arranged receiving electro magnets, H
H', which are included in the circuit c and are
provided with armatures //, which are arranged
to act upon the rod 21 in such manner as to im-
part a step-by-step movement to the rod in op-

of each armature in such manner that when the
two parts of either armature are moved toward
each other they will act to grip the rod be-
tween them, and, being then moved toward the
magnet, they will carry the rod with them and
impart a corresponding movement to the pen (;.

The operation of the receiving magnets H
H' and their armatures is as follows: When-
ever the magnet H is energized by the closing
of the circuit c, in which it is located, the two
parts of its armature will be atfracted toward
each other, and toward the cores of the mag-
net. The springs 06 are so adjusted as to be
slightly weaker than the spring 68, so that

upon the magnet becoming energized and thus
magnetizing the two parts of _the armature
they will move toward each other and grip

the rod in advance of being moved toward the

magnet. After gripping the rod, the two
parts of the armature will move toward the

magnet, thereby imparting a corresponding
movement to the rod. As soon as the magnet
is de-energized by the interrupting of the cur.

FIG. 13.

the same as described in connection with the pole

changer E.

Referring to Figs. 11 to 18, the receiver con-

sists, primarily, of the receiving pen G, which
may be a writing instrument of any suitable form
for recording the mes.sage. The term "pen " as

applied to this instrument is therefore to be un-

derstood as including any form of writing instru-

ment. In the case shown a fountain pen is em-
ployed, which is composed of a tube of very fine

or capillary bore having its end formed into a

writing point, 'i'he pen is connected by a piece

of flexible rublier lulling 57 with a capillary tube,

58, which enters an ink well, 59, preferably loca-

ted in such position that the surface of the ink

in the well will be upon a lower level than the

|)oint of the pen.

To maintain the well at the pro|ier height as

the ink is lowered by u.se, it is provided with an
adjusting screw, 60. By locating the ink well

below the point of the pen it is found that

the ink will be pro]ierly supplied to the pen by
the capillary action of the pen and the tube
5.S, while if the well is located above the

|)en there is danger of the ink flowing too

freely. 'I'lir well may, liuwes'er, be so arranged

posite directions, according as one or the other

of the magnets is energized. For this purpose
the armatures // are divided at their centers, so

as to form two parts, 5, 6, which are connected
at their outer ends to pivots 22, so as to be ca-

pable of swinging to and from the cores of the

magnets. The pivots 22 are in turn supported
in frames 23, which are connected to pivots 24
in such manner as to swing laterally, and thus
carry the two parts 5, 6 of the armatures to and
from each other. The frames 23 are provided
with springs 66, the tendency of which is to

draw the two parts of the annatures away from
each other, the movement of the parts in this

direction being limited by back-.stops 67. The
movements of the two parts of the armatures
away from the cores of the magnets is effected

by means of a spring, 68, connected to one of

the parts, the part not connected to the spring
lieing provided with a lip, 2, of non-magnetic
sub.stance, which engages with the other part.

The movement of the annatures in this direc-

tion is limited by an adjustable back-stop, 69.

The rod 21 and the magnets H H' and their

armatures are so arranged that the ro,| passes
lirlwcoi the adjacent ends of the two parts 5, 6

riG. 14.

rent over the circuit c, the springs 66 wil( draw
the two parts of the armature apart, thereby
releasing the rod, and the spring 68 will draw
the parts back against the back stop 69. This
operation will be repeated as often as the cur-
rent over the circuit c is interrupted, so as to

energize and de-energize the magnet H, and
thus the rod 21 and the pen G will be moved
with a step-by-step movement, the number antl

rapidity of the steps being determined by the
number and rapidity of the interruptions in the
current over the circuit c. The movement thus
given to the pen G will constitute the upward
movement of the pen in forming the characters.
Whenever the magnet H' is energized and de-
energized, the same operation will take place,

except that the rod 21 and the pen will be moved
in the reverse direction. From this it will read-
ily be seen that in order to cause the up and
down movements of the receiving pen G to con-
form to the corresponding movements of the
transmitting pen A it is only necessary to cause
the interruptions in the circuit c, occasioned by
the movement of the brush 12 as the transmit-
ting pen is moved upward, to de-energize and
energize the magnet II, and the interruptions in
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the same circuit, occasioned by the reverse

movement of the brush as the transmitting pen
is moved in the reverse direction, to de-energize

and energize the magnet H'. To effect this the

circuit I. which, as before stated, includes both
the magnets H H', also includes the magnet / of

a polarized relay, I, Figs. 11, 16, 17, and 18, the

lolarized armature 25 of which' is connected by
a wire, i; witli the circuit c between the magnets
H H', while the contact points 3, 4, between
which the armature vibrates, are connected to

wires /// //, which resnectivelv connect with the

25, wire /, and through the magnet H', thus
short-circuiting the magnet H and correspond-
ingly reversing the movement of the pen G.
By this means the receiving pen is caused to re-

produce the up and down movements of the
transmitting pen.

At some suitable point, preferably near the
pen G, the rod 61 is pivotally connected to a
rod, 70, which is connected by a universal joint,

71, to a rod, 26, which extends in a direction
crosswise of the rod 21, preferably at or sub-
stantially at right angles thereto. Located ad-

current passing over the circuit i will pass
through the magnet K and act to move the re-
ceiving pen in the corresponding direction, and
that when the movement of the transmitting
pen is reversed and the polarity of the current
changed, the current will pass through the mag-
net K' and act to reverse the movement of the
receiving pen.

It has now been explained how the move-
ment of the transmitting pen along or at right
angles to the line upon which the message is

being written in either direction will cause the

0^vvvvvwm(X[)^

FiG. 17

circuit <- beyond the magnet H' and between the

magnet H and the relay.

The relay I is so organized that the polarity

of the current passing over the circuit c while

the transmitting pen is moving upward will

cause the magnet / to vibrate the polarized ar-

mature 25 into contact with the point 3. The
current passing over the circuit c will then pass

through the magnet H and over the wire /t, ar-

mature 25, and wire w, thus short-circuiting the

magnet H' and leaving the magnet H to be en-

ergized and de-energized, and thus move the

receiving pen G in the same direction. .As soon,

however, as the movement of the transmitting

pen is reversed, the polarity of the current pass-

ing over the circuit will, as before e.xplained, be

changed, and this will cause the magnet / to vi-

brate the armature 25 against the point 4. The
current will then pass over the wire «, armature

11;. is.

jacent to the rod 26 are two receiving magnets,

K K', which are included in the circuit /', and are

provided with armatures //, which are arranged

and act upon rod 26 in exactly the same manner
as the armatures of the magnets H H' act upon
the rod 21, so that the energizing and de-ener-

gizing of the magnet IC operates through its ar-

mature to move the rod 26 and the pen G from

left to right, while the energizing and de-ener-

gizing of the magnet K' operates in a similar

manner to move the pen in the reverse direction.

The circuit // is provided with a polarized relay,

J, similar to the relay I, which is arranged and

acts to short-circuit one or the other of the mag-
nets K K' whenever the polarity of the current

passing over the circuit i is changed, the same
as described in connection with the circuit r.

The relay J is so arranged that so long as the

transmitting pen is moved from left to right the

receiving pen to move in the same direction,

the movements of the latter pen being made up
of a series of short steps. From this it follows

that any movement of the transmitting pen in

any direction oblique to the line or intermediate

these two directions will cause the receiving pen

to move in a corresponding direction, but with

a compound movement made up of a number of

steps taken at right angles to or crosswise of each

other, the relative number of steps in each direc-

tion depending upon the obliquity of the direc-

tion in which the transmitting pen is moved. By
this means the receiving pen is caused to sub-

stantially follow any movement of the transmit-

ting pen, and thus reproduce a substantial fac-

simile of whatever is written or traced by the

latter.

The irregular or wavy character of the ob-

lique lines made by the receiving pen will not
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detract materially from the appearance of the

writing, and will not be suflicieiitly marked to

prevent the handwriting of the person at the

tiansmitting instrument from being readily rec-

ognized. The length of the steps with which

the receiving pen is moved may be varied con-

siderably; but the receiver will preferably be so

adjusted that the pen will take from seventy-five

to one hundred steps to the inch.

If it is desired that the characters formed by

the receiving pen shall correspond in size to

those formed by the transmitting pen, the re-

ceiver will be so adjusted that the receiving pen

table or platform, 36, Fig. 2, which is located

directly beneath the point of the transmitting

pen and extends over the entire range of move-
ment of the pen. The table is supported upon
arms 37, which are pivoted at 38, so as to permit

the table to yield slightly when the point of the

pen A is brought down upon it with a pressure

equal or about equal to the pressure e.xerted

upon a pen or pencil in ordinary writing. One
of the arms 37 is provided with a forward exten-

sion, 39, which plays between stops 40, 42, which
limit the movement of the table, and is provided
with a spring, 41, the tendency of which is to
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will at each interruption of one of the circuits

be moved a distance equal to the movement of

the transmitting pen required to effect the inter-

ruption. By changing the relative movements of

the two pens the reproduction may be enlarged

or reduced.

It has already been stated that it is important

that the receiving pen should be so under the

control of the operator at the transmitter that

when he desires to break the connection between
letters or words in the message, or to go back
along the line for the purpose of making an ad-

dition, correction, or interlineation, or when he

has completed one line and wishes to move the

transmitting pen back to the point to commence
a new line, the receiving pen will make the cor-

responding movements without making any mark
on the paper. To effect this, the system is so

organized that the operator can when he desires

cause the receiving pen to be raised from the

paper. The bore of the pen is so fine that no
ink will flow from the pen except at such times

as its point rests upon the paper, and thus when
the pen is raised it will respond to the move-
ments of the transmitting pen without produc-

ing any mark. For this purpose the receiver is

provided with a vertically moving pen rest, 27,

Figs. II and 15, which extends horizontally be-

neath the pen and is supported upon arms pro-

jecting from a rock shaft, 28, and provided with

a spring or other retractile, 29, by which it is

normally held in position to raise the point of

the pen slightly from the paper. The pen rest

27 may be arranged to act upon the rod 61; but

normally hold the table in its raised position,

with the arm 39 out of contact with the stop 40.

The stop 40 and the arm 39 form a circuit-closer,

which is included in a local circuit, /, which in-

cludes a local battery, v, and an electro-magnet,

w. The armature 43 of the magnet 10, Figs.

I, 7, and 8, is secured to a pivoted lever, 44,
which is normally held against a back stop, 45,
by a spring, 46, and carries upon its opposite

sidijjji two contact points, 47, 48, which are insu-

lated from each other. Located upon opposite

sides of the lever 44 are a pair of pivoted levers,

49, 50, which are provided with springs 51, which
act to. normally hold the lever 49 in engagement
with the contact point 47, and inclose proximity

to but not in engagement with a back-stop, 52,

and the lever 50 in engagement with a similar

back stop, 54, and in close proximity to but not

in engagement with, the contact point 48. Each
of the levers 49, 50 is provided with an adjustable

weight, 53, by which the inertia of the levers can
be increased or diminished to any desired extent

to secure the proper operation of the levers, as

will be hereinafter explained. The lever 49,
contact point 47, and back stop 52 are included

in the main circuit b, while the lever 50, contact

point 48, and back stop 54 are included in the

main circuit c. The levers 49, 50 form reversely

acting temporary circuit-breakers for the respec-

tive circuits I) i, as will presently appear.

The operation of this part of the system is as

follows: When the parts are in their normal po-

sition—that is to say, when the transmitting pen
is not in use—the spring 41 will hold the table

it will preferably be arranged to act upon a light

extension, 30, projecting beyond the pen.

Acting upon the rest 27 is a pivotal arm, 31,

which carries the armature 32 of an electro-

magnet, y, of comparatively high resistance,

which is included in a local circuit, n, which also

includes a part of the arm 31, a circuit-closer, 33,
carried by the arm, and a local battery, /. The
local circuit <i is provided with a branch, (/,

which includes an electro-magnet, r, of compara-
tively low resistance, and also a vibrating circuit-

closer, 34, Figs. II and i5, operated by an ar-

mature, 72, which is acted upon by the magnet /

of the relay I. The circuit-clo.ser 34 is also

acted on by a spring, 35, which tends to move it

to |)osition to complete the circuit through the

branch 1/. The circuit a is also jirovided with a

branch, s, which inckules a reversely acting cir-

cuit-clo.ser, 34, which is similarly arranged with

relation to the magnet / of the relay J.
'I'he transmitter-is provided with a yielding

36 in its raised position and the arm 39 out of

engagement with the stop 40, so as to break the
local circuit /, and de-energize the magnet 70.

So long as the magnet 7C' is not energized the lever

44 will- be held against its back stop 45, and the
lever 49 will remain in engagement with the con-
tact point 47, so as to close the circuit b at that
point, and the lever 50 will remain in engage-
ment with the back stop 54, so as to also close
the circuit c at that point. So long as both the
circuits b c remain closed the magnets / of the
relays I J will both be energized, so as to attract
their armatures and rock the circuit-closers 34
into position to break the connection through
both of the branches (j s, and the pen-rest

27, Ijejng then raised so as to raise the arm
31, the circuit closer 33 will be operated to
break the local circuit a, and de-energize the
magnet o, and the spring 29 will hold the pen-
rest in its raised i)osition, so as to raise the pen
t; froiri the paper and hold it in that position,

and this will continue as long as the table 3O
remains in its rai.sed position. When it is de-

sired to commence the transmission of a mes-
sage, the operator takes the transmitting pen
in his hand, and, moving it to the proper posi-

tion to commence the writing, places the point

against the table 36 and forms the characters
with the same pressure on the pen as in ordina-

ry writing. The pressure of the pen against the

table acts to depress the table so as to rock the

arm 39 against the stop 40 and close the local

circuit t. This will energize the magnet m so as

to rock the lever 44 and cause the contact point

48 to strike against the free end of the lever 50,

and the blow thus given to the lever will cause it

to swing away from both the contact point 48
and the back-stop 54, and thus temporarily break
the main circuit c. The spring 51 will, however,
act to very quickly overcome the inertia of the

lever and its weight 53 and swing it back against
the contact point 48, and thus again close the

circuit c. The break thus made in the circuit (

will be of exceedingly short duration; but the

time between the breaking and closing of the

circuit may be regulated with great nicety by
adjusting the position of the weight 53 so as to

cause the lever to swing a greater or less dis-

tance. As the lever 44 is rocked by the move-
ment of the armature 43, as just described, the
lever 49 will follow the movement of the lever

44 until it engages with its back-stop 52, so that

the main circuit /' will not be broken. The tem-
porary breaking of the circuit c, caused by the

swinging of the lever 50, will operate to de-
energize the magnet / of the relay I, and permit
its circuit closer 34 to be rocked by its spring

35, so as to close the local circuit a through the

branch q. This will cause the current from the

battery/ to pass through the magnets r; but

the magnet being of high resistance, and the

magnet /' of low resistance, the former will alone

be energized, thereby rocking the arm 31 and
depressing the pen-rest 27, so as to lower the

point of the pen G onto the paper, As soon as

the arm 31 is thus rocked the circuit-closer 33
will close the circuit a, so as to short-circuit the

magnet /• and circuit-closer 34, and the magnet
will remain energized, so as to hold the pen-

rest depressed until de-energized by the raising

of the transmitting pen, as will be presently ex-

plained. As soon as the circuit c is closed by
the return of the lever 50 against the contact
point 48 the magnet / of the relay I will be re-

energized, and the circuit-closer 34 will be
rocked, so as to break the connection through
the branch <]. Whenever the operator desires to

break the connection between words or charac-

ters or to go back along the line for any purpose,

or, having completed one line, wishes to com-
mence a new one, he has only to raise the trans-

mitting pen off the table 3O, the same as in ordi-

nary writing. As soon as the pen is raised from
the table 36, the spring 41, acting upon the arm

39, will raise the table and at the same time rock

the arm 39, so as to break the local circuit /.

This will de energize the magnet w and release

the armature 43, so as to permit the lever 44 to

be rocked back against its back-stop 45, and as the

lever 44 is thus rocked it will strike the end of the

lever 49 and swing it, the same as has been de-

scribed in connection with the lever 50, so as to

temporarily break the circuit /', the circuit c re-

maining closed, the same as described in con-

nection with the circuit b. This temporary
breaking of the circuit b will operate to de-

energize the magnet / of the relay J and permit

its circuit-closer 34 to close the branch .t and
short-circuit, and thus de-energize, the magnet
(', so as to release the arm 31 and permit the

spring 29 to elevate the pen-rest 27 and raise

the pen t"> from the paper, and at the same time

operate the circuit-closer 33 to break the local
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circuit (7. The pen G will then respond to the

movement of the transmitting pen, as already

(.1 escribed, but without making any record upon
the paper. The transmitting and receiving pens

having been moved to the position where it is

desired to recommence the writing, the operator

has only to depress the point of the transmitting

pen against the table 36 and the receiving pen
will be lowered onto the paper, as already de-

scribed. In order to prevent the magnets of the

relays I J from being entirely de-energized, so as

to release their armatures and thus allow the

circuit-closers 34 to close the branches g s each

time, the circuits./' c are interrupted by the move-
ment of the brushes 12 over the disks 13, the

springs 35 are so adjusted that the amount of

energy required to overcome their tension is

much less than the energy required to operate

the armatures // of the receiving magnets H H'
k K', and the main circuits b c are provided

with shunt circuits!', which connect with the

main circuits upon opposite sides of the inter-

rupters, and include resistance coils or other re-

sistances, ;, which are so adjusted as to allow a
constant current to pass over the main circuits

sufficient to energize the magnets /to overcome
the springs 35, but not sufficient to operate the

armatures //. It is to be understood, therefore,

that when the circuits b c are referred to as being
broken or interrupted by the interrupters B C it

is not to be understood that those circuits are

necessarily completely broken, so as to entirely

stop the currents, but only that the currents are

O

sufficiently interrupted to release the armatures
of the receiving magnets.
From the foregoing it will be seen that all of the

movements required to form the individual let-

ters or characters, and also to bring them in

proper position one after another to form the

words of a line, are made by the receiving pen,

the paper remaining stationary during the writ-

ing. When, however, one or more lines have
been written, it is necessary that the paper should
be shifted so as to bring a new portion into po-

sition to be written upon. If the message is to

be written in the form of a single line e.xtending
along the length of a narrow ribbon of paper,

the paper must be shifted longitudinally the

length of the line which has been written, so

that when the writing is resumed it will con-
tinue from the point on the paper where it was
interrupted. If, on the other hand, the message
is written in lines e.xtending across a sheet or

wide ribbon of paper, the paper must be shifted

forward a distance equal to the space between
one or more lines. In either case it is import-
ant that the mechanism for shifting the paper in

the receiver should be under the control of the

operator at the transmitter.

As herein illustrated, the message is written
in the receiver upon a wide ribbon of paper, L,

which is supported at rest upon a stationary pa-
per support, O, while the writing is in progress.

The paper L is led from a roll, and after passing
over the support O, beneath the point of the pen,

passes downward out of the instrument, where
it is attached to a clip, 73, of sufficient weight to

maintain it at the proper tension and to draw it

off the roll when the latter is permitted to turn.

Suitable guides, as 74, will preferably be pro-

vided to hold the paper smoothly and evenly
beneath the pen. The roll upon which the pa-
per is wound is provided at one end with an es-

capement wheel, 75, which is controlled by an
escapement lever, 76, to which is attached the
armature 77 of the magnet;-, the lever 76 being
so arranged that when rocked by the action of

the magnet it will permit one tooth of the es-

capement wheel to pass and the weight 73 to un-
wind and shift the paper L. The escapement
lever 76 is provided with a spring or other re-

tractile, 78, which, as soon as the magnet /• is

de-energized, will rock the lever in the opposite
direction, and thus permit another tooth to pass
and the paper to be again shifted. The move-
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ment thus given to the paper each time the mag-
net r is energized and de-energized, is equal to

the space between two lines.

It has already been explained that whenever
the circuit c is temporarily broken by the action
of the lever 50 the current from the local bat-

tery p is caused to pass through the magnet /-,

but without energizing it. If, however, both the
circuits b c are simultaneously broken, the
branches <] s oi the local circuit a will both be
closed and the current from the battery p will

pass over the wires a q s and through the mag-
net r without passing through the magnet 0, and
the result will be that the magnet ;- will become
energized, so as to attract its armature and rock
the escapement-lever 76 to allow the paper L to

be shifted, as described.

For the purpose of simultaneously breaking
both the circuits b c to effect the shifting of the

paper L when desired, the transmitting instru-

ment is provided with a circuit-breaker, M,
Fig. 2, by which the operator can when he de-
sires break both the circuits b c simultaneously.

For this purpose the circuits b c include contact

springs or brushes 79, which rest upon a pair of

metallic blocks, 80, set in a head, 81, of insula-

ting material, which is carried upon a shaft, 82,

having a handle, S3, which is in convenient po-

sition to be moved by the operator. The shaft

82 is acted on by a spring or other retractile, 84,

which normally holds the shaft and head 81 in

such position that the blocks 80 connect the

brushes 79 and close the circuits /; c. By oper-

ating the handle 83, however, the shaft can be
given a partial turn, so as to carry the blocks 80
out from under the brushes 79, and thus break
both the circuits and effect the shifting of the

paper L.

In the practical operation of the system it will

usually be desirable to make a copy or duplicate

of the message at the sending station, and for

this purpose the transmitter is provided with a

wide ribbon of paper, N, similar to the paper
used in the receiver, which is also supported at

rest while the writing is in progress. The paper
N is led from a roll and passes forward over the

table 36 beneath the transmitting pen, and after

passing over a roll, 85, mounted upon the shaft

38, is led from the instrument. A guide, as 86,

will preferably be provided, which will operate

to hold the paper smoothly beneath the pen. To
effect the shifting of the paper N, the roll 85 is

provided with a small co-operating spring-

pressed roll, 87, which is journaled in the arms

37, and between which and the roll 85 the paper

passes. The roll 85 is provided with a ratchet,

88, which is engaged by a pawl, 89, carried upon
one end of a lever, 90. the other end of which is

connected by a rod, 91, with an arm, 92, upon
the shaft 82 in such manner that whenever the

handle 83 is operated to break the circuits b c and
effect the shifting of the paper L the pawl 89 will

also be operated to shift the paper N a corre-

sponding distance.

The general operation of the system is as fol-

lows: The instruments having been supplied

with the paper L N. the operator will , take the
transmitting pen and, holding it out of contact
with the paper N, move it to the point over the
paper where he desires to commence the writing
of the message. As the transmitting pen is thus

.

moved, one or both of the brushes 12 will be
moved, so as to interrupt one or both of the cir-

cuits b 1-, and thus, through the magnets H H' K
K' and their armatures, move the receiving pen
to a corresponding position over the paper L,
the receiving pen being raised out of contact
with the paper by the pen-lifter 27. The opera-
tor will then place the point of the transmitting
pen upon the paper, as in ordinary writing, and
as soon as the transmitting pen is pressed upon
the paper the table 36 will be depressed, thereby
closing the local circuit /and through the connec-
tions which have been described depressing the
pen-rest 27, so as to lower the pen G onto the
paper. The operator will then write along the line

in the usual manner, and the movements of the

transmitting pen in forming the characters and
in moving along the line will operate the brushes
12 to interrupt the circuits b c and the arms 20
to change the polarity of the currents passing
over the circuits, and thus energize and de-ener-

gize the respective magnets H H' K K' and
cause the receiving pen to follow the move-
ments of the transmitting pen with a step-by-

step movement, and thus reproduce the message.
If at any point in the line the operator wishes to

break the connection between characters or

words or to go back on the line to make an ad-

dition or correction, he will raise the transmit-

ting pen from the paper. This will allow the

table 36 to be raised and break the local circuit

t, and through the connections which have been
described de-energize the magnet and allow

the pen-rest 27 to raise the receiving pen from
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its paper. By then moving the transmitting pen
to the desired position and lowering it onto the
paper the receiving-pen will be moved to and
lowered onto the paper in a corresponding posi-

tion. At the end of a line the operation will be
the same. ^Vhen a line has been completed and
it is desired to commence a new line, the oper-
ator will, either before or after moving the trans-

mitting pen into position to commence the new
line, operate the handle 83, so as to shift the

paper N and at the same time break both the

circuits b i; and this will through the connec-
tions which have been described energize the
magnet /• and operate the escapement to corres-

pondingly shift the paper L.

In a practical embodiment of the system it

will usually be necessary to have a transmitter

and a receiver located at each station, so that

messages can be both sent and received at any
station, and in such case it will of course be de-

sirable to utilize the line wires of the circuits

b c for both sending and receiving. This can
readily be done by providing a switch apparatus
at each station, by which the transmitter and
receiver can be switched into and cut out of the

circuits at pleasure. One form of switch appara-

tus suitable for this purpose is illustrated in the

present case. For this purpose the line wires of

the circuit b c Figs. 9 and 10, (are connected to

spring contacts) or brushes 93, whjch rest upon
the periphery of a rotary switch, 94, having two
pairs of contact blocks, 95, 96, which are con-

nected respectively to wires b c which lead to

the receiver, and to. wires (^ (T which lead to the

transmitter. By turning the switch 94 until the

brushes 93 rest upon the blocks 95, the receiver

will be switched into the circuits and the trans-

mitter cut out, and vice versa. In the practical

{Continitcd on pa^c 73.)
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The cable of the North Side railway of Chi-

cago has broken so many times that the resi-

dents of that section of the city have formed a

protective association. The particular grievance

of which the north siders complain is that they

are compelled to pay two fares if an accident to

the grip or the cable compels them to change
cars. The new association proposes to institute

suits by the wholesale for the recovery of extra

fares.

We devote a large amount of space this week
to a full description of Professor Elisha Gray's
telautograph. The instrument is one which has
awakened great interest and we believe the

exhaustive manner in which we have illustrated

it will be appreciated by our readers.

It will be noted that throughout the inventor

has exercised great skill, even upon the smallest

details and that the patent specification covers
specifically the most minute points. It is very
clear that the professor proposes to protect this

invention to the utmost.

A SHORT time ago Mr. and Mrs. Heesch were
found dead in their home, in Chicago. The hus-
band had committed suicide, apparently, but the
death of the wife formed a mystery. Some ex-

citement was caused at police headquarters by
an amateur detective, who brought in the report

that the woman's death had been caused by a
shock from an electric battery. The detectives

then went to work and developed their theory
as follows; They found that the couple suffered

from rheumatism, and were in the habit of using
a battery for trealnient. They concluded that

on the fatal Saturday night the wife asked her
husband to help her use the battery. He com-
plieil,and by accident, turned on the full stren.gth

o: the electric current, giving the unfortunate
woman such a shock that she fell back, dead.
Realizing that he had been the cau.se of her death,
the frantic man—so the detectives thought—took
his own life.

Unfortunately for tlieir theory, the detectives

e;ille(l into their counsels an electrician, and ex-

hibited lo him theeleelric battery which had been
found on the premises. He assured them that

the combined elTecl of 1,700 batteries of tluit

kind might prove fatal in some cases, but that the

use of the apparatus shown him could not be at-

tended with any serious results.

An article in another column gives an idea of

the important part which electric lights play in

the decoration of the buildings used for the cen-

tennial exposition at Cincinnati. The fact that

the incandescent lamp can be employed so easily

and effectively for this purpose is a great argu-

ment for its use, especially in all public build-

ings. Electricians are beginning to appreciate

more and more the importance of this fact in

their arrangement of li,ohts. There will be few

lamps hereafter stuck about stiffly, but the globes

will be so placed that they will serve as orna-

ments as well as displace gas.

An argument in favor of the underground
system of distributing electricity appears in the

New York correspondence. A thief who repre-

sented himself as a lineman went to the roof of

a house and thence obtained access to an adjoin-

ing building where he appropriated $400 worth
of valuables. Several instances of this kind have
been reported in the last few months. In one
case the bogus lineman succeeded in decamping
with several thousand dollars' worth of jewelry.

With an underground system such robberies, of

course, would be out of the question, and it may
be expected that this argument will be pressed

by the opponents of overhead wires.

Harold P. Brown, who criticised the altern-

ating system so severely, replied to his critics

last week, and gave a series of experiments to

demonstrate the correctness of his former strict-

ures concerning dangerous currents. The first

part of his extended reply is printed elsewhere.

Mr. Brown claims that he has been unjustly

treated and badly misrepresented by the elec-

tricians who answered his letter. The exper-

iments, as conducted in the presence of specta-

tors, were unsatisfactory, especially as an officer

of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals put an end to the torture of the poor
brute who was suffering from repeated shocks
from continuous and alternating currents.

C. W. Dean, who speaks once each week at

the Church of Nature in Chicago, has curious

ideas concerning the formation of the earth.

His statements, in fact, sound like extracts from
that marvelous lecture on the " Hiding Places of

the Winds," delivered the country over by a

colored scientist. Mr. Dean says: " You see the

earth was originally composed of electricity, with

a mica shell about a quarter of a mile thick.

Mica is condensed electricity. By making the

earth in the shape of an egg and then causing it

to revolve it turns the electricity over in the mid-
dle and makes two pulsations a day. You
wouldn't suspect it, but these pulsations are very
necessary, and but for them the earth would balk

Reports that improved methods of obtaining

aluminum at a cost aln.Jst nominal have been
discovered are becoming numerous. The
most reliable report is that which states that by
a process employed at the Krupp gun works
near Cologne the metal is obtained at a cost of

twenty-five cents per pound. The prevailing

price has been about $5 per pound. Some one
recently said in communicating on these alleged

discoveries that the present is the beginning of

the "aluminum age," and it was prophesied that

the metal would soon revolutionize methods in

the practical arts ftn' the reason that the ma-
terial roughly is as strong as steel while it is

almost as light as chalk. Any process which
will tend to cheapen aluminum will greatly in-

terest electricians.

Consii)I',k.\i;i.e difference of opinion exists be-

tween the eastern reporters and Jay Could in

reference to the hitter's health. Mr. Could, in

a recent statement, declares that hiKph)sical con-

dition is excellent, but the papers insist that he

is in great danger. They allege that it is ab.so-

lutely necessary for him to dispose of his im-

mense business interests in order to prolong his

life. Among the latest modes which have

been figured out to enable him to escape
the responsibility of looking after the affairs

of the Western Union is a statement that he
will sell his interest in the company to

a syndicate which will form a telegraph trust.

It is asserted that the recent advance in thecable

rates is "one of the preliminary steps in Mr.
Gould 's grand scheme of retirement from the

Western Union." Most persons will require

considerably better evidence before they even
take interest in these reports. Certainly they are

not credited in Wall street.

It is asserted that the law which provides

for electric executions in New York state is de-

fective in many respects. The Albany Times
says that there is no official charged with au-

thority to purchase necessary apparatus, that

there is no plan officially designed for the requi-

site appliances, and that there is no money ap-

propriated for the purpose of securing plans or

constructing apparatus. The same paper says:

"There is no possible way by which the proper
legal officer can put a criminal to death under
the new law, unless he takes it on himself to rig

up some temporary appliance of electrical con-

ductors and work them on the unhappy criminal

in any hap-hazard way he can, regardless of the

awful possibilities on the executioner and the

spectators which unguarded electric currents

may work. * * * xhe legislature will find

it necessary to pass another act describing ex-

plicitly the kind of machine to be used, and ap-

propriating money to pay for it. As the law

and the legislature go into operation on the same
day, there will be an interesting interval wherein
the first murderer of 1K89 will have the blissful

doubt as to whether he is to be bungled out of

this life by some rude impromptu contrivance,

or dispatched with reasonable assurance of ease

and comfort by expert appliances." Certainly

no one desires to see any bungling with appa-
ratus by persons unacquainted with electrical

matters. The law was passed in the name of

humanity and the most exact preparations should

be made to carry into effect capital sentences by
the new mode.

The Chicago Daily News relates the experi-

ence of "a gentleman connected with one of the

elevated projects for the west side who recently

spent considerable time in an investigation of

electricity as a motive power." The result of

this gentleman's experience was, according to

the News, that "without a single exception, none
of the electrical roads were claimed to be meet-

ing the expectations of their promoters, and so

far as heavy traffic is concerned are yet utterly

impracticable. This includes the electrical roads

at Richmond, Va., Scranton, Pa., Minneapolis,

Kansas City, and a number of other cities. In

every case the electrical motor, while feasible

for single cars and light ti'affic at moderate
speed, has failed to demonstrate its applicability

to large cities. The engineers who have made
a special study of the electric motor all agree

that it is yet but an experiment. It is hoped
that the time will come when electricity can be

applied as a motor to elevated or other trains,

but that time has not yet arrived. The storage

battery, from which so much was expected, has

been practically abandoned in the field of exper-

iment, and the most successful method yet em-
ployed is the old-fashioned electric wire running

parallel with and above the cars."

In the face of the remarkable extension of

electric railway systems at the present time this

statement seems the wildest absurdity. Almost
daily reports from practical railroad managers
are published, in which they admit that an ex-

haustive examination of electric roads demon-
strates their practicability and their eminent su-

periority over all other kinds of street roads.

The reports of railway companies which have

adopted the new motive pt)wer are fairly enthu-

siastic in their praise 'of the new system. The
electric road is not perfect yet perhaps, but it is

by far the best system yet devised and street car

managers are beginning to appreciate the fact

the country over. Indeed, the entire statement

cpioted is manifestly so far from the truth that

it would not be worth mentioning were it not for

the fact that it is published in Chicago where
persons are usiuilly so enterprising that they

know a good thing when they see it.
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operation of the system it is also important that

means should be provided which will make it

certain that the receiver at any station will be
switched into the circuits at all times, except

when the transmitter at that station is in use.

To insure this, the shaft 97, upon which the

switch 94 is carried, is provided with a socket,

98, which is adapted to receive the one end of

the tran,sniitting pen, and the instrument is pro-
' vided with a stationary fork, 99, which is adapted
to receive and support the other end of the pen.

The fork 99 is so positioned that when one end
of the pen is inserted into the socket 98 and the

other end rests in the fork of the switch 94 will

be in position to connect the receiver to the line

wires of the circuits. By this means it is only

necessary for the operator when he has finished

lising: the pen to place it in the pen rack or re-

ceiver formed by the socket and fork to insure

the proper connection of the receiver to the

circuits, and a glance at the transmitter will

show at any time whether or not the proper
connection exists. This feature is of particular

importance when the system is employed for

ordinary business purposes, and is not operated

by specially skilled operators. Whenever the

transmitting- pen is removed from the pen-rack,

it will usually be for the purpose of transmitting

a message, and in such case it is of course

necessary to shift the switch 94 so as to connect
the transmitter to the line wires. To effect this

automatically, the shaft 97 is provided with an
arm, 100, which is acted on by a spring or other

retractile, loi, in such manner that when the

shaft is released by the lifting of the pen from
the rack the spring will act to shift the switch

into position to connect the transmitter with the

line wires and maintain that connection until the

switch is again shifted by the replacing of the

pen in the rack.

Prof. Dolbear and the Telephone.
The following is an extract from Prof. Dol-

bear's lecture on "Recent Advances in Electrical

Science:" "It is now twelve years since it was
heralded that Prof. Bell had succeeded in elec-

trically transmitting speech, and not quite eleven

years since it began to be commercially used.

Its rapid introduction has been due more to the

method of doing business in vogue and to busi-

ness management than anything elre. The cen-

tennial telephone consisted of an electro-magnet
with its armature so mounted as to permit one
to speak or to listen to it. Bell proposed to

speak to the armature of an electro magnet and
have another person hear what was said b)'

listening to the armature of another magnet in

the same circuit. This was a new experiment
with old apparatus, and to Prof. Bell is due
whatever of merit belongs to it. It was the

opinion of those electricians who were cognizant
of Prof. Bell's work that though the electrical

effects he looked for would follow, yet the sono-

rous effects would be too weak for the audible

transmission of speech. In this they were mis-

taken, as experiment proved, but it was too weak
for commercial use, and but for subsequent
changes in both method and apjraratus it would
have remained a curious toy, as the phonograph
has been for ten years. Words could be trans-

mitted, but 'not with distinctness sufficient to

every one,' yet it was rightly considered to be a

great achievement, not so much on account of

what it would do as to the manner of doing it.

In 1861 Philip Reis of Germany undertook the

same problem of electrically transmitting speech,

but in an entirely different manner. He made
the sound vibrations move the electrodes of

an electric circuit and vary the resistance, in-

stead of making them vibrate the armature of a

magnet; and he employed an electro magnet for

a receiver as Bell did fifteen years after. Much
stronger effects could be got with Reis' device
than with Bell's. The record says that sounds
of all kinds could be transmitted, that 'words
even were transmitted, but not with distinctness

sufficient to every one,' which was the case with

the centennial telephone. After the '76 exhibi-

tion the electro magnet telephone was aban-
doned. The permanent magnet telephone—an
invention of mine, was substituted for it and is

still in use to-day. Instead of using the receiver
for a transmitter, Reis' transmitter was adopted

and a knob of carbon took the place of the plat-

inum such as Reis used, so that to-day the
«;c///r)(/ of Reis is used in conjunction with my
permanent magnet receiver. Bell's centennial
telephone justly brought him great renown.

"In 1879 I invented another method and ap-
paratus different from Reis' or Bell's, and ex-

pected that such departure from anything that

was shown or known in 1876 could be used
without obligations to that patent. The Su-
preme court to which the case was appealed de-
cided that Bell discovered a new art and was the
first inventor of a speaking telephone. They denied
that Reis invented a speaking telephone in spite

of the history. Now that a large body of compe-
tent men who are acquainted with both the his-

tory and the apparatus, declare that he did not
invent a speaking telephone, that a number of

competent witnesses, among whom are Prof.

Quincke of Heidelberg, declare that they heard
it transmit words in Reis' hands, and as the

German government pay a pension to Mrs. Reis
because her husband invented the speaking
telephone, it is permissible to hold that the court

was mistaken in its historical judgment, and if

it was mistaken, justice has miscarried."

Gravity Drop Annunciator.

The accompanying cut illustrates the form
of gravity drop annunciator manufactured
by the Central Electric company of Chicago.

-The core is extended to the edge of the spool on
each side by means of iron lugs which are riveted

to the core and in this way it is possible to do
away with weights and springs. In its normal

condition the drop or shield rests against the

back of the case horizontally. When the cur-

rent is passed through the coil, the lugs above

mentioned become magnetized and the drop,

which is substantially the armature, is attracted

past the center of gravity, and as soon as the

current is released the shield drops by gravita-

tion to the point where it meets the view.

The drop is said to occupy the least space in

the case of any shield drop yet in practical op-

eration, requiring the case to be but if inches

deep. The surface space occupied is i^ by if

inches. The shield is pivoted to the ends of

core and swings on these bearings. The annun-

ciator is so made that the front can be taken off

or swung back, leaving the interior.

A dispatch from New York of last Monday says: Henry
De Dolter. a well known electrician residing at New
Brio-hton, Staten Island, left his home for this city a week

ago^and since then has not been seen. De Dolter has been

engaged upon some intricate problem affecting his profes-

sion, and bis frends fear he has become temporarily insane.

When he left home he carried a small amount of money
with him and a valuable watch and chain. The body of an

unknown man was found in the North Kiver to-day and sent

to the morgue. In several particulars it resembled the

description of the missing man, but no person calling suc-

ceeded in identifying it.

High Tension System Before the Board
of Electric Control.

P.\R|- Hi.

Seventy-five persons make a rather large audience to

gather in New York on a summer afternoon, but by throw-

ing a veil of mystery around his proceedings, Harold P.

Brown, electrical engineer, succeeded in securing an at-

tendance of about that number in the physicial laboratorjf of

Columbia College on July 30lh. Invitation cards had been
issued to the press, to the Board of Electrical Control, and

to representative electricians of New York and vicinity.

The object of the meeting was to prove that Mr. Brown
was correct in his recent assertion that the public safety de-

manded the prohibition by law of the commercial use of

electric currents exceeding a certain voltage. In order to

demonstrate the comparative effects upon animal life be-

tween high tension continuous and high tension alternating

currents, elaborate preparations had been made, although,

as the sequel showed, the results obtained were by no means
satisfactor)'. Mr. Brown opened the proceedings by read-

ing the following reply to his critics:

Harold P. Brown's Replv

Gftitlcmcii:—I appear before you in behalf of the many
men who have met sudden and violent deaths from electric

light machinery'. Not only have they been robbed of life,

but their memor)' has been blackened by the accusation of

foolhardy carelessness from the testimony of the employers
and associates. I do not mean to say that none of these
men have been responsible for the accidents that have
killed them, but I do say that in every case their employers
have sought to evade responsibility by throwing the blame
on the dead man who cannot defend himself, so, if these

reports are to be believed, it is as disgraceful to be killed by
electric currents as it is to meet death by blowing in the

muzzle of a gun to "see whether it is loaded." In the case
of Lineman Murray I quote from the I/t-ra/t/ oi May 12th
in an interview with the superintendent: "He removed the

insulation from one of the wires with something, probably
his knife. I do not know why he did so, for it was not
necessar)'. When he removed the insulation he cut into the

wire, as is shown by the freshly cut copper, and then must
have made a contact with the iron cornice and the current

passed through his system. His experience ought to have
taught him the danger of what he was doing." Murray
might have taken hold of the bare wire, without any injur)-

had there been no other ground connection upon that cir-

cuit, or had the wire been perfectly insulated throughout its

length; he had no means of knowing that there was a
ground on the circuit, and it was the company's duty to see

that the line was clear from grounds; he had no means of

knowing that the cornice was grounded.
I quote from the Ekciricnl M'crld of July 28th: ".At

Halifax some time ago, a lamp trimmer climbed a pole to

trim a lamp. The current, it seems, was on. By careless-

ness we will assume, he took hold of both wires and was in-

stantly killed. The next day, or day after, a second man
was in like manner killed. They thought they knew all

about it. It is said, and, if it is true, ought to be uncon-
ditionally condemned, that the electric light company are

running some ninety lamps and about 4,000 volts on this

circuit, by reason of which they save the wire necessary to

divide the lighting into circuits. Such economy is criminal

in the extreme."

Of course these deaths are assumed to be from careless-

ness, because the "company" says so. But the last sen-

tences quoted show that the poor fellows were in no way to be
blamed. In any case if it is necessary to carbon the lamps
when the current is running, it is the company's duty to

supply each lamp with a switch that will cut the lamp en-

tirely out of the circuit.

On May 6, 1SS7, J. T. .Simpson, engineer in the Adams
Express Building, was killed by putting his hand on the

circuit while standing on the floor A week or so ago
another engineer was killed at the same place and in the

same manner, and I do not suppose that the company which
installed that plant has even yet seen fit to notify its owners
that their circuit is probably grounded.

But it is unnecessary to multiply cases, as the press has
been led to believe from statements of superintendents and
managers of electric lighting companies that death from
electricity is necessarily from the carelessness of the man
killed. For a long time I have felt that 't was my duty to

"tell the truth" in the hope that it would lead to the adop-

tion of safety devices, and better insulation, and as case

after case was published I have felt guilty because I had
not the courage to do so. Finally when young StreifFerwas

killed on April 15th by touching a straggling telegraph

wire, and the following day two telephone wires dropped in

the street in front of my house, I could keep silence no
longer, and I wrote an article calling attention to the causes

of death from electric lighting, and suggesting means for

rendering fatal accidents less frequent. In the course of

this article I could not refrain from stating what I thought

of [he system of operating incandescent lights in our homes
by means of alternating currents far more dangerous than

those for operating arc lights in the streets and in stores,

where the wires .are ordinarily out of our reach. I knew that

the letter would cause a terrible outburst of indignation

against me on the part of the wealthy and powerful "com-
bine" of corporations which is exploiting the alternating

system, but I believed that I was right, and therefore had the

courage to state what I considered to be facts. Having
written the letter and submitted it to several friends for

criticism, I tried to get it published, nevci anticipating any
difficulty in that respect, since the object was public safety.

The assistant city editor of a prominent morning paper

seemed to be glad to get it. After w.aiting for awhile I

called upon him, and he said he was very sorry, but the

fact was that he could not use the article. Warned by this.
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I obtained letters of introduction to the manager of another

prominent morning paper and stated the case to him. He
agreed at once to publish it. I waited for some time and
then sent a friend, who was well acquainted with an assis-

tant editor, to ask after it. The reply was that if the part

of the article referring to the alternating currents was
omitted it would be acceptable; if I insisted upon having it

published as it was, it should go in, but he would advise

me not to do this. By this time two more deaths had oc-

curred and I rewrote the article and took it to the editor of

the ^Ti-ning- J^osf, who kindly published it. It was my in-

tention to demonstrate with arc light lighting machinery the

exact truth of my statements and the value of my sugges-

tions, and this I shall do on a future occasion, but a few

days after my letter was published an anonymous corres-

pondent attacked me in a letter to the Fosl written in the

interest of the alternating current System.

On Tune 8th, at a meeting of the Board of Electrical

Control, Commissioner Daniel L. Gibbens read my article

and offered a resolution, which was adopted, that it be

published in the minutes and a marked copy sent to various

electric lighting companies and others, asking their opinion

in writing, or their appearance before the board to discuss

the matter. This meeting of the board was deferred until

July i6th, and as I was in Virginia on that dale I wrote

that I was unable to attend, but would invite the board and
those interested to meet me at a later date. At this meet-

ing many letters were read; those from Ralph W. Pope and
Prof. Plenry Morton were written in a scientific spirit and
were dignified and gentlemanly, as would be expected from

men of their standing. But all the other letters were from

persons in the employ of the alternating systems and were

bitter personal attacks upon me, instead of scientific dis-

cussions of the subject.

After these attacks, to which I shall refer in detail later,

there remained but one thing for me to do to clear my-
self; words are no avail against such accusations as theirs.

I must show from their own current, and its effects upon
life as compared with continuous currents, that my state-

ments are true. I therefore made preparations to demon-
strate the character of alternating currents so that they

could no longer claim them to be safe and harmless, and,

in all honesty and fairness, sent invitations to the men who
had attacked me, to be. present this afternoon and learn

what alternating currents could do. I blush for my pro-

fession when I tell you tlie next move of the opposition,

and there are two gentlemen in this room who can prove th€

truth of my statement. Having done all they could to

publicly blast my reputation and stamp me as an igno-

rant impostor in electric engineering, they tried to invoke

the law to prevent my disproving their charges by a demon-
stration. After trying to rob me of my means of obtaining

a living, for I am not in the employ of any company, cor-

poration or individual, they propose to gag me by appealing

to the law. In spite of this affront, I shall jnvite the rep-

resentatives of the alternating current who are present, to

appoint a committee of three to come forward when I deal

with their current, test all my connections, check up my
measurements with their own instruments, and see that I

am not deceiving in any of my experiments. But I do this

upon the condition that if they make a counter demonstra-
tion they will afford me the same privilege and give me the

same notice that I gave to them.

I do not propose to present a scientific paper to you this

afternoon, but will simply give you a few samples of the ex-

periments I have been engaged in for a considerable time,

in order to determine the death points of continuous, pul-

sating and alternating currents, and will reser\'e the report

of the same and the conclusions to be drawn from them,
for the subject matter of another paper. Dr. Frederick

Peterson, who has had many years' experience in diseases of

the nen'es. has assisted me by dissecting some of our

subjects and making microscopical examinations. He will

do the same this afternoon, if any of our experiments with
the alternating or continuous currents have a fatal ending,

and will read to you a brief paper on the subject.

1 have invited ihe representatives of the press as a means
of affording protection to the public, since the alternating

current people claim their system is perfectly safe, and if it

is not safe, the public should be warned of it so that they can
be on their guard when they encounter it. I hold that all

currents with an electromotive force (or pressure) of 500 volts

or more are dangerous to life and should be surrounded with

all possible precautions; and apparatus can be made which
will render both the continuous and pulsating currents safe

in ordinar)' use; that apparatus has not beeen invented that

will make alternating currents equally safe.

Therefore if the press and the public understand the con-
ditions and insist that the pressure of the alternating cur-

rent be reduced to safe limits until some safety device is in-

vented for higher pressures, il will not be long before some
such invention is forthcoming. Not many years ago the
sudden growth of the telephone business and the great num-
ber of wires over buildings and on poles, led the press to de-

mand that thc-y be placed underground. At once all the

telephone e.'^perts protested that it was impossible; telegraph
wires could go underground but not telephone wires. The
press hammered away on the subject and, as a result, many
cities prohibited the extension of pole lines. Then the

telephone men discovered means of operating their wires

underground and such lines appear to give better results

than the old ones. It was the same way with the under-
ground electric light wires. All the experts protested not

long ago thai il ct)uld not be done; if it was insisted upon
Ihcy would all have to go out of business and their invest-

ments would be worthless, Mainly through the insistancc

of the ]iress some cities would permit no electric light lines on
poles. In these places the wires wcnl underground and are

working with apparent success. It is simply. the matter of

the amount of money exi)endcd upon insulation and the

care with which the water is kept out of the joints.

Now if I can convince the Board of Klectrical Control
and the press representatives that the allernating currents

as at present used are a cojistant menace to life anri limb, I

am sure that some safe way of electrical distribution will be
proinjttly devised, and these companies will not go out of

business. The alternating current combination is an im-

mense one and has unlimited capital at its disposal; it can
well afford to expend a fortune, if necessary, in experi-

menting upon safety devices, but it will not do so unless it is

forced to do it.

What corporation ever has spent money for the safety of

the public until it was forced to do so by legal enactments
or by business competition? The greatest life-saving in-

vention of modern limes, the air brake, was not adopted
voluntarily by the railroads. For years many of their managers
insisted that no mechanism could be as reliable as a brake-

man with his hand brake. At last they were all forced to

yield and the saving of lives and money through the use of

the air brake cannot be computed.
The friends of the alternating system have tried to give

the impression that I am the only person who is in favor of

limiiing their voltage, except, of course, their compeiilors

for business. That is a very broad statement, and I will

reply by quoting from the English law on this subject:

"19. The electricity passing at any time through any line

of the undertakers; being in or under the premises of any
consumer, shall not exceed 200 volls for incandescerit

lighting, nor 4,000 volts for lighting by the arc system, or

for the transmission of power."
In regard to Germany, I quote from a letter to a promi-

nent insurance man, from the firm of which the Siemens
Brothers are the head:

""Dear Sir:—Replying to yours of the 24th inst., I beg
to state that as far as I am aware there are at present no
high tension converter installations in use in Germany: as

to England I am unable to speak. Speaking for myself,

personally. I am decidedly of the opinion that in Germany
the converters would not be permitted inside of the build-

ings, and further, in my opinion even the secondan,' wires

would be looked upon with suspicion, wherever the con-
verter itself might be placed, in view of great liability of

the high tension current to escape to and traverse them.
Yours verj' truly.

New York, March 26, 1S8S. E. Kaiser."

The recent French electric lighting act is even more se-

vere. I have not yet received a full copy of the new law

but quote from the London Telegraph Jotirnal and Electri-

cal Revieiu of July 6, iSSS.

"It would appear that so long as a certain voltage

(60 volts for alternating and 500 volts for continuous cur-

rents) is not exceeded, but little control is exerted over

complete installations carried out on one and the same
premises, the preliminary' formalities, in these cases, being
dispensed with. The safety of the workmen is particu-

larly cared for, it being enacted that they are to wear India

rubber globes, and on no account to carry bare wires in

their hands."

These limits were set in accordance with the recommen-
dations of M. D'Arsonval who las made a study of thedan-
ger limit and who was the first to suggest the placing of a

voltameter across the terminals of a continuous current dy-
namo, as a means of protection against the extra current

caused by opening the circuit. This gentleman says that

one-sixteenth of the pressure used and declared "safe" by
the alternating current people in this country, is fatal. We
will try to find out this afternoon which of the two is cor-

rect.

For the benefit of any who are unfamiliar with electrical

units I will say that the volt is the unit of electromotive

force (or pressure); the ampere is the unit of current strength

and the ohm the unit of resistance. Currents which flow

steadily in one direction are called continuous, and those

which have an impulse first in one direction, and then in

the other, are called alternating.
- My first experiment will be with the continuous current,

and I have arranged a relay so as to prevent the extra cur-

rent caused by opening the circuit, from reaching the sub-

ject. I have asked A. E. Kennelly, chief electrician of Mr.
Edison's private laboratory, to assist me in the management
of the current strengths and the reading of the voltmeters,

and I would like to have Schuyler S. Wheeler, electrician of

the Board of Electrical Control superintend the measure-
ments of the resistances of the subjects, and if Prof. Henry
Morton is present, I would be very glad to have him assist

in the same and check readings on any of the instruments.

The resistance of a living being will be found rather

troublesome to measure, as even the small current used for

the purpose will, as soon as it passes through the living-

tissue, tend to reduce the resistance; especially so if it be al-

ternating. This is one reason why alternating currents are

more dangerous since the longer they flow, the less the re-

sistance becomes and the greater is the amount of current-

received. The tension of the muscles will also still further

reduce resistance. I have in the engine room a dynamo
made by the Edison company for municipal lighting, and
I have arranged these resistance boxes in its field {or charg-

ing magnets) circuit so that I can vary the pressure at will

from zero to T.400 or 1,500 volts. I propose to close the

circuit upon the subject at gradually increased pressures,

and as long as the relay does not fail in making its contact,

the animal will not be injured beyond being alarmed and
startled by the shock.

We have in the engine room a small alternating current

machine, made by Siemens Bros. & Co., of London.
We will charge its field by the current from an Edison low
tension dynamo, which is ordinarily used for lighting por-

tions of the college buildings. In the field circuit are

placed these resistances, so that we can obtain any pressure,

from zero to 1,000 or T, 200 volts. This is a converter in

the simplest form, composed of a core of iron wire upon
which is wound a primary of ten ohms' resistance and a

secondary of one hundred and fifty ohms.
The dynamo is run at a speed of 1,080 revolutions per

minute, and gives 288 alternations of the current per second.
1 would like to have a committee of three from the repre-

sentatives of the alternating current companies, bring up
their voltmeters and test the pressures, but I will ask them
t(j record the same and report to me. If any other persons

in the room have voltmeters for alternating currents, I

should be gl;id lu have ilicm take readings. 1 shall com-

mence at the pressure which failed to produce fatal results

in the last case.

While Dr. Peterson is dissecting the animal, I will take
the opportunity of replying briefiy to some of the letters

from alternating current people, but I shall not notice the
personalities with which these letters abound. Personal
abuse is out of place in scientific discussions; calling hard
names shows how weak are the arguments in favor of high
tension alternating currents. The first person to attack me
did not have the manliness to use his name, but wrote an
anonymous letter which was printed in the Post oi]\xnQ. 19th.

He commences by stating that I am in the employ of the
Edison Electric Light company, and bases his attack upon
that hypothesis. From 1876 to 1S79 I was employed by an
early venture of Mr. Edison; for nearly five years there-

after I was connected with the Brush company and located

in Chicago; since then I have been interested in an inven-
tion of my own which has been tied up by a four years' fight

in interference in the Patent oflice, and have been earning
a living as an independent electrical engineer. I have pur-
chased apparatus for clients of mine from the Edison Unit-
ed Manufacturing company, but have never been employed
by any Edison electric light interest. Even if I had, it

would have no bearing on the matter, but the writer wishes
to give the impression that I am not disinterested in the
matter, but am acting for selfish motives. This gentleman
claims to have taken the full force of an alternating current
of 1,000 volts; I have sent him a card in care of the Post,
and would ask him to step forward and name the voltage
that he will dare to take in your presence. He says that
railways and steamboats, etc., are dangerous, but that

nobody tries to stop them; therefore, his current, which is

perfectly safe, should not be reduced in pressure. With all

of the dangers of modern civilization except high tension
electricity, there is some evidence to the senses to warn
people to beware. The moving locomotive, the dangerous
bobtail horse car, the insinuating buzz saw, can be seen and
heard. Escaping gas can be smelled, over-pressure in

steam boilers is shown by the steam gauge; but high ten-

sion electricity may lurk in two iron steps, one connected to

the circuit and the other grounded; it cannot be detected,

or even suspected in many cases until the damage is done.
Therefore, the public has a right to insist that everj' pre-

caution known to science be thrown about its use by law..

This unknown refers to a former device of my own for long
distance electric lighting, as do several of the others. I

will say right here that the device referred to, if used on a

high tension dynamo without the prrtecting device named
in the rules recently proposed by me, would be as danger-
ous as any other part of an arc light circuit, and I have.
never advocated its use in homes, but only in stores and
on the streets where the circuits could be kept out of reach.

It was for operating a definite number of incandescents for

definite lengths of time, and was not suited or designed for

house use. The subject became involved in a patent inter-

ference case, and the device was and is withdrawn from
sale. I think that T. Carpenter Smith, \^ ho makes the

same charge against me, was at one time an employe of a

compa'ny using Brush arc lights and that he then use d and
sanctioned a similar device of the Brush company for incan-

descents upon an arc circuit. S. C. Peck, who is I believe,

an employe of the Thomson-Houston interests, makes the

same charge against me. This gentleman may remember
that his company at one time installed a large number of

somewhat similar devices, one of which killed a man at

Hartford, Conn. M. M. M. Slattery joins in the same cry

against me, and he was but a year ago, engaged in manu-
facturing and selling apparatus exactly similar to one of my
devices for the same purpose, with headquarters at Woburn,
Mass. Their attacks upon me on that head must have
been made upon the supposition that I had a ver)-- short

memory. But to return to my unknown assailant. He
states that the "exploded form of quasi-insulation" (mean-
ing underwriters' wire) "is no longer used." The company
at Harlem to which he refers seems to be still using it. He
states that "Mr. Brown i;ays there is nothing between the

two circuits" (meaning the primary and secondary circuits

in the converter) "except a thin layer of cotton or silk; this

is true in a sense, but in another sense it is entirely incor-

rect. There are two layers of cotton or silk on each wire,

in addition to which there is usually a layer of other insula-

ting material, and the whole is saturated with a compound
of specially high resistance, and the conrerter is provided
with fuses in both the primary and secondary circuits, as an
additional protection."

In all our experiments this afternoon, the current has
passed through the smallest size of fuses used in practical

work, and I wish to ask how much protection they afforded.

He further states my fears as to death from the alternating

current are "imaginary," and implies that no deaths or seri-

ous injuries have ever been caused by the alternating system.

Indeed. In this room is a gentleman who was at the Paris

Electrical Exposition some years ago, and who sent one of

his employes to examine, the day after the accident, the place

where two men in climbing a wall near the Grand Opera
House, in order to get a better view, touched the two
wires leading to alternating cun-ent lamps, and were in-

stantly killed. On the czar's )'acht, about the same time a

man was killed by touching the two wires of an alternating

current dynamo. In both of these accidents the pressure

or voltage was far less than that advocated for use in this

city to-day.

T. Carpenter Smith makes one correction of my article

which is true; he says that Mr. Witte was killed by a closed

circuit dynamo. My article was written mainly before Mr.
Witte 's death, and I see that I neglected to change my
figures to correspond. For that I wish to be pardoned, as

it was an oversight. This Mr. Smith lays all the blame of

fatalities upon the condition of the circuits and rates me for

not calling attention to them. If he will read my article care-

fully he will see that I did do so. llequotes the oft-repeated

tale of the painter who fell upon the alternating current in

Pittsburgh and was uninjured, since the insulation happened
to be good, and seems to think that this proves that the

currents inside of the insulation cmihl not have been dan-

gerous. To offset this story, which I have no doubt is
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perfectly true, I will read a little corresprmdence which may
be of interest.

TuF.NTON, N. ]., July 27, iSSS.

"Z?(V7/ Sir:—It was a clear dry day: working on a ladder;

cause, pulling- an iron wire over primary conductor of an
alternating machine; was thrown from a ladder and lighted

in a gutter in water and mud, and was severely handled;
being alone could not let go of the iron wire. The insula-

tion of the electric light wire was to all appearances perfect.

The shock was very severe, and thought the time had come
to pass in my checks. Excuse me but I don't care to

'wrassle' with the animal any more. I was laid up for a

day or two, and feel the effects of it to-day.

Very respectfully,

E. P. CoorER."

It seems that this insulation is not everywhere as perfect

as it is in Pittsburgh. Mr, Smith asks why the Edison
company purchased the control of the Zipernowski alterna-

ting current system. As I did not know, I called upon
Mr. Edison last Friday evening and asked him. He re-

plied that as the Edison Electric Light company was man-
aged by business men, and as the Westinghouse people had
made such gi'eat claims for the alternating current, they de-

termined to purchase the system. They did so against his

protest, paying a verj- small price for it, but they never put

it upon the market. This Mr. Smith states that he has re-

ceived the full current of a thousand volt machine several

times, and it simply makes him feel better apparently. I

will ask him to come fonvard if he \\yshes to do so, and
take a few hundred volts to prove his belief. Let me in-

troduce some more correspondence which will show that

Mr. Smith could not possibly have received this current

without being at least a cripple. I quote from the IVorhi

of July 14th: " Parkersburg, W. Va.. July 13, iSSS: Mana-
gei"

J. E. Mayhew of the telephone exchange of this city,

was repairing a wire which had fallen across the wires of

the electric light company to-day, when the current was
turned on. It caught Mayhew at the top of the pole and
shocked him into insensibility. He hung forty feet above
the street, jerking to and fro, while his shirt caught fire,

and his flesh burned, in view of a crowd of people. His
assistant ran up the pole, cut the wire and brought May-
hew down. He was severely burned about the arms and
body, and it is feared fatally injured." I at once wrote for

particulars and received the following:

Pakkerseurg, July 18, 18SS.

"Dear Sir:—In reply would say that J. E. Mayhew was
burned on Friday the 13th, at 3 p. m., by an incandescent

Westinghouse 650 light machine, running at full speed, and
a head of eighty pounds of 3team and a thousand volt cur-

rent. There were 650 lamps in circuit, but not more
than fifty then burning. The wires are under the telephone

wires, and a splice had been left bare and had never been
insulated. He was very badly shaken up, hiswho'e ner\'ous

system broken up, and his right arm burned to the bone.

All the muscles are burned crisp, also the right hand badly
burned where he held the wire in his hand. The line he
held in his right hand and arm above the elbow laid across

the telephone wire and burned it out. also the annunciator
on the board. This was done through his arm, so you can

judge what sort of a current it was. The time the current

struck him he was on top of a thirty-five foot pole and fell

across the cross arm, and the wires held up until his assist-

ant at the wires went up and carried him down. His cloth-

ing was burned off his arm; he is some better and will

probably get well; but his arm will be crippled. I am one
of the operators at father's office, and am thirteen years

old, and as he could not answer your letter I will try the

best I can. Respectfully yours,

Clara Mayhew."

A current which passing from this man's hand, up his

arm, through his clothing to a telephone wire, which of

course was grounded, could burn off the heavy iron wire,

and all the receiWng apparatus in the office, is not one
which can be received with impunity. Had Mr. Mayhew
received this current from one hand to the other, it would
most probably have killed him. And even this was not the

full current from one of their alternating wires to the other;

it was simply the leakage from a single alternating current

wire to the ground.

S. C. Peck is the next to attack me. He says that the

alternating system is perfectly safe because "the primary
and secondary coils of the converter are separated by a

very substantial septum of insulating material thoroughly
dried and shellacked, and finally, the secondary or interior

circuit is soundly connected to the earth." This intro-

duces a very decided element of danger. Suppose a well-

appointed house, equipped wjth a telephone and lighted

with incandescent apparatus of this kind. A contact be-

tween the primary wire and the telephone wire has been
made out and the grounds burned off by the primar}' cur-

rent as in the case just quoted. The householder wishes

to use the telephone and has no means of knowing the dan-

gerous condition of the wires. He turns the bell-crank,

but there is no sound; he lifts the telephone from the hook,

and turns on his alternating incandescent lamp. As he

does so, he touches the yoke of the call box, which is con-

nected to the primary circuit, and touches the socket, which
is connected with the ground, and is instantly killed.

The electric light company at once says that it must have
been heart disease, and if not, it was all the telephone com-
pany's fault. Mr. Peck may say that his company's lamp
sockets^are not connected with the circuit, but are perfectly

insulated. iJut W, L. Wright, under oath says that "The
wiring had then been changed and connected to a 1,000

volt alternating current and forgetting that this current

would be on the socket, I took hold of the socket while

standing on the wet ground, when I received a shock which
threw me on my face with my hand underneath me, and
still grasping the socket."

Now Mr. Peck says .that the house wires are perfectly in-

sulated from the primary or dangerous current, while Mr.
Wright says under oath, that he got the 1,000 volt current

from the socket. Which is telling the truth? Later in his

letter, Mr. Peck, after telling how safe it makes his system
to make a permanent ground connection upon the second-
ary circuit, says that "a constam ground on a high tension
dynamo is poor engineering." He thinks that the present
practice of testing lines every day is much better. But
ground connections are liable to occur at any hour out of
the twenty-four, and testing once a day may not find it.

Let me show \-ou how thoroughly most of the station
managers test for grounds. They generally have a magneto
electric call bell similar to a telephone call; they connect
one terminal to the ground, and the other to the line, and
turn the crank. If there is no ring, ihey conclude that the
line is perfectly insulated. Now, with this apparatus I can
give any person here a painful shock without the slightest
ring of the bell, and as in certain conditions the arc current
can kill even though it passes through the resistance of a
human body, it is evident that a ground sufficient to cause
a fatality may exist, and not be detected by this apparatus.

Mr. Peck has also discovered that I am in the employ of
the American company, and that my bias in favor of this
system is the reason for all my zeal. There are several
representatives of that company present, and any one tak-
ing that view of the case is referred to them. Possibly Mr.
Peck does not remember that there are many other closed
circuit armature dynamos besides the American. In his let-

ter he states that there is no self-induction of any moment
to produce the dreaded extra current (there he is right) "and
opening the circuit" (the alternating current) "and intro-

ducing one's self into it merely subjects one to the pressure
-of 1,000 volts, which has never yet proved fatal. Can Mr.
Peck ever read the newspapers? Such statements as that
are simply incendiary. What would be thought of a physi-
cian who published a statement that arsenic had never been
known to produce fatal results, and advised ever}' one to use
arsenic for sweetening coffee.

( To be continued)

CORRESPONDENCE
New York Notes.

New York, August 4.—W'hatever may have been the

motive of Harold P. Brown in calling attention through the

columns of the Evening Post to the dangers attendant

upon electric lighting, he has certainly succeeded in arous-

ing considerable interest in electrical circles, although there

is a decided feeling that his demonstration on Monday last

was not beneficial to the business. It is generally admitted

that there is danger connected with the use of high tension

currents, yet dangers are quite effectually guarded against

in many other industries, and there is no reason to believe

that every precaution will not be taken by electric light

managers to reduce the chances of fatal accidents to the

minimum without further sensational demonstrations. An-

other series of experiments has been privately announced

by Mr. Brown to take place in the physical laboratory of

Columbia College on Friday in the presence of the Board

of Health and the Board of Electrical Control or their

representatives, also certain electrical people, under a per-

mit which it is said will prevent any interference by the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

Last week C. H. Reed & Co., proprietors of the Hoff-

man House, made a proposition to Mayor Hewitt, in which

they agreed to pay the cost of removing the poles and wires

on Twenty-fifth street, if the department of public works

would undertake the labor. The mayor says that there are

other reasons besides the expense involved, which restrain

him from giving the order. He would not feel justified in

so doing, he said, if the wires in question were used for car-

rying out a contract with the city for public lighting, and if

they are not so used a complaint to the department of pub-

lic works would lead to their removal at once. He said

that there were legal questions involved in the controversy

between the Board of Electrical Control and the electric

light companies which should be settled by due process of

law. It depended on that board and not upon him, he

added, whether the law should be enforced. Papers in the

suit had been prepared, but the president of the board had

refused to verify the complaint, and the result was that

action was delayed. The mayor closes his letter to Messrs.

Reed & Co., by saying: "The mayor has no judicial

powers, and he would be untrue to his obligations to the

citizens of New \'ork if, when important legal questions

are raised, he were to proceed with high hand to destroy

the property of those who have placed him in office for its

cai-e and protection. You, as proprietors of a very large

establishment, would be the first to complain if the mayor

in the exercise of arbitrary power were to interfere with

what you claim to be your legal right, and you will recall

the fact that when the mayor was urged to close up your es-

tablishment on Sunday as to certain of its functions the

mayor took precisely the same course which he is now tak-

ing in regard to the electric light companies by recommend-

ing that a friendly suit be brought and the matters in dis-

pute be submitted to the prompt judgment of the court.

Th's course was pursued to the eminent satisfaction of your-

self, the mayor, and of the citizens generally. AJl bitter

feeling was avoided when the law was vindicated. If the

Board of Electrical Control will act as sensibly as you and

your associates did in the excise cases a very early solution

of ihe existing conln.M_rbj uill be had and all parties will

receive that measure of justice to which, under the law,

they are entitled." The appearance of this letter was fol-

lowed by a formal letter from Secretary Moss in behalf of

the board, in wliich that body consented to assist the cor-

poration counsel in his proceeding in behalf of the city

against the United Stales Illuminating company. The city

will not raise the point as to the sufficiency of the subways,

but if that issue is injected by the defendant the plaintiff

will ask leave to present affidavits by experts to the effect

that they are suitable.

At the metal exchange on Tuesday there was but one

sale of spot copper, and this was of 25,000 pounds to the

syndicate brokers. The price was ^16.75, and soon after

this sale the same buyers refused to pay more than $16.70,

which has set some of the brokers to wondering why the

syndicate wants to send the price down, as its ostensible

object was to force prices up.

George Westinghouse, C. H. Jackson, and representa-

tives of the Pennsylvania, New York Central, West Shore,

and Delaware, Lackawanna and Western railroads were at

the Weehawken tunnel on Wednesday to inspect the new
system of block signals which is in operation at that point.

The signals were also visited by the railroad telegraph su-

perintendents after their recent meeting in this city.

Among other dangers of the streets which have been

allowed to become familiar to our citizens, the bobtail cars

have, from time to time, received the attention of the press,

until finally accidents have become so numerous that the

board of aldermen has passed an ordinance to the effect

that the Twenty-third street line shall operate no cars on its

line unless they be manned both by a conductor and a

driver. Similar action will follow regarding other lines, but

on account of the difference in franchises no general action

can be taken governing all the street railroads,

A bogus telegraph lineman succeeded Wednesday in

obtaining admission to the roof of the apartment house 131

East Fifteenth street. He was immediately followed by

the janitor, and disappeared through the scuttle of the ad-

joining house number 133, where in a few moments he suc-

ceeded in gathering up about 1^400 worth of jewelry, with

which he escaped. This is another of the evils which will

be abated when the wires are underground.

Eliphalet W. Smith of Newark, N. J., who has just

completed the installation of an isolated plant for the new
county buildings at Pittsburgh, Pa., has gone to St. Louis

to erect a plant with 2,200 lamps for the United States

Electric Lighting company in the postofiice building in that

city. P.

Indianapolis Items.
Indianatolis, Aug. 4.—Michael Donahue, lineman in the

e;nploy of the Brush Electric Light company, was pros-

trated by heat Monday afternoon while at work, dying in a

few minutes.

The Brush company have accepted the contract for fur-

nishing the city lights, as reported last week. They have

1S5 arc lamps in use now in this city, for which they re-

ceive ^100 a year each, burning until midnight. The con-

tract with the city calls for .^60 per lamp burning all night,

for those in the central part of city and ^81 per lamp if lo-

cated in the outskirts. The company are at present run-

ning to nearly their full capacity. They expect to be ready

in course of the month to begin furnishing lights under the

new contract.

The city is being canvassed by J. G. Briggs with a view

to locating an electric lighting plant. A large number of

subscribers is already assured. Mr. Briggs says no exclu-

sive privileges are asked for. They ask for the use of

streets and alleys for stringing wires. If the city council

grants them a charter they will begin work immediately.

They hope to be ready for operations this season. The
company will use the Thomson-Houston system.

The Dudley Electric Railway company were compelled

to stop work last Thursday by temporary injunction ap-

plied for by the Citizens' Street Railway company, the latter

claiming exclusive rights to all streets on which Dudley

company were working. The court made the injunction

permanent, after hearing arguments on both sides, and or-

dered the Citizens company to take up all track laid by the

electric company, which was immediatel}' done. The
Dudley people signified their intention of carrying the case

to the Supreme court.

The action of city council and aldermen in relation to the

electric light matter does not please the majority of the citi-

zens and in two or three of the wards meetings have been

held at which resolutions were introduced looking to taking

two members of board of aldermen, who were verj' active

in interest of gas company, off state ticket, they having been

nominated for state senators some time ago. While no direct

action has been taken, it shows the feeling among the

people.

The Indianapolis letter of July 26th, in speaking of bid-
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clers for electric ligluiiig, reads "Jenney company." It

should have read Fort Wayne Jenney company. The

Jenney Electric company of tliis city was not a bidder.

This correction is made in justice to both companies. The

Jenney Electric company of this city did not enter into

competition, as they agreed with the Brush company, some

time ago. not to compete for business in this city. M,

Kansas City News.
K.'\NSA5; CiTN', Mo.. August 2.— Replies have now been

received from thirty-three cities regarding telephone rates

and telephone service. It is claimed that these statements

show that the higher the rate the poorer the service. This,

the Kansas people are emphatically declaring is the result

of high rates. The telephone people on the other hand, how-

ever, assert that rates are governed by the size of the city,

and that the bigger the city the higher the rates, and the

bigger the city the poorer the service; the one, a necessity,

the other, inevitable. The returns show that twenty-three

cities have lower rates than Kansas City. The rates are as

follows

:

Baltimore ....

Boston
Brooklyn
Buffalo*

Chicago
Cincinnati

Cleveland ....

New Orleans .

New York. .

.

Philadelphia.. .

Pittsburg

Washington .

.

Albany
Hartford ...
St. Paul

Newark, N. J.
Fort Snelling.

New Bedford .

Utica

San Francisco

Nashville

Memphis . . .

Topeka
Oakland
Leavenworth ,

.

Los Angeles. .

.

Des Moines. .

.

Chester, Pa. .

.

Peoria, lU. . . .

Quincy, 111,

Oswego, N. Y.
Mobile, Ala..

.

Dubuque, la,,

.

RESIDENCES. OFFICES.

$ 48 to $ 74 .$ 60 to $100
72 to qb 9& to 120

40 to 9b 52 to 120

100 125

40 to 72 ICO
60 72

55 to 72 96
75 to 100 150 to ISo

100 120

75 84 to 100

48 to 72 60 to 100

48 to 72 60 to 150
40 to SO 40 to 50

48 to 00 60 to 72
60 go

36 36

35 to 42 35 to 42
30 to 3b 40 to 48
60 60

48 60

45 55

36 50 .

48 60

36 50

48 60

36 48
36 66

36 60

36 48

40 50

30 to 50 60 to b4

36 48

* System of tollage.

The Western Electric Construction company has the con-

tract for the construction and equipment of the electric

light plant of the Pine Bluff, Ark., Water Light com-

pany, which will be of 2,500 incandescent and 70 arc Hght

capacity. The Western will do all the inside wiring, estab-

lish the pole line and equip the station.

O. C. Steele, the local agent of the Brush company, has

recently installed 50 incandescent lights at Quindaro, Kan.,

the Kansas City, Mo., suburb, where the waterworks res-

ervoir is located; 100 incandescent lights for Abernathy &
Co., the furniture manufacturing company; and 60 arc

lights for the Little Rock, Ark., Electric Light company.

lie has also sold electro platers to the Western Newspa-

per Union of this city for its Dallas, Tex., branch, and to

the Empire Electrotyping company of this city. A.

From the Pacific Slope.

Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 2.—Judge O'Melveny de-

cided a novel point in the case of Banning against Banning

for a partition of property. The question was whether an

acknowledgment by telephone was valid. Said the judge

in his decision: "The essential requirements of a perfect

acknowledgment of a married woman to an instniment

signed by her as a party under our law are that the officer,

authorized by law to take and certify to the same, shall

know her to be the identical person executing the same, and

that on an examination of that person without the hearing of

her husband, he made her acquainted with the contents of

the instrument, and thereupon that he knows she acknowl-

edges to him that she executed the same, and does not wish

to retract. The law does not prescribe the niode or manner

in which the officer shall acquire this knowledge or by

which he shall communicate with her in the discharge of

this, his duty on his (lart, in determining that she does or

docs not make an acknowledgment. The act is a judicial

one on his part. It is not in express terms rccjuired that the

person shall be visibly before the officer. It is not in this

case pretended or urged that there was any mistake of iden-

tity of the true person. No one can question or doubt the

fact that one who is familiar with the voice of another can

distinguish by the voice alone to a moral certainty the indi-

vidual identity of such person, I entertain no doubt that

all facts required to be known, communicated and ascer-

tained, in order to constitute a complete acknowledgment,

could be acquired through a telephone, from San Pedro to

Wilmington, a distance of three or four miles." The ac-

knowledgment was held to be valid.

H.ww.ARDS, Cal., July 26.—An electric light plant will

be established and in operation here by September ist.

Yt'MA, Cal., July 27.—An arc and incandescent electric

light plant will be soon installed here. H.

From Missouri Valley, la.

Missouri Valley, Ia., Auy;Tist 4.—The Missouri Valley

Electric Light company started its plant successfully July

25th. The accumulator system is used and promises the

greatest satisfaction to both stockholders and consumers.

The current is available at all hours of the day and night,

and is utilized for power as well as light. There are now
300 lights and three motors in use. A Fort Wayne Jenney

dynamo, sixty-six electric accumulator 15 A cells, Russell

engine, and Sawyer-Man lamps constitute the plant. On
a recent trial the night run was made on three hundred and

ninety pounds of soft coal for twenty-four hours service of

current, the engine shutting down at 10:30 v. M., and the

accumulators carrying the load at that time until the follow-

ing evening.

The company has applications for a hundred lights which

are yet to be placed, and the capacity of the station is live

hundred i6-candle power lights. The plant was installed

by the Inter-State Electric company of Kansas City, under

the supervision of Paul W. Bossart, general superintendent,

and is a credit to all concerned in its installation, its very

high economy in running being the great feature to recom-

mend it. V.

Two Alabama Towns.
BIRMIN^.^A^r, Ala., Aug. 2.—T. N. Patee, a local elec-

trician, has published a reply to the article of Mr. Walker

in the Philadelphia J^ccord oi a recent date, denouncing the

lighning rods as myths; stating that they were going out of

use; that they were dangerous instead of protective, etc.

Mr. Patee asserts that one factory in Philadelphia n.akes as

much rod now as was made by all the factories-fifteen years

ago. So does another firm in Greencastle, Ind. He inti-

mates that Mr. Walker is not cognizant of the great im-

provements made in lightning rods during the past twenty-

five years, and backs up his arguments by references to the

records and reports of the Meteorological society. Royal In-

stitute of British Architects, Society of Telegraph Engi-

neers, etc.

The city is having fifteen new lights added to the number

now used to illuminate the street.

Montgomery, Ala., July 26.—A telegram has been re-

ceived from J, Pollak, who is in New York, slating that he

had closed the contract with the Westinghouse company for

an incandescent electric light plant in this city in addition

to the Brush, which Mr. Pollak already operates here.

Major Reese telegraphed Mr. Pollak the congratulations of

the citizens.

William Wallace, the foreman of the Electric Railway

company, who jumped from the third story of the company's

building during its destruction by fire a few nights since,

and whose leg was broken by the fall and amputated, is

progressing very fairly, and there are now strong hopes

of his recovery, M,

From Wichita, Kan.
Wichita, Kan., Aug. 4.—The work of putting in the

wires and machinery for the Riverside and Suburban Elec-

tric Street railway which is being constructed by the Thom-
son-Houston Electric company, has begun,

A representative of the Sprague Electric Motor company

was here last week and submitted a proposition to the Fair-

mount Street Railway company to put in two miles of elec-

tric railway and equip a number of cars with electric mo-

tors. If the two miles can be operated successfully, the

line will be greatly extended.

The same representative also submitted a proposition to

the Wichita Street Railway company, a horse car line,

guaranteeing the operating expenses to be only forty per

cent, of thase of the horse car line. D.

Denver Doings.

Denaek, Col., Aug. 6.—The Denver Electric Supply

company has just started in business, with T. C. Rice as

manager. The bu.siness of the company is manufacturing

.specialties for the transmission of power for mining pur-

poses, such as hoisting, hauling and drilling, Cencral

electric supplies will be kept, and general electrical construc-

tion work (lone. Mr. liice, who is a thorough electrician,

has invented an electric motor designed for use in mining

It weighs ninety poun<ls, and the one in operation at the

works. ilcvi^Ujpcd 2,o<io horse power at i.o(X) revolutions.

E.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
An electric light plant is to be jjul in the custom hoiisu

at St. Louis at a cost of %2c,.(Xo.

The councils of Meadville, Pa., are discussing the pro-

priety of adopting the incandescent electric light.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has received

an order for a 25-light plant as an addition to plant at

Roodhouse, 111.

The Ft. Wayne Jenney Electric Light company are in-

stalling a 250 light incandescent plant for the Lassig Bridge
works, Nrrth Chicago.

Mt. Vernon. O., has contracted for seventy-eight arc
lamps, at a cost of $72 per lamp, per year. The lamps are

lighted by the Humphreys schedule.

The Ellensburg, W. T. Electric Light & Power com-
pany have ordered an Edison plant for both incandescent
and arc lights, and will have it in operation by October
1st.

The Normal Electric Light company of Normal, III,, has
been incorporated with a capital of 1^25,000. The incorpo
ralors are M. T. Burwell, C. L. (WW, H. C. DeMotte, O.
Seibert, and Charles DeGarmo.

The Erie Railroad company is trying the experiment of,

running trains through from Jersey City to Buffalo lighted

by electricity. The system is being tested by the Electric

Accumulator company, and thus far has been found satis-

factor)'.

The city council of Eau Claire, Wis., has accepted a pro-
position of the Brush Electric company to light the city for

five years at the rate of J^iio per light. A higher figure

was asked, but competition was threatened, and the above
price was made.

During a severe thunderstorm at Wabash, Ind., recently,

lightning struck the electric wires and burned out more than
half the lamps. The plant had just been accepted from the

Heisler Electric Light company. The damage was repaired

in a few days.

A lineman in New York in complaining of the bad state

of the wires says: "The only way to find out if the wires
are dead or alive seems to be to feel them. If you don't

receive a shock the wire is dead; if you do receive a shock
very likely you are dead."

A communication received at this office says: "The
city of Onoka. Minn,, has over 7,000 inhabitants and is

growing. The water power is good, and is right in the

town. There is no electric light company there. Here is

a good opening for a live man or company."

Chief Engineer Gereke is arranging to place an electric

light engine in the north side waterworks in Chicago. The
engine will be run with steam from the waterworks
boilers. The light will be used for illuminating the shore

inlet and the engine rooms at the waterworks.

"We are working day and night getting ready to light

the city b)' electric light and we are putting every dollar we
can get into it," said Prof. Barrett, city electrician of Chi-

cago. "We will be able to operate from the plant a great

many more lights than will be seen on the streets this

year."

One of the specialties of the Military Geographical In-

stitute in Vienna is the photographic reproduction of maps.
In order to avoid the inconvenience resulting from the var}--

ing intensity of daylight, the management of the institute

have determined to employ the electric light for photo-

graphic purposes. Before coming to this decision, the clear-

ness of the light was tested by the Weber photometer.

During the last two weeks the Thomson-Houston com-
pany of ' Chicago, has received orders from the following

named places: Alliance. O.; \\'est Bay City. Mich,;

Wausau, Wis.; Menominee, Mich.; Marinette, Wis.; Ot-

tawa, 111.; Helena, Montana; Oakland. Cal.; Los Angeles,

Cal.; Quincy, 111.; San Antonio, Tex.; Memphis, Tenn.;

Missoula, Montana; Pluntington, Ind, During July the

company received orders for 959 arc lights and 4,275 incan-

descent laniDS.

The electric light plant at the gas works is now one of

the finest in the country, says a Mansfield, O., paper.

Three thirty-five light dynamos of the Western Electric

company's pattern are in use, which furnish 102 lamps.

There are eighteen miles of wire on three circuits. The
company has ordered two dynamos of forty-five lights each,

which will be put in place of two now in use. This will

give the capacity of the works about 125. Recently the

line shaft was taken down from overhead and placed on the "

floor between the dynamos and engines. This prevents the

oil from being thrown about the room and admits of the

use of one or two engines as desired without stopping the

dynamos or interrupting the currents. A visitor to the

works is forcibly impressed with the great cleanliness in the

room, and everything is as bright as new. The plant is

worth a visit.

The following story illustrates one of the adventures

which electric light companies' employes sometimes experi-

ence: Mrs. Elizabeth Kinney lives at the corner of Mar-
shall and Slater streets, Paterson, N. J. Yesterday morn-
ing men appeared and made preparations to erect an electric

light pole in front of her house. Siie remonstrated with

them, and told them that they did not have permission, but

they paid no attention to her. Just as the pole was about
to be raised Mrs. Kinney came out of her house and calmly

stood over the hole that had been dug. "John," she cried,

calling to her husband, ''bring me a shovel." John did as

she told him, and, to the astonishment of the linemen, she

began to fill in the hole. After she had thrown in a few

shovelfuls, she called her husband. "John," she said,

"you till u]j the hole and 1 will pay you for it." She is the

owner of the house. John responded and completed the

work of filling up the hole. The electric light men then

picked up the pole and took it to the other corner, where
ihcy planted it. Mrs. Kinney is the heroine of the neigh-

borhood.
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THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
CapitalisLy in Strt-ator aiul Illooinington. Ill,, arc consid-

ering; Ihe advisability of constructing electric railways.

I'Vank McGraw was instantly killed by catching hold of

the wires of the electric street rail Any at Lima. Ohio, says a

ilispatch of last Saturday.

An application has been made to the city authorities at

Marion, Ind.. for an electric street railway franchise. The
cost of the plant proposed will be ^45,000.

The North Adams, Mass.. Suburban Electric Street Rail-

way company has been incorporated. The company pro-

poses to construct a road from North Adams to Blackin-

ton.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago, has in-

stalled a 20 horse power motor in the paper-box manufact-

or\' of W. C. Ritchie & Co.. 154 Michigan avenue, Chi-

cago. All the machinery on the six floors is operated by
the motor.

The Enos Electric Systems company has been organized

under the laws of Maine by W. C. Otis of Nahant. Mass.,

•\V. E. Plummer, Newton, Mass., and others, with a capi-

tal stock of $1,000,000 The object of the company is to

construct roads on the Enos overhead railway system.

The officers of the Thomson-Houston company are com-
fortable even in the hottest weather. Ventilating fans

whirling at the rate of 2,000 revolutions per minute keep up

a stir of air much to the dehght of visitors. The motors

are run from an arc circuit, and eaclvis one-eighth of a

horse power.

The electric railway at Rochester, N. Y., has been com-

pleted as far as the Boulevard bridge over the Charlotte

branch of the Central railroad. Work is going forward

rapidly and it is expected the tracks will be completed be-

fore October 1st. The line to Charlotte will not go into

operation until spring.

For the electric system it is claimed that it is cheaper,

cleaner, more efiicient, and more rapid than horses, even on

a surface road; while for an elevated road the lighter

weight would reduce the cost of construction; any desired

speed can be attained; it is safer than steam, and free from

cinders, smoke, and the noise of exhaust, says the Chicago

Daily Xcivs The ideal system for Chicago would seem to

be a combination of electric motors with the Meigs system

of track and equipment for express speed—say thirty miles

an hour—and these elevated roads to be supplemented

with electric surface roads for way or short-distance traflic.

THE TELEPHONE.
On Sunday, July 22d, the telephone was working for the

first time in London on the first day of the week.

The Telephone company has at last recognized the im-

portance of South Omaha, Neb., and is now making ar-

rangements to establish an exchange there.

A petition has been presented to the city council at Coun-
cil Bluffs, la., asking that the whole stretch of Broadway
from the Northwestern depot to the new bridge be lighted

with electricity.

The "telephone disease" has been discovered by Profes-

sor Wilborstadt of Berlin. The use of the instrument pro-

duces disorder in the vibratorj'^ chambers of the ear, gen-

erally in the left ear, he alleges.

The Metropolitan Telephone and Telegraph company of

New York, have liled plans for the erection of a seven-

story brick and stone front office building, 60x92 feet, at

1 1 1-115 \Vest Thirty-eighth street, at a cost of $250,000.

Marshall Bros., machinists of Pittsburg, have brought

out an invention by means of which a telephone instru-

ment can be raised or lowered from one floor to another.

By means of this invention a single instrument can be

made to do duty on any floor of a building.

A dispatch from Fort Wayne, Ind., says: Mr. Wilson, an

official of the telephone exchange, arrived here to-day from

Chicago to take charge of the office of A, J. Enyard, the

local manager, who has been missing since last Saturday.

Mr. Wilson says Enyard has money belonging to the com-

pany, and they are anxious to get trace of him.

The following description detailing the sensational re-

sults of telephonic experiments, is taken from a dispatch

from Cincinnati: Dr. Ernest Weisenbauer, professor of

geology in Heidelberg University, is here for a rest aftei a

visit of scientific inspection to the natural gas wells of

Findlay, Ohio. He says he found the vastness of the gas

well countn- greatly under estimated, and that underneath

the town of Findlay at great depths lay a mighty cavern

filled with highly inflammable gas under tremendous pres-

sure. He connected some very delicate telephones with

steel rods sunk in the earth through the shaft of the well to

a distance far below it. He heard the boiling of the rocks

plainly accompanied by cracking sounds. A delicate heat

instrument was then connected, and after careful calcula-

tions based on its results, he found that at a distance of

only one mile beneath the great gas cavity, which lies un-

der Findlay, a fire was raging at a temperature of 3,500

degrees. So astonished was he at this discovery that he

was not disposed to believe that it could be so. Again

and again he observed, and always with the same results.

Not satisfied with making the obsen-'ation at one point, he

took several within a radius of three miles, and his first ob-

servations were completely confirmed.

The Pennsylvania Telephone company of Harrisburg,

Pa., has brought suit against the Harrisburg Electric Light

company for violation of agreement. Some time ago the

telephone company had difficulty with the Harrisburg Elec-

tric Light company about the latter interfering with the tele-

phone wires, and a suit was brought to compel the electric

light company to remove its naked copper wires away from

the telephone wires. The suit was settled on a written

agreement wherein the electric light company promised to

remove its wires from those of the telephone company and

take immediate cognizance of any complaints made there-
after. This agreement, the telephone people say, has been
repeatedly violated, and the naked copper electric light
wires are so close to the telephone line as to prevent the
proper repair of the latter. Numerous requests have been
made to have ilieni removed, but they are all unnoticed.
At the last meeting of the board of telephone company di-

rectors. Col. Jordan was instructed to bring suit for a vio-

lation of the written agreement whereby the telephone com-
pany is damaged, and not only prevented from keeping up
its own plant, but also from keeping the fire alarm in per-

fect condition, as it must do under its contract with the
city, "We are liable every day to be burned out and our
exchange tovn to pieces by these naked wires:" said Col.

Jordan; "In York we were damaged to the extent of a
thousand dollars by this verj^ thing, and we have brought
suit to recover. We must protect ourselves here, or we will

have the very same trouble."

THE TELEGRAPH.
There are g6i employes in the main office of the West-

ern Union in New York city.

The Western Union Telegraph company has applied to

the city of BulTalo for permission to construct underground
conduits in the district in which all wires have been or-

dered buried. This will probably dispose of the suit which
the city brought to compel the company to take down its

wires.

A dispatch from Galveston, Tex., dated August 3d, says:

At 12:30 1'. M. to-day the steamer Parole successfully re-

stored telegraphic communication with Mexico, Central and
South America, via Galveston, after a brief interruption

caused by the removal of a fault in the submarine cable of

the Mexican Telegraph company.

"An expert operator has to write on an average from thirty

to forty-five words, and sometimes more, according to the

ability of the transmitter at the other end of the wire,"

said a telegraph operator recently. "If the sender is a
first class man he can make it very uncomfortable for the

receiving operator by sending so fast that he wont have
time to dip his pen in the ink bottle, not if it were but-

toned to his bosom. Then in a thunder storm, such as we
are having now, the lightning interferes a good deal with

the operator's transmitting. The receiving operator, if his

ability alio.vs it, can readily get along by guessing, but he
has to be very careful or any mistake that he may make
will cause his salary to be somewhat diminished at the end
of the month, on account of having to pay the cost of the

message, or a few hundred dollars more. No, sir, an op-

erator's life is not one of pleasure, as is the general im-

pression. It's one of continual worry and is strictly busi-

Personal Paragraphs.
Daniel B. Stedman, of the Thomson-Houston company

of Chicago, returned from his eastern trip last Saturday.

S. A. Barton, general manager of the Thomson-Houston
company of Chicago, left on an eastern business trip on the

3d instant.

Telephone Stock Quotations.

Col. S. G. Lynch, broker, 146 LaSalle street, Chicago,

furnishes the following quotations on some of his special-

ties in telephone stocks:

Chicago 350 375
Central Union 47 4S

Michigan .79 So

Great Southern 35 40
Colorado 19 21

Rocky Mountain Bell 40 45
Cumberland .... 65 OS

Wisconsin 110 Ii2

Bell of Mo ...150 155

Iowa Union 27 2S

Missouri and Kansas 70 71

Miscellaneous Notes.

The Hill Electric works have been incorporated at Lud-
low, Ky. The capita! is ^10,000. .

An item is going the rounds to the effect that a machine

has been invented to make change by electricity, with a sav-

ing in cash boys and girls,

A storm of unusual severity and accompanied by vivid

lightning visited Chicago August 2d. Lightning struck in

eleven places. One fatality was reported. Lightning

fired the stables belonging to the Union Stock ^'ards ^;

Transit company and occasioned a loss of $15,000. The
eBTect at the Central Telephone station was notable. When-
ever a charge came over a wire it was communicated to the

others and would knock down the three thousand annun-

ciators, producing the same effect that three thousand

simultaneous calls would have. A few blocks away the

Western Union operators were enjoying an electrical dis-

play. There are 504 wires running into the switch board,

and the lightning would snap and pop as it jumped from

one wire to another. The fire alarm system in the Town
of Lake was so affected by the atmospheric electricity that

it failed to operate. •_"_

At the annual meeting of the London .Association of

Municipal and Sanitary Kngmeers, William Webster, F. C.

S., read a paper describing tlie. decomposition and purifica-

tion of sewage by means of electricity. He passed a strong

current of electricity through sewage before the meeting,

and the solid matter speedily rose to the surface, leaving

the fluid apparently bright. He also exhibited a sample of

ellluent water eight months old, and a specimen of a disin-

fecting fluid obtained from .se.wage twelve months before.

The chief er^pcnse, he stated, was the engine power, and

the process co'dd be applied to any existing tanks. Sev-

eral speakers considered the process likely to be productive

of great results, provided it could be economically applied

to the treatment of large quantities of sewage, as the
analyses submitted showed the effluent water to be abso-
lutely free from suspended matter.

One of the newest, simplest, yet most ingenious forms of

an electric call and annunciator has just been patented in

the shape of "Factor}- Help Call." It is a combination of
clock work and electric machinery. The apparatus, which
is quite compact, is fastened to the wall in the office, and
wires connect with bells in all divisions of the factory. A
list of the names of the heads of departments is painted
upon a dial, and a pointer is so arranged that it will indi-

cate the name of the person wanted. Surpose Patsy Boli-

var is wanted, the pointer is moved to his name, a rubber
key at the base of the apparatus is turned, and then the

small bells throughout the factory will strike the number of

strokes allotted to this particular person, and he will under-
stand that he is wanted at the office immediately.

Electrical Patents.

Issued July 31, iSSS,

386.796. Automatic Regulator for Electric Lamps. Regi-
nald Belfield, Great Barrington, Mass.

Claim 6 reads; "The combination, with an electric

"generator and a circuit for the same, of an induction

coil having its primary coil in said circuit, a circuit in-

cluding the secondary coil, means for varjing the re-

sistance of the secondary circuit, a soft iron core and
two coils acting upon said core, which coils are in-

cluded in the secondarj' circuit."

386.797, Method of Automatic Regulation for Electric

Currents. Reginald Belfield, Great Barrington, Mass.
Claim 2. "The hereinbefore described method of

supplying currents of any required potential to a work
circuit from a source of currents of a different poten-

tial, which consists in establishing in the supply circuit

a constant counter electromotive force by the action of

the impressed electromotive force, and superimposing
the impressed electromotive force upon the counter

electromotive force, and thereby producing and ce-

livering to the work circuit a resultant composite cur-

rent having a different potential from that of the im-

pressed electromotive force."

386,314. Art of Telegraphy, Elisha Gray, Highland
Tark, 111.

The invention relates to a writing telegraph of that

class in which the act of writing the message at the

sending station operates to produce it at the receiving

station.

First and last claims: "i. The method of trans-

mitting and recording a character by the movements of

a transmitting pen and a receiving pen by transmuting
the movements of said transmitting pen into pulsations

of substantially the same effective strength in an elec-

tric circuit varying in number with the linear extent

of the movement of said pen and varying in speed of

succession with the rapidity of said movement, and
transmuting said pulsations through the intervention

of an electro motor into movements of the receiving -

pen.
"6. The method of transmitting and recording a

character by the movements of a transmitting pen and .

a receiving pen in directions opposite of each other by
producing in an electric circuit, through the movement
of said transmitting pen in said opposite directions.

pulsations of substantially the same effective strength

and of opposite polarity, respectively varying in num-
ber with the linear e.xtents of the movements of said

pen in opposite directions and varying in speed of suc-

cession with the rapidity of the said movements, and
thereby, through the intervention of an electro motor,

causing movements of the receiving pen in opposite

directions,"

3S6,S2S. Temperature Regulator. Charles W. Johnson,
Holyoke, INlass.

386,860, Coin-Operated Induction Coil, Percy G. Wil-
liams and Alfred W. Roovers, Brooklyn, N. Y.

386.886. Multiple Switchboard. Milo G, Kellogg, Hyde
. Park, 111.

Claim: "i. In a telephone exchange system, a

metallic circuit subscriber's line normally disconnected

from the ground at the subscriber's station, in combi-
nation with a calling generator in the circuit of said

line at the subscriber's station and a switch co-operat-

ing with the normally open ground to close the same
v/hile the generator is being operated."

386.887. Multiple Switchboard. Milo G. Kellogg, Hyde
Park, III.

386,898, Secondary Battery. John S. Sellon, The Hall,

Sydenham, County of Kent, England.
Claims i and 9 follow.

"I. The combination, in a secondary battery, of a

frame or support having shelves or projections arranged

one above the other, and two or more elements in the

form of a dish or tray adapted to hold the electrolyte,

independently supported upon the said shelves or pro-

jections.

"9. In a secondary battery, the combination of an
element consisting of a support to which is applied an
active material consisting of an oxide of lead mixed
with a porous inert material and an element consisting

of a support to which is applied an active material

consisting of an oxide of manganese mixed with a

porous inert material."

386,919, Coin-operated IClectrical Apparatus. Percival

Everett, London, England.

386,925. iClectrical Non-conductor. Charles T, Lee,

Boston, and Charles N. Waile, Mcdford, Mass.

3S6,9-;6. .System of Electrical Distribution. Marjiiadukt;

M. JNL Slattery, Fort Wayne, Ind,
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Claim i: "In a system of electrical distribution and

in combination, an alternating current dynamo, and
converters electrically connected with the main line con*

ductors in multiple arc and organized to transform the

current in the main conductors in^o currents of less

potential and q;reater quantity in the secondaries, each

converter made with a primary coil containing such

length of wire exposed to magneto-electric induction

that when operated by the dynamo with which it is to

be used with its secondary circuit open the electrical

pressure and counter pressure in its primary circuit

shall be equal, with incandescent lamps or other trans

lating devices in the secondary circuits."

386,956. Regulator for Electric Circuits. Reginald Eel

field, Pittsburg, Pa.

The object of the invention is to provide convenient

means for turning down any desired lamps or increas

ing their brilliancy, as required, without causing any

material waste or useless consumption of electric cur-

rent.

We give the 3d claim: "A regulator for electric

circuits, consisting of a continuous coil of insulated

wire and a core movable with reference thereto, where-

by it may be caused to occupy dififerent positions

tlierein without being removed therefrom."

386,965. Telephone Transmitter: William R. Cole, De-

troit, Mich.

386,974. Phonograph. Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn

Park, N. J.

386,986. Electric Insulator Peg. William E. Joslin,

South Scituate, R. I.

386,992. Galvanometer. Philip Lange, Pittsburg, Pa.

Claim: "A portable electricmeter consisting of the

combination of a divided circuit, one branch containing

carbon resistances and the other a metallic resistance,

an indicating needle operated by the currents traversing

the two branches, a containing box having a lid in

which the carbon reslstancesareplaced while the metal-

lic resistance is in the other portion of the box, an ad-

justable resistance in series with said metallic resistance

placed In the front of the box, consisting of a coll of

wire with a contact movable along its length, and a

gauze protection for the carbon resistances."

586,993. Galvanometer. Philip Lange, Pittsburg, Pa.

We give the last claim: "4. In an electric meter,

two independent (ixed solenoids acting In the same
magnetic sense upon a core common to both and mov-
able with reference thereto, one of which solenoids is

traversed by a current dependent upon the consump-
tion in the work circuit, and the other by a current ap-

proximately constant under all conditions."

387,010. Rrush PI older for Electric Machines. Albert

Schmid, Allegheny, Pa.

387,013. Electric Converter. Oliver B. Shallenberger,

Rochester, and Henry M. Byllesby, Pittsburg, Pa.

387,044. Storm Protector for Electric Lamps. Thomas
PL Brady, New Britain, Conn.

387,049. Battery Zinc. Robert L. Carr and Parker Bor-
den, Fall River, Mass.

387,051. Lightning Arrester for Electric Circuits. Fred-
erick A. Cheney Elmira, N. Y.

387,117, Apparatus for Electrical Conversion and Dlstri-

btftion. William Stanley, Jr., Great Barrington. Mass.

Claim: '

' The hereinbefore described method of

equalizing the distribution of potential upon two or

more work circuits, which consists, first, in creating

a magnetic field common to all the work circuits by es-

tablishing in the supply circuit an electromotive force;

second. In inducing a counter electromotive force in

the supply circuit, and third, in supplying two or more
work circuits with composite currents formed by the

impressed and counter electromotive force, whereby
the excess of energy in one work circuit is transferred

to another by means of the magnetic field."

387,123. Flue for Electric Transformers. Ellhu Thom-
son, Lynn, Mass.

3S7.131. Electric Indicator. William A. Anthony, Man-
chester, Conn.

" Claim: 3. A stationary helix, an oscillating helix,

and a plate which has a peripheral curvature and is at-

tached to said oscillating helix. In combination with a

weight and a flexible connection by which said weight
is suspended from said plate."

387.145, Galvanic Boiler Cleaning Compound. Francis

J Clamer, Philadelphia, Pa.

387.146. Galvanic Boiler Cleaning Compound. Francis

J. Clamer, Philadelphia, Pa.

387,160. Electric Rock Drill. George Guntz, Wilkes-
barre. Pa

387,167. Explosive Engine. Leopold Julig and Edward
Ewald. San Francisco, Cal.

387.194. Regulator for Electric Motors. Addison G.
Waterhouse, Hartford, Conn.

"Claim: i. The herein described method of regu-

lating the speed of an electric motor provided with a
closed circuited armature, which consists in diverting a

portion of the current transmitted to the motor through
a locally closed circuit including one or more of the

armature helices, and containing an adjustable resist-

ance."

387.195. Regulation of Electric Motors. Addison G.
Waterhouse, Hartford, Conn.

"Claim: 2. In an electric motor, the combination,

with the field magnet coils located in the main circuit,

of a pair of main collecting brushes, an auxiliary col-

lecting brush, a conductor for connecting one of said

main brushes to said auxiliary brush, a conductor for

connecting said auxiliary brush to the opposite main
brush and around the armature of said motor, and a

fixed or adjustable resistance in said last-named con-

ductor."

Protect ^^ Armatures
It is a matter of every day experience anionjj Elec-

tric Lijfht men that Armatures are frequently Isurned

out entirely or seriously injured by the short circuiting

of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector

Absolutely Protects
Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of

the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System."
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-
dress

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.

See lettef of recommendation from electrician Chi-
cago Arc Light & Power Co., on advertising page xiii

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN July 28. 1888.

THE "CLARK" ^KTIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-By F. B. BADT.
100 pas;eB; 70 iUuetratloDB; flexible cloth bindlog; size of type case, Gs3 iaches. DeBigDed for

Djnamo Tenders and Linemen, Stutlooary and Marine EngioeerB. Just the book for men who wish
to learn how to operite and c«re f >r electric ll^ht installatioae. The only book of ttie kind in the
Eng-Ueh language. Price, po?tase prepaid to any addreaa io the United tJtalea or Canada, $1.00.

Aidress ELECTRIOIAlf PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

CHAS. SIDNEY SMITH, Seo-y.C.Y. ANNETT. Prest. S. F. FEXTO.N', Vlce-Prest. and Treas.

Hotel and House Annunciators.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire nnd Batteries.

The United Electric Co.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, - UTAH.

In a letter from the Insphctor of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
29, 1886, he says : "A Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable ^Vire in Every Respect."

The rubber UBcd In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, arid is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will nut deteriorate^ oxidise or erack, and will reinala fle.vlble In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the

whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and. to a very great extent, fire proof.

Our insulation loill prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all

gauges and diameter of luBulatlon for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENRY A. CLARK, General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATENTS.

GENERAL OFFICES:

MDTDAL LIFE BLDg,

32 NASSAU ST..

NEW YORK

FTbdb and EstlmaLes KumlBhed
for all kinds of Incandea-

ccnt Lighting.

Philadelphia Office:

No, 308 WiLNDT gT

BOSTON OFFICE:

No, 33 FEDERAL ST,

Estimates Furnished for the
ThotDBOQ-Mouslon SyBlem

of Arc Lighting.

is tanned on the surfaces
only; the

IlflllOlliliWilSl
SendforOurValuableBookforEngineersandBeltUsers. Free.-'

Agents in all Cities. Send for Trial Belt.

Poorest City Electric 'yyork^s,
Manuiacturers oi CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWrrCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncon-
trolled by the Handle.

Correspoiulencc

Solicited with

Electric Light

Coinpflules.

The DYNAMO of tltlB Compuny 1» AUTOMATIC In Its regulation, und will maintain a UNIFORM
LIGHT, with ALL or ANY POItTION of the llBhtn In Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN and

will MAINTAIN He CANULK FOWEK during Its Guaranteed Life. W. B. CI.EVELAND, Proprietor, 183 SENECA STREET, CLEVELAND, 0,
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DYNAMOS and MOTORS.
Arc and Series, Incandescent

Lamps, Ammeters, Voltmeters,

Galvanometers, Iiightning Ar-
resters, Switcli Boards, CutOuts,
Electric Supplier, etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE,
154 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
I—65-Light Van Depoefe Arc Light Plant.

I_50. Light American System Arc Light

Plant.

3—10- Light, United Stales System. Arc Light

Plants taken in exchange.

Waterhonse Electric &Mfg, Co,,

Chicago Office, - 154 La Salle Street.

Friction Clutch Pulleys

1 1-23 South Jefferson street, FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.
CHICAGO. =====

MINNEAPOLIS^ NEW YORK.

BURR& DODGE, 125 N. 5th St., Philadelphia.
Investigate Before Buying

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTDBERS OF THE

Patent High Speed Packing.
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES.

Deliyereil Free oe 60 Days' Trial. Satisfaction (inaraiiteeil, or no Pay

^# The Electrical

Construction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

'i.^.ot,

Electric Light Plants Complete.

Ail Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

FOR SALE
1 UNITED STATES

20-ARC LIGHT DYNAMO
With Lamps, Hoods and Globes; Iq first-claea

condition; can be purchased for one-half manu-
factarer'e price of

W. A. KNAPP, Beloit, Wis.

FOR SALE.
Two 60 H.-P. Ball Engines, one 60 H.-P.

and one 90 H.-P. New York Safety En-
gines, one 180 H.-P. and one 280 H.~P.

Buckeye Engines.

The above are practically new, and In firet-claes

rnnning order. This Company is using compound
engines of lE^ge power, and has no nee for the
above. They will be sold at a very low figure.

CHICAGO ARC LIGHT & POWER CO.,

y** Market Street.

The National Electric Light

ASSOCIATION.

Jnly i25, 1888.
The Semi-Annaal Meetins of the National Elec-

tric Lieht Association will be held at Holel Brnna-
wick, New York City, Aut;iiBt 29, :!0, :il. AH com-
municatlone relating to thia convention to be ad-
dreesed to

Dr. OTTO A. IVIOSES,

Chairman Executive Committee.

131 EAST 73d STREET, NEW YORK

CLEATS, $3 PER THOUSAND.

ROSETTES, 2Gts. EACH.

Cleata are well proportioned and bored for No. 9
Screws. Roeeties are novel in design and

highly polished. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed.

Hobart Electric Co.,
MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.

slON/^

TRADE MARK.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,

Manufactnred for AEBIAL, SVBIIASIIVi: and UKDEBCiBOIJlVD USE. OKONITE TAPE for making waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers GANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.

BRANCHES;—CMcap, 42 LaSalle St,, Bostou, Pliilafleliiliia, Oialia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Lonisyille, Kansas City,

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OF

pisher's Qlectric |||otors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

CXRIC RJLIL^KTJLYS,

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFS

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Elecl^ric^ njachines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, Agent,
154 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn,
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FRANKLIN S, CARTER. CHAS. M. WILKINS,

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WARD V/ILKINSJ

PARTRICK Sc GARTER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN EVfRY DESCRIPTION OF

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE
PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,

. WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTjNG APPARATUS

AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish :CatalcigueB of all our Manufactures, and will forward to any addrest upon

application.
N. B.—When applying for Catalogues, please state whether • Electric Bell" or "General

Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
MANTTFACTUKERS OF ||I^T

Hard j(ubber Goods for glectrical purposesj I
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
CataloEue and Prtcea furnished on application.

The Stoddard Cut-Out
PATENTED SEPT. 13. 1887.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Luminous Electric Goods.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIECDLAR.

MANSFIELD ELECTRIC CO.,

383 Federal St., - Boston, Mass.

I. W. COLBURN & CO.
No. 174 Main St. Fitchburg, Mass.

^^HH^¥^H
^^^ '^1^1
SMlg^s" "'^oliwPH^ V ^^K ri^WT^IIE^ ~"^^« ^S^9^un

Machines for Arc and Incandescent
Electric Iiightlng, C^lectro- Plating;
and Kxperimeutal Use.
Send for large IlloBtrated Catalogue, aleo Hand-

book of l^eaay Reterence, veet-poctet edition.

PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
TH E BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. M. F., Volts. 1.44.
Internal Resistance. Ohms, 0.32.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Highest Testimonials.

WRITE FOE PKICE AND CIKCULAK TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Street. N. Y.

Vltalls Himmer, Manager.

To be had also at

California Electrical Works,
San Francisco.

FOR THE

Western Electrician

S I .GO.

FOR FLEXIBLE PENDANTS.

The Safest, Cheapest, Most Durable
and Artistic in the Market.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.

42 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

WANTED.
A eitaatioQ by competent Electrician, exper-

ienced in designing DynamoB and Motors. Mul-
tipolar Machines a specialty. Good referencee.

Addreea "ORIGINAL,"

Care The Western Blectrician, Chicago.

EtJOENK F. Phillips,
President.

W. H. Sawtkb,
Sec'y and Electric ''

PROVIDENCE, R. i.,

Manufacturers of Patent Finished t

Insulated Electric Wires
Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wht

Magnet Wire, Patent Rubber-Covere
Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-

ible Cordage, Office and
Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND andAERIAL CABLEi.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 18 Cortlandt St. '

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

AGENTS W^ANTED.
A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.

We want 500 new agents In the United States and Canada, one In
every town and city where we are not already represented.

Oor trade begins in Angnst and extends through March. We are now
ready to form new agencies, and wish to place a sample Regulator as soon
as possible In the hands of every cne who ia tree to handle our Apparatus.
Our Idea 1b to have every new agent gain a perfect knowledgeof the work-
ing of the Regulator, and he In shape to place orders when the aeaeon
opens.

BEAD^OUR OFF£B.
We will send ft sample set on approval to any responsible party answering this advertisement*

the Regulator to be returned if agency is not establiehed. All territory now occupied la of course, ex"

cepted from the foregoing offer.

It costs you nothing to obtain the agency for the best working and best selling Regulator on the
market. It con be applied by any one to fumacee, steam or natural gas.

Write at once and secure a good thing. Address,

TBE GDION AUTOMATIC HEAT REGULATING COMPANY,

158 EXCHANGE PLACE, ELMIRA, N. Y.

THE EI
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.,

MANITFACTURERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords and Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY. Ceneral Sales Agent, 8 9 Dey Street, New York.

GEORGE P BARTON,

LAW OFFICE,
225 Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO, ILL

Patent and Trademark Cases.

WANTBD.
AGBN I H for Lord's Boiler Compound. A
ctanc© for Jingln^erH and men on the road.
Aleo local Amenta with mcane. State pree-
cDt occupation . Addreee,

CEO. W. LORD,
«in Union Htreet, I'hllailel]jlil8, i'li.

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Sbnd for Catalogue.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE $3.25.

A. B. LYMAN
Electrical SuppliM.

Cleveland

Ohlg.
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"C & C" ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
FAN OUTFITS,

^, \, H. HORSE POWER.

Fan Outfits with the Latest Me-
chanical Improvements for Arc and

Incandescent Circuits.

Motors designed to drive any make of
Ventilating Fan.

ARC MOTORS
with our new Automatic Regulation

keep their speed absolutely

constant.

Automatic Motors for any Incandescent
Circuit.

MANUFACTORY: 90 South Fifth Avs., NEW YORK. Chicago office: Adams Express Building.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE JLNID INSXJLiLXEID ^^KTTEtE,.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper IVIagnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted

Cords for Incandescent Lighting, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT ^\ K; LINE WIRE
FOB ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, con n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent, THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT,

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Send for Prioe-List. 1 8 Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC COMPANT,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SDPPLIES,
Agents for EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES.

46 South Water Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Complete Domestic Combination Ontfita:

These setB reqaire no technical knowled-e to connect; they are all

contained In bliick highly finished hard rubber cases, monnted In
nickel plate and ready for nee. The bell domes are all 3H inches, the

coilB a e wound with ellk-covered wire, and t^e contacts are of plat-

inized eilver.

Three-Way Annunciator and Bell Set $16.00

Invalid'B Portable Call Bell Set 7.00

Burtrlar Alarm Set 7 50

Fire Alarm Ontflt S7.00to 800
Portable Electric Testing Set 10.00

Family Elertro-Medical Set 12.00

Telegraph Set for Short Lines and Learneia 6 50

High and Low Temperature Alarm 12.00

Single Stroke or Trembling Bell Set 6 00

Swltchboaide, Switches, Annunciators, Belle, Wires, Pueh Bat-
tons, Alarm Contacts, etc.

Ulaterhouse System of grc i^ Incandescent

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

All Candle Power Lamps, Automatic Cut-outs for Constant High
Tension Currents.

OUR INSTANTANEOUS REGULATOR

enables a long life and clear globes to be obtained, and the high efficiency

of our Dynamo obtains more candle power per horse power, in both

Arc and Incandescent Lighting than any other systems.

Gold Medal awarded, Mechanics Fair, Boston, for Instantaneous

Automatic Current Regulation.

12 and over i6 candle power lamps to the horse power.

2,ooo candle power, nominal Arc Lights on less than 2 lbs. coal per

lamp, per hour. Not equalled by any system. Send for Catalogue.

Ulaterhouse Electric g fflfg. Co.,
Chicago Office, 154 LaSALLE STREET. HARTFORD, CONN.

FOREIGN PATENT

EXPLOITING CO.,

1001 OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

CHICAGO, ILL.,

FRANCIS W. PARKER, Solicitor.

If you have an invention wtiich has: Firpt,
been proven to be operativp, second, allowed with
broad claimsln the U. 8. Patent «'ffice;third, 11-

Instrated folly by drawings and descriptions, we
will withont cost to you patent and exploit same
n foreign conntries.

Correapondence solicited.

ini^«^

P^M#n

DO NOT BE DECEIVED
By imitations marked Leclanch^ Disque or Disque Leclanch6.

The term " Disque" was formerly used by us to designate a

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1 and size No. 3.

It has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

GENUINE GONDA POROUS CBLI,
BATTEBY COMPLEfE,

THE CELEBRATED GONDA is me GeiiniDe Battery.

It is unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever name called, and is immeasurably superior in

efficiency and durability.

TDO ItTOT BE I^v^DPOSBID TJ^'OlSr.
Insist jpon being furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and if your dealer does not keep it send to us

direct for prices. Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it is stamped with the word Gonda.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO., 149 West 18th St., New York.
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1CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

CANDEE WEATHERPROOF ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST.

A complete stock of General Electric Supplies always on hand. Shipments prompt.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, - 42 LaSalle St., Chicago.
Electric Light Repairing. General Machine Job-Work, Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, g.'A'.JS~Flg¥uR
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

ER. Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, October
l9t., at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the Club,
122-124 Clark street.

ail^^S JLNXI-lMAG^NEXIC SHIELID FOR -^TiLXCHES.
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg, Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co.

OentUmen : — Your Anti-Magnetic

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti-

mated. Itis now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day

it is (without correcting time) about one

minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one who needs the correct time, should
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good
deal of practical utility, as well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time-

keeper. At present, I look upon a watch
without a shield as a thing incomplete, "^=1

and so it is. Very Respectfully, 1

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sore protectloD from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.

Send for descriptive circular. GILES BROS. &, CO.

" * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement Inside a closed

box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the

only plan I know that could succeed.
WM. A. ANTHONY,

Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologists

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and fine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading

magnetic influence.

_ AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
'^^^ Waltham, Mass.

103 State Street, CHICAGO.

The Single-Acting and

SelMubricating Principles

Mark the second great advance in Steam Engineering, and «
represent the Highest type of

COMMERCIAL ECOHOMT.

THEffESTMODSEMACBIHECO.,:
Pittsburgh, Pa.

\

i

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR CO.,
]

Represented by Roberto .oker & Co., City of Mexico, Mes.

Stevens, Corwin &. Co., llBCliambers St.,'N6w Yorli City.
;

Wi h houses in Panama, C. A., Lima, Euenofl Ayree, Guayaquil
and Valparaiso, S. A.

;

WESTISIGHOVSE. CHVBCH. KERR & CO.
17 Cortlandt Street, New Yorli. 97 Flfttt Avenue, Pittsburgh,

I

156 and im Lake Street, Chicago.

1 M. R. 3HJCKL,E. JR., & CO. (Rep. W., C, K. t Co.)

\
608 Cheetnut Street, Philadelphia.

;

FAIBBASTKi^ & CO.
> 302 & 304 Washington Ave., St. Louis. 312 Union Ave., Kansafl

City. 1330 Seventeenth Street, Denver.

F. C. AYRR. (Representing F. &, Co.)

1619 Capital Avenue, Omaha.

CrRO. M. DII/IiEY & HOTifS. (Representing F. & Co.)

Pine BiuSa, Arlcansas.

UTAH ASII* MOKTANA 9IACHIKERY CO.
259 South Main Street, Salt Lake City.

East Granite Street, Butte, Montana.

FARKE & liACY.
2123 Fremont Street. San Francisco.

'ii and 35 North Front Street, Portland, Ore.

THE O. A. TOHPKIKS CO.
36 College Street, Charlotte, N. C

.

45 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

ROBT. 1IIIDDI.ET09I. (RepresenUng The D. A. T. Co.)

Mobile, Ala.

H. DIJDI.EY COL.EIIIA1V & CO. (RepresenUng The
D. A. T. Co.) New Orleans, La.

KEATINCi I3IP. & KIACHINE CO. (RepteBenting

The D. A. T. Co.) Dallas, Texas,

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTURED BY \

WOODBURY ENGINE

COMPANY.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

PUIN SLIDE YALYE
AND

Double Valve Mediom Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines

TUBULAR BOILERS.
AddreBB the Manufacturers at

652 111 Street, ROCHESTER, N. L
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DynsLino and Cylinder Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast ruunning
machinery. By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the laro-est

Electric Plants of the West.
°

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, - - 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

W. S. HILL,
: 133 Oliver Street, - Boston, Mass.

MANUFACTURER OF

DYNAMOS. ARC LAMPS CUT-OUTS,
Double-Pole Switches Key-Sockets,

AND Incandescent Lamps.

United States Glectric Fire Alarm (Jo.

EVART, MICHIGAN.

PEOPKIKTOHS OF THB

Cbase Police anil Fire Alarm Teleirapli

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction in dif-

ferent cities and

villages in the United States.

ALUMINOUS INCANDESCENT

I UMINOip
WITH OK WITHOUT

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or shape.

Lamps fitted to any Lamp Cap that may
be supplied.

VITRITE & LUMINOID GO.
Pending reorganization of this Company, the Works

arc carried on by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver,
70 v., 16 c. p. HARRISON, N. J.

CHICAGO OFFICE
Metropolitan Building send tor new catalogues, Prices and Teatlmonials.

Room No. II. '

The Cuts are half size of Standard Shape and Sizes v.. 16 c. p.

TheJrushglectriclJompany

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

send for catalogue.

BAKER'S TRIPOLINE!
A Powerful and Rapid Cleaner and Polisher of Metals without Acid or Poison.

Especially Adapted to Railroad, marine, stationary and Fire £ngine W^ork,
''hot or cold ;" Large Hlgns, Kaitines, etc.

ThlB polish la now being supplied to Hundreds of Mechanical Engineers BIjECTRIC
liKxHT PLiAWTS, and mannfactarers of Machinery. Has already been adopted by many of the
leading railroad companies, the leading fire departments, water works, the U. S- Ordnance and Navy
Departments, and thousands of Mills, Factories, etc. Ib the BEST AND CHEAPEST POLISH IN
THE WORLD, and quickest Cleaner. ITaeqnaled for Cleanins and PoUshine Carbon
Holders. Send for Sample, FREE. Liberal discount to manufacturers and dealers in AGlec-
trical iUachinery, Manufactured only by the

MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO., - - 88 MARKET ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW PATENT GAS ATTACHMENT
FOR FITTING ELECTRIC LIGHT SOCKETS TO GAS FIXTURES.

No more burnt wire conductors where this attachment Is used.

Remove gas burner, screw nozzle In Its place; by replacing and screwing gas burner on nozzle, you effect

a solid, permanent, gas tight Job. Send orders t? FRANK S. MARR Contractor.

Bissell Block, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Electric

Light

Carbons

Adapted to all Systems.

CITY OFFICE,

IllPlDeSl.

ST, LOUIS,

MO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

Iicaitene Etetric Lpi

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
THo. 130 YVaslilngton Street,

AI.i:XjLliri>I{K H£SIPT,

S^peclal Agent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
Wo. aoi Jonrnal Building.

o. c. stke:i:.k.

Special Agent.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.

ALEXANDBB M. BENSON. FRANK H. THOMPSON

BENSON & THOMPSON,
MANUFACTURERS OF INSULATED WIRES

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH. ELEUTKIC LIGHT. OFFICE AND ANSDMOIATOE WIBE3 FLEXIBLE CO..D.

AGE. MAGNET WIRE. ETU.

No. 3015 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA.

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F. OUNDEROALE 154 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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A TALE OF P. <Si B.
(By B. B. and the "Jolly Dutchman.")

The morning sun was rising fast,

When through Chicago's alleys passed

A lineman, who, 'mid mud and mire,

Was reeling off a coil of wire.

Of P. & B.

Miss O'Konite said: "Stay and rest,—

You know our wire is far the best."

But with a smile the lineman said:

'Beg pardon, miss, there's none ahead

Of P. & B.

"

"Say. chappie, have you tried my wire?"

Spoke young and shy Miss Callender.

"I have, my dear, and I have found,

Tis much more apt to catch a ground
Than P. & B."

"You'll use my wire?" Miss Simplex cried,—

I'd rather not," he softly sighed,

"For complex troubles often spread

When using Simplex Wire, instead

Of P. & B."

"Gaze on my charms !" Miss Grimshaw sighed.

"No, thanks," he said, "your worth I've tried, •

With skin so dark and heart so white.

I found your charms inferior, quite,

To P. & B "

Just then Miss Clark cajie with a smile

And tried our lineman to beguile.

But he was firm as any rock,

And said: "I'll buy another stock

Of R & B."

Our lineman onward went and found

Part of his circuit had a ground.

You can imagine his dismay,

When he discovered 'twas 'K. K,"

Not P. & B.

The moral of these rhymes is plain,

We need no further to explain.

That when you want a circuit clear,

Buy P. & B., 'tis not so dear

As other stuff.
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^LEGTRIC f JylGHTING.
rWOOD'S PATENTS), Owned and Manufactured by the'

j4mertcan Electric Manufacturing Company^

^^m 18 CORTLANDT STREET. NEW YORK.

1^ For simplicity of construction, steadiness and purity of light, perfection Of Automatic regulation, economy of power in operation,

I^H freedom from getting out of order, and absolute safety of Armatures from burning, '

Tlie AlHtERICAIT DYITAIi^O HAS HO EQUAL.
INTENDING PURCHASERS, whether for Isolated Plants or Central Station use, desiring to investigate the merits of

the AMERICAN SYSTEM, are requested to write to any of our customers.

» OUR PATRONS ARE OUR FRIENDS AND SPONSORS.

^HEBIOAM
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS

M^MUFACTUBIMG €0.,

18 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

TAN DEPOHJ5
Doable Carboo Lamp.

MUNICIPAL LIBHTINB Our SPECIALTY.

B9~ We claim for the Van Depoele Improved Arc Lamp that it is

the simplest and best lamp in existence; for our Dynamos that they

cannot get out of order, and require little or no attention; that an

inexperienced man can run them, and that they give the most light

for the least consumption of power.
Manufactured and for Sale only by

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURINO CO.,

15, 17, 19 and 21 N. Clinton St., - CHICAGO, ILL. Slngit'ca^bonLlm)).
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FORT WAYNE

JEHNET UTRK LIGHT I
Fort Wayne, M. Fort Wayne, Ind.

Aa:.^zia-xT:F^j9Loa7ij^xi;E3x%.s oie^ o^sce:

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete Alternating System of
Electric Lighting in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. I2--I6 fandle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

.^.XiSO T^^isa

JENNEY SYSTEM of ARC LIGHTING

SLATTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

CORRESPONDEIJCE SOLICITED.

JENNEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMPS,

Main Office and Works, - FORT WAYNE, IND.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 242 & 244 EAST 122d STREET.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
225 Dearborn Street, First Floor,

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
26 North Seventh Street,

G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE. 217 Sansome Street. CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE, F. Adams, Successor.
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY,
—MASUFACTCTBEES OF—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Send fob Catalogue and Pr^ce List.

729 Broadway, New Tort.

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsburgrh, Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Company,
Seieral Offieei, Ho. 708 P£im. AVE., FIII3BDS3E, fa.

1
Nov York, Telephone Building, Cortlandt Street.

a. L. Wile7 Uanager.
CUcago, 139 Eut Midlson Stteet, F. E. Dsgen-

hardt, Uanager.

MAHTTTACTtlRERS OP

The|l|aring]|nti-|nduction«| Bunched Cables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Submarine

and Aerial.

LIGHT LEADED CABLES FOR HOUSE USE.
Weatherproof Line Wire, Underwriters', Annunciator and Office Wire.

Five Years of Uniform Success Enable us fo Guarantee our Cables

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Electric Light and Power. Aerial Use,

Telegrapli and Telephone, All Sizes Subterranean Use,

Railtray and all other I anH Pw,nnt,arl Wi^at Submarine Use

Branches ol Signaling.
'^'"' ^"'"'^so mires.

concealed Wiring in all Locations.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr.. - 16 Oey St.. NEW YORK.

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

^b' C4LLEWDE[(
INSULATING and
WATERPROOFING

4S Sireadway, Kew Yocfe. I54 CaSalle St., Cfileaso,

COipABIf,

-MAHTTFAOTURBBS OF"

jINSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
Bitlte Wires for Use Underground, In Plaster,

Damp Places, Etc., Etc,

AMERICAN

Ceather [ink Belt Co.

SPECIAL

DYNAMO BELT!

Chas. a. Schieren i Co.

IVlanufacturers and Sole Agents,

47-51 Ferrv St., New York.

Tbinidad "Wibes for Line Work In place of Underwriters.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Self-Contained

AntOMtiC GQt-Of EliQGS,
SPBOIAILT ADAPTRD FOK ECKHINO

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring close

regulation of speed.

Wbbtben Offioz A2n> Wabzboohs:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, III.

WM. A. HAMMETT, Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C B B A

86 Fef^eral Street,

BOSTON.

46 S. Canal St., CHICAGO,

COT SHOWING STVLE OF INSULATION.
. . . «

4.—Copper Wire. B, B.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C—Braided CottoSi

•aturated with a Stack, Weather-Proof Composition. „
, ^ . , , .. - r. ^^

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. Pure ¥3m-

416 Arch Street, t
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

PHILADELPHIA.
| w„P„„n„Q. j 19 and 21 Cliff St., New York.... FACTORIES:^^^^^^^^

^^^^WARFRnniKi, i '9 anii 21 Cliff St., New York.
WARERDOMb.

-j g^ vVashinBton St., Chicago, Ills.

Daxiel W. Marmon, President,

Addisos H. ITobdyke, Vice-President,

Chablzs D. JE^•SET, Electrician.
Bbain'aed Rorison, Secretary.

Amos K. Hollowell, TreaBurer

OBDYKE, Vice-President. ^^^^ ^0^^

Jenney Electric Company,
i]srai»ija.3Nrja.r»oi*is, iisri>i-A.asr-a..

Sole owners of all the PateMB and Inventions o£ Charles D. Jenney (known as tSe Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manntacturers of Ws

Improved Oyn^ino, [amp ^4

Electric (Dotor.

In all desirable featores of Arc and Incandescent Lighting

the Jenney Sysicin leads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In these e«8entlal8 It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants lor Cities, Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc oh Incan-

DESCENT Systems, or for both comeined.

The Jenney incandescentDynamos are self-regnlatlng,

and permit the lurnlnE on and off of one or all of the Lamps

at will.

T7ils Company gima special allcnUcm to fiimlelUng Mills,

Shops, Factories, etc.. ,ci,ll IlulUlduat Plants.

^- UK m FMfllET lUKIillTlllt IH ItStlllUt TIE iWm. -Si

=^ OFFic-E a:;d wore 3:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Go
EASTERN OFFICE: WESTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
OF

•-«,-.*«

SERIES LAMPS
FOR

nrc-Gircuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
show^n their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Best Arc-Llgbt, Louisville, 1888,

First Prize : Best System of Arc-Llghtlng,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

Electric )|rC'[ighting

This Company was given tiie only Cold Medal awarded at the Internationa! Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LICHTINC.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
sizes ifor the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Ipoandescont Llshtlne and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. lOP.OOO Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital.

Qdison Qlectric [ight |{o.

THIS COMPANY IS THE OWNER OF THE INYENTIONS
AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially Successrul

METHOO OP eenERni; ecectriciie oistributiod.

As evidence of the growth snd present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Caoital, $2,5CO.O0O, 4 Stations ; Capacity, 150.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Cap tal, $750,000. 1 Station: Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000. 2 Stations: Capacity. 50.000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000, 1 Station; Capacity. 50,000 Umps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station cap.acity far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Industry as an investment.

WRITE FOR PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAL.

For Information relative to Central Station Business, apply to the

Hdisoin Electric Lierl^t Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated

348 Edison 16 " " 54

HORSE
POWER.

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Edisod PcnnT uins Kejected add Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 61 O Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 li^per H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H, P.. equals BtW per H. P.

iSOVE FROM ACCURATE TESTS. KO COMMENTS FOE PARTICULARS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.,

C. C. WARREN, IManager. 219 LA SALLE ST., CHICACiO.

The Railway Telegraph Supply Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
ANiVUNCIATOKS, M:A.GHVET0 BELLS, BATTEKIES, ETC.

WE CARRY A FULL STOCK OF J, H. BUNNELL & CO.'S TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS.

Line Wire and Equipment, Pins, Brackets, Cross-arms, Insulators, Etc., Insulated Wire and Cables.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated LigMiEg, Railroad Cur LigMing,

Street Car Propnlsion, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from Northern Illinois, Eastern Iowa,
Wisconsin and Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory,

Nortliwestern Electrical Jlccumnlator Company,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmulator Company,

. 44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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^^' hr:

t ^TICK .^I^BOIV

GlaB-vriaAnd, Ohio.
AAANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS
AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

JABVB
ENGINEERING COMPANY, ';^^^^^;^
61 OLIVER ST. 181 LAKE ST.,

1
109 LIBERTY ST

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELO GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
lENCINEERINC CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

ST. XjOXTIS, - AXO.

BRANCH:— 600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PUNTS CONTRACTED FOR,
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

SPECIAI.TIES;-Ttie Arraington & Simd Engine. Steel Boilers, Jarvie Pomace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Gratea, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Kortlng Injector, etc,

I^END FOB I/A.TEe)T CATAI/OCrUB|i>.

The Standard Carbon Co.,
SUCCESSORS TO THE

BoTJLlton, Cle'celarLd., sinci Crvsta.1 Carbon Coxnpa.ziies.
o XjE -^r 363 Xj ja. 3sn> , ozxxo.

TRY THE RICHMOND CARBON.
•—MANUFACTURED BY—'

RICHMOND CARBON COMPANY, NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

SPRAGUE RAILWAY WORK.
Roads in Operation or in Process of Construction July 24, 1888,

RICHMOND, VA., Union Pass. Railway.
RICHMOND, VA., City Railway Co.

CARBONDALE, PA.
WILKESBARRE, PA.

ST. JOSEPH, MO., U. P. Railway.
WILMINGTON, DEL.

HARRISBURCH, PA.
LAFAYETTE, IND.

WILKESBARRE EXT.
ST. JOSEPH EXT.

WILMINGTON Ext.

BOSTON, MASS., West End Railway Co.
DAVENPORT, IOWA.

SALEM, MASS.
BROCKTON, MASS.

HARTFORD, CONN.
SCRANTON, PA.

STEUBENVILLE, OHIO.
MANCHESTER, VA.

AKRON, OHIO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

ST. JOSEPH, MO.
SANDUSKY, O. Wyatt Park Railway .

February 1st not a Road in Commercial Operation, To-day Consult the Above Record.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILT^AY AND MOTOR CO.,
16 and 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

S. A. PLUMMER, Pbesident.

¥. B. PRESTON, V1CE-PBE8. ANDTniAB. \

BOAKU OF niRECTORIS.
Gen. R. A. ALGER. T.WILLIAMSON. O.A.WARREN.
S. A. PLUMMER. F. B. TROOT. C.H.THOMPSON.
E.C.BROWN. A. WOODWARD. F.B.PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SEcEETiET.
FRANK II. TROUT, Supeeintendbnt.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE DATTERY

}

For LigM and

Power Purposes. __

Estiiuates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

P^ B^ TROTJT S
^^'•=^5' ^^ Griswoid St

,
CAMPAU BUILDING

GENERAL MANAGER. '
(
^actory, Comer 13th and Woodbridge Sts

For Light and

Power Parposes.

DETROIT, MICH.
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The Baxter Electric Motor.
This Motor is now ready to be placed upon the Market,

MauTifactored for both

f\rQ ZT)d \T)eaT)d(^s(^eT)t (^irc^uits,

THE ONLY PERFECTLY GOVERNED MOTOR EVER MADE.

Address :

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

UiWj lliUlUll. UUij

1 1 SOUTH STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.
Factory A. Constitation and Monoinent Sts. Factory B, Bnren and Monument Stg.

NEW YORK

:

Rooms 347, 348 & 349 Potthe BuiLDiNe.

BOSTON

:

E00M3 57 & 56 Hancock Bldq., 178 Devonshiee St.

Western DeDartment. DearliorD BnMiDi.lSO Dearliorfl St., Rooms 30-31. 01iic?p, 111.

J. J. DICKEY, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice President.

H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and GenM Man. Snp't and Electrician. L. H. KORTT, Treasurer.

MIDtAlfB ILICTEIC C0«,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

ILICTMIOAL SFPPMli
For tbe Tel@grapb, "TelepboBe aatS S£ectrlc Icig&t.

Hotel and Hoase Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms, Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annanclators, Batteries. Push Bnttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere' InstruroentB, Medical

Batteries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Care, Etc.

Wbbtken Agents THE OKONITE CO.. and the Return Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

^^jaEl^IC7IN^DIgJFB(IO¥4- ¥ELE6^PK ^3YgnfEja,3te<-

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plant-a on reasonable terms.

^^Estlmates furnished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work in any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

The Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

SEjnNG;

is tanned on the surfaces
only; the

mmmn kmwEim
Send for Our Valuable Book for Engineers and Belt Users. Free.^^

'Agents in all Cities. Send for Trial Belt.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATENTS.

GENERAL OFFICES:

MDTUiL LIFE BLDg,

32 NASSAU ST..

NEW YORK

?TaDB and Estimates Famished
for all kinds of Incandes-

cent Lighting.

Philadelphia Office:

No. 308 WiLNDT 2T

BOSTON OFFICE:

No. 33 FEDERAL ST.

Estimates Fumlehed for the

Thomson-Houston System
of Arc Lighting.

The DYNAMO of tWs Company Is AUTOMATIC In Us regulation, and will maintain a UNIFORM
LIGHT, with ALL or ANT PORTION of the lights In Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN and

Till MAJJITAIN Jts CANDLE POWER daring Us Guaranteed Life,

£2

High Insulation

In order to meet the constantly
increasing demands for

BETTER INSULATION,

I BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA GO. CO
CD

>% 420-426 EAST 25th STREET, NF.W YORK CITY, co

cn
HAS EMPLOYED TUB BEST ESPERTS TO BE HAD AND BUILT

NEW SPECIAL MACHINERY
FOR MAKING TUE CELEBRATED

S3.

CO

2 |-|
OOPER'S CORE I
AND OTHER RUBBER COMPOUNDS

FOE INSULATING WIRES FOE

CO

Subaqueous, Subterranean and Aerial Cables. |^
Also, special wires for Leading-in Wires, Wiring Vessels, Engine Rooms, Jd"

Cellars, Tunnels or other wet places, all having ><_

SUPERIOR INSULATION i^
And warranted to give good satisfaction at fair prices. __

^ If Underwriters' is good enough, don't send for ourS samples and prices.

HENRY A. REED, Manager.
CO

03
CO

TTSE NOTHING BUT

GUTTA-PERCHA FOR SUBMARINE CABLES.
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The Thofflson-Hottston Electric Railway Syslem.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Sixteen Roads In Dally Operation Under tie Thomson-Houston and Van Depoele Patents.

ALL MATEBIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTTJMED AT TJffE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., TBE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform

.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
Van Depoele patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS I ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS F0RN15HED FOR MINING I OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates Address th.e

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers under Patents controlling^ the Sale and Use

OF

ALTERIMATIIMC CURRENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING
APPARATUS.

The installment of over 100 Central Station Plants has demonstrated the

Alternating Transformer System to be superior to all others, for distributing

current from a Central Station over small or large areas for lighting and

power purposes.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.

This system is made more profitable than any other by the use of the meter

now supplied by this company.

It measures the whole current.

It is strictly a positive mechanical movement.

It registers directly in lamp hours.

It reads from dials like a gas meter.

It consumes no appreciable energy.

It is not affected by temperature or other local conditions.

It is practical, and it is cheap.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

This company has demonstrated that motors run by the alternating current

are as efficient as the best direct current motors, and can be run without com-

mutators or brushes, being started, stopped and reversed without breaking a

connection.

All parties desiring to secure the most perfect system of electric distribu-

tion for light and power are invited to inspect the apparatus at the works of

the company at Pittsburgh, Pa., where it will be denrionstrated that the Alter-

nating System possesses such advantages over the direct system in regard to

efficiency, distribution, safety, life of lamps, and the use of meters and motors,

that no purchaser can afford, at any price, to take the direct current apparatus.
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•

ELECTRIC ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS.
ELECTRIC BELLS, ANIMUNCIATORS, ETC.

PATTERSON CABLES
-r'on.-

Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Use.

INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL KINDS.

Testing Apparatus. Telegraph Apparatus. Batteries.

Construction Tools. Line Wire and Supplies.

District Telegraph Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.

The Best of Everything at Bottom Prices

Catalognes Furnished on Application.

CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP.
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Firman Pocket Galvanoscope.

The illustration in connection shows the Fir-

man pocket galvanoscope, manufactured by the

1 Western Electric company. This instrument is

designed for testing police, fire and district tele-

graph lines. It is about the size of the cut

shown, is of metal handsomely polished, and has

a glass face over the needle, which moves be-

tween the points marked R and L, At the top

are shown the terminals through which connec-

tion is made when a line is to be tested.

For convenience in locating troubles on a

metallic circuit, it is customary to use the terms

right (R) and left (L). Going right means going

from any part of the line toward its terminal at

right side of the battery, and going left vice

versa. In attaching the cords an X marked on
the instrument should be placed facing the

needle when zinc is the terminal on the right

side, and reversely when copper is the right side

terminal.

In testing for ground escapes, one side of the

split plug, which is marked, is connected with

the earth, and the other side is connected with

the line. If the line is clear the needle will re-

main at zero. If it is not, the needle will be de-

flected to the right or left, according to the loca-

tion of the ground to the right or left of the test-

ing point. The person testing then proceeds

along the line, and when he reaches a point

where there is practically no resistance of line

between the grounded point and the split plug,

the needle will remain at zero. The R and L of

wires, which may be readily determined by the

galvanoscope, leading to instruments to be con-

nected into a metallic circuit in every case are to

be attached to the R and L binding posts of the

instruments to insure their being in circuit when
grounded each side of a break in the line.

Gray's National Telautograph Co.

Gray's National Telautograph company has

been chartered under the laws of the state of

Virginia, to do business throughout the United
States. Among the incorporators appear the

names of the following New York gentlemen:

Charles E. Coon, George Hoadley, Joel F. Free-

man, Wendell Goodwin, and David I. Carson.

It is believed that the main office of the com-
pany will be in New York city.

It is a pleasure to state that Professor Gray
will secure rich financial returns for the inge-

nuity, skill and labor he has expended on the

telautograph.

The capital stock of the company is §15,000,-

000, and it is reported on good authority that

Professor Gray will receive $2,000,000 in money
and $4,000,000 in stock of the company in return

for his telautograph patents. The sum of §100,-

000 has been placed in the hands of the inventor.

In case agreements that have been made are not

carried out, this amount is to be forfeited; other-

wise, the amount is to be applied as part of the

purchase price.

During the preliminary work on the telauto-

graph, in the preparation of the patent specifica-

tions, and in the negotiations for the sale of the

invention, the professor was exceedingly careful

not to say or do anything that would prejudice

his invention—evidently mindful of one notable

experience.

The Des Moines Electric Road.

The Des Moines Broad Gauge Street Rail-

way company has begun the construction of

seven miles of overhead work for an electric

road. The road will be equipped with eight

cars, each having two motors. The Thomson-
Houston electric railway system will be em-
ployed. Work on extending the road to ten

miles will be begun as soon as the present

installation is in operation. Fifteen cars will

then be run on the road. It is expected that

the cars will be running by September ist.

There is quite an interesting story of litigation

connected with this company. In 1866 an ex-

clusive franchise was granted to the Des Moines
Street Railway company which is better known
as the Narrow Gauge company, for operating a

railway .system by horse power. Ten years later

the Broad Gauge company obtained a franchise

to operate a horse car line. The former com-
pany secured an injunction restraining the

Broad Gauge company from operating a road on

the ground that the first franchise was exclusive.

The case went to the Supreme court and in

1877 a decision was reached, which affirmed the

exclusive right of the Narrow Gauge company
to run cars by animal power. The defeated

corporation then determined on the wise course

of equipping the road with electric motors. It

was thought advisable, however, to determine

definitely whether the company had the right to

operate on any condition. Appeal was made to

the Supreme court which established that the

claim of the company of right to run cars by

electricity, was valid.

The franchise of the Narrow Gauge company
was changed by the city council, and the new or-

ganization was given the e.xclusive privilege of

using electric motors for ten years. With all

these points in its favor the company began at

once active operations to equip the road at a

cost of about $150,000.

Convention of Edison Companies.

The association of Edison IHuminating^ companies as-

sembled Wednesday, August 8, i388, at Nantasket hotel,

Nantasket Beach. ^Iass., in their eighth semi-annual con-

vention. The total number of representatives present dur

ing the sessions of the convention amounted to sixty mem-
bers. Several additional gentlemen were present by invita-

tion during certain sessions.

New York city was in every way well represented by E.

H. Johnson, J H. Vail, W, J. Jenks, respectively the pres-

ident, superintendent, and municipal department manager

of the Edison Electric Light company in the metropohs;

Electricians Chas. Wirt and H. T. Edgar, and Expert L.

Steininger; John I. Beggs, vice-president and general man-
ager of the Edison Illuminating company: C. J. Field,

chief inspector Edison United Manufacturing company, and

J. W. Schrorder.

From Boston came C. L. Edgar, superintendent of the

Edison Illuminating company, S. B. Paine, A. S. Knight,
and Hubbard Breed, who is the treasurer of the company
with which ^^r. Edgar is connected.

Elgin, III., sent Chas. Westervelt, the Edison company's
general manager.
From far-off Wyoming came R, jM. Jones, general man-

ager of the Laramie Electric Lighting company.
From near-by Brockton, Mass., came G. W. Palmer and

W. L, Garrison.

Other Massachusetts delegates were Albert F. Dow and

J. H. R. Ward of Fall River; C. E, Price, New Bedford,

Wm. M. Brock, and G. W. Russell, Lawrence.
General manager A. M. Renshaw, Washington, D. C,

was the only registered representative from the capital,

Magnus Pflaum, McKeesport, Pa, ; H. Ward Leonard,
of Leonard ^: Izard, Chicago; F. G. King and A. L.
Smith, Appleton, Wis.; Jno. R. Markle, C. P. Gilbert, De-
troit; Wilson S. Howell, New Brunswick, N. J.; F. E.
Jackson, B. F. Card, and F. R. Upton, Harrison, N. J,;
President Thomas P. Merritt, and Secretary F, N. Eoyer,

Reading, Pa. ; President Geo. H. Kirchway and Director

H. L. Browning, Albany; Manager W. L. Turner and
Treasurer F. E. Drake, Columbus, O.; Manager E. H.
Brooks, Lebanon, Pa.; Superintendent

J-.
E. Giles, Hazle-

ton, Pa.; Superintendents E. B. Greene, Altoona, Pa., and
H. K. McKay, Birmingham, Ala.; Samuel N. Fnimp, J.

A. Lightipe, and F. L, Gilpin, Wilmington, Del,; Manager

J. B. G. Roberts, and Superintendent Maurice Flooper,

Westchester, Pa.; Secretary H. Brewster, Rochester, N. Y.;

Superintendent J. .S. O'Brien, Wilkesbarre, Pa. Others at

the hotel and present at some of the meetings as delegates

or in other capacities were general agent H. McL. Harding
of the Sprague Motor company; W. A. Hill, W. H, At-

kins, E. L. Caldwell, H. H. Niles, A. O. Shepardson, W.
H. Francis, W. D. Marks, Philadelphia, J. R. McLaugh-
lin, Detroit, Chas. Hewitt, Paterson, N. J., T. C. Martin

of New York, and W. I. Barker, Boston, both of the £/ec~

tricat Jl'orU, Secretary F. J. Boynton of Boston; R. F.

Ross, Modern Light and Heat, Boston; Capt. Brophy, B.

F. Simmons, and F. C. Lockwood representing the

Western" ELECTRtciAN.
The meeting was called to order by the president, John I.

Beggs, at 11:30 --v. M., and in opening the convention he
congratulated the association on the large number of repre-

sentatives, and the very numerous companies represented.

Some interesting load diagrams showing comparisons of

load variations at Columbus, Ohio, were presented by Mr.
Turner, manager of that company.

Electric motive power and its widely-increasing applica-

tion was then discussed.

At the afternoon session of Wednesday, new officers of

the association were elected for the ensuing year as follows:

President, John I. Beggs; vice-president, C. P. Gilbert:

secretar)', J. H. Vail; treasurer, Wilson S. Howell; execu-

tive committee, A. L. Smith, F. R. Upton, C. L. Edgar,

J. P. Merritt, R. M. Jones.

At the evening session the association and visitors were
entertained by a very able and exhaustive paper presented by
W. J. Jenks on the subject of lightning and its effect on elec-

tric light, telephone and telegraph systems. This paper

was splendidly illustrated by numerous stereopticon views.

This was followed by a series of stereopticon views exhibited

by Mr. Harding, showing the principal features of the

Sprague system of electric railways, as well as interesting

and novel applications of motive power.

At the opening of the session on Thursday a paper was
presented by Mr. Jackson, assistant electrician of the Lamp
company, on the subject of the high economy municipal

lamp and the result of its application in Edison stations.

This was followed by an address by Mr. Upton on a similar

subject,

A paper on the subject of feeder equalizers and regula-

tion of electrical pressures on the three-wire system was
presented by Charles Wirt. This was followed by another

paper by H. Ward Leonard on the subject of proportioning

conductors in the system of electric light. Both of these

papers were very accurate and to the point, and showed a

comprehensive grasp of the different questions involved.

Another interesting report was made by Mr. Jenks on the

growth of the Edison municipal system. Mr. Jenks also

gave a summary' of the work done by the standardizing bu-

reau, of which he is director.

Numerous interesting and valuable discussions were held

on the enlarging field for applied electricity, and other sub-

jects of importance to the association.

The e.-4ecutive committee reported that they had selected

Kansas City as the best locality for the next meeting of the

association. This election was approved, and the conven-

tion adjourned to meet in six months at the above place.
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Irish's Marine Sounder.

The need of a more prompt and reliable

method of taking soundings than the crude
methods universally employed must have sug-

gested itself to any one who has watched the

operation with lead and line. The ordinary

process is merely to throw overboard a heavy
weight attached to a measured line, relying on
the sense of touch of any one of the crew
whose duty it may be to take the soundings.

On his judgment depends the safety of the ship,

and all on board. The apparatus and system
here described have been designed to take the

place of this rough, unreliable, unscientific and
tedious method, and will be found a valuable ad-

junct to the equipment of every ship. It con-

sists primarily of a plummet, Fig. 3, which is a

hollow metal cylinder containing a quantity of

mercury which is confined therein by an insu-

lated screw plug that closes the opening through
which the mercury is introduced. The greater

specific gravity of the mercury over the lead is

no inconsiderable advantage. From the figure

it will be seen that one Insulated wire is passed
through the plug so as to leave the end of the

wire exposed within the mercury chamber, but
normally out of contact with the mercury. A
second wire is simply screwed or metallically con-

nected to the body of the plummet, while a

third wire also insulated and specially protected

^t^

plummet in its downward career by tension of

the line or resistance in the revolving of the

reel. As soon as the plummet touches the water

changing the first connections so as to arrest the

I action of the mechanism of the recording
' device, at the same time closing a circuit through

JPu/.i",

an electrical circuit is closed through the wire

exposed at the lower extremity of the plummet
and the wire attached to the plummet and

is passed along a longitudinal recess extending
to the bottom of plummet, where the end of

the wire is left exposed although normally
insulated.

These insulated flexible conductors are stranded
together so as to form a core in the sounding
line, which is wound upon a drum or reel sup-

ported on a carriage. Figs. 4 and 5. The inside

ends of the wires are connected to commutators
on one side of the reel against which springs or

brushes carried on the carriage make continuous
contact with the wires on the reel, whether the

line is being paid out or not. A three-wire flexi-

ble conductor is connected from the springs and
leads to the captain's bridge, engine room, or

elsewhere as desired, where the wires are at-

tached to the recording and alarm devices as

shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Figs, i and 2 show this

reel as running on a cable or wire rope stretched

along the ship side, supported on reversible

arms. Normally the aft arm is raised while the

forward arm is depre.s.sed so that the reel and
carrl'ige in con.secpience of this induration of

the cable gravitates near the fore arm. The
figure represents the fore arm raised while the

vessel is in motion and the plummet has just

descended and fathomed before the carriage and
reel reached midships.

'J'o take a sounding the normal position of the

arms are reversed while the carriage and reel

run rapidly astern on the inclined cable. At
the sanu- time the plummet is released unwind-
ing the line off the reel. The descent of the

plummet is accelerated Ijy the travel of the car-

riage on the cable which helps to revolve the

reel and unwind the line so as not to retard the

::piy.^

the mechanism of the recording device
thereby released. When the plummet reaches
the bottom it will by reason of the way it is sup-

the alarm and sounding it; thus the exact depth
of the water only is recorded and not the length

of the line paid out. From this description it

will be understood that when a sounding is taken
while the ship is in motion the vessel and the

carriage with reel travel at about the same speed
in opposite directions, thereby permitting the

plummet to fall plumb to the bottom within the
length of the ship. The line as it leaves the

reel is passed over a light running roller,

the diameter of which is one-fourth of a

fathom.

This roller is caused by simple mechanism,
which it is not thought necessary to describe, to

record its revolutions on the exposed dials partly

shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 9, and on dials placed
elsewhere as above described. Figs. 9 and 10

represent a complete portable equipment con-
sisting of plummet, line, conductors, recording
and alarm devices, battery, break, hand-barrow
reel and wrench, for winding up the line. With
this apparatus the actual length of line paid off

the reel is recorded, and not the exact depth of

the water so that the distance between the water
and the reel must be allowed for as in using the
lead and line. The simple electric circuit as

shown in Fig. 11 remains open until the plum-
met reaches bottom, when it is closed through
the alarm when the mercury in the plummet
comes in contact with the wire passed through
the insulated plug. As an extra precaution and
check against the register the line is marked as

usual, and may therefore be employed independ-
ent of the register with the advantage that this

ported f;ill on its side allowing the merc:ury to
(low and make contact with the end of the wire
passed through the insulated plug, thereby

plunnnet sinks much more rapidly in conse-
(pience of the greater specific gravity of the
mercury over the lead.
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St. Catherine's Electric Light.

In the issue of the Western Electrician of

July 28th brief reference was made to the elec-

tric li^ht plant in the lighthouse at St. Catherine's

Poiat'oii the Isle of Wight, which lies in the Eng-

lish Channel, close to the southern coast of

England. The Mechanical Ne-d'S has reproduced

from the London Engineer the accompanying cut

showing the effect of the light of this remarkable

installation.

Prefacing a description of the plant with a few

historical points, the account relates that as early

as the fourteenth century a priest was estab-

lished at this place "who should maintain a burn-

ing light at night for the safety of mariners,"

bul that at the "dissolution of the minor religious

houses the light was extinguished and not re-

lighted until 1785, when Trinity house erected a

Ughthouse on the summit of St. Catherine's

downs; this light was found practically useless

tinguishing feature of this latest achievement of

optical science by that eminent firm of light-

house engineers. Chance Bros., of Birming-

ham. Through two thicknesses of darkened glass

we venture a momentary peep at the central

source of light itself — the tiny point no

bigger than a marble — where, with a loud

hissing sound, a fierce combustion, and the light

of 60,000 candles, the electric arc itself bridges

the half inch or so of interval which separ-

ates the incandescent carbon points. Some

idea of the power of this light will be conveyed

to the reader when we say that the carbon

pencils employed in the electric arc lamps com-

monly used for street lighting are about three-

eighths of an inch in thickness, while those at

which we are now painfully gazing have a diam-

eter of sixty mm., or nearly two and one half

inches.

"The lamp is of the modified Serrin-Berj. r

the time of our visit, uiough only one was actu-

ally in motion, engaged in driving one of the

largest dynamos which generate the electric cur-

rent. Ready for instant use, with fire banktd

up and steam at 150 pounds pressure, the second

engine stood attached to a duplicate dynamo,

only needing the movement of a lever to start

into motion, in case of accident to the first set

of machinery. The primary duty of the third

engine is to compress air for the siren or fog

horn. Air compressors are, however, attached

to all three engines for use in cases of em.er-

gency, and huge reservoirs are constantly kept

charged with air at 200 pounds' pressure per

square inch, so that the warning note can be

sounded at any moment, night or day, when

necessity arises.

"The two dynamos were made by De Me 1-

tens, of Paris, and if both worked m conjunc-

t-~.n, it is compute' th-t *'-'> -""-"-ntrated light

on account of the fogs in which it was frequently

enveloped. Light from the present structure

was exhibited for the first time March 25th, 1840,

but the lantern was found to be above fog line,

and a few years later the height of the tower was

reduced about forty feet, with a marked improve-

ment in the illumination, the light now standing

about 134 feet above the sea level at high water.

May I St, 1888, the oil lamp gave way to the

electric light, notice having been given previously

to mariners that a change would be made on that

date to " an electric light showing one flash of

about five seconds' duration every half minute,"

and also announcing that some changes in fog

signals would be made.
" Up a steep winding stair a minute later we

emerge from the semi-darkness into the be-

wildel-ing light of the lantern-room," writes the

Engineer's representative. "Being politely offered

a pair of black spectacles, we proceed a few feet

higher up an iron ladder to a small gallery sur-

rounding the slowlv-revolving polygonal struc-

ture of glass by which the light is caught up

from the electric lamp within and refracted into

the sixteen radial beams, which form the dis-

type, and the carbons, which are controlled by a

duplex arrangement of spring and current, are

not circular in section but fluted, a valuable im-

provement introduced by Sir James Douglass,

whereby the centrality of the arc is greatly pro-

moted, the carbons are kept cooler, and a better

supply of air to the lamp afforded. The six-

teen-panneled dioptric apparatus is rotated, not

by clockwork as usual, but by a tiny vertical

eno-ine worked by compressed air from below.

As° the time of rotation is of the utmost im-

portance, a most ingenious regulator or governor

is applied to the little engine, which controls the

speed by the automatic application of a brake

should the motion become too rapid.

"Entering the engine room, a handsome

building to the right of the tower, we see before

us a row of three compound engines and boil-

ers each of 12 nominal horse power, but capa-

ble' as we are informed, of working up to

48 ' horse power should occasion require.

The fuel used is gas coke, the residue from the

manufacture of coal gas, coal being thus util-

ized a second time in the production of an lUu-

minant. All the three engines were in steam at

from the lantern would equal six millions of can-

dles. The induction arrangement of each ma-

chine consists of sixty permanent magnets, and

each magnet is made up of eight steel plates.

The armature, 2 feet 6 inches in diameter, is

composed of five rings with twenty-four bob-

bins in each, arranged in groups of four in ten-

sion and six in quantity.

"Throughout the installation everything is

duplicated^ and sometimes triplicated, to guard

ao-ainst the possibility of the extinction of the

lio-ht, even for a moment."

Westinghouse vs. Fort Wayne Jenney.

The Fort W:iyne Jenney Electric Liglit company are

feeling quite jubilant over the decision which Judge Colt

handed down in Boston the other day. It will be remem-

bered that the Westinghouse company brought suit against

the Sun company and M. M. M. Slattery some months ago

for infrin.'eroent. .Xbout this time the Fort Wayne Elec-

tric I ighl company became the owners of the flattery

natents and filed a cross-bill asking to be made a party to

the suit and since then the defence has been conducted by

the Fort Wayne lennev Electric fJght company, they being

the real defendants in the case. Judge Colt has decided the

case in favor of the defendants.
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The First Electric Flour Mill.

Some months ago mention was made of the
fact that at Laramie, Wyoming, the first flouring

mill to use electric motors was in operation.

The illustrations show an exterior view of the
mill, with an Edison station in close proximity,
and an interior view showing Sprague motors
operating the machinery. The owners of the
mill are members of the I.aramie Electric Light
& Power company, who do the public lighting

per day. The mill machinery and installed by
Nordyke &: Marmon Co. of Indianapolis, Ind.

Davenport Electric Railway.

August 1 2th a trial trip was made of the

Sprague system at Davenport, la., and was emi-

nently successful. The road is three and one-

half miles in length and for 1,300 feet there is

an 8 per cent, grade. Six cars were used and
they were crowded to their capacity, between 60

correspondent considers trustworthy. The last published

statistics

—

SiUiaUon dcs Rcscanx Tclcphoniqitcs wad issued

in 18S6. The telephonic condition of Clermany was then

—

p. 7—that Berlin had 4,284 telephone subscribers, Ham-
burgh 1,951, Dresden 727, Frankfort 49T, and Leipzig- 46S,

At that time the total of all Germany amounted to 11,788.

T\\<i Journal y'dt-'grapliiijiie ior ]Mr\e, 1888, gives as the

total for all Germany, made up to April I, 1887, 22,078
subscribers' stations, while the Lujnicrc Klcctriqtte for Feb-
ruary 18, 1888, p. 350, states that in October, 1887, there

were in all Germany 22,695 subscribers' stations. But re-

collect that Germany has t8 cities with a population of over

lor the city. The surplus capacity of the electric

light station was such that they used it for oper-
ating their flour mill rather than purchase an
e-xtra steam plant for the latter establishment.

The mill is located about 150 feet from the

and 70 fares being collected on one car alone.

Largest Telephone Exchange.
Edit IT Western Electrician :

Boston, Mass., August 10.—No man tries harder than

75,000 inhabitants and that even as far back as October,
1885, these had 7,50*) subscribers' stations between them.
Under the circumstance then I am satisfied to hold to my
original statement, at least until your correspondent shall
name his trustworthy informer.

Now a word as to New York. In any case gi\'ing Berlin

electric light station. On the first floor of the
mill are two Sprague motons, one of which belts

to the main shaft in the Ijasement, which drives
the rolls, scalpers, bolts and elevators. The
other motor Ijelts to a more rapidly running shaft
on the next floor, which drives purifiers and
cleaners and other machinery.
The motors at full capacity require 226 volts

and 150 amperes, and yield 45 horse-power.
The capacity of tlie mill is about 125 barrels

myself to get things right, and I am not in the habit of
makiiit; inaccurate statistical assertions—least of all regard-
ing the telephone 1 am glad, however, that your corres-
pondent Ml correcting my statement about New York
po.ssessmg the telephone exchange with the largest number
of subscribers, shows that he reads the papers. I appreciate
his Homeric compliment. Nevertheless I am right in my
slalernent. It is true that for some months there has
been Doating around a paragraph that Berlin with its sub-
urbs boasted of 10,000 subscribers. But Potsdam is one of
the suburbs of Berlin, and is itself a large city. It would
be interesting to know llie source of information which your

the highest number claimed for it, 10,000, it must be re-
membered tbat the suburbs or environs are included. On
the same basis, we should be warranted in including
Brooklyn, Jersey City and Newark in the population, tele-
phonically speaking of New York. But without these. I

hold fast to my original assertion that the New York ex-
change, and when t say cxcliange I don't mean central
station, but the combined system of central stations and
lines which constitute the exchange, has over 7,000 sub-
scribers, and is the largest telephone exchange in the world.

Very respectfully,

Tnos. D. LocKWOou.
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Weems' Electric Express.
Weems' electric express, by which it is pro-

posed to whirl STiiall freight through the country

83

the exact sum of $5,079 per mile for a double
track, and $3,366 per mile for a single track.

In explanation of the merits of the system

'

at the rate of ten miles per minute, is illustrated

on this page. The Electro Automatic Transit
company has been organized in Baltimore as

has been noted heretofore, and the corporation
intends immediately, it is said, to construct a

line from Baltimore to Washington, to demon-
strate the practical operation of the system.
The cuts illustrate clearly the method of con-
struction. Fig. I illustrates first a horizontal
view of the car or box; second an end view of

a car, and third a side view of the car as it ap-
pears on the track. Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the
method of constructing the double and single

track systems. It will be noticed that the shut-
tle carriage runs on two rails with a top rail to

hold it down. The overhead rail is also era-

ployed as a conductor. Fig. 4 gives a general
view of the light construction work as it is pro-
posed to build it. The elevated structure will

be about twenty feet above the ground. A per-

manent generator, of prescribed horse power, is

to be located at each end of the line, from which
the current will pass to the conducting rail, and
will be immediately taken up by the traveling
motor, to which one or more cars can be at-

tached. On approaching its destination, it will

pass a certain point where the electric current
will be cut off, leaving the train to its own mo-
mentum which will gradually decrease. Each
car then will encounter a trip lever, located at a
sufficient distance from the stopping place, which

the company say in their prospectus: "As a
means to the end which we now have in view,

adoption, in all cases vvhere power is necessary,
merely a question of time. By the use of this
force, intelligently handled, the great desidera-
tum, rapid transit, can readily be obtained, to
the fullest extent of its meaning, and with it, the
blessings and advantages which must inevitably
accompany it. * * * A western journal, a
few years ago, with an eye to future possibili-
ties, asked this question: 'Why is not some plan
devised to enable banks, moneyed corporations
and the public generally to have the advantage
of quick transit for commercial paper, securi-
ties, money, etc., thereby saving interest, instead
of being obIig;ed to await the ordinary modes of
uncertain mail delivery?' This question sug-
gested a proposition to a railroad corporation,
by a clearing house and a number of merchants
in one of the large western cities, offering a
handsome bonus, daily, for a train saving only
eight hours, which would have saved one day's
interest on exchanges, etc., but the road was un-
able to accommodate them. The use of electric
force has been brought to bear upon this partic-
ular subject, which will be found not only feasi-
ble, but eminently practicable."

The Electric Motor in the Sick Room.
E. S.. Pike, a capitalist residing at 2101 Prairie

avenue, Chicago, had the misfortune to break his

FIGS. 3 AND 4.

and which is the momentous question of this

present age of struggle for the mastery over

will spring the brakes in succession, bringing
the train to a standstill at a designated point.

The cost of such a railway is figured out to be

time, the use of electric force is making such

strides and attracting such attention in the

world of mechanics as to render its general

leg about a month ago, and has been confined to
his bed since, while the prospects are for a con-
tinuous confinement for some time to come. The
heat at times has been irksome, necessitating the
employment of a person to fan the patient. A
short time ago recourse was had to F. N. Ar-
mour, agent for the C. & C. Electric Motor com-
pany, and he quickly installed a fan outfit con-
sisting of a small fan and electric motor, which
is run by two cells of storage battery supplied by
the Northwestern Electrical Accumulator com-
pany. One charge of the battery suffices for
about 50 hours' run. The installation has worked
to the entire satisfaction of the patient, those in

attendance, and the electrician.

Another "Homeric Nod?"
In a recent issue of the Ri^z'iew, the feed water heater of

the Hussey Re-Heater and Steam Plant Improvement com-
pany, 15 Cortlandt street, New York city, was illustrated

and described. The cut was wrongly named, and should

have been the Feed Water Heater instead of the " Hussey
Re-Heater." There is quite a growing demand among
electric and steam plants for the improvements owned by

this company.—A'i'w York Elcctiical Revitiiv.

Are you about to change your title to the New
York Prize Fuzzier, brother editor?

Was not the signal proof of " the measure of
the acumen and intelligence" of your readers as
evinced by your captivating article, entitled
" An Homeric Nod," satisfactory, and a second
trial rendered unnecessary?

There are readers of electrical papers unchar-
itable enough to term your so-called test of the
" measure of their acumen and intelligence" an
insult to the whole electrical fraternity, and a
marked example of insufferable egotism.
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The eighth semi-annual convention of the

Edison Illuminating companies was heW Au-
gust Sth and 9th at Nantasket Beach, Mass.

The attendance was large and unusual interest

was manifested in the proceedings.

Harold P. Brown, whose name has been

brought into some prominence recently, had
letters patent issued him August 7th on a sys-

tem of combined arc and incandescent electric

lights, application for which was filed in 18S4.

Residents of Milwaukee will soon be in need

of sympathy. A cable line is to be constructed

at a cost of a million or more. The projectors

would do well to examine the electric system

before following in the footsteps of the man-
agers of the Chicago North Side Cable road.

The remarkap.le electric light plant in St.

(Catherine's lighthouse on the Isle of Wight,

briefly mentioned in a recent issue, is made the

subject of illustration this week. In the immen-
sity, so to speak, of the light lies the chief at-

traction; as a whole the installation commands
admiration.

The description of the marine sounder, given

el-sewhere, is one of no little interest. The pres-

ent method of taking soundings is of such

crude character tliat the only wonder is that it

was not discarded long ago for some device

which could be depended upon for more reliable

service. The invention which Mi. Irish has in-

vented seems to be simple but effective.

So MUCH has been written of the manifold

advantages of the electric motor that it is almost

needle.ss to call attention to the special features

of the first electric flour mill installation shown
on another page. The mill is located 150 feet

away from the electric generating station. Two
motors only are retjuired to furnish the power
and the loss due to friction of shafts is rediii:ed

to a minimum, while at the same time the cost

of an expensive steam plant has been saved.

The plant has been running five months, and its

operation has been very satisfactory.

David T. Day, chief of division of mining

statistics and technology of the United States

geological survey, has prepared an interesting

and valuable report of the mineral resources of

the United States for the year 1887. In the

summary, the total production of copper is

placed at 184,670,524 pounds; the total value,

$21,052,440 at an average of u.4 cents per

pound. The estimated total consumption of

copper in the United States increased by about

14 per cent.

The United States senate August 9th, passed

the Spooner telegraph bill. The measure pro-

hibits discrimination in rates between connecting

telegraph companies and private customers, but

does not prohibit the telegraph companies from

charging less for press news than for social and
business messages. The bill gives to the Inter-

State commission the same power and jurisdic-

tion that it exercises over the railroad compa-
nies under the inter-state commerce law.

The controversy between Mr. Lockwood and
another correspondent over the largest telephone

e.xchange is growing interesting. Originally,

Mr. Lockwood in commenting on a note in the

Western Electrician, stated that only one e.x-

change had as many as 7,000 subscribers, and
that is New York. The other correspondent while

paying Mr. Lockwood the compliment of hesi-

tating to contradict or differ with him on sub-

jects telephonic, states nevertheless that there is

trustworthy information to the effect that the

Berlin e.xchange operated by the German gov-

ernment has 10,000 subscribers. In the current

issue Mr. Lockwood comes to the front again,

quotes authorities and holds to his original state-

ment throwing the burden of proof to the con-
trary upon the other correspondent.

Ten miles a minute is the speed at which it is

proposed to run the Weems electric express.

A few years ago the mere statement of such a

proposition would have been stamped as an ab-

surdity. Within the last decade or two inven-

tors many times have been laughed at, and their

projections demonstrated as utterly impossible

by the ablest scientists, and yet in spite of ridi-

cule they have gone quietly ahead, perfecting

their work until they have proved that their

schemes were useful, simple and perfectly feasi-

ble. The public is more cautious nowadays.
It has been found best to wait. It is more pleas-

ant to say nothing than to be obliged to make a
statement like the following from an English
electrical journal in reference to Gaulard and
Gibbs: " Finally, we feel sorry that afterall they
have done, Gaulard and Gibbs cannot hold their

patent, especially after the pluck and determina-
tion they showetl when everybody, ourselves in-

cluded, ridiculed their schetne." So in reference
to the electric express. 'en miles a minute is

rather rapid traveling, but no one feels like as-

serting that it is impossible to attain.

In a circular that has just been issued by the
Johns Hopkins University is the announcement
that an electric testing bureau is to be opened
from September ist. The circular, besides the
announcement, gives the general methods of
measurement that are to be employed. This
university is especially fitted for work of this

class, for it has an excellent equipment of labora-
tories, and as well, has established a reputation
for exact scientific work.
A number of the largest electrical manufact-

uring concerns in the country are well equipped
with testing apparatus of the most delicate char-
acter and employ electricians who have the
ability to make accurate and exhau.stive deter-
minations, but in the main, these laboratories
and the .services of these skilled electricians are
not open to other workers in electricity who
would like to test the vahie of their inventions
either during the progress of their develop-
ment or after they have been developed. 'I'o

such, a bureau like that at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity will be of great service. Similar bureaus
have been established in France, Germany, Aus-
tria and England, and have met with encourage-

The midsummer convention of the National

Electric Light association will be held August
29th, 30th and 31st, at the Brunswick hotel. New
York city, and as usual, there will be a large at-

tendance.

Chairman Porter of the transportation com-
mittee has been unable to secure reduced rates

of railroad fare from the Trunk line association,

but it is suggested that western delegates can
undoubtedly secure low rates to sea-shore water-

ing places or make up a party from Chicago and
secure reduced rates in that way.
The headquarters of the Western Electri-

cian during the convention will be in parlor 3 of

the Brunswick, and a hearty invitation is ex-

tended to all delegates to avail themselves of

their conveniences.

Inasmuch as the subject of an electric ex-
change in Chicago, similar to that instituted in

Boston, Mass., covering the New England states,

has been broached to the Chicago Electric club,

and a committee appointed to consider the sub-
ject, the full review of the constitution of the

eastern exchange and the list of the various

licenses issued by the exchange and qualifica-

tions on the part of applicants necessary to se-

cure licenses, are in order.

The fundamental idea of the e.xchange is to

secure perfection in installation of electric light

and power plants, and the employment of the

most competent men for their operation, and
this is done by securing the co-operation of the
fire underwriters, who will not insure any prop-
erty where electric light or electric power is

used, nor pass any new installations unless the ,

one operating the plant or making the instal-

lation has obtained from the exchange a certifi-

cate of license.

"We learn that Hammond & Co. are complet-
ing a large plant, on the Lowrie-Hall system, for

a central electric lighting station in America,"
says the London Electrical Engineer. "The
Americans seem to think, by advices we hear of

companies continually introducing their systems
here, that we want teaching how to do central

station lighting, and that they are just the peo-
ple to do it. This item looks as if sometimes it

was the other way round."
This is really an item of news quite out of the

ordinary run and is worthy of insertion in this

column. Plenty of proof of the ability of
English thought is to be found in American ap-
paratus and we import from Great Britain much
of our finer electrical apparatus, sending back in

turn American apparatus to England, where in

the main it receives courteous treatment at the
hands of the electrical fraternity. But a com-
plete central station outfit of English manu-
facture for America is something quite new and
we are interested in the sequel to the announce-
ment.

A BRIEF note in this issue indicates a new
field for the storage battery and motor. The
note referred to describes an installation of two
cells of storage battery and an electric motor in

combination with a fan in a sick room, the de-
sign being to provide the patient a cooling, re-

freshing and continuous change of air. The
noiselessness of the motor adds much to its

adaptability to the place, and to both patient and
the electrician the installation has been very sat-

isfactory.

The storage battery has promised much, and
the prophecies made in regard to it are \-\o\i be-
ing fulfilled. This installation is of no great
importance electrically or commercially, but it

clearly demonstrates that there is a large field

for temporary installations of the storage battery
and these installations can be made to furnish
either light or power at will. .'Vstime rolls by—
not by years or months—but by days, new uses
for the storage battery in conjunction with the
motor or lamps are discovered, and it seems as
though within a very short time electricity will

make a wonderful change in the whole social
system.
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New England Electric Exchange.
At the meeting of the Chicago Electric club July 30th,

the newly elected president. S. A. Barton, spoke at length
of the advisability of establishing in Chicago an electric

exchange similar to the Xew England Electric exchange at

Boston, Mass., and a committee of the club, E. E. Sunny,
C. A. Brown, C. D. Shain, J. P. Barrett and F. W. Home
was appointed to consider the matter.

An outline of the objects of the New England Electric

exchange was given in Xo. 22, Vol. II of the Western
Electrician, published June 2d, iSSS, but inasmuch as

the matter is assuming greater importance in the west a
more extended review of the constitution of the eastern

exchange and its methods of accomplishing the objects

sought will be of interest.

The eastern exchange is the outcome of various confer-

ences between those engaged in the insurance business and
those engaged in the electrical business, at which the mat-
ter of diminishing risks to property and life by a more
thorough installation of electric light and power plants and
the employment of the most competent men for their oper-

ation, was discussed. After October ist next, the fire un-
derwriters will not insure any property where electric light

and electric power is used, nor pass any new installations

unless the one operating the plant or making the installa-

tion has obtained from the exchange a certificate of license.

Article I of the constitution of the New England Elec-

tric exchange sets forth its name. Article 11 states its ob-

ject to be the general promotion of electrical business,

especially in the direction of securing perfection in electric

light and power installations and in harmonizing and ad-

justing as far as possible all differences which raav arise

between various electrical interests. Article III specifies

that any person in the New England states actually engaged
in manufacturing, installing or operating commercially an
electric light or power plant is eligible to membership and
may become a member upon complying with the provisions

of the constitution. Article IV specifies the officers. Ar-
ticle V prescribes their duties. Article VI fixes the dates

of meetings. Article VII fi.xes the dues at $3 for each

member per year. Article VIII sets forth that all persons

who have been pronounced by the board of directors eligi-

ble to membership and who have complied with the provi-

sions of the constitution may become members upon sign-

ing the constitution. Article IX describes the seal and
Article X prescribes the manner in which amendments to

the constitution may be made.
The appended defines specifically the classes of licenses

and the qualifications the applicant must possess:

Licenses and Qualifications.

Licenses shall be of five classes, each class representing

a certain extent of qualification.

First class licenses shall be issued only to persons fully

competent to install and operate any electric light or elec-

tric power plant.

Qualifications.—The applicant for a first class license

must be able to make working plans for central stations

and for isolated installations; must have a general knowl-

edge of the construction of dynamo electric machines and
the electrical appliances necessary for electric light and
electric power installations; a general knowledge of the

principles, construction and installation of secondary' or

storage batteries; a thorough knowledge of the insurance

rules pertaining to the business; a specific knowledge of

the systems operated by the applicant, and a thorough

knowledge of the calculations necessarj' for, and the rules

governing, electric wiring, and be able to make complete

wiring plans. While not a requisite, a general knowledge
of steam and water power plants is desirable, and will have

due weight with the examiners.

Second class licenses shall be issued only to persons fully

competent to install and operate at least two of the follow-

ing plants, viz: incandescent light, arc light, or power.

Qualifications.—The applicant for a second class license

must have a general knowledge of the construction and
operation of dynamo electric machines and the electrical

appliances pertaining to the particular classes of apparatus

it is desired to operate; a thorough knowledge of the in-

surance rules pertaining to such classes of apparatus; a

thorough knowledge of the calculations necessary for, and

the rules governing, electric wiring. While not requisite,

a general knowledge of steam and water power plants is

desirable, and will have due weight with the examiners.

Third class licenses shall be issued only to persons fully

competent to make electric light and power installations,

and who are not competent to operate electric machinery.

Qualifications.—The applicant for a third-class license

must have a thorough knowledge of calculations necessary-

for, and the rules governing, electric wiring, and the ability

to make complete wiring plans; a thorough knowledge of

the connecting of electric light and power machinery to the

wiring, and a thorough knowledge of the insurance rules

governing wiring for electric light and power.

Fourth class licenses shall be issued only to persons com-

petent to install and operate but one of the following

plants, viz: incandescent light, arc Hght, or power
Qualifications.—The applicant for a fourth-class license

must have a specific and thorough knowledge of the instal-

lation and operation of the class of apparatus it is desired

to install and operate, together with the knowledge and

ability necessary to do the wiring pertaining thereto, and a

thorough knowledge of the insurance rules governing the

class of apparatus to be installed and operated.

Fifth class licenses shall be issued to persons competent

only to operate electric machinery, and who are not com-

petent to do electric wiring.

Qualifications.—The applicant for a fifth-class license

must have a general knowledge of the operation of the par-

ticular electric light or electric power machinery it is desired

to operate, and a thorough knowledge of the insurance

rules pertaining to such machinery.

( H^/ten- such class of apparatus is 7Wt specifically nien-

tioned in the foregoiw^, ^'electric machinery" sh^^ll be inider-

stood to include secondary or storage batteries. )

Any person desiring a license shall make formal applica-

tion to the secretar}- of the exchange, specifying the class

of license desired; these applications shall be referred by
the secretary to the directors, who shall select three persons
to examine the applicant and report upon his qualifications.

The examiners shall appoint for the examination such
time and place as may be deemed by them advisable, and
the applicant shall appear before them at such time and
place for examination.
The examination shall be such as to satisfy the examiners

as to the fitness of the applicant for either the license ap-
plied for, or for one of another class.

All licenses shall be properly filled out with the class of
the license, name and qualification of the licensee certified

to by the examiners, submitted to the New England Insur-
ance exchange or to the Boston Fire Underwriters' union,
as the case may be. bear in token of their approval the sig-

nature of one of their inspectors, and then be dated and
issued under the seal of the e.xchange.

A license shall be valid for one year from its date, but
the licensee may apply within that time for examination for

a license of a higher class.

The directors of the exchange may, for cause, revoke
any license granted by the exchange.

All applications for license must be accompanied by two
dollars ($2) to help defray expenses, and must bear the sig-

nature of two members of the exchange.

In order to inconvenience applicants for license as little

as possible, it may be said in further explanation of the
foregoing, that no permanent board of examiners has been
appointed, but examiners are to be selected for the different

localities, application is made from, and such gentlemen
chosen as examiners, as are most familiar with the practical

work for which the application for license is made.

High Tension System Before the Board
of Electrical Control.

PART n'.

Harold P. BroimUs Reply Concluded,

I will quote from the Daily States, New Orleans, Sep-
tember 23, 1SS7: "Several accidents have happened of

late to linemen of electric Hght companies, who have been
knocked senseless by coming in contact with the wires

while in the performance of their duties. Tuesday last a

lineman in the employ of the Edison Light company,
pany, was knocked from a pole at the corner of Canal and
Carondelet streets by receiving a shock from the w^ire

charged with the alternating high tension current from the

Westinghouse machines used by the Brush Electric Light
company. The accident was the second serious occurrence

in this city from the Westinghouse alternating current.

Fortunately, it has not so far turned out to be fatal, as did

the accident of a month ago, which occurred as follows:

"The unfortunate man who was killed was at work on a
pole pulling up a dead arc wire, when his foot slipped and
he fell across the wires carrying the alternating current,

which wires had been bared of insulation in order to tie

them in firmly to the insulators. The man was suspended
by the wires, and the current passed through his body from
the inside of one thigh to the upper ribs on the other side,

the flesh being burned to the bone in both cases. It was
probably five minutes before they could switch off the cur-

rent from him, and by that time he was stone dead. Two
serious accidents, one being fatal, from the alternating cur-

rent in the course of five weeks, render it necessary to call

attention to this new element of danger in the streets, and
to consider what precautions should be taken. The alter-

nating system is new in this country, and very little experi-

ence has been had with it compared with the arc system.

However, this experience has shown that this current is

quite as dangerous, if not more so, than the arc current,

which has killed so many men."
In order to learn whether any more men had been killed

in New Orleans since these accidents I telegraphed last

week and received this leply from a reliable gentleman:
"In September, 1SS7, a lineman of Brush company at work
on lines fell across and was killed, after being burned to

the bone. In October telephone employe threw his wire

over Westinghouse line and was instantly killed. Cannot
get further particulars at the moment."

M. ^L M. Slatter}' repeats the same tale with variations.

He says: "After an extended practical experience of

three years by those who have carefully followed the alter-

nating system in use, and after many physiological experi-

ments, frequently involuntary ones, to determine the safe

limit of pressure to work with, it has been found that no
fatality can occur or serious inconvenience result, from a

shock from an alternating current having a pressure of that

already cited, 1,100 volts."

But soon after he forgets what he has said, and makes
this admission: "Now in this case we want to prevent the

dangerous current reaching the users of lamps; we know
the current is dangerous, practical experience has so in-

formed us." Ver)' well said; it is perfectly safe but we
know it is dangerous. This gentleman puts 1,100 volts as

the limit that can cause no fatalities. I will quote (how-

pleasant it would be for the alternating current people if

there were no such things as newspapers) from a telegram

to the Herald, from Buffalo, February 5, iSSS: "A fatal

electric light accident happened at one this morning. Rob-
ert Taylor, driver of the delivery wagon of the Bioneer Co-
operative grocer)' store, was making his way down Michi-

gan street, in the blinding snow and rain storm. At the

corner of Eagle his horse dropped, and at the same mo-
ment Taylor received a severe electric shock through the

lines. He was dazed for a moment, and even after he re-

covered did not comprehend what had happened. He got

down, seized his whip and started to prod the prostrate

horse but was knocked down unconscious by the second

.shock. A colored man, who was standing on the sidewalk

came to his relief and attempted to help the horse. He
was heard to yell terribly for the space of five seconds and

then all was still. Policemen Hennessy and Haley ran up,

thinking it was a murder, but in a moment they had the

colored man in Smith's drug store pouring whiskey into
him. Drs. Ilanley and Mulherin came over from the
Emergency Hospital on the corner below, and removed the
unconscious man with them. As he passed through the
hospital door his heart stopped beating and he never knew
anything after the current struck him. His hands were
ten-ibly burned, the fingers being cut to the bone." He
was identified at 2 o'clock as Isaac Morton of La Fayette
street, Detroit. The Brush electric light man found that a
telephone wire had broken and fallen into the street, making
a cross with one of their wires. The wire was found
tangled about the horse's feet." And yet Mr. Peck thinks
testing for grounds once a day sufficient to prevent any
mishap. It does not state in the article what current killed
this man, but there is a gentleman present who was told by
one of the Brush men at Buffalo that the ground which
caused this accident was upon one of the primar)' wires of
an alternating current dynamo, operated at the Brush station.
One of the electrical papers this week states that Mr.

Slatter>^'s letter proved that I had opened my mouth and
put my foot in it. Here is one of Mr. Slattery's statements
that undoubtedly caused me to perform this singular gvm-
nastic feat: "In point of fact the low tension current at
220 volts in underground conductors offers a far greater
strain upon insulation than an alternating current at 1,100
volts." Let me contrast this with the statement of Prof.
Morton upon the same subject, upon which, by the way.
Prof. Morton is high authority: "Even the Edison wires
in New Vork are frequently being torn up to repair injuries
due to loss of insulation, notwithstanding their very low
electromotive force of but no volts, as any one can see
who has occasion to go about the streets traversed by the
Edison conductors down town. When currents of twenty
times this electric pressure, as it has been aptly called, are
used, this tendency to rupture the insulation is proportion-
ately increased." Prof. Morton does not quite get ray
meaning in referring to the galvano-Faradic coil. I desired
in a simple way to give the average newspaper reader
a slight idea of the effects of pulsations or interrup-
tions, and did not intend to compare this apparatus with
an alternating current dynamo. His criticisms upon my
Rule I, I must admit, are well founded. Let us change it so
as to read as follows: "Not more than 3,000 volts shall
be used upon any arc light circuit."

He is also right in stating that some volume of current
is necessary, accompanied by enough electromotive force
to carrj' it through the body, in order to kill, but he is mis-
taken in assuming that it requires considerable volume. In
one of our laboratory experiments (No. 27) a fox hound
weighing fifty-six lbs. was killed by a current alternating
2SS times per second, at 160 volts. His resistance was
27,500 ohms and the calculated current would therefore be
exceedingly small. We found however, that when we used
continuous currents and could measure the amperes that
produced fatal results, the indicated current was much
larger than the calculated current, showing that the resist-
ance had been reduced by the current itself. We had no
ammeter for alternating currents and could therefore makt,
no observations, but from our experience in the dropping
of the resistance when we reversed the galvanometer cur-
rent in measuring resistance of living beings, I could as-
sume that the actual current would be at least three or four
times as large as the computed current,

Mr Shallenberger has discovered an electric current that
does not decompose an electrolyte. He says, "There is a
ver>' convincing reason for the small danger due to alternat-
ing shocks to the human body as compared to those received
from the direct current, namely the fact that the conducting
fluids are more or less decomposed or electrolyzed by the
passage of the direct current, while it is well' understood
that such an effect is not produced by the alternating."

Mr. Shallenberger is respectfully referred to the London
Telegraph Journal and Electrical Review oi the 6th inst.,

where he will find an article upon "Electrolysis by the Al-
ternating Currents of Dynamo Machines," which he can
read to great profit. If he will connect a voltameter to his
alternating current machine, having verj- fine platinum
wires for electrodes, he will obser\-e an exceedingly brisk
decomposition of the electrolyte, producing the gases in a
dangerous mixture of oxygen and hydrogen at each pole.
I do not think he can cite a case in which death has been
caused by electrolysis from a direct current dynamo. Mr.
Shallenberger also has received 1,000 volts without injury
and ends his article by stating that the alternating system
(Westinghouse) is "absolutely safe" both to life and 'prop-
erty.

If these people would but say to the public, "Our system
is extremely dangerous; you must handle with great
caution; we take every possible precaution to protect you
but you must not be reckless," one could forgive much.
But when they set it up as absolutely safe and instruct their
agents and engineers to tell the public so, it is time for
them to receive a sharp lesson. It is a common thing for
engineers in charge of alternating current stations to say
when visitors ask whether the current is not dangerous,
"0 no, I can put my hands on both brushes." Then to
illustrate he puts both his hands on both brushes— of the
Httle dynamo used to e.xcite the fields of the alternating
current machine and having a continuous current of a very
low voltage. This story has come to me from several dif-

ferent gentlemen who have seen the thing done; there are
two of them here this afternoon. But if the visitor pre-
tends that he is going to put his hands on the brushes of
the alternating dynamo, the attendant nearly breaks his
neck in his endeavors to keep him away. Perhaps this is

the 1,000 volt current that so many'of these gentlemen
have taken so often without injury.

Mr. Byllesby is candid enough to admit that 1,000 volts
may prove fatal, and I congratulate him upon his honesty.
The advocate of "The Safety Electric Light & Power
company" should be required to change the name of this
company before it is given permission to operate in this
cit>-, or to reduce the potential to a voltage which this after-
noon's experiments have proved to be safe.

S. G. Smith is an advocate of the safety involved in
testing circuits occasionally with (I presume) the usual
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magneto call bell. He is right in stating" that a ground

connection even though high resistance, would be a strain

upon the insulation, but it would not be one-hundredth

part of the strain caused by a telephone wire dropping

upon the circuit during the night's run.

This gentleman thinks that there is no occasion for the fifth

rule suggested by me. Does he not remember that in the

same issue of the fTVA/ which told of Mr. Murray's death

was the report of the death of a young man at the park in

Syracuse, if 1 remember rightly, who saw the electric wire

break and then sparkle upon the ground ? He picked it up
and was killed.

I cannot close without a reference to the absurd affidavit

of W. L. Wright, who solemnly swears that he feels sure

that, "if he had received this kind of a shock from a direct

current machine of any of the ordinary types, that it would
have been fatal."

H we are to believe all the other advocates of alternating

currents, it is simply impossible for the 1,000 volt current to

have been on that socket. The truth probably is, that he

received a slight leakage to the ground from the secondary.

But if it is really true that all these men have taken 1,000

volts alternating current without injury, investigation will

probably show that they all wear lightning rods.

Gentlemen, I have shown you this afternoon that alter-

nating currents are fatal at 330 volts pressure, and that their

use in this country has caused many deaths. I ask you to

consider this fa ct: That all these accidents have occuned
while the insulation of the circuits was new and in good
order. Everv element is constantly at work destroying

that insulation, and sooner or later it will give way. Varia-

tions of temperature strain it as the wires expand and con-

tract; the rain and sleet gradually work their way through;

mechanical abrasion by the swinging of the wires in the

wind cuts down to the metal and brings death nearer to

some unsuspecting mortal. And each succeeding year will

show a larger number of deaths from electricity. There-
fore I ask you. if you would not care to have this death-

dealing converter in your own home, to use all your influence

to keep the high tension alternating currents out of the homes
of others and confined to its proper work in the slaughter

house, the dog pound and the penitentiary.

Referring to my article, I call your attention to the fact

that my statement as to the causes of all the deaths from arc

light wires has not been questioned.

I have proved by my e.xperiments that a steady, contin-

uous current can be withstood without injury even at very

high potentials; that breaking or alternating the current will

produce death at a much lower pressure; that the more
rapid the alternations the lower the pressure required to kill.

These demonstrations cause all the voluminous objections

of my assailants to lose all weight. I have shown that

a continuous current will not kill if an apparatus is provided

to receive the e.\tra current. I think I am, therefore, justi-

fied in asking this honorable board to adopt rules i, 2, 3,

and 6 and leave the others until I can prove upon arc light

apparatus that they are practical and effective.

Let us consider what hardship, if any, is involved by the

adoption of rule 6 limiting the voltage of alternating cur-

rents to 300 volts. It means simply this: That the alternat-

ing current companies will have to put in mains having 3I3

times as much copper as that required with their present

voltage. They now say that the cost of their mains is in-

considerable; very well; force then to multiply the cost by
3?3 and it will not ruin them. At the same lime the insu-

lation resistance can be reduced in the same proportion,

which will effect a saving in first cost and in leakage.

What is gained by forcing this wealthy corporation to

buy a few thousand pounds more copper? Safety from sud-

den death!

Doctor Petersons Paper.

Dr. Peterson had been associated with Mr. Brown in

making a series of experiments on dogs read a paper
which dealt with the results of electricity on animals. The
doctor said:

On the persons of human beings lightning often strips off,

tears or burns clothing, oxydizes or melts buttons and watch
chains and renders knives magnetic. It may burn the skin

and hair, lacerate and perforate the body, fracture bones
(Taylor), cause e.\travations of blood everj'where in the

body, such as apople.xies of the brain or meningeal hemorr-
hages, amputate a limb {.Sycanko, Berl. Klin. Woch,
1868), or cover the body with curious hypen-cmic arbores-

cent marks. Some die from the injuries received, only

after the lapse of considerable periods of time, as from
tetanus (Taylor), or hemifkgia in a month (Bugge). Of
perhaps a third struck by lightning who live, most are sub-

ject to nervous diseases in various forms. They may be
unconscious for hours or days, become delirious, even
maniacal, have all sorts of paralyses and losses of sensa-

tion, be affected with blindness or deafness, or have con-
vulsions, epilepsy or neuralgia. Hensner relates how a
thunder bolt struck iwcnty people, killed four, burned or

lacerated the clothing and skin of the rest, and in many
made peculiar openings in the soles of the feet as it

passed through tlieir bodies into the ground.
The changes to be found on making a post mortem ex-

amination arc almost wholly coarse lesions visible 10 the

naked eye, such as laceration of the brain or other organs.
Rigor mortis is said to appear early, anfl often there is a

cataleptic rigor mortis at the moment of being struck, so

that persons are found dead in prectsciy the attitudes last

assumed when living. The blood is dark, and unusually
fluid.

The doctor spoke of the experiments of Dr. Richardson
and I'rof. Nathnagcl with discharges from Leyden jars and
(rictronal apparatus on sheep rabbits. ]';iectricily in

medicine was next referred to, after which Dr. I'eterson

spoke of his own experiments as follows:

I am willing to demonstrate on any one here present that

alternating current shocks are more powerful and severe
than :i continuous current on its mere interruption. As a

current will stimulate a nerve in something like i5-io<K;ths

of a second, it is clear that when the continuous current is

closed upon a body for any limited space of time, there is

but one shock at tlic closing and one at the opening of the

circuit; where, as with an alternating current for the same
interval of time, the shocks are twice as strong, and as

many in number as there are reversals of the current per

second. If the stimuli are too numerous, say over 65 per

second, a condition of tetanus is produced in the muscles

supplied by the nerves stimulated. The same fact holds

good as to the currents of any strength. From this it must

appear plain that if a continuous current of say 1,600 volts

e. m. f. is sufiicient to cause death, then an alternating cur-

rent of much less than half that voltage must be fatal un-

der the same conditions. This is well illustrated in the

e-xperiments recently undertaken. Dog No. 5, weighing

50 lbs,, took in succession continuous currents of 1,100,

1,200, 1,300, 1,400 and 1,420 volts, the last the highest

voltage at command, and a few minutes later 1,200 volts

for two seconds and unhurt by any, skipping about as well

as ever when released. Dog No. 6, weighing 55 lbs., was
given a 300 volt current alternating 4,100 times a minute
for two seconds, which caused him to howl and struggle,

bite his tongue and bleed at the mouth, then another of

400 volts for two seconds, then a shock of 500, and finally a

5S0 volts of alternating current for three seconds, which
killed him. During the latter three shocks the dog was
silent and motionless. In dog No. 3, weighing ip>^ lbs.,

100 volts continuous current was fatal, while dog No. 4,

weighing more than three times as much, and with 5,000

ohms more resistance than No. 3, was killed by a current

alternating 2,200 times per minute. The shocks by the al-

ternating current caused more exhibition of pain as mani-

fested by greater howling and struggling after opening the

circuit, than did those of the continuous current. But the

more numerous the alternations per second the greater the

number of powerful stimulations, and hence the more se-

rious injury.

Dog No. 2 died from an Soo volt current alternating

1.600 times per minute applied for three seconds. He con-

sequently received more than 26 voltaic alternatives per

second, or altogether, about So voltaic alternatives. Dog
No. 5 died from an 800 volt current alternating 2,200 times

per minute, applied for two and one-half seconds, or gi in

all. I am sure a smaller voltage would have killed that

dog. Now, since each alternation of the current gives

twice as great a shock as an interruption of the current, it

follows-that the more numerous the alternations of a pow-
erful current the more decided will be its effect. Conse-
quently by increasing the number of alternations per sec-

ond, we should e.xpect a smaller voltage to be fatal. This
is exemplified in the case of dog No. 6, killed by but 570
volts, the number of alternations having been increased to

a little over 63 per second, the duration of contact being
three seconds. This dog therefore received 195 voltaic al-

ternatives. W^hen, with dog No, 7 the e. m. f, was re-

duced to only 250 volts, while the number of alternations

was increased to 288 per second, a contact of five seconds
killed him at once. Dog No. 8 was killed with but 160
volts e. m. f., administered for five seconds, with 288 vol-

taic alternatives per second.

It is in fact startling to see how small a quantity of e. m.
f. is required, provided the alternations of the current be
multiplied. In each dog the current was passed from the

left hind leg to the right fore leg.

Dr. Peterson then gave, somewhat in detail, the result

of the autopsies, describing the effects of the currents on
the organs of the dogs' bodies.

The E.xperiments.

In making the experiments the continuous current was
supplied from an Edison 1,200 volt "Municipal" dynamo;
the alternating from a Siemens machine excited by a 100-

voit Edison belonging to the isolated plant at the college.

A cage built up of wooden strips, and strengthened with
heavy copper wire twisted into large meshes, was placed on
the laboratory table in full view of the entire audience. It

was about four feet in length, three feet high and three feet

wide. One side of the roof was hinged as a door, and
through this a dog was forced in spite of energetic strug-

gling. He was a black retriever, weighing 76 pounds, ap-
parently in good health. Electrical connections were made
to him by attaching one conductor to his right fore leg,

another to his left hind teg just above the foot. The Hmbs
were first wrapped with wet cotton waste bound on with
No. 20 bare copper wire, with which the leads were con-
nected.

In response to an invitation f om Mr. Brown, A. E.
Kennelly of Edison's laboratory, Schuyler S. Wheeler,
electrical engineer of the Board of Electrical Control, and
T. Carpenter Smith, electrical engineer, who had come
from Philadelphia in behalf of the Westinghouse company,
assisted in making and checking the electrical connections
and measurements. Considerable trouble was experienced
in measuring the resistance of the animal, and the connec-
tions, but it was finally announced as 15,300 ohms.
The first experiments were made with the continuous cur-

rent, the circuit being led through a relay so arranged that

upon its being broken, the extra current arising ffom the
discharge of the field riiagncts would not pass through the

victim. A device of this kind had been suggested by Mr.
Brown in his proposed rules for the supervision of central

stations by the Hoard of Electrical Control. Without the
diversion of the extra current, IVfr. Brown slated that a con-
tinuous current of 50CJ volts electromotive force would kill

the dog when the circuit was broken. The current used
was two-tenths of an ampere, and the first application was
at 3(W volts e. m. f. The dog yelped and struggled until the
circuit was broken, and, his beliavior did not change mate-
rially under the .successive application of 400, and then
5(K) volts. When 700 volts was reachetl, however, his
efforts to escai)e became so violent that he succeeded in

forcing his head out through the top of the cage, and for a
few moments there seemed to be a strong jirobabilily that
he might break loose. As Mr. Brown upon introducing
the dog had annovmced that in spile of his mild appear-
ance, he was really a dangerous character and had bitten
two men there was an appearance of nervousness upon the
pari of some of the spectators, and Commissioner Moss
ijuietly picked up his hal and departed, while his colleague

Commissioner Gibbens took the precaution of securing a
seat at the extreme rear. The exhibition had already

assumed an aspect of inhumanity which was intensified by
the application of 1,000 volts, when the tortured and ter-

rified brute in his agony stretched himself out, suspended
by a strap and twisted wire at his neck, clinging like a bat

to the sides of the cage, from which position he apparently

had not sufficient strength to relea.se himself. Mr. Brown
evidently perceived that the spectators as well as the dog
were reaching the limit of endurance, and accordingly asked
if any person desired that the pressure be raised to 1,200
volts. Receiving no response, he announced that he would
then apply the alternating current from the Siemens ma-
chine, at a speed giving 288 alternations per second. In
reply to an inquiry as to the resistance of the victim at that

time, it was given as 2,100 ohms or less than one-seventh

of the normal. Mr. Brown stated that he had no means of

measuring the amperes of the alternating current, adding
sarcastically that he would apply this current in order to

make the dog feel better, as it had been stated by some of

the advocates of the alternating system that this was the

effect of the current used by them. T. Carpenter Smith
asked for the name of the person who had made a state-

ment of that character. Mr. Brown looked over the printed

report of the arguments before the Board of Electrical

Control, but was unable to find the expression he had
quoted, and subsequently admitted that he was mistaken.

He then said that he would be glad to have some represen-

tative of the alternating system name a voltage at which he
should proceed with his experiments. While waiting a
suggestion, C, H. Jackson announced that there were gen-
tlemen present who would agree to take 1.000 volts from
an alternating machine if i\Ir, Brown would take 1,000.

volts from the municipal dynamo. This proposition was
not received with enthusiasm by anybody, and no "takers"

volunteered.

Some doubts being expressed as to the vitaHty of the
dog, Dr. Peterson made an examination and stated he was
still alive. A gentleman in the audience then begged that

in the name of humanity the animal be killed at once. As
this expression of opinion appeared to represent the feeling

of the spectators, the switch was turned and with a short

moan the dog expired, having been subjected to a shock of

330 volts from the alternating machine.
It was of course apparent that the reduced vitality of

the dog together with the diminished resistance, had en-
tirely changed the conditions, and Mr. Brown asked if he
should provide another dog. A representative of the daily

press, who is versed in electrical science, appealed to a
superintendent of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty

to Animals, to prevent any further proceedings, as provision

had not been made for accurate comparison of the different

conditions, and consequently the tests had no scientific

value. "Do you protest against the continuance of the
experiments?" inquired the superintendent. "I do," re-

plied the reporter; whereupon he announced that further

torture of living animals would subject the principals to a
fine of ^250 and imprisonment for one year.

Mr. Brown assured Commissioner Gibbens, however,
that arrangements could be made to continue the experi-

ments privately.

At the School of Mines of Columbia college, August
gth, experiments were undertaken, at the request of Harold
P. Brown, electrical engineer, to determine the danger of al-

ternating currents, by Dr. Cyrus Edson and Dr. Charles F.

Roberts of the New York Board of Health.
The first dog operated upon was a mongrel dog weighing

61 pounds, strong and in good condition. His height was
24 inches, length from tip of nose to base of tail 42 inches,

and resistance from the right front leg to the left hind leg

14,000 ohms. Connection was made by binding a piece of
cotton waste saturated with water round the leg with num-
ber 20 bare copper wire. The dog was placed in the cage
and the alternating current applied by Dr, Roberts at 272. 16
volts for five seconds, number of alternations 288 per
second. The dog was silent and motionless during the

continuance of the current. He gave a few spasmodic
gasps 31 seconds after current was first supplied, and heart
ceased beating 90 seconds after current was applied. The
dog was immediately dissected by Dr. Roberts and Dr.
Peterson, and sections of sciatic and pneumogastric ner\'es,

muscular fibres of diaphragm and lungs placed under a mi-
croscope and no changes in structuie were observed.
The second dog was a full-blooded Newfoundland,

strong and in good condition, weighing gi pounds, length
from tip of nose to base of tail 48 inches, height 25 inches,

resistance S,ooo ohms. Connection was made in the same
manner as before. The alternating current was applied by
Dr. Roberts at 340.5 volts electromotive force for five sec-

onds. The dog was silent and motionless during continu-
ance of current, howled and gasped for eight seconds after

circuit was opened, but In the opinion of physicians present
this was purely mechanical action as the dog was uncon-
scious from the instant the current first reached him.
Heart stopped beating in two minutes and fifty seconds
after current was lirst applied.

The third dog was a half-breed setter and Newfoundland,
weighing 53 pounds, 42 inches long from tip of nose to

base of tail, and 24 inches high; resistance, 30,000 ohms.
Connections were made In the same way as before. Dr. Rob-
erts applied the alternating current at 220 volts for five sec-
onds; the result was not fatal at four minutes afterward,
Mr, i'orter. superintendent of machinery of Columbia col-

lege, then suggested that as the dog was rigid and motion
less during the continuance of the shock, it would be im-
possible for a man in the same condition to utler a sound
or to break the contact in live seconds. Dr. Edsor then
determined to administer the current at the same number
of volts for 30 seconds on this account and on account of
the high resistance of this subject. This was done and
during the period of the 30 seconds the voltage rose to 234
volts. The dog died instantly without sound or struggle,
'l"he resistance after death was found to be 2,800 ohms. All
the physicians present expressed the opinion that a dog had
a higher vitality (han a man, and that therefore, a current
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which killed a dog would be fatal to a man under the same
conditions. It was their opinion that all of these deaths

were painless, as the nerves were probably destroyed in less

time than that required to transmit the impression to the

brain of the subject.

Dr. Edson invited Prof. Elihu Thomson of Boston, and

Dr. Otto A. Moses to be present with measuring; instru-

ments to check up the voltage, etc., but neither of these

gentlemen put in an appearance or responded.

[Signed] Dr. Cyrus Edson, Prest. of the Board of Health;

Dr. Ch.vrles F. Rouerts, Assistant Professor of Physi-

ology of Bellevue Hospital Medical college; Dr. Frku-
ERicJvPiiTERSON, Dr. Frais'Iv H. Ingram, Dr. H. A. Hau-
B.\i,L>, Dr. Schuyler S. Wheeler, Electrician Board of

Electrical Control; Harold P. Brown, electrical engineer;

John Murray Mitchell, Prof. C. E. Colby, Columbia
college; Cavt, E. L. Zalinski, U. S. A.; Prof. L. H.
Lyaud, Columbia college.

{Concluded.)

The New York Board of Electrical Con-
trol.

Regular Session.

It was expected that the meeting of the Board of Electrical

Control on Wednesday would be an unusually lively one,

and with a little more time it might have been. President

Jacob Hess was however anxious to get away early, as the

Blaine reception was on his mind, while Secretary Moss
looked as if breezy Long Branch would'be a more congenial

place to spend the noon-day hours. Commissioner Gibbens

usually looks cool and comfortable, but on this particular

occasion a bandage round his neck indicated that he had

something to think of possibly more obnoxious to him than

Mayor Hewitt. Just before the meeting was called to order

three small boxes were passed around to the commissioners,

who after diving into the pink cotton which they contained,

brought out three large gold badges, suitably inscribed with

the title of the board, which had been presented 10 the gen-

tlemen by their friend Dr. A. Watts ot Boston, who did not

think the old silver badges becoming to the dignity of the

honorable commissioners. The inspectC'rs of the board will

probably fall heirs to the latter.

Upon the meeting being called to order, it was voted that

the reading of the minutes be dispensed with, and that the

board proceed to authorize the signing of a letter which had

been prepared to send to C. H. Read & Co., proprietors of

the Hoffman house, who had already offered through the

mavor to pay the expenses of removing the poles and wires

on Twenty-fifth street, and which his honor had deemed it

proper to decline. A similar communication to the board

had, however, received different treatment, while the occa-

sion was availed of to touch up Mayor Hewitt indirectly,

copies of the letter being given to the press for publication.

The following extracts give an idea of the existing un-

pleasantness between these representatives of the people:

"It is perhaps unfortunate that the board has not

the power primarily to sweep from the streets the

poles and wires of companies for whom underground ac-

commodations have been provided, but who have failed

to comply with the provisions of the act requiring them to

make use thereof. The legislature in its wisdom, desiring

to interfere as little as possible with the action of the local

authorities of the city, made it the duty of the commissioner

of public works to supply and carry out the remedial clause

of the law upon the order of the mayor, and had the mayor
of the city issued such an order to the commissioner of pub-

lic works five months ago there can be no question but that

the obnoxious structures would have been removed, and

companies operating overhead conductors would now be

. doing their business with underground wires.

"The failure of the mayor to perform his part and duty

under the act has put off and retarded the accomplishment

of the work contemplated and authorized by the legislature,

and placed the Board of Electrical Control as well as the

citizens of New York in the unpleasant position of being

obliged to have constantly before their eyes the spectacle of

corporations willfully, maliciously and inexcusably defying

and disobeying the will of the people and the law of the

land.

"The reply of the mayor to your communication is also

before the board, in which we find reiterated the same oft-

repeated excuses which he is in the habit of making for not

performing his duty under the act oj 18S7, and which have

so many times been met and the absurdity of which has been

so frequently exploited by the leading newspapers of the

city, as well as by the correspondence between his honor and

this board.

"If it had been the intention of the legislature to make
Abram S. Hewitt the controller of electrical conductors in

the city of New York, it would no doubt have found lan-

guage sufficiently precise to enable it to do so. What the

legislature did in reality was to impose upon the mayor of

the city a duty which Abram S. Hewitt refuses to perform.

"The mayor declares in his correspondence with you that

if the poles and wires referred to are 'dead,' or not in use,

or unnecessary to the business of the companies, the depart-

ment of public works will remove them. The credulity of

the mayor as to the efficiency of the department of public

works in matters of this kind is characteristically entertain-

ing. During the last month, that is to say, from July Sth to

August 5th, the Board of Electrical Control has communicat-

ed to the department of public works 122 notices of 'dead'

poles and wires not in use, and requested that department

to remove the same. These notices cover ninety-one poles

which are unnecessarily incumbering and obstructing the

streets of the city, and hundreds of miles of wire, which are

a constant menace to the lives and property of all of us.

"Each day addsto the number of poles and wires which

the department is requested to remove. The very pole line

on the north side of Twenty-fifth street, between Broadway

and Sixth avenue, of which you complain, has been report-

ed to the department of public works as carrying f\y& 'dead'

wires out of ten altogether on the poles.

"Notwithstanding all this, nothing has been done by the

department toward removing these street obstructions, and
the close of every day without action adds to the audacity
and security of the corporations, which can violate the law
of the land with apparent impunity as long as Abram S.

Hewitt is at their back with all the machinery of the city

government to invent legal complications and throw ob-
stacles in the waj- of its enforcement."

It was unanimously voted that the letter as read be signed
by the secretary of the board and forwarded to Messrs.
Read & Co.
The president of the board was appointed a committee of

one. to wait on the commissioners of fire and police, and
ascertain what progress could be made toward putting the
city wires underground. Mr. Gibbens here stated that the
relations of the board with the departments in question had
always been of the most friendly character.
To offset this announcement, a letter was read from Gen-

eral Newton, commissioner of public works, saying that the

numerous complaints made for the removal of dead wires
and poles from the streets had not been acted upon for the
reason that they had been addressed to the bureau of street

incumbrances, instead of to the department as should have
been done. For this reason they had but very recently come
to his notice and much valuable time had thus been lost.

He also took occasion to say that these communications had
been signed by Schuyler S. Wheeler, electrical expert, and
that he had no official knowledge of that gentleman's au-
thority to act in behalf of the board. In view of the fact

that Superintendent Richardson of the bureau had been sent
to the board with the request from the department of pub-
lic works that they work together in harmony. Commissioner
Gibbens thought the excuse made by General Newton was
hardly acceptable, and upon his motion the letter was laid

upon the table.

Commissioners Moss and Gibbens were appointed a com-
mittee of two to frame a suitable general permit for electric

light wires through streets where no conduits were yet laid,

and where such conductors were required for public liglit-

ing. So many applications were coming in that it was be-
coming a difficult matter to act upon them intelligently

The East River Electric Light company applied for im-
mediate permission to erect eight poles on Twenty-fourth
street, between First and Third avenues, to enable them to

carry out their contract for public lighting on Ninth and
Tenth avenues. This was considered an emergency, and-a
permit was accordingly granted.

Mr. Gibbens stated that, in conversation with the general
manager of the telephone company, he had learned that

they were incurring considerable expense in removing their

overhead wires in compliance with the rules of the board, but
that after having done so, a large number of dead wires re-

mained belonging to other parties. Mr. Gibbens thought it

would be wise to enlist the assistance of friendly electrical

companies in obtaining the names of the owners of these

dead wires as far as possible, and the secretary was instruct-

ed to communicate with them for that purpose.
Several weeks ago a rule was adopted to take effect August

1st to the effect that after that date no central station for

electric lighting should be operated in the city of New York
without having a certificate from the electrical expert of the

board that it was properly installed. Owing to the vast

amount of other work on hand connected with getting the

existing overhead wires in proper condition, it was voted
upon motion of Mr. Gibbens that this rule be suspended
until it was found practicable to put it into operation.

Engineer Kearney was requested to report to the next
meeting to what extent the underground construction com-
pany had carried out the instructions of the board in re-

gard to the extension of subways, and what work they
would be able to finish during the season.

Mr. Gibbens stated that it was the practice of the United
States Illuminating company whenever they received a

notice to the effect that certain of their wires were " dead,"
to inform the board that the alleged violation of the rules

was in a district where the board had prohibited them from
making any repairs. He therefore moved that the secretary

direct their attention to the fact that such being the case it

was all the more important that the abandoned wires and
poles be removed without further delay. President Hess
stated that he was willing to vote for almost anything that

would keep Mr. Gibbens quiet, and the secretary was in-

structed accordingly.

Mr. Gibbens then stated that it had been demonstrated to

the board within tlie past two weeks that alternating cur
rents would kill, and that they were previously aware that

high tension continuous currents were fatal. He would,
therefore, suggest with the approval of the board that the

electrical expert be requested to draw up such regulations

as he might consider necessary for the best interests of the

public. It was so ordered.

Dr. Wheeler had prepared for the information of the

board a list of violations of the existing rules on the part of

various companies and departments in the city but on ac-

count of pressure of other business it was not presented at

this meeting. The following defects had been reported to

the electric light companies: Brush company, dead poles

23, dead wires 4; United States Illuminating company, dead
poles 44, dead wires 23; notices sent out for all companies
166, notices answered 23, notices attended to 40; total vio-

lations reported for two weeks 309. A report has also been
prepared regarding the recent experiments upon dogs con-

ducted by Harold P. Brown, electrical engineer, who was in

attendance at the meeting. It is understood that it will be
necessary to increase the present force of inspectors in order

to bring about a more immediate reform in the condition of

the wires in the city.

The St. Lawrence Marble company, whose headquarters

are in Chicago, but whose quarries are located on the St.

Lawrence River, are considering the advisability of using
electric motors. They have an unlimited water power one
mile away from their quarries. They use about 100 horse

power in driving all their machinery and at present are pay-
ing about $10,000 per jmnum for fuel to run their steam
plant.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.
New York, August 11.—Coroner Nugent held an in-

quest August 7th in the case of Frederick S. Witte who
was killed April 27th in front of 200 Bowery by jumping
up and touching the arc lamp there. After a lengthy de-

liberation the jury decided that death was due to an electric

shock, and that the United States Illuminating company was

guilty of negligence in permitting the lamps to remain in

an exposed position in a public place. The superintendent

having testified that the lamps might be insulated at a small

expense, the jury further censured the company for not

having its wires and lamps properly insulated, and recom-

mended the passage of an ordinance requiring all compa-

nies to insulate their lamps, and also to insert in their con-

tracts a clause warning their customers of the danger aris-

ing from touching the lamps or wires.

Louis Mund, a Philadelphia lad 14 years of age, who
was boarding at Albrecht's hotel, Atlantic City, was in-

stantly killed on Tuesday while playing on the roof of the

building where he took hold of the electric light wires

where they cross over the premises. He had just been

called dosvn, and in descending had taken hold of the wire

to steady himself. He staggered about two feet and fell

dead. The same night about 12 o'clock, Edward Bross, in

the employ of the Scranton, Pa., Electric Light, Heat &
Power company wasaccidentally killed by falling from a high

pole upon which the street lamps are hung. He was

engaged in adjusting the carbons and was apparently

startled by a shock which caused him to relax his hold and

he fell to the ground, a distance of about forty feet, his

neck being broken by the fall.

The lightning which accompanied the storm in this city

and vicinity on Saturday night last was unusually severe.

It followed the wires of the United States Illuminating

company into their station at the foot of East 2yth street,

seriously damaging the wires and switch board, and setting

fire to the building. The belting was seriously damaged

by both fire and water, and the dynamos were saturated

but not otherwise injured. There were ver)' lively electric

manifestations in the Western Union operating rooms, but

business was not interfered with to any extent.

The Telephone Constructing company has been incor-

porated under the laws of this state, with a capital of )^30,-

000 divided into 300 shares, Charles A. Beardsley, D.

Frank Lloyd, and John F. Shelly, all of this city, each

taking a thiid. The object of the company is reported to

be the construction of telegraph and telephone lines from

the city of Valdivia, Chili, through the states of Bolivia,

Ecuador, and Columbia, thence to New York ci^y. where

their principal office is to be located.

Mr. Quintard, supervisor at large, of Kings county, has

sent a communication to the board of supervisors, calling

the attention of the board to the expense of supplying gas

to the Raymond street jail in the city of Brooklyn. The

bills amounted to ^S,ooo in 1887 and this year they are ex-

pected to reach f 10,000. Mr. Quintard says it is impossi-

ble to believe that the bills are legitimate, and he recom-

mends the substitution of electricity for gas, the county to

own its own plant for that purpose.

The annual meeting of the Postal Telegraph Cable com-

pany's stockholders was held on Tuesday at the office of

the company, i Broadway. Levi P. Morton, who has

been a member of the board of directors for some years,

sent in his resignation, and the following board was elected

for the ensuing year: John W. Mackay of California;

William C. Van Home, Charles R. Hosmer, and Sir

George Stevens of Montreal; Albert B. Chandler, Henry

Rosener, Hector De Castro, Edward C. Piatt, and George

G. Ward of this city. The old board of officers were re-

elected.

E. S. Coykendall, of Deckertown, N. J., is thought to

have had the most peculiar experience with lightning of any

person living. He has been in four tussles with the electric

current, each time, however, coming out successfully. He

is an old man now, hale and hearty, and delights in telling

of his hairbreadth escapes. The first experience was about

fifty years ago, when he was a mere lad. He, with his

parents, was visiting Isaac Coursen, While there the worst

electric storm ever known came up and the house of J'fr.

Coursen was struck and torn into fragments, parts of it be-

ing scattered over a field ten acres in extent. Mr. Coyken-

dall had retired for the night, and becoming frightened

called to his parents. They had reached the head of the

stairs when the bolt came and they were both killed.

Young Coykendall was fished out of the ruins in an uncon-

scious state. A physician was summoned, and it was found

that the bolt had struck him on the forehead, crushing the

skull and paralyzing every ner\-e. It was necessary to take

out a portion of the skull and insert a piece of silver as a

substitute. The piece inserted was a Spanish twenty-five
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cent piece, and a large scar now marks its location. Not

long after he was riding on horseback near the village dur-

ing a shower when there was a blinding flash and he was

thrown from his horse. The horse was killed instantly,

but Coykendall was only stunned and recovered after a

time. A few years later, while sitting in front of his stove

at home, a bolt descended the chimney, and, pursuing its

course down the stovepipe to the stove, again knocked him

senseless, at the same scattering the fire, stove-lids and

ashes in every direction. He was picked up unconscious

and bleeding, and badly injured from pieces of stove metal,

but he soon recovered. His fourth and last experience was

on a farm. He was in a haymow when it was struck near

him. He was knocked senseless and the mow was set on

fire and he came near being burned to death, but with care-

ful nursing came out all right.

Cyrus P. Dakin. the inventor of carbon paper, which

has been so extensively used for years by telegraph com-

panies and the press, died at his residence in Jersey City

on Sunday morning last at the advanced age of eighty-

eight years. P.

From Louisville, Ky.

Louisville, Ky., August 10.—The city law makers

have again been dabbling in electrical matters. At the last

meeting of this body a resolution was ofl'ered to have all

telegraph, telephone and electric light wires removed when-

ever they are to be found within twenty-six feet of the street

surface. This is done on account of the big fall celebration

that Louisville is to have, one of whose chief features will

be a grand street parade, containing elaborately designed

floats, illustrating various kinds of business. It is feared

that unless the wires are placed at the requisite height of

twenty-six feet they will interfere with the parade.

It was finally decided to appoint a committee to visit the

companies owning the wires and ask them to raise the wires

high enough to clear the streets along which the parade will

go. This committee was appointed and has been confer-

ring with the companies. The latter will comply with the

request, although it will entail considerable expense and

trouble.

It has been finally decided that Louisville shall have the

grand electric light street illumination during September.

A large amount of money will be spent on this. The elec-

tric light men will make great efforts to have a grand dis-

play, and every species of light will be shown.

Yesterday the contract for lighting the Louisville custom

house was awarded. A home concern—the Louisville Elec-

tric company—secured the award. The interior of the

building will be lighted by 150 incandescent lights, and

outside there will be arc lights. This contract will be in

force three years, and the government will pay .^,00Q a year

for the service.

Some of the electric light companies here are making im-

provements. The Louisville Electric Light company has

just completed a large new brick building, with very hand-

somely fitted up oflices in the front portion. Several large

retail stores which have been using gas have recently put in

electric lights. A.

From the Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, Cal., August 5.—In the course of an-

other month the Pacific Coast Steamship company's steamer

( )ueen of the Pacific, wrecked some months ago at Port

Hartford. Cal., will again be in service. The accident

which befell her April 30th last, necessitated her undergoing

extensive and costly repairs, incturling an entirely new elec-

trical plant. The old plant, instalied a little over six years

ago, was beginning to look quite ancient. It consisted of

, two 125 light incandescent dynamos, a small 6 light

arc dynamo and another small Maxim dynamo operat-

ing an electric search light, together with independent en-

gines. The Maxim machine is being retained to again

operate the search light, but the incandescent plant is su-

perse<led by a modern lirush plant. The (^ueen is

the first boat on the Pacific coast having a Prush incandes-

cent plant. The installation has been done in a very cred-

itable manner by the California ]'>lectric Light company.

It consists o( one ^50 light llrush dynamo, operated by a

liall engine. A noteworthy feature of this installation is

the large number of sectional mains running from various

parts of the boat directly to the machine They number

nineteen and average a little over twenty-three lights per

main. H.

Indianapolis News.
I.NiiiANAi'ni.is, Ind., August 10.—The Dudley ICleclric

Street Railroad company are in hard luck. Whenever they

begin work on a new street Ihc Citizens' Street railway

puts a gang on the same street and begins laying track,

'luesday of tliis week the police were called on prevent a rio

\n:*h companies were making on Madison avenue, where the

Ci' 'ens' company had begun tearing up the Dudley track. As

there were about 500 men in the two gangs it looked serious

for awhile.

At a regular meeting of the city council Monday night

resolutions were introduced and adopted instructing the

street commissioner to put a stop to the Dudley company's

tearing up any more streets. At a called meeting of the

council Tuesday night, after a conference between the Dud-

ley representatives and the mayor and city attorney, the

former agreed to stop work, put the streets in good condi-

tion, and await a decision of their case by the Supreme

court, provided the city would guarantee them against loss

of their privileges and rights on account of the necessary

delay. A resolution to this effect was presented and

adopted.

The council also granted another company, known as the

McNeal Electric street railroad, a franchise allowing them

to operate on several streets mentioned. This looks like

more trouble.

The Brush Electric Light company notified the city coun-

cil Monday night of its acceptance of the contract for city

lighting. The company is now stringing wires and will

be ready for operations soon.

The Jenney Electric company are placing lamps and elec-

troliers in position in the new union railway station. M.

St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo., August 10.—Geo. J. Percival reports

the sale of a 75 light incandescent outfit to the St. Louis

Candy company. A simplex arc lamp will also be used on

this circuit.

The Brush-Julien motor car still continues to run regu-

larly. This car is one of the smoothest riding cars in the

city. It is lighted throughout by incandescent lights.

The Heisler Electric Light company will light the art

galler)' of the coming exposition with their long distance

incandescent system. About 600 thirty candle power

amps will be used.

The Twelfth street car line expect to have a Wharton

car in operation in a few da)'S.

The Davis Carbon company report business good for

this season of the year.

During a storm the other day a man was killed by light-

ning while sitting in a summer house in Lafayette Park.

This house has an iron roof suspended by six cedar posts.

Three of these posts were badly splintered while the other

three were not marred. The man was leaning against one

of the posts which was struck -

There has been considerable petty thieving going on

around one of the electric light statiorrS. The thief could

not be caught, so this remedy was tried: A large piece of

brass was laid in the window sill. This was connected to

a 20 light circuit known to be slightly grounded. In due

time the thief arrived. He caught at the bait and in less

time than it takes to tell it he was landed in the center of

the street. Nothing has been missed since. P.

From St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Joseph, Mo., August 14.—D. W. Guernsey, presi-

dent of the St. Louis Electric Power company and west-

ern agent for the Spragus Motor company of New York,

has been awarded the contract for building the Wyatt Park

street railway.

At a recent meeting of the Union Railway company, the

number of directors was increased from seven to eight, and

the capital stock increased from ."siys.GOO to |i 50,000. The
company is so well satisfied with the operation of its elec-

tric motor system that it will be expended to the southern

city limits as rapidly as possible. D.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Excelsior plant at the Union stock yards, Chicago,

has been started and is working very satisfactorily.

Force Pain of Chicago is constructing a new 2,500 light

switch-board for the Louisiana Electric Light company of
New Orleans, La.

An ordinance providing for the introduction of an elec-

tric light plant was adopted by the board of aldermen of
Galena, 111., August Sth.

'l"he plant of the East End Electric Light companv at

I'ittsburgh, Pa., was damaged to the extent of $30,000 by
fire August ylh. The properly was insured.

The Citizens' Electric Light company of Collinsville,

111., has been incorporated. Capital slock. Jjlioo.txx). In-
corporators, S. W. Baird, S. P. liaird and M. T. Paird.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of Rochester,
N. v., have ordered anoiliL-r Woodbury high speed engine,
in order to keep pace with the demand made upon them.

During the first six months of iSSS eighty electric light

l>lanls for central station lighting have been established in

the south. During the same time eighteen gas plants were
estaljlishfd.

K. Iwadare, mechanical engineer of the Osaka Electric
Light company of Osaka, Japan, who has been studying
different systems of electric lighting in America for several
months, has ordered a TlKJuison-lfouslon plant and six 120

horse power Woodbury high speed engines with boilers to

match.

Articles of incorporation of the Edison Electric Light
& Power company of Minneapolis, Minn., were filed last

week. The capital stock is placed at .$500,000 and the in-

corporators are T. P. Walker, Henry C. Oakley, Charles
H. Chadburn, S. G. Cook and W, W. Huntington of
Minneapolis and Willard H. Churchill of New York, who
constitute the first board of directors. The company has
purchased a piece of land 60 by 100 feet in the middle of

the square on which the Lumber exchange stands, and will

put up a fire proof structure of ten stories. The lower
floor will contain the dynamos, thirty-six of which will be
put in immediately. 'I'he upper lloors are intended for the

use of job printers, to whom motive power will be furnished.

The cost of the plant is estimated at 1^250,000, and it is ex-

pected that the station will be in running order by Decem-
ber 1st. There is some talk of running street cars in Min-
neapolis by electricity, in which case Sprague motors will

be put in.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The Red Wing, Minn., Electric Light & Power com-

pany has been incorporated with If^so.ooo capital stock.

It is reported that William H. Armstrong, who owns the

right to construct on the Pacific coast the motors of the

Electric Car company, will soon erect a manufactorj' in San
Francisco,

The Leader Printing company of Des Moines, Iowa,
have ordered a fifteen horse power Sprague motor, in addi^

tion to a five horse power they now have, from IT, O. Wood-
ruff, local agent.

A Dayton, Ohio, dispatch, of August gth says: "By
the crossing of wires the full power from the electric street

railway dynamos was turned into the telephone exchange,
setting on fire and destroying six hundred telephones
throughout the city, completely shutting off all telephone
business."

Among the attractions of the forthcoming exhibition at

Paris will be a veritable *'Belt Line" of railroad, by means
of which visitors will be enabled to make a tour of the ex-
hibition grounds in the -Champ-de-Mars without fatigue.

The endless train will consist of 400 platform cars some-
what similar to those used for freight, the line being sunk
so that the floor of the cars will be exactly level with the
ground. The train will be nm at a sufliciently slow speed
to enable most persons to get on and off while it is in motion,
but to enable elderly persons, females and children to mount,
descend, or pass over the moving platform, there will be
stoppages of fifteen seconds every minute. The motive
power will be electricity.

A very small story is told in a very large way in the fol-

lowing press dispatch dated at Pittsburgh, Pa., August 13th.

It is worthy of insertion here, as it is one of the first acci-

dents to electrical railways reported. It is highly probable
the cause of the accident is found in a defective casting
which is not infrequent in any construction where cast iron

is used: The passengers on a car on the St. Clair electric

railway were treated to an experience so thrilling this after-

noon that they will remember it as long as they live. Short-
ly after i o'clock, as one of the cars neared the brow of
Mount Oliver, the casting attached to the sprocket wheel
broke. The casting broke just as the motor and car were
about to go on the upper end of a trestle which runs from
Pius to South Sixteenth streets. When the accident oc-
curred, the engmeer lost his presence of mind and jumped
from the engine just before it reached the trestle, and the

car dashed headlong down the mountain side. Conductor
Smythe took in the situation at a glance and applied the car
brakes, which checked the speed slightly. There were
three children and one lady in the car when it started on its

mad flight, and they became very much excited, and tried

to get off^ the car while it was crossing the trestle, but for-

tunately Conductor Smythe succeeded in quieting them. At
the bottom of Mount Oliver there is a short "turn in the

road, and when the motor and car reached this point the
former left the track and the car came to a standstill. In
swinging around the curve Conductor Smythe and a lady
passenger were thrown off and severely injured. The other
three passengers were not hurt. The car was not damaged
in the slightest, and the only harm done to the motor was
the breaking of the casting. These cars have only been
running a short time and nearly every time they are crowded
with people. Yesterday the road carried thousands of
pleasure-seekers.

THE TELEGRAPH.
It is currently reported in tlie City of Mexico that the

Mexican Telegraph company is makings arrangements to lav
a new cable in order to meet the demands of its increased
business. Congress will be called upon at its next session
to establish a new cabinet office, that of minister of posts
and telegraphs.

Senator Spooner's inter-state telegraph bill was passed
by the United States senate August 9th. The measure is

an attempt at government regulation of the telegraph
through the agency of the Intcr-State commerce commission.
The bill in its main features follows the inter-state railroad
law. It requires that charges shall be reasonable and just,

prohibits discrimination, and forbids the charging of any
more for a shorter than for a longer distance over tile same
line. Tooling by competing lines, is prohibited, While
drawbacks, rebates, special rates, and the like are forbidden,
it is lawful for companies to carry messages for the press
intended for publication as news at lower than regular rates.

Hut there must be no discrimination between newspapers.
Rates are to be published by the telegraph companies in
such manner as the commission may prescribe. A remedy
for dantages will lie eilhei- in the United States courts or in

the conuuission. The commission is to have the same
jurisdiction over telegraph companies, in so far as may be
necessar)' for carrying out of the law as it has over com-
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mon carriers under the inler-state commerce act. Full and
stringent provision is made for court proceedings to enforce

any finding; of the commission. A requirement that will

not please the stock jobbers, though it may benefit the pub-

lic, compels the telegraph companies to make annual re-

ports to the commission. These reports are to show the

amount of capital stock issued, the amounts paid therefor,

and the manner of payment; the dividends paid, the sur-

plus fund, if any, the number of stockholders, the funded

and lloating debts, and the interest paid thereon; the cost

and value of the company's property, franchises, and
equipment, the number of employes and the salaries paid

each class; the amounts expended for improvements each

year, how each ended, and the character of such improve
menls; the earnings and receipts from each branch of busi-

ness and from all sources; the operating and other ex-

penses—the balance of profit and loss—and a complete e.\-

hibit of the financial operations of the company each year,

including an annual balance sheet. Outside ot the general

fact of government regulation the two important provisions

of -the bill are the prohibition of discrimination between
newspapers and the opening of the books in the annual re-

port. The house has bad an inter-state telegraph bill on
its calendar for months.

The Maine Central Railroad company, through their

counsel, Messrs. liJaker and Cornish of Augusta, have
brought a bill in equity to enjoin the Postal Telegraph Ca-
ble company of New Vork, from constructing a telegraph

line along the railroad company's location between Matta-

wamkeag and Vanceboro. The railroad commissioner
granted the postal company this right under an act passed

by the legislature of iSIaine in 1S85, aijd the construction

had commenced when the bill for injunction was served.

The railroad company claim that the act of 1S85 is uncon-
stitutional. This opposition to the Postal Telegraph com-
pany's plans in Maine is really the continuation of the old

fight between the (_iould and Mackay telegraph companies,

Mackay desiring to obtain land connection for his cables

between Halifax and New York. The cable company set

its first pole at Vanceboro, August 9th, but construction has

been suspended to await the decision of the court.

A dispatch from Montreal dated August 6th runs:

"Owen Jones, president of the Trans-Pacific Cable com-
pany, arrived here yesterday by way of the Canadian Pacific

railway from Australia and New Zealand. He comes here

to have an interview with Sir John Macdonald regarding

the scheme for a cable from Victoria, B. C, to Australia

via Honolulu, the P^iji Islands, and New Zealand, connec-

tion thus being had between England and her antipodean

colony over lines and through cables for a distance of 12,000

miles entirely English or controlled by English capital and
in British possessions. The scheme was originated by
Sanford Fleming of Ottawa, but Mr. Jones has taken it up,

and for the past three years has been working assiduously

at it. With this object in view he has traveled entirely

around the globe and visited the different colonial govern-

ments, and, after his interview with the Canadian premier,

will go to London, where he will close his labors by an un-
derstanding with the imperial government. The English
man-of-war Egeria is already surveying the route for the

Pacific cable, a work which will occupy at least two years."

Miscellaneous Notes.
The Electric Date and Time Stamp company of East Si.

Louis, 111., has been incorporated. Capital stock, !j!r,ooo,-

000, Incorporators, William H. Stevenson, Henry H. Wer-
ner, lames B. Johnson, J. M. Thompson, and Hamilton
Daughorday.

"I may be overly sensitive, but I fully believe that had
I remained in my position as gripman my hair would have
been gray long before now. The general public have little

idea of the constant strain on a man's nervous system who
fills a position of this kind," says a retired gripman in the
Ghl'c-Dcmocral.

M. de Myngelas has lately devised a process for obtain-

ing magnesium by electrolysis, says the London Electriciau.

An alloy of magnesium is first obtained in the form of an
electrolytic deposit. The bath consists of a concentrated
solution of chloride of magnesium, combined with an
equally concentrated solution of the chloride of any other

metal except aluminum. The solution preferred is one
part of chloride of zinc and two parts of chloride of mag-
nesium. The two solutions markiS degrees on the Beaume
scale. Good results are obtained by using the electrolytic

bath as the battery. The external jar contains the double
chloride solution and the copper cathode, the amalgamated
zinc anode is placed in dilute sulphuric acid. The zinc is

deposited in a "spicular" or "arborescent" form, and the

magnesium in granular crystals. This alloy is then washed,
dried, and crushed, and finally melted in a crucible con-

taining chloride of sodium. The zinc volatilizes and leaves

pure magnesium.

New York had a severe storm accompanied by unusually

vivid lightning August 4th A dispatch gives these par-

ticulars: Lightning played about the lofty telegraph

poles and the tangled masses of wires that they support in

the down-town quarter. The cracking of the electricity,

as it joined the artificial circuits, could be plainly heard by
those who sat in the upper stories and near the open win-

dows of the newspaper offices. About the time that the

storm first began to rumble what appeared to be a ball of

fire started from the main switch-board in the operating-

room of the W'estern Union building, and burst into in-

numerable dazzling sparks. The whole place for an in-

stant seemed ablaze. The startled operators, nearly 200 in

number, made a rush for the door, led by a score or more
of telegraph messenger boys. Havoc was played with the

electric light system in the streets. Broadway from Park
Row to Bowling Green and several of the side streets were
left in total darkness, and on the big thoroughfares fitful

sparks could be seen burning away the covering of the in-

sulated wires. Lightning struck the wires in front of 414
East Twenty-ninth sfreet and passed along into the build-

ing, which is occupied by the United States E'ectric Illu-

minating company as one of its stations. The lightning

struck the switch-board on the top lloor, setting fire to this

apparatus. The Hames spread, and in a few seconds
reached the roof. The fire department responded, and soon
extinguished the flames. Lightning struck the electric

wire in front of the .St. Denis Hotel restaurant, corner of
Broadway and Eleventh street, and did much damage. The
electric Hght at 629 Third avenue set fire to the front of the

building. An alarm was sent out, and the fire was extin-

guished. The storm on Long Island was severe, and it is

believed that an immense amount of damage was done.
Telephone and telegraph wires went down in all directions,

and communication with all points was practically shut off.

The following stanzas, written by Rev. Horatio Nelson
Powers, constituted the first phonograph message received
from England by Mr. Edison:

I seize the palpitating air 1 hoard
Music and speech. All lips that breathe are mine.

I speak, and the inviolable word
Authenticates its origin and sign.

I am a tomb, a panidisc, a throne,
All angel, prophet, slave, immortal friend.

My living records, in their native tone.
Convict the knave, and disputations end.

In me are souls embalmed I am an ear
Flawless as truth, and truth's own tongue am I

.

I am a resurrection—men may hear
The quick and dead converse as I reply

Hail English shores and homes and marts of peace !

New trophies, Gouraud, yet are to be won.
May sweetness, light, and brotherhood increase

—

I am the latest born of Edison.

We might attempt, but we should lamentably fail, to de-

scribe the part electricity is destined to play in our house-
hold economy, says the London Electrical Enghiecr. It

should give us light—it should give us power. Why
should it not lock and unlock all our doors, and secure our
windows from burglarious attacks? Of course we cannot
prevent the breaking of a pane of glass or of the panel of

a door, but there is no difficulty in so arranging electric ap-
paratus that no door oi" window can possibly be opened in

the ordinary way. The expense to utilize the services of

electricity will be comparatively small when the architect

pro\ides for its use from the first. There is no reason for

door knobs or keyholes; an electro magnet can form a key
as efficient as any ever found out by Chubb. Indeed, it

would not be very difficult to providf an instantaneous pun-
ishment for any one attempting to tamper with the fasten-

ings of doors and windows, or at any rate to guarantee im-
mediate detection. The vista of possible business when
the application of electricity becomes so general is entranc-

ing, and its reaPzation depends upon the way we manage
to educate the architect. Let him be recognized as a power,
and be treated accordingly.

"At last the copper syndicate has the satisfaction of ob-
serving that the deliveries in France and England are on
the increase," says the London Daily Nc7vs of August 2d.

"Last month, the deliveries, according to Messrs. Merton's
statistics, were 9,766 tons, having been little over an aver-

age of 5,500 tons per month during the previous six months.
Earlier in the year the rise in the price of copper had its

natural effect of causing consumers to hold off from the

market as long and as much as possible. At length, how-
ever, deliveries have got back to a normal rate, and even
somewhat beyond. l''or the past twelve months the aver-

age monthly deliveries of copper in France and England
has been 8,031 tons, while for the previous two years, the

monthly average was about 7,750 tons, ?o that the deliver-

ies last month were large and not small by comparison. At
the same time stocks in England and France and on pas-

sage from Chili and Australia are put at 75,412 tons, being
nearly half as much again as at this time last year, and
about 15,000 more than the average stock in the year 18S6.

During the last seven months the stock has been increasing

at the rate of five thousand tons per month, and unless the

deliveries are maintained at something like the rate reported

for July, the syndicate may be in trouble either next year or

soon afterward. It is remarkable that, notwithstanding

the increased consumption of copper during July, the visi-

ble supply increased by 3,169 tons for the month."

A very interesting question is set afloat by the London
Electrical Engineer regarding means for indicating the elec-

trical action generated in human and other bodies in the fol-

lowing: "In the English Mechanic for last week a sketch is

given of an instrument invented some forty years ago by Mr.
Rutter to indicate the electrical action generated in human
and other bodies. It consists simply of a glass shade in

which a single silk fiber suspends a pendulum bob of wax,
swinging clear of a circular piece of glass on the bottom of

the stand, which circle of glass covers a paper marked with

concentric circles. The neck is suspended through a hole

in the top of the shade and is carried by a brass arm
springing from an unlacquered knob on the wood stand,

and all wood and metal is free from varnish. To use it,

the right index finger is placed upon the knob, and sundry

movements are said to result in the wax pendulum accord-

ing to the state of health and sex of the operator, and be-

ing stronger when several operators are connected in series.

It is well known that Prof. Cro_kes invented the radiometer

while experimenting for traces of electrical or other similar

action of the human body, and as the action of the nerves

is probably electrical or akin to that action, the tracing of

an inductive effect under proper circumstances might be ex-

pected, and possibly even the effects of free electricity or

magnetism, of either the usual or a more occult kind,

might be perceived. We are not aware that anything really

scientific has ever come of these experiments, but perhaps

some of our readers may have heard of such experiments

being performed with definite result.

Telephone Stock Quotations.

Cot. S. G. Lynch, broker, 146 LaSalle street, Chicago,
furnishes the following quotations on some of his special-

ties in telephone stocks:

Chicago 345 360
Central Union 47 48
Michigan. . . .79 80
Great Southern 35 40
Colorado 44 47
Rocky Mountain Bell . . . . - 40 45
Cumberland 65 68
Wisconsin no 112
Bell of Mo . .150 155
Iowa Union .... 27 28
Missouri and Kansas 70 71

Business Mention.

Personal.
The marriage of Ayres D. Lundy, engineer of the

Sprague Electric Equipment company, and Miss Mary
Thompson was celebrated a week ago last Wednesday at

Topeka, Kan. They left for the east on their wedding

tour which will close at 1 Javenport, Iowa, where Mr. Lundy
is superintending the installation of an electric railway.

Last week the western department of the Spragug Elec-
tric Motor and Railway company, the rotunda. Rookery,
Chicago, sold one 3 horse power motor, one 5 horse power
and one 7!^ horse power motor.

The agency of the Guion Automatic Heat Regulating
company has been secured by the Western Electric com-
pany, who will push the sale of this apparatus vigorously.

They will exhibit the apparatus at the exposition in Chicago
this fall.

A Cincinnati dispatch, dated the 8th. says: "About
half-past 8 o'clock last night a sharp dash of lightning.

followed up by a terrifice peal of thunder, startled the

large crowd in the Exposition buildings. Instantly all the

arc lights in the building went out and the government ex-

hibit and Machinery hall were left in darkness. The in-

candescent lights were not affected. It seems that the

electric current struck the dynamos and extinguished the

lights. The lightning produced a counterac;ing current

and stopped the machinery instantly. When the current

had passed the dynamos were started up again all right,

and where there was darkness again was light. The rain-

fall following the thunder and lightning was so heavy that

the noise drowned the rumbling of the machinery. The
arc lighting apparatus of the Western Electric company
escaped without damage owing to the efficiency of the

lightning arresters with which it is equipped.

The following from the Democ^-at and Chronicle of Roch-
ester, N. Y., published under date of August 7th, is a

handsome testimonial to the merits of a first-class engine:

"For a number of months past, K. Iwadare, mechanical
engineer for the Osaka Electric Light company of Osaka,

Japan, has been in this country studying the different

American systems of electric lighting, and the power outfits

used in connection therewith. Early in his investigations

he was favorably impressed with the splendid performance
of the Woodbury engines, especially with those at the Edi-
son electric light station in our city, where he had an oppor-
tunity for comparison with four engines from other first-

class establishments. After much traveling about and
careful consideration, he returned to R.ochester and placed

his order with the Woodbury Engine company for one of their

120 horse poi\'er high speed engines, being the first of six

which will be required to complete their plant. The first

shipment was made via the New York Central and Hudson
River railroad, last Saturday evening, and the shippers

have been apprised by telegram that it arrived in New York
city early Monday morning. This is remarkably fast time

for such heavy freight. The steamer which will carry the

engine to Japan, leaves New York city August Sth, rovmd-

ing Cape Horn, and will be about three months on the

journey. We understand that the Woodbury Engine com-
pany are now putting into Copeland & Durgin's furniture

establishment, of our city, one of their high speed engines,

of 160 horse power, in connection with two too horse power
boilers. One of the members of the Woodbury Engine
company informs us that they have one of the smaller sizes

of their high speed engines running constantly at their

works, at a speed of 340 revolutions per minute, and they

would be glad to have any one who may be interested call

and see performance. They call it good."

There have been several announcements recently, both in

this country and in England, of discoveries of methods of

producing cheap aluminum. Still, the new metal is not

commercially cheap, nor have any of these discoveries so

far materialized as to give to the world a supply of this

wonderful metal, says Iron. There is a concern operating

quietly in Jersey City, the Williams Aluminum company,

whose office is at 95 Liberty street, New York, which,

without making any announcement of a discovery, are now
producing cheaply two valuable alloys of aluminum and
iron, one for use with cast iron, and one for steel. The
former is called aluminum ferro silicon, and the latter, ferro-

aluminum. These alloys have already been widely used,

and are proving of great value in foundry practice, and a

considerable demand has sprung up for the product from

iron and steel works in various parts of the country. 1 he

statement is made that when this aluminum- ferro-silicon is

used in the proportion of ten pounds to ever)' ton of molten

iron, it greatly improves foundry practice. It is used in

the ladle, and the metal is poured upon it without stirring.

It cleanses the metal effectually by reducing oxides, and
renders it very fluid. It gives life to the metal, raises Us

setting point and lowers its chilling point, so that castings

take form quietly, while the thinner parts are not so apt to

be hard and brittle, or cracked by the shrinkage caused by

sudden changes of temperature. Being more fluid, sharper

castings result, and under the tool are found to be softer

and their strength is also increased. The percentage of

defective castings in any foundry is a vexatious loss, and as

they are but scrap, that has cost the price of the regular

pig. there seems to be no doubt that this new alloy, which

lessens this large percentage of loss to the founder, and
gives him such improvement in his practice, will find a large

and increasing demand. The loss by defective castings
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was thus stated by a prominent stove concern which had

fiijured it: "Every pound of faulty casting takes the profit

on eight pounds of a good castings to make the loss

good." To lessen this loss, as well as to give sharper,

stronger, and softer castings, without blow holes, is the

mission of this new alloy, and an important mission it is.

The alloy is sold for ten cents per pound, and its use in the

very small proportion to the ton of iron named above, gives

results at such trilling additional cost that it will find its

way to verj'^ general foundry use. and the announcement of

it should be of interest to the entire iron trade of the coun-

try.

New York city has not been a good field for electric mo-
tors up to the present time on account of the subway and

kindred restrictions. Notwithstanding, the C. & C. Elec-

tric Motor company have succeeded in making 115 instal-

lations, embracing 300 motors ranging in power from ^ to

5 horse power, the division being as follows: }i horse

power motors, 260; 3^, S; 14, 19; i, 6; 2, 2; 3, i, and 5

horse power, 2. A list of the places in which these motors

are installed and the number in each place follows: liuber

6 Seefried, 354 6th avenue, i; American Express com-
pany, 65 Broadway, i, running 3 stamp outfits; H. A.

Bang, 1214 Broadway, i; C. Gosford, ig New, i; H. &
T. Blenderman, 100 West, i; H. ScJ. Blenderman, 193
Washington, I ; -Evening Post, 206 Broadway, i ; E. Lanters,

535 Broadway, i; Jas. Duffy, 74 Beaver, i; H, B. Chris-

tensen, 26 Church, i; De Lacy & Co., 5 Barclay, 3;

Equitable Life Assurance company, 120 Broadway, 60;

L. Bonet, 927 Broadway, i; R. H. Hutchinson, 250
Bowery, 2; St. Paul's Chapel, Broadway and Fulton, i;

Dawsonarael company, 15 E. 17th, 2; Goodwin, Strong &
Co., 713 Broadway, i; W. H. Rodier, 208 Fulton, 5; John
Bostleman, 102 West, i; Niagara Fire Insurance company,

135 Broadway, i; H. Peterson, 74 Park Place, i; Conser-

vatory of Music, 21 E. 14th, i; Oppenheim & Isaac, 66

Grand, i; Dorian & Schaffer, 13 Fulton Market, i; Stahl

Bros. & Levine, gi Grand, 2; E. Ferris & Co., 1S5 Wash-
ington, i; Lowe &: Co., 210 Fulton, i; Long Island Ma-
chine Embroidery company, 384 Canal, 8; Princess of Wales
company, 45S Broadway, 12; Brush Electric Illuminating

company, 20S Elizabeth, 2, Calumet elub, 29th

street and 5 th avenue, i; Electrical Review, 13

Park Row, i; Electric club, 17 E. 22d, 3; Fahnestock

& Co., 2 Wall, i; Koster & Bial, 24th and 6th

avenue, 3; Lotos club, 21st and 5 th avenue, i;

Howard & Morse, 45 Fulton, 2; J. O'Neil, 22d and 6th

avenue, i; U. S. Illuminating company, 20B Fulton, 2; U.
S. Illuminating company, 59 Liberty, 5; T. Mundorff,

1173 Broadway, i; R. W. Zundell & Co., 2 Fulton, i;

Norman & Dunker, 90 John, i; Blanchard & Co., 36 John,

i; J. T'eiser, 171 Broadway, 2; Northwestern Mutual
Life Insurance company, 13 Park Row, i; Chas. Pfizer, Br

Maiden Lane, i; Mather & Wentworth, 16 Maiden Lane,

i; N. Y. Stock exchange, 13 Wall, 6; Ira Perego,

12S Fulton, i; J. F. Scott & Co., 4 Maiden
Lane, i; J. N. Ceballos & Co., So Wall,

3; G. B. Rolfe, 42 John, i; Shannon, Miller &
Crane, 46 Maiden Lane, r; R. Kolb, 164 Pearl, i;

H. W. Johns' Manufacturing company, 87 Maiden Lane,
i; Lanman i<: Kemp, 70 William, i; W. H. Bennett. 91
Wall, i; McDougal c\: Sprague, 97 W^ali, i; W. P. Wight
& Co., 74 Broadway, i; Blake Bros., 5 Nassau, i; Mail
ami Express, 23 Park Row, i; J. V. Robins, 54 John, i;

Selchow & Righter, 41 John, i; B, F. Coleman, 13 Park
Row, i; F. &- H. Lemmerman, 2 Fulton, i; I. Abrahams,
42 Fulton, i; Crass & Begulin, 21 Maiden Lane, i; C.

Tarana, 9 Cortlandt, i; O. M. Farrand, 3 Maiden Lane, i;

N. Y. Belting and Packing company, 13 Park Row, 4; C.

A. Cheever, 13 Park Row, i; The Okonite company, 13

Park Row, 2; A. Lorsch & Co., 37 Maiden Lane, i; Henry
& Frank, 2 Cortland, i; P. Newman, 2 Cortlandt, i; Mark
Meyer, 100 Fulton, i; De Lacy & Co., 33 Park Row, i;

Prince .S; Whitney, 66 Broadway, i; Potter-Lovell com-
pany, 10 Wall, i; International hotel, 15 Park Row, i;

Merrit's Rest, 139 Broadway, i; Harris Bros., 176 Broad-

way, i; I. B.Kleinert, 79 Spring, i; Hallenberg & Loweh-
stein, 484 Broadway, 10; A. H. Ward & Co., 54 Mercer,

i; Van I.ieu & De Forrest, 617 W. 52d, i; Vocalion

Organ company, 24 E. 23d, i; U. S. Supply company, 51

John, I ; Union Special Sewing Machine company 47
Leonard, i; G. H. Peel, 20 West 43d, i; F. B. Starr,

206 Fifth avenue, i; J. Stock, 204 Fulton,

i: Parke, Davis & Co., 60 Maiden Lane, i; Metropolitan

Life Insurance company, Church and Park Place, i; A.
Mander, 91 Nassau, i; A. Levy & Bro., 614 Broadway, i;

R. Lueb, 55 Walker, i; E. Hurley, 424 W. 57th, i;

Franklin Photo Electric company, 305 Pearl, 2,

stamp outfit; Domestic Sewing Machine company, 14th

street and Broadway, 5; J- J^- ^^^^^^ 927 Broadway, 3;

Crichton & Co., 225'Fulton, i; Consolidated Patent Shirt

company, 712 Broadway, 3; L. S. Cox & Co., 72 Walker,

4; G. A. Castor & Co., La Fayette Place, 2; A Benjamin

iS; Co., 106 Bleeker, 36; American Exchange National

bank. 116 Broadway, i; L. Achtelstatter, 143 Fulton, i;

Benedict Bros., 171 Broadway, i

Electrical Patents.

Issued August 7, 1888.

3S7.276. Electric Clock Synchronizer. Arthur G. Wise-

man, St. Louis, Mo.

The invention relates to improvements in clock syn-

chronizing devices, whereby a current of electricity

transmitted from a regulating clock once every hour is

caused to automatically synchronize other clocks by

bringing the minute hand exactly to the point of twelve

on the dial.

387,286. Apparatus for Treating Noxious Gases with

Electricitv. Haitley Fewson, Buckingham, County of

Bucks, England.

387,310. Electro-Mechanical Movement. Richard H.

Mather, Windsor, Conn.

Claim I follows: "A cyHndrical iron case which is

wholly closed at the base, a close fitting annular iron

cap by which said case is partly closed at the top, and

a magnetizable rod or core which is rigidly inserted in

said base and extends axially through said case and

through the middle of said cap, in combination with a

helix of insulated wire which is inclosed in said case,

and a movable spool shaped solenoid which incloses a

variable portion of the free end of said core and has a

constant number of its individual helices within the an-

nular space which is formed between said core and said

annular cap."

387,316. Railway SignaHng System. Edward L. Orcutt,

Somerville, Mass,

The arrangement of the system is such that upon en-

tering a section of track equipped with the invention,

the train receives either a positive safety signal or a

positive danger signal, thus enabling the engineer to

avoid accidents.

387,343. Dynamo Electric Machine and Electric Motor.

Rookes E. B. Crompton, London, England.

387,347. Amalgamator. Adam H. Eysaman, Dayton,

Nev.

387,365. Electric Switch Lock. Edward L. Orcutt, Som-
erville, Mass.

The object of the invention is to provide means
whereby a switch may be securely locked against ac-

cidental or other movement from a distance, and can

be maintained until released by the proper person.

The first claim reads: "The combination, with a rail

and a bar and a bolt for securing the same, of a lock

for the bolt, a magnet for operating the lock to secure

the bolt, a separate magnet to release the bolt, and a

circuit changer connected with and automatically oper-

ated by the lock, and a signal for the train controlled

by the circuit changer."

387.382. Electric Railway System. David G. Weems,
Baltimore, Md.

Claims I and 2 are given: " i. In an electric railway

system for transporting mail, express packages, etc.,

a train or series of cars provided with folding or col-

lapsible wings adapted to be automatically thrown out
laterally to resist the movement of the train.

"2. In an electric railway system, a series of cars pro-

vided with pivoted wings, automatic holding devices,

and pivoted levers, in combination with fixed stops on
the road adapted to engage said levers and release the

holding devices, whereby the wings may be thrown
outward by the action of the air."

387.383. Electric Railway System. David G. Weems,
Baltimore, Md.

387,432. Armature for Dynamo Electric Machines. Alex-
ander W, Meston, St. Louis, Mo.
The first, fourth and last claims are given:
"i. A flat ring armature composed of laminated

sections, having one or more c^ils of wire wound on
each section, any of such sections being detachable,
said sections composed of alternate long and short
plates fitted and joined together by means of the
tongues and recesses formed thereby

"4. A flat ring armature composed of laminated

sections, the lamin.'c thereof being insulated from each

other, having one or more coils of wire wound around

each section, any of such sections being detachable,

said sections fitting and joined together by tongues

and recesses, in combination with a spider and detach-

able magnetic pole pieces.

"17. The combination in an armature, of laminated

core sections, two independent or separate spiders and
two independent sets of laminated pole pieces which
connect the opposite sides of the core sections with

their respective spiders."

387,461. Terminal Device for Varying Electric Resistances

of Currents. Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

387.463. Electric Regulator. Joseph A. Vansant and
Frank S. Anderson, Easton, Md.
Claim I is given:

"i. A current regulator consisting of a receptacle

containing a powdered substance having a certain de-

gree of conductivity, a circuit breaker inclosed in said

receptacle, and a compressor for varying the pressure

upon and the resulting density of said substance."

387.464. Regulator for Electric Currents. Joseph A.
Vansant and Frank S. Anderson, Easton, Md.

387,467. Apparatus for Purifying Water. William Web-
ster, jr., Lee Park, Lee, County of Kent, England.

387,505. Method of Measuring Electricity. George
Forbes, London, England.
The invention consists in a novel method of utilizing

the heating power of an electric current upon a con-

ductor to produce evaporation of a liquid in a closed

vessel, the liquid so evaporated being noted and serving

to indicate the quantity of electricity passing through
such conductor.

The claims are as follows:

"i. The herein described method of measuring
electricity, consisting in passing the current to be
measured through a conductor and thereby heating the

same, evaporating a liquid by the aid of the heat so

generated, and finally noting the amount of evapora-

tion which has taken place as a measure of the quan-
tity of electricity which has been passed through the

conductor.
"2. The herein described method of measuring

electricity, consisting in passing an electric current

through a conductor arranged in proximity to a quan-
tity of liquid, thereby heating said conductor and
evaporating the liquid, then condensing said vaporized

liquid in a second vessel, and finally measuring the

amount of liquid so condensed."

387, S26. Electric Switch James F. McElroy, Lansing,

Mich.

387,585. Auxiliary Fire Alarm Apparatus. Waller J.
Dudley, Everett, Mass.

387,610. Electrically Driven Car. Joseph Weis, Jersey

City, N. J.

387,615. System of Combined Arc and Incandescent Elec-

tric Lights. Harold P. Brown, Chicago, 111.

The invention relates to means of combining in a
single circuit, supplied by one source of electric energ)',

one or more arc lights or other translating devices

which require for their operation a high tension current

with one or more incandescent lights or other transla-

ting devices which require a quantity current.

The 2d and 9th claims are given: "2. The combi-
nation of a main or high tension current circuit with a

local or incandescent lamp circuit, two or more incan-

descent lamps or other translating devices arranged in

parallel group in said local circuit, an electro motive de-

vice in said local circuit, a circuit controlling lever or

device operated thereby, a shunt circuit, and a series

of graduated resistances having connections with said

shunt circuit operated by said circuit controlling lever

or device.

"9. A system for operating on one circuit arc lamps
and multiple arc groups of incandescent lamps, said

system consisting in a suitable dynamo or electric cur-

rent generator, an external or working circuit ener-

gized by said generator, arc lamps located In series

upon said circuit, and one or more multiple arc groups
of incandescent lamps connected in said circuit with a
shunt connecting with said main or working circuit on
each side of and around each group of incandescent
lamps, and each shunt containing an automatically

variable resistance for determining and governing the

current operating said incandescent lamps."

THE "CLARK" ^WIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submanne.

In fllcttcrfrom tJic iKhi-KOTOn of ttn^ BoHton Fire Undcrwrltorn* Union, under (lute of March
2ft. J880, JiiiHuyH; "A ThoniUKlily Kellahlo unci DoKirablo WIr« In Kvory Uespoct."

Till! niblii-T TiKcd In Influlntltik' our wIroH and cftlilCB In Hpeclally cliemlcnlly prcparoil, niid in o^nranleed
to hr. wnlfrprouf, nrid will not aeAirlnrnte, oxliUze or cracK "'"I will remiilii lltixlblu In exirumo cold wcuthci-
and iK.l. arr*:c.ti;d tty licnt. Ttic InmilriMon Ih protected from mecliaiilcal Injury by one or more briildB and ilic

whiili- Hllckcd Willi Clark'B I'aM'nt C'jnipoiind. wlilch la water, oil, acid and, toavcry ffroat extent, lln! proof.
Oitr liiHiiUiUon will j/rovc ilnruhle w/ien till otuera fall. We aro prepared to fiiriilHli BlnRle Wlrcw uf all

Kiiinctr^ and dtnrnrn-r or iriMUlrttl'iii for TelCKrapIi, Teloplnmo and Klnt-.trlc LiKlits firun atocK. CtibliiH made
to ordiT.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
«JI ami «>:{ ll:i,iiii>Mliir(! .Street, l$ii.s(i>n, M:ihs.

IlKNKY A. CLAIIK, Oononil MliniiBCr. IlKlillKilT II. KU8T18. ICU-elrlcliin.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-By F. B. BADT.
100 pages; 70 IlluBtratioDB; flexible cloth bindluj^; size of type page, 0x3 inches. Designed for

Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers. Just the book for men wlio wish
to learn how to operate and care for electric light inBtallations. The only book of the kind in the
Eng-lish language. Price, postage prepaid to any address in the United States or Canada, $1.00.

A-'ldre^.t ELEOTRIOIAIV PUBLISHING CO., Lahesids Bldg., Chicago.

GARLOCK'S RING PACKINGS
Sectional Ring

AND

Elastic Ring.

The Best Packing

For High Speed Engines

THE CARLOCK PACKING CO., Palmyra, N. Y.
Send for Clrcalara and i)articaIarB to The Garlock Packing Co., Palmyra, N. Y., and Rome, Ga.
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DYNAMOS and MOTORS.
Arc and Series, Incandescent

Lamps, AtntneUrs, Voltmeters,

Oalvanometers, Lightning Ar-
resters, Switch Boards, CutOuis,
Electric Sapjilies, etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE,
154 LaSalle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
I—65-Light Van Depoele Arc Light Plant.

1—50-Lighl American System Arc Liglit

Plant.

3— 10-Liglit, United Stales System Arc Liglit

Plants talten in exchange.

Waterhonse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Chicago Office, - 154 La Salle Street.

S^\f-j

XV' ¥.,-;/

njJNK^ELT

^^^^^^ Friction Clutch Pulleys

I 1-23 South Jefferson street, FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.
CHICAGO. ===

MINNEAPOLIS. NEW YORK.

BUKR & DODGE, 1 25 N. 5th St., Philadelphia.
Investleate Before Buying.

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

aiA-NDPACTORERS OP THE

Patent Higli Speed Packing
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES.

DeliTcred Free oil 60 Days' Trial, Satisfaction toaiiteeil, or no Pay,

TJie Electrical

Construction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

FOR SALE
1 UNITED STATES

20-ARC LIGHT DYNAMO
With Lamps, Hoods and Globes; in first-class

condition; can be purchased for one-half maou-
factnrer's price of

W. A KNAPP, - Belolt, Wis.

FOR SAI.E.
Two 60 H.-P. Ball Engines, one 60 H.-P.

and one 90 H.-P. New York Safety En-
gines, one 180 H.-P. and one 280 H.-P.

Buckeye Engines.

The above are praciically new, and in firet-clas"

rnnning order. Tbls Company ie using compound
engines of large power, and hae no nee for the
above. They will be pold at a very low figure.

CHICAGO ARC LIGHT & POWER CO.,

7« Market Street.

The National Electric Light

ASSOCIATION.

Jnly 25, 1SS8.
The Semi-Annntl M^etin" of the Ntitionil El(c-

trie Li-zbt Association will be ht'H at Ho'pI Bnina-
wi(.'k, New York City, Angust 29, 3", ;il. All cotn-
inuiicatloDB relating to this convention to be nd-
dree a dto

Dr. OTTO A. MOSES,
Chairman Executive Committee.

131 EAST 73d STREET. NEW YORK

CLEATS, $3 PER THOUSAND.

ROSETTES, 2Cts. EACH.

Cleata are well proportioned and bored for No. 9
Screws. SoHeties are novel in design and

highly polished. Satiefac-
tion guaranteed.

Hobart Electric Co.,
MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.

vLOIV/>

TRADE MARK.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,

Masafactared for AEHIAI/, t^IJBIIARINE and UNSl^eBOIIlKI) USE. OKOItlTE TAPE for maliliig waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers GANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.

BRANCHES;—Cliicap, 42 LaSalle St,, Boston, PMladeljliia, Omalia, MinueaDOlis, Cincinnati, Lonisyille, Kansas City,

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pisher's Qlectric (||otors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

^ LECXRIC RJLII.'WrJLYS. =#

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric IVIfg. Co.
rMANUFACTURERS OF?;

Automatic Electric JJotors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management, .sja
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc. -*^

Dynamo Eleci^ric Hlachines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copp^iR Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, Agent,
J54 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO, The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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FRANKLIN S. CAKTEE. CHAS. M. WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WAED WILKINS

PARTRICK Sc^CffiP^ER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS'IN EVtRY "DESCRIPTIO^i OF.' - -,.

SOLE-PROPRIETORS OF THE' • .. ' .

. PATENT NEEDLE;ANNUNCIATORS-AND BURGLAR ALARMS, :

"',

/ ' .- WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

BELLS, PISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING -APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF .

' ' '

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues. of all.:xiur Manufactures,.and will forward.to any address upon

ipplication. .
.

" ~., ", '
;--

'

.. -

N. B.-^.When applyingfor Catalogues, please state whether" Electric Bell" or '! General

lupply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose ijusijicss card for discoujits. . . ,.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
-MA^^JFACTUKER8 OF—

Hard jjubber goods for glectrisal purposes.;
SPECI.VLTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO OliDER.

Soft Rubber Tubirigr and Rubber Tape.
Catalocue nntt Prlcei furnlsliRd on application.

TlieSlflflilanlCiit-Ont
PATENTED &BPT U l°l

m
If
III

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHlAv PA,

Luminous Electric Goods.

SID FOE DESCRIPflTE CIBCULAE.

MANSFIELD ELECTRIC CO.,

383 Federal St., - Boston, l^ass.

<3^^5- AGENTS WANTED.
A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.

We want 5(5o new agents In the United States and Canada, one In
every town and city where we are not already represcnt-d.

Oor trade bepne in Angust and pstends through March. We are now
ready to form new agencies, and wish 10 place a eomple RegnlaiorasBOon
as puseible In the hands of every n*- wti> iefree to handl our ApparaLiis.
Our idea is to have every new agent <; in a perfect knowlt dge of the work-
ing of the itegolator and be in abape to place irdeia when the season
opens.

B£AI» OUR OFFER.
We will send a sample set on approval to any responsible party answering this adverti enieni'

the Regulator to be returned if agency is not eetablished. Ail territory now occupied la of coursp, ex-
cepted from the foregoing ofier.

It costB you nothing to obtain the agency for the best workio" and beat selling Regulator on the
market. It can be applied by any one to lurnacea, steam or natural gae.

Write at once and secure a good thing. Aadresa,

TBE GDION ADTOMATIC HEAT REGULATI^G COMPANY,

158 EXCHANGE PLACE, ELMIEA, N. Y.

EuGENH F. Phillips,
President.

W. H. Bawteb,
Sec'y and Electrlcia

kmm ElectricalM

FOR FLEXIBLE PENDANTS.
THE SAFEST. CHEAPEST, MOST DURABLE

AND ARTISTIC IN THE MARKET.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.
42 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

WOODHOUSE&RAWSON,
(LIMITED.)

?7 Queen Victoria St., - LONDON, ENG.

MANUPACrnKERS OF

SWITCHES'AND CUT-OUTS
Of every description. Write for list of the "Q" type,

36 varieties alone.
MAOXETIC CUT-OrTS,

As used at the London Stock Excbanee, Fisheries,

Health and Inventions Exhibitions, and all tbe prin-

cipal British installations; also largely on the Conti-
nent
List "A": DOMESTIC Klectbical Supplies, 110

pai^es Illustrated. 25 cents. Mention tbl&paper.
Livf Agr<'iit»t IVantecl.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

Insulated Electric Wires
Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wir'

iVIagnet Wire, Patent Rubber-Coverei
Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-

ible Cordage, Office and
Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND andAERIAL CABLES

NEW YORK OFFICE: 18 Cortlandt St.

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

I. W. COLBURN & CO. |
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass. 1

naclilnes for Arc and Incandescent
Electric I<ighting;, Electro -Platinff
and Experimental Use.
Send for large Illustrated Catalogue, also Hand-

book of ijeady Reference, vest-pocket edition.

THE EI
SCHENECTA-DY, IST. Y.,

UANTIFACTUEERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords jnd Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY, General Sales Agent, 19 Pey Street, New York.

PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. Nl. F , Volts 1.44.
Internal Resistance, Ohms, 0.32.

Siitlbfiictlon Guunintecd.
illglicst TcitthiioDliLlu.

WKITK POKl'KICK AND CIItCUI.Alt TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambchs Street. N. Y.

VIliillH Illir)iii''r. Miinitgcr.

To Ijc liiid ulMO ut

California Electrical Works,
Uiiii FruDclBCO.

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO, i--^,

BUILDERS OF ' •^iSi? vi/^

A.UTOMATIC Engines "'^—-51

BOILERS, ETC.
Complete Power Plants Furnished

and Erected.
Sbnd por Cataloguk.

WANTED.
A(JBN ' S for Lord'B IJollor Compound. A
i: aow for KnylnivTH and men on tlic roiid.
Alnr> Jonnl Ajii-nt*" with mcanB, .Statt jinjH
ent occupation. AddrecH,

CEO. W LORD,
mi; Union Hireot, I'l]||iulol|ililii, Fa.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

226 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE $3.25.

B. LYMAI,
Electrical Supplie

Clevela

,

Ohio.
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SPEAKIN& TUBES M WHISTLES
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS ^^

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
21, 23 and 23 Ann St. Naw Yo k.

Factory, 14'3i and 1463 DuKalb Ave , Brunkiyii, \. \".

tnd f..r Ni:n- C xTAi.nU E. ..ut Aui;iisl 1st.

THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS OF RAWHIDE BELTING IN THE LOUNTRr.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG. CO,,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RAWHIDE BELTING
THE BEST DYNAMO BELT MADE.

LACE LEilTHER ROPE AND OTHER RAWHIDE.
GOODS OF ALL KINDS BY KRUECER'S PATENT.

This Belling and Lace Leather is not affacted b7 Bteam or dampness: has more grip than any
other; never becomea hard; is stronger, more durable, and 'he mo3r economical Beltins: made. The
Rawhide Hope for Round BsltiDgTran3mi9Bion Is SUPKRIOK T» AIjI* OXHEKt^.

B. D. BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO,,

1 1 Central St.. Boston, Mass,

W. B DOWSE,
Gen'l Supt.

452 Broadway, New York.

R. E. GALLAHER,Secy;

J.W. GODFREY, GenMMgr.

r.r. AXNETT, Prest. -S. T. FEXTON, yjce-Prest. and Trea3.

Hotel and House Annunciators.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Ltghtlog.

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire aiid Batleries.

CPIAS. SID^'ET SMITH, Seo'y,

The United Electric Co.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, - UTAH.

CLEVERLY

Electrical- Works,
IOI8 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

Keys for Operating Automatic Burners,

fS^Cut at left shows oar Wood Baea Key, On "side Contact,

Ivory BnttoDS.

Protect m Armatures
It is; a matter of every day experience amon.t: I'.lec-

Lric Liyht men that Armatures are frequently burned
out entirely or seriously injured by the short circuiting

of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense,

Wright's Armature Protector

Absolutely Protects
Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can bum out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector, One of
the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System."
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-
dress

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, HI.

See letter of recommendation from electrician Chi-
cago Arc Light & Power Co., on advertising page xiii
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VULCAN INSULATED WIRES
FOE THE

ELECTRIC LIGHT

TELEPHONE

TELE6RAPH
MANUFACTURED ISY

TRADE MARK. 95 Milk St., BOSTON, MASS.
N. Y. OFFICE : 52 FULTON ST.

Writing Telegraph Company,
57 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK.

This Company owns the Letters Patent

which thoroughly control the transmission

of written messages by telegraph in the only

known practical way, and are prepared to

establish Central Office Exchanges as a means

of communication between subscribers in

cities and surrounding towns.

Communications are written with pen and

ink in the handwriting of the person writing

the message.

For particulars address

The pen in the office of the subscriber re-

ceiving a message makes a fac-simile of every

letter as fast as it is made with the pen in the

office of the person writing it.

All instruments are under the control of the

Central Office, and messages are recorded on

the instrument of a subscriber, whether he is

present or absent.

AH communications are secret, and the

written record is of great value in commercial

use.

P. O. BOX 1322. WRITING TELEGRAPH CO., NEW YORK.

FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
Jii the latest Jorm the negative element is a DOtJBLE CYLINDER, ONE

WITHIlS" THE OTHEK. having- more surface and (Quantity than any other neg-

ative element in the market. Its ejpeiency and dtirability surpass all its rivals, and
IT IS GUARANTEED FOR TEN YEARS. As now made the coyiducting carbon

does not pass through and cement into the cover as shown in these cuts, but is secured

wholly beneath it. Jhe zinc is sitnilarly attached.

THESE ARE DECIDED IMPROVEMENTS.
Do not be so foolish as to buy a Prism, Porous Cup or other fefishable negative

clement battery, when one can be had which is PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING.
And do not waste money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and 7/iitried

batteries which arc constantly coming and going, but buy the " Law,^' which has
stood the test of eight years.

LAW TELEPHONE CO, 112 LIBERTY ST, NEW YORK.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast: GEORGE LHENZEL, San Francisco, Cal.
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STAR IRON

Tower Compy,
STAR IRON TO^W^ERS,

MAST ARMS,

HASKINS' HANGER.

PUBLISHERS

Star Iron Tower Directory,

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
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"C & C" ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
FAN OUTFITS,

%, \, Ja HORSE POWER.

Fan Outfits with the Latest Me-
chanical Improvements for Arc and

Incandescent Circuits.

Motors designed to drive any malce of
Ventilating Fan.

ARC MOTORS
with our new Automatic Regulation

keep their speed absolutely

constant

Automatic Motors for any Incandescent
Circuit.

MANUFACTQftr: 90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK, chimgo office: Adams Express Building.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE JLNID IlSrSXJI.iLXEID ^M7IRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomeiy finished, highest conductivity. Copper IVIagnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted

Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "KK^ LINE WIRE
FOE ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, con n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent, THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE ROOKERY. CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT.

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Send for price-List. 1 8 Cortlaiidt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Manufacturers, importers and Dealers in

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
Agents for EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES.

46 South Water Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Complete Domestic Combination Outfits:

These sets reqnire no technical knowled- 8 to connect; they are all

contained In blhck highly finiehed hard rubber cases, moonted in

nicKel plate and ready for use. The bell domes are all ZVt inches, the

coile a e wound with silk-covered wire, and t_e contacts are of plat-

inized fiil'ver.

Three-Way Annnnciator and Bell Set $16.00

Invalid's Portable CaU Bell Set 7.00

Burglar Alarm Set 7 50

Fire Alar Ti Ontflt $7.00 to 8 00

Portable Electric Testing Set 10.00

Family Eleriro-Medical Set 12.00

Telegraph Set for Short LId ee and Learnere 6 50

High and Low Temperature Alarm 12.00

Singlfl Stroke or Trembling Bell Set 6 00

Switffhboaids, Switches, Annunciators, Bells, Wires, Push But-

tons, Alarm Contacts, etc.

lOaterhouse System of )|rc ^% Incandescent

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

All Candle Power Lamps, Automatic Cut-outs for Constant High
Tension Currents.

OUR INSTANTANEOUS REGULATOR

enables a long life and clear globes to be obtained, and the high efficiency

of our Dynamo obtains more candle power per horse power, in both

Arc and Incandescent Lighting than any other systems.

Gold Medal awarded, Mechanics Fair, Boston, for Instantaneous

Automatic Current Regulation.

12 and over i6 candle power lamps to the horse power.

2,ooo candle power, nominal Arc Lights on less than 2 lbs. coal pei

lamp, per hour. Not equalled by any system. Send for Catalogue.

Ulaterhouse Electric { |||fg. Co.,
Chicago Office, 154 LaSALLE STREET. HARTFORD, CONN.

FOREIGN PATENT

EXPLOITING CO..

1001 OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

CHICAGO, ILL.,

FRANCIS W. PARKER, Solicitor.

If you have an invention which has: Firpt,
been pro\ea to be operativp, second, allo%ved with
broad claims in the U. S. Pal<int < ffice; third, il-

lu-trated fully by drawings and descriptioDe, we
will without cost to you ijaient and exploit same
n foreign connlriea.

Correspondence solicited.

eckncH^
TRADE

GONDA BATTERY
MARK.

The Standard OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY of the World.

GONDA PKI331 CkLL CoHPLETB.

The great merits of this battery have brought out a
number of infringements and worthless imitations. Beware
of them.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.

149 West 18th Street, New York. Gonda'b Cabbon, Zinc and Jae
COTBB.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Western Agents JSp""^!^ Wires and Cables,

TRADE MARI

CANDEE WEATHERPROOF ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.
ABSOI.UTELY THE BEST.

A complete stock of General Electric Supplies always on hand. Shipments prompt.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, - 42 LaSalle St., Chicago.
Electric Light Repairing, General Macfiine Job-Work, Pattern Making. Etc., Etc.

^*C^H.E3E3 tATTW^
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, %\^rJ6^|gvuRER.

Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.
Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, October
Ist, at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the Club,
132-124 Clark street.

GILES JL]SrXI-]MJLG^]SrEXIC SHIELID FOR -WTiLXCIIES.
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co. .l.

Qenilemen : — Your Anti-Magnetic -"S^
"

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti- ^y
~^

mated. Iti.s now very near eight months fr-

that I have worn my watch, and to-day '-}

it is (without correcting time) about one "4

minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never
have'believed it before that protection

was so complete. In Uiis age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-
one who needs the correct time, should -z.

have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good i _

deal of practical utility, as well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time-

keeper. At present, I look upon a watch _
without a shield as a thing incomplete, '"---,

and so it is. Very Respectfully,

CHAS. J. VAN BEPOELE,
Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.

Send for descriptive circular.

*' * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan I know that could succeed,

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologisls

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-
tive and line adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

AMERICAN "WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

DIVIDED power;
COSTS TO PURCHAI^E

)

COSTS TO I.I1BRICATE

VERSUS THE

SHAFTING t;SgTg ?8^^iS^^i?.„ Westinghouse s
(^ COMTSTODRITE J EBTOUIiB. «

uj

Independent Engines convert their whole S
power into merchantable product. "

TAKE THE ENGINE TO THE WORK, |
NOT THE WORK TO THE ENGINE. S

THE WMnraSE ISiCIll GO.J
Pittsburgh, Pa. I

oc

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR CO., £}
Repreeeuted by Koherto Bokei; &. Co., City of Mexico, Mex. o

Stevens, Corwin &, Co., U^ hambera St., New York City. »
Wi h houaeB in Panama, C. A., Lima, Buenos Ayree, Guayaquil ^
and ValparaiBO, a. A. -J

AVESTIXCiHOUSG. CHUHCH. KERR & CO.
17 Cortlaodt Street, New York. i)T FjUii Avenue, Pittsburgh.

15B and 1?S Lake Street, Chicuto.

31. R. MB:CI£I.E. jr.. & CO. (Rep. W., C, K. & Co.)

60S Chestnut ^t^eet, Philadtlphia.

FAIBBA9f]ft.»$ & CO.
303 & 304 Waehiti','ton Ave., St. Louie. 312 Union Ave., Kansas

City. 1330 Seveuteentti Street, Denver.

F- V. AVER. (Repreeenting F. & Co.)

1619 Capital Avenue, Omaha.

GEO. HI. DILLEV & SO^S. (RepreeeutingF. &Co.)
Pine Bluffs, Arkansas.

UTAH AXI> MOKTAXA MACHIBTERY CO.
259 South Main Street, Salt Lako City.

East Granite Street, Butte, Montana.

PARKE & I.ACY.
2123.Fremont Street, San Francisco.

33 and 35 North Front Street, Portland, Ore.

THE I>. A. TOMPKIKS CO.
36 College Street, Charlotte, N. C.

45 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

ROBT. MIDDLETON. (Re'preaentingThe D. A. T. Co.)

Mobile, Ala.

H. I>r»r.EY COLE:fIAN & CO. (RepreeenUng The
D. A. T. Co.) New Orleans, La.

KEATIKG IMIV A: .IfACHI^VE CO. (RepreBenting

The D. A. T. Co.) Dallae. Texas.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTUIiE]) «V

WOODBURY ENGINE

COMPANY.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

PLAIN SLIDE VALYE
AND

Donble Valve Medinm Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines
AND

S^-ip/
i

TUBULAR BOILERS.
Address the Munnrurturcrs at

1^ (I

'

- ^^'^ 652 Mill Street, ROCHESTER. N. T.
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SYlSrOlTIJLL
IDynamo and Cylinder Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery. By reflltering can be used continually. Adopted by the laro-est

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

43 River St., CHICAGO

W. S. HILL,
133 Oliver Street, - Boston, Mass.

MANUFACTURER OF

DYNAMOS. ARC LAMPS CUT-OUTS,
Double-Pole Switches Key-Sockets,

AND InCANORSCEMT LaMPS.

\

United $tates Glectric Fire Alarm (Jo.

EVART, MICHIGAN.

PEOPHrBTOBS OF THK

Cte Police aM Fire Alan Telegrapli

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction in dif-

ferent cities and

villages in the United States.

ALUMINOUS INCANDESCENT

I UMINOip
WITH OK WITHOUT

vitrite caps or holders
In any size, capacity or shape.

Lamps fitted to any Lamp Cap that may
be supplied.

VITRITE & LUMINOID GO.
Pending re-orgiinlzatlon of tlils Company, tlie "Works

are carried ou by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver,

HARRISON, N. J.
70 v., 16 c. p.

CHICAGO OFFICE
Metropolitan Building send tor new CataloBues, Prices and TeBtlmonlals.

Room No. II.

The Cuts are half size of Standard Shape and Sizes. 100 v., 16 c. p.

Thejrush {lectricj^ompany

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

SEND FOR catalogue.

BAKER'S TRIPOLINE!
A Powerful and Rapid Cleaner and Polisher of Metals without Acid or Poison.

Especially Adapted to Bailroad, Slarine, Stationary and Fire Engine l¥ork,
^'hot or cold r^ Large imgnN, Railings, etc.

This poliah Is now being eopplied to Hiindrede of Mechanical Engineers £]jECTRIC
lilCirHT PIjANTtS, and manafsctorera of Machinery. Has already been adopted by many of the
leading railroad compani<?B, the leadins lire departmeote, water works, the U. S. Ordnance and Navv
Departments, and thousands of Mills, FactorleB, etc. le the BEST AMU CHEAPEST POLISH IN
THE WORLD, and quickest Cleaner. Unequaled for Cleaning and Polishing Carbon
Holders. Send for Sample, FREE. Liberal diacoimt to manufacturers and dealers In Klec-
trlcal itlachlnery. Manufactured only by the

MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO., - - 88 MARKET ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW PATENT GAS ATTACHMENT
FOR FITTING ELECTRIC LIGHT SOCKETS TO GAS FIXTURES.

No more burnt wire conductors where this attachment is used.

Eemove gas burner, screw dozzle in Its place: by replacing and screwing gas burner on nozzle, you effect

a solid, permanent, gas tight Job. Send orders to FRANK S. MARR Contractor.

Bissell Block. PITTSBLJRGH, PA.

Electric

Light

Carbons

Adapted to all Systems.

CITY OFFICE,

yilPineSt

ST, LOUIS,

HO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
AND

IicaitecBicB ElBclrlc Lpi

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Jio. 130 WaBhlnffton Street,

AIiBXANDKK KKJIPT,

t^pecial Agent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
No. 201 Jonrnal Building:,

Special A.g;ent.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Asent lor the I,.VW BATT»:BY.

727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.
ALBXANDBB H. BE>80N. FRANK H. THOMPSON

BENSON «£ THOMPSON,
MANUFACTURERS OF INSULATED WIRES

TBIiEPHONE, TELEQKAPH. ELECTRIC LIGHT. OFI'ICE AND ANMJMCIATOB WIKE3 FLEXIBLE COHD.

AGE, MAGNET IVIRE, ETC.

No. 3015 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA.

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE 154 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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ALTERNATING VS. CONTINUOUS.
i.-^^ymm^^si^^^my^'^

LIFE—PROPERTY.
We wish to beat the record during the week commencing

AUGUST 19, 1888.
We wish to receive at least one order from every com-

pany or individual using electrical goods.

SMALLiLARGE,
ALL ORDERS WELCOME AND WELL TAKEN CARE OF.

THIS DEPENDS ON YOU
On you, gentle reader, who are now scanning this page
and wondering if advertising pays, depends the success
of our plans. An order from you will be more welcome
than any other order. Read our Illustrated Catalogues
and send us an order—you need something.

OUR CJLXJLLOG-XJES:
547. 548. 549. 645.

Wires, Cables, Electric Light Electric Bells, Batteries,

Cords, Metals, Construction Light Buttons,

Etc.

rr 1 T
Material.

.4. TT T T 1

Tools. Annunciators, etc

PROMPT

•?• IJ

—

1 LJ

ATTENTION. BOTTOWfl PRICES.

1^

The Electrical Supply Co.
171 Randolph Street, CHICAGO.

FACTOBJUS: BRANCH OFFICE.

505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.
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-OP-

^LEGTRIG t- JylGHTING.
(WOOD'S PATENTS), Owned and Manufactured by the

American Electric Manufacturing Company^
18 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

Pot simplicity ofconstruction, steadiness and purity of light, perfection of AutomatiG regulation, economy of power in opetation,

freedom from getting out of order, and absolute safety of Armatures from burning,

Tlie iLIylERICJLIT IDYHiLlMtO HiLS HO EQUAL.
INTENDING PURCHASERS, whether for Isolated Plants or Central Station use, desiring to investigate the merits of

the AMERICAN SYSTEM, are requested to write to any of our customers.

OUR PATRONS ARE OUR FRIENDS AND SPONSORS.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS

,4lIEBICAM ElECTBIC MaMUFACTUBINQ Co.

18 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

MUNICIPAL lieUTINB Our SPECIALTY.

TAS DZPOKLE
Sonble Caibon Lamp.

We claim for the Van Depoele Improved Arc Lamp that it is

the simplest and best lamp in existence; for our Dynamos that they

cannot get out of order, and require little or no attention; that an
inexperienced man can run them, and that they give the most light

for the least consumption of power.
Manufactured and for Sale only^by

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFAGTURINC CO.,

15, 17» 19 and 21 N. Clinton St., - - CHICAGO, ILL. TAir DEFOBLE
Single Carbon Lam]i.
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FORT WAYNE

JENNET ElEmill USHT (0.

Fort Wayne, M. Fort Wayne, Ind.

ACaL.ia'XTf^.^O'XrTTXl.XSXt.S O'E* a?XZX3

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
Of iNQANDElSaElNT I_xIGtiTINQ,

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete Alternating System of
Electric Lighting in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. I2--I6 andle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

.^XjSO 07^X3

JENNEY SYSTEM of ARC LIGHTING

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Main Office and Works, - FORT WAYNE, IND.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 242 & 244 EAST 122cl STREET.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
225 Dearborn Street, First Floor.

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
26 North Seventh Street,

C. A. WILBUR, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome Street. CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F. Adams, Successor.

m
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY.
—SLiarrPACTURERS OF—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC

Seot) for Catalosue and Pr;ce List.

729 Broadway, New York.

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsbursrli, Pa.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE GO"
General Offices, 708 PENN AVE.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.
BRANCH I New York, 18 Cortlandt St., G. L. Wiley, Manager.
OFFICES:") Chicago, 139 E. Madison St., F. E. Degenhart, IVlgr.

Visitors to the Electric Light Convention please call at Room 13.

Visitors to the Telephone ConTention please call at Parlor 5, Hotel Bruns-wick, and

get a copy of our Kew Handbook.

^DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and higti

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Electric Light and Power. Aerial Use,

Telegraph and Telephone, All Sizes Subterranean Use,

Railwaji and all other IpaH enraiari Iffirat
Submairne Use

Branches ol Signaling. "" tj/cuiBi/ w#/m.
concealed Wiring in all Looationi.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr.. 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

Electric Leather Belting.
Wire Screwed, specially adapted for

DYNAMOS.
oceooo ooooooee
c o o'^Q'"&'-n-a r"a'r'iB-w'atfp-ieiwnn^'Pff3,|iiBi

PIECE OF ELECTRIC BELT. Every Belt Guaranteed,

CSHAS. .A.. £;CHI£REN & CSO.,
MASTTFACTUEEKa AND TA^NEES OF

Oak Tanned Leather Belting and Lace Leather.
I 46 South Canal Street, ChJcagi
< 86 Federal Street. Boston
I 416 Arch Street. Philadelphia.

I 46 South Canal Street, Chicago.
BRANCHES:^ 86 Federal Street Boston

45-51 Ferry Street,

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

^b< Ci|LLEraDEl(
INSULATING and
WATERPROOFING

45 Scoadway, Kew 'Zosk.

COMpAHlf,
l$4f EaSalle St., CMeago,
MAHUFACnjRHBB OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
Bltite Wires for Use Underground, In Plaster,

Damp Places, Etc., Etc.
©

TsiKTDAD WiEES for Line "Work In place of Underwrltere.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Self-Contained

Afltiatic Ciit-Off Mm,
SPgQIALLY ADAPTZ© FOE EUNMINQ

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring cloae

regulation of speed.

"WEflTEEN Office and "Waeeboomb:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, III.

WM. A. HAMHETT, Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & COFFER COMFANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof

C—Braided Cottoa,.4.—Copper Wire. B. B.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.
Maturated with a Black, Weather-Proof Co.-n position.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. Pure El«»-
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

WARFRnniuG. J 19 and 21 ClifT St., New York,WAREROOMS.
-j g^ Washington St. Chicago, Ills.

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA, CONN.

DAinEL W. Maemos, President.
Addisos" H. Noedyke, Vice-President.

Chakles D. Jennet, Electrician. BRAI^'ABD E0RI30N, Secretary.
Alios K. HoLLowELL, Treasurer

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole Owners of all the PatentB and Inventions of Charles U. Jenney (known as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Improved Oynamo, [amp ^4

Electric |||otor.

In all dcElrahte features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting
the Jenney Sysicm leads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In these edBeotlals It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants for Cities, Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc or Incan-

descent Systems, or for both combined.

The Jenney Inctindescent Dynamos are self-regulating,

1 iid permit the lumiug on aod oft of one or all of the Lamps
at Win.

This C'07}ipani! gives special attention, to furnishing Mills,

Shops, Factories, etc., with. Iiidioldual Plants.

^ir SEID FOB m\m WXmSM m OESEBIBIHE TflE SM«. ^
OFtT^E -iUD WOEKS:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St,

INDIANAPOL.IS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Bo?'
EASTERN OFFICE: WESTERN. OFFICE :

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTO M ATI C SYSTE M

SERIES LAMPS
roK

flrC'Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,

First Prize : Beat System of Arc-LIghtlng,

dnclnnatl Industrial Exposition, 1883.

-OF-

Electric ||rc-||igbting

IlSr THE •wroRLD.

This Company was given tlie only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1. 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos arc automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

ELECTRIC MOTORS
all Bizesifor the transmlsBlon of Pow ir. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent LlKhtlne and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

[dison Qlectric [ight |{o.

THIS COMPANY IS THE OWNEK OF THE INVENTIONS
AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTuI

PIETHOO OF GEHERIIC ECECTRIGIC OISTRIBUTIOR.

A3 evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in

operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Capital. $2,5C0.000. 4 Stations; Capacity, 150.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital, $750,000, 1 Station ; Capacity 40,000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $660,000, 2 Stations: Capacity, 60,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital. $1,000,000, 1 Station; Capacity. 60,000 Umps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess

of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station

Industry as an investment,

WKITE FOK PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, OANOER AND MORAL.

For Information relative to Central Station EuelnesB, apply to tbe

Hdisozi Electric Lierl^t Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated p"o°^I^.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Eoison Pmdt uiis Rejected hod Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 lAVper H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H. P., equals 6tVt per H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCURATE TESTS, NO COMMENTS FOR PARTICULARS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING GO,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2

1

9 LA SALUE ST. i CHICACO.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

ALFRED F. MOORE'S
ELECTRICAL WIRE

CORDAGE AND CABLES.
•i-zzx: i*ins"r hijEctiiio \7«7-im3 avt-a.nxrin'.A.CJTXJMSn. iint this CJOTT3xrTH.-v.

PHILADELPHIA, PA. WESTERN AGENCY,
Established 1820. 3 I 5 to 32 I Wabash Av., Chicago,

WITH^

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT NEW HAVEN CLOCK COMPANY.

Every Variety of

Telegraphy Telephone and Electric Lig;ht Wire
Carried in Stock, in Chicago Warehouse and Supplied at Short Notice.

C, A. HARIVIOUNT, Western Agent,
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Amo BOIV CO,

GlaE-VB-LaAND, Ohio.
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS
AND BATTERY MATERIAL,

iiXm
ENGINEERING GOMPANY,
61 OUVERST.I8I LAKE ST., 1

109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

H, A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and pouier Stations
NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENGINEERING CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

ST. XjiOXTXS, - ISHLO.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COIVIPLETE STEAIVI PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

SPECIAIiTIES :-Tlie Armtogton & Sims Enstne, Steel EoIIerB, Jarvls Farnace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pnmp, Korting Injector, etc.

ISEKD FltB IiATEHT GATAIiOClIIKK.

The Standard Carbon Co.,' ^^^^^ SUCCESSORS TO THE ^^^^ ^^^^

Bo\;Lltozi, Cle-celanci, and. Crvsta.1 CarTDon Companies.
GTLM^i-\7-^:TLM.A.:DS^3, OiECXO.

fim\\\\\p,llri',y^ 1. B. YOUNG, President and Treas. B. K. JAMISON, Vice-President.

SOLAR CARBON Zc MFG. COMPANY,
Office, No. 69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas. Process Patented.

BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTr.

Western Office, 1 75 Randolph Street, Chicago. Special Discounts on Large Orders.

THE G-RiiaiSHAiar i2srnixE core
PATENTED INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

WilJ not Harden, will not Soften, will not
Crack, will not deteriorate. All sizes

made stranded.

GRIMSHAW TAPE
Does not oxydize the joints. Every Roll war-

ranted. Beware of imitations.

GRIMSHAW SPLICING COMPOUND
Makes absolute moisture-proof joints.

No heat required.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY, Sole Manufacturers,

Are guaranteed to stand Extreme Heat, Ex-
treme Cold, Sewer Gases, Acids, Plas-

ter, etc. All sizes made solid.

Acknowledged to be the most reliable conductors for

Electric lighting, Telegraph

and Telephone Porposes,

Aerial or Underground.

R. E. GALLAHER, Sec'y.

lao. 45B ^rtO.A.lD'W-A."^, UTEI'V^T' "yon IS..

J. W. GODFREY Gen'l Manager. W. B. DOWSE, Gen'l Supt.

8. A. PLUMMER, Peesident.

F. B. PRESTON, Vice-Pbeb. and Tbeas.

BOAKD OV niKECTORS.
Oen. R. A. ALGER. T.WILLIAMSON. 0. A. WARREN.
8. A. PLUMMBR. F. B. TRODT. C.U.THOMPSON.
E.C.BROWN. A.WOODWARD. F.B.PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECKETiET.
PRANK L TROUT, SnriEIKTEHnEST.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE DATTERY
For Light and

Power Parposes, _
Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

"P^ B^ TROUT ^ °^''^^^' ^^ Griswold St., CAMPAU BUILDING.

General Manager.
'

( '"act*""/, Corner 13th and Woodbridge Sts.

For Light and

Power Purposes.

DETROIT. MICH.
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SPRAGUE RAILWAY WORK.
Roads in Operation or in Process of Construction July 24, 1888.

RICHMOND, VA., Union Pass. Railway.
RICHMOND, VA., City Railnay Co.

CARBONDALE, PA.
WILKESBARRE, PA.

kST. JOSEPH, MO., U. P. Railway.
WILMINGTON, DEL.

HARRISBURCH, PA.
LAFAYETTE, IND.

WILKESBARRE EXT.
ST. JOSEPH EXT.

WILMINGTON Ext.
SANDUSKY, O.

BOSTON, MASS., West End Railway Co.
DAVENPORT, IOWA.

SALEM, MASS.
BROCKTON, MASS.

HARTFORD, CONN.
SCRANTON, PA.

STEUBENVILLE, OHIO.
MANCHESTER, VA.

AKRON, OHIO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

ST. JOSEPH, MO.,
Wyatt Park Railway .

February 1st not a Road in Commercial Operation, To-day Consult the Above Record.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR CO.,
16 and 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

J. J. DICKEY, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice PreBldenk.

H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man. Sap't and Electrician. L. H. KOETY, Treasurer.

MIDIANB ILICTEIC CO•f
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

iX/ictmi(
For t&o l^elegrap^y ^elep&ome amdL ^lectirle Irlig&t.

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms. Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tabee,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere* Instruments, Medical

Batt-eries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Westebn Aqhnts the OKONITE CO.. and the Return Call System of Hotel Annunclatora. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the FrancMses of the Western States and Terrltorlea for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

^^MEJ^IC^l^-fDip^ICF-f TELES^PP -J- gYPEM,*-^
and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

^"Eatlmates furnished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work in any part of the
West. Correflpondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

is tanned on the surfaces
only; the

millOlliMWili
SendforOur Valuable Book fopEngineersandBeltUsers. Free."^

Agents in all Cities. Send for Trial Belt.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATENTS.

GENERAL OFFICES:

flUTDAL LIFE BLDK,

32 NASSAU ST.,

NEW YORK

Plans and Estimates Furnished
for all kinds of Incandes-

cent Lighting.

Philadelphia Office

:

^ No, 308 WALNUT ST

BOSTON OFFICE:

No, 33 FEDERAL ST.

Estimates Furnished for the

Thomson-Houston System
of Arc Lighting.

The DYNAMO of tWs Company is AUTOMATIC in its regulation, and will maintain a ITNlFOF.M

LIGHT, with ALL or ANY PORTION of the lights In Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN and

win MAINTAIN Ita- CANDLE POWER during Its Guaranteed Life.

Tlie Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK.

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OP

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

00
(->'

High Insulation

In order to meet the constantly
increasing demands for

BETTER INSULATION,

I BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA GO. CO
CD

CO

03

C_3

>> 420-426 EAST 25th STREET, NF.W YORK CITY, oD
03

HAS EMPLOTKD TUB BKST EXPERTS TO BE HAD AND BUILT Q^

NEW SPECIAL MACHINERY 53"

^™ FOR MAKING THE CELEBRATED ^3

i |-|
OOPER'S QORE I
AND OTHER RUBBER COMPOUNDS =

£~ FOB INSTTLaTINQ WIKBS FOE ^5*

g_ Subaqueous, Subterranean and Aerial Cables. "^

£ Also, special wires for Leadiiig-in Wires, "Wiring Vessels, Engine Rooms, jd^ Cellars, Tunnels or other wet places, all having X^

SUPERIOR INSULATION s^
jtf And warranted to give good satisfaction at fair prices. __

2 H Underwriters' is good enough, don't send for our 5
CO

samples and prices.

09 HENRY A. REED, Manager.
CO

USE NOTHING BXJT

GUTTA-PERCHA FOR SUBMARINE CABLES.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Railway System.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

1

Sixteen Roads In Daily Operation Dnder the Thomson-Houston and Van Depoele Patents.

ALL MATEJRIAL IS NOW MANUFACTJIMED AT TLE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., TJXE LARGEST
AND BEST EQVIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project

above the floor.

Direct gearing Is used.

The best and neatest overhead system, is covered by the

Van Depoele patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS k ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS FDRNISHED FOR MIMING i OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates -A.ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers under Patents controlling the Sale and Use

OF

ALTERNATING CURRENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING
APPARATUS.

The installment of over 100 Central Station Plants has demonstrated the

Alternating Transformer System to be superior to all others, for distributing

current from a Central Station over small or large areas for lighting and

power purposes.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.

This system is made more profitable than any other by the use of the meter

now supplied by this company.

It measures the whole current.

It is strictly a positive mechanical movement.

It registers directly in lamp hours.

It reads from dials like a gas meter.

It consumes no appreciable energy.

It is not affected by temperature or other local conditions.

It is practical, and it is cheap.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

This company has demonstrated that motors run by the alternating current

are as efficient as the best direct current motors, and can be run without com-

mutators or brushes, being started, stopped and reversed without breaking a

connection.

All parties desiring to secure the most perfect system of electric distribu-

tion for light and power are invited to inspect the apparatus at the works of

the company at Pittsburgh, Pa., where it will be demonstrated that the Alter-

nating System possesses such advantages over the direct system in regard to

efficiency, distribution, safety, life of lamps, and the use of meters and motors,

that no purchaser can afford, at any price, to take the direct current apparatus.
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ELECTRIC ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS.
ELECTRIC BELLS, ANNUNCIATORS, ETC.

PATTERSON CABLES
-r-on.-

Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Use.

INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL KINDS.

Testing Apparatus. Telegraph Apparatus. Batteries.

Construction Tools. Line Wire and Supplies.

District Telegraph, Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.

The Best of Everything at Bottom Prices

Calilognes Furnished w Application.

CHICAGO. NEW YORK, LONDON. ANTWERP.
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Plant of the Electric Light and Gas Com-
pany of Woodland, Cal.

The cuts on this and the succeeding pages
handsomely illustrate the well equipped central

station of the Consolidated Electric Light Gas
company of Woodland, Cal, one of the most pros-

perous companies on the Pacific coast. During
the latter part of February, 1886, after the sub-

ject had been thoroughly investigated by local

capitalists, the Woodland Electric Light Power
company was incorporated with a capital

stock of §10,000. An order for a dynamo of a

capacity of 45 1200 candle power lights was
given to the Thomson-Houston company. As
sufficient capital was not subscribed to erect

buildings, arrangements were made with a flour-

ing mill to furnish dynamo room and power.

The first consignment of machinery had been
in operation onh' a short time when it became
imperative to order the full number of lamps for

the capacity of the dynamo to supply. After

the plant had been in operation about a year the

Old Time Telegraphers.
The United States Military corps and the Old

Time Telegraphers' association, which form
practically one organization, held their annual
sessions in Chicago August 15th and i6th.

Many, if not most, of these old-time operators
have long since abandoned their keys for other

employment, but they remember the days when
they handled the instruments with the greatest

interest, and a considerable part of each gather-

ing is devoted to comparing reminiscences. The
session of the military telegraphers was held first.

The organization is social in the main, but for

years the association has been endeavoring to

obtain from Congress some recognition of the

important services which the members rendered
during the rebellion. In 1S84 Gen. Rosecrans
introduced a bill in the house which recognized
the value of the telegraphers' services, and made
a provision for the payment of pensions. The
bill was referred several times and was finally

passed, with the exception of the pension provi-

onstrate our services in supplying and fighting an army, and
in tapping the enemy's wires, as spies, and on raids, to
prove that our armies have won victories and escaped defeat
by our timely help, and raided the enemy's countr)- with
wonderful success owing to information stolen from rebel
wire. In short. I assumed the burden cf proof as to facts,

and sought a verdict on the merits.

It was seventeen years after the war before any effort

looking to congressional recognition was made In that time
congreis and history were as silent as the graves of our
fallen comrades, concerning this new art in war and its vol-

unteer devotees. Our officers were generaled and coloneied,
while we were nothinged. That they deserved their honors
only emphasizes the measure of ours unsung, and anomal-
izes our corps in the history of military affairs as the only
one known where the officers were the sole recipients of a
people's gratitude.

After a very careful inquiry into the subject in 18S4. the
house military committee, presided over by Gen. Rosecrans,
unanimously reported a bill for passage, declaring us as a
part of the Federal army, entitled to medals and the same
rights as other officers of the army, and giving us relative

rank according as our pay most nearly appro.\imated that

of commissioned officers, at the time of our discharge.

In the committee's report on this bill, among other things
it said: "The reports of the secretary of war and the com-
manding general bear uniform testimony to their efliciency,

capital stock was increased to §20,000, and the

present building was erected, and the second

dynamo with a full complement of lamps was
ordered of the Thomson-Houston company,
rjuring the summer of 1887, the gas company,
whose business had been seriously interfered

with by the operations of the electric company
made overtures for a consolidation of the two

interests, which was finally effected, not as is

usually the case, however, in such transactions,

as the electric light company in this instance

absorbed the gas company. At present the

capital stock is $100,000.

From the cuts a clear idea of the arrangement
of the plant can be obtained. The steam plant

consists of an Armington & Sims engine 10

inches by 12 inches, boilers 54 inches by 16 feet,

with heater, injector and Worthington pump.
The two dynamos have a capacity of 90 1200

candle power lamps. Of this number the city

rents 15 for street illumination. The entire plant

is now leased by O. L Cheney, who pays the

stockholders i per cent, per month on the total

investment.

FIG. I .—DV.N'.AJIO ROOM OF THE WOOIILAND, CAL. PLANT.

sion. Finally it was sent to the senate, where the

bill is now sleeping in a committee room.

W. R. Plum presided, and in his annual ad-

dress spoke as follows in reference to the objects

of the organization:

Co.MRADEs:—It is twenty-three years since the rebellion.

If we decide to make our reunions biennial, our ne.xt will be

a quarter of a century from the din of war and clash of

arms. We may then hope to jubilate over recognition.

Heretofore. I have mainly argued the services and suffer-

ings of the United States Military Telegraph corps of the

late war, showing that without its aid the rebellion, if

civished at all, would have resisted much longer; that ours

was the first practical demonstration of the telegraph for

o-eneral and tactical war purposes; that in no former war

were commanders so well advised of events and orders; that

no corps was ever before so confided with army secrets; that

its percentage of casualties in killed, wounded, captured

and deaths was not much below that of other branches of

the army; that for its sen'ice and sufferings the corps has

been dismissed without thanks or honors. I strove to show-

that the 15,000 miles of telegraph connecting all of the

armies with Washington, except those along the coast and

below Memphis, connecting all the divisions of each army,

even upon the battlefield itself, was the trusted courier of

the Union forces in transmitting a yearly average of 1,300,-

000 military telegrams, largely in cipher, the keys to which

were exclusively confided to telegraphers; I aimed to dem-

inteUigence and patriotism. Their duties were purely mili-

tary, and were performed with the same e.\posure to the

dangers of the field and disease as fell to the lot of the or-

dinary- officer and soldier. They constituted an integral

and vitally essential part of the army, and brought the sys-

tem to a state of perfection never before equaled in military

science. Their duties required the service of persons of

peculiar intelligence, and its members were picked from the

great number of operators on account of special promi-

nence acquired in this mysterious art. Their duties were
almost continuous, unrelieved by the excitements and rel-

axations of ordinary camp life. * * -^ fhe present

bill gives to these deserving persons a military status merely.

It places them upon the same footing as other members of

the army, and accords to them at this late day the privilege

of pension and homestead to which they are justly

entitled."

The report which showed research was mainly readopted

with the new bill approved by the house military committee

of the 4gth congress; that committee, while it eliminated

some of the features of the former bill, adopted the most
important ones, but owing to the pressure of other meas-

ures no action was taken. Again the matter was referred

to the military committee of the 50th congress, which re-

adopted the preamble of 18S4 to its bill, in the main like

that of Rosecrans' committee, except as to pensions. This

bill was accompanied with an elaborate report from which I

extract the following highly commendatory language:

"Until the late civil war, it is believed an army electric
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telegraph corps was unknown. The use of the telegraph

in war had been rarely attempted in Europe.

"In the exigencies of the early stages of our civil war the

United Slates military telegraph corps was organized on a

small scale, upon a quasi military basis, its principal com-
manders being regularly commissioned officers of the army,

for the sole purpose of handling the corps; its operators

w-ere sworn into service, but not for any definite period,

and, like all others of the corps, were carried on the quar-

termaster's rolls.

"The services performed by the corps, which increased

with the necessities of the army, were of such importance

and efficiency that every European nation, and our own
government, have since reorganized their army systems so as

to include an electric telegraph corps to perform precisely the

same telegraph duties that were required of the United

-States military telegraph corps in question. In addition to

their strictly military telegraph service the operators were,

especially in the latter years of the war, the custodians of

all cipher keys, and required to put into cipher and trans-

late all important dispatches, and thus they became and

It was voted to hold the next annual tiieeting of

the association at Louisville the third Wednes-

day and Thursday of .September, 1SS9.

It was voted that the secretary should collect

from the old timers all records, jjhotographs and

mementoes which would form interesting con-

tributions to a history of the pioneer telegraph.

The election of officers resulted as follows:

President, Charles E. Taylor, Frankfort, Ky.

Vice-President, Day K. Smith. Kansas City, Mo.
Secretary and Treasurer, W. J. Dealy, New York.

E.\ecutive Committee, R. J. Hutchinson, New York,; S.

B. Kairchild, St. Louis: J. M. Turner, New Orleans;

Uriah B. Wilson, Denver, and the officers ex officio.

After adjournment the members under the

leadership of A. H. Bliss visited the board of

trade. In the afternoon the old timers boarded

Caalroofft of Cornu/tiJciL

iroiv ImyiJW cttt .MtlAa

of rolUrta (Ljors.

FIG. 2.—GROUN'U- PLANT OF THE \VOODI..VN'D C.\L., I'LANT.

continued throughout the w^ar, most confidential and trusted

aids, engaged in the courier service, transmitting about

6,000,000 dispatches. This corps, consisting of about

1,200 operators and a suflicient force of line men, built and
operated 15,389 miles of telegraph lines for militar)^ pur-

poses, including 1,000 miles of field wires, which latter

were ofttimes worked on the field of battle and under a

heavy fire. Of this corps .Secretary Stanton officially re-

ported 'that the military telegraph lias been of inestimable

value to the service, and no corps has surpassed, few have

equated, the telegraph operator in diligence and devotion to

duty.' General Sherman, since the war, wrote: 'The

greater number were distributed along the lines, had to work

day and night, and were as much a part of the army as

though armed with muskets in 'he ranks; for before the dis-

covery of the magnetic telegraph, the sending of messages

back and forth, to and fro, was always done by armed cav-

alry messengers and escorts, consuming a large portion of

active army. In fact,^there should have been, in civil war,

a regular corps of telegraph operators, with regular muster-

rolls, so that the wounded and disabled could be entitled to

the same pension as other staff soldiers and officers.'"

The president quoted other generals who praised the zeal

and efficiency of the corps, and concluded a^ follows:

In the senate a bill as good as that of 1SS4. e.\cept as to

pensions, was reported in 1SS7, and re-adopted in 1S8S, but

not yet reported. It will thus be observed that our claims

have been five times favorably considered by congressional

committees on military affairs, and not once rejected.

Whenever pension provisions have been struck out, there

were not wanting able advocates who were ready and willing

in either house to press them, but to avoid the appearance
of seeking pecuniary gain and silence those who cavil at all

pensions, since 18S6 no effort has been made by your com-
mittee regarding either pensions or bounties, though the

Hon. Mr. Brewer, M. C, early in the present session in-

troduced a bill for that purpose. Thus, my comrades,

though it be a case of hope deferred, making the heart sick,

our cause has steadily advanced, and in time will certainly

be successful, provided you be not discouraged, and make
reasonable provision for necessary expenses.

The association voted to send a message of

sympathy to Mrs. Sheridan. The election of

officers resulted as follows: President, W. R.

Plum, Chicago; vice president, George C.

Maynard, Washington; secretary and treasurer,

James E. Pettit, Chicago.
The Old Time Telegraphers' association con-

vened August iCth. The organization includes

in its membership those who were operators

during the first twenty-live years of the hi.story

of the telegraph. The society has for its ob-

ject the preservation of all records relating to

the early years of the telegraph. The members
are full of reminiscences and they enjoy so

thoroughly these opportunities to recall old

days that it is difficult to call them away from
their .social conferences to the less fascinating

business sessions. Irwin Dugan of J.ouisville,

Ky., took the chair in the absence of the presi-

dent, iJavtd Hrooks of Philadelphia, wlio was
unable to attend. Mr. iJugan brielly congratu-
lated the association on the interest manifested
in the gathering, and spoke of the success which
had characterized the history of the association.

ridethe steamer Josie Davison and enjoyed a

on Lake Michigan.

The two societies held their annual banquet
at Kinsley's. A merrier party never assembled
in a supper room. Stories relating to experien-

ces of a quarter of a century ago were heard on
every hand, and the hall resounded with laugh-

ter throughout the evening. The evening's ex-

ercises were opened with prayer by J.J). Reid
of New York. After a solo by Mrs. E. M. Tom-
linson, W. R. Plum of Chicago, who acted as

toastmaster, rapped for order. He read letters

of regret from Charles T. Smith of Louisville,

W. B. M-ason of Philadelphia, S. T. Armstrong
of Tacoma, W. T., William Barr of Washington,
and others. J- C Reid of New York was called

upon to respond to the toast, "Prof. Morse, God

chanic, but Mr. Vail put the ideas which were
given hiiTi into shape. He made the first regis-

ter, for example, but it was a cluinsy looking af-

fair. In fact, the speaker said, he claimed for

himself the credit of designing the first register

of artistic shape. So Mr. Vail deserved the
credit as a skillful mechanic and a faithful

friend. They were associated in a grand work,
and they accomplished it.

"Men may try to take the crown from his

head," continued Mr. Reid, "but it will remain
there forever. As long as I have a heart and
a voice I shall defend iny friend. His name
will go down to posterity as the only inventor of
the telegraph which bears his name."
John B. Taltavall of New York responded to

the toast, " The Ladies," in a happy manner.
A. H. Bliss of Chicago was called upon to

speak to the sentiment, " The Army Telegrapher,
first in war, first in peace, and last in the heartsof
his countrymen.'
The toast "The Boj's" was assigned to W. L.

Ives of New York. He conveyed to the asso-

ciation the greeting of the New York comrades,
and spoke at length of the significance of the re-

unions, of the pleasure of renewing friendships
formed a quarter of a century ago under trying

circumstances.

Col. R. C. Clowry was called upon and simply
expressed his pleasure at being present, and said

he hoped the members had thoroughly enjoyed
their visit to Chicago.
The following cotnmittee was in charge of the

banquet; K. H. Bliss, S. L. Robinson, 0. W.
Farnham, E. P. Whitford, A. C. Knapp, A. L.

Suesman, A. W. Nohe, C. S. Jones, and C. H.
Summers.
The following were in attendance at the ban-

quet: Col. and Mrs. R. C. Clowry, Mr. and Mrs.
A. H. Bliss, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wright, Mr.
and Mrs. D. S. -Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. E. P.

Whitford, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Plum, Mr. and
Mrs. W. R. Pluin, Mrs. J. W. Atwell and
Miss Atwell, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Jones, G. W. Hud-
dleston, J. W. Davidson, E. L. Powers, J. N. Crit-

tenton, Walter Stevely, Arthur Cambridge, J. E.

Pettit, S. C. Mason, S. L. Robinson, W. f. Lloyd,
A. J. Mitchell, Anson Gorton, A. W. Nohe, Thad
Schnell, Miss Madge Bain, Miss Katherine
Knight of Chicago; W. J. Dealy, J. D. Reid,

John Brant, R. G. Stephenson, Theodore Tu Hon,

Joseph Knittle, R. J. Hutchinson, Theodore L.

W. Finnegan, L. S. Jones, William Leonidas

ELliCTItrCAL MATUIX MAKhXC M.AGltlNF.

gave him to us and after he fulfilled his noble
mission God has taken him away."

In commencing his toast Mr. Reid said it was
one of the proudest occasions of his life when he
could speak of Prof. Morse, with whom he had
been associated. He was a man of whom he
sometimes thought the world was not worthy.
Mr. Reid turned his attention to the refutation

of statements contained in an article on Prof.

Morse which had appeared in a Chicago paper.

He .said the efforts which had been made to

depreciate the work of the great inventor con-
tained the greatest misrepresentations. The
speaker referred to Mr. Vail's assistance in Prof.

Morse's work and .said it was merely that of a
skillful mechanic. Prof. Morse was not a me-

Ives, John B. Taltavall, Mr. and Mrs. E. M.
I'omlinson, Frank Brassell of New York; Alf
Weller, Milwaukee; Wiley Smith, Indianapolis;
K. McKenzie, tleorge \\ . Dugan, Jackson, Tenn;
Ben Lloyd, Pittsburg, J. D. Voltz,"Cowan,Tenn.;
J. D. Cruise, W. H. Woodring, Kansas City; R.
W. Dugan, Covington, Kv.; Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
Turner, W. D. West, New Orleans; W. W. Kelch-
ner, Springfield; Lee N, Boath, Riverdale, Mich.;
Syd Fairchild, Charles Newton, St. Louis; R. A.
Taylor, Ed Norcross, R. B. Woolsey, Terre
Haute; Col. C. E. Taylor, Frankfort, Ky.; D. K,
Smith, Kansas City; (lenrge C. Maynard, Wash-
ington; Irwin Dugan, Louisville; Phil Bruner
Wellsville, O.; H. C. Vincent, Marietta, C; Dr. H.
L. Pease, Grand Crossing; E. Rosewater, Omaha.
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Electrical Matrix-Making Machine.

In No. 5, Vol. II, of tlie Western Electri-
ci.'iN a brief description was given of an electri-

cal matri.\-inal<ing machine, designed for use in

printing offices. C. L. Redfield, editor of IVooa
and Iron, has been engaged in the development
of this machine for some time. In manipula-
ting the machine a specially prepared card board
or matri.x board is used, into which the impres-
sions are made successively by dies forced down-
ward semi-electrically. The size and form of

the machine are well represented by the cut on
opposite page.

The dies, ninety in number, are carried be-
tween two thin plates and are shown in the inte-

rior part of the machine. The lower one of

these plates is e.xtended out into a long thin

lever which is pivoted near the middle of its

- length to a sliding cross-head, and has its one
key at the other end. It will be seen that by
taking hold of the key the dies may be made to

slide around into any position. Directly below
the key is a hard rubber inde.\ plate with ninety-

one holes. These holes, which are made to ac-

curatel)' fit the pin projecting^below the key,

form the guide whereby any die desired can be
brought to the center of the machine.
On top of the machine is a crank driven by

wm>"

'M

%

belt, and is the only power application. Driven
by this crank is a long reciprocating piston, or

magnet core of soft iron, which is within the

larger of the two upper magnets. Just in front

of this magnet is a toggle joint to which is at-

tached a soft iron armature extending a little

ways within the magnet. Beneath the steel plate

on which the dies slide, and through which there

is a central perforation for the dies to pass, is a

matri.x carriage extending across the machine.
This carriage has a movement lengthwise of the

machine, a distance equal to the width of col-

umn to be printed. This movement is produced
by means of a clock spring, and the amount of

movement is controlled by an escapement at the

extreme back of the machine. All the letters

and characters are made in one of the six dif-

ferent sizes, hence there are six different amounts
of escapement, each of which is a multiple of

the smallest.

When in operation the crank is kept running
and the soft iron core reciprocates in the large

upper magnet at about 300 revolutions per

minute. When a letter is to be struck the key
is pressed into one of the holes in the index
plate, where it makes an electrical connection
which gives the proper escapement for the let-

ter struck. The same current that frees the es-

capement pa.sses through the large magnet and
causes the reciprocating core to cling tightly to

the soft iron armature and draw the toggle joint
straight. The lower end of the toggle is pro-
vided with a punch or sliding hammer which
drives the die down into the matrix below. As
the toggle passes the center, it comes in contact
with a pin and breaks the circuit so as to leave
the armature free to stay in its outer position
where the reciprocating core pushes it on its re-

turn stroke. By this means the hammer makes
but one stroke, no matter how long the key is

down, and this is finished and hammer returned
to its former position in less than one-fifth of a
second from the instant of first contact of the
key. It should be remembered that the current
that connects the hammer movement, frees the
escapement on its way,and no matter how quickly
the hammer stroke is made, it is always preceded
by the proper amount of movement of the ma-
trix carriage.

The width of the column to be printed is di-

vided into a certain number of units of space,
these units being the ones on which the letters

are cut. A little in front of the center of the
machine and by the side of the sliding cross-

head is a scale of units in which is registered
the position of the carriage at any moment. The
carriage is further provided with a false frame
by which the matrix can be drawn out and in-

Magnetisni In Watches.'

By C. K. Gn.ES.

In introducing the subject, IVIr. Giles enumer-
ated a series of questions that had been pro-
pounded relative to the variation in watches, and
then considered the effect of magnetism, bring-
nig forth some novel ideas and striking illustra-
tions. A summary of his paper follows:

First, let us investigate the general conditions
and lines of force with which we have to con-
tend. This condition, called magnetism, exists
everywhere; it is the primary law, the ultimate
fact; it is "inter-etheric and' cosmic," and exists
throughout matter and space—it is the dual
force of nature, at rest. The normal condition
of the molecules of all matter is one of polarity,

generally called positive and negative. Magne-
tism, as it exists in matter, is only a condition,
and the directive force of this condition in the
molecules of matter, or atmosphere, or ether, is

polarity, and this polarity creates, or is itself, the
hue of force, and the intensity of this polaritv
is the strength of these lines of force, and the
inter-etheric nature of this force extends it through
more solid matter; as well as atmosphere. The
molecule is the resting place of this dual electro-'

magnetic force; every molecule of the atmos-

m life

''l^s^

spected, and then returned to its former posi-

tion without endangering the adjustment. The
carriage escapes from the operator and is re-

turned to tiie beginning of the line by pulling

back on the pin just over the unit scale. The
distance between lines can be anything desired,

and is made by pressing a button on the side of

the matrix carriage.

All copy forthis machine is prepared on a

type writer, and the amount that goes to make a

line is' determined by a justifying machine which

is attached, electrically, to a common type writer.

This machine is but a slight modification of the

escapement movement of the matrix machine,

and is now being designed in the office of Wood
and Iron.

The actual rate of work that can be accom-

plished on this machine is not known, as there

are yet no expert operators, but a non-expert

can, after an hour's practice, easily make 5,000

ems per hour, which is four or five times the

amount of work performed by an ordinary type

setter. The machine, however, is not adapted

for display type, and can be used to advantage

only on body work.

The Brainerd, Minn., Electric Light, Heat & Power

company, has ordered 2,0'JO lights of the alternating system

of the Fort Wayne Jenney Electric Light company, through

Waiter K Freeman.

phere is divided into its own individual dual

polarity, and arranges itself according to its

neighbor; the mass of the molecules will arrange

its polarity according to existing conditions.

The earth is the great primary magnet, and gives

us the normal condition and direction of polarity

existing in matter; any disturbance of this nor-

mal condition gives us the phenomena of mag-
netic or electric effect. Scientists at present

agree upon the molecular or atomic theory, and
the latest estimate we have seen is that a cubic

inch of atmosphere contains from 60,000,000 to

100,000,000 molecules; the same sized mass of

brass is estimated to contain one-half this num-
ber, and so on. This electric or magnetic force

exists in dual form, positive and negative, and

must be in equilibrium; any disturbance of this

equilibrium results in some form of phenomena

—

the permanent displacement or annihilation of

this dual condition of electricity or magnetism
would be equal to creating a vacuum in the at-

mosphere—neither one or the other can be fully

accomplished. All moving electric currents and
magnetic conditions are looking for satisfaction

—

seeking their equilibrium, as water seeks its

level; if this equilibrium is not found in the at-

mosphere or matter surrounding the earth, it is

sure to be found in the earth—the earth is the

Abstract of a paper rt-ad before the American Railway Master

Mecliaiiics' assnciation at Ale.vanclna liay, New Vort;, June [<), i8f-S.
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great clearing house of the disturbed equilibrium

of the dual conditions. Our globe represents

the aggregate polarities of all the molecules com-
posing it, and as a mass it must be in a condition

of equalized polarity. The movement of elec-

tric currents and magnetic conditions about the

earth is but the means of the disturbed dual

polar force to keep up the equilibrium of the

whole. Electricity is the primary cause of the

condition called magnetism. A bar of steel

whose molecules have been put in a condition of

intense polarity become a magnet; a piece of

tempered .steel whose molecules are so compact

that they are not free to move, and cannot rear-

range themselves satisfactorily with the normal
atmospheric polarity, becomes what is called a
permanent magnet, and will create a magnetic
condition equal in intensity to its own, in the mole-
cules of atmosphere or other matter which im-

pinge on its surface. It would appear, then,

that the strength of magnetism, or magnetic
lines of force, is the inertia of the molecules
forming the magnetic center. When this is over-

come by an influence stronger than its own, the
polarities change, but not until then. To make
visible the lines of force, and magnetic condi-

tions which we have to contend with in rating

our watches, as well as in running a railroad, we
have made some photographs of actual condi-
tions existing, as shown by experiments, which
explain some phenomena otherwise unexplaina-
ble.

We show in Fig. i a wheel, or disk of steel.

in the same degree until we reach the opposite

side, where it rests level on the equator again,

and so on to the starting point. This will make
visible to you the cause of the phenomena of the

changing polarity of a piece of iron as we change
its position as regards the earth—the iron being

magnetic itself, the direction of its polarity

will be subject to the same lines of force as the

compa.ss needle—the jarring of the iron simply

assists in overcoming the inertia of its mole-

cules, so that they more conrpletely fall into the

directive force—this also shows the lines of

force to which all moving matter on the face of

the earth is subjected, our watches included.

These atmospheric lines of force are utili?ed by
Edison in train telegraphy; and again, these in-

visible lines cause practical electricians the .seri-

ous trouble which they call induction. Every
piece of iron or steel creates around itself a

magnetic field or halo of force, caused by the

magnetic condition of its molecules being more
intense than the normal atmosphere. Every
molecule of iron is but a small magnet, and the

aggregation of these is the bar magnet, and its

condition can be made more or less intense by
manipulating it with more or less electricity.

The illustration, representing a railway spike

Fig. 2, will show the halo of force which sur-

rounds any piece of iron or steel—it is popu-
larly understood, or generally expressed, that

any piece of iron receives or owes its magnetic
condition to an induced charge of magnetism
from the earth. This is not a fact—all iron is

magnetic per .se, and receives no more induced
charge from the earth, than the compass needle

does from the north pole—the general magnetic
conditions existing in the atmosphere surround-
ing the enrth give direction to its polarity, but

the lines of force, or condition, extend outward
from the iron until equalized in its surroundings.

V,t^^

Fig

magnetized, the iron filings on the card board
showing the lines of force, the two poles and the
equator of the forces; this may represent a sin-

gle molecule, or an aggregation of molecules, or
the earth—as the law which governs the single

molecule is the same as that which governs the
whole—nature's law of force does not recognize
size: the entity of force is in the molecule;
everything else is but the aggregation of mole-
cules the same as the individuals make the army;
and the equilibrium of force must exist in any
aggregation of molecules, the same as in the
single molecule. Let this set of conditions
represent the earth and its atmosphere; you will

notice its poles and the equator of the forces,

and the lines of force existing in the atmos-
phere, in natural e(|uilibrium. If we take this

little compass needle and pass it around the cir-

cumference of the disk, you will notice that its

positions correspond with the lines of force as

shown by the iron filings, and also with the
record which navigators have given us of their

(lipping needle when sailing around the earth:
on the e(|-jator it rests level; as we move it

toward the ikjIc there is a regular degree of in-

cline to every degree of latitude; at the pole it

stands ])erpendicular (navigators are not able to

reach the point where the needle .stands perpen-
dicular, but the other records are the same, of

course allowance being made for the local dis-

turbances); as we pass the poles the incline is

just as the waves in still water circle outward
when a stone is thrown in.

Fig. 3 shows an outline of the general mag-
netic conditions which surround the locomotive

<!ll
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of the than in the of the train, on account
the heat of the boiler, but there is more of

electro-magnetic conditions, and more of the

rapidly changing polarities.

Fig. 4 again shows lines of force in any iron

building, or buildings with iron columns; you
will notice the two poles and the equator of

force in each column, also between any two col-

umns. This is easily proven, and shown to be
practically correct by any simple magnetic field

searcher,—a compass needle; a dipping-needle.

1
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'

\
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or even a fine cambric needle magnetized, and
floating on a glass of water, will show the hori-

zontal direction of the lines of force in any set

of conditions; it is generally understood that

the north end of the compass needle will be de-

flected toward any iron body, but as a matter of

fact, the attraction depends on the position of

the needle relative to the iron body; the upper
half of any piece of iron will attract the north,

and the lower half the south end of the

compass needle. This compass needle and this

piece of iron (a spike) will show this,—we will

first test for permanent magnetism. The scien-

tific test for permanent magnetism in a piece of

iron IS to lay it over the center of the needle,

holding it perfectly level and keeping the bulk
of the metal equally distant from either pole; if

it does not deflect the needle it is free from
permanent magnetism, as you see it now—we
hold it perpendicularl)', and approach the lower
end of the compass needle, and it immediately
responds with its south pole—we reverse the

iron, end for end, and we have the same action.

Now we raise the needle slowly along the per-

pendicular iron, and, as we pass the center, the

needle will begin to reverse, and at the top the

south end is repelled, and the north end at-

tracted. We change the molecular arrangement
of a piece of iron by holding it perpendicularly
and striking it gently, but hard enough to dis-

turb the inertia of its molecules, which allows

the earth's directive force to assert itself; now,

^^^~
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These lines of force will be made more ten.se by
the electricity evolved bv the swift moving loco-
motive cutting lines of earth's force, as .seen in
the previous sketch, the effect of which, on a
small scale, is the same as the dynamo; but there
IS less permanent UKignctism in the locoinolive

putting it level over the needle as before, we
will see the needle move to meet new arrange-
ments of force in the spike, the .south end'of
the needle will meet the end of the spike which
was down when struck. Now hold the spike
level, striking it gently as before, and replace it
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over the needle, and you will see the needle is

undisturbed. We have rearranged the molecu-

lar, magnetic conditions in this spike, and you
will see that we can manipulate this magnetic
arrangement of molecules, as we would a tangi-

ble, phvsical body, and this change and rear-

rangement of molecules is taking place in all

iron when its position is changed as regards the

earth, with the consequent tendency of the

molecules to group around any given magnetic

center, or any hard spot, or any condition more
compact than the average of the mass. In these

hard spots themolecules. being more compact,

are not free to rearrange themselves, therefore

they hold their magnetic conditions, and form a

K-S

FIG. g.

magnetic center for the more free molecules, and
in actual work, the intensity of this condition

will increase with use, and might result in what
is generally known as crystalization.

Fig. 5 shows a natural magnet—a piece of

magnetic ore,—this might represent a magnetic

center, a crystallized spot, a hard spot in iron,

and causes a crystallized space, or hard spot, or

magnetic center, in the atmosphere. We place a

card board with iron filings over this ore, and
.gently jar it, when it will show exactly how the

lines of force are formed in the atmosphere sur-

rounding it.

Fig. 6. This is only a section of the force

which is extended around in all directions, as in

all magnetic conditions, and probably accurately

\
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represents the first .step of formation, ending in

crystallization in manufactured iron and steel.

You will notice that these iron filings are held

together by these magnetic conditions—you will

have to use considerable force to break them,

—

this is magnetic life, or magnetic cohesion, or a

natural crystalline fiber, if you will allow the

term.

Fig. 7 is the same card board and iron filings,

with the natural magnet removed, and the card

board slightly jarred, and as a result you will

notice that the curved lines have lost their mag-

netic cohesion, and have become gianulated:

and when this occurs in a piece of iron or steel,

it becomes what is called rotten, and there will

be a breakage when any extra strain is encoun-
tered.

Fig. f shows three pieces of steel arranged

side by side with the card board and iron filings,

and exhibits the grain of the steel and also the

several polarities or magnetic centers, or hard

spots in a single piece of steel, also shows the

lines of force between the pieces. A, is from a

square piece, but the polarities are so intense as

to destroy the outline of its form—it is a very

brittle piece and will break on slight provoca-

tion.

Fig. 9 shows the magnetic condition in and
around an ordinary file, which also is brittle,

breaking with a light blow.

Fig. 10 is obtamed with the card-board and
iron filings over a piece of a watch mainspring

which was broken during the late electrical at-

mospheric disturbances. There is a striking

similarity of magnetic centers, or hard spots, in

this piece of mainspring, to those shown in the

bar magnet, or file, and which are about the

same as would occur if the steel in Fig. 9 was
rolled out to form this ribbon of metal, the

mainspring, carrying the inequalities through-

out the length of the spring. The whole length

of the mainspring is similarly formed to the

piece shown, and as it is closely coiled in the

watch during service, and these antagonistic po-

larities come in juxtaposition as the coils pass

each other, as the watch runs down, which, taken

in connection with the right electric, or magnetic

and thermic conditions in the atmosphere, appa-

rently causes a completion of the forming or

crystallizing conditions, and the amorphous mat-

ter between any two magnetic centers will group

with, or combine with, one or the other of these

magnetic nuclei, causing a lack of cohesion on

the dividing line, and under the strain of ser-

vice there is a parting, and we have a broken

mainspring. Mainsprings, when lying in stock,

are never, or very seldom, broken; it occurs

only when in action. Thus we have a partial

explanation of broken mainsprings in connec-

tion with electric storms. We are making
further researches and experiments, which we
trust will more definitely develop this interesting

subject,—but experience in the past four or five

years has shown that surrounding the movement
with a shield circle of highly magnetic metal

will prevent fully seventy-five per cent, of the

breakage of mainsprings.

Fig. r I shows a perfect piece of steel, as dis-

covered by the card-board and iron filings; the

fiber or grain lies straight, and there are no hard

spots or magnetic centers; there is only the nat-

ural, equal division of space by the dual force;

the equator of force is in the center. This is the

kind of steel sought for in the construction of

watches, as its action is reliable when reduced to

the delicate proportions necessary for hair

springs, balance wheels and mainsprings. The
illustrations represent chance pieces of steel, and

represent the average conditions of the metal in

o-eneral use. These hard spots, or crystalline

spots, occur in all metal, but are still more detri-

mental in the non-magnetic metal where we have

not the magnetic life or magnetic cohesion to

assist in retaining the molecules in fibrous form,

or condition. These illustrations of conditions

are equally instructive when applied to material

to be used for locomotive building.

To show the different, or varying, influence

of this spike on the balance wheel according to

their relative positions, we place the glass near

the edge of the table; in order to allow the spike

to be moved perpendicularly. Fig. 12, we hold

the spike so that its lower end is about even with

the surface of the water, A, B, and the balance

wheel will vibrate to the position D. Then as we

lower the spike so that its upper end is on a

level with the water, B, B—the balance wheel

vibrates to E, as shown by the dotted outline,

and the balance wheel will be vibrated freely, by

raising and lowering the spike. This will partly

explain why the watch varies when on or off the

train.

Havino- given a general outline of the in-

fluences in which the watches of engineers must

exist, as these lines of force exist everywhere in

more or less intense condition, it is obvious

that so sensitive a piece of mechanism as the

watch must be more or less affected.

But this universal force which exists in, and

surrounds the metals of the watch—this magnet-
ic influence—is not an unmitigated evil, but on
the contrary is a decided advantage when under
proper control—like most of nature's forces, util-

ized, they are of immense benefit, while their at-

tempted annihilation is equally detrimental.

This control and utilization of the magnetic
forces is accomplished by the use of a shield of

highly magnetic metal, which has been found
to protect the watch fully from all undue mag-
netic influence, and at the same time, allowing
the use of brass and steel in construction of the

compensating escapement, with which alone the

highest horological accuracy has been obtained,

and this protection is attained by utilizing the

7;
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same natural law which causes the trouble, or

using the same dual magnetic force to protect the

watch,—and we secure this result by surrounding

the watch movement with a circle of highly mag-
netic metal, which will secure the lines of force

existing in any charged atmosphere, and hold

them in a complete circle or closed magnetic cir-

cuit, where all the inclosed space wi

or in a state of satisfied polarity.

be neutral,

The Electric Light in Melbourne.

Charles Flesch of Melbourne, Australia, who
has been making an extended tour of F^urope and
."Vmerica, investigating electric light and electric

power systems, passed through Chicago last week

on his way homeward, and gave the Western
Electrician a call.

Mr. Flesch is installing in Melbourne an alter-

nating plant of 100,000 lights of the Zipernow-

ski-Deri system, patents for which he controls in

Australia. At the coming fall exhibition he ex-

pects to have a plapt.pf 1,000 arc lights iji oper-

ation, 650 of which will be of the Brush system.

The gentleman pays the Westinghouse meter

a high compliment. He regards it the best

made either in Europe or America, and in proof

of his confidence has given the Westinghouse

company an initial order for 500 meters.
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The rules and regulations of the New York
Board of Electrical Control, as now in force, are

spread before readers of the Western Electri-
ciANthis week. Theypossess a general interest in

view of the agitation now in progress in that

city in electric light circles.

Mr. Giles, who has made a careful and ex-

haustive study of the effects of magnetism on
watches, presents in this issue some novel ideas

as the results of his prolonged investigations. The
prevalence of magnetic lines of force seems, to

be well attested by the proofs he brings forward.

The proposed ordinance reducing telephone

charges is soon to come before the Chicago city

council. It is to be hoped that the aldermen
will thoroughly examine into the subject before

taking action. No one wishes to see an acri-

monious telephone fight in Chicago which will

work the greatest inconvenience to the public.

Davenport, Ia., and Dayton, O., have been
added within a fortnight to the places operating

electric railways. The success of the system at

the latter place is well told in a very few words,

preserved as they appeared in the brief commu-
nication to the Western Elecirician. The
road at the former place starts off under brilliant

auspices as well. Success to both!

The Chicago meeting of the United States

Military Telegraph corps and the Old Time Tel-

egraphers' association was thoroughly enjoyed
by all those who were fortunate enough to be in

attendance. The telegraph corps decided to

continue its struggle to obtain recognition from
(>)ngress for the .services which were performed
during the rebellion. It seems surprising in

view f)f the responsibilities which the operators
a.ssumcd, and the faithful manner in which their

tiuties were performed, that Congress has for so

long a time denied them the small favor for

which they ask. The want of congressional
recognition, however, did not mar the pleasure

of the reunion. No body of men enjoy annual

meetings more than the telegraphers of the old

days. For two days they lived ofer the thrill-

ing experiences of their military life and they

re-cemented the friendships formed a quarter of

a century or more ago.

In another column it is noted that the officials

in the court house in Rochester, N. Y., complain
bitterly because gas is to be substituted for elec-

tricity for illuminating the building. It is no
wonder. The air, they say, has been purer and
the employes have not suffered from headaches
and dizziness since electricity was introduced in

the building. The change is made on the score

of economy, but is it wise economy?

A United States senator is quoted as say-

ing in Congress that he did not believe there

was a successful electric road in the country.

Where can the senator have been in the last few
months? What has he been reading? In that

period electric roads have met with the most
signal success. Electrical engineering has pre-

vailed against every kind of obstacles and dis-

couragements, and it is almost universally ad-

mitted that the electric road has thus far pre-

sented the best solution of the rapid transit

problem which is proving so vexatious in many
cities.

The Telephone association will hold its con-
vention in the assembly room of the Hotel
Brunswick, New York city, September 4th and
5th. The hotel is situated on Fifth avenue, just

above Madison Square, and only two blocks from'

the new club house of the Electric club, the
privileges of which have been tendered to the

members of the associaton during the meeting.
The association will probably occupy two days
with its business, and the third in visiting points
of interest in New York and vicinity, under the

guidance of some of the local members. It is

desirable that all attending the meeting, should
make their arrangements so as not to leave the
city earlier than the morning of Friday, Septem-
ber 7th. The coming meeting—the first ever
held in New York— is expected to be one of

unusual interest, both from the character of the
papers to be presented, and the anticipated large
attendance. It is hoped and expected by the
committee that for the first time in several years,

every company composing the active member-
ship will be represented, and that a very large
proportion of the associate and honorary mem-
bers will be on hand.

The semi-annual convention of the National
Electric Light association will be held next
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, August 29th,

30th and 31st, respectively, at the Hotel Bruns-
wick, New Y'ork.

The value of these meetings is so thoroughly
recognized that it is needless to urge members
of the association, or those interested in the ap-
plication of electricity to lighting or the trans-
mission of power, to be present. The number
in attendance is increased at each succeeding
convention, and the interest in the proceedings
keeps pace with the increased attendance.
As announced last week no reduced rate of

railroad fare could be secured from the Trunk
line association, but Chicago members of the as-

sociation have succeeded in obtaining a most
satisfactory round trip rate which will be good
from August 27th to September 17th, or a period
of about three weeks. Those who wish to go
will be informed of this rate upon application to

the Western Electrician.
The programme for the trip is as follows:

Leave by the Niagara I'alls line from Dearborn
station on Polk street, at g p. m., August 27th,
arriving in New York at 7 o'clock, the second
morning, Wednesday, August 29th, the first day
of the convention.
Those who desire to stop off at Niagara Falls

can leave from the .same station at 3 o'clock in

the afternoon, arriving at the Falls at 8 o'clock
the next morning; from 8 o'clock to 3 o'clock
the afternoon of the same day, can be spent in
sightseeing; the trip will be resumed at 3 o'clock
and the traveler will reach New York at 7
o'clock the next morning.

It is proposed to charter a sleeping car from

Chicago for the exclusive use of those leaving
from this city, and there is every probability

that the car will be filled. The sleeping car fare

to New York in this event will be less than four

dollars.

Mr. Watts pays Mr. Tesla's paper on alter-

nating current motors a deserved compliment,
and rightly characterizes the era in the history of

electrical engineering that we have entered upon,
an important one. The idea he brings out that

the successful transmission of the great water
power of Niagara Falls the length of the Empire
state to New York city or other great] centers of

population through the medium of the alternat-

ing system has the merit of novelty, to us at

least. All in all, he pictures a brilliant future
for the alternating current.

But who shall limit at this day the field that

either the alternating or direct current shall oc-

cupy, to the exclusion of the other? In the pro-

longed discussion of the comparative value of

the direct current and the alternating current
before the Chicago Electric club, advocates of

the former system gave a place to the latter in

territory of wide extent and sparsely settled,

claiming that their sj'Stem possessed superior
advantages for lighting in densely settled places
readily reached from a central station. Mr.
Watts regards the outlook as promising to do
away with direct current distribution from cen-
tral stations—a conclusion the friends of the

direct current will hardly be prepared to accept.

If the statements of a New York paper are
to be believed many electricians in the metropo-
lis entertain grave doubts as to the expediency
of executing criminals by electricity in the near
future. If is asserted that the experiments upon
animals have decreased the faith of experts in

electricity as an executioner. No doubt is ex-

pressed as to the power of currents to effect

death, but it is insisted that it will be difficult to

determine the resistance of the body and as a
consequence it will be almost impossible to calcu-
late the required strength of the current. If

a mistake were made, it has been urged, mutila-
tion might follow, and the spectacle be of a hor-
rible character.

On this subject Ralph W. Pope is quoted as
saying: " Some men are much more susceptible
to the influences of electricity than others, and
there are not sufficient reliable data to base
calculations upon. There is no doubt of the
ability of electricity to kill, but it may overdo
it, and be accompanied by some horrifying con-
sequences. Then there is some question as to

whether a man apparently dead from an elec-

tric shock may not be brought back to life again
by applying proper and prompt treatment."

Four months will elapse before the new law
goes into eflect, and certainly in that time the
problems which have been suggested can be
solved, .'\lthough the new law has been discussed
to some extent, still the attention of electricians

has been particularly addressed to it only within
a comparatively short time. In this connection
a statement of F. W. Jones, of the United Lines
Telegraph company in New York, is worthy of

notice. He says: "If the state would select a
really competent electrician, capable of collect-

ing and utilizing all known facts and experi-

.

ments, and then provide him with proper appa-
ratus, there is no doubt that he could produce
death, and I do not believe the subject could be
revived; but even then they might not escape
mutilation. My idea of the best way to execute
criminals by electricity would be to place a belt
around the body below the arms and attach the
two electrodes to plates, one on each side of the
body, thus reaching the heart by the most direct
route. This I consider preferable to sending a
current through the brain, as advised by someof
the scientists. I am afraid, however, it may
prove somewhat barbarous at the outset. It is a
matter that should be more definitely determined
before attempting to kill even criminals with it."

In view of all these facts it .seems curious that
no official investigation is in progress to deter-
mine the best methods to be employed. The
legislature, when it decided upon the change,
did a wise act, but the matter should not "be
dropped until occasion necessitates the immedi-
ate employment of a method for the execution
of a criminal.
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The Dayton Electric Railway.

Tlie first trip over tlie completed White Line
tracks at Dayton, O., was recently made at mid-
night. Major Brooklield, John Kilgour, Captain

Stone of the Central Union Telephone company,
\Vm. Smith and Albert E. Clark of Cincinnati,

Hon. John A. McMahon and Dr. J. E. Lowes
of Dayton, and E. P. Morris of Chicago, repre-

senting the Van Depoele electric railroad system,

composed the party of inspection.

At 1 1 :3o p. M. E. P. Morris connected the

motor car with the overhead wire, and the car

started on the first trip over the road. When the

cars passed the Phillips House a number of per-

sons boarded them to take a free ride to River-

dale. The cars passed down Main street

smoothly at a rapid rate, and when Riverdale

.was reached Mr. Morris began ringing his gong
lustily. The residents were awakened and were
soon out. There was great e.\citement and
cheering. The cars made ei.ght miles an hour
most of the trial trip, but for short stretches ran

at a ten-mile rate, and are capable of making 12

miles an hour. Mr. Morris, writing the West-
ern Electrici.an, under date of August 12th

says: "I am running ten cars now and every-

thing tip-top, with all new men who never saw an

electric car before."

Chicago Teleph-jne Controversy.

The ordinance of the Chicago city council

which directed the commissioner of public works

to issue no more permits for the extension of the

telephone system, has created no end of bitter-

ness in the city. It is said that the company has

been obliged to refuse 200 applications for in-

struments on account of the action of the coun-

cil. Business men whose rivals possess tele-

phones complain bitterly, and assert that they are

handicapped. Although the council in passing

the ordinance aimed a blow at the company, it

is said that the citizens feel its effects far more
severely. Superintendent Wilson recently said

that the company could supply all appli-

cants if it were not for the prohibitory order.

"We have made plans to give Chicago the most

perfect telephone service in the world by a con-

solidation of our offices," he said, "but we can

now do practically nothing more until we can

.;.\tend our underground system, which the order

of the council prevents. We are putting in some
telephones on private property, but that is all."

When asked his opinion on this subject re-

cently. City Electrician Barrett said he had a

poor opinion of the ordinance. "I have," said

he, "as high as fifty persons a day here making
complaints and inquiries about the difficulties

which they are laboring under. They cannot

see the sense in the order of the council; neither

can I. It should be abolished at once."

The proposed ordinance reducing the charge

of the telephone company to $75 will soon come
before the council for action. It is asserted that

the validity of the company's franchise may be

called in question. If it should be declared in-

valid the Cushman franchise would suddenly be-

come valuable. It should be stated that the

officers of the Chicago company are not worry-

ing about the matter. In fact" they think their

position is strong enough for all purposes.

President Phillips recently said on this subject

in reply to a question, "We would never accept

their ordinance, which limits the charges for

telephones to §85 and §90. There is one thing

rather peculiar. In other places where I have

had to do with corporate authorities, and meas-

ures affecting us have come up in the city coun-

cils for passage, committees have been appointed

and I have been sent for in order that an inter-

change of views might be had. But I have not

been so invited before any committee of the

Chicago city council, and so I take it for granted

that they have no business with me. Aside from

this circumstance I have no reason to doubt the

sincerity of the promoters of the Cushman or-

dinance. Indeed, I have every reason to be-

lieve that within a few days of Judge Blodgett's

decision, they intended to go ahead with their

enterprise. To be sure, so far as I have learned,

none of the men connected with the company
have any means to speak of, but if their fran-

chise is' valuable they could, of cou'se, soon

overcome that."

"It will be valuable if the city beats you in a

suit to cancel your franchise, will it not? And
it will be still more valuable if the American
Telephone company beats the American Bell

Telephone company on a rehearing or on a writ

of error from Judge Blodgett to the United
States Supreme court?" was asked b\' an inter-

viewer representing a Chicago daily paper.

"Yes, it might be, under those circumstances,

but both are nnprobable. We shall take good
care to see that our franchise is not disturbed,

and if the public can stand the prohibitory order

of the council, certainly we can, for the present,

at least. We are very an.\ious to come to a set-

tlement with the council, so that we may proceed
with the extension of our system, and therefore

we dislike to create any bitterness in the con-

troversy."

The Cushman company according to Assist-

ant Corporation Counsel Knight, its legal advis-

er, has no intention of disposing of its franchise.

He said his company was already in the telephone
business and meant to go ahead and establish ex-

changes in Chicago under its charter just as soon
as legal matters were settled so that they could
obtain telephones. It was by no means the in-

tention to form a company on paper for the

purpose of securing a franchise which might be
disposed of. "We got an ordinance in April last,"

said Mr. Knight, "but did not at once proceed to

place wires and telephones in buildings because
the case in the United States court between the

American Cushman Telephone company, from
which we obtained our telephones, and the Bell

Telephone company had been set for June, and
as our existence depended upon the result of

this litigation we prudently waited the issue,

which, as is well known, turned out against the

Cushman people. This is why we have not gone
ahead in Chicago. The Cushman people will

endeavor to obtain a rehearing before Judge
Blodgett, and if this is granted and they submit
additional evidence, the present decision maybe
reversed, so that we can get instruments and go
ahead. In that event we shall certainly do so.

We have two years from the date of our ordi-

nance—April 5, 1888—in which to open an ex-

change, so there is not much danger of our for-

feiting our chartered rights."

Girl Telegraphers in Texas.

Some days ago a reporter had occasion to use

a telegraph line in sending a report to the paper.

It was long after midnight, and the nearest

Western Union wire was a good mile and a half

from the town in which he was located. The
telegraph office was found to be in a railroad

block station, situated in one of the loneliest and
bleakest parts of the country through which the

road passed. No dwelling houses were within

calling distance, and the entire surroundings

were of the most uninviting and forbidding kind.

The office itself was but a small frame building,

utterly devoid of any means of defence from in-

truders, and the country round about was in-

fested with tramps.

The reporter knocked at the door, and receiv-

ing no answer, knocked again, with the same re-

sult. Finally, after a third summons, a window
was opened, and a feminine voice timidly in-

quired, "Who's there?"

The surprise of the newspaper man can be

better imagined than described. The idea of a

woman being in charge of an office in such a

dismal place seemed almost preposterous. He,

however, explained his mission, and after a little

delay was admitted by a delicate girl, who ap-

peared to be hardly older than iS.

The little room was as neat and clean as a new
pin. The floor was as white as a scrubbing

brush could make it. On the walls were taste-

fully pinned a number of pretty advertising

cards. A glass on a table near by contained a

bunch of flowers, and a comfortable, home-like

air pervaded the whole room, so entirely differ-

ent from the average country railroad station

with its foul odors of bad tobacco and oil.

When the last word of the message was out the

reporter questioned the young lady upon her

work.
" Yes," she said, " this company has lady

operators at night in all their offices as far east

as the mountains. My office is not as lonely as

some of the places up in the mountains, where

the girls do not have an opportunity to talk to

anybody from the tune they leave the train at 6

o'clock in the evening until they return the next
morning. It is an awful place even here, some-
times. Not a train will pass for hours at a time
in the moriiing, and we must waik the floor to

keep awake. At first I thought I would never
be able to stand it, but it is growing easier now.
At the beginning I was afraid of every sound.
We form odd friends at such times. The best I

have are the mice, who come out of their holes
and eat the crumbs I leave on the floor for them.
They are good company when there is nothing
better."

"I should think that the company would give

the lady operators day offices," we said.

"Well, it does not. They give the easy posi-

tions to the men. The only reason I can give

for that, since you ask for it, is that young ladies

are more careful, and do not go to sleep like the

lazy men do, and pile up a wreck in front of the

office."

"Are you not afraid of tramps?"

"Good gracious! yes. They are the bane of

our existence. We are prepared for them,
though!" said she, at the same time glancing at

a loaded revolver, which had until then lain un-

noticed within reach of her hand. " I had to use

it once or twice. I did not want to shoot the

man, and only fired to scare him."
" Have you had any odd experience while at

this office?"

"There was one," she answered, "I will never

forget. It was one of the coldest nights of

last winter. Rain had fallen the night before,

and toward evening, it had grown colder. After

midnight the thermometer was down below zero,

and a high wind was raging. About 2 o'clock

in the morning somebody rapped at the door.

I did not notice it at first, as I knew it was only

a tramp. One had been loitering around all day
and had insulted me the night before, and I

thought it was the same one come back again.

He kicked the door again, and I raised a window
and asked him what he wanted. He said he

wanted to come in, and if he did not get in he

would break in the door. Then he began to

swear at me. I told him to go away, and that I

would not admit him. That made him more
angry.

"He beat and kicked the door until I thought

he would break it down. Then he tried all the

windows, and finally came back to the door

again. No train had passed for an hour before.

None had left the city, and the nearest telegraph

office was two miles away. I pulled out the

drawer to get my revolver. It was gone! Then
I remembered having left it at home that night

to have it repaired. The man was knocking

away at the door, and every moment I thought

would be my last. I knelt down and prayed for

assistance. The man at the door had grown
quieter, and commenced to beg me to let him in.

'Great God! lady," he said to me, T am freezing,

and if you don't let me in you will find me dead
here in the morning.'

'I opened the window again and begged him

to leave, but he only continued to plead for ad-

mittance. His voice had grown weaker, and

sounded so pitiful that I finally went down stairs

to the door. I wanted to let him in, and yet I

was afraid.

"At last I unlocked the door and turned the

knob. The door of itself flew back on its

hinges, and there fell in upon me one of the

dirtiest, meanest, and worst looking tramps that

I had ever seen. His clothes were covered with

mud, and his face looked terribly fierce. I

screamed, and turned to run away to escape

him, when he caught hold of both of my hands

and fell on his knees before me, and then and

there poured forth one of the most beautiful

prayers I have ever heard. It was so pathetic

and full of thankfulness at times.

"Tears were streaming down his cheeks, and

he kissed my hands repeatedly, saying I had

saved his life. I repented and told him to come

up stairs to the stove, but half way up the stairs

he knelt and prayed again. He lay down by

the fire for awhile, and after he had become
warmed, he told me the story of his life—how
he had become a drunkard and deserted his

home. He said he had not eaten anything for

two days, so I gave him my lunch. I kept him

here for a couple of hours and then sent him
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west on a freight. Every time I think uf that

man and that night I feel better, although every-

body said I was foolish to let him in when I told

the story at home."

—

Galveston Ncws^

Machine Telegraphy.

D. H. Craig, formerly manager of the Asso-

ciated Press, says an Eastern journal, has de-

voted nineteen years to the development of ma-

chine telegraphy, and claims to be able to tele-

graph 2,000 words per minute from each end of

a wire, total 4.000 words in sixty seconds.

The messages or reports are legibly and uni-

formly recorded in ordinary telegraph charac-

ters, which can be read by clerks familiar with

them at the rate of about 100 words per minute.

Messages, to be sent over the Morse lines,

must first be written or printed; but a message

to be telegraphed by the new system must first

be perforated, for which Mr. Craig has a beau-

tiful little machine, 8xio inches, with two banks

of keys, called a "composer," which even a child

can operate reliably and quite expertly after an

hour's practice, and after a reasonable amount of

practice fifteen to twenty words per minute can

be perforated. Simultaneously with the perfo-

rations, the machine prints, in plain Roman let-

ters, every word of the messege, which is re-

tained, while the perforated message is sent to

the telegraph office the same as a message is

sent in manuscript, to be telegraphed over a

Morse line, with this difference—the machine

message will be transmitted to destination at the

rate of one or two thousand words per minute,

and be legibly and accurately recorded in tele-

graph characters, and the Morse message will be

telegraphed by the hand-key system at the rate

of fifteen to twenty-five words per minute and

be recorded by "sound" reading in ordinary man-

uscript. It is claimed that the machine record

is three times more accurate than "sound" record-

ing.

With the regular office perforator experts do

reliably, fifty words per minute, or 3,000 per

hour, and it is claimed by Mr. Craig that the

actual cost of transmitting 1,000 words 1,000

miles is not over two cents.

The cost of paper to perforate 1,000 words

is I cent, and 2 cents for recording paper. Ex-

perts, young men or young ladies, do perforating

for 10 cents per 1,000 words, and the same for

copying on the type-writer—total 25 cents for

conipleting i.ooo words! On this basis it would

cost for labor and paper less than §30 to- tele-

graph and complete forty-eight co.iumns of this

newspaper from New York to Chicago.

"Mr. Craig has also devised a new telegraph

wire, made of pure copper with a slight mixture

of silica, which is said to increase the tensile

strength to twice the strength of steel of equal

size, the exact tensile strength being reported as

133,000 pounds to the square inch.

No. 4 gauge wire weighs over 900 pounds per

mile, and has but one ohm of electrical resis-

tance per mile. With such a wire, extending

from New York to San Francisco, the electrical

resistance would be about 3,000 ohms, while a

majority of the telegraph wires between New
. York and Washington show an electrical resist-

ance of more than 4,000 ohms—thus the new
siliconized copper wire will bring San Fran-

cisco nearer to New York, electrically, than New
York is to Washington.

Mr. Craig's ajjparatus is now on exhibition at

Washington, in a room in the Capitol near the

senate chamber."

The Standard Carbon company of Cleveland lias broughi

suit against W. H. I'.oullon for an injunction restraining

the latter from inlcrfcrinj^ with the plaintiffs' plant in Cleve-

land, (M July 9, 1887, the IJoullon Carbon company, the

Cleveland ("arbon company and the Crystal Carbon com-

pany cntereil into an agreement whereby they formed the

Standard Carbon company, with a capital stock of .fS'H).-

oo<j. l)uringthc first year of the company's existence W.
H, Houlton was its general manager on a salary of %%^v.'^i

a year. At the annual meeting the oflk-e of general man-

ager was dispensed with. The defendant owns nearly half

the stock of ihc Standard company. In consideration for

his .slock he contributed, at the lime of the formation of

the company, a lease of the premises on which the factory

is situated. ,\o formal assignment was made. After the

action of the directors Mr. Houlton served notice on ihe

company directing ihem to remove the property fortliwilh

as he was etititled to exclusive possession, A temporary

injunction was issued and the business will proceed until

the decision of the court.

Alternating vs. Direct Current Distribu-
tion.

Edit-jr Western Electb[cian :

Sandusky, 0., August 14.—The paper read by Nif.ola

Tesla, before the American Institute of the Electrical En-

gineers, May i6th and reproduced in the Wkstern Er.iic-

TRiciAN, is a most extraordinary one, and stands second

only to that read by Trofessor Elihu Thomson upon "Novel

phenomena of alternating currents." The latter was, with-

out doubt, the most remarkable paper ever read before that

body. Here was set forth a new principle
—

"electro induc-

tive repulsion."

The development of the alternate current motor as de-

scribed by Mr. Tesla, effectually forges the link that has

hitherto been missing in the chain of application of the al-

ternating system . Not only this ; it is a prime motor, which,

without brushes and commutator, and with ' an efficiency at

least equal to direct current motors, gives a constancy of

speed never before attained. The alternate current meter

has also been perfected, and constitutes a necessary compo-

nent of a complete system.

We are about to enter, or have already entered, an im-

portant era in the history of electrical engineering, and can

foresee improvements as great and radical as those which

characterized the invention of the Corliss engine in the de-

partment of steam engineering.

An ideal system of electrical distribution is one that per-

mits the use at will of arc and incandescent lights, and

motors upon the same circuit i\-ith safety and economy, and

is at the same time capable of very extended distribution.

The alternating system accomplishes all this. What more,

then, do we want? With such men in the field as Profes-

sor Elihu Thomson. O. B. Shallenberger, M. M. M. Slat-

tery and others, what less can we expect? The field of alter-

nate current apparatus is rich in original research, and will

amply reward the diligent worker.

In the discussion of this subject before the Chicago Elec-

tric club, the alternating two-wire has been invariably

compared with the direct three-wire system. It is to be re-

marked that the three-wire system is applicable to the alter-

nating, and a saving of 62^ per cent, in cost of copper can

be effected here as well; indeed, an alttrnating three-wire

system would possess certain advantages over the direct

system, even of the same potential. The cumbersome com-
pensator can be done away with entirely, and regulation

effected by apparatus which has no moving parts, and
which "is the simplest piece of mechanism imaginable"—

a

single coil of correct proportion, wound on an iron core.

The two ends of the coil are connected to the two outer

wires of the three-wire system, while the center of the coil is

attached to the middle wire. The side of the coil having

the highest potential will then become the primary', and the

secondary will deliver its current to the heavily loaded side,

or the one having the lowest potential. This apparatus can

give good regulation, moreover wastes no power, and re-

quires no attention. The fact that we can replace a lamp
or other device upon an alternating circuit by a "reaction

coil" and do so with economy of power, is alone a great

point in favor of the alternating system.

We can double or reduce our potential in any desired

ratio, and for any special requirement. We can cause our

current to have the characteristics of a flash of lightning, or

we can render it so harmless that it can be safely handled
by a child.

The problem of the successful electrical transmission of

the power of Niagara Falls to New York and other cities will

be solved by the alternating system, if solved at all. Here
the mighty question that has puzzled the wisest heads, what
can we do with the enormous potential which must neces-

sarily exist at the New York end of the wires, is easily dis-

posed of in the transformer.

It has become known, and the first mention of the fact,

I believe, is to be credited to I!)r. Otto A. Moses, that if the

same proportion of parts exists in large alternate current ma-
chines as in small ones, both will be equally successful.

What, then, is to prevent the construction on large ma-
chines? What we want in our central stations are alternate

current machines of large size and capacity, having arma
tures four and six feet in diameter, driven directly by en-

gines upon the armature shaft; these machines to have a

capacity of 5,000 to 100,000 si.xteen candle-power lights.

Electric lighting will then be car^-fed out on a grand scale.

Our stations will be smaller for a given output, cleaner, bet-

ter arranged, aad less liable to accident. Compound con-
densing engines can be used, and the highest steam econ-
omy attained. Stations can be located on inexpensive
grounds with regard to coal and water supply. Higher
potentials can be used, although i.ooo volts is proiiably the

most desirable. The dynamos will be improved, and have
an efficiency comparable with direct current machines.
Motors will be operated upon the alternating circuit without
commutator or bmshes, arc lamps will be run in parallel

and alongside the incandescent. The alternating arc lamp
will (]uiet down and become more of a favorite. Alternate
current machines will be coupled in parallel with little or no
difliculty. If the alternations do not at once coincide, some
operation as simple as opening the cylinder cocks of the

engine will change the speed sufficiently to bring them into

step. This, once established, is capable of considerable
strain without danger. All this accomplished, one of the
greatest engineering problems of the age, the transmission
of electric energy over great distances to fuUi!! commercial
requirements with safety and economy, will have been ef-

fectually solved.

It is not unreasonable to suppose that tlie "exciter" used
in the alternating system can be dispensed with, and the

principle of "mutiud accumulation" can be applied to these
machines, and their fields excited by their own current in

connection with "reaction" or "choking coils" or something
of that sort The conmiutator will then be absent entirely
ihnnighout the system, and much trouble and annoyance
.'ivoiilcii. Alternating will prevail against direct current
dislril.ution from central stations, while the direct current
system will continue in popularity for local and isolated

,

ligliii'ig- H. Franklin Watts.

New York Board of Electrical Control.

Rules anu Kkgulations.

Electrical conductors are divided into two classes: i.

Those for telegraph, telephone, and similar service. 2.

Those for electric light and power, and similar service,

II. No two lines of poles bearing conductors of like

class shall be erected on any street or avenue,

III. No two lines of poles shall be erected on the same
side of any street or avenue.

IV. All conductors of the second class shall be screwetl

to insulating fastenings, and covered with an insulation

which is waterproof on the outside and not easily worn by
abrasion. Whenever the insulation becomes impaired it

must be renewed immediately.
V. Poles shall be placed upon the sidewalk, as near the

curb as possible, and no pole shall be placed within ten feet

of any lamp post or other pole.

VI. All existing regulations of the local authorities in

regard to the placing of poles and stringing of wires are to

continue in force, and the ru'es and regulations of the New
York Board of Fire Underwriters must be strictly obseived.

VII. All wires shall be fastened upon poles or other

fixtures with glass, porcelain or rubber insulators,

VIII. No wires of the second class shall be stretched

within one foot of any pole without being attached to the

same with glass, porcelain or rubber insulation.

IX. No wires of the second class shall be stretched within

twelve feet of the ground or within two feet of any build-

ing, except when attached thereto with glass, '"ubber or por-

celain insulators.

X. No electrical conductors shall be stretched over any
part of any house or other building, or attached thereto,

except by permission of the owner thereof, and all conduct

ing wires of the second class must be at least seven feet

above roofs, and placed so as to avoid ladders of the fire

department and shutters.

XI. The companies or persons owning or controlling

poles in any '^treet or avenue .shall allow the same to be used

by other companies or persons operating conductors for

similar electrical service when authorized so to do by the

board, on tender of proper compensation, to be determined

by agreement between the parties interested. In default of

such an agreement the amount -^-f such compensation
shall be determined by the board. This rule imports a con-

tract on the part of each companv or person owning or con-

trolling the poles in any street or avenue, not only with the

board but also with each company or person who shall un-

der its terms be qualified to demand the privileges it con-

fers.

XII. All permits of the board for overhead wires and
fixtures are granted only pending the providing of under-

ground accommodations in the neighborhood of the street

or avenue for which the permit is granted.

XIII. Any member or officer of the board, and every

inspector employed by it, as well as every member of the

police force of the city, shall he entitled to examine permits

under which work of any kind is being done.

XIV. No permit shall be granted for the erection of any
overhead structure nor for the renewing of any lines already

existing in any street, avenue or highway in which under-

ground accommodations for the service have been provided,

or are being provided.

XV. All poles now standing, or to be hereafter erected.

shall be branded or stamped with the initials of the com-
pany owning them, at a point not less than five nor more
than seven feet from the street surface. W'hen an odd pole

is taken down it must be removed from the street the same
day. New poles must not be brought upon any street more
than two days in advance of their erection. Any pole that

shall lie on any street more than two days shall be removed
by the bureau of incumbrances of the department of public

works, at the expense of the party owning it.

XVI. All companies or persons having poles in thepub-

lic streets shall give a bond to the city in a reasonable

amount, to be determined in each case by the board, condi-

tioned for the payment of the cost of removing dangerous
and abandoned poles, and also for the payment of the ex-

pense of restoring the sidewalks and pavements where the

same have been disturbed or injured in consequence of the

erection or removal of any pole owned by them.

XVII. The violation of any of the rules and regula-

tions of the board, shall operate ipso facto by a revocation

of the permit held by the company or person guilty of such
violation.

XVIII. Whenever hereafter any company shall be per-

mitted by this board, or its successors, to erect posts or

poles, or other fi.xtures bearing lampsor other devices forthe
"

purpose of lighting by electricity, the streets, avenues, high-

ways, paiks or public places of the city, the said permis-

sion shall be granted only subject to the following provi-

sions, and the same is hereliy expressly made a condition

of said permits: At any time wdien, by action of the city

authorities, the contract for lighting any such street or other

public place shall be given to another company, the com-
pany erecting said lighting fixtures or lamp-posts sliali, on
tender of the first cost thereof, yield possession and owner-

ship of the same to the said other company obtaining the

new contract.

XIX. Electric light lamp posts siiall be in accordance

with the plan adopted by the board.

XX. All broken and "dead" wires, and all wires, poles,

and fixtures not actually in use, must be removed from the

streets, avenues ami highways of the city.

XXI. The general permit, giving electrical companies
the right to repair their lines of conductors where needed.

is continuetl anil matle obligatory upon said companies.
This genera' permit does not, however, cover the erection

in any street, avenue or highway of any new poles or other

similar llxturcs. and has aljsolutcly no reference whatever

to lim.-> which have been ordered underground by the board,

and \\hich the mayor has been requested to reirove. In

the case of such lines, where notice has been given that un-

derground accommodations have been provided, and the
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ninety days of notice required bylaw have elapsed, and the
mayor has been requested to remove the same, companies
owning or operating said lines are not authorized to make
any repairs or connections or to go upon the poles bearing

such Wnts for any pitr/>osc lo/ta/c-Vi-r, except to remOve the

said lines of electrical conductors in conformity with the di-

rections of the board. Any deviation from this rule re-

quires a resolution passed at a regular meeting of the board,
attested by the secretary'.

XXII. The secretary is authorized to issue to compa-
nies operating electrical conductors of the firsl class, all per-

mits required by them for the making of connections nec-

essary to the business of said companies with lines now in

use, and which the mayor has not been requested to remove,
not including the erection of any new poles or similar fix-

tures—said connections to be in every case in accordance
with the rules and regulations of the board.

XXIII. No poles, lamp posts or other similar fixtures

shall hereafter be erected in any street, avenue or highway,
except upon resolution passed at a regular meeting of the

board, attested by the secretary.

XXIV. X'o conductors of the second class shall here-

after be placed above or under any street, avenue or high-

way, except upon a lesolution of the board, passed at a
regular meeting, attested by the secretary.

XXV. No applications for permits for the erection of

poles or the placing of wires of the second class, will in

any case be considered by the board, when made by com-
panies owning or operating electrical conductors in violation

of these rules and regulations, or in defiance of any order

of this board.

XXVI. These rules and regulations are subject to revi-

sion and alteration.

The following were added to the rules and regulations

July 2, iSSS:

DAY CIRCUITS.

All circuits wiiich ever carry a current exceeding 500
volts, between 9 a. m. and 4 v. M., must be painted red for

a length of two feet at each insulator.

XUMHEli OK CIRCUIT.

Every electric wire carried on poles must be indicated by a

number plainly marked on each cross arm under the insula-

tor.

STATIONS.

All circuits must be tested every hour when in operation,

and when a ground comes on, effort must be made to re-

move it at once; failing in this, the current must be tliscon-

tinued until the insulation is restored.

CERTIFIC.'VTE OF INSPECTION.

From and after August i, iSSS, no company shall do
business of arc electric lighting in the city of New Vork
without a certificate of the board, granted on recommenda-
tion and after inspec'tion by the expert of the board, to the

effect that its lines comply with all the rules and -regulations

of the board, and that its plant is in proper condition for

the doing of its business. The force of the certificate to

continue until changes are made, of which the board must
be notified and approve, or so long as the plant and con-

ductors remain in the same condition as when inspected.

Wires In Washington.

Senator Edmunds, August i6th, introduced in the United
States Senate a joint resolution to restrain the erection or

maintenance of overhead electric power and electric light

wires in Washington and Georgetown. It was referred.

Mr. Edmunds' motion oi the preceding day instructing the

committee on the District of Columbia to report a resolu-

tion requiring the commissioners to revoke the permits al-

ready given for overhead electric motive wires, was
taken up. Mr. Sherman condemned the proposition as one
that would coerce the committee on the District of Colum-
bia to report a resolution to suit Mr. Edmunds' views without

any investigation. Mr. Edmunds declared himself just as

much in favor of increasing and improving the modes of

travel in Washington as anybody, and said he was as

ready to vote money for it, although -Jie didn't happen to

own any suburban real estate. He was not one of the pro-

prietors in Eckington. to which this road was run, nor did

he own land just at the Soldiers' home by the line of this

railroad. He wanted to see good electric railroads run to

Eckington and to the Soldiers' home, and to the north and
to the beautiful Arlington hills, but he did not want to see

them put up in a wav injurious to the public welfare or in a
way that would destroy the beauty of streets and avenues
and threaten with death everj'body passing along. .Mr.

\'est spoke of the unquestionable superiority of the electric

or of the cable system of street railways over the horse sys-

tem. Mr. Teller did not believe there was a successfully

operated electric road in the United States. So far as his

information had gone not one of them was satisfactory.

There was one in Denver to which as much ability, learn-

ing, zeal, and capital had been applied as to any in the

United States, and it was a failure. Finally Mr. Edmunds'
motion to refer with instructions was agreed to—yeas 22,

nays iS.

CORRESPONDENCE

A terrific thunderstorm passed over the Cape at 12:30
o'clock to-day, says a Cape May dispatch of August iSth.

The residence of Mrs. Ohl, at Cape May Point, was struck
by lightning and shattered. Two children were partially

stunned by the shock. An electric light pole at the Grat
street station was struck and the lamps shattered, and the

platform men near by were severely shocked. A sheet of

lightning passed over the roof of the Arlington h' tel oppo-
site, and it is said that it threw the skylight out of place.

The rain fell in torrents'

New York Notes.
New York, August iS.—It is rapidly becoming appa-

rent that the overhead electric wires are by no means the

only dangerous structures which menace the lives of our

citizens, Tlie truck drivers, the bobtail cars, and more re-

cently burning factory buildings, have all been subjected to

the criticism of the daily press, but no movement has been

started by any kind of an "engineer" to prohibit their

"damnable" work. It appears strange that electricity

should have been singled out for a series of attacks, unrea-

sonable and unjust in many instances, and it can only be

accounted for on the supposition that some interest is work-

ing against them.

At the inquest recently held in the case of the Chrystie

street fire, where many lives were lost, the superintendent

of the bureau of inspection of buildings testified that the

law was fully complied with in regard to fire escapes on the

building, but he did not think the law was ample in pro-

viding for the proper construction of such buildings. Thou-

sands of persons he stated were daily exposed to just such

a fate as was met by the men and women at the Chrystie

street fire. So far as choice of death is concerned, most

persons would probably prefer that electricity be the instru-

ment.

The electric and the photographic sections of the Ameri-

can Institute will have their annual field day e.xcursion at

Coney Island on .August 21st. No definite place or time

of starting has been announced, but all are expected to

"get there" by the most available route. Headquarters

will be established at Hotel Brighton, where O. G. Mason,

chairman of the reception committee, will be in attendance

all day. If the day is stormy the excursion will take place

on the next fair day, as it is desirable to have a good light

in order to give the amateur photographers a fair chance.

The Board of Electrical Control appears to be getting

along very well with everybody excepting Mayor Hewitt

and the United States Illuminating company, or such par-

ties as seem to be under their influence. A letter has been

addressed to the board of aldermen by Secretary Moss in

which the co-operation of that body is invited with a

view to the enforcement of proper regulations, such as

those already promulgated by the commissioners. It is be-

lieved that if these rules can be rigidly enforced the electri-

cal service in the city can be made safe, uniform and effec-

tive, and the risk to life and property reduced to a mini-

mum. The attention of the aldermen is directed to the

numerous "dead" poles and wires, and also to those in use

w^hich have never received the proper sanction of the au-

thorities and which are "maintained and contained" with-

out permission of the Board of Electrical Control, and in

violation of the laws of the state. The fact is made plain

that 122 complaints have been sent to the department of

public works, and nothing has been done by the depart-

ment to remove the obstructions. It is pointed out that the

United States Illuminating company has never been duly

authorized to stretch any wires above ground, and that 52S

violations have been reported against that corporation.

Corporation counsel Beekman has caused to be served

upon the United States Illuminating company the summons

and complaint to the suit which the city has brought against

it in the Supreme court, asking that it be compelled to re-

move its wires from the streets, and place them underground

in accordance with the orders of the board which the com-

pany has disobeyed. The city also asks for ^5,000 dam-

ages.

The bill which has recently passed the senate for the

regulation of telegraphic communication, does not appear

to have attracted much attention, but its provisions are of

great importance and if strictly enforced will lead to some

radical changes in existing methods of handling business,

For instance it is declared unlawful for any telegraph com-

pany to give any unreasonable preference or advantage to

any particular person, company, firm, corporation, locality

or class of business in any respect whatever, or to subject

the same to any unreasonable discrimination or disadvant-

age in any respect whatever, etc. It is well known in tele-

-Taphic circles that unusual facilities are given to brokers

and speculators; that special wires are given to them, and

that the service is almost instantaneous under ordinary cir-

cumstances, while in case of accident to the lines the ordi-

nary business is subjected to delay in order that brokers'

messages may be promptly handled. This has been the

practice for years although the law requires (probably in

every state in the Union) that messages shall be transmitted

in the order of their reception.

Coroner Nugent held an inquest .August 15th in the case

of W'illiam MuJr who was killed by coming in contact with

an electric light wire in the Adams Express company's

building fuly i6th, Charles M. Kenna an engineer in the

employ of the company, testified that the deceased was em-

ployed as a cleaner and trimmer of electric lamps. On the
day in question he went into the room where Muir was
working and found him dead on the floor under a lamp
which was trimmed and burning. The jury rendered a
verdict accordingly, and recommended that in future the

express company employ more intelligent men for such

work.

It is now generally believed in this city that Robert Gar-

rett is hopelessly insane, and that his long trip has been of

no permanent benefit to him. His friends believe that it

will be best to place him under restraint on account of his

extreme violence at times. The fact that he considers him-

self a victim of Jay Gould indicates that his troubles have

been brought on by the strain of railroad and telegraph

competition. P.

From Kansas City, IVIo.

Kansas Crrv, Mo., August iS.—The electrical business

is picking up. The Kansas farmer has managed to gather

in a most respectable crop of wheat and the prospects for

garnering a corn crop of most formidable proportions are

also favorable. This has created a better feeling through-

out that slate and the adjoining regions, enterprises are

moving along more rapidly, and the electrical man is feeling

its effects along with other lines of business. The dealers

in supplies report an increased demand, and the agents for

electric light and power companies report the receipt of

more inquiries than they can attend to. These inquiries

are more numerous concerning the transmission of electric

energy in the way of motors in mills and factories and mo-
tors for street railways. The latter are very popular, and
it is a very small and lifeless town in the west that is not

now agitating the establishment of an electric street rail-

way.

Two railways are being projected in this immediate vi-

cinity. One is in Kansas City, Kan., just across the river,

and the other is at Excelsior Springs, a Missouri summer
resort, controlled by Kansas City, Mo. , business men.

The Kansas City, Kan., railway is projected by a company
incorporated under the name, West Side Railway company.

It is to run throughout the town on Minnesota avenue, one

of the main streets. Branches will be constructed to the

different parts of the city and it is expected that the total

length of the road will be fifteen miles. The capital stock

is .$500,000. The directors are, L. H. W^ood, C. Y

.

Hutchings, J. D. Husted, W. L. Wood. E. J. Camp, T.

H. Rowland, and O. R. Burnham. fames D. Husted is

president, W. L. Wood secretary, and L. H. Wood treas-

urer. The company proposes to construct a line similar to

those in operation in Richmond, Va. , Scranton and Alle-

gheny City, Fa. An ordinance granting the company a

franchise has passed the council of Kansas City, Kan. It

provides that the wires shall be placed underground whenever

any practicable scheme for so doing shall be invented; that

the road shall be completed within eighteen months; that

flagmen shall be stationed at all crossings where it shall be

deemed necessary; that cars shall run from 5:30 a. m. to 12

o'clock midnight, at intervals of not less than 10 minutes;

that atax of |i2.50 shall be levied on each car every six

months, and that the company shall give a bond for !^5,ooo

for compliance with the provisions of the ordinance.

Howard M. Ilolden has returned from a trip to the

northwestern States. During his absence he investigated

the merits of the Van Depoele system of operating street

cars by electric motors, the patents for which are now owned

by the Thomson-Houston Electric company, and, as far as

his investigation extended, is well satisfied with that sys-

tem. In the town of Appleton, Wis., a place of some

12,000 inhabitants, the street cars have been operated by

the Van Depoele system for a little over two years. "The
people of that town seem to be well pleased with the sys-

tem," said Mr. Holden. "It has stood the test for more

than two years now, and, so far as I was able to discover,

the people have never yet complained. The cars run very

smoothly and with comparatively little noise. My investi-

gations were made with a view to building a road from the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul depot at Excelsior Springs

to the Elms hotel, a distance of about a mile. The com-

pany is seriously contemplating this step, and before long

will probably make the connection. I am very favorably

impressed with what I saw at Appleton, Wis., and it i,.

among the probabilities that the road will be built."

The Metropolitan Street Railway company of this city is

closely watching the operation of the electric roads of the

country. If they should prove successful during the win-

ter, the company propose to build in Armourdale or on the

southwest boulevard to Rosedale, and perhaps both. A,

J.
McCarty, of the company, and C. J. Ifubbard, repre-

senting Boston capitalists, visited St. Joseph and investi-

gated the operation of the electric roads there. In his

official report to his company, Mr McCarty said: "I found

two miles and three-quarters of road containing seven right
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angular curves and a four per cent, grade in operation.

Six cars were running at a rate of speed equal to that of

an prdinar)- horse car's, although greater speed could be

obtained if desired, for at my request a car was run at the

rate of fifteen miles an hour, and from what I saw on that

day the road seemed to be in successful operation. The

Sprague system of overhead power is used, although it

may be changed to a conduit system if desired."

Robert Gillham, the well known engineer of this city,

who has been the constructing engineer of most of the cable

lines in this city, and is now the constructing engineer of the

cable line of the Denver Street Railway company, proposes to

make a test of the electric railways now in operation. He

will be accompanied by Captain G. S. Griffith of the United

States army.

Kansas City was suddenly enveloped in darkness one

night recently. The wires became entangled at the Union

depot in the bottoms, cutting off the upper end of the

circuit. About the same time the electric light wires set

fire to the signboard of a Main street saloon, making it

necessary to cut the wires, which left Kansas City depend-

ing on gas, candles and kerosene.

A bill of complaint was filed in the office of the United

States circuit court. July 25th, by the American Bell Tele-

phone company against the Johnson County, Mo., Tele-

phone company and others, asking that an injunction be

issued on the ground of infringement of the right granted

the Bell company by letters patent. Notice was received

last week that the papers had been served. The Johnson

County company was operating the Pan Electric telephone

in Warrensburg and Holden. While the company expects

nothing else than to'be closed up, it does not expect to be

compelled to pay any damages, for it has been charging

only one-fourth to one-half the usual rates of the Bell com-

pany, and the Bel! company has declared that for it to

charo-e only the rates of the Johnson County company

would be for it to lose money. The company will ask the

court wherein the Bell company has been damaged when it

would have been a loser had it been operating the ex-

changes.

A number of telephones have been rendered useless in

this city recently by the storms, causing telephone wire to

come into contact with electric light wire.

The Kansas City Electric Light company has been sued

for i^io.ooo damages by John W. Higgins for personal in-

juries received by coming in contact with an electiic light

wire at J. A. Frame & Co.'s turf and field rooms. He lost

one of his fingers, and says his health has been permanently

impaired.

The Thomson-Houston company has been granted the

contract by the Kansas City Exposition company for a

^20,000 electric light plant at the exposition building. The

plant is to be in operation by September loth. A.

From St. Louis, Mo.

St. 1.1 iris, August iS.—The St. Louis Street Railway

company proposes to adopt the electric system for motive

power on its line, plans for the proposed change having

been submitted to and approved by the Board of Public

Improvements. An experimental plant will be put in soon,

the permit for its construction covering a period of only nine

months. The plan is to establish a central station whence

power will be supplied the cars by means of overhead wires.

The territory covered will extend from Wyoming to Keokuk

street on Broadway, the tracks now used being retained.

The cars will be supplied with two motors, one being a re-

versing motor to facilitate stoppage. The conducting wires

will be placed at a height of 18 feet above the street, and

will be so insulated as to be absolutely harmless, even

should they become grounded. The wires will be sup-

ported by cables stretched across the street at intervals of

125 to 150 feet, which will be suspended from ornamental

iron upriglits, of wrought iron. The cars will be illuminated

by electric lights, and the forward car will be supplietl with

an electric head light. There is at present an ordinance

regulating the elevation of overhead wires at 25 feet, but

it has I>ecn set aside temporarily. President Flash of the

Hf»ard of Improvements will, if the line provesa success and

the electric motor is adopted by the company for its entire

system, advocate placing the conducting wires 80 feet over-

head. C.

St, Loins, Mo., August i8.-:-Telephone linemen in this

city are usintj a novel ground detector. The instrument

consists of a wooden box, containing a shuttle twelve inches

long, wound longitudinally, with about T.oooturnsof num-

ber 32 wire, the ends of which are connected with a tele-

phone. In testing a telephone circuit magneto bells arc first

used. If a ground is discovered a battery of five cells is

connected, one pole to one side of the grounded circuit

through a vibrator and the other pole to earth, the iilea be-

ing to send an interrupted current through the circuit to the

ground at the place where the fault exists. The lineman

then takes his detector, climbs a pole, connects the instru-

ment to the line that is grounded, and in case he hears the

vibrator, he knows he is on the battery side, but in case he

does not hear the interrupter, he knows he is beyond the

ground. By testing the line at different places he is soon

able to locate the ground. One lineman claimed to be able

to remove more grounds in a day by using this instrument

nhan three men could in the old way.

Articles have been filed for the incorporation of the Citi-

zens' Electric company.

S. P. Baird is representing the Ball automatic high speed

engine. He reports the prospects flattering for the sale of

several large engines for use in St. Louis and vicinity.

T. H. Irwin, secretan- and treasurer of St. Louis West-

ern Electric Light company, has returned from Pennsylva-

nia, where he has been enjoying his vacation.

fohn Farmer, an electrician in the employ of the

St. Louis Western Electric Light company, has designed

and is building a dynamo of the Gramme ring type which

utilizes over 90 per cent, of the wire on the armature.

The exchange of the Missouri Bell company is in excel-

lent running order. This company does its work both inside

and outside in a very workmanlike manner. B.

Indianapolis Items.

Indian.wolis, Im)., August 17.—During the last week

the Jenney Electric company of this city has been putting

in a 200 arc light plant at Nashville, Tenn., for E. T. Noel.

This company also furnished the plant of 80 arc lights for

the " Fall of Babylon" at Cincinnati.

A cross between two electric light wires, in an out-of-the-

way place, last night, caused a run for the fire department

in which one of the chemical engines was badly wrecked

and one of the horses disabled by getting into an unpro-

tected gas trench.

There is a fair prospect for more light for this city. A
meeting of business men has been called to take some ac-

tion toward making a display of the city's natural gas ad-

vantages. Arches over the principal streets and private

lights in front of business houses are talked of. M.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Charleston, S. C, Electric flight company will prob-

ably enlarge its plant shortl)'.

The Fostoria Electric Light company, Fostoria, O., has
been organized, with a capital stock of |i25,ooo.

The Athens Gas Light company, Athens, Ga., is consid-
ering the subject of erecting an electric light plant.

The Gas company of Arkansas City, Mo., has ordered a
thirty-five arc plant of the Thomson-Houston company of

Chicago.

The North Chicago Street Railway company has ordered
a fifty arc Hght plant of the Thomson-Houston company of

Chicago.

The Brush Electric Light company of Baltimore, Md.,
will, it is reported, erect a new plant of about 5,000 horse
power capacity.

The Rome Gas Light company of Rome, Ga., is remod-
eling its gas works, increasing its capacity, and putting in

an electric lighting plant.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has sold a
plant of thirty arc lights to the Salina City Gas & Water
company of Salina City, Cal.

A plant of twenty arc lights has been sold by the Thom-
son-Houston company of Chicago to the Omaha and Council
Bluffs Bridge & Railway company.

The Walla Walla, W. T.. Territorial penitentiary is to be
lighted by electric light. Four hiindred and eighty sixteen-
candle power lamps will be empk yed.

The authorities of Buenos Ayres have approved the
statute authorizing the formation in that city of the Edison
Electric Light company, with a capital of ^"500,000.

The United States Incandescent Gas Lamp company of
Ashland. Ky., has been chartered by William Londerrach,
C. W. Schofield and others, with a capital of !5;ioo,ooo.

Read's hotel at Chattanooga, Tenn., is being equipped
with 500 incandescent lights of the Mather system. J. H.
Reid, western manager of tl^e company, is making the in-

stallation.

I he Dulutli, Minn., Electric company, capital ^150,000,
has been incorporated by Otto C. Hartman. Alexander
W. Hartman, (':. E. \^an Bergen and Franklin R. Anson,
all of iJuluth.

The Northwestern Electric Supply ^: Construction com-
pany of Seattle, W. T., has contracted with the Northern
Pacific to light Stampede timnel. There will be used 300
30 candle power lights.

The Natchez, Miss., Gas company has acquired the right
10 manufacture and sell electricity. This company, instead
of enlarging its gas plant, jircjposes to enlarge the scope of
its work by adfiing an eieclric'iight plant.

The Oregon City, Ore., ICIectric Light company, with a
capital of li;2o,(joo, has been formed. Those interested in
the company are, M. A. Slratton, T. L. Charman, K. L.
Kastham, 1*. (>. McCown, T. Charman.
The Natchez, Miss., Electric Light, Healing I'i: Power

company has been organized. All the .slock has been
taken, the plant ordered, and the works are to be in opera-
tion by the ist of October at the latest. The Van Depoele

system is the one adopted, and only arc lights will be put
in at first, but will be followed by the incandescent if de-

manded.

The Fort Wayne Jenney Electric Light company has es-

tablished an office in St. Paul, Minn, at 352 Drake Block.

It will be in charge of Walter Iv. Freeman, a gentleman
well and favorably known in Chicago.

The Vancouver, W, T. Electric Light company has been
incorporated with §20,000 capital stock. The incorpora-

tors are David Wall, L. Sohns. B. F. Shaw. Chas. Brown,
Wm. E. Maxson, Wni. S. Patten, John O'Keane. -

Martha Moyer has begun a suit to obtain $5,000 dama-
ges against the California Electric Light company of San
Francisco. It is alleged that the plaintiff stepped on a

wire that had fallen from a pole, and was severely shocked.

The residence and grounds at George M. Pullman's
country house at Thousand Island Park are lighted by
electric light. The power house contains a forty horse

power engine with a sixty horse power boiler and two dy-

namos.

Electric lighting has been successfully tried on the Skane-
Holland railway, in Sweden. The lamps are fed from an
accumulator in the luggage van. It is intended to fit all

the express trains with the system between Christiana and
Helsingborg.

The Heisler Electric company has secured patents in

Belgium, England and Italy for its system of lighting, and
is expecting the same favor to be accorded it in Germany
and Austria at an early date, when work in the foreign

field will be at once begun.

The Grand Ledge, Mich,, common council has voted to

purchase an eighty horse-power engine of the Lansing Iron

and Engine works to operate its electric lightplant. Grand
Ledge people have had a great deal of trouble with their

street lamps owing to insufficient power.

In the thunderstorm at Montreal, August iSth, all the

electric lights e.xtending from the foot of McGill street to

Hochelaga were instantly extinguished, as were also the

electric lights on the canal. In the electric light station the

electrician and his assistant were benumbed by the shock.

The Heisler Electric Light company has contracted to

furnish the Grand Junction, Col . Telephone company with

a plant of 500 lights, and the Pueblo, Col., Gas Light com-
pany with one of 1,000 lights. Hackettstown and Ocean
Grove, N. J., have just been lighted with the Heisler system.

The Pike Electric company will supply the St. Charles,

Mo., Car company with a lighting plant of sixty-three arc

lights—American system. Among recent sales of the

Cleveland electric motor, is a 5 horse power sold to the

Cable Electric company, for pumping water at Kensington
Gardens.

Since the consolidation of the Hauss and Brush Electric

Light companies the plant of the former, which will oper-

ate all the incandescent lights, has been undergoing repairs,

and is now complete in ever)' respect, and the machiner)-

will be put in motion to-night, says the Chattanooga Even-
/«^ AV7i'.r of August 1st. A fuel gas furnace has been
added to this plant, which will decrease considerably the

item of fuel. They have a capacity of 2,000 lamps and a

force large enough to make everv' lamp satisfactory.

The electric light is to be removed from the courthouse
in Rochester, N. Y., on the ground of economy. Gas is to

be used hereafter. Naturally enough the court house offi-

cials feel aggrieved. One of them is quoted as saying:

"We shall have to use twice the number of gas burners that

we do electric lights, and in a small room like the county
clerk's office or treasurer's office, the gas consumes as much
oxygen as the people. While we had electric lights there

have been no complaints of headache, dizziness and a gen-
eral feeling of sickness."

Judge Colt has handed down a decision in favor of the
plaintiff in the case of the Thomson-Houston company of
Boston against the Citizens' Electric company and others.

The action was for infringement of letters patent No.
238,315, granted Elihu Thomson and Edwin J. Houston.
The main defence was that the prior patent. No. 223,659,
which was issued to the complainants, was an anticipation

of the patent sued upon. Judge Colt in his decision

said: "Upon the subject of infringement I have no doubt.
The question is not as to the form of dynamo the defend-
ants may use, or whether their machine may be adjusted by
hand to avoid sparking, but the question is whether they
use the complainant's invention by the employment of sub-
stantially the same means to accomplish the same result,

namely, the regulation of the current by means of a device
responding to changes in the main or generated current,

and this the complainants have shown."

The Progi essive Agt- believes in the adoption by gas com-
panies of electric light in conjunction with gas plants. In

au article explaining its position that paper says: "Taking
common current report as it comts to us from individuals,

the local papers and class journals throughout the counlrj-,

and in divers other ways, we obtain the belief that, as a
rule, the furnishing of electric light is a profitable under-
taking when the community to be supplied is large enough
to afford a reasonable patronage, and the work is conducted
on prudent business principles. The electric light is cer-

tainly no longer an experiment, though yet susceptible of

many improvements, but the same things can be said equal-
ly of gas. Both are here to stay, and those who kick

against the electric light may as well make up their minds
that they are kicking against the pricks. So far as the

effect on gas is concerned, the testimony is on every hand
that the introduction of electric light, instead of diminishing
the use of gas, tends to extend and increase the consump-
tion of it. Evidence of this kind comes to us daily from gas
works and is to be found in every issue of this paper. In

the light of these and other facts as they are known to

exist, it seems the height of fonlhardiness to seek to ostra-

cize electric light. It is as ine\'itable as it is good, iheie-

fore belter ticcepl the siUiallnn gracefully, make money with
the other fellow s capital, and avoiti tlie experience of the

bull with the loconi(Hive."
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THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Work for the experimental electric railway between

Wetherslield and Hartford. Ct., was begun last week.

The SpragTJC Electric RaiUvay and Motor company have
been awarded the contract to equip the Cleveland. O., elec-

tric road. This is to be a very complete equipment, con-

sisting of eight miles of track and si.xteen cars, iron poles, etc.

C \V. Morgan and others and Nathan Cole, jr., have
petitioned the Los Angeles, Cal., trustees for an electric

railroad franchise, to build a road from Franklin and New-
High streets to Pasadena The storage battery system will

be used.

The West End Railway company of Boston, which has

decided to employ the electric system, will immediately

equip twenty cars. Overhead wires will be employed, but

a conduit will be built on those sections where the overhead

system is prohibited.

A company has been formed in Des Moines, la., with a

capital of i|;ioo,ooo for the manufacture of the Wells electric

motor, for the purpose of building and operating electric

- motors and leasing the same. Jesse Wells, of that city, is

the patentee, and the incorporators of the company are R.

X. Bayless, Jesse O. Wells, Samuel Menill, H. E. Teach-
out, Wm. M. Lamphere, Albert T. Hess and David H.
Ogden.

It is safe to say that the Westinghouse Electric company
has a gold mine in its new electric motor, says the Pitts-

burg /'osL The public, even the electric public, has not

yet reached a realization of the importance of the inven-

tion. The motor was invented by Nikola Tesla, a native

of Lika. a town on the border line of Austria and Hun-
gar)'. He was educated in Austria and graduated as a

civil engineer. Electricity soon claimed his entire attention,

and now though apparently less than thirty years of age,

he has a very wide reputation as an electrician. The West-
inghouse has contracted for his patents on the new motor,

and he has been in the city several weeks pro\ing all he

claims for his invention. When the company is satisfied

the contracts will be signed.

If in a district the normal number of horses using the

streets is, say, five thousand, and these be reduced one-half

by the use of electricity, then the wear and tear due to the

tramping of these horses is saved, and it is no stretch of

the imagination to say the life of the streets is doubled,

while the cost for cleansing the streets is reduced, says the

London Electrical Engineer. Unfortunately, few people

consider these indirect advantages. Most of us only un-

derstand direct advantages, and anything that puts a shil-

ling into our pockets is appreciated, and will be heartily

supported; while that which only helps by not taking out a

shilling is lost to sight. Still, a few* enlightened folk do
recognize such advantages, and their support gradually

brings with it that of their less thoughtful neighbors.

Every effort, then, should be made by those inteiested in

this branch of electrical engineering to see that those with

whom they are brought into contact fully understand both

direct and indirect advantages.

There was considerable excitement for a few moments
yesterday afternoon in a Madison street candy shop, says

a Chicago paper. The proprietor has recently introduced

a couple of those windmill fans which are operated by an

electric current and guaranteed to reduce the temperature.

At rest they are harmless looking machines, but when they

are allowed to flicker they make more revolutions in a min-

ute than occur in \"enezuela in six months. This candy

man believes in them, and has one in operation at each end

of his soda water counter all of the time. Well, yesterday

afternoon a stranger wearing a white plug hat came in with

a lady and ordered two vanilla-and-creams. They took

seats near one extremity of the mottled marble, and the

gentleman, true to the observances of polite society and

fullv alive to the sultriness of the atmosphere, removed his

hat. When the sodas were sen,'ed he placed his hat upon

the electric fan. There was a sound hke a butcher sawing

through a ham, and the remains of a white, plug hat shot

in a shower across the room and fell among the caramels.

The only section of the headgear remaining intact was the

sweat-band. After the astonished stranger had regained

consciousness the candy man sent out for a new hat and then

hung placards over the fans: "Not responsible for hats or

coats."

Electric motors for low power purposes are becoming

more and more prominent, says the Metal Worker. In

cotinection with our recent brief reference to their position

in the list of domestic motors, it is of interest to note that

they arc now made to be operated either by a small battery

of a few cells or by a current from an electric light wire,

and are capaM..; of successfully performing work for which

steampower would be objectionable. For some years the

manufacture of electric motors was in an experimental stage,

as usual in the opening up of all new enterprises, but by

this time the difficulties seem to have been overcome, and

those desiring to use electric motors have a number of pat-

terns from which to make a selection. Prices also have

become more reasonable, with increased competition and

the progress toward greater perfection made through the in-

creasing attention given the subject. The motors can be

started, stopped or reversed by a small lever, which instan-

taneouslv controls the motion. Jewelers' and dentists'

lathes and drills and similardelicate machinery need a motor

of this character, which not only operates at a high rate of

speed, but can be instantly stopped and reversed if desired.

Sewing machines are a class of machinerj* to which these

motors are well adapted. The batter)' is placed in the cel-

lar or in the closet out of the way. from which wires convey

the current to the motor placed on the table of the machine.

It is always ready for use, and when not actually in use it

requires no attention to keep it in order beyond an occa-

sional recharging of the battery. Pumping machinery for

domestic supply in suburban towns is another field in which

these motors can easily be employed with great comfort,

benefit and convenience, as any resident of the suburban

districts can testify who has been obliged to pump by hand.

THE TELEPHONE.
The telephonic communication between the Brussels E.n-

hibition and Paris is not giving satisfaction so far, the

want of success being attributed to unfavorable meteoro-
logical conditions.

The American Telephone Sonoretta company of Chi-

cago has been incorporated. The capital stock is $50,000;
The incorporators are Charles S. Clark, George L. Lav-
ery, F. S. Baker, Charles W. Morehouse and N. W. Flart-

well.

Tht committee on fire and water of the New Orleans

city council finds that aproposed ordinance reducing the

telephone charges from §g6 to flSo cannot be reported fa-

vorably, as it believes the city has no power to regulate the

charges.

.\n injunction has been obtained by the Southern New
England Telephone company restraining the Norwalk and
South Norwalk, Conn., Electric Light company from
further erecting wires and poles in such a way as to cause

induced currents on the wires of the telephone company.

The New Jersev Court of Errors and Appeals has de-

cided the case between the Domestic Telephone and Tel-

egraph company of Newark, N. J., and the Metropoli-

tan Telephone and Telegraph company of New York
and the New York and New Jersey Telephone com-
pany. The decision is in favor of the Domestic
company. During the progress of this suit, the origi-

nal stockholders of the Domestic company sold

out to parties friendly to the New York and New Jersey

company, so that latterly the case has been continued as a

matter of principle, and for reasons entirely different from
those governing when the suit was commenced.

The Kansas City Telephone exchange bears the reputa-

tion of being one of the best exchanges in the countr}r, and
under the vigilant eye of Wiley W, Smith, general superin-

tendent, the ser\'ice is constantly improving. In order to

keep record of the number of connections each operator

makes, he has recently placed at each switchboard a regis-

tering device which automatically makes a record every time

a connection is made. The apparatus in action to some ex-

tent resembles the clock used by watchmen. The cost for

the clocks was small, and that for maintenance is practically

nothing, as the transmitter battery is used for operating the

system. At appointed hours the paper record is removed
from each clock and a new blank is placed in position. The
record has a great value in its exhibition of what is being

done during any hour or fraction of an hour in the day.

The rival telephone companies in Montreal continue

their hostilities. The Federal company raised their poles

to fifty feet so as to be able to cross the Bell wires at the

corner; the Bell company then raised their poles just as

high and strung some twenty dead wires so as to impede
the Federal from crossing. Mr. Gauthier, assistant super-

intendent of the city fire alarm department, stated that

the right of way at that corner belonged to the city, which
had delegated it to the Bell company under condition that

the latter would string the alarm wire above all others, as

the circuit might be broken at any time if one of the other

wires should touch the alarm wire, thus exposing some
i^2o,000,000 worth of property which was protected by that

particular wire. Officers of the Bell company also testify

that it was in consequence of this contract with the city

that they had tried to overcome the Federal wires.

THE TELEGRAPH.
A dispatch from Baltimore, August 15th, says: "The

report circulated in Wall street, New York, yesterday that

the Baltimore & Ohio company had determint d to part with

the five millions of Western Union stock received in pay-

ment for the Baltimore -.V Ohio Telegraph lines is denied

here by the officers of the railroad company,"

H. A. Stares, representing the Western Electric com-
pany, has been engaged to lay a new telegraph cable be-

tween Astoria, Ore., and Fort Canby, in place of the one
broken two years ago by a vessel dragging its anchor. It

has been found impossible to find the old cable, as it seems
to be covered by the sand. The new cable will be laid at

once.

The people of Corea are enterprising. A line of tele-

graph is to be made to join the capital with Fusan, taking

in several large towns on the way. The poles for this line

have been imported from Japan, and the other materials

from Germany. The king's palace has been furnished

with Edison's electric light, and this has been found better

and more economical than candle and kerosene.

Fanny Vaughn, the 16-year-old daughter of Sheriff

Vaughn of Richmond county. New York, is taking lessons

in telegraphy and has an instrument in her home at Rich-

mond which is connected with the wires that run through

the town. During the thunderstorm on Friday evening
lightning ran into the house on the wire and struck her 3-

year-old brother who was seated near her in a high chair.

Both he and she were thrown to the floor. The child was
stunned, but it soon recovered, A deep red mark was left

on his right hip and instep.

Miscellaneous Notes.

The Harding Electrical Manufacturing company of San
Francisco, Cal., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of ^1,000,000.

Electric wires are being laid underground in chemically

coated wooden channels, from the gas house on Stevenson
street, near Fifth Street to the Baldwin hotel, San Fran-
cisco.

Gov. Hill of New Vork recently said: " The noose has

always seemed to me an unnecessarily brutal device, and I

have been glad therefore to sign the act substituting elec-

tricity. The quickness and certainty of the new method
will obviate all chances of those awful miscarriages which

have attended executions on the scafl'old. I believe that we
have made a humane step forward in this adoption of elec-

tricity in capital punishment, and 1 have no doubt at all

that we will be followed by governments the world over."

Col- Gourand, representing Mr. Edison, gave an exhibi-

tion at his residence in Norwood of the inventor's loud-
speaking phonograph, says a cablegram from London. A
number of journalists and many persons prominent in art

and literary circles were present, and all were astounded at

the results obtained,

A terrific thunderstorm passed over this city beiween 7
and S o'clock last evening, with the heaviest rain seen here
for many a year, says a dispatch of .\ugust 17th, from Au-
rora, 111. I.ightning struck a street car, singeing the arm
of a lady passenger, severely shocking the driver, and damag-
ing the car slightly. The woman was not seriously in-

jured.

At the annual meeting of the Calumet and Hecla Min-
ing company held at Boston, August 15th, the fol-

lowing directors were chosen: Alexander Agassiz, Cam-
bridge; Quincy A. Shaw, Boston; George Higginson, Bos-
ton; H. H. Hunnewell, Boston; James N. Wright of

Michigan. At a subsequent meeting of directors Alexan-
der Agassiz was re-elected president, and C. W. Seabury,
treasurer.

A New York dispatch dated August 17th, says: "A com-
pany of western men, with Hamilton S. Wicks of Kansas
City, at their head, have secured a contract with the syndicate

controlling the Edison- Bell graphophonefor all rights within

the territory west of the Mississippi and east of the Rocky
Mountains. Exchanges are to be established and the in-

struments introduced in the leading cities of that dis rictby

the first of October."

Business Mention.

The okonite insulated wire and cables for electric light,

telegraph and telephone purposes, manufactured by the

Okonite company, 13 Park Row, New Vork, are daily in-

creasing in popularity. They are claiming much attention

in Europe, where several tests have been made by Dr. John
Hopkinson. F, R, S.. with the most flattering results.

The writer was present at the test recently made of

W^right's Armature Protector at the station of the Chicago
Arc Light li: Power company, and the protector certainl)'

does all that is claimed for it, -A. larger machine was short-

circuited, but the protector acted promptly, and the machine
ran right along as though nothing had happened. This
protector will make its merits appreciated wherever intro-

duced.

The Shultz Belting company of .St, Louis, has just made
and put into the plant of the East River Electric Light
company. New York city, one of the largest belts ever

made west of New \'ork. It is 123 feet long, 58 inches

wide and weighs 1,300 pounds. It is made of double
leather, is to transmit 1,000 horse power, and takes the

place of an oak tanned belt. The company made the belt,

delivered it in New York and had it transmitting power in-

side of six days. This speaks well of the fulled leather

betting made by this company. This belt was cemented
only. No pegs or rivets were used.

One of the most important acquisitions to the East End
is the large and flourishing D. M. Steward Manufacturing
company which was induced to remove its business from
Cincinnati to a much finer and more convenient location

here, by the flattering inducements offered by the East End
company, says the Chattanooga Evening A'dos. They
gave the concern a splendid building site and subscribed

liberally to the company's stock, making the terms so at-

tractive that the plant was moved to this city and a fine

brick factory erected on the land donated by the company.
The business of this firm is a most unusual one, that of the

manufacture of lava gas tips, slate pencils and all manner
of goods to be made out of soapstone. The concern em-
ploys a large number of hands and is an important addi-

tion to the city in many respects.

The manufacture of rubber fabrics for mechanical pur-

poses is one of the most important industries in America.

No other field of manufactured goods except that of iron

is more extensive, and none perhaps is of greater import-

ance. Among the largest concerns in this line, if indeed it

is not the largest in America, is the New Vork Belling and
Packing company, whose main offices are at 15 Park Row,
New Vork, and whose factories, which are the most ex-

tensive in the world, are located at Newton, Conn., and at

Passaic, N. J. Nearly forty years have been spent by this

company in perfecting the manufacture of vulcanized rub-

ber for mechanical purposes, during which time many valu-

able patents have been issued to them, covering different

processes incidental and indispensable to the manufacture

of their leading specialties. The business of the vast con-

cern is conducted by John H. Cheever, treasurer of the

company, a gentleman of great intelligence, experience and
tact. John D. Cheever, a son, as deputy treasurer, shares

with his father the great responsibilities of a business

running into many millions. In the same building is lo-

cated the Okonite company, in which the Messrs. Cheever

are largely interested, and which is under the management
of President Chas. A, Cheever, a man of great experience,

covering many years in an active connection with important

electric light, telegraph and telephone enterprises. He is

ably assisted by Captain Willard L. Candee, who is treas-

urer of the company, and whose evidence in electrical

matters, as an expert, is recognized as among the best in

the country. Captain Candee has an associate, Geo. T.
Manson, a gentleman widely known among business men
and greatly admired for his open, genial disposition and
many high social qualities, L. A, Sneden is the able sec-

retary, The company's manufactures embrace plain and
braided wires for telephone, telegraph and electric light

purposes, armored wires, submarine cables, the Candee
aerial wires, flexible electric light wires, incandescent lamp
cord and the famous Okonite waterproof covering for

making joints.
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Personal Paragraphs.

David Chalmers, representing the Empire City Electric

company of New York, spent a day in Chicago last week.

Wiley W. Smitb, general superintendent of the Kansas
City Telephone exchange, was in Chicago a few days last

week.

Dr. Benjamin FrankUn Goodrich, president of the B. F.

Coodrich company and the Goodrich Hard Rubber com-
pany of Akron. O.. died August 3d. This intelligence will

be received with sadness by a large circle of friends and
business acauaintances.

Electrical Patents.

. Issued August 14, 1S88.

387.642. Galvanic Battery. Ernest M. Hewett, Boston,

Mass.
The first claim follows: "In a galvanic battery, in-

fusorial earth or a similar absorbent substance, sulphu-

ric acid, water, and bisulphate of mercury, in combi-

nation with a jar, a zinc plate, and a carbon plate."

387.643. Galvanic Battery. Ernest M. Hewett, Boston,

Mass.

387,645. Multiple Switch Board. MiloG. Kellogg, Hyde
Park. III.

The invention consists in a multiple switch-board

system of operating an exchange and testing any
board to determine whether a given line is in use and
in certain apparatus and circuits for operating said sys-

tem.

The first and last claims are given: "i. The com-
bination, with a pair of flexible conducting cords and
their plugs for connecting two subscribers' lines, of an

operator's telephone, a clearing out annunciator, and a

switch, said annunciator being in the circuit of said cords

and said switch having contact points to switch said tele-

phone in and out of the circuit of the cords, and other

contact points to shunt said annunciator by a circuit of

small resistance, of which the telephone is not a part,

when said telephone is switched into the circuit of the

cords
"

"9. The combination, with telephone lines and two
or more switch boards, at each of which said lines may
be switched for ^ronversation, of pairs of test bolts for

each of said lines, one pair on each of said boards,

one bolt of each pair being connected to the circuit of

the line outside of and on one side of its line switches, the

other bolt of each pair being connected with its corre-

sponding bolts on the other boards adjacent to the

point of the switch of its line at its board, connected

to said first mentioned bolt and crossed with said point

by the switch plug on its insertion, and sets of testing

apparatus, one set at each board, each set consisting of

a test receiving instrument and a battery in a loop, and
means for connecting the two sides of the loop to the

two test bolts of an)' pair of test bolts at its board.'"

387,654. Jar for Galvanic Batteries. Bernard Overlack,

Boston, Mass.

387,679. Electrolyte for Galvanic Batteries. Derick H.
Fitch, Cazenovia, N. Y.

The claim is given: "Muriatic or chlorhydric acid

in connection or combination with the solution for gal-

vanic batteries, made by dissolving chloride of ammo-
nium and chlorate of potassium or chlorate of sodium
together in water."

387.703. Circuit Closer for Electric Clocks. Charles D.

Warner, Ansonia, Conn.

387.704. Electric ClockSystera. Charles D. Warner, An-
sonia, and Arthur I). Bennett, New Haven, Conn.

This invention relates to those systems in which a

clock is arranged to open and close an electric circuit

containing and operating electric secondary clocks.

The first claim follows: "i. In an electric clock

system, the combination of a secondary clock circuit, a

regulator for operating the same, and an alarm circuit

connected with said secondary circuit, and rendered

inoperative by the working thereof, whereby the alarm

is prevented from sounding during the normal action

of the secondary clock circuit and sounded when their

action becomes abnormal or ceases."

387,714. Electric Motor. Bradley A. Fiske, U. S. Navy.
The first and last claims are given: "i. The com-

bination of a movable body, a rotary electric motor
gearing whereby the rotation of said motor moves
said body, an arm movable independent of said

body and adapted to be moved by hand, a circuit con

trolling switch carried by said body and operated by
said arm, and electrical connections between said

switch and said motor, such that when said arm is

moved, said movable 'body is moved so long as the

movL-mcnl of the arm is continued.
"5. The combination of a movable body, a rotary

electric motor, gearing whereby the rotation of said

motor moves said body, an arm movable independently

of said body, and adapted lo be moved by hand,

switch contacts carried by said movable body, and

switch contacts controlled by said arm, and electrical

connections from said switch to the motor, such that at

the central position of the arm the motor circuit is

broken, and on its movement in either direction circuit

is closed to the motor, so that it moves said body in

the same direction, folluwing the movements of the

arm, and on a more rapid movement of the arm the

speed of the motor is increased."

387,718. Telephone Support. Newton W. Ilartwell,

Louisville, Ky,
The second claim runs: "2. A telephone support

comprising a standard, adapted to be attached to the

telephone case, a bar pivotally connected thereto, and
a rest attached to said bar to hold the receiver and pro-
vided with a flaring ring, serving the double function

of holding the receiver on the rest, and a sound insula-

tor."

387,732. Electric Cut-Out. Joseph .'V. Powers, Lansing-
burg, N. Y.

387,839. Galvanic Battery, (iranville T. Woods. Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

The first and last claims are appended: "i. The
improved galvanic cell embodying the negative elec-

trode arranged as an annulus concentricallyaround the

positive electrode, and an intervening insulating shield,

in combination with the containing vessel and exciting

liquid.

"-3. A galvanic cell embodying a carbon or negative
electrode, combined with an open insulating annulus,
around which it is secured as one removable structure and
the zinc or positive electrode, combinedwith an insulated
bridge which is suspended upon and within the insula-

ted annulus, also as a removable structure, the whole
combined with and arranged within and upon a con-
taining jar."

387,842. Automatic Coin Controlled Ticket Printing
Weighing Scale. Edward H. Amet, Chicago, 111.

387,853. Regulator for Dynamo Electric Machines.
Charles L. Buckingham, New York, N. Y,, and Her-
mann Lemp, Hartford. Conn.
The object of the invention is to employ the move-

ment of a magnetic bar placed under the control of*
the lines of force of a magneto electric machine to
shift or adjust the commutator brushes to a non-
sparking position. The brushes are first properly ad-
justed for a certain electrical condition of the ma-
chine, when the magnetic bar is mechanically joined to

said brushes. Thereafter with each shift of the lines

of magnetic force, and the corresponding displace-
ment of the magnetic bar, the brushes will be changed
and adjusted to a non-sparking position.

The first, fifth and eighth claims are appended: "i.
The combination, with a rotating armature and its

field of force magnets, of a magnetic body arranged
adjacent thereto within the magnetic field of the arma-
ture and field of force magnets, and controlled by the
resultant of the forces of the armature and field mag-
nets, and connections for shifting the commutator
brushes, through the instrumentality of said magnetic
booy, to correspond with the shifting of said result-

ant.

"5. The c mbinalion, in an electrical machine,
with its rotating armature and field of force magnets,
of a magnetic bar arranged adjacent thereto, within the
magnetic field of the armature and field of force mag-
nets, and controlled by the resultant of the forces of
the armature and field magnets, intermediate connec-
tions for shifting the commutator brushes, through
the instrumentality of said bar. to correspond with the
shifting of said resultant, and a dash pot or other
means for steadying the movements of the aforesaid
parts.

"8. The method of regulating the position of the
commutator brushes to keep the same at the maximum
point in an electrical machine, thereby securing efifi-

ciency and preventing sparking, consisting of causing
a magnetic body to be governed by the varying result-

ant of the magnetism of the armature and field mag-
nets, and thereby controlling the position of the com-
mutator brushes."

387,876. Process of Preparing Aluminum BrQnze and
other Alloys. Paul Heroult, Lauffen-Uhwiesen, Swit-
zerland.

387,888. Multiple Switch Board. Milo G. Kellogg,
Hyde Park, III.

The second and third clatms are given: "2. A
spring jack switch containing a contact point or piece,
a spring lever normally bearing on said contact point,
and two insulated contact pieces, all mounted on an in-

sulating strip, said lever being transverse to the front
of said strip, said strip having through its front a trans-
verse rectilinear hole in front of said lever, said insu-
lated contact pieces being m^tmted on one of the faces
of said hole and e.stending to or near the front of
said hole.

"3. In a multiple switch board, the combination of
a series of line switches, a series of test bolts, one pair
for each switch, insulated from each other and from
the switch, continuous circuit connections between the
similar test bolts of the different boards, circuit con-
nections between the switches, plugging devices for
connecting the subscribers' lines at the switches and for
simultaneously crossing the test bolts at the plugged
switch, the test plug having double contacts adapted to
close the lest circuit through the pair of test bolts at
the tested switch and through both contacts of the test
plug, and a loop circuit, including a battery and signal,
connecting with both contacts of the test plug and
adapted to be closed through the contacts of the plug,
whereby a test circuit is established through the test
bolts at both the plugged switch and the tested switch,
and through both coniacls of the test plug and the sig-
nal circuit connected therewith."

3H7.889. Multiple Switch Bn.ud. Milo G. Kellogg, Hyde
Park, III.

The first claim follows: "i. In a telephone ex-
change system, two or more multiple switchboards to
which the same telcphom- lines arc connected, local
test circuits having a pair of contact points or test bolts
at the switches, one lest circuit for each line, each test
circuit containing a battery and connected to each
board on each side of the battery, and said battery be-
ing normally open, and a switch plug having insulated
contacts crossing the lest bolts at the connected
switches for automatically shunting the test circuit
aroimd a tested switch through a line of less resistance

when the main line is switched for conversation at an-
other switch, in combination with a test receiving in-

strument connected on one side to each test circuit at
one side of the battery, and a test plug whereby the oper-
ator may at will connect the test receiving instru-
ment on its other side to any test circuit at the other
side of the battery."

387,890. Multiple Switch Board. Milo G. Kellogg.
Hyde Park, 111.

The last claim is given: "3. In a telephone ex-
change system, a telephone line, a local test circuit for
said line, an induction coil for said line, one coil of
which is in the main line and has an intermittent cnr-
rent passing through it when it is not switched for con-
versation, and the other coil of which is in said local

test circuit, a switching device or devices adapted at

the will of an operator to switch said line for conversa-
tion, and while the line is so switched to cut off said
intermittent current from said coil, a test receiving in-

strument, and a switch testing device or devices adapt-
ed to close said test receiving instrument through said
local test circuit."

387.932. Flash Light Signal. William H. Thompson,
Richmond, Va.

387,974. Electric Clock .Synchronizing System. Charles

J. Hexamer, Philadelphia, Pa.
The two claims are given: "i. In a clock synchro-

nizing system, the combination of the regulatov, the
main sectional circuit, the relays connected to the re-

spective sections of said circuit, the local batteries,

the synchronizers, and the clocks, together with the
electric bells connected to said sections and the switches,
the parts being combined, constructed, and adapted to
operate.

"2. In a clock synchronizing system, the combina-
tion of the regulator, the main circuit composed of a
series of sections, the relays connected to said sections,

the local batteries, the synchronizing devices, and the
clocks, together with the recorder at the end of the
main circuit and the electric bells connected to said sec-

tions and provided with switches."

387,988. Apparatus for Charging and Discharging Secon-
dary Batteries. Mathias Pfatischer, Philadelphia, Pa.
The invention consists in apparatus for cutting in or

out any one or all of the secondary batteries or series

of lamps or both, in the outlying district, at the will of
the operator at the central charging dynamo station.

The first, third and eighth claims foUaw; "i. In
a system of charging and discharging secondary bat-
teries, the combination of a charging generator having
leads riyining to two or more independent stations with
circuit controlling apparatus at each station under the
control of an operator at the charging station, said cir-

cuit controlling apparatus consisting of rotatable cylin-

ders having electrical contacts for cutting the batteries
into the charging circuit, and additional contacts for

cutting the lamps into the battery circuit.

"3. In an apparatus for charging and discharging
secondary batteries, the combination of two or more
switch drums having electrical contacts arranged in a
pre-arranged order, and means for rotating said drums
together.

"8. In an apparatus for charging and discharging
secondary batteries, the combination of charging gen-
erator having mains leading to one or more outlying
stations containing secondary batteries and lamps or
other translating devices, with a switch mechanism at

each station for cutting in the batteries or lamps at

will, and a differential solenoid or electro magnet hav-
ing one differential branch in the charging circuit and
the other in a normally closed shunt through the bat-
teries."

388.003. Meter for Alternating Electric Currents. Oliver
B. Shallenberger. Rochester, Pa.

Claim 2 is given: "2. The combination of a
rotating armature, an inducing circuit polarizing said
armature when traversed by alternating electric im-
pulses, a second inducing circuit receinng currents by
induction from the first circuit and polarizing said ar-

mature in a different direction, a retarding device ap-
plied to the armature, and a counting, registering, or
indicating device actuated by the movements of the ar-

mature."

388.004. Method of Measuring Alternating Electric Cur-
rents. Oliver B. Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa. Filed
June 6th.

The claims are appended: "i. The method of
measuring alternating electric currents, which consists
in establishing by such currents two distinct lines of

alternating polarization, establishing thereby in a mov-
able armature two corresponding lines of alternating
polarization of non-S)nchronous phases, causing the
armature to rotate by the mutual attractions of the
lines of polarization and registering or indicating the
movements of the armature.

'"2. The hereinbefore described method of measur-
ing alternating electric currents, which consists in es-

tablishing by such currents lines of magnetic force of
varying intensity, deriving from said currents other
currents, the phases of which differ in time therefrom,
establishing thereby polarization in the movable body
producing mechanical motion by the mutual attractions
between I he different lines of polarization, and measur-
ing the amount of such motion

"3. The method of measuring alternating electric

currents, which consists in producing by such currents
a line of polarization traversing the movable element
of an electric meter, establishing by induction from Ihe
same current a second line of polarization at an angle
to the first, thereby causing ihe movable element lo

revolve by llie attraction between the second line of
polarization and the portion of the first contained in

the movable element, and in registering the rotations
of the movable element."
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DYNAMOS and MOTORS.
Arc and Series, Incandescent

Lamps, Altimeters, Voltmeters,

Galvanometers, Lightning Ar-
resters, Sicitch Boards, Cut-Outs,

EUctric Suppl-e', itc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE,
154LaSalleSt.,CHICAG0,ILL.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
I—65-Light Van Depoele Arc Light Plant.

1—50-Liglit American System Arc Light

Plant.

3— 10-Light, United Stales System. Arc Liglit

Plants taken in exchange.

laterhonse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Chicago Office, - 154 La Salle Street.

TmrBEL-T
^ Friction Clutch Pulleys

1 1-23 South Jefferson street, FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.
CHICAGO. —

MINNEAPOLIS. NEW YORK.

BURR & DODGE, 1 25 N. 5th St., Philadelphia.
Investigate Before Buying-

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OP THE

Patent High Speed Packing,
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LICHT ENGINES.

DeliTcrefl Free on 60 Days' Trial. Satisfaction toanteed, or no Pay.

//>
^^\l

The Electrical
¥,^

.yyf Construction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete,

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

A. H. MACKINNON,
Broker, Auctioneer and Contractor.

Electrical Plant and Apparatus

(Both New and Second-Hand,)

BOVOBT. SOLD or EXCHANGED.

63 Broadway, NEW YORK.
^"Send for List "Electrical Bargains."

FOR SALE.
Tu/o 60 H.-P. Ball Engines, one 60 H.-P.

and one 90 H.-P. New York Safety En-
gines, one 180 H.-P. and one 280 H.-P.

Buckeye Engines.

The above are practically new, and In firat-claas

rimning order. Thla Company is ueingcomponnd
engines of large power, and has no nee for the
above. They will be eold at a very low figare.

CHICAGO ARC LIGHT & POWER CO.,

70 Market Street.

The National Electric Light

ASSOCIATION.
Jnlj 25, 1888.

The Semi-Annniil Meetine of the National Elec-
tric Lieht Association will be held at Hotel Bruns-
wick. New Toik City, AnRust 29, 30. :il. All com-
munications relating to thii convention to be ad-
dree std to

Dr. OTTO A. MOSES,
Chairman Executive Committee.

131 EAST 73d STREET, NEW YORK

CLEATS, $3 PER THOUSAND.

ROSETTES, 2Cts. EACH.

Cleats are well proportioned and bored for No. 9
Screws. Eoseties are novel in design and

highly polished. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed.

Hobart Electric Co.,
MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.

slON/>.
INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Manufactured for A£BIA[., SL'BUARIKE and CNDEBeBOCNU USE. OKONITB TAPE for making waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers CANOEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New M.
BRANCHES:—CMcap, 42 LaSalle St., Boston, PliilaitelBliia, Omalia, Minueaplis, Cincinnati, Lonisyille, Kansas City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

TRADE MARK.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie 3^pplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pisher's Qlectric ((jotors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

^ ELECXRIC RJLIL^KTJLYS.

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
tMANUFACTDRERS off^

A^utomatic Electric Motors,
IIM ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dgnamo Elecfric n|aGhines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copp^^R Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, Agent,
154 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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FRANKLIN S, CARTER. CHAS, M. WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WARD V/ILKINS

'-MANUFACTURERS.Of AND DEALERS' IN.EV[RY:.DESCRIPTI0N 'OF/

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF-THE

, PATENT NEEDLE'ANN.UNCiATORS AND BURGLAR .ALARMS,
/ -.-' we> MAKE A SPECIALTY-OF .

' ;

BELLS, DISQUE LEGLANCHE.. BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APF^ARATUS
- '

':. AND A -FULL LINE OF '

SUPPLIESFOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We puljlish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, and willforward.to any address upon

.pplication; . . _ .

'
,

N.B.-^When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "Electric Bell '' or ''General

lupply" Catalogue is wanted, and. if in the trade inclose business' card for discounts.;,'

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.

-MANUFACTUEEI!8 OF-

Hard Rubber goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO OIIDER.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
CatiiloeuK and rrlces furnlahftd on application.

Tbe Stoddard Cut-Out
PATENTED SEPT. 13, IfS".

114 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Luminous Electric Goods.

SEHD FOR DESCEIPTIVE CIBCDLAE.

MANSFIELD ELECTRIC CO.,

383 Federal St., - Boston, Mass.

AGENTS WANTED.
A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.

We want 500 new agents In the United Statps and Canada, one in

every town and city where we are not already repreeented.
Onr trade begins in AnguBt and pstends through March. We are now

ready to form new agenciee, and wish to place a sample Regnlatoraseoon
as puBBible In the hands of every cne who ie free to handle ourApparatus.
Our Idea Is to have every new agent "flin a perfect knowicdgeof the work-
ing of the Regolator, and be In Bhape to place orderB when the Beason
opens. B£AD OUR OFFER.

We will Bend a sample set on approval to any responaible party answering this advertieementi

the Regulator to be returned if agency is not eetablished. All territory now occupied Is of course, ex-

cepted from the foregoing offer.

It costs you nothing to obtain the agency for the best working and best selling Regulator on the
market. It can be applied by any one to furnaces, steam or natnral gas.

Write at once ana secure a good thing. Address,

THE GDION AUTOMATIC BEAT REGULATING COMPANY,

158 EXCHANGE PLACE, ELMIRA, N. Y.

FOR FLEXIBLE PENDANTS.
THE SAFEST, CHEAPEST, MOST DURABLE

ANDlARTiSTIC'IN THE MARKET.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.
42 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

WOODHOUSE&RAWSON,
(LIMITED.)

11 Queen Victoria St., - LONDON, ENG.

XANUFACTUBERS OF

SWITCHES AND CUT-OUTS
of ev^ry description. Write for list of the "Q" type,

36 varieties alone.
MAGNETIC CUT-OUTS.

As used at tDe Loodnii Stock Exchanee. Fisheries,
Health and Inveuttons Exhibitious. and all tbe prin-

cipal British iDStallatlous; alsu largely on the Conti-
nent
List "A": Domestic Electeical Supplies, 10

pages illustrated. '25 re"ts. Mention thlspaper.
tlve Asoiits Wanti'rt-

EuGENE F. Phillips,
President.

W. H. Sawtee,
Sec'y and Electrlclm. *

ADierici Electrical fforls.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

Insulated Electric Wires,

Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wire

Magnet Wire, Patent Rubber-Covered
Wire. Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-

ible Cordage, Office and
Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND andAERIAL CARLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 18 Cortiandt St.

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

I.W.COLBURN&CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

J ^ «Tw^^^
^TTT^^^

HE|Ba^|SEO}J -'^^f^i
^^^^Ki.^^^^mt
I^^^^sHHUHI
machines for Arc and Ijicandescent
Blectric Ijfghting, Electro -Plating;
and Kxperimental Use.
Send for large Illnetrated Catalogue, also Hand-

book of l^eacly Reference, veet-poi'ket edition.

SCHE:N^EOTA.r>Y, IST. Y.,
MAXTJFACTUKERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords ^nd Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F, KELLY, General Sales Agent, !9 Dey Street, New York,

PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. M. F , Volts. 1.44.
Internal Resistance, Ohms, 0.32.

,Sftll»fnctlon Guaranteed.
IIlKbcHt TcHtlnionlHlfl.

U'KITK KOB PBIUK ANI> CIHOUI.An TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Street, N. Y.

VIlallH Illifiiii..;!-, Munuger.

To liu hull alHO uL

California Electrical Works,
iiwi FrauclHcO,

WANTSD.
A0KN7 S for Lord's Boiler Compound. A
CI aocfl for Jinttln<'iTH and men on the roiid.

AJHO loffll Ayfntf with uirfinH. State pr<'h
ent occupation. AddrecB,

CEO. W. LORD,
«V' Union Klroel, l'hlllir|i.l[,(iln, Pn

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

SSND POR CaTALOCUH.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE $3.25.

B. LYMAN;
Electrical Suppliei. •

Cleveland,'

Ohio.
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SPEAKINd TUBES M WHISTLES,
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
21. 23 and 25 Ann St. New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave , Brooklyn. N. V.
" Send for New Cat.\logue, out Aug-ust IsC.

THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS OF RAWHIDE BELTING IN THE COUNTRY.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RAWHIDE BELTING.
THE BEST DYNAMO BELT MADE.

LACE LEATHER ROPE AND OTHER RAWHIDE.
GOODS OF ALL KINDS BY KRUECER'S PATENT.

This Belting and Lace Leather is not altected by steam or dampnees; has more grip than any

other; never becomes hard; is stronger, more durable, and the most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission Is SUPERIOR TO Alili OTHEK!^.

"73 Olxxo Street, c;zxxc:;.A.<3-o, t-t.t.,

THE "cljlrk:" 'yyiRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

O.F. ANNETT. Prest.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
29. 1886, he says : " A Thoronghly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."

The rubber used in inaulatlng our wlrea and cables la specially chemtcally prepared, aiid is guaranteed

to he waterproof, and will not ileteriorat^, oxidize or crack, and will remain fle.vlble In extreme cold weather

and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protei-ted from meclianlcal Injury by one or more braldii and the

whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, lire proof.

Our Insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all

gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
CO order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HEHST A. CLAEK, General Manager. HEKBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

Ijeisler ^lectric |^ight |{o.

809-817 S. 7th street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

MANUFACTTJKEKa OF

The Heisler Patent Incandescent
Electric Light System.

The only and original Alternating Current Long
Distance Single Wire Incandescent.

We have built 24 Cen-
tral Station Incandescent
Plants within one year,

all of which are on a pay-

ing basis.

This System combines
successfully the illmnina-

lion of the streets with a

general supply of liglit for

stores and houses.

Any desired distance can

be reached at small cost;

No. 8 American Gauge
Copper Wire beinf; used

for tie outside line. No. 11

for indoors, for any num
ber of lights of any size

from 20 to 200 c. p. lo-

cated anywhere on the line

A perfect automatic regu-

lation ad.i'usts for every

variation of the load from the full capacity to one single light. We do not need

transformers, distributors, safety catches, resistance boxes or any other elcclncal

contrivance for distribution or safety.

Special attention is called to the superior advantage of this system for econ oinical

management. To its flexibility, no mathematic-1 calculation being required for wiring

or alterations of circuits. To its production of nearly double the candle power to the

H. P., as compared with any other system.

We can furnish substantial proof that our system is a successful competitor against

all present methods of illumination.

S. y. FESTO.V, VIcc-Prest. and Treas. CHAS. SID-NET SMITH, Seo'y.

Hotel and House Annunciators.

Electric Gas Llgbtlne.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric LIghtiug.

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire nnd Batteries.

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, - UTAH.

Protect mi Armatures
It is a matter of every day cxpericmf arnoii;; Eiec-

tric Lig-ht men that Armatures are frL-quently burned
out entirely or seriously injured by the short circuiting

of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector

Absolutely Protects
Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector, One of

the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System."
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-

'cHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.

See letter of recommendation from electrician Chi-
cago Arc Light & Power Co., on aduertising page xiH
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN July 28, 1888.

VULCAN INSULATED WIRES

ELECTRIC LIGHT

TELEPHONE

TELEBRAPH
MANUFACTURED BY

TRADE ».Ra. 95 Milk St., BOSTON, MASS.
N. Y. OFFICE : 52 FULTON ST.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-Bv F. B. BADT.

100 pages; 70 Illustration b; flexible cloth binding ; size of type page, 6x3 inches. Designed for

Dynamo Tenders and Linerata, Stationary and Maiine Engineers. Just the book for men who wish

to learn how to operate and care for electric light inataUatione. The only book of the kind in the

English language. Price, postage prepaid to any address in the United States or Canada, $1.00.

Address ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., G Lakeside Bldg., CJiicctgo.

FOR PRIVATE LINES
The only Mechanical Telephone which has stooil the tests and held out and given

satisfactory service for the past eight years.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices. Electrical Goods of Every Description.

"ELGIN" TELEPHONE AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Room 7, Hubbard Block, - ELGIN. ILL., U. S. A.

P'orest City Electric 'Vyork.s,
Manuiacturers oi CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES,

Quick Make and Break Uncon-
trolled by the Handle.

Correspondence

Solicited with

Electric Light

Companies.

W. B. CLEVELAND, Proprietor, 183 SENECA STREET, CLEVELAND, a
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CHAS. A. CHEEVER,
PRESIDENT.

xxxxxxxxxx

THE
xxxxxxxxxx

WILLARD L CANDEE,
TEEASCREK.

ww>
xxxxxxxxxx

CO.

TRADE MARK.

xxxxxxxxxx

1 3 PARK ROW,
FOR AERIAL,

SUB-MARINE

N. Y.

INSULATED

AND I

UNDERGROUND USE.

It is not affected by exposure to weather, and does not

deteriorate when submitted to extreme changes in tempera

ure, and is not affected by commercial acids or alkalies.

WIRES^N^CABLES
FOR AERIAL,

SUB-MARINE,
1 AND

ELECTBIC LIGHT ITIBES,

UNDERGROUND USE.

After several years' use OKONITE TAPE stands without

a competitor. It has proved all we claimed for it, being

thoroughly waterproof, and a perfect insulating medium.

Solid, Stranded or Flexible, with plain or braided Insulation.

Flexible Lamp cord, for incandescent lighting, silk or cotton braided.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES FOR TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE AND ELECTRIC LIGHT USES.
Those who have the OKO SfITE Wires and Cables ia use are unanimous in their declaratioa that it is the BEST INSULiATED medium

in the market, and as for Dnrability and Toaghnpss of compound it is unsurpassed.

Sole ^v/d:a,rL-cLfa.ct-CLrers CarLd-ee uf^eiia.1 ^;^7"ires.

CHICAGO, LOUISVILLE, MINNEAPOLIS, OMAHA, PHILADELPHIA, BOSTON, CINCINNATI, KANSAS CITY.

WEST COAST TELEPHONE CO. - SOUTH AMERICA.

WM. GARRETT, President.

CHAS. S. BRITTON, Vice-President.

H. E. HAYES, Treasurer.

C. L. RODMAN, Acting Sec'y.

CAPACITY. 300.000 PER MONTH.

THE GLOBE CARBON CO.
CLBT7-EL.^3iTlD, OIIIO.

OFFICE
and WORKS,

Carbons for Electric Lights,

BATTERIES, Etc.

C. &. p. R. R. EUCLID STATION.
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"C & C" ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
FAN OUTFITS,

%, \, J^ HORSE POWER.

Fan Outfits with the Latest Me-
chanical Improvements for Arc and

Incandescent Circuits.

Motors designed to drive any make of
Ventilating Fan.

ARC IVIOTORS
with our new Automatic Regulation

keep their speed absolutely

constant

Automatic Motors for any Incandescent
Circuit.

MtNUFACTonT: 90 South Fifth AvB,, NEW YORK, chiugo office: Adams Express Building.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE JLNID IlSrSXJI-JLXEID -WTIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted

Cords for Incandescent Lighting, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

.i*^*- , uu If »| — -^
..!Si«&.

PATENT "KK^ LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, con n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent. THOS. L. SCOVILL
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL.

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.
NEW YORK AGENT

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Send lor Piice-LiBt. 1 8 Cortiandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
{Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers'in

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
Agents for EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES,

46 South Water Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Cnmi)lete Doineetic Combination Outfite:

These sets reqnire no technical kDOwJed © toconnect; they are all

contained In blbcb hl§;hly fini-hed hard rubber caeea. monntfd In

nickel plate and read\ for use. The bell c omea are all 3^ inches, the

coilB a- e wound with eiik-covered wire, and t e contacts are of plat-

inized silver, -.^na
Three-Way Annunciator and Bell Set gl6.00

Invalid's Portable Call Bell Set t-™

Burglar Alarm Set v„-;,i;- JSS
FireAlarn OntHt JT.OOto 800
Portable Electric Testing Set ;U.™

Family Electro-Medical Set If.™
Telegraph Set for Short Lines and LeamerB 650
High ajid Low Temperature Alarm l~-00

Single Stroke or TremblinK Bell Set .^. 6 00

Swltchboaida, Switchea.Annunoiatois, Bells, Wires, Pnoh But-

tons, Alarm Contacts, etc.

waterhouse system
-OF-

Arc and Incandescent Lighting,

Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

; Multiple Arc Incandescent Lighting.

Our Instantaneous Automatic Regulator protects Lamps
and Dynamos, and saves power. Gold Medal awarded. Me
chanics' Fair, Boston, 1887, for perfection in regulation of
current. Most perfect and economical System in the field.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.

WATERHOUSE fLEC. & MFG. CO. Hartford, Conn

Chicago Office, 154 La Salle St.

FOREIGN PATENT

EXPLOITING CO..

1001 OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

CHICAGO, ILL.,

FRANCIS W. PARKER, Solicitor.

If you have an invention whicli has: Firi=t,

been proven to be operative, second, allowed with
broad claims In the U. S. Patent <ffice; third, Il-

lustrated fnlly by drawings and descriptioDB, we
win withont cost to you patent and exploit same
n foreign coontriea.

Correapondence BoUcited.

DO NOT OE DECEIVED
By imitations marked Leclanche Disque or Disque Leclanche.

The term "Disque" was formerly used by us to designate a

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1 and size No. 3.

It has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

#
t3

I (HA ^

THG CELEBBATED

iKADE

GONDA is ttie GcBnine Battery.

GBNiriNB GONDA POROnS CELL MARK.
BATTERY COMPLErB,

It is unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever name called, and is immeasurably superior in

efficiency and durability.

Insist upon bein<r furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and if your dealer docs not keep it send to us

direct for prices. Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it is stamped with the word Gonda.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO., 149 West 18th St., New York.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Western Agents Wires and Cables,

CANDEE WEATHERPROOF ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST.

A complete stock of General Electric Supplies always on hand. Shipments prompt.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, - 42 LaSalle St., Chicago.
Electric Light Repairing. General Machine Job-Work, Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, gi'A^.J6^|g¥uRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, October
Ist., at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the Club,
122-124 Clark street.

aii^HS JLisrxi-iMiLaiTExic shiei^id
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co.

Qenilemen : — Your Anti-Magnetic

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti-

mated. It is now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day

it is (without correcting time) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every- ;.

one who needs the correct time, should ^
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good

J.;.

deal of practical utility, as well as pleas- -^\

ure, can be derived from a good time- "^^-
keeper. At present, I look upon a watch "^^
without a shield as a thing incomplete, "^=^

and so it is. Very Respectfully, \

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
'

Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Bore protection from al! Electrlcnl and Magnetic diBturbanceB.
Send for descriptive circular. GILES BROS. &, CO.

'WrJLXCHES-
". * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machme.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan I know that could succeed.

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologisis

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-
tive and fine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of
their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

_^^^ AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

103 State Street, CHICAGO.

The Single-Acting and l

Self-Lubricating Principles i

Mark the second great advance in Steam Engineering, and 2
represent the Highest type of ^

COMMERCIAL ECONOMY, i

THEffESTMOUSEMiCHiECfl.,'
Pittsburgh, Pa. 1

ce

THE AULTMAN &. TAYLOR CO., Si
ItH'preeeiited by Roberto B ;zb & Co., City of Mexico, Mex. =

Stevens, Corwin & Co., llBChsmberB St.,New York City. »
With houaee In Panama, C. A., Lima, BuenoB Ayree, Guayaquil 3
and Valparaiso, S. A. -J

M'ESTIlVOHOrSE. CHVHCH. KERR & CO,
17 Cortlaodt Str. et, New York. 97 Fiftti Avenue, Pittsburgh

156 and 158 Lake Street, Chica^'*-

M. R. 3irCKLE. JR.. & CO. (Rep. W., C-, K. ACo.)
608 Chestniitctreet, Philadelphia.

FAIRBAKI£«$ & CO.
302 & 304 Wahhinglon Ave., St. LoiiiP. AVZ Union Ave., Kansas

City. 1330 aevetiteentb Slreet, Denver.

F. C. AVER. (Repreeenting F. & Co.)

1619 Capital Avenue, Omaha.

CiEO. M. DII.L.EY «& HO'S^, (Repreaeuting P. &Co.)
Pine Bluffe, Arkaneas.

UTAH AXI> ]flONTAAA MACHINERi: CO-
259 South Main Streut, Salt Lak'^ City.

Eadt (Jraiiile Street, Butte, Montana.
PABU.E & IvACY.

212:1 Fremont Street, .-an Frar cJeco.
3IaiKi3"j Nortn Front Street, Portland, Ore.

THE J». A. TOMPKINS CO.
36 College Street, Charlotte, N. C.

45 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

BOBT. ailDDIiETON. (Repreeenting The D. A. T. Co.)

Mobile, Ala.

H. DUBIiEY COLEMAN & CO. (Representing The
D. A. T. Co.) New Orleans. La.

KEITIKO I9IP. & SIACIIIKE CO. (RepresenUng
The D. A. T. Co.) Dallas, Tesas.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTUKED BY

WOODBURY ENGINE \
'*'

COMPANY. ^

ALSO BUILDERS OF

>^^«iSliiir

PLAIN SLIDE YALYE
AND •

Donble Valve Medium Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines
AKD

TUBULAR BOILERS.
Address the Mauiifacturera at

652 Mill Street, ROCHESTER, N. T,
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Dynamo and Cylinder Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted tor all fast runnning
machinery. By reflltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent,
WRITE FOR PRrCES AND SAMPLES

43 River St., CHICAGO

W. S. HILL,
133 Oliver Street, - Boston, Mass.

MANUFACTURER OF
DYNAMOS, ARC LAMPS CUT-OUTS,

Double-Pole Switches Key-Sockets,
AND Incandescent Lamps.

United States GlectriG Fire Alarm (fo.

EVART, MICHIGAN.

PBOPEIETOBB OF THE

C&ase Police aM Fire Alarm TeleOTli

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction in dif-

ferent cities and

villages in the United States.

ALUMINOUS INCANDESCENT

I UMINOip
WITH OR "WITHOUT

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or shape.

Lamps fitted to any Lamp Cap that may
be supplied.

VITRITE &LUMINOID GO.
Pending re-organization of this Company, the "Works

are carried on by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver,

HARRISON, N. J.
70 v., 16 c. p.

CHICAGO OFFICE
Metropolitan Building send tor new Catalognes, Prices and Teatlmonials.

Room No. il.

The Cuts are half size of Standard Shape and Sizes. '00 V., 16 c. p.

Thejrushglectric Company

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

BAKER'S TRIPOLINE!
A Powerful and Rapid Cleaner and Polisher of Metals without ^cid or Poison.

Especially Adapted to Bailroad. marine, Stationary and Fire JBngLne Work,
''hot or cold ;^' Large ^igns, Railings, etc

This poliah Is now being supplied to Hundreds of Mechanical Engineers £L£CTRIC
LlCrllT inJAW* S, and mannfactnrers of Machinery. Has already been adopted by many of the
leading railroad companieB, the leading fire depaitmeots, water works the U. S Ordnance and Naw
Departments, and thousands of Mills, Factories, etc. Is the BEST ANu CHEAPEyT POLISH IN
THE WORLD, and qaickeat (Jieaner. Unequaled for Cleaoiner and l"olt8tiing Carbon
Holders. Send for Sample, FREE. Liberal discount to manufacturers and dealers in Klec-
tricai SLacbinery. Manufactured only by the

MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO., - - 88 MARKET ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW PATENT GAS ATTACHMENT
FOR FITTING ELECTRIC LIGHT SOCKETS TO GAS FIXTURES.

No more burnt wire conductors v/here this attachment is used.
Eemove gas bnmer, screw nozzle In Its place^Jjy replacing and screwing gag burner on nozzle, you effect

CHICAGO AGENTS. THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., FRANK S. MARR, Corlractor.

1-1 Raiidoiiiii stri-M. Bissell Block, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Electric

Light

Carbons

.Adapted to all Systems.

CITY OFFICE,

711PiEeSt,

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Ho. 130 Wasliiagton Street,

Special d.gent.

KANSAS CITY OFFiCE,
No. 201 Journal Building,

O. C. 1i1EEl4M.

Special A.gent.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Agent for the I,AW B\TTEKY.

727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.
ALSZANDEa U. B£KSON. PBANS H. THOMPSON

BEIffSOZff & THOMPSOIff,
MANUFACTURERS OF INSULATED WIRES

TELEPHONE, TEI.EQEAPH.ELEUIEIC LIGHT. OFFICE AND AtranaCIATOE WIBE3 FLEXIBLE COiD

AGE, MAGNET WIKE, ETC.

No. 3015 Chestnut Street, ..... PHILADELPHIA

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE 154 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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EimiCAL StPLY

COMPANYI

MAHUFACTURERS
OF

ELECTRICAL WIRES, CABLES

AND

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF ALL KINDS.

LARGE STOCK CONSTANTLY ON HAND,

9 BRANCH OFFICE, KANSAS CITY,

171 Randolph Street. 505 Delaware Street.

F.aLC;^FC>ft.IE:)SI, .A.nsoJ3.xa,, Oonxi.
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The Railway Telegraph Supply Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
ANWrrNCIATORS, BIA-GNETO BELLS, BA-TTEItlES, ETC.

WE CARRY A FULL STOCK OF J. H. BUNNELL & CO.'S TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTsT

Line Wire and Equipment, Pins, Brackets, Cross-arms, Insulators, Etc., Insulated Wire and Cables.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING.

Isolated LigMiog, Railroad Car

Street Car Fropalsion, Long Distance Ligbting.

Inquiries from Nokthebn Illinois, Eastebst Iowa,
WiscoHSiN and MiHifESOTA should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory,

Nortbwestern Electrical Accnmlator

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantagas of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

44BR0ADWAY, NEW YORK.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

4

MUNICIPAL II6HT1N6 Our SPECIALTY.
We claim for the Van Depoele Improved Arc Lamp that it is

the simplest and best lamp in existence; for our Dynamos that they

cannot get out of order, and require little or no attention; that an
inexperienced man can run them, and that they give the most light

for the least consumption of power.
Manufactured and for Sale only by

VAN OEPOELE ELEGTilC MANUFACTURING GO.,

TAH
Doable Carbon?J.^o"f.n.p 15, 17, 19 and 21 N. Olmton St., CHICAGO, ILL. TAN DEPOBLK

Single Carbon Lam>.
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FORT WAYNE

ELECTiUI UGIT la

Fort Wayne, M.

,2

Fort Wayne, Ind;:

TVr A JXTTTJg'.a.OTTTH.JSH.S O'F* a7XX£3

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
Ok iNQANDElSaElNT^ LaIQHTINQ,

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete Alternating System of
Electric Lighting in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. 12-- 16 Candle Power Lamps to tlie Medianical Horse Power Guaranteed.

.^Xjjso m?js:e3

JENNEY SYSTEM of ARC LIGHTING

SLATTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JENNEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMPS.

Main Oflflce and Works, - FORT WAYNE, IN D.!

NEW YORK OFFICE, 242 & 244 EAST 122d STREET.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
225 Dearborn Street, First Floor,

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome Street.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
26 North Seventh Street,

C. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F. Adams, Successor.
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY.
—1IAKTJFA0TIJEEE3 OF

—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Send fou CATALOonE and Prxe List-

729 Broadway, New York.

43 Sixtji Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

STANDARD UNDERGRDUND GADLE GO.

General Offices, 7C8 PENN AVE.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.
BRANCH I New York, 18 Cortlandt St., G. L. Wiley, Vanager.
OFFICES: 1 Chicago, 1 39 E. Madison St., F. E. Degenliardt, IVIgr.

Visitors to the Electric Light Convenlion please call at Room 13.

Visitors to the Telephone Convention please call at Parlor 5, Hotel Brunswick, and

get a copy of our New Handbook.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Electric Light and Power. Aerial Use,

Telegraph and Telephone, All Sizes Subterranean Use,

Railway and all other Lanti PnraseH Wipbs Submarine Use

Branches of Signaling.
*** ^"i'^^ou w//o*.

Concealed Wiring in all Locatione.

CLARK B. HQTCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr., • 1 6 Dey St., NEW YORK.

AMERICAN

[eather [ink gelt Go*

SPECIAL

DYNAMO^BELT!

ChAS. a. SCHIEREN 4 CO.

Manufacturers and Sole Agents,

47-51 Ferrv St., New York.

86 Feiferal Street, 416 Arch Street,

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA.

46 S. Canal St., CHICAGO,

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

^be C4LLEWDEI( COfflpAfflY,
INSULATING and
WATERPROOFING

4S Broadway, IVew Vock. I54 £.aSaIle St., Cbleago,
MAmjFAOTUBBBa OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
Bitite wires for Use Underground, In Plaster,

Damp Places, Etc., Etc.

Tbinidad "Wibbs for Line Work In place of Underwriters.

NEW TORE SAFETY STEAM POWER CO

,

Bnlldere of Hlgli Grade Self-Contained

AQtoitic Gnt-Of Enpes,
BFBOIAI1I.Y ADAPTED FOB BUZnTHTQ

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring cloae

regulation of speed.

WEBTEKN OfFIOK AlTD WaEHBOOMS:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, III.

WM. A. HAMHETT, Hanafler.

ANSONIA BRASS & GOFFER GOMFANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C B B A

CUT SHOWING STYLtt OF INSULATION.

.4.—Copper Wire. S. 5.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C—Braided Cottoa*
•ftturated with a Black, Weather-Proof Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. Pure El«^
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA, CONN.

ivAPCpnnuc J 19 and 21 Cliff St., New York.
WAKbKUUMO.

^ 54 Washington St., Chicago, Ills.

Dastbi. "W. Maemon, President.
Abdison H. Noedtke, Vice-President.

Chables D. Jenkbt, Electrician. Beainakd Roeison, Secretary.
Auos K. HoLLOWELL, Treasurer

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole Owoera of all the PateniB and Inveulions of Cliarlea D. Jeaney (known as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and aanufaetarera of lila

Improyed Oynamo, [amp ^
Electric Iflotor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting

the Jenney System leads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In these eHsentlals It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants for Cities, Companies or Indindiials.

Prices Furnished fob the Jenney Arc or Incan-

descent Systems, or for both combined.

The Jenney Incandescent DynamoB are self-regulating,

and permit the turning on and off of one or all of the Lamps
at win.

This Company gives special auention to fumtshing Mills,

Shops, Factories, etc., zol h Individual Plants.

er SEia FOR PUHPBUT ILIUSTOHTISE M DESCBIBIHE TIE mm. -^
OFFICE aN'D WORKS:

Cor. Kentucty Ave. q,nd Morris St,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Bo.
EASTERN OFFICE: WESTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOR

flrc-Gircuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Beat Arc-Llgbt, LouiBViUe, 18B3,

First Prize : Best System of Arc-Lighting,

Cincinnati Indusirial Exposition, 1883.

-OF-

Electric )|rC'[ighting

IlSr THE "WTORI-ID.

This Company was given tiie only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August I 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTUREFIS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their rcgfulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all sizes ifor the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent LlKhtlngr and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

Qdison Qlectric ||ight (o.
THIS C05IPAKT IS THE OWSER OF THE INVENTIONS

AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTuI

piETHOQ OF eenERiii; ecectrichi; distributior.

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in

operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Capital, $2,500,000. 4 Stations ; Capacity. 150.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital, $750,000, 1 Station : Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations; Capacity. 50,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000, I Station; Capacity, 50,000 Lamps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under constniction a station capacity far in excess

of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station

Industry as an investment.

WHITE FOE PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAi.

For Information relative to Central Station Easiness, apply to tbe

Hdisozi ^Electric I^i^rl^t Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated pXI^.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Eoison Pmdt iois Hejected hod Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 lAVper H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H, P., equals 6tVt per H. P.

ABOVE FEOM ACCUP.ATE TESTS. NO COMMENTS FOK PAETICHLAES, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,

C. C. WARREN, Manager, 2

1

9 LA SALLE ST., CHiCACO.

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS
ADAPTED TO MECHANICAL PURPOSES.

OI.DEST MANUFACTURERS IN THE UNITED STATES.

VMjO^^UJlKi
CTTo

P^CKVHG,1
Host,—

'5PARK- ROW,- NEW-YORK;
(Opposite AsTOR House.)

J.H.CheeVER.treas. J.D.ChEEVER OFPyTRFAS.

Rubber Belting
FOR ELECTRIC LiCHTINC.

WITH SMOOTH METALLIC RUBBER SURFACE.

This Belting is of STJPERIOE, aUALITY, and especially-
designed for use on

Dynamos and Swilt Running Machinery.

This company has manufactured the Largest Belts made in
the -world for the principal Elevators at Chicago,

Buffalo and New York.

Steawi and Water Hose,
PLAIN AND RUBBER LINED.

Rubber " Test " Hose, made of vulcanized Para Rubb« rand
Carbonized Duck.
Cotton "Cable" Hose, Circular, Woven. Seamless, Antisep-

tic, for the use of Steam and Hand Fire Engines, Force
Pumps, Mills, Factories, Steamers and Breivers' use.

PATENT ELASTIC RUBBER BACK SQUARE PACKING.
Best in the -World for Packing the Piston Rods and Valve Stems of Steam Engines and Pumps.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKING CO., - Warelioiise, 15 Park Row, Opsite Astor Honse,m YORK.

BRANCHES: Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, IMinneapolis, Detroit. JOHN H. CHEEVER, Treas.
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GLAE.vE.tAA]MD, Ohio.
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS
AND BATTERY MATERIAL,mm ENGINEERING COMPANY,

61 OLIVER ST.
I

81 LAKE ST,,
1
109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. I

^^'^ YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTINC ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and pouier Stations
NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to bum Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENCINEERIIMC CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

XjOXTXS, Tk/LO.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR,
ERECTED READY FOE. SERVICE.

!$PECIAiIiTI£S: -Tfae ArmiDgton & Sims Engine. Steel Boilere, Jarvis Farnace, Standard
Kocklng and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filt(?r, Blake Pnmp, Kortlng Iniector, etc.

l§£]Vn FOB IiA.T£:iliT CATALOCUK^M.

The Standard Carbon Co.,
SUCCESSORS TO THE

Bo\iltoxi, CleYelSLXici, and Crvstal Carbon Conn.pa.n.ies.
CJ XjE XT- IE Xj -A. Kn> , O XX XO .

TRY THE RICHM
MANUFACTURED BY—

RiCHMOND CARBON COIVIPANY,

D CARBON.
NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

Writing Telegraph Company,
57 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK.

This Company owns the Letters Patent

which thoroughly control the transmission

of written messages by telegraph in the only

known practical way, and are prepared to

establish Central OfSce E.xchanges as a means

of cominunication between subscribers in

cities and surrounding towns.

Communications are written with pen and

ink in the handwriting of the person writing

the message.

For particulars address

The pen in the office of the subscriber re-

ceiving a message makes a fac-siraile of every

letter as fast as it is made with the pen in the

office of the person writing it.

All instruments are under the control of the

Central Office, and messages are recorded on

the instrument of a subscriber, whether he is

present or absent.

All communications are secret, and the

written record is of great value in commercial

use.

P. O. BOX 1322. WRITING TELEGRAPH CO., NEW YORK.

8. A. PLnMMER, Pbesident.

P. B. PRESTON, VicE-PitEB. and TREia.

BOARD OF ItlRECTORIS.
GlK. R. A. ALGEK. T. WILLIAMSON. C. A. WAKKBN.
S. A. PLtJMMBR. P. B. TROOT. C.H.THOMPSON.
E. C. BROWW. A. WOODWARD. P.B.PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Secbetabt.
FRANK B. TROUT, Soteeintehdest.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For Light and

Power Purposes.

manufacturers of the

DETROIT STORAGE DATTERY

f

For Light and

Power Pnrposes.

Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

F, B. TROXJT 5 °"''^^^' ^^ Griswold St,, CAMPAU BUILDING.
'

^ Factory, Corner 13th and Woodbridge Sts.General Manager. DETROIT. MICH.
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SPRAGUE RAILWAY WORK.
Roads in Operation or in Process of Construction July 24, 1888.

RICHMOND, VA., Union Pass. Railway.
RICHMOND, VA., City Railway Co.

CARBONDALE, PA.
WILKESBARRE, PA.

ST. JOSEPH, MO., U. P. Railway.
WILMINGTON, DEL.

HARRISBURCH, PA.
LAFAYETTE, IND.

WILKESBARRE EXT.
ST. JOSEPH EXT.

WILMINGTON Ext.

BOSTON, MASS., West End Railway Co.
DAVENPORT, IOWA.

SALEM, MASS.
BROCKTON, MASS.

HARTFORD, CONN.
SCRANTON, PA.

STEUBENVILLE, OHIO.
MANCHESTER, VA.

AKRON, OHIO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

ST. JOSEPH, MO.,
SANDUSKY, O. Wyatt Park Railway .

February 1st not a Road in Commercial Operation, To-day Consult the Above Record.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR CO.,
16 and 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK,

J. J. DICKEY, Preeldent. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice President.

H. J. WELLS, Sec'yand Gen'l Man. Sup't and Electrician. L. H. KORTY. Treasurer

IIDLAND 1L1€TMIC CO,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN •

ILICTEICAI. iUPPMli
For the 1^el@g?ap&, l^elep&ose am^ ^leat^lc ^ighU

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms, Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunciatore, Batteries. Push Buttons, Electric Pens. Telegraph Learnere' Instruments, Medical

Batteries. Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Westken Agsnts the OEONITE CO., and the Return Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchlees of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to gtye franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

^"Estimates furnished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

|eeitng>

is tanned on the surfaces
only; the

llflllOlliMWilil
SendforOur Valuable Book forEngineers and BeltUsers. Free."^

Agents in all Cities. Send for Trial Belt.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATENTS.

GENERAL OFFICES:

IDTOAL LIFE BLDg,

32 NASSAU ST..

NEW YORK

.Tans and Estimates Furnished
for all kinds of Incandes-

cent Lighting.

Philadelphia Office:

No, 308 WiLNDT ST

BOSTON OFFICE:

No. 33 FEDERAL ST.

Estimates Furnished for the

Thomson-Houston System
of Arc Lighting.

The DYNAMO of tWs Company is AUTOMATIC In Its regulation, and will maintain a UNIFORM
LIGHT, with ALL or ANT PORTION of the llghta In Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN and

Will MAINTAIN Its CANDLE POWER during Its Guaranteed Life,

The Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CO

03

High Insulation

\^ In order to meet the constantly
increasing demands for

BETTER INSULATION,

g BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA GO. CO
CD

>> 420-426 EAST 25th STREET, NEW YORK CITY, oo
03 OL

CB
HAS EMPLOYED TIIE BEST EXPERTS TO BE HAT) AND BUILT

NEW SPECIAL MACHINERY
FOR MAKINO THE CELEBRATED

03
03

CO

£ I^
OOPER'S QORE I
AND OTHER RUBBER COMPOUNDS

FOE INSULATIKG WIRES FOR

Subaqueous, Subterranean and Aerial Cables. I^

Also, special wires for Leading in Wires, Wiring Vessels, Engine Rooms, Jd"
Cellars, Tunnels or otlier wet places, all having X

SUPERIOR INSULATION i^
^ And warranted to give good satisfaction at fair prices. __

^ If Underwriters' is good enough, don't send for out" 5S samples and prices.

CO

03
CO

HENRY A. REED, Manager.
CO

XJISE NOTHING BUT

GUTTA-PERCHA FOR SUBMARINE CABLES.
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The Tliofflson-Hottston Electric Railway System.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Sixteen Roads in Daily Operation Dnder tlie Tliomson-Bouston and Van Depoele Patents.

ALL MATERIAL IS NOW MANUFACTUMED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQVIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cais run in either direction -with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the

brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project

above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Van Depoele patents.

Contact writh overhead conductor is had by means of

trolley preesing against the wire from below.

MOTORS I ELECTRICAL EftPlPMENTS FURNISHED FOR MIMING i OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates -A.ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-DOOK.

By F. B. BADT.

lOO pages; 70 illustrations; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 inches.

Designed for Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers.

Just the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for electric light

installations. The only book of the kind in the English language.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
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The Eleclric Current, Chapter I i, 2
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THE

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers under Patents controlling the Sale and Use

or

ALTERNATING CURRENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING
APPARATUS.

The installment of over 100 Central Station Plants has demonstrated the

Alternating Transformer System to be superior to all others, for distributing

current from a Central Station over small or large areas for lighting and

power purposes.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.

This system is made more profitable than any other by the use of the meter

now supplied by this company.

It measures the whole current.

It is strictly a positive mechanical movement.

It registers directly in lamp hours.

It reads from dials like a gas meter.

It consumes no appreciable energy.

It is not affected by temperature or other local conditions.

It is practical, and it is cheap.

^ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

This company has demonstrated that motors run by the alternating current

are as efficient as the best direct current motors, and can be run without com-

mutators or brushes, being started, stopped and reversed without breaking a

connection.

All parties desiring to secure the most perfect system of electric distribu-

tion for light and power are invited to inspect the apparatus at the works of

the company at Pittsburgh, Pa., where it will be demonstrated that the Alter-

nating System possesses such advantages over the direct system in regard to

efficiency, distribution, safety, life of lamps, and the use of meters and motors,

that no purchaser can afford, at any price, to take the direct current apparatus.
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CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP.

ELECTRIC

LIGHTING

APPARATUS.
Our System of Electric Lighting is complete in every detail^ and is Unex.

celled in the Efficiency and Workmanship of the Apparatus; in the Brilliancy^

Steadiness and Color of the Light produced , and in Automatic Regulation,

WE FURNISH DYNAMOS TO GIVE ANY REQUIRED CURRENT

The high grade of workmanship and the efficiency of our Dyna-

mos, render them especially advantageous for charging Storage Bat-

teries, furnishing current for Electric Motors, etc. We furnish Arc

Lamps adapted to any Arc Current. The superior construction and

simplicity of our Lamp render its use advantageous with any system.

iLG-EUXS :

Midland Electric Company Omaha, Neb.
United Electric Company Salt Lake City, Utah.
Western Engineering So Electrical Company Chetopa, Kan.
J. Geo Kaelber 3 and 4 Duff Block, Denver, Col.
S. F. Bartol Grand Windsor Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Electric Development Company San Francisco, Cal.
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The Chicago Edison Station.

Early in August, 1S87, worlc was first begun
in a vacant lot on Adams street, just east of the

Home Insurance building in Chicago, toward
building an electric light station on the Edison
three-wire S3-stem, on a larger scale than any
other at that time existing. The foundations

consisted of a solid bed formed of iron rails laid

in several layers crossing each other and filled

in with concrete, and the massive iron frame-

work of the building as it progressed attracted

the attention of many passers, and surprise was
often expressed at the immense size of the iron

columns and beams.

The exceptional severity of last winter delayed

the work of building considerably, but with the

advent of spring it was vigorously pushed for-

engines of 200 nominal horse power capacity

each, but which are capable of developing 50
per cent, more, and eight of the largest new style

Edison dynamos yet made, and each of which
will easily carry a load of 1,250 sixteen candle

power lamps, thus making the present output

capacity equal 10,000 lamps. The rapidity with

which the lights are now being taken up has al-

ready induced the company to place orders for

two more engines and four more dynamos, which
will bring up the capacity of the plant to 15,000

lamps. The building has been so arranged that

further steam and electrical machinery can be

added as required, up to a final output limit of

45,000 lamps.

The steam plant, which is unusually substan-

tial and well finished in all its details, was de-

dation walls and side walls are amply strong to

carry as many additional .stories as will ever be
needed.

The underground copper conductors incased

in iron tubes project into the basement of the

station, and the solid conductors are then con-

nected to flexible cables that run up to the dy-

namo room.
The ground floor is devoted to the company's

offices and store rooms, and also to the engine

room and the lower boiler room.

On the second floor are the dynamo room over

the engine room and another boiler room, and
the motor room is situated over the offices.

Fig. I is a view taken in the dynamo room,

showing the distributing apparatus—consisting

of feeder equalizers, ampere meters, pressure in-

ward and made ready for the reception of the

steam and electrical machinery. The entire

plant was finished about Aug. i, 1888, and

after some preliminary trials, the electric current

was turned on to the underground conductors

for public use on Aug. 6. Since that day the

machinery has been running continuously day

and night, and thousands of bright lamps glowing

in stores and business offices, which were before

lighted by gas, bear testimony to the ever-grow-

ing public appreciation of the light that has come

to stay. Among the most prominent places using

current from this station may be mentioned the

(Irand Opera house, the Chicago club, Gunther's

refreshment rooms and Thomson's restaurant.

The present installation for steam power con-

sists of four Heine safety boilers of joo horse

power each, four Armington & Sims' high-speed

signed by F. Sargent, who also personally super-

intended its erection throughout.

The electrical plant was planned and super-

vised by W. S. Andrews, who has been closely

and constantly connected with Edison central

station work for the past five or six years, and

whose large and wide experience has enabled

him to make an electrical installation as nearly

perfect as the present stage of the business per-

mits. Both these gentlemen are to be congratu-

lated that their good judgment and experience

have guided them so well, enabling them to com-

plete their work so successfully, and to produce

the largest and best equipped Edison electric

light station now in existence.

At present the building consists of abasement

and two floors, but, as might be inferred, the

structure has been so solidly built that the foun-

dicators, safety catches, and main conductors,

and occupying the entire side of the room, ro3

feet in length. The number of feeders at pres-

ent is twenty-three, with arrangements for

further increase. One noticeable feature in this

station is that each feeder is supplied with two
ampere meters, so that an intelligent idea of the

general distribution of the load can always be
arrived at, and any trouble more easily located.

Fig. 2 is another view taken in the dynamo
room, showing the regulating apparatus, namely,

dynamo field regulators, two main amperes meter,

each calibrated up to 1,500 amperes, eight individ-

ual dynamo ampere meters and switches for 750
amperes each, and standard pressure indicators,

etc. Here the dynamos are put in and out of

circuit, and their pressure is regulated.

The plan of the second floor is reproduced in
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Fig. 3, showing a boiler room, dynamo room
with general arrangement of machinery and ap-

paratus, and meter room.

Fig. 4 is of interest in showing the general

arrangement of the engines on the first floor.

The underground system of conductors con-

sists of about i6 miles of electric tubing, laid

in 2o ft. sections, each tube containing three in-

sulated conductors. The total capacity of the

system is 50,000 lamps, and the conductors are

now carried in front of 120 block fronts. The
tubing was manufactured and laid by the Edi-

son Machine Works of Schenectady, N. Y. The
work was begun last year by M. Waddell and
finished this summer by W. S. Clark and John
Wren, all of whom have been connected with

the Edison IMachine works for a long time, and
have had good experience in this work.

The Chicago Edison company sell electricity

to the public through a meter, so that each con-

helpful. When I saw the halos about the lights

ancl knew the pain was coining on I used to get

in the front seat of a cable car so the wind

ten years old. I never wear glasses. I have
learned, however, not to look at the arc as I

used to. It is my impression that the smoke

-^ —It 3^=
RE6lJLflTIN6 APPARATUS

[CD on

[]§3 M D ROOM

DISTRIBUTiNO APPARATUS

FIG. 3.—GROUND PLAN OF DYNAMO ROOM OF THE CHICAGO EDISON STATION.

would blow in my eyes. Sometimes they would
become so weak I couldn't hold the lids open.

"Although, as I have said, I have burned my

which comes from the carbons, especially when
they are not burning properly, is one of the great
causes of this burning of the eyes. The cop-
per coating seems to give off a poisonous vapor
which affects the sight."

Tha Lowth Stetho Telephone Company.
The Lowth Stetho Telephone Company of

Chicago,has been incorporated. The capital stock
is' $5,000,000, and its incorporators are James
Lowth, Edwin T, Brown, jr,, and Allen C,

Knapp. The instrument which the company
proposes to introduce is based on a principle

entirely different from that which controls the

operation of the Bell telephone. 'J'he Stetho
telephone is an invention of James Lowth, of

Chicago. It does not depend upon air wave for

operating and the diaphragm is dispensed with.

The working of the instrument depends upon
muscular contraction when it is used. The
company is not yet ready to give a description

of the instrument, as the patents have not all

been secured. The object of the corporation is.

to engage in a general telephone business.

It is claimed by the inventor of the Lowth in-

strument that communication will be as perfect

with his instrument as with the ordinary tele-

phone, and that messages can be sent satisfac-

torily over as long a circuit.

",i.a'l-A ITNG AI'I'AHA'IT' IF TIM': cnirAG KlilSoN STA'lTo.N,

Cushman Telephone Company.
" We are more hopeful about our case now

than before it went into court," said Dr. Cush-
man, inventor of the Cushman telephone, a few
days ago. "Why?. Simply because of the

errors which we are confident were made in the

sumer pays only for what he actually uses. Ex-
perience in New York and other cities for many
years past has demonstrated that these meters

are very correct in their indications. The com-
pany are fully prepared to furnish electricity for

power purposes as well as light, and the advant-

ages of electric motors over all others for those

who require power up to say 50 horse power, is

now becoming so generally known and acknowl-

edged that a large business in this direction may
be confidently predicted.

Burning the Eyes.

"I can give you a recipe for the severest kind

of torture," said an old time electrician as he

adjusted a spring in a lamp he was te.sting.

"Just burn your eyes in testing arc lights and

you will suffer as you have never suffered be-

fore. You will feel as if some one had poured

each eye full of acid and was rubbing it in. I

know what this is 1 can tell you, as I have fre-

quently burned my eyes. VVhen I left the shop

at night I could always tell if I had burned my
eyes. 'I'here would be a halo about every light.

The gas lights would have a band of light

around them five feet wide, and the electric

lights would seem to have great streamers run-

ning from them. When I saw these phenomena
I knew that a night of torture was before me.

It takes about five hours before the pain comes
on and after the first night of it the worst is

over.

"Have I tried to do anything to cure it?"

asked the electrician, repeating a f|ucstion which

had been propounded to him, "What haven't I

tried? I have exiierimented with almost every

known remedy for the relief of pain, liut it

was to nt) purpo.se except it was a satisfaction to

try and do .something. I found one thing was

4,—AUKANCKMlCN'r IH'' KN(:iN!':s AT TTII', CIIICAGU 1.;|HS()N STATION.

eyes fre(|uently in this way, I haven't found that
it has affected my eyesight. My eyes are just as
strong now apparently as they were when 1 was

decision against us. That was a very strange
decision of Judge Blodgett. We are confident
of an ultimate reversal of the decision."
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Shocks, Deadly and Otherwise.

"I don't know about executing criminals by

electricity," said an electrician rather doubtfully.

"I can only speak of the subject from my own
impressions. I have never made any experi-

ments but I have rather decided views which

are the results of a good many years' practice.

It has always been a belief of mine that it would

take a mighty powerful current to kill me.

Though it'may not be so, I have thought that

'electricity often kills a man because he has a weak

spot in him. I have taken all manner of shocks

and they never did. me any particular harm. In

take the rope. I would be afraid from what I

have known of heavy currents that I might be

simply tortured. It seems to me that the best

way of sending the current through the body
w-oiild be from the back of the head to the feet.

I know it has been suggested that it would be

better to send tiie current from wrist to wrist. I

have taken most of the shocks I have received

in that way and I am persuaded it is less dan-

gerous than from head to foot.

"Talking about shocks, most of those who
have been killed have been careless. It is sur-

prising to see how careless men become. They

-THE CH1C.M;o TEE.KI'HCiNE EXCU.\NGE.

fact after it was over with, I felt better. The
blood went circulating through me at a rapid

rate and I felt as if I had life enough to accom-

be worse than hanging. I know perfectly well

if I was compelled to take my choice I would

plish almost anything. I took the entire current

from a thirty light machine, and although I was
thrown down in pretty lively style no harm re-

sulted. How did it feel at the time? I have

often described it thus: It seemed as if I had

held out my hands and some one had struck

them with a stuffed club with tremendous force.

The most unpleasant shock I ever received was
from a coil. It seemed as if a needle had stuck

right into me.
"But to return to executions. Take a young,

strong, healthy, vigorous man, and it seems to

me that even a very heavy current mighr fail to

do the work at once. It might simply to'-ture

him fearfully for a while until death finally came
to his relief. That wouldn't do at all. It would

don't keep their wits in their heads, but they

take the most foolish risks."

Th? Unprotected Watch.

"What makes you so solemn?" asked a gentle-

man of an officer of an electric light company
as he entered the latter's ofifice.

'Reason enough," was the reply. "Do you

see that man going down the street? Well, he

was in here a few minutes ago, looking at a

dynamo. When he left he looked at his watch.

It had stopped. It was magnetized. He went

away in a huff and said he had no use for dyna-

mos like ours."

The Eau Claire Brush Electric company, Eau Claire,

Wis., recently ordered fifteen 2,000 candle power arc lamps

from the Brush Electric company. Cleveland, Ohio. The
Eau Claire company has made large additions to its station

during the past year and is reported to be in a very flourish

ing condition.

The Chicago Telephone Building.
At the corner of Washington and Franklin

streets, Chicago, stands the handsome structure
known as the Chicago Telephone building. As
an exponent of the greatness of the telephone
business of the metropolis of the west and as

well an exponent of the most advanced thought
and skill of the electrician, the building is inter-

esting alike to the lay and professional reader,
and a full description, brilliantly illustrated, is

warranted:

The btiilding consists of seven stories, and
nearly the whole of it is used by the Chicago
Telephone company for its business, although
one floor is given up to the main offices of the

Central Union Telephone company and another
is rented. The first story, as shown by the

handsome cut of the exterior, Fig. i, is built

of roughly dressed Waupaca granite and those

above of pressed brick, the facade being orna-

mented with terra cotta trimmings. The build-

ing is thoroughly fireproof throughout, and is

provided with freight and passenger elevators,

steam heat, electric lights and gas, and every other

convenience known to modern art. The lower

halls and the general offices of the company on
the third floor are finished in cherry and in the

rest of the building Georgia pine has been used.

A hasty tour of the building will be of interest

as showing the disposition of the various floors.

The basement contains the engines and boilers

and heavy articles of storage. The cables are

brought into the basement from the conduits in

the street, at the southwest corner. They are

then led in a conduit laid under the floor, lined

with boiler iron, to about the center of one side

of the building, and there fake an upward course.

Inasmuch as the conduit is below the sewer in

the street, a well has been constructed into which
the conduit drains, a steam siphon elevates the

water from the well and discharges it into the

sewer. The conduit can, in this way be very

easily kept free of water.

The first story or ground floor is devoted to

the uses of the supply department- and purchas-

ing agent. The cables which pass upward
through this story are so arranged in their sup-

ports that any one can be taken out without dis-

turbing the others.

On the second floor are the offices of Super-

intendent Wilson and his assistant, iSIr. Doug-
lass; the repair department, an assembly room
for inspectors and foremen's offices; an apart-

ment devoted to the water motors which run the

generators; a room that will be fitted up as a

testing room and the cable terminals shown in

Fig. 2.

President George L. Phillips, Secretary R. C.

Wetmore, the cashier and the contracting agent,

have offices on the third floor.

The Central Union Telephone company occu-

pies the fourth floor; the fifth floor is rented as

offices. The sixth floor is occupied in part as

offices and in part as a toll room in which the

main distributing board, shown in Fig. 3, is lo-

cated. There is also on this floor a feature seldom
found in the buildings of great corporations.

This feature consists in handsome apartments,

lunch and reading rooms for the lady operators.

The rooms are light and airy, neatly furnished

and very attractive. A matron is in charge at

all times. The company furnishes tea, coffee,

milk and sugar, for the operators or such of

them as choose to, bring their lunches. The
time allowed for lunch but not consumed can be

spent in the reading room, which is cosily fur-

nished, and like the lunch room very attractive.

The policy of the company in throwing around

the operators every possible safeguard, in pro-

viding quarters that are very convenient and
pleasing, and in every way making the service

attractive is a wise one, in that already it has re-

sulted in bringing into their employ young ladies

and girls of a high order of iirtelligence, and of

the best character.

The seventh floor is the operating room, which

contains the immense switch board. Fig. 4, and
intermediate distributing board. At one side is

the room for the local battery and its switch-

board.

A review of the tour the reader has taken with

the Wkstkrn Electkician representative starts

with the lead covered cables as they emerged

from the conduits through the foundation

walls of the building; their course in a conduit,
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the top of which is flush with the level of the

basement floor, and which is readily removed to

the point where they take a turn upward to the

rear of the second floor, where they end in the

cable terminals, shown in Fig 2. At this point

the lead covering of the cables is stripped, the

wires branched to terminals and then bunched

in office cables of 100 wires each, to continue

their course upward to the sixth floor, where they

connect to the main distributing board. In the

underground system in Chicago there are very

nearly 3,000 miles of wire. At the cable termi-

nals there are seventeen 200-wire cables and two

FIG. 2.—C.^BLE TERMINALS OF THE CHICAGO TELEPHONE
EXCHANGE.

140-wire cables, which are at this point bunched
as stated into office cables. The skill and neat-

ness of the work about the cable terminals is

worthy of especial mention. In a space not ex-

ceeding 10 feet in length, 5 feet in height and 6

inches in width, the measurements of the frame-

work, including the wooden mouldings, all the

connections have been made.
All of the office cable used is covered with as-

bestos fireproof covering. The insulation is

largely silk, but where silk is not used and cot-

ton takes its place, the cotton has been saturated

with beeswax instead of paraffine. The cables

are further protected with a sheathing of tinfoil

to keep out the dampness. The wires are twisted

together in pairs to provide for a metallic circuit

system which, it is contemplated, will be substi-

tuted for the present system at some time in the

future.

From, the main distributing board still follow-

ing the circuits, we trace the cables to the oper-

ating room on the seventh floor, and here, as

shown at the right side of Fig. 5, we see the

cables as they come through the floor, run

through the trough and are connected to the

switch board. Fig 5, it may be stated here, is a

view taken from a photograph just before the

wiring of the switch board was completed. The
view is reproduced for another purpose, which
will be explained later on; but reference is made
to it here in order that the reader may have be-

fore him visual proof that he has traced the

course of the cables from cellar to roof correctly.

The switch board, partially shown in Fig. 4, is

a masterpiece of the electrician's art, and repre-

sents the latest improvements of the Western
Electric company, who built it and in fact in-

stalled the whole plant under the supervision

largely of Mr. Wilson and other executive offi-

cers of the Telephone company. Before an ex-

amination of the board, let the reader digest a

few figures in order to properly appreciate the

work. Between cellar floor and roof of the Chi-

cago Telephone building, there are nearly 700
miles of wire, as .several pages of memoranda,
compiled by Sui^erintendent Wilson and the

Wkstern Electrician representative attest;

there is a total of at least 66,980 sprin.g jacks,

and when it comes to .soldered connections in the

building, the enormous total of 316,798 is

shown. -

But to investigate the switch board; nearly

the whole floor extending north and south is

given up to the board. 'J'he light is excellent,

there being windows upon each end of the floor

and the whole length of the side. The board is

built parallel with one side and the end walls

of the buildings, but the corners are not square,

a section being placed diagonally at each cor-

ner. The construction is shown in Fig. 4 where
the section at one corner is directly in the fore-

ground and the perspective shows the length of

the board parallel with the side of the building,

with the top of the framework of the interme-

diate distributing board faintly outlined. There
are now 18 sections of the switch board in place,

while on the other side of the framework of

the board, 12 sections more can be placed, the

cables being between. The capacity of the

switch board at present is 3,000 lines while the

ultimate capacity will be 5,400 lines.

The intermediate distributing board which is

an exact reproduction of the main dis-

tributing board, shown in Fig. 3, is some-
thing entirely novel in telephone exchange
practice. First, this board is located about the

middle of the switch board. Like the latter it

is handsomely finished in mahogany and provided
with colored and plate glass front artistically dis-

posed. The board, is placed in circuits, in-

termediate between the connecting jacks of the

main switch board and the drops. Its functions

are to enable the manager of the office to assign

any wire to any operator without changing the

number of the wire. The circuit from the

line first passes through the connecting jacks in

the upper part of the switch board, the jacks

being arranged in their consecutive numerical
order, in the usual manner. The circuit then
passes to the intermediate distributing board,

and thence back to the answering jack and drop.

The latter carries two numbers, one of which is

the consecutive drop number, merely for the

convenience of the operator, and the other is

the subscriber's number. The latter is on an ii»

terchangeable plate which can be conveniently
removed from its drop and placed on any other

drop. This enables the manager of the office

The wiring of the spring jacks in the switch

board is novel and has been accomplished in the

most workmanlike manner.
In Fig. 5, as shown, the cables at the right

lead from the main distributing board to the
spring jacks on the switch-board. After the
wires are connected to the spring jacks in one
section they are carried to the next, then the
next, and so on around the whole board. The man-
ner in which the cables are supported is shown
in this cut. Iron rods are inserted in the frame
work of the switch board, and upon them lie the
cables in graceful curves as shown in the illus-

tration. These rods are movable up or down,
and in case it is necessary to get at a spring
jack to repair it, the cables are lifted from the
rods and then raised or depressed and the rods
inserted in other holes in the framework. The
spring jacks, instead of being fastened _to the
board with ordinary wood screws are held in

place by a bolt and clamp of peculiar construc-
tion. Let the reader imagine a bolt of the form
of the letter T. The horizontal line represents
the clamp which is fixed immovably to the shank
of the bolt. At the other end of the
bolt, the screw thread is cut. On -the

face of the end a slot is cut for the insertion of
the point of a screw-driver, and over it is a round
nut which also has a slot in for a screw-driver.

When a spring jack section is placed in its posi-

tion in the switch board the bolt is thrust through
the "stile" as it is termed, or a part of the
framework, separating two adjoining spring jack
sections, and then through the face of the sec-

tion, with the clamp of the bolt horizontally.

The nut is put on the front of the board, and
with a double screw-driver the nut is screwed
home one of the drivers, while the bolt is held
in position with the other part of the screw-
driver and prevented from moving.
The heads of the bolts are covered on the

1 I 3 —M \IN 1 1^11

to distribute the work periodically between the
ojierators in accordance with the needs of the
service, .so that instead of assigning an arbi-

trary number of lines to each operator, the lines

which together will make a certain number of

connections per day are assigned to each opera-
tor. At stated times a reassignment is made
and thus the work is equalized. This feature
has been found to be of great value in distribu-
ting the night work when the force is reduced.
Subscribers, such as newspaper offices, express
offices, and the like, who have frequent use f<n-

their telephones at night, are grouped in tlie

same sections so that tlie bulk of the work is

concentrated where a few operators can be
placed to an.swcr calls and make the night ser-

vice in every way as good as the day service.

KAGO TELEl'HONE EXCHANGE.

front side with a beaded strip, which carries the
consecutive "loo's," to which each section of
spring jacks belongs. These numbers are gilt

figures, embossed in black leather, counter-sunk
in the beaded strip and covered with small square
glass plates. This arrangement of numbers per-
mits the boards to be cleaned at any time with-
out rubbing the numbers off.

In a system where the details are so extensive
it is difiicult to include within the limits of an
article of this character even brief reference to

minor points that nevertheless have great inter-

est and value to those engaged in telephone
work; but there are several" features of the
exchange that are novel and add so much
to the efficiency of the work, that perforce, they
must be touched upon:
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The first is in the toll room on the toll switch

board. For the benefit of non-resident readers

It may be stated that the city of Chicago is sur-

rounded by populous suburban towns and vil-

lages, and that the territory north, south and
west for a hundred miles, is well inhabited. The
amount of telephone communication between
these adjacent cities, towns and villages and
Chicago is large and is constantly increasing.

Such communication is done through the toll

board, the routine being in case of a city sub-

scriber, calling a subscriber in Milwaukee, Wis.,

to call in the usual manner, giving the name of

the subscriber and the name of the city. Such
service is denominated toll service and
is paid for at a fixed price per message.

as one of the most valuable adjuncts to the

proper maintenance of the lines and instruments
of the exchange.

The Davenport Electric Road.

An immense advance for Davenport was the

verdict pronounced Sunday evening after the
first electric car in Iowa had made several trips

over the line, says the Davenport, Iowa, Tribune.

Car No. 2 started Sunday at 3 o'clock a. m., and
went over the road to East Davenport at a ter-

rific speed, without a single hitch, with no stops

at switches or corners, which were made with

perfect ease. Sunday evening every one was
watching for the car, which started at Second

r^\\w
FIG. 4.—SWITCH BOARD OF THE CHICAGO TELEPHONE EXCHANGE.

But in many cases the calling subscriber

is operating his own telephone and is not

at a public telephone station where the charges

for the message are to be paid or guaranteed in

advance, and consequently unless the sub-

scriber's contract calls for toll service and he

has agreed to pay for such service, the message

would be transmitted at the risk of loss. On
the other hand, many subscribers want toll serv-

ice contract and pay for it. The question

always is: Is the subscriber entitled to toll

service: In many exchanges records are kept,

and in case of a call for toll service the operator

consults the record, and is guided by it. The
operators at the toll-board in the Chicago ex-

change settle the question in a manner so simple

that it would be useless to mention it were it not

for the fact that others have been very slow in

finding the easiest way. Over each spring-jack

representing a subscriber is a pin hole into

which a pin is stuck if that subscriber is entitled

to toll service; on the contrary the absence of

the pin definitely settles the point that he is not

entitled to such service.

In the room of the foreman of inspectors is

another novel device known as the " trouble

board." This board is designed to keep a

monthly record of the work of each inspector.

It consists of a wooden framework into which

in vertical rows are placed movable blocks of

wood, each bearing a telephone number. Each
vertical row represents a district under the

charge of a single inspector. Once a month he

has to inspect every telephone in his district and

report the results of his inspection to the office.

In each wooden block there is a hole into which

a brass pin is inserted. On the first day of

each month the brass pins are withdrawn from

all the blocks. Each inspector starts out in his

district, inspects a number of telephones and re-

ports to the office. When the report is made
the pins representing the telephones inspected

are placed in the holes and consequently

the board shows the stage of inspection at all

times. If trouble arises with any telephone that

has not been inspected an iron pin is

placed in the block bearing the number of the

telephone complained of, and a disk or square

of colored cardboard is hung on the pin, the

shape or color, or both, indicating to the in-

spector at a glance' wherein the fault exists. At

the end of the month reports are made of each

inspector's work. This board may be regarded

and Brad)' streets, at 9:40, went up Brady to

15th street, thence east to the end of the line,

thence back to Brady and north to Central Park;

then down Brady to the power station; in all a

distance of five and three-fourths miles in thirty-

three minutes. Not a single flaw was found
either in trolley wire or ground wire. The route

taken is made with horses in one hour and twentv

so as to take the corners easily. They are beau-
tifully finished. The motors are 7^ horse power
each and are hung to each axle, and both are
worked at the samie time from either end of the
car by means of a switch which the operator
regulates with his left hand while managing the
brake with his right. At either end of the car
is an electric fare box which rings a bell as each
fare is dropped into the box, and registers each
as it drops below out of sight. The Central
road was the first electric road to use these
boxes. The trolley is so placed on the roof of
the car as to allow plenty of motion to the trol-

ley wheel, but keeping the latter pressed up
against the under side of the overhead or trolley

wire. The car receives its power from the trol-

ley wires.

The current generated from the two car dyna-
mos is of from 400 to 450 volts only, and is by.
no means dangerous. Mr. Sprague writes:

"The pressure need not be more than 450 volts,

and my men have frequently gotten shocked,
both in practice and by way of a practical joke
at from 400 to 600 volts, which is not comfort-
able, of course, but from which they have never
suffered any inconvenience." The third dynamo
gives a pressure of 220 volts only, which will be
used to furnish power for motors for printing

presses, elevators and machinery of most any
kind.

The Book Table.

Advance sheets of the Directory of Electric

Arc Lighting Plants in North America, compiled
by the National Carbon company of Cleveland,

O., for presentation to members of the National
Electric Light association, have reached us. The
information contained in the pamphlet is in read-

ily accessible form. The states are given alpha-

betically, and the places in each state operating

arc lights are arranged alphabetically under the

head of the state. The names of the owners or

operators of the plant and the system in use are

given; the total number of lamps lighted and the

number of commercial lights and street lights

follow; and in case the plant is an isolated one,

that fact is also noted. The directory, when is-

sued, will be found valuable for reference by
those who wish specific information regarding

FK;. 5.—wiring of the switch-board of THE CHICAGO TELEPHONE EXCHANGE:

minutes, and includes the long Brady street hill,

1,300 feet, with 7.30 per cent, grade; 300 feet

on r jth street of 5 per cent, grade; and 300

feet north of Locust of 3 per cent, grade; eight

switches to be made on the round trip, twelve

curves, and three railroad crossings. . The car

lighted by five sixteen candle power Edison lights

was certainly a remarkable and beautiful

sight.

The cars were built by the La Clede com-
pany, St. Louis, and are made very strong, with

3-inch axles and heavy wheels, and weigh with

the motor attached 3,600 pounds; they are 22

feet long over all and have the swinging gear

arc light plants in this country, in hand
form.

In a letter to Superintendent Hankinson, of the S. P. C, A.

of New York, Harold P. Brown, the electrical expert, after

denying; that his experiments on dogs were prompted by
mere "scientific curiosity," makes this proposal: "The
dogs used were bought at the pound, and when there I saw
the cage for drowning them, which, the attendant said, re-

quired ten to fifteen minutes to prove fatal. As the alter-

nating current kills without pain in two to five seconds. I

will supply the necessary wire, apparatus and connections f»r

use at the pound in Harlem, provided you. through the city

authorities, will make arrangements to obtain the alternat-

ing current at 400 to 1,000 volts pressure, from the electric

lighting station on One Hundred and Twenty-second

street, and will get permission to string the wires,"
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The Place for the Nex' Convention

We have information that it is the intention

to urge Niagara Falls as the next meeting place

of the National Electric Light association.

We wish to offer a word of suggestion in this

connection. Counting the present meeting, six

meetings of the association have been held east

and only two west.

There is a feeling throughout the west that

this matter of holding so large a proportion of

the conventions east is being overdone, and if

we are not mistaken it will make itself manifest

in a smaller attendance than usual from the

west at the present meeting in New York.

Western members not only feel that it is asking

too much of them to compel them to go clear

to the Atlantic coast so often, but that the west

is not being sufficiently honored in the matter

of locating the places of meeting.

The matter of the location of the next meeting

of the association is a serious one. No one

wishes to see two electric light associations in

the country, nor even a relaxation of interest by

western members in the present association.

Only one association is needed, only one is

wanted, but an association which assumes to be

national should not be allowed to become lofial,

and this is what will result if the meetings con-

tinue to be held east in the proportion in which

they have been held there heretofore. The next

meeting arid the one following it should be held

west. If this is done western members will

feel that they and the west are receiving due

consideration, and it will be for the best good of

all concerned.

Another thing. There is a feeling that the

meetings of the association should be held an-

nually instead of semi-annually. We understand

that President Duncan has expressed this opin-

ion also, and that this matter will receive consid-

eration at the present meeting. We hope it will

be brought up and that the association will decide

to hold but one meeting a year hereafter.

Bring the association west next time, gentle-

men, and have but one meeting a year, and

your association will be more prosperous and

useful than ever, and this is saying a good

deal.

Professor Davies' communication on the

lifting power of magnets and his conclusions

are both interesting and valuable. ' As far as

possible, the professor has avoided the use of

difficult mathematical formulae in order to bring

the premises he lays down within the scope of

the general reader.

A STATEMENT concerning the McDonough
telephone is given in another column. Whatever
the merits of the claim of the inventor may be,

the article in question is interesting as defining

the position of those who are interested in the

alleged invention. All the opponents of the Bell

company are confident of ultimate victory, and
it will be noticed that Dr. Cushman in another
column asserts that he is still hopeful in his strug-

gle to maintain his claim of priority.

Ln THE New York correspondence is pointed
out the narrow escape of passengers of an electric

car. The employe who had charge of the car

deserted it just as it began to descend a heavy
grade. Arguments against the electric system
have appeared based on this incident, but the

only possible lesson to be learned from it seems
to be that railway companies should employ men
who understanrl their business. The same les-

son applies to all street car companies whether
they employ the electric system or another mode
of propulsion.

A New York gentleman who visited Chicago
last week referred with a great deal of praise to

the splendid appearance of Chicago's streets.

"In a crowded thoroughfare in New York like

Clark street," he said, "we have three lines of

poles on each side of the street. One thing I

don't like in Chicago, however, is the dirtiness

which is caused by the clouds of smoke from
soft coal." It maybe interesting to this gentle-

man and to others to know that a vigorous cru-

sade against the smoke nuisance is to be com-
menced in the city.

The fall campaign in the electrical field will

be unusually active if the news found in the

correspondence and in the departments of the

Western Electrician fc-jiis a basis for pre-

diction. The outlook is Bright, and electrical

companies apparently have a busy season before
them. The extension of the electric railways
throughout the country is remarkable. The
fact that street car managers, who are not the
kind of men who enjoy risking their money,
are putting such enormous sums into these lines

furnishes perhaps the best argument in favor of

the motors.

After a perusal of the descriptions of the
two notable installations—one the Chicago Edi-
son central station plant, the other the Chicago
telephone exchange plant—so handsomely illus-

trated in this issue, one cannot help marveling
at the tremendous growth of the application of

electricity to the uses of man within a few years.

A short decade ago who but the far-seeing elec-
trician would have imagined that for the pur-
pose of providing quick telephonic communica-
tion for the residents of this city, between them-
selves or the residents of outlying cities,

towns and villages, as colossal a plant
as that shown would be required neces-
sitating the investment of hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars and the employment of the

best skill that could be secured ? Even less

than ten years ago only the electrician could
have pictured in a dream so remarkable a cen-

tral station plant reproduced in miniature in the

columns of the Western Electrician this

week, representing, like the other, a very heavy
investment of capital. When one plant is com-
pleted 5,400 telephones will stand ready to place
those using them into instant communication
with each other. When the other plant is com-
pleted 50,000 electric lamps will stand ready to

shed their rays at the bidding of those who con-
trol them.

These, plants stand as two splendid monu-
ments to the electrician's art.

The telegraph plays an important part in the

social world, but not often is it called upon to

perform such an important function as that which
it executed at -^.Ivaredo, Tex., on Aug. 19th. On
that day the Missouri Pacific depot was the cen-

ter of a hymeneal affair of decidedly romantic
character. The West.irn Union wires were so

manipulated as to unite in marriage William
Newland of Trever, Cal., and Miss Dora Castion

of Barnesville, Tex. A justice of the peace ofifi-

ciated at Alvaredo, and a clergyman assisted Mr.
Newland. The report does not indicate that

the bride needed any assistance. About this time
Mrs. Newland will have joined her husband.
Why the young couple preferred to resort to the

wires to join them does not appear, but the knot
is just as thoroughly tied as if the ceremony had
been performed under ordinary circum.stances.

"The report of the London Street Tramways
company announces a dividend of 4 per cent,

per annum, as against 8 per cent, at the corre-

sponding period of last year. Forage has been
dearer, and mortality among the horses has been
in excess of the average, and there are also other

reasons to account for this "unsatisfactory state

of the company's finances. The only way open
to recover lost ground is to boldly go in for elec-

tric traction. Electro motors do not give up the
ghost readily, coals will not vary in price like

forage, which, after the terrible weather of the

past few months, will certainly become still more
costly, and Mr. Sprague's American experience
clearly shows a vast saving over horse flesh by
the employment of electricity. With the mileage
now made on the Richmond line, ^£25 per day
is saved in motive power expenses alone. It is

hardly necessary, says the author, to point out

that this means a good interest on a pretty large

investment."

In these words the London Electrician com-
mends Mr. Sprague's solution of municipal rapid

transit to the. attention of the directors of the

London Street Tramways company.

Dr. E. J. Kauffman, one of the commission-
ers appointed by the New York legislature to

recommend the most humane method of exe-
cuting criminals, was in Chicago last week. To
a reporter Dr. Kauffman stated that the commis-
sion in its investigation did not consider hanging
for a moment, as ihe very barbarity of that

method led to the appointment of the commis-
sion. Prussic acid was quick and almost pain-

less, but was not alwa3's certain. The garrote
and guillotine were also discarded as much more
inhuman than hanging. "We then investigated

electricity," he said, "and the farther we exam-
ined the subject the more we became impressed
with its efficacy, and we finally adopted it." It

is stated that Dr. Kauffman has invented a chair

to facilitate the execution, and it is said he is

confident that it will prove a solution of many
of the objections which have been urged against
this mode of inflicting capital sentences.

He declares that he is not pushing the merits
of his invention in a commercial way, and claims
that he constructed the electric chair simply
from his love of invention and as a result of the

study of the various plans of execution now in

vogue.

It is interesting to note in this connection that
Kentucky is about ready to follow the example
of New York and substitute electricity for the
halter. This is at least the assumption of the

Louisville correspondent of the Western Elec-
IKICIAN.
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The Lifting Power of Magnets.

By Prof John E. Davies.

Readers of the older books upon electricity

and magnetism will remember a formula of

Haecker's upon the lifting power of permanent
magnets.

3P=a V ira

where /" being the lifting power and II' the

weight in German pounds, a was found ex-

perimentally to be a number from 8 to 10 for bar
magnets, and 16 to 20 for horseshoe magnets,
according to the quality of the steel and inten-

sity of magnetization. This meant that a steel

horseshoe magnet, weighing i pound for exam-
ple, could lift between 16 and 20 pounds. We
presume that to most readers, like ourselves, this

formula had little interest save purely a theoret-

ical one, and the fact that the lifting power was
so relatively large for a small magnet. For e.x-

ample, accordmg to this formula, a magnet
whose v.'eight was doubled would only have its

lifting power increased about 1.6 times; if tripled,

about 2.07 times; if quadrupled, about 2.5 times,

and so on. Thus showing in almost marked
manner the relatively rapid rise of magnetic
power in proportion to weight with smaller mag-
nets.

In a recent number oi the P/iilosophical Maga-
ziiw. Professor SylvanusP. Thompson has shown
that the empirical rule that lifting power is pro-

portional to the cube root of the square of the

magnet's weight was given by D. Bernoulli as

long ago as 1758, and that Van der Willigen,

"repeating the investigation partly with Haecker's
own magnets and partly with more recent ones,

found a somewhat different empirical rule, viz.:

where /> is" a constant depending on the quality of

the steel and its degree of magnetization, K the

perimeter of the polar surface, A the area of

polar surface, Z the length between the actual

poles, and / the mean between interior and ex-

terior lengths of the bar."

The coefficient .6' was found by Van der Wil-

ligen to vary from 19.5 to 22.5 tor good horse-

shoe magnets. This coefficient is virtually the

same as Haecker's a.

Professor Thompson also shows that Haecker's
or Bernoulli's formula is merely another way of

saying that the lifting power of magnets in which
the intensity of magnetic induction has been car-

ried to an equal degree, is proportional to the

polar surface, and that the coefficient a or i is

proportional to the square of the magnetic induc-
tion through that surface. For making use of

Maxwell's formula that the tension along the

lines of magnetic force in any magnetic circuit

is, in dynes per square centimeter, equal to the

square of the induction divided by 8- the ele-

ment of pull over an element of area d A, would
be given by

dP=, T. dA= ± B-d A (r being the

pull in dynes per square centimeter)

whence, P (the total pull)=
:

E- d A

If the distribution of the induction be assumed
uniform over the cross section [an assumption

which is perfectly valid by taking for B a cer-

tain azY/-rtj't- distribution over the cross section in

spite of the known concentration of B near the

surface and at the edges of steel magnets of the

usual form] the pull is given in dynes as

P= B'- A

From this the average value of B the magnetic

induction is easily found by a simple transposi-

tion of the formula. Thus:

i?^ 5,000 \
P kilos on in \

P ""
VA.sq.cm. '^ ' VA tq. in.

according as we choose to use kilograms and
centimeters, or lbs., and inches in our measure-
ments.

So, also, if we imagine a cube of volume
equal to that of the steel magnet under consid-

eration, call d the mass in grammes of one cubic

centimeter of it, / the number of centimeters in

one edge we shall have for the value of H^^ecker's

coefficient a:

a _L B'-^!-V,
S- (fl.d)"

B' dh

if we represent by c the ratio of A (the polar sur-

face of the magnet) to /-, the face of the equal

volume cube.

These results are exceedingly interesting as

connecting the laws of permanent magnets with

the ordinary theory of induction in electro-mag-

nets, and the difference of the values of a for

horseshoe magnets and straight bars, being ac-

cording to Haecker double, while Van der Wil-

ligen found it to be from three to four times as

great for horse shoes as straight bars, is a strik-

ing illustration of modern ideas concerning the

resistance of the magnetic circuit, and shows
that when such circuits contain air spaces the

whole induction of the iron is dependent upon
how much of air space must be traversed be-

fore the lines of induction can, so to speak, close

their own circuit. In the case of long bars,

magnetized by a short coil at the center, this re-

sistance sometimes causes the greater number of

magnetic lines to leave the bar not far from the

center and pass around the magnetizing coil by
way of a short path in air rather than go a longer

distance in the iron and subsequently a longer

distance in the air. There is doubtless magnetic
leakage along a permanent steei magnet bar as

well as along an electro-magnet, and this is greater

in proportion as the magnet departs more and
more from the closed ring form.

Non-magr etc Properties of iVIanganese
Steel.

Some experiments which were carried out by
Dr. John Hopkinson, F.R.S., and which formed
ths subject of a paper read by him before the

Royal Society on "magnetization of iron,"

caused a laige amount of attention to be drawn
to that peculiar form of steel known as

manganese steel, says the London Electrical

Revie-to. Dr. Hopkinson found that in a sub-

stance with a substantial proportion of manga-
nese, the latter "annihilates the magnetic property

of iron," and that steel containing 12 per cent,

of manganese is practically non-magnetic.

Naturally it occurs to one what bearing would
this non-magnetic property of iron have in the

manufacture of dynamos. Some information of

a very valuable character as to the non-magnetic
and electric properties of manganese steel has

been contributed lately by R. A. Hadfield in a

paper read by him before the Institution of Civil

Engineers on " Some newly discovered proper-

ties of iron and manganese." It would appear

that the non-magnetic properties of manganese
were noticed as far back as 1774, when Rinman
seems to have been the first to observe the

curious fact that manganese deprives iron of its

usual magnetic properties. He found that after

melting equal parts of gray pig iron and manga-
nese ore, the lump or button produced was, when
fractured, of a white color, very brittle, and the

magnet produced no action thereon. This pecu-

liarity was also noticed in David IVIushet's early

experiments in 1830 on manganese. Mr. Had-
field remarks that this is especially curious, see-

ing that iron is present in amounts eight or nine

times greater than the manganese itself. " An
approximate idea of the amount of manganese
contained in the steel may be formed by passing

a magnet over specimens; as the percentage of

manganese increases the magnet's power de-

creases. Upon reaching about 8 per cent, there

is no attraction in the bulk, though fine drillings

are influenced: but even this diminishes, as when
20 per cent, is reached a magnet capable of lift-

ing 30 pounds of ordinary steel or iron will only

lift pieces weighing a few milligrammes. On
this point the material behaves in the same man-
ner either in its forged or cast state; water, or

oil-quenching, making practically no difference.

Since Mushet's expeiiments nothing appears

to have been elicited of a definite character until

1885, when some facts were brought out by Dr.

John Hopkinson, F. R. S., in some experiments

carried out by him, which are given in the paper

previously mentioned. Among the samples

tested were some of manganese steel manufact-

ured by Messrs. Hadfield, and of their behavior

under the influence of magnetism we have the

first definite records. Dr. Hopkinson saysr
"Another very striking feature is the way in

which any substantial proportion of manganese
annihilates the magnetic property of iron; the
sample with 12 per cent, of manganese is prac-
tically non-magnetic. If all the substances in
this sample other than the iron were mechanical-
ly mixed with the iron, and arranged in such
wise as to have the greatest effect upon its mag-
netic property, no such annihilation of magnetic-
property would ensue." He states that " it is-

therefore clear that the small quantity of man-
ganese present enters into that which must be re-

garded for magnetic purposes as the molecules,

of iron, and completely changes its properties.

The fact is one which must have great signifi-

cance in any theory as to what is the molecular
nature of magnetization." The sample of iron

with 12 per cent, of manganese and some small'

quantities of carbon and other substances is

proved by these experiments to be slightly mag-
netic, that its magnetism would be accounted for
by supposing that in its mass were distributed a
few little bits of pure iron.

Some more specific details as to the non-mag-
netic character of manganese and its electrical

properties will be found in a paper "On the
physical properties of manganese steel," pub-
lished in the " Scientific Proceedings of the
Royal Dublin society," 1886, by Professor W. F.
Barrett, of the Royal College of Science, Dublin.
These details are from experiments carried out
by Professor Barrett on a sample of Hadfield's

manganese steel (C. .85 per cent., Mn. 13.75 per
cent.) drawn into a wire of number 19 B. W. G.
A very great deal of difficulty was experienced
in the process of drawing the wire down owing
to its hardness, but it was found that by heating

the rods to a white heat and plunging them into

cold water, they were easily drawn; but the same
process had to be repeated after every reduction

to two sizes. The remarkable tensile strength of
this wire was determined by Professor Barrett at
iro tons per square inch. As regards the non-
magnetic properties of this steel, Professor Bar-
rett found that a small piece of the wire tested

by him was not attracted in the slightest degree
by the most powerful electro-magnet,capable of
lifting a ton, but suspended by a thread it be-
haved like a paramagnetic body pointing from
pole to pole. In a sample which gave a faint

trace of magnetism, Professor Barrett was en-
abled to make a determination to the extent that

taking the magnetism of ordinary iron as 100,-

000, the manganese steel was 20, It was sug-

gested by Mr. Hadfield that this peculiar non-
magnetic quality of manganese steel might make
it suitable for dynamo bed-plates.

A second point with regard to the electrical

properties of this manganese steel, and one which
must prove of great interest to electricians and
especially to electric light engineers, is the re-

markable results obtained as to conductivity

Professor Barrett found that its conductivity was
very low, number 19 B. W. G. were .96 milli-

meter in diameter, having a resistance of i.iiz

legal ohms per meter, or 75 microhms per cubic;

centimeter at 15° C. Ordinary iron wire being;

only 9,Soo and German silver 21,170, he sug-
gested that use might be made of manganese
steel for resistance coils in electric lighting.

This suggested use was successfully applied by
Dr. E. Hopkinson at Messrs. Mather & Piatt's,

when some experiments were tried to demon-
strate Dr. John Hopkinson's method of testing;-

the efficiency of dynamos. A length of 1,18c.

yards of 8 13. W. G. (Mn. 13.95 P^"" cent.) was.

cut into three lengths, coupled parallel, the con-
ductor consisting of 3 strands number 8, ther>

coiled into a box 3 feet by 2 feet by 2 feet, gave
a resistance of 6.5 ohms, carrying 80 amperes
without overheating. It was therefore capable:

of absorbing 55 horse power. Mr. Hadfield re-

marks on this that " to produce the same resist-

ance with iron wire 5,000 to 8,000 yards would,

be required, or of expensive German silver wire

4,780 yards. The increase of temperature, when
heated. Professor Barrett found to be only .i3(>

per cent, for each degree C. as against iron .5

per cent. It will be seen therefore of what value

this material may become when resistance coils

are required for electric lighting purposes, as it

appears to possess the necessary qualifications in

a higher degree than any other metal.

The results as regards resistance have been
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verified in some tests taken by Mr. Mordey, who
remarked, in the discussion which followed the

reading of the papers read by Mr. Hadfield, "It

would be observed that the manganese steel, be-

sides being non-magnetic, had a very high re-

sistance; and as it had great strength, it would

probably be used for purposes other than those

contemplated in the paper. Electricians wanted

a metal or an alloy that could take the place of

German silver for light castings in the fittings of

machines and apparatus where alternate currents

were to be used. In alternate current dynamos,

for instance, the small castings for the ends of

the coils, and other portions which passed

through the field or into the fringe of the field,

were almost always of German silver." If Had-
field steel could be substituted, Mr. Mordey
thought it would give just what was wanted, as

castings for this purpose should have great

strength combined with lightness; they should

have a high specific resistance to prevent loss by
eddy currents; and, generally, they were better

if non-magnetic. In this direction we think that

there is decidedly an opening for the employ-

ment of this material, but there are at present

apparently some difficulties required to be over-

come in consequence of the hardness of the

steel.

With regard to this material and its combina-

tion, we find that Dr. Hopkinson considers that

the manganese was not merely mixed mechani-

cally with the iron, but that it did enter into the

molecule in such a way as to destroy its magnetic

properties. He remarks that " the magnetic
property was really that which was most interest-

ing, for it distinctly and clearly demonstrated

that the material was not a mechanical mi.\ture,

but something in the nature of a chemical com-
pound." There are many of our readers who
are not aware of these peculiar properties of this

alloy, and we have been induced to place these

observations before them, in the hope that some
among them may be enabled to carry out some
further experiments, which may conduce to the

further development of manganese steel and its

possible successful adoption, for not only the

purposes which we have mentioned but possibly

for others also of still further utility to electrical

engineering.

The McDoncugh Telephone.

The New York }Vorld, in its issue of Aug.
23rd, has given a somewhat detailed description

of the McDonough telephone. The reporter

who made the test of the instruments is de-

scribed as a practical electrician. The instru-

ments which were e.xamined were made, it is

asserted, in strict accordance with the patent

specifications of April 10, 1876, by Prof. H C.

Buck. Even license legally allowable was not

taken advantage of. For example, it is stated

that parchment diaphragms were used, although

the specification permitted the use of other ma-
terial. The test was made in the office of F.

W. Jones, of the Postal Telegraph Cable com-
pany. The line was about 100 feet in length.

It is reported that questions were asked and
answered and in short, the receiver was put to

as severe a test as could be conceived, and it un-

questionably talked, not as well as the telephones
in use, of course, but well enough to demon-
strate absolutely that it was in reality a talking

instrument.

The claim is made that the instrument makes
a far better showing than the original Bell in-

strument. Mr. Jones, who is interested in the

McDonough instruments asserts that the latter is

beyond all question the inventor of the tele-

phone. He alleges that the McDonough appli-

cation defined that the instrument was intended

for the transmission of articulate speech, while

such a statement could not be made of the pat-

ent of Bell granted in March, 1876. Mr. Jones
asserts that there is evidence to show that while

McDonough was working on the instrument Bell

discovered the fact, took his cue from it and
hurriedly set about making a telephone to be

placed in-the Centennial. Mr. Jones was asked

ivhat McDonough's position was in the patent

office at this time. He replied:

"At that time McDonough stood in the pat-

ent office as the first man in the world applying

for a patent upon a method of transmitting and
reporting articulate speech, and in his drawings

accompanying his application a diaphragm re-

ceiver is shown, also an improved transmitter

over that of Philip Reis. This invention of the

diaphragm receiver is the key to the whole situ-

ation, and the only thing that has ever made a

speaking telephone possible. Neither Bell nor

all his legal advisers, can controvert this state-

ment, and if Commissioner of Patents Benton J.

Hall is the man I take him to be, we will prove
to the world that James McDonough is the in-

ventor of the telephone. Bell people pooh-pooh
all this by saying McDonough's invention wont
talk, and if it does talk then they own it under a

contract they made with McDonough. I believe

they paid him §10,000 for some privilege, yet

they are moving heaven and earth to induce

Commissioner Hall to refuse us the chance to

prove our assertion, the chance to demonstrate
by a practical test in Hall's presence that Mc-
Donough's original instrument will talk; we ask

nothing more."
Mr. Jones alleged that thus far McDonough

had been the victim of unjust treatment in the

patent office. He continued:

"After three years' delay in the patent office,

the application of McDonough went before Ex-
aminer Church on a trial of interference between
it and Bell's alleged invention and those of

Gray and many more inventors who had, subse-

quent to McDonough's application, made many
improvements in some features of the telephone.

The issue in this interference was 'a telephonic

" .\\\ these years McDonough has been strug-

gling along with limited means, poor health and
such assistance as he could command to get his

rights acknowledged in the patent office, and
has been driven nearly crazy. He has also at-

tempted in the courts of Connecticut, New
York and New Jersey to secure a hearing of his

case and a just decision upon its merits, but
both his money and health gave out at a critical

time and he could not press these suits. Mr.
McDonough now asks the commissioner of pat-

ents to rehear the case and to allow him to show
that the instruments as originally described will

talk, and that he was not dreaming when he
made his application for an articulating tele-

phone on April 10, 1S76."

Chicago Exposition Electric Light Plant.

The accompanying plan shows the arrange-

ment of engines and dynamos of the electric

light plant of the Inter State Industrial exposi-

tion at Chicago. There are to be two engines,

one a Buckeye of 125 horse power, and the

other of the same capacity manufactured by
Russell & Co., of Massillon, Ohio. The two
engines will drive three 45 light dynamos, two

35 light dynamos and one incandescent dy-

namo of a capacity of 250 sixteen candle
power lamps. "The dynamos are all of the man-
ufacture of the Western Electric company of Chi-

cago. One feature of the electric light exhibit

^W,— rr,
—

GROUND PLAN OF CHICAGO EXPOSITION ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT.

will be two focusing lamps,

colored light on the fountain

receiver, consisting of the combination in an
electric circuit of a magnet and a diaphragm
supported and arranged in close proximity there-

to, whereby sounds thrown upon the line may
be reproduced accurately as to pitch and qual-
ity.' Examiner Church, *from the evidence,
found as follows: 'Taking, therefore, April,

1876, as the date of McDonough's invention of

the receiver in issue, it only remains to be con-
sidered whether Bell has proved prior concep-
tion, for he does not pretend to have constructed
such a receiver prior to July, 1876. Upon the
evidence submitted it is impossible to find that
he had conceived, much less disclosed the in-

vention in issue in this case. Upon this count,
as defined and explained,

J. W. McDonough is

awarded priority of invention,' Here is an hon-
est decision. An appeal was taken to the exam-
iners-in-chief, who decided that, whereas, Mc-
Donough did not have, as they stated, a good
transmitter he should not be confirmed in the
priority of invention for any diaphragm receiver,

and whereas Bell had a magnetic transmit;ter in

perfect order, it entitled him to precedence as
the sole inventor. From this decision McDon-
ough took an appeal to Commissioner of
Patents Butterworth, and on the very last day
of that functionary's term of office his last

official act was to confirm this decision, not-
withstanding the fact that McDonough implored
the privilege of going before the patent office

and demonstrating that his apparatus would talk.

One will throw
the center of

the hall. The other will be placed in front of
the building at the foot of Adams street.

Electrolytic Ammeters and Voltmeters.
The old idea of measuring electric currents

and potential differences by ascertaining the
quantity of gas evolved in a voltmeter, which
was worked out some years ago by Marcel De-
prez, has recently been resuscitated bv.^. Minet,
who has presented to the Societe'd'Encour-
agement d'Industrie Nationale several instru-
ments intended for the measurement of poten-
tial differences and electric currents, says Iiidvs-

trics. Heemploys a voltmeter containing water
acidulated with one two-hundredth part of sulphu-
ric acid, as by an ingenious arrangement of elec-
trodes and valves it is possible to collect either
the mixture of oxygen and hydrogen, or each
gas separately. The e. m. f. is computed by
measuring the volume of gas evolved in a certain
time, and by comparing these data with the cor-
responding data obtained with a standard Dan-
iell cell. This cell contains no porous pot, the
sulphate of zinc and sulphate of copper solu-
tions being each contained in one limb of a U
shaped tube.

Tlie Columbia Klectrical company of Portland, Oregon,
has been incorporated with a capital of $25,000 by P. F.
Morey, 11. A. Hague, and James L,iton.
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Annunciator Drops on a Derived Cir-
cuit.

In the Chicago telephone exchange all the an-

nunciator drops are being changed, so that in-

stead of being in the main circuit, they are on
what is technically called a "third leg," that is,

the drop is on a derived circuit between the line

and ground. Superintendent Wilson says: " K.x-

perience has developed the fact that with the

Chicago underground system the loss of current

by escape through a drop thus arranged does not

weaken conversation anything like theplacingof
Lhe same drop directly in the line circuit."

Electric Light Engine Diagrams.

The accompanying diagrams were recently

taken from one of the Woodbury Engine com-
pany's automatic high speed engines, at the Edi-

son central station, Rochester, N. Y. The en-

gine is a 16x20 inch, running at 200 revolutions.

>n.C. <?. 'iz- -
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and the diagrams go to show excellent perform-

ance in economy and steam distribution. The dia-

grams are from the back or head end, the

ones from the crank end showing no material

difference.

A peculiarity of the friction diagram, which

^C^i.^

by the way, is a very light one, is that the expan-
sion line crosses the compression line twice, at

a and /'. It also crosses the exhaust line near

the end of the stroke, dropping below the pres-

sure of the atmosphere until the return stroke.

Even at this early point of cut-ofT, in which the

^•^JL. #0^

FIG. 3.

valve barely opens for admission, the initial

pressure is within three pounds of the steam
pressure, this being due to the four-point admis-

sion, as the valve presents four points of open-

ing at the same time. The value of this feature

is also shown in diagrams Figs. 2 and 3, in the ex-

cellent maintenance of the steam line up to the

point of cut-off, and in the closeness of the ini-

tial pressure to the boiler pressure, the differ-

ence in each case being but two pounds. The
exhaust lines will be pronounced perfect. This

valve also furnishes double ports for exhaust

opening and closure, a construction which se-

cures the prompt drop of the line at release to

the atmosphere, where it is maintained without

back pressure, until the beginning of compression.

It will be noticed that the total va.iation in

speed between the friction diagram Fig. i and

Fig. 3, the latter representing the full commer-
cial rating of the engine, is only i per cent.

This close regulation is secured without sacri-

ficing the stability of the governor, and must
satisfy the most exacting requirements.

Lamp Lighting Schedule.
System.
September.

Moonlight

Day of Montli

.

13

14.

15.

16.

17
iS

19.

Light.

Total I

-H. Jl.

7.00
7.00
7 00
7.00
7.00
6.50
6.50
7.10
7.40
8.20
9 00
9.50
10.40
11.40
12.50

1.50

2.50
No
No
No
6.30
6.3U
6.30
6.

6.20
6.20
6 20
6.20
6.20
6.10

nber of hours.

Bx'ingalsh.

2.30

3.30

4.30
4.30
4.30
4.30
4.30
4.30
4.40
4.40

4.40

4.40
4.40
4.40

4.40
4.40
4.40

light.

light.

light.

u.oo
8.30
9.00
9.30

10.00
10.40
11 30
12.30

1. 10

2.10

Number
of

Hnnrs.

7.30
S.30

9.30

9.30

9.30
9.40

9.40

9.20

9.00

8.20

7.40

6.50

6.00

5.00

3.50

2.50

1.50

0.00
0.00
0.00

1.30

2.00

2.30

3.10

3.40

4.20
5.10

6.10

6.50

S.oo

167.50

The foregoing echednle is practically gojd for the United
BtateB

.

The time for commencing to light ig calculated at one-half
hoar after snneet. or one hoar before mooneet: the time lor
extingnishiuent one hour after moonriae, or one tour before
Bunriee.

Tne time for lighting or estingnishing is given for the day
on \\ hich the night commence-

.

The time up co 12 o'clock midnight is shown liy hold face
type; afcrr midnight by light face type.

CORRESPONDENCE
New York Notes.

~New York, August 23.—Like all new enterprises, the

electric car is regarded by many with fear and distrust, and

it has arrived at just that stage when a trifle may turn the

current of public opinion against it. The popular alarm

which was recently created by the statement that a woman

on the lamaica railway was struck and paralyzed by elec-

tricity, has no sooner been allayed by the fact being estab-

lished that lightning and lager beer were about equally re-

sponsible for the occurrence, than another accident is re-

ported on the St. Clair electric road, where an electric car

fairly ran away. It dashed down a mountain side at terri-

fic speed, and came to a stop at a turn in the road. For-

tunately no one was injured, but had the accident happened

at any other time in the day than it did the result might

have been serious. F. Whiteside Rae, the electrician of

the Daft Electric Light company, shows in a letter to the

Evening Su/i, of the 17th inst., that "the man, and not the

motor, was at fault." He says, "The car did not become

unmanageable, but an incompetent driver with mechanical

and electrical brake, as well as reversing power at his com-

mand, deserted his motor in a panic just as it was entering

upon the ma.ximum gradient, and a curve of fifty feet rad-

ius. <Any horse," he adds, "will runaway if the driver

leaps from the wagon," and he cites the fact of the safe

rounding at such high speed of the sharp curves of the

mountain roadway as proof of the wonderful strength and

stability of the machine.

The Board of Electrical Control has followed up its re-

cent action by a letter to the board of aldermen and com-

missioner of public works. This letter was in Hne with

the recommendation of a coroner's jury that an ordinance

should be passed to secure more effectual insulation, and

better construction of electric light plants. It seems that

122 complaints have been made to the department of public

works, and nothing has been done to remove the obstruc-

tions complained of. To the United States Illuminating

company, the "red rag" of the board, are attributed 52S

violations of the law, and attention is called to the danger

of delaying in proceeding criminally against corporations

which violate the rules and regulations provided, ^iid the

advantage to be gained by summary action on the alder-

men's part. Attorney General Tabor has denied Commis-
sioner Gibbens" application to allow him to bring special

action against the United States Illuminating company for

failing to comply with the provisions of Chapter 716, laws

of New ^'ork, relating to electrical conductors. The attor-

ney genera! holds that the law provides a remedy.

There was recently to have been an important meeting

of the Board of Electrical Control to discuss a general plan

by means of which the different electric light companies

might be induced to place their wires on one set of poles.

The commissioners were ready to proceed, but there was

such a small representation of companies that it was
deemed advisable to let the whole matter rest for a week.

Laws may be made to increase the safety of electrical

conductors, but they will never supersede the necessity for

something like ordinary care on the part of those who are

exposed to the possibility of contact with the wires. A
case is reported from the new Croton aqueduct, where Nel-

son Richardson, a colored laborer, was instantly killed by

touching an electric lamp. Along the roof of the tunnel,

where he was working, wires were sl-'ung, and the lamps

were suspended at intervals of fifteen or twenty feet, reach-

ing to within a few feet of the floor of the tunnel. Rich-

ardson was in a stooping position, tilling a pail with mortar,

immediately beneath one of the hanging lamps, when he

raised himself, and the back of his neck came in contact

with the lamp, and he was instantly killed. The current

held him against the lamp for a few moments, and one of

the bricklayers who hastened to his assistance and attempted

to drag him away, received a severe shock. One fact is

remarked, which in view of the recent discussion of the

question of executing criminals by electricity is of consid-

erable interest, namely, that the only disfigurement on the

body was a discoloration on the back of the neck at the

point of contact with the lamp.

The National Electric Light association, which holds its

convention in this city on the 29th, 30th and 31st inst.,

gives promise of more than its usual interest and import-

ance. Dr. Schuyler S. Wheeler will treat of "Electric con-

ductors in New York;" F. B. Crocker of the "Idealmotor;"

C. C. Haskins of "Practical pointers;" W. L. Church of

"Electrical steam engineering;" E. C. Acheson of "Effects

of disruptive discharge in underground conductors," and

further papers will be read by O. B. Shallenberger, Dr. L.

Duncan, E. L. Nichols, Dr. Leonard Waldo, and others.

A very interesting paper appears in A^atnre, contributed

by Captain John Ericson on his perfected sun motor. The
distinguishing feature of his device is the adoption of flat

surfaces and parellel rays for purposes of reflection instead

of curved surfaces and converging rays. He states that a

surface of reflecting mirrors of 100 square feet presented at

right angles to the sun at noon in the latitude of New
York, during the summer, develops a mechanical eneigy

reaching 1,850,000 foot pounds per hour, and asserts that

the sun power will be steady and constant.

An extraordinary circular is now exercising the minds of

electricians, it bears the name and address of Shippey

Brothers, limited, of London, England, and it statts that

at a convention of patent experts recently held in Washing-

ton, D. C, appointed by the trade in order to discuss cer-

tain claims in relation to incandescent lamp manufacture,

the firm was awarded "an absolute monopoly for the sup-

ply of fancy lamps, and for all lamps of 100 candle power

and upward for incandescent lighting." Who is this body

of patent experts, and if it exists, whence comes its au

thority? The question "Who is the White Pasha?" is still

enveloped in mystery, but we are inclined to think that we

shall know all about that, and many other problems which

now remain unsolved, before Messrs. Shippey Brothers of

London, England, will be able to give us a satisfactory

raiso/i d'etre of their remarkable circular. G.

From Ottawa, 111.

Oti'.wva, 111., August 23,—The Thomas Electric Light

& Power company, which operates the Thomson-Houston

system, is so crowded with orders that a new thirty-five

light machine has been ordered. The induction which has

bothered the telephone people, has been removed by the

abandonment of the Western Union company's circuit over

the route. It is quite a relief to the patrons of the tele-

phone line.

The Electric Street Railroad company e.xpect to begin

work about October ist, and to have two miles of the road

in operation by December ist.

The residences of George Roberts and Lorenzo Lealand

are being wired for electric bells and incandescent lights.

The work is being done by Lewis Degan of this city, who

has just taken the contract to wire Mayor Ames' new resi-

dence in .Streator.

The Ottawa Window Glass company is changing and ex-

tending il s lighting plant in the different factories to corre-.
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spond with changes made in the buildings during the sum-

mer. The company operates the United States system.

It is reported that an incandescent system will be installed

here shortly. Such a plant would certainly be a paying in-

vestment. E.

From Louisvil'e, Kv.
Louisville, Ky., August 22,— Louisville's first electric

railway is now nearly completed. The construction on

tSreen street Is progressing rapidly. The overhead system

of transmission will be en- ployed. Under each car will be

a 15 horse power motor. 'Ilius, in case of necessity, each

car so supplied will be able to draw after it several ordinary

cars. The system has been fully tested in Richmond, Vir-

ginia, where some forty cars are in operation.

This road will have a length of about four miles. It is

e.^p^cted to e,\:tend the system in time in both directions

from its present route. The road will be in operation in

about two months. The time made will be more than

twice as fast as that of the ordinary horse cars.

In addition to the Cireen street line another electric rail-

way is projected here. It is proposed lo run a line of cars

between this city and New Albany, which is on the In-

diana side of the Ohio. This city is about five miles from

Louisville. The projectors are, however, not likely to do

anything until the Cireen street line has been completed

and proved a success.

Electricity may shortly be given a new use in this city

and state, although it is not a new use in some other

states. At the next meeting of the legislature a bill will

be presented providing for judicial executions by means' of

electricity. A number of the most prominent men through-

out the state are in favor of it, and the bill is likely to be

passed. "I have carefully studied the workings of the

New York law," said a city official to your correspondent

yesterday, "and I am satisSed that electri ity is the best

agent of destruction to be used in judicial executions. I

have made a study of electricity, and it will accomplish its

work with neatness and dispatch."

Louisville, although a southern city, is not behind in

electrical matters, even if she does have a number of o'd

fogies in her council. The latest scheme talked of is to

have the public illumina'ion done by eleclricity instead of

gas. Although the population of this city is only 200,000

the city spreads over a large territory. 'I'his greatly in-

creases the cost of lighting the streets, and the city's

yearly bill for this purpose is no small item of municipal

expense. It is claimed that after ihe plant is put in the

electric lights will be cheaper, and the illumination will, of

course, be far superior to that of gas. It is understood

that the agents of several of the electric light companies

aae going to push the matter before the city council. This

will cause a bitter fight. The Louisville Gas company is a

powerful corporation with several million dollars of capital,

and it will, of course, oppose the use of i iectricity, as it

derives no small revenue from the public lights. Still the

friends of electricity are strong and numerous, and the)'

are going to do all they can to secure the change.

\V H. Johnson, inspector of electric lights, has been

busy for some time, making his rounds and examining the

wires. In the main he found everything all right, but at

some places he found good evidence that the city should

have had an inspector long before one was ever thought of.

At several places he found wires not insulated through the

neglect of their owners, and only good fortune has pre-

vented accidents. He had these faults remedied, and is

no.v engaged in his task of hunting for more.

The electric light is just making its first appearance in

the Kentucky mountains. Lately, eastern Kentucky,

which is wild and mountainous, consisting of a great wil-

derness of forests and mountains, never penetrated by rail-

roads, has attracted great attention from Eastern and for-

eign capitalists on account of the immense richness of its

mineral deposits. An English company with several mil-

lion dollars capital has invested in the heart of this region,

near Cumberland Gap. It is building there a handsome

to.v.i, with all the modern appliances, not the least among

which is the electric light. The streets will be lighted with

it, and it will also be put in the houses. Some of the lights

arc already in use there. They are the admiration and as-

tonishment of the natives who had never seen anything of

the kind until ihcy were put in about a month ago. These

people had never seen gas lights cither, and even the use of

the lamp was unfamiliar to them, a tallow dip being their

ordinary mode of illumination. So one can imagine the

curiosity with which they regard the electric light.

It is probable that the Coiiricr-Joiinutl will attempt

the use of electricity in running the type-setting

machine, with which its composing rooms is fitted. Thirty

of these are in use in that office, and steam is now their

motive power. It is lliought that electricity will prove

much more effective power, and besides being cheaper, will

reduce the danger of accidents. '

Shelbyville, Cynthiana, Danville, Harrodsburg and sev-

eral of the smaller cities of the state are likely to soon have

the electric light.

The grand electric illumination during Louisville's fall

celebration is now an assured fact. A laige sum of money
has been appropriated for that purpose. A committee ap-

pointed to supervise the illumination has gone energetically

to work and will make the affair a complete success In all

particulars. Every kind of electric light will be used, and

the sight will be worth seeing. A.

From Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas CiTV, Mo., August 23.—The Edison Electric

Light company has star ed on the erection of the new
building and incandescent light plant at what will be the

corner of the new Wall street north of Seventh street and
in the rear of 115 West Sixth street. Three years ago E.

R. Weeks, manager of the Kansas City Electric Light com-
pany, with a number of prominent business associates,

started the plan of building a new and powerful station at

the place named as an adjunct to the station of the Electric

Light company at Eighth and Santa Ee streets. The Kan-
sis City Electric Light company purchased the lot, but it

was found difficult to raise the money for a plant sufficient,

in the minds of the projectors, to supply the needs of the

city. From $400,000 to $500,000 was required to put the

station, as originally planned, in operation. The failure of

a number of electric light companies in the east during the

past three j'ears caused the investment to be looked upon by
cautious capitalists as not one of the best. At the same
time the city authorities, backed by public sentiment, began
to agitate the matter of requiring telegraph and electric light

companies to place their wires underground, and this tended

to make capital still more timid. Afterward a franchise was
granted the Edison Electric Light company, and the com-
pany leased the lot on Wall street and has now begun the

erection of a building. The new station will be supplied

with twelve 200 horse power engines, and will have a capac-

ity for furnishing 30,000 incandescent lights. Incandes-

cent lights and power only will be supplied from this station.

The building will cost $30,000, and will be fitted up with

$75,000 worth of machinery. The plans show a building

54x96 feet, with very heavy walls, fireproof, iron girders

and partitions, that can ultimately be run up to a height of

ten or eleven stories. Only the basement and first story

will be erected at this time. The new station is expected to

be ready for occupancy in November. Mr. Weeks says

the wires near the station and on the main thoroughfares

will be placed underground.

Alderman Finlay of this city, was in New York recently

and spent considerable time inspecting the conduit system

for electrical conductors used in that city. He returns a

most enthusiastic believer in the system, and says it pos-

sesses all the advantages, and few, if any, of the disad-

vantages of any other. Mr. Finlay went down in the man-
holes and examined the ducts and cables and made a thor-

ough investigation of the methods of construction and
operation. Mr. Finlay says he is now going to do as much
as he can toward securing a conduit system for this city.

Superintendent Weeks of the Kansas City Electric Light

company, in discussing the underground system, said he con-

sidered all the systems still experimental at least as far as

concerned arc light wires. If the city wanted an experi-

ment he was perfectly willing to place a half mile or mile

of arc light wires underground, but in his opinion there

was no insulation like dry air.

Work upon the central station ol'-fhe Inter-state Electric

Light company is still proceeding very slowly, owing to the

delay in finishing the building in which it is located. Ma-
chinery and materials are arriving for it, however. Among
the arrivals last week were an Ideal engine and a Fort
Wayne Jenney dynamo. A.

Nebraska Notes.
Omaha, Neb., August 23.—Superintendent Kerts of the

Union Pacific telegraph, and Superintendent Dickey of the

Western Union, have just returned from a trip to Eastern

Pennsylvania, where they made a thorough investigation of

railway induction telegraph system as in operation on two
divisions of the Lehigh Valley road. They were greatly

pleased with the system and are anxious to have it tested on
a division of the Union Pacific, which will be done soon.

President Adams is desirous of introducing the system on
the whole line of the Union Pacilic, but is deterred by rea-

son of the great expense. It is believed that the fast

trains, officers, trains and the most important stations will

he equipped for ihc operation of the system in spite of its

cost.

l''AfKiiUkv, Neb., August 23.—The telephone exchange
will be ready for business in a few days. It i.*} exceedingly

well c(|uippcd and promises in be a success from the start.

Steps are being taken here by the local capitalists and busi-

ness men looking toward the organization of an electric

light company. jr

From Erie, Pa.
Erik, Pa., August 23.—Thecity authorities have granted

the Erie Passenger Street Railway company the privilege of

erecting wires and poles for the purpose of enabling elec-

tricity to be used as a motive power in running their cars.

Work will be begun at an early day, or just as soon as the

company can decide upon the system it will use. The
officials of the company have been absent from the city for

several days investigating the various railway motor sys-

tems in use in other cities.

The question of the right of city authorities to compel
corporations occupying streets to grant privileges to oppo-
sition corporations, is one that has never been definitely

settled, by reason of the diversified character of the ordi-

nances by which the privileges were originally granted.
The seemingly loose manner in which ordinances are drawn,
is likely to produce an immense amount of litigation in the

near future. Only the other day ten workmen, engaged in

erecting poles on State street, for the Edison Electric Light
cS: Power company, were ordered by the mayor to desist.

Refusing to obey his order, they were all arrested and taken
before an alderman, and each man fined $5. The electric

light company paid the fines and appealed the case. In
the mean time the work of putting up poles has stopped.
The ground of the arrest was that the company was not
complying with the city ordinances in relation to the erec-

tion of poles in the streets.

The Western Electric company has recently turned
over to the city of Dunkirk, N. Y., the arc electric light

plant recently erected in that city under contract with the

city authorities. There are about fifty arc lights.

The CHmax Electric Light company of Corry, Pa., has
e ected in that city an arc and incandescent light system,
and is gradually increasing the number of its subscribers.

Several of the dynamos manufactured by the Climax com-
pany are in use in private plants in this city.

The Bell Telephone company of Buffalo is erecting a
new wire on its poles from that city to Dunkirk, which,
when completed and connected with the system of the New
York and Pennsylvania Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany, will make telephonic communication easy between
Erie and Buffalo and towns south from Dunkirk. The tel-

ephone lines between this city and Dunkirk, and from
there to where they connect with the Buffalo lines, have
been recently reconstructed. F.

From Little Rocl<, Ark.
Little Rock, Ark., Aug. 22.—The Edison Incandes-

cent Light company is now advertising that it is ready to

wire the places of those who want their light. The com-
pany has ordered a plant twice the size of the one first con-
templated, and e.xpects to start October ist with about 2,000
lights.

The Little Rock Electric Light company, which is con-
trolled by the Gas company, also advertises that it will fur-

nish incandescent lights to its patrons, having contracted
with the Westinghouse company for a plant, to be in oper-
ation next month. The company now operates a Brush arc
system, and has one of the finest and most complete stations

in the southwest.

The Fort Wayne Jenney company has just closed a con-
tract with the city of Dallas, Tex., for the sale to them of
an arc electric light plant like the one now being erected

here. The Dallas plant comprises 200 arc lamps of 2,000
candle power, for which the city pays §72,000. The plant

is to be in operation by October ist. Some two hundred of
the same lot of poles gotten out for this city's plant, and left

over, have been forwarded to Dallas. The plant here is

nearly finished. The poles are set and the wires run, the

towers are all up, and linemen are at work cutting in the

lamp circuits. The lamps are suspended from a mast arm
over the center of the streets at the corners, the arm being
balanced by weights, so as to lower the lamps for trimming.
It is expected that the plant will be in operation next week.
Two exceptionally severe thunderstorms came down on

this city, ordinarily free from such visitants, the evenings of

the 17th and iSth. Both were accompanied by heavy rain.

The one on Friday played the mischief with the telephone

wires, breaking down and crossing them in manv places.

It also crossed several wires with the electric light wires.

The result was that one or two drops in the exchange were
burned out and the electric light circuits were grounded so

that they had to shut down. Saturday night the lightning

was worse than on the night previous. It struck four poles,

making kindling wood of them, the pieces being scattered

for over a hundred feet in every direction, burned out several

l.)ells and telephones, and had a merry lime generally. In

one place, where an unused Pan-Electric telephone had been
left, it set fire lo the houst; but did no damage, the fire be-

ing quickly put out, ^_
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News from Missouri Cities.

KiRKSVlLLE, Mo., August 23.—This city is to be lighted

with electricity. Electric lights of 2,000 candle power

each are to be furnished for ^10 a month.

Rp:io Springs, ^[o., August 23.—The Keid Spring Hotel

company has awarded the contract for a 200 incandescent

electric light plant to the Hawkeye.company of Oskaloosa,

la., through its Kansas City representative. One hundred

and twentj'-hve lights will be used at first.

St. Joseph, Mo., August 23.—During an electric storm

last week, over three hundred telephones were burned out.

C.

The Buckeye State.

Cincinnati. O.. August 23.—The board of public

affairs has granted the Consolidated Street Railway

company permission to open sidewalks along Colerain

avenue to place therein suitable poits for constructing an

electric railway.

Coshocton, O., August 23.—The Coshocton Gas com-

pany has sent an order to the Indianapolis Jenney company

for a !§i2,ooo electric light plant.

Lima, O., August 22.—Frank McGraw. operator of a

motor on the electric street railway, was fatally injured last

week. The travelers which conduct the electric current

from the wires to the motor, came off, and as McGraw was

in the act of readjusting them he caught hold of both wires,

forming a complete circuit. Me w-as knocked from the top

of the car, a distance of about ten feet, and seriously in-

jured. He was rendered insensible, and it was with the

greatest difficulty that he was resuscitated. His hands were

badly burned and he received internal injuries. G.

Two Kansas Towns.
Arkansas City, Kan., Aug. 23.—The Arkansas City

Electric Light company will greatly increase its arc and

incandesf ent plants. The contract for the additions has been

granted to the Thomson-Houston company.

Kansas City, Kan., Aug. 23.—It is now settled that an

electric railway will be constructed here. The franchise

has been duly granted by the council and signed by the

mayor, and just as soon as it has been properly published

the contractors will begin the work of construction. The

contract has been let to the Thomson- Houston company.

D.

The Far West.

Los Angeles, Cal., August 23.—The Los Angeles

Electric Light company is increasing it capacity and greatlv

enlarging and improving its plants. Two immense Ha-

zelton Tripod boilers arebeing put in and are attracting a

great deal of attention. Besides boilers, the company is

putting in three immense driving wheels, each of sixteen

feet diameter, driven by large and finely constructed en-

gines. The increased power will equal 500 horse power.

The improvements will cost §30,000. G.

From Council Bluffs.

Council Bluffs, la.. August 23.—Work is progressing

fairly on the new electric motor line. All the "sleepers"

are laid and the irons will be placed in position at once.

Messrs. Wickams, the contractors, have a large force of

men engaged on the motor company's new power house on

First avenue and Twenty ninth street. E.

From Sparta, III.

Si'ARTA, 111,, Aug. 23.—James E, Gaston, inventor of a

new electric headlight for locomotives, refuses to dispose of

his patent or the right to manufacture. He proposes that

the factory shall be built here at his home, and asks the

citizens to grant a bonus of land sufficient for his purpose

and the necessary gas for fuel. B.

Telephone Stock Quotations.

Col. S. G. Lynch, broker, 146 LaSalle street, Chicago,

furnishes the following quotations on some of his special-

ties in telephone stocks:

Chicago 340 345
Central Union 47 4S
Michigan -79 ^o
Great Southern 35 40
Colorado 44 47
Rocky Mountain Bell 40 45
Cumberland 65 6S
Wisconsin Iio 112

Bell of Mo -.-ISO 155
Iowa Union 27 2S

Missouri and Kansas 70 71

A dispatch of August 21st from Wheeling, W Va.,

says: '*\Vater, gas, and natural gas mains, s .vers, tele-

graph and telephone wires, electric light and street car

power conductors were carried down by the storm."

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Western Electric company of Chicago will soon

have its high tension outfits completed.

The contract for installing the electric light plant at El-
lensburg, W. T., has been let to D. Thierry of Seattle.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has sold

the Fargo Incandescent Light company a 500 light plant.

The Coshocton Electric Light & Gas company of Coshoc-
ton, O., has been incorporated, with a capital stock of
$ro,ooo.

Electric light wires set fire to the cupola of the Grand
Union hotel at Saratoga Aug. 2ist. About 1^2,000 dam-
ages was caused.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has received
an order for a 45 arc light plant as an addition to the plant
at Coldwater, Mich.

The Kansas City Electric Light company has ordered of

the Thomson-Houston company of Chicago a fifty light

arc plant as an increase to the present plant.

The Duluth. South Shore & Atlamic Railroad company,
Marquette, Mich., has recently increased its arc light plant
by ordering a number of arc lights from the Brush com-
pany, Cleveland, U.

The committee on lights of the Joliet, 111., city council,

after an investigation of different systems, have contracted
for forty-five arc lights of the Waterhouse system to light

the streets of that city.

The Pike Electric company of St. Louis has ordered of
the Excelsior company of Lhicago a complete steamboat
arc plant, making the seventy-fifth plant of the kind
ordered of the company for the Mississippi,

The Brush Electric Light company of Rochester, N.V.. has
recently ordered a large number of arc lamps from the Brush
Electric company ot Cleveland, Ohio, This company is

now burning i, 150 arc lights and 1,000 incandescent lights.

The E.\celsior 100 arc light plant of the Mercantile Li-
brary Association at St, Louis has been started. Messrs.
Scruggs, Vanderwort ^ Barney, the lessees of the build

ing, assert that it is the finest plant that they have ever

seen.

The Excelsior Electric company of St. 1 -ouis has ordered
of the Excelsior company of Chicago two thirty light dy-
namos for an increase in the central station plant which is

now working to its lull capacity, night and day. The Ide
engines will be employed.

A joint meeting of the stockholders of the Lynn Gas
Light company and the Lynn Electric Light & I'ower
company of Lynn, Alass., was held at the gas company's
offices on Aug, 2d, and a unanimous vote was given in

favor of consolidating the twin interests.

The Eau Claire, Wis., Electric Light .S: Power company,
which has a central station plant of 90 Excelsior arc lights,

has decided to install a 650 light \\ estinghouse alternating

plant. The gas company whi(;h has emplojied the Brush
system will install a Et, Jenney incandescent plant.

Banker Moritz Mayer of Vienna, has his town house
lighted with electric light, for which purpose he has a set of

30 accumulators. In the summer he takes these out and
fits them into an electric launch, by means of which he
careers about the beautiful waters of the VVorthersee.

The sixty light arc plant which the Van Depoele com-
pany will send to Natchez, Miss., was tested last week.
The lamps are provided with the positive automatic cut-out

and their action is well nigh perfect. In the tests the dy-
namo supplied 70 arc lights at a speed of 700 revolutions.

The oflicers of the Excelsior Electric light company are

well satisfied with the recent decision of Judge Colt in fa-

vor of the Thomson- Houston company. The company
acknowledged the validity of the patent two years ago and
secured a license to use it and the improvements made upon
it.

Profs, King and Davies of the State University at Mad-
ison, Wis., have reported in favor of installing an Excel-

sior plant of 15 arc lights in the college building. The
report was adopted. The automatic regulation was the

feature which commended itself particularly to the profes-

sors.

New Orleans suffered considerable from storms last Sat-

urday, Sunday and Monday. The city was in darkness on
Sunday, the electric light plant being shut down on account
of the contact of the electric light wires with telephone

and telegraph wires. Telegraph wires were down in all di-

rections.

The Chicago City Railway company have ordered
through F. W. Home, western manager of the Excelsior

Electric company, a 25 tight dynamo for the 63d street sta-

tion. This makes 117 arc lights that are now in use of the

Excelsior company's system in the various power stations of

the cable railway.

C. C. Sutherland, general agent of the Brush Electric

company for the western part of New York state, has re-

cently sold to Alfred Costello is: Co., for their tannery at

Costello, Pa., an incandescent electric light plant complete,

consisting of a 200 incandescent dynamo with the full

complement of lamps

The Charlestown Gas company, Charlestown, Mass., has

recently increased its electric light plant by the purchase
of a number of double arc lamps from the Brush Electric

company, Cleveland, Ohio. The company now has in use

several Brush dynamos 30 light capacity each, and several

hundred 2,000 candle power Brush arc lamps.

At a recent meeting of the Allegheny sub-committee on
gas to consider the lighting of Allegheny City by elec-

tricity they approved specifications for forty-five electric

light towers, with three to six lights on each; eighty-five

poles for single lights, and 1,500 incandescent lights to be

used in the City Hall, engine houses, etc., and so reported

to the general committee. It was thought a better rate

would be obtained by letting the contract for lighting for

I

five years, and the question of the right of the committee
to let the contract for that term, was referred to the city
solicitor.

The Binghaniton Gas & Electric company, of Bingbam-
ton. New York, is increasing its electric light plant. It

has ordered from the Brush Electric company of Cleve-
land, Ohio, one 65 arc light, 2,000 candle power dynamo
and arc lamps. This company is now burning about 266
arc and 300 or 400 incandescent lights of the Brush sys-
tem.

1 he Glenwood Electric Light company, Glenwood
Springs, Col,, recently increased its electric light plant by
purchasing a Brush dynamo, 65 light capacity, 2,000
candle power, with a full complement of 2,000 candle power
arc lamps. This company is now operating 125 arc lights

and several hundred incandescent lights of the Brush sys-
tem.

The Brush Electric Light company of Buffalo. N. Y.,
is increasing its electric light plant. It has recently
ordered from the Brush Electric company of Cleveland,
Ohio, two 65 light 2,ceo candle power dynamos with
lamps. This company is now burning, including the
lights just ordered, 1.300 arc lamps and a large number of

incandescent lights.

Supt. John Richardson, of the bureau of encumbiances
of New York, in the department of public works, has begun
the work of removing the " dead " poles from the streets.

He has a gang of ten men at work with derricks, axes and
trucks. As fast as taken down the poles are carted off to

the corporation yard. Thirty poles have been removed from
William street and vicinity. The work will be continued
until all the "dead" poles are removed.

Incandescent lamps suffer considerably on shipboard from
the constant vibration; and especially on warships, where
the shocks produced by firing the heavy guns now in vogue
are particularly destructive to filaments. Woodhouse &
Rawson of London have just brought out a new type of
their untlashed lamp for this particular purpose. The fila-

ment is very short and broader than that usually used. The
natural resistance, also, of the filament is higher than that

of the lamps made with flashed filaments.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The 100 horse power plant which the Van Depoele com-

pany of Chicago has installed at Rockford, 111,, will be
started at once.

The Thomson-Houston Electric company, Rees & Hen-
derson of Baltimore, and William Wharton, jr., of Phila-

delphia, will make electrical exhibits at the American street

Railway convention in Washington, D. C, October 17th.

The South .Side Street Railway company of Cleveland,

0., proposes to operate that branch of its road which ex-

tends from Central market across the central viaduct and
through Jenney Ave,, by electricity. Ordinances are now
before the city council for^the franchises and right of way.

General Jack S. Casement of Painesville, is a busy man,
says a Cleveland paper, as in addition to constructing the

waterworks tunnel, he is largely interested in electric street

railways. Some time ago he went down to Erie, Pa., and
purchased the controlling interest in the dilapidat'^d horse

car line of that city. In a few weeks the cars will be pro-

pelled by electricity. Not contented with this he decided

to give the citizens of Akron better service. His efforts

were successful, and an electric railway is now in the course

of construction there. The rails are being laid on East
Market street, the Euclid avenue of Akron, and many 6f

the old citizens who have never been disturbed by "the rat-

tle of the car over the stony street," object to the innova-

tion. More than a dozen injunctions have been issued, but

the work of laying the track is progressing. East Market
street leads to the Sixth ward of Akron, which is the manu-
facturing center of the prosperous city, and the electric rail-

way will prove of great value to the working men and em-
ployers. Both the Erie and Akron roads will be completed
in a short time.

THE TELEPHONE.
The Western Electric Company of Chicago has just

shipped multiple switch boards to St. Joseph, Mo,, and
Topeka, Kansas.

The Western Electric company has received an order for

10,000 feet of cable from the Missouri ^: Kansas Tele-

phone company of Kansas City,

The Chicago Telephone company is laying a submarine
cable across the Calumet River at Ninety-fifth street, the

intention bemg to supply East South Chicago with a tele-

phone service.

A new cable has been ordered by the Sunset Telephone-
Telegraph company, which will be laid between Oakland
and San Francisco. The cable will cost 5^30,000 in all.

As there has been found so much trouble from induction on
the land portion of the circuit to San Francisco, the wires

on the mole will be so arranged that they will not be affected

by the telegraph or electric light currents of high tension.

At a recent meeting of the Mining Association and Insfi-

tute of Cornwall, T. Scott Anderson, district manager of

the West of England lS: South Wales Telephone company,

read an interesting paper entitled "The Telephone: Its ap-

plication and development," in the course of which he men-
tioned that he had held a conversation, and that distinctly,

through coils qj wire representing 180,000 miles, although,

of course, such a feat was not practicable along a wire run-

ning on poles. The great utility of the telephone in mining
operations had been amply demonstrated in Cornwall and
in the collieries of the north. Not long since a poor fellow

was crushed underground in a mine near Camborne.
Thanks to the telephone, the accident was known at the sur-

face in five minutes, and the injured man, who if aid had

been long delayed would probably have died, was brought

up in the "skip." Nothing could be imagined of more
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paramount importance than a ready means of communica-
tion in mines. Each working level of a mine could be

placed in direct communication with the surface and every

other level for about £5 a year; thus if three underground

workings were required to.be joined to the surface, the cost

per annum would be about £20. The room in which the

lecture vVas delivered was placed in communication with the

3SS fathom level at Dolcoath.

Sir Edward Watkin of London, it is said, intends offering

a prize of one hundred guineas for the best solution of the

problem of telephoning on trains between passenger and
driver, or between passenger and guard. Me has been try-

ing for some years to do this, and believes it to be the true

solution of the problem of proper communication. "Of
course," Sir Edward is reported as saying, "there are many
difficulties—vibration and so on; but in my judgment there

is nothing that cannot be overcome. If it could be done,

that woufd be a revolution. When an old woman feels

she can talk to the guard and her conversation will be reg-

istered by the telephone company—we should have to carry

telephone boys on the engine or 'in* the van—she feels it a

comfort; she is no longer, as she fancies, between a certain

person and the deep sea. At present;' ot course, it would
not do to stop a train because a man thinks the carriage is

shaky when it is perhaps only his nerves. With a telephone

he could talk away, and properly explain whatever he

wished. That is one of my pet projects, and another is

the electric locomotive."

THE TELEGRAPH.
Telegraph poles are preserved in Norway by making an

auger hole about two feet from the ground, in which four

or five ounces of sulphate of copper in coarse crystals are

placed and plugged in. The chemical is gradually absorbed

by the wood until its whole outer surface turns a greenish

hue. The sulphate requires an occasional renewal, and is

said to be a perfect preservative.

Telegraph poles are about as unsightly as anything that

now straddles across our country, says the St. Louis Globe-

Democrat. They are getting to be so numerous that some
device should be thought of to conceal or cover them. If

nothing better can be done let them be painted green But
it is quite possible to grow vines on them of sorts that will

make them ornamental, but will not reach the wires. At
the present rate of increase these poles will never be out of

sight in any well-settled part of the land.- In Brazil nature

is said to have taken the matter in hand, and is covering not

only the poles but the wires. Thousands of little mistletoes

took root in the air after lodging on the wires, and although

soon dying ihey give better lodgment to other seeds, and so

a green fringe is created along the line. It does not inter-

fere with transmission at all. However, we can get along

with naked wires if the poles are put to ornamental use.

Personal Paragraphs.
Charles A. Sweetland, editor of the Elcctro-Mcchaiiic

,

was in Chicago last week.

C. W, Robinson, manager of the Royal Electric com-
pany of Peoria, III., was in Chicago last week.

S. A. Barton, manager of the Thomson-Houston com-
pany, Chicago, returned from his Eastern trip last Thurs-
day.

G. A. Schaefer, formerly with the Fort Wayne Jenney
Electric Light company, is now electrician of the Royal
Electric company of Peoria, 111.

Col. Gouraud, who represents the Phonograph company
in London, has been invited to read a paper on the instru-

ment at the meeting of the British association.

C. F. Warner, manager of the Rockford Electric Power
company of Rockford, III., spent a day in Chicago last

week, and was a guest at the Chicago Electric club.

Business Mention.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has received

large orders for Patterson cables from Buffalo, Boston and
New York.

The Western Electric company of Chicago is finding it

hard work to keep up with its orders for Disque-Leclanche
batteries and insulated wires.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has a force

of men worki ng nights on magneto bells. The company
will soon manufacture 500 bells per week.

The Brush Electric company, Cleveland, Ohio, report

that their carbon business is larger than ever before. They
have shipped within the last month or two eight solid car-

toads of carbons to different portions of the country.

The Curtis r<,egulator company of 59 Beverly street,

Boston, Mass., manufacture a diversified line of steam and
water specialties, such as steam pressure regulators, steam

traps, expansion Lubes, water pressure and pump pressure

regulators, and damper regulators.

I>. E- Ingalls, president of the Joliet Electric Light

company, at Joliet, III., says that his company consider

that they have now the finest light extant,, and are so well

pleased with the Wcstinghouse system that they have con-

cluded Lo increase their plant forty more arc lights.

The Ozokerite Mining company of New York has been

incorporated with ijli,25o,of)0 capital stock. The officers

are; i'resident, Jacob Wallace; vice president, James
Chiuskel; liecretary and treasurer, (Charles 11. Uarkley,

and general superintendent, Richard J. Kroupa, The ob-

ject of the company is to mine deposits of ozokerite in Utah
Territory, 'I'his mineral wax is used by several electrical

companies as insulation.

The New Haven Clock Company, of 315-321 Wabash
avenue, Chicago, have secured the western agency for the

well-known Alfred F, Moore insulated wire. The lirm of

Joseph Moore & Sons, of which Alfred i*'. Moore iS: Co. are

the successors, enjoys the reputation of being the oldest

electric wire concern in the country, havirg been e tab-

lished, we believe, in iS-'o. The New Haven Clock com-
pany will push the sale of these wires vigorously in the

west.

The Elgin Telephone and Electrical Supply company of

Elgin, III., is out with a new catalogue. Several pages are

devoted to the Elgin telephone, the invention of William

Hubbard. This acousUc telephone, it may be said, is not

excelled by any in the market. Telegraph instruments are

shown and then follow illustrations of push buttons of va
rious styles, bells of different kinds, burglar alarms, annun-
ciato-s, batteries, and telephone supplies, and in fact a gen-

eral line of electrical goods.

Franks. Marr of Pittsburg, Pa., whose name is asso-

ciated with some of the best equipped Edison stations in

America, notably at Reading, Pa., New Orleans, La., Co-
lumbus, O., Grand Rapids, Mich.. Chester, Pa., Westches-
ter, Pa., Wilkesbarre, Pa., Scranton, Pa., Altoona, Pa

,

Atlantic City, N. J., and St. Paul, Minn., can point with

justifiable pride at his latest achievement, the installation of

the Chicago Edison station, for which he held the contract.

Careful and thorough workmanship is shown at every point.

Electrical Patents.

Issued Auznsi 2t. 1888.

388,008. Electric Signaling. Clement Ader, Paris,

fVance.

The 9th claim is given: "9. The combination,

with an electric S'gnaling circuit divided into tv^'O

branches, two telephonic receivers, one in each branch,

a rheotome adapted to direct the current into said

branches alternately with a frequency corresponding

to the rapidity of vibration of an audible note, and
two local batteries intercalated in said branches with

their poles reversed relatively to the line."

388,023. Railway Signal. Thomas P. 'Curry, Danville,

Ky.

488.052. Multiple Switch-Board. Milo G. Kellogg, Hyde
Park, III.

The first claim follows: ' i. In a telephone ex-

change system, a, metallic circuii-line, a switch for

said line containing two contact pieces to which the

two sides or branches of the line are respectively con-

nected, and a loop plug, with the two conductors of its

double conducting cord connected to its two contact

pieces, respectively, said plug being adapted to be

inserted into said switch, and when inserted to connect

its two contact pieces with the two contact pieces of the

switch, in combination with a test receiving instrument

connected on one side to one of the conductors of said

double cord and on the other side to a switch testing

device adapted to be brought into connection with a

contact-piece of the line, and a battery in the circuit

between the switch testing device and the contact

piece of the plug connected therewith."

388.053. Arc Lamp. Virgil C. Killin, Chicago, 111.

The claim is reproduced: "In an arc lamp, a
carbon feeding device consisting of a rack upon the

carbon rod, a pinion m<- shing therewith, a shaft carry-

ing such pinion, a ratchet wheel on the shaft, a friction

pulley loose on such shaft, but secured thereto by a

dog which engages the ratchet wheel, said shaft with

pinion pulley and ratchet wheel journaled upon a lever

armature which is pivoted at one side of the carbon
rod and at one end suspended over the electro-magnet

core and at the other influenced by a counter spring,

a friction chain about such pulley, fixedly held at one
end and at the other secured to a pivoted arm which is

downwardly drawn by a spiral spring, and a stop which
engages such arm when the armature has descended a

certain distan e. the engagement of said arm loosening

the chain on said pulley, and thus permitting the carbon
rod to descend until the current passing through the

carbons weakens the current through the electro-

magnet and permits the armature to rise until the chain

again grasps the pulley."

388,078, Machine for Tempering Metal Wires and Strips.

Frederick Sedgwick, Chicago, III.

The first claim is given: "i. The combination;
with a machine for tempering meial wires and strips,

of a feed mechanism consisting of a feed pulley upon
which the wire is first trained, with means, as a shaft

and pulley, for driving the same at a uniform rale of

speed, and a receiving spool journaled upon a frictional

bearing upon a shaft or spindle adjusted to rotate at a

higlier rate of speed than that of the feed pulley,

whereby the spool may be revolved at a greater or less

speed in proportion as the coil is wound thereon
"

388.091. Harmonic Telegraphy. Francis Van Ryssel-

berghe, Brussels, Belgium.
The first claim is given: "i. In a tone or har-

monic telegraph, the combination, with a tuning fork

operated by the main line currents, of an extension on
said fork, a local circuit controlled by the extension,

and a telephone in said local circuit."

388.092. Telegraph Receiver. Francois Van Ryssel-
berghe, Brussels, Belgium.
Third claim reads as -follows: "3. In a tone

or harmonic telegraph, a receiving instrument, con-
sisting of a l,)ent magneti/.ed frame, a series of forks

secured to and constituting one pole of the frame, and
a core piece secured to and constituting the other pole
of the frame and controlling all the forks."

388.093. Dynamo Electric Machine. Montgomery Wad-
dell, New York, N. Y.
The eleventh claim runs: "li. The combination

of field magnet, two armatures connected in series be-
tivcen the poles of said magnet, two main conductors

extended from opposite terminals of the series, a com-
pensating conductor e.Ktending from the conductor
joining the armatures, a central magnet between the ar-

matures, a shunt between the two main conductors, re-

sistance coils in said shunt, a conductor ex ending
from at or near the point of connection of the com-
pensating conductor, including coils of said central

magnet, and terminating in an arm adjustable along
said resistance coils, and coils on said central magnet
included in said compensating conductor,"

388.140. Electrical Type Writer. James F. McLaughlin,
Philadelphia, Pa.

388.141. Electrical Type Writer. James F. McLaughlm,
Philadelphia, Pa.

388.142. Electrical Type Writer. James F. McLaughlin
Philadelphia, Pa.

388.143. Electrical Type Writer. James F. McLaughlin,
Philadalphia, Pa.

388,152. Non-Magnetic Alloy. Alfred H. Roberts, Fonts
Martel, Switzerland.

The first and second claims are given: "r. A me-
tallic alloy composed of tin, copper, lead, zinc, iron,

nickel, and manganese.
"2. The alloyage of .03 part of tin with 58.10

parts of copper, .09 part of lead, 18.90 parts of zinc,

1.28 parts of iron, 20.62 parts of nickel, and .98 part
of manganese."

388,181. Galvanic Battery. Howard Cassard, Baltimore,
Md.
The first claim is given: "i. A galvanic battery

consisting of a jar having an acidulated exciting fluid,

a porous cell or bottle immersed in the same and con-

taining an oxydizing agent, and an oxydi<^ble metal
and an electrode, both immersed in the same exciting

fluid."

388,242. Pneumatic Intermittent Circuit Closer. William
C. Barney, New York, N. ^'.

The first claim follows: "The combination, in a
pneumatic instrument for sending intermittent im-

pulses of electricity into a conductor, of a tympan in

a case having an air passage extending around the

tympan, so that the air waves will act first on one side

of the tympan andafterward on the opposite side of

it, an electrode in the center of the tympan and at each
side thereof connected with one pole of a battery, and
two electrodes connected with the other pole of the

same battery and placed opposite to each other and to

the intervening electrode on the tympan."

388.244. Printing Telegraph. Jean M. E. Baudot, Paris,

France.

The first and last cla ms are given: "i. The com-
bination in a receiving instrument, of a scries of fif^.

ures with a combiner moving relatively to them and
formed with rows of indentations (or equivalents)
traversed by the fingers and arranged to be engaged
by the latter according to as many different combina-
tions as there are characters lo be transmitted.

"28. The combination of a manipulator consistino-

of five keys assembled in one instrument, a distribu-

tor for connecting said keys successively to line, a re-

ceiving instrument having five magnets for receiving
the five successive currents, and a distributor at the
receiving station for distributing the five successive
currents to the respective magnets, whereby thirty-two
different signals may be transmitted by depressing the
manipulator keys in different combinations."

388.245. i\fethods of Working Metals by Electricity.
Nichlas Benardos, St. Petersburg, Russia.
The claim follows: "In the hereinbefore described

process of welding or working metals by means of the
electric arc, the method of improving the metal and
enhancing the efficiency of the arc. which consists in

subjecting the same to the influence of an electro mag-
net, in the field of which the arc is maintained during
the welding operation."

388.246. Apparatus for Working Metals by Electricity.
Nichlas Benardos, St. Petersburg, Russia.

388.247. Current Collector for Electric Railways, fosiah
L. Blackwell, New York, N. Y.

388,283 Multiple Switch Board. MiloG. Kellogg, liyde
Park, III.

The first claim reads; "i. In a telephone sub-
scriber's station outfit, the combination of a battery
transmitter, a battery, and a switch, said switch having"
a pair of contact points which are closed when the
switch is in position for the telephone to be used, and
not otherwise, the transmitter being in the circuit of
the line and being shunted by a branch or derived cir-

cuit, in which are said battery and said pair of con-
tact points."

388.294. Electric Gas Lighter. John J. McGowen, Ith-
aca, N. Y.

388,300, Electric Steering Apparatus for Torpedo Boats.
James O'Kelly, London, and Bernard A. Collins, 26
Mitchell Road, Nunhead, County of Surrey, England.

388,312. Battery Zinc. Benjamin Scaries, Clinton, Mass.

388,333, Telegraph Receiver. William T. Barnard, Bal-
timore, Md.

388.335- Secondary Battery. John Beattie, jr., West-
port, Mass.

388,344. Circuit Closer for Call Systems. Charies E.
Dey, Denver, Col.

The first claim is given, "r. The combination, in

an electric call, of spring-actuated push pins, a mova-
ble frame engaged lo said pins, and two cam shafts
provided with connecting rods."

388.357. Fire Telegraph, [ohn 11. Guest, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

388.358. Automatic Fire Telegraph. John LI. Guest,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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DYNAMOS and MOTORS.
Arc and Series, Incandescent

Lamps, Ammeters, Volttneters,

OaJvanotneters, Lightning Ar-
resters, Switch Boards, CiitOuis,

Electric Supplie', etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE,
154 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
1—65-Light Van Depoele Arc Light Plant.

1—50- Light American System Arc Light

Plant.

3— 10- Light, United Stales System. Arc Light

Plants taken in exchange

.

Waterhonse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Chicago Office, - 154 La Salle Sfreef.

TTnkBelt
Friction Clutch Pulleys

1 1 - 23 South! Jefferson street, FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.
CHICAGO. =

MINNEAPOLIS. NEW YORK.

BURR & DODGE, 1 25 N. 5th St., Philadelphia.
Investigate Before Buying.

GARLOCK'S RING PACKINGS
Sectional Ring

AND

Elastic Ring.

[The Best Packing

Made

For High Speed Engines

THE CARLOCK PACKINff CO., Palmyra, N. Y.
Send for Circolars and particnlara to The Garlock Packing Co., Palmyra, K. Y., and Rome, Ga.

TJie Electrical

Construction Co.

<3"

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

Cleverly Electrical Works,
1018 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.

'Improved 'Automatic Burner.
PATENT LIFT-OVER PENDANT BURNER,

AUTOMATIC BURNER KEYS.

COMPOUND PUSH BUTTONS.
SPARK COILS.

DESK PUSH BUTTONS,

NEW WATCHMAN'S TIME CLOCK.

FOR SALE.
Two 60 H.-P. Ball Engines, one 60 H.-P.

and one 90 H.-P. New York Safety En-
gines, one 180 H.-P. and one 280 H.-P.

Bucheye Engines.

The above are practically new, and in firet-claB«

running oroer. Th^sCompany isneingcomponnd
engines of large power, and has no ape for the
above. They will be eold al a very low figure.

CHICAGO ARC LIGHT & POWER CO.,

yc aiarket Street.

CLEATS, $3 PER THOUSAND.

ROSETTES, 2Cts. EACH.

Cleats are well proportioned and bored for No. 9
Screws. Rosetiee are novel in deatgn and

highly poliehed. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed.

Hobart Electric Co.,

MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,

MannJactnred for AEBIAIi, SCBJIAKINE and UNDEBeROmVU ITSE. OKOKITE TAPE for making waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers CANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.

BRANCHES:—CMcap, 42 LaSalle St,, Boston, PtiilaJeliiliia, Oiala, Miuiieaplis, Ciuciuuati, LotiisYille, Kansas City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

mrn^
TRA^E MAR)-.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

fishef s Qlectric ||)otors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

ELECXRIC RJLILISTJLYS. =*

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
rWIANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of IVIanagement,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dgnaino Elecl^rie n^achines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Coppe:r Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, Agent,
J 54 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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FRANKLIN S. CARTER. CHAS. M, V/ILKINS,

ESTABLISHED 1S67.

PftRTRlCK Sc CARTER,
MANUFACTURERS Of AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF "

,

,-':-. SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT 'nEEDLE;ANNUNCIATORS AND: BURGLAR ALARMS,-
/ WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF ,

'.

BELLS, DISQUELECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING, APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, and will forward to any addrest upon

".pplication.

N. B.—When applying for Catalogues, please state whether " Electric Bell" or "General
upply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts. -

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.

MANTITACTUBKRa OF

Hard Kubber Goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Catalogue and Prices furnished on application.

neStoiarflCnt-Ont
PATENTED SEPT W 1887

Luminous Electric Goods.

MANSFIELD ELECTRIC CO.,

383 Federal St., - Boston, Mass.

AGENTS WANTED.
A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.

We want 500 new agents In the United States and Canada, one In
e\ery town and city where v,e are not already re uree canted.

Out trade begins in Angast and pstends through March. We are now
ready to form new agencies, and wish to place a sample RegalalorasBOon
as puBBible in the hands of every cne who is £ree to handlf our Apparatus.
Our Ideals to have every new agent gain a perfect knowledge of the work-
in.^ of the Regulator, and be In shape to place orders when the eeason
opens.

B£AD OIJB OFFER.
We will send a sample set OD approval to any responsible party answering this advertlpement,

the Regulator to be returned if agency is not established. All territory now occupied Is of course, ex-
cepted from thb foregoing offer.

It coata yon nothing to obtain the agency for the best workin" and best selling Regulator on the
market. It can be applied by any one to lurnaces, steam or natural gas.

Write at once and secnre a good thing. Addreaa,

TBE GDION AUTOMATIC HEAT REGULATING COMPANY,

158 EXCHANGE PliAOB, ELMIEA, N. Y.

FOR FLEXIBLE PENDANTS.
THE SAFEST, CHEAPEST, MOST DURABLE

AND ;,ARTIST1C ;IN THE MARKET.

CENTRAL ErECTRIC CO.
42 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

WOODHOUSE&RAWSON,
(LIMITED.)

?7 Queen Victoria St, - LONDON, ENG.
MANUPACTUBEItS OP

SWITCHES AND CUT-OUTS
of every description. Write for list of the "Q" type,
36 varieties alone.

MAGNETIC CDT-OrxS.
As used at the London Stock Exchange. Fisheries,
Health and Inventions Exhibitions, and all the prin-

cipal British Installations; also larsely on the Contl-
nent
List "A": Domestic Klectbical supplies, iio

pages Illustrated. 25 cents. Mention tblspaper.
r.lve Ai>:eiits IVanted.

EuGENK F. Phillips,
President.

W. H. Sawtbe,
Sec'y and Electrician.

kmm Electrical Worts.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

Insulated Electric Wires,

,

Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wire i

Magnet Wire, Patent Rubber-Covered
'

Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-
ible Cordage, Office and

Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND and AERIAL CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 18 Cortlandt St.

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

I.W.COLBURN&CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

nacbjiies for Arc and Incandescent
Electric Iiighting;, Electro 'Plating
and Experimental Use.

Send for large Illustrated Catalogue, also Hand-
book of Ready Reterence, vest-pocket edition.

SCHENECT.ADY, N. Y.,
MAiniFACTUEERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords ^nd^Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAWES F. KELLY. General Sales Agent, 19 Pey Street, New York.

PERFECTION REAC HED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. M. F , Volts 1.44.
Internal Resistance, Ohms. 0.32.

S!iL!«fii<;ll,,ri Oi,;Lr;iTi(,i..J.

illBli,»[ •r,",iliiH,nliila.

WHITK POHl'll], i; ^M. ' 1I;CUI-AB TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Cmamoehs Street. N. Y-

VltullH llliiinior, Miinager.

T« be iifid uImu III

California Electrical Works,
Hun FrunclflCO.

WAIVITSD.
A< .KN ' -s iur I,on I'm liolier Compound. A
'I (inco for Ji^nylnt'iTH and ro(?n on tJie road.
AIho locfiJ Atioijt.B \vll,)i mcane. Htate pres-
LTit ociupfttlon. Addrei-B,

CEO. W. LORD,
•.'.)« Union HtrBBl, Willrnlelplilo, J'n,

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished |
and Erected. \

Send for CaTALOGUB.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

226 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE $3.25.
I

A. B. LYMAN,I
Electrical Suppliei, {

Cleveland, I

Ohio.
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SPEAm& TUBES M WHISTLES
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and IVleclianical

c«,a<s

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
2 1 , 23 and 25 Ann St. New York.

Factor>-, 1461 and 1463 DeRalb Ave , Brooklyn, N. V.

IW° Send for New Catalogue, out August Ist

THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS OF RAWHIDE BELTING IN THE COUNTRY

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RAWHIDE BELTING.
THE BEST DYNAMO BELT MADE.

LACE LEI^THER ROPE AND OTHER RAWHIDE.
GOODS OF ALL KINDS BY KRUECER'S PATENT.

ThiB Belting and Lace LeatheriB not affectedb7 Steam or dampness; has more grip than any
otuer; never becomes hard; is stronger, more darab)e, and ihe most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Ronnd Belting Transmieslon Is SUPERIOK TO AJLb OTHERS.
"73 Olxl-o :Stroety * OHIO-A-C3rOy tt-t.

.

B. D. BRAIDED WIRE
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO,

1 1 Central St., Boston, Mass. 452 Broadway, New York.

W.B. DOWSE, R. E. GALLAHER,Secy;
Gen'l Supt. J. W. GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

(1. F. ANNETT, Prcst.

THH "CLARK" ^KTIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Insphctoh of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
29. 1386, he says : " A Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable W^ire in Every Kespect."

The rubber used In insulating our wires and cables la specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and icill not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain fle.\Ible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent. Are proof.

Our iTisulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all

gaagea and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lignts from atocK. Cables made
Co order.

, EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENRT A. CLABK, General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS. Electrician.

SEND FOR
, NEW PAMPHLET OFj

RECORDING

Pressure Gauges.

J/{i{vis B. EDsofi,

145 Broadway, N. Y.

S. F. FESTON', Vlce-PresL-ana Tr.

Hotel and House Annunciators.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Tnstnimcnts.

Wire nnd Batteries.

CHAS. smiSET SmTH. Seo'y.

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH.

Protect voir Armatures
It is a matter of every day experience amonj; Elec-

tric Light men that Armature's are frequently burned
out entirely or seriously injured by the stiort circuiting
of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector

Absolutely Protects
Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of
the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System."
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-
dress

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg. III.

See letter of recommendation from electrician Chi-
cago Arc Light & Power Co., on advertising page xiii

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN Jultj 28, 7888.

VULCAN INSULATED WIRES
FOE THE

ELECTRIC LIGHT

TELEPHONE

- TELEGRAPH
MANUFACTURED BY

95 Milk St., BOSTON, MASS.
N. Y. OFFICE : 52 FULTON ST.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-Bv F. B. BADT.

100 pages; 70 ilinstratloDs; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 inches. Designed for

Dynamo Tenders and Linf raf n, Statlorary and Maiine Engineers. Jnet the book for men who wish

to learn how to operate and care for electric light installations. The only book of the kind in the

English langnege. Pilce, postage prepaid to any address io the United States or Canada, $1.00.

Address ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Sldg^ Chicago.

FOR PRIVATE LINES
The only Mechanical Telephone which has stood the tests and held out and given

satiafEctory service for the past tight years.

Send for Illustrated fataiogue and Prices. Electrical Goods of Every Description.

"ELGIN" TELEPHONE AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Room 7, Hubbard Block, - ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

^"H^ l«,^ir W^M^-'W^WTT..
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
Jn the latest form the negative element is a DOUBLE CYLINDER, ONE

WITHIN THE OTHER, havirig more surface and quantity than any other neg.

ative elemei't in the market. Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and
IT IS GUARANTEED EOR TEN YEARS. As now made the co?zducting carbon

does not pass through and cement into the cover as shown in these cuts, but is secured

wholly beneath it, 1he zinc is similarly attached.

THESE ARE DECIDED IMPROVEMENTS.
Do not be so foolish as to buy a Prism, Porous Cup or other perishable negative

element battery, when one can be had which is PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING.
And do not waste money by experimenting with any of the numerous nciv and untried

batteries which are constantly corning and going, but buy the " Law,''' which has

stood the test of eight years.

LAW TELEPHONE CO.. 1 12 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast: GEORGE L.HENZEL, San Francisco, Cal.
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CHAS. A. CHEEVEB, WILLARD L CANDEE,
PRESIDENT. TKEASUREB.

THE
slQJV/^

CO.

INSULATED

TiiAU- MAR>\.

13 PARK ROW, N. Y. WIRE S^nd CABLES
FOR AERIAL,

SUB-MARINE
AND I

UNDERGROUND USE.

It is not affected by exposure to weather, and does not

deteriorate when submitted to extreme changes in tempera-

ure, and is not affected by commercial acids or alljalies.

FOR AERIAL,

SUD-MARINE,
I AND I

^ELECTRIC LIGHT ITIRES,

UNDERGROUND USE.

After several years' use OK(_)NITE TAPE stinds without

a competitor. It has proved all we claimed for it, being

thoroughly waterproof, and a perfect insulating medium.

Solid, Stranded or Flexible, witli plain or braided Insulation.

Flexible Lamp cord, for incandescent lighting, silk or cotton braided.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES FOR TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE AND ELECTRIC LIGHT USES.
Those who have the OliOSfITE Wires and Cables in U5=i are unanimous in their declaration that it is the BEST INSUIiATED medium

in the market, and as for Dnrability and Touj^bness of compound it is unsurpassed.

Sole ^yJ:a,n.\:Lfa.ctiJLrea:s Oa,n.d.ee _A-eiia-l TXTires.

:b :ei. .A. Tsr G :^:e3S:

CHICAGO, LOUISVILLE, MINNEAPOLIS, OMAHA, PHILADELPHIA, BOSTON, CINCINNATI, KANSAS CITY.

WEST COAST TELEPHONE CO. - SOUTH AMERICA.

WM. GARRETT, President.

CHAS. S. BRITTOy, Vice-President.

H. E. HAYES, Treasurer.

C, L. RODMAN, Acting Sec'y.

CAPACITY, 300,000 PER MONTH.

THE GLOBE CARBON CO.
CXjETTEXj-^HiT^, OIE^IO.

OFFICE
and WORKS,

Carbons for Electric Lights,

BATTERIES, Etc.

C. &. p. R. R. EUCLID STATION.
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"C.£C," ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAND OFFICE; 19 Pearl St,, BOSTON.

CHICAGO OFFK E; 185 Dearborn Street.

NEW ORLEANS OFFICE; 25 Carondelet Street.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

EJLRE JLl^lD INSULAXED -KTIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted

Cords for Incandescent Lighting, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

EIXIEI K.K. LINE Wire
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, co n n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent, THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT.

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Send for price-List- | 8 Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers.in

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
Agents for EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES.

46 South Water Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Complete Doroeetic Combination Outfits:

These sets reqnire no technical kDowled e to connect; they are all

contained in blbck highly ftni hed harl rubber casce. monntt d in

nicuel piate andreadVfor ase. The bell comes are all ^V, lucheB. the

coils a e wound with silk-covered wire, and t e contacle arw of plat-

inized eilver.

Three- ^Vay Annonciator and Bell Set Slo.UO

Invalid's Portable Call Bell Set 7.00

Burcrlar Alarm Set "^ ^
PireAlar - Outflt $7.00 to 8 OO

Portahe Electric Teetinp Set 10.00

Family Electro-Medical Set 12.00

Tele^aph Set for Short Lines and Learners 6 50

H-gh and Low Tempers ture Alarm 12.00

SiD'^lp Stroke or Trem bling Bell Set 6 00

Switchboaida, Switchee, AnnunciatoiB, Bells, Wires. Push But-

tons, Alarm Contacts, etc.

WATERHOUSE SYSTEM
-OF-

Arc and Incandescent Lighiing,

Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

Multiple Arc Incandescent Lighting:.

Our Instantaneous Automatic Regulator protects Lamps
and Dynam.os, and saves power. Gold Medal awarded. Me
chanics' Fair, Boston, 1887, for perfection in legulaticn of
current. Most perfect and economical System in tbe field.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.

WATERHOUSE ELEC. & MFG, CO, Hartford, Codd.

Chicago Office, 154 La Salle St.

FOREIGN PATENT

EXPLOITING CO..

1001 OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

CHICAGO, ILL.,

FRANCIS W. PARKER, Solicitor.

If yon have an invention which has: Fir^t,

been proven to be operative, second, allowed with
broad claims in the U. S. Patent f-ffice; third, 11-

In-trated fully by drawings and descriptiorB, we
will witboat coat to jou patent and exploit same
n foreign conntries.

Correspondence solicited.

TRADE

GONDA

GONDA PkISM CeLI. COilPLBlK.

BATTERY
MARK.

Tlie standard OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY of the World.

iEiJlLMSIifLmMBiFimn.
The great merits of this battery have brought out a

number of infringements and worthless imitations. Beware
= of them.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.

149 West 18th Street, New York, GONDa'S CaEBOK, Zl.N'C AND JaH
Cotes.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Western Agents Wires and Cables,

TRADE MARK.

CAME WEATHERPROOF ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST.

A complete stock of General Electric Supplies always on hand. Shipments prompt.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, - 42 LaSalle St., Chicago.
Electric Light Repairing, General Machine Job-work, Pattern Making. Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, g;\^,J8^|g¥uRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, October
Ist., at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the Club,
122-134 Clark street.

aiLES JLnXI-lMJLaiSrETIC SHIELID FOR -WTJLXCIIES.
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co. ^
Oenilemsn : — Your Anti-Magnetic " '

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti- _-

mated. It is now very near eight months gr-

that I have worn my watch, and to-day }
it is (without correcting time) about one C

minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the __

test could not be harder. I could never -~_

have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one who needs the correct time, should f _

have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good % i

deal of practical utility, as well as pleas- \_

ure, can be derived from a good time- "^W
keeper. At present, I look upon a watch ^g^
without a shield as a thing incomplete, ~^^--__

and so it is. Very Respectfully, ^

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.

Send for descriptive circular. GILES BROS. & CO.

i^^ '
'- * * * I have no hesitation in saying

" --^__ that I believe the shield would perfectly

^^^ protect the watch against any magnetic
T^t^ influence to which it is likely to be ex-

!r\ posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
.-V dynamo machine.

--t^ The plan you have adopted of plac-
ing the watch movement inside a closed

ll_ box of this magnetic material, is based
"1 on true scientific principles, and is the
-i:^ only plan I know that could succeed.- WM. A. ANTHONY,

Prof. Phs. Pept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time-pieces promises to

'--/_ be of very great importance to horologists

\~n and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

_^ tive and fine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost 7}il and in operative on account of
their susceptibility to the all-pervading

^^g magnetic influence.

^^ AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
"' " Walthard, Mass.

103 State Street, CHICAGO.

DIVIDED POWER:
J

J
VERSUS THE Z

\ Westinghouse
°

COSTS TO riRCHASE
OnAniflU

1 COSTS TO LIIBRICATK ,

{ COBTSTOUKIVE ) ENUINE.
Independent Engines convert their whole <

power into merchantable product. "

TAKE THE ENGINE TO THE WORK, §
NOT THE WORK TO THE ENGINE. 1

THE WESTMIsE MACIINE CO.j
Pittsburgh, Pa. I

oe

THE AUUTMAN & TAYLOR CO., £i

Kepreeeuted by Roberto Bu^-eb & Co., City of Mexico, Mes. o

Stevens, Corwin & Co.. US ChamberB St., New York City. «
Wi h houses in Panama, C. A., Lima, Buenos Ayrea, Gnayaqail 3
and ValparaiBo, :S. A. •-

l-VESTINOHOrSE. CHIUCH. KERR & CO.
17 Cortlandt Strtet, New York. 9T Fiftti Avenue, PitiBbiirgh,

156 and 158 Lake Street, Chicago.

M. R. MITCKI-E. JR.. & CO. (Rep. W., C, K. & Co.)

608 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

FAIBBAKKS & CO.
;J02 & 304 Washington Ave., St. Loiiip. AVI LTnion Ave., Kansas

City. 1330 Seventeenth Street, Denver.

F. C AVER. tRepreeenting F. & Co.)

1619 Capital Avenue, Omaha.

CiEO. 91. DILLEY & SON!$. (Represeuting F. & Co.)

Pine BIuSb, Arkansas.

V'TAH AND MOXTAXA ^lACHIATERV CO.
i59 South Main Street, Salt Lak*> City.

Eaat Granite Street, Butte, Montana.

PABKE & I.ACY.
2123 Fremont Street, t^an Frarcleco.

3:1 and 3.3 North Front Street, Portland, Ore.

THE 1>. A. TOMPK.IMS CO.
36 College Street, Charlotte, N. C.

45 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

BOBT. 9III>D£<ETON. (Representing The D. A. T. Co.)

Jlohile, Ala.

H. Dl'DLKY COI/EMAM & CO. (RepreBcnting The
D. A. T. Co.) New Orleans, La.

KKITIKG I3IP. &. 9IACHINE CO. (Kepreeenting

The D. A. T. Co.) Dallas, Texas.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTURE!) HY

WOODBURY ENGINE

COMPANY.

ALSO BUILDERS OV

PLAIN SLIDE YALYE
AND

Double Valve Medlnm Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines
AND

TUBULAR BOILERS.
AddreeB the Mauufactiirura at

652 Mill Street, EOCHESTEE, N. T.
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SYlSrOYIJLI-
Dynamo and Cylinder Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery. By reflltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Patent High Speed Packing*
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES.

Deliverefl Free on 60 Days' Trial, Satisfaction (iiaraiiteeil, or lo Pay,

States GlectriG Fire Alarm (Jo.

EVART, MICHIGAN.

PBOPBrETOBS OF THH

Cliase Police and Fire Alan Teleirapli

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction in dif-

ferent cities and

villages in the United States.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

BAKER'S TRIPOLINE!
A Powerful and Rapid Cleaner and Polisher of Metals without Acid or Poison.

Especially Adapted to Railroad. Marine, Stationary and Fire Engine Work,
*'hot or cold ;*^ Large mignn, Railings, etc.

Thi3 polieh is now being anpplled to Hundreds of Mechanical Engineers CiliECTRIC
IilGHT MjANTS, and manufactarers of Machinery. Has already been adopted by many of the
leading railroad companies, the leadins fire departments, WBter works the U. S. Ordnance and N&vy
Departmente, and thoaeands of Mills, Factories, etc. Is the BEST AND CHEAPEST POLISH IN
THE WORLD, and quickest Cleaner. Uneqnaled for Cleaning and Polishing Carbon
Holders. Send for Sample, FREE. Liberal discount to manufactarers and dealers In Klec-
trlcal Machinery. Manufactured only by the

MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO., - 88 MARKET ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW PATENT GAS ATTACHMENT
FOR FITTING ELECTRIC LIGHT SOCKETS TO GAS FIXTURES.

No more burnt wire conductors where this attachment is used.
Remove gas bnrner, flcrew nozzle In It8 place; by replacing and screwing gas burner on nozzle, you effect

a permanent jas tli;bi job. send orders lo FRANK S. MAR R. Contractor.
CHICAGO AGENTSj^TjJE^ELECTRICAL^SUPPLY CO., Bjggen biq^.^, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Electric

Light

Carbons

Adapted to all Systems.

CITY OFFICE,

yilPiieSt

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

ALUMINOUS INCANDESCENT

I UMINOip
WITH OR "WITHOUT

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or shape.

Lamps fitted to any Lamp Cap that may
be supplied.

VITRITE &LUMINOID GO.
Pending re-organization of this Company, the Works

are carried on by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver,

HARRISON, N. J.
70 v., 16 c. p.

CHICAGO OFFICE
Metropolitan Building send for new Catalogues, Prices and Testimonials.

Room No. II.

The Cuts are half size of Standard Shape and Sizes. 100 V., 16 c. p.

Thejrushflectrlcl^ompany

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
IVIANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

IicailfiSBfi Electric Lpi

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
IVo. 130 It'aaliln^oii Street,

AlLm^ASOSR KEIUPT,

Special Agent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
No. 201 Joarnal Bntlding;,

O. C. STEELE.

Special Agent.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Agent for the liAW BATTERY.

727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.
ALBXANDBB U. BE^SON. FHANK H. THOMPSON

BBMSON «£ THOMPSON,
MANUFACTURERS OF INSULATED WIRES

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH, ELECIKIC LI9HT, OFFICE AND ANSDSCIATaE WIBES FLEXIBLE CORD-

AGE, MAGNET TTIEE, ETC.

No. 3015 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA

E31L.E:OTI=t.IO XjIC3rH1" O-A-H-iOOnVTSS-

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE 154 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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FIRST-CLASS GOODS.-LOW PRICES

'I|'.'''m.IiKI|i;i||,i,;j^),i,^i|||jj,j y i

ARMORED CABLES

For Submarine use.

SOLDERING FURNACE.

For Heavy Electric Light Line Wori<.

No. 220 f.

SCHLUMBERGER AUTOMATIC TORCH.

No. 2213.

GASOLINE BLOW PIPE.

No. 2 1 I.

ELECTRIC SAFE GUARD.

Used by LinemeD, Lamp Trimmers, Dynamo

Tenders, Etc,

The P. & B. Electrical Compound,

FOR INSULATING PURPOSES.

Having oursel /es given this Compound
long and severe tests, we offer it for elec-

trical purposes, knowing that it possesses

merit, and will fill a positive need not

otheiwise satisfied.

The electrical SUPPLY CO.,
IVl R.ANDOL.PH STRRB.T,

FACTORIES:
J^MSONiA, Conn.

BRANCH OFFICE:
505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.
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The Railway Telegraph Supply Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
AN«TTNCIA.XO»S, M:A.GNET0 BELIES, BA-TrCEBIES, ETC.

WE CARRY A FULL STOCK OF J. H. BUNNELL & CO.'S TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS.

Line Wire and Equipment, Pins, Bracl(ets, Cross-arms, Insulators, Etc., Insulated Wire and Cables.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

»

Isolated LigMing, Railroad Car Lighting.

Street Gar Fiopnlsion, Long Distance LigMing.

Kort&iestern Electrical Accnmnlator

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

nquiries from Nobthekn Illinois, Easteen Iotta,

Wisconsin and Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory,

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should he sent to

Tlie Electrical AccMulator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

MUNICIPAL llBHTINe Our SPECIALTY.

YAS SEFOKLE
Doable Carbon Lamp.

\7e claim for the Van Depoele Improved Arc Lamp that it is

the simplest and best lamp in existence; for our Dynamos that they

« cannot get out of order, and require little or no attention; that an

% inexperienced man can run them, and that they give the most light

1 for the least consumption of power.
Manufactiired and for Sale only by

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

- CHICAGO, ILL.15, 17, 19 and 21 N. Clinton St.,
TAN DZPOELB

Single Carbon Lamp.
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FORT WAYNE

ELEITRIC UEHT

1

Fort Wayne, M. Fort Wayne, Ind.

Ax.^z«rxTJF'.^.oa?XTXt.£3Xt.s o£^ ^r:^iEs

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
Of Inoandeisqeint LaIQHtinq,

The Most OapefuUy Worked-out and Complete Alternating System of
Electric Lighting in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. l2--i6 f andle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed. |

.^XjSo rc^^x

JENNEY SYSTEM of ARC LIGHTING

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Main Office and Works, - FORT WAYNE, IND.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 242 & 244 EAST 122d STREET.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
225 Dearborn Street, First Floor.

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome Street.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
26 North Seventh Street,

G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F. Adams, Successor.

4
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p PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY.
-MAKXTFACTtTREKS OF

—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Send for Catalogue and Pbvce List.

729 Broadway, Uew York.

43 Sixtji Avenue, Pittsbnrgli, Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Company,
Sslelal Offlcst, W. 70S TlWa. £7Z., FIIISBUSSE, FA.

1

New York, TeUpbone Building, CortUndt Ctreet,

Q. L. Wile7 Musagsr.
Chicago, 139 £a.3t Uadisoa Street, ?. S. Degss-

hardt, Manager.

MAiTJFACnjBEES OF

The|l|aring]|nti-|nductiongf:d gunched Cables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Submarine

and Aeilal.

LIGHT LEADED CABLES FOR HOUSE USE.
Weatherproof Line Wire, Underwriters'. Annunciator and Offic^ Wire.

Five Years of Uniform Success Enable us to Guarantee our Cables.

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

^be C]\LLEMDEI(
INSULATING and
WATERPROOFING COfflpAHY,

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Electric Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone,

Railway and all other

Branches of Signaling.

All Sizes

Lead Encased metres.

Aerial Use.

Subterranean Use,

Submarine Use

Concealed Wiring in all Locations-

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr.. - 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

Electric lieather Belting.
Wire Screwed, specially adapted for

DYNAMOS.

18 Cortland St.. NEW YORK. 68 Commerce BIdg.. ChlCGO.
MAlTDTAOTCrBKEa OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
Bitite Wires for Use Underground, In Plaster,

Damp Places, Etc., Etc.

Tbinidad "Wieeb for Line Work in place of tjnderwrltere.

c;has.
- PIECE OF ELECTEIC BELT. Every Belt Guaranteed.

.A.. flSCHIEREN & C^O •9

MiSUTACfTUEEES AND TANNEES OF

Oak Tanned Leather Belting and Lace Leather.

1 46 South Canal Street. Ch cago.
BRANCHES:-^ 86 Federal Strei^t. Boston

( 416 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

45-51 Ferry Street,

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Ballderb of Hlgti Grade Self-Contalned

Aiiliatlc Cfll-OI Eipes,
8PS0IAI-LT ADAPTED FOB BtTNinKQ

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other daty requlrlDg close

regalatloQ of speed.

Whbtkbn Office aku Waeesooms:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, III.

WM. A. HAHHETT. Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES- PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT

c

LINE WIRE.
B B

Q.up.u/yjyM(//y///^'//^<^

Da?itei. "W. Maemos", Presldejit.

ADD1305 H.

CeaELES D. jENTiET, ElCCtTlclan.

CUT SHOWING STVLK OF INSULATION. „ • j j <-.

X—Copper Wire. B. 5.—Two Braids, saturated wiih Fire-Proof Insulation. C—Braided Cott«a*

•aturaled with a Black. Weather-Proof Composition. ^ , „ - , , ,- .- -a wi—

^

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. Pure SAm-

trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

WAREROOMS.
\

'

I^t2:^,^k VX:m. """""'^ANSONIA. CONN.

Brainaed Rorison, Secretary.

Amos K. Hollowkll, Treasurer

NOBDYKE, Ylce-Presldent. ^^^m ^0^^ ^^^ ^ —

Jenney Electric Company,
SoleOwners of all tbe Patent, and Invention, of Charles D. Jonney (known as tfe Jenner System) and Sole Owners and Mannfactorera of Us

Improved Qynamo, [amp ^
Electric motor.

In all dCBlrable features of Are and Incandescent Llghltng

the .Jenney Sj-alcm leads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In these essentials It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promnllv Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants for Cilies. Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished fob the Jcnnev Arc or Incan.

DESCENT Systems, or for both combined.

The Jenney Incondcacenl UynamoB are self-rcgnlatlng,

and permit the tnrnlnB on and off of one or all of the Lamps

at will.

This Compa^v a'vts spKfit nltentlov. to rumMmg Mills,

Shops, Factories, etc., ii-l h JmlUklml Plants.

ts- sEiD Fm mw iiiisiM'H! ill Kinmis Tit smtii. -^

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Bo.
EASTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.
WESTERN OFFICE;

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERJES LAMPS
FOR

Ire-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Best Arc-Light, LoulaviUe, 1883,

First PrUe : Beat System of Arc-Lighting,

Clncinnall Industrial Exposition, 1883.

-OF-

Electric i|rc-bigliting

This Company was given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation aqd will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect aqd
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all elzeeitor the tranamlSBlon of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent LlKhtlng and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

Qdison Qlectric |jight |{o.

THIS COMPANT IS THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS
AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTuI

mETHOO OF GGDERHC ECECTRICili; DISTRIBUTIOR.

As evidence ot the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

culled to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in

operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., CaDital, $2,500,000. 4 Stations ; Capacity. 150,000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital, $750,000, 1 Station: Capacity 40,000 Lamps,

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations: Capacity. 60,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000, 1 Station: Capacity. 60,000 Umps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess
ot the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Industry as an investment.

WHITE FOR PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAL.

For Information relative to Central Station EuBlneas, apply to the

Hdison Hlectric J^ls^lckt Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated pXII.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Eoison hwf urns Rejected nno Put Ovt,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 IrVtrPer H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H, P., equals 6tVt per H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCUKATE TESTS, NO COMMENTS FOK PARTICCLAES, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2

1

9 LA SALLE ST., CHICACO.

Electrical Department

NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.,
TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LIGHT, AND GENERAL

EETEM STOLE.
Hotel and House Anounciators, Burglar Alarms, Call Bells,

MAaitfETO BELLS, FIREZ ALARMS^
Pins, Brackets, Cross Arms, Insulators, Batteries, Etc., Etc.

-i:n stock-

Full Line of ALFRED E. MOORE'S INSULATED WIRES, CABLES aod CORDAGE.

G. A. HARMOUNT, Western Agent,
315 to 321 T77".^^B.A.SET .A-TTEl., ... - CHIC^O-O, TX^T^.

BGSWH. HEW TOEK, SAH FEADCISCI), LfflJM. IIVEKPOOL KOBE, YOKOHAIA, JAPAJ, SHANGHAI, CHIIA.
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f;^faFT^M^a.»i;
GlaE-vb-IaAnd, Ohio.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS
AND BATTERY MATERIAL,mm ENGINEERING COMPANY,

61 OLIVER ST.
I

81 LAKE ST,,
1

109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. I

NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and pouier Stations
NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to bum Anihracite Coal and Coke Screenings
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENCINEERINC CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

ST. XiOXJI®, - 3VEO.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAIVI PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR,
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

SPKCIAIiTIES;-Tti6 Arraiagton & Sims Engine. Steel BoilerB, Jarvia Faroace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lo\%e Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pnrap, Korting Injector, etc.

»£9f» Fi»R IiA.TE:!4T CATALO(>;U9C»«.

The Standard Carbon Co.,
SUCCESSORS TO THE

Boiilton, Cleveland., and. Crvstal Cartoon Companies.
c Xji IE TT :e3 Xj ja. iiff i> , omo.

J. B. YOUNG, President and Treas. B. K. JAMISON, Vice-President.

SOLAR CARBON & MFC. COMPANY,
Office, No. 69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas. Process Patented. 0,^;^j^^,^^_e/
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTr.

Western Office, 175 Randolph Street, Chicago. Sjiecial Discounts on Large Orders.

The Attention of Electric Light. Telephone and District Messenger Companies is Especially Called to Our

NEW TRINIDAD LINE WIRE.
THE UNIVERSAL CONDEMNATION of the so-sailed Underwriters' Wire and the demand for something better, has induced us to offer our new TRINIDAD LINE

WIIIE as a substitute for its use, and at a very little higher price. This wire is served with two coatings of our Bituminized Tape and braided over all. A serving of
'Irinidad Compound is put on between each tape a^d braid. The outside finish is neat, clean and strong. It will not liquet v or become sticky with heat, nor brittle with

cold. The covering is tough and tenacious
;
will stand rough ufage and a rubbing contact without abrasion. We claim that our TRINIDAD LINE WIRE is the cheapest

well iisulattd and most serviceable wire offered for all pole work, espccislly for high tension currents.

UNDERGROUND INCANDISCENT GABLES.
iLiiTOiCNATiNS COMPANIES proposing an extension of their Incandescint Plants are invited to correspond with the undersigned before commencing construction. With

our recent improvements and reductions in pric3, the cost of placing large incandescent Cables underground in a solid and substantial manner is brought within actual business limits.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. PLANS AND ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.
THE GALLENDER COMPANY have, during the last two j'ca'^s laid many miles of large cables underground, all of which are in ac'ual work. The difference in cost

between an overhead and underground system for Incandescent work is now no efeater than is warranted by the better service insured by an underground system. The Call-
guder Company's Underground Incatdescent Cables and System have been in actual operation for some two years in twelve cities, and are indorsed by all the parent light companies.

Manufacturers also of Insulated Wire for Electric Lighting for House Purposes, and in all places where g"od Insulation is Required.

THE CALLENDER INSULATING AND WATERPROOFiNC COMPANY,
1 8 CORTIAND ST., If. Y. 101 LEADENH M.Z. STREET, LONDON.

WESTERN OFFICE, OS COMMERCE BUILDING. CHKAaO.

S. A. PUJMMEK, Pbesedbnt.
F. B. PRESTON, VicE-PnES. and Treas.

BOARD OF niRECTORS.
GeH. E. A. ALGER. T.WILLIAMSON. C.A.WARREN.
S. A. PLUMMKR. F. B. TRODT. C. H. THOMPSON,
a. C. BROWN. A. WOODWARD. F. B. PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Secrktart.
FRANK P. TROUT, SOTEmBTEMi.EKT.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For LigM and

Power Parposes,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE OATTERY
Estimates for furnishing plants oan be had on application to

f

For Light and

Power Purposes,

f, B, TROUT S
O"''^^^' ^9 Griswold St

, CAMPAU BUILDING.
'

^ Factory, Corner 13th and Woodbridge Sts.General Manager. DETROIT, MICH.
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1250 E-P.otIo!(irs Soli ia OneM ID July.

MOTORS ADAPTED TO THE USE OF
ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY.

;tri

16 and IB Broad Sireet, New York.

J. J. DICKET, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice President.

H. J. "^VELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man. Snp't and Electrician. L. H. KORTY, Treasnrer.

MIBLAND ELECTmm CO.,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

ELM.€Tmi€AL iUPPUli

Hotel and Honse Annunciators, Earglar Alarms, Eire Alarms, Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tabes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learners* Inetruments, Medical

Batteries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Westehn- Asents THE OEONITE CO., and the Return Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Eire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchities of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

^^jaE]^I0?JN^DI3Tl^ICT4' TEIrE6R^PP -^gYgTEJa,*<-

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

^"Estimates furnished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

Wm

Tlie Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

is tanned on the surfaces
only; the

Send for Our Valuable Book for Engineers and 3elt Users Free.-'

Agents in all Cities. Send for Trial Belt.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATENTS.

CO

03

High Insulation

In order to meet the constantly
increasing demands for

BETTER INSULATION,

i BISHOP GUTTA-PERGHA GO. CO
CD

>> 420-426 EAST 25th STREET, NF.W YORK CITY, co

^ HAS EMPLOYED TUE BEST EXPEKTS TO BE HAD AND BUILT q_

NEW SPECIAL MACHINERY °^
CO

FOR MAKING THE OELEBBATED

CD mOOPER'S QORE
AND OTHER RUBBER COMPOUNDS

COc

o"

FOB INSULATING WIBES FOB

GENERAL OFFICES:

MDTUiL LIFE BLDg,

32 NASSAU ST.,

NEW YORK

^ana and Egtimates Fomlahed
for ali kinds of Incandes-

cent Lighting.

Philadelphia Office:

No. 308 WILNOT ST

BOSTON OFFICE:

No, 33 FEDERAL ST.

Estimates Furnished for the

ThomBon-Houston System -

of Arc Lighting.

The DYNAMO of tWa Company is AUTOMATIC in its regnlatlon, and will maintain a UNIFOP.M

LIGHT, with ALL or ANT PORTION of the lights In Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN and

will MAINTAIN Its CANDLE POWEE during Its Guaranteed Life-

° Subaqueous, Subterranean and Aerial Cables. I^

E Also specialwiresforLeadinginWires.WiriDg Vessels, Engine Rooms. Jd"
O Cellars, Tunnels or other wet places, all having ><_

" SUPERIOR INSULATION ^
Zi And warranted to give good satisfaction at fair prices. ^^
^^ If Underwriters' is good enough, don't send for our 5S samples and prices.

03
CO

HENRY A. REED, IVIanager.
CO

USE JVOTHIiNG BTJT

GUTTA-PERCHA FOR SUBMARINE CABLES.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Railway System.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY H&S RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Sixteen Roads In Dally Operation Dnder the Thomson-Houuton and Van Depoele Patents.

ALL MATERIAL IS JVOW MANUFACTURED AT TLE FACTORY AT LYNTS, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for rail'way work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self- oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the

brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project

above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Van Depoele patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS ^ ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS FDRSISHED FOR MINING I OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Fiall Information and Estimates Address the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE-JUST OUT.

Annunciators, Patent Dust Proof Bells, Door Openers'

Letter Boxes, Push Buttons, Batteries, Wire,

And a Full Line of Supplies.

AT PRICES THAT CAN'T BE BEAT.

INDORSED
BY

Thomas A. Edison, Elihu Thmson, N. S. Possons, Edwin J. Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRIC'ANS.

FOE SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.

Send for Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadway, N. Y.

Ijeisler flectric jjight (Jo.

809-817 S. 7th street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

SIAHUFACTOTIERS OF

The Heisler Patent Incandescent
Electric Light System.

The only and orig-inal Alternating Current Long
Distance Single Wire Incandescent.

We have built 24 Cen-
tral Station Incandescent
Plants within one year,
all of which are on a pay-
ing basis.

This System combines
successfully the illumina-
tion of the streets with a
general supply of light for

stores and houses.

Any desired distance can
be reached at small cost;
No. 8 American Gauge
( opper "Wire being useu
for tlie outside line. No. 11
for indoors, for any num-
ber of lights of any size

from 20 "to 200 c. p. lo-

cated anywhere on the line,

A perfect autonialic regu-
lation adjusts for every

variatiuu ol lUu load from the full capacity to one single light. We do not need
transformers, distributors, safety catches, resistance boxes or any other electrical

contrivance for distribution or safety.

Special attention is called to the superior advantage of this system for economical
management. To its flexibility, no mathematical calculation being required for wiring
or alterations of circuits. To its production of nearly double the candle power to the

H. P., as compared with any other system.

We can furnish substantial proof that our system is a successful competitor againsE
all present methods of illumination.
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The Brush

Electric Co.,

Cleveland, Qhio.

/^r(; ai)(i I9ea9des(;e9ee

^le(;tri(; U(^\}t\r)(^ /^pparatdj,

/r^otors apd (^arbops.

ALEXANDER KEMPT,Special Agent, O. C. STEELE, Special Agent,
No. ISO Washington Street, No. 20I Journal Building,

CHICAGO, ILL. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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THE

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COiKPANY,

PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers under Patents controlling: the Sale and Use

OF

ALTERIMATIIMG CURRENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING
APPARATUS.

The Installment of over 100 Central Station Plants has demonstrated the

Alternating Transformer System to be superior to all others, for distributing

current from a Central Station over small or large areas for lighting and

power purposes.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.

This system is made more profitable than any other by the use of the meter

now supplied by this company.

It measures the whole current,

it is strictly a positive mechanical movement.

It registers directly in lamp hours.

It reads from dials like a gas meter.

It consumes no appreciable energy.

It is not affected by temperature or other local conditions.

It is practical, and it is cheap.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

This company has demonstrated that motors run by the alternating current

are as efficient as the oest direct current motors, and can be run without com-

mutators or brushes, being started, stopped and reversed without breaking a

connection.

All parties desiring to secure the most perfect system of electric distribu-

tion for light and power are invited to inspect the apparatus at the works of

the company at Pittsburgh, Pa., where it will be demonstrated that the Alter-

nating System possesses such advantages over the direct system in regard to

efficiency, distribution, safety, life of lamps, and the use of meters and motors,

that no purchaser can afford, at any price, to take the direct current apparatus,
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CHIOAQO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP.

ELECTRIC

LIGHTING

APPARATUS.
Our System of Electric Lighting is complete in every detail^ and is Unex.

celled in the Efficiency and Workmanship of the Apparatus; in the Brilliancy^

Steadiness and Color of the Light produced , and in Automatic Regulation.

WE FURNISH DYNAMOS TO GIVE ANY REQOIRED CURRENT

The high grade of workmanship and the efficiency of our Dyna-

mos, render them especially advan<"ageous for charging Storage Bat-

teries, furnishing current for Electric Motors, etc. We furnish Arc

Lamps adapted to any Arc Current. The superior construction and

simplicity of our Lamp render its use advantageous with any system.

JLG-ElSrXS:
Midland Electric Company Omaha, Neb.
United Electric Company Salt Lake City, Utali.
Western Engineering & Electrical Company Chetopa, Kan.
J. Geo. Kaelber 3 and 4 Duff Block, Denver, Col.
S. F. Bartol Grand Windsor Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Electric Development Company ,,,,.,,,,,, S,an Francisco, Cal
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THE CONVENTION
Of The National Electric Light Associa-

tion at New York.

The National Electric Light association convened in

se;iii-annual session at the Hotel Brunswiclc, New York,

Wednesday, August 2gth.

^^e append a list of members and guests present, and

follow with a stenographic report of the prSceedings.

Members and Guests.

Among those present at the convention were:

Ackerman, P C New York.

Alexander, P. H Boston

Acheson, E. G Pittsburgh.

Abakanowicz, B Paris, France.

Avango, A New York.

Angell, F Trenton. N. J.

Ayer, M. B Jacksonville. 111.

- Aams, II. C .' New York.

Adams, M. F New York.

Bradley, C. S Yonkers, N. Y.

Beetle, G. L Chicago.

Burdick, J. R New York.

Botsford, C. R New York.

Bernard, E. G Utica, N. Y.

Brown, \V. C New York.

Barker, M. H Boston

Elanchard, Geo. W New York.

Britton, C S Cleveland.

Butterworth, A. W New York.

Bamev, C. IT New York.

Boulton. W. H Cleveland.

Baker, C. O., Jr Newark, N. J.
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Seymour, A. P Syracuse, N. Y.

Schieren, C. W New York.

Shaw, New York.

Siiith, CD New York.

Seeley. T- A New York.

Sanderson, E. M New York.

Skinner. F New York.

Shedlock, A New York.

Stiles. A. K Chicago.

Timpson, F. C Auburn, N. Y.

Thornberry, H. S Montreal, Can
Truex, C. E New York.

TaltavaU, J. B New York.

Terry. C. A New York.

Van der Weyde, P. H New York.

Vanderbois. H. S Utica, N. Y.

Van Rysselberghe, F Brussels, Belgium.

Wetzler, Joseph New York.

Weeks, E. R Kansas City.

Waldo, Dr. Leonard New Haven.
Wheeler, S. S New York.

Whipple. Fred. H Detroit.

Wightman, M J Lynn.
Wiley, G. L New York.

Wilkes, Gilbert Baltimore.

Worlhington, Geo New York.
Waterhouse, F. G Hartford, Conn.
Wilkins, F. H New York.
Whitney, L. C New Britain, Conn.
Williams, J New York.

Wirt, C = New York.

Wightman, E. T Danbury, Conn.
Woods, G. T Cincinnati, O.
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Wenstrom, Jonas Ore bo. Sweden.
Wilson, E. W New York.

Weed, C. K.- Hartford. Conn.
Wilcox, C. H New York.

Wetmore, J. A New York.

Wednesday's Proceedings.'

The convention was call to order at 12 o'clock, noon,

August 2gth, by President Duncan, who spoke as follows:

President Duncan's Address.

Gentlemen:—When this association, after six months
of its existence, last met in this great city of New York,

three years ago, but sixty gentlemen were present. To-
day we are over 300; in other words, the attendance has

increased five-fold. I am therefore able to congratulate

you upon the growth, prosperity and stability of this or-

ganization, in whose welfare we are all so deeply inter-

ested, and in whose commercial usefulness we all take

pride, for we all had a hand in its making. And I

am also able to congratulate you upon that which is more
important than numbers—the fact that this association

is rapidly becoming the center of all matters pertaining to

the arts, which depend on the application of powerful

electric currents, and that its proceedings are watched
with growing interest by not only the whole electrical pub-
lic of this country, but also abroad It is sometimes inter -

esting to notice how we are regarded beyond those limits

which properly come within our jurisdiction; and I would
call your attention to a fact, which is certainly not uncom-
plimentary, that although during the early days of our

history the technical papers abroad paid no further atten-

tion to our proceedings than to ridicule them, yet of late,

and more notably for the last six months, almost every

paper which has been read before this association has
been copied by the leading electrical papers all over the

world. Can there be a stronger indication of the growth
of the industries which have been fostered by this asso

ciation than the fact that they support in this country no
less than eight journals devoted exclusively to electrical

matters. This prosperity, upon which we have been mu
tually congratulating ours'-lves, has been due not only to

the commendable efforts of the rank and file of our mem-
bership, but also, in no small degree, to the good judg-

ment, perseverance, untiring energy and marked ability

of our honored past president, J. F. Morrisson, and the

able committees which have assisted hira in administering
the affairs of this association.

But it is of more importance to us to consider the pres-

ent state of the industry. From time to time statistics as

to the amount of electric light apparatus in use in this

country have been presented to the association. At Pitts-

burg it was estimaled that there were no less than 4,000
isolated plants and central stations operating 175,000 arc

lights and 1,750,000 incandescent lights. To these fig

ures we may now add 1,351 new isolated plants and cen-

tra! stations operating 35,201 arc lights and -'92,944 in

candescent lights, of which I have a detailed record. By
adding this increase to the figures of six months ago we
find tliat there are now 5,351 isolated plants and central

stations, and there are burning every night in the year in

the United States no less than 192,500 arc lights and i,-

925,otX) incandescent lights. We may also add that there

arc 459,495 horse power of steam engines devoted to

electric lighting. Figuring this in coal consumption it can
be demonstrated that in the ) car of i833 enough coal will

be consumed in the (Jnitud States for electric lighting pur-

poses to make a solid column 100 feet square and over a
mile high. It may be here parenthetically remarked that

there has been an increase in the capitalization of the
electric light companies of the United States in the last

six months of not less than $342 210,100.
Hut wc have not yet touched upon the great industry of

the electrical distribution of power. There are at the
present time, of which I have a record, thirty-four electric

railways completed and in operation in the United Slates,

having an aggregate of i;?8 miles of single track, and op-
crating 223 motor cars and utilizing 4,180 horse power for

stationary engines. There are also now in process of con-
struction forty-nine other electric railways, aggregating 189
miles of .single ircck, which will operate 244 motor cars,

and at the present time thereareare constructed, and being

constructed, eighty-three electric railways, aggregating 327

miles of single track, and operating 467 motor cars. In

this connection it must be remembered that there are

thirty-nine other electric railroads incorporated which have

not yet begun construction. It is also estimated that the

electric cars now in operation in the United States will

carry in the year iSSS no less than 17,045,500 persons. It

can be better imagined than estimated what will be the ul-

timate outcome of an industry which has arrived to such a

degree of development in three years.

In view of the difficulty of compiling statistics on such

small unities, it has been impossible to collect reliable in-

formation relative to the stationary motor business; but we
know that at the present time it has stimulated caphal to

such an extent that there are single factories employing no

less than 1.500 hands each in the manufacture of electric

motors, and, at no far distant day. all large cities will have

their power stations of several thousand of horse- power

each, distributing energy throughout every ramification of

industry. So rapid a development of this new industry

into gigantic commercial proportions should be an admo
nition to the electric light companies now in the field to

reap the harvest which is "white to their sickle," and not

to wait for coaipetitorsto come within their field of opera-

tion in the shape of power stations, for these people once

established will reach out and take in a large portion of the

electric lighting business.

The present meeting of this association gives promise

of being one of the most interesting so far held. The re-

port of the secretary and treasurer shows the association

to be in a gratifying financial condition, there being a bal-

ance of %i 000 in the treasuiy after the payment of all

bills, and the membership is steadily increas'ng. The
proceedings of the last four conventions have been printed

and furnished with a thorough cross- index, and each mem-
ber has been provided with a copy. The admirable way
in which the proceedings has been printed reflects credit

upon the executive committee, under whose direction it has

been carried out, and the carefully compiled cross-index

and the accurate technical proof reading, deserve creditable

mention. The report of the executive committee, through

its chairman. Dr. Otto A. Moses, and the reports of the

several committees, together with the following papers,

should command the closest attention of the entire conven-

tion.

The difficulty of obtaining reliable statistical information

in regard to the various electrical industries, and also for

the purpose of giving continuity to the whole association

from one convention to another, warrants the president in

urging upon the association I he necessity of establishing a

permanent office which shall be a repository of all informa-

tion relative to the allied electrical industries and a means
of inter- communication between its members, and from
which the officers and executive committee can administer

the affairs of the association. This office should contain

a good reference library of electrical works, complete files

of all domestic and foreign electrical journals, and the re-

pository of the archives of the association. It should be

a place where every member of the association should Itel

at home, and where he would naturally go for any electr'cal

or other information that it contained- A very slight in-

crease in the running expenses of the association would
maintain such an office, and when established it would,

from its innate value, increase the membership of the As-
sociation to such an extent that the running expenses of

such an office would take care of themselves.

Does not this association, having, during its years of

growth, spread its roots widely through the electrical in-

dustry of this country,- stand upon the eve of becoming
much more widely influential than ever before by carrying

out the suggestion of Frank Ridlon, at the conveniion in

this city three years ago, which was further elaborated by
a committee specially appointed for that purpose which re-

ported, through its chairman, Dr Otto A. Moses at the

Detroit convention, and was still further advocated by Ar-
thur Steuart, E. R. Weeks and A. J. DeCamp at subse-

quent conventions— namely, the establishment of a perma-
nent headquarters, as sketched.

Gentlemen, in conclusion, I will say that in no way can
you better assist the ch^ir in the discharge of his duties,

and in no way can you aid in making this convention a
thoroughly successful one. than by a constant attendance
at its sessions. I know that th more than generous hos-
pitality in the shape of various entertainments, as mapped
out by our New York friends, may tend .somewhat to dis

tract your minds from the serious business for which you
have assembled, buti also know that you can find ample
time, not only to accept of their hospitality, but to give to

this convention your entire time and attention during its

sessions.

Till' President—Gentlemen, it affords me great pleas-

ure to have with us this morning a gentleman of national
reputation, with whose name you are all familiar. I have
the honor of introduding the Hon. Abram S. Hewitt,
mayor of the city of New York.

Mayor Hkwitt's Welcome.
Mr. President and Gcnllcnien of the Convention:— My

duty on this occasion is as easy as it is agreeable.
I am here to bid you welcome to the city of New York and
to lender you such hospitality as the mayor of this city has
in his power to lender to distinguished strangers. I think
the usual form is to give the freedom of the city in a gold
box. If you will leave out the gold box, I can tender you
the freedom of the city, but exactly what it is I do not
know.

_
[Laughlcr.'l But to those who are strangers here

I trust it will be found exceedingly pleasant and highly
profitable. 1 gather from the remarks of your president
that you arc here to take an account of stock of what you
know about electrical science and its application to useful
purposes, 1 think it will he easier for you to ascertain how
much you know than to fiiul out how much you do not
know about [his subject.

1
1 .aughter and applause.] And

in the last part of lliat inciuiry I am in entire sympathy
with you,

I
Laughter.) When I have professed, as 1 had

to do on various occasions that I did not know anything
about this subject, it has been received with incredulity,

but you who know something about it, know that I am ex-

actly right. When you reflect upon what you have to do
you must be rather appalled at the magnitude of the con-

tract. This convention must strike the average un
instructed mind pretty much as a meeting of astrologers in

the ante-Christian era would have done throughout the

orient, or a convention of necromancers and magicians

during the middle ages. You deal with something to the

popular mind very mysterious, almost incredible. You have
already performed wonders, which evento the most intelligent

men can only be regarded as miraculous. You stand to-day

pretty nearly in the condition in which Watt, one hundred
and ten years ago, must have found himself, when he pro-

duced the first perfect condensing engine. Crude forms

of engines had been in use doing more or less effective .

work prior to his day; but in 1776, the year of our emanci-
|

pation from foreign control. Watt produced the first real

working machine. Now, what has been done in one hun-
dred and ten years ? There are still living in the world

men who were alive when the first engine began to do its

work. Could any man— if he had been gifted with the !

power of prophecy—have foreseen the transformation which I

the whole world would undergo in a century from the time
'

of that great invention? Can you conceive of the world with-

out a steam engine ? Could the population which now in-

habits the globe survive for sixty days if the steam engine

were withdrawn from use? Would civilization have even

an apology for existence to-day without the steam engine ?

Looking back you can see how the application of one great

motive force can transform the face of the universe. Look-

ing forward is there a man here who can tell us what this

new electrical force is going to do for the world ? Can any

man say how it is to be enriched; how it is to be purified; how
it is to be exalted from the depths of poverty and suffering in

which in many parts it is plunged? If electricity, like air

and water, could be made free to the hand of labor or to

the wants of men; could be turned on tap, so to speak;

either without charge or at a merely nominal cost, don't

you see that all monopoly would cease to exist!, For
monopoly consists in nothing but the power to appropriate

force to personal and private use. If all force and all power

were made free to all men, isn't it apparent that the in-

equalities of fortune and almost all the evils of which man-
kind complain would disappear ? Is there anything more
astonishing in this prospect than in the retrospect which

you can all take ofthe work that has followed the introduction

of the steam engine? I used to be told when I was at

school— I don't know how itis now—that the earth is a great

magnet. Youmayhave changed all that, but I hopeyou have-

not fori do not want to lose what little I do know. We used

to be told it was a great magnet, and that it revolved on its

own axis once in twenty-four hours, and that it was twenty-

five thousand miles in circumference. Now, that striken

me as the definition of a mighty large dynamo. If a

great magnet 25.000 miles in circumference is put in rev-

olution so as to turn on its axis once in twenty-four hours,

from what I have seen of the dynamo it strikes me that there

must be a vast, incalculable fund of electricity produced by
that operation. [Applause.] I know nothing about it. I

may be talking nonsense; but at the same time, if that be

true, and if it be true of the whole planetary system, and of

the whole universe of the Divine Architect, what a vast

fund of unappropriated power there is for mankind in the

future; and knowledge is power and power is wealth, and
wealth, which is free to all who have the brains to take it,

is tlie benefaction of mankind, and the opening of the gates of

the millennium, if we are ever to see it, will be accomplished

by you and those who will come after you, for this is the

only course that I am able to see by which the goodness

of God—the bounties of Divine providence can be dis-

tributed with a free hand to all the world and to every man,

woman and child within its bounds. [Applause.]

Upon the borders of this land of dreams we stand. You
are slowly raising the curtain of the future. I shall not

see the drama played out; but there are men in this room
who will live to see society transformed by this new agency;

for it is a curious and suggestive fact that all moral forces

and all moral questions find their final resolution in the

factsand lawsof physical nature. There is where you come at

last. If this world is a better world to-day, a richer, a

happier, a more enlightened world to-day than it was a hun-

dred years ago, it is due mostly to the steam engine and its ap-

plications. If it is to be, as I believe it is to be, a better

world, year by year and century by century, it will be due

to the discoveries and applications of electrical force, or

of some other force which possibly may be hereafter ascer-

tained and developed; but to-day we must call it by the

name which you and I know it by—the electrical force.

Hence I bid you welcome to New York. I am glad to

see you. You are benefactors. You come to two millions

of people with a gospel. You are the apostles of a new
industrial dispensation. You are distributors of this ever-

green wealth which you hear is in a few hands in this great

city. It cannot stand your attacks. It has withstood the

preacher and the moralist and the philosopher; but it will

not stand against the scientist who discovers the laws of

nature, and who makes them free to all who drink at the

fountain of science, [Applause.] Yes, you will revolu-

tionize the warld; you will regenerate society, and it is none

the 'ess to your credit that while you are doing it you are

making your living and getting an honest compensation
for your labor, for it is a law of Divine Providence that

utility and beneficence shall march hand in hand down the

highways of civilization. They are bound together by a

divine law and you are the executors of that law when you

open new fields of discovery, new forms of value, new ap-

plications to useful purposes. Of course we bid you

welcome, and we bid you welcome because we feel that we
are so ignorent and need your help. We are engaged in

this city in undertakings which require from you your honest

and best judgment. We send messages by wire through our

streets. We light them by conductors perched upon poles

through the streets. Wc talk through a network of wires

so thick overhead that often the sky is obscured. They
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are not pleasant to look at, but they are indispensable, in

the present state of knowledge, to the business of societj'.

(Applause.) The men who would disturb them until

something: better is found out and proved to be found out

would be a barbarian. Still, like the mayor, they have got

to go. But the mayor is too old to go at a 2:40 gait, and

he likes to see his way clear before he takes a step. Now,
in order to clear up this matter a little for you who know
so little, as I have said, about this subject, and I knowing
so much, let me say, that this much seems to have been

found out at some cost to some one, I do not know who.

It is quite feasible to put underground all the telephonic

and telegraphic wires, and in fact all wires which
carry low tension currents. I suppose that is now demon-
strated, and 1 trust that in a very short time this city will

be relieved from the unsightly telegraphic wires, telephonic

conductors and from any modes of diffusion for arclighting

which may still remain above ground. I suppose that is

all feasible. The question what to do with the high tension

currents remains. First, we ask you to tell us— at least to

tell me, because there are some persons here who know
Oiore than I do— whether a satisfactory mode of cable

transmission for high tension currents underground has yet

been devised. I understand that a cable for the Brush
company is about to be laid in one of the conduits which
have been constructed in Broadway, and I suppose that

will test the question as to the feasibility of the transmission

of high tension currents practically and economically,

because there is no sense, you know, in things

that don't pay; if it is too dear "^we have got

to give it up. I suppose that that will

test the question, and I am very glad of it. I have been
censured—possibly by you electrical gentlemen—very much,
for not having taken steps to coerce all these lighting

companies into putting cables underground until that

question was settled. Wei!, I am no longer a young man.
I have had a long experience in life. I have done a pretty

large business in my time. I have had to deal with very

difficult problems, and I have learned that the part of wis-

dom 2nd of true speed is to go slo vly and to ascertain

your facts and get your knowledge, before you undertake

to reconstruct the universe. I have been very desirous

that this raaiter of transmission of hij^h tension currents

underground should be tested at the earliest possible mo-
ment, and I congratulate you on the fact that it is going to

be tested by a responsible company, and until it is tested,

let me say to you frankly that if it were in my power to

compel the other companies to do this thing now, to-day,

I would not do it. I should look upon myself as an ever-

lasting fool [laughter], who ought to be consigned to

eternal seclusion in a madhouse, if I did such a thing. But
I hope it will succeed, and if it does succeed no public

ofticer will be more prompt than I in compelling every

electric light company to respect the intention of the legis-

lature when it confided this great work to four men who
did not know anything about what they were going to do.

[Applause.] The legislature evidently recognized the

fact, which you recognize and I do, that what we don't

know about electricity is a good deal more than what we
do know about it, and so they picked out some men
who were supposed to understand politics if they did not

know anything else. [Applause.] I speak thus frankly,

because! am one of the four men. [Laughter and ap-

plause.] 1 should be the last man to cast any imputations

upon my colleagues who have charge of this most interest-

ing and important public work; but I think that we shall

all of us be wiser—my colleagues as well as myself—after

a little more experience has been gained upon the subject

to which I have referred.

Now the second question is this: When the cable is

under ground and works successfully, will you kindly in-

form me and the public, through whom I communicate
with you, whether a satisfactory sysiem of distribution has
been discovered and put in practice? It is one thing to put

the current under ground and another t::ing to get it out

so that there may be lights. Now, I know nothing about
it; I have simply made inquiries of every intelligent electri

cian that I could meet, and up to this time I have not been
able to ascertain that there is a satisfactory mode of distri-

bution. Now you know whether there is or net. If you
should say to me, after a discussion of the subject, that

there is, I should accept your judgment as final, becau e

you embody all there is known of this abstruse subject, and
if you, by your resolution, say that thej;e is a proper and
comprehensive system of distribution, so that the evils that

are complained of will be abated and that there will be ad-

solute safety in the distribution, then my mouth will be

closed and I shall act upon your judgment; and that is the

reason why I have come here, chiefly, to-day, not simply

to welcome you as strangers and guests from abroad, but

to ask you to consider this subject coolly, dispassionately.

intelligently, and give us the results of your discussion,

so that we may act coolly, dispassionately and intelligently

in carrying out the law.

Now as to the matter of danger. The newspapers have

teemed during the last year with sensational articles point-

ing out the great danger of t'- e present system. Remember
1 do not like the present system. I regard it as— I was
going to say—barbarous. The streets should not be de-

faced. We should not h;.ve these wires running about.

But let us get at it on proper grounds—:.tsihetic grounds,

if you will scientific giounds, economical grounds, or any
other grounds than prejudice and sensation. Those I take

no stock in. and I will never allow myself, and I trust no
man who is a lover of truth will ever allow himself, to be

dragooned by the newspapers into doing what he believes

to be wrong. Now, is this dangerous, will you kindly tell

us? I thought it was exceedingly dangerous; I went into

office with the impression that every roan who went out in

a street lighted by a high tension current took his life in

his hands, and I was as anxious as any one to get them re-

moved; but when it became my duty to look into the mat-

ter I found that in proportion to the amount of work done,

measured by our friend the president's column of coal, if

you like, or by those other things that you call ohms and

volts, and which my colleagues are flinging at the common

council pretty much as that distinguished millionaire at
Saratoga turned out his gems among the boys the other
day, [Laughter.] I am sorry I was not there, by the
way: I was about fifty miles away; when I heard of it I
made tracks, but I could not get there. Perhaps my col-
leagues got there [laughter.] Well, I found, measuring
this industrial element—call it what you like—by the work
it was doing, and ascertaining the accidents that occurred,
to my astonshment I found that we had more accidents
daily from the horses in the streets—infinitely more; that
we had more accidents with steam engines; that even the
building^of houses in the city caused more deaths every
year, InfiniteK- more deaths in the city, than this particular
agency. I was therefore driven to the conclusion that,
considering the work it was doing, comparing it, if you
like, with the illumination by gas, that it was positively
safer, just as the railway had proved to be safer than the
stage coach, and the stage coach probably safer than walk-
ing, for the number of persons carried. I found that with
all the difficulties with this thing, the absolute results
seemed to show tfcat it was absolutely safer than any other
useful agency at work in this city. I may be wrong; but
that was the conclusion to which I was forced. But then
when I investigated the cause of the accidents I discovered
that they were not due to anything that was inherent in
the transmission of the current overhead; it was rather due
to two causes, either the carelessness of the company in
inspecting its insulation and keeping it in good order, or
in the carelessness of the person who came in contact with
it. Now, there is ro excuse for the company -not the
slightest. They undertake to render a public service ; they
are paid for it; they undoubtedly ought to see that their
plant is in the most perfect order possible, and any com
pany that neglects to keep its plant in proper order is of
course liable to the penalties of the law, and I would be
the first to have the oHicers of such a company indicted, if

I could. But I take it that the duty has been on the whole
pretty well performed, because the accidents have been so
few. They have been very few indeed. I believe that in
this city there are but four cj-ses of death in consequence
of a^y difficulties with the wires themselves. There may
have been some other causes, but I think there are only
four direct deaths. I may be in error. It is either four or
seven, but I believe it is four. Now under the circum-
stances the thing that would seem to be wanted—and I

think it will be wanted when you come to your plan of
distribution just as much as it is wanted now— isathorou^-h
inspection of the means by which the li^ht is made avail-

able to the public above the ground, and that inspection
should in the first place be made by the companies them-
selves, who have the greatest interest in the matter and the
largest duty to perform; and I fully agree that the public,
who have a great interest in it, should also have thorough
inspection, and the reasonable rules and regulations which
may be adopted by the body that is charged with the cus-
tody of this matter, should be implicitly obeyed, and any
violation of them severely punished. But I would like you to
consider the whole question—not merely the distribution

—

but if you come to the conclusion that no adequatemode of
distribution has been found which will dispense with the
present mode, then that you will consider and advise us
how we can make it safer to the public and thereby more
economical and useful to the companies who supply the
lights. These are questions of such paramount interest

in this city that your presence here is most welcome. I

trust you will give us the benefit of your knowledge, and
when you do not know I hope you will say so and confess
your ignorance like men, for that is what I have been doing
now and what I intend to do so long as I am mayor.
Gentlemen, you are welcome to New York. [Applause.]
The President: Your honor, in accepting on behalf

of the association the freedom of the city of New York, I

desire to confess that I do not know what it is, but I might
state to your honor that in some of the cities where we
have been, the association have practically taken control of

the city for the time they have been in it. They have exer-

cised the functions of mayor, board of aldermen and other
offices which the American citizen can fill, and they would
have taken anything else that was available.

In regard to the consideration of the points brought
forward by his honor in his address, I desire to say that

this whole question will be considered to-morrow morning
at 10 o'clock, when we shall be very glad to have his honor
present with us. We have already extended an invitation

to the members of the subway commission and others

who are interested in this matter, and we are seeking for

all the light we can obtain on this subject. We have come
to consider ih's matter calmly, coolly and dispassionately,

not only for the interest of the public at large, but for the

interests of the electric lighting companies, and I can as-

sure you, sir, that we will consider it in the spirit in which
you have suggested

I now declare this convention open for the transaction of

such business as may be brought before us.

The first business in order is the report of the secretary

and treasurer.

The secretary presented his report show'ng a balance

on hand of $1,945 and a list of 200 members in good
standing.

The report was received, and ordered filed and printed.

The secretary read a letter from George Worthington,
edxiOT oithG- Eiecfrical I\evieio, inviting the members of

the association to visit the " Fall of Rome;" also an invi-

tation from Theodore Moss to be present at a performance

at the Star theater; also an invitation from the Okonite

com-pany to attend a performance at the Casino; also an

invitation from the Electric club to all members to visit

the club house duri;jg their stay in the city.

C. A- Brown, of Chicago: I would move you, sir,

that a committee of five be appointed by the chair to select

the place for the next meeting of the convention of the

Electric Light association, and to report to this conven-

tion

The motion was seconded and carried.

The President—We will proceed with the order of

business and take up the report of the committee on the

testimonial to J, Frank Morrison, of which committee T.
C. Martin is the chairman.

Testimonial to ex-President Morrison.
T. C. Martin: In accordance with a resolution adopted

at the Pittsburgh meeting the resolutions there passed
with regard to the ser\'ices of J. Frank Morrison to the
association, have been engrossed, I am chairman of that
committee and have the resolutions in my hand, and I
believe that it would be in keeping with the wish of the
meeting if before presentation of the engrossed resolutions
they be read.

Mr. Martin then read the resolutions.

_
Mr. Martin; .Such, Mr. Chairman, were the resolu-

tions, such the committee, and there is the result of our
work. Mr. Morrison, I have the greatest pleasure, in the
name of the association, in tendering you the engrossed
resolutions, which have just been read. [Applause.]

Mr. Martin handed the resolutions to Mr. Morrison.
Mr.. Morrison: This is perhaps the first occasion since

my acquaintance—my intimate acquaintance with the gen-
tlemen who composed the National Electric Light associa-
tion—when I have been glad that I am not very well. I

find, at this very agr eable surprise party which you have
prepared for me, and which it is a wonder has been kept
quiet where so many men knew it, that I am almost unable
to talk, and you know what a terrible thing that is to me.
I accept the gift which you have presented to me, and I

think it is needless forme to say to you that I fully appre-
ciate the spirit in which it is tendered. At the start this

association required perhaps different material in its pre-
siding officer from that which it requires to day. I believe
that for the first year I filled the bill fairly well. I do not
flatter myself very much. I believe that after the first year
a man more bending and more conciliatory than I, per-
haps would have filled the bill better. Through your
kindness and indulgence I was continued in that honorable
oflice until last February, when you kindly permitted me
to retire. For that and the beautifully engrossed resolu-
tions, expressed in such kindly terms, I now thank you.
I am not out of the service by any means. I hold the hon-
orable position of a member of the executive committee,
and I do not propose to be a dead head in that or any
other part of this enterprise. I am at your service, now,
gentlemen, as I was before, and I expect to remain in the
service so long as Ihe National Electric Light association

exists, and I live. I thank you for the compliment. [Ap-
plause.]

The President: The next business in order is the re-

port of the chairman of the executive committee. I see he
is now present. You will hear that report.

Report of Executive Committee.

Dr. Moses: At a meeting this morning of the execu-

tive committee preparatory to the beginning of our exer-

cises, I announced that owing to the pressure of circum-

stances and the numerous arrangements that had to be

made, I had not been able to prepare a report of the exec-

utive committee. A gentleman who has just left here
said that sometimes in weakness there may be strength,

meaning by that having no report to make, perhaps I

might get over it quicker than I might otherwise do. The
facts are we have been doing as Dr. Arnold did when he
said, "A teacher is a man who is striving all the time to

make himself useless." The executive committee of this

association has striven so far to become a vanishing point,

a zero at this moment, and now the convention has taken

the matter into its own hands and the executive committee

has disappeared below the surface. Our only function

was that which is generally given to executive committees

to arrange matters, to bring them into some kind of shape,

and chance has a great deal to do with the forming of that.

I took, with a great deal of diffidence, the position of

chairman of the executive committee. It is our custom

always to select the committees as much as possible from

the localities in which the convention is going to meet.

They forced the du'ies upon me, perhaps, because they

thought 1 was not as busy as other members of the execu-

tive committee, but I find it is a pretty arduous duty to

please all, I0 offend none, to act according to one's best

conscience in the matter, to be sure that your reason

guides you, to be employed all the time in doing something

for the benefit of the association, and in making no mis-

takes, and I tell you I have had my hands full. Gentle-

men, the executive committee has no report to make be-

yond this, that they deem themselves exceedingly fortu-

nate that the turn of events has allowed the mayor of the

city to-day to open up so beautiful a field as he has done.

Our business largely shapes itself, and the discussion that

will take place to-morrow will be one of great local im-

portance here, and will give 2est, I hope, to the entertain-

ments that you will receive of both an intellectual and a

physical character. I can only say, gentlemen, that in

those I have had a very small part. It was a spontaneous

offering on the part of very liberal hearted gentlemen in

the city, and I hope you will be able to enjoy them to your

hearts' content. Gentlemen, I have nothing further to

say.

On motion of Arthur Steuart, the verbal report was
accepted.

The President: The next business in order is the re-

port of the committee on the constitution, of which Mr. A.

F. Mason of Boston, is chairman.

At the request of Mr. Mason, the secretary read the re-

port of the committee on the constitution, consisting of A.

F. Mason, G. M. Phelps, Geo- F. Porter and Henry D.

Stanley. After some discussion by Messrs. Mason, Mor-

rison and DeCamp consideration of the report was made
the first order of business for tomorrow afternoon.

The President: The next business is the reportof the

committee on insulation and installation of plants. Prof.

Thomson and Dr. Moses are on that committee.

Insulation and Installation of Plants.

Dr. Moses—Gentlemen, I appear here on behalf of the

chairman of the committee on insulation and installation.
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Prof. Elihu Thomson being the chairman. I received the

following letter from him, which causes me to speak for him:

"Lynn, Mass., Aug. 25, iS83.

"Dr, Otto A. Moses, Hotel Bninsioick, Nexu Yo->k.

''Dear Sir: It will be impossible for me to make any

formal report of the work done by the committee on insula-

tion and installation of plants. If you will prepare a brief

statement of what was done at the meeting and attach the

inclosed schedule of data to be asked for, I think that it

will be all that can be done under the circumstances, This

might be presented as an informal statement of what was

being undertaken bj the committee, and the association

might then be called upon for the preparation or printing

of a number of such blank schedules to be sent to the

various electric light companies.
' "The spacing in the schedule will need to be modi/ied so

as to give more room in some places and less in others for

the answers to the questions.

"I am hoping to be able to run down to the meeting, but

I may not be there at the time when the report may be in

order, and will therefore look to you, if present, to say what

you can of the progress made.

*'Some time ago I sent a copy of the schedule to each

member of the committee, but have thus far received but

two acknowledgments. Yours truly,

"Elihu Thomson."
Gentlemen, I stood last year in the position of apolo-

gizing for the action of this committee and it was the most
unfortunate position that I was put in, because I had been
somewhat instrumental in organizing it. Everybody, how-

ever, was so much occupied with the rush and push of these

matters that it w'as impossible to get what ought to have

been obtained with the amount of talent that I was able to

suggest should be put on that committee. I was put upon
it involuntarily. However, the committee has met, it has

done work and here you will find it embodied in a series of

questions. But like a great deal of woik that is contained

in a very small space, you will find that it does not show to

any very great advantage. This schedule referred to hen;

is for the purpose of obtaining data on the insulation of

wires. There are ninety-nine questions in it. Gentlemen,

I would say there were a hundred, but you know the old

story. There are just ninety-nine questions and they will

be all submitied to you in due time, I hope that you will all

reply to them very carefully, so as to give us or our succes-

sors data to produce some valuable information for this

association. These questions go to the veryiootof the

life, use and advisability of employing conductors of all

kinds. It is divided into various heads and if you will only

each of you write a small book—because to answer these

questions means to write a small book to this association

—

we will have a library of our own that will come out of the

actual experience of the members of this association.

None of the members of the committee have written papers

on the subject. We have had several meetings. The
questions are the result of conference on the subject.

However, to-morrow, en the occasion of the underground
discussion you will hear a very important paper read by the

only member of the committee who did not feel himself

justified in serving—that was Mr. Acheson of Pittsburgh,

It was the only compliment he was able to return to the

association for the honor they had done him in electing

him a member of the committee, although he was an inter-

ested party. It was a high compliment and he shows his

appreciation of it by reading a paper on the disruptive dis-

charges in underground cables. It was hoped by the pres-

ident in appointing this committee that each member would
take a branch in a scientific direction in the solution of this

question. Mr. Acheson has set a good example. I must
admit that I tried to have the committee take that general

direction, but seemed forced to it from want of leisure

which brings many a man to do things that he would not
otherwise do, because they were all disposed to write scien-

tific articles, but they were compelled to embody as much
as they could in these questions, throwing on you the onus
of answering what you would answer.
That is the report I would offer for the chairman who is

absent. He may come in the course of the day after I have
received the brunt of ail your criticisms. But I muit say

it is not my fault; I must say that in self- justification. So
far as your position in this matter is concerned, all you have
to do is to appoint another committee, if it is thought de-

sirable to continue the subject, and step by step to gather

such information as can be obtained by answering these

questions. It will take a great deal of 1-bor to collate the

information which will be gained when this paper is distrib-

uted through the whole country. In closing what I have
to say I would like to call attention to a fact that is told in

a little anecdote by Benjamin Franklin. He once knew a

very high churchman, and a very rabid one, in the town of
r.Qhton who had bought a cargo of Connecticut onions.

He had put them in a storehouse, and the first thing he
knew, they began to grow, very much to his mortification,

and on a falling market for onions. He called in a friend

and said: "Just look at those things. They remind me
of those Presbyterians exactly; the more ycu damn 'em the

more they grow." Now as to the excuses we make in this

mailer, the more we make them ihe more they grow. Take
it for the besfi fwc have not a very elaborate report looi^fer,

it is because wc haven't it to offer.

At the request of Mr. Morris of Nashville, Dr. Moses
read the schedule submitttd by the committee:
Mk. MoKRis: A paper on the insulation of wires was

one consideration which led me to come here, in order that

I might learn something ab mt that. My company has
under ccnsideration the re-insulating of its entire system
and we do not know what is the best It seems to me
that ihc solution of a good insulation is largely the solution

of the underground question, and I must confess my very
great disappointment with the report of the committee on
that subject. I very much appreciate the delicacy the com-
milf^ie would have in reporting this wire or that wire, this

manufacturer's wire or that manufacturer's wire; but at the
same time it is a question that ought to he t.ikcn hold of

and there ought to he sonic one lo answer that question,

I think if these questions were printed and sent out that

the answers you VI ould get would be so small in number

that they would practically be of no benefit in arriving at

ai y proper conclusion. I am satisfied that the managers

of stations are not going to take the trouble to answer those

questions and practically you will have accomplished noth-

ing. We can only receive the report and discharge the

committee and appoint a new one, or continue them.
_
But

I cannot refrain from expressing my disappointment in re-

gard to that report.

Dr. Moses: There is a large steam hammer at Essen

ihat strikes a hundred ton blow. It is about twenty feet

high, but the foundations of that are two hundred feet un-

der the ground. Now although this report here looks Hke

a few lines there has been an immense amount of thought

and discussion between us on the subject how to arrive at a

solution of the question,— that is to make a report on in-

sulation and installation that would be really of advantage

to the National Electric Light association. I had in view

this—perhaps in innocence, because all the gentlemen

connected with wire interests expressed a great willingness

to co-operate with me—I wanted to have specimens of every

conductor that was in us2 laid before this committee and

to have them make all the scientific tests and to supplement

those with all the time and practical tests that they could

devise. For that reason the president at that timeselected

a committee of gentlemen who had every facility in this

country for doing the work. They were not prejudiced by

association with any particular manufacturing _ interests,

and each had a very excellent laboratory at his service.

The Western Union was represented, the Bell Telephone

company was represented on that committee, so to say

—

that is, their electricians were selected as proper persons.

There were other companies represented and it waslhought

that the results that were going to be obtained could be

made very valuable in that way. We had Cornell _ uni-

versity present by its representative. They w^ere all willing

to do a certain amount of work, they said, but they were

all determined that they did not want to appear to be ad-

vertising anybody's wire. As much as to say that if the

sun shone to-day and they were to praise it, ihey \vere ad-

vertising the one who made it. It was true that that was

a 1 they were called upon to do—that, was to report on what

was good wire. I tried to carry that through but they

were all too modest and fearful of the results. They then

tried to throw this matter back on the association and get

what information they could right through^ them.
_
The

gentleman from Nashville may perhaps be mistaken in sup-

posing that the superintendents of the different companies

will be unwilling to furnish this information. I happened

to be present last evening at a dinner given in honor of the

executive committee of this association, for which I cannot

express too frequent thanks, and there was one gentleman

who is present now, I believe, who said. "I waive the ex

ecutive committee part of it; I speak as the superintendent

of a station." Another member of the executive committee

spoke in the same way and then another, and it seemed to

me that this association had tried rather to get superin-

tendents of stations to represent them on the executive

committee. Now that was a very healthful state of affairs,

and why cannot we get from every man here who repre-

sents a company, srme information that will be of value to

this association? They are plain questions; al! we want
is that they should be truthfully answered, and the com-
mittee will winnow out all the chaff from it.

Mr. MoRuisoNi It strikes me the original intention

among the laymen was to find out from the scientists who
are members of the association what is the best material

and how it is best to apply that material to bring about the

best condition of insulation for air lines mainly. I do not

believe any steps have been taken in that direction by any
of the committees that hsve been appointed. The list of

questions which Dr. Moses has just read goes to show that

they are on the hunt for the same kind of informal ion that

we are after. We sought to get the information from them;

they are coming back now to get that information from the

station superintendents. I do not believe you will get that

information there. I do not believe that you will get a

foundation that will go far enough into the earth to prevent

jarring, if you seek to buiM your foundation in that direc-

tion. I do not believe that if the chairman of the com-
raitttee on insulation were t^,press the case month by
month during the recess between the meetings of the asso-

ciation, that he would get from the men, the use of whose
laboratories we had in view when the committee was ap-

pointed, satisfactory data from practical experiments, from

txperimenls made in lines which the superintendents of

companies have not been able to reach, and such informa-

tion as would put us on the right track in all future

operations

The question of how to s^eer clear of insulated wire

seems to be the one most largely in the minds cf the men
who own the stock in electric light companies. I beg to

call the attention of the gentlemen here who belong to the

various companies throughout the United States to this

statement which I have just made, and to ask them if there

are any here who fail to corroborate i". If the manager of

an electric light company selects a first class insulated wire

for his company the first question is, "What will it cost?"

He will state to them that it will cost so much. Why, the

answer is, ' There is Mr. DeCamp's company in Philadel-

phia, that buys wire f::r twenty-five cents a pound." The
president, or one of the directors of your company will say,

"Why can't you use exactly the same wire?" "Well, you
ran, but you wont have insulated wire; you will have un-
derwriters' wire; you will have cotton insulation, which
means no insulation." Now I claim that there are to-day

half a dozen insulated wires which quite nearly fill the bill

that we require. But the momert you suggest any one of

those then there arises in the mind of evi.ry member of

the .'issociation the fact that you are boosting one man's
business at the expense of some other man's business. The
next thing is that you are sat upon. One of the evils for

which 1 have never i)ecn able to suggest a remedy, is ju^t

this. Vou want information. From whom can you gel

reliable information? h'rom the man who has followed

such a course of investigation as enables him to come with

something in his hand and say, "Here is an article which

will do so and so." That man is a wire man; he has pro-

duced some sort cr an insulated wire and he makes a broad

claim for that wire. Now it seems to me that if this (om-

mittee were to take the wires offered by the gentlemen who
claim such and such qualities of insulation and apply the

apparatus and the facilities which their laboratories afford

to the testing of that insulation and give a fearless and

unbiased report, such an investigation I believe will very

nearly carry out the idea which was in mind when this

committee was first appointed. I throw out this suggestion

for the chairman of the committe.

I am trying to get at the right thing, but I cannot get at

it as directly as I could if it were another thing which I

know more about. Have I impressed you clearly, gentle-

men of the association? If I have not, perhaps if you will

ask me a question or two on this line it will brighttn up

my recollection a little bit. Let me repeat what I said:
_

If

instead of the committee which has been appointed going

to the superintendents of stations and asking them for the

information which this association has sought; if they will

take thefacihties which they possess and will take the in-

sulated wires for which such claims are being made and

will make practical working tests of those wires and will

give us the results it will be more satisfactory and more in

the line of what was intended when Ihe committee was ap-

pointed. There is some sort of a substance that is an in-

sulator. There are a number of dielectrics.
^

There are

lines for arc lighting underground ,
and in operation.

There are cable lines in the air where wires are all

bunched together, insulated from each other, and

they are in successful operation. Every one knows

that incandescent light wire is under ground, and that a

satisfactory insulation has been found for that. Now,
then, among the multitude of able men who have turned

their attention in this direction, backed up by enormous

capital, why cannot we get at some of the practical results

which they have achieved? Stop theorizing. Do not let

us attempt to build up a theory, but let us get at the prac-

tical facts which these men have reached through this la-

borious and expensive method which we all know as the

experimental line. It will bury more money than the yel-

low fever w-ill bury corpses in forty years. I make this

suggestion for the bem fit of myself and the other gentle-

men who desire to know what is best to do in the way of

insulation. If Mr. Mason gets up—and I see he is moving

in his chair—they will say that is simplex; if Mr. Candee

gets up they will say that is okonite; if another gets up

they will say that is kerite, and they will go through allthe

"ites'' until your head swims, and you get no information.

They will condemn this man and say he is getting up to

advocate his own goods. I am not adverse to that myself,

and I think the sooner you break down that idea and de-

vote a part of your sessions to the purpose of getting in-

formalion from the only source where you can get it—Irom

the men and companies who have spent their money in this

direction—until you abandon thir, fool notion that you are

boosting one man at the expense of another, just so long

you will be groping in the dark, and have such a report as

that presented by the committee with blanks for some su-

perintendent of an electric lighting station to fill in with

information about something he knows nothing about.

Mr. Mason: I do not propose to be held back from

speaking on this motion by any fear that any one will say

I uied to boom a wire. I do not believe that there is a

representative of any company who would degrade him-

self and abuse the privileges of this floor by any such

course, and I do not believe that anybody here will suspect

me of any such intent. The president will remember that

the original motion made two years ago for the appoint-

ment of a committee on insulation I had the honor to pro-

pose, and since that time I have felt moved to press the

continuance of the committee or the appointment of new
committees. So far the work has not been satisfactory, as

the gentleman who presented this quasi report to-day has

stated. The results have been nil. Personally I do not

believe that all the laboratory experiments that these learned

gentlemen and this committee could have made woukl have

been worth one farthing to the members of this association.

I do not believe that laboratory experiments upon insulation

give us any reliable practical facts. Furthermore, in talk-

ing with gentlemen who are of very high standing as ex-

perimenters I learn that such is their opinion. They allow

that they cannot make a series of experiments, one exactly

duplicating another.

I think I may say that I fully agree with the gentle-

man from Nashville in his opinion that we should get but

very few answers to those questions. If we sent the ques-

tions out, and if we got them, what is the value of each

series of answers? First, it depends on the character

of the man who writes, upon his ability, upon his frankness,

upon many other factors, and the value of these factors

cannot be estimated by the committee. I cannot conce.ve

how we are going to reach the end we want through any

such questions. I want to say right here and now that,

anxious as I am for the facts that are aimed at by these

questions, and earnestly desiring as I do that the whole

electrical fraternity shall be acquainted with the facts re-

garding all insulations—am^ong others, the fact that no

one insulation is the best for all cases—yet, I do not be-

lieve it is a wise use to which this association may be put

—to quote again t^e words of Mr. Morrison —to boom
anybody's goods. I do not want the goods of which I

have the honor to be the proprietor, to be boomed by this

association. I do not believe any other gentleman here

wants these goods to be boomed in that way. Mr. Presi-

dent, I shall run the risk of some unkind person saying, "He
did not want his goods tested thus," and put myself on the

good nature of my brethren by making this motion: That
this report be accepted, and the committee discharged.

The motion was seconded.

TiU': P_Ki-:sfiii'.Ni'—The pending motion is an amend-

ment offered by Mr. Mason, that: the report be received

and the committee discharged.
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Mr. Morrison': I object to any such motion I ob-
ject to the closing of any channel of information for this

association- I do not think that the shutting off of any
source of information that may have been opened in times
past will be of benefit to the association. I am glad to re-

ceive information from JNIr. Mason or from any other gen-
tleman engaged in his line. We all know what an honest

—

I would say a modest—set of men the wire men are. I

would never accuse them of being very honest, but modest.
But for my own sake, and the sake of the other members of

this association, I hope the gentleman's motion will notpre-
vail. That committee is composed of the most intelligent

men in the various lines of business which they follow. If

you discharge them you are at the mercy of Mr. Mason and
the wire men. If you-continue the committee you have an
intelligent body of reference to whom you can refer these

matters, and if Mr. Mason comes to me and says, " I have
the best insulated wire in the world," and gives me his

samples, I can go to the committee and say, " Mr. Mason
claims such and such properties for his goods," and then
these despised laboratory experiments come in very well.

You can take the results of the experiments to a chemist
and he will tell you whether the constituent parts of the in-

sulator are such as wiU carry out the guarantee of the gen-
tlemen who offers the wire for sale. 1 ask that the gentle-

men of this association will not vote to discharge that com-
mittee. It is a tough job to move to receive and approve
a half-finished report like the ones the committee has sent

in for two or three years, but it is better than no report at

all. They may wake up to the fact that the information
is of importance to them, and take enough time from their

slumbers or pleasures to make up a report that is free from
blanks and queries. I hope you will vote down the substi-

tute and accept the report such as it is, because it is the

best we can get at present.

The President: The chair desires to state in all fairness

that this question has been before the association several

times, and at the Boston meeting the committee was con-
tinued upon the ground that sufficient money had not been
provided by the association to make certain experiments
in this direction, but they were instructed to collate infor-

mation and make a report. Dr. Moses, for the chair-

man, stated that they had considerable valuable information.
The point now is, if you adopt this amendment or substi-

tute you will treat all that valuable information as practically

of no use. It will be in nobody's hand except as an
archive, and all the work that has been done will be lost.

That is the way it presents itself to the chair. I simply
state it so that you can vote intelligently. The question is

on the motion to accept the report, and discharge the com-
mittee.

The motion was lost, and the original motion to accept
the report and continue the committee was carried.

The President: We will take up the paper of S. S.

Leonard of Minneapolis, on petroleum as a fuel.

Allan V. Garratt read Mr. Leonard's paper on petroleum
fuel, as follows:

Petroleum Fuel.

by s. s. leonard.

The use of petroleum is by no means of recent date; it

was known to the ancient Greeks and Romans, being used
by them for illuminating purposes, as they had no electric

lights in that day. In fact the word "petroleum" is of
Latin derivation, meaning "rock oil." It has been, and
is being used for various purposes, from the sure cure of

numerous diseases to the generating of steam for electric

light stations. It is found in many parts of the globe, al-

though there are but few localities that are especially noted
for its production. In our country. New York, Pennsylvania,
Ohio and West Virginia' produce the greater part of the
supply. Although it was known to the early settlers of
these states, very little importance was attached to its value.

I presume there are rione so young here but who w'ill re-

member the oil craze, and the saying which was heard
almost daily of "So and So" has struck "ile." Perhaps
some of the members of this convention were fortunate
enough to strike " ile " and possibly some were unfortunate
enough to have been struck by '

' ile. " But to return to our
subject, petroleum fuel.

To say that it is a new fuel would hardly be correct, for
petroleum has been used as a fuel for. a number of years.
Experiments to determine itspracticabiliry asafuelhavebeen
creating a great deal of attention from those interested in
the matter for the last twenty years, and is now occupying
the minds of some of our ablest engineers and inventors.
Quoting from a very able paper on this subject by Chas. E.
Ashcroft, published in the Rome Journal of Commerce,
May 26, 1888: " The calorific power of petroleum for
the purpose of generating steam, and the evaporation of
water is several times greater than that of ordinary coa'..

The successful use of oil as a fuel has, however, been of
very recent date, yet so rapidly has it grown in favor that
to-day it is regarded as a strong competitor of coal, for
steam generating purposes, or where heat and fire are
wanted."

It was with a great many knowing winks and nods of the
heads of the engineers and firemen, who laughed at the idea
of making steam by the use of oil, that the writer attempted
the use of petroleum as a fuel. Of course it would not
work, and it did not work. Why? Because those who
were using it did not want it to, as they were afraid some
one of them would lose his job. We had seen enough of
its workings to satisfy ourselves that it could be made a
success, and the result is, that to-day we are saving from 20
to 25 per cent, on the cost of fuel and 50 per cent, in
labor, and these same men who laughed so hard on the start
at our attempt to use oil would feel that this world was a
poor place to live in, were we to return to the use of coal,
for not only their hearts but their backs would certainly be
broken.

Its advantages over other fuels are many. In the first

place, it is much more easily handled ; a steadier fire is easily
maintained under the boilers, consequently the steam is

kept at a more even pressure—a very important thing in the
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running of electric lights; there is no opening of furnace
doors, allowing cold air to come in contact with the boilers,
and there are no impurities in the oil such as abound in
coal; when through with it, by a simple turn of the wrist,
the fire is put out, and the ash pits are as clean as they were
before the fire was started; in less time than it takes to tell
It, you can start the fire. It is only rivaled in handling by
natural gas, and even then, unless we have all the modern
appliances for the handling of this gas, it is far easier to
manipulate.

Permit me to describe the arrangements for the handling
and use of this oil put in under the supervision of tlr e writer.
1 he oil is received in tank cars, holding from go to 150
barrels each, 42 gallons to the barrel. From these cars it

is drawn off through a valve in the bottom of the car, to a
storage tank or tanks,— there being two of them, holding
about 320 barrels each. These are placed under ground so
that the oil runs from the car into them by gravity. Care
should be taken not to spill the oil, nor stir it up more than
is possible as the odor from it is fully equal in strength to
new_mown hay, if not quite as agreeable. To prevent the
stirring up of the oil, the supply pipes entering through the
top of the tanks run nearly to the bottom, so that the tanks
are practically filled from the bottom. In the top of each
tank are manholes and a vent pipe, which is extended above
the tanks a short distance. These tanks, which are boiler
shaped, are placed end to end with a space of about eight
feet between them; this gives room to get at the various
pipes. They are joined togetherat the bottom by apipe which
also connects with the supply pipe running to the boiler room

;

then in the bottom of each is a drain pipe which will admit
of cleaning them out whenever necessary. There is also a
gauge glass in the end of each to show how much, if any,
water is in them. There is also a gauge made by a copper
float, which indicates the amount of oil in each tank. In
coldweather a small steam coil is inserted in the tank car
around the mouth of the valve to heat the oil so that it will
flow readily, for when the thermometer gets in the vicinity
of 30 or 40 degrees below, the oil is apt to be a Httle thick.
Care should be taken not to heat the oil too much, for when
hot it generates considerable gas which is not only very
odorous, but is really the cream of the fuel. I think it an
advantage to have the storage tanks under ground, there
being less danger from them in case of fire, and during the
winter the oil is less likely to chill. An open light should
never be used near them, although the oil itself is really

hard to ignite unless heated to a certain degree; still there
isapttobemoreor lessgasaround, which is quite explosive if

brought in contact with fire. The supply pipes to the furn-
aces are provided with a valve where they enter each tank,
also one in the fire room; this pipe of two and one-half
inches diameter, is enlarged to six inches for about four feet,

and in this six inch pipe a small steam pipe is inserted; with
this, the oil is heated from 130 to 140 degrees. This light-

ens it so that it burns more readily, or I should say it

is turned into gas.

We come now to the burners, which are also fed by
gravity, as the storage tanks, although under ground, are

still higherthan the furnaces. One might suppose that owing
to the recent introduction of petroleum as a fuel, some diflli-

culty might be experienced in obtaining burners, but their

name is legion, and they are as numerous as electric light

systems, and like them in another respect, each man's is the

best. Our experience has been that the more simple the
burner the better the result. One that thoroughly vaporizes

the oil before burning it is, we think, preferable to one that

burns the oil. In the former there can possibly be no waste.

In furnaces where we have been using this kind of a burner,

the bricks areas clean as they werethe daythey were put in.

Steam and hot air are the other ingredients that are used in

connection with the oil, andan abundant supply of the latter

we have found adds very much to the efficiency of the fire.

Regarding the proper settings, circumstances will

determine to a certain extent. An excellent plan is given

by the Standard Oil company, in their pamphlet on " Oil as

a Fuel." This we have adopted with a few modifications

which we found necessary by experience. There is no
doubt but that a better fire can be obtained from oil than

from coal or wood, and when properly used the smoke
nuisance problem which has been agitating the minds of the

people of some uf our large cities is solved, for there is not

a particle of smoke to be seen issuing from the stack— not

even w-hen everything is running full blast.

A word as to its danger. When properly put in and
handled with ordinary care, or when good common sense is

used in the use of this oil, I do not see why it should be any
more apt to cause trouble than coal, although the insurance

companies insist on higher rates when used. I think it more
from ignorance of the subject than from there being any
more danger. At the same time I am willing to admit that

it could be put in and used in such a way as to greatly in-

crease the danger of fire. So might your houses be wired

for electric lights; piped for gas; a kerosene lamp hung, or

your gasoline stove filled in such manner that the fire risk

would be much greater than in the case of your neighbor who
uses electric lights, gas, kerosene or gasoline the same as

you do, but has his put in properly and handles it as it

should be. As to its economy over coal, I have already

mentioned that there was a saving of from 20 to 25 per

cent, on the cost of fuel and from 40 to 50 per cent, in

labor. From tests recently made by us, the following

figures were obtained; 1 11.34 horsepower running six

hours, used 250 gallons of oil, costing 1^5. 50, or at the rate

of 70 cents per 100 horse power per hour; 104.8 horse

power running six hours, used 3,461 pounds of coal, costing

$5.45. or at the rate of 86 cents per hundred horse power
per hour. Another test gave the following figures: 96.45
horse power runnings hours, used 4,014. 75 pounds of coal,

costing $6.32, or So cents per 100 horsepower per hour;

115.54 horse power running 7 hours, used 233 gallons of

oil, costing §5-05, or 62 cents per 100 horsepower per

hour. On the foregoing basis, oil is from 17 to 32 per

cent, cheaper than coal. The highest evaporation made
with oil was 14.8 pounds of water per pound of oil, with

feed water at 103 degrees, and with coal, 5.38 pounds of

water per pound of coal, feed wafer at 103 degrees. The

coa! used was a good grade of Illinois lump, costing $3.iS
per ton, but which is usually worth $3.25.

In the matter of labor, one man can easily attend from
7 to 10 150 horse power boilers and then have less to do
than he would were he firing one boiler with coal. After a
week's run with oil the boiler flues are much cleaner than
they would be from the use of bituminous coal for one
night, especially western coal. The fire room can be kept
as cleanas the dvnamo room. There being no ashes, the
expense of handling them is saved and the presence of dirt
IS avoided. The handling of ashes is no small item where
some twenty tons of coal are being used every twenty-four
hours. I might say that these tests were made during a
part of a day's run, and it is our opinion that a more favorable
showing could be made with the oil, where a larger number of
boilers are in use. It seems to work better w^ith a good fire

than where a small fire is sufficient. With our pipe lines
affording a cheap method of transportation, the future of
petroleum fuel is assured, and I think there is no doubt
but with true Yankee ingenuity a burner or some method
will be brought forward by which the use of petroleum as a
fuel will be greatly improved.

The President: In connection with this paper I desire
to read the following letter, as due to Mr. Leonard:

"Minneapolis, Min?;., Aug. 22, 1S8S.
'* S. A. Duncan, Esq., Pittshitrg, Pa.:
" My Dear Sir: I herewith hand you the paper on fuel

oil that you requested me to write when here. All I have
to say is, that if you take the time to look it over and think
after doing so that it is not worth the while to take up time
that would undoubtedly be spent to better advantage by
having it read before the convention, do not hesitate to lay
it one side, as no feelings will be hurt. Should you. how-
ever, think best to present it to the convention, I shall feel

very well pleased if I have been able to say anything that
will be of any benefit to the association. It will be impos-
sible for me to be present. Yours very truly,

" S. S. Leonard."
The way this matter came about was that, being in

Minneapolis some weeks ago, I walked into his station and
wanted to know where he got natural gas, and laughingly
he said, " We use gas in a different way." Then the ques-
tion came up as to the economies and so on, and I found
that he obtained such satisfactory results from the use of
petroleum, and was so entirely satisfied with the economies
as compared with his former experience with coal, that I

asked him to prepare this paper. It is now before you for

discussion, and I hope you will go into it.

i\Ir. Morrison: As Mr. Garratt was reading Mr. Leon-
ard's article, I asked Mr. Pope to analyze the figures. Here
they are: 250 gallons of oil cost $5.50; that is 76 cents per
100 horse power per hour. Coal costs 86 cents per 100
horse power per hour, a difference of 10 cents per 100 horse

power per hour. If you take a station of 5,000 or 6,000
horse power and run a year, that is a considerable item.

This paper is a very startling one to me. I saw it yesterday.

It is a most startling one if the details are true. We have
no reason to doubt the statements; I have none. If any
gentleman has made experiments in that direction that will

throw a doubt on these statements, I hope he will get up
and say so. In 1S65, that is twenty odd years ago, I was a

telegraph operator at Parkersburg in West Virginia. They
did not get coal enough for their use. There was a man
named Shipley, who was engineer in the Swan house, a
tavern right across from the telegraph office, and there for

the first time I saw the burning of petroleum. There was
plenty of it there then. Wood county had got into the habit

of squirting oil out of the ground, as in Pennsylvania, and
oil was very cheap. I think it is cheaper to-day than it was
then. If this is true I want to know something about it,

for we will be running six or seven thousand horse power
within the next six months or so. There is another item

not mentioned in the paper. With coal, it costs us 25 cents

a load to haul the ashes away, I have not at the end of my
tongue the figures of our station; but we use a low grade of

fuel. It costs a little less than three dollars a ton. It is

known as screenings and soft slack coal. It has always

been an open question with me whether there was very much
economy in the end with it, but it costs well up to three

dollars before we get through with it. Now it costs you

three men to handle it, and out of this trash that you burn,

the ashes are nearly 50 per cent, of the fuel you put on the

grate bars. Of course you must make allowance for these

statements, because I am making them off hand. But I

observe, if ^ve burn, say fifty or sixty tons of coal a night,

we generally have thirty or forty cartloads of ashes to haul

away the next day. Now that goes to show that pretty

near half of the stuff comes out in the form of ashes and

sand and slate from the mines, and so on. That is another

item that you can charge up to the economy of this petro-

leum fuel. In the new station we are going to build I shall

equip one battery of boilers with coal oil. Mr. Weeks of

Kansas City is going to make large additions to his plant,

and I hope he will do exactly the same thing. What do

you pay for coal in your country. Mr. Weeks?
Mr. AVeeks: Two dollars and fifty-six cents.

Mr. Morrison: What kind of coal?

Mr. Weeks: Not bituminous.

Mr. Morrison: How much do yon use per horse power

per hour?

Mr. Weeks: About six pounds.

Mr. Morrison; On a Buckeye engine?

Mr. Weeks: No, Ide engines.

Mr. Morrison: I would suggest that every gentleman

who is a member of this association, and who contemplates

any additions to his plant, will take a copy of this report

and analyze it carefully. If there is something he does not

understand, let him ask Mr. Leonard to explain it and then

try it practically himself?

Frank Ridlon: I have been superintendent of a large

coal tar company. From that material we got out various

substances that w'ere valuable for coloring matters. We
finally came to the last portion of that which was knofvn as

dirt oil. It was used at that time for the making of glass,

and was also sold later at a somewhat higher price for the

creosotin"- of wood /or railroad ties, spiles, etc. We a: one
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time found it impossible to get a sale for that article, and

when we had to sell it for about a dollar a barrel, we found

it cheaper to burn it, and we did burn it with very good sat-

isfaction, although the apparatus forusing it was very crude

indeed, not only as to the economy of heat, but as to the

wasting of fuel. We simply had a perforated plate and
another plate that was not perforated underneath and let

the oil drip down upon it; but we found it a very fine ma-
terial to use. When we could not get a dollar a barrel for

it, we found it cheaper than burning coke, for which we
were then paying about $2.50 a chaldron.

Mr. DeCami': I would like to ask how long Mr. Leon-

ard has been using oil?

The President: The chair will state that he was there

about the lOth of July, and Mr. Leonard had then been

using that oil several months. He had first made the ex-

periment with smaller quantities of oil, but the company had
got to the point where he had put these tanks in as reser-

voirs, and they ran in a side track alongside his station and
emptied into his reservoir tanks. It is as clean and nice a

piece of business as I ever saw.

Mr. DeCamp: Mr. Leonard's paper is a very remarkable

one. Some two or three years ago' I paid some considerable

attention to the subject of oil fuel. Several methods have
been adopted in Philadelphia for the utilization of oil, but

the parties who adopted them Anally abandoned them. I

was never able to learn just what their reasons were, but

they used them with apparent success for some time and,

from what they said, with great economy, and then they

dropped it. During a residence of two years in the oil re-

gion I found that the people there who we controlling wells

and who had every facility for getting cheap oil from the

various refineries through the country would prefer to pay
as high as $20 a ton for coal. There would be occasionally

a man who would start up with an oil-burning apparatus,

but he would abandon it. Taking those things in connec-

tion with the inquiries in Philadelphia and the final .results

of their efforts there led me to abandon them. As I sec

figures are presented in that paper on the first cost 01 the

fuel as compared with coal. There is not a very material

difference, but the labor item and other expenses extended

to coat, which would not be extended to this, are quite suffi-

cient to make that of very great interest to this association.

I have recently completed a test of coal. I have been using

one particular coal for about four years, and we do not seem
to have the benefit of the competition in the coal business.

In fact, we do not seem to be able to strike coal that is

equal to it; so we are confined to that particular coal. But
the result of a recent test made with a new coal as compared
with the coal we are now using showed a difference of 85

cents a ton. Our coal cost us in one instance 60 cents

per hundred horse power per hour, and the other, 63 cents,

the 63 cents being the lowest priced coal. Now we differ

from Mr. Morrison; we do not use screenings. I havecome
to the conclusion, in the last two or three years, that the

best coal was, takfng all things into consideration, the

cheapest coal to use-. In the one case the cheaper coal gave
about three cart loads of ashes—three and a half cart loads

of ashes to every ton of coal, and in the better class of coal

it was a trifle less than two. Our ashes cost us from one
station 75 cents a load to haul and from another station

40 cents. There is a difference in our experience in using
what we think is good clean coal. We have no refuse to

contend ^vith. In the comparison between these two coals

on the point of labor I do not recollect just how many men
there are in the boiler house, but it would have been neces-

sary to have put one additional man in the boiler room from
the fact that the belter coal would run a full fourteen hours
without the fire being cleaned, and with the other coal we
would have to clean fires certainly during the run. That
would necessitate another man as a laboring man in the

fire room. I made up the estimate on those two coals.

There is a difference of 85 cents a ton between them. The
labor and everything else taken into consideration was equal
to about $1.10 a ton. One coal cost us $2.90 put in the

boiler room and the other cost us $2.75. Our consumption
of coal is about 12,000 tons a year. The figures presented
by Mr, Leonard are just about on a par with the best coal

we use; so that there \^ no doubt of the importance of that

paper if Mr. Leonard is correct in his figures.

Mr. Perry—The gentleman from Baltimore who is us-

ing coal dust and soft coal mixed, has had an experience in

regard to the ash which is quite different from mine, al-

though the net results of Mr. DeCamp's experiments and
also the net results of the experiments of the gentleman
from Baltimore were very similar, and they seem to be very
much like the result of using the oil fuel; that is to say,

about sixty-two one-hundredths of a cent to sixty-six one-
hundredths of a cent per hour per horse power. That was the

result of his experience, and also of Mr. DeCamp s. Last
autumn our company having decided to build a station for

themselves, being simply lessees of some property and hav-
ing determined on some radical changes in the arrangement
of the steam plant, I thought it would be an excellent

thing to put on a first-class steam engineer and ascertain

not what we might do by fancy firing and jockeying but
just what we were doing in everyday practice. W'e se-

lected for that purpose a gentleman very well-known who
was trained under George H. Corliss, John T. ilenthorn, a
member of the yVmerican Society of Civil Engineers, and
also of the Society of Steam Engineers and asked him to

determine what we were doing. We made no changes
whatever. The result was a horse power for about sixty-

two one-hundredths of a cent per hour. We used for fuel

three parts of anthracite dust—not pea and dust, but simply
dust— no pea in it whatever—with one part of Pocahontas
or an ordinary llattop coal. The result of that was about
seventeen per cent, of ash. Our runs were good runs,

We made forty-eight hour straight tests, running right

through, two days and two nights. Having some power
business, and also some all day business, we run our stations

twenty-four hours. The result, which confirms the state-

ment of Mr. Morrison, and also of that gentleman from
Philadelphia, was about sixty-two to sixty-six one-
hundredths of a cent per hour per horse power,
and in the ash, as I say, about .sixteen or sev-

enteen per cent, in weight. Now another very

peculiar thing was that when we just concluded our

first day's run, it came on raining and continued to rain for

the whole twenty-four hours. So far as we were able to as-

certain there was not a change of a single tight. The same

hours were run, the same number of lights were run and
everything, but it took an average of twenty horse power

more, the average of the twenty-four hours being at the

rate, I think, of about 142 horsepower per hour for the

twenty-four hours. The second day, when it was raining,

and it did come down vigorously, it poured the whole

twenty-four hours; it was just 162 horse power per hour for

the twenty-four hours. We are using underwriters' wire

all the way through. We have no especial interruption

from grounds, except general leaks all along the line that

might be induced. The results of coal using and of oil

burning seem to be about the same in the four stations

—

the Baltimore, the Philadelphia, the Minneapolis and the

Providence stations.

Mr. Morrison: I would rather take the gentleman's

statement than my guesswork. The gentleman has stated

these as actual facts from tests.

Mr. Perry: Yes. Our engines were indicated every

twenty minutes.

Mr. Morrison: Now in regard to the ash.

Mr. Perry: As we intend to abandon the high pressure

engine, for we propose to run at high speed the same as be-

fore, but we wilt use a compound engine and surface con-

denser, I wanted to know just what we were accomplishing

with that engine, and to ascertain what benefit we would de-

rive from adopting the other engine. We shall go into the

new station in the course of three or four months. We
have used an Armington 1^ Sims engine. We have not yet

fully decided what engine we are going to use except that it

will be a compound engine and have a surface condenser.

We intend to arrange the station so as to get a uniform

load while operating the engine.

The Presiuent: Did you include the cost of hauling

refuse matter?

Mr. Perry: No. sir. That is simply the net cost of the

whole.

The President: Then you can figure twenty per cent.

at least for that.

Mr. Perry: It costs us twenty-eight cents a load to

haul the ashes.

Prof. Van der Weyde: A year ago I had a rare op-

portunity to test the economy of coal compared with petro-

leum. I was testing a new style of dynamo in order to de-

termine the economy of an alleged improvement. '1 he

parties interested in it concluded to make another test and
by means of the power from a petroleum boiler. I was
very glad of that. The petroleum boiler was furnished

with a furnace. I had the consumption of petroleum
watched carefully. I have not in my memory the correct

figures, but I can tell you the upshot of the results ob-

tained. The dynamo was tested also. The steam power
furnished to it I had carefully tested with indicator dia-

grams. I made the test as well as a conscientious scientific

application could make it. The result was that when com-
pared with the consumption of coal, the petroleum was a

great deal dearer notwithstanding that the coal is more ex-

pensive here in New York than in many other places. I

remember the upshot only, which was this: As long as

crude petroleum will cost more than forty cents a barrel it is

cheaper to run under a slack coal. When I stated the re-

sult to a prominent Philadelphia manufacturer he told me
that they had the free use of gasoline from some petroleum
furnace there, and so they used it for a time until the gaso-
line got more valuable in the market, and they could not
get it gratis any more, and they had to buy it. Then they
stopped, because if they had to pay for the gasoline it

would be much cheaper to use coal, and they returned to

the use of coal. Only where the peculiar circumstances
admit of getting petroleum cheao can it be used to advant-
age. If that is not the case, it cannot be used to advant-
age. For instance, in Russia they use petroleum largely

because they have no coal, but in the city of New York I

am perfectly satisfied that notwithstanding there is some
saving in the handling of the fuel when we use petroleum,
that coal is cheaper in New \'ork city.

Mr. Morrison: What did you pay for the petroleum.
Prof. Van der Weyde? *

Prof. Van der Weyde: l^e petroleum was ^i a bar-

rel.

Mr. Morrison: I want to find out what this experiment
is based on—the price per gallon for oil, and the price per
ton per coal, the length of the test. etc.

The President: Can you inform the association. Pro-
fessor, the length of time of the test, and the cost of the
fuel of each description.

Prof. Van der Weyde: The test for petroleum was for

about a fortnight.

Mr. Morrison: How large a plant?
Prof. Van der Weyde: The plant was small. I must

confess that the plant was not more than enough to fur-

nish about twenty horse power.
Mr. Morrison: You used crude petroleum, I suppose?
Prof. Van der Weyde: Crude petroleum.
Mr. Morrison: It cost you how much?
Prof. Van der Weyde: A dollar a barrel. I made a

calculation at that time Chat if we could have had the pe-
troleum at forty cents a barrel, then it would be cheaper. I

must also say that the arrangement for consuming the pe-
troleum was very fine—one of the best I have seen, while
the arrangement for the coal consumption may not have
been so perfect. It was an ordinary horizontal' boiler.

Mr. MoRiiisoN; What did you pay for the coal?
Pkof. Van dkk Weyde: I believe it was $3.50 a ton

delivered at the place.

Mk. Weeks: What kind of coal?
PiU)F. Van DEii Weyde: Anthracite coal.

Mr. Moukison: Do you think that experiment would be
as reliable as using say 100 horse power?

I'KOF. Van der Wkvdk: That is a question 1 would de-
cline to answt-r. My experiments were with an engine of
about twenty horse power.

Mr. Morrison: What was the difference in the cost?

Prof. Van der Weyde: I have not the figures in my
mind, but I know that the result of my calculation was
that when we could get petroleum for forty cents a barrel

then we could make steam as cheap as with coal.

Mr. Pendleton: In view of the discrepancy in the re-

sults. I thought it might be interesting, referring to Mr.
DeCamp's experience to ask him whether he had ever heard
of a petroleum fire burning the iron. I recollect many
years ago that was the complaint of many engineers, and
it might be interesting to know if he ever heard of such a
result being caused by the discontinuance of the use of

coal as a fuel.

Prof. Van der Weyde: I am glad Mr. Pendleton men-
tioned this, because in my observation for fourteen days
of a petroleum furnace I saw that it sufTered greatly and I

was expecting that if it was used for a protracted time it

would give out.

The President: Will Mr. DeCamp please answer the

question of the gentleman?
Mr. De Camp: I never was able to learn anything about

that. The least and most important effort made in that

direction was in a shoe factory. The proprietor of that f

factory is a man of very large means, and progressive; he '

had very small facilities for coal storage and went to a very

considerable expense. I judged from the looks of his place,

to put in the boilers and power suitable for his factory. I

suppose, he used fifty horse power. I do not know whether he
ever published them or not, but he made statements very

freely that he was saving a great deal of money in his fuel

account. I do not think he ran more than six months when
he abandoned it. Whether he found his boilers were burn-

ing out or not I never heard. I sent our engineer over to

West Philadelphia at one time to look at an experimental

plant put up there, but there was nothing that he learned at

all satisfactory to himself or me either. Petroleum has

been a drug on the market for a good many years and at

points where there is a great deal of power used, and it is a

mystery how it can be very much cheaper. It seems to me
that would have been discovered sooner, because in certain

parts of this state there is great trouble in getting rid of a
certain class of petroleum. This is a statement I heard

made by one of the officers of the Atlantic Refining com-
pany. He made the proposition to me when we were hard
pressed for steam at one of our stations. He offered to

set up a locomotive boiler and put in oil to run it with, if

we would assume the expense of putting it up. I figured

over that for a while and came to the conclusion I did not

want to do it. I said to him, "If this is what you state it is we
will use it all over." We were then burning about twelve

tons of coal a day at one of our stations where we had every

facility for handling oil. He said No, that would not

do. This Atlantic Refining company is a very large con-

cern. He said that the product of oil which was adapted
to that sort of firing was limited; that any demand for it for

fuel purposes would put the price uo so high as to make it

prohibitory.

Prof. Van Der Weyde : Another illustration comes to

my mind. In the city of Yonkers, at Hastings there are

gas works where petroleum is converted into gas. They
commenced with coal as fuel and after a while they tried

petroleum, and instructed by the experience I had had

before with a dynamo, I told them I did not expect they

would be satisfied. It turned out that way. They aban-

doned the use of petroleum and returned to the use of coal.

The President: The hour is getting very near adjourn-

ment and this is a very interesting subject. This question

of burning out boilers with petroleum gas is all nonsense

—

because it is identically the same as natural gas when it is

properh' burned under boilers, and there are more boilers

used with natural gas burning under them lasting longer

than any with coal under them. In regard to the question

of economy the only thing I know about it is the statement of

Mr. Leonard. Mr. Leonard is a practical man and is run-

ning a good sized station and I have no doubt he will stand

over the figures he has given. If these two points are such

as to induce this association to have a committee to see if

they can get a few more statistics on this thing, all right;

but so far as the present discussion is concerned it will

have to close at this time.

Mr. Morrison: I hope we may be able to hear from Mr.

DeLand before adjourning.

Mr. Pendleton: I beg to say in reply to Mr. Duncan's

remark that the action is different in burning gas

under water and burning tbe petroleum in the manner
spoken of by the gentleman who presented the paper. In

one case you have the mixture of pure gas burning and in

the other case you have a mixture of steam and hot air. It

is a well known chemical fact that at white heat, usually

steam is decomposed and the action upon the iron in the

vicinity would be very dilTerent. I am aware that the use

of petroleum for fuel is by no means a novel subject. I

recollect in my boyhood that a locomotive boiler was put up

in a battery and petroleum was used there for several days,

being placed through roses in the fire box, and afterward

when the question came up of burning the natural gas, it

was sometime before they could manage to control it prop-

erly; but it became finally a great success. I only call at-

tention to the fact that while the subject is worthy of fhe

most careful attention of any committee, yet the burning of

natural gas by no means solves the question of burning

petroleum where hot steam and air are burned with it.

Mr. Sunny: The company that I am connected with has

a station just south of the city limits of Chicago. Our coal

cost us about $900 a month. We were burning it by the

car load. The coal was wet at the mines; it was generally

wet when it was weighed, and by the time the car got to us

we found it short about twenty per cent, in weight, so we
got about $700 worth of coal and paid $900 for it. On
investigating this question of oil burning and corresponding
with a large number of gentlemen who had some experience

and who had been using oil burners for a long period, we
found that in most instances the same results could be had
out of two barrels of oil as out of a ton of ordinary

bituminous coal. Our coal was costing us about lji3.oo

a ion. We could buy oil for sixty cents a barrel, so that
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the equivalent of one ton of coal would be $i.8o, making a

saving of $1.20 on a ton of coal. The saving that we ex-

pected to get out on the change from coal to oil figured at

the difference between ^957 a month and $540 a month,

and we make a saving of ^45 a month for the salary of a

coal passer, and $12 for hauling the coal in and taking care

of the ashes. We expect to make in any event a saving of

35 per cent., although the figures guaranteed to us by the

men who are handling oil burners, and the figures are said to

be reliable by men who have experimented, would indicate

that there would be a saving of 40 per cent.

With regard to Mr, Leonard's figures as to the economy,

I should say that the fact ought to be taken into consider-

ation, that the oil costs him, perhaps, two and a quarter

cents a gallon in Minneapolis while it costs a cent and three-

quarters in Chicago. With regard to the burning out of

the boilers I found that that largely depended on whether

vou could distribute your flame all around the boiler. But

there are several methods whereby you can distribute your

flame so equally that there will be no efllect on the boiler

whatever and you can get the same result out of the use of

.oil as you can get from the use of coal with respect to the

burning of boilers.

Freu. De Land: Mr. DeCamp asked how long

the experiment at Minneapohs had been carried on

—

about nine months, if I remember rightly. They started

the latter part of December or January. There is an ex-

periment going on at New Orleans that will probably be

interesting. It is the Louisiana Electric Light & Power

company; Morris J. Hart is the general inamager and he

would probably give yon all the information you desire

if you correspond with him. I was down there several

months ago. It is stated he has the largest station

in the world in capacity. He has a capacity of nearly three

thousand arc lights. The horse power, I believe, is over

1,200. He had been in the habit of purchasing his coal and

having it shipped in barges down the Ohio and Missis-

sippi River and wheeled in barrels 400 yards from tlie docks

into his station. He found that by using oil he could save

thirty-one percent., and he brought that about in this way:

He purchased his oil, of course, from the Standard Oil com-

pany. He sunk two large tanks in the ground, each con-

taining 100.000 barrels of oil. The switch passes his sta-

tion. The cars are brought down to the tanks emptied there

and taken back. The saving came about in the wheeling

out of the ashes; the cost of hauling the coal from the

barges to the fire room; the doing away with one or more

firemen and other httle incidentals; but the net result at that

time was a saving of thirty-one per cent, over the cost of

burning coal.

Mr, Colvin of Baltimore: I was at that station a few-

days ago and the situation there is interesting. He has

one battery of boilers running by petroleum and another

running by coal right next to it. I could not give any

technical data, but I could get it of Mr. Hart.

Mr. De Land: I would like to say that the time I speak

of was in March or April and they were then burning coal.

Mr. Hart told me at that time that he was going to do
away with the consumption, of coal as soon as the question

. was definitely settled.

The President : This is certainly an interesting dis-

cussion, but we will have to pass it and adjourn until to-

morrow morning at such hour as will suit the convenience of

the convention. Before doing so I desire to announce the

committee on place of meeting, which will be as follows:

Messrs. Brown of Chicago, Weeks of Kansas City; Officer

of Council Bluffs; DeCamp of Philadelphia and Stanley of

Bridgeport.

The first business to-morrow morning is the under-

ground question and an exhibition, I understand, will be

made for the information of the gentlemen of the conven-

tion.

Od motion of Mr. Morrison the confention then ad-

journed until Thursday morning at 10 o'clock.

Thursday's Proceedings.
The President: Gentlemen, this morning's session

is to be devoted exclusively to the question of under-

ground conduits or conductors in the city of New York
We will have read all communications and clear up the

general business on the secretary's table, after which we
will take up S. S. Wheeler's paper, then the paper by E.

G- Acheson, and then the one by H. C. Chenoweth.

The secretary then read the following communication

from Somerville P. Tuck, Assistant~Commissioner-Gen-

eral, addressed to S. A. Duncan, president of the National

Electric Light Association.

"Dear Sir: 1 have taken the liberty to send you by mail

this day a package of one hundred circulars relating to the

Paris exposition of 18S9. Mr. Abdank-Abakanowics, the

representative of the syndicate which has contracted for

the lighting of the exposition, is row in this city, having

brought to this commission an official letter of introduction

from M. Georges Berger, the director-general of the expo-

sition. I inclose you a clipping from an electrical paper

which will give you the details of his mission. I also in-

clo^ic you blank form of application for subscription to

the stock with extracts from the by*Iaws of the syndi-

cate. At the request of Commissioner-General Franklin,

Mr. Abdank cabled the president of the French syndi-

cate on the 22d instant, asking if they would receive

until Oct. I, subscriptions to its stock on the part of

American electrical companies, should such companies de-

sire to subscribe, and in answer thereto a cable was re-

ceived from the president to the effect that no engage

raents could be made as requested, but that the syndicate

would do all in its power to receive subscriptions made
previous 10 Oct. 1, next. Mr. Abdank informs me that

he will await your convenience and be ready to make all

explanations that may be desired in regard to the matter in

which he is interested, and I am sure that he will receive a

most cordial reception and due attention.
' Thanking you in advance for anything which vou may

be able ti do for him."
The President: This communication will be received

and filed, and the gentlemen who desire to look into the

matter will find blanks on the secretary's table, and I

think, in view of ihe importance of the general exhibit
which is to be made at that time, that we will all be inter-

ested in at least looking up the matter.
The secretary next read a communication from James

Allison, president of the Centennial exposition of Cincin-
nati, addressed to Dr. Otto A. Moses, as follows:

" Dc-a} Sir: The Commissioners of the Centennial ex-

position of the Ohio valley and Central States wish to call

the attention of the members of your association to the
electrical features of the exposition and to submit a brief

statement of what is to be seen in that line, together with
an invitation to all who can do so to visit us.

''It has been the intention of the commission to make
electric lighting a special feature of the expoitions. and
they have taken especial pains to have a variety of systems
shown and to display the apparatus to the best advantage.
As a large amount of light was required for illuminating

Ihe buildings, arrangements were made with five manu
facturers of electric light machinery for the use of their

apparatus, the exposition using the same for service and
the companies having the advantage of large exhibits in

regular service. The following companies are furnishing

apparatus: The Westinghouse Electric company, Hart-
ford, Conn., eight dynamos and 230 a''c lamps; The West-
ern Electric company, Chicago, III ,

eight dynamos and
225 lamps. The Mather Electric company, the Edison
company and the Queen City company, of Cincinnati,

t'vo 500 light dynamos and 1,000 incandescent lamps each.

Four of these plants are arranged in a combined station situ-

ated in the park building, each lamp driven by a separate

engine, the whole making a fine exhibit, the other being
located in the pioneer hall, on account of its being ar-

ranged for after the general plant had been designed.

"The lamps are distributed all through Ihe buildings,

being used for illumination and decoration, about 500 in-

candescents being used for the art gallery, about 600 for

showcases, 900 for decorating music hall, 150 lamps for

lighting the park building and the government exhibit; as

many more for the machinery hall, and about 100 for the

outdoor illuminations. This latter has been made a spec-

ial feature, and shows the effect of tower and street light-

ing to perfection. Besides this there are several private

exhibits of incandescent lights and some motor exhibits,

among them a 50-horse power generator and about 25

smail motors exhibited by the Queen City company.
There is also an exhibit of constant current motors by the

Card Motor company, of Cincinnati, O , the current be-

ing furnished by a Waterhouse dynamo, and two 2-horse

power motors furnished by the Mather Electric company.
In addition to this the commissioners arranged at great

expense with the local Edison agents for a decorative and
novelty display, which has proven a great attraction.

About 2,000 incandescent lamps are used in designs such

as illuminated fountains and cascades, umbrellas, Christ-

mas trees, revolving ilower gardens, etc , the lamps being

flashed at intervals, giving a very fine effect. We hope
the members of your association will find it convenient to

come and see this display, and we think they will be well

pleased."

The President: The communication will be received

and filed.

Mr Foote: In behalf of that communication, I wish to

say that the Centennial exposition in Cincinnati will prob-

ably show the best electrical exhibit ever seen in this

country. We are to have a grand display, showing elec-

tricity in competition with gas, and I think it would be well

for every member of the association to go to Cincinnati

and see it. I would make the announcement, in behalf of

the commissioners of the exposition, that the members of

this association who will call at the secretary's office and
present the'r cards of membership in this association will

be given tickets of admission to the exposition.

The secretary next read a communication from W.
H. Eckert, saying that the Metropolitan Telephone and
Telegraph company had placed a telephone in the hotel

for the use of the association

The secretary next read a communication from A. S.

Hibbard, saying that the American Telephone and Tele-

graph company had placed a long distance telephone in the

hotel for the use of the association.

Both communications were received, and a vote of thanks

returned.

The secretary next read a communication from R. T.

McDonald, treasurer of the Fort Wayne Jenney Electric

Light company of Fort Wayne, Ind., and also a commu-
nication, attached to the former, from R. B. Rossington,

local freight agent at Fort Wayne of the Pennsylvania com-

pany, as follows:

"TF. //. Harding, Secretary'.

''Dear Sir: Inclosed find copy of letter from R. B Ros-

sington, freight agent at Fort Wayne, whicn will explain

itself. We should be very glad, indeed, if you would take

this matter up with the Traffic Association committee and

see if the classification on carbons cannot be changed.

As it is, the freight charges are exorbitant. Any assistance

that we can render in this matter will be cheerfully furn-

ished."

"i2. T. McDonald, Treasurer.

"Dear Sir: Your letter of the 15th inst., relative to ex-

cessive rate on shipments of carbons from Pittsburgh, has

been referred to Mr. Orr. division freight agent, Pittsburgh,

Pa., who makes the following reply: ' Electric light carbons

boxed are classified as first-class, at which shipment in

question was billed. It would be necessary to have a

change made in classification before we could do anything,

and, besides, we have no complaint from shippers.' Judg-

ing from the above from J. P. Orr, I would think it advisa-

ble to take the matter up with shippers and have them

petition the Central Association committee for a change in

classification of carbons, as it is necessary that shippers, as

well as consignees, shall make complaint of such matters,

before they will b-!" entertained by the company."

The President: Gentlemen, you have heard the com-

munication. It will be received and filed, and the chair

would suggest that each member of this association en-

gaged in the lighting business should file with the secretary
a petition regarding the question of classification of freight
rates for carbons. That being done, we will then take up
the subject through the executive committee, and may possi-
bly be able to obtain something that will benefit us all.

There being no objection, that will be the action, and the
communication Will be referred to the executive committee.
The secretary has already, under direction of the executive
committee, sent out communications to the different com-
panies, but has received very meager responses. Now, gen-
tlemen, it remains with yourselves whether you will take this

subject up and press it. The secretary can do nothing un-
til he receives sufficient petitions to act upon. If gentle-
men will promptly file petitions, or a statement of their
views in regard to this matter with the secretary, the exec-
utive committee will at once attend to it.

The secretary ne.\t read a communication from Prof.
Eiihu Thomson, tendering his resignation as chairman
of the committee on insulation and installation.

On motion, the chair was directed to appoint a substi-
tute, the committee to select its own chairman.
Mr. Foote: I ask permission to offer a resolution

touching the address of Mayor Hewitt yesterday.
Permission was granted, and Mr. Foote offered the fol-

lowing:
" Whereas, Abram S Hewitt, mayor of New York City,

has honored this association with an address of welcome;
and

" ]Vhereas, In his address he has given a concise and
impressive presentation of the importance to civilization of
the utilization of the electrical force in the mechanical ser-

vice of the people, which is second to none ever before
offered; and

''Whereas, In so doing he has announced sentiments
indic-jtive of the man in his complex character of philos-

opher, statesman, politician and master of business affairs;

therefore,
"j5(.- // resolved. That, as a mark of appreciation of his

masterful grasp of the importance of the subject, his clear-

sighted and generous presentation of it and his kindly
courtesy, the secretary of this association be, and he is

hereby, directed lo print an authorized copy of said ad-
dress in pamphlet form, and supply the same to members
of the association at a price 10 per cent, in advance of the
cost of production."

A Member: I second that resolution.

Dr. Moses: I would respectfully suggest to the mover
of the resolution that the question of cost of the pamphlet
be entirely eliminated from it, and that instead of the pub-
lication of the address, since that address has been read by
several millions of people this morning in the newspapers,

there is no necessity for us to circulate it. It will become
a part of the printed proceedings of our meeting any way.
I would suggest, therefore, that the thanks of this asso-

ciation be tendered to the mayor simply.

Mr. Foote: I wish to explain why I offer the resolu-

tion. I want to get the address in full, in an authorized

shape, from this association for a use which, I think, will

meet the approval of every person here. In Mr. Hewitt's
remarks about the importance of the redistribution of

power to the people he expressed identically the same sen-

timents that I heard expressed within the last four weeks
by the president of the Commercial club of Cincinnati.

About two weeks ago I was requested by an officer of one
of the leading banks of Cincinnati to go with him to the

exposition and show him the electrical exhibit there in its

commercial relation. He brought with him an officer of

the National Banking association. The National Banking
association will hold its meeting in Cincinnati in October.

The question to me was: Will the stocks of electric com-
panies become dividend paying stocks? That is the point

they are looking after. I wanted to get this paper in an
authorized shape to distribute to the members of the Na-
tional Banking association. I believe there are some 3,000

of them, and I am ready to give my personal order for

3,000 copies of the pamphlet if it is issued. I wish to say.

also, that I would like to have the pamphlet prefaced by
the address of our president in opening our sessions, show-
ing the scope and the meaning and the importance of the

electrical industry as it now stands.

Mr. Steuart: I want to add myapproval to this resolu-

tion and my voice in favor of having the matter carried out

to an execution I listened with the utmost pleasure to

the address of Mr. Hewitt yesterday, and I am sure that I

express the feeling of every member of this association

when I say that it is the very best presentation of the im-

portance of this subject, in which we are all interested,

that has ever been made. It is the most practical, sensi-

ble and intelligent presentation of this very difficult and
much mooted question of what is to be done with the elec-

tric light wires that has ever been put before us, or called

to the attention of the public. I know that it is so in our

own town, and I feel that it is equally the case in almost

every town in which our delegates live; that the authorities

are ignorantly striving to do just what Mayor Hewitt told

us they had been striving to do in this town—trying to put

the electric light wires underground without any knowledge

whatever of the conditions necessary; and I think that the

address of Mayor Hewitt, coming as it does from a man who
stands prominently before the people of this country, not only

as the mayor of the greatest city in the land, but also as one

of the recognized leaders of the best and most intelligent

thought among the people, will go far to quiet the difficul-

ties that all of us have met with in the municipal bodies of

our cities upon this subject. I therefore hope that the res-

olution will be adopted, and the address circulated as wide-

ly as possil le.

Mr. Foote's resolution was adopted, but subsequently

was reconsidered, and a motion of Dr. Moses to incorpo-

rate in the same pamphlet the address of President Duncan
and Mayor Hewitt was carried.

Mr Steuart offered a resolution that the chair appoint

a committee of five lo consider the recommendations r f

the president in his opening address, and report at this

convention.

The motion was seconded by Dr. Moses, and carried.
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Schuyler S. Wheeler of New York, then read the fol-

lowing paper:

Overhead and Underground Wires in New York.

bv dr. sciiuvler s wheeler.

It is my purpose, in as brief and concise manner as pos-

sible, to o"ive you some idea of the condition of the over-

head and underground wires in the city of New ^'ork. and

the means which are being adopted by the public authori

ties to bring about a better state of affairs than the one now
and for some time existing. In 1SS4 the legislature of the

state of New ^'ork enacted a law to the effect that electrical

companies in the cities of New York and Brooklyn should

place their conductors underground. The local authorit'es

were expected to enforce this law, and the maintenance of

electrical conductors overhead in these two cities, after a

certain day, was declaied to be unlawful

Of course, the business of telephoning, telegraphing,

and electric lighting could not be disposed of so summa-
rily, and before theday appointed upon which the mainten-

ance of wires overhead was to become unlawful fell due,

the legislature enacted, in 1SS5. a law providing for the

establishment and organization of a commission, the pur-

pose and object of which were to provide a plan by which

electrical conductors in the cities of New York and Brook-

lyn could be p'aced underground without interfering with

the efficiency of the electrical service. By this law of 1885

it was provided that companies could submit to the com-

missions estabUshed in the twin cities plans ! or placing

their conductors underground, and should the said plans

meet the approval of the commissioners, the companies

submitting them could thereupon proceed to place their

conductors underground according to those approved meth-

ods. In 1SS5 the question of placing electrical conductors

underground was very generally disputed, and r.o compa-

nies submitted plans to the commission within the required

time. It thereupon became the duty of the commisMoners

of electrical subwavs to devise a method by which electrical

conductors could be placed underground, and 10 compel

companies to carry out the work according to this method.

The subiect was then comparatively new, the difficulty

not fairly comprehended, and the different kinds of service,

as well as the ways in which the wires might be put under

ground, were not even classified. The result of the in-

vestigation made l^y the commission to ascertain by what

method wires could best be placed underground io cities,

was that the commission had to Hsten to about four hundred

and fifty plans, many of them having nothing to do with

the work to be accomplished, and many of them utterly

absurd.
Notwithstanding the impression that underground wires

were a common thing in other cities, especially abroad,

nothing had been done that would serve as experience for

this city. In many places wires had been laid underground

singly, in pipes in sewers and in cables, but no such p'ece-

meal plan could be allowed in a city having more telephones,

more telegraphs, more electric lights and less available area

than any other spot in the world, in proportion to the

amount of business going on To be of any value, under

such circumstances, a plan had to be fcund which would

permit new wires being put in from time to time, almost

without Umit. without disturbing the pavements or streets,

and of sufficient capacity to accommodate the large number

of wires, for which a sufficient space under ground could

scarcely be found between the various obstructions already

buried.

The difficulty of the problem, and the reason why the

experience of other places is of so little value to us, will be

seen when it is considered that the number of wires in a

given space in New York, taking the average, is very much
greater than in any other center in the world.

The places between which the?e wires run, instead of

being in an approximately circular area, as in the case of

the three other leading electrical cities, are drawn out on a

long and very narrow island, thus crowding the conductors

together and increasing their length between two points.

In addition to the tlifficulty of a much greater amount of

wire and less area to contain it. there is the great difference

of rapidity in business, which makes it necessary to be able

to put up and remove wires and instruments here more
speedily than in the older cities.

The ground was so filled with gas, water, and steam

pipes, sewers, and pneumatic dispatch tubes, and their

connecting boxes and manholes, that it was impossible to

find a straight course for a conduit even of a small number
of ducts; and the repairs to these, which aie continually go

ing on, would make the wires specially liable to disturbance

and injury. The earth is saturated with gases from the va-

rious pipes, and this would collect in every open space, such

as the subways would afford, destroying the insulation of the

cables, suffocating iheworkmen, or causing explosions In

comparing wires with gas mains, it is sometTmes said that

the former are much more difficult to bury successfully than

the latter, because the leakage does serious harm, while the

leakage from the gas pipes is of no consequence. It is

true that the loss from escaping gas does not cripple ihe gas

companies' business, at their present prices, but the gas

fills the earth, gets into the electrical conduits, and there

makes a very bad combination, for which electricity has to

stand the whole blame. Indeed, if it were not for the gas

the underground wire problem would be easier, and very

much more agreeable. On the other hand, when the elec-

tric current wanders off and melts the iron of the gas pipe,

electricity has to stand the blame, and thus there is not a

fair distribution of the responsibility.

In order to treat the subject thoroughly, the Board of

Klectrical Subways of the city of New York investigated

all the different systems in use in other cities, in connection

with the many plans which were submitted for approval lo

be used in New York. It was found that, in Paris, they

are fortunate in having extraordinarily large sewers, through

which in the streets where the sewers run, all of the wires

are laid, together with the gas and water pipes. These

sewers have a large, arched passage, with a Hat floor,

ihrmigh the center of which run«i a deep trench or c.Tnnl

for the sewage. The (lat pavement on cither side of this

forms a broad walk, over which the pipes and wires are sus-

pended, from the arched roof on brackets. A rail is laid

on either side of the canal, and on the track so formed a cat

can travel, carrying a drag, which is used in cleani- g the

canal or sewer proper. In the streets which do not have
these sewers the wires are strung upon the housetops-.

The only other place which at that time furnished expe
rience at all applicable to the problem here, was London.
But here there were and are now practically no arc lights at

all, and therefore no circuits; thereare extremely few incan-

descents, with no outdoor ciriuits; the telephone is not used
very extensively, and the wires of the telegraph are placed

underground by the government. The plan employed is

what might be called the handhole drawing-in sjsttm, and
consists of five inch cast iron pipes laid under the sidewalks,

and accessible through handholesor " flush boxes." These
pipes are said— I do not know how correctly—to be loosely

jointed, for the purpose of admitting water to preserve the

cables, which are of gutta percha, the same as is used for

submarine cables, and which deteriorate very rapidly when
exposed to the air. In other words, they have learned, by
their experience with ocean cables, how to make insulation

which will stand water, so they try to convert the subway
problem into the same kind of work.

Conduits have been laid at a later date in other places.

In Brooklyn there are about ten miles of Dorset conduit,

and about four and a half miles of a conduit consisting of

a wooden box made of creosoted boards loosely put to-

gether, with narrower ones slid into grooves on the ir side,

to form partitions- This duct, being loose and unstable.

simply affords a means of keeping cables from touching each
other, and keeping them in place; and as creosote will dis-

solve rubber, it is not a good place in which to put a rubber
cable.

Another plan which has seen some slight use in Philadel-

phia is the Johnstone system. This consists of a broad,
fiat 1 ast iron duct, made in sections about six feet long, and
divided horizontally into an upper and a lower half or shell,

so that a section can be removed and another substi-

tuted without cutting the wires already drawn into place.

The duct is divided into a number of smaller ducts, for

classifying the wires, by partitions consisting of long, thin

slabs of cast iron, which are slid into place in grooves cast

in the inside of the outer shell. The feature of this system
is the facility which it affords of introducing an outlet from
the duct exactly opposite any lamp post or desirtd part of

a building, by taking off the upper or lower half of a single

section, and putting in its place a new half-section with a
hole in it at the desired point, to which a branching elbow
can be bolted. This construction has been authorized for

a distributing system in New York, on Broadway, from
14th to 34th street, for arc lighting, etc. The work is now
being prepared, and the system is, therefore, of some in-

terest.

There goes with this style of conduit a manhole formed
of a bottom, a top, and a variable number of rings or
sleeves placed one upon the other so as lo build up the
height of the manhole and to permit the ducts being run
out at any depth to escape pipe obstructions, etc. One of
these sleeves is split up into a number of pane's bolted to-

gether, any one of which can be taken off to allow the
ducts to be run out at either side at any angle.

All of the other plans by which wires have been put un-
derground, except the Dorset and other manhole drawing-
in systems used in this city, which will be described later,

consist of nothing but the wire with covering buried in a
trench, and are of no value beyond the taking care of their

own particular wire.

Prominent among such plans maybe mentioned the Edi-
son tubes. This system, which has been extremely suc-
cessful for its one kind of service, consists of heavy copper
rods wound with rope and laid in wrought iron pipes filled

with an insulating compound composed of Trinidad as-
phaltum. resin, parafiine and linseed oil. This compound
is run into the pipes when htated to about 300 degrees
Fahrenheit, under considerable pressure, while an exhaust
is applied at ihe other end for the purpose of drawing out
all air bubbles. The ends of the tubes are then plugged
with wood

, oaked in parafiine, leaving the coppers pro-
jecting.

The chief peculiarity of this system of conductors, and
the feature which is, perhaps, most familiar to all, is the
means of connecting up these lengths of tubing and con-
ductors. These rods are connected by short pieces of cop-
per cable terminating in suitable copper sleeves, which are
soldered to the ends of the rods when in position, and the
bow-shaped expansion joint so formed is covered with hot
compound poured into a small cast iron coupling box which
is bolted to the junction. The lines terminate at the street
crossings in large cast iron boxes, like manholes, where the
rods are joined by heavy copper cables, to a suitable con-
necting device near the top.

This plan is too expensive except for very heavy con-
ductors, but serves admirably the requirements of incan-
descent lighting. In the early days of the system the thin
pipes were greatly damaged by picks in digging around
them and by other outside disturbances. A slight blow
from the pick would puncture the pipe, letting in a little

water, which was liable in fme to form an arc between the
conductors, which would in turn turn the compound, con-
verting it into a conductor and forming a ground. The
greatest difficulty with these tubes was found 10 be that the
insulation would be converted into carbon by the charring
action of leaks, at the slightest start Tubes of the same
styles as these, but containing a large cable of small wires,
have been in successful use in carrying telephone wires out
f .1-, _|y|. j^(-,.^.g^ exchange in New Yorkfrom 1

Another method, somewhat similar, is the Brooks system,
which consists of wires covered with cotton : nd drawn
through large iron pipes, which aie afterward filled with a
heavy resin oil, so as to prevent the water from entering,
'J'his oil is a good insulator.
The remaining plans are of the next lower grade of nie-

clianical construction, and consist of wires and cables of
various kinds laid in troughs and covered with some pro-
tective substance—usually tar or asphallum Among these

maybe mentioned the few telephone and telegraph wires in
Boston made into a cable and laid in a trough and covered
With bitumen, a few telephone wires laid in New York, and
the electric light wires in Pittsburgh, Uid in the same way.

There are also innumerable places where cables of various
kinds are laid directly in the earlh, sometimes with board
covering, to protect them from men with shovels. But
none of these are of special in erest to us, because, obvi
ously, we cannot use them. The results of the investiga-

tions of the commission were summed up in their second
report, dated the 30th of June, it)56, as follows :

" The principal systems of electrical subways may be di-

vided—first, as to their material composition, and second,
as to their mechanical construction, and the manner in

which the wires are placed in them. As to the material
composition, subways are: ist. Of insulating material, such
as wood, glass, concrete, etc., etc. 2d, Of conducting ma-
terial, such as iron.

"As to mechanical construction, subways are, generally
speaking; ist. Tunnel systems; 2d, ' drawing-in' systems;
3d, solid systems

;
4th, ' dropping-in ' systems

;
5th, com-

bined systems.

"Tunnel systems, or those where space is provided under-
ground sufficient to allow the passage to and fro of men
who place the wires within the subway, could be recom-
mended, were unlimited time and money at the disposal of
the commission: but the expense of such a system and the
crying need of immediate ac'ion, preclude the adoption of
such a plan. If ever underground railroads become a
feature of our city transportation, then, perhaps, the tunnel
can be used for some of the future trunk line cables. In
Paris, where the foundations of the city are honeycombed
in all directions by large sewers, such a plan is practicable
and admirable, but not to be thought of in New York.

" Drawing in systems, or those where manholes are pro-
vided in the streets, connected by tubes or pipes through
which the wires can be drawn, are next in prominence
and convenience, to tunnel systems. In Chicago there
were seen in successful operation nearly twenty miles of
conduits of the ' drawing-in-and out ' pattern of various
materials, containing a 1 kinds of win s, as follows; Eight

HOUSE-IOP DiblRIBUlION ADOPILD BY THE BOARD OF
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miles of the Dorset system of concrete conduit divided
into ducts, and containing in the separate ducts wires of
the city telephone, telegraph, and fire service, electric light
wires, and wires of different telegraph companies. Four
miles of the Johnstone system of iron conduit divided by
metal shelves, and carrying the wires of the Postal Tele-
graph company. One mile of three inch iron pipes, four
in number, carrying the wires of the Western Union Tele-
graph company. Three miles of iron pipes, carrying the
wires of the Bankers & Merchants' Telegraph company.
In Philadelphia a comprehensive ' draw-in ' system of
iron was seen, containing electric light and telephone and
telegraph wires. Jn Boston some two miles of such 'draw-
ing-in' iron systems are in operation In London 9,000
miles of wire are underground, bunched into cables and
drawn into three-inch iron pipes.

"Solid systems, or those where wires are permacently
embedded in insulating material, and incapable of being
reached except by tearing up the streets and the insula-
tion, have been found lo work with more or less success.
The commissioners saw several miles of this conduit in
successful operation in Chicago by the telephone com-
pany there, where the wires were buried in an asphalt or
coal tar cement, laid in a wooc'en trough. Several miles
of similar conduit are in use in Washington for electric
lighting, and there are other instances of the successful
operation of this description of conduit.

'' In this city of New York there are several systems in

use underground, each more or less satisfactory to those
employing it. A prominent example is the Brooks system
used by the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph com-
pany. It consists of an iron tube in which cotton
wrapp< d wires are drawn, and the tube filled with oil, the
oil acting as an insulating medium. It is kept at a de-
sired pressure—the tubes constantly full—by means of a
,standpipe. They use a two and a half inch pipe, and the
system is cheap, costing less than $11 per mile of wire, be-
cause into such a pipe they can draw 300 telephone wires.
Wires for IcU phone purposes, and those used in the Ameri-
can district and other call boxes, are of very light intensity,
and do not need as heavy insulation as do all other kinds.
This system is claimed to give perfect satisfaction for tel-

ephone conductors.

"The Western Union Telegraph company has many
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wires already down in this city laid in three-inch iron

pipes, into which they draw cables manufactured from
okonite or kerite insulation. These pipes are lead jointed,

are laid in" Broadway, and have manholes occasionally for

takina; out the wire. To sum up as to the form of the

subway and the manner in which wires are to be placed in

it, we are convinced that from the standpoint of an

electrician simply it may be said that almost any plan or

svstem can be made to work, from a single lead covered

wire laid directly in the earth to agreat tunnel upon whose
walls the insulated conductors can be hung Within cer-

tain broad limits, any system is electrically practicable;

retardation and induction can be overcome. It is only

when we face in the city the mechanical, engineering, and
chemical questions of interference with water pipes, gas

pipes, and sewer pipes, of obstructions from vaults, of

danger from steam "pipes, of the action of sewer and illum-

inating gas, that the necessity for careful discrimination

presents itself.

" In the future, when the uses of electricity become
more general, and its nature better known, it may be that

the city of New York will absolutely require a grand elec-

trical underground highway, where space can be provided

for the conducting and distributing of sufficient power to

run ail the engines and work all the machinery within the

city limits. It may be, and probably will be, that before

such a space is needed, much more will be known of the

qualities of different forms of electrical conductors,'and of

the best methods of carrying them underground, and that

the matter of electrical subways will be no longer experi-

mental, but praciically demonstrated^ in every detail.

When such a time comes the commission or other such au-

thority will determine what is required to meet the neces-

>?inraii3yn
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sities of the occasion. The responsibilities of the present

commission begin and end with providing for the require-

ments of their own day, and for such of the exigencies of

the future as they can reasonably amicipate.
" Lea\-ing out of consideration all tunnel systems as too

expensive, we must also discard any system which calls for

the simple laying of insulated cables in the earlh. They
would not stand the chemical action of the gases and

acids; the streets would be continually torn up for new
connections and repairs. We are thus shut up to the

ways of electric subways or conduits, in which the wires or

cables, insulated or otherwise, must be placed, and which

once laid down should meet all the demands of the present

and near future.
" Of conduits it may be safely predicted that, so far as

the experience of this and other cities is a test, some form

or the other of a ' drawing in ' system is most convenient.

The life of the best cable is by no means satisfactory, and,

of any particular cable, to predict how long it would last

is purely speculative. Of wires not contained in cables it

may be said that they are more uncertain in their length of

Hfe and usefulness. At all events for the purpose of dis-

tribution it is desirable that the wire should be easily ap-

proached at frequent intervals, and the commission cannot

countenance any plan that looks to the disturbance of the

pavement more than is absolutely necessary.

"It may be said thai through lines of wires would be

better protected laid in permanent beds of insulating ma-

terial; but a 'drawing-in' conduit system allows space to

be provided for new wires without the frequent tearing up

of pavements. The commission can, therefore, give their

approval to a ' drawing in ' system with frequent man-

holes, as the general form of subway best adapt-d to meet

the requirements of the electric service of the present."

Up to this time it was the general impression, which had
not been coutrodicted by experience, because there was
none, that the conduits must be built of a non-conducting
substance and not of a metal, because the latter would be
liable to chafe through the insulation on the wire and cause
a ground, and because the companies using the more deli-

cate currents—particularly the teh phone company—de-

clared positively that the presence of the large mass of sur-

rounding metal would interfere by induction with the

working of their wires.

The best known plan at this time for the building of

ducts of insulating material, and without the use of metal-

lic tubes, was the Dorset system, which has been laid to

some e.xtent in Chicago.
This consists of a bundle of parallel tubular ducts about

two and a half inches in diameter, built of blocks formed
of a combination of coal tar, pitch avd fine gravel cast

with tubular opening running through them from end to

end. These blocks were placed together, end to end, with
the holes in line so as to form continuous tubes or passa-

ges, and were cemented together by pouring in mastic

softer than was used in making the blocks, into the cracks

between them The blocks were made to adhere to this

by warming their ends with hot irons, and allowing them
to cool after this hot mastic was poured in. To prevent

the melted mastic from closing the ends of the passages,

tubular pieces of metal or paper were inserted in the ducts

at the ends of the blocks, making a sort of internal sleeve

coupling. The conduits so formed terminate in brick

manholes at the street crossings.

The objections to this material, as it was afterward

found, are that it is brittle, porous, requires care in laying,

and having no elasticity, cracks with changes of tempera-

ture, so that it is not likely to be made watertight with

average workmanship.
But a conduit was accordingly laid in New York upon

this plan on Sixth avenue from Twenty third to Fifty-

eighth streets, a distance of 1.6 miles. And the objections

were then found, as far as arc circuits were concerned, that

its numerous joints were liable to open, and it might leak

as mentioned above.

The next plan proposed for New York was to use a

similar mixture without requiring it to be made so hard,

with the object of preventing it cracking, and to preserve

the openings or ducts by casting this bituminous mastic or

mixture of bitumen and sand around long pasteboard tubes.

But no tubes could be found which would not absorb

moisture, and the heat of the mastic caused the ones tried

to swell up and disintegrate. The manufacturers of in

durated fiber wares were confident thst satisfactory tubes

could be produced, but it required special machinery and

a long time for experiments. Tin and sheet iron linings

were then suggested, but objected to, on account of the

difficulty of making good joints. Zinc, however, was con-

sidered unobjectionable; and an experimental tube of the

Averill system, consisting of soldered zinc tubes in bi-

tuminous mastic was laid in the yard of one of the manu-
facturers, but it was found that the heat of the mastic

melted the solder of the tubes. This difficulty was met by

substituting a lap or fold over seam, and then it was found

tHat the heat of the mastic also affected the nature of the

zinc, impairing its durability. On account of the certainty

of the zinc tubing rusting and finally crumbling away it

was next thought best to insure the permanence of the

bore of the ducts by substituting for the soft mastic some
substance which would set, after being poured in, and be-

come hard ar.d durable. For Ibis purpo-e a hydraulic

cement concrete filling was substituted for the mastic.

And then a line was laid in Forty-eighth street. In lay-

ing, the thin zinc tubing was found very frail, liable to be

denied in handling, and therefore undesirable. But tbe

idea of the concrete was that it would maintain a hard,

solid, smooth bore even after the thin sheet metal lining

had rusted out.

After a thorough investigation and discussion of all the

different materials, and the advantages and disadvantages

of each, it was finally concluded that a conduit or subway

for electrical conductors under ground is merely a mechan-

ical protection for the wires to be placed therein, and

should afford the very best protection possible to be pro-

cured, while the electrical protection or insulation may be

safely left to the manufacturers of cables and wires to be

placed in subways.

It was decided that the use of metallic tubes would not

seriously interfere, by induction, with the working of the

wires, and were to be preferred because the continuous

conducting shield so formed will carry off any escaping

current and prevent damage to other cables. Accordingly

conduits of iron gas pipe embedded in concrete weie put

down, and these seem to be about the best kind so far

constructed. They are best, first, because there are

plenty of workmen who understand gas pipe fitting and

laying concrete, and because they are durable and entirely

nun-combustible. The purpose of the cement is to pre-

vent the iron from rusting, which it does very effectually.

If in time the pipes are destroyed by rusting from the in-

side, the solid hydraulic cement concrete will remain, furn-

ishing a permanent duct with a hard, smooth bore.

The manholes used in connection with these various

kinds of ducts have nearly all been built of brick laid in

hydraulic cement, and capped with an iron casting to form

a seat for the watertight lid. The lids are usually bolted

down upon a rubber gasket, but unlike the Edison man-

holes, instead of being held by a single thrusting screw

which passes through a crossbar, presses down upon tbe

center of the cover. Some of the lids have been made

funnel shaped so 3S to cause water to drain away from

the edge and collect in the center. Ey this means the lia-

bility to leakage at the gasket is diminished, because there

is less chance of water standing over the joint. The facil-

ity of opening the manholes afforded by this method of

fastening the lid with a single screw is of great value in re-

ducing the labor and time required to open and close a

line of conduit when laying a wire, and is a material ad-

vance in the solution of the problem.

In regard to moisture in the conduits. In the iron lube
plan, which is the best, there is, of course, no leakage,

because the tubes themselves are watertight, could even
be made airtight, and because they are covered with ce-

ment, which is in itself watertight. The manholes are

made of watertight materials, and there should be no leak-

age under the lid. Lookers-on find that a great many of

the manholes have a great deal of water standing in them;
this is simply because the lids are not fastened down, but

simply laid in place by the builders, often without any
gasket, and the manholes fill with rain and stay full until

cleaned out for use. When cleaned and closed properly

they appear not to leceive any water by leakage. To sat-

isfy myself of this 1 had an ordinary brick manhole which
had been thoroughly cleaned and dried by letting the sun
shine in, on a blight day, marked on the inside with Hme
all the way round under the cover, and then closed. Tbis

marking was to show whether any water came through the

joint ot the cover, in which case ic would have run down
over the lime mark and discolored it. or whether it soaked

in through the bottom or sides. But after a rainfall sufii-

ciently heavy to test the leakage, the hole was opened and
found perfectly dry, and the lime undisturbed. This
proved that there was neither leakage through the brick-

work nor under the cover.

There is, however, another source of moisture which is

hard to overcome, the condensation of vapor from the air

which the manholes and ducts contain. Every time a hole

is opened it refills itself with warm air, containing more
moisture than it can keep when cooled down to the tem-

perature of the masonry; consequently as soon as the lid is

screwed down this fresh air deposits a dew on the inside of

the manhole. As it is impossible to open and dry out a

manhole without putting- in new air, which will condense

in turn, no amount of cleaning will overcome this difiiculty.

The presence of moisture tends to corrode exposed wires,

and therefore the question whether it is better to protect

the spHces and make the insulation of the wires so that

they will not be injured by this moisture, or to dry out the

entire system of conduits by a system of ventilation, is un-

settled. But this question, fortunately, is one of minor

importance.

The question of distribution of electrical currents from

the main subways constructed in the manner I have

described has been largely left by the authorities in the

city of Neff York to the preference of the electrical com-
panies.

Two systems of distribution are at present actually in

u=e in New York by the telephone company. They are

known as the house-top system of distribution, an example

of which may be seen at Sixth avenue and Fifty first street,

and the hand-hole system of distribution, which may be

seen at Broadway and Exchange place.

In addition to these systems, there are five modes of dis-

tribution which can be readily applied to the subways as

constructed in New York, and which will be allowed in

cases where they are severally most expedient, the lamp-

post system of distribution, the house front system, the

house vault systtm, now in use in Chicago, the back yard

system, and the manhole system. In the heart of Chicago

the distribution question is peculiarly easy of solution, be-

cause the sidewalks were left hollow by raising the street

levels after the gieat fire, and the wires are run through

these spaces to the houses.

Having decided the question of the"kind of conduit to

use, the commission proceeded to have subways constiucted

according to these plans. It was decided best, as a mat-

ter of expediency and to prevent accident, that electric

light subways should be distinct from those intended for

telephone and telegraph service, and it has, therefore, been

the practice of the authorities in New York to build sub-

ways for one class of conductors upon one side of the

street, and reserve the other side for those of other ser-

vice.

The telephone people were the first to realize that under-

ground wires were sure to be ultimately a success. Their

business had grown enormously, they had reached about

the capacity of their pole lines, and it was not easy to get

the use of additional streets, because the streets were

crowded with wires, both their own and those of other

companies. It was found that the growth of the telephone

business was practically put an end to by the fact that no

more room could be found in which to string wires.

House owners were charging a rental of one dollar per

wire per year, which, in some cases, amounted to a very

lar'j'C rental in the case of building, and the telt phone

people had reached the point of refusing subscribers.

They came forward, and were the first to declare for un-

derground wires.

After some resistance, the telegraph and electric light

com.panies have come to the conclusion that it is as well

for them to comply with the demands of the public, and

place the bulk of their conductors underground. And, as

a matter of fact, in the city of New York to-day there is

but one single company out of the large number doing

business here which refuses absolutely to comply with the

provisions of the subway acts, and nine-tenths of the oppo-

sition and outcry has been caused by this company.

At the present time the tttal construction of single duct

in the city of New York amounts to 420 miles. In these

subways there are already in operation some 4,000 miles of

telephone and telegraph wires, and some hundreds of miles

of incandescent electric light conductors. Cables for arc

lighting are to be drawn in on Broadway from Fourteenth

to Thirty fourth streets by the Brush Electric Illuminating

company within the present week. A letter from the elec-

trician of the Metropolitan Telephone and Telegraph

company, bearing date Aug. 25, as estimating the exact

lengths of cables of various kinds now underground, is as

follows:
New York, Aug 25, 1888.

S. S. "Whcckr, Esq., Electrician oj the Board of Electri-

cal Control.

Dear Sir : I have hastily collected the following in-

formation relating to the underground mileage of wire.
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The number of miles of single wire conductors in New
York city of the various kinds is as follows:

Brooks system, laid May 28, 1S85 200 miles

Patterson cable, laid March iS, 18S5 ... 226 "

Edison system, laid June 20, 1S85 19I "

Patterson cable, laid in 1SS6-S7, S05 "

Patterson cable, twisted in pairs, number of

miles, counting- both wires, in 1SS8. 2,272 '

We have in course of construction some 12,000 miles of

conductors w'aicti will b; laid in September and October.

Total number of miles already laid in New York. . . 3,697
The number of miles of underground wire in Brook-

lyn ., 2,100

The number of miles of underground wires in Paris. 4,100
The number of miles of underground wires in Chi-

cago ... 200
As per report of telephone convention held Sept. 26.

18S7:

The number of miles of underground wire in Bos-

ton 400
The number of miles of underground wire in Pitts-

burgh is about. 1 ,000

I lind that there is a very small amount of underground
wires used in London for telephone 'purposes, there being

some short lengths used entering exchanges, which are not

worth while considering Respectfully,

J. A. Seelky, Electrician.

It will be seen from this that there are already under-

ground in the city of New York more electrical conductors

than in any other city in the world, while the capacity of

the construction already hnished in this city may be esti-

mated fairly at something over 30,000 miles of conduc-
tors.

There are through lines completed from the Battery to

the Park, on the two principal thoroughfares of this city,

Broadway and Sixth avenue, and a gradual conversion of

overhead system to underground ones in the busy parts of

the city, may be confidently expected

The Board of Electrical Control is not unmindful, how-
ever, of the magnitude of the labor and expense re-

quired in converting the present arrangements into un-

derground systems, and does not contemplate either the

hampering of the business of electrical companies by
forcing unreasonable numbers of wires underground, or by
attempting I0 compel the use of subways faster than is con-
sistent with the efficient use of the different electric service

by the public. If the great mass of overhead conductors

are removed and the remainder of the service brought to a

condition which will insure the safety of the public and
at the same time, the welfare of the companies themselves,

it will be the result desired by the people of the city, and
which the Board of Electrical Control is endeavoring to at-

tain

As to this matter of regulating the overhead ser\'ice in

the 1 ity, I may say that an investigation of all the wires

overhead, instituted since I have been connected with the

work of the authorities in charge of electrical matters here,

by the inspectors appointed after a rigid examination, and
found competent for the purpose, has shown that a great

deal of very had and unnecessarily dangerous work has

been done in New York, and that a reprehensible and inex-

cusable condit'on of overhead wires is the principal, if not

the only, cause of the clamor for underground service.

In addition to this, an enormous quantity of wire and a

large number of poles, not in use at all, exist, amounting,
as has been variously estimated, to from a half to two-thirds

of all the wire and poles in the city.

As I have said, a system of inspection and reports

has been organized, and within a few months there have
been found and reported to the owners 2,000 dead wires

and other objectionable things describe 1 in the inclosed

schedule, which explains itself. A notice is sent out in

every case; at the end of a week the work is again in-

spected, and if nothing has been done the owner is again
notified, and if the wires, poles, etc , are not necessary, a

notice is also sent to the Bureau of Encumbrances of the

Department of Public Works to remove them.
AH arc lamps that are so low as to be within the road of

pedestrians with an umbrella, are reported as too low. Cir

cuits which have especially defective insulation or joints are

reported as dangerous. A few cases of bad indoor work
have been reported as violating the rules of the Board of

Fire Underwriters, and so on. The number of complaints
sent to the various companies as well as the proportion of

them that receive attention by each company, are shown
in the detailed schedule, which indicates the position taken
toward the work of inspection by the several companies,
and I may say that the single opposition company, of

which I have already spoken, is the only one which disre-

gards the notification of fiagrant bad work, for which there

is no excuse, and which every one else admits should be
inspected on behalf of the public, and corrected immedi-
ately.

One has no idea of the aerial freebooting that is and al-

ways has been going on with overhead wires, until they
spend some time seeing what there is overhead. The con-
dition of wires in this city is simply outrageous. Every
other kind of business, such as those which involve ob-

structing the sidewalks, has fallen under the supervision

of some branch of the government, and cleanliness and
order have been insisted U])on, but heretofore there had
never been any supervision of out of door wiring, and its

condition corresponds to that of a city without police sup-

ervision.

The companies owning wires will not permit each other

to make common use of the poles, but will chop off wires

owned by others without notice. The telephone people

object to the electric light wires on account of Ihe induc-

tion. Where there is a line of light wires on their side of

the street passing close to their poles, they will not allow

them to be made fast. The result of the necessity thus

made for extra poles is sometimes four lines of poles on
one side of the street, hence most of the wires swing close

to or against the otlicr poles to whicli they arc not attached,

and linemen in climbing them have to crawl through all

the other wires which are not f.islened to cross arms.

Among the causes of dangerous wires and unnecessary

obstruction found by the inspectors are full lines of large

poles, extending over miles of streets, filled with wires

which are "open" and out of use. but left standing to save

the expense of removal- Long lines of poles left standing

to preserve right of way, arc light day circuits, within reach

and with the insulation dropping off, and bunches of dead

wires hanging from housetops, etc

All of the work of inspection done by this department is

such as is necessary for improving the condition of over-

head electrical work and removing fixtures, etc., that are

absolutely dangerous and objectionable

For the purpose of the various legal proceedings which
are being carried on to compel the most objectionable arc

light company to make a start in placing their wires under-

ground, the other principal companies have proceeded vol-

untarily: The pole line on Twenty-fifth street from
Broadway to Fifth avenue was chosen for special com-
plaint The subways on this route, which were specially

provided for these lines, have been finished for some time,

and are dry and in good order

This line of overhead wires is in bad order, one of

its stretches having no less than thirteen splices, and it is

made still more liable to do damage by the presence of

numerous dead wires, which not being required for use, are

practically stored upon the cross arms.

In conclusion we may sum up the situation about as

follows: Toe telegraph and telephone problem is practi-

cally solved It is found necessary to resort to subways in

order to get sufficient space for wires, and wires for this use

are being drawn into the tubes as fast as the labor can be

performed. There about 4,000 miles of telephone and
telegraph wire already underground, and 12,000 miles of

cablesabout to be laid in the fall. It is estimated that the

saving in cost of maintenance will be about i^ioo.oo ) per

year, owing to the permanence of the style of work which
is possible underground.
The laying of electric light wires has not been so fully

developed, and naluraH"y none of the companies care to

bear the expense of the first experiment. But after the

initiative has been taken, the difficulties will be overcome
as they arise, as in the development of all other enter-

prises, and the undergrounding will become a settled and
accepted fact

Meanwhile the lawless running of overhead wires is be-
ing stopped. All wires in a street must be run on a single

line of poles. Here and elsewhere the dead wires and
poles must not be stored in the streets, and all construction

must be made under the supervision and control of some
ofticial in precisely the same way that other works which
affect the public are carried on.

The President: If anyone wishes to ask Mr. Wheeler
questions on the subject he has discussed in his paper, it

might be well to put those questions now, before they slip

from mind.

Mr. Lynch: I would like to ask Mr. Wheeler the esti

mated cost of laying those conduits?

Mr. Whkelek: I am not very well prepared to give the

cost, but if Mr Leslie, the manager of the construction

company, who is present, will do so, I think he can proba-
bly answer Mr. Lynch's inquiry.

The President: Mr. Leslie can you answer the ques-
tion?

Mr Leslie: I do not think it would be possible to give

an intelligent reply to that question, because the cost of

construction varies very much as the circumstances vary.

In some cases the engineering difllculties are easily overc'".me,

while in other cases they are very difficult indeed. Then,
again, the character of the excavation has a great deal to

do with it It is hard matter to say what the cost would
be unless the number of conduits and side conduits, and
so on. are specilied.

Mr De Camp: I would like to understand exactly what
Mr. Lynch's question was I didn't quite catch it.

Mr Lynch: My question referred to the cost of the

conduits laid in the streets of New York, with a manhole
at each block.

Mr. De Cami-: Do I understand that all this great work
has been going on here in New York without anybody un-
derstanding what it is going to cost?
Mr Van Diai Wi^de: I supoose it would be necessary

to know the circumstances of ej-jh case first, in order to tell

what the cost would be. I have noticed that the difficulties

are very great in some places. But where it is all plain

work, with no great engineering difficulties to overcome, it

would be interesting to know what the expense is

The President: Gentlemen, this is getting into the dis-

cussion which is to be had later The design of the chair

was to afford an opportunity to gentlemen to put ques ions

to Mr. Wheeler about matters which they might forget by
and by, and could not carry over to the general discussion.
Mr Morris: Mr. Wheeler spoke of there being 9,000

miles of underground wires in the city of London. I would
like to ask him whether those are high tension wires, and,
also, what is the efficiency of the service?
Mr. WiiEELEi;: I stated in the paper that there wr re

practically no high tension currents in London, and that

the wires put underground were put there by the govern-
ment.
Mr. Lynch: Mr. Wheeler stated also, that there was a

conduit in Twenty-fifth street I would like to know if any
means have been devised for getting the wires from the
poles into the conduits, or whether any supplementary con-
duits have been provided by which the wires could be lun
to customers living in the block?
Mk. Wiikklkr: I also stated that the Johnstone com-

pany's conduits had been authorized as a distributing sys-
tem to be laid on Broadway, and that it could be used in

Twenty-fifth street, but that the choice of a distributing
system was left to the company, and if they could find a
better system, why, of course, they could use it It does
not seem to mc very difficult to get wires from a manhole to

a pole. There are several hundred telephone wires at the
corner of Twenty-third street and Broadway, coming up in

tubes from the manhole, and going out on the poles. The
same thing exactly can be done with the electric light
wires. The question that is most difficult to answer is,

how to distribute them cheaply to each house, not how to
get them to a manhole.
Mr Lynch: Can the gentleman tell me if any practical

trial has ever been made of the Johnstone system for elec-

tric lighting wires?
Mr Wheeler: I am not informed as to that. I un-

derstood Mr. Johnstone was to be here himself.

Mr. De Camp: I will say, in regard to the Johnstone
conduit, I presume it is the same as that used in Philadel-
phia—that it is a very good form of conduit It is expen-
sive, but I believe it perhaps the best conduit we have I

am free to say, at any rate, that it is the best form of con-
duit that has ever been brought to my attention; but we
have never got anything to put into it yet that answers the
purpose.

Mr. Lynch: As I understand it, the Subway company
which lays down the conduit charges a rental for its use,

and the company whose wires are to be put into it are sup-
posed to make an arrangement with the Subwav company
to put down supplemental conduits and connect the wires
therein. I want to find out if the electric light companies
are directly responsible forth° wires and the supplementary
conduits.

Mr. Wheeler: I think that question had better be re-

ferred to Mr. Leslie, who represents the Conduit company.
Mr. Leslie: I do not see wherein the question of res-

ponsibility is important in the question of the practicability

of operating electric light current. I will say that the com-
pany that Mr Lynch represents has been furnished with
information on all those points.

Mr. Lynch: I do not appear here as representing any
company. My connection with the Illuminating c'-mpany
was broken off some time ago. I appear here asking for

information as a member of this association. As 1 under-
stand it. the subway commissioners say : Here is a system
which we think the electric light companies should put
down and should be responsible for, besides paying for it.

Mr. Leslie: I believe Mr. Wheeler represents the sub-

way commissioners. You had better ask him that ques-
tion. [Laughter.]

The Presh^ent: Gentlemen, this is getting off the main
point, and we are. getting into the general topic. The chair

will have to stop this discussion at this point and ask the
gentlemen to be present this afternoon, because it is very
evident there are going to be several questions that will have
to be answered.

We will now take up the next paper, which is on thesub-
ject of disruptive discharges in underground cables, by
E. G Acheson,

Disruptive Discharges and Their Relations tu

Underground Cables.

by e. g. acheson.

From among the numerous problems earnestly calling

for resolutions before perfection can be claimed in under-
ground systems of electrical distribution for arc lighting, I

selected as the one presenting probably the greatest im-

portance, and consequently, the one most desirable to solve:

The determination of the cause and cure of the frequent

puncturing of the insulation, especially at the terminals of

lead-encased conductors when carrying high potential cur

rents.

In a communication to the electrical press, published

July 7, iSSS, under the title, "The influence of the con-

denser on disruptive discharges," a detailed description of

a series of experiments on the discharge between points in

air was given, they having been made with varying e. m.
f's, and condenser capacities. These experiments resulted

in the formulation of the general law expressed in the equa-
tion:

{£. ifi. f.) 'i'ha7x<-' ^'3 coulombs

a

{E. in. /.) ^capacity '_
,

=d

where n is a constant for the dielectric and d is the spark
length; the charge being expressed in coulombs and the

capacity in farads. In the same article the value of a was
taken as 135 and (/was expressed in inches.

While these experiments may serve as a basis or founda-
tion to build upon, much more must be known before they
will meet the requirements of the engineer operating with

high potential currents, and with the object in view of ob-
taining at least a small portion of this required information,

my experiments were extended into the more practical part

of the subject, and furnished the results I have embodied
in this paper.

The most probable condition of a discharge in a cable

would be between the cylindrical conductor and a point or

projection on the lead covering; hence the first point to de-
termine was the striking distance between such a cylindri-

cal body and a projection or point. Experiments were
made with a point and the side of a wire, two sizes of the

latter being used, a number S and a number lO B. & .S.

wire gauge. There was no difference between the results

obtained with the two sizes. The length of the spark was
found to be about 55 per cent, when compared with that

produced between points with the same e. ni. f. and ca-

pacity. This difference gives a new value for the constant

a, which is found to be 263. The equation for the spark
length between a point and a cylinder will therefore be

—

{E. m. f.f capadly ="' ^

26^

incite.

The following approximate values of a have been deter

mined, for the conditions anil dielectric specified, d being
a.xpressed in inches:
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Air

Air
Faraffine and cotton.

Ozite and cotton

SPARKS BETWEEN.

Points

Points and wire .

.

Point and wire. .

Point and wire

135

263
5,S22

7.759

The conditions governing the possible disruptive dis-

charge, through the insulation of the lead-covered, grounded
cable, are so numerous that it would be quite impossible to

e:diaustively consider them, even if the necessary data were
at hand. It will, therefore, be necessary to confine the

subject to the more important conditions and the expo-

sition of the law by means of a case that might be found

in practical work.

In Fig. I is illustrated a portion of an arc light circuit,

consisting of the dynamo D and thirty lamps Z, connected

in series by lead-covered underground cable. For the pur-

pose of illustration and calculation, it is assumed that the

lamps are separated a uniform distance of 300 feet; the

size of the conductor a No. 4 E. .S: S. wire gauge, insulated

with one-tenth of an inch of cotton and paraffine; the ca-

pacity per mile is .704 of a microfarad, and the e. m. f. at

the brushes of the dynamo 1,500 volts; also as an assist-

ance in calculation, it is supposed that the drop in the e. m.
f. occurs in the lamps only. The capacit5' of each one of

the thirty-one sections of cable separating the lamps and

On a circuit using coils shunted aroufid the arc, the elec-

trical continuity is established at each end of the two sides

of the division, by one of these coils and the arc. From
the experiments of various experimenters, prominent
among whom may be mentioned Prof. Hughes and Dr.

Oliver Lodge, it is concluded that the self-induction in

these coils would be of such a value as to offer an almost
insurmountable barrier to the flow of the charge through

them; and this being the case, the discharge, if it occurs at

all, must be through either the arc or the insulation of the

cable. To determine whether the charge would pass off

through the arc. the apparatus shown in Fig. 2 was used.

Twenty incandescent lamps Z, Z, of 100 volts each, were
connected in series to the lines M, N.; in the line N' was
placed the switch .S", and the contact points i and 2, the

former being mounted in the revolving post P, thereby per-

mitting of the points being opened; the condenser Z:' was
connected across the circuit from the line M at a point 3

between the switch and the contact points on the line A';

around the condenser were placed the points 4 and 5 with

suitable means of regulating the distance between them.

M and A'" were connected to the two sides of a transformer

supplying an e. m. f. of 2067 volts. The points i and 2

being in contact, no amount of rupturing of the circuit at

6" and adjusting of the space separating 4 and 5, would
cause a discharge to occur between them; but upon open-
ing the points i and 2, and thus establishing an arc in the

circuit, the opening of the switch S would cause a heavy

discharge between 4 and 5. From this experiment and Dr.

Lodge's results with circuits containing self-induction, the

ViQum I

dynamo, and which are numbered in regular order from i

to 31 will be .04 of a microfarad, and the capacity of each

division, from conductor to conductor across the circuit, as

between sections 2-30, will be

—

.04_J^
^04 +

.04

.04
; microfarad.

or in this case one-half that of one side.

With these conditions, each division composed of the

paired sections as 1-31, 2-30, 3-29, and so on, will

have a potential tending to break through the insulation of

the lead and thence across the intervening medium in the

direction of the broken lines, of a value of 1500 volts at

1-31, and decreasing by 100 volts for each succeeding

division. These various potentials will, provided the insu-

lation is perfect and the leads well grounded, induce a static

charge between the conductor and the lead of each section,

of a value measured by the potential across the division,

and the specific inductive capacity and thickness of the in-

sulating material.

in the case under consideration, the thickness of the

insulation and the specific inductive capacity are such as to

induce a condenser capacity of .02 of a microfarad, and

with an e. m. f. of 1,400 volts as would exist between

2-30, the discharge would be, 1400 x .02 microfarads

.ooo,o2S of a coulomb, and if the conductors forming the

two sides of this division, should, while in this charged

state, be insulated from each other, as might be done by

breaking the electrical continuity at both ends of either one

of the sides, the energy stored within it would be able to

produce a disruptive charge through air. from the conduc-

tors to a point or vice versa equal to

(i40o)-.oooo28_

^6^
=.2087 inch.

This is almost two and a tenth times the thickness of the

insulation but the thickness of cotton and paraffine, com-

posing the insulation of the cable that this energy would

pierce, would be

—

(1400)- .O0OO28 _ :.0094 inch.

or less than one-tenth of the thickness of the insulation.

Two questions now present themselves: First, are the

sides of division 2-30, or any of the others, liable to be-

come insulated from each other, or attain a condition favor-.

able for a discharge, for will there not always be a path

open for discharge around the circuit, either by way of the

lamps or the dynamo?
The second question may be stated thus: Is it probable,

with the conditions of the case above taken, that the insu-

lation will ever be pierced, seeing that the discharge through

the insulating medium cannot be greater than .0094 of an

inch, whereas the thickness of the insulation is .1 of an

inch?

It is evident that from accidental causes, such as the

breaking of the circuit at two points, it is possible to have

the two sides of the division, insulated from each other:

but such accidents are not liable to occur, especially when

it is remembered that the breaks would have to be made
simultaneously. To make the probability of this action oc-

curring worthy of consideration, other means of producing

it must be looked for and found.

conclusion must be drawn, that conditions favorable to a

disruptive discharge are exceedingly likely to occur; that

upon opening an arc light circuit the various sections of the

cable become, so far as the static charge is concerned, in-

sulated from each other.

In considering the second . question the fact is at once

recognized, that where the constant <? for the dielectric sur-

rounding the conductor is that of the cotton and the paraf-

fine, a disruptive discharge would, under the circumstances

cited, be impossible; and the answering of the question in

the affirmative will therefore turn upon the probable lower-

ing of the value of a.

Any one familiar with insulations as applied to conduc-

tors, knows that all of them, with the exception of rubber

and gutta percha and their compounds, will permit water or

moisture to penetrate them, and as the hydrocarbons and

It is hardly a parallel case to what would exist in an insula-

ted conductor, where the Insulation was built up out of
many overlapping windings of fibrous material, and then
treated with an insulating compound, for in this case the
cracks or crevices produced bv temperature variations and
the bending incident to handling and laying of the con-
ductors will not be direct lines or planes from the conductor
to the metallic casing, but angular or zigzag lines, follow-
ing the interstices of the fibrous structure; this difference

would result in the lengthening of the path of discharge.

but scarcely to an extent sufficient to raise the resistance to

discharge to the value of the insulating materials in a per-

fect state; and so long as the value is below that of the in-

sulating material, the value of the constant a is also lowered,
and it is therefore reasonable to assume that the condi-
tions may become such as to warrant an affirmative answer
to the second question.

Unfortunately both of the two grand divisions of con-

ductor insulators, 'he fibrous and the non-fibrous, have their

faults, for while the gbrous under some circumstances has
the serious fault of cracking, the non-fibrous has the even
greater fault of losing its insulating qualities and running
off the conductor, when heated as might occur by an acci-

dental overloading of a circuit, and when it is confined, as

in a lead covering, it permits the conductor to become de-
centralized and eventually come in contact with the lead cas-

ing. Between the two insulators, with the faults specified,

inseparably associated with them, there would, for high po-

tential currents, be little or no choice, but fortunately means
have been devised whereby the existence of the cracks

or crevices in the fibrous insulating envelopes, when prop-

erly protected from water by a metallic casing, is immate-
rial, as they are sheared of the power of diverting the dis-

charge into the paths opened by them. These ends are ac-

complished by the simple expedient of causing the discharge

to occur at such a place and in such a manner as not to

pass. through the insulating envelope. This may be done
in a great variety of ways, but the most simple one that has

suggested itself to me, is shown in Fig. 3, where A is the

lead covering; / the insulation; (T the conductor: and P a

wire connected to A and extending out beyond Z, its end
K being adjusted in relation to C so as to leave an air space

slightly less than the thickness of the insulating material /,

Under these conditions when a discharge occurs it will in-

variably be at Zi'and not through I. While this simple ar-

rangement illustrates the action and answers as a means of

protection, it is evident that some device more durable and
capable of adjustment would be preferable. A design

meeting these requirements is shown in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, A is the lead covering; Z the insulation, and C
the conductor. Mounted on the lead A and held in place

by the band V, is the metallic arm P, carrying at its outer

end the pointed rod R. Another pointed rod R^ is held by
a projection on the ring B, which is mounted on the insu-

lating brushing D. A fusible wire F connects the ring B
to the metallic sleeve or collar E. The distance between

the points R and A'' can be adjusted and the rods held in

position by suitable screws. It is evident that the opera-

tion woukl be similar to that of the device shown in Fig,

3. The electrical potential between the conductor C and
the lead covering A before attaining a height sufficient to

discharge through the insulation Z, will discharge across

the air space between the rods R and R^, for these rods be-

ing in electrical connection with A and C, will attain their

potentials, and the points of the rods will, according to a

known law have an electrical density above that of A and
C, or that requisite to produce a discharge across the inter

FiGmE 5i

water do not form chemical compounds, the one being in-

soluble in the other; this passage of the water must be a

purely mechanical action, and furthermore, openings,

cracks, or crevices must exist in order to permit of its pas-

sage. In many cases the cracks are visible to the eye,

while in others they can only be detected by submerging

the insulated conductor in water for a time and then test-

ing electrically. But even after proving the existence of

these cracks, it remains to be determined that the static

charge will be influenced by them.

As one means of testing the case, a plate of glass .072

of an inch thick was broken into two pieces and the two

parts immediately fitted into their former positions and held

together by clamps. The crevice or space separating the

parts, was infinitesimal in width, as will be evident to any

one who may have made a similar experiment. The re-

stored plate was placed between two discharge points, in

such position that the line joining the points passed through

solid glass. Under these conditions I was not able with

my facilities to cause a disruptive discharge to take place

through the plate; but on moving it so that the fine joining

the points would lie in the plane of the fracture, a disrup-

tive discharge occurred with an e. m. f. of 2067 volts and

a capacity in the circuit of a microfarad. While this demon-

strates the minuteness of the path required tor a discharge.

vening air. The fusible wire F is inserted as protection

against injury to dynamos and cables in case of a ground
existing on the other side ot the circuit. There are several

points, apparently trivial, but really of much importance,

relating to the design and material of construction of a

device for discharging a cable. The distance, measured on
the exposed surface, separating the points of support of the

discharging arms or rods, should be as great as possible, as

there would be a loss of energy, across this space, in case

the distance was small and dampness existed. Another
point to remember is that the constant a should have a

known value, and therefore the most appropriate design for

the discharger is one employing points to discharge from

and an unvarying intervening medium, such as aii.

In order to obtain some definite information on the ques-

tion raised by Mr. Leggett at the Pittsburgh meeting, as to

the effect on the insulation, of a short bend or indentation

in the lead of a cable. I caused a very deep dent to be

made in a cable, so deep in fact that it would at once have

been condemned in practical work, and then connecting it

into the working circuit, an attempt was made to cause a

disruptive discharge to pass through the compressed insula-

tion at the point of indentation, but the attempt was unsuc-

cessful, the discharge preferring to occur at any other point.

Another experiment was made to determine the effect of
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bending the cable backward and forward several times in

the same place. A length was selected in which the dis-

charge always occurred at either one of the ends, and after

the bending operation had been performed a number of

times. I was able to produce the discharge through the bent

portion in preference to the terminals. These tests show
the superior strength of the insulation in the more con-

densed or homogeneous forms, and the weakening effect of

much bending.

In this connection it may be well to inquire more fully

into the tendency of the discharge to occur at the terminals

of the lead. It is a well-known fact that the greater num-
ber of the grounds or burn-outs occurring on arc light cir-

cuits are at the terminals of the lead, or at the joints, and
it is precisely at these points that the charge, acting under
well established and familiar laws, would be most dense,

and owing to the presence of the edges or points for the

electricity to flow from, the disruptive discharge will under
ordinary circumstances take place between the edges or

points, and the conductor within the insulation. Owing to

the special facilities offered at these places, for the passage

of the discharge, it is probable that in many cases, burn-

outs occur under the influence of a charge that would be

unable to produce a discharge through the continuous por-

tions of the cable. In order to reduce the probability ot a

discharge occurring at terminals and joints, I would sug-

gest that the lead whenever cut be made bell shape, in

order that all edges or points be turned away from the con-

ductor.

It may be appropriate at this point to consider briefly,

that vexed question: Which way does the spark pass?

paper which was written before the statement of Mr. Adden-
brooke came into my hands.

As the experiments referred to in this paper have ex-

tended over a considerable period—not less than six

months—there have naturally been a number of questions

and points presented from outside sources. Others

have been led into the held to experiment, and with the

equally natural result of obtaining in some cases effects

that they have construed to be at variance with those I

have secured. I have one case in mind where the experi-

menters found it impossible to produce a disruptive dis-

charge so long as the lead of the cable was insulated from

the ground, but tlie grounding of it made the production

of the discharge feasible, and they concluded that the the-

ory of a disruptive discharge was not correct. This is a

repetition, under different conditions of the very old experi-

ment of attempting to charge a Leyden jar with the jar in-

sulated. The first condition to be arrived at in the charg

ing of a jar is the grounding of one o£ the surfaces. A
disruptive discharge through the insulation of the cable

cannot occur without a charge being first formed, hence it

is absolutely necessary that a ground be made to the lead.

The resistance of the ground connection to the lead is. to

a verv great extent immaterial, as the charge is cumulative,

and the energy expended in the discharge is only that held

in the charge, hence though the ground resistance may be

many megohms in value, and the charging process extend

through a considerable time, there will eventually be a stor-

age of energy on the surface of a value sufficient to rup-

ture the insulation, at the first change in the charging cur-

rent. The spark discharge is all but instantaneous in its

Figure 3

There is a relic of the past ages still existing, to a greater

or less extent, among those who are unfamiliar with the

present state of electrical science, and which I have no

doubt many, if not all of you, have heard. The favorite

wav of expressing it is thus: "The earth is the home of

electricity, and it is continually striving to get there by the

quickest and shortest route." By this theory the electricity

as represented by the spark would always jump from the

conductor to the lead, and thence pass to the earth. It is

plain to see the great weight this would have in an argu-

ment against the near approach of the conductor to the

earth as is necessitated in the underground system of dis-

tribution. The direction of the discharge is determined by

the form or figure of the charged bodies and the characters

or signs of the charges on them, the earth playing no part

other than that of a conducting medium. On the under-

ground system there is, the moment before a disruptive dis-

charge occurs, an unstable equilibrium between two points

of the system or rather of the conductors forming the sys-

tem and the insulations or dielectrics separating them.

Through the line joining the points there is a strain pro-

duced by the difference of potential of the points, the

tendency being to a neutralization of the potential differ-

ences. Against this strain is opposed the resisting power

of the dielectric intervening, and usually consisting of the

insulations on the conductors and the earth which separates

them. The disruptive discharge that follows, may be

either from a conductor to the earth or the reverse, but in

neither case is there the slightest quantity of electricity left

in the earth as a result of the discharge. It is a transmis-

sion of energy from one point of the system to another of

a different potential, and the amount of electrical energy

lost in the passage is expended in overcoming the resist-

ance, and appears as heat.

From the experiments and conclusions of P'araday, I have

made the following deductions:

1. When the charged bodies are of the same size and

form, the spmk discharge will, other things being equal, be

from the positively charged body.

2. Other things being equal, less potential is required

to produce a brush discharge than a spark discharge, and

when it does occur, it will be from the negatively charged

surface.

3. In all cases where the charge of electricity is on, or

closely associated with the discharging surfaces, a diminution

of either surface will facilitate a discharge, and when any

considerable difference exists in their areas, the discharge

will always be from the smaller surface.

4. A spark from a small body to a large one, will be

from eight to tt-n times greater in length, when the small

body is charged positively, than it would be with a negative

charge.

In'gcncral, the direction of the discharge between the

conductor and the lead, through the insulation, is subject

to the form of the surfaces of the conducting bodies; a

slight burr or point on either one being sufficient to deter-

mine the direction of the spark. ^

In a scries of very interesting articles by G. T. Adden-
brookc, in the London Elcctiical Rcvicto, the subject of

spark length disruptive discharges and the advantages of a

perfectly continuous and unbroken diaiectric arc extensively

treated. The influence of the capacity of the cable is, how-

ever, entirely nuglcclcd. Special stress is laid upcm the ad-

vantages of a continuous envelope of insulation, and those

using rubber covered conductors are particularly cautioned

against handling or bending them when the lemperalure is

lower than 45 degrees J'ahr., as fissures or cracks are then

liable to occur, and permit of the passage of discharges.

This I confess was information to me and puts a certain

limitation to the qualities I have given to rubber in the

action, and with the work restricted to this inmeasurably

short space of time it is necessary to leave the energy on
hand, as it were; there is no time to generate it, electri-

cally, at the dynamo and convey it over long or even short

distances. The subject of disruptive discharges with vari-

ous resistances and self-induction placed in the path of

energy, is beautifully treated in a paper read by Dr. Oliver

Lodge before the Society of Arts, April 17th.

One word more before closing this subject. It is safe to

predict, that the disruptive discharge being provided for,

little or nothing more would be heard of the much talked

of pinholes in the lead, and the moisture absorbing termi-

nals; the undergrounding of arc light cables would become
a thing of certainty, and our municipal governments re-

lieved of a great bug-a-boo.

The President: The next paper will be a description

of an underground conduit, by H. C. Chenoweth.

Descrii'TIon of A.\' Underground Conduit,

by alex. cr.'vwford chenowetk.

The changing of electric light conductors to an under-
ground system having engaged the attention of this meet-
ing, I will place before you a method of constructing ducts

that can be so arranged as to meet many of the objections

heretofore presented. The object of this paper is not the

discussion of the merits or demerits of systems that have
already been presented, but its purpose is to invite your
criticism of the practical points of the method I am about
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a fastener to the wood, to prevent unwinding. The outside

of the core is now painted with a mixture of clay, pow-
dered soapstone and water.

The core thus described, is ready for use. A ditch is

prepared, and the core is placed in it, resting on cross

pieces of wood; if more than one duct is to be constructed,

other cores are ranged side by side. The concrete in a

plastic state is now tamped well around, bringing the lop

to an even level. The iron rod is now removed, as well as

the pieces of wood on which the ends of the core were rest-

ing, also the fastenings of the ribbon ends. The wooden
half cylinders are now drawn out, leaving the spiral casing,

which remains for several days.

A new core is inserted in the end of the spiral, the rib

CHENOWETH CONDUIT CORE,

bon of the old core is fastened to a ribbon of the new core

by a swivel, and you proceed in same manner as before,

thus constructing several hundred feet with the casing re-

maining in. When the cement hardens, the casing can be
drawn out, being a spiral. This is done at any manhole
or unfinished portion of the work. As the spiral ribbon is

removed, the surface coating of clay and soapstone ad-

heres to the interior of the duct, producing a smooth sur-

face, and acts as a lubricant to reduce friction, when con-

ductors are drawn in, thus preserving the insulation. This
construction insures a monolithic structure, with smooth in-

terior, and is straight, free from joints, depressions, and is

water tight by reason of its construction.

At the same time, in case you should require another

duct, the wall on one side is always ready, by merely plac-

ing a core on top or on either side, and proceeding in the

same manner. This reduces the cost of a new duct. The
most convenient arrangement for distribution purposes sug-

gests a line of two holes on each side of a street, with man-
holes at intersecting streets, and openings at every house
lot subdivision.

I have adopted an opening in the form of a cast iron

nozzle, with a hole into which a pipe can be screwed, by re-

moving a screw plug. This is set in the cement when the

duct is constructed, leaving the nozzle projecting only.

This can be modified to suit any size or shape, or the nozzle

can be replaced with a box having a lid. This form of

construction will permit the conduits to be placed near the

surface. The elasticity of concrete enables it to withstand

the blows caused by heavy traffic. It is an easy matter to

project a conduit of this form from a manhole to an insu-

lated point, and afterward to construct others alongside at

small cost.

The cost of constructing ducts by this method is nar-

rowed down to the winding of the ribbon on the mandrel,
the labor of remo\nng the mandrels in the trough, of remov-
ing ribbon from the duct, and rewinding the ribbon on the

bobbins. And as each part of the core is preserved and used
an indefinite number of times the cost of the core is

charged to tte cost of plant; it costs ten cents per foot.

The winding of the ribbon is done on the spot as fast as

wanted, and costs two mills per foot. The cost of draw-
ing out the ribbon and rewinding on bobbins, using an in-

genious device that removes all twists, is about one mill

per foot. The labor of removing the wooden mandrel in

the trench costs about one cent per foot. A duct four

inches in diameter, made of concrete, in the proportion of

one of cement to two of sand, can be made for four cents

per foot including entire cost, exclusive of excavation,
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to describe. Let us assume that the question of insulation

has been settled and that the arrangement of the conduc
tors in a structure permanently located is such that it can

be augmented at small cost. This is done in order that the

question of cost may be met. The material of which these

structures must be built must withstand the forces of na-
ture that are brought into action in their new relations.

Concrete, a mixture of Portland cement and sand in suita-

ble proportions, well incorporated, answers all the require-

ments. The form of the structure requires a system con-

sisting of duels four inches in diameter with large manholes
located at convenient poinis for the purposes well estab-

lished in previous discussions, with other entrances to the

ducts, through openings located at intervals, to be used
when required, connecting points to houses and stores. All

parts are to be constructed with smooth interior, free from
joints, faults, depressions and water tight.

The structure is formed by means of a core, consisting

of a wooden cylindrical rod, 14 or 20 feet in length, which
is cut in two, forming two half cylinders. The space re-

moved by sawing through the rods, when each of the

halves are placed together, is occupied by an iron rod, hav-
ing a thickness e([ual lo the jjortion removed by the saw,
restoring tile cylindrical shape; this forms the mandrel or
core sliown in the illustration.

Now, a ribbon of galvanized iron, one inch wide, and of

a thickness etpial to •!} gauge, is wound spirally around the

mandrel of wootl, from end to end, securing the ends with

manholes and openings. If a repair should be found nec-

essary a block can be made with a duct through it. and in-

serted between the two ends thus to be joined, leaving a

space of one inch at each end. Insert a spiral sleeve in-

side of the duct made of iron, a wire fastened to the end
of ribbon forming the alcove, also connected to the alcove
at the other end of the block by a wire. Then extend to

nearest opening. The cement should be packed between
the ends firmly, the sleeve preventing* the cement from en-

tering the conduit. When the cement forming the joint

becomes hard, the sleeves can be removed by hauling on
the wire at the opening.

At the conclusion of Mr. Chenoweth's paper, the chair
announced as the committee on president's message, Arthur
Steuart, of Baltimore; A. F. Mason, of Boston

; J. Frank
Morrison, o\ Baltimore; E. R. Weeks of Kansas City, and
II. D. Stanley, of Bridgeport, Conn.
Mr. Lynch; Before we adjourn, 1 would offer the fol.

lowing resolution:

Resolved, That a committee of 'i\\<:. be appointed by the

chair to e,\amine into and report upon the systems of un-
derground conduits for undergiound conductors, and con-
duits now in operation, and the number of wires actually

in use in those conduits, and report at the next convention
of this association.

The motion was seconded and adopted, and the conven-
tion adjourned until half past two o'clock this after-

noon.
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Afternoon Session.

The president called the meeting to order at 2:30 p m.,

and read a communication from C J Field, stating that

arrangements had been made so the members who attended

the Broadway theater could examine the interesting electric

light plant there. He also read an invitation from the

Shultz Belting company to examine, at an establishment in

New York, a belt said to be the largest in this country.

The President: We are now ready for the discussion

of the three papers which were read this morning. I see

that Mr Whetler is present. Some of the gentlemen,

after the reading of his paper, asked questions which the

chair stopped, as they were leading to a general discussion,

but Dr. Wheeler will be ready to answer now any questions

which may be asked him
Mr. Lynch: I would like to ask Dr. Wheeler what num-

ber of wires it is proposed to put into these two and a half

inch ducts ?

Dr. Wheeler: I do not know exactly how many it is

proposed to put in. I suppo^eitwill depend on the number
the ducts will hold There is now being drawn into thera

a cable containing eight arc light conductors, each one of

which is equal to a No. 4 wire. They are made a trifle

larger than the ordinary overhead conductors. That makes

a cable which, including the lead covering, is about two

inches in diameter. I should think it hardly advisable to

draw a larger cable than that through these tubes; but here-

after, probably, there will be no cables drawn in containing

more than one arc light conductor. They will be drawn in

singly. The objection to a cable containing a number of

conductors is, that it limits the use of the cable to carrying

anumberof wires all forming the positiveor negative sideof

the circuit, while, if you make them up into single conductor

cables, you can arrange them to suit the convenience of

business, and you have an increased amount of insulation

between opposite wires.

Mr. Lynch: How far is this cable to run. Dr. Wheeler?

Dr. Wheeler: From Fourteenth street to Thirty-fourth

street, on Broadway.
Mr. Lynch: What is it to be used for—trunk Hnes?

Dr. Wheeler: I do not know exactly: I think not from

the fact that it is proposed to cut it in two at each manhole.

Mr. Lynch: Have any supplementary conditions been

made?
Dr. Wheeler: None have been laid that I know of for

the use of arc light companies. The method has been

adopted and the materials are being prepared to lay a sys-

tem from 14th street to 34th street on Broadway.
Mr. Lynch: Is that the Johnstone system you spoke

about?
Dr. Wheeler: Yes, sir.

Mr. Lynch: What is it proposed to charge as rental

per mile?

Dr. Wheeler: I do not know For that I will have to

refer to the representatives of the conduit company.

The President: Dr. Wheeler, will you allow me to ask

you a question? If the city authorities have charge of the

streets and are responsible for that conduit going in there,

how then are you going to hoM the owners of the lateral

wires responsible for anything at all? How do you propose

to do that? Has the commission got any plan on that

point?

Dr. Wheeler: It occurs to me that that is a question

of law, and I am here as an electrician—not that I have any

objection to answering the question, but I do not know the

answer
The President: I see. But is the representative of

the law department here?

Dr. Wheeler: I would like to refer that question to

Commissioner Gibbens, if he U present. I do riot see him.

The President: We are seeking for information and

we are as desirous of a solution of the problem as the mu-
nicipal authorities are When we get to a point where there

is a dead line drawn and the municipal authorities cannot

give us any information, we must stop right there. If there

is a point where we can give you information, we are desir-

ous of aiding you.

Dr. Wheeler; I am very desirous of having all possi-

ble information given to the association in order to make
the conclusion reached as valuable as possible, but in the

absence of Mr. Gibbens, perhaps Mr. Leslie, who is pres-

ent, and is the manager of the Subway company, might

answer that question.

The President: You understand the proposition that

as the municipal authorities, by law, take charge of the

mains and regulate the size of the conductors, etc., and

become responsible for those mains in the street, then, as

I understood the proposition this morning, the companies

who would feed off from those conduits would be respon-

sible for the lateral mains. Is that correct? Now then

what we want to know, if we can get the information, is

this—where the responsibility of one commences and where

the responsibility of the other ends? If we can get that we
can possibly get into the meat of this business.

Mr. Leslie: As I stated this morning, I think the re-

sponsibility of the subway company ends in providing a

suitable subway for the accommodation of such conductors

as any electric light company or any other company may
see fit to draw therein. They are responsible for the kind

of insulation and for the operation of their own plant;

they own it; we do not. We simply own subways which

we lease to them.
The President: Then, in other words, as I understand

it, the city authorities have practically made a monopoly of

the underground business of the streets and given it to a

certain company without any specifications as to the char-

acter of the conditions that the sub companies must under-

take to fulfill in making connections with the main conduit

system. Is that it?

Mr. Leslie: In the first place, as I understand it, when
the commission was created each and every person inter-

ested was invited to submit his plans for such a system as

in his judgment might be most suitable to business pur-

poses. Having failed to do so the Subway coiJpany bas

since obser\-ed the same practice and each and every com-

pany in New York, doing business here, has been invited

to state what in their judgment would be most suitable for

their purposes. I think the attitude of the Subway com-
pany in that respect has been most consistent. If a man
wants anything and asks for it and gets it, I do not see

that he can ask for any more.
The President: Then, as a matter of fact, the Subway

commission of the city does not say to the electric lighting

companies that they must observe proper sizes of wire, and
everything of that kind. They leave that to the discretion

of the company.
Mr. Leslie: Entirely so.

The President: They simply ask them to make a re-

commendation?
Mr. Leslie: They ask them to go underground.

The Presidfnt: And if it does not suit the conduit

company, what then?

Mr Leslie: We have had no such emergency arise

as yet.

The President: Is there a basis then established by
the Subway commission or the company under the Subway
commission? Is there a set of fixed charges established?

Mr. Leslie: Yes; sir.

The President: Have you received answers from the

companies in regard to that question?

Mr. Leslie: We have met with no opposition in that

respect from any company in the city except one

The President; They are all perfectly satisfied with

the rate of charges?

Mr. Leslie: They appear to be so. They think it to

be just and equitable.

The President: In the furnishing of this subway do

you give any guarantees to these companies as to the per-

manency and the reliability of the system that you put in?

Mr. Leslie: We agree to keep the subways in good
order. But if anything that could not be anticipated should

arise to interfere with their business they would be in posi

tion to be reimbursed for any loss they might have incurred

during that time, We guarantee to give proper subway
facilities or we do not charge any rent; that is the best we
can do. If we should happen to have some extraordinary

accident which no one could anticipate or provide against,

in that case we should, of course, abate any rental until

such time as we could put the subways in good condition.

The President: Then there are no conditions by which
a company held responsible for lighting so the public

could obtain redress for a light being out for a period which

would be practically inconvenient, and would cause the

public considerable delay.

Mr. Leslie: I do not know of any guarantee beyond

that which I have stated.

The President; That is what I understand. Then it

is the companies which practically lose the amount of rev-

enue that would be derived, instead of the Subway company
that puts in these conduits.

Mr Leslie: Well, I presume so They do so now
with the overhead system

Mr. Perry; This is a subject that is entirely new to us

and we may have to meet it in our own various systems,

and I would like to ask what are the rates of taiiff which

are established here, and if the c ty of New York gives into

the hands of a corporation the right to lay these subways

without any limitations as to what tariff they should charge,

and then say to the companies you must go in, no matter

what the rates are? I would ask if there is any limitation

of the tariff, and what the rates of the tariff as e- tablished

are.

Mr. Leslie: I will say with regard to that matter, that

the companies are amply protected- The law on that sub-

ject reads that such a rental shall be charged as is fair and
equitable. Any company imagining itself imposed upon

in the matter of rental can have recourse to the Board of

Electrical Control, which has the right of revision at all

times I regret that I have not with me a copy of the law

on the subject which I imagine from the inquiries which

have been made would have gone very far to enlighten the

gentlemen present. There is no opportunity for unjust

action.

Mr. Perry: The other question which I asked the gen-

tleman through the chair was what are the rates of tariff as

established, briefly?

Mr. Leslie: When I came up to this convention this

morning, I had no idea that I should be called upon to

furnish any information whatsoever, and therefore I have

not provided myself with statistics. I came here to listen

to Dr. Wheeler's paper, which I understood he was to read.

Nevertheless, if my memory serves me right, I have no

hesitation in saying that our schedule of rentals is :^i,ooo

per mile per annum, for a three inch duct; JfiSoo per mile

per annum, for a two and a half inch duct; $750 per mile

per annum, for a two inch duct; $550 per mile per annum,

for an inch and a half duct. I will say that with regard to

the two inch duct I am not clear whether it is £750 or $650,

not having the data, as I said before, with me.

The President: You will understand, Mr. Leslie, that

these questions are not asked in an inquisitive way to ascer-

tain the private business of the Subway company; but New
York has been looked to from all over the United States

as the point where this question is to be solved. We have

been invited by the mayor to go into the merits of this case

if we can, but there is no use in going into the electric part

of it unless we can get at the financial part of it too. You
must not think these questions that are asked you are simply

put to ascertain the business of this corporation. It might

seem that they were put in that spirit; but I want to assure

you that that is not the case. We want to put these two

things together and see what we can make out of it

Mr. Leslie: I appreciate that Mr. President, and I want

to say that while the scope of our operations is local, yet

we recognize the fact that the underground problem is uni-

versal, after all. in its application, and that in most of the

prominent cities of the United States you are all face to

face with the same question, and that the developments of

underground facilities in other cities is going to be directly

and indirectly a great help to us here in New York. 1 de

sire to say further that if any individual member of the

convention desires any more definite information upon the

underground system, which we may possess, and if he will

apply at our office at i8 Cortlandt street, in this city, we
will very gladly give him all the information that we have.
Mr, De Camp: As I understand the matter, when the

question was ref - rred to the subway committee they invited
the different electrical interests to state to them what was
necessarj' for a successful solution of the problem of laying
underground wires The^e different electrical interests,

particularly the electric light intertst, made no response
to that, for the reason which is manifest to every man en-

gaged in the electric light business; but they had no sug-
gestions to make because they knew nothing On the
strength of that the subwav commission took upon them-
selves the responsibility of deciding upon some conduit
which, in their judgment, would answer thi purpose.
Those conduits have been put down, not upon any merit
that has been demonstrated that they possess, but as mere
mechanical constructions they seemed the proper thing.

After that is done then comes the pressure to have the elec

trie light companies put their wires in them That press-

ure is brought to bear very forcibly, because it is backed
up by legislation They are the parties who have assumed
the responsibility of deciding for the electrical companies
in putting down a certain conduit; they throw off the man-
tle of their responsibility and say, "Gentlemen, occupy
those conduits at a rental of so much a mile." The only
risk that they take in the matter is in keeping the conduits

in repair. That is one which they cannot very well shirk.

They throw the burden on the electric light companies,
and, as the chairman very pertinently puts it, who is re-

sponsible to the electric light companies for the loss of ser-

vice to the public in the municipality by reason of the
failure of the conduit during the time it is necessarj' to re

pair it? Not only that, but the failure on the part of a
cable or conductor that they put in, though not upon their

own judgment, but upon the judgment of the parties who
put the conduit down . There is a consequential considera-

tion or risk there which, in my judgment, it is unfair to

impose upon anybody. That is about the way, as I under-
stand, that the thing stands to-day. There is only one
certain element in that for the companies using that con-
duit, and that is to pay rent. That is about the way it

stands. But leaving that right theie, this is what has al-

ways occurred to me from the time this question was agi-

tated. It has been taken hold of at the wrong end abso-
lutely. I never saw a more preposterous method of
accomp ishing a thing in my life. Mr. Lynch asked a
question this morning about a certain conduit in Philadel-
phia. That that conduit, in my judgment, is a good one,

goes for naught. I do not care how good it is, and I do
not care how cheaply it can be built, I have got absolutely
nothing to put in it that will answer the purposes of our
business —absolutely nothing; and here you go to work and
you devise a convenient method of transacting a business
which you admittedly do not know how to carry on. There
is not a man to-day who is willing to take the record of the
aerial lines as a basis for operating and that is of no mean
importance, because the investment of a vast amount of

capital and its earnings is based upon the amount of money
in those constructions, and you never get any more out of

it. You have reached the maximum reward of the invest-

ment of your capital. The public has given it to you, and
given it to you willingly. They say to you: Your business
now, young as it is. is old enough for you to have learned
something, and you have brought the business to a point
where it ceases to be a luxury to those who want to use it.

The city of New York paid 70 cents without a murmur in

the first few years of that business. They declined this

year to pay 50 cents. They declined to pay 45 cents, and
there are plenty of cities in the country that are paying
less than that- They say it is too expensive. Therefore,
you have got to weigh with great deliberation anything in

connection with your business which compels you to in-

crease your prices, or to maintain those you have already
established. Now, as I say, they have taken hold of it.

They have left that for the men, and the only men who, in

my judgment, are capable of deciding that question, to
accomplish. They put down these ducts; they have occu-

pied the streets, and they have left the companies who shall

choose to use thera to accomplish that great end of getting
something to put in them. Now I asked the question this

morning of Dr. Wheeler, who represents the Subway com-
mission, what this costs. He does not know The matter
is referred to Mr. Leslie; he does not know; and from all

I can learn nobody has ever taken the trouble to consider

the cost of this thing. Now I want to submit that as a

method of doing business. (Applause.) When I go to

my people and say, "There is a report; it involves the in-

troduction of new machinery, the addition of a few boilers,

the addition of some electrical apparatus that will enable

us to do so much busittess; it will increase our business 10,

15. 20 per cent ," do they say, "Goon and do it ?" It is

just what they want done, but before they do that they ask,

"What is that going to cost?" I do not care if it is a
matter of a thousand dollars Everybody knows an in-

crease of business, particularly in the electric lighting busi-

ness, is desirable. Does your board of directors say go on
and do it without knowing what it is going to cost? No;
nobody does it. Individuals do not do it, corporations do
not do it, and yet that is the very thing the subway com-
mission appear to have done. Look at those drawings
Are they submitted to the practical people^ If they are,

very naturally it will be asked what am I going to do with

it when I get it. They cannot answer that question, but

they have gone before the authorities of the city, who are

pressed on all sides to do a very desirable thing. Their
plans look very feasible as a piece of engioeering They
no doubt are feasible. His honor the mayor of this city

takes the most sensible view that ever I knew a public offi-

cer to take (Applause.) He is a man who has the cour-

age of his convictions, and it is a great wrong to the elec-

tric interests to-day that there are not more of our munici-

pal officers who seem to have the same courage. The
mayor of this city stands in a position which no electric

light company dare antagonize If this subway commis-

{Co7itinu£d onpage 129.}
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The report of the committee on the New
England Electric exchange will be read with

interest, especially in view of the fact that such

an organization is contemplated in Chicago.

It is clear that the mantle of the retired pres-

ident fell oil worthy shoulders when it was de-

posited on those of S. A. Duncan. He makes a

good presiding officer, and, so to speak, "holds

the convention down to business."

Dr. Van der Weyde's contribution to the

papers read before the association on the com-
parative danger of alternating and continuous
currents, merits careful reading. It is clear and
thoughtful, and deals with a topic of command-
ing interest at the present day.

The next meeting of the National Electric

Light a.ssociation will be held in Chicago. The
selection of this city for the honor is eminently
fair and just, and in return Chicago will extend
its hospitality, and endeavor to make the visit of

the association both pleasant and profitable.

We now bid the association a hearty welcome to

the metropolis of the west.

Mavor Hewitt's address was one of the most
striking features of the convention. As a speech
addressed to a body of intelligent men gathered
for an earnest purpose, it may well serve as a

model. It was characteristic of the man. It

abounds in humor and apt allusions, but above
all it evidences careful thought and study. The
address when circulated cannot fail to work to

the advantage of electric companies, and tend
to check the inconsiderate action of municipal
bodies, which forms one of the greatest obstacles

to progress. Mayor Hewitt tliuroughly appre-

ciates the difficulties which beset the companies
in the metropolis, and he sets his face against

hasty measures which shall tend to augment
them. The speech has made the situation clear

in New York, as it has never been before. The
action taken by the convention shows how thor-

oughly the address was appreciated, and how
highly its importance was estimated.

The presentations to J. Frank Morrison, the

first president of the Electric Light association,

constituted a well deserved tribute to a gentle-

man who labored zealously and successfully to

establish the organization upon a sound basis.

The association is now a strong, compact body
and it pursues its ends with vigor. To Mr.

Morrison belongs the credit in no small degree

of bringing the association to its present pros-

perity.

The committee on patent legislation, through
its chairman, Arthur Steuart, explained the steps

that had been taken since their last report to the

association. The proposed bill was laid before

our readers several months ago, and we believe

its provisions have received wide commendation.
Mr. Steuart imparted the pleasing intelligence

that the judiciary committee of the house of

representatives had decided to report the bill

favorably.

In view of the rapid extension of the motor
business H. F. Lufkin's paper and the classifi-

cation of charges for this service was timely and
will be read with interest. His suggestions, as

they relate so closely to modes of increasing

dividends, appeal very strongly to every stock-

holder of an electric light company. The
figures which he gives are valuable as they have
been verified by experience sufficiently long

continued to render them reliable.

Mayor Hewitt asked the convention for en-

lightenment on the underground problem. Dr.

Wheeler, Mr. Acheson and Mr. Chenoweth pre-

sented able papers, and between them and the

discussion a very clear exposition of the present

status of underground work was laid not only

before his honor, but before all the members of

the association, and through the columns of the

Western Electrician is now placed before a

host of readers. This subject received perhaps

the largest share of attention of any presented

for discussion. It proved a fruitful topic, and
will merit the most careful perusal and study.

We offer this issue of the Western Elec-
trician to our readers with some feeling of

pride. It gives a complete report of the pro-

ceedings of the National Electric Light associ-

ation; it is handsome, and it appears promptly
on the regular day of issue. When the distance

from New York, the place of meeting, the im-

mense amount of matter that had to be taken
in shorthand, transcribed, travel 900 miles by
mail, be edited, set in type, corrected, placed in

pages, printed, bound and mailed are considered,

we believe our readers will appreciate our enter-

prise—more especially when all this has been
accomplished in such short time without sacri-

ficing any part of the report.

The paper of E. R. Weeks on electrical edu-
cation treats of an important subject in a way
that cannot fail to excite general interest in the

practical scheme which the Kansas City com-
pany has inaugurated. The policy adopted
by that corporation of furnishing means by
which the employes may become thoroughly
grounded in the principles which underlie

practical work is of the most liberal character

and the example thus set can be followed to ad-

vantages by the great majority of companies.
The plan outlined by Mr. Weeks has a very

wide application. Not only electrical com-
panies but all corporations which require the

services of skilled, intelligent trained employes
will find that such a plan is well worth a careful

investigation. In these days when the ".soulless

corporation" is so soundly berated by the public

prints it is a satisfaction to meet with a case,

like the present, in which a company strives so

earnestly and successfully to advance the inter-

ests of its employes. Would not the general
adoption of some such policy tend to aid in the
solution of the much discussed labor question?
The plan must commend itself to every one and
the character of the discussion by the conven-
tion gives evidence that the members thorough-
ly appreciated its importance.

When S. S. Leonard penned the note to

President Duncan placing a low estimate upon
the value of his paper on petroleum fuel, he
little thought what a wide interest the presen-
tation of the paper would excite ; but the re-

sults of actual tests, he so modestly offered,

were enough to elicit a fruitful discussion.

Nine months ago the Western Electrician
noted the tendency of a number of electric light

companies to adopt not a new fuel, for it has
been known for years and used in numerous
instances, but to use it under new conditions

;

consequently we took the opportunity to show
the readers of this journal, several of the latest

types of crude oil burners.

The subject as a whole has a live interest to

those electric light companies who occupy high
priced real estate in cities where storage capac-
ity is limited and haulage is costly and we
trust those who are investigating the subject
and making experiments will lay the results at-

tained before succeeding conventions in a plain,

practical and thorough manner as Mr. Leonard.
In the discussion a member adverted to the

danger of burning out boilers when petroleum
was used as a fuel. No boiler user is not aware
of the baneful results that will ensue when the
heat of the fire is largely concentrated on one
spot on the shell or on the tubes. The natural
consequence will be a leaking boiler and general
repairs. But with improved devices for dis-.

tributing the heat uniformly there seems to be
no reason why this objection to the use of crude
oil should not be removed.

Even those most familiar with the tremendous
progress of the electric light industry must mar-
vel at the figures given in President Duncan's
address to the convention. ".4t Pittsburgh," said

the president, meaning the time the con-
vention was held in Pittsburg in February last,

"it was estimated that there were no less than
4,000 isolated plants and central stations operat-
ing 175,000 arc lights and 1,750,000 incandescent
lights. To these figures we may now add 1,351
new isolated plants and central stations operat-
ing 35,201 arc lights and 292,944 incandescent
lights, of which I have a detailed record. By
adding this increase to the figures of six months
ago we find that there are now 5,351 isolated

plants and central stations, and there are burn-
ing every night in the year in the United States
no less than 192,500 arc lights and 1,925,000 in-

candescent lights. We may also add that there
are 459,495 horse power of steam engines de-
voted to electric lighting. Figuring this in coal
consumption it can be demonstrated that in the
year of 188S enough coal will be consumed in

the United States for electric lighting purposes
to make a solid column 100 feet square and
over a mile high. It may be here parentheti-
cally remarked that there has been an increase
in the capitalization of the electric light com-
panies of the United States in the last six

months of not less than $342,210,100."
These figures are as colossal as that column

of coal, but they can be accepted as authori-
tative.

It would be a wanton act to disturb the
reveries of one dreaming of the future of the
electric light and erecting a superstructure of

magnificent proportions in the foundations laid

by the president, but cruel necessity forces us
to state a fact that may be overlooked. The
data showing the increase in the number of
stations and lights must have been gathered be-
tween February and August. These six months
do not include the busiest season of manufact-
urers of the electric light, namely, the fall

months, for the general experience in the west
at least is that August, September and October,
or the months preceding the long dark days of

winter are the busiest months. What figures

can be expected then, at the next meeting of the
association ?
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sion brings forward a system, and he carries out his inten-

tions of enforcing; it, I do not believe there is an electric

light interest in the city of New York that dare for a mo-
ment antagonize him. Certainly th. re is not in Philadel-

phia an electric light interest that would dare to antagonize

a municipal ofticer taking such a position. Now that is a

sensible view to take of it. It is a question of dollars and
cents, as has been many times asserted on this floor. That
assertion amounts to naught until the amount of these

dollars and cents is stated. It is a very different thing

whether a thing costs a million or costs twenty million dol-

lars. This thing carried on to the extent it is carried on
in New York, if I have an appreciation of the subject at

all, would ruin every electric light company in the United
States, and every dollar of capital invested in it would be
wiped out. No industry that ever started has sustained

itself as this interest has sustained itself since its inception.

Gas companies never met with the same obstruction, nor
did any other public industry. Just as soon as they im-

pressed themselves upon the minds of the public that they

were a public necessity every facility was offered and no
obstacle was raised up to make that objectionable; and we
are met here \i'ith this very fact, as I say, commencing at

the wrong" end to accomplish something before we know
how to accomplish it You speak of the guarantees I

can readily see how the commission cannot assume that re-

sponsibility. It is utterly impossible for them to do it.

It has been said here, and very frequently said, by certain

parties that they will put the cable in with a guarantee.

Now I understand that that has been done here in the city

of New York. I am curious to see in what form that

guarantee is. If that guarantee simply means we will put
that cable in there and run it for a year or two or three

years, and in case it fails we will take it out and put in a

new one, why, in my judgment, it does not mean anything.

Who would think of renewing the gas pipes in the city of

Philadelphia? What electric companies at the present

comparatively low cost of aerial lines would think of re-

newing their aerial lines once in ten years absolutely? It

would make the business prohibitory The substitution of

anew cable is no small job; the consequence is that while

it is being substituted the city is without light. Now that

is a thing that the companies themselves should be com-
pensated for. It is not likely they would be But at the

same time if that thing is done, then electric lighting as a

public iUuminant is a failure— an absolute failure. In the

city of Philadelphia, and I think, in the city of New York,

there was not a gas light turned out on the line of electric

lights for one year after they were started. Why? Be-

cause confidence was not established in it People thought

it might go out. But gradually confidence became estab-

lished, and now wherever it is possible gas light is turned

out and the very occasional failure on the part of the elec

trie light has justified that confidence. I am sometimes

amused at the easy, self satisfied way in which people say,

"What does it do? Pull this right out and put another

one right straight in." On the same cable, within two
available points for making the change, there may be half

a dozen different connections, all of which have to be un
soldered and the cable taken out, another put in, and the

cable soldered up again; that means a delay and the loss of

a certain order, public or private, and I assure you— and

any man that is in the business needs no assurance—that

such a thing as that would not be tolerated Customers
would "iay, "The thing is too uncertain; we do not want
it. If these things are to occur even occasionally, it fails

to answer our purpose." When it comes to that, gentle-

men, your electric light as a common and public iUuminant,

is a failure.

Now I am just as anxious as any man to have this ques-

tion of underground wires solved, and 1 believe every com-
pany in the country is willing to do their share of it, and
are making the best efforts to do it, but you can readily

conceive when you look at the city of New York and note

the progress that is being made in it— I mean the substan-

tial progress—that it is not very encouraging to us to go to

our companies and ask them to spend money to repeat the

same operations that have been made in New York That

is not business. We have a perfect right to benefit and
profit by other people's experience. It is one mode of edu-

cation that we have without paying for. In the city of

Philadelphia we have made our effort. It is not expected

that the people of Baltimore in the same line of business

will go and do just the same thing that we are doing, but

every effort has been made in Philadelphia from a straight,

square, out and-out business standpoint from an invest-

ment of capital to meet the public demand. I declare

here, without fear of contradiction, that it has been

an absolute failure, and I consider it a great misfor

tune to the interests in general that I am not able

to s and here and say definitely why that has been a fail-

ure, except on very general principles. But the party that

has been endeavoring to make a success of that has had

every interest in the world to bring success about, and yet

it is a failure, and there is no denying it. (Applause.)

Prof. Van der Weyde: Mr. President, our mayor, in

' spite of the fact that he said he did not understand much of

the electrical business, gave us the very good advice to devote

our efforts to solving that great problem. I have been at-

tempting to solve it for some years. When I first saw that

the wires would have to go I made individual experiments

and have patented cable. I have also obtained patents for

anti-induction cables, but in the place of getting up a com-

pany to try to introduce it, I put it to a severe test myself,

and I found, after burying the cable, that it did not stand

the honest test; and therefore I have not come before the

public or before any company with my patent. The posi-

tion of the matter is this: There are two things to be ac-

complished by us. In the first place we have to devise a

subway which is available in a large city, so that the cables

can be gathered. It is a significant fact that, in the city of

Paris, where they have the most magnificent c_^portunities

for putting the cables underground in their sewers, only the

telegraph and telephone cables go through the sewers, and

all the electric light cables, as stated this morning, go over
the roofs of the houses. It has been found impracticable
in Paris. It is a problem to be solved. We must find first

the proper cable to put under ground, and then the proper
subway. We have seen this morning a cable passed through
the tubes. That is very good, very useful when we have to

go a considerable distance, like passing over the Brooklyn
Bridge or the approach to the bridge, for instance, through
Frankfort street; it is splendid in such a case, or up town
through Broadway. But if we want a system where every
wire is accessible, it is insufficient. Such a system has yet

to be devised. In the second place, proper cables have to

be devised which will not give out, and the best we can do
—it is what I have done, Mr. President—is to recommend
this body to make their individual effort to improve the

thing's we have and to get subways which will answer the
purpose and to get the proper cables. In Brooklyn, for in-

stance, the subways have been laid down under my sight, as

it were. I saw them from time to time, living there. Three
years ago they were begun, and what has been the result?

They are now pulling out the cables they put in three years
ago. The cables have been found insufficient. If things
had been begun after we had the proper information, then
such losses would not have occurred.

Dr. Moses ; Mr. President, I have just received a dis-

patch, which exemplifies better, I think, than almost
anything else one of the bursts of eloquence of the mayor
which he gave us yesterday. Pie said he would like to see

electricity really the servant of man for the good of all.

The dispatch exemplifies how electricity may come to our

aid and bring those who are in sympathy with us, though
3,000 miles away, right within sound of our voices and close

enough to touch the chords of our hearts: "Dr. Moses,
Hotel Brunswick, New York: Reckenzaun and friends send
greeting to the convention." (Applause.) Gentlemen,
while I am upon the floor, I would like to correct an im-

pression coming from one of so sound judgment, painstak

ing, experimental character and experience as Prof. Van der
Weyde. I would like to correct a statement that he made
with which you might otherwise go away too deeply im-
pressed. He says that the subways in Paris have not been
used for reasons which would lead you to infer that it is due
to the fact of the incompleteness of our knowledge in dis-

tributing electricity through conduits. That is not the case.

The facts of the case are these; The city of Paris and the

gas company are in a close partnership. They do not want
to have any electric lights there because one of their chief

sources of revenue is gas. We often hear a great deal said

about Paris being the representative city for everything that

is in advance in science, art and luxury, and we are inclined

to say this thing should be developed there. To-day there

are not ha'f a dozen arc lights in Paris outside the Place du
Carroussel. The reason is, the city put every impediment
in the world in the way of electric lighting. It is bound to

come though, and those who are deeply interested in the

subject in Paris are bringing it about in the following way:
A company has been started in Paris, which is seeking

rights from the municipality to introduce a system of power
throughout the city of Paris. They entirely ignore the uses

of it—electric light, transmission of power for motive pur-

poses, for electrolysis, for all the uses to which we apply

here are entirely ignored by them, and they propose simply

to sell power. Now, when the time comes, of course, for

the distribution, it is not impossible that the magnificent

system of sewers which underlies Paris may be utilized by
any company that may have the right to do it. That right

will only be conferred on those who can give guarantees.

Those who are introducing the electric light for power pur-

poses in Paris are a syndicate or rather a company con-

trolled by the house of Rothschild, so that there is ever)^

guarantee in the world that when that thing is undertaken

it will be done thoroughly, and no doubt successfully. I am
now tempted to refer to something that has been upon my
mind for quite a time, and at the end of this discussion I

feel inclined to bring it before you, not in the prophetic

spirit to which you have been inclined to attribute most of

my addresses, but because it seems to be the solution of the

distribution of power in the city of New York, in which, as

Dr. Wheeler has said, more business is done in a smaller

space than in any other spot on the face of the earth. The
subway commission have undertaken a great task, and as

far as they have gone they have done it as well as the pres-

ent state of the art will permit. That is a meed of praise I

think we will all accord them. But I am tempted to think

of an anecdote which Mr Barnum relates. I do not intend

by quoting it to cast a reflection on the subway commission.

Mr. Barnum says that in his experience one of his friends

got married and received a present of a very magnificent

velvet sofa, very comfortable to lie on but not at all in keep-

ing with the length of the young man's purse. He did not

have it long before it was found necessary to change all the

furniture in the parlor. That necessitated a change of all

the furniture in the dining room and that w^as followed by a

change of all the furniture in the bedroom and the whole

house, and if it had not been for an unexpected run of luck

that young man would have been ruined by his sofa. Now
several people have acted in such a way as to furnish a

magnificent conduit. It will be furnished and the fruits of

it will be enjoyed as this young man did through his un-

paralleled prosperitv, and electric power will be distributed

through the ducts now in the city under the control of the

subway commission, and it will be a success. But I will

suggest that it may be done most advantageously in this

way; If we look at the supply of light, water and steam

that we have in New York, we find that everything is dis-

tributed from a central point at an equal pressure. If we
were to use the Forty-second street reservoir to-day peop'e

would say it is ridiculous, because we have a higher source

of pressure. It is an Idle thing which I might like to see

turned into a librar\' some day. The reservoirs in the park

are ornamental lakes sometimes, but even they might be

done away with. We might go to High Bridge and put up
standpipes as they have done there and get a uniform pres-

sure. The Oiily thing necessary for the distribution of

power to make it available to every consumer is a constant

source of pressure and an unlimited amount of power. How

are we going to accomplish that? If we look at these sub-
way ducts we will find they are not as in the human body

—

every artery, every vein, every nerve connected with some
simple point of uniform distribution and pressure, but we
find through one orifice is to go a power, say of 100 volts,
through another one of a thousand volts; through another
of two thousand; through another one of ten thousand;
all acting by various inductions upon each other, interfering
with each other, and really giving you no means by which,
if an error or a waste is introduced, it can be interrupted
without in some way affecting the other potentials. That
introduces an element of variation which is to be avoided.
How then, can that be done? In the present state of the
art it is as easy as furnishing a mild current of water for
washing the hands or a powerful one to the bath tub or one
still more powerful for taking the shingles or slates off a
roof by means of the steam fire engines, all from the same
source of power. But we must be able to distribute from a
constant source of electrical power potentials of any height.
How is that to be done? It may be done in such a way
that the original source can be entirely safe-guarded. My
friend here speaks of the conduit as a success, but he has
nothing to put into it. Why? Because insulation has not
been carried to that point of protection. It is wearing out
all the time. Now then, we must have a conductor of such
character that we can say when it is put down it is never
going to be touched; it is a constant source of power, as
regular as the sun for its heat, and there it is to be disturbed
and changed into any condition that we desire. How is

that to be done? Gentlemen, it is done partially for electric

lights to-day. You will find conductors, particularly in

Pittsburg, where I saw them very extensively distributed

—

conductors of very small dimensions going through the
streets carr)'ing one or two thousand volts, and then being
distributed in potentials of fifty volts. I would like the

ducts of the subway commission built with a series of con-
ductors, ail electrically connected, and having a potential

great enough to enable all the force that is necessary to be
distributed through this vast metropolis, and be permanently
there as a source of supply without in any way seriously in-

commoding our streets. All the current necessary to run all

the machinery of the electric light, telegraph, telephone,
burglar alarms, and so on could be carried through a con-
ductor one foot in diameter, that could be laid through the
streets of New York. It could be so carefully insulated
that not one hundred-millionth of it would be wasted. It

could be made available at any spot in the smallest quantity
and in the largest. Let any accident happen to any piece of
machinery, and it would be unable to interfere with the enor-
mous power behind it. There must be nothing to interfere

with the great current of force that should circulate through
the city. That to my mind is the beau ideal of the distri-

bution of power. Now, then, how to do it. W^e are
stumbling upon a thousand difficulties, but I think they can
be arranged. You have interests of various kinds—electric

lights, power, and so on, all of them running antagonistic-

ally. How can they be persuaded that such a system as
this is best? Simply by showing to them tljat they may
unite their forces for the furnishing of this power. You can-

not put up in any one place a station that would be suffi-

cient to supply the whole of it. It should be like a series

of ganglia pumping into this great main artery the power
that is necessary. Let them all pool their issues and pump
into one station, and from that point let it be distributed, if

you please, by the underground commission or by any one
who will take charge of it. Let the source of power distri-

budon be the essential feature. It is immaterial to me
whether the power is used for lighting or another purpose;

power is at the bottom of it and power should be furnished

in the most equitable and most useful -way.

Now that is not by any means a Utopia. It would enable

you in the smallest area to safeguard your current in such a
way that it would not be interfered with by any other inter-

est. It would be distributed through all the streets of the

city just as water is. It can be done, and in a very much
easier way than people imagine. Gentlemen, to my mind
that seems to be a solution of this whole difiiculty. Of
course for minor distributions that can be very easily ac-

commodated, because between any two blocks you have
but a small sub-distribution to make. That can be easily

accomplished. Transformers of current can be put ever)'-

ivhere and anywhere and attached to that main source of

supply and measured in the simplest way possible, without

any danger. We would have arc lights in our houses then.

Do not think, gentlemen, that I am tr)'ing to derogate from
the importance of the arc light interests. People, instead

of having arc lights in the streets, would be satisfied to

bring them into their rooms if they knew there was no
danger. Transform your current from one of two thousand
volts into fifty volt currents, and you will find your interest

will be tenfold magnified inside of a year. Gentlemen, I

have nothing further to say, but give you that to digest.

(Applause.)

Mr. DeCamp: The remark of Dr. Moses led me to think

that I might have been misunderstood. I believe with Dr.

Moses that almost anything is possible. I do not by any
means w^ish to convey the impression that we will not reach

this very desirable end. While I do not propose to be a

skeptic in this matter, yet, on the other hand, I do not pro-

pose to be an enthusiast. I cannot discuss that question

nor will I undertake to discuss it from the point at which

Dr. Moses and many other gentlemen in this association

are entirely competent to discuss it. That is not my line

of business. I am simply a man in the business who has to

look out for the financial interest of my principals. I have

got to see that their investment is properly made and reason-

ably remunerative. The chairman asked me to make some
figures, and I submit them, knowing that figures not sup-

ported by data are dangerous things to deal in; but I want
to submit them and take the risk, depending upon the good
judgment of the members of this association who have ex-

perience in that line to believe that I am conservative in re-

gard to these figures. Eight hundred dollars a mile rental

for the use of conduits—not the furnishing of wires and cir-

cuits. Eight hundred dollars a mile for a cable or line

which cost !ji500 a mile. Now the gentlemen who framed
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that schedule must have had in their mind's eye a wonder-

ful depreciation to ask more than 100 per cent, on their

investment the first year; but admitting that it may be jus-

tified by something of which they are the most competent

to judge, my experience in the conduct of an electric light

station is that it is a pretty diflicult thing to distribute more

than fifty lights in a circuit of two miles. We do not do it

in Philadelphia.

T. Carpenter Smith: 1 would like to ask if that $800
rental refers to the ducts or to a single wire?

Mr. Perry: It was stated that it was a single duct,

$1 000 a mile for a single three-inch duct.

Mr. DeCamp: Provided you can use it for general pub-

lic lighting.

Mr. Smith: Suppose Mr. DeCamp keeps to the condi-

tions that apply to the cable now put in

Mr. DeCamp: That is a thing in which you might do
yourself injustice. I will come to that point before I get

through, but take out the general city lighting; that means
two hundred miles of wire; that means forty cents a light.

Now to answer this question on the basis on which the gen-

tleman raises the point, it is true that it does not follow that

our mileage should be the number of lamps multiplied by

two miles, because, certainly as a matter of economy in

rental we would use the same duct, where we could, until

we got it full. Now to what extent you could do that is a

matter that is only guesswork. But I cut it in two—divide

it by two, if you choose, and pay $80,000 rental a year for

a thousand light station, and figure out where your dividends

would come from.

Mr. Apgar: May I offer a suggestion here? Could Mr.
DeCamp reach the conclusion he seeks—I see what he is

after—by ascertaining what it would cost to put the whole
plant with which he is connected in the ducts furnished

from $550 per mile per year to .'^i.ooo per mile per year?

He knows how many miles he has in circuit, and he can de-

termine what would be the annual expense for rental by
placing all of these wires in ducts. You could reach that

quite readily, could you not?

Mr. DeCamp: No, I could not do that quite readily by
any means. If I were going to put our wires in a conduit

for which I was paying !^8oo per mile rent, I would do it in

a very different way from what I am now doing it.

The President: On this basis the gentleman means,
Mr. DeCamp: Any one who has had experience in dis-

tributing light from a central station knows that his first

calculation of the first cost is apt to be deceptive. We run
wires from our central station, not with the view to supply
the particular lights we may run it for at first, but we run
it over a district, if we have the privilege and opportunity

of doing it, by which we think we can utilize that wire to

the best advantage. . In other words, we might go to get

ten lights, in a direct line of a mile, if the ten lights were
our only object. Very probably we would choose to put
out five miles of wire over a territory from which we would
draw other business. Therefore, for me to make a state-

ment on the basis of the wires we have got would be
more uncertain than the figures I have already stated.

Mr. Smith: Mr. DeCamp has made one statement
which I think is entirely right, that this question of under-
ground wires has been taken at the wrong end, but I

do not agree with him as to the way in which it has been
begun at the wrong end. I maintain it has been taken at

the wrong end because the men who have been getting

these various reports on underground wires are the men
most directly interested in underground wires not being a

success. We are told over and over again of the failure of

underground systems, and it reminds me of the old story

of the man who had stolen the cow. One person was pro-
duced who saw him do it, and he replied that he could
bring forward twenty men who had not seen him do it. I

maintain that in a case of this kind one good instance of

successful work is worth forty instances of bad work.
When Mr. DeCamp states that there is no successful under-
ground work in Philadelphia. I think he must have forgot-

ten what I told him in Pittsburgh, that I had fifteen miles
of wire running underground in Philadelphia without any
trouble. We supply eight newspaper offices, and I think
any one who has ever supplied a newspaper office will agree
with me that they are the hardest to please of all our custom-
ers. Those eight newspaper offices have cut off their gas
entirely and are entirely depending on our supply. We are

using 1.000 volts of alternating current. We have never
taken out a single cable but one. That was a small piece

of double conductor No. 10 wire which we pulled out ow-
ing to a short circuit having taken place in the cable itself,

and we had the hghts running again in six hours.
A great part of Mr. DeCamp's speech was taken up with

what seemed to me to be simply an attack on the Subway
commission in this city. Now, with all due deference to

the Subway commission here, I do not see that their action

in this city has very much to do with the convention. It is

very hard on electric light companies, I grant you, to have
to pay any such rental as $500 per mile per year, but Mr.
DeCamp has been very anxious to know what it is going to

cost to put circuits underground. I have laid altogether

somewhere between five and six miles of underground work
in a sixteen duct box, fitted up complete, with three man-
holes to every square. Counting everything from the dig-

ging of the trenches to the repaving and giving bond to the

city, will cost him about $7,000 a mile. That does not in-

clude the cables to be drawn in He has made the state-

ment that matters of this kind are put in the hands of men
to legislate upon who know nothing upon the subject.

Very true, I happen to know of a commission that is ap-
pointed to examine into the question of underground wires,

who came to a certain city where there were a number of

arc lights which were reported to be running satisfactorily

by the man who was operating them; where there was an
incandescent station operating from 2,200 to 2,500 lights

on underground wires, running for two years without any
trouble, and a gentleman who had a large arc light station

in that town got hold of that commission, look them
around in carriages to the park and to the theaters, and that

commission went away without seeing a foot of underground
wire, and I have no doubt made a report on it. That is a

good way to help people who are ignorant of the subject

to find out about it. But it is hardly the way a business

man would go to work. I am afraid I may be looked upon

as a crank on the subject of underground wire. I have

put money into a company which has to use underground

wires for the reason people have got all the overhead privi-

leges in the town and will not let us get any; consequently,

we have to go underground. (Laughter.) There is some
advantage in starting out in knowing just what you have

got to do. You know you have got to spend your money,

and you are going to take the best care and to get the best

work; but the man who has already spent his money, of

course naturally objects to taking that all out and starting

on the same ground as we have. With regard to the whole

question I wish to say a few words upon the results of some
patient investigations on my part. I would say that the

whole question of underground wires has not been attacked

in the right way. The first question is, how are you going

to distrbute the currents? The second is what effect are

your methods going to have on the public? Now it

seems to me any system that involves the laying down of

enough conductors to supply the business you have in pros-

pect in the next twenty years is a mistake. There is a com-
pany in Philadelphia now which has stated that they have

spent $250,000 on the copper in the mains in that city cov-

ering a district two miles long and a quarter of a mile wide.

They say they expect to put fifty thousand lights on those

conductors, and I guess they may get them in about twenty

years. If instead of that copper which by advance in our

knowledge may be rendered entirely useless in the next five

years, they had put that money into conduits it would

not have cost them anything like that amount. Now, if we
start with the idea that we must not have our conductors

buried—the actual metal required buried at once—it seems

to me that the only thing we can use is a conduit that'will

allow us to increase by drawing in cables. We know what

a conduit will cost. The greatest expense in a conduit is

the trench and the lepairing of the street afterward. That
would amount to anywhere from 35 to 40 per cent, of the

total cost. If vou put down a conduit into which you can

draw additional' cables afterward, you are saving as much
as possible of the original expense; not only that, but you
are getting rid of the greatest opposition to the underground

system—the objection of the citizens to basing the streets

torn up every time you have a break or want to make a

connection. At present all the people in the electric field

have the misfortune to be damned by the newspapers for

not going underground, and doubly damned by the people

for tearing up the streets to do it. We reach the point that

you must have a drawing-in conduit, and the next thing you
must have is the means of distributing the current to every

house in the block without digging up the street. That can
only be done it seems to me, by having a small distributing

conduit running alongside your trunk lines to which you
can make your connections the same as you would with a

water pipe or gas pipe. The people will make no objection

to that. There are such systems; there are dozens of them,

and it is not so much a question as to which system you will

adopt as that the work should be carefully and honestly

done on the start.

The arc light question is one which, practically, I know
little about, but we have heard this morning from Mr.
Acheson that the great trouble from the puncturing of the

cables evidently arises from the static charge. Now, in an
arc light circuit, it seems to me that static charge would
only arise at the moment of opening and closing the circuit

or at the flashing of the machine. In an alternating cur-

rent, with which I understand Mr. Acheson made his test,

the charge is there continuously, as it were. I have noticed

on an arc light circuit a peculiar condition that took place

where I was using a couple of ordinary Thomson-Houston
lightning arresters on the ends. Every^ time we opened
and closed the circuit we would get a spark acrossthe light-

ning arrester, and on a night when the machines were
working badly I have seen a continuous static spark run-

ning across, but I never thought that was a solution of the

matter until I heard Mr. Acheson "s paper.

Now, I have noticed rather a curious tUng that occuired
on our circuits with the alternating current machine. We
had three armatures give out without any sign whatever.

They tore all to pieces. We examined them as carefully as

we could and came to the conclusion that there had been
a short circuit in the wire of the armature itself. The men
told me that regularly for two or three days before the ar-

matures gave way they saw the sparks on them. O.wing to

one of these break downs we had to overload a machine
one night, and one of the men told me that that machine
was sparking. I found a little spark jumping from one of

the pole pieces into the armature, a very bright little spark.

I came to the conclusion that it was the charge in the belt.

The machine was insulated on a good dry floor. I ran over

to the ground detector and I found a slight leak on one of

the circuits. I concluded that that was a static charge from
the belt. I threw a little of the load off the machine, and
the spark stopped jumping. I put combs on the belts and
^e have had no more sparking of that kind. I examined
that armature and I found that the mica covering the wires

was punched, and that is satisfactory evidence to my mind
that the spark went through there continually. Now I

have had the same thing occur on the line where there is a
constant sparking from opening and closing the main cir-

cuit where the spark would jump through anywhere from fwe
to six inches, and finally burn right through the insulation,

then we would get grounds and we would find a little hole

burned through. When the convention met in Pittsburgh

last spring, I told them I had a good deal of cable out
there on the Monongahela bridge running electric lights. I

had in there two 0000 cables, eighty-five to ninety amperes.
Those cables ran with perfect satisfaction save one burn-out
occasioned by lightning. It fused the copper wires of the

conductor together. A piece of three or four inches was
burned out, and the cables have run all right since But a

little cable we put in there had a very curious experience.

'J'he question was raised whether putting lead covered cable

into a creosoicd box would not cause the lead to be decom-
posed, and the proposition was made to cover it with some

sticky tar compound. I thought I would improve on that

by covering the cables with a braiding, and saturating that.

I put the cable in and told the men to ground it thoroughly.

The first night that ran we punched seventeen Iioles in it.

I spliced it up and went ahead, and the next night it broke
out in three places, and I found that the men came to the

conclusion that as it was so nicely insulated it did not need
to be grounded. We grounded it and that was the end of

the trouble. The cable had been ruined, however, and we
took it right out. I examined it, and in a great many
places there were no sign whatever of injury to the cable,

but the lead was melted right out, and had run away, I

supposed that was due to the static charge escaping at that

point. I do not know that I need say any more. If there

are any gentlemen who have any questions to ask about
what success we have had I should be glad to answer them.
For the arc light side of the question I would call on Mr,
Sunny. I should like very much to hear from him now as

to what his experience during the last six months has been
with the additional light he gained at the last convention.
The President; The chair is compelled to call the dis-

cussion back to the main point. A good deal of irrelevant

matter has been thrown into this discussion during the last

hour. The point about it is this: The subvuay commission
came through a representative before this convention with
certain statements. Practically they amount to this: That
they are putting down a conduit system, that they have not
a single arc light wire working through that system, but
that they hope to by the first of October. Is that it?

Dr. Wheeler: A good deal before that.

The President: Then elaborated the plan, and so on
without the cost being given.

Dr. Wheeler: Pardon me. I do not think that state-

ment is so—that no cost is given. As I understand it the

cost is given to persons who come and inquire for it in the

proper way. That is one of the statements which Mr. De-
Camp made in his first speech.

The President: The gentleman will pardon me when
I say that the question was asked here, what it cost per
mile of conduit, and there was not a man on the floor of
this convention who could answer it. I am taking it on the

basis of this discussion. In the paper itself, there is no
cost given per mile. It is eliminated at the present time
from the discussion. The commission says; Examine
the way the wires are put in and form your own judgment
and we should like it if you gentlemen would make any sug-
gestion that would help us. Now if there is any gentle-
man who has any suggestions of that kind let us hear them,.

and discuss them. If there is any question to be asked
these gentlemen who are laying this conduit, let us get that

before us and go into the meat of the question and take up
the general discussion afterward.

Dr Wheeler: I would say that I think there is no
question about the fact that putting wires underground is a
matter of considerable expense. I did not attempt to give
the explanation in my paper, because there is no doubt about
that fact and as to the inquiry as to what the expense is, Mr.
DeCamp says I replied I did not know and that Mr. Leslie re-

plied he did not know. I replied that Mr. LesHe was the
proper man to answer that question and I think Mr. Leslie

said that the proper way to obtain an answer to it was
individually to make that inquir}' at the office of the com-
pany. I do not think it is correct to state that Mr. Leslie

and I said we did not know what the cost was.
The President: We are going back to the main ques-

tion. These suggestions that are made on the floor as to

the cost did not bring out the answer That is not before

us; therefore we cannot discuss it. Now Mr. Kinsman
has the floor.

Mr. Kinsman: I wish to ask what was the size of the con-
ductors through which he was sending one thousand volts

of current so successfully,

Mr. Smith; All the way from 0000 to number 16 Brown
& Sharpe gauge—from the single conductor down to double
conductors in the same cable. Excuse me, we have one
conductor, three wires in the cable, number 18, Brown &
Sharpe gauge, running very nicely,

Mr. Kinsman: What is the length of the longest cable ?

Mr. Smith: We have altogether about fifteen miles in

circuit, but it is so cut up we cannot give any straight

length. The longest direct length is 2,000 feet without a
break. That is cable that was made for the alternating

1,000 volt circuit. The longest single length of cable in-

tended for 200 volts runs up to about half a mile.

Mr. Lynch: I would hke to ask Dr. Wheeler if the

commission have adapted as the form of conduits, an iron

pipe covered by hydraulic cement?
Dr. Wheeler: They are authorizing the building of

that kind of conduit. I do not know whether you can say
they have adopted it or not. It depends by what you
mean by adopted.

Mr. Lynch: Is there any other city where the same
kind of conduit is being used ?

Dr. Wheeler: Yes, they are using them in Chicago.
In Chicago they had a conduit made of creosoted wooden
tubes, in which they tried an arc light wire The arc

light wire set fire to the conduit, and they tried to put out
the fire with chemical engines. That did not succeed,
and they squirted water into it from a steam fire engine, and
kept that up for about a week. They found they could
not put out the fire apparently They took that conduit
out and replaced it, I understand, with iron tubes laid in

hydraulic cement.
Mr. Lynch: How long has the iron conduit been used

there ?

Mr. Sunny of Chicago: I can answer that. The Dor-
set conduit was put down about seven years ago. This
creosoted conduit had been down only about two years It

did not take a week to put out the fire, but we could not
get at it for some days. We stopped up both ends, and
thought we would smother the fire by depriving it of air.

When we were able to get at the creosoted wooden box,

we took it up and put down uon pipe in its place. The
length was about 105 feet, and ttie conduit consisted of

fourteen ducts of the creosoted wood We put down
some sixteen of the iron pipes in its place. There are no
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manholes The telephone company at Chicago has a sys-

tem of conduits made of iron pipes in cement, the same as

is being put down by the Subway commission in New York
now.

JNlR. Lynch: Dr. Wheeler, has this Johnstone patent

that you speak of as being recommended by the subway
commission for supplementary batteries, been in operation

in this country?'

Dr. WHF.ELr.R: That has been in operation in Philadel-

phia and Chicago.

Mr. Lynch: But as I understand Mr. DeCamp there.

are no electric light wires in it at all ?

Mr. DkCa:\ip: It is used now for an incandescent station-.

The arc lighting business was abandoned about a year and

a half ago.

Mr. Sunny: Well, I ought to state in addition that at

all the street crossings, where we want to cross from one

side of the street to the other, the conduit is all iron pipe

Then we have added within the past two or three years a

considerable length to the original Dorset conduit and put

it in iron pipe.

Mr. Lynch: What do you use in the form of supple-

mentary ducts in Chicago ?

Mr. Sunny: I scarcely know what you mean by that.

Mr. Lynch In New York they have a main line of

conduits running straight through the streets. Entrance

to the conduits is through I he manholes, which are at every

corner.

Mr. Sunny: You understand that in Chicago the side-

walks are all hollow, and the main line of conduit is built

along the street the same as in New York-from the man-

hole. We have what we call laterals running into the Jour

corners of the intersection. We carry our cables in there

and then along under the hollow sidewalk cutting loops

for each subscriber as the service may demand it; so that

the question of the distribution of power and light is an

exceedingly simple one in Cliicago, which is probably the

only city that is so fortunately situated.

Mr. DeCamp: I want to correct a wrong impression

on the part of Mr. Smith, and perhaps on the part of oth-

ers. In my statement that there were no light wires un-

derground in the city of Philadelphia that were being suc-

cessfully operated, I referred only to arc light wires. I

think his honor, the mayor, is entirely correct, that enough
has been done in the way of operating incandescent or low

tension current to justify whatever doubt there may be in

regard to it being resolved in favor of success Mr.

Smith, in Philadelphia, is using a current of i,ooo volts,

and at the February meeting in Pittsburgh I inquired

particularly about that, because it was a matter of interest

to me at that time. I learned from Mr. Smith direct that

there was a good deal less difficulty in insulating- for that

1.000 volts than there was for a constant current of 2,coo

vo!t?. I went no fur. her. Another thing. I disclaim any inten-

tion of making an attack on ihe Subway commission of the

city of New York. I think they are making a great many
mistakes. X have a perfect right to think that, but I have

one single suggestion to make them, that they go to work

and secure an insula- ion—which has been suggested from

time to time and to-day most forcibly by Dr. Moses

—

that will stand the currents that are used to-day for gen-

era), public and commercial purposes. Let them provide

at the same time for tbe excess. The standard to-day for

that kind of work is, say 3,000 volts. Treat it exactly the

same as > ou would treat a steam boiler that you want to

carry 100 pounds' pressure; have the initial test made at

150 pounds. In securing your insulation for 3,f 00 volls

give it the benefit of fifty per cent, increase. When you

have secured that insulation, then is the time to take up

the question. of subwav, the question of conduits, the ques-

tion of distribution. That is what I have to suggest to the

Subway commission. I would like also to make this sug-

gestion: Ts there a gentleman on that Subway commission,

or on the tioor of this convention, who is prepared to say

that when they accomplish the object I suggest that their

whole scheme and system of subways will not be found to

be entirely useless. The calculation of eight wires to a

duct to-day is based on the insulations of to-day. If it is

necessary to double or treble that insulation in order to

secure it, it reduces the capacity of that duct to one- half

or less. By the time they get through with that insulation

perhaps they will find the whole thing useless, and they

will have to have some other sort of system. Therefore, I

think the time and money, to- day, on the subway conduit

is wasted.

Mr. Smith: Mr. DeCamp says that I stated at Pitts-

burgh that it was easier to insulate a thousand volts al-

ternating than a thousnnd volts direct.

Mr. DeCamp: No, on a current of two or three

thousand volts

Mr. S^^TH : I simply said at the Pittsburgh conven-

tion that our company had succeeded in insulating a

thousand volts ultimately.

Mr. Sunny: I should like to add something to what I

said at Piitsburgh relative to the underground experience

at Chicago As you all know, all of the arc light business

at Chicago is being done through underground wires. The

electric light companies never had any poles or \yires in

the streets, so they never have been in the position in

which the electric light companies in New ^'ork and Phil-

adelphia are to day. They started out with undtrground

wires; thev never had any other method of do'ng the work.

;<.nd have had to do the best they could with the under-

ground problem We have done a great deal of work in

that direction; it has been interesting, but it has been very

expensive. About the latter part of last year all of the

smaller companies were organized into the present com

pany, the Chicago Arc Light & Power company, and

a new central station was built into which all the circuits

were carried. The conduit is filled up with wires insulated

with okonite, having an insulation of about 3-3-ds of an

inch These wires were not used more than thirty or forty-

five days, and were then abandoned, because they burned

out, but I ought to say in connection with that, that it was

not a fault of the okonite insulation; that conipany furn-

ished those cables on the express understanding that the

conduit was a perfect insulator, and that even a smaller
insulation would have been large enough to carry the cur-

rent of 2,250 or 2,500 volts. It was thought, after those
cables burned out, that something to protect the insulation

ought to be provided, and lead cables were selected having
an insulation of the same size as the okonite—3 32ds of an
inch. Those cables lasted about sixty days, and in Janu-
ary we had to pull out something like forty or fifty miles

of them and throw them away. Then we put in cables

covered with lead, having an insulation of 6 32ds of an inch.

This is aparaffine insulation. The cables of 6-32ds insu-

lation have been in seivice about seven months. So far w^e

have had four interruptions; that is, four grounds have
been developed in thoie cab'es. We have about thirty-

two circuits, carrying about i,2C0 lamps. We have had
four cases of trouble in those large cables Of those four

cases, two have occurred in the Pittsburgh cable, and two
in the Western Electric cable. We have been able to get

at two of these pieces, one of the Pittsburgh, and one of

the W^estern Electric. We find that in one case the burn-

out was caused by mechanical injury, and in the other by
a discharge between the lead and the copper. The other

two cases we have not been able to get to, and we do not

know whether they have been caused by mechanical injury,

or by the heavy current

While we do not feel that we have soU'ed the under-

ground problem, we feel that the last six months has indi-

cated that we are on the right track, and we are very hope-
ful that we have succeeded in finding a cable that will carry

the current and give us permanent service.

With regard to the cost, I have made a few figures that

are very nearly correct, based on the experience that we
have had. It costs us about ^1,500 for putting in one cir-

cuit for two miles, one mile out and one mile back. That
$1,500 includes the lead cable and the lamps. We are

able to pull three cables into one duct of the conduit, and
the charge for rental is $1,000 per mile per duct, so that

each wire has to stand its proportion of the expense, which
wouId.be $333 a mile a year. Now it is very hard to tell,

I cannot say with any degree of confidence, that those

cables are going to last five years. They may last ten or

fifteen
;
perhaps they will last one year. W^e know noth-

ing about that. But if they last five years we will have

paid in rent $3,330, and the original expense of the cable

of $1,500, a total of $4,830, which is $20 per year per lamp.

I do not know what it costs you for ;:erial lints, but I think

that you can count on a cost of from $18 to $20 a year per

lamp on underground work. (Applause.)

Mr Perry : If the president wiU kindly permit me, I

would like to psk the gentleman if he is making any exten

sions of the Dorset conduit?

Mr. Sunny: No, sir, we are not.

Mr. Perry: W^hen you extend your conduit system,

what do you use ?

Mr. Sunny: W^e are using iron pipes, for the reason

that our extensions are very small, and it is handy and
quite inexpensive to put down. But if we were to make
any considerable extension we would use cypress pump
logs.

Mr. Perry: You are not afraid of their getting afire

again ?

Mr. Sunny: No, I am not afraid of that, because they

become soaked with water.

Mr. Perry: W'here you put three wires in a duct, do

you put in positive and negative?

Mr. Sunnv; We did put them in indiscriminately last

year, but in putting in the new cables we put -the positive

wires in one duct and the negative wires in another.

Mr. Perry: Where you cross the street, do you use

the concrete around your single iron duct.

Mr. Sunny: No, sir. I would like to say in connec-

tion with* Mr. Acheson's paper, that we were very

much interested, as you can readily believe, in

finding out why it was those cables burned out.

When we selected a 6-32ds insulation to substitute for

a 3-32ds insulation we did not know just why we did

it, but we had to do something, and we thought a

if 3-3-ds would burn out and 4-32ds of which we had

a little would not burn out except on rare occasions, that

if we took 6-32ds we would be pretty safe, so we took 6-32ds

and we have only had four cases of trouble. I made some
experiments three or four weeks ago and I am sorry to

say that I cannot fully agree with Mr. Acheson in his ex-

planation of w-hy those cables burn out. As I understand

it his theory is that where lead cable is used the dynamic"

current passing through the copper conductors generates a

static current in the lead, and after enough has been stored

up in the lead a discharge takes place which is general

through the insulation puncturing the cable. The ex-

periments that were made were these: W^e spread out a

piece of lead covered cable on one of the floors of the

building This cable was 950 feet long. We connected

It to one of the arc circuits, making it a part of the circuit.

We connected the lead which, understand, was perfectly

insulated from the earth and from the proper conductor

—

with a condenser, and then discharged th.:: condenser and
get a spark about i-64th of an inch long, which evidently

would not jump through the insulat'on we have in use.

W^e found on examining the condition of the circuit on

the outside with which this piece of cable was connected,

that the insulation was something like amegohm. Then we
took this piece of cable off the outside circuit and put it on

what you might term an idle circuit where the insulation

may have been about five megohms. We found that we
got no noise and no discharge from the lead. The .con-

clusion we reached is that if the insulation on the outside

is gotten up to a point above a megohm, there is not any

danger of the lead cable; that there is no static electricity

generated in the lead; but that if the insulation of the lead

cable is low, if it is down to 250,000 ohms, which is

practically a ground on one side, you get the thumping of

the dynamo trying to reach a ground ahead of the resist

ance of the lamps on the other side.

Dr. Wheeler: I would like to ask Mr. DeCamp what

he meant by stating that the problem is not one of sub-

ways but of finding something to put in them, and if he

meant that insulation could not be found, as far as he
knew, which would answer in the subways. I would like

to ask if the experience related by Mr. Sunny would
answer his question.

Mr. DECA^^': No. sir, it does not answer it. I refer

entirely to the difficulty of insuring an insulation that will

stand the current it is necessary for us to use to carry on
the business that is now conducted; that i>a high potential

current. I do not consider that that has been done
successfully. When I say successfully I mean commer-
cially successfully. Mr. Sunny is very fair in his state-

ment. He tells you that he is not prepared to say that the

last seven months" experience is evidence that his last

effort is a success. Certainly his former efforts were not
successful because he pulled all his wire out and put in

new wire. Now do not make any mistake about it, be-

cause when you get that insulation, and if you and 1 live

long enough we will probably see it, you will very likely

find that that all the provision you have made by these

subways is entirely useless for that particular kind of

wire.

Dr Wheeler: But don't you think that in view of the
number of grounds they ordinarily have on overhead wires

that an experience of getting only four grounds on a large

number of circuits is very satisfactory, especially for a

place where this work has been tried for the first time?

Mr DeCami': When Mr. Sunny says the first efforts

were made seven years ago you know he is right on deck
with the overhead wires, because that is about their age. I

would consider four grounds on an underground cable

equal to 400 on an overhead wire, because the latter is

simply a matter of a few minutes.

Dr. \Vheeler: It depends a good deal on whether you
are looking at it in the light of public safety or in regard

to keeping the light burning.
Mr. DeCamp: That is the only thing that his honor

omitted to state yesterday with his usual clearness. He
quoted to you the statistics as to the danger of electric

light \\-ires. It is so infinitesimal as compared with that of

any other industry that I do not think it is creditable for us

to discuss it; but the question is a very serious one, when
you get all your wires underground, whether wherever they

do come above ground the danger is not very greatly in-

creased.

Dr. Wheelek: No, because the length of wires ex-

posed, from which people get shocks, is very much less,

Mr. Acheson: I would like to ask Mr. Sunny what he
refers to when he speaks of the noise that he heard in the

cable— the thumping?
Mr. Sunny: I ought to have explained after we dis-

charged the current into the condenser and then discharged

the condenser, we connected a telephone into the lead on
one side and a ground on the other and listened to the

racket make by the Thomson-PIouston machine. We
got a tremendous racket WHien there was practically a

ground on one side of the outside circuit, we could hear

the noise for a distance of fifteen feet, but when we put

this piece of cable on the house loop the noise was practi-

cally nothing.

Mr. Acheson: It is quite evident that the difficulty he

found in obtaining a spark was due to the want of a

charge. You cannot get the discharge until you first have

the charge, and the fact of his obtaining no noise was an
evidence that there was no charge formed. If there had

been a charge formed you would ha\e heard it through the

telephone.

Dr. Moses: Will Mr. Sunny please explain to us the

data once more so that we may be able to judge for our-

selves whether there was a charge or not? Will you please

tell us what the object of the experiment was. and what the

conditions were under which the experiment is made?

Mr. Sunny': The conditions were simply these; This

piece of lead cable 950 feet long was strung out on the

floor. The Hoor was perfectly dry so that the lead was
well insulated. AVe connected one side of the lead to one

side of the condenser. The other side of the condenser

was connected to a copper conductor; then we discharged

the condenser and we got this spark of about i-64th of an

inch.

Dr. Moses: It seems to me from the conditions of the

experiment that Mr. Sunny only put together a rather

elongated Leyden jar. The superficial area of the lead

envelope was the equivalentof the exterior coping of the jar,

and as it was laid out on a dry floor it shows that it was
very well insulated and consequently not fully discharged

itself, and that therefore he only got evidence from the

electricity that had gathered on the exterior of the Leyden
jar.

Mr Weeks: Mr. Sunny stated that the cables first put

in have all been withdrawn. Can you, Mr. Sunny, state

to the convention the loss to your company represented by
that experience?

Mr. Sunny: I can only state the loss approximately.

It is very difficult to- arrive at any definite conclusion,

because we not only lost the cables themselves, but the

growth of the business we were sure to have We lost a

reputation for service and we lost in so many indirect ways

that it is very hard to determine just how we came out. I

should say however, that the substitution of the cables,

changing them three times, cost us about $50,000.

Mr. Weeks: How long had those original cables been

in before they began to fail you?

Mr. SuniNY: They were practically new. They were

not in long enough to be at all acted upon by any excess

of moisture under ground, and I think it was purely a case

of thin insulation. They had not been in more than four

or five days, I think. I was not connected with the com-
pany at that time, so I cannot answer that question

positively.

Mr. Weeks: X believe that you stated that these cables

have now been in service about seven months. What is

the insulation of your circuit by your daily tests? When I

visited your station last I found that about So per cent- of

your circuits were disabled, through the fact that their

insulation was so low that you could not run on them. I
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tbink, if I remember correctly, some of them ran down to

below i,ooo ohms.
Mr Sunny: I would like to ask Mr. Weeks about how

long ago he secured this information.

Mr. Weeks: About six months ago you will remember,
when I called at your office.

Mr. Sunny: I can smswer that question better, I

thiuk, by quoting a remark that Mr. Haskins, the city

inspector of electric light, made a few weeks ago. We
send him a report every Monday morDing showing the

insulation tests of our circuits, taken the day before. He
has kept those reports, and he says he sat down and tig-

ured them up for several months, and that the average
in.sulation of all our circuits was 550,000 ohms; that

those tests were taken on dry days, wet days, and in all

kinds of weather. The tests were invariably made Sun-
day morning at about the same time, without regard to

the citndilion of the weather. Ilis figures were based,

lluTt'roro, on an average running all the way through,

and I think that it was a very fair average. Our cir-

cuits now measure a megohm in fully 95 per cent, of the

cases. I do not know how much higher they measure,
because that is the capacity of the galvanometer used

for that purpose. If they are a megohm we are salis-

tied. If they are below that we "go" for them. We
have still some okonite and kerite and bitite and other

'ile" wires in service, and the low insulation comes in in

those wires becoming soaked with water and crossed

with some metal or stone sidewalks.

Mk. EasTis: Is that insulation fora double circuit?

Mk. Sunny: That insulation is for a double circuit.

There are 32 circuits; none is less than two miles and
Kome of them are five.

Mk. DeCamp: You spoke of average insulations? Do
you make your reports on an average?

Mil. Sunny: No. sir; we report the actual insulation.

Mr. BeCamp: It occurred to me that that might be
misleading. For instance, you might have one circuit

with the insulation exceedingly high and two with it

iway down below the average, while the general average
would be fair.

Mu. Pekuv: Has there been any <leterioration from
Ihe time you first placed iUt-se cables in your box to the

present time? Plavt.' tliu cablus individually, each one,

held up to full standard, or has there been some deteri-

oration!

Mr. Sunny: There have been no changes in those

:^ables with the exception of the four cases of trouble I

bave referred to. The insulation holds up first class.

With regard to grounds coming in on thcsct ablr-^ wu
do not look upon that as half so serious a lliiiiL: .!> Mr.

DcCamp. When the circuit is .started up it iiu-asmTs u

megohm or more. A¥e do not know that the circuit is

!j;rounded until three or four hours before the next run
or the next morning, so that that ground has not inter-

fered with the service at all. Before it is time for that

circuit to start up again we have cut in a new section of

cable to take the place of the defective one and are ready

to start up without any loss of service. The expense of

a case of trouble is the labor of pulling out a piece of

cable and putting it back agaiu. Under the manufact-
urer's guarantee we get a new piece of cable to take the

place of the defective one. That guarantee is for three

years.

Mr. Perry: At the end of that lime you will pull

them out at your own expense.

Mk. Sunny: I hope not.

Mr. Perry: I must say that notwithstanding the fact

that Chicago has been laboring so successfully with this

matter for seven years, and notwithstand iug the fact

that they have for the last seven months been operating
beautifully, this thing is not ripe euougli for me to pick.

I want to see him get over his troubles tirst.

Mr. Law: Mr. Sunny sccm.'^ to think an underground
wire is not aserion^ ni.tiicr; we in Pliihidclphia li;i\'i-

found it to be a very serious malt i r. 1 think when ytju hu\'e

fifty or sixty lights burning a ground has been developed
which may be in a .section of wire one, two, or three

miles long. It is a ditficult matter to look at that ground
in your length of wire and get it out. You perhaps start

up that night with a ground on your line. About 8

o'clock at night, perhaps, the telephone rings and you
are informed that the lights are all out on number 5 cir-

cuit. The horse is hitched up and you go driving out
on the street, and you hunt for some time. You find the

extremes of your ground, .shut down your station and
run a new line overhead between the lamps in order to

make the connection. Your lights have been out all

that time, perhaps one hour, two hours, or three hours,

as the case may be. It depends altogether on how much
time it takes you to put the wire up between the two
lamps. Now I call that a pretty serious matter to have
a whole circuit of lights out. Perhaps the whole circuit

might not he out but a few minutes, but the lights be-

tween tlie two grounds are out all the time you are try-

ing to get the circuit re-e^tablislied. Now that wa-s a
matter that lias happened to us. not once but .several

times. 1 have had lights out on one circuit varying in

number from fil'teeri to lii'ly-threc. forsevcral hours dur-

ing the (;vening, and tin; only way to fix those lights was
simply to run an air line between the last two lamps.
Fortunately tliir distHTicc was not very great, and so we
could do it \ery comfortably. Another section of cable
two miles in length was grounded. In order to lind that

I had to make tln-ee cuts on that length of cable, J lo-

cated the trouble in one length of 780 feet and procured
a new cable. 1 pulled ihi: cable out and fovind the burn
perhaps '.IfA) feet from tlic (;nd, but in finding that I also

found Ihat the lead on liic cabli; was so hoTicyroinlicd

that it would he \U'.v\'v.(;\ folly to jtut it liacU. Tln-rcrore

I drew out the whole lengtli ol' cable and i)ut in a ni'W

one. In drawing tliat out there was perhaps fifty pounils

of sulphate of lead that dropped in the manhoies as we
drew it out, showing the immense ravage l-hat hail been
oecasioimd then\ Thai cable had been underground
about thineen monllis.

Mr. Sunny: I do not wish to be understood as be-

littling the importance of keeping away from grounds
or keeping them cleared up. Before we start out with
our circuits, meu^ui-ing the megohm, we cannot tell if a

ground has developed on one side of that circuit unless

the lights are reported out. 1 had reference more par-

ticuliTrly to the four grounds in those new cables. In
no one- of the four instances did we lose any service on
account of the grounds. It does not take more than an
hour to change a ground on any one of our circuits.

When we were having so much trouble, we would per-

haps have eight or ten cases of grounds in the morning,
but would generally have ihem all cleared up by three

o'clock in the afternoon. We have a very good system,

and so far as losing service on account of those grounds
is concerned, we do not look upon that as a very serious

thing.

Mr. Weeks: The cxuestion of the loss of service is

not the most important matter in connection with the

ground. It is tolerably certain to occur, however. You
will lose your .service; but there are other contingencies

that may be very much more serious; for instance, fire

caused by a second ground, or injury to individuals

Our average insulation has been very much better than
Mr. Sonny's in Chicago; but recently when we had a

ground on one of our circuits it so happened that a citi-

zen of the city made a second ground. The result is a

$10,000 damage suit.

Mr. Smith:" I would like to ask Mr. Law if the sec-

ond ground, which cut his lights out, occurred on the

underground cable or on one of the atrial lines.

Mr. Law: It occurred on the underground cable.

One case was at 3 o'clock in the morning, and the other,

if I remember rightly, about 9 o'clock at night. Our
lamps are set on iron posts, with a wooden block on top
to support the lamp. Under that wooden block is a ter-

minal box in which the lead cable is inserted to protect

the insulations of the lead cable. From that we carry

out okonite wire to the lamp. A short cii'cuit o^ccurred

in the terminal box between the wire and the lead, or

betweeu the wire and the case of the terminal box. In

both cases it not only burned off the wires but biirned

oil: the woodeu blocks on the top of the poles—in one
case dropping the wires and everything into the street.

Mr. DeC.v]mp: I would state for Mr. Smith's inform-
ation that just before leaving home I noted on the daily

record of tests on the line Mr. Law refers to, which is

about one-third a;rial line and two-thirds underground,
that seven grounds were reported during the month of

August, up to the time I left, which was last Monday.
They were all on the underground part of the circuits.

There were no grounds on the lerial part of the lines.

The PiiEsruENT: The chair has given the widest lat-

itude to this discussion, realizing that not only the gen-

tlemen present, but the people they represent are vitally

interested in this question, and not only they, but the

people at large also, and the discussion this afternoon
has been profitable in this respect. It hiis developed the

fact that while in Chicago and in New York city and in

Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and other cities they ha^'e

claimed that there has beeu uo progress and no effort

made by the electric light companies to solve this ques-

tion, yet it has been demonstrated that these companies,
individually, working alone from their different stand-

points, have each taken up this question and have at-

tempted to solve it for themselves. They have not only
done that but thev have communicated one with each
other and obtained the best information they could
When we first started to put up arc light circuits we

had a wire that every one now condemns. We forced

the manufacturers into making the wires we are now
using, when we showed them they had to dt» it, and we
will go on and show our vital interest in this subject by
the appoiatnient of these committees provided for in the
resulutiiui tn-day.

This disrussion has developed the fact that the gentle-

men here in N^ew York are going ahead w^ith the best

knowledge and the best intelligence they have at their

command and they ask us as a representative body of

men to start in and aid them as a body. We have never
done that, hitherto, but in your resolution to-day you
have pro\idtd for the continuance of the committee on
the insulation of plant, and you have avast amount of

practical knowledge, as reported by Dr. Moses, to be
collated and to be given to tliese manufacturers, and not
only have improved the condition of insulation but se-

cured improvement of the wire itself. You have gone
further; you have provided for a committee of five, who
shall collect data with respe(^t to insulation from time to

time and report at Ihe next eonvention six months hence
what has actually been ihuie, what are titc pi'aetical re-

sults, wluit has iK'en the r<tst, what, it is going to cost, so

far as they can find out. We are in the right direction.

That leads us up to another thing in my mind. It shows
that you will need a permanent office, somewhere where
you can get this information, where it can be furnished
not only to the members of the association, but to the
outside public and to munieipalidis and others who are
clamoring for every one to !J-<> liinlrrmound. 1 Lvnow if

we could prolong this discussmn we could get more val-

uable lurormat.ion; but it cannot be done with the lim-
ited time at. oui- disposal, and these New York gentle-

men arc so exceedingly kind in their attentions that they
practically take up lia'lf tlie time of tlie convention. Of
course we are very thanklul to them. At the same time
thai is the status of the case, and I am compelled to close

the discussion.

Tiie chair will name the. committee on underground
wire lo uujrrow uiorning. I will make <inc or t wo an-
nouncrnu'iUs. The (irst is that I shall appoint I'mt'essor

Li(!l)ig III' iJaltimori' in place of J*rofessor Tiiomson on
the (^onuniltee on insulation and installation of plants.

I want to say, gentlemen, just here that iu.stead of mem-
bers tJiinking it is no honor (,o be put on a committee of
this kind, as uughl he iniVrred from the action of the
conuuitlcc hitherto in sinqily rcp(U'ting progress, that!

should regard this as one of the highest honors that can
be conferred ou any member; at the next meeting we
will demand a report in writing from the committee, or
know why liiey do not furnish it. They have reciprocal

duties toward the association, and if they do not intend
to perform them I wish they would so state when they
are appointed.
The report of the committee on the constitution will

be taken up
T. Carpenter Smith: 1 believe an explanation is

always in order, and I wish to make an explanation to

the members of the convention. In a letter which I

wrote to a gentleman in this city, which was afterward
read to the Board of Electrical Control, I made the state-

ment that the inspector of lights in Chicago had shown
a discharge from a magnet as an instance of an alterual

iug current. I made that statement on the authority of

a newspaper report of a lecture that he delivered. I re-

ceived a letter from Mr. Ilaskius subsequently, imploring
me not to put him down as an electrical idiot. I ex-

pected to meet him at this convention, when it was my
intention to make a personal apology to him. But he is

not here and I know of no other way than to make my
apology in the presence of this convention. I withdraw
the statement then in the presence of this association.

Mr, Mason, chairman of the committee on revision ot

the constitution, presented the appended, which, with
amendments by Dr. Moses and Mr. Garratt, now stands as

the revised constitution. The committee was discharged.

with the thanks of the association.

Constitution.

AR'ITCLE I.

The name of this association shall be the National
Electric Light Association.

artii:le ir.

Membership.

Section I.—Any individual or member of a company or
firm operating an electric light, power, heat or welding sta-

tion for public or commercial purposes; and any individual

or member of a company or lirm manufacturing electric

supplies or apparatus, may become a member of this asso-

ciation, by the payment to the treasurer of one year's dues.
Sec. 2 —Electricians, electrical engineers, and those

whose prof' ssion or business is directly related to electrical

interests or to the commercial application of electricity, may
upon the recommendation of the executive committee and
a two- thirds vote of the association, become members
thereof, by the payment to the treasurer of one year's dues.

Sec 3.—Upon the unanimous recommendation of the

executive committee and the approval by a two-thirds vote
of the association, persons may be made honorary members
of the association, with all the privileges of membership,
except the right to vote

ARTICLE III.

OJicers.

Section i.—The ofiicers of the association shall be a
president, two vice-presidents, a treasurer and a secretary,

and an executive committee, to consist of the above named
ofiicers, ex'officio, and nine other members.

Sec. 1.—The president and vice-presidents shall be
elected by ballot to serve from the close of the annual meet-
ing at which they are elected, until the close of the next
annual meeting.

Sec. 3.—No person shaU be eligible for the office of pres-

ident or vice-president for more than two successive terms,
but this shall not be construed to forbid the election to the
office of president of one who has served as vice-president.

See. 4.—The secretary and treasurer, who may be one
and the same person, shall be nominated by the president,
subject to confirmation by the executive committee. The
salary of the secretary shall be fixed by the executive com-
mittee.

Sec 5.—The executive committee shall be chosen by bal

lot at each meeting, either annual, semi-annual or special,

and hold office from the close of the meeting at which they
are elected until the end of the meeting at which their sue
cessors are chosen.

Sec. 6.—The treasurer, secretary and executive commit-
tee shall make written reports at each meeting, which re-

ports upon their acceptance, shall be spread upon the rec-

ords of the association

Sec. 7.—The executive committee shall be the governing
body of the association. They shall meet at the call of
their chairman, from time to time, and shall report upon
applications for membership, shall gather and prepare in-

formation upon topics of iiUerest, and shall arrange for

their discussion at the several meetings of the association.

Five members of the committee shall constitute a quorum.

AknCI.E IV.

Meetings.

The annual meeting of this association shall be held in

February, and a semi-annual meeting may be held in August
of each year, at such places as the association shall deter-
mine, and such dates as may be determined by the execu-
tive committee.

ARTICLK V.

Dues.

The annual dues shall be $20, payable in advance, and
shall cover the calendar year.

ARTICLE VI.

Ballot.

On any question before the association a ballot mav be
demanded by one-fourth of the members present.

Airnci.K VII.

Anicndiiicnts.

Section i.—Amendments to the constitution shall be pre-
sented in writing and referred to a committee to be appointeii
by ihe chairman before being acted upon by the associa-
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tion; a two-thirds vote of those present shall be necessary

to their adoption.

ScY. 2.—No amendment shall be voted upon on the day

of its fii'st presentation.

The convention then adjourned until the following day
at 10 A. M.

Friday's Proceedings.

The convi-ntion was called to order at lo A, M., by Pres-

ident Duncan.
The President; We will open our proceedings this

morning by taking up the reports of the various committees.

In the absence of the secretar)' and his papers, I will sim-

ply state in a iew words the report of the transportalion

committee, which was that they had made every effort to

obtain a reduced rate to this meeting, but they failed in

their efforts, although various promises had originally been
made to them. They now have a letter, signed by Mr.
Haniels, promising that if the next meeting should be held

west of Pittsburgh, the assuciation would give a one and a

half rate for the round trip- That may be considered as

the report of the committee on transportation, and the

chair is now ready to entertain a motion to discharge that

committee.
On motion, the report of the committee was received, and

the committee discliarged .

The President, on motion of Mr. Kidlon, appointed as

a transportation committee for the next meeting, George F.

Porter, Philadelphia, chairman; Morris W, Mead of Pitts-

burgh, and F. E. Degenhardt of Chicago.

I'he report of the committee on the New England insur-

ance exchange was read by Mr- Ridlon.

Rf.T'Okt (>! Committee on the New England Elec-
tric Enchanc.e.

I beg to submit to you the report regarding the New Eng-
land Electric Exchange, as requested by the chairman of

your committee, at the last meeting of that committee.

This subject was first thought of and talked of at the elec-

tric light convention held in Baltimore in February, iSS6,

and has several times been refeired to since, but only in

March of the present year did it assume any business

form. On the date referred to, the Boston Electric

club sent cut a notice asking the various electric light

companies, or their representatives in the New Eng-
land States, to meet at the rooms of the Boston Electric

club, that we might discuss the relations between us and the

New England Insurance Exchange, representing the insur-

ance interests of the New England States. Added discus-

sion of the d fficulties then existing, or that might exist,

between the electric light companies and the telephone and
telegraph companies—these matters having been fully dis-

cussed in the afternoon and evening sessions—led to the

formation of the New England Electric Exchange, which
C'nsists of a president, vice-president, and three directors.

Since the first meeting, we have held one regular meeting

of the exchange, on a date provided for in our constitution,

and the president, secretary, and directors have met from
time to time, to formulate a constitution and by-laws for

governing the exchange, copies of which I submit, and
appointed examining boards, for the purpose of examining

applicants for licenses, and liaye now five boards, consist-

ing of three examiners each, to attend to that part of the

business. These examinations have been faithfully carried

out, and some fifty applicants have passed the examination

required, and have, or are about to receive their licenses

for such a class of work as they are found competent to do.

We have been ably aided by those whom we may now term

our friends—the officers and members of the New England
Insurance Exchange. They first encouraged us, by olfering

a reduction of insurance where buildings were exclusively

lighted by electricity, and also where power was furnished

from the same source. Lately they have issued a notice,

stating that on and after the first of October, they would
cease to issue permits for insuring buildings where electric

lights were in operation unless the party operating the

plants should hold a license from the New England Elec-

tric Exchange. In addition to this they are about to carry

into effect a personal notice to all central stations, the same
to be carried out in a personal interview between their rep-

resentative, Mr. Brophy, and the party in charge of the

central station, wherever the same may be located in

the New England States. 1 believe that the success of this

organization depends on the thoroughness with which the

business as set forth shall be carried out; and that part

having been accomplished in a thorough and satisfactory

manner, it will not only advance the interests of electric light

and power as a wbole, but will free us from those petty

annoyances and uncharitable remarks which are often given

to different systems; being almost wholly brought about

by want of proper care in constructing and maintaining

plants. This may sometimes be due to carelessness, but

more often it is a case of want of knowledge by the operator,

who would gladly seek that knowledge, had he any means
of obtaining it. As that knowledge has become a neces-

sity, it would seem to be a dut}' for us to establish schools

and places of instruction in our large cities, where intelli-

gent workmen may seek and obtain the information they

wish. This can easily be done in our electric clubs, where
we have the books and periodicals, with everything relating

to the rapid advance of the business. Also, able instructors

in our members, who would be perfectly willing to devote

one or two evenings in a week during the coming winter

to ti.e instruction of those who may wish to increase their

knowledge of the busines; to which they intend to devote

their energies. These schools, added to the scientific lect-

ures and reading of papers on electrical subjects, which
were so much credit to cheir writers during the past winter,

will very largely aid in bringing forward our young men.
and give them th;:t practical experience, which, joined to

the technical knowledge they may have obtained, would
bring about that degree of perfection which would promote

confidence with the insurance people as to the ability of

those employed in electric light stations; and lasc, but not

least, satisfy the capitalist that the money he has risked in

carrying out electrical entei prises will be judiciously and
intelligently expended.
Mr. 1"1e Caml: I move that the paper be received and

filed, and the committee continued, lo report any further

information they may get on the subject at the next meet-
ing of the association

The motion was seconded by Mr. Steuart, and carried.

The President: The chairman will announce, as the

committee on the resolution offered by Mr. Lynch yester-

day, to obtain practical information in regard to this un-
derground question: Chairman, E. T. L}nch, C. H. Barney,
H. Crocker. E. H. Davis, and Walter C Kerr.
Mr, St1'",uart: Yesterday, at the close of the discuss'on

upon underground wires and underground conduits, there

seemed to be an absence of point to the action of the asso

ciaticn, and some of the members considered ihat it might
be well to put the matter into some definite shape, in order

that the public might kcow what we did think upon this

subject. I have, therefore, drafted the following resolution,

and will offer it:

"'Rcsoh'cd, That the National Electric Light as-^ociation,

after a full discussion of the subject, desire to express their

hearty sympathy with the views expressed by his honor,

Mayor Hewitt, in his address before the association upon
the subject of putting wires underground, and in addition,

desire to take this method of expressing the opinion that,

up to the present lime, no commercially practicable method
has ever been brought to their notice by which high tension

direct currents such as are used for arc lighting, can

be placed underground."
The resolution was seconded by Mr. Lynch, and carried.

Mr. Garratt: I move that the committee now cons'.d-

ering the place of meeting beinstru;:ted to report on a new
executive committee.

The motion was seconded by Mr. DeCamp, and car-

ried.

A paper on the comparative danger of alternate and di-

rect currents by Prof. P. H. Van der Weyde, was read by
Arthur Steuart.

The CoMrAR.vnvK Dan(;er of Alternate and Direct
Currents.

v.\ v. h. van der weyde, m. d.

It is only a few days ago that I received the flattering-

invitation to appear before this meet ng of the most eminent
electricians of the United States, and present a paper con-

taining my conclusions about the comparative danger to

life lurking in the alternate and direct dynamo currents.

I do so read'ly, as lately I have had the opportunity to be-

come acquainted with the arguments made at both sides of

the question. I was not prepared to do so when, a few
months ago, I attended a meeting of the New York Board
of Electrical Control, where several papers were read, most
of them in opposition to Plarold P. Brown, who had ex-

pressed himself in opposition to the use of the alternate cur-

rent system, of which the introduction has lately been com
menced. When the president of that meeting asked me to

express my opinion I was in the necessity to decline, stating

that my appearance there was solely intended to listen to

arguments upon the subject about which I desired full in-

formation .

As some of the papers read there were written in such a

spirit as to compel Mr. Brown to defend himself, I made
up my mind to attend his expected defence, especially as it

might give me an opportunity to hear what powerful argu-

ments and facts would be brought out by the person who
has put himself forward as the champion of the enemies of

the alternate current system.

It makes always a painful impression upon me when I

see that a scientific investigator feels the necessity to defend

himself against personal attacks. The callingof the scieniist

should simply be confined to ascertain what is the truth; if he

thinks to detect erroneous conclusions arrived at by the co-

laborer, it is his duty to expose them. At the same time

he must mind the old rule, suaviter in iiiodo, fortitcr in re;

therefore, above all. he must let the facts £peak for them-
selves, avoiding any allusion regarding the capability or

ulterior motives of his antagonist; in short, he must leave

the use of all personalities to the politicians; for these the

main considerations are persons; principles are secondary

and may be changed to suit circumstances, or thrown over-

board entirely. In science however, we have to the con-

trary nothing to do wnth pasons, but only with the ultimate

(ntt/i, which we are all striving to arrive at.

At a recent visit to the physical lecture rooms of

Columbia College, where I had been invited by telegram to

hear the reading of a paper, and a lecture illustrated by
experiments by Harold P. Brown, the feeling referred to

above w-as more painful to me than even the howling of the

dog which was experimented upon. Dogs have for so many
years been considered as the poor legitimate martyrs of

science, especially under the hands of physicians and
professors of physiology, that we have become more or less

hardened in their regard. Nobody will deny the im-

mense value of the increase of our biological and especially

pathological knowledge obtained this way.

A great portion of the paper read by Mr. Brown consisted

in complaints about the personal attacks made upon his

capability, as soon as he asserted in print that the alternate

electric currents were more dangerous to human life than

the direct currents, namely: that a current of the electro-

motive force of say 300 volts, alternate current, would be

more likely to destroy life than double or triple that strength

of direct current.

One feature was prominent in the reading of the paper as

well as in the lecture and experiments; it was evident that

the purpose was not so much to exhibit what was the truth

in the matter, as to show that he was right in what he

had asserted.

Pie attempted to prove this by experimenting upon a

large dog, which, when subjected to a direct current,

stated to be 300 volts, set up a short howl; 600 volts pro-

duced a longer howl and frantic efforts to escape from the

cage, while a current of some 900 volts paralyzed the dog,

who kept up a labored breathing. Then a representative

of the New York Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals interfered, and forbade further trials of this kind,
so that j\lr. Brown was compelled to give the dog the coup
de grace by applying the alternate current which he said to
be of the strength of only 300 volts.

Unfortunately for Mr. Brown this proved nothing, as the
dog was already half dead by the pre^^ous successive and
increasing direct current doses of 300, 600 and qoo volts re-

spectively. Another dose of 300 or 600 volts direct current
might in all probability have ended his life just as well.

But what is more, his statement that the alternate current
was merely 300 volts was not proved, as he himself had
stated previously that reliable instruments for measuring
alternate currents were difiicult to obtain, and confessed
that he had only a voltmeter for this purpose but no am-
meter. After the lecture I examined the voltmeter and
found that according to the statement of Mr. Brown, him-
self, its operation was based upon indications of rise in

temperature.

Now, it is well known that voltmeters based on this

principle are based on false premises; rise of temperature
is not produced by electromotive force, but by amount of

current; one Wollaston plunge battery cell, of one square
meter acting surface, having of course, the electromotive

force of only one single volt, will produce far more heat
than a series of 24 freshly prepared cups of a Leclanche
batter)- of 40 volts electromotive force. This pretended
voltmeter was in fact a kind of ammeter.

This is so self-evident that Prof. G. Forbes from England,
who last year exhibited to the Society of Electrical

Engineers in New York, a meter for alternate currents, did

not think of calling it a voltmeter, because its operation was
also based upon the rise of temperature, but he called it a

current meter.

This shows that Mr. Brown was mistaken when he said

he had no ammeter for alternate current; he had one and
supposed it lo be a voltriieter; if he used it as such, what
becomes of his statement that the alternate current he used
was 300 volts?

And here I cannot let the opportunity pass by to repeal

what I have been preaching for years namely, that the

voltage atone is no criterion in regard to the dangerousness

of a current; the danger comes only when the electromotive

force—as measured in volts—is accompanied by a sufllcient

quantity or volume of current— as measured in amperes.

An electromotive force carrying a current of only a few
micro-amperes, may be as high as 1,000 volts without doing

any harm—even when alternating, as proved by the Ruhm-
korff coil. It behaves like water oozing out of a pinhole

under a pressure of hundreds of pounds; it can do little or

no work. Attheotherside.a very large volume or quantity of

current with small electromotive force, of say a small fraction

of a volt, will not have the power to pass through the

human skin, or even not through the liquids of the body,

but only through metals, as proved by the thermo-electric

pile. Such currents behave like a large volume of water in

a lake, with little or no inducement to make it move;
also this will do little or no work.

Prof. Mayer of the Stevens institute, Hoboken, in a

lecture recently given to the members of the electric section

of the American institute, exhibited some novel experi-

ments intended to measure if possible the voltage of static

currents. He used an old fashioned friction electric

machine, and showed that the voltage of its currents ran

into the thousands, while the amperes were so minute as to

escape the possibility of measurement, with the means thus

far at disposal.

This leads me back to the subject of the experiment of

Mr. Brown; he stated that the quantity of the direct

current he used was only a fraction of one ampere. This

induced me to examine also the ammeter after the lecture,

when I found that the ammeter and the voltmeter were
coupled together in series in the same single circuit. Now
every experienced electrician knows that in order to

measure the capacity of a dynamo current in amperes, we
must not place any other resistance in the circuit, much less

the high resistance of a voltmeter which may be 500 ohms,

as then the indication of the ammeter may drop down go

per cent, of the original indication; in fact the ammeter
indicated actually two-thirds of an ampere as had been stated

by Mr. Brown when he was asked during the lecture.

The manner in which the ammeter and voltmeter were

used was considered by me in connection with the fact that,

if really a current of only two-thirds of an ampere had
been obtained, it would render the dynamical value of the

three cui rents used only equal to 200, 400 and 600 watts

respectively, which was incompatible with their effect on
the dog. This caused me to go to the dynamo plant of

Columbia College to inquire. I found that the direct cur-

rent machine used was an Edison municipal dynamo of 15

amperes and 1,200 volts.

It is likely that Mr.Edison gave it the name of municipal

in anticipation of the fact that the municipal governments

will need such machines when the new law in regard to

capital punishment and of dispatching criminals by elec-

tricity instead of hanging goes in operation next 3'ear. If

so, it is ver)' suggestive, in regard to the controversy we
are discussing, that such an able electrician as Mr. Edison

is satisfied that a direct current dynamo is all that is needed

for that purpose without regard to the alleged greater

effectiveness in this respect, of the alternate current

dynamos.
This dynamo did not belong to the Columbia college

plant, but was furnished by Mr. lidison for the occasion,

as well as an alternate current dynamo. Both were re-

moved after Mr. Brown finished his experiments, which it

appears he continued privately for a few days after the lec-

ture.

One of the dynamos used belonged to the college plant;

it was an incandescent light dynamo, of which the capacity

was staled by the engineer to be 125 am.peres and no volts.

This dynamo was employed to obtain the alternate currents,

by using it to feed the field magnets of a Siemens-Halske

alternate current machine, after the usual manner, as rep-

resented in the engraving exhibited here, which shows the

essentials of the arrangement used, only with this difference,
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that the field magnets of the Siemens alternating; machine
were supphed by the direct currents obtained from the much
larger 125 ampere dynamo referred to, in place of the small

one represented in the engraving, at the right hand side

below.

The kind of apparatus which was used and the nature of

their arrangement, for the production of the alternate cur-

rent, make it very unlikely that it would produce a current

of only 300 volts. Especially when we take in considera-

tion that the current developed must represent some kind of

equivalent for the horse power required. First, to drive the

125 ampere incandescent light dynamo, next that required

to drive "the alternate current dynamo; the latter must have

consumed also considerable power, as the 125 ampere cur-

rent was more than sufficient to saturate its great number of

stationary electro-magnets. According to the statement

of the engineer, the engine driving the 125 ampere dynamo
requires 36 horse power, that of the alternate dynamo, 36
horse power; together 72 horse power, which, at 76 watts per

horsepower, gives 5,472 watls. If the amperes of such a

current had been measured after the method employed by

Mr, Brown for the direct current, it would have resulted in

5,472 divided by two-thirds of an ampere, or 8.20S volts.

Of course, this is an exaggerated estimate, but sufficient

to show the worthlessness of all the figures as given by Mr.
Brown. In order to come to correct conclusions it would
be necessary to measure, by means of indicator diagrams,

the engine power utilized, and measure the currents obtained

by proper instruments, properly used and conscientiously

observed.

One thing is certain, namely, that the dynamos used were

not of such a defective quality as to warrant the supposition

of such an enormous loss of the power applied, as would be

the case if only an electromotive force of 300 volts had been
obtained.

I must also not omit here to state that if Mr. Brown had
known the proper quarters where to apply for apparatus to

determine properly the voltage and amperes of alternate

currents, he could have been provided, and his labors in

this direction might have had some value.

There was added on the lecture room table another im-

portant additional—however small—contrivance, for the

right understanding and use of which I will have to make a

short introductory explanation. I do this also because I

have been especially requested to do so by several parties

who had become interested in the operation of this, to them,

very novel device.

I must ask pardon to bring some elementary considera-

tions before this learned bodv, but my apology is that this

paper will be published and read by many who are not so

well informed about electrical subjects, and whose ideas

upon it need some clearing up.

Every one who has handled faucets attached to pipes

from which water can escape under pressure, will have

noticed that when suddenly shutting off the water, a blow
like that of a hammer is produced in the pipes. This is

caused by the momentum of the water when in motion

—

often very improperly called inertia—and which shows itself

every time this motion is arrested. On this peculiarity is

based a contrivance in which, by the automatic alternate

opening and closing of a valve, a small portion of the water

discharged may be raised to a greater height than that of the

original device which produced the pressure. This contri-

vance has been called a hydraulic ram, and by its help an
increase of pressure may be obtained at the expense of a

certain quantity of water.

Notwithstanding electricity is not a lluid like water, it

behaves, however, in this case, in a similar manner; at the

moment a uniform electric current is suddenly interrupted, a

current of greater electromotive force (more pressure) is de-

veloped in the conductor, and will show itself as a spark at

the break of contact, and as a shock through the body
when the hands have hold of the wires when the contact is

broken. It is a very old observation, and one of the earhest

reminiscences of my boyhood—about 1S23—that the cur-

rent of a column of volta of say 30 pairs of plates, scarcely

perceptible when closing the circuit through the body, will

give a quite sensible shock when breaking the circuit. Such
currents have been called extra currents, and they are, of

course, stronger in proportion to the strength of the original

current, and still further increased by inductive influences

when there are coils in the circuit.

As it may be desirable for special purposes to eliminate

lliese currents, an apparatus has been invented, which oper-

ates like a ver}' sensitive relay, and then leads these extra

currents off, or shunts them in another channel after the man-
ner of lightning protectors. Such an apparatus was on the

table during the experiments with the dog, and appeared to

be intended to protect the animal against the effect of these

extra currents. I must confess not to see why this wasdone,
except for the purpose to annul the most powerful and most
dangerous item connected with the direct currents. There-
fore, I consider the addition of this contrivance improper if

we wish to arrive at the truth in regard to the comparative
danger of the alternate and direct currents, because in case

of accidental exposure of person there is rarely such a safe-

guard inclosed in the circuit, and the person struck by the

current must submit lo the extra current as well.

In order lo arrive at the truth of the matter we must also,

above all. be able to make definite statements about the

voltage and the volume of current, based on precise meas-
urements, which, in regard to the alternate currents, could

not be furnished, but was only guessed at.

I'inally, as far as I can judge about the matter, guided
by the present state of knowledge (especially in regard to

some, in many respects, still unexplained peculiarities in the

behavior of alternate currcnlsj, I should say that the true

voltage must be quite high. They do not behave like cur-

rents of low voltage—say 300 or 400—as they can lje and
practically are conducted over much longer lines and thin-

ner wires than is the case with the direct currents of say
i,(xx> volts. This fact is acknowledged as well by the ene-

mies as by the friends of the allernalu current system. Kx-
periments made with converters, especially with a new and
very peculiar one of my own construction, appear also lo

how that ihcrc must be considerable voltage in the alter-

nate currents so as to account for the generation of the

enormous volume of current into which the electromotive

force is converted; in other words, for the thousands of

amperes obtained by the conversion of the volts of the

primary current, and for which amperes there is no ammeter
yet to measure them, but their volume shows itself in the

capacity to perform operations requiring the liighest tem-

peratures, such as welding iron, fusing the most refractory

substances, etc.

Surely no dynamo could be constructed directly generat-

ing a current of such volume, as it would destroy itself by
the heat of its own current; it is only by alternate current

machines of high voltage, assisted by proper converters,

that currents of such great volume and high caloric capacity

can be obtained.

After all, we must not lose sight of the main object in

this controversy, which is the comparative danger lurking

in the two systems. When it is found by experience that

actually the danger of being killed is greater by the use of

alternate currents, it does not make any difference if the

voltage which does the killing is 300 or 1,300.

When, however, we consider that statistics show that the

loss of life by the direct current system is continually

increasing in proportion that the system is extending, the

probabilities appear to be that both systems will furnish

their equal quota of victims, and the labor of comparing the

relative danger of both systems, and especially the discus-

sion about their comparative voltage, appears to become an
idle occupation.

Dr. Moses: That very interesting paper calls to our
attention some experiments which were made under the

regis of Columbia college, and we all know what it is to

have a shadow of a college fall on us. It is a serious thing

to raise an objection to anything that comes out of the

ivy grown, moss-stained walls of a college Plowever,
I would like to warn you, gentlemen, that those experi-

ments were not made by the professor of Columbia college,

but by a set of self-constituted investigators who have tried to

frighten the public and by holding up a terror before them
to scare them into a certain course. I think that one of the

most beautiful passages I ever read was in that novel of Bui-

wer's,where he describes the perfect peace and calmness pre-

vailing at Pompeii before the eruption and the destruction

of the city, ^^'e have been sitting here as a sort of mu-
tual admiration society, taking in all the compliments,
well meant and many of them true, of so wise>a man as

Mayor Hewitt, and we feel a certain glow of satisfaction

which would almost lead us to take our intellectual pocket
books out and offer them to the world free of charge. But.

gentlemen, something has transpired to day which I think

ought to be called to your attention so far as to awaken
you from your lethargy, and I will read a passage from a

letter in which a keynote of attack is sounded, which I

think we ought to reach with serried ranks. This is a let-

ter from Ex-Governor Cornell to Mayor Hewitt. I quote
it, as printed in one of the daily papers, and I am told it is

the entire letter, with the exception of five unimportant
lines :

" The disposition of electrical wires in such manner es

to abate their dangerous qualities, and at the same time
to preserve their useful features, is a question demanding
serious thought and urgent remedy. It has long vainly

sought solution, and you are the man who can apply the
true and only available corrective. The only remedy now
practicable for removing the danger of high tension circuits

which presently menace the life and property of our citi-

zens is to absolutely prohibit their use within the city, the
strong arm of the sta'e by legislative enactment and hon-
est executive administration of such law positively prohibit-
ing the use of wires bearing the high tension circuits will

give us safety. Nothing else can so quickly and surely
accomplish it. Will you help us to this result?"

The President: Will you allow me to ask a question
there sir?

Dr. Moses: Certainly.

The President: I would like to know if ex-Gover-
nor Cornell writes that letter as an expert or as a represent-
ative of the Western Union Telegraph company or some
other interest.

Dr. Moses: We all know that ex-Governor Cornell is

largely interested in the Western Union. We also know
his ability and his great influence, and v.'hen such a man
speaks we must listen and reply. Gentlemen. I have pre
pared a set of resolutions that I think this National Elec-
tric Light association ought to promulgate for their own
safety, recollecting the fable in ,Esop where the bulls when
they kept together could keep off the Hon, but the instant
they separated they were devoured by him, The effort is

made to destroy one of the important interests vhich it is

the duty of this association to foster. I call your attention
to it and warn you. Gentlemen, this is the resolution:

ll/icrcas. The National Electric Light association,
view with some uneasiness the persistent efforts of rival
interests lo educate the public to aid distrust of high po-
tential electric cui rents, and

"IV/ia-cas, They would protest with all energy against
recent efforts to pit against each other the continuous and
alternate current systems of electrical distribution, which
efforts had as their covert purpose the destruction of the
harmony of action now existing between them; and

IFZ/cn-ds, This association, for mutual protection rec-
ognize distinctly the danger of unfair legislation such as
has destroyed the electric light interests of Great Britain.
(Applause).

_" 'J'harfoiy, he it rcsohvil. That the National Electric
Light as.socialion emphatically declare that it is beyond a
doubt possible to produce and distribute high tension cur-
rents for pulilic use without any more danger or difficulty
than attends the distribution of gas and water in our
dwellings, and further

_" y>V it rcsohcil. That they would impress all legislators
with the fad that .success in the electric light and power
business is based chiefly upon economy in the size of the
distributing conductors and that to utilize this fact high
tension currents were adopted in the first stages of develop-

ment of electric lighting, and have been used ever since

and will continue to be used, and further
'^ Be it resolved, That it is our conviction that there is no

difftrence in the dangers attending the use of continuous
or alternating currents and that both may be so trans-

formed before being used as to render them a perfectly

harmless and practical means of distributing electric power
for use in cities."

Mr. Lynch: I second that motion.
Mr. Steuart: This is not a lime when it is desirable

to harp upon a political issue; but it seems that the policy

that is prevalent throughout the country is one that should
guide us in adopting these resolutions. The protection of

American industries is one of the things which is exciting

the public mind. The protection of one of those indus-

tries is one of the things for which this organization was
formed and one of its greatest element5 of usefulness. I

can speak from the observation of my friends in England
who have told me of the very great depreciation of the

electric light business which has been the result of adverse
legislation in that country toward electric lighting. The
gas interests there are very powerful and they have suc-

ceeded in so influencing parliament as to secure the passage
of laws which for the past ten yea^s have crippled the in-

dustry which has grown to such proportions in this coun-
try and I hope that this association will put itself upon
record, by adopting these resolutions, as opposing any
such policy and as stating to the world our \ifew of the

subject as those who have had the most experience and
the most practical experience in handling this class of
business

T. Carpenter Smith: There is one feature of

the legislative interference with the electric light business

in Great Britain which I think deserves our very serious

consideration. I have no doubt all of us have been read-

ing in English journals descriptions of English installa-

tions, and a good many cricitisms have been passed on the

other side of the water about the flimsy method of insti^l-

lation which prevailed in this country. Now it is verv
clearly to be traced to the adverse legislation—the fact that

there has been very little work done in England and as a

consequence of that the few installations that are being
operated to-day are being operated in a most reckless man-
ner, such as would not be tolerated in this country. As an
instance of that I would mention the fact stated by Mr,
MacKenzie, I think at a meeting of telegraph engineers,

in reference to the system in the Grosvenor gallery, that he
had as many as six buildings cut out by the grounding of

wires on the gas pipe fixtures and he recommended that

the chandeliers, if they had to be used for electric lighting

should be insulated in that way. 1 don't know how many
years it is since we were ordered to put in insulating joints

on all lines; but that in iSSS is the condition of the elec-

tric light in England, and it is a striking commentary on
the effect of adverse legislation. The more the electric

hght is used the more precaution will be taken with it; for

the public are your customers and unless you protect them
you will ruin your own interests.

Mr, Lynx'H read, for the information of such mem-
bers as were not present at the time Mayor Hewitt deliv-

ered his address, that part of his honor's remarks where he
referred to the sensational article appearirg in the news-
papers with respect to the dangerous character of electric

light wires.

The resolutions proposed by Dr. Mcseswere then unani-

mously adopted.

Prof Liehig read the following paper on electrical

measurements.

Some Methods of Electrical Me.-\sfremen'I'.

i;V G. A. LIEI5IC, JR.

Among the requirements of modern electrical engineering
and the usual practical work in electricity is the ability to

make accurate and reliable measurements of current, of

potential, of capacity, etc. And with the growth of prac-

tical electricity itself goes hand in hand the increasing ne-

cessity of instruments of precision and standard apparatus
with which the various appliances in everyda}' use may from
time to time be compared.

It may not be out of place, therefore, to give a brief ac-

count of some methods of measurement and comparison,
many of which have been thoroughly tested, and one or two
of which are believed to be new and more reliable than the

methods hitherto applied. Let us discuss first of all, the

best manner of measuring currents.

Current determinations may very conveniently be divided

into two groups, /. e. , the measurement of heavy currents

and the measurement of small currents. Of the latter very

little need be said, as the best method undoubtedly depends
upon the use of an electro-dynamometer, and the most suit-

able form of such an instrument is that of the British asso-

ciation, the well known Webe- electro-dynamometer, which
has been thoroughly explained and mathematically treated

at length by Maxwell. With two or more electro-dynamo-
meters of this kind, currents, ranging from a few milli-am-

peres to 10 or 25 amperes, can readily be measured with an
accuracy of one part in two or three thousand. Currents
greater than this must be determined by some other ar-

rangement, since a dynamometer, capable of accurately

measuring very heavy currents, would have to be oi massive
proportions and of correspondingly increased cost. An in-

strument at the Johns Hopkins university which is intended

to measure currents up to fifteen amperes, has fixed coils

one meter in diameter.

For heavy currents it has been found advisable to apply
the method of "fixed resistances," a method which has been
used and successively improved in several electrical exhibitions

in this country and abroad, and the range of which is prac-

tically unlimited. In this method the current to be measured
traverses several heavy German silver bars which have been
hard-soldered to a pair of very large copper blocks to which
are fastened in the same way the terminals of the galvan-

ometer leads. The bars and end blocks are immersed in a

tank of refined petroleum and their lemperalure, by stirring

constantly the oil, can be determined to a few hundredths
of a degree. To use this apparatus a known current, mcas-
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ured by an electro-dynamometer, is sent through the fixed

resistance, and the potential at the ends determined by the
galvanometer joined at these points. The deflection of the

latter corresponding to any other current gives us at once a
measure of the current. In practice a resistance box is

placed in circuit with the potential galvanometer and the

resistances always adjusted until approximately the same
deflection is obtained. By doing this we render ourselves
independent of the assumption that the angular deviation of

the galvanometer needle is proportional to the current, ex-

cept for exceedingly small differences. It is to be noticed
however that the calibrating current is measured by an elec-

tro-dynamometer and not by a galvanometer, the reason
being that the former is independent of the value of // (the

earth's horizontal component), whereas any error in the de-
termination of // appears directly in the galvanometer con-
stant.

During the measurements the oil in the tank is constantly
stirred and its temperature noted. As a matter of fact, this

is found to change but little even with currents of 200
amperes or more.

Calling /v'„ the resistance of the German silver wire at O"
C, fi its temperature coefficient, T^ and 7 !. temperature of
the same corresponding to current Cj and G. D^ and D.,

I 1 and \ 2, ^1 and A the deflections of galvanometer, ad-
justed resistances and their temperatu-'es, corresponding to

current C, and C, we have:

a being the temperature coefiicient of the resistance box.

The terms relating to changes of the resi>tance Rq, i e. of

the German silver bars can generally be neglec'ed.

Potential measurements can be made in exactly the same
general manner, the fixed resistance used for this purpose
being however, very much higher. A known current is

passed through the German silver reel, forming the fixed

resistance, and the deflection of the galvanometer, joined to

its ends, is noted. A resistance box in circuit with the

galvanometer enables us to reduce this deflection to a con-

venient angle. Care must be taken that the current used
for calibrating the galvanometer be so small as to heat the

fixed resistance as little as possible. After the calibration is

completed, the galvanometer is joined to points whose
electromotive force we wish to measure and the resistance

box adjusted until the same deflection as before is secured.

We have, then, an expression for the potential, of exactly

the same form as the one given before. For very high po-

tentials the method is inapplicable, and recourse must be
had to an absolute electrometer of the kind first described

by Sir Wm. Thomson. In this instrument, fully explained

in Thomson's papers, the difference of potential between two
points is measured by the attraction between two
disks electrified to the same dift'erence of potential, one of

them being balanced by a series of weights, the other being
fixed. With such an instrument electromotive forces vary-

ing from 1,000 volts to over 100,000 volts can easily be
measured, and it thus offers an excellent means of compari-

son with electrostatic voltmeters, etc.

There is perhaps no better way of measuring resistances

than by the employment of some accurate and sensitive form
of Wheatstone bridge. The only difficulty encountered in

such measurements is the exact determination of the temper-

ature of the various resistance coils, and standards in use

during the work. It has been found absolutely necessary

to immerse all the measuring coils in liquid during the use

of the apparatus, and to allow them to remain in a room
whose temperature is almost constant several hours before

any measurements are made. Even thin glass tubes con-

taining mercur}' and surrounded on all sides with cracked

ice have been found to require at least five or six hours for

their temperature to fall to zero.

The efficiency of dynamos and motors can be determined
with all necessary accuracy by means of any one of several

dynamometers, of distinct types, and now well-known,

and the subject is one which presents no difficulty

whatever until the attempt is made to measure the

efficiency of very small machines; that is, machines of one
horse power and less. In those cases it has become neces-

sary to devise a way of measuring which shall greatly reduce

errors ordinarily encountered. The difficulty generally

presented is that the dynamometer itself absorbs in friction

so much energy that the loss thus occasioned amounts to a

large proportion of the total activity of the machine under
examination. The cradle dynamometer is perhaps free from
this objection, but it must be rejected on account of the

uncertain but lai'ge errors introduced by slight errors of

centering. Hopkinson's method might be employed were

it not that it requires two machines to experiment upon;
an obstacle which in most cases would be a serious one. A
method which appears to be devoid of the objections just

enumerated is a modified calorimetric method. To employ
this the motor or dynamo, as the case maybe, is surrounded

by an air-tight water jacket through which circulates a

stream of water at a uniform temperature. The dynamo
is allowed to run under a given load until all the effects of

heating have become constant; this includes the heating

resulting from mechanical friction, and from the current it-

self. After this the flow of water is determined, its tem-

perature carefully noted, and from these data the losses oc-

curring in the motor are at once deducible. There appears

to be nothing in the way of making the method universally

applicable to small machines and the indications are that

its adoption would lead to ver}' accurate results. This
method was first proposed by Dr. Duncan as a means of

measuring the efficiency of alternating current converters.

Several methods of determining the magnetic qualities of

iron and steel have been published. They all depend upon
the measurement by a ballistic galvanometer of the induc-

tion through a coil wound about the specimen to be tested,

either when the coil is moved, the current reversed, or re-

duced to zero. These methods offer no difliculty, and a

ballistic galvanometer can easily be calibrated in absolute

measure by the use of an earth inductor or even a coil of

wire of a few turns, its constants having been determined

by measurement and simple calculation.

Dr. Moses: Would Prof Liebig be sn kind as to ex-
plain to us how in the measurement of small machines the
difficulties developed themselves.

Prof. Liebio; The difficulty we had was that the
dynamometer used required so much power to move it.

The dynamometer that is best fitted for that work is per-
haps the Taten dynamometer, but it cannot be very well
made on a very small scale, and it absorbs something like

half to three quarters of a horse power to run it, so if

you want to measure the efficiency of a one horse motor
you have very little to go on.

Dk. Moses: Has Prof Liebig determined the relative

losses of direct and alternating moto''S?
Dr. Liebig: I have not as yet taken up that subject.

The President: Gentkmen, if there is no further

discussion upon this paper we will pass on to the paper by
Mr. Steuart en patent legislation.

Report of Committee on Patent Legislation.

Mr. Steuart spoke at length of the work of the
committee in preparing the bill establishing a court of
patent apptals (Western Electrician, p. 312, No. 25,
vol.11) and read the letters commending the bill (p. 310
same issue) and then said:

This bill was introduced into congress the 2d of April,
and was immediately referred to the judiciary committee
of the house. It was referred to the patent committee of

the senate. The judiciary committee of the house has
been the field of our labor since that time and I fear that

the members of that committee have begun to think that I

have gone mad on this subject; but any of you who have
had experience with the procurement of legislation jrom
congress have found that the most persistent, constant,
untiring effort is necessary in order to get an action from
any of the committees Mr Hall, the commissioner of
patents, Mr. Dodge, the pn sident of the Patent Bar
association the Hon. George Ticknor Curtis, whom I

interested in the measure, other gentlemen from elsewhere
and myself, have been before that committee over and over
again. We have been there twenty times if we have been
thei e once. We have argued with ihem hour by hour and
I have here in my hands a batch of articles upon this sub-
ject which have been prepared by very eminent men in

various parts of the country—by iVlr. Walker of Hartford,
Mr. Mason of Detroit, Mr. Dodge of Washington, Mr.
Curtis of New York, all of them tending to demonstrate
I he ntcissity for the creation of such a court, and of the
purpose of providing to the members of congress the de-

sirability ot passing this measure. The dav belore I c^me
away from home 1 had the gratification in receiving a
telegram from the chairman ot the judiciary committee of
the house s&ylng that after careful consideration that

committee bad authorized him to report this bill to

the house with a recommendation for itsimmedlate passage
(Applause) I cannot say what the house will do with it,

but I have heard few dissenting voices, and I i;m disposed
to hope that if the members of this assc elation will aid me
by individually approaching their members of congress and
indicating to them that it is very desirable that this bill

shall pass, that it will become a law, and I hope that when
you go home every one of you will take the very first

opportunity of either writing or going to Washington, see-

ing your members of congress, and impressing upon them
your personal desire that this thing shall go through.

I may say that the house committee have cut down the

court from five to three members and have cut down the
salary from $S,ooo to §6, coo. I am sorry for that. The
burden cast upon this court by the transfer to it of cases

now on the docket of the Supreme court will be very heavy
and the mass of business thrown upon them will be very
great. I do not think that three men can do the work.
The senate committee that has the matter in charge have
assured me that when the bill comes to them they will alter

that, and instead of lowering will increase the court to

seven members and the salary to $9,000, so that wc may
I ope to get good men. It is a question of policy as to

whether 't would be better for us to let the bill go through
in tbe form in which it has been reported to the house, get

the court, try the experiment, and if the justices are over-

burdened with their work, increase their number after-

ward or whether it would be better not to take our court

at all until we can get what we want. My disposition is to

let the bill pass through the senate in the form in which it

comes from the house; let the court be appointed and let

thtm try the work and see how they get along with it.

There is only one other word I will say in this connection.
The work of this committee heretofore has cost within a
few dollars of S700. When I undertook this work I

estimated the cost at ^1,500. I said I thought It could be
done within that figure. The members of the association

have been very liberal and prompt in supplying the neces-

sary money. Seven hundred odd dollars were subscribed,

and seven hundred dollars of it have been spent. It re-

mains with the members of the association to say whether
this work shall go on or whether it shall stop. It is im-
possible to prostcute it without sufficient money for the
conduct cf correspondence, which has made it necessary to

employ a clerk, and I may say that for the past six months
the work of this committee has occupied the whole time of

one clerk in my office, every bit of it, and he is a stenog-

rapher, and as much time as I could give to it in addition,

the clerk simply of course doing the manual work. It re-

mains for the members of this association to continue this

work or to stop it now. We want a little mo e money in

it—a few hundred dollars- and we beHeve that the benefit

of this measure to the members of the association will be
so great that whatever they may spend upon it they will be
well compensated for (applause).

iVI R. FooTE: As I was one of the few at the last meeting
of this association to give our friend Mr. Steuart a little

encouragement in his work, I deem it a privilege now to

express to him my personal thanks and I hope the thanks
of all the members present for the work he has done. I

think he has ^ot it in excellent shape and that it should
be carried forivard. With regard to the question he asks

about having the bill passed as it is, either an increase of

judges or salary. I think the principle recognized in all
legislation is first get your commission, then give them
power. On that principle I would favor any pctlon that
would secure the court. Having secured that, if we find
it inadequate to its work it will t e easy enough to increase
their number, their compensation and all necessaries to
carry on the business.

Mr. Steuart: I failed to say one thing which I think
it right to say and that is that the money which has been
expended on the work of this committee had been the
voluntary contribution of individual members of the
association who have been sufficiently interested to come
forward and supply the funds. I do not ask that any of
the funds of the association be appUed to this purpose. I

am satisfied that if the work is coniinued and if the
association ft-els Interested in it and approves of the work
as it has been done, that funds will be forthcoming from
the individual members to carry it on.
Mr. Weeks: I move that the report of the committee

be received and filed and tbe committee continued; and in
making that motion I want to say that I feel proud of our
legal committee 1 think they have accomplished a noble
work and I feel quite sure from what I have heard from .

members of congress that they are on the way to success.
Mr. Garratt: I second that motion.
The President: You have heard the motion, gentle-

men, which is that the report of the legal committee be
received and filed, and that the committee be continued to
prosecute the work as laid out.

The President: Before putting the motion for the
adoption of the report and continuing the committee, I

would like to say one or two words. I took the pains to
go down to Washington at Mr. Steuart's request to aid
him as much as possible in the prosecution of this work
before the committee; and no man, unless be has been
through that kind of legislation, can appreciate the amount
of hard work and labor it is to see the various members of
the committee of a legislature or of congress, the amount
of time spent in hunting them up, the amount of time
spent in trying 10 get a quorum; add to that the amount of
labor that Mr. Steuart has performed in conducting all this

correspondence, and in collecting rata and the opinions of
these learned gentlemen, and the indorsement which he
has secured from the legal fraternity and the n>embers of
the Supreme court itself—consider all that and It is cer-

tainly something that deserves the thanks of the associa-
tion. You know we restricted the committee in this way:
We said we will give you the moral backing of the associa-
tion to prosecute this work, but we will give you no money.
Now that is a pretty easy thirg lo do lint as he says, the
individual members of the association have stepped forth
and so far paid the expenses. It is gratifyirg to know
.that outside of ourselves, as an organization, the member-
ship feels such an interest in matters of this kind that
they are willing voluntarily to come forward with sufficient

funds to prosecute a woik of that nature.
The motion was carried

.

Mr Foote: I now offer as a resolution that the treas-

urer of this association be authorized to open a subscription
for a fund to defray the expenses of the work of this com-
mittee

The motion was seconded and carried

The President: The next paper is that upon Elec-
trical Education, by E. R. Weeks, of Kansas City,

Electrical Education.

BY EDWIN RUTHVEN V^'EEKS.

The signs of the times point to a growing interest in

electrical education. In the rapid development of the
applications of electricity, the demand for skilled workmen
far exceeds the supply, and both employers and employes
are beginning to realize that the men at hand must be as-

sisted to a mental culiure, whose lack is one of the draw-
backs to perfect service.

In response to a few remarks made on this subject at

the Boston convention I received so many letters of inquiry

as to the ways and means of acquiring knowledge which
will be of practical value to the workman, that it may be
profitable to outline a plan that has proved its working
value to employes of all grades of educational advance-
ment, the greater number of whom, however, had pre-
viously had so little commerce with books as to be almost
helpless before a small llbrary-

When the full measure of the utility of electricity has
been reached and when schools have had time to under-
stand the needs of electrical engineering, the work of the

college will afford all the preparation that theory can give.

Already good courses in this line of investigation have
been added to the curricula of many universities. With
this branch of the subject we are not at present concerned.
But it may be said in passing that the practical work in the
factories, which is intended to supplement the college

course, is not sufficient to make a man an electrical engi-

neer. So great has been the demand for " expert" service,

that many new fledged bachelors of science have been
rushed through factories and sent out to do work requiring
manual dexterity and an intimate practical knowledge of

the operation ot apparatus under widely varying condi-

tions. Before the student enters the factory he should have
taken his degree and should have spent at least a year at

central station work where he may learn the use of h's

hands and may become familiar with many variations of

trouble and gain an experience which will render the factory

course of greater value to him. However, our immediate
concern is how to help the army of raw recruits that the
youth and rapid growth of our industry necessitates, to

acquire most quickly an intelligent, practical, working
knowledge of the service.

The mutual improvement society organized among the

employes of the Kansas City Electric Light company has

learned numerous lessons in regard to proper methods,
useful tooks and the use of them, and in order to open
the discussion on this phase of electrical education, I

have consented to outline the work of that society. In

ibSs the company provided a commodious reading room
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and a large audience room fitted with a library, paper files,

black boards, tables, writing materials, etc. Some half

dozen electrical papers and magazines are here on file and
the library now contains over one hundred volumes

Twentv-five of these volumes, chosen with an eye to

simplicity, served as a nucleus to which additions have
from time to time been made. The selection of books for

first use was an important work, as many texts are gotten

up in a style and nomenclature entirely beyond the taste

and reading ability of the ordinary dynamo, lamp, and line

man. The officers of the company made ic a point to talk

with the men oq various subjects treate i in the periodicals

and books, and to call attention to articles that might be

helpful. Other things being equal, those who showed, in

their conversation, that they had been studying, are first

promoted. The librarian has kept a record of the books
taken out, which shows that next to the unabridged dic-

tionary, the one in greatest demand has been " Electricity

in the Service of Man," by Dr. Alfred Ritter Von Urban-
itzky. Almost every member of the society has read it

and so.Tie, several times. Next in popularity stand " Ele-

mentary Lessons in Electricity and Magnetism," by
Thompson, the works of Gordon, Holmes and DuMoncel
on " Practical Electrt; Lighting"' and "Electricity, Its

Theory, Sources and Applications." by Sprague Several

copies of each of these works had finally to be provided to

meet the frequent calls. Men in all branches of the ser-

vice read them and find that their perusal results in great

ben=ifit A recent addition to the library, F. M. Kimball's
" The Dynamo—How it is Made and How to Use It,"

whose simplicity and brevity will commend it to every

workman, bids fair to become the most popular book with

beginners " Short Lectures to Electrical Artisans," by
Fleming, " Elementary Treatise on Electric Batteries," by
Niaudet, Hospitaiier's " Domestic Electricity," Brennan s

' Electricity and Its Discovery, ' and Jeans' " Lives of

Electricians," " The Electric Motor and Its Apphcations,"

by Martin and Werzler, " Electrical Measurement and
Galvanometer," by Lockwood, Day's " Elecric Light

Arithmetic," "Dynamo Electric Machines," by Thompson,
and Fray's " Twenty Years with the Indicator" are also

favorite works
The more purely theoretical treatises are taken out by

few, but the number of their readers is gradually increas-

ing. Among the more recent publications, there is one
boo'-c deserving special mention. It is Mr. Heriog's
" Principles of Dynamo Electric Machines" which for its

clearness, accuracy and subject matter should be in the

hands of electrical readers of all classes.

The success of the, reading room soon led to the organi-

zation of the Gramme society, and the work of its members
shows that the m n are learning how to read There was,

at first, a little opposition to it among the men. some of

whom <")bjected to giving awaj' ihe information which they

had gained by hard knocks ugainst experience. But this

feeling has gradually died out, and all have come to realize

that, in the words of one of our linemen, " This is a case

wh:re one can give away his cake and eat it too " An ad-

ditional inducement to membership was offered by estab

lishing a relief fund in t'le society, to which each member
subscribes at least twentyhve cents a month, the aggregate

monthly subscription being- doubled by the company. In

case of sickness or disability of any member, he receives

his pro rata share of the fund and more shouli the society

so decree. So that now. although the membership is not

compulsory, most of the men in the service of the com-
pany have joined.

Th; meetings were formerly held on Sunday afternoon,

bat Tuesday evening was finally selected as a better time.

The organization is of the simplest, and there is no
membership fee. The officers are elected annually and a

committee appointed by ths chiir chooses the subjects and
leaders of discussion under advice of the general manager,

who endeavors to so direct the whole work, that a read-

ing of current electrical literature shall be necessary to the

intelligent hearing of various talks. Care is taken to as-

sign each topic to those who have had the most practical

experience in regard to it. Among the subjects already

considered are " A Talk on magnets, " Early history and
sources of electricity," " The new light," " Technical

terms," " Electrical units," " Ohm's law," " Shunts,"
" The arc lamp," " The incandescent lamp," " Carbons,''
" Construction and maintenance of lines," •' Danger from

shocks," "Grounds, crosses and short circuits," "Lubri-
cation and the proper care of journals," " Various types

of dynamo electric machines," 'The Edison and Thorn
son lloaston machines, their construction and proper

care " and " The alternating current system," The dis-

cussions of some of these subjects required several meet-

ings. In addition to the working topics, a biographical

sketch of some noted scientist, especially an electrician, is

given, and is found to awaken a deeper interest in electri-

cal study. The discussion of the subjects is both theoreti-

cal and practical, and the speakers have been led to a free

use of the blackboard for synopses, diagrams, and illus-

trations.

Tht beginnings of the work were rather disheartening,

and it re(|uired a great deal of enthusiasm and patience on
the p irt <ii its inaugurators, to induce the men to take any
useful part in the exercises It was only by continual

quesliunings and references to books and periodicals, by
pointing out ih-i advantage to be derived from the perusal

of this or that article in this or that paper or book, the

constant recognition of the good work of each speaker and
the ignoring of the weak and useless, that the men were
gradurilly encouraged to take hold of the subjects in a free

and easy way, and to give up the cream of their experience

without fear of losing it.

Kut the results have amply repaid all efforts and the

growing interest of the members, their anxiety for perfect

et|uipment and above all, their ready expression of the ad-

vantage which the necessary reading and interchange of

thought have been to them, are most gratifying proofs of

the wisdom of the movement.
Those members of the soci'My "liose information lay

chiefly in a practical direction, have added to iha., in.'oiuia-

tion and have gained a knowledge of some of the princi-

ples underlying our industry. They are thus deriving
more pleasure from their work, and are on the way to a
higher and wider field of usefulness. Those whose in-

furmation was mostly of a theoretical nature have clirched
such information and have acquired a more intimate
knowledge of the apparatus used, and are thus better pre-
pared to discharge the duties devolving upo i them.

The benefits of this work to the company are evident in

the improved condition of all parts of the service, and in

the iniere-t which tlie employes take in perfecting it—an
interest which has grown out of the dawning perception
that the company has at heart the good of its workmen,
as well as the increase of its dividends

List of Books in ihe Library of ihe Gramme Society.

Alglave & Boulard—Thi Electrl': Light, History, Pro-
duction, etc.

American Electrical Directory.

Anderson— Lightning Conductors.
Atkinson—Static Electricity.

Ayrton — Practical Electricity.

Benjamin—Age of Electricity.

Blakesley— Alternating Curi ents.

Bottone
—

"Phe Dynamo, How Made and How Used.
Braunt & Wahl —Techno Chemical Receipt Book.
Brennan—Electricity and Its Discoverers.
Browne—Fuel and Water.
Buel—Safety Valves.

Colburn—Steam Boiler Explosions.

Cooke—The New Chemistry.

Cotterill—Applied Mechanics
Gumming— Introduction to the Theory of Electricity.

Day—Electrical and Magnetic Measurements.
Day—Electric Light Arithmetic.

Deschanel—Natural Philosophy.
DuMoncel—Electric Lighting.
DuMoncel—Electricity as a Motive Power.
DuMoncel— Incandescent Electric Lights
DuMoncel—Electric Magnets.
Dyer— Induction Coils.

Everett—Elementary Treatise on Natural Philosophy.
Faraday—Experimental Researches in Electricity.

Fiske—Electricity and Electrical Engineering.
Fleming—Sh^rt Lecures to Electrical Artisans.
Gordon—Physical Treatise on Electricity and Magnet-

ism.

Gordon—Practical Treatise on Electric Lighting.
Gordon—School Electricity.

Haskins—The Galvanometer.
Plering—Principles of Dynamo Electric Machines.
Holmes—Practical Electric Lighting.
Hopkinson— Dynamic Electricity.

Hospjtalier—Domestic Electricity.

Hospitaller—Modern Applications of Electricity.

Jeans— Lives of Elec ricians.

Jenkin— Electricity and Magnetism.
Kapp—Electric Transmission of Energy.
Kempe— Hand Book of Electrical Testing.
Kimball—The Dynamo, How !• is Made and Ho^v to

Use It,

Lockwood—Electrical Measurement and the Galvano-
meter
Lockwood— Electricity. Magnetism and the Electric

Telegraph.
Lowell— Nature of Light.

Maier—Arc and Glow Lamps.
Martin and Wetzlei—The Electric Motor.
Maxwell— Electricity and Magnetism.
Monroe and Jamieson—Pocket Book of Electrical Rules

and Tables.

Niaudet—Elementary Treatise on Electric Batteries.

Noad—Students' Text Book of Electricity.

Plante—Storage of Electrical Energy
Pray—Twenty Years with the Indicator.
I'rescott—Bell's Electric Speaking Telephone.
Prescott—Electricity and the Electric Telegraph.
Proceedings The Association of Edison Illuminating

companies.
Proceedings The National Electric L'ght Association.
Pynchon—Chemical Physics.
Radau—Wonders of Acoustics.

The PresidilNt: Vou now have before you for discus-
sion this very able and practical paper of Mr Weeks,
showing a school for imparling practical knowledge right
under the management of the company, guiding those men
in such channels as to give them the most practical and
useful knowledge.

Dk. Moses: I have enjoyed that paper very much in-

deed. I think Mr. Weeks has set a very good example to
all companies. In the pressure of business btress enough
is not laid on the education of the men to carry it out.
There is no relaxation to the hard-working man equivalent
to studying up why he works, and how to ease his work
It is very necessary that the people who are employed in
the lower positions should be better educated They are
apt to get into a perfunctory way of doing their duty.
Many an impoitant thing, too, is suggested by the man
who is engaged in running the apparatus after it has been
invented and developed A very notable instance of this
has been called to my mind. Some of the most beautiful
and complicated machinery in existence is that used in the
separation of sugar from molasses. It was a problem how
to accomplish that for a longtime, until a gre^t firm in

England took it up and solved it, and put a great deal of
money into it. They started the machinery after their
preliminary rests, which lasted a few days at a time, and
they discovered at the end of a week that their perforated
cylinder, through which by centrifugal force the molasses
was projected and the sugar separated from it, became
clogged. One of the workmen, after they had tried every
means in the world to get over the difficulty, suggested
very naturally, "Throw a jet of steam on it and soften
this g'ue:" this glue of gluten and glucose that stopped up
the opening of this perforated cylinder. Thai operation

removed the difficulty, and the result was, as I have heard,
that the workman who suggested it got a very large inter-
est in the business, and a patent was taken out for it. It
is a great incentive to a man who has an idea to know that
it can be utilized. Every man works for a certain meed of
praise. Some men say interest is the prime motor. I say
not. Selfgratulation is the prime motor. Encourage
your workmen as much as you possibly can and they will
give you good results.

In an humble way I have been at work on something in
the same province. I take pleasure in announcing to you
that I am now trying to breed up for you a class of work-
men who will take charge of mmy of the positions in the
staiions, and who in your establishment will be able to do
a great deal of work for you, and do it intelligently Next
year I hope to be able to tell you some practical results
from it. There is a school in this citv with which I hap-
pen to be connected as director and vice president, which
has for four years been engaged in educating poor boys.
We have now about 125 boys under tuition I have tried
to develop in that school a system by which those boys
may become useful. I look upon the electrical business as
the rising business of this country All other forms of
business in which motive power is developed will gradually
be absorbed by it, and the workmen necesj^ary to be em-
ployed in that are very scarce, and are becoming scarcer
every d^ y We have been dependent on foreign importa-
tions altogether for our supply of skilled workmen. They
have somewhat banded themselves together, and it is very
difficult for a native to get that education which we find
many of our foreign workmen have. The object of this
school is. as I say, to furnish young sk lied apprentices,
thoroughly educated in electrical methods and for electrical
purposes. I hope next year—though we have some
twenty-five or thirty of our boys at different electrical
works doing very good work to be able to announce to
you that the matter has taken ^uch shape that you may
look to them for a certain supply of material. Now this
plan of Mr. Weeks is developing the education of the
workmen in another direction. I am very glad to see that
Mr. Weeks, who seems to be a born educator himself,
has directed his attention to it

Mr. Foote: Mr. President, I consider this subject of
education as the basis of our business. While here I

have taken the pains to buy every periodical I could find
treating on the subject, calculating to give it to our
workmen. I have asked for an estimate of the cost of
all the books published in this catalogue, and I find tha'
$405.25 will buy the entire libt—probably with a discount
of about 10 per cent. A point that Mr. Weeks tcuched
upon I have had a Ihtle experience in. and that is that
s' me of the workmen do not like to give away what
they know—what they have learned practically. I wish to
say for the i' formation of the convention that about six
weeks ago I had occasion to learn something. I addressed
a letter of inquiry to the managers of jou central stations,
located in every state in the United States. I have re-
ceived to that letter of inquiry up to to day eighty-six
answers, and all of the answers have given me in the full

est detail which the writer possessed the ability to give a
full answer to the question- I asked. That experience
gives me a good deal of faith to believe that the question
which the committee on insulation have formulated and
sent out will produce a great deal of good in bringing in
answers. It struck me while Mr. Weeks was reading his
paper that possibly it might be well to institute some sort
of a circulating library scheme among the local companies,
etc., in the different localities where, if one cannot get hold
of the book, by having a small fee for the use of the book,
a fund could be raised by which any book published in the
world can be made available to any man who has the intel-

ligence to r-ad it.

Mr. Steuart: I have been deeply interested in this
paper of Mr. Weeks, and also in the remarks of Dr.
Moses upon this subject, and I would throw out for your
consideration one suggestion: The greatest educational in-
fluence that has ever been brought to bear upon a com-
munity, the greatest influence for practical progress in the
development of the arts, has been the patent system of the
United States. It has done more to make this business
than any other one cause, and I would suggest to you that
the spirit of that system is that the government of this
country exercises a paternal care over its citizens, and ex-
tends to them the strength of its arm in protecting them
in whatever new step forward they may make in the devel-
opment of any branch of science or art. The result is

that every citizen of this coimtry feels that what he may
do, what he may create as a step forward in the arts, be-
comes his property in the present state of our law, and that
he may reap from it the benefit which he certainly deserves.
There are some manufacturing organizations in this coun-
try that have tried the experiment, and have found it most
successful, of constituting themselves a patriaichal gov-
ernment over their employes in the same spirit and under
a somewhat similar system as that which exists under our
patent law, and 1 would ask you to consider that suggts
tion that you put before your men a proposition that they
shall exert their very best endeavors to improve the condi-
tion of your service, and that for every idea of improve-
ment that they present they shall receive recognition.
That recognition, I (eel satisfied, will give you a quahty of
service that will pay you for its cost.

Mr. Lynch: I must say that I have been highly inter-
ested in these remarks of Mr. Weeks, Dr. Moses and i\Ir.

Steuart; and for the purpose of following up this very in-

teresting topic 1 will offer the following resolution, and
suggest the appointment of a committee of three, Mr.
Weeks to act as chairman, for the purpose of communi-
cating with and suggesting to all our scientific colleges that
they should follow up a course of practical electric instruc-
tion.

Tiiic PKKStiU'-.NT: Please pass it up. The resolution is

that a committee of three, of which Mr. Weeks shall be
chairman, be appointed to suggest and recommend to all

our scientific colleges a course of practical electric lighting
cducaliun. Gentlemen, you have heard the resolution.
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Mr. Weeks asked that Dr. Moses be appointed chair-

man of the committee.
Dr. Moses: Let me say that the experiment is being

tried. Before we recommend that this shall be done, per-

haps it should be tried in such a way as it is now being ex-

perimented with. I would say, in justice to those gentle-

men who have furnished the capital for this experiment that

they have already invested about $7>,ooo in it and they are

perfectly well satisfied to put more out and are only now
just experimenting in that direction. They have under my
advice concluded that this would be as. good a field as any
for the graduates of the schools. It is a charitable institu-

tion, but at the same time that resohition is a very excellent

one and will very considerably support me in my effort if it

goes out authoritatively from this body that they recommend
all colleges to do it. Since the greater contains the less, I

would be supported by the association in ihat resolution.

The PresidKiNt: This is a rather broad resolution it

seems to me I think if that were so worded as to direct

the committee to consider the advisability of making a rec-

ommendation of that kind, it would be more appropriate.

Mr. Lynch: I will amend it to that effect.

The resolution was adopted.

The President: Before going any further, gentlemen,
I desire to refer to some statistics presented by Dr Wheeler
to our stenographer in order that they may go on the
records, and complete his report. Some of it is the
information asked for yesterday in regard to the number
of dead wires and dead poles and so on in the city of New
York. If the gentlemen desire to hear it the chair will

read it. although you will have to do considerable figuring

to ascertain what you want anyhow. So perhaps I had
better refer it as a matter of record to the stenographer, so
that it will come in in the proper place.

The paper spoken of by the president is as follows:

Report of Electrical Expert from June 15 to Aug.

24, 1SS8.

NAME OF COMPANY.

U. S. Comoany.
Dead Poles
Dead Wires
Useless Fixlurcj and Win
Lamps Low
Wires not Insulated. ... ,

Dangerous Poles

Total...,

Brush Company.
Dead Polts
Dead Wires
Wires not Insulated.
Dangerous Circuits .

Slack Wires

TotaL,

Met. T. & T. Company.
Dead Wires . .

.

Dangerous Poles

TotaL

Fire Department.
Dead Wires
Dead Poles.

Dangerous Poles,
Other Violations.

TotaL

W, U. T Company.
Dead Wires
Dead Poles
Slack Wires

,

Total.

Mount M E. Company.
Lamps Low

East R. E. L. Company,
Dead Wires
Lamps Low

Daft .M. P. Company.
Dangerous Circuit, .

.

Other Violations., ,.

Postal T. Company,
Dead Wires
Dangerous Pules..

American Dist. T. Company,
Dead Wires
Dangerous Circuils

Police Department.
Dead Wires
Dead Poles

Total 13 6

Grand Total 867' ^4^ 112 11

^<

t o

Notices sent to Bureau of Incumbrances of Dead Wires and Dead
Poles 1

Total Notices

The President: Gentlemen, before taking up the last

subject of discussion, the paper of Mr. Lufkin on motor?,

we will take up the reports of the various committees not

on the desk. The first is the committee on the place of

meeting, and the nomination of the executive committee.

The report, signed by C A. Brown, A. J. DeCamp, H.
D. Stanley, Thos. Officer, E. R. Weeks, is as loliows;

"Your committee appointed to select a place for the next

annual meeting of the Electric Light association begs leave

to report: That it recommends the city of Chicago for
such place of meeting. So far as your committee has been
able to learn, tbere is a general sentiment in favor of hold-
ing this meeting in some western city, and other western
cities have consented to waive their claims for the next
meeting in favor of Chicago. As members of tlie execu-
tive committee for the ensuing year, we recommend the fol-

lowing names: Chairman, B. E. Sunny, Chicago; S. A.
Barton, Chicago; W. A. Kreidler, Chicago; O. a Moses,
New York; E. F. Peck, Brooklyn; J. F. Morrison. Balti-

more; E. T. Lynch, jr , New York; T C. Smith, Philadel-
phia; F Ridlon, Eo.ston."
The report was adopted.

• The secretary was instructed to cast ballots for the mem-
bers of the executive committee.

The President: The next committee to report is the
committee on the recommendations of the president Is

that committee ready to report?
Mr. Steuart presented the following report, signed by

Arthur Steuart, Edwin F. Weeks, A. F. Mason, Henry D.
Stanley:

"Mr. President and Gentlemen: I am instructed by the
committee on the president's recommendations of which I

have the honor to be chairman, to make the following re-

port: There is but one subject coniained in these recom-
mendations that has not already been disposed of by the
convention, and that is the question of establishing a per-
manent office for the association. Ever since the organi-
zation of the association a need has been felt for some per-

manent officer who would be in a position to gather up all

the threads of the association's work and bring them to a
practical point; collect and collate information needed by
the members and not furnished by the reports of the con-
vention; and have this information ready for the use of the
members when needed. It has not heretofore been thought
best to undertake this work, but your committee after
careful consideration agree with the presiuent in thinking
that the time has come for the establishment of such an
oflice.

"They also think that the officer proposed should be a
person thoroughly lamiliar with the field of electric light-

ing and kindred subjects, and that his office should be located

in the city of New York, and be furnished with such a col-

lection of books and magazines as would enable him to

keep himself abreast of the development of the science and
the mdustry. The committee therefore recommend that a
resolution be adopted by the convention to the effect that

the association have a permanent location in the city of New
York, and that the position of secretary and treasurer of

the association be held by an expert electrical engineer, and
they recommend that the president at once take steps to

nominate a suitable person for this position, and select a
suitable location in this city for a general office,"

The committee submitted the following resolution;

''Besolved. That this association shall heieafter have a per-

manent office in the city of New York, which shall be in

charge of an expert electrical engineer, who shall be secre-

tary and treasurer of the asssociation, and that the presi-

dent at once take steps to procure the services of such a

person and establish him in suitable quarters and with suit-

able facilities in this city."

Mr. Pi-iELrs: I move the adoption of the report.

The motion was seconded.

The President: It is moved that the report of the

committee be received and filed, and the resolution read be
adopted.

Dr, Moses: It seems to me, in connection with that

report, that we ought to take into consideration the valuable
service of the secretary, and before that resolution is offered

I would propose a substitute for it, or at least an antecedent

resolution in which Mr Harding's services shall be prop-
erly recognized by the association. As we have been faith

fully served by Mr. Harding, I think that he should receive

some recognition from us for that, in the way of a vote of

thanks and appreciation in this convention. I therefore

move that ihe appreciative thanks of this association be
tendered through the president to Mr. Harding of Balti-

more, for the zealous manner in which he has performed
the functions of his office, the care that he has taken to have

everything in the way of records properly prepared, and
that we congratulate ourselves upon having had as secretary,

our first salaried officer, so efficient a one as Mr. Harding.
Mr. Steuart: I am prepared to second that motion in

the name of the committee.

Mr, DeCamt: I am in entire sympathy with the report,

but does it follow that the present secretary retires from his

position at the close of this convenlion?

The President: Not necessarily so, but the resolution

certainly implies the employment of an expert electrician

in that capacity.

Mr. DeCamf: What I wanted to say was that I am not

a believer in going into a new move without first knowing
how you are coming out. Of course the salary of >our

new secretary is in the hands of the executive committee;

but there are many other expenses attending an office of

that kind, to establish it permanently in one place, which
ought to be determined before such steps are taken. We
may be swamped. I have no resolution to offer on the

subject, I think that that move is one so proper and nec-

essary that perhaps we can afford to take more than the

usual risk in it.

The President: W^ill the chairman of the committee

state if the committee has ascertained about what the ex-

pense will be, and if the association, in their judgment, is

able to meet it?

Mr. Steuart: The committee would onlysay that during

the coming year the income of the association will be some-

where between four and five thousand dollars. In view of

that fact, the committee thought that half of that sum
might be e.Kpended for the purposes of maintaining this

office.

The resolution of thanks to Mr. Harding was unani-

mously adopted by a rising vote.

The motion to receive the report of the committee and

adopt the resolution proposed by the committee was carried.

The President: I have here a telegram—a somewhat
peculiar telegram:

"Cincinnati, C, Aug. 31. Pi esidcnt National Elechic
Light Association: Have association select an expert to act
with our committee on award for electrical appliances.
Will inform you later when he will be needed.

" L. C. Goodall, Chairman."
Gentlemen, what is your pleasure? It is the business of the
association, not mine.
Mr. Foote: In explanation of that telegram, I wish to

say to the association that the commissioners of the Centen-
nial exhibition in Cincinnati have expended about !tL4.o,ooo

in electric lighting and electrical display in the exposition.
In addition to what they have put in there are several pri-
vate displays. They have, as the telegram would indicate,
some committees to examine this electrical work. As we
have no local talent in the city of Cincinnati of command-
ing influence, the commissioners have thought proper to in-
vite this association to nominate an expert to act with their

committees so that the action taken or the judgment given
by the expert would command the respect of the electrical

fraternity throughout the country, and in behalf of that tele-

gram, I move you, sir,' that the president be authorized to
appoint such an expert to co-operate with the commissioners
of the exhibition,

Mr. Lynch: While deeply sensible of the compliment
conveyed to us by the gentleman from Cincinnati, I think
we .'-e going very much out of our province in sending a
delegate there to determine upon the question upon who
shall take priority as regards successful apparatus at Cincin-
nati. It is something we have never done heretofore.
The President: As I understand it, Mr. Foote's motion

is not seconded. Did I hear a second to Mr. Foote's mo-
tion? If not, the question is not before the house, and the
matter is laid on the table. If there are any original motions
or resolutions you can bring them forward, as we have
finished the entire order of business excepting electric

motors

Mr. DeCamp: I beg to offer the following:

"Whereas, as the value of capital is determined by
the profits realized thereon.

" Where,a.s. The risk attending the business of electric

lighting make il pre-eminently necessary that its capital be
surrounded with such safeguards as will protect it against
illegitimate competition,

"Whereas, The practice of parent companies of fur-
nishing apparatus and capital for the establishment of plants
in cities and towns where local capital has already been in-

vested is a growing evil; therefore be it

"^ licsolved. That this association denounce such practice
as detrimental to a common interest, and recommend its

members jointly and individually to suppress it even to the
extent of discriminating against all systems which persist

in such practice,"

Mr. Weeks: I move the adoption of the resolution.

Mr. DeCamP: I want to speak to that resolution briefly.

The President: I guess, Mr. DeCamp, before w^e g^
any further I will have to call a three-minute time on every
man,

Mr. DeCamp: Very well; I am not much of a judge of
time. At Baltimore there was a resolution passed and a
committee appointed on that very subject. There was a
report made at one time that the committee had found little

or nothing to do. In the last year or two I have heard very
little of that evil, but since I have been attending this con-
vention there has been one case specially named in which
there is an absolute evidence of all the facts in the case.

It simply comes down to this: A parent coinpany will by
any means they can, legitimately, of course, invite local

capital to establish plant and you know that they only get
that capital and establish those plants on representations they
have made as to the return on the capital invested. They
succeed in doing that. That has been the growth of the

electric lighting business. No sooner is that done than
they offer, probably indirectly, but nevertheless with the
same effect to loan to city authorities and other companies
who are ambitious, both material and money to compete
for public lighting. What is the result? I hear of public
lights being offered at 123^ and 15 cents. That is the most
downright robbery on the part of parent companies that

can be conceived of. If they know anything at all they
know that there is no apparatus that will produce light for

that price, and I do not think any action this convention
can take will be too severe on any such party.

Mr. Ridlon: In regard to the committee Mr. DeCamp
refers to and the action that was taken at Baltimore, that

committee did call on a parent company who thereupon
acknowledged their error and promised not to repeat it. It

has been repeated now and fully as severely as it was done
in the first place, and as Mr. DeCamp says it certainly de-

serves a censure from this association.

The resolution was carried.

The President: The chair will appoint as a committee
on education, so that there may be no dispute in regard to

the chairman: Dr. Moses, Mr. Weeks and Mr. Foote. \Ve
are now prepared to take up the question of distribution of
power by motor service.—Mr. Lufkin.

A Basis from which to Calculate Charges for
Electric Motor Service.

BY H. F. lufkin.

The theoretical side of the electric motor question has
been very ably presented to and discussed by this associa-

tiun. but thus lar the practical side has been somewhat
neglected. It will be my purpose in this paper, if possi-

ble, to J how that there is a general average controlling the

use of machinery which it will be safe for electric light and
power companies to follow in maki' g their charges for

motor service rather than adopt an arbitrary price for horse
power regardless of the character of service required of
the motor.

I ) ave arranged what might be called a power curve, rep-

resenting the approximate average actual service in electric

motors in connection with the several classes of work rep-

resented in the list accompanying the diagram. This
curve is calculated on motors which are only of sufficient
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capacity in each case to carry the full load. If the motor
should be larger than is necessary to drive the machinery

the percentage of actual service will of course drop below
that shown in the diagram.

By adopting a basis of averages which shall be general

among members of this association the charges for a con-

stant horse power of current may vary with the circum-

stances of its first cost in each case, but the general classi-

fication of motor service may be a comparatively fixed

rule. I am not prepared to say that this is the best plan

to follow, but respectfully submit the following as a possi-

ble solution of the frequently asked question: "How shall

we charge for electric motor service?"

First on the list of power consumers is the exhaust fan,

taking it in average use. There are, however, circum-

stances under which its use will be limited to as low as 70
or 75 per cent, of its contract hours of service. As for

instance, in a dining room it may be cut out except during

meal hours, or entirely cut out on cool days In places of

this description, however, its contract use is usually lim-

ited to three or four months in the year, and other than

electric power is by circumstances of first cost and incon-

venience, but a feeble competitor. The fir^t four applica-

tions on the accompanying list, viz. : Exhaust fans, blowers,

ceiling fans and fan outfits are all more or less subject to

the foregoing conditions, and therefore current supplied to

motors for these purposes commands the maximum price

per horse power. One important feature in the installa

tion of ceiling fans is the counter shafting to the molor.

In one recent case we had a complaint from a customer

that the 3^-horse power motor sent him would not drive

two ceiling fans, and that the motor must be defective, and
should he return it for repairs. We immediately sent a

representative to find the difficulty, which was found, as is

usual in such cases, in the counter shafting, or rather the

want of it. The three-inch pulley on the motor was con-

nected to a six-inch pulley on the line shafting. The rated

speed of the motor was2,oco revolutions, and had it been
able to develop this speed would have driven the line shaft

1,000 revolutions and the fans at a relative speed. To ac-

complish this would probably require a motor of three or

four horse power. The line shafting driving ceiling fans

usually runs about seventy-five revolutions. To give this

speed on the line shaft with a rated speed of 2,000 on the

three-inch pulley of the motor would require a counter

shaft with a twenty-four-inch pulley belted to the motor.

On this same counter shaft should be a five-inch pulley

belted to a fifteen or sixteen-inch pulley on the line shaft.

Fully three-fourths of the trouble found in electric motors

arises from improper shafting and belting. The average

make of thirty-inch exhaust wheel, a ^^-horse power
motor, should drive about 400 revolutions. Say then the

speed of the motor is 2,00:) and the pulley three inches, it

would require a fifteen-inch pulley on the fan to do the

work; a thirty six inch wheel requires one horse power to

develop the same speed. If the motor speed is i.^oo, the

pulley four inches, it would require an eighteen-inch pulley

on the fan to do the work. These are the most popular

sizes of exhaust wheels.

The next application on the list, open tank elevator

pumps, commands the highest price for current per horse

power in the motor of any elevator application. The

methods of operating the open tank hydraulic elevators in

question are undoubtedly familiar to you all. Instead of

the usual steam pump, a power pump of some approved de-

sign is substituted and connected to the motor by suitable

counter shafting to give the required revolutions at the

pump. The regulation of the motor in this case should be

controlled by the position of water in the lower tank as in

the case of the steam pump. And in this connection let

me suggest the necessity of great care, both in installation

and insulat'on. On all installations in basements and

cellars, or elsewhere where there is the slightest tendency

to dampness, raise the motor off the floor t)n a suitable

frame or stand, and build around it on all sides of possible

approach a low platform, using glass insulators as legs or

standards to support it. So arrange this that the motor or

its connections cannot be reached except when standing on

this insulated platform, and the liability to a shock will be

reduced to the difference of potential between the terminals

of the machine. To return to the subject. Let us take

for an illustration an elevator using 120 gallons of water

per trip, and consuming one minute in making its entire

up trip, or about two minutes per round trip; the lower

tank or water supply is on a level with the pump; the up-

per tank is seventy feet above the pump, and in the piping

to the upptr tank are five elbows; for each elbow add two
feet to the elevation, or an approximate total elevation of

eighty feet by 120 gallons, which gives us 9,600 foot-gal-

lons This amount would be required every two minutes

if the elevator was in absolutely constant operation, or

4,3oo foot-gallons per minute by S% gives us 40,800 foot-

pounds. This we must at least double to allow for fric-

tion in pump, shafting, etc., making 81,600 foot-pounds,

or about 2^4, horse power, say three, required in the

motor.
This class of elevator is confined almost entirely to pas-

senger use, therefore the service required of the motor is

much more constant, and the margin between the horse

power-hours contracted for and the horse power hours of

actual service much smaller than in any other elevator use,

excepting possibly the services in connection with pressure

tank clevaiors in the more popular office buildings In

this case we have a maximum average use of eighty, and

instances such as the hotels, small office buildings, etc.,

where the service will not exceed sixty of the contract

horse power-hours. In order, however, that the electric

light companyshall derive the greatest benefit from this in-

constant service the installation and wiring should be the

best and only the most approved and economical apparatus

employed.
The next application on our lisS pressure tank pumps in

connection with elevators, represents a somewhat smaller

percentage of horse power-hours of actual service in the

motor, as compared with the possible horse power-hours,

than in the case of an open tank pump. In case of the

pressure lank the water reserve is usually limited, and the

motor, therefore, must be equal to the continuous opera-

tion of the elevator at maximum load. Taking this fact

into consideration, and the circumstances of elevator use

being about the same in this case as in case of the open
tank elevator, we have a greater ratio of difference between

the possible or contract horse power-hours in the motor and
the horse power-hours of actual service, the maximum av-

erage use being about 70 to 75 per cent and the miidmum
as low as 35 to 40 per cent., depending of course on the

character of building in which ihe elevator is employed, or

the character of service In calculating the size of motor
required on an elevator of this description a very con-

venient fact to remember is that every pound of pressure

per square inch is equiva'ent to lifting water about 23 feet,

or about 230 feet per 100 pounds' pressure. By reducing

the required pressure to a lelative litt in feet, and knowing
the amount of water required by the elevator per minute,

the motor calculation becomes the same, as in case of the

open tank elevator, the same allowance being made for

friction, etc., as in the first case. The regulation of the

motor in this case should be accomplished by the condi-

tions of pressure in the pressure tank, as is the case with

a steam pump employed in this seivice.

The next application of importance on the list is sewing
machines. In the tests 1 have been able to make on this

class of work f have obtained some singular results. One
item of importance is the fact that the single thread ma
chines, which are the lightest running, consume the most
power in operating. Paradoxical as this story may seem,

it is easily explained As a rule this class of machine is

used on light work, such as shirts, ladies' underwear, etc
,

and operated at a higher speed than any other class of ma-
chine. At equal speed the volts consumed on a single

thread machine, as compared with a shuttle machine, is

about as two to three. In average commercial use. how-
ever, the positions are reversed, and the ratio of volts con-
sumed in the single thread, as compared with the shuttle

machine, is about as five to three. To double the speed
on a sewing machine requires about two and a half times

the power The difference in volts consumed on the dif-

ferent makes of sewing machines is so small that wt may
disregard it entirely, as well as the character of work done
by the machine, for the heavier the work the slower the

speed and more frequent and longer stops on the machine,
thus keeping the average volts per operator about constant

in all cases. This leaves the speed in stitches per minute
at the sewing machine the factor from which we must cal-

culate the power required in a sewing machine plant. To
illustrate this I will give you the record of two casts, which
are about the average: Case No. i is a shop in which are

thirty sewing machines connected to _ a two horse power
motor. At the time the tests were made there were but twenty
operators at work, leaving ten idle machines, the entire

shafting, however, being in operation. The class of goods
manufactured in this shop is a cheap grade of cotton and
wool pants—rather heavy goods to sew. A voltmeter

across the terminals of the motor gave the fol owing read -

ings with the current at nine amperes: Minimum, go volts;

maximum, 14S volts; average, iq, which gives us a mini-

mum average per operator of 4..S volls and a ma.ximum
average of 7.4 volts, or a general average of 5.9 volts per
operator. This motor was driving the shafting for thirty

machines, and as the average operators employed the year
round will not exceed 75 per cent, of the shop capacity, it

will, I think, be entirely fair to estimate the average volts

per machine rather than per operator, as the user of the
motor has contracted for power sufficient to drive his entire

plant. In this case then we have a minimum average of

3 volts per machine and a maximum of 4.9 vohs, or a gen
eral average of say 4 volts per machine. A two-horse
power motor of S2 per cent, efficiency, with nine amperes
of current, will require about 200 volts to develop two
actual horse-power. Two hundred volts, therefore, is what
the electric light company contracts to deliver, while in

reality they deliver only 129 volts, or 60 ptr cent., or a min-
imum average of go volts, or ^5 percent, of the power
contracted for. These machines were making about 1,200
stitches per minute—an average of 4 volts per 100
stitches..

Case No 2 is a shop in which there are thirty-two ma-
chines running at about 1,200 stitclies, each being supplied
with an individual motor of ^^"'"lorse power capacity, and
the class of goods manufactured being men's summer cloth-

ing, such as white duck vests, flannel coats and vests, etc
,

the duck from which these vests are made being about as
hard work on a sewing machine as can be found. In this

shop were twenty-four operators at work. The maximum
volts in this case were r 16 and the minimum 40, or general
average of but 78 volts, or about 2jv^ volts per machine,
with four more operators than in the first case, in which
we had an average of 1 19 volts. This shop has been pay-
ing the electric light company $32 per month for more
than a year, which is the price the same company charge
for current for a four-horse power motor, which approxi-
mates 400 volts, the company contracts to deliver. This
gives us a minimum average use of but 10 per cent, and a
maximum of 2g per cent., with a general average of igj^
per cent. In other words, the coirpany is saving in this

shop the price of ^({-horse power motor each month, be-
sides making a profit on the volts actually delivered. On
a contract for three years the electric light company would
be money in pocket if they would present the customer
with thirty small motors, charging him $1 per month per
motor for current, rather than let him buy a two-horse
power motor to operate the same machines, with the neces-
sary shafting, at a charge of $iS per month for current.
Taking this average in ca?e No. 2 of 2}i volts per ma-
chine, from a 50-light machine we c -uid run not less than
900 sewing machines, or about eighteen to the arc lamp.
At $1 per month per machine an income of $900 per month
would be derived from a .So-light machine without any lamp
expenses, such as carbons, repairs on lamps, globes, etc.

On the average in case No. i of four volts per machine we
could operate but about 562, say 600 machines. I)ivided
up in shops of thirty machines, and a two-'rorse power

motor to each shop, we would have twenty two-horse power
motors. At a charge of $18 per month each we would have
an earning capacity of but $360 per month from the same
50-light machine.

This is but one page from the thus far unwritten history

of the much maligned small motor. Still the question is

frequently asked, "Can we sell current for $i per month
for a small molor driving a sewing machine and make a
profit?' As a matter ot fact 50 cents per month forsmall
motors driving sewing machines yields a better profit to

the company supplying the current than ^10 per month
per horse power in large motors to drive the same ma-
chines, besides the immense advantage which the small
motors possess of keeping the circuit in much better bal-

ance, the fluctuations due to the stopping and starting of
large motors being at times a serious mailer. One electric

light company, making rather a specialty of these small
machines, rents the motor and supplies the current for

!j>i.^5 per month per sewing machine, and reports that at

this price the motor service pays a better percentage of
profit than lamps. This company has some 200 small
motors on its circuits.

A more striking illustration of the advantages the elec

trie light company in the subdivision of power into the
smallest possible units it would be hard to find. There is

a difference in efficiency of from 15 to 20 percent, in these
two sizes of motors, but this difference is fully lost to the
large motor in driving the shafting, and the small motor
still has the advantage of being out of circuit tniirely

when the machine it is driving is stopped. There is

scarcely a manufacturing industry which does not possess
its busy and dull seasons. This means that in no industry
will over 75 per cent, of the machines or machinery em
ployed be in average operation The entire shafting in

the shops must be kept in operation the entire year often
for less than 50 per cent, of the machinery. Subdivide
these same shops into as many small units as possible and
the current necessary to operate the shafting for this idle

machinery will be saved, besides the saving from frequent
stops while the machinery is in active use.

To return again to the list, the next two applications,

picture frame manufacturers and molding manufacturers,
are very similar. Their busy seasons as a rule are in the
spring and fall, and also follow closely any activity in

house building. In the case of the larger manufacturers
in this line a maximum average of 75 per cent, will possi-

bly be reached, but probably never exceeded. In the case,

however, of the picture dealer who has a small shop in

which he makes picture frames and moldings to order the
actual service of the motor will fall as low as 25 or 30 per
cent, of its contract hours—one case in our experience the
actual service having reached this low average. A fair

general average ii^this class of works would be about 60
per cent.

The next application, nickel and silver platers and
buffers, are good contract customers as a rule, one case in

our experience showing but an average use of 20 per cent.

of the contract horsepower hours. This, however, is

probably an exceptional case, and as nearly as we can esti-

mate on this class of work the actual motor service will

not exceed in any case 60 per cent, of the contract hou's,

a fair ave-'age being probably 45 or 50 percent.
The next two applications, printing presses on news and

job work, are probably met with mote frequently than any
other On exclusively news work ihe instances where the
motor is in service m re than three or four hours, is rare.

It is. however, usual in news offices to find two or more
job presses. If the newspaper printed happens to be a
morning paper the hours of news work are usually between
midnight an^ 4 o'clock in the morning, the job work being
done through the day. I have in mind a case of this de
scription- In the shop is one cylinder press and chree job
presses connected to a two horse power motor. This
motor is on an incandescent circuit of no volts. To de-

velop its rated power at iio volts would require about six-

teen amperes in the motor. An ampere meter in series

with the motor while running ofT the morning paper, with
only tiie cylinder press in operation, stood at twelve am-
peres. For three hours this load was practically constant,
when it was thrown off entirely. This gave on the night
service but 30 per cent of the contract hours. This motor
required five amperes to drive the shafting, and but eight

amperes or one horse power to drive the three job presses,

with the cylinder press off. Heie then is but a j.o per cent,

use if the presses be used constantly. There are, how-
ever, many da>s when they are comparatively idle; 30 to

40 per cent., therefore, is a very safe estimate of the max-
imum use of this motor on tte day circuit; or had the

motor been a one horse power, which would have been
sufficient to drive the job presses, the use would be 60 to

So per cent, of the contract hours—probably not above 60
per cent. All printing oflices will probably come within
this range unless the motor be larger than is necessary to

do the work.
Machine shops doing principally lathe work as a matter

of course use a larger percentage of their contracted
power than shops doing lathe and bench work with the

same hands In no case will the service of the motor ex-

ceed 65 or 70 per cent of its contract use, for machine
shops, like sewing machine shops, will never average over

75 per cent of the shop capacity for operators the year
round. The average, especially in the case of a shop
doing much bench work, will fall as low as 40 per cent

The driving of laundry machinery, which is our next
application, usually proves a profitable contract, according
to reports This fact arises from the intermittent use of

the machinery. The heaviest ser\'ice on the motor will

probably be found during the early part of each week, with

a general falling off in work during ihe summer months
while the patrons of the laundry are away at the seashore

or in the mountains. Tn this application, therefore, a 75
per cent, service would probably be an exception, with
probably many instances where the service would fall below
50 per cent.

The next application, model and pattern makers, are
small users of power, as their occupation requires a large
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proportion of hand work. Fifty per cent, service in the

motor will be found a fair average maximum use, with in-

stances as low as 20 or 25 per cent

The next application, direct power or belt elevators is an-

other application frequently met. The average service in

the motor is also much smaller than in any other elevator

application. Let us suppose a case of the familiar grip

connected to the ordinary hand hoist with a lifting capacity

of 2,000 pounds. In this case the motor is in use only go-

ing up, and the usual brake is used in coming down Con-
nected to this elevator in the loft of the l.uilding we have a

5-horse power motor wired to a cut out on the ground
floor. AVe will call the lift 45 feet and the time consumed
per trip one minute. We will allow si.Kty full trips of the

elevator at full load at 2,000 pounds per trip each day.

This would approximate ten car loads of merchandise

handled by the elevator, which is certainly above the aver-

age. This motor we will say is on a ten hour day circuit,

its possible horse power hours therefore would be 5-horse

power for ten hours or 50-horse power hours per day.

Sixty trips of one minute each give exactly one hour's

sernce of the fuU 5-horse power, or 5 horse power hours.

To drive the shafting only while the elevator is coming
down or idle, would require about 150 volts or i^-horse

power, and if this was in constant operation the balance of

the day, nine hours, ils total use on shafting would be

i^Va-horse power hours, which added to the 5-horse power
hours, gives us a grand total of iSj^o horse power hours or

37 per cent, of the contract hours. If, however, the user

of the motor avails himself of the cut out box. and cuts the

current out when the motor is not in use, the average use

would drop to 20 or 2 ^ percent, instead of 37 per cent In

the case of a direct power passenger elevator the use might

possibly run vtp to 60 per cent , but this would be excep-

tional.

Cofff e mills will average from 40 to 60 per cent, of their

contract hours; manufacturing jewelers about the same,

while retail jewelers will run as lo\^ as 25 per cent. Ice-

cream freezers will not average over 25 per cent., but as

the contract season in this case is unusually short they

should be rated at least a 50 per cent, basis, except possi-

bly in cases where the customer pays the cost of i"Sta]la-

tion and wiring which is usual in these cases A dentist is

one of the smallest of power users, so small in fact, that if

ever)' one in the city were connected with a circuit the load

from this cause would never be felt. We will, however,

put them down at from 10 to 20 per cent

The optician uses a motor to turn his grain stones and

its use in this case will average from 20 to 30 per cent. The
last application on the list, church organs, use only from

10 to 20 per cent of the contract service. These are,

of course, but few of the very many appHcations of the

electric motor, and if, as I trust, the possibly subsequent

discussion of this general plan may establish a basis for

ra'ing motor applications, not only will the objects of

this paper be obtained but a question of considerable an-

noyance now existing between the motor man and the

electric light or power company, will be solved.

In conclusion, Mr Chairman, I br-g to suggest that the

supply and rates of charge for el-ctric power have be

come of sulhcient importance to this association to be rep-

resented by a permanent committee, whose duty it should

be to obtain from different members of the association, as

far as possible their experience in the supply of power, in

such manner and foim as shall be deemed by the commit-

tee best suited to the wants of this association.

The President: The paper is now before you for dis-

cussion. You will have for ihe consideration of that topic

just one hour, so that everybody must get right into the

merits of this discussion promptly.

F. R. CoLViN: The paper that has just been read is

very interesting to all the electric light people, and itshou'd

appeal and does appeal to all electric lighting people who
have or contemplate having power service, with the irre-

sistible eloquence of dollars and cents. The first thing to

consider is whether they will use power; yes, can they make
it pay? Weil, it is according to the charge for power. If

they charg-i too much every gas engine will get ahead of

the motor. If they charge too little ihe power business

will not pay. If they adopt a cast iron rule, and charge so

much a month for everjthlng. they do an injustice to inter-

mittent power, and if they have a sliding scale the next

cit\-wil] have a different sliding scale, the customers will get

together, and the consequence will be dissatisfaction all

around. The paper presented brings up one recommenda-

tion of a solution of that problem of classification. I think

ever}- one realizes how important that is As far as the

suggestion of small motors is concerned and their advan-

tage over large ones, the writer says this is but one phase

of the much maligned small motor It is very true. The
other phase is that companies starting power usually have

an idea that the fan business is the great end of all motor

service, and they commence with small power. When they

put in larger poA^ers they find the larger motors require

less inspection than the small ones. The br.ushes of the

small motors require more frecjuent adjustment. Thesmall

motors in the case of sewing machines have to be opposite

the machine and exposed, whereas the large motors can be

put in a safe place. If anything can be learned of results

by visiting a city where electrical power has long been in

use, you will find, if they have used large power, that they"

will prefer having a si.'c, eight or ten powei motor than a

number of small motors.

Another thing: Granting the fact that the small motors

do take up a great deal of time and require frequent adjust-

ment, that very fact jeopardizes the satisfaction of the cus-

tomer. These things deduced theorerically are frequently

reversed in practice. Take the case where the gentleman

figured out that the company could afford to present the

manufacturer with thirty motors. He could if the thirty

motors would run without any trouble. But myexpe ience

with both kinds of motors has been that I might get in

trouble in that way and have some of those sma.i motors

give out, even one or two of them, and I might have the

thirty motors back on my hands- In the case of small

motors again, there are more sliding contacts of the brush

and the commutator, more binding posts shaken loose,
more broken adjustments, more money for repairs per horse
power— inlinitely more money. As I said before, the large
motor, if it is an arc motor with a high tension current,
can be placed away from the operating room entirely.
where it can only be reached by the inspector. As far as
economy is concerned, if the motor is so constructed that
the amount of current it consumes shall be a function of the
work that it does, of course you will have shafting against
the large motor but you will have the satisfaction against
the small motor. I do not mean to say that small motors
are not successful, but I mean that the average experience
is that there has been more trouble with small motors than
with large ones. Large motors, as a rule, if they are
properly constructed, govern better, require less attention,
and give better satisfaction. In fact the most efficient,

satisfactory and paying service in my experience is where
large motors have been used. I think every one appreci-
ates the necessity of having some definite classification of
this sort. It is needed all the time. In visiting a city

and talking power with people, it is almost impossible to
get on a scale. I know of a place in the south I visited the
other day, where a customer told me he was getting elec-

tric power ver\' cheap. I inquired what he was paying; he
said he was getting it for $20 a month. It was a half horse
power. His water power used to cost him more. In other
places they will growl at S4 a month. If there was some
system, so that it would be uniform, I think it would be
money in the pockets of the electric lighting companies,
and would certainly tend to advance the business.

Mr. H.arding: There are very many valuable points
in the paper which was read, and I hope that the managers
and presi-^ents of all the electric light companies will read
it over very carefully. It shows a good deal of thought.
The true way to charge for power is to classify the work
By doing that, and carrying it out even a little faither than
it is done there, each electric station manager will then
know ju^t what he should charge, and the moment he feels

confident, when he signs his name to a year's contract,
that he is going to make money, there will be no trouble in

placing motors. In regard to small motors being more
economical than large ones, it may be I do not get the fig-

ures exactly right, but taking them as he gave them with
his large motor, he was running fourteen sewing machines
to the horse power. Now you could easily man with one
horse power twenty sewing machines, and even above that.

He compares a motor which is only driv-ng fourteen sew-
ing machines, with his small motor. Probably he lost very
much power in his counter shafting. That is what I should
judge There is one other point of the business which
you all find, I think, of a good d^ al of interest and value,

and it is a new branch that has come up on an extended
scale, almost since the last meeting; that is central stations

supplying power to run electric railways. The central sta-

tions in esch case could do that. Vou can make up your
mind that if a street railway company put up a large cen-
tral station to run their cars they are going to supply light

and power. Vou may say their charter will not permit
that Probably not; but at the same time the same men
may form among themselves a second company. In order
to prevent that, it is necessary for you to furnish power to

run their railways at a reasonable rate. You must remem-
ber that a street car will be operated fully sixt en hours a

day. In the city of Richmond they are taking about five to

six horse power per car. That is an exceptionally difficult

road to operate, having grades as high as lo i-ioper cent.,

curves 27 feet radius, and other details which make it very
difficult. You can therefore take it as a certainty that it

will not require, on an average, for your sixteen hours a

day, over five horsepower, and from that you can calculate

what you should charge. A few data referring to that may
be of advantage. In Wilmington, Del , they are running
now three cars, to he increased to ten. They charge $2.50
per day per car. In Carbondale, where they only pay ten

cents a ton for their fuel, using the screenings, they will

run any number of cars, up to six, for $7.00 a day. In
Brockton, Mass.. the price is about §1.75 per car per day.

In Richmond the cost is a sort of a compound ar-

rangement, because they are supplying light as well as

power from the same station, and they estimate that they

will charge the railway company §i.63 per day per car. In

a neighborhood where coal costs $3 and S4 a ton. and the

cars run sixteen hours, the charge would be somewhere be-

tween ^i 75 and $2.50 per day. I present these facts be-

cause I think the question will come up before long to most
of you in regard to supplyingpower for the railways in local

places. In some of the large cities where the service will

be through an underground conduit, the electric companies
are considering that they will supply seven, eight or ten

horse power to operate the road, and they are willing to

make such a rate that the railway can afford to take their

power from them rather than put up their own station. Of
course in that case the margin of profit would not be as

large as Jn the other case.

The President: Mr. Ridlon, giveussomeof the facts

in New England cities.

Mr. RiULON: I have had but very little experience in

the matter of selling power, and have been but a compara-

tively short time in the motor business I fail to under-

stand the gentleman's theory thoroughly in regard to the

economy of small motors. In all other branches of ma-
chinery we ha\e always found that where the power was
even, a large engine would operate more economically than

the small one. I have found it in motors the same. In

the first place it takes out one set of wires, ^'ou can con-

nect it with the outside lines as cheaply for a ten horse

power motor as for a half power motor. The inspection

for a ten horse power motor costs no more than a half horse

power motor. It simply consists in trimming the brushes

and seeing that the governor and everything connected with

it are running satisfactorily. I have found by actual ex-

perience that a man who was using a fifteen horse power en-

gine, and thought that he wanted fifteen horse power to

drive his machinery, was not only perfectly satisfied with

the power he got from a ten horse power motor, but

thought he had some to spare, and that he could do even

with less. The question that has come up here in regard
to the regulation of price for power, that is, charging for
what average power is required, seems to me a very import-
ant one; that is a question on which hinges a very large
portion of the future motor business, getting down to the
fact of the amount of power which the customer is using,
and the sooner that we can get any actual data in regard to
those facts before our association and before our electric
light companies, the sooner we can increase the volume of
our motor business. I hoped in this discussion that we
would hear not especially from the motor men, but from
the people also who are" furnishing the current to the parties
using the motors; and I hope this discussion will not close
until we have heard from some of the superintendents or
managers of the central stations throughout the different
parts of the country.
The President: Gentlemen, we have heard so far in

the discussion from the manufacturers' standpoint more
than from the standpoint of the practical opera'ion of a
power station. I should like to hear from somebody who
is selling power.
Mr. Redmond: We rent 2g6 motors. AVereceive $iS

for one eighth; i^^^S for one half; 1^72 for one horse power;
!?225 for four horse po-ver; §300 for six horse power; ^325
for eight horse power. Of ( ourse you understand we run
all by water, and do not use any coal
The President: Are there any others present who can

give us some information of that kind, which we would
like to receive? It is very interesting to compare the prices,

and find out what the opinion is of those who operate sta-

tions I should like to hear from the Philadelphia com-
pany.

Mr. Redmond: I would state I have a one-eighth
horse power motor ruoning an elevator, and we find that
the average time is rot more than 20 per cent.

AIR. Ridlon: I would state in regard to the question
of water power that of course that matter would hardly be
understood by the steam power people. I am now making
arrangements in Maine where the parties will make a very
handsome profit and ooe that will bring smiles to the faces
of most of the members here should I state them.

The President; It would be a good idea to have those
figures. There has not been much smiling this morning
Mr Ridlon: They figure their horse power at §25 a

day I would stale the fact that a horse power costs them
$2 50 per day, and they have got four or five thousand
horse power.
Mr. Lufkin: I would like to say, in reply to Mr. Col-

vin, that I think he rather exaggerates the expense of re-

pairing small motors. In the case of one shop which I

referred to, wdiere they had thirty-two small motors in ope-
ration, I took pains, the other day, to look up the repairs

for the past year. There have been but two commutators
burned cut, out of thirty-two machines, and noarmature has
given out. There has been no accident in the shop of any
kind from any cause, and the service is reported by the peo-
ple using the machine as very satisfactory. I do not mean
to argue that an eighth of a horse power motor is the only
motor that can be used, by any means, but the profit of the
electric lighting company arises largely in subdividing their

power—in suiting the motor to the emergency in each case.

Mr Colvin: I would like to ask the gentiemanif those
were run by incaudescent "lines or arc lines?
Mr. Luekin: They were on a Brush arc circuit

Mr. Col\'IN: Were they run all the time during the
year?

Mr. Lufkin: Right through the year.

Mr. Colvin: Did they carry the full 9610 current?
Mr. Lufkin: I understand so. The current in this

case is a trifle under 9 6-10. I should say it is about 9
amperes.
Mr Colvin: The reason I ask that question is, that

many motors with which I am familiar owe their length of
life to the fact that, although they run 9 C- 10 in the night,

they run S and 8^2 all day. You never hear of a case
of fields burning out Jly remarks about small mo-
tors weresimply from expei ience of fifteen or twenty cities

where different types of motors were used. I know one
or two motors of a very small size that have run better than
large ones; yet, it seems to me, they were exceptional.
What I stated was simply my average experience and from
what those electric light companies told me, and also from
their anxiety to get larger sized motors and larger generat-
ors on the market.

Mr. Lcfkin: I think that is rather from a lack of the

appreciation of the merits of the case. I think that as
soon as the question is thoroughly understood by the eltc-

tric lighting people they will take in these small motors,
and thev will be more ready to adopt a scale, such as I have
suggested, for selling power.

Mr. Colvin: My idea was simply to bring out the fact

that a thing which may appear theoretically clear and over
whelming, as in the case of nine inventions out of ten that

go into the Patent Olhce. there may yet be some subtle

reason in practice why it may not be so.

The President: Mr. Law, we would like to hear

from y^ou on the question of the distribution of power to

motor service

Mr Law: I do not know that I have got so very much
to say on that subject, although we were, perhaps, the pio-

Eeers in the distribution of power by motors. Our
first experience was entirely with small motors. Certainly

looking at it from the standpoint of a company furnishing

power, and the prices that we are getting for those motors,

there is more money in the smaller ones than In the larger

ODes. besides their not being as hard on the dynamo, as Mr.
Lufkin has stated in his paper. We have no very large

motors in Philadelphia. Perhaps the largest one is a five-

horse motor, running a saw, as an exhibition. That is a

very poor thing to use as a basis for figuring on motors for

fan^vork. It is steady work from morning till night, and
sometimes from morning to morning It is a direct drag

upon the current. We have but very few motors for inter-

mittent work. We have two on printing presses, and in

all cases. I think, 'he motors that are doing that work have

come out to the premises of the company putting them in.
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We only furnish a current for the motors. We have noth-

ing to do with the motors themselves, except to I ring the

wire to them. Once a month, however, we make a round

of all the motor places and inspect their condition, and see

if there are any changes in the amount of current con-

sumed by the motor.

The President: Gentlemen, if there is no further dis-

cussion on this subject, we will proceed to the closing part

of our programme, but I want to say that I am exceedingly

disappointed at the meager discussion which has taken

place on this question of the distribution of power.

It is, to my mind, the most important development at the

present time in electric interests. If you will look arcund

you and see the amount of capital that the various compa-
nies have put into this business in the last six months alone,

you will find that it is something enormous, and you will

find that companies are not only going into it with the idea

of applying motors of two, three, live, ten, fifteen and
twenty horse power, but they are going into it with the

idea of developing and furnishing power up to 100 horse

power in motor service, and they propose to have, and are

making, generators to supply that power, to make it a spe-

cial service, and not only that, but the increase of the facto-

ries already in operation is such as to warrant the belief

that they will within the near future be supplying generators

of even larger capacity than those named. It that is the

case— if this development is going on, and the money is

forthcoming for enterprises of this kind, it shows that the

people who are putting this money in have entire confidence

in the development of this business. That leads to an-

other fact—that if they are putting their money into them,

they know ihere is to be an outcome and a future to these

enterprises. That means that we shall have stations

which will employ, probably 5,000 or 10,000 horse power
as centers of distribution. We go a step further, and
those centers of di^tiibution furnish not only power for

motor service, but they furnish power for railway

service, and may not only furnish power for rail-

way service, but if the electric lighting companies c'o

not take up this question, these very companies, formed
originally for power distribution, will take up electric light-

ing- Now, that is the way it presents itself to my mind,

and I had hoped that when this question came belore this

association this afternoon the chair would hardly be able to

hold down the number of people who would spring up all

over the house and want to talk at the same time.

Mr. Ridlon: With yourself, Mr. Chairman, I am very

much dissatified at not having heard more discussion

upon this subject, tiecause I expected electric light

companies would come out and make statements in

respect to the profits of the power bui'inrss as compared
with the profits of lighting. One thing I know to be a

fact ; there is quite a gain in that direction. The power
sold to the customer who uses the motor costs the electric

light people far less discount in their bills, gives them far

less trouble, and they do not have to exercise that care

or inspection that they have to with the lamps. I think

one company in Boston have had one dollar discount on

the question of furnishing power, where they have bad
twenty on the question of furnishing the same power for

light.'

Mr. Garratt: I was much interested in the remarks of

Mr. Harding, but I was called out of the room and did

not fully hear them. I want to know if I am correct in

my understanding, and if we can draw a general statement

as to the power required for cars. I understood Mr. Hard-
ing to say that cars are run on an average of sixteen hours

a day, and on an average of 5 horse power. That means
80 horse power-hours per day. Multiplied by 365— for

cars run for 365 days a year—that makes 29,200 horse

power-hours a year. I would ask Mr. Harding if it would
be a fair statement to say that 30,000 horse power-hours per

year, in round numbers, would run a car.

Mr. Harding: I think that would be a perfectly safe

figure. The only excess might be that in certain cities they

are liable to run one car possibly after twelve at night. In

order that there may be no misunderstanding I would say

that I was taking this condition: That the station was al-

ready established, and had its engineers and firemen, and
this was the additional expense for operating the street cars.

I did not mean that the company put in this station and
pay its engineers and firemen to accomplish this result.

'I'his was the additional expense of running cars from the

central station,

Mr. Garratt: I understood that. I also underitood

Mr. Harding to say that an electric light station could

afford to furnish a current for those So-horse power hours
per day for about i^2 per day, that would mean $730 a

year for a car. Let us put it in round ligures—that wher-
ever a local company wants to put in a Iree motor we can

say we will let you have this for $800 a year for a car.

Would that be a fair statement ?

Mr, Hakijing: Yes, sir.

Mr. Kiijlon: I will say for the benefit of Mr Hard-
ing's company that I was at Richmond with the West
lOnd railroad people at the time they investigated the

(|uestion of electric railway service, and they were very

much surprised at the low cost at which that power was
furnished there per car. They could not possibly believe

it, although I can see very plainly that it is a matter of

fact, they compared it with running horse railways, and
they calculated it cost to feed a horse what it would
take to run one of those cars a day

—

'^z a day, where it

cost only $r.6o for the power from the eleclric light station;

and that did not allow anything for the cleaning of the

horses or to the harness or the wear and tear of harness, or

interest on amount invested for shoeing, or any other mat-
ters; but simply giving him his hay and grain
Mr. DkI,ani>: Referringto the paper by Mr Leonard, of

Minneapolis, on the use of petroleum as a fuel, Mr. Hart
has kindly given me some data which may be of service,

when wc consider that his experience runs over nine

months, Jt appears that the actual savings are over fifty

per cent, in the use of oil fuel over coal. The data given

mc is this: They have been using first quality Pittsburgh

nut coal (loatcd down the Ohio and Mi.ssissippi rivers cost-

ing $4 50 per ton laid at furnace door. The portion of

coal that usually goes to waste costs 25 cents a barrel at

Findley or Lima and 75 cents at the furnace. As three

barrels of oil replace a ton of coal the saving is fifty per

cent. There is no burning out of grate bars, no removal
of ashes, no smoke in the boiler room, Mr. Hart said that

the only disadvantage that they labored under was in re-

spect to transportation. This difficulty they proposed to

do away with by the construction of their own tank floats

and depots. This company had their own tank costing

$14,000. The oil flows from the cars into the receiving

tanks, is pumped into reservoirs, passing thence through
pipes under the boiler. When the oil is turned on a jet of

steam is made to spread the oil flames, so that cold

watei is converted into steam in twenty minutes or less

time, ^'ou will remember that the question of the burn-
ing out of the grate bars came up duiing the discussion

of Mr. Leonard's paper. Mr. Hart tells me that he has
replaced the grate bars with brick, so that there is a savirg
effected in that respect. Regarding the injury that might
result to boilers, the fact that the inspector of a boiler

company was down there a few weeks ago and approved
their system and congratulated them on their f-uccess would
show that ihere is very little probability of such injuiy.

Mr. Hart has also kindly sent large photographs of their

dynamo room, their furnace room, their engine rot m, and
other parts of tlieir large plant, and they are now in the
parlor occupied by the Western Electrician.
The President: lam exceedingly sorry that I did not

know that the gentleman had that iniormation or I would
have called upon him. We aie much obliged for this in-

formation.

Mr. DeLand: I would say, Mr. President, the thanks
are due for these data to Morris J. Hart and Simon Hait.
The President: Gentlemen, if there is no further

discussion on the motor business we will consider that sub-

ject as passed. We are now ready for any motion or
resolution or any business that may be presented before ad-
journment,
Mr. Steuart: I would like to offer a resolution. Dur-

ing the first hour of the session this morning a ver>' import-
ant question was disposed of with, as I think, inadequate
consideration. The subject of the work of the New Eng-
land Electric exchange is one in which I have been very
much interested for many reasons. I think it will be of
great advantage to electric light companies in giving them
competent employes. It also opens a field for honest and
meritorious men to find good employment by procuring
licenses from such an organization. I believe that during
the morning hour the president of the exchange and secre-

tary were absent from the floor, unfortunately. They are

now present and I would move you that the action be recon-
sidered, the question opened for discussion, and the presi-

dent and secretary be requested to give us their experience
and views on the subject.

The President: Gentlemen, you have heard this mo-
tion. If there is no objection to this, we will give these
gentlemen just ten minutes of our time, I hear no objec-
tion and we shall be very glad to have the gentlemen give
their views. The president of the New England exchange
is now present and I shall be glad to hear from him. ^

Mr. Alexander: I am very thankful to my friend Mr.
Steuart for bringing this matter up again, less because I

desire to give any information—I do not know how far j'ou

went this morning- -but more so to be able to state a griev-
ance that I have. I asked the president of the association
last night at what hour that paper would be read. The sec-
retary of the association, the inspector of the New England
Insurance exchange were present, and myself. We were
very much interested in the subject, and naturally desired
to be heard. I have stated to the president the nature of
the business that called me away this morning, and begged
him to postpone that subject for a little while. I came here
at twenty minutes past ten and had no idea until 12 o'clock
that it had been disposed of, though I was present here in

the room at that lime. Naturally I cannot say much, not
knowing what the report has been; but I understand that
there have been some statements made which the sec-
retary of the exchange, who has labored very hard in the
matter, declares were not quite correct. As he knows what
these misstatements are I will yield him the floor.

The President: The chair would just state that the
statement of Mr. Alexander in regard to requesting a time
to be appointed is correct. The chair will also state for the
information of the association that there is not one gentle-
man who has had a paper before this association but that
would like to know the exact minute when it would be pre-
sented. The chair would also say that he does not know
where gentlemen are to be found at any particular time.
The chair would further state that it is the duty of every
member of the association to sit in this body from the time
of the opening of the first session to the last moment of the
last session. That is the only apology the chair has to
make for any little inadvertence on his part. If he has
failed to accommodate everybody it is simply because he
could not look all over the city of New York and put the
right man here at the right moment. [Applause.] We
stialt be very glad to hear from the secretary of the New
England exchange.
Mu. Cram: In New England we are pleased, I think I

may say, with the Insurance exchange, which has gone to
work at the right end of the problem as to the relations ex-
isting between the insurance interests and the electrical in-

terests. The electric light committee of the New England
Insurance exchange has for its chairman a gentleman who
has devoted a great deal of his time to the subject; and from
the start that exchange has evinced a very decided interest
and determinalion to bring the insurance interests and the
electric light interests into absolute harmony, in order that
they Jiiay recommend what ihey believe the facts warrant
them in doing, the installation of means of distributing en-
ergy by clcclricily in preference to any way for purposes of
illumination or of transmision of power. They have already
taken several steps in that direction. They have offered a
reduction in rales in certain cases where eleclric light is

used as an illuminant in preference to gas or other means.

When the matter of inspection was started, there was nat-
urally more or less inertia, and it was finally discovered
from experience that while the Insurance exchange could
inspect apparatus and installations it could not inspect men.
As a result the New England Eleclric exchange was formed,
to put it very briefly, in order to provide some means for in-

specting men. The exchange was formed as a result of a
meeting to which the insurance men and the electric light

men were invited. The Boston Electric club very kindly
tendered the use of its rooms for the first meeting. After
the formation of the exchange the New England Insurance
exchange in order to give the matter authority said on and
after Oct, i the New England Insurance exchange would
require that all persons engaged in installing or operating
electric plants, should hold licenses from the New I-^ngland
Electric exchange. The Boston fire underwriters imme-
diately indorsed that action. In a general way the plan was
simply this: A plan of licenses was adopted, as I have al-

ready stated. Examiners were to be selected from men
possessing theoretical and practical knowledge. The ap-
plicants were to be examined and passed upon by those ex-
aminers in order that the insurance people should be fully

represented and there might in no event be any question of
the action of the exchange. It was decided that the inspec-
tor of the Insurance exchange should countersign the insur-
ance certificate before it was issued and became a certifi-

cate. I mention that fact thus particularly because I have
observed that there has been an erroneous opinion existing.

It has been thought by some that the New England Elec-
tric exchange was simply the New England Insurance ex-
change and that they proposed to coerce eleclric light com-
panies and electric power companies. There could be no
greater mistake. The object is that the two exchanges should
work in harmony, and our experience thus far has shown
that while there may possibly be some crudities, nevertheless
the plan is a good one and is practicable, and we are fully

justified in sayingthere can be no possible question as to its

ultimate success. Wherever a misunderstanding has existed
it has been a matter of a very few moments' conversation
to correct the m sunderstanding. After all that has been
said during this convention about the absolute necessity of
demonstrating that electrical energy can be safely distrib-

uted it goes without saying, it seems to me, that there is an
absolute need for some such body as the New England
Electrical exchange, I believe that such exchanges should
exist throughout the country. I further believe that they
can only work in harmony with the insurance interests. I

believe there is no other way in which their work can be
made obligatory or binding. I believe in that way if it can
be made so, and without in any way interfering with the
legitimate work of an electric company, whether selling

light or power, or with the work or duties of any employe
from the highest to the lowest. AVe have
found an increased interest among the employes. They
feel that, possessing a license, oblained after passing an
examination, that their work will be better respected, that
they will have the confidence of their employers, and also
the confidence of the public. Our experience teaches us,

I would say in conclusion, that we are justified in predict-
ing that after the Electric exchange has had time to lully

demonstrate the purposes for which it is organized, there
will be less heard throughout the public press of the dan-
ger to life and property arising from the electrical distribu-

tion of energy. [Applause]
Mr. Steuart: I see that the time for the discussion of

this subject has passed. Therefore, I stall not attempt to

add anything to what has already been said, but only to

offer a motion that the committee that made a report to-

day be increased to five members, and be continued, with
instructions to bring in a report at the next meeting of this

convention upon the desirability of establishing a national
exchange in connection with this association, and I would
respectfully suggest to the cha'r that the president and
secretary of the New England exchange be made mem-
bers of that committee.

Mr. Steuart's motion was carried.

Dk. Moses: If there is no further business. I would
move to adjourn the convention until three o'clock, when
we could assemble infull iorce at the I^^lectric club, 17 East
Twenty second street. It is very important for us to be
punctual ihis aflernoon.

The convention then adjourned, reconvening in the par-
lors of the Electric club at three o'clock. President Duncan
presiding.

Dr. Moses: It has been my pleasant duty, ladies and
gentlemen, to be the depositor)' of a secret for the last

three months. You all know there is a certain pleasure
about letting secrets out. 1 1 has been the desire of numer-
ous friends of the honored first president of this associa-
tion to exhibit in some way the esteem that they have for

him by giving him something that he might recollect; that
would keep them always in mind. This lime they have
managed, I think, to embody something that will suggest to
him a new train of thought every time he looks at it; because
a man's mind, after all, is suggestive, and a man can find a
world in a drop of water if he has imagination enough to

see it. There are crystallized in this box all the good feel-

ing, appreciation and good fellowship that have actuated
every member of the association toward Frank Morrison.
We have tried to embody in this his life, and Ihere is sym-
bolically typified in it something representative of the differ-

ent phases of his active existence. In the first place we
have started with the idea that it should be simple and
strong; we have tried to paint this thing in black and white,
and we hope that he will read between the lines in it all the

good feelings that we have for him. At the risk of being
a little prolix I will explain the designs here which repre-
sent, ladies and gentlemen, a good deal of hard work on
the part of the principal men at Tifi'any & Co.'s.,

who entered into it fon annm\ I assure you. We see on a
very simple base a silver box having inscribed upon it this:

"Presented to J- l''rank Morrison by his friends of the Na-
tional Electric Light association. New York, August 31,
18SS." On this base we have three barriettes, one repre-
senting a continuous current machine, the center one an alter-

nating current machine, and the third a machine for the
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dislribution of electric force. The first one is a Brush ma-
chine, and I think in the hands of Frank Morrison it did

as much as did anything else to establish the fact that elec-

tricity could be distributed from central stations profitably.

In the center we have a machine that was brought to the
notice of the association at a time when he presided over it.

and in the most advantageous way, as I rect-Uect, because
he descended from the chair, took the part of the associa-

tion, and defended it against innovation.

Third and last, but not least, there is a Baxter motor.
Mr. Morrison represents the Ba.\ter motor as head, front,

president and everything else. It is a means of distribut-
' ing force into something that he—so typical of him—has at

heart—that by a very happy thought on the part of Mr.
Whitehouse it has been embodied in a design so appropriate

that he thinks of employing it for other purposes. All

around you will find the Baxter motor worked up like a
Greek honeysuckle. It makes a very beautiful decoration;

so that the base of this thing is a Baxter motor. On the

faces of this you will see Baltimore, whence Mr, Morrison
comes. New York where he receives this token, and on
these sides are represented the places where all our con-
ventions have been held—Baltimore, New York, Chicago,
Detroit, Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh. By the by I

must turn off the switch here in order to get at the key that

was introduced to typify in some way Mr. Morrison's con-
nection with telegraphy, and through all the various prog-

ess by which he has reached the position of being the first

president of the National Electric Light association, which
means not only the electric light, but that upon which the

electric light shines.

This time, ladies and gentlemen, we present the freedom
of this box in a silver box—we have not a gold one to give

him. Here, sir, is an insignia of the office that you have
wielded so successfully at the head of all our conventions.

The National Electric Light association, I think, more than
to any one else, owes its existence and successful develop-

ment to you. It was by means of that little instrument, a

symbol of power seldom used except for good, that we
would typify you with. We have been ruled by it, and we
have frequently kissed the hand that bore the rod. Upon
this is an inscription: "J. Frank Morrison, 18S5—iSSS;

first president National Electric Light association." Here
is something typical of an electric table in order that you
may with this in your hand hear }'Ourself in contact with
every one whom this is intended to go\'ern. This is an in-

sulator. This, president, must be insulated from all the

influences that prevail on the floor of the assembly. (Ap-
plause ) And we thought that to have been the best sym-
bol that we could put upon the gavel.

Here, sir, you have a cable surrounding this, which repre-

sents strand by strand, that by some attachment of the

heart every member of the association is in close contact

with you and always on the call. Here is your monogram
surrounded by a laurel wreath, which you deserve, each leaf

represents, by the skill of the silver beater, an incandescent

lamp, and the whole of it blossoms at the top into light.

On this side you have an arc light, a Brush arc light which
you first tried, I think, in Baltimore, before the public in a
successful way, so that I think that we have in this respect

typified all your connections with electric light interests,

and here is the key of it, which is also the key of our
hearts. You will find that it is made of wire, and it is a
short circuit to us. (Applause )

Mr. Morrison: Mi: President, Ladies and Gentlemen:

They say that the most trying time to the soldier is when
he is under fire and cannot shoot back. I take it for

granted that those of you who have been brought suddenly
into a position of this kind can have some little sympathy
with th^ soldier. The fire of compliments that I have re-

ceived for the last, fifteen minutes is enough to break the

nerve of a man of much more self-possession than I, In

discharging the duties devolving upon presidents of the

Electric Light association I have not always been able to

do that which would, as Dr. Moses suggests, make them
wish to kiss the hand that wielded the rod, I think they felt

more like having that rod themselves a little while sometimes.

But a man can discharge a disagreeable duty honestly, and
will at the end of it get from all fair-minded men that re-

ward which is almost better than anything else—fair treat-

ment in return. The criticisms of the acts of men who are

not fair-minded are not worth anything, and, therefore, we
won't consider them at all. My connection with the Na-
tional Electric Light association has been a very pleasant

one. It has been a sort of channel through which I have
made friends in every part of the country. It makes no dif-

ference whether I am in ilaine or Texas, I find members of

the National Electric Light association—that organization

which was born only four or five years ago. I find friends

spread out all over the countr\^ and in ever)" case extending
a hearty greeting and a hand of friendship. In that way I

feel amply repaid for all the troubles that fall to the lot of a

presiding officer. It has made the labor of the president of

the National Electric Light asssociation. a labor of love,

and the appreciation which the gentlemen of this association

have shown for ray poor endeavors is ample payment. It

was not necessary to have presented me with so valuable a
gift to have made me carry the memor)' of every one of you
in the most kindly manner in my heart. The National

Electric Light association is still something like a young
bear—a good deal of its troubles are ahead of it, and if

you have not committed an error to-day in some of your

legislation, I think that a new generation will fill the vacant

places, which men of our time of life must soon make in

the ranks of the membership of the National Electric Light
association, and these men taking up the work as we
leave it wi'.l, turn back to the records of the asso-

ciation, and will find, although it was born in storm, it is

now pursuing its mission calmly and harmoniously. This
association was born in storm, and under the most peculiar

circumstances of suspicion and jealousy That sounds
strange, doesn't it, to you men who are so friendly to each
other to-day? The organization of the National Electric

Light association was made by men who expecting to gain
no benefit were afraid to ignore a call which was made for

electric light men to meet in Chicago, for fear some other

fellow would get a benefit they did not posseFs, Yft that
most sordid motive has led lo'lhe most lavorable results.

Only a lew h- urs have slipped through the hand of time
since I was made the recipient of the gift and testimonial
handed to me on the floor of the association, under one of
those occasions which makes it most embarrassing for a
man to say what he ought to say; and here I find myself
brought face to face with a most expensive gift—the gifc
of gentlemen to whom I have not always been exactly
kind, I believe, though I hope I have been just. You can
understand, therefore, that in rummaging through the
junkshop of my head for something suitable to say, it is

not easy to find the kind of metal you need, so whatever
breaks there are in my talk you can just charge to that,
and ask yourselves if you would be able to do anything
belter if you were in my place. My position, I confess, is

a most embarrassing one. In the' future, if I am on a
committee, and I have the honor of presenting to the re-
tiring president of the association a testimonial, I pledge
my words of honor I will never place him in such a posi-
tion. I thank you for your courtesy; I thank you for the
kindness you have shown me; I thank you lor all the
kindness you have shown me during all these years. It is

not necessary for me to tell you that I will remember it as
long as I live, for I could not possibly forget it if I tried,

and I would not if 1 could.
Before I step back I want again to call your attention to

the remark I made a moment ago. Within the next
twenty-four months will be determined the question
whether the National Electric Light association will be-
come a permanent institution, or whether it will pass away
as thousands of other associations have passed away, leav-
ing hardly a trace This to-day is the strongest elecirical

organization ever formed in this country. It is not strong
in members, but it is strong in its firmness of purpose, and
it is strong in the honesty of its members up to the present
time, who, I am happy to say, have been able to eliminate
every feeling of personal advantage, and have met upon a
common footing. Now, with that feeling, I say guard
youselves against suspicion, against jealousy, and when
ever a question comes up which you will be called upon to
decide think first not what will this do for me. You, gen
tlemen of New York, do not stop to think what it will do
for the New York Electric club. You who are engaged in

the wire business do not say what will this do to the
advantage of my business; but knowing and feel-

ing that neither social organization nor private busi-
ness can be advanced or live unless you act on the basis
of fairness and honesty, when these questions come up,
give and take until you get a synchronism along the whole
line. This is the first chance of my Hfe I have had a talk-

ing before ladies. I have only fear of one [laughter], and
she, like the poor spoken of in the Gospel, I have always
with me. One of the difticulties of a man untrained in

speaking is the difficulty not what to say, but where to

stop. I never have been able to find that point, and so
have to break off just as abruptly as I do now.

.
Gentle-

men, I thank )'ou. [Applause,]

De, Moses: There is one other very pleasant duty that

has been thrust upon me tike greatness upon many men,
and if Mr. Byllesby is here, the representative of one of
the Westinghouse interests who contributed so pleasantly
last spring to entertain us while in Pittsburgh, I would be
glad to say to him what X have to say, AVell, as our hon-
ored president lives in the same town as Mr. Westinghouse,
I would be glad to address him; or if the president of the
club will accept the gift, or Mr. Westinghouse, it is all

right. This, gentlemen, is a little testimonial frpm the

Electric club. I will not say a receipt in full, but a receipt

on account of the National Electric Light association for

many kindnesses extended by the interests represented by
George Westinghouse, The inscription, however, I think
will convey in a very few words just exactly what was in-

tended to be conveyed : "George Westinghouse, jr., from
the National Electric Light association, in grateful recog-

nition of numerous attentions and substantial favors ex-

tended by his various companies during the Pittsburgh con-
vention, February 21, 22 and 23, 18SS. Presented New
York, August 31, 18S8." I would like to recall to your
recollection that Mr. Westinghouse's company, in a very
delicate way, sent us quite a number of checks, which
amounted in the aggregate to some ^1,100 or $1,200, which
were accompanied by the express wish that the subscription

might contribute in some way to the publication of the val-

uable proceedings of this association. The best return we
can make for the field given to us is to present the donor
with the fruits which it produces, and we have here a copy
of our transactions bound, in I hope an appropriate way,
to convey at least our delicate sentiments to him. They
are contained in a case that he may keep by him in such
way as to remind-him from time to time of his relations to

this association, and how they were pleased to enjoy his hos-
pitalities. Gentlemen, if Mr. Byllesby is not here we will

then send it to Mr. Westinghouse, with the compliments of
the association.

The Pkeside.n'T: There being nq other business before

the association a motion to adjourn is in order.

On motion the convention adjourned.

Notes,

The bancxueting ball in which the convention met w:is

about the proper size, but the usual compUynt was made
that there was difliculty iu hearing some of the more
modest speakers.

Harold P. Browu, electrical engineer, was in attend-

ance, but did not take any leading part in the proceed-
ing.s, TJie fallacies of his dog-killing experiments were
very thoroughly exposed by Dr. Vander Weyde, who is

well up in such matters.

The committee ou the next place of meeting Imd a de-

cidedly western tint, but general satisfaction was ex-

pressed privately upon the choice made. There are a
large number who are always glad to visit Chicago or
New York, eitlier of which cities is well adapted for

taking good care of a crowd of visitors.

It is safe to say that no commercial or scientific gath-

ering in New Y'ork city has ever before been .so fully re-
ported by the metropolitan dailies, both morning ^md
evi-niiig. For the first time, some really creditable por-
traits have been published, notably those in the (haphic
in which Edwards H. Gofl! is interested.

The association did a good stroke of work in provid-
ing for the establishment of a permanent office. It may
be thought by many that New York is not the exact
spot where it should be located, but that city is probably
visited regularly by more members of the association
than auy other. K the work is well done, however, it
does not make auy material difference where it is done,
Of alHhe features of the Electric Light association

convention, none was pleasanter than the experience of
Thursday evening, when the delegates were invited by
the Okonite company to witness "The Queen's Mate"
at the Broadway theater, and to enjoy a supper after-
wards at the Electric club. About 300 responded to
the invitation. The performance was thorouglily
appreciated and the special hits introduced caused much
amusement. After the curtain fell the guests were
invited to inspect the arrangements for the electric
lighting on the stage. The party « as welcomed at the
electric club by C. A. M, Candee, in a very cordial
and pleasing speech. He was follow-ed by C, A
Cheever. Dr. Otto A. Moses, Dr. A. F. Mason, Pres.
S. A. Duncan, Dr. A. V. Garratt, Frank Ridlon, A. J.
DeCamp and others. Music and singing entertained
the guests till a late hour.

Exhibits.

In connection with the convention of the National Elec-
tric Light Association, an exhibition was given illustrating
many of the applications of electricity now coming into
general use.

In Parlor 4 were the headquarters of Modern Light and
Heat, and contiguous, a stand, with motor running, to
demonstrate the merits of the Paillard Non-Magnetic
watch. The balances and hair springs of this watch are
made of an alloy of palladium, which combines non mag-
netic and non-corrosive qualities with the hardness and
elasticity necessary for fine adjustments to temperature and
isochronism.

Other exhibits were ;

The Eddy Electrical Manufacturing company, Windsor,
Conn., automatic electric motors and speed indicators.

Incandescent lamps on arc ii^ht circuits, Bernstein Man-
ufacturing company, Boston, Mass.

Eleclric mettr. Grove Electric company, i-io6 Chestnut
street. Philadelphia, for measuring lamp hours without
connect on to main current.

The Electrieeil Review, 13 Park Row, New York
Electro Dynamic company, Philadelphia, consumers'

switches, ammeter knife switches, the combined Edco
switch, house circuit knife switch, single blade knife switch,
dynamo plug switch, ammeter plug switch, transfer switch,'
ammeter circuit switch, double .pole dynamo plug swiich,
Edco lightning arrester, corabintd overload and over dis-
charge switch, and rheostat.

Electrical Accumulator companj'. New York, Storage
Batteries, etc.

Western Electrician, Chicago.
Giles Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case company. i>^

Maiden Lane, New York, watches with anti magnetic
shields.

Union Indurated Fiber company, New York, pipes for
underground conduits, hberite bo.xes, cells for secondary
or primary batteries, etc. The pipes, being made from
long fiber, molded into shape under heavy pressure, and by
chemical treatment and vitrifying processes, are rendered
waterproof and indestructible, and are adapted for under-
ground work. The company's office is at 5 Barclay street.

C, Mclntire & Co,, 36 Crawford street, Newark. N. J.[
exhibit of wire joints showing the merits of the Mclntire
connector.

Eastern Electric Cable company, Boston, Mass., samples
of "Clark" wire, 5-32 to 36 32.

Schenck Belt Holder & Shifter company, 93 Liberty
street. New York, belt holder an I shifter, devised to take
the place of friction clutch pulleys; easily adjustable, inde-
pendent of shaJt, shiftable without shock or jar, or dimi-
nution of speed of pulley.

Eleetric Ai^e, 5 Dey street. New York.
Elect) ical World, Potter Builoing, New ^'ork.
Sawyer Man Electric company. 510 W, Twenty-third

street, New York, an exhibit comprising voltmeters, cur-
rent indicators, dynamo main switches, circuit switches
cut-outs, sockets, iinishing pieces, lamp guards, chandelier
and bracket insulated joints, balance indicators, etc., and
a display of 60 incandescent lights, ornamentally designed
over the letters S-M, and an ornamental chandelier of 6
lights, current for which was supplied by a 75 Hght dyna-
mo run by a 10 horse-power Baxter motor.

American Electrical Wire company, Providence, R. I.

incandescent lamp cord, rubber-covered and other wires.
Okonite company, 13 Park Row, New York, Candee

rerial wire and telephone, telegraph and electric light wiies
and cables for lerial, submarine, and underground uses,

Elektron Manufacturing company, 143 Nassau street,
New York, dry batteries.

Phtcnix Glass company, 729 Broadway, New York,
glass ware,

F, E. Pettingell & Co., Boston, Mass, electric light,
telephone and telegraph supplies.

Standard Underground Cable company, 16 Cortlandt
street. New York, standard weather proof line wire, under-
writers', office and annunciator wires, W. A. C. lire and
waterproof wire, for use in damp places, and unaffected by
heat, cold, alkalies or acids; and Waring electric light
cables with standard lead and standard insulation for high
or low tension currents.

Standard Paint company, 59 Maiden Lane, New York,
P, & B. paints and compounds, waterproof and preserva-
tive, acid and alkali proof.

National Conduit Manufacturing company, iS Cortlandt
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street, New York, multiple conduits and wrought iron ce-

ment lined pipe for electrical subways.

E. P. Gleason & Co ,
iSi Mercer street, New York,

glass ware.

lly ihe courtesy of the Western Electric company, a long

disiance telephone was placed in room i6, expressly for the

U5;e of members of the associalion and visitors to the con-

vention.

New York Insulated Wire company, Grimshaw's patent

white core wires and cables.

Charles L. Ireson 97 High street, Boston, Mass., leather

link belling.

Simplex. Electrical company, 328 Washington street.

Boston, Mass.. "Simplex" T. Z. R. insulated wires, and
'"Simplex" insulating tape

Thomson Electrical Welding company, two boards con-

taining samples of electric welds, iron pipe, solid copper

rod, brass tube, cast iron, chisel broken and welded, steel

shaft with two welds, machine steel in five pieces, wrought
iron in five pieces, brass rod, steel iron, cast tool stetl,

lead pipe chains, and other metals and alloys, among which

may be specially mentioned a rod in which zinc, copper,

brass and German silver were welded together.

Campbell Electrical Supply company, 95 Milk street,

Boston, Mass , Vulcan insulated wire.

Government Waterproof Paint company, 52 Fulton street,

New York.

Sprague Motor company, 239 Broadway, New York,

one horse power Sprague Motor, showing the new self-oil-

ing bearings, with spiral oil way.

Baxter Motor company. Potter Building, New York,

motors.

C. S. Schieren & Company, 76 Cliff street, New York,

electric leather belting, devised especially for smooth run-

ning, held together with patent wire screw fastenings,

Waltham Non-Magnetic Watches.

James W. Queen lV Co,, 924 Chestnut street, Philadel-

phia, electrical instruments, comprising ammeters, volt

meters, quadrant and abstJute electrometers, galvano-

me'ers. rheostats, chloride of silver batteries, tachometers,

speed counters, rheometers, Whealstone-Kirchoff bridges,

resistance coils, etc.

Hill Clutch Works, ]S Cortlandt street, New York,

pul'eys and couplings.

A. B. Laurence (Underwood Man'fg company), S2 John
street. New York, patent cotton-leather belting.

Callender Insulating & Waterproofing company, 45
Broadway, New ^'ork, insulated wires for house work for

electric lighting, lead covered wires for house lighting, flex-

ible cords and cables, insulated wires for underground
work. Trinidad line and pressure wires, large undergrouad
cable feeders, three- conductor underground service cable,

insulated wires for telephone, telegraph, district messenger
and other purposes, submarine cables, etc

J H Bunnell & Co., 106 Liberty street, New York,
agents for the Eickemeyer dynamos and electric motors,

were represented, as were also Roberts i3revoort Electric

company, limited, makers of new primary batteries for

house lighting and power, 206 Broadway, New York, the

National Carbon company of Cleveland, O , which distrib-

uted an interesting directory of electric arc light plants in

North America, the O'Keenen Electric Manufacturing
company, 45 Broadway, New York; Stilwcll & Bierce

Manufacturing company. Da) ton, O , makers of the Victor

turbine; New England Butt company, Providence, K I.,

and the American Tool iS; Machine company. 84 Kingston
street, Boston, Mass., makers of belt controllers.

E. S. Greeley & Co., 5 Dey street. New York, dry bat-

teries. Wheats'one bridges, telephone, telegraph and elec-

tric light supplies, model of the Statue of Liberty, from
the torch of which shines out a tiny incandescent light.

A. Schoverliug-, 111 Chambers street, New Y^'ork, Dr.

Gassner's dry battery.

Hurlbut Flexible Conduit company. Room 81. 53

Broadway, New Y'ork, Hurlbut's patent flexible joint

for electrical conduits, sewer pipes and vitrified fire clay

conduit.

Law Telephone company, 112 Liberty street. New
York, Law prism battery for telephones, gas lighting,

burglar alarms, bell annunciators, and for medical and
genei'ul purposes.
Locke Brothers, Salem,. Mass., Locke's damper regu-

lator.

Eugene Phillips' Clam Bake.

In response to the hospitable invitation of Eugene Phil-

lips, of the American Electrical works, Providence, a large

number of the electrical fraternity gathered at Silver Spring

on Saturday, the ist inst., to enjoy a clambake of the good
old-fashioned sort. The New York contingent was large,

and included the members of the National Electric Light

association, whose convention closed the day before. The
party left New Yock on I'Viday evening, on the steamer
Catskilt, and it was soon quite evident that, like John Gil-

pin of old, on "pleasure they were bent." After supper
Erank Ridlon was unanimously chosen master of cere-

monies, and after a grotesque but effective march to the

inspiring strains of the band, recitations and songs were
given, and a very enjoyable evening was passed. If the

steamer had progressed as swimmingly as her passengers,

she would have made Providence by 8 o'clock Saturday
morning, but the captain decided not to leave New London
until nearly that time, and consequently Providence was
not reached until 2:30 in the afternoon. The delay, how-
ever, did not affect the spirits of the electricians who had
come to enjoy themselves. They were cordially welcomed
at Providence by Mr. Phillips. A photograph of the guests

was taken, after which they proceeded to the business of

the day.

Gov. Taft opened the proceedings by a speech, in which
he stated that this was the tenth time that Mr. Phillips had
welcomed his friends to the clambake, and he boasted of

the peculiar excellence of the Rhode Island clam. Three
cheers were given for Mr. Phillips, and also three for Mrs.
Phillips.

Toastmaster Col. Kansom was then introduced, and
letters were read regretting the absence of PL Howard,
N. S. Possons, Cleveland; G. H. Phillips, New York; H.
Bull, jr., D. H. Eitch, W. J. Johnston, New York; T. C.
Martin, New York; J. Wetzler, New York.
M. C. Davis, who was stated to have been absent on a

diamond hunting expedition in Africa and New Jersey,
amidst much laughter presented to Mr, Phillips a pin of
dazzling brilliance, the head of which weighed a pound,
more or less. A jewel of the same goodly proportions was
presented to W, PI. Sawyer.

Ex-Gov. Howard, in a brief speech, said that to the
nomenclature of electricity, the volts, amperes, microfarads,

etc., with which they were ail familiar, there should be
added another word expressive of all that is cordial, kindly.

and hospitable—the word "Phillips." He said that clam>

and men went together; wherever there were good clam>

good men were found, General Barney gave an explana-
tion of the detention of the "Catskill," which put theblame
on the passengers and not the boat. H. C. Davis, on be-

half of the New York delegation, presented Mrs. Phillips

a handsome cut glass vase, and to Mrs. Sawyer an ice

cream, for which Mr. Phillips and Mr. Sawyer duly re-

turned thanks. Their replies were supplemented by a few
remarks by Ex-Gov. Taft.

The following gentlemen followed with speeches; Messrs.

Pettison, Goodyear, W. B. Gilbert, D. H. Alexander, C,

G. Perkins, C. E. Stump, W. A. Kreidler, T. D. Lock-
wood, after which one of the most enjoyable clam bakes
was brought to a close. The New York electricians sub-

sequently left for Newport to spend the Sunday before
returning to New York.

The following were present at the clambake: John Tre-
going. Lynn, Mass.; F: A. Gilbert, Boston; Geo. B. Neal,

Boston; H. J. Miller. Boston; Herman Berghottz, Lynn,
Mass.; G. B. Baker, New Haven; Chas, Burgher, Boston;
Chas. S. Bly, Boston; E. P. Jacobs, Haverhill; A. D.
Wheeler, Boston; Chas. Sylvester. Fall River, Mass.: Chas.

J. Slidden, Lowell, Mass.; G. M Carhart, Providence, R.
I. ; A. L. Russell, Boston. Mass.; N. W, Lillie, Boston,

Mass.; R. S. Faber, New Bedford; Henry S, Thombury,
Montreal; M. M. Ogden, Pittsburg; T. M. McCoubray,
New York; F. H. Leonard, jr., Syracuse; Benjamin
Rhomes, Niagara Falls, N, Y. ; A. P. Seymour, Syracuse;

C. E. Stump, New York; Alfred Shedloch, New York;

John D. Shedloch, New York; Wm. F. Cullen, New York;
Carl Hering, Philadelphia; J. C. Ackerman, New York;

J. D. Richardson, jr., Newport; H. F. Cranston, Provi-

dence; A. H. Barney, New York; Alex. McLellan, Provi-

dence; H. F. Kellogg, Newport; Geo. S. Bauman, New
Haven; L. W. Clarke, Providence; F. E. Morse. New
York; P. H. Alexander, New York; Alex. P. Wright,
Springfield, Mass., P. Fahig, Boston; Thos. D. Lockwood,
Boston; F. G. Chafee, Providence; J. W. Duxbury, Boston;

W. J. Denver, Boston; H. P. Slater, Leadville, Col.; Jas. H.
Gary, Woonsocket; Frank Dillon, Boston; T. C. L>ooIittIe,

Bridgeport.

The Railway Telegraph Supply Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
ANNUNCIATORS, MiAGNETO BELLS, BATTEHIES, ETC.

WE CAREY A FULL STOCK OF J. H. EUNNELL & CO.'S TELEGRAPH IMSTRUMENTS.

Line Wire and Equipment, Pins, Brackets, Cross-arms, Insulators, Etc., Insulated Wire and Cables.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated LightiDg, Railroad Car Lighting,

Street Car Propnlsion, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from NoTrrrrKHN IiJjINOis, EABTicnN lowA,
WiKCONHiN ami Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory,

Northwestern Electrical iiccnmulator Company,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among tlie Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmulator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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DYNAMOS and MOTORS.
Arc and Series, Incandescent

Lamps, AmmeUri, Voltmeters.

Galvanometer.--, Iiightning Ar-
resters, Switch Boards, Cut-Ouls,

MUctric Siipplle', etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE,
154 LaSalle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
1—65-Light Van Depoele Arc Light Plant.

1—50-Light American System Arc Liglil

Plant.

3— 10- Ligtit, United Sta'es System. Arc Light

Plants taken in exchange

.

Waterhonse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Chicago Office, - 154 La Salie Street.

ITnkBelt

1 1- 23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS^ NEW YORK.

BURR & DODGE, 1 25 N. 5th St., Philadelphia.

Friction Clutch Pulleys

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

Investigate Before Buying.

FOR ANYTHING
IN THE LINE OF

TEMPERATURE REGULATION
Either Fiirnacea or
Meant Heaters In
Honsee, or for

Special Apparatus,

Address

The Giiiou Aiilfliuafk'

REGULAIING CO.

ELMIRA. N.Y.

Agents TVanted

Everywhere

FOR SALE
BareAbout 2,800 Ft. No. 8, B. W. G

Copper Wire.

About 1.800 ft. No. 4, B. W. G. Bare
CoDper Wire.

About 4.800 Ft. No. 1, B. W. G. Bare
Copper Wire.

Por 15c per pound, f. o. b. cars. Middletown, O.
Wire is eecopd band. Hfla been up on polee four
ytare, but of course is good ag ntw.

HOBART ELECTRIC CO., Middletown, 0,

^ The Electrical ^^
,yw Construction Co. ^^S

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

THH "CLARK" ^WIRE.
Insulaiion Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspectok of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
29. 188G, he says :

** A Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Kespect."
The rubber used in Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed

to be loaterpronf, and will not deteriorate., oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and ihe
whole slicted with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and. to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insJttatioTi will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all

gauge.H and diameter of iusuiallon for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocu. Gabies made
to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENHT -A. CLAKK. General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS. Electrician.

ELECTRICAL PLANT
AND APPARATUS

(Both New and Second-IIand)

BOUGHT, SOLD, or EXCHANGED.
•250 CfUs Julian Storago Battery, 4 Edison

Dynamiis. etc. Send for List.

A. H. MACKINNON
Broter, Aiictioueer aM Vainer,

63 Broadway, - NEiiV YORK,

^m INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,

Mannlactnred for AEBIAIi, SUB3IAJH18E and ITNDEBGBOIIND USE. OKOKITE TAPE for malting waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers CANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.

BRANCHES:—CMcap, 42 LaSalle St., BostPii, FliiladelsMa, Omalia, Miimeapolis, CiMiimati, LoiiisTille, Kansas City,

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

MANUFACTURERS OP

Fleetrie ^ijpplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OF

pisher's j^lectric

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

^= I^ECXRIC RJLIL-ayJLYS.

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Eleci^ric n]aGhines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

p. F. DUNDERDALE, Asent,
J 54 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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FRANKLIN S. CARTER. CHAS. M. WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WAEB V/ILKINS.

PARTRIGK Sc GARTER
:. MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN EVERY, DESCRIPTION OF

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR. ALARMS, "'

/-., WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

BELLS, DISQUELECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
.'AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELEGTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues of all. our .Manufoctujres, ?;n(l willforward to any addresJ upon

".pplication.

N. B.—When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "ElectricBell" or "General
"" " anted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts,

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Luminous Electric Goods.

MANSFIELD ELECTRIC CO,
383 Federal St., - Boston, Mass.

George P. Barton,

LAW OFFICE,

225 Dearborn Street, OHIOAoU, ILL.

PATENT AND TRADEMARK CASES.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
MANTfTACTUHHBS OF

Hard Kubber goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO OKDEK.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Ciitnlntriif nriil T'rlr-efl furnlshftd on application.

Tbe Stoddard Cut-Ont

!

PATENTED SEPT H 1P8

FOR FLEXIBLE PENDANTS.
THE SAFEST, CHEAPEST, MOST DURABLE

AND ARTISTIC IN THE MARKET.

CENTRAITELECTRIC CO.
42 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

Sealed Proposals
^FOK

LilitinEtlieCitywitli Electricity.

Mator's Office,
Natchez, Miss.. Aug. 27th, 1888.

Notice is hereby piven that eealed propoaala

will be received at the office of the City Clerk an-

til la o'clock ]»., IVoveiiiber 1st. 1SS8,
for lighting the streets, alleys, commonB or parks
of the city, with electricity, ia accordance with

plan Bnd specifications to be placed In the City

Clerk's office, for the period of five jesi'B, that is

to say, that portion of the city now lighted with

gas, from the let day of Maich, A. D., 1889, and

that part lighted by coal oil lamps, from the let

dayof Juce, A. D,,1889.

Eacbb idder is required to file with his bid a

detailed statement of the number and location cf

the plants then in operation, of the particular

eyetem which he propoeee to establish in Natchez

if snccessfol in biddicg, and to epecify as to each

plant ao in operation whether it is the one orig-
inally establiehed in such locality or has been
eubf tituted for some other prevlouelyin nae, and,
if a BubstitDte, then for what eyelem.
The euccessful hidder will be required to enter

into 1,'ood and sudicient bond, of BHcb penalty ae
the Mftyor and Aldermen ehall hereafter iix, con-
ditioned that he will erect and have ready for use
the electrify plant, and bpgin the lighting of the
city therewith, on the dates hen-inbefore stated.
The Mayor and Aldermen reserve the right to

reject any or all bids,

W. H. MAr.l.EKY.
Mayor of City of Natchez.

EtTOENB F. FHILLIPB,
President.

"W. H. Sawyeb,
Sec'y and Electrician

Americi Electrical fforls

PROVIDENCE, R. i.,

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

Insulated Electric Wires,;

Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wirei

Magnet Wire, Patent Rubber-Covered'
Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-

ible Cordage, Office and
Annuaciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND andAERIAL CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 18 Cortlandt St.

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

I.W.COLBURN&CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

Machines for Arc and Incandescent
Electric Lighting, Electro - Plating
and Experimental Use.
Send for large lUnstrated Catalogne, also Hand-

book of Iteaay Reference, vest-pocliet edition.

MAiniFACTnKERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords jn£Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY. General Sales A^ent, !9 Dev street. New York.

PERFECTION BEACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. M. F., Volts. 1.44.
Internal Resistance. Ohms. 0.32.

^^;iHhra<rIi,ii Gijur-iinlcoU.

Illt,'ti''Mt Testimonials.
WKITK V'lll J-HC K AN]» CIJICULAK TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Street. N. Y.

VltdllMHltJiniur, Manugcr.

To lie htirl alHO al.

California Electrical Works,
San FnuiclBCO.

WAIffTBD.
AOBN'f K for Lord's Boiler Compound. A
<,

' ance for Knt'lntrcrH und men on the road.
AIho loral At'ente with moane. Htatc pres-
ent occupation. Addretis,

CEO, W. LORD,
:il(l Ulilon Ktrent, I'ljIlrMlelphlo, Pa

Russell & Co. I
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Sbhd for Cataloguh.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE $3.25.

A, B. lyman;
Electrical Supplies.

:

Clevelam

Ohio. I
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SJLIMSOI^" BJLXXERY
Is a practical advance in Open-circuit Batteries in this country. It is really a "Samson" in

strength. Its marvelous working power creates general surprise among practical electricians,

but its simplicity surprises them more and they exclaim, "Why wasn't that thought of before!"

In France, the home of Voltaic Batteries, the "Samson" takes the lead. Its rapid introduction

and sale in the United States mark a new era for all electricians and fitters who have been an-

noyed by the uncertaint}' and burdened with the consequent high cost of battery power.

Report on the performance of three cells

examined for their E. M. F., Internal Resist-

ance and Current Strength by Prof. A. E.

Dolbear.

NAME OF CEO,. B, M. F. INT. RES.
CURRENT AT

OUTSET.
C. AFTER ;iO

MINUTES.

GeniiiDe Gonda
"Dieqii©'" Lee.

Samson No 1.

Samson No. 2.

1.46 voltB.

1.44 "
1.47 "

1.25 olima

.14 "

.11 "

.61 ampere.

1.16 •*

1.11 "

.26 ampere

.5-2 "

.70 "

latter kind for such service p& the production of strong
current or strong magnetic effects."

* -s- * *

"I have also tested the "Samson" relh for telephone
work and find them very superior. Their small internal
resi&tanf^e enables them to give a stronger current
through the induction coil than any Leclanche cell I

have ever tested. This amounts to 35 or 30 per cent.

The cell meets my commendation."

"The cells were all put in circuit with a resistance of 1.1

ohms, and kept on that circuit for the above measure of
current. The very small internal resistince of the two
"Samsons" enables ihem to give a current very nearly twice
as great at the beginning as the other, while the "Samson"
No. 3 gave a stronger current (.70 ampsre) after half an
hour short circuit, than the DIsque Leclanchi? cell at the
beginning."

K- * * *

"It appears therefore that the "Samson" cells are much
more energetic than the one they were compared with; so
much so, that one of them is about as good as two of the

The "Samson" Battery has a strong and handsome
Glass Jar, non-corrosive connections, a Rubber Cover to

prevent evaporation, inexhaustible Carbon Vases, and
practically indestructible Zincs.

It will stand more hard usage, and continue its

service longer and more stubbornly, than any other
open circuit battery made.

It recuperates quickly after having been repeatedly
overtaxed and short-circuited, and will do more effective

work after such repeated short-circuiting than any other
sal ammoniac cell.

(E^^We shall continue to ship one sample lot to
any dealer, for trial, at 50 lot prices, F. O. B. Boston,
until September 10, 1888.

Send for Circular aod Price List.

il_;#A/v\:SQ'[^
THE ELECTRIC CAS LICHTINC COIVIPANY,

35 ARCH STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Sole 3Vi:a.n.ij.fa.ctu.rirLg JLgent; for tlie United. States.

SPEAIIM TUBES M WHISTLES,
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
21. 23 and 25 Ann St. New York,

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave , Brooklyn, N. Y.

J^^ Send for New C.a.t..\logl-e, out August 1st.

THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS OF RAWHIDE BELTING IN THE COUNTRY.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RAWHIDE BELTING.
THE BE.ST DYNAMO BELT MADE.

LACE LEATHER ROPE AND OTHER RAWHIDE.
GOODS OF ALL KINDS BY KRUECER'S PATENT.

This Belting and Lace Leather is not affected b7 ateam or dampness; iias more grip than any

otuer; never becomes hard; is stronger, more datable, and the most economical Belting made. The

Rawhide Rope for Eonnd Belting Tranamiaaion Is SUPKKIOK TO AIjI. OTHERS.
"73 Olilo iStreet, C;i^IC!.A.GrO, IIjIj.

Forest City Electric 'yyorls.s.
Manufacturers of CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncon-
trolled by the Handle.

Correepondence

Solicited with

Electric Light

Companies.

W. B. CLEVELAND, Proprietor, 183 SENECA STREET, CLEVELAND, a

r.F. ANXETT. Prest. S. F. FEXTON% Vlce-Prest. and Treas. CHAS. SIDTs'EY SMITH. Seo'y.

Hotel and House Annunciatora.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms,

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instrument.'!,

Wire nnd Batteries.

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, - UTAH.

Proteci 121^ Armatures
It is a matter of every day experience among Elec-

tric Light men that Armatures are frequently burned
out entirely or seriously injured by the short circuiting

of machines. This entails delay, trouble and e.\pense.

Wright's Armature Protector

Absolutely Protects
Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of
the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System."
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-
dress

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.

See letter of recommendation from electrician Chi-
cago Arc Light & Power Co., on advertising page xiii

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN July 28, 1888.

VULCAN INSULATED WIRES
FOR THE

ELECTRfC LIGHT

TELEPHONE

~ TEIEBRAPH
MANUFACTURED BY

TRADE MARK. 95 Milk St.,

N. Y. OFFICE: 52 FULTON ST.

BOSTON, MASS.
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JARVIS ENGINEERING CO.,
ENCIIMEERS AND CONTRACTORS

FOR THE ERECTION of STEAM PLANTS for ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND POWER STATIONS.

Aj^tninffton & Sims Co, Mngines belted direct to dynamos. Boilers set with the Jarvis Patent Boiler Setting,

Burning Screenings, Sawdust, Cotton Seed Hulls without blast. National Feed-Water Heaters. National Rock-
iag Grates. Sheffield Grates. Korting Double Tube Injectors, etc., etc. This System has been introduced
among the following Central Stations in the United States, Canada, and other Countries, viz.:

THOMSON-HOUSTON CO. SYSTEM.
*Merchants' li:iuclric Li^hl Cn Boston, Mass.
*N'arraganseU Ek-ctric Liglit Co Providence, R 1.

*Woonsi)cket Electric Lij^ht Co Woonsocket, R. I.

*Hartford ElccCrit; Light Co Hartford, Conn.
*New Haven Electric Light Co New Haven, Conn.
Consolidated Electric Lig:ht Co Portland, Me.
*Le\viston Electric Light Co Lewiston. M e.

*Ne\v Bedford Electric Light Co New Bedford, Mass
*Falt River Electric Light Co Fall River. Mass.
Svracuse Electric Light Co Syracuse, N. Y.

*iiridgeport Electric LiKht Co Bridgeport, Conn.
Brockton Electric Light Co Brockton, Mass.

Milford Electric Light Co Vlilford, Mass
Gloucester Electric Light Co Gloucesltr, Mass.

Bar Harbor Electric Light Co Bar Harbor, Me.
*Bangor Electric Light Co Bangor, Me.
Oak island Electric Light Co Oak Island, Mass
Poughkeepsie Electric Light Co Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Norwich Electric Light Co Norwich, Conn.
Newport Illuminating Co Newport, R. L
*\Vaterbury Electric Light Co Waierbury, Conn

.

Worcester Electric Lighi Co Worcester, Mass.

Mobile Electric Light Co ... Mobile, Ala.

Intercolonial Electric Light Co Lima, Peru.

Wachusctts Electric Light Co Fitchburg, Mass.
American Electric Light Co Old Orchard, Me.
American Electric Light Co Martha's Vineyard, Mass.
Saratoga Electric Light Co Saratoga, N. Y.

St. John Electric Light Co St. John. N. B.

Union Electric Light Co East Boston, Mass.

*Erookline Electric Light Co Brookline, Mass.
Pawtucket Electric Light Co Pawtucket, R. L
Roval Electric Light Co - Montreal, Can

.

*Toronto Electric Light Co Toronto, Can

.

*j\'ewfoundland Electric Light Co St. John"s,N. H.
Rutland Electric Light Co Rutland, Vt.

Halifa.\ Electric Light Co Halifax, N. S.

Nashua Electric Light Co - Nashua, N.H.
Manchester Gas Co Manchester, N.H.
Newton Electric Light and Power Co Newton, Mass.

Ara Cushman & Co ... Auburn, Me

.

North Adams Electric Light & Power Co North Adams, Mass.
Lawrence Gas Co Lawrence, Mass.
Walthain Electric Light and GasCo Waltham, Mass.
Quincy Electric Light and Power Co Quincy, Mass.
North Shore Electric Light Co . Beachmont. Mass.
Narragansett Pier Electric Light Co Narragansett Pier, R. I.

Palmer Electric Light Co Palmer, i^lass.

Osaka Electric Light Co , Japan.
Pannma Electric Light Co ; Panama.
Colon Electric Light Co Colon.
Maiden Electric Light Co Maiden, Mass.
Cambridge Electric Light Co. Cambridge, Mass.
Somer\'ille Electric Light Co . ... Somerville, Mass.
South Framingham Electric Light Co South Framingham, Mass.
La Fayette Gas Co. ... La Fayette, Ind.
Charleston Electric Light Co, Charleston, S. C.
Cohoes Electric Light Co ;. ..Cohoes, N. Y.
Toronto Electric Light Co Toronto, Ont.
Newbury port Electric Light Co Newburyport, Mass.
Northampton Electric Light Co Northampton, Mass.
Boston Electric Light Co Boston, Mass.
Milbury Electric Light Co .. . ... Milbury, Mass.
Southbrldge Electric Light Co Soulhbridge, Mass,
Westboro' Electric Light Co Westboro, Mass.
Webster Electric Light Co Webster, Mass
Springfield Electric Light Co Springfield, Mass
Dover Electric Light Co Dover, N.H.
Empire State Electric Light Co Atlanta, Ga.
Jamestown Electric Light Co Jamestown, N. Y.
Houlton Electric Light Co Houlton, Me.
Torrington Electric Light Co Torrington, Conn.
Middletown Electric Light Co Middietown, Conn.
New Britain Electric Light Co New Britain, Conn.
Kanawha Electric Lignt Co Charlesiiown, W. Va,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
Edison Illuminating Co.,
Edison Illuminating Co,

.

Edison Illuminating Co .

Edison Illuminating Co..

Roseile, N. J.
.Menio Pa k,N, J.

Harrisburg, Pa,
Brockton, Mass.

Edison Illuminating Co Lawrence, Mass.
Edison Illuminating Co York, Pa,
Miner's 'I'heatre New York, N. Y.
Edison Illuminating Co New Bedfo d, Mass.
Edison Illuminating Co l^ebanon. Pa.
Edison Illuminating Co. Des Vloines, la.
Hospital Life insurance BosLon, Mass,
Edison Illuminating Co , .... Boston, Mass.
Edison Illuminating Co Wo urn, Mass.
Byron Weston Datton, Mass.
N. E. Conservatory of Music Boston, Mass.
Rocheste-- Illuminating Co. Rocheste , N. Y.
Rutland Electric Light Co Rutland, Vt.
Abilene Electric Light Co Abilene, Kan.
Topeka Electric Light Co Topeka, Kan,
Globe Co Boston, Vlass.

D. S. * cDonald Boston, Mass.
Edison Illuminating Co Chicago, 111.

Boston Rubber Shoe Co.-., Maiden, iVIass.

Electric Gas Light Co Laramie., Wyo,
Austin Electric Light Co Austin, Te.xas.

Edison Illuminating Co ....Palestine, Texas.
Capital City Electric Light Co . Des Moines, la.

Edison Machine Wo ks Schenectady, N. Y.
Edison Illuminating Co , Station No. 2 Boston, Mass.
Kellogg Terrace ... Great Earrington, Mass.
Richmond Light and Power Co Richmond, Va.
Forest City Light and Power Co Rockford. 111.

Kansas City Illuminating Co Kansas City, Kan.
Edison Electric Illuminating Co Newport, R.I.
Hotel Berwick Boston. M ass.

Seattle Electric Light Co Seattle, Wash. Ter.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.
West End Street Railway Co Boston, Mass.
Richmond lilectric Railway Co Riciimond. Va

.

Syracuse Street Railway Co Syracuse, N. Y.
Me-iden Horse Railroad Co Meriden, Conn.
Seattle Railway and Power Co Seattle, Wash. Ter.
East Side Street Railway Co Brockton, Mass.
Revere Beach Electric Railway Co. ,

Revere Beach, Mass."

Boston Office, 61 Oliver St. New York Office, 109 Liberty St. Chicago Office, 81 Lake St.

WM. GARRETT, President.

CHAS. S. BRITTOM, Vice-President.

H. E. HAYES, Treasurer.

C. L. RODMAN, Acting Sec'y.

CAPACITY, 300,000 PER MONTH.

THE GLOBE CARBON CO.
ci-iST7"Ei-i-^^TiD, omo.

OFFICE
and WORKS,

Carbons for Electric Lights,

BATTERIES, Etc.

C. L P. R. R. EUCLID STATION.
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"C. & C." ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENQLAND OFFICE; 19 Pearl St,, BOSTON,

CHICAGO OFFICE: 185 Dearborn Street,

NEW OELEANS OFFICE; 25 Carondelet Street.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lighting, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

.^^* = ,^ /<« » » -'»*«'

PATENT "H^ K^
LINE WIRE

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, co im n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent, THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT,

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
seQd for pdce-List | 8 Coptlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y,

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Manufacturers. Importers and Dealerslin

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
Agents for EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES,

46 South Water Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Complete Domestic Combination Outfits:

These eete require no technical knowled e to connect; they are all

contttinedln blbck highly fini-hed harl rubber caaee. monnted In

nicRel plflte and read^ for uee. The bell domes are all 3^ inches, the

coila a e wound withsiJk-covered wire, and t e contacts art; of plat-

inized eilver.

Three-VVayAnntinciator and Bell Set %\^.m
Invalid's Portable Call Bell Set ^.00

Bure-lar Alarm !^et " ^0

FireAlar Outllt S^-OO to 8 00

Portab'e Electric Teatinp Set 10-00

Family EleHro-Medical Set 12-00

Telegraph Set for Short Ltn es and Learnera 6 50

H'gb and Low Temperature Alarm 12-00

Sjnglft Stroke or Trerobiin? Bell Set 6 00

Switchboards, Switches, Anminclatois, Bella, Wirea. Pnah But-

tons, Alarm Contacts, etc.

WATERHOUSE SYSTEM
-OF-

Arc and Incandescent Lighting,

Long Distance Series Idcendescent Lighting,

Multiple Arc Incandescent Lighting.

Our Instantaneous Automatic Regulator protects Lamps
and Dynamos, and saves poTver. Gold Medal awarded, Me-
chanics' Fair, Boston, 1887, for perfection in regulation of
current. Most perfect and economical System in the field.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.

WATERHOUSE FLEC. & MFG, CO,, Hartford, Conu.

Chicago Office, 154 La Salle St.

FOREIGN PATENT

EXPLOITING CO..

1001 OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

CHICAGO, ILL.,

FRANCIS W. PARKER, Solicitor,

If you have an invention which has: Fir-t,
been proveo to be operative, second, allowed with
broad claims in the U. S. Paient * ffice; third, il-

la-trated fully by drawins^a and descripti-T s we
will without cost to joQ patent and exploit same
n foreign countries.

Correspondence solicited.

SPEAKING^

^1^^

DO NOT OE OECEIVED
By imitations marked Leclanche Disque or Disque Leclanoh^.

Tlie term " Disque" was formerly used by us to designate a

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1 and size No. 3.

It has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

J GO NBA'.
h

. %n\mi\\t'.

^^^^JIB'S- --^

,-r^

i THfi CELIBEATID

TRADE

GONDA is tlie Gennine Battery.

iX

It is unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever name called, and is immeasurably superior in

efficiency and durability.

:do z^tot IlviEIF'OSEID "Cr^'OHiT.
In„ist upon being furnishcil with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and if your dealer docs not keep it send to us

direct for prices. Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it is stamped with the word Gonda.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO., 149 West 18th St., New York.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Western Agents ^ Wires and Cables,

TKAUE MARK.

CANDEE WEATHERPROOF ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST.

A complete stock of General Electric Supplies always on hand. Shipments prompt.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, - 42 LaSalle St., Chicago.
Electric Light Repairing, General Machine Job-Work, Pattern Making, Etc., Eto.

u^XZ^^
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, ^-^^*^^^^^

Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST.,
MANUFACTURER.

CHICAGO.
Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, October
1st., at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the Club,
122-124 Clark street.

GII^ES JLITXI-]MJL&1^TEXIC SHIELID
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co. ^ ;:

QenUe'men : — Your Anti-Magnetic .S=s?- '

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti- ^J?-
mated. It is now very near eight months g-
that I have worn my watch, and to-day 5
it is (without correcting time) about one (

minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dyuamo electric :

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec- ^ .

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one who needs the correct time, should '<

have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good i;.

deal of practical utility, as well as pleas- \^ -

ure, can be derived from a good time- ^-^^
keeper. At present, I look upon a watch ^:^:
without a shield as a thing incomplete, "^_
and so it is. Very Respectfully,

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.

Send for descriptive circular.

-yyjLXCMES.
•' * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan I know that could succeed.

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologists

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and line adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitlierto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of
their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

The Single-Acting and
\

SelMubricating Principles
\

Mark the second great advance in Steam Engineering, and ^
represent the Highest type of ^

COMMERCIAL ECONOMY. I

THE WESTINGHOIISE IIACBINE CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa,

THE AULTMAN &. TAYLOR CO.,
Rtpreeeiited by Roberto Buker & Co., City of Mexico, Mex.

Stevens, Corwin & Co.. 118 Chambers St., New York City.

Wi b houaee in Panama, C. A., Lima, Buenoe AyrcB, Guayaquil
and Valparaiso, S. A.

AVESTIXGHOVSK. CIIIBCH, KERR &. €0.
IT Cortlandt Street, New York. 97 Fiftn Avenue, Pittsburgh

156 and 158 Lake Street, Chicago.

M. R. MUCKIiE. JR., &. TO. (Rep. W., C, K. & Co.)

60S Chtetnat fctreet, Philadelphia.

FAIRBANKS &. CO.
;J0^ & 304 Wa&hiDgton Ave., St. Loiiig. 312 Union Ave., Kaneas

City. i:i30 Seventeenth Street, Denver.

F. C AYER. (Representins F. i; Co.)

1619 Capital Avenue, Omaha.

GEO. M. DIIil^EV & SON!^. (RepreseutiDg F. & Co.)

Pine Bluffs, Arkaneas.

UTAH AXD MOKTAKA MAC'HIBTERV CO.
259 South Main Street, Salt Lak« City.

East (Jranite Street, Butte, Montana.

PARKE A LACY.
2123 Fremont Street, I'an Frarjcleco.

3i and 35 North Front Street, Portland, Ore.

THE 1>. A, T01SFKIK($ CO.
36 College Street, Charlotte, N. C.

45 Soulh Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

ROBT. MIDDliETOar. (Representin-The D. A. T. Co.)

Mobile, Ala.

H. I>V1>I-BV C01.EMAM & CO. (Representing The
D. A. T. Co.) New Orleans, La.

KEATING IMP. A MACHIXE CO. (Representing

The D. A. T. Co.) Dallas, Texas.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
—— MANUFACTURED l!V

WOODBURY ENGINE

COMPANY. '^iauiiE!

ALSO BUILDERS OF

PLAIN SLIDE VALVE
AND

Double Yalve ledinm Speed

AUTOMATIC

TUBULAR BOILERS.
Address the Manufacturers at

652 Mill Street, EOCflESTEE, N. I
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SYISrO^IiLL
Dynarrio and Cylinder Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast ruunning
machinery. By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, - 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF TOE

Patent High Speed Packings
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES.

Deliyercil Free on 60 Days' Trial, Satisfactiou Guarauteed, or no Pay,

United States Glectric Fire Alarm (Jo.

EVART, MICHIGAN.

PEOPEIETOEB OF THE

Cliase Police and Rre AlariTeleiraBl

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction in dif-

ferent cities and

villages in the United States.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

BAKER'S TRIPOLINE!
A Powerful and Rapid Cleaner and Polisher of Metals without Acid or Poison.

Especially Adapted to Bailroad. Marine, Stationary and Fire £ngine Worl£,
*'hot or cold ;" Lar^e S^isns, Kailinss, etc.

This polish is now being supplied to Hundreds of Mechanical Engineers ELECTRIC
lilOHT PIjAIVTS. and manafactorers of JIacliinery. Has already been adopted by many of the
leading railroad campaniee, the leadine lire departmentB, water works the U. S Ordnance and Navv
DepartmentP, and thousands of Mills, Factories, etc. Is the BEST ANO UHEAPESX POLISH IN
THE WORLD, and quickest Cleaner. Unequaled for Cleanins and Polishing Carbon
Holders. Send for Sample, FREE. Liberal discount to manufacturers and dealers in Klec-
trlcal Machinery. Manufactured only by the

MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO., - - 88 MARKET ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW PATENT GAS ATTACHMENT
FOR FITTING ELECTRIC LIGHT SOCKETS TO GAS FIXTURES.

No more burnt wire conductors where this attachment is used.
Bemove gas bnmer, screw nozzle In Its place; by replacing and screwing gas burner on nozzle, you effect

a permantfnl aas lisUi jol). Send orders 10 FRANK S. MARR. Contractor.
CHICAGO AGENTS^TH^EJLECTRICAL^SUPPLY CO., Eissell Block. PITTSBURGH, PA.

Tie

Electric

Light

Carbons

Adapted to all Systems.

CITY OFFICE,

yilPiieSl

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

SOLE AGENT IN'THE U.S.

P. CARDEW'S
PATENTKD

Voltmeters
TO READ

30 to SO. 120 or 150 V.

(Bjl 1 Volt.)

Can be kept continnonely in
circui's, either alternating or
straight.

l>o not Kequire Keral-
il>ratiii<;.

80 to 120 V. Instruments

in Stock, S65.00.

THEO. MACE,
HARRISON. N.J.

ALUMINOUS

INCANDESCENT
PATENTED.

With or Without

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or shape nf bulbs.

LAMPS FITTED TO ANY CAP
THAT MAY BE SUPPLIED.

Special Prices Made for Large Orders.

Yitrite and Luminoid Co.
PenUiiii? Rf-organizatiun ol this Company,

thi' works are carried on by

THEODORE MACE, - Receiver,

HARRISON, N. J.

Half-Siza Cut of Standard Size and Sbape.

CHTl'AGO OFFICK:
opolitan Biiililln";. Room II 00 V. 16 C.-P.

The^rush glectric IJonipany

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
AND

IiaMescBEe Etelric Lliii

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
?fo. 130 IVaslLiiigtoii Street,

AI.i:XAWI>ER K£3IPT,

Special Agent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
Xo. aoi .Vonriial Building;.

O. C. STKELC;,

Special Jt-gent.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Agent for the E,AW BATTERY.

727 FILBERT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

.ALRZANDBB M. BENSON. PBANK n. THOMPSON

BESIttSOBT & THOMPSOIff,

MANUFACTURERS OF INSULATED WIRES
TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH, ELECTRIC LIGHT, OFFICE AND ANNOSCIATOB WIRES FLEXIBLE CORD-

AGE, MAGNET WIRE. ETC.

No. 3015 fhestnut Street, ..... PHILADELPHIA

WESTERN ACENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE 1 54 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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ELECTRICALM INSTRUMENTS

V 3. Tan£ent Galvanometer. I> 1. Improved Tlioraann Reflecting Gftlvanometi?r.

d

H

g^iil[||||pi|iiiil

I> *. Tliomeon Rellectin^ Galvanometer.

E. ='. Sine and Tangent Galvanonceter Combined.

E E. -. Helmholtz GaiigainGalvanomfter, twOBeieof
coils, fiber Biispeneion, aorket and spindle, eis-incJi
flilver-pl^'.pd compaae b )s divided to half degreee.

(Gronncl Gla=B PatU'rn )

l' 2. Lamp, btand and Scale for RellectiEg Galvometer.

;100.00.

.7 2, Set ReaJBtance CoUs.—10,000 Ohma In Aggregate.

M.(^

.riiiii"!

z^
i ir.ivi[-'< '-'.'[ K'.'tii-ii'iiiir ' 'uilR, Diiil I'lttt.-rn. Cprn-jui i-^ilviT Wire

I DllB, 'leriH, HHndreds, Tlionsande, and Four Pairs Proportional
OoilB for Brid-'e.

These prices are absolutely net in all cases.

The fractions at side of cuts show approximate reliitioi
to actual size of instrument.

iSiWFor full particulars see our List 645.

J 5. Set Repletance Coils, German Silver
Wire. 10,000, 20,l»0, 30,000, 40,000 Ohms
100,000 ia the Aggregate.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
lYl Ranuolph Strert, C:fI3IC:J.A.C3rC>.

FACTORIES: BRANCH OFFICE :

JLnsOKTIA, Conn. 505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.
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Phoenix Glass Co
MANUFACTURERS OF

Arc and Incandesceni Eleoiric Light Globes, Shades, etc.

in rich Cut, Etched, Decorated, end in Opaiesnent,

Venetian and Other Art Glass Effects.

OPAL, CLEAR AND ROUGHED.
UNIVERSALLY COMMENDED WHEREVER USED AS BEING THE BEST AS TO QUALITY

SHAPES, ETC. WE INVITE CORRESPONDENCE FROM ALL ELECTRIC

LIGHT COMPANIES. SPECIAL SHAPES MADE TO ORDER.

Illustrated Catalogue fif" Price List noizsr ready.

43 SIXTH AVENUE, PITTSBURGH, PA. 729 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
T, T HAYDEN.

J, H. JENKINS,

I

'

R, T. DOUO,

C L. BONNER.

Winoqa Electric ' Light Company,

WiNONA, Minn ^nprj^ /

Co o

^Z

Jci/i-^i t

.^L^^ c>t.^(^ C^n 7̂7^/Lj~^2y~-

jx^ e. ^^?^^o^ cx-i-t-,.^^— '^f-mt-i^ /%^ LOi-iOy ti" <*z»-i^ c-t-^ Ot^ (X-<^,.t^

"yi^ ipCi.^i-

tt Mamifactured and for Sale only bv

VAN DEPOELE ELEOIRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
TAN DEPOBLB
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FORT WAYNE

mmmm light cd.

Fort Wayne, M. Fort Wayne, Ind.

Tt/r A TVrTT-F A flfTT-F* IH-FI« C3£^ O^XXSI

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
Ok Inqandeisqeint LxiatiTiNQ,

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete Alternating System of
Electric Lighting in Existence. 1

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. 12-16 Tandle Power Lamps to the Meciianical Horse Power Guaranteed.

.^XjSO o^sce:

JENNEY SYSTEM of ARC LIGHTING
il

SLATTEfiY DYHfiMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

ARC DYNAMO AND LAMPS,

Main Office and Works, - FORT WAYNE, IND.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 242 & 244 EAST 122d STREET.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
225 Dearborn Street, First Floor,

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager^

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
26 North Seventh Street,

G. A. WILBUR, Manag^l

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome Street. CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F. Adams. Successd



$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 cents per Copy.

Vol. III. CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER 15, 1888. No. II.

PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY.
—MASfUFAOTCRBKS OP—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
<

'

ETC.

Send for Cataiooue and PkjCE List.

739 Broadway, New Tork.

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsbiirffli, Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Company,
Ganeral Offices. No. 708 Film. ATE.. FITTSBU&QB, F&.

Bnaota Offlces:

1

Hot York, Teleplioiie Building, CortUndt Street,

S. L. Wile; Uuager.
Chicago, 139 Eut MidlBon Street, T. E. Segea-

bardt, Uaaager.

MA^njFACTUBEES OF

(o Co o]

The|l|aring]|nti-|nduction^(i Bunched Cables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electrfc Light and Power; Underground, Siihmarlne

and Aetlal

LIGHT LEADED CABLES FOR HOUSE USE.
Weatherproof Line Wire, Underwriters', Annunciator and Cfflce Wire.

Five Years or Uniform Success Enable us to Guarantee our Cables.

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

^\)e (3i\LLEHDEl('
NSULATING and "^^

WATERPROOFING COMpAtnf,

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Electric Light and Power,

Telegraph and Telephone.

Aerial Use,

All Sizes Subterranean Uie,

Submarine UseRailway and all other I and Fnraiad Wlras
»"°"'atine use

Branches ol Signaling.
Leaa CUCasea niras.

Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Genl Mgr.. - 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

AMERICAN

[eather [ink Belt Co.

SPECIAL

DYNAMO^BELT!

Chas. a. Schieren i Co.

Manulacturers and Sole Agents,

47-51 Ferry St., New York.

18 Cortland St., NEW YORK. 68 Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO
MAroTAOTUEEBB OF

[INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
Bitite Wires for Use Underground, In Plaster,

Damp Places, Etc., Etc.

Tbinidad WiBBa for Line Work In place of Underwriters.

;ESX«^SC3*miC! XjKS-^CIT *1^IH.EIS of Bill ilg^* & S^J3CX.AJL»*l?ir

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Self-Contained

AQtOMtic GQt-Of Enpes,
fiPBOIAlLY ADAPTBD FOB BUTIinSa-

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other doty requiring close

regulation of speed.

Wbbtsbn Offios Ain> Wabbbooms:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, III.

WM. A. HAMMETT, Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES" PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C B B A \

86 Fe-ieral Street, 416 Arrh S Ireet.

BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA,

+6 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

CUT SHOWING STVLE OF INSULATION,

X—Copp«r Wire. S. B.—Two Braids, saturaicd willi Fire-Proof Insulation

saturated with a 51acfc, WKATHER-PROoFCompofiUion.
, r -l j r .

Approved by New York Board of Fire Undenvrirers. Samples furnished upon application

trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

C—Braided Cottoh

Pure Els*.

WARFRnnM<:. i '9 and 2! Cliff St., New York.
WARfcRUUMlA.

^ g4 Washington St.. Chicago, Ills.

FACTORIES;
ANSOKIA, CONM.

Dakiei. W. Mabmok, President.

AjiDlso::? H. NoEOTKH, Vice-President,

Chables D. Jeshky, Electrician.
Brainaed Rorison, Secretary.

Amos K. Hollowell. Treasurer
ABMOK, President. ^^ «j.«.3 .i. ««....«.,.,

"OEOTKH, Vice-President. ^^^^ ^0^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^ ^ ^ m ^ ^

Jenney Electric Company,
sole owners of al, the Patents and Inventions of Cbarles D. Jenney (imown as the .lenney System, and Sole Owners and Manulac.nrere of his

Improved ^^nmOy Camp ^
Electric motor.

In all desirahle features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting

the Jenney System loads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In these einentlalB It chal-

lenges comparl.^on

Estimates Promplly Furnished for Erecting Electric L;ghting

Plants for Cilie s, Companies or Individuals,

Prices Fuhnished ron the Jenney Arc oh Incan-

DESCENT Systems, on for both comeined.

The Jenney Incandescent Dynamos are self-regulating,

and permit the turning on and off of one or all of the Lamps

*
TMs Company gttcs Sfjeclut atletiHon 10 fumUUng Mais.

Shops. Factortes, tic. wlh IndtvUlual Plants.'

^ %m \\\ flUfSUI IIUSIIIIIII 111 IfStllllilt TIE ilSTEll. -««

pFFiCE aXD woees:

Cor. KeritiicTiy AVe. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Elecl^pic Go.
EASTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.
WESTERN OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOR

nrC'Gircuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Best Arc-Light. Louisville, 1883,

First Prize : Beat System of Arc-Llghtlng,

ClDClnnatl Industrial Exposition, 1883.

Electric ||rc-||ighting

IIT THE "WTORI-ID.

This Company was given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition, ,

at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALgo manufacture:rs of INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION >

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic intheir regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all sizes ifor the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent Llshtlns and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

^dison £lectric [jight (Jo.
THIS COftTPiLNY IS THE OW^ER OE THE INTENTIONS

AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTul

PIETHOQ OF GEnCRllC EbECTRIGni; DISTRIBUTIOn.

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in

operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Capital, $2,500,000. 4 Stations ; Capacity, 150,000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital. $750,000, 1 Station: Capacity 40,000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations: Capacity, 50,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital. $1,000,000. 1 Station: Capacity. 60,000 Lamps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess

of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could

more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station

Industry as an investment.

WRITE FOR PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAU

For information relative to Central Station Buaineas, apply to the

Edisoxi Electric I^ierlit Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

INDORSED
BY

Ttiomis A, Edison, Eliha Tliomson, N, S, Possons, Edwin J, Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRIG'ANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.

Send for PampUet "AEE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadway, N. Y.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated ^i^ll.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Edisou Pmiit uiis Rejected nno Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 lA'Vper H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H, P., equals 6tVt per H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCURATE TESTS. HO COMMENTS FOR PARTICULARS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2 1 9 LA SALLE ST., CHICACO.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe

Currents in the operation of Street

Railvrays.

Speed,
Endurance,
Economy,

The Daft Motors for Power Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mention the Western Electrician.
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,^€OTX*; •oiv^«^ot

Cleveland., Oliio-
MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.mm ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST.

I

81 LAKE ST.,
1

109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. I

NEW YORK.

H, A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and pouier Stations
NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENCIIMEERINC CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

ST. IjOTTIS, TOLO.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COIVIPLETE STEAIVI PUNTS CONTRACTED FOR,
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

8PB:CIAIiTlES;-Tlie Armington 4 Sims Enelne, Stesl Boilers, .larvia Furnace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Kortlng Injector, etc.

SEND FOB liATEST CATAIyOOUKM.

The Standard Carbon Co.,* ^^^^^ SUCCESSORS TO THE ^^^^ ^^^^ '

Boiilton, Cleveland., and. Crvstal Cartoon Companies.
o Xj £1 x^ :e: Xj .^ isr i> , oxxzo.

The Parker-Russell

Electric

Light

Carbons,

Adapted to all Systems.

MlDinE & 111 Co.,

CITY OFFICE,

711 Pine Street,

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

1
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Electrical Works
IOI8 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

J

Keys for Operating Automatic Burners,

Wood Base liiside

The Attention of Electric Liglit, Telephone and District Messenger Companies is Especially Called to Our

NEW TRINIDAD LINE WIRE.
THE UNIVfiRSAL CONDEMNATION of the so-caUed Underwriters' Wire and the demand for something better, has induced us to offer our new TRINIDAD LINE

WIKE as a substitute for its use, and at a very little higher price. This wire is served with two coatings of our Bituminized Tape and braided over all. A serving of
Irinidad Compound is put on between each tape and braid. The outside finish is neat, clean and strong. It will not liquefv or become stickv with heat, nor brittle with

cold. The covering is tough and tenacious ; will stand rough usage and a rubbing contact without abrasion. We claim that our TRINIDAD LINE WIRE' is the cheapest
well insulated and most servictable wire offered for all pole work, especially for high tension currents.

UNDERGROUND INCANDESCENT CABLES.
Illuminating CoMPANiEa proposing an extension of their Incandescent Plants are invited to correspond with the undersigned before commencing construction. With

our recent improvements and reductions in pries, the cost of placing large incandescent Cables underground in a solid and substantial manner is brought within actual business limits

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. PLANS AND ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.
THE CALLENDER C^OMPANY have, during the last two years laid many miles of large cables underground, all of which are in actual work. The difference in cost

between an overhead and underground system for Incandescent work is now no ereater than is warranted by the better service insured by an underground system. The Call-
ender Company's Underground IncandeEcent Cables and System have been in actual operation for some two yearsin twelve cities, and are indorsed by all the parent light companies.

IVIanufacturers also of Insulated Wire for Electric Lighting for House Purposes, and in all places where good Insulation is Required.

THE CALLENDER INSULATINC AND WATERPROOFING COMPANY,
18 CORTLAND ST., N. Y. 101 liEADENHALL STREET, LONDON.

WESTERN OlFICE, GS COMMEBCE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

a. A. PLDMMBR, Pbesident.
F. B. PRESTON, VicE-Piics. and TsEiB.

BOAICn OF UIRECTORS.
Gen. R. A. ALGER. T.WILLIAMSON. C.A.WARREN.
S. A. PLUMMKR. E. B. TRUUT. C.H.THOMPSON.
E.C. BROWN. A.WOODWARD. F. B. PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SscEETiRT.
FRANK B. TROUT, Sotkkintshi.ent.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE DATTERY
For LigM and

Power Purposes.

Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

F, B^ TROUT \
°^''^^^' ®^ fi^swold St., CAMPAU BUILDING.

General Manager.
'

( Factory, Corner 13th and Woodbridge Sts.

For Liglit and

Power Purposes.

DETROIT. MICH.
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR CO.
For STATIONARY or RAILWAY Work, for IININCt or ENCtIMERINI} Operations tlie SPRA&UE MOTOR is UNEXCELLED.

Roads in Operation or in Process of Construction July 24, 1888.
RICHMOND, VA., Union Pass. Railway.

RICHMOND, VA., City Railway Co.
CARBONDALE, PA.
WILKESBARRE, PA.

ST. JOSEPH, MO., U. P. Railway.
WILMINGTON, DEL.

HARRiSBURCH, PA.
LAFAYETTE, IND.

WILKESBARRE EXT.
ST. JOSEPH EXT.

WILMINGTON Ext.
SANDUSKY, O.

DAVENPORT, IOWA.
SALEM, MASS.

BROCKTON, MASS.
i

HARTFORD, CONN. I

BOSTON, MASS., West End Railway Co.
SCRANTON, PA.

STEUBENVILLE, OHIO.
MANCHESTER, VA.

AKRON, OHIO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

ST. JOSEPH, MO.,
Wyatt Park Railway.

February 1st not a Road in Commercial Operation, To-day Consult the Above Record.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC B,A1LWAY AND MOTOR CO.,
16 and 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

J. J. DICKEY, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice Prealdent.

H. J. WELLS, Sec'yand Gen'I Man. Sup't and Electrician. L. H. KOETT, Treasurer.

ilBl/AND ILICTMIC C0«,
OMAHA. NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

lX/l€Tmi€AL iUPPLIlS
Wos tbe ¥eleg?apb, 'Fslepbose aadl Blectelc I.lgbt.

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire AlarniB. Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere' Instruments, Medical

Batteries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Ballway Velocipedes, Care, Etc.

Wkbtbbn Agknts the OEONITE CO., and the Return Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

-Mc7IJxIERIC^]5-^DIgT^IC¥^ TEl£E6^^PP ^gYg¥Eja,*^
and are prepared to glye franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

^^Eetlmates furnished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

SendfopOupValuable Book for Engineers and BeltUsers. Free.^-

Agents in all Cities. Send for Trial Belt.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,

OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATEUTS.

GENERAL OFFICES:

HDTUiL LIFE BLDK,

32 NASSAU ST.,

NEW YORK

Plans and Estimates Furnished
for all kinds of Incandes-

> cent Lighting.

Philadelphia Office:

No, 308 WALNDT ST

BOSTON OFFICE:

No. 33 FEDERAL XT'.

Estimates Fumlshed for the

Thomson-Houston System
of Arc Llelitlng.

Tlie Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

The DTSAMO o< tbl. Company 1, AUTOMATIC In U. regulation, "-',
J"'

"''"""° ' ^^™^;"
LIGHT, witb ALL or ANT PORTION of the lights in Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN aud

will MAINTAIN Its CANPLE POWEF. diirloK It? Guaranteed LUe.

BISHOP QOTTA-PERCHA CO.,
MANUFACTUKERS OF

MM WirGS, Cais aal Fleiie Carls.

Rubber covered wires for use overhead and un-
derground, and for indoor wiring. Equal to any
in the world for insulation and durability.

GUTTA-PERCHA.
Gutta Percha covered wires and cables for use
under water and in damp places.

MARKS COMPOUND
Battery wires insulated with Marks' Compound
give better service than any other wires in the

market.

We are sole manufacturers of this celebrated in-

sulation which contains no sulphur or other in-

gredient that will ever corrode copper. It is

used principaUy for flexible cords.

Bishop Gutta-Percha Company,

420-426 East 25tli St., New York.
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The Thonison-Hoiiston Electric Railway System.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Sixteen Roads In Dally Operation Dnder the Thomson-Houston and Van Depoele Patents.

ALL MATERIAL IS J^OW MAWUFACTUBED AT TSE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the

brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project

above the floor.

Direct gearing fs used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Van Depoele patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS i ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS FDRNISHED FOR MINING MOTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Inforniation and Estimates .A.ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 IVIICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE-JUST OUT.

Door Openers,

Annunciators, Patent Dust Proof Bells,

Letter Boxes, Push Buttons, Batteries,

Wire, and a Full Line of Supplies.

AT PRICES THAT CAN'T BE BEAT.

BATTERY,
TheAutomatic Medical Battery

Tie Cox Taogent GalTanoiieter.

For Descriptive Circular, further particu-

lars, etc., address,

READ THIS TESTIHONim.
NEW HAVEN, CONN., July 12, 1888.

THE H. B. COXELECTRIC CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONItl.

Dear Sirs:—la reply to your inquiry, I beg to
say that I have used the Cox Gelatine Batteiies for
telephone work in the police signal boxes of the
Brewer & Smith Visual Signal System, also in the
Gamewell Police Telephone System, and in the
telephone service of the Fire Department of this
city since October, 1886, and they have given per-
fect satisfaction.

I have used them in the signal boxes without
covering or protection of any kind from either heat
or cold, and they have required NO ATTENTION or
RENEWAL of PARTS WHATEVER, those longest
in use doing their work as well to-day as those
more recently put in use.

I consider them THE VERY BEST BATTERIES
in existence for this kind of work.

Yours, etc.,

W. C. SMITH,
Supt. Fire and Police Telegraph.

THE H. B. COX ELECTRIC CO.,
Box 1054, NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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LAW BATTERY,
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylinder, one within

tJie Othef, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the

market. Its etSciency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is guaranteed
for ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,

instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore. The cover is of blue glass and
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.

Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected

against corrosion.

Do not be so foolish as to buy a Prism. Porous Cup, or othPr perishable nrgative element battery,

when one can be had which is PRACTICALLY ETEMLASTING. And do not waste
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batter'es which are constantly
coming and goiog, but buy the " Law," which lias stood the test of eight years,

LAW TELEPHONE CO., 112 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast : GEO. L. HENZEL, San Francisco, Gal.

Writing Telegraph Company,
57 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK.

This Company owns the Letters Patent

which thoroughly control the transmission

of written messages by telegraph in the only

known practical way, and are prepared to

establish Central Office Exchanges as a means

of communication between subscribers in

cities and surrounding towns.

Communications are written with pen and

ink in the handwriting of the person writing

the message.

P. O. BOX 1322

For particulars address ^"**

WRITING

The pen in the office of the subscriber re-

ceiving a message makes a fac-simile of every

letter as fast as it is made with the pen in the

office of the person writing it.

All instruments are under the control of the

Central Office, and messages are recorded on

the instrument of a subscriber, whether he is

present or absent.

All communications are secret, and the

written record is of great value in commercial

use.

TELEGRAPH CO., NEW YORK.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-DOOK.

By F. B. BADT.

100 pages; 70 illustrations; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 inches,

Designed for Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationery and Marine Engineers.

Just the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for electric light in-

stallations. The only book of the kind in the English language.

Price, Postage Pre-paid to any address in United States or Canada, $1.00.

Addrks-s

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Publishers,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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THE

WESTIN6HOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY

PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers under Patents controlline: the Sale and Use

OF

ALTERNATING CURRENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING
APPARATUS.

The installment of over 1 00 Central Station Plants has demonstrated the

Alternating Transformer System to be superior to all others, for distributing

current from a Central Station over small or large areas for lighting and

power purposes.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.

This system is made more profitable than any other by the use of the meter

now supplied by this company.

It measures the whole current.

It is strictly a positive mechanical movement.

It registers directly in lamp hours.

It reads from dials like a gas meter.

It consumes no appreciable energy.

It is not affected by temperature or other local conditions.

It is practical, and it is cheap.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

This company has demonstrated that motors run by the alternating current

are as efficient as the best direct current motors, and can be run without com-

mutators or brushes, being started, stopped and reversed without breaking a

connection.

All parties desiring to secure the most perfect system of electric distribu-

tion for light and power are invited to inspect the apparatus at the works of

the company at Pittsburgh, Pa., where it will be demonstrated that the Alter-

nating System possesses such advantages over the direct system in regard to

efficiency, distribution, safety, life of lamps, and the use of meters and motors,

that no purchaser can afford, at any price, to take the direct current apparatus,
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ELECTRIC ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS.
ELECTRIC BELLS, AIMNUNCIATORS, ETC.

PATTERSON CABLES
-IF'OH-

Telephone, Telegraph and Electric light Use.

INSULATED lATIRES
OF ALL KI1MDS.

Testing Apparatus. Telegraph Apparatus. Batteries.

Construction Tools. Line Wire and Supplies.

District Telegraph, Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.

Ttie Best of Everything at Bottom Prices

Catalogues FnrDished on Applintion.

CHICAGO. NEW YORK, LONDON, ANTWERP.
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TENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

Of the National Telephone Exchange
Associaiion.

The tenth annual meeting of the National Telephone
Exchange association was held at the Hotel Brunswick,

Xew ^'o^k city, Tuesday and Wednesday, September 4 and

5, 18SS. Following is a list of the members and guests

present, and a report of the proceedings:

Memhefs and Guests.

Henry Metzger Pittsburgh, Pa.

C. H. Barney New York.

E. G. Main - • Brooklyn.

CO Glidden Lowell, Mass.

Thos. B. Doolittle Boston, Mass.

T. T. Carty New York.

H." D. Mayer New York.

Geo. L. Beetle New York

A. L. Salt New York.

F. "W. Harrington New York.

F. T- Boynton New York.

F. A. Pickernell New York.

\V. A Hovey Boston.

G. F. Durant St. Louis.

T. B. Speed Louisville

.

Tas. Clark Louisville

H. W. GifFord Louisville.

A. 0. Morgan Boston.

Thos.D. Lockwood - Boston.

Chas. W. Price New York.

[. M. Brown Washington.

T. B. Doolittle Bridgeport, Conn.

G. B. Field Denver, Col.

Flemon Drake Omaha.
R. M. Bailey Williamsport.

C. E. Fairburn Chicago.

A. Bryan - - Washington, D. C.

Chas. W McDaniel Kansas City.

C. J.French Boston.

W. N. Ea?terbrook Elmira, N. Y.

T. H. Fairburn Boston.

W. H. Cull Albany, N Y.

C. A. Nicholson Utica, N Y.

F. G.Wood Utica, N. Y.

D D.Sargent Brooklyn.

Samuel Ivers New Bedford, Mass.

A. C. White Providence, R L
F. E. Degenhardt Chicago, 111.

F. A Forbes Detroit.

P. A Seeley New York.

Nalh. W. Lillie BoEton.

Geo T. Mansen New York.

W.J.Dunn Boston.

Joel C. Clark Morristown, N. J.

Henry C. Davis New York.

Ralph W. Pope New York.

Geo H. Guy New York.

P. C. Ackerman New York.

W H. Eckert New York.

T. C. Martin New York.

Frank B. Knight Texas.

Theo. Albree Omaha
W. Barafield Easton. Penn.

J. W. Godfrey Nt-w York.

Francis J. Hovey New York.

Henrv D. Stanley Bridgeport, Conn.

C. E.' Stump TJic Electrical World.

Geo. W. Arnold, jr New York Times.

T. M. Tackson Chicago

Ed. J.' Hall, jr New Yoik.

David E. Parker New York.

W. A. Yail New York.

T. Atwater Barnes New Haven, Conn.

J. E McConnell New Haven. Conn
H. Reilly Brooklyn.

Henry S. Thornbury Montreal.

C. F. Sise Montreal.

A. S. Hibbard New York.

M. ^[. Hayden .. .. - New York.

A. D. Bulloch Cincinnati

G. P. McQuade New York.

Leonard f". Beckwith New York.

A. A. Knudson St. John, N. B.

T T. Smythe New York.

E. S. Perot - New York.

Geo, Albree Boston.

J. R. Dee Houghton.

E.V.Cherry. Cincinnati

A. D. Bullock Cincinnati.

P. H. Alexander Boston.

Ed. J.Hall E-ffalo.

E. Abdank-Abakanowicz Paris.

C. E. McCluer .^ Richmond.
John D. Esterlin ... Charleston.

W.J.Cole Atlanta.

Chas. Dutton New York.
D. J. Cass-n New York.
H L. Storke New York.

F A. Magee New York.

Jos. Weltzer New York.

C. O. Baker, jr Newark, N. J.

J. B. TaltavalL New York.
W. A. Childs ; New York.

Jean A. Wetmore ,
.New York

Schuyler S. Wheeler New York.

G. L. Wiley New York.
C F. Cutler Brooklyn.

E. B. Baker New Haven, Conn.
A. B. Kline Albany, N. Y.

J. F. Kelley New York.

J. M Brush Philadelphia.

W. T. Westbrook Philadelphia.

Chas. F. Cutler New York.

R. F. Ross, jr Boston
H.Green New York.

Fred A. Mason Bridgeport. Conn.

C. B. Truex New York.

J. R. Crandall Washington, D. C.

H. W. Upperman Washington, D. C.

L Elliot Smith New York.

Ronald Crawford New York.

W. A. Kreidler Western Electrician.

Tuesday's Proceedings.

The association was called to order at 11 a. m.. the pres-

ident, Henry Metzger, of Pittsburgh, in the chair.

The secretary, C. H. Barney of New York, called the

roll, and at its close announced that there were present dele-

gates representing twenty- six active companies forming

active membership, two representing the corporations form-

ing the associate membership, and five honorary members.

Henry C. Davis, president of the Electric club of New
York, was introduced, and on behalf of the Electric club

and of the citizens of New York, extended a cordial wel-

come to the association.

The National Conduit Manufacturing company, J. P.

McQuade. secretary, made application for associate mem-
bership. On recommendation of the executive committee

the application was granted.

On motion, the executive committee was directed" to in-

vestigate and report on the cases of the Cumberland Tele-

phone company, the Great Southern Telephone company,

and the East Tennessee Telephone company, who had ten-

dered their resignations; the case of the Clark Insulated

Wire company, which now has no existence, and any other

names on the list of active or honorary or associate mem-
bers that might be in question.

Treasurer's Report.

Treasurer PL L. Storke: I have to report that the

finances of the National Telephone Exchange association

are in a sound condition. The association enters upon the

next year of its existence with a surplus of §21.85. The
surplus of ^37.23 of a year ago has been slightly reduced.

The receipts of the year have been ^1,937.69 and the dis-

bursements ^1,953.17; that is, during the year the actual

expenses have slightly exceeded the revenue.

The report was referred to the executive committee.

Report of Executive Committee.

Minutes of the meeting of the executive committee, held

September 4, iSSS were read by the secretary.

The report and its recommendations on motion were

adopted.
Officers Elected.

The election of officers resulted in a choice of the follow-

ing:

President—Henry Metzger; Vice-President—W. D. Sar-

gent; Treasurer—?L L. Storke; Members of Advisory

Committee—Morris F. Tyler;—Members of Executive Com-
mittee—Samuel M. Bryan of Washington, W. J. Denver of

Boston, George M. Stone of Cincinnati, C. E. Cutler of

Brooklyn.

In accepting his re-election to the office of president, Mr.

Metzger said: According to the constitution, the object of

the association is to collect, preserve and protect the various

matters of importance to telephone interests, and how well

this association has succeeded in executing this trust can be

answered by referring to the telephone statistics of the day.

Every city, town and village in the country, from the At-

lantic to the I'acific, from the borders of Canada to the

Gulf of Mexico, give visible evidence of the work you have

performed in developing the telephone business. But i do

not intend to take you back and recall the history of the

past. It is sufficient for me to ask you to go to that period

of time one vear ago, when we were assembled in the city

of Pittsburgh. It was a time pregnant with uncertainties

and doubts as to what the status of the telephone companies
would be for the coming, that is to say, the past year, and
probably for all time. It is true that every Circuit court of

the United States, wherever the American Bell Telephone
company brought suit, had granted preliminary and final in-

junctions against infringers, whether defended by govern-
ment aid or by private wealth and influence. Yet there

still remained a doubt as to the final outcome The glorious

uncertainties of the law were too well known to all of us,

and although our faith in the righteousness of our cause
was firmly grounded, yet some unexpected resistance might'
develop that would weaken our faith in the wisdom, justice

and honesty of men. After a long, bitter and expensive

struggle the day of judgment came. It was delivered by
that honest and eminent jurist, Morrison R. Waite, the late

chief-justice of the Supreme court, whose memory, I think,

the telephonic fraternity should revere, and over whose
grave we can all shed the tear of regret at his untimely

death. But before yielding up his life he placed the seal

of judicial authority on the scroll of fame that bore the

name of Alexander Graham Bell as the inventor of the

speaking telephone (applause); and in this connection I can-

not forbear saying to the association that we are much in-

debted to those two eminent attorneys. J. J. Storrow and E.

N. Dickerson for tbeir masterly knowledge of the science of

telephony and their keen analysis of the evidence as pro-

duced in the various causes which they argued. Since that

time we have had a period of repose; a feeling of security

has pervaded the minds of our stockholders in regard to the

safety and permanency of their investments. In many cases

the directors of companies have entered into a more liberal

policy, one more in accord with the necessity and require-

ments of the business. In some cases, notably in New
York, Chicago, Baltimore and Pittsburgh, new buildings

have been erected suitable for carrj'ing on the business in

which we are engaged. In some other cases either new
underground systems have been laid, or existing plants have

been extended. Multiple switch boards have taken the

place of old and worn out systems that were a constant

source of discomfort to subscribers and telephone managers.

In other cases larger poles have been erected; copper wire

has largely taken the place of iron and steel, and good in-

sulation has displaced poor, or perhaps no insulation at all.

But while much has been done, much more remains to be

done in the next three or four years, if the members of this

association desire to retain control of the business which

they have created and developed. In the sphere in which

we move and perform our work we may be kings, but there

is a greater circle beyond that, in which a constant power is

being exerted that will in a ver}' short and limited time com-
pel us all to give the best of service and at the cheapest

cost—so cheap, in fact, that your competitor of the future

may well hesitate at the threshold before entering the field

wiih hopes of successful venture. But the day of the in-

evitable conflict is sure to come, and it is your bounden
duty to your stockholders and in justice to yourselves to pre-

pare for that day. The maxim, " In da3'-s of peace prepare

for war," or "iNlake hay while the sun shines" are worthy of

your serious consideration. It will not do for you to fold

your hands and rest content with the fruits of the legal vic-

tories of the American Bell telephone. The competitor of

the future will be no less relentless than the infringer of the

past. Watching every movement that you make, noting

every step of progress, he is but waiting for the day and the

opportunity either to divide the business with you or per-

haps to absorb it entirely.

E. T- Hai-L, jr. on behalf of the American Tele-

phone" t^ Telegraph company invited the members of the

association to take a drive the following afternoon through

Central and Riverside Parks. The American Bell Tele-

phone company extended an invitation to an excursion on

North River, on Thursday, leaving at half-past ten and

going probably as far as West Point, having dinner about

six o'clock.

IL B. Thayer on behalf of the Western Electric com-

pany extended an invitation to the members to take lunch

the following afternoon at Mount St. Vincent in Central

Park after the drive.

The invitations, including one from the Electric club,

were, on motion, accepted with thanks.

Trie President; The next matter of business before

the associaiion is the reading of a paper by F. A. Picker-

nell.

Notes on Telephone Batteries.

by f. a. pickernell.

I shall not attempt in these notes to recommend or de-

scribe any particular battery, but shall content myself with

point'ng out drfects existing in the batteries now com-

monly u=ed for transmitters, and emphasizing the impor-

tance of certain features which all telephone batteries

ought to possess.

The selection of batteries for transmitters has always

been a matter of considerable importance, although not
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always recognized as such. When the battery transmitter

was first introduced, nearly all telephone wires ran on
overhead structures, no cables being used. The retarda-

tion in these circuits was consequently slight, and it was
during this period of the business that the large margin
in transmission \vas observed, it having been found possi-

ble to talk with the same ease over circuits fifty miles long

as it had previously been over circuits a mile longer. This
led naturally to poor construction, lines being built with

small gauge iron and steel wire, and in many cases with-

out insulators. Such construction cut down this margin
of transmission to such an extent that it was found im-

possible to talk over such lines in bad weather, unless the

transmitter and battery were in the very best condition.

Better construction followed, and with better construc-

tion the battery problem was of less importance. IVIore

recently, however, the extensive introduction of cables

has again cut down the margin of transmission. This of

course renders it necessary to keep the transmitter and its

battery in better condition As the cable system of any
telephone exchange increases, in a like ratio will the im-

portance of the battery problem increase It was only last

week that a gentleman was telling me of his experience in

confirmation of this. His company had a cable two and
a half miles long which not only had a high electro-static

capacity but also a high resistance. This cable was used
mainly for trunk wires. It was noticed that many sub
scribers who had no difficulty in talking with parties in

their own exchange, had considerable difficulty in talking

with parties in the other exchanges connected through thi=;

cable. Upon inspection it was found that invariably a

poor battery was found at the subscriber's instrument.

This cable made a very good battery inspector and one, I

may say, that did not ruin the transmitter in inspecting.

The battery most commonly used for transmitters is of

the Leclanche form. The little attention required by a

battery of this class, its freedom from violent acids, the

ease with which it is set up, its small consumption of zinc,

there being no consumption when the battery is on open
circuit, all unite in making it the leading form of telephone
battery. However, it polarizes rapidly, and has a high
and constantly increasing internal resistance when worked
over a low r.sistance circuit, as it invariably is when used
for transmitters. The importance of low battery resistance

is shown clearly by the following considerations.

The efficiency of any transmitter, other things being
equal, is proportional to the variation in current strength,

produced in its primary circuit, the greater the variation

in current strength the greater being the efficiency. The
variation in current strength being proportional to the

variation in resistance, it follows that the efficiency of any
transmitter is proportional to the variation of resistance

produced in its primary circuit. The following table cal-

culated for a Blake transmitter shows how important is the
part battery resistance plays in modifying this variation in

resistance, in other words, in modifying the efficiency of

the Blake transmitter.

This table assumes the variations in a Blake transmitter

to be from 5 to i^ ohms, these figures being the result of

many measurements.

Tabic foi Blake Transmitters. Resistance of Piimary

Ciicuit of Induetioit Coil .5 ohms.

Percentage
decrease of

Battery

Resistance
Minimum Maximum Ratio of

Min. to

Max.

ratio from
that of bat-

tery of no
resistance

.0 550 15-50 1:2 82

33 5-83 IS. S3 1:2.72 3-5

.67 6.17 16.17 1:2 62 7-1

1.00 6.50 16.50 1:2.54 9-9
1-33 6 33 16.83 1:2.46 12.8

1.67 717 17.17 1:3.39 15.2
2.00 750 17.50 1:233 17.4

Two ohms is not an uncommonly high resistance for Le-
clanche batteries and from the table we see that the var-

iation from Its minimum resistance to the maximum resis-

tance of I he primary circuit of a Blake transmitter decreases
from a ratio of 1:2.72 in the case of a battery of .33 ohms in-

ternal resistance to a ratio of 1:2. 33 in the case of a battery
of 2 ohms resistance, a decrease of 14 per cent.

With long distance transmitters the battery resistance is

an even more important factor as will be seen by the fol-

lowing table: This calculation for long distance transmit-
ter assumes variation in resistance to be from 4 ohms to 20
ohms; resistance of primary of induction coil .45 ohms.
Three cells of Leclanche batteries are generally used with
this transmitter.

Percentage De-
Battery Minimum Maximum l\atio of crease of ratio

Kesist- Resist- Resist- Min. to from tiiat of
ance. ance. ance. Max. battery of no

resistance.

.0 4-45 20.45 1:4.60
• 33 5-45 21.45 1:3.94 14.

.67 6.45 22.45 1:3.48 24.
I.OO 7-45 23-45 1:3-15 32-

1.33 8-45 2445 1:2.89 37.
1.C7 9-45 25-45 1:2.69 42-
2.00 10-45 26.45 1:2.53 45-

I'"rom this tabic we find that the variation is decreased
from 1:3.94 when batteries having internal resistance of .33
ohms are used to a ratio of 1:2.53, when batteries of sohms
internal resistance are used.
These tables likewise show why it is that even a slightly

defective joint in the primary circuit prevents the action of
the transmitter.

Polarizalion is a defecl of even more importance than in-

ternal resistance. It is not uncommon for a Leclanche

battery to decrease 30 per cent, in e. m, f. after ten minutes'

use. This of course decreases the average current in the

primary circuit of the transmitter in a like ratio.

Having noticed now the importance of low and constant

internal resistance and constant e. m. f., I will next call

attention to some of the causes which operate to render

telephone batteries not only poor to start with but unreli-

able in service. Lack of porosity in the porous cups is

frequently the cause of high battery resistance.

Commonly porous cups are found which contain peroxide

of manganese dust. This dust should never be admitted, as

it invariably increases internal resistance. The peroxide

should be in particles about the size of small peas. Bind-

ing posts are frequently found which do not make good
connections with the electrodes. The binding post on the

carbon plate is often found after a few months' use to be al-

most entirely insulated from the plate. This is caused by the

salts creeping up through the carbon, and corroding the

metal binding post. The upper portion of the carbon is

supposed to be entirely impregnated with paraffine to pre-

vent this crawling, but very often the carbon is not soaked
long enough to become thoroughly saturated. Care must
be taken not to use an excess of sal-ammoniac in setting the

battery up, for otherwise crystals will form on the zinc in-

creasing very much the internal resistance. If the sal-

ammoniac becomes impoverished a complicated chloride of

zinc will deposit in the same manner. A poor quality of

the peroxide of manganese is frequently found in porous

cups. When such is used polarization takes place very

quickly

Gravity batteries and bichromate of potash batteries have
been used to a considerable extent especially for long dis-

tance transmitters. These batteries require much more at-

tention than the Leclanche battery, and are not so reliable.

The battery which in its electrical properties approaches
more nearly the ideal battery, is the storage battery. This
combines constant e. m. f. with very low internal resist-

ance. Two cells of storage battery on a long distance

transmitter give the very best transmission. This form of

battery cannot, of course, be generally used on subscribers'

instruments.

Many modifications of the Leclanche battery have re-

cently been introduced, some having remarkably low resist-

ance, but they all polarize more quickly than is desirable. I

think that if we have not already a modified Leclanche bat-

tery that combines low resistance with constant e. m f.

that we will soon have one and this will be beyond question
the telephone battery of the future. 1 see no reason why a
batter)' of this kind could not be made having an internal

resistance of consideiably less than .5 ohm and a constant

e. m. f. of 14S volts. This battery could be put up in a

package with nothing but the terminals projecting and
these I may say should be provided with the best possible

forms of binding posts. By u^ing nothing but the best

material and properly designing the electrodes, polarization

could to a very great extent be prevented, and by properly
proportioning the components exhaustion would take place

in all the parts at about the same time. Such a battery
would give, when set up. the very best possible results and
would require no inspection. When the battery became ex-

hausted no unsatisfactory doctoring would be done by the

inspector; he would simply replace a battery by a new one.

Until some such battery is generally introduced we may ex-
pect about the same percentage of bat ery troubles that we
are now having.

Mr. GirroRD: I have not the pleasure of knowing the

gentleman who just read that paper, but I understand he is

comparatively a young man with us. I want to say that
while we have discussed conductivity, resistance, insula-

tion, and all those topics until they have almost
become chestnuts, this is really the first exhaustive
and specific paper on the subject of batteries that we have
ever heard, I think. It is a very valuable paper and I

move that we return the thanks of the association to the
reader of the paper.

Mii. Bullock.: I propose, in connection with that vote
of thanks, that the paper be made a part of the minutes
and published.

Mr. GiFFOKH: I intended to include that.

Mk. Baili:v asked a question of Mr. Pickernell in rela-

tion to storage batteries.

Mii. Pickernell: The batteries I referred to were the
old form of Brush, the first form that came out. I should
say that the size was about five by eight by twelve. The
two cells of storage battery had two plates each, and the
resistance was very low indeed. I did not use the batter-
ies after the electro motive force had commenced to drop
out appreciably.

Mr. Bailey; They are made up of two plates each,
one positive and one negative.
Mu. PicKKRNELL: Ves, sir.

Mii. Bailey: Seven by twelve inches?
Mr. Pickernell: Yes, sir; something like that. I

could not get at the dimensions of the plates exactly. The
experiments were made about two years ago.
Mr. Gikfokd: There is one other question I would

like to ask. I noticed that Mr. Pickernell in his paper
mentioned the fact that he used the Leclanche cells usually
with the longdistance transmitter. I wish to say that we
have several of them in use. I started out rather on my
own hook to see how many cells were wanted. I com-
menced with one, two and three, and I carried it up to
four, and on the line on which we have them in use I found
that four cells gave the best result. But I assume thai I

have a good deal to learn on that subject, and I would
like to hear from some of the members, in the eastern
stales as to what they usually use, and what number they
find produces the best result, and what battery v/ill go farth-
est. While 1 do not wish to have the association espouse the
interest of any particular battery I would like to know what
battery has been found to be the best for long distance
transmitters. That is a practical ciuestion that we can dis-
cuss here without reflecting upon any particular battery, I

think. As a matter of fact we want to gel at the very best
battery.

Mr. Seelev; I would like to state to members of the
convention that the Metropolitan company of New Vork
are putting in a storage battery for their transmitters, espe-
cially for the exchange work. We are about to use a eel]

we call "Type D," giving seven amperes of current; inter-

nal resistance about .005 of an ohm; two volts. Those
batteries are about seven inches high by twelve inches
.square.

Mk. LocKWOOD; I Scarcely need say that I for one
was much pleased, with Mr. Pickernell's paper. I am glad
to see that the younger men among us take sufficient inter-

est in our work to take the time and pains to write pa-
pers for this association, and I am also glad to see that a
spirit of discussion is abroad, because I think we learn just
as much from the discussion and from the individual expe
rience of the members as we do from the papers them-
selves, and sometimes the information we gain from the ex-
perience which is given is more valuable, in a practical
way than that contained in the paper itself, whose real

value must of course, always be that of the discusiion
which it elicits. I trust that the discussion of the papers
which are read at this meeting of this associatinn will be
more prevalent and universal than it has been.

I notice, however, one point in Mr. Pickernell's paper,
which since it differs from my own experience, I think it

proper to refer to especially. It may be that my experience
is misleading and that I am wrong on this point. If I rec-
ollect right he stated that we were to be careful in the
use of Leclanche batteries, not to use too much sal-ammo-
niac. If by using too much he means that we are not to

fill the jars full and then try to moisten it, I agree with
him. If on the other hand he means that we must be very
chary about putting sal-ammoniac in, I cannot agree with
him. As a matter of fact, I have found, in the course of

some thirteen or fourteen years' experience in telephony
and otherwise, that the amount which the dealers, especially

the Leclanche battery company (which is very careful to

send out nothing but good material) that the amount which
they send out. of sal-ammoniac, is exactly the amount
which it is proper to use. In my experience I have found
that the amount they put up in their paper packages is just

about the correct amount, and that we can neither diminish
that nor increase it to advantage. It is true that crystals

will form upon the zincs and upon the lower part of the
zincs, but as long as crystals of sal-ammoniac only fall on
the zinc no great harm will come. It is also a fact that

when there is a little sal-ammoniac in the solution, oxychlo-
rides of zinc and ammonium at once form on the zinc, and
these salts being insoluble, take away so much of the con-
ducting surface of the zinc and thus increase the resistance

of the battery, besides preventing the necessary consump-
tion of the zinc which is absolutely essential to the proper
working of a battery. I did not notice any other point in

the paper that I should care to criticise at all, and it may
be that this is simply a difference in definition. I dare say
when Mr. Pickernell comes to restate his views they will be
found to be not far from this which I have enunciated.

I am also glad to note from what Mr. Seeley says that the
Metropohtan company is making an experiment in the way
of using secondary cells. I should like, if I may be al-

lowed, to place myself in front of the association for the
moment, to request Mr. Seeley to do. what I have no doubt
he will do, to make a careful observation of the result of

such batteries, so that at our next meeting we may be en-

abled to know something about it. Of course, if we had a
storage cell, if we had a secondary battery with just suffi-

cient voltage and furnishing just sufficient current for our
needs, no doubt that would be the ideal cell. If we should
use such a cell, of course -we should be subject to

the necessity of recharging, but the Leclanche cell

is not wholly free from such disadvantages. The best

batteries we have had in our telephone work have
to be looked after. In 1SS2, when I was in Cin-
cinnati on a short visit, I found that the Cincinnati

service was far ahead of anything that I had ever seen in

any exchange before, and when I came to look into the

matter I ascribed it more particularly to the constant in-

spection and the great care exercised by the city and subur-
ban telephone association of Cincinnati in looking after

their batteries.

Mr. Pickernell: I would state that I quite agree
with Mr. Lockvvood in respect to his statement about the

use of sal-ammoniac. I mentioned that fact because I

found that it was not infrequent for telephone inspectors to

put in two of those packages of sal-ammonia instead of one,

thinking that by so doing they might possibly save a trip

there in a short time. It is only about two weeks ago that

I found three cells of batter)- which we were using on a long
distance transmitter in which the zincs were entirely cov-

ered with cry'sta's of sal-ammoniac. The reason my atten-

tion was called to that fact was that the transmitter would
not work at all; still there was a circuit; you could get the

click all right when you moved the telephone hook.
The PREsmEN'r: How many ounces of sal-ammoniac

does the Leclanche company furnish?

Mr. Pickernell: I think it is four ounces.
Mr. Gieford: It used to be six.

Mr. Pickernell: In reply to the gentleman's question

about the number of cells to be used wiih long distance

transmitters, we find, if we use low resistance batteries,

that three cells are as good as four, there being practically

no difference. But if you have batteries in which the re-

sistance is increased from any cause whatever, it may have
been unusually high resistance, you will find that four bat-

teries are better than three In other wrrds, if you should

try to make the experiment by first putting on one battery

and talking, and then two and three and four, if you start

with a battery having high internal resistance, you will find

four will be enough. On the other hand if you use batter-

ies with low internal resistance, you will find three quite as

good as four. Of course with three the chances of trouble

are less than with four

Mr. Giffoud: In selecting batteries for our long dis-

tance work we are vc^y careful to see that our batteries are

as nearly perfect as possible. When the millennium comes,
I suppose we shall have perfect batteries; not before. I
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am always verj^ careful to select good batteries and I have

found that in some instances four cells give better results

ihan three, although three have worked very well.

One word in regard to sal-ammoniac. That is one of

the questions that vary somewhat in different localities. A
short, practical rule that I have adopted is to allow an in-

spector to put in no more sal-ammoniac than you can dis-

solve in water. I do not leave any at the bottom of the

cell at all. I found, as Mr. Lockwood says he found, that

they will load up a cell wllh two or three charges, so that

they will not haveto gobick. The amount dissolved varies

according to the kind of water in different towns. In a

town where you use lime water it will not hold so much sal-

ammoniac in suspension as pure river or rain water will,

and in some places where you happen to have water strong-

ly charged with some mineral it will not dissolve very much.
I mention that more as theory than practice. Of course I

do not suppose it will make a variation of half an ounce in

practice.

Mk. Thornhurv; I would like to ask the gentleman

if he finds any deposit on the zinc on the treatment of the

battery which he carries out

Mr. Gifkoud: Sometimes. When I am careful not to

overcharge the battery I do not find nearly as much. I

presume there is hardly any battery in which, if you use it

long enough, there will not be more or less deposit of zinc

Where you do not overcharge it the deposit is not nearly

as much.
Mr. THORNDtRV; I was going to say that in my ex-

perience I rather favor the disposition of the batteries de

scribed by the gentleman who last spoke, in placing just

eaough sal-ammoniac in the batter)- to keep it doing its

work I find that the battery if it is put to hard work even

though it has just sufficient to do the work without more,

will deposit these crystals on the zinc They are insoluble

and therefore the battery has no zinc in contact with the

solution. For that reason we get no current. The value

of any battery is proportionate to the current it will give

us That is determined by the internal resistance.

I want to siy, in reference to the long distance telephone,

that where hard work is beiug done the Leclanche battery

will hardly answer the purpose, if it is in an e.Kchange

where it is us^d frequently; but a four or six cell gravity

batter}^ will serve the purpose just as well That is to be

determined by the length of the line in which you wish to

work it or the condition of the battery itself. The sulphate

of copper battery, or gravity battery, as we call it, has to

be constantly at work, or it will polarize itself. If it is con-

stantly at work and cleaned once a week, the gravity bat-

tery will give ."Splendid results and give you splendid trans

mission for your long distance telephone; but we deter-

mined some years ago when this telephone first came up
that four cells of the Leclanche batterj' were the bcst. The
first experiments we made were with the Fuller battery.

We used three of those, which gave us six volts, and the

internal resistance was about the same as the Leclanche.

Then we used the four Leclanche cells, which gave us in

the neighborhood of six volts.

Mr. Bailey: The point aimed at seems to be to get an
effective working battery of low internal resistance. The
gentleman was speaking of the use of a storage batterj-.

Why isn't that of some value? Has any one experimented

with the Leclafiche batteries on any kind of telephone in

multiple? In using them in multiple you would get much
lower internal resistance, I should say, and of course a

greater quantity of current.

Mr. Lockwood: I did not intend to say anything more
on this head, but since the gentleman from Pennsylvania

inquires. I might add that some two or three years ago the

chief clerk of our company, R. W^ Devonshire, sent me
two or three transmitters with the instruction—I don't know
whether it was directed to me specially, or whether it was
in the nature of a circular—which gave me the exact in-

formation how much batter)' I ought to use for the long

distance transmitter. I did not follow the instructions with

great care, and I tried them with a number of cells of dif-

ferent kinds. I tried them ^\^th one, two. three,

four cells of Fuller and different bichromate combina-
tions. I tried them with one, two, three, four, five,

six cells of Leclanche and other similar batteries, and
I tried them, as JNIr. Bailey has spoken of, three

in tandem and two abreast, three in series and two in

multiple arc, and I found that while that arrangement was
new it worked beautifully. It furnished the proper amount
of current, or at least it furnished a very good amount of

current, and it worked very nicely; but when that battery

grew a little older I found that it did not work as well be-

cause it was impossible to make the two sides work alike

—

one side got a little stronger, and kept getting stronger,

than the other. Consequently, instead of both points of

the current going this way the stronger batter)' took a no-

tion to polarize or go against the current of the other side.

While it was new it worked very nicely, but after two or

three weeks it did not work so well. A better way would
be to do. what I am surprised batter)' manufacturing com-
panies have not done before, is to make a larger Leclanche
cell. Possibly they have done it before, but it has not got

into the market. A demand has come, however, for a

Leclanche cell about twice the size of the present cell. I

have a Fuller battery under my desk, and it has worked un-

changed for eight months. It works pretty well, and you
could not tell from its operation that it was an old batten',

or that it had not been cleaned for eight or nine months.
As there are only two cells it does not make much gas, and
does not annoy rae at all. But while acid is good in an
office like mine or in the headquarters of a telephone com-
pany, it is not good for subscribers' stations. I think

that we shall have to put our trust still in the peroxide of

manganese battery until we can find that peroxide of lead

is as constant as peroxide of manganese, and it is a proper
thing, I think, for manufacturers to consider whether they
had not better increase the size of them.
The point mentioned by Mr. Gifford or some other gen-

tleman that the batteries which the Leclanche Battery com-
pany once provided six ounces they now only provide four,

that can be accounted for by the fact that there are several

sizes of Leclanche batteries, and they have provided six for

the larger size and four for the smaller size, and it is always
economy where we are bujing for telephone transmitters, to

buy the larger size.

Mr. Seelev: The present plan of the Metropolitan
company is to make an inspection once every month. The
solution is thrown out and a new solution made up. Each
inspector is provided with a measure holding four ounces of

sal-ammoniac. W'e guard against overcharging the bat
teries in that manner. We find that the Gonda porous cup
is about as good as the Leclanche battery. Taking the

current at the electrodes of the battery we find that we get
one and seven-tenths volts, with an internal resistance of

one and seven tenths ohms. After using that battery

through a resistance of eight ohms for five minutes, we
find that the voltage falls to one and three-tenths, a current

of five-tenths of an ampere, and the internal resistance has
increased to two and six-tenths volts, etc., down to the

short circuiting of the battery. For an hour and five min-
utes we get three-tenths of a volt and three-tenths of an
ampere, and one ohm internal resistance. That battery

was far ahead of anv we experimented with.

The President: The association will now adjourn to

meet again at half-past 2 o'clock in executive session.

Wednesday's Proceedings.
The meeting was called to order by President Metzger

at 10 A. M.

The President: The first business before the associa-

tion ihis morning is the reading of the paper by C. E.
McCIuer
Mr. McCluer: In consequence, I presune, of the fact

that I had unusual facilities for observing the action of dy-

namo currents upon telephone exchange systems I have
been invited to prepare and read before you this morning
a paper on dynamo currents and their influence upon the

telephone exchange systems and means of prevention. I

have endeavored, of courss, in the preparation of this paper

to make it popular as far as I could, in character, leaving

to our friend. Mr. Lockcvood, the discussion of the subject

from a scientific standpoint.

Mr. McCluer read the following paper:

Dynamo Current Interferences with Telei-hone

Systems and Means of Relief.

BY C. E. MCCLUER.

During my earlier telegraphic experience I became im-
busd with the universally accepted belief in the theory

that the earth was an immense reservoir of electricity, and
that on that account, and because of its immense miss, it

offered no appreciable resistance to the transmission of

electrical force. Hence the universal use of the earth as a

return conductor for telegraph and other electrical circuits,

which are in consequence called " mixed circuits," in con-

tradistinction to circuits composed wholly of metallic con-

ductors. But my attention biing called to the behavior of

our telegraph apparatus under the influence of extraneous

currents, I aas finally led to question the correctness of the

theory of the " infinite conductivity " of the earth.

Like nearly all of the early workers in the new field

opened up bv Prof. A. Graham Bell's invention, I was also

led into the error of attributing to " induction " nearly all

the ills to which the telephone was heir.

Experience and observation, however, soon convinced me
that nearly all the telephone troubles popularly supposed to

arise from " induction " were the result of a " leakage
"

only; induction operating only at minute distances, while

leakage will occur across wide intervals. Hence I was to

some extent prepared for my subsequent experiences with

the effects of electric light and electric power circuits upon
telephone systems, experiences which, as I will now proceed

to explain, confirmed ms in my disbelief in the theory of

"infinite conductivity'' and the effects of "dynamic in-

duction."

Some three or four years ago, Richmond was captured

by the advance guard of the army of Knights of the Dy-
namo, to which she is now so largely tributary, and the

Schuyler Electric Light company soon had the city ablaze

with arc lights. At first we experienced Uttle or no trouble,

but after a time strange noises were heard in our ex-

change telephones and as the electric light construction

was extended and circuit and arc lights were multiplied, the

noises increased until it finally became a din over which it

was impossible to project the voice. After careful consid-

eration, I suggested certain reversals of dynamo currents,

and rearrangement of the electric light metallic circuits,

which were adopted by our electric light friends, greatly to

our relief. But on some of our exchange wires, notably

thoie on our Broad street trunk line extending to

the extreme weste-nand northwestern limits of the city, the

howling of the dynamo currents remained comparatively

unabated. After furtffer consideration I became convinced

that the principal source of our telephone troubles was a

long electric light circuit, which traversed Main street to

the western limits of the city, then crossed northward to

Broad street, which it followed eastwardly to a point oppo-

site the power house, and thence in a southerly direction

to the dynamo , thus making a loop about a mile and a

half in length by a quarter of a mile in width. One side

of this loop ran parallel with our Broad street trunk line,

almost the entire length, with only the width of the street

between them. I was at first inclined to attribute to the

usual scapegoat " induction " the interference which we
experienced on our Broad street wires, but my attention

being about this time directed by some of my linemen to

the interesting fact wh ch they had discovered, that even

in dryest weather enough of this dynamo current on this

large loop escaoed over the insulators and down the poles

to be perceptible to the tongue when applied to a pole

four or five feet from the ground, while in rainy weather a

very perceptible shock could be felt by aj-pl) ing the hand

to a wet pole.

Mv former opinion regarding " induction " vs. " leak-

age " and the " infinite conductivity " of the earth were re-

called to me with a redoubled force, and I soon settled
doAfn to the conviction that leakage was the force with
which 1 had to deal. This conviction was strengthened by
the well observed fact that the interferences from the electric
light currents were greatly increased during wet weather.

But the famous Richmond Union Passenger railway,
with its street cars propelled by electricity, became a mov-
ing, flashing reality in January of the present year, and for
a time rendered the telephone business in Richmond deci-
dedly iateresting. Unlike the electric light and power sys-
tems, the elecfrical plant of the railway company was not
designed or arranged for metallic circuits, but was, and
still is, operated by mixed earth aud metallic circuits, the
currents being carried to the overhead trolley wires by a
system of distributing mains, supported upan poles on one
side of the street, these mains being connected at frequent
intervals with the trolley wire by short lateral wires, termed
"feeders." As operated in Richmond, the electric rail-

way systen requires a double line of poles, one line on
each side of the street, for the purpose of carrying short
nonelectric wires which extend across the street between
each pair of poles. These are termed " supporting wires,''

and are designed solely to support the trolley wires at the
proper height above the middle of each roadway. These
trolley wires are designed to furnish current direct to the
motors in the cars by means of a trolley, which in some
systems rides on top of the trolley wire, and which, in other
systems, as is the case with the Sprague system in Rich-
mond, rides underneath the trolley, where the trolley is sup-
ported on the end of a flexible pole attached to the top of
the car, and then e.'ctending up underneath the trolley wire,

and revolving, of course, as the car makes its way over the
track. The current then passes down through the motors,
and then to the earth.

Mr. Lockwood: A single wire?

Mr. McCluer: A single coiducting wire.

Mr. Gifford: And a bare wire?

Mr. McCluer: Yes, sir.

These supporting wires and the network of spe ;ial sup-
porting or curve wires whose offi ;e it is to cause the trolley

wires to curve parallel with the curves in the road bad, are
supposed to be insulate! from the trolley and feed wires

and mains, but, as found to our cost, they were not by any
means devoid of electrical currents. During the first six

weeks after the inauguration of the electric road we had eight

sets of telephones and one central office annunciator drop
burned out by the railway currents, and about half of these

accidents were due to crosses between our telephone wires

and the supposed to be harmless supporting wires. While
these accidents demoralized our linemen and operators to

some extent, they fortunately resulted in but little damage
to property, and none whatever to human life; and but few
of our subscribers learning of them, they created no special

commotion.
But the effect of the railway system upon our central

office apparatus and telephones, from the very inauguration

of the railway plant to the present time, has been annoying
in the extreme, and exceeding'y detrimental to our exchange
service. Almost the first revolution of the battery of rail-

way dynamos tripped the annunciators of our magneto lines,

and rendered necessary an immediate resort to the use of

special armature springs to overcome the magnetism im-
parted by the currents from the railway wires. Our "test-

ing-off " galvanometers we''e rendered inoperative, because

at the first the polarity of the extraneous currents was op-

posed to that from our galvanometer batteries, and the gal-

vanometer needles were deflected in a direction contrary to

the position assumed when under the influence of the bat-

teries alone, the leakage from the railway wires being suf-

ficiently strong to overcome the current from the three cells

of Law or LeclanchtS battery.

This trouble I remedied by reversing the poles of my
galvanometer batteries so they would, with the exception to

be mentioned, coincide in polarity with the extraneous rail-

way currents. And this exception, coupled with the con-

tinuous and steady nature of the extraneous currents, con-

firmed me in my belief that it was leakage, and not induc-

tion, from which we were suffering.

At the power house or dynamo rooms of the railway

company, distant three or four squares from our central

office, the battery of five or six dynamos which furnished

the current for the car propulsion, was grounded, the

negative electrodes being connected to several large sheets

of copper at the bottom of a deep well upon the premises,

the positive electrodes of the dynamos, coupled up, of

course, in multiple arc being connected " to air," as a

telegrapher would put it, or to the distributing mains.

From all of our exchange stations located in the vicinity

of the dynamo room, within the radius of an entire block

in fact, we would therefore get a negative leakage cur-

rent, while from all other stations which were grounded
within a square of the railway track and wires, we would
obtain a positive current, thus rendering it impossible to ar-

range our galvanometer batteries to coincide with these

leakage currents of opposite polarity

We cannot, therefore, to day, use our galvanometers for

"testing off" the few stations located in the immediate

vicinity of the dynamo rooms. Identically the same effect

was produced upon our head phone test circuits, the rail-

way currents completely neutralizing the currents from

our "test" batteries. This difficulty was also remedied by
reversing the poles of the batteries.

The exchange lines most greatly affected by the railway

currents we found by experience were those which were

grounded nearest the railway tracks, irrespective of the

general direction of the wires or their proximity to or dis-

tance from the railway, lines that in no place approached

within le=;s than a square of the railway wires being as

greatly affected as many others that ran parallel with, and

in close proximity to the railway wires for long distances,

but which terminated and were c^nsequentIy grounded at

points comparatively remote from the railway. We had a

trunk line extending down Bank and Franklin streets, but

on one side of those streets, while the railway mains occu-

py the opposite side of the railways with the exception of

the distance between 9th and 12th streets. That was
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straight and rather narrow, and was bordered on the north

side by a handsome row of shade trees adjoining the Cap-

ital square. These trees our city engineer strenuously ob-

jected to cutting or trimming for the railway wires. We
were compelled to accede to his demand that we should

allow the railway wires to be carried on the poles that dis-

tance from gth to 12th streets; yet the interference that

we received from these railway currents was heavier on

wires that did not run down Bank and Franklin streets at

all, but which left the central office and went directly

away from the railway two squares to Carey street, and

down Carey street a mile or a mile and a half and then

north several squares and grounded near the eastern

terminus of the railway track. In those wires that did not

run parallel with the railway wires at all our interferences

were heavier than with those wires that were strung on the

same poles with the railway wires for those three squares.

In like manner lines grounded near the heaviir grades

and curves of the railway where the motor men are com-

pelled to use the maximum amount of power in order to

ascend the grades or round the curves with heavily loaded

cars, are more seriously afTected than lines grounded near

the levels. So clearly is this the case that our operators

can readily tell from the character of the disturbance

which they experience, when a car is ascending a grade, or

when it stops or starts.

This effect of the movement of the cars you. of course,

understand is due to the fact that the dynamo currents,

when propelling the cars, are short-circuited from the

trolley wires through the motor fields and armatures to

the earth, thence spreading over every available conductor

in their efforts to reach the dynamos. But the maximum
disturbance is experienced when three or four cars are

following each other in close file, either on a grade or

level. In that case the leakage due to each car traverses

the contiguous telephone wires simultaneoasly, produc'ng

in our telephones a composite or mixed tone, each motor

having its distinctive "tirnbre" or tona quality, and all

united fairly making Rome -or the telephone, rather

—

howl and drowning out the puny currents induced by our

microphone batteries.

Learning that the railway people were utilizing the

municipal gas and water mains in order to reinforce their

ground connections, it occurred to rae that possibly the

fact of our lines being generally grounded on the gas and

water pipes had much to do with our troubles. I had

some of our wires removed from these systems and con-

nected direct to the earth through made grounds, but with-

out altering the results.

The 450 or 500 vo'.t currents of the railway mixed cir-

cuit system do not. however, interfere as gr atly with our

Richmond exchange service as the 4,000 or 3,000 volt cur-

rents carried by the metallic circuits of the electric light-

ing systems. Did the lailway service require currents of the

same e m. f. as the arc hghts, the telephone would have to

retire from the field,—lose ground, in fact—as metallic cir-

cuits would be their only solvation. What the railway currents

lack in e m. f , however, they make up in current strength,

and are, therefore, more dangerous to property than the

much more, intense electric light currents. The latter will

melt a fuse or burn out an arrester instantaneously before

time is given It to enter a central office or a subscriber's

station, and damage the telephone or outfit; while the less

rapid but larger quantity of the railway current takes an

appreciable time to melt or fuse an arrester, thus permit-

ting it to burn out a hand phone, and induction coil, or a

bell or annunciator magnet, before the protector, of what-

ever kind it may be, can properly act

In my experience the greater tension of the electric light

currents renders them doubly disastrous to telephone ex-

change service, the voice being more completely drowned
by the intense disturbance due to the electric light escape

than it is by the escaping currents from the lower tension

dynamos. But the fact of the electric I'ght being in de-

mand, particularly the arc lights, only after business hours,

renders the disturbances engendered by them less no -

ticed by subscribers generally than the weaker and less

marked disturbances proceeding from the railway genera

tors, which are continuous thr. ughout the entire business

hours of the day, when the telephone service is in constant

demand Did the arc light service continue during the

hours of daylight as at night, telephone exchanges would

be compelled to suspend operations or adopt the only al-

ternative, metallic circuits, with the attendant increase in

complication and expense.

As a matter of course, in larger cities where there are a

multiplicity of electric lighting systems with power houses

distributed at intervals all over the city as it were and
with a multitude of circuits and currents going backward
and forward, and neutralizing each other by being earned

down in one direction on one line of poles and in another

direction on another line, of course the disturbances are

not as great as in a small place like Richmond, where the

currents are all in one direction and on one line of poles, as

is the case with this large circuit.

Having thus discussed the effects of extraneous electric

light and railway currents let us address ourselves to a

brief consideration of the remedies which we have at hand.

Anti induction devices for the eliminalion or exclusion of

extraneous currents from telephone circuits, whether they

be artificial or natural, are plentiful, but none have yet

been devised that can at all compete with the old style

metallic circuit.

But the metallic telephone exchange system carries

with it not only a double expense for construction, main-

tenance and repairs, but a vast outlay and increased com-
plication and expense for central office plant and service,

there being two line wire terminals to provide for every

subscriber, and necessarily four terminals to handle for

every connection, instead of two, as with the single wire

and earth system^.

This great increase in wires, in complication and conse

quent liability to derangement, and in initial cost, and
subsequent expenses for operation and maintenance, almost

prohibits the adoption of the ordinary metallic system.

None but the wealthy, like our long distance friends, can

afford such a luxury. But there is a metallic circuit sys-

tem within reach of even the poorest of the American Bell

Telephone company's lessees, a system of my own devis

ing. and which I have found by practical tests to accom-
plish all that can be desired from an ordinary metallic cir

cuit, and at but a tithe of the expense

Recurring now to my theory that it was not "induction,"

but leakage, that annoyed us, and the expression of my dis-

belief in the infinite conductivity of the earth, it will read-

ily be seen how after arriving at those conclusions I would
very naturally reason thu;: If our telephone troubles are

due to leakage from the electric light and railways, and this

leakage overflows into our wires from the earth because the

earth offers an appreciable resistance to their pas-age, why
cannot we adopt a metallic conductor of exceedingly low

resistance, or of a conductivity approximating that of the

earth, and use it in place of the earth as our return con-

ductor, making it, in fact, what may be called an "artifi-

cial" earth or ground, and at the same time cutting loose

from the earth entirely, and gaining all the benefits of me-
tallic circuits?

This idea I conceiveto be in strict conformity with Ohm's
law, and if only the relative resistance of the '"artificial

ground" or earth and the line wires att-'ched to it were

properly adjusted, we would have ii'entically the same re-

sults achieved by the usual earth connections and without

the disadvantage of the mixed circuits. This thought re

volved in my mind for same months before I could find

time and opportunity to verify its truth or falsity by experi-

ment. Besides, the device was so simple that I could

scarcely cDnceive that it was possible that it had not al-

ready been tried and found to be impracticable by some
member of the army of electricians that had been so long

engaged in efforts to so've the anti-induction problem; and
it was only after conferring with some of my brother tele-

phonists, who were favorably impressed with the idea,

which was novel to them, that I iojk the time necessary

for experiment. I however, finally connected up several

telephone circuits with a CDmmon return wire of low resist-

ance, and found that conversations could be carried on,

and a magneto call bell rung on each circuit without any
mutual interference whatever, and it required a resistance

of 35 ohms by galvanometer measurement to be added
to the common return wire before the currents prop-

agated in one circuit could be heard in the telephones on

the other circuits. I thus concluded that there was ap-

proximately 350 ohms resistance in each circuit, due t'> the

conducting wire, the call bell magnets and the hand phones,

and transmitters, and that the "artificial ground" wire

should bear to the other side of each circuit, the direct or

line wire, a resistance approximating one-tenth that of the

entire circuit.

Encouraged by this experiment and anxious to do some-

thing to improve the night service of my exchange. I laid

my scheme before the executive officers of my company,
and was furnished with a half mile of No. 4 copper wire

with which to make some practical tests My first experi-

m nt was with our No 19 northern call wire and its con-

necting lines This was our shortest call wire, being only

a third of a mile in length, and had connected with it some
I S or 20 subscribers' stations, located in close proximity to

the Seventh street grade of the electric railwav, an S or 10

per cent, gride, extending from Franklin to Grace street,

one square. At the corner of Seventh and Franklin streets.

the main feeder wires of the railway plant direct from the

power house, two squares distant, first touched the line of

the railway and divided right and left to the opposite and
distant ends of the road. At this point, as m^ght have

I een anticipated, on our telephone lines grounded in this

vicinity we experienced the greatest interference, particu-

larly when a heavdy loaded car was ascending the hill.

My "artificial ground ' gave us immediate and remarkable
relief from the railA'ay leakage, and without any cross talk

whatever I then applied for a half mile of No. 6 covered

copper wire, which I connected to the end of the first half

mile of No 4 wire, and extended artificial ground wire out

to the western end of the city, inCendi g to make my next

test with one of our longest taps and our longest lines,

with stations located near the most westerly extension of

the long Ma^ln and Broad street electric light loop, of which
I have already spoken. These lines had been almost en-

tirely abandoned at night, our subscribers averring that

they could not use their telephones at all after the electric

lights were ablaze.

The worst of all was a station in a drugstore, whose
proprietor had long made bitter complaint that his tele-

phones were of no service to him after dark. Vet when
the change wa5 made from the natural to the artificial

gr, und at this and all other stations on that call wire tap,

relief from the electric light leakage was as instanta-

neous and marked as that expe ienced from the railway

leakage on short tap No 19. In fact such was the change
wrought on these wires that it was possible to carry on a

whispered conversation over lines connected to my arti-

ficial ground, that when connected to the natural earth

were so noisy that even the loudest shcuting could be heard
only with extreme difficulty.

While cogitating over my idea in its incipiency it oc-

curred to me that even the adoption of a general ground
wire of high conductivity would relieve our telephone
wires from the infiuence of these extraneous currents to a
great extent. This I found from experience to be true.

When arranging for the central office end of my "arti-

ficial ground," I had made a plug switch so arranged that

by the insertion or removal of a single plug I could con-
nect the artificial ground wire to earth, or disconnect it

entirely fi-om the earth, and with one motion connect it

with all of its attached wires into a "compound metallic

circuit system." I could thus readily note the difference

made by the use of the large copper wire as a general
ground wire, or as a substitute for the earth. In the one
case, as you understand, if I have made the matter clear to

you, the large copper wire was connected to earth at only
one point through the plug switch in the central office,

while in the other it was disconnected from the earth en-

tirely. For fear J have not made this perfectly plain, I

will interpolate here in a little stronger language if possi

ble, the difference between these two arrangements. In the

one case, using this large common return wire of large con-
ductiviiy as a general ground wire, you will understand
that all the stations on the route followed by this large

common return wire were disconnected from the earth en-

tirely, and the ground pole connected to this artificial earth

instead, none of the subscribers' lines or stations being con-

nected to earth at all, but all of them on the current gen-
eraied by the microp'^one batteries seeking ground from
this general ground, by the ground in the general oflice.

But by means of this plug I have arranged so that I could
at any time make such an experiment. By withdrawing
this one plug I could detach this general wire from the

earth entirely so that I had a system of purely metallic sur-

face—no earth connection whatever.

Mr DuRAN'f: Allow we to interrupt you one moment.
You say you disconnect by means of a plug from the earth.

Now what was it that connected ic at the central office?

Mr. McCluer: I had one of the operators' head
phones connected to that instead of the earth, and I also

had one of the operators' sets of telephones in the central

office connected to that in the same way; so that by put-

ting the taps that had been changed from the natural to the

artificial ground all on that one head phone I could place

all thase stations on one operator, or 1 could put it on my
own ear so that I could receive all the orders given by sub-

scribers over the me^allic surface. There is no ground
connection at all; the central office operator's head phone
and this operator's telephone and transmitter being con-

nected to the other end of the artificial ground, and of

course connected inside, we may say, of the point at which
the ground wire was connected on; there being two plates,

one heavy brass plate to which this artificial ground and
the telephones were connected, the other plate having
nothing attached to it whatever, but the wire leading to

the natural earth. As a matter of fact when the plug was
in there all these connected stations got earth through this

plug and ground wire, and when the plug was disconnected

they were all disconnected from the earth.

Mr Locicwood: Then. Mr. McCluer, the subscribers

lines were connected at the subscribers' stations. Instead

of each of them being connected to its individual ground
wire, a group was connected to one large return wire.

Then, was the central office end of the large return wire

connected to the central office ends of the individual wires

when you took \ our plugs out ?

Mr. McCluer: No, sir; it is left open. You under-

stand that we, the Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph
company are exploiting the Law system We do noc use

ths magneto and of course we have no grounds on our
wires in the normal condition at all. It is only when the

line is connected to another line that there is a ground at

each of the subscribers' stations, bat n")ne at the cen:ral

office wh tever.

Mr. Gifford: That would not work in the magneto
system.
Mr. McCluer: It would work in the magneto system if

you took the subscribers' lines and connected them to this

artificial ground It is just as though you were taking a
strip of earth extending the whole length of your route and
digging that up and lifting it on your poles. In other

words you look upon this wire in exactly the same light as

you look upon the ground.

Mr. Gifford: If you should cut your exchange wire and
connect that to your return, what would be the effect ? Have
you experimented on that ? In your Law system you have
no ground.
Mr. McCluer: I think it probable that what I have to

say further may throw a little more light on that point:

Tothosefamiliar with the details of a telephone exchange,
itwdl be clear that some such provision for grounding or

connecting artificial grounds to earch is essential, as lon^

as any of the wires of the system remain in connection

therewith, because of the necessity of connecting stations

not yet changed to the artificial ground to those that have
been thus changed, otherwise the one will be grounded and
the other "dead open," and. consequently, inoperative. In

this way I found by experiment that, when the large

copper conductor was to earth at the central ofiice, and
being used simply as a general ground wire, the electric

light and street railway interferences were reduced about

50 per cent., and when used wholly detached from, and
wholly in place of the earth, they were i educed the other

50 per csnt. or eliminated entirely. So I take this number
nineteen tap, connect that into another artificial circuit by
itself, I might put that on a single head 'phone and let one
operator wear that. She v/ould get all the orders over the

call wire wiih perfect distinctness and without any trouble

whatever, but when she went to connect a subscriber on
that call wire to another sub-criber in another quarter of

the city whose station was still connected to mother earth,

of course we would have the case I have mentioned here.

The station of the subscriber that had not been changed to

the artificial e^rth would be grounded, the other station

would be dead open, and of course there would be no
chance of any converiation except through the leakage that

occurred to the pole. When my experiments were in pro-

gress I would receive an order Irom a subscriber on this

metallic surface; I would I'epeat it to one of the operators,

and the two subscribers would be carrying on a conversa-

tion; but the first thing said would be. "What is the

matter? You sound as if you were a thousand miles away."
They would get distinct articulation but in a much weaker
tone.

You understand that when this general return wire was
used as a genera! wire, all of the wires on such a tap being

connected to this one ground wire and all seeking earth at

the central office instead of at the point where the sub-

scribers' station was located, it reduced the interferences

from street railway and electric light currents at least 50
per cent.; so that where it wjs onlv with difficulty that

you could make a man understand what you s^iid, with this

general return wire we can hear very well indeed.

Mk GiFi'ORD: That general ground wire was grounded
in the central office?
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Mr. McCluer: Grounded in the central office. But
when mide wholly detached from and wholly in place of

the earth they reduced the other 50 per cent or eliminated

it entirely. On tie e stations I spoke of before the leak-

ages from the electric light wires have been so strong that

the subscriber could not use his telephone at night and the

operator could not hear him with distinctness when he
ordered a connection. Therefore he told me he never
thought of using his telephone after the electric light had
been started. As soon as I had this tap connected to one
of these artificial ground connections I senr one of my in-

spectors to make some experiments. He called me over

this general ground wire. The operator heard his order to

connect with iSo which ii the chief operator's telephone in

the central office. I went to the telephone and talked with
him ithout any difficulty at all. Then I removed this

plug from the switch and converted that ground wire with
all it> attached wiies into a metallic circuit and >e and I

then carried on a conversation in a whisper of course

getting close to the transmitters, as you have to do under
those circumstances. But I just mention that to show you
the difference between the general ground wire and the

metallic surface. Then when I made him take out the
general ground vvi'-e and replace the old natural wire, the

din from the electric light was so great that he could not
hear a word. I then called the subscriber to the telephone
and the very moment I spoke to him he said, "Hello, what
have you done here ?" I told him I had been experiment
log to see if I could not rel eve him of the trouble he had
been complaining of. He says, "Vou have done it." I

then look the plug out of the central office, disconnected
the earth entirely and talked to him over the metallic circuit.

He then expressed still greater wonder that the electric

light was gone entirely; he could not hear a sound of it. I

then made some remark in a whisper which he heard with-

out difficulty and replied to me in the same way.
Now. of course in practice it is much more convenieat to

have this general ground wire, as I ought to call it now,
grounded at the central office. It is more convenient to do
it for the purpose of manipulation but the sa-ne effect would
be produced if this general grcund wire was carried to any
other point in the exchange and grounded at a point

remote from th; railway orclectriclight plant. To continue:

By thus utilizing the large conductor, first, as a general
ground wire to carry the microphone and signaling cur

rents to the earth at the central office, or at any other
'ocality remote from the offending electric light or railway

plant, an exchange system can be i»radaally converted from
a mixed metal and earth system into a c:)mpound metallic

circuit system throughout, without any interference what-
ever with the service of the exchange, and to its manifest
improvement during the time the change is being made.
And when the last subscriber's line has been transferred

from the natural to the artificial earth at the last station, it

is only necessary to withdraw the solitary plug that still con-
nects the system to the earth, and, prestol you have an ex-

change of purely and practically metallic circuits alone, with
all the advantages of the ordinar)" metallic circuit systems,

the one series of large copper wires extending out on
the various trunk lines, but all united in one at

the cen'^ral office, answering fully the purposes
gained by the ordinary duplication of each in-

dividual wire, and necessitating no change whatever in either

central office or station outfits or appliances, beyond the

simple substitution of the artificial for the natural grcund.
In practice it may be found that a greater proportion than

one-tenth the resistance of any one circuit may safety be
given to the artificial ground wire, but my experience and
experiments lead me to believe that it will be far safer and
more satisfactor)- to keep the resistance of the artificial

ground to one-twentieth that of the entire circuit

In any exchange circuit you have got wires of different

lengths, from one sixteenth of a mile to two or three or

four miles. I allude no.v to the wire of lowest conductivity.

This artificial ground wire should bear to any direct wire,

whatever its length miy be, the ratio of one-twentieth of

the resistanca of the individual line, that making it advisa-

ble that the wire nearest the central office should be of

large conductivity. Then as you go farther to the central

office you may use a smal'er wire—a number six; still far-

ther, a number eight; still farther, a number fourteen.

In an exchange the size of our Richmond exchange, I

advocate the use for each individual trunk route of a single

copper conductor composed of a half mile each of No. 4 and
No. 6 wire with No. S for lateral lines and the remaining
distance to the farthest stations, with No. 14 to stretch from
the poles into the stations. All of these wires should be of

hard drawn copper with a good covering, and strung on
the same poles and fixtures that carry the regular e.xchange

wires, but insulated carefully both from them and the

earth. And I should place these artificial ground wires at

the lowest poinr on the poles, or the least distance from the

sidewilk or ground, beneath all of the line wires if

pos'^ible.

In this position the small amount of leakage currents

that are attracted up the poles from the eanh, whether from
electiic light, electric rail vay and power circuits, or earth

currents, wnll be intercepted bvthe large copper wires, and
by them carried to those points in the system where they
will escape to earth again without any adverse influence

upon telephone wires proper.
Now in my experience a great deal of the leakage we get

from these extraneous currents comes from th° leakage of

the insulators and poles of the railway plant. With this

wire it would be apt to intercept and carry all of these cur-

rents to earth at some point where they would be naturally

disposed to go to earth in order to reach the other electrode

of the source from which they emanate.
While in the absence of any direct experiments I cannot

say positively that such will be the case; I believe, how-
ever, that if our long-distan.e friends will couple together

so as to mike of some eight or ten of their No. 12 or 14

copper wires practically a single low resistance conductor,

they will find that this compound conductor will answei as

an artificial earth or return wire for treble or quadruple the

number of wires thus coupled together, while a single con-

ductor of the same conductivity would double the capacity

of their poles and the number of their metallic circuits. This
is a matter of theory, but I am satisfied that if the compar-
ative resistance of this artificial ground wire is kept suf-

ficiently low below the resistanca of the other wires, that it

is practicable. In like manner, I believe the same princi-

ple can be applied to telegraph and electric light or power
circuits, relieving them from the disturbing and damaging
influences of earth currents and atmospheric electricity,

and conferring upon them ail the advantages of metallic

circuits without the ordinary duplication of wires.

In conclusion, allow me to say that, while I flatter myself
that I am charitably disposed and ever inclined to do all

that within me lies to further the interests of the telephonic

fraternity and increase the efficiency and value of our tele-

phonic service, I do not think I am justified in assuming
the role of public benefactor and giving my device away,
even in the interests of science. Believing it to be novel,

practicable and valuable, I have therefore conceived it to

be my duty as well as privilege to apply for a patent, and
my application is now pending, with. I trust, a good chance
for a favorable decision.

Mr. Lockwood: If Mr. McCluer will permit me I

would like to ask him one question, and that is whether he
has made a point of having his return conductor parallel

with his main lines.

Mr. McCluer: Of course, in every instance I have
only, so far, in the Richmond exchange provided one com-
mon return wire, that is up Ninth and Broad streets, and
up Broad street to the western extremity with branches ra-

diating along the lateral lines. Of course this wire is car-

ried on the same pole and parallel to all the wires connect-

ed to it.

Mr. Lockwood: I would like to state, gentlemen, that

I did not know Mr. McCluer was going to read a piper on
this subject, or perhaps I should have chosen a different

one; but when you hear m ns you w.U perceive that there

is no collusion between us.

He is quite right, I think, in attributing a certain amount
at least, of ths disturbance, and perhaps nearly all the dis-

turbance occurring from electric railways to absolute leak-

age of the electricity from ihe rails to the telephone wires;

but like nearly every person who has at one time adopled
one the iry for certain phenomena and at another time an-

other theory, I think he has become an extremist, and as is

usual, the mean is the correct view. A great deal of our

disturbance on telephone lines is still due to the old enemy
—induction, and although the telephone business is eleven

years old now, induclion is still just as strong as it ever

was. The troubles that electric lighting and especially arc

lighting have given to telephone men are of two-fold char-

acter; first, of the character which disturbs the conversa-

tion; and secondly of the character which destroys the

wires and apparatus. Within the last year or two we have

become apprised of another enemy in the lighting camp,
namely the alternating current used for incandescent light-

ing, and these are used not only through converters but

also on direct circuits. The telephone line which runs

from the Maiden central office tn Boston to my own house

is a very much disturbed line indeed, and I allow it to re-

main there so that I can study the phenomena But we
formerly had a Thomson-Houston direct arc lighting ma-
chine with a three plate commutator, and the noise was
bad then; but lately they have taken to lighting Melrose,

where I live, with incandescent lamps placed in a direct

circuit and operated with an alternating machine, and the

noise is now tremendous because the alternations are al

most as quick as the telephone alternations, namely about

two hundred per second.

Mr. Lockwood rea 1 the following paper:

The Electrical Relations of Telephone and Elec-
tric Light and Power Circuits and Railways.

by thomas d lockwood.

This paper deals altogether with the disturbing effects of

electric light and power currents upon telephone lines, and

not at all with the dangers of imperfect construction and

insulation; nor with the results and prevention of dynamo
current crosses, there being sufficient in the latter branches

of the subject for a separate and equally voluminous paper.

It will consequently be assumed for the purposes of this

paper, tbat the important precaution of effectively insulat-

ing wires conducting heavy currents is observed and that

"undertakers' wire" is as it ought to be a thing of the past.

The telephone exchange business was commercially organ-

ized and established in the first months of iSyS. Electric

lighting as a commercial industry had its beginning in 187S

and 1S79, but did not at first take root with the same de-

gree of rapidity which characterized the exploitation of the

telephone, and not until some years thereafter did it

achieve popularity.

Consequently the telephone systems obtained consider-

able start, and were firmly established in nearly every city

and town in the country before the organization of many
electric lighting systems. It was not at the outset general

ly known that the telephone circuits would be annoyed by

thf presence and proximity of paraUel electric light wires;

and tel'-phcne compar-ies were thus at first most liberal in

permitting the erection near their lines, of foreign lines

carrying heavy and widely fluctuating currents.

Yet a little thought and consideration would have laid

bare this danger. We knew that the telephone current

was itself of the most shadowy and almost intangible

character in point of strength, and that to utilize it, such

a supersensitive instrument as we all know the telephone

to be, was actually essential; and we knew that because

the telephone receiver was such a delicate electroscope, and

so sensitive to electric motion, we had heretofore been

much annoyed by mutual telephone induction; by tele-

graphic induction, and by miscellaneous induction. So,

as I s y, if we had carefully considered the matter, we
might have foreseen the full extent of the electric light

disturbance which is now being sustained.

But we did not foresee, and as a result of our lack of

foresight, indiscriminate construction has ensued; and in

consequence of improper construction, the business of
many telephone companies has at certain points been
directly or indirectly injured by the presence and opera
tion of electric light wires, and an appeal to the courts
has been rendered neces=ary.

Until within a comparatively recent period the disturb-
ance resulting from dynamo current induclion was, with
an occasional and rare exception, limited to certain even-
ing hours, and to the n'ght, because during such portions
only of the day were the lighting circuits in operation.
But of late, in many places, the wires used in the night
for lighting, are also used during the hours of daylight for

transmitting power from the dynamo to large numbers of
motors uhich may be widely istributed, and as this utiliza-

tion is certain to have in the near future, an enormous ex-

pansion, we are compelleii to face the prospect
that even during the hours of business telephone
wires are now liable" to severe disturbances There-
fore, it seems time to call a halt; we could be patient

so long as we were only called upon to suffer from the

"pestilence that waiketh in darkness "but when we are also

threatened with "the destruction that wasteth at noonday,"
it behooves us to have something to say about it Super-
added to theabove causes, we now find that elccric railways

are being introduced in rapid succession, and v.-e find to our
cost, that many of them are much more active than are

electric lighting circuits in svtting up disturbing currents

in telephone lines ; the disturbing current from electric

railwa^s being frequently sufficiently i-trong to vitalize the

annuniciator magnets of a telephone central station, and to

actuate the drops.

Now, I have no quarrel with electric light and electric

railway companies, considered as such. No man rejoices

more heartily than I, in the triumphs of electr city, and in

the tremendous spread of its usefulness ; I recognize fully,

moreover, that the lighting, powtr and transit utilizations

of this mighty form of energy are fully as useful

as is its function of carrying intelligence; and that

these utilizations have properly become permanent
institutions and, equally with our own, public con-

veniences. Nevertheless, we were first in the field, and
although we may admire both the energy of the electric

lighting current and the energy of its introducers, we must
in our own defence be prepared to take the position that no
new comer has a right to construct his plant in such a way
that an established business sha'l thereby be ruined or im-

paired; and tbat if it be absolutely necessary to erect elec-

tric light lines in proximity to telephone lines, the construc-

tion must be of such a character as not to involve detri-

ment to the pre-existing telephone lines. Can electric

light and power lines be constructed so as to be near tele

phone lines without interfering with them? Cercainly they

can.

Consider bow the disturbing currents originate. First:

Most arc lighting circuits can set up considerable induction

on telephone lines Second: Alternating currents in

main wires, whether used for arc or incandescent lighting,

are intensely provocative of induction and noise, i\ tele-

phone circuits; the character of ihe disturbance being
much worse than that which is produced by lighting cur-

rents of constant direction; this latter sounding in the

telephones like a protracted musical no:e of great volume.

In speaking of the above it will be understood that the

detrimental action upon telephones is the same when the

dynamo current is used for motors as it is when used for

lighting. Third: Certain classes of electric railways very

seriously interfere with the operation of telephone lines,

both in conversation, and also by establishing thereon a

current which permanently excites ihe annunciator mag-
nets Th'-- noises which are produced in telephones by
dynamo currents induction are so well known that it would
be waste of time to describe them.

When the troublesome currents are produced by electric

light or motor circuits they may usually be attributed to in

duction, although a certain amount of absolute leakage

doubtless also exists. Since, however, both causes pro-

duce in telephone circuits a like effect, it will be sufficient

to speak of induction only. But if we consider the action

of electric railways upon telephone lines, we find that the

major part of the disturbance is due to the actual trans-

ference of a portion of the electricity which actuates the

train motor to the telephone lines, by way of the rails,

when these are used as return conductors, the crust of the

earth itself, and the telephone line terminal ground
wires.

As most of us know, the alternating current has re-

ceived lately an increasing amount of the patronage of our

light producing friends; and at the present time both con-

stant direction, and alternating currents are largely used

in electric lighting and power distribution circuits, the in-

tensity of the disturbance varj-ing with the class of current

employed.
The violence of the induction, and therefore of the dis-

turbance, depends upon the proximity and longitudinal

distance of parallelism of the disturbing wires, the strength.

of the inducing current; the frequency or rate of change

for the unit of the inducing currents; and the extent or

range of such change; that which is due to wires carr)'ing

alternating current is, of course, much stronger than even

the worst case of direct current induction; for even though

the distance of exposure, and the strength of the inducing

currents be identical, it is self-evident that a current which

is completely reversed a great number of times per second

must be much more energetic as a disturber of the peace

than one which is constant in direction, and which varies

onl-' in strength on ore side of the zero line.

These considerations indicate that our methods of pre-

vention or cure should be directed at the stronger disturb-

ing agency, since such a degree of success as we may be

able to achieve against that will necessarily be equally ef-

fective as regards the weaker.

The proper way to cure or neutralize electric light or

power induction is to prevent it. It is quite within the

bounds of good construction so to relatively arrange light-

{Contimied on page 149.)
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The Western Electrician is the only paper

which pubUshed a full report of the New York

meeting of the National Electric Light associa-

tion, and the only paper whose report is worth

anything as a record of the proceedings of that

meeting. No other paper gave more than one-

half of the report, while the Western Elec-

trician published it in full, and came out

promptly as well.

For this piece of enterprise we are being

amply repaid by many compliments and con-

gratulations on the fullness, completeness and

permanent value of our report, as compared

with those of other journals. The telephone

convention is taken care of this week in the

same thorough and comprehensive manner.

The recent disastrous storms have played

havoc with wires of all kinds in a considerable

portion of the country. They have been trying

days to many companies, but it has been demon-
strated that electricians are full of resources, and
the rapidity with which the circuits were put in

working order after such complete demoraliza-

tion is almost marvelous.

The proceedings of the Electrical conven-
tions can be happily contrasted with the de-

liberations of similar bodies in England. How
much more practical and vigorous are the dis-

cu.ssions of the American associations, and how
much more beneficial are the results! The
English papers have complained that too often

in the British organizations members slyly urge

the merits of the wares which they desire to put

on the market. Nothing of this kind character-

izes the American meetings. The remark of

one of the members of the association who
spoke of the interest which is manifested in

England in the papers read before the con-

vention is interesting and significant.

Mr. Pickernell's paper on batteries before

the telephone convention was one of the greatest

importance to all concerned in the practical

work of a telephone exchange. It gave in a

clear and concise way the results of practical

tests, and it contained several suggestions which
aroused considerable discussion.

New York's telephone system is well de-

scribed by Mr. Sherwood in his paper before the

telephone convention. The recent controversy

in this journal over the largest telephone ex-

change in the world, in which New York was
given the supremacy by T. D. Lockwood, incites

an additional interest in the paper, as it gives

the statistics of the exchange in very complete
form.

In both the telephone and electric light con-

ventions the discussions have been of a signifi-

cant character. They were perhaps the most
important features of the meetings, as Mr. Lock-
wood said in one of his apt little speeches.

Members of these electrical conventions seem to

be full of ideas on every subject presented. The
abundance of ideas and fluency of expression

are well worthy of remark; in fact, some of the

remarks read like prepared papers.

The general character of the make-up of the

Western Electrician has been altered some-
what in the last and in the current issue. We
have no apology to make; on the contrarjr, we
have a feeling of pride in laying before our
readers such full and complete reports of the

proceedings of the two great representative

bodies—the National Electric Light and the

National Telephone Exchange associations.

Next week we will resume our customary course,

and devote more attention and more space to

electrical news.

A VIGOROUS enunciation of a fact that is ap-

preciated by every close calculator of costs in

every large manufactory in the country was that

of Mr. Morrison at the National Electric Light

convention, when he said that experimental

work will sink more money than the yellow fever

will bury corpses in forty years. Very true in-

deed is this statement expressed in the inimita-

ble way of the ex-president of the association,

and it found exemplification in a subsequent re-

mark by Mr. Sunny, who approximated the

expense to the Chicago -Arc Light & Power
company of its experiments with cables at

Mr. Sargent, in his paper before the tele-

phone convention, gave a very interesting de-

scription of the present status of underground
work in _ Brooklyn, N. Y. A supplementary

paper on the underground work in Chicago is

missing from the convention report this 3'ear,

but it is to be hoped that it will appear next

year.

This paper, rich with experience and abound-
ing, in the mind of the thoughtful reader, with

hints and suggestions, has a value to every tele-

phone man in every city where underground cir-

cuits are about to be insisted upon by the pub-

lic, or where the order has gone forth that the

wires must go under the surface of streets.

In another column is noted an accident to an

electric street car in Pittsburgh. The conduc-

tor by his carelessness lost control of the car

and it dashed down a hill. The item is printed

simply as a matter of news; no particular sig-

nificance is attached to it. The occurrence has

been referred to as furnishing an argument against

the electric system, but no such moral as this

can be drawn from the accident. As long as

carele.ss men are employed accidents resulting

from carelessness will occur. An accident of

the kind is not more likely to occur with the

electric system than with any other sy.stem. In

New York, a few days ago, a car drawn by
horses became demoralized on a grade. It

dashed down a hill, and the lives of the passen-
gers seemed to be held in imminent danger.
Fortunately the track was clear until the car
reached an up grade when it came to a stand-
still. Here are two cases almost parallel, and it

seems fair to assume that the only lesson to be
drawn from them is that the greatest care should
be exercised by those in charge of street cars.

In a recent report of the street commissioner
of Jersey City, it was stated that 340 of the
finest trees in the city had been killed, the
greater number by gas leaking from the main.
" The dead trees," it is stated, "stand along the
line of the gas company's pipes. They will be
removed. There is a talk among citizens of try-

ing to get damages for the trees that have been
killed by the gas."

There is nothing particularly novel in the
statement. At one of the meetings of the
West Side park commissioners in Chicago re-

cently it was reported that many trees had been
killed in the same way. Here is a strong argu-
ment in favor of electric light for the illumina-

tion of parks and streets. By all means keep
gas out of the parks.

In their papers relating to the causes which
interfere with the satisfactory operation of the
telegraph service, read before the telephone con-
vention, Mr. McCluer and Mr. Lockwood differ

somewhat in statement of the relative amount of
trouble produced by induction and leakage.

The former is inclined to believe that leakage is

the great cause of the ills which the telephone is

heir to. His statements are based upon his ex- •

perience in Richmond, where the electric light

wires and those conducting current for the elec-

tric railway produced an immense amount of

trouble until Mr. McCluer found a plan for ob-
viating the difficulties. Mr. Lockwood deals
with both leakage and induction. He thinks

that Mr. McCluer's views are a little pro-

nounced. He thinks that both leakage and in-

duction are both great causes of trouble and he
does not think that the importance of the latter

cause should be depreciated. The practical

suggestions of Mr. Lockwood will commend
themselves to every one interested in telephones.
His advice to the officers of telephone com-
panies to work harmoniously with the electric

light companies, is a suggestion which has been
lost sight of too frequently. ''*

The Progressive Age comments at length on
the unjust criticism of electric light companies
on account of the accidents which result from
stupidity and carelessness. The journal men-
tions two cases, one in which a person left a gas-

light burning in a room and another in which a

person through foolishness received an electric

shock. It continues: "Now both of these cases

were due to the most gross carelessness, and it is

not unlikely that if the two persons are ever
placed so that the situations are reversed, each
will go through the experience of the other

—

only they may not be so fortunate as to come
out alive next time. The incomprehensible
stupidity in either of these instances is on a par

with that of the man who, having occasion to

saw off a large limb of a tree that branched out

high up from the ground, climbed up with his

saw, seated himself astride of the limb and
sawed it off between himself and the tree; of

course he fell when the limb did, and was more
or less broke up when he struck earth. The
same man would be none the less likely to go to

a hotel and blow out the gas, or tamper with

electric wires, by reason of his experience with

the tree. But we may not say because of his

blundering mishap that it is dangerous to saw
branches off trees. Of course, all po.ssible pre-

cautions should and must be taken to make
danger from electric wires as remote as possible,

and the same is true of gas; but that to suggest

that either shall be ostracised because an acci-

dent happens now and then from their use, is

not reasonable. We venture to say now that

ninety-nine out of every hundred accidents that

happen are directly due to the carelessness of

the person."
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ing and telephone circuits that no disturbance will result;

and it is obviously much easier and less costly to construct

thern properly in the first place, than it is to change them.

To secure this most desirable result, viz., the harmonious

CO existence of these widely differing classes of elect- ic

service, I wish to point out, that co-operation between the

parties concerned is absolutely tssential; together with a

clear and full understanding of the conditions involved.

Vet in too manv instancei, though, as I have stated, the

telephone wires were already in the occupancy of the field,

telephone companies have negligently omitted to watch

their own in'.erests with sufficient care, and have without

remonstrance permitted electric light companies to erect

\^-ires cl' se to their own, and of such a character as to ren-

der inductive disturbance a foregone conclusion. Would
not a general good understanding between the different

electrical interests of any city or town be desirable for the

forestalling of such chances of future disagreea.ent ? In

formal discussion, amicable conference and mutual consid-

eration between the authorities of the several interests

would tend to preclude any possible future misunderstand

icg, and would certainly act to prevent unnecessary antag-

onisms either between any of the several individual inter-

ests or with municipal authorities. A good undeistanding

a.11 round, is therefore suggested, as being an admirable

forerunner to a system of non-conflicting construction.

Local managers of telephone companies should be in-

structed to rtpoit to headquarters at once, the intended

construction of either electric light or railway circuits at

any point within their territory, so that proper measures

can be concerted, and adopted to meet the special condi-

tions of the case.

If the general satisfactory understanding which I have

outlined can be reached, it should not, I conceive, be diffi-

cult to bring intending electric light and railway officials to

see that construction -which is innocuous to their neigh-

bors, and which in virtue of the provisions necessary to

secure such innocuousness is thereb)' made safer in all re-

spects, is, all things, considered, both cheaper and better

than construction which is at any time liable to involve

them in trouble, misunderstanding and damages.

The element of distance is of the highest importance.

Telephones and electric light wires cannot be too far sepa-

rated for the efficient working of the former, and the wires

last strungshould be run, if possible, on other streets from

those in which wires are already in operation. In no case

ought the two clasies of circuits to be nearer together than

the width of an average street- In writing the above I

have not forgotten that it is oft< ntimes a matter of mutual
convenience, that reciprocal privileges shall be allowed.

This idea is by no m* ans in conflict with the general prin

ciple that distance is the most efficient neutralizer.

Tne good feeling and understanding which I have

advocated will be productive of a tendency to keep down
unnecessary pole construction, and if either interest has a

pole line through a certain territory, and if the other party

has but a few wires going in that direction, it is doubtless

often the test policy and practice to make the existing pole

line available for toth. By suitable agreement on this bead
both telephone and electric light sy terns are enabled to use

each other's pol s on occasion, and thus to carry a sporadic

line, and acommodate a customer in districts which could

not otherwise be reached, at least with due regard to

economy. It is, of course, understood that an electric light

compmy thus stringing wires on the poles of a telephone

company must properly run its wires so as to produce a

minimum disiuibance; and that a telephone company tak-

ing its chance on eleciric light poles must not expect first-

class results unless it be returned ti rough the region of

disturbance. The responsibility in the latter case is on
the owner of the telephone wire alone.

If both sides of the street be fully occupied, and it .should

be really necessary to carry a main route of wires of both
S3-5 ems on the same side of any street, no other street be-

ing available, a state of affairs which ought not often to

exist, it would. I should say, be better for them to be upon
a single line of large poles than for each company to pro-

vide ifs OAn poles, and thus to incur the enmity of

abutting property' holders, municipal authorities and
iconoclasts generally, for a uniform style of construction

can then be adopted, and as the telephone current is the

weaker the telephone poles should carry both sets of wires,

and the construction should be super\-ised by its officials.

This procedure is, however, only admissible if no other route

can be found for the wires of that concern arriving last on
the ground, and I repeat that whenever circumstances will

permit, the width of an ordinar)-^ street at least should inter-

vene between the wires of the two systems.

Electric light and power circuits ought always to be
metallic; and in fact, everj' self respecting electric light

circuit is metallic; this however being altogether without

regard to its relations with contiguous circuits of other

classes.

But a lighting or power circuit which is contiguous to

telephone circuits must not only respect itself, but must
respect the telephone circuits also, and hence must not

only be a metallic circuit, but must have its two wires

parallel, and as close together as possible, so as to be prac-

tically equidistant from the telephone wires, in order that

the inductive effect exercis d by the outgoing and incom-
ing wires may be equal and opposite.

Where the distance of the width of the street is observed

the parallel return wire frequently provides all the

necessary neutralization, and prevents disturbances,

for the neuiralization is necessarily more perfectly

effect* d. as the distance of the two wires of the

electric light circuit from the telephone wires is

increased: because the distance of the two wires of the

lighting circuit from one another is a much less factor in a
greater distance, such as the width of a street, and the two
wires, therefore, operate much less independently than is the

case when each wire is almost as near to a group of tele-

phone wires as it is to its own mate. It is. however, often

also found—and especially when the two sets of wires are

on different horizontal planes of the same poles—that, even
though the two wires of the lighting circuit be substantially

equidistant from the telephone wires, perfect neutrality and
noiselessness are not secured; and the degree of remaining
disturbance is greater or less according to the distance
between the wires of the two systems, and the distance that
the said two sets run in parallel contiguity. The remaining
disturbance manifests itself because the electric light circuit

is not balanced. If, for example, one of the two sides of a
lighting circuit be made to serve one or more lateral loops,

ivhile the other runs straight; or if one be connected with
a greater number of lamps than the other, there is no
balance; the electrical center of the main line does not coin-

cide with the mechanical center, and one of the two wires

exercises a much greater inductive influence than the other;

the result being noise. By arranging the electric light cir-

cuit so that each side shall have an equal number of loops
of like length, and an equal number of lamps or motors,
and then by transposing or crossing the two wires of the

lighting circuit about every fourth or fifth pole, the distur-

bance may be totally suppressed.
Such care in construction will most naturally be objected

to, by electric light and similar companies, on the pica of

expense, especially by such as have already constructed
their lines in a style regardless of the rights of others; yet

only by an insistence upon such conditions when the two
systems of lines are in close proximity, can the business of

telephone companies be protected. It may seem that these

recommendations about the electric light and power circuits

have very little to do with us, but my experience is that

throughout the land electric light men have a very great

deal of respect indeed, for the opinions of telephone men.
In many cases where there has been noise and disturbance
of the wires I have heard these electric light men say, "If
you will show us what to do we will do it," and many have
been perfectly willing to adopt any means to prevent dis-

turbance if we will guarantee that when they have done
what we recommend, it will stop the disturbance. It may
also be objected that since the parallel return wire cross

connected at intervals with the outgoing wire, is a remedy
for inductive disturbances, it is one which should be applied

by the telephone companies and to the telephone circuits as

being the complaining party. But as to this, in addition to

the already stated fact, that in nearly every case where the

pernicious effect of induction is experienced, the telephone

company was already in business and its wires in place; and
that the disturbance originated with the advent of the elec-

tric light wires, and that common justice requires that the

aggressor should apply the remedy, it may with reason be
rejoined that the number of the electric light wires is much
less than that of the disturbed telephone wires, and there-

fore the remedy may be applied to the former with much
greater ease, and at much less expense.

We have considered the preventive or remedial measures

which are applicable to this evil; and it seems clear that the

right time for suggesting the propriety of observing these

conditions of neutral construction is before the work has

been done; and it is probable that the owners of disturbing

wires will be much more willing to heed them, in originally

arranging their wires, than where subsequent alteration is

required; especially as in original construction, the plans

suggested would not necessitate the numerous joints insep-

arable from later transpositions.

In any case, whether such remonstrance or suggestions

as may be offered, tending to harmless construction be prop

erly received and acted upon or not, it is our duty to offer

them, and so to place ourselves in the right, and in this un-

mistakable position of having, at least, done our part in ob-

jecting to improper, and in stating our convictions of what
constitutes, proper construction.

I have already alluded to electric railways, and to the fact

that the weight of the evidence in regard to disturbances

developed by them upon telephone lines tends to show that

these are due not to induction, but to actual leakage of

electricity- from the railway conductors to the telephone

lines.

There are several classes of electric railway: First, Those
which utilize the rails for both outgoing and return con-

ductors. Second, Those which employ a single overhead

conductor, using the rails as a ground terminal or return.

Third, Those in which the two main conductors are both in

a conduit, to which access is had through a slit in the same
way as a mechanical cable road is operated, trailing brushes

or springs being led through the slit. Fourth, Railways

which carry their own electrical energy in the form of sec-

ondary battery cells. Fifth. Railways which employ two

overhead conductors—one as the outgoing and the other as

the incoming line.

Of these plans, the first and second are very detrimental

to the satisfactory operation of telephone lines; the fourth is

perfectly harmless in all respects; and the third and fifth

usually are also, and may be readily so made when they

are not. All that is necessary to that end is to exercise

such care in construction as to insure that the main con-

ductors are properlv insulated, and in the case of the fifth

plan, that the main conductors are also prevented from com-

ing into contact with overhanging branches of trees.

A great number of electric railways are built upon the

second plan, and where they are run near telephone wires

invariably exert a pernicious influence thereon, which is

largely due to the imperfect return or earth terminals fur-

nished by the rails; a portion of the current passing from

them through the earth to the telephone circuits b)- way of

the sub-station ground wires, thus occasioning interference

with conversation, and affecting call signal apparatus, and

often damaging property.

This class of construction is manifestly improper, both on

the score of interference with the telephone wires and as

being dangerous, and is of the cheap and reckless order.

When the remedies far its~evils are so simple, and con-

sist merely in adding a second overhead conductor, and in

looking well after insulation, it would seem that they should

be properly and universally applied by reason of the greater

security they afford, even though those owning railways

may have nc just regard for the rights of others.

Telephone companies should therefore exert themselves

and their influence in fii\oi of the double overhead wite
and other safe forms of railway, the former being, in fact,
safer in other respects and more economical in operation
than railways which in any way utilize the rails as con-,
ductors.

\\ hen other systems are already in use, and should it be ,

found impossible or impracticable to persuade the railway
company to provide a return wire, and where the telephone
service is consequently impaired, the only absolute remedy
is that of providing the telephone circuits which are affected

,

with a parallel return wire.

1 he disturbances may, however, be greatly softened
down or subdued by carrying the ground end of the sub-
scriber's wire from his office or house to some point at a
considerable distance at one side or the other of the railway,
and by there terminating it instead of at the sub station it-

self. Considerable success has also been attained in
practice in the amelioration of this trouble by connecting
the leading outwires of a number of neighboring
disturbed telephone lines with a large common return wire
grounded at or near the central station, instead of ground-
ing each ?n the ordinary way.

If the leak is so great as to affect the annunciators, it is

sometimes requisite that the common return wire, instead
of being grounded, shall be connected with the several cen-
tral office terminals of its group of lines, exactly in the same
way that its outer eod is united to the outer ends of the in-

dividual lines; that is. of course, when these are at rest.

By adopting this plan the earth connection is, when the
lines are not in operation, completely cut off If the dis-

turbance does not affect the talking, ground connections
can be provided for use during talking. If it does, then
the return must be retained during talking also.

Though this paper is already long, there are still one or
two points on which I should touch. In one of the chil 1-

ren's hymns composed by the late lamented Dr. Walts, oc-

cur these lines:

"One sickly sheep affects the flock,

And poisons all the rest."

And upon the principle thus enunciated, it not infrequently

happens that, though but few telephone wires, or even a
single wire, be exposed to disturbance originating in and
by the causes recited, the trouble is propagated to others

by induction by reason of the close massing of a large

number of wires at or in the vicinity of central stations.

Consequently, one wire adversely affected by electric light

or railway disturbance may influence deleteriously many
others. The lessons we have to learn from this are, that if

we have one wire so affected, we ought, in some way, to

promptly attack the evil in that wire, remedying the trouble

while it is small and controllable ; and that it is essentially

our duty to remove dead or unused wires at once, unless

there is good reason to anticipate an early resumption of use;

and even then they should be disconnejted from the two
terminal stations; and when I say disconnected, I don't mean
simply short circuited, or cut out, but absolutely detached,

dead wire being one of the most prolific and active agen-
cies of disturbance and danger. True, it costs something
to take down wire, and it may be troublesome to put them
up again when required, but it is the only safe proceeding,

and in such matters the anchor ought to be cast windward
every time. It is better to spend a few cents in defense

than it is to spend possible millions on account of the mis-

doings of a dead wire in tribute.

Finally, if the number of disturbed wires be smaller than
that of those causing the disturbance, or if it be necessary

to run a telephone wire through a region of disturbance,

the simplest, easiest and most economical way is not to

monkey with the buzz saw, but at once to make the telephone

circuit metallic, at least through the region of disturbance,

which operation should, moreover, invariably be performed

in cases where less drastic measures fail.

Mr Lockwood: Now, one word as to Mr. McCIuer's

device. It is true, as I said before, that the evil he has had
to encounter is actual leakage from the rails, and that it

has manifested itself both by affecting the coil apparatus

and by affecting the conversation, and there was no reason,

even before he tried his device, to doubt that it would do
its work. I do not know whether it has totally eliminated

the noise, but if it softened it down fifty per cent., as he

says— if it has made it bearable so that people can talk, a

great deal has been done There have been, since the be-

ginning of the telephone business, I think, some six hun-

dred patents issued for different forms of telephone, and I

think, perhaps from three to four thousand patents for tel-

ephone appliances, out of which perhaps two hundred have

directly or indirectly referred to systems or arrangements or

pieces of apparatus for reducing, eliminating or neutraliz-

ing induction. A great many are not worth the paper they

are written on. But this device of a return circuit, I think,

probably, was first indicated by the old way in which those

of us who were telegraph men used to run what we called

combination locals. We used to have a number or com-
bination cf local battery cells, one for each sounder, and
we would bring them all back overa common wire. A little

later, when the telephone business began, quite a number
of persons—myself among others—patented a system in

which a common return wire was provided, or a group of

circuits. That was in 18S0. In the application for a patent

that I put in we had a narrow escape from an interference

with some of Mr. Scribner's applications for patents which

afterward went into force throughout Indiana, Ohio and
Illinois as the Wiley-Scribner telephone exchange system.

I know Mr. Durant remembered it because he has been in

interference with him. Since then the very idea of

using a common return as an induction neutralizer has

been patented by a man named Bentley, and within the

last six months the American Bell Telephone company
bought that patent with a lot of others, and the American

Bell Telephone company buys patents so that its licensees

can use them. I have not made these observations with

the idea of belittleing Mr. McCIuer's invention, because

there is not the slightest doubt that he invented it inde-

pendently and for his own work, but simply to say that

none of the rest of you, if you wish to use it, need hesi-
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tate for fear of trenching on his prerogatives, because it is

open to every one of you who are licensees of the Bell

Telephone company.

Mr. Durant: I would say that we have for three years

used that device, and have it in use now._ I think it is ap-

plied on twenty-four wires. It came into use from the

interference of the Heisler incandescent system, which

uses an alternating current Presuming, of course, that the

Heisler circuits were constructed in conformity with the

rules of the board of public improvements, namely, in

close parallel lines, we did not examine them, and we put

this common return wire in use. and we found it very

effective In the meantime we found that Mr. Heisler had

one side of his circuit on the side of this street where this

p<irticular run of wires was, and the other on the other

side. We made him correct that I was surprised to hear

Mr. McCluer say it was novel

Mr. Bailev: I would say in relation to the troublesfrom

electrical railways that our experience coincides in almost

every particular with that of Mr. McCluer, and further that

we have found that the gentlemen who are at the head of

these railways are willing to do wjiat they can when they

are told how to do it. The trouble principally has been

that enterprises of this kind are organized and foisted upon

a lot of gentlemen who heretofore have not been in the busi-

ness. The lines are built usually by construction com-

panies that are sent out generally from New York city.

These gentlemen, as I said before, who own and put their

money into these companies, know nothing about the re-

quirements of their own business, but they take everything

in good faith. It is the interest of the construction com-

pany to get through with the work and get the money and

get out of town as soon as possible. The only course of

safety for the telephone companies is eternal vigilance dur-

ing the process of construction, in raising objection to any-

thing they may find is deleterious to their service. The
only railways with which I am familiar are those having a

single overhead conductor with a rail return, and with them

it is necessary to preserve a uniform elevation abova the

center of the roadway. In preserving that elevation it is

almost impossible for them to construct the lines in such a

manner as not to interfere with the telephone circuits.

Their ordinary height. I believe, is regulated at sixteen feet

above the center of the roadway, and it is necessary to put

up poles on each side of the street about twen'y feet in

height; in practice they put them up a good deal higher in

order to carry the suspension wires high enough. In the

operation of the railway trolleys running along on their con-

ductor wire have the effect of breaking their insulation,

and in the course of a little time, no matter how well they

may have attempted to insulate their wires the insulation

becomes very defective, and the current leaks from the sus

pension wires and guy wires. Therefore, a line of poles

set on each side of the street and charged in the manner in

which they are charged is very dangerous to telepVone

wires or any other wires of the kind coming into contact

with them. Of course that is only a matter of mechanical

construction. I should think they might be insulated so as to

prevent absolute crosses. We note the same result of

leakage from the earth to our telephone wires as wa have

from the grounds of an electric light circuit. Vou take an

ordinary electric light circuit with one ground and you find

no difficulty no damage; but the minute you get two you

get trouble. We have frequently found trouble from

electric light circuits which, when traced, were located in

electric light circuits being in contact with gas fixtures so

as to turn into our exchanges currents that would throw

down one or two hundred drops at a flash. We complained

of one of the street railways in Scranton and at last threat-

ened to take legal proceedings to obtain relief, and sent to

New York for some experts. Among others Mr. Prescott,

a prominent electrician here, came to Scranton and exam-

ined the system, and said it was a matter of induction en-

tirely, and it was folly to suppose that an electric current

would leak from the earth to any other conductor. After

it once got to the earth it was dissipated. Of course the

opinions of those gentlemen are worth considering. At the

same time the trouble continues. Then the company im-

proved their insulation and removed the trouble from a

good many of our lines. In some lines they are affected

still so badly as to hold the annunciators to the coils, and

of course the talking service on them is very poor. We
adopted the general return wire Mr. McCluer speaks of on

some of our lines, and found it gave us absolute relief. We
have not adopted it generally; but in following that method
I cannot see any objection to using a return ground and

having it connected with the general ground of the ex-

change. But if that general ground, if led off to some

other point had not returned parallel with the wires that are

. served, I do not think we would have^got relief. We tried

it in Scranton We got a little relief, but very little. It Is

very certain that a current from those ehctrlc railways will

set up currents not only in parallel telephone lines, but in

lines that reach the line of their railway by a different route

altogether,

TiiF. Pkesident: Does the chair understand you to say

that it is not material whether the ground wire returns to

the central office or whether you run it off in another di-

rection?

Mk. Bailkv. It is very necessary; but I say the railway

affects some lines which take a different route to reach il.

Mk. Oii-poiM): You do not believe it absolutely neces-

sary tha'. they should run the general current parallel with

the telephone lines?

Mk. Haii.kv: I think the general current should return

on the same line of poles as the lines that are served and as

near the center of the line as possible. I think you get

better results than you would if you hung it below or

above.
Mk. Gii'I-okd: Vou said that this return of ground wires,

to obtain the best results, should be parallel with the lines

of overhead wire and then be connected with the central

office ground wire,

Mk. Baiucv: We connect it to the central office ground.

Mr. Gif'T-OKt): Wc have twenty different routes in differ-

ent portions of the city. Is it practicable to connect all

those returns coming from different portions?

Mr. Bailey: So long as you do not overload your

ground wire above its capacity. You can start out, as Mr.

McCluer says, with a heavy wire, and as you have less

wires to serve use a lighter wire.

Mr. Durant: I think you misunderstood Mr. McCluer
as to the location of the ground. He said it was immaterial

whether it was in the central office or at some point remote

from the center of this disturbance.

Mr. Bailey: I think it is immaterial, although the gen

eral ground should return on the same route with the wires

that are served on that ground, and as nearly equidistant as

you can place it from the ' wires that are served. There is

another point I want to call attention to—that is, the matter

of danger of dead wires in relation to lighting trouble. We
have had a little of it in our country. Of course, we have a

system that covers a good deal of country, and is made up
largely of country lines, and in the changes in telephone

business, dead wires occur with us as they do with every one

else, and dead wires are sometimes a good deal more costly

than living ones. The usual course of proceeding, when a

telephone is discontinued, is to take the telephone out with-

out making any provision for the wires; the wires are left

standing. The question is, during a thunderstorm what
will become of a current that may gather on that wire with-

out any connection to the earth. It certainly has to dis-

charge somewhere, and in discharging it is likely to do a

good deal of damage. It strikes me that it is similar to the

case of a defective lightning rod which has no earth connec-

tion. We have a case of that kind where a loop was taken

out on one of our lines. The line got charged from a thun-

derstorm and the lightning followed in on those open wires

and struck a child and knocked her insensible. She re-

covered without any apparent damage; but it was a thing

that it strikes me should be guarded against. Wires of that

kind should be removed from the premises.

Prof. Van der Wevde: I am in a position to state cer-

tain results in regard to that general return wire which I

obtained in a series of experiments some years ago, made
with the purpose of economizing the wires with a double

metallic circuit, and having one general return wire. I

found th^t if a general return wire substituted for a ground
wire is not close to the direct wire, it is of no use. I found

that it is only reliable when the wires are all connected to-

gether as much as possible in a cable. If they are some dis-

tance one from the other when one direct wire is nearer to

an electric light wire or the return wire is nearer to the

electric light wire than the other, we will have inductive

influences. Therefore I adopted the system of making a

well insulated return wire of low resistance in the center. I

found that to be a very reliable method of obliterating the

disturbing effects not only of direct electric light currents,

but also alternating currents; but it cannot be insisted upon
too much that the return wire and the direct wire should be

as close as possible together.

Mr Seeley: In New York city in iSSs we put up a

Patterson cable. In those days they made a cable with a

large center core. I think it was a number 6 wire. We
connected to that cable some 500 subscribers, and grounded
the central core in the central office. While the cable

worked fairly well and cut down the induction, cross talk

and 1 akage, we discovered by ringing up a subscriber on
a long wire that we would also ring up a subscriber on a
short wire, and that with two wires of the same compara-
tive resistance, if two subscribers attempted to talk at the

same time, the cross talk would b3 very severe. We im-

mediately abandoned the scheme and considered it useless.

I would also like to state while I am here before the con-

vention that I presume in New York city we have a larger

number of electric light wires in the air than any other city

in the world. All systems are represented here. It is the

policy of the Metropolitan company to gfant pole privil

eges to those companies. We have a blank form on which
they make application to the company, and by granting
them permission to erect their wires on the property of the

Metropolitan company we are in a position to dictate to

them; we tell them exactly how we desire their wires to be

constructed; how many lamps on each circuit; whether we
should divide the lamps in positive and negative sets. The
East River Electric Light company have about 2,200 or

2. 1^00 attachments on our poles, and their wires are built in

the most excellent manner. We are suffering very little

from the leakage from their cu-'rents They use the

Thomson Houston system, and are giving us no trouble

whatever.

Mr TiiORNituRV: It seems to me that providing this

return wire is p'ovidinga method almost as expensive as it

would be to the electric light company if they returned

their wire, which in equity and justice they should do. It

does not soem to me that the telephone companies should
establish a precedent which the electric light companies
may force them to follow afterward. It is not anything
but right 'hat they should put their systems in such a condi-

tion as not to interfere with your service. If you aie on
the ground first, you have vested rights If you go into a

district where they have built before you they have vested

rights, and you should then provide mea-s to equalize the

induction on your wires or substitute some method on
theirs; that is, give them wire to lengthen out their circuit,

and return Iheni in the proper manner. The return wire

method, as Mr. Seeley has pointed out, has its defects, and
the greatest defect it has is that the current on one circuit

will divide itself and go back on the other if the return

wire is not of infinite re?istanc>;. Mr Seeley tells me he has
used a return wire also; but number 4 copper and number
f) copper is the wire ordinarily used for electric lighting,

and for that length of line, if the electric light company
run on one street and return on another. Mr. Farnham had
better have given the electric light company the necessary
wire to return their circuit on the same street, it seems to

me. I think the convention ought to take some action in

convention with the National I'^lectric Light association.

1 was aUnost ready to make a proposal that this association

appoint a committee who might meet a committee from the

National Electric Light association to discuss Che matter

of providing methods and means whereby we might har-

monize the in erests of the two companies.
Mr. Lockwooi); No one, of course, has any doubt

that any remedy proposed, which is in itself a half-way
measure, can fail to have some disadvantages, I do not
think Mr. McCluer proposed 10 use fifty lines, but only one
return wire Besides that, the return wire was not, as I

understand it, proposed for electric light circuits so much
as it was for electric railways, and for instances wh^re it

is impossible to get the electric light and electric railway
people to do their work properly. If there are but three

or four lines or five or six lines p-ovid -d with a common
return, and if that common return is made larg ; enough
and of sufficiently low resistance and properly constructed

there will be no trouble with back lash It becomes in th it

case more like the average hotel annunciator circuit, in

which three or four lines may be connected with a single

bell and a single return.

Mr. Bailey spoke about dead wires. I wish once more
to point out th tt almost the concluding paragraph of my
paper emphasized that very point, that dead w^res are one
of the greatest sources of danger that we have to contend
with, and as soon as we get an unused wire it is our duty
to take it down, unless there is an immediate prospect of a
resumption of business It is not only our duty, but it

ought to be our pleasure, because it certainly do;s away
with one source of danger and disturbance
With reference to the suggestion offered by Mr. Thorn-

bury, that it would be a happy thing for a committee of

this association to confer with the National Electric Light
association, I do not think any gentleman here could listen

to such a proposition seriously discussed. We cannot deal

with an association in these matters. We must deal with
individual companies and individuals themselves.

Mr. McCluer: If the members of the association will

allow me I would like to occupy a few moments of thirir

time in making a little plainer, probably, than I did in my
jjaper one or tA'o po'nls that have been brought up since

the discussion began. In the first place, with reference to

the metallic circuit and the common return wire: As a
matter of course I have known for years that the metallic

circuits and commoi return wires have been in use- I did

not suppose that I was originating anything new in devis-

ing a simple metallic circuit or a simple retur wire. But
I do bilieve that I did devise something new when I de-
vised what I call a compound metallic circuit a metallic

circuit with one wire only to serve the purpose of a return

wire, with an unlimited number of wires attached to it I

also believe that I have devised a new idea in substituting

a metallic conductor in place of t^e earth without any
earch conduction at all I am perfectly familiar with Mr,
Bentley's and Mr. Marbury's patents They are both for

aoti-induction cables, and to apply these systems to telephone
exchange plants would necessitate the entire reconstruction

of the plants. The system t'lat I propose to use does not
require anything of the kind; not a solitary wire on poles

or house lop fixtures has to be changed or altered in any
way. All that has to be done is to put up one additional

wire for every wire, whether the number is one or two, or

a dozen or hundreds, on the same route, and the only
change that has to be mide in the system is the simple sub
stitu'ion of this common return wire for the ground. To
prove that. I will state that I have in the Richmond Tele
phone e.'fchange to-day eighty seven stations connected to

a single return conductor. That conductor starts from the

central office with a No. 4 covered copper wire extended to

a distance of half a mile fron the central office. Con
nected to that is half a mile of No. 6 covered copper wire,

an! continuing the wire a mile from the offic.—beyond
that it is my intention to use a No. S copper wire to reach
the vari.^us stations of the subscribers. I have now one
such wire only in use in Richmond, extending from my
central ofiice up Ninth street to Broad, and thence out
Broad to the terminus. On t'lat wire I hive eighty-seven
stations connected just exactly as they were before to the

earth, and by means of the plug switch, which I have in

the central office. I can use that common return wire either

as a genera! ground wire, making all these subscribers'

wires take earth at the central office or, by removing this

plug, I can disconnect them entirely from earth and use
them as metallic circuits. Of course I could not conceive
it possible that no one had tried this arrangement before.

It was only after making the experiment I did that I in-

duced our officers to allow me to make this practical test.

When I made my first practical tes^ and connected my first

ten or twenty stations on the first half mile of copper wire,

I WIS exceedingly interested in what the result would be.

The very next night after it was done I went to the central

office I spent nearly two hours, from in to 12 o'clock,

with four or five of my inspectors going to different sta-

tions that we could get into on this line, and all of

them talking over the different circuits at the same
time, all of them ringing over different circuits, and
doing it all simultaneously; there was no interference.

You could not hear on the call wire or on any of the

wires a word that was uttered on any of the others. I

then went on, as I say, when I got the additional number 6

wire from ou'' company and extended my circuit out to the

western extremity of the cily. I wanted a number S

wire to connect on to the number 6 and number 4 in or.ier

to reach my stations lying off on the cross hues. Our
compmy thought, however, that a smaller wire would an-

swer the purpose, and they furnished me a number 14

copper wire. I used the number 14 copper wire and to-

day we are using eighty seven stations, the wire being used,

of cou'se, during the busin ss hours of Che day as a gen-

eral ground wire, witliout any interference whatever.

Mr. Lockwood says he did not understand me to say

that it was my intention or expectation to connect any con-

siderable number of wires to the same line. I do propose

to do that. I propose to have only one wire of large con-

ductivity on every line of poles. It does not matter

whether the pole carries twenty-five wires or two hundred
and fifty wires. In telephon-" practice we use a single

wire and very often a number S or number g iron wire for

a ground wire, for half a dozenora dozen different circuits
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for carrying currents of greater electromotive force, of

course, than we put on our telephone wires.

Prof. Van der Wf.vde; I wish to state that accord-

ing to my experiments it is possible on'y for twenty or thirty

operators on a telephone line to communicate with one sin-

gle return wire. JNIy experiments were made five years

ago in anticipation of the necessity of putting the wires

underground. I found that with retura wire I had as

many as twenty or thirty different wires between which
communication could be had and that the call could be

rung without mutual interference. Then I got, by the

kindness of the telephone company, the use of a number
of cables containing some hundred wires and a central

wire. They called it the Patterson wire. But the results

were unfavorable for the reason that this cable was con-

nected at both ends with the ground.

Mr. Rii.ey: About three years ago we had occasion to

run a common return ground, such as Mr. McCluer de-

scribed, to overcome the induction from the Delany syn-

chronous telegraph on a line parallel with ours for about five

miles. We ran number 12 copper wire for about four

miles and connected it to six stations, and almost entire y
overcame the noises from the telegraph wire and suffered

no interference whatever from ringing from one station to

another, and had no interference from cross talk. That
line is still in use and giving satisfaction.

The secretary read Mr Sargent's paper as follows:

Underground Work in Brooklyn.

by \v. d. sargent.

The extension of underground conduits in Brooklyn has
been restricted since my last observations on the subject to

short sections for the purpose of connecting our new build-

ings in the Brooklyn and Williarasburgh districts with the

underground system. All of the new conduits have been
mide of creosoted wo:d, the ducts three incljes square,

inside measure, with th? excep ion of one short section of

Macdonald creosoted wood with round holes two and a

half inches in diameter. It is fully decided, however, that

hereafter no ducts will be laid with an opening of less

than three inches in the clear.

In order to make ample room for the conduits reaching

to our principal office, 16 Smith street, we have built a tun-

nel the whole width of the street, high enough and wide
enough to walk through, and it now carries loS ducts with

room for perhaps 60 or 100 more. There are special features

in this tunnel and method of bringing the terminals of the

cables into the building which it is difficult to describe or

to reproduce in a drawing.

The first sections of our creosoted wooden conduits

have now been in service four years. There is no evidence

of decay and the ducts remain clean and dry, enabling us

to draw in, and withdraw the cables without any difficulty.

So far as conduits are concerned we think experience

his fully sustained our judgment in favor of the creosoted

wood.
One of th^ most important things after the conduits in

undergrouud work, is the manholes, which should be as

large and commodious as possible. Within reasonable

limits it is almost impossible to get these manholes or

working chambers too large. While from the start we real-

ized the importance of this part of the work, we have in

quite a number of instances been compelled to rebuild and
enlarge the manholes as first designed. Given a conduit

of durable material, connecting with commodious man-
holes, this part of the underground problem, so far, pre-

sents no serious difficulty.

The character of the cables to be drawn into the ducts

aud the method of distributing wires from them, are ques-

tions thit demand our most earnest attentiou.

Experience has taught us that larger conductors and
thicker insulation, together with twisted metallic circuits,

are an essential part of perfect service. Conductors of

.035 to .040 of an inch in diameter, insulated ti .125 of an

inch in diameter and twisted in pairs, with 100 to 104 wires,

or 50 or 53 metallic circuits, make up a cable of from two
to two and one-fourth inches in diameter. Such a cable

will weigh between four and four and one-half pounds
p3r foot, according to ths amoant of lead, and on accouat

of the tendency of the lead pipe to buckle in bending, we
do not bsUeve that it is pra:ticable to handle cables of

larger diameter and weight. The consideration of these

facts led us to decide that our ducts should hereafter be

three inches.

We are using nothing but the lead covered types of

cable, some of which has been in service underground for

four years and is still in good condition. Of the cables

which were laid four years ago those covered with pure

lead appear to be more than half eaten through. One that

had been drawn out during the writing of this article has been

underground for two yea-s and is badly corroded, there be

ing holes eaten in it in many p'ace? nearly one-sixteenth of

an inch in depth. Of the cables furnished bythe Western
Electric company at the simetime, in which there is a

small percentage of tia mixed with lead, the corrosion is

very slight, and we are led to believe that cables covered

with this alloy will last from three to four times as long as

those covered with pure lead. We believe thatif in addition

to the tin the cables were drawn through a bath of gas

tar or asphaltum, then covered with a good stout braid and
run through the gas tar or asphaltum again, the cables

would be practically imperishable, so far as the outside

covering is concerned, and it is a question whether this ad

ditional expense would not be justified by their increased

length of life. It is certainly worth the trial.

The air tight terminals which were put on ail our lead

cables more than a year ago appear to have removed all

the difticult'es which we formerly had at that point, and the

tests of our cables, making due allowance for temperature,

etc., show that there is no deteriordtion during the past

year.

Of the cables mentioned by me last year, one of 7, 1 80

feet, containing lOO wires, twisted indiscriminately, manu-
factured by the Western Electric company, has been re-

duced by the change to the new central office to 6,344 feet.

Tests made Aug. 16, i83S, give the insulation Soo me-
gohms, capacity .22 microfarads, resistance of the conduc-
tors 431^ ohms per mile. The conductors are .038 of an inch
in diameter, insulated to 088 of an inch. For a time dur-
ing the past year all the conductors were in service, but re-

cently the trunk lines to Bedford office have been taken
out, and there are now So wires working through it. The
condition of this cable in regard to cross talk is the same
as last year. That is, it is not bad enough to prevent its

use.

The cable manufactured by the New York and New
Jersey Telephone company, with 100 wires, twisted in

pairs, has been reduced to 6,117 feet. Tests Aug 19,

1888, give the insulation 89 megohms per mile, capacity

.27s microfarads and resistance of the conductors 48 ohms
per mile, temperature in both these cases being, in the air,

So degrees, and of the water from the hydrants, 73 de
grees. We assume that the temperature of the water from
the hydrants is the temperature of the air in the conduits.

Seventy-four wires are workmg through this cable, and the

cross talk is no worse than last year and is not so bad as

to prevent its constant use. In both cases all the dead
wires are kept grounded a' the cable terminals.

The greatest length of cable we have now underground
is ii.ISoo feet, between our Bedford and Williamsburgh
office-^, consisting of lOO wires, twisted in pairs, the pairs

broken up at all the splices, conductors .035, insulated to

.075. The insulation of this cable is 99 megohms per
mile, capacity 26 microfarads, resistance of the con-
ductors 47 ohms per mile Seventeen conductors
in this cable are in use for trunk service between
the two offices, the rest of the wires being
grou"ded close to the terminals at both ends. The
cross talk in this cable is very slight and is indeed less

than in the Western Electric cable of 7,000 feet We re-

ceived complaints from both these offices that the talking

by subscribers through this cable was difficult and unsatis-

factory. A special investigation of these complaints at the

points they originated, demonstrates that the difficulties

complained of are not in the cable, but rather in the con-
dition of the transmitters and instruments in the various
offices and carelessness of the subscriber. Considering
this cable as a whole, two miles in length its electrical

qualities are. insulation 50 megohms, capacity 52 micro-

farads, resistance of conductors 94 ohms. We are inclined

to think this is about the limit of good working in that

type of cable and that the complaints that we are getting

about the service over it are due to the fact that it loads up
the circuit so that there is no margin for any deficiency in

the subscribers' circuits connected to it; whereas if its effi-

ciency was higher there would be a margin to cover such
defects, and complaints would be prevented. There Is no
doubt that the reduction of the cross talk and the increase

in the capacity is due to the fact that S3 of the 100 wires

are grounded at the terminals, and that when the whole
cable is put into service this condition of affairs will be
changed more or less; that is, the capacity will diminish,

and the cross talk will increase.

It was a consideration of the difficulties to be encount-
ered in the use of greater lengths of this type of cab'e,

which the above experience emphasizes, that decided us

during the past year to make a special cable for our trunk
tines, doubling the weight of copper and thickness of in-

sulation This resulted in our ordering three miles of

cable, conductors .o>2 of an inch in diameter, insulated

to .12^ of an inch, 60 wires laid up indiscrimmately, and
during the past two months, two miles of this cable, or 10,-

560 feet, have been put up on the elevated railroad structure,

connecting the Brooklyn central office with the Bedford
central office. The insulation is between 1,200 and 1,500

megohms per mile, capacity .27 microfarads, resistance of

conductors between 21 and 22 ohmi per mile, at a temper-

ature of 74 degrees. This cable though of the same
length as the one between the Bedford and Williams-

burgh offices, just mentioned, gives surprisingly better re-

sults, the cross talk being very slight and the volume of

sound full and strong. Forty of these wires are grounded
at the cable terminals and 20 are in active service.

There does not seem to be anything in the electrical

measurements to indicate what causes the difference in the

practical workings of the two cables, but the results are

gratifying and seem to plainly indicate that increasing

the weight of the copper and thickness of the insulation

is a step in the right direction, and I am inclined to think

that grounded trunk wires of this last type may work suc-

cessfully between our various Brooklyn offices, the distan-

ces between which do not exceed two and one-half miles

All the new cables we have used ihis year have been of

102 wires, or 51 pairs, twisted, laid up in regular cable

form, in alternate reverse directions, conductors .035 of

an inch in diameter, and insulated to .125 of an
inch. The insulation of these cables when placed in

position underground ranges from 1,500 to 2,000 megohm^,
capacity from .17 to .iS microfarads, and the resistance

52 ohms per mile. We believe that this type of cable will

fulfill all the conditions required in our underground work,

but at the present time we have no length sufficient to

give actual working results.

The transition period between grounded and metallic

circuit systems will be very troublesome and annoying and
may last several years. It is our intention in ordering the

type of cable just described to make provision in the man-
holes for joining the sections together by devices which

will enable the joints to be opened readily without cutting

the cable, and the pairs broken up in order to prevtnt

cross talk on grounded circuits; and. at the same time, al-

low of access to them for straightening them through when
twisted metallic circuits are required. The necessity for

getting at the joints in th's way from time to time and the

space required to accommodate connecting boxes is another

argument in favor of large and commodious manho'es.

The durability of lead pipe, witl* a slight mixture of tin,

the maintenance of a uniform and high insulation, together

with uniform resistance of conductors, after four years of

service, are indications of length of life that are very en

couraging.

Up lo the present time we have met with no serious ac-
cident in our underground work, either from explosions of
gas or Ihe men being overcome with foul air. We believe
it quite likely that gas is not as plentiful in the streets

of Brooklyn as it is in many other cities, and therefore
the accumulation in the ducts and manholes is not so great;

but we have been very careful not to spare any precautions
that would insure our safety.

The Dorsett conduit, of which we have five miles, with
ducts two inches in diameter, has proved to be very un-
satisfactory, and the ducts, on account of inequalities at

the joints, will onlypermit of a cable an inch and a quarter
in diameter being drawn in. This reduces the capacity

enormously, and is, therefore, a source of inconvenience to

us.

It is plainly proved that the use of undergroundwires
reduces the margin of good working very largely and will

therefore require that extraordinary care must be taken to
bring the service to its highest efficiency at all other points.

The most fruitful source of our trouble is the transmitter
and battery, and while there have been very great im-
provements during the past year or two, there is still room
for much more improvement before we reach peifection.

The numerous contacts, in the magneto bells and other ap-
paratus need especial attention and care, and platinum
should be used wherever possible.

Another source of trouble is carelessness in running the

wire from the insulator outside the building to the instru-

ments in the building. The writer knows of many cases

where the subscriber's wire is run through a window cas-

ing with the ordinary cotton covered w ire and but little care

taken in the inside of the building to keep it away from
possible dampness.
As the mileage of underground wire increases, these and

other faults, now overlooked, will become more and more
apparent and the expense of maintenance and inspection

will be largely increased. There is only one way to bring

back the easy working margin we have enjoyed on pole
wires, and that is by the use of metallic circuits, and the

sooner we get down to that basis, the better it will be for

the ser\'ice.

The following shows the actual extent of our under-
ground work on Sept. i, 18SS: Length of conduit. 15.17
miles; length of duct, 105.5 miles; length of cable, 22.93
miles; length of conductor, 2053.3 niiles; 1,913 subscribers

are working through underground wires using 1,229.9
miles of wire.

Mr. Beckwith then presented the following paper:

The New York Subw.ays.

by leonard f. beckwith.

In the following statement I have recorded a few data
relating to the construction of electrical subways in the city

of New York, which may be of interest: The work was
commenced in the latter part of 1S86, and has been carried

on since with but slight interruption each year during the

season favorable to out-of-door operations. The subways
as laid out and built have been authorized and approved
from time to time by the Board of Electrical Control, and
the Consolidated Telegraph & Electrical Subway company
has been directed by the board to construct them under its

contract with the latter. The execution of the work has

been intrusted by the above company to its sub-contractor

the Phoenix Construction company, which has charge of all

subway construction in this city. The subways have been
designed and laid out to meet the main requirements of the

chief connecting or trunk lines of the various electrical com-
panies so far as they could be ascertained, and so far as

they could be conveniently grouped together. The prin-

ciple of keeping the high tension electric currents for arc

lighting and power in subways on one side of each street,

and the low tension electric currents for telephone, telegraph

and other purposes in subways on the opposite side of the

street, has been laid down, and so far adhered to. The
question of distribution from the conduits has been wisely

left by the Board of Electrical Control to the various elec-

trical companies to express their preference for the method
best suited to their special systems. This the companies
have been repeatedly invited to do, and while some have
responded, and their methods of distribution having been
approved as reasonable and feasible they have been accom-
modated as rapidly as possible, other companies have held

aloof and refrained from action, apparently wasting precious

time and neglecting to occupy and secure their commercial

field and districts.

The subways built, except the Edison, are all on the
" drawing in" system which provides a group of tubes or

ducts extending from one manhole to another, admitting of

the drawing in and out of the electrical cables, and affording

convenient access from the street. Different systems of

grouping the ducts in the trench, and different materials

have been employed, consideration being held of the im-

portance of the line, the question of cost, the durability,

tightness against water and gas, etc. Experience has shown
us that a main conduit consisting of separate pipes which

can be crowded or curved or kept apart is the best adapted

to overcome the numerous obstructions met with under-

ground, and frequently diminishes the trenching necessary.

Screw jointed asphalted wrought iron pipe laid preferably

in hydraulic cement concrete presents the greatest tightness

of duct against gas and water united with the greatest

strength. The cement pipe and creosoted wood tubes

present also features of great merit and adaptability. A
special feature of New York subway difficulties is the steam

heating underground system, of which the leaks in certain

localities greatly interfere with the ducts and cables, pre-

cluding the use in such places of materials of construction

softening or melting at about 160° to 200' F. In the case

of long telephone lines, the desirability of comparing non-

metallic and metallic ducts in respect to their influence on

low tension currents, has also been kept in view. A contin-

uous line of telephone and telegraph subway is now com-

pleted about seven miles long, and the above comparison

can be made on five to six miles of this length.

The endeavor has been to provide a subway construction
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that will be most durable and that will give the best mechan-

ical protection to the cables against injury from settling

of the ground, heat, water, gases, etc., etc. The solution

of the electrical question of underground working is one

that relates to the manufacture of suitably insulated cables,

and belongs properly within the province of the electrical

companies.

The work accomplished up to September, iSSS, is shown

in the accompanying tables:

Dorsett ducts coal tar concrete 235,837 feet

Zinc tubes laid in hydraulic cement concrete . . 68,883 "

Creosoted wood tubes 167,175 "

Cement pipe laid in hydraulic cement concrete. 216,626 "

Iron pipe laid in asphaltic concrete 131,2^4 "

Iron pipe laid in hydraulic cement concrete .1,423,722 "

Iron distributing pipe 23,301 "

Edison iron tubes 222,794 "

Grand total length of single duct 2,489,602 feet

Grand total length of single duct 472 miles

Grand total length of trench 37 miles

Number of manholes 523

Total length telephone and telegraph ducts 376 miles

Total length electric light ducts ....:, 96 miles

Length of telephone and telegraph trenches ig}4 miles

Length of special electric light trenches . . . 171^ miles

Besides the above there is still about three-quarters of a

million feet of single duct for telephone, telegraph and

electric light purposes authorized by the Board of Electrical

Control, that remains to be constructed, besides contem-

plated lines.

The standard size adopted for telephone ducts is 2}4
inches clear inside diameter, corresponding to a capacity of

100 wires or 50 conductors in metallic circuit grouped in a

lead covered cable. The chief portion of electric light ducts

other than Edi?on ducts are 3 inches clear inside diameter.

The manholes are all of brick laid in cement mortar with

3 to 12-inch walls and concrete bottoms. They vary greatly

in form, and are from 8 feet by 12 feet to 4 feet by 4 feet 6

inches in size, and from 6 to 12 feet deep. The street cast-

ing used has a double cover; the inner cover and rubber

gasket are held down by a wrought iron cross bar, a bolt,

and padlock. The covers are practically tight against

water.

The systems of distribution in use are as follows:

For telegraph purposes, an iron pipe from a manhole con-

nects underground with a building or with the foot of a

pole.

For telephone purposes the above method is used, and
also in connection therewith a pipe running up the face of a

building to the roof where from a fixture the cable is divid-

ed for distribution on the block and surrounding blocks.

Sometimes the pipe is carried up through an elevator or

ventilating shaft. In addition to the above in the down
town dist'ict and along Broadway to Union Square an iron

3-inch pipe is laid in the trench above the subway, and pro-

vided at intervals of about 50 feet with malleable iron cir-

cular distributing or service boxes with screw covers 12

inches in diameter, with side outlets through which a cable

can be conducted by a service pipe into the buildings.

For electric light distribution the Edison company have

their special system laid. The Johnstone cast iron dis-

tributing conduit with 6 ducts and flush boxes has been

authorized to be laid in Broadway from 14th street to 35th

street for purposes of electric light distribution, and will

provide all the necessarj' facilities for this district.

Up to August 27, i3SS, there were 3,567 miles of wire

laid in the subways by the Metropolitan Telephone -l^ Tele-

graph company. This company has laid a 100 wire lead

covered Patterson cable from Whitehall street to 5Sth street,

a distance of about six miles; this cable is believed to be

the longest of this size in existence underground. The
Western Union company have about 100 miles of wire un-

derground, and the Edison company about 126 miles. The
Brush Electric Illuminating company are putting an 8-con-

ductor Standard cable in the Broadway conduit from 14th

street to 35th street, a distance of one mile, making 8 miles

of electric arc light wires.

Other applications for space in the subways and for the

construction of additional electric light lines are pending.

The PRESIDICNT: The ne.xt paper to be read is entitled,

"Telephore exchanges of New York city," by E. F.

Sherwood.

The Telei'HONK Exchanges of New York City.

liV E. F. SHERWOOD.

The Metropolitan Telephone .S: Telegraph company
has 7,300 subscribers, operated by eleven exchanges, which
are furnished with the following systems: John, 39th, and
Harlem exchanges Western Electric multiple; Pearl, New,
Nassau, Murray and 21st street exchanges, Chinnock sys-

tem; Spring street, improved Chinnock system, adapted ]^y

Jos. P Davis, formerly general manager of the company;
Fulton and Beaver street exchanges. Law system
The John street exchange has 799 subscribers and 40

trunks, distributed among them; 3gih street exchange has
i,io3 subscribers and 39 trunks, and Harlem has 374 sub-

scribers but no trunks terminating outside of the trunk sec-

lions The reason that we have trunks at the two former
exchanges among the subscribers, is to connect the system
with points not accessible or convenient to reach with trunk

calling wires.

To operate the boards during the busiest hours requires

the following number of operators: John street, 14 opera-

tors, 57 subscribers per operator; 39th street, 21 operators,

52 subscribers per operator; Harlem, 6 operators, 62 sub
scribcrs per operator, but courting the trunk wires accord-

ing to Ihe business done over the average subscriber's wire

will be equal to adding 73 subscribers to John street, and

70 to 39lh street, thus increasing the average at John to 62

and at 39th to 56, The reason we have a greater average

at John and Hariem is, that they are situated in the center

of a business district, while V;th street being a manufaclur-
inj; and residence district a larger portion of the business

is trunk.

We are using what we term trunk calling wires between

the various exchanges, one terminating at John street and

the other at 39th street, for calling all trunk connections to

the exchanges named.
There is an average of 3,000 connections per day called

over each of these wires, and as each connection is ordered

off again the number of orders is increased to 6,000. All

of this work is done by two operators at each of these ex-

changes and could be done by one if a whole section of

the board was within her reach We divide the trunks,

one-half being used for receiving and the other half for

sending. Those we receive on are not multiple through

the board but end in cords and stand open at all times

except when in use. When a number is called on any given

trunic the connection is immediately made and is ready for

ringing, this being done by the office calling, as we make
the office where the call originates responsible for the con-

nection. If the number called is busy we throw the batterv

on the trunk dropping the annunciator as a signal. \Ve
find this system very advantageous as there is no delay in

calling or clearing trunk connections, and the service is

made prompt as shown by ten trunk connections made and
conversations started with subscribers in six and one- half

minutes
At the exchanges which have the Chinnock system each

operator at the cases answers 100 subscribers and completes

ail local connections, using a local calling wire and a set of

local trunks which connect all the cases. The calls for

trunk connections are written on slips of paper and passed

to the operators who control the trunks to the various ex-

changes. Ten trunk connections were made, and conver-

sations started through this system in twelve and one half

minutes.

The Fulton and Beaver street exchanges have, together,

410 subscribers and are operated by nine operators and one
chief operator. All local connections are completed by the

operator who receives the call over the calliog wire, and
trunk connections are completed by the operator at the ex-

change for which the subscribtr calls l"he Law operator

simply connects the subscriber's wire with the trunk wire,

and rings down the annunciator, when the operator answers
and ascertains from the subscriber the lumbtr wanted.

The trunk connections made through the Law system were
completed and conversations started in four and one quarter

minutes, ten local connections in two and three-quarter

minutes.

The number of trunk wires connecting the exchanges in

New York city is 532 an I average 60 connections per day,

and as this average could be increased to 70 per day, the

number of subscribers could be increased 600 without in-

creasing the trunk facilities. To other exchanges we have
1S7 trunks, and with these the service is quite satisfactory,

especially so with the new Brooklyn exchange of the New
York and New Jersey Telephone company, as the iervice

is prompt and satisfactory in every particular.

By the confolidation of the seven exchanges in the new
exchange at iS Conlandt street, 206 trunks which connect
these exchanges will be abolished and the number cf trucks

to all other exchanges may be reduced, for the totil number
divided among the seven exchanges will not be required

when they are all accessible to an operator in the new
exchange
The new switchboard at iS Cortlandt street, will soon

be completed and the consolidation of the seven exchanges
made. It is wired for 5,100 subscribers and 900 trunk
wires. The subscribers' operators will attend to 50 or 75
w'res according to the business done at different sections of

the board. Trunk calling circuits to the other exchanges
will be in operation, each receiving trunk operator attend-

ing to 50 wires. The local battery of each operator's out

fit will be two cells of storage battery, one to be in use dur-

ing the day and the other at night. The one in use during
the day will be charged at night from the main storage

battery and the night battery will be charged from a dynamo
during the day. All wires will approach the exchange
through the underground system, the underground cables
terminating in the cellar. From there they will be carried

to the distributing board in the exchduge by 334 conductor
cables

The corsolidation of the s'.veral exchanges will be bene-
ficial in many respects The service will be improved, the

great volumeof "sent" trunk business will be reduced from
20,000 to 8,000 connections, and the running expenses of

the exchanges will be reduced about $2,700 per month.
One thousand, five hundred and twenty-seven miles of

wires are now undc^giound and 2,784 separate wires are

altogether or in part so working, most of which give gen-
eral satisfaction. The underground facilities are rapidly
increasing, 18 miles of u 2 conductor cable running from
18 Cortlandt street to various points are now completed and
Will be used when the exchanges are consolidated. Eight
and three-quarter miles of the same cable will soon be run
for truiiks from iS Cortlandt street to the other e.xchanges,

thereby making the trunk service from this exchange en-
tirely underground and doing away with the delays and
expenre of crossed and broken trunks, and will do away
with the danger of crosses with wires carrying a heavy cur-

rent which proved so costly in connection with the burning
of the 39th street exchange, on which a few remarks may
be of interest.

On May 23d the 39th street exchange was set oh fire by
a cross with a wire carrying a heavy current and one and
one-half sections of the board were burned out. The work
of restoring the Western Electric multiple board after it

has been burned and saturated with water can only be ap
preciated by those who have had it to do. In order to

straighten out the wires it was necessary to make 1,260.000
tests, to splice 9,600 broken wires, to rei)lace 16 cables
which were destroyed from the switch board to the cupola,
and dry out the saturated portion of the board. The work
of getting the lin s in complete working order was delayed
by the accumulation of line trouble while the troublemen
were working in the exchange, but the switch board and
all the lines were in complete order two weeks from the
dale of the lire.

Mr. UuKANT: We have a system in use between St.

Louis and East St. Louis which I think is novel. If you
are familiar with the Law system, as I presume you are,

you know that we use two kinds of call wire, the one me-
tallic and the other an open circuit. East St. Louis, while
it is in the state of Illinois and on the opposite side of the
river, has a relation to St. Louis commercially that is very
important. The railroads all terminate there, and the busi-
ness between St. Louis and East St. Louis, telephonic and
otherwise, is very great. The exchange at East St. Louis
consists of only fifty subscribers, and about go per cent of
the traffic of that exchange is with St. Louis, Ordinarily,
in the Law system, the truck line business is done over
two receiving wires, one from exchange A and exchange B
and the other from exchange B and exchange A, and. we
have that same arrangement between St. Louis and P2ast

St. Louis. However, the ordinary method is for the re-

ceiving operator to throw a telephone and transmitter into
the sending call wire and give an order, expressed by num-
bers to the receiving operator. In the case of East St.

Louis, which is occupied by an open circuit call wire which
runs to the operator at the central office at East St Louis,
that line is extended to the receiving operator at East St,
Louis; it is not grounded at East St. Louis. Consequent-
ly the order for traffic at East St. Louis is heard by both
operators—by the one at East St Louis, and also by the
one at St. Louis. The direction of the traffic is indicated
by numbers. The numbering series at St. Louis com-
mences at 100 and runs up to 5.000, while the numbering
at East St Louis is confined to the 5,000 series. When
the subscriber at East St, Louis gives his order, of course
the direction of the connection is expressed in the way
given That order is overheard by the operator at St.

Louis, and without any word between them they select the
lowest number idle trunk line, and the connection is made
without any word passing between them. If any of you
can beat that on the trunk line service we would like to
know it.

Mr. Seeley: We are using call wire precisely as Mr.
Durant describes, with the exception of the St. Louis cir-

cuit. The operator who could formerly handle only seven
trunk wires is at the present time handling fifty trunk
wires. Instead of sending and receiving trunk wires she
virtually becomes a switchman at number i exchange,
while the operators at number 2 exchange are simply
calling into her from the call wire. I presume the com-
pany is saving ^10,000 or |i2,ooo a year in salaries on the
trunk line system alone.

The secretary read the following paper by Dr. Plush:

The Telephone.

ny DR. S. M PLUSH.

No discovery or invention was ever born at a time when
the world was more ready to receive it ti.an that of the tel-

ephone; notwithstanding which, great talent, perseverance
and wealth were necessary to its successful introduction.

The uncertainty whi.h unfortunately hedged it about gave
rise to temporary work and machinery, which has simply
been renewed to the present time, and to day the vast tel-

ephone system of the country is but a network of unrelia-

bility and temporaiy make-shift. Even the head centers
or main exchanges, with but few exceptions, representing
untold labor and the expenditure of large sums of money
in machinery and apparatus, are held by but a feeble ten-

ure. At that period but little time w as given for consid-
eration, and a forecast of what the future would be\\as
difficult. The growth of the telephone plants was without
a parallel in any industry; the demands made upon them
were greater than their means of supply; competent labor
was not in the market, and efficient machinery had not
been devised. The difficulty of meeting the requirements
of a large number of subscribers at a given point early
presented irself, and gave rise to a number of small ex-

changes, even in the most populous districts. This, to-

gether with the resistance on the part of the public author-
ities to the erection of necessary conductors, set the seal of
fixity upon what is manifestly a great hindrance to good
and reliable service, while in nowise conducing to economy.
The expense for re ts, light, fuel, trunk Hues, and the in-

troduction of so many ad itional connections into circuits,

call loudly for aggregation, and we believe the tendency is

in this direction, and tie lime not remote when trunk
lines will be known only as a means of reaching points far

distant.

Probably the greatest drawback to-day to the complete
development of our telephone systems is a growing tend-
ency in legislative bodies to regulate prices to be charged
for service, which, in effect, is simply to paralyze its growth
and efficiency.

Were the telephone the only means of communication
some regulation might be wise. Such, however, is not the

case. We have the postal, telegraph and messenger ser-

vice, each filling its own peculiar sphere as regards relia-

bility, speed and cheapness. The teit phone should, so far

as practicable, combine all of these features, but neither
should be sacrificed to the others; to regulate either must
be at the expense of the whole. When the field is once
open to competition that company which rigidly adheres to

reliability and promptness in its service, will not suffer

through paucity of its linances.

Nothing in my opinion has operated more to the disad-
vantage of both the telephone companies and their sub-
scribers than cheap rates. Many, through this means,
have been induced to become subscribers to an exchanj;e
who have no real need for the facilities it affords. This
lends a tone to their business, it is true, and serves in a
measure as a card of respectability. Their place at once
assumes an imaginary importance, and if there is any one
thing that delights them more than another, it is having
some real or fancied business with a leading and substan^
lial firm This they manage tc have at frequent intervals,

thus taking the time and monopolizing the wires of others,

to their detriment and absolute loss. Important business
is thus delayed, and the value of the exchange materially

lessened

Busy houses to-day find it necessary to have some one
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in constant attendance at the telephone, and yet many calls

are so delayed as to be useless. It is but fair, therefore,

that their interests should have as many safeguards thrown
around ihem as possible, that their convenience and time

may not be engrossed by frivolous questions, in which they

have no interest whatever. In other words, an exchange
may be so large as to be comparatively worthless.

Constant effort toward speed, both of connection and
disconnection, is being made, thus making a greater num-
ber of calls in a given time possible, and thereby removing
the limit, which would otherwise soon be reached; but this

limit must ultimately be reached, and what then? Even
now requests for discrimination in making connections are

not uncommon
At the present growth of our largest exchanges the time

must come when a more select means of communication
will be demanded by the business public; that is, an ex-

change for business—select if we may so term it—where a

party to become a subscriber will not only be required to

pay his annual rental for sen'ice, but must hold a certificate

of membership as well. George Eliot remarks that we be-

gin life, knowing little and believing much; a few years of

experience, however, and in many cases the quantities are

invtrted. This aplly applies to every man connected with

electrical science and mechanics, particularly the telephone

and its environments.

We live to day in the same atmosphere we did ten years

ago; nothing has materially changed except ourselves, and
we only in credulity. True, our experience has been great

and varied and has taught us in some instances how not to

do, and by this slow but certain method of evolution may
in time teach us how to do.

It is difficult for us to realize that we are gradually raak

ing a history, and that the records of the great telephone

must eventually be written; that we are each of us contrib

utors thereto; that no matter how small a factor each may
be, he is a part, and that at last his individual size must be

determined by the magnitude of the whole.

It behooves us, therefore, to see that the foundations of

the telephone, which are now being laid, shall be solid and
firm; that every right, every franchise, shall be permaneat;

every structure substantial, every centering point immova-
ble, and even,^ method correct, and to this end the energies

and intelligence of those associated with the telephone can

be profitably directed.

The President: Are there any remarks on this paper?

Mr. Dltrant: I do not believe there is a class of men
in the world who appreciate the telephone less than the

men engaged in ihe business. The reading of the paper

called to mind a statement made to me by the manager of

one of the largest and best papers in the country, pub
lished at St- Louis. He told me that on the night of the

earthquake, which occurred about 12 or i o'clock at night,

inside of two hours he called up 103 stations in various

parts of the city, and got two columns of very interesting

matter, showing the effect of the shock in various parts of

the city. That will, perhaps, show its vaj.ue in one direc-

tion.

The capacity of an operator under great stress was de-

cided in our exchange. 1 think, last January, under the

direction of Mr. Doolittle, and if any of you have not

made that test I would suggest to you to make it, to show
the number of connections that can be made in a given

time by a single operator. On this test fifty-three were

made in five minutes.

Invitations were extended the association by the Erie

Telephone ^^ Telegraph company and the Xorthwestern

Telephone Exchange company o hold the next convention

in Minneapolis, Minn , and by the Michigan Telephone

company, in Detroit.

By vote Minneapolis was selected.

Mr. EcKjiR.T on behalf of the Metropolitan Telephone

company extended an invitation to the members and dele-

gates to visit the new building of the company and see its

big switch-board.

Mr. Kerr: The question of taxation by the boroughs,

by the cities, by the townships and by the state, has caused

the Pennsylvania Telephone company a good deal of

trouble. I believe the law in Pennsylvania is in a mixed

up condition, and it is probable that members of the con-

vention here could throw some light upon the subject which

would assist us in determining what course we ought to

pursue. The Pennsylvania law, I believe, as to the tax-

ation authorized by boroughs is that boroughs can only tax

after the analogy of the taxation by the county commission-

ers. The act signed by the governor of Pennsylvania on

the 24th or the 25th of May, iSSy, gave the cities of seven

classes the right to tax telegraph telephone, electric light

and power companies; that is to charge a license tax.

There are, however, decisions by the Pennsylvania courts

which show perfectly distinctly that the plant of a corpor-

ation cannot be taxed. Notable among these is the Coates-

ville company's decision which is constantly cited by the

Western Union and by other companies interested in the

matter. It was there decided that plant was capital and

could not be taxed. Now, almost ever>- city and borough

in which our company is interested is trained to tax and is

trained to institute a pole tax. The Western Union Tele-

graph company has recently secured a decision of the Su-

preme court of the United States that a pole tax is illegal.

I believe that is on the principle that the line is an inter-

state line and business an inter-state business. However,

there is another principle on which the Western Union

Telegraph company is now standing that the boroughs and

cities have a right to tax and to charge this license tax only

on a police principle, and this license tax cannot be a tax

per pole but must be a tax on the telegraph property in

proportion to the value which the telegraph propert>- bears

to the other property taxed on the police principle in the

city. This has reduced the Baltimore & Ohio Telegraph

company's tax in one city, I am told by J. B. Stev;art,

superintendent of that company in Baltimore, to the sum
of thirty nine cents, whereas the effort to tax was some-

thing like a dollar a pole. If any company represented

in the convention can name any principle which governs

other states or which is established by the la^v

of other states, which would form a precedent, as

Pennsylvania law is undecided, it would be very
useful. If any person, also, has seen a decision of

the Supreme court of the United States which is to the

effect that the tax must be a tax on the police principle and
in proportion to the value that telephone or telegraph

property bears to other city property it would be very use-

ful, because the establishment of such a principle by the

Supreme court of the United States would render it impossi-

ble for any city or borough to tax at so much per pole, and
as the cities and boroughs are trained to tax at so much per

pole it would be a ver)- important thing for telephone com-
panies to know whether we could not on some legal basis

established by the Supreme court of the United States con-

test that effort of the boroughs.
The only other question 1 have to ask is that if there be

any such principle established by the Supreme court of the

United States, whether there be within the knowledge of

gentlemen present any principle established by the Supreme
courts of other States which could form a precedent towards

establishing the law in Pennsylvania.

Mr. GiFFORD: The matter has never been brought be-

fore the courts of the state of Kentucky. I suppose there

are always some persons in ever}'' legislature who from mo-
tives of patriotism or some other "ism" like to put a heavy
tax on corporations. But we appeared before the com-
mittee on law and taxation in the Kentucky legislature

and stated our case to them, and they decided to levy a

State tax in this way: One-fourth of one per cent, upon
our gross receipts in lieu of all other state taxes. While
that is a little more than the average rate that other people

have to pay on their property we deemed it policy to con-

sent to it, and it is the law. In the state of Kentucky ma-
chinery in operation is not taxed, and our assessors have

considered that our central office system, our bells, tele-

phone and transmitters come under the head of machinery

and they are not taxed. I have been in the habit of going

to the assessor and asking him what he thought the thing

was worth provided the patent was removed. I would say.

"What would you give for those wires and poles around

here?" He would say so many thousand dollars, and he

taxed it that way, and we paid as we would on any other

personal property at that rate. We also have a very rea-

sonable business license. We are perfectly satisfied with

it. It is about two and a half times what the average li-

cense is. The city license in the city of Louisville is based

upon one dollar upon a thousand. At that rate our tax

would be §125 or §150. They have assessed a license tax

of $250 a year. We thought it would not pay to quarrel

with the municipal authorities for $125, and we acquiesced

in that. We anticipate no trouble from the tax question

there; but nothing of the kind has ever been brought before

the courts.

Mr. Durant: I presumed that every possible question

that could arise under the various laws authorizing taxation

has been raised in the state of Missouri and passed upon,

and as a rule all those things go to the Supreme court. We
pay a tax upon our personal property the same as any

other cities i'n the state. In addition to that the city of St.

Louis is authorized by its charter to impose a license tax

upon sundry callings, and it was a question whether they

had that right to impose it on a telephone company. We
concluded that it was very much better than a tax upon our

poles, and when the matter was under consideration we
concluded we preferred that. The result was that we pay

an annual tax upon our gross receipts; it amounts to a con-

siderable sum, and after iSgo it doubles.

Mr. Bailey: Do I understand the gentlemen to say

that he pays a tax on his gross receipts to the city govern-

ment as well as the state?

Mr. Duran'T : No; we pay the tax on our gross receipts

to the state. We pay the tax on our personal property—
it would be to the county, but as a matter of fact the city

of St. Louis is an independent locality by itself; it is not

in any county. There is a county of St. Louis and a city

of St. Louis, but they are independent organizations'. The
city of St. Louis used to be in the county of St. Louis, but

by its special charter adopted some twelve years ago, it is

independent of the county. We pay the tax on personal

property to the collector of taxes. We pay the tax on the

gross receipts within the confines of St. Louis city to the

city treasury.

Mr Drake: There are very simple matters in vcgue

in Iowa and I^febraska of taxation. In Nebraska the com-

panies report their property direct to the state auditor.

The statements are laid before the board of equalization.

They assess the property and then assign to each county

its proportion. The county authorities then collect the

municipal and state taxes. In Iowa the state board of

equalization fixes the assessments upon statements from the

companies and levies the tax direct. The tax is paid to the

state treasurer, and that is in lieu of all other taxes of

every description No other city or county authorities

have any right to levy any tax on any telephone or tele-

graph property.

jMr. Durant : Are you quite sure that any city in Neb
raska has a right to license?

Mr Dr.vke : In Nebraska they have a right to levy an

occupation tax; that is a special prerogative bestowed

upon municipalties; it is a tax upon the business, not upon

the property.

Mr. DuRANr : Are those occupations specified in the

charier of the city of Omaha?
Mr. Drake: Ves, sir

Mr Dl'RANT : And the telephone and telegraph compa-

nies are omitted from the list?

Mr. Drake: No; they are included in Nebraska You,

as an individual, may own a good piece of property on

which vou pay a special state and county tax. On that

piece of property you are conducting a business. They

will issue you a license to do a business in the town.

Mr. DtKANT : Why cannot they license you to do a

telephone business in the city of Omaha?
Mr. Drake: They do not in the city of Omaha, but

they do in many of the towns and cities.

Mr. Durant : Then, that license tax is in addition to

the personal property tax?
Mr. Drake : Yes
Mr. Mailev : I would like our president to give us

some light on the tax question as to the states of Pennsyl-
vania and Ohio.
Mr. Metzger : It seems to me that the tax question is

a political one, and I cannot see how or in what way thi-^

association can affect ihe method or mode of taxation.

In Pennsylvania, of course, we are taxed upon our gross

receipts, and also upon the dividends. I think the tax is

eight-tenths of one per cent, on cur gross receipts and then
three mills upon every one per cent, of our dividends based
upon our capital stock. In the smaller towns of Pennsyl-
vania we are not taxed for poles. In the city of Pitts-

burgh proper we are taxed for business purposes. That is

all the tax that we pay for business purposes, and, of

course, we are taxed at the same rate as all other classes of

business based upon the amount of sales or receipts. But
there is no tax on poles, or wires, or telephones. In the

state of Ohio they tax us on the poles. There they have
a property tax. The tax is on the value of the plant, and
they have sought, of late years, to tax us on the telephones.

We have resisted this so far successfully, and we are tsxed

precisely the same as all other citizens are taxed. We
think that we are entitled to pay our taxes just the same as

the citizen who own a house and lot, or in fact any other

corporation

.

In the state of Ohio we have no state tax. Of cou>se,

we exist there by comity between the states under the lule

that a corporation chartered in one state may transact

business in another rtate. We have another town in the

western part of the state, called Newcastle. A member of

the council there did not pay his bill, and we brought him
up with a round turn and compelled him to pay his bill.

In the tax ordinance he moved that the telephone compa-
nies pay $250 as a license tax. The electric light compa-
nies were taxed $125; the natural gas companies were taxed

$125, and so on, depending upon the characttr of the busi-

ness We told the council plainly that we would resist

the payment of that tax; that they had no right to discrim-

inate; that if they taxed us the same as they taxed all

other companies on the same volume of business, that we
would pay; that we are not going to pay i^2^o, when the

natural gas companies whose revenues were ten times

greater than ours, paid only §125. What the result of

that case will be. I don't know, but I am inclined to be-

lieve that the council will modify the action in that regard

and tax us the same as they taxed the other companies.

At least, if they do not, we shall resist it by all legal means
that we have at our command.
The Chairman : I take it that Mr. Kerr wanted to get

information as to the valuation of the telephone property

as a basis for taxation as much as anything else. It might

be interesting to get views of members from various parts

of the country on that. In my experience I have had

struggles with various assessors over their extravagant ideas

of the values of poles and wires.

Mr. GiFFORD : If that is the subject, I would say that

we make our returns based on thi original co.st of the plant,

and from that we deduct ten per cent, annually for depreci-

ation. We make that return under oath, because we be-

lieve that is a fair statement of the actual value of the

plant.

Mr. B.-viley : I would inquire if in making those returns

the president includes his corporation appliances or merely

what we m'ght term personal property and buildings.

There was a law in Pennsylvania that a corporation was
free from local taxation, and was only subject to the general

taxation law of the state. In Pennsylvania. I think, the

great bulk of the entire state government was carried on

by taxation of corporations. Railroad and other corpora-

tions, gas companies and water companies, have fought

that all the way through, and uniformly with success

About a year ago there was, as Mr, Kerr says, a law passed

allowing cities to tax telephones and telephone companies

at a certain rate. We have never made any resistance to

what they attempted to do. The generality of cities have

levied what they call a police tax—a police franchise, and
rather than bring up the question, we have paid it cheer-

fully. Some of the smaller towcs have attempted the same
thing. So far 1 have been able to throw them off the track

by going and seeing the council— generally the council's

attorneys, and arguing the question with them with the

uniform results of having them withdraw all the claims.

There is one case that I have ia mind that by agreement

between our attorneys, was settled by a case stated; that is

a question of law to be heard before a judge of the court of

common pleas; that has not come up yet.

Mr Metzger: I would say, in regard to Mr. Bailey's

remark, that there was an act passed in 18S7, authorizing

the creation of cities of the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh

class. That act gave express authority to councils to levy

a lax on telephone companies in the language of the act.

It is under the act that these councils are acting They
do not fix any rate, ho'X'ever; they leave it optional with

the city council as to what it shall be.

The secretary's statistics were ordered printed, instead of

being read, and the convention adjourned.

Social Features.

Any doubts as to the hospitality of New York must have

been removed by the experience of the attendants at the

meetino-s of the railroad telegraph superintendents, the Na-

tional Electric Light, and the National Telephone E.xchange

association, all ot which have been held in the Empire

City this season. 1 he weather on all these occasions has

been perfect.

Commencing with Tuesday night, the visiting telephon-

ists were enttrtained by their indulgent parent, the Ameri-

can Bell Telephone company at Niblo's Garden, where

they witnessed "Matthias Sandorf," which was appropri-

ately followed up by a lunch at the Electric club. The
business session of Wednesday was arranged to allow for

sufficient time in the afternoon for the visitors to dine

quietly at the Brunswick. At the completion of the dinner.
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they found six tallyho coaches and several barouches for

the overflow awaiting their pleasure. This was the wel

come of the American Telephone & Telegraph company,

whose officers desired to show them the blizzard-proof pole

lines recently erected in upper New York under the intelH-

genl supervision of the veteran constructor, Fairbanks.

During the drive up Fifth avenue to and through Riverside

Park, an opportunity was offered for the delegates to visit

the tomb of General Grant. They then walked across the

park to Claremont Hotel whence the coaches conveyed

thtm 10 155th street, where the new pole lines were in-

spected, and which, it is needless to say, eli».ited the warm-

est praise. Returning down St. Nicholas avenue, and
through 7th avenue to Central Park, the gentlemen were

transferred to the guardianship of the Western Electric

company, represented by Messrs. C. A. Brown, H. B.

Thayer and W. R Patterson who had gained possession of

the Mount St. Vincent Ho'el, and cornered all the good
things in that popular house for the benefit of their guests.

Many local friends joined the party at this point, and the

large dining room was co.nfortably filled with a jovial party

of about 175. It was past 9 o'clock, when a murmuring
cry of "Thayer" pervaded the assemblage, which gradually

swelled in volume until finally that gentleman arose, and
amidst a tumult which drowned all speech, managed to in-

form his enthusiastic friends that Mr Button had been

appointed toastmaster for the occasion. That gentleman

had made elaborate preparations to call out everybody, and
announced that everybody wanted to speak, but there was
not time The first toast, "The American Bell Telephone

company" was responded to by Mr. French, who stated

that he could only voice the regrets of the executive officers

of the parent company.

Mr. Tyler, of New Haven, in response to '*The Tele-

phone," thought that it was like conveying coals to New-
castle to spring a toast of that character on a gathering

of telephonists. He had been invited to respond to the

sentiment of "Eastern Licensees, ' and had accordingly

gone out on the back stoop and prepared his speech.

If he had been asked to respond for the subscribers,

he could hive found plenty to say in their behalf.

Although he believed the parent company had made some
mistakes, he believed the business of the local companies
was stable to-day, and valuable property, because of the

skill and the energy, and the confidence in the justice of

their cause, with which the great patent contest had been
waged

G. F. Durant was called upon to represent the licensees,

and made a strong argument in behalf of the policy of the

parent company. His remarks were received with great

applause.

C. J. Glidden responded i-i behalf of the north and
southwest, and Thomas D. Lockwood was asked to ex-

plain the effect of the telephone on what Mr. Storke un-

derstood to be the "Vassar motor nerve." It required

considerable ingenuity to work out the case, and there was
so much cross talk that even a telephone voice could

scarcely penetrate the expanse of the great room, but Mr.
Lockwood availed himself of the opportunity to pay a

handsome tribute to Mr. Berliner as the inventor of the

battery transmitter and the application of the induction

coil to telephony. If he had done nothing more, added
Mr. Lockwood, that was an enviiible record.

A. F. Sefton secretary of the Conduit company, was
asked to speak of the underground systems of the past,

but excused himself by claiming that he had to do only
with the subways of the preseot and future. He ga^'e way
to the Hon. Daniel L. Gibbens, of the Board of Electrical

Control, who said that it gave him great pleasure to be
present and partake of the bountiful entertainment ten-

dered by the Western Electric company, and congratulate

them all upon the success of the telephone enterprise He
said that the underground law of New York was really

beneficial to telephone interests, as the time had arrived

when it was hardly possible to extend their service by rea-

son of the number of wires in the streets and over house-

tops. Where 200 wires had b' en in use it was now possi

ble to accommodate four or five times that numb.r. He
congratulated himself that his official position had brought
him in contact with such an admirable body of men, among
whom were many with whom he could work in harmony.

Treasurer Storke, as guardian of the boodle, and the

telephonic "Poobah" was called upon to respond for the

Telephone jssociation.

J. C. De Groot, of Antwerp, congratulated them upon
the unity of interest in this country.

W. A. Hovey responded for the "Press," and President
Henry Metzger expressed the heartfelt thanks of the asso-

ciation for the generous manner in which they bad been
entertained while in the city.

C. A. Brown, of the Western Electric company, re-

sponding for the host, felt extremely gratified that they
should all be so well pleased. He had flattered himself
that his troubles were at an end. He regretted tlie ab-

sence of President P.arton, whose wonderful foresight had
done so much to further the interests of the telephone
business. The impatient coachman sounded the bugle
during Mr, Brown's remarks, and admonished all who
heard it that the hour waxed late.

A, S. Hibbard started up "Auld Lang Syne" and the

coaches were rapidly filled, and the banqueters went to

their varicus quarters to rest-

Thursday morning, at 1 1 o'clock, 250 of the telephonists

left the West Twenty-third street ferry for a sail in the

"Cygnus" on the Hudson, at the invitation of the Metro
politan Telephone and Telegraph company. The invi a

tion included the sail, a dinner at the Casino, St, George,
Stattn Island, and the performance of "Nero."
The beauties of the Hudson a-e well known, and were

fully appreciated by the excursionists. A vtry hearty wel-

come was tendered by Mr, Eckert on bthalf of the com-
pany, and with mus'c and dancing the boat went gaily up
the river, past Spu^ten Duyvel, Vonkers, Hastings and
'I'arrylown, up to Croton Point, On the Tappen 'I'ce the

boat turned, just giving the party a distant view of Haver-
straw. A lunch was partaken of, and after a most enjoya-

ble trip the "Cygnus'^ called at Twenty-third street wharf,

and then went on to Staten Island, whire the visitors sat

down to a sumptuous dinner, closing a very pleasant day
witnessing the gorgeous display which Kiralfy had pro-

vided there,

EXHIlilTS.

The Okonite company, of 13 Park Row, New York, had
their usual fine display of okonite insulated wires and ca-

bles for underground and submarine use, and okonite tape

in all its varied applications.

C, Mclntire & Co., 36 Crawford street, Newark, showed
samples of their well known joints, weather-proof and
impervious to moisture.

The Metropolitan Phonograph company showed a graph-

aphone, which attracted considerable attention.

The New York Insulated Wire company had a full line

of samples of Grimshaw's patent white core wires.

The Western Electric company had an effective show,
including their long distance telephone, with connections

to all parts of the citv; liussey battery, cable switch

board wires, cable termirals, Germain battery and magneto
bells. Their pretty paper weighls, made from sections of

Patterson cable will be kept by many of the visitors as

mementos of the convention.

The Standard Underground Cable company had an ex-

cellent display of their specialties in lead covered wires and
cabks The new Acheson electric light cable terminal

evoked much interest. It is used for connecti g the cable

with the pole line of the lamps, or as a testing station be-

tween sections of cable. It appears to be an absolute p o-

tection from disruptive discharges in the cable.

The Law Telephone company, 1(2 Liberty street, New
York, showed the improved Law pris-n battery for tele-

phone, medical and general use

The Union Indurated Fiber company, 37 Barclay street.

New York, exhibited samples of their fiberite, which is

specially fitted for battery jars, and their specialty, the in-

durated fiber pipe, which has many excellent qualities,

H. B. Cox Electric company, of New Haven, Conn.,
exhibited the gelatine battery.

The Bridgeport Brass company, Bridgeport, Conn, dis-

played their stress tables, which show the stress in pounds
on a span of their hard drawn copper wire for any given

dip from two to thirty inches when in a state of rest, and
for spans of varying length.

The National Conduit Manufacturing company, 18 Cort-

landt street. New York, showed conduit samples.

The Electrical Accumulator company, 44 Broadway, New
York was also represented.

The Electric Gas Lighting company, ^s Arch street,

Boston, D.Iass.. showed their Samson battery.

The Phoinix Glass company of New York was also rep-

resented by an exhibit.

Electric Light Covention Echoes
The delegation of the members of the Na-

tional Electric Light association, after a delight-

ful sail from Providence down Narragansett bay,

reached Newport Sunday morning, September
2d, and here again the admirable character of

all the arrangements made for the trip by Gen-
eral C. H. Barney and the members of the com-
mittee, was exemplified. The electricians who
had hoped to be able to accept the invitation of

Commander Higgins to inspect the training ship

New Hampshire, but unfortunately were unable

to do so, made their way to the beach, and
braced their appetites by a dip in the sea. At
two o'clock they dined at the Ocean house.

Carriages were then provided through the cour-

tesy of the Newport Telephone exchange, and
the party was taken by Mr. Bull and the.officers

of the Edison Illuminating and Newport hican-

descent companies along the celebrated ocean
drive, and a most charming excursion was had.

The electricians had been invited by Commo-
dore Goodrich to visit the United States naval

torpedo station on Goat Island, and at 5 o'clock

the launch Wave was at the wharf to carry them
across the bay. No more interesting time was
spent during the whole trip than the two hours
of their stay on Goat Island, Submarhie war-
fare is destined to exercise a powerful influence

on the future of nations, and our own govern-
ment, fully alive to the importance of recent de-

velopments, has fitted up the station with very
complete apparatus for tests and experiments,
including steam generators, engines, dynamos,
and an electrical laboratory, to which heavy cur-

rents are conveyed by underground conductors.
Every year a course of some months is taken by
naval officers in torpedo work, diving, electricity,

high speed engines and the chemistry of explo-

sives, and seamen are instructed hi every depart-

ment of modern naval war practice. The elec-

tricians were conducted to the laboratory, and
here the great value of recent experiments was
made strikingly apparent by Prof. Charles G.
Munroe, who, in a clear and masterly way, ex-

plained the purpose and effects of tests which de-
termine the force of gun cotton and detonators,

and the character of fracture in different tnetals.

The professor also .stated that at this station is

made all the gun cotton used in the United

States navy. After inspecting the other depart-

ments the visitors repaired to the dynamo room,
from which they had an opportunity of witness-

ing an excellent exhibition of the capabilities of

the search light which threw its powerful rays

across the bay and illumined the venerable Cat;--

kill that was waiting to take them to the end of

their journey. Every one left the island feeling

that the time had been profitably and entertain-

ingly spent; the courtesy and attention of Lieut,

-

Commander G. A. Converse, Lieutenants Rohrer,
Holman and Hutchins and Prof. Munroe were
highly appreciated.

The steam launch Wave is the smallest craft
i

afloat carrying a dynamo. It is a Parsons turbo-
\

electric generator, making 9,000 revolutions a
minute, and is of 40 lamp power at 70 volts.

The Catskill left Newport soon after eight, and
arrived at New York on Monday morning.

The Salem, Mass., E'ectrical Road.
During the past month a number of electrical

railroads have been put in operation by the

Sprague company, and among them is the

Naumkeag street railroad at Salem, Mass. The
number of electric cars upon this road are six.

They are all running smoothly and well, and it

is said that the company intends to extend the

line to Beverly with an increased electrical

equipment.
The cost of operating these cars by electricity

is 40 per cent, of the cost of operating the same
number by horses. The length of the line is a

mile and three-fourths. Altogether, there have
been set 175 wooden and 14 iron poles. The
length of wire used is nine miles, including con
tact, main, feed, ground and span wire. The
length of line, that is, main wire, contact, ground
and feed wire, is seven miles.

The cars are fitted with lightning arresters, as

are all the cars which' have been equipped by
the Sprague company.
The cars make regular fifteen minute trips to

the willows, at the termintis of the road, and
have carried heavy freights. One car recently

took no passengers easily up over the steep

grade at Fort Lee,. a long hill which has fre-

quently compelled even three horses to suc-

cumb.
For winter work, clearing snow and ice, the

Sprague company has what it terms its "work-
ing car." This car is fully equipped with plow,

ice-cutter, sand and salt distributors, and is

driven by a powerful 40 horse power motor. In

front of the car is a revolving wheel which
breaks up the snow crust, and behind it a re-

volving brush which sweeps the rails clean. In

Carbondale, Pa., the car has worked with entire

sriccess. In Richmond, there were two or three

bad sleet storms last winter, but by putting a

man on top of the car and knocking the contact

wire with a short pole, the ice was easily cleared

from it.

To obviate the noise from the motors the com-
pany is attaching a wood fiber substance to the

gearings, making them absolutely noiseless.

This fiber, by a peculiar process, though it is

composed entirely of wood, is rendered as hard
as steel.

Grand Opera House incandescent
Lights.

The managers of the Grand Opera House in

Chicago have discarded gas for the illumination

of the theater, and hereafter incandescent lights

will be used. Those who attended this place of

amusement immediately after the installation

were able to appreciate one of the great advan-
tages of electric light—that it does not add to

the heat. The temperature during the last days
of August was high enough without any addi-

tion from several hundred gas burners. There
are 850 lamps in the theater. Current is sup-
plied from the Edison central station. The
lights in the boxes, chandeliers and day circuit

are controlled by switches located in the front of

the house. The other lights are controlled at

the switch box on the stage. The footlights

will number ninety lights, thirty each of red,

white and blue globes. The arrangement is

such that either set can be used, according to

the requirements of the scene. The lights were
installed by the Marr Construction company,
under the direction of W. S. Andrews. Kerite

wire was used throughout the building.
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# TJie Electrical

Construction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

¥j^

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Scecialtv.

i^^^\^iAJ.^^#?J?J^^^^*?» SAMPLE SWITCH
^.MAILED TO -ANY

ADDRESS
. UPON'

"^ RECElF'T,
' OF.;

$1.00,

The Hartford /D-ynamic Co. Hartford Gonn.

GARLOCK'S RING PACKINGS
Sectional Ring

Elastic Ring.

The Best Packing

Made

For High Speed Engines

THE CfARLOGK PACKING CO., Palmyra, N. Y.
Send for Circnlara b-uA particulars to The Garlock Pacblne Co.. Palmvra. N. Y.. and Rome, Ga.

DYNAMOS and MOTORS.
Arc and Series, Incandescent

Lamps, Ammeters, Voltmeters,
Oalvanometers, Lightning Ar-
resters, Switch Boards, CutOuts,
Electric Supplier, etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE,
1 54 LaSalle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
1—65-Liglit Van Depoele Arc Liglii Plant.

1—50-Light American System Ate Liglit

Plant.

3—10-Light, United Stales System Arc Light

Plants taken in exchange

.

Waterhonse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Chicago Office, - 154 La Salle Street.

ITnkBelt

1 1 - 23 Souttl Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS^ NEW YORK.

BURR k DODGE, 1 25 N. 5lh St., Philadelphia.

Friction Clutch Pulleys

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

Investigate Before Buying.

THE "CLjLRK:" -yyiRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine,

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters* ITnion, under date of March
29, 1886, he says :

** A Tliorouglily Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables la specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed

to he waterproof, and icill not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain Bexihle In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole sliciied with Clark's Patent Compound, wlilch is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single "Wires of all

gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Ligbts from stouK. Cables made
CO order.

EASTERIM ELECTRIC CABLE COIV1PAINY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENRY A. CLARK, General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

vlON/>.

TBAD E MAR K.

INSULATED WIRES AND GABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,

Usnofactared for AEBIAIi, SUBUABISIi: and IJIIII>£BGB017NI> ITi^E. OKONITE TAPE for making waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers GANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.

ERAUCHES:—Chicago, 42 LaSalle St., Boston, PMladelpliia, Omalia, Miimeajolis, Ciiicimti, LoiiisTillc, Kansas City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

MAKUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric LigKt Wire.

BUILDERS OF

pishefs Qlectric |||otors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

^= LECXRIC RJLIL-KTAYS.

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
tMANUFACTURERS of^

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Eleci^rie njachines,
For Electroplating, Elfctrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, Agent,
154 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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FRANKLIN S. CARTER. CHAS. M. WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WARD V/ILKINS,

PARTRICKSc GARTER,
MANUFACTURERS Of AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF .

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
'Ve publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, and will forward to any address upon

application.
N.B.—When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "Electric Bell" or "General

Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I. W, COLBURN & CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

Machines for Arc and Incandescent
Electric Liigrhting:, £lectro - Plating
and Experimental Use.

Send for large Ilinetrated Catalogue, also Hand-
book of ifeatiy Reterence, vest-pocket edition.

POR TJXK

Western Electrician

$ 1 .00.

FOR ANYTHING
111 the liiDa of

Teuiueratiire

Replatioiii
ICitlier K'uriiaeeH

or
Steam BCeatiTs

In Houses, or lor
Special Apparatu«,

address

The GuioD Auloiiialic Heat Begu'ating Co., ELMiEj, ^.\.

A. H. MACKINNON,
Broker, Auctioneer and Valuer.

Electrical Plant and Apparatus

(^Botli New and Second-Haiid.)

BOIIOHT, SOJLD, or i:A:ciIA9r€tEI>.

63 Broadway, NEW YORK.
iioO Cells Julian storage Battery, 4 Edison Dyna-

mos, etc. Send for List.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
—MAKUFACTURERS OF—

Hard jlubber Ooods for glectrieal purposes. ,.

SPECIALTIES OF AIL KINDS MADE TO ORDER.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Cntaloj^uc nn'l Priceg furnlalmd on application.

Sealed Proposals
For.

UlWiM tie Citywitli Electricity.

Mayor's Office,
Natchez, Miss., Aug. 27th, IBSS.

Notice ia hereby piven that sealed proposals

will be received at the office of the City Clerk un-

til la o'clock M., November Ifit, 18S8,
for lighting the atreets, alleys, commons or parks

of the city, with electricity, ia accordance with

plan and specifications to be placed In the City

Clerk's office, for the period of fiv* j ears, that is

to say, that portion of the city now lighted with

gae, from the let day of March, A.D., 18S9, and
that part lighted by coal oil lamps, from the let

dayof Juce, A. D., 1889.

Each bidder is required to file with his bid a

detailed statement of the number and location cf

the plants then in operation, of the particular

system which be propoeea to establish in Natchez
if successful in bidding, and to specify as to each

plant BO in operation whether it 1b the one orig-
inally established in such locality or has been
anbetituted for some other prevlouelyin use, and,
if a substitute, then for what syatem.
The BuccesBful bidder will be required to enter

into o;ood and Bufticient bond, of such penalty as
the Mayor and Aldermen shall hereafter fix, con-
ditioned that he will erect and have ready for use
the electric plent, and begin the lighting of the
city therewith, on the dates hereinbefore stated.
The Mayor and Aldermen reserve the right to

reject any or all bids.

W. H. MAI^I^KRX.
Mayor of City of Natchez.

Eugene F. Phillip8,
PrcBldent.

W. H. Sawyeb,
Sec'y and Electrician, t

ImericaD Electrical Worts.:

PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

Insulated Electric Wires,;

Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wire r

Magnet Wire, Patent Rubber-Covered
Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-

ible Cordage, Office and
Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND andAERIAL CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE: IS Cortlandt St.

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

Luminous Electric Goods.

SEND FOE DESCEIPTIVE CIECULAE.

MANSFIELD ELECTRIC CO.,

383 Federal St., - Boston, Mass.

TRY THE RICHMOND CARBON.
MANUFACTURED BY-

RICHMOND CARBON COMPANY, NORTH ADAMS, MASS-

SCHEN^ECTA.r>Y, IN^. Y.,
MANTTFACTUHERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords ^nd^Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY. General Sales Agent, 19 Dey Street. New York.

PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

^ E. M. F., Volts. 1.44.
Internal Resistance. Ohms. 0.32.

Satl!.f:i<;tlciTi Guiininl.jfd.

lilt-'hcrtL TcsLlnionlulB,
WniTK FOBl'IUcj; AND CIRCULAB TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Street, N. Y,

VitallH llliniiicr. Manager.

To tit liiid aiKO ui

California Electrical Works.
SanFruDclBCO.

WANTED.
A<JJiNTS ffir l.or'l'n 15oll<;r CoTnpoiind. A
rliancft ffjr JCn[rlnf^<-rH and men on the road.
AIbo lorui Au"'ntB witli mL'une. State pres-
ent occupation. Addrei-a,

CEO. W. LORD,
''.V- Union Htreet, rhlludelphla, Pa

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Send for Cataloguq.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE $3.25.

A. B. LYMAN
Electrical Suppliei.

Cleveland

Ohio.
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ccSJLia:SOIT" BiLTXERY
Is a practical advance in Open-circuit Batteries in tliis country. It is really a "Samson" in

strength. Its marvelous working power creates general surprise among practical electricians,

but its simplicity surprises them more and they exclaim, "Why wasn't that thought of before!"

In France, the home of Voltaic Batteries, the "Samson" takes the lead. Its rapid introduction

and sale in the United States mark a new era for all electricians and fitters who have been an-

noyed by the uncertainty and burdened with the Consequent high cost of battery power.

Report on the performance of three cells

examined for their E. M. F., Internal Resist-

ance and Current Strength by Prof. A. E.

Dolbear.

NAME OF CELL. E. M. F. INT. BES.
CUEBENT AT

OUTSET.
C. AFTER 30
3IINDTES.

GenuiDe Gonda
"Dieqiie" Lee.

Samson No- 1.

SamBon No. 2.

1. -36 volte.

1.44 "
1.47 "

1.25 ohma
.14 "
.11 '•

.61 ampere.

1.16

1 11 "

.26 ampere

.5-2 *'

.70 "

latter kind for such service as the production of strong
current or strong magnetic effects."

-:f * * *

"I have also tested the "Samson" cells for telephone
work and find them very superior. Their small internal
resistance enables them to give a stronger current
through the induction coil than any Leclanche cell I

have ever tested. This amounts to 25 or 30 per cent.

The cell meets my conmendation."

"The cells were all put in circuit with a resistance of 1.1

ohms, and kept on that circuit for the above measure of
current. The very small internal resistance of the two
"Samsons" enables ihem to give a current very nearly twice
as great at the beginning as the other, while the "Samson"
No. 2 gave a stronger current (.70 ampare) after half an
hour short circuit, than the Dlsque LeclanchtS cell at the
beginning."

* -X- * *

"It appears therefore that the "Samson" cells are much
more energetic than the one they were compared with; so
much so, that one of them is about as good as two of the

The "Samson" Battery has a strong and handsome
Griass Jar, non-corrosive connections, a Rubber Cover to

prevent evaporation, inexhaustible Carbon Vases, and
practically indestructible Zincs.

It will stand more hard usage, and continue its

service longer and more stubbornly, than any other
open circuit battery made.

It recuperates quickly after having been repeatedly
overtaxed and short-circuited, and will do more effective

work after such repeated short-circuiting than any other
sal ammoniac cell.

[[l^^We shall continue to ship one sample lot to
any dealer, for trial, at 50 lot prices, F. O. B. Boston,
until September 10, 1888.

Send for Circular and Price List.

THE ELECTRIC CAS LICHTINC COMPANY,
35 ARCH STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Sole IvIa.mj.fa.ct-u.rirLg JLgeixt for tlie 'Cnited. ' States.

SPEAKIN& TUBES ana WHISTLES
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
2 1 , 23 and 25 Ann St. New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave , Brooklyn, N. Y,

^^ Send for New Catalogue, out August 1st.

THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS OF RAWHIDE BELTING IN THE COUNTRY.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG. CO,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RAWHIDE BELTING.
THE BEST DYNAMO BELT MADE.

LACE LEATHER ROPE AND OTHER RAWHIDE.
GOODS OF ALL KINDS BY KRUECER'S PATENT.

TTiis Belting and Lace Leather is not affected by steam or dampness: has more grip than any

other; never becomes hard; is stronger, more darable, and Ihe moat economical Belting made. The

Rawhide Hope for Round Belting Transmission is SUPERIOR TO Alili OTHERS.

73 OlLlo Street, - CHICA-G-O, IXjX.i.

FOR PRIVATE LINES
The only Mechanical Telephone which has stood the tests and held out and given

satisfactory service for the past eight years.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices. Electrical Goods of Every Description.

"ELGIN" TELEPHONE AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Room 7, Hubbard Bloch, - ELGIN, ILL, U. S. A.

B. D. BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO,

1 1 Central St., Boston. Mass.

W. B. DOWSE,
Gen'l Supt.

452 Broadway, New York.

R. E. GALLAHER^Secy;

J.W.GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

0. F. ANNETT, Prest. S. F. FENTOy, VIce-Preat. and Treaa.

Hotel and House Annunctatora,

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarme.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Llgbtine.

Telegraph Instruments,

"Wire and Batteries.

CHAS. SIDIiTEY SMITH. Seo*y.

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

Protect mr Armatures
It is a matter of every day experience among Elec-

tric Light men that Armatures are frequently burned
out entirely or seriously injured by the short circuiting
of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector

Absolutely Protects
Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of
the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System."
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-

'cHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.

See letter of recommendation from electrician Chi'
cago Arc Light & Power Co., on advertising page xiil
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN July 28, 1888.

VULCAN INSULATED WIRES
FOR THE

ELECTRIC LIEHT

niEPHONE

- TELEGRAPH
MAMUFACTURED BY

TRADE MARK. 95 Milk St.,

N. Y. OFFICE: 52 FULTON ST.

BOSTON, MASS.
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JARVIS ENGINEERING CO.,
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS

FOR THE ERECTION of STEAM PLANTS for ELECTRIC LIGHTING and POWER STATIONS.
Armington & Siins Co. Engines belted direct to dynamos. Boilers set with the Jarvis JPatent Boiler Setting,
Burning: Screenings, Sawdust, Cotton Seed Hulls without blast. National Feed-Water Heaters. National Rock-
ing Grates. Sheffield Grates. Korting Double Tube Injectors, etc., etc. This System has been introduced
among the following Central Stations in the United States, Canada, and other Countries, viz.:

THOMSON-HOUSTON CO. SYSTEM.
Merchants' Electric Li^ht Co Boston, Mass.
*Narragansett Electric Light Co Providence, R I.

nVoonsocket Electric Light Co Woonsocket, R.I.
*Hart5ord Electric Light Co Hartford, Conn.
New Haven Electric Light Co New Haven, Conn.
Consolidated Electric Light Co Portland, i\le.

LewJston Electric Light Co Levviston, Me.
New Bedford Electric Light Co New Bedford, Mass.
Fall River Electric Light Co Fall River, Mass.
Syracuse Electric Light Co ... Syracuse, N. Y.
Bridgeport Electric Light Co Bridgeport, Conn.
Brockton Electric Light Co Brockton, Mass.
Milford Electric Light Co Milford, Mass-
Gloucester Electric Light Co Gloucester, Mass.
Bar Harbor Electric Light Co Bar Harbor, Me.
Bangor Electric Light Co Bangor, Me.
Oak island Electric Light Co Oak Island, Mass
Poughkeepsie Electric Light Co Poughkeepsic, N. V.
Norwich Electric Light Co Norwich, Conn

.

Newport Illuminating Co Newport, R, I.

Waterbury Electric Light Co Waterbury, Conn.
Worcester Electric Light Co Worcester, Mass.
Mobile Electric Light Co Mobile, Ala.
Intercolonial Electric Light Co Lima, Peru.
Wachusetts Electric Light Co Fitchburg, Mass,
American Electric Light Co Old Orchard, Me.
American Electric Light Co Martha's Vineyard, Mass.
Saratoga Electric Light Co ...Saratoga, N. Y.
St. John Electric Light Co ...St. John. N. B.
Union Electric Light Co East Boston, Mass.
Brooklme Electric Light Co ,- Brookline, Mass.
Pawtucket Electric Light Co Pawtucket, R. 1,

Royal Electric Light Co - Montreal, Can.
Toronto Electric Light Co Toronto, Can

.

Newfoundland Electric Light Co St. John's, N. H.
Rutland Electric Light Co Rntland, Vt.
Halifa.\ Electric Li.ght Co ..Halifa.x, N. S.
Nashua Electric Light Co Nashua, N . H

,

Manchester Gas Co Manchester, N . H

.

Newton Electric Light and Power Co Newton, Mass.

Ara Cushman & Co Auburn, Me.
North Adams Electric Light & Power ,Co North Adams, Mass.
Lawrence Gas Co Lawrence, Mass.
Waltham Electric Light and Gas'-o Waltham, Mass.
Quincy Electric Light and Power Co Quincy, Mass.
North Shore Electric Light Co Beachmont, Mass

,

Narragansett Pier Electric Light Co Narragansett Pier, R. I.

Palmer Electric Light Co Palmer, ^lass.
Osaka Electric Light Co Japan

,

Pannma Electric Light Co Panama.
Colon Electric Light Co Colon.
Maiden Electric Light Co Maiden, Mass.
Cambridge Electric Light Co Cambridge, Mass.
Somen'ille Electric Light Co ..Somerville, Mass.
South Framingham Electric Light Co South Framingham, Mass.
La Fayette Gas Co La Fayette, Ind.
Charleston Electric Light Co Charleston, S. C.
Cohoes Electric Light Co Cohoes, N. Y.
Toronto Electric Light Co Toronto, Ont,
Newburyport Electric Light Co , . Newburyport, Mass.
Northampton Electriq> Light Co Northampton, Mass.
Boston Electric Light Co Boston, Mass.
Milbury Electric Light Co Milbury, Mass.
Southbrldge Electric Light Co

,
Southbridge, Mass.

Westboro' Electric Light Co Westborn, Mass.
Webster Electric Light Co Webster, Mass
Springfield Electric Light Co . - Springfield, Mass
Dover Electric Light Co .~. Dover, N. H.
Empire State Electric Light Co ... Atlanta, Ga.
Jamestown Electric Light Co Jamestown, N . Y

.

Houlton Electric Light Co.. : Houlton, Me.
Torrington Electric Light Co Torrington, Conn.
Middletown Electric Light Co Middletown, Conn.
New Britain Electric Light Co New Britain, Conn.
Kanawha Electric Light Co Charlestown, \V. Va.

EDISOM ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
Edison Illuminating Co ...Roselle, N. J,
Edison Illuminating Co Mcnlo Pa'k, N.J.
Edison Illuminating Co Harrisburg, Pa.
Edison Illuminating Co Brockton, Mass.

Edison Illuminating Co Lawrence, Mass.
Edison Illuminating Co York, Pa
Miner's Theatre New York, N. Y.'
Edison Illuminating Co New Bedford, iVlass!
Edison Illuminating Co Lebanon, Pa,
Edison Illuminating Co Des Moines, la.
Hospital Life Insurance Boston, Mass!
Edison Illuminating Co Boston, Mass.
Edison Illuminating Co Woburn, Mass.
Byron Weston Dalton, Mass.
N. E. Conservatory of Music ....; , Boston, Mass.
Rochester Illuminating Co Rocheste--, N. Y,
Rutland Electric Light Co Rutland, Vt.
Abilene Electric Light Co Abilene, Kan.
Topeka Electric Light Co Topeka, Kan,
Globe Co ,. Boston, Mass.
D. S. VcDonald Boston, Mass.
Edison Illuminating Co Chicago, 111.

Boston Rubber Shoe Co Maiden, Mass.
Electric Gas Light Co Laramie, Wyo,
Austin Electric Light Co Austin, Texas.
Edison Illuminating Co, Palestine, Texas.
Capital City Electric Light Co Des Moines, la.
Edison Machine Works Schenectady, N. Y.
Edison Illuminating Co , Station No. 2 . . Boston, Mass.
Kellogg Terrace.... Great Barringtoni Mass.
Richmond Light and Power Co Richmond, Va.
Forest City Light and Power Co Rockford, III.

Kansas City Illuminating Co Kansas City, Kan.
Edison Electric Illuminating Co Newport, R.I.
Hotel Berwick Boston, Mass.
Seattle Electric Light Co Seattle, Wash. Ter.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.
West End Street Railway Co Boston, Mass.
Richmond Klectric Railway Co, ....Richmond, Va.
Syracuse Street Railway Co Syracuse, N. Y.
Meriden Horse Railroad Co Meriden, Conn.
Seattle Railway and Power Co Seattle, Wash. Ter.
East Side Street Railway Co Brockton, Mass.
Revere Beach Electric Railway Co Revere Beach, Mass.

Boston Office, 61 Oliver St. New York Office, 109 Liberty St. Chicago Office, 81 Lake Si.

The Railway Telegraph Supply Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
ANJVXJNCIATORS, BIA.GNETO BELLS, BA.TTEISIES, ETC.

WE CARRY A FULL STOCK OF J. H. BUNNELL & CO.'S TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS.

Line Wire and Equipment, Pins, Bracl<ets, Cross-arms, Insulators, Etc., Insulated Wire and Cables.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated Lighting, Railroad Car Lighting,

Street Car Propnlsion, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from NonTmcnrr Illdjoib, Eastkhn Iowa,
Wisconsin and Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory,

Northwestern Electrical Accnmlator

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Experses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

44BR0ADWAY, NEW YORK.
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"C.£C," ELECTRIC MOTOR GO.
90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAND OFFICE! 19 Pearl St,, BOSTON.

CHICAGO OFFICE; 185 Dearborn Street.

NEW OELEANS OFFICE; 25 Carondelet Street.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper IVIagnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lighting, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

.^^fe-.. *£|. ))

PATENT "K^ K; LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, con n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent, THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT.

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES

New York Carbon Works,
BmdforPrice-LiBt.

1 8 Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers'in

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
Agents for EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES,

46 South Water Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Complete Domestic Combination Oatfite:

These seta reqnire no technical knowled-e to connect; they are all

contained In blhcb highly finished hard rubber caees. mounted In

nickel plate and ready for use. The bell d om es are all 3H Inches, the

colle a' e wound with silk-covered wire, and t. e contacts are of plat-

inized silver.

Three- U'ay Annunciator and Bell Set gl6.00

Invalid's Portable CaU Bell Set 7.00

Burc-lar Alarm Set ^ 50

PireAlar-n Ontflt $7.00 to 8 00

Portable Electric Testing Set 10.00

Family ElfiTtro-Medical Set . 12.00

Telegraph Set for Short Lines and Learnera 6 50

H'gh and Low Temperature Alarm 12.00

Single Stroke or Trembling Bell Set *» f>0

Switchboaids, Switches, Annunciators, Bells, Wires. Push But-

tons, Alarm Contacts, etc.

WATERHOUSE SYSTEM
-OF-

Arc and Incandescent Lighting,

Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

Multiple Arc Incandescent Lighting.

Our Instantaneous Automatic Regulator protects Lamps
and Dynamos, and saves power. Gold Medal awarded, Me-
chanics' Fair, Boston, 1887, for perfection in regulation of
current. Most perfect and economical System in tne field.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.

WATERHODSE ELEC. & MFG. CO, Hartford, Conii.

Chicago Office, 154 La Salle St.

FOREIGN PATENT

EXPLOITING CO..

1001 OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

CHICAGO, ILL.,

FRANCIS W. PARKER, Solicitor.

If you have an invention which has; Firpt,
been proven to be operative, second, allowed with
broad claims In the U. S. Patent (iflace; third, 11-

la-trated fully by drawings and'descriptinns, we
will without coat to you patent and exploit same
n foreign countries.

Correspondence solicited.

^- tt

^^
^^^1^-^'^mm

tthncU,
TRADE

I~ "
irun"

BATTERY ,.^;-

PRISM GONDA BATTERY
MARK.

The Standard OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY of the World.

GONDA PKISM CKI.L COM^tKTB.

The great merits of this battery have brought out a

^ number of iufringements and worthless imitations. Beware
k of them.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.

149 West 18th Street, New York, GONDa'B CaKBON, ZlNO AND JaK
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Qeneral Western Agents ^P^Hi^k Wires and Cables,

TRADE MARK.

CANDEE WEATHERPROOF ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST.

A complete stock of General Electric Supplies always on hand. Shipments prompt.
CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, - 42 LaSalle St., Chicago.
Electric Light Rep.iiring, General IMachine Job-work, Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

FtATTVr^

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, %^A^.J8>|gtuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, October
lat., at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the Club,
122-134 Clark street.

GII-ES iL3SrXI-]MJLG^]SrEXIC SHIELID FOR ISTJLXCMES.
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co. _^
Gentlemen : — Your Anti-Magnetic -^^^

Shield for -watches cannot be over-esti- ^^^
mated. It is now very near eight months #^^
that I have -worn my -watch, and to-day p -..

it is (-without correcting time) about one ^
minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never
have believed it before that protection

"Was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one -who needs the correct time, should ~_

have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good
deal of practical utility, as -well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time-

keeper. At present, I look upon a -watch ^^
vpithout a shield as a thing incomplete, ^_
and so it is. Very Respectfully,

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic (llsturbanceB.

Send for descriptive circular.

"——* * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the vratch against any magnetic
influence to -which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the -vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-
ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan I know that could succeed.

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologisls

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and line adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading

magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

LIST of SALES ofWESTINGHOUSE ENGINES
COMPOUND, STANDARD AND JUNIOR, FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST, 1888.

Alleghany Co. Light Co. (16th order), Pittsburgh, Pa,
' (ITth •• ),

' " (I8tn ' )

O. & C. B. Ky. & B. Co., Oonnc 1 Blnffs, la.

Va. E. Lt. & P. Co. (:W ariler), Richmond, Va.
.. .. ., ..

(4jtj
.. , .. ..

Colorado Elec. Co. (9th " ), Denver, Col.
" (10th " ), "

St. L. & San Franc. By. Co., f pringflel% Mo.
Cheney Bros

,
S. Manchester, Conn.

" " (M order). " "

Plttsbnrsh KeBnirgCo., Pittebtirgh.Pa.
O. & C. B. By. & B. Co. (2d order), Conncll Elnffs, la.

Westinghouse Elec. Co. (l'.ith order), London, Eng.
St. L. & S.F. By. Co. (2d order). Springfield, Mo.
Gd. Trunk Ry. Co. (fith order). Montreal, Can,

" (Tth " ),

Bryden Horse Shoe Co., Cataeaqna, Pa.
Wywtt Park By. Co., M. doeeph. Mo.

" " " " (ad order). '" "
Baldwin Loco. Works, (ilth order), PhilRdelphia, Pa.
(inakcr City Dye Worke, Pbilarlelphia, Pa.
M. E. Lt. & P. Co. (4lh order), Morristowc, N.J.
Norwich E. L. 4 P. Co., Norwi(h, N. Y.
Pencovd Iron Worke {4tb order), Philadelphia, Pa.
Darlington Ginning i, Mill Co , Dailington, S. 0.

ir)OH.p.,Ci).
150 " Cp.
150 " Cp.
150 • Cp.
IfO " cp.
150 " Cp.
ir,o ' Kt
150 St.
125 Cp.
125 Kt
125 ' St.
125 • St.
lOU • 'p.
100 ' Cp.
100 • Cp
;5 ' M
75 ' St
75 ' St
75 ' St
75 ' St
65 ' Cp
m • St
m ' St
m ' St
50 • Cp
50 ' Jr

Tate & Sons. B-aymer, Mo.
Dealer, San FraDcisco, Cal.

A. B Bary (4tb order), Moscow. Rassia.
Forestdale Mfg. Co., Providence, K. I.

Nova Scotia Steel Co., Npw Glasgow, N. S.

St L. & Saa F. Ry. Co. (3d order), Sprlngfie'd, Mo.
Foster Bros., Atlanta, Ga.
Waverly Stone Co. (2d order), Holland, Mich.

Deale-, Dallas^Tes.
J. W. Schadewald & Co., Mioneapolis, Minn.
Lincoln Iron Works- (2a order), Rutland, Vt.
Anton ScboUiriPier, Pine BI offa, Ark,
Cum. & Pree. Mills, (5th), Cnmberlan'l Mills, Me.
The Crown Mills, (2d). Marcellus, >. T.
Washington Gas Co., WaehingtoD, Ind
Darl'st nGlD'g & M. Co., (id ord. , Darlington, S.C.
Ada Mfg. Co., i'harlotte. N. C.
Paesaic Print Works f2d ord ), Dundpo, N. J.
G- H. Nichols & Co., (5lh ord.). New York.
McArthar Bro?. {2d ord.), Danbury, Ct.
Canton Steam Pnmp C-^., (2d ord.i, Canton, O.
Burrell Chemical Co,, Newberry, Mich.

" " " {3d ord.), Newberry, Mich.
Dealer, Dallas. Tcsas.

Lawrence Mach. Co.. (;?5tb ord.), Lawrence, Maes.
Bryden Horse Shoe Co., (2d ord.), Cataaaqua, Pa.

5 n P, Jr.
50 ' Jr.
45 ' St.
45 ' sr.

ia ' Jr.
;t5 ' Jr.
:i5 ' ,Ir.

:» Jr.
as ' Jr.
as Sr.
ss St.
as St.

S5 ' St.

35 ' Jr.
as St.

as • Jr.

)iS ' Jr.
as ' Jr.
26 • Jr.
as " Jr.
,25 " Jr.
as ' Jr.
85 " Jr.
25 ' Jr.
25 ' Jr.
k5 " Jr.

Cbambrrs Turner & Lsyton, Truro, N. S.

R. Mackintosh, Lnndv, Utah.
Oil Well Supply Co . Pittsburgh, Pa
Keating Imp. and Mch. Co , lieckville, Tex.

Daaler. Dallas, Tey-
Elberton Oil Mill, {2d ord), Elberton Ga.
Betts Street Furniture Co., Cincinnati, O.
American Glucose t'o., Peoria, III.

" (2d ord ), Peoria, III.
" " " (Sdord,), " "

H McMorran, Port Huron, Mich.
WeBtinc;hooee Elec. Co. (Hih ord), Pittsburgh, Pa.
Chambers. Turner & Layton, Truio, N. S.

Dealer, San Francisco, Oal.

S. Bethlehem Gas & W. Co S. Bethlehem, Pa.
Penna. R. R (10th ord ). Camden, N. J.
Lawrence Mach. Shop, (3Gth ord.), Lawrence, Maea.

SUMMARY.
12 Componnd Engines, aggregating 1,440 H. P.
27 Standard •' " 1,590 "

31 Junior 740 "

25 H P., St.

as " St.

us ' St.

15 ' Jr.
15 • Jr.

10 " St,

1(1 " Jr.

10 • Jr.
10 ' Jr.
Ml ' Jr.

10 ' Jr.

5 " St.

5 ' Jr,

S ' Jr,

5 ' Jr.

5 • St.

5 " St.

5 ' St.

Total, 70 Engines, aggregating 3,770 H. P.

Note the Repeated Orders. Note the Character ot Customers. Note the Distribution of Trade. Note the Volume of Business, and Draw your own Cone! jsions.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Ofi High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUKACTUBED BY

WOODBURY ENGINE '

COMPANY.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

PLAIN SLIDE YALYE
AND

Double Valve Mfidinm Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines

TUBULAR BOILERS.
Address the Manufacturers at

^Mm..^*'' sj2 Mill Street, ROCHESTER, ». Y.
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SYlSrOYIJLL
'DyxiSLm.o and. Cylincier Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery. By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by tUe largest

j

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, - - 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

ITHE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANnFACTDREItS OP THE

Patent High Speed Packings
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES.

DellTered Free on ,60 Days' Trial, Satisfaction Guaranteed, or uo Pay,

i

United States Glectric Fire Alarm (fo.

EVART, MICHIGAN.

PEOPRIHTOKa OF THK

Cliase Police and Fire Alan TeleiraDli

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction in dif-

ferent cities and

villages in the United States.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

BAKER'S TRIPOLINE!
,

A Powerful and Rapid Cleaner and Polisher of Metals without Acid or Poison.

I

Especially Adapted to Bailroad. Marine, Stationary and Fire Engine Worl£,
*'hot or cold ;" Largo Slsni^, Railings, etc.

This polleh is now being supplied to Hundreds of Mechanical Engineers JCIiECTRIC
LIGHT PLANTS, and mannfacturere of Machinery. Has already been adopted by many of the
leading railroad companies, the leading fire departments, Whter works, the U. S. Ordnance and Navy
Departments, and thousandB of Mills, Factories, etc. Is the BEST AND CHEAPEST POLISH IN
THE WORLD, and quickest Cleaner. Uoeqnaled for Cleaning: and folishins Carbon
Holders. Send for Sample, FREE. Liberal diacount to manufacturere and dealers in IGlec-
trical Jnachinery. Manufactured only by the

MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO., - - 88 MARKET ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW PATENT GAS ATTACHMENT
FOR FITTING ELECTRIC LIGHT SOCKETS TO GAS FIXTURES.

No more burnt wire conductors where this attachment Is used.
Bemore gas burner, screw nozzle In Its place; by replacing and screwing gas burner on nozzle, you effect

a Vermanent K«B tishr jol>. Send orders to FRANK S. MAR R, Con'.ractor.
CHICAGO AGENT^S^THE^ELECTRICAL^SUPPLY CO., 31333,1 Block. PITTSBURGH. PA.

SO
SEND FOR

NEW PAMPHLET OF

RECORDING

Pressure Gauges.

Ji{i{vis B Eosofl,

145 Broadway, N. Y.

SOLE AGENT IN THE U.S.

P. CARDEW'S
PArENTKD

Voltmeters
TO READ

30 to 80. 120 or 150 V.

(S,j 1 Volt.)

Can be kept continnonsly in
circnits, either alternating or
straight.

]>o not Require Reoal-
ibratiiig:-

80 to 120 V. Instruments

in Stock, $65.00.

THEO. MACE,
HARRISON. K. J.

ALUMINOUS

INCANDESCENT
PATENTED.

Wilh or Without

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or sbaiie <if bulbs.

LAMPS FITTED TO ANY CAP
THAT MAY BE SUPPLIED.

Special Prices Made for Large Orders.

Vitrite and Lminoid Co.
Pending: Rr-nrganizatiou of this Company,

thti works are carried on by

THEODORE MACE, - Receiver,

HARRISON, N. J.

Half-Size Cut of btandard Size. and Sbape.

CHIfACO OFPICK :

ll.'lTopolitan lEuiiaingr. lEooni 11. 100 V. 16 C.-P.

TheJrushflectrlcUompany

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
No. ISO IVasliiug^oii Street,

AI.i:XjLirD£R KE9IPT,

Special d.gent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
No. 201 Joni-nal Building:.

O. C. STEELE,

Special A.gent.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
.\sent for tlie I.AW BATTERY.

727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.

&LRXANDBB bl. BENSON. PRANK H. THOMPSON

SETSSON & THOMPSON,
MANUFACTURERS OF INSULATED WIRES

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH, ELECTRIC LIGHT, OFFICE AND ANNUSCIATOK

AQB, MAGNET WIRE, ETC.

No. 3015 Chestnut Street, . . .

WIRES FLEXIBLE CORD

PHILADELPHtA

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F. DUNDEROALE 1 54 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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Bells ! Bells ! Bells

!

YOU MAKE SALES BY EXHIBITING
OUR BELLS IN YOUR STORE.

OUR BELLS

PRIVATE

RESIDENCES

MAKE

OTHER ORDERS COME TO YOU

Your Customers

Are Not

Blind.

Vv-'XX-^

"HUSTLE"
Every house in your

neighborhood which is not
supplied with electric bells

is a mark for you to aim your
energy at. Don't let busi-

ness grow dull.

MF" Make your busi-

ness lively.

w ^

PS S
P4 O

O P
o

The electrical SUPPLY CO
lYl Randolph Strrrt,

FACTORIES:
JLnsonia, OoNisr.

BRANCH OFFICE:
505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.
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PlUBDlZ

(1014

355

MANUFACTURERS OF
Glass Ca

Arc and Incandescent Electric Light Globes, Shades, etc.,

in rich Cut, Etched, Decorated, and in Opalesoent,

Venetian and Other Art Glass Effects.

- -A.L30 -

OPAL, CLEAR AND ROUGHED.
UNIVERSALLY COMMENDED WHEREVER USED AS BEING THE BEST AS TO QUALITY

SHAPES, ETC. WE INVITE CORRESPONDENCE FROM ALL ELECTRIC

LIGHT COMPANIES. SPECIAL SHAPES MADE TO ORDER.

Illustrated Catalogue a*" Price List noiar ready.

^3 SIXTH AVENUE, PITTSBURGH, PA. 729 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

%mmi$me^^<p^^'i^

FREIGHT DEPARTMENT.,

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS.

HEW TORK. ^ 15 Wt.rtti Bu
MAHCMESTER. « Fuiikocr St.

CHEMNITZ. SSTbcuter-Slnne.

^^yti^-K/^C^^^-^^-uA/ .6^^'tlZcj

.A^aJ- fi-tiA^ -^/^(A^J '^^-'^A^^'-Zt^f-^^-^^^̂ -y^^

TAH DBPOKZJE
Donble Cubon Lamp.

Manixfactiired and for Sale only by

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

X5 X7 XO &»1X.<X QX 3Sr» ClllXtOXi St., - OiaXO-ACSr-O, XXjXj. single carbon Lami>,
TAN DBPOBUB
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FORT WAYNE

n!! ELECTEIi; IIGET d.

Fort Wape, M. Fort Wayne, Ind.

,

AX.A.xa'XTf^.^oaruxi.xsxi.s o:b* tf^es

SLAHERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
Of iNOANDElSaElNT LxIQHTINQ,

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete Alternating System of

Electric Lighting in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. 12-16 fandle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

.duXaSO rv:3B::Ei

JENNEY SYSTEM of ARC LIGHTING

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Main Office and Works, - FORT WAYNE, IND.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 242 & 244 EAST 122d STREET.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
185 Dearborn Street,

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager>

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE. 217 Sansome Street.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
26 North Seventh Street,

C. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F. Adams, Successor.
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY,
—MANDFAOTUREES OF

—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Seitd for Catalogue and Pr';ce List.

729 Broadway, New York.

43 Sixtli Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Company,

Brasoh Offices

Qeaeral Offices, No. 708 PI HIT. A7£., PITTSBUBaH, FA.

i

New ToTlc, Telephono Balldlng, Cortlandt Street,

S. L. Wiley Manager.
Chicago, 133 East Midlaon Street, F. E. Tegen-

bardt, Manager,

MANXTFAOTUBKES OF

The|llaring]|nti'|niluction0| Bunched Cables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Submarine

and Aerial.

LIGHT LEADED CABLES FOR HOUSE USE.
Weatherproof Line Wire. Underwriters'. Annunciator and Office Wire.

Five Yearsof Uniform Success Enable us to Guarantee our Cables.

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

The CALLENDERTS^S^oo^o COMPANY,
18 Cortland St., NEW YORK.

manufaottjebrs op

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over

quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Qectric Light and Power.

Telegrapii and Telepiione,

Railway and all other

Branches of Signaling.

All Sizes

Lead Encased Wires

Aerial Use,

Subterranean Use,

Submarine Use

Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr.. 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

Electric Leather Belting.
Wire Screwed, specially adapted for

DYNAMOS.
Every Belt Guaranteed.

BITITE m TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. BURDICK, 68 Commerce Building,

General Western Sales Agent. CHICACO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Self-Conlalned

AflloMllc Cfll-Off Enpes,
SPHOIAILT ADAPTED FOE EUNlTINe-

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And otber duty requiring close

regulatloiLof speed.

"Wbbtheh" Office and WAEEBOOMa:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, III.

WM. A. HAMMETT, Manager.

PIECE OP ELECTEIC BELT.

CSHAS. .A.. 95CHIEREN & CSO.,
MANtTPAOTDEEBS AND TANNEB3 OF

Oak Tanned Leather Belting and Lace Leather.

( 48 South Canal Street. Cliicago.
:-, 86 Federal Street. Boston-

I 416 Arch Street. Philadelphia.

45-51 Terry Street,

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C B B A

CUT SHOWING STVLE OF INSULATION.
. , . -,

.4.—Cooper Wire. B. £.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C—Braided CottMI.

•atura'ted with a Black, Weather-Proof Composition. „,,.., ,. .- „ ™_
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furmshed upon application. Pure EI.^

trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

WARFRnnM«!. i <9 antl 21 Cliff St., New York.
WAKtKUUMb.

-j 64 Washington St. ChicagoJIIs.

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA, CONN,

DA^^EL W. Maemos, President.

Addisos H. Koedyke, VIoe-P resident.

CHA.ELES D. Jexket, ElcctrlclaiL
Uraikard RoitisoN, Secretary.

Ajioa K. HoLLOWELL, TreasurerABMos, President. .aaiua jv. nui.i.uw±

;oEi>YKE, Vice-President. ^^^_ ^0^^ _ ^^^ ^ ^ ^

Jenney Electric Coivipany,
i2sri>i-a.Krja.i'Oi*is, iKrx>iA3Nrja..

sole owners of alt the Patents an<l Inventions of Charles D. Jenney (known as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Improued Oynamo, C^mp '^

Electric motor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting

the Jenne> System leads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady,- brilliant and ponelratlDg. In these esaentlalB It chal-

lenges comparison

Estiinates Promptly Furnished (or Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants lor Cities, Companies or Indivitllials.

Prices Fubnisheoi for the Jenney Arc oh Incan-

descent Systems, or for both combined.

TheJennej iDcandescentDynamos are self-regulating,

and permit the turning on and off of one or all of the Lamps

at will.

This Cmnpanvotves special allmllonlo fumteUng MUls,

Shops, Factories, etc.. wtih Indimual Plants.

I?- SEig m wmmn luisuniiit ™ if-nim m sisieu. .^
OFFICE AND WOEKS:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND,
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Go.
EASTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.
WESTERN OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
—-FOE

nrc-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Best Arc-Light, Loutavllle, 1883,

First Prize ; Best System of Arc-Llghtlng,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 18S3.

Electric )|rC'[ighting

This Company was given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all sizes ifor the transmlselon of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent LlehtInK and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Rower. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

Qdison Qlectric ||ight (o.
THIS COMPANY IS THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS

AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially Successrul

METHOO OF GEHERIIC ECECTRICnt DISTRIBUTIOH.

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

_ called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Capital, $2,500,000, 4 Stations : Capacity. 1SO.O0O Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. CapitaJ, $750,000. I Station: Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations; Capacity. 50,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000. 1 Station: Capacity, 50,000 Lamps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Industry as an investment.

WRITE FOR PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAl.

For Information relative to Central Station Business, apply to the

£d.isoxi Electric I^ierlit Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated p"o°w^II.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Eoison hmi inns Rejected nno Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 liVirPer H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H, P., equals 6tVt per H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCURATE TESTS. NO COMMENTS FOR PAETICCLAES, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2

1

9 LA SALLE ST., CHICACO.

INDORSED
BX

Thomas A, Edison, Elilin Thomson, N. S. Possons, Edwin J. Honston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

FOE, SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.

Send for Pampiilet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadway, N. Y.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Railways.
Speed,
Endurance,
Economy.

The Daft Motors for Power Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mertion the Western Electrician.
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THE TsrArrioNAi:-

Cle-ireland., Oliio.
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

JABTIS
ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST.

I

81 LAKE ST., 1 109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. I

NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COiW-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and pouier Stations
NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ENGINEERING CO., engines, boilers, etc., for driving dynamos.

707 and 709 Market St., COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
&T. XjOXTXS, - ISXO. ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

^~~~^~~ SPECIA1.TIES; The Arralngton & SimFi EnEclne, Steel Boilere, Jarvia Punace, Standard

PR AR'ff*H • Rnn Walnut ^f Kancae Pifv Mn Rocking and Sheffield Gratee, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Kortlng Injector, etc.

WKiW^* "Ki—w T.^-^TcaiJi <^ ftina r.^fcrfii^BT^'^'a

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATENTS.

GENERAL OFFICES:

MDTDAL LIFE ELDS,

32 NASSAU ST.,

NEW YORK

plans and Estimates rumlshed
for all kinds of Incandes-

« cent Lighting.

Philadelphia Office:

No. 308 WiLNDT ST

BOSTON OFFICE:

Ho. 33 FEDERiL 5T,

EstlmateB Furnished for the
Thomaon-Houston System

of Arc Lighting.

The DYNAMO of this Company Is AUTOMATIC In Us regulation, and will maintain a UNIFOKM
LIGHT, with ALL or ANT PORTION of tlie lights In Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN and
win MAINTAIN Its CANDLE POWER during Its Guaranteed Life.

F'orest City Electric 'W^'orlsLS,
Manuiaciurers 01 CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick IVIake and Break Uncon-
trolled by the Handle.

CorreBpondence

Solicited with

Electric Light

Companies.

W. B. CLEVELAND, Proprietor, 183 SENECA STREET, CLEVELAND, a

BISHOP GUTTiL-FERCHii CO.,
m»x3.iafa.ct-u.x^eiTiE> of

INSULATED WIRES, CABLES AND FLEXIBLE CORDS.

niARKS' COmPOUIffD
Battery -wires insulated with Marks' Compound

Rubber covered wires for use overhead and un- give better service than any other wires in the
derground, and for indoor wiring. Equal to any market,
in the world for insulation and durability.

CUTTA-PERCHA
Gutta-Percha covered wires and cables for use
under water and in damp places.

BISHOP GUTTAPERCHA CO., - 420-426 East 25th St., New York.

We are sole manufacturers of this celebrated in-
sulation which contains no sulphur or other in-
gredient that will ever corrode copper. It is
used principally for flexible eoriJs.

8. A. PLUMMBK, Peesident.

F. B. PRESTON, Vice-Pres. ahd Tbeab.

BOAICIt OF DIRKCTOAii.
Gen. R. A. ALGEK. T. WILLIAMSON. O.A.WARREN
S. A PLUM-WKR. F. B TROUT. 0. H. THO.M PSON.
E.G. BROWN. A. Woodward. f. b. preoton.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SBCBBTiKT
FRA^K t. TROUT, feDPEmniEM E^T.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For LigM and

Power Parposes,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORACE DATTERY
Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

9

For Light and

Power Purposes.

'
GENERAL MANAGER. '

(
Fa^tory, Comep 13th and Woodbridge Sts.

\ UC I Hill I
^ IfllUlll
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THE SPRABUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR CO.

Systems of Condxicting Cui rent to the Cars with the im-
possibility of an accident on any point of the line interfering
with the operation of the remainder of the road.

Freedom from disagreeable noises.

No changes in truck.

Motors flexibly suspended from the axles to insure per-
fection of running.

Greatly increased traction by the application of Motors
to each axle with independent driving.

Use of single set of brushes for both directions of driving.

Single movement control from either platform.

Self oiling bearings.

Generators of highest efaciency and reliability.

For Circulars and farther information, address

THE SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY & MOTOR CO.,
16 and 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

J. J. DICKEY, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice Prealdent.

H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man. Sup't and Electrician. L. H. KORTT, Treaaurer.

MIBtAMD ILICTEIC C0«,
OMAHA. NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

lX/lCTmi€AL eUPPMli
Wos the ^elegrapb, '^elspboae aad Sleefric Idg&t.

Hotel andHonee Annnnclatora, Burglar Alarma, Fire Alarms, Electric Gas Llglttlng, Spealdng Tubea,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Puah Buttons, Electric Pena, Telegraph Learners' Inatrumenta, Medical

Batteries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangera' Supplies, Railway Veloclpedea, Cars, Etc.

Whstebn Agents TEE OKONITE CO., and the Return Call System of Hotel Annunctatora. Fire
Alarma for Cities and Towns. We own the Francblaes of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

^"Efltlmatea fBrnlahed and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work in any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illuatrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

The Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE-JUST OUT.

Annunciators, Patent Dust Proof Bells,

Door Openers, Letter Boxes, Push Butto'ns, Batetries,

Wire, and a Full Line of Supplies.

AT PRICES THAT CAN'T BE BEAT.
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The Tliofflson-Hottston Electric Railway System.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

1

Sixteen Roads in Dally Operation Dnder the Thomson-Houston and Van Depoele Patents.

ALL MATEBIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTUBJSD AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The ThomBon-Houston. Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the

brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project

above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Van Depoele patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS i ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS FDRMISHED FOR MINING i OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Fnll Informatioii and Estimates Address the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers under Patents controlling the Sale and Use

OF

ALTERNATING CURRENT ELECTRIC LICHTINC
APPARATUS.

The installment of over 1 00 Central Station Plants has demonstrated the

Alternating Transformer System to be superior to all others, for distributing

current from a Central Station over small or large areas for lighting and

power purposes.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.

This system is made more profitable than any other by the use of the meter

now supplied by this company.

It measures the whole current.

It is strictly a positive mechanical movement.

It registers directly in lamp hours.

It reads from dials like a gas meter.

It consumes no appreciable energy.

It is not affected by temperature or other local conditions.

It is practical, and it is cheap.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

This company has demonstrated that motors run by the alternating current

are as efficient as the best direct current motors, and can be run without com-

mutators or brushes, being started, stopped and reversed without breaking a

connection.

All parties desiring to secure the most perfect system of electric distribu-

tion for light and power are invited to inspect the apparatus at the works of

the company at Pittsburgh, Pa., where it will be demonstrated that the Alter-

nating System possesses such advantages over the direct system in regard to

efficiency, distribution, safety, life of lamps, and the use of meters and motors,

that no purchaser can afford, at any price, to take the direct current apparatus.
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•

ELECTRIC ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS.
ELECTRIC BELLS, ANNUNCIATORS, ETC.

PATTERSON CABLES
-r'OH.-

Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Use.

INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL KINDS.

Testing Apparatus. Telegraph Apparatus. Batteries.

Construction Tools. Line Wire and Supplies.

District Telegraph, Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.

The Best of Everything at Bottom Prices

Catalogues Furnisbed on Application.

CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP,
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Automatic Medical Battery.

Tlie illustration in connection sliows a new
automatic medical battery made by the H. B.

Cox Electric company of New Haven, Conn.
The battery is put up in a cherry case eight

and three-fourths inches high, which weighs
eight pounds. The electric current is gener-

ated by a gelatine battery cell, which is semi-

solid and perfectly sealed, so that there is no
battery fluids to splash over.

Fire in the Station of the Chicago Arc
Light &. Power Company.

Fire was discovered in the north side station

of the Chicago Arc Light & Power company
about I A. M. Sept. loth. The station is situated

at the corner of Clark and Elm streets. The
fire had gained considerable headway before the

department reached the ground. Four dyna-

mos and three Ball engines were badly dam-
aged by fire and water. The total loss is esti-

Dental Electrics.

The Western Eeectrichn a few months
ago contained an article on "Dental Electrics."

The following extract from an article in the St.

Louis Globe-Democrat relates to the same sub-

ject:

Of late electricity has been taken up very large-

ly by the dentists in their work. An officer of a

leading dental supply company, when questioned

on the subject, said:

Opening the lid or cover closes the circuit

and places the current immediately in opera-

tion; closing it stops it.

This instrument produces three distinct cur-

rents—the galvanic, the faradic and the galvano-

faradic. These currents are controlled by a

switch, and can be varied from one scarcely

perceptible to the feeling to one of a very high

tension and capable of producing a perceptible

spark, all the modifications between these ex-

tremes being at the control of the operatoi.

The battery is intended for the use of phy-

sicians, and in the family.

mated at $6,000. The origin of the fire is un-

known. The station shuts down at midnight.

The engineer and fireman left about 12:45, and

locked the doors. Fifteen minutes afterward the

fire was discovered. About 155 lights are sup-

plied with current from the station. Two of

the circuits were cut into the main station of

the company, and there was no interruption of

the service of 92 of the lights. The other lamps

were out for three or four days.

The Duluth, Soulh Shore & Atlantic Railroad company,

of Marquette, Mich., have increased their arc light plant

by'purchasing a number of Brush arclamps.

"Since the first application of machinery to

the lio-htening of the labor of the operative den-

tist, many devices have been tried in the search

for a substitute for the foot power engine which

should do its work effectively. So attractive a

field for the employment of a reliable motive

power for light running machinery could not be

permitted to lie fallow, and it has been the in-

spiration and hope of inventors in all parts of

the world. Devices for the generation and

transmission of power have multiplied, and ad-

vances have followed one another rapidly.

"Water motors of various descriptions have
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been presented, some of them meriting approval

in themselves, but their field of usefulness has

been limited, owing to variations in water pres-

sure, or stringent or prohibitor)' regulations

governing their use, so we have not felt war-

ranted in bringing them prominently before the

profession. Among other devices offered have

been a variety of spring motors, all, however,

open to serious objections, and diminutive, con-

sequently non-effective, and somewhat danger-

ous, steam boilers and engines.

"Finding satisfaction in none of these, we
have given earnest attention to electricity as af-

fording the most likely solution of the problem.

From time to time we have introduced to the

profession various forms of batteries, motors,

etc., each succeeding device possessing import-

ant features not contained in its predecessor.

The first crude application of electricity to the

uses of the dentist in the rotation of burrs, drills,

etc., has been followed by improved appliances

for the generation and transmission of the cur-

rent, which, properly managed, leave little to be
desired in this direction. The electric mallet is

still, as it has been for years, the nearest ap-

proach to the ideal condensing instrument. The
electrical current has found still other import-

ant uses in dentistry in the electrical mouth-

lamp and laryngoscope and the electrical lan-

tern, and in the kindred devices for other surgi-

cal specialties, the electrical laryngoscope, the

electrical otoscope, the electric cautery snare, etc.

"To those who study the nature of electricity,

and thus learn to regulate it in conformity to

the duty which it has to do, its use is simple,

effective and profitable. As a motor for engine

or plugger it saves the excessive fatigue neces-

sarily attendant upon the continued use of the

foot power. In the mouth-lamp it is the surest

known means of diagnosing dead teeth or de-

vitalized pulps."

A special electrical motor has lately been

made for dental engines. It is very light,

weighing only 3^- pounds, but is of sufficient

strength to supply any amount of power needed

in operative dentistry.

On the theory that the pain e.xperienced in

the excavation of sensitive dentine is lessened as

the speed of the burr is increased, there has been

devised a double-inductor electric motor for

dentistry that is a remarkable affair. It is

claimed for it that with a battery current of suf-

ficient strength it will lift 2,000 times its own
weight I foot per minute. Its weight is 38
ounces. By pressing a lever or button with the

foot a burr may be run by it at any speed de-

sired up to 10,000 revolutions per minute. By
adding more battery cells a still higher rate may
be attained.

A very valuable assistant to the dentist is an

electric mouth-lamp. .Sound teeth have been
needlessly sacrificed in fruitless endeavors to

find the seat of neuralgic pains for which, owing
to the insufficiency of the means of diagnosis,

no satisfactory cause could be established. The
electric mouth-lamp prevents this, and illumi-

nates the cavity so brightly that any departure

from normal conditions, whether it be a hidden
cavity of decay, an unsuspected dead pulp or

even the slight thickening of the tissues, which
is the precursor of decay, is very certain to be

detected. This lamp is an incandescent electric

light mounted permanently in a non-conducting

case or cylinder of hard rubber. It is supplied

with metal conductors which pass outside of the

reduced .section of the case. The lamp case is

carried in another hard rubber cylinder, called

the lamp holder, which is also supplied with

metal conductors fitting those on the lamp case,

the two parts, when adju.sted, being clamped
together by a set screw. For the examination

of posterior cavities in teeth a mirror, set at an

angle of forty-five degrees, is attached to the

end of the guard. With this attachment the

lamp forms a perfect laryngo.scope.

The electric plugger, or mallet, is another in-

strument that is proving a great help to the

dentist through the use of electricity, Its chief

advantage is the saving of time and fatigue at-

tendant upon the use of hand, automatic or foot-

power mallet. The blow is delivered upon the

packing instrument just when its force is great-

est, becau.se the attraction of the magnets in-

creases constantly as the mallet approaches
them., until the circuit is broken. The battery

which furnishes the power to the mallet consists

of four cells, and once properly charged it will

retain its efficiency a month.

New Dynamic Incandescent Switch.

Novel features of a new double pole switch
that has very recently been put on the market
by the Hartford Dynamic company of Hartford,
Conn., are shown in the accompanying cut.

This illustration shows clearly the appearance
both with and without the cover, and most of

the details of construction. The upright bent
lever which projects through the cover and
serves as a handle is connected at the back end
through a spiral spring to a tilting block of hard
rubber or other insulating material. This block
carries the movable portions of the metallic cir-

cuit.

When in the act of closing the circuit the
spring is stretched; when breaking it is com-
pressed, but as soon as the hand is removed the

lever moves slightly until the spring is in equili-

brium; being then of its natural length it should
maintain its elasticity unchanged. But it must
not be supposed because the lever can be
moved slightly by the spring that the block can
be so moved and the contacts made uncertain;
it is impossible to have them more certain, for

the block is effectually locked in position or

closed, and cannot be moved to the other posi-

tion e.Kcept through the use of the lever or a
force great enough to break the switch. This
ingenious locking device consists of two pins in

the block working around a four-sided steel

lug in the lever. Assume the switch " off," the
circuit open; as the lever is drawn upward the
spring is stretched, but the block cannot move
until the lever has gone far enough to allow the
pins to slip from the lug; by this time the
spring has been stretched to its utmost and the
side bars are carried down firmly into the jaws;
it is impossible for these contacts to separate by
a rebound of the parts, for the pins and lug
prevent; or by carrying the lever too far, for

this keeps up the tension on the spring until the
hand is removed. Similarly if the switch is

"on," the movement of the lever first compresses
the spring, and then releases the locking
mechanism so that the block flies up and opens
the circuit.

The illustration further shows that the jaws
for contact are short; this is considered a de-
cided advantage to the user, for the fitting must
be accurately done or it would not pass inspec-
tion at the factory, and the jaws are much less

likely to get bent out of shape in handling or

use.

The cover is of a tasteful shape with rounded
shoulder instead of square, and nickel plated;
the dust cap prevents trouble from dust and in-

sects. The lettering shows at once whether the
current is "on" or "oft",'-' although the lights

may not be visible.

Constitution of the Electric Light Asso-
ciation.

,\n annoying error, which by the way, was
corrected on several successive proofs, crept
into a part of the edition of September Sth. Art.
VI of the revised constitution of the National
Klectric Light association should read:

'^Ballot.—On any question before the associa-
tion a ballot may be demanded by ten of the
members present."

London is al lusL to have an electric railway. Tlie Ciry of
I-ondon & Southwark Subway company have authorized the
directors to make arrangements for working the line by elec-
tricity. 1 1 was at first intended to employ tlie cable system
but tile company upon investigation, learned that the' elec-
tric .system was prefcraljle.

Perforated Leather Belting.

The cut in connection illustrates a novel
method of preventing air cushions in belts run
at a high rate of speed. The perforations are
made in a regular and uniform manner, and at

equal di tances apart over the entire surface of
the belt; insuring equal tension and leaving
the tensile strength of the belt uninjured. Be-
sides preventing air cushions these belts are said

to run more smoothly, steadily and with less

noise than ordinary belts. They are adapted to

high speed dynamos.
Chas. A. Schieren & Co., 40 South Canal

street, Chicago, have been granted a patent on
this article, dated May 24, 1888, and have
just completed the machinery necessary for its

manufacture.

Chicago Telephone Matters.

At the meeting of the Chicago city council Sept. lo Ald-
erman Landon presented an ordinance giving the Chicago
Telephone company the right to lay its wires in that por-
tion of the city where they are now underground in con-
duits, and outside that territory, along jDroperly constructed
poles. Tlie company offers to supply telephones to the city

public ofik-es free of charge as a consideration for the fran-

chise and to comply with the other provisions of the old

ordinance, which has e.vpired by limitation. There is no
limitation as to charge. The ordinance was referred to the

committee on fire and water. Alderman Landon said he
did not- know who drafted it. The ordinance was handed
to him as lie came to the council. He introduced it be-

cause lie tliought there ought to be some ordinance. The
telephone company was now operating without legal

authority. Tlie ordinance introduced could be made the

basis of action. It should, of course, be amended Botha
maximum rental siiould be stipulated, and a license fee pro-

vided for. Alderman Ernst introduced an order directing

the law department to proceed at once to dissolve the in-

junction granted about five years ago against the city inter-

fering with the wires of the Chicago Telephone company,
and calling upon the law depaitment to test in the courts

whether the company had any right to use the streets to lay

and operate wires. The subject was referred to the com-
mittee on licenses, as w^as also a subsequent order fi.'ving

telephone charges at .$75 a year.

A meeting of the license committee of the Chicago city

council was held .Sept. 13 to consider the telephone ques-

tion. It was decided to recommend the passage of a reso

lution by the council directing the law department to take

measures to dissoive an injunction obtained by the telephone
company against the city in 1SS3 restraining the municipal
authorities from cutting the overground telephone wires then

strung or otherwise interfering with the plant of the tele-

phone company. This injunction was allowed to stand by
Mayor Harrison on the understanding that the telephone

company would place all its wires within the business dis-

trict in conduits from time to time. The committee further

directed the corporation counsel to prepare such an ordi-

nance for the regulation of the Chicago Telephone company
as would protect the city's interests, and which would
fix the annual rental at ^^175 per 'phone in accordance with a

petition signed by over 3,000 renters. The committee
discussed the right of the council to fix the rental. The
corporation counsel declined lo express a decided opinion

on this question.

Earth for a Lightning Conductor.

In selecting and fixing an effective lightning conductor
it must be remembered that a good earth is desirable. Dr.
Lodge says, as quoted by London Elcdricat Review: ' 'A

few tons of coke with the conductor coiled up amongst it

is a well known and satisfactory plan if the soil be per-

manently damp. A bag of salt might perhaps be buried

with it to keep it damp throughout, or rain water may be
led there. Often, however, the most violent thunder-
storms occur after a spell of fine weather, and the soil is

likely to be dry. It is best, therefore, to run your con-

ductor pretty deep, and there make earth. It is all very

well to connect the conductor to water mains, if near, but

if they are far off or non-existent it is no use; and in no
case, in my opinion, should they be used as sole earths.

Certainly not gas mains. In dry weather they are not

earthed at all well, and a strong charge may then surge up
and down them and light somebody else's gas in the most
surprising way. It does not often happen, but it may hap-

pen in sandy soil after dry weather. Always there shouki

be a good deep earth—a well if possible, a boring if not

—

and the conductor led down into it. If it likes to make a

disturbance when it has to leave the conductor a long way
down, no one need grumble. It can't do much harm
there. There is, of course no magic in water, unless

it forms a large continuous sheet. A thoroughly gootl earth

is really a geological question; and for an important build-

ing a geological specialist should be consulted. An occa-

sional test of an earth, in ordinary weather, is no real se-

curity as to what may happen after a long-continued

drouth,"

4
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Paillard's Non-Magnetic Balances.

Theo. Gribi, in, a published communication,

sets forth the results of tests, continued without

intermission for nearly four months on three

watch movements of the Paillard non-magnetic

type, conducted with the idea of proving wheth-

er the balances were wholly exempt from the in-

fluences of magnetism, and at the same time ad-

justable to heat and cold. He quotes from a

report to the manufacturing company:
" I did not at once subject your watches to the

influence of a powerful dynamo, as you sug-

gested and as others have done, for that seeined

to me a very unsatisfactory proceeding. AVhat

I desired to know, and what is the real point at

issue, is not to find out whether the watches

would stop or not when exposed to magnetic in-

fluences at any time, but whether, though they

might not actually stop, they would not suffer

abnormal variations in their rate as the result of

such exposure. But to be sure that whatever
variations might occur in their rate would not

be due to other disturbing causes, it is necessary

that such a trial should be made under known
conditions. It was important, too, that the tem-

perature should be uniform throughout the trial

under magnetic influence, or at least accurately

known.
"It was necessary that the watches should be

placed where the comparison with standard

time could be made easily and without trans-

porting them and subjecting them to chances of

variations from position errors; and above all,

it is an essential condition for accurate observa-

tion of phenomena of any kind that the observer

be undisturbed, in no hurry, and in full control

of all the conditions necessary to insure reliable

results. These and other conditions, it seemed

Fig. 3. The result of this is that the rate of

those with steel forks varied slightly when they
were running on the poles of the magnets, and
particularly upon changing their orientation,

while the third, with non-magnetic escapement
throughout, showed no perceptible variation

that could positively be attributed to the in-

fluence of magnetism.
"This variation of the rate of those with steel

forks was at first a disappointment to me; but on
continuing their rating again in a non-magnetic
medium they resumed their former uniform rate.

From this it would appear that the influence of

the magnets had left no permanent effect on the

watches. To satisfy myself of the correctness

of this conclusion, I took the two with steel

forks and placed them on a thirty-eight light

dynamo. One of them immediately stopped;

the other kept on going. They were then rated

as before in a non-magnetic medium for ten

days, and their rates were identically the same as

before, and just as uniform.

"To me this is the most gratifying result of

the Dejough microphone, which has been adopted by the
Belgian government, and is actually in use on the Paris-
Brussels trunk line, over two hundred miles in length.
According to a report of the Societe Beige d'Electriciens;
this apparatus possesses the most exceptional qualities fpf
the purpose of the transmission of speech. "An experi-
ment frequently repeated and always most successful will

give an idea of the value of the system. The listener at

the Paris end of the line was able to repeat word for word
the sentences whispered by the speaker at Brussels in such
a low tone as to be inaudible two meters off." The Dejough
transmitter is on the multiple carbon contact principle, and
needs no regulation. Several models of the instrument are

shown adapted to various uses. One of these shows the

Dejough transmitter in use with the anti--induction appara-
tus of Van Rysselberghe. This arrangement is intended
for railway work, and meets a want long felt, namely, the

installation of a number of telephones upon the same
telegraph wire, so as to permit any office to talk to any
other office. Another noticeable e.xhibit is the phonotele-
graph of Renard Nothomb. This apparatus transmits

telegraphic and telephonic messages under conditions which
would be impossible in any other system. The currents

induced are such that it is no longer necessary to take into

consideration the length or, within limits, the insulation of
the line. The wire maybe of very small section, .ooim.
diameter, and may be carried along the damp ground,
across small streams, and under roads. This instrument,

whose compactness renders it very portable and easy to

manage, is worthy the attention of the military authorities,

since now, more than ever, field telegraphy and telephony
have become of the first importance. Messrs. Mourlon also

show one of the microphonic sounding boards, such as are

in use at Theater de la Monnaie to transmit music tele-

phonically to the Chalet Royal at Ostende and to the

Palace at Laerken. It was on this occasion that songs and
music were first sent some eighty miles over the lines with-

out in any way disturbing the telegraph service.

Inter-State Telegraph Bill.

A Washington dispatch of September 3d says: A month
ago the senate passed an Inter-State telegraph bill. It was
thought that the majority in the house would take advantage
of this and get the subject up for consideration, thereby
bringing the whole subject of postal telegraphy to an issue.

It was not believed that congress was yet ready to adopt a

PAltLARDS PATENT NON-MAGNETIC

COMPENSATION BAtANCE AND HAIR S'^RlflG.

to me, could not be realized around and about

a dynamo.
"With a view, therefore, to the elimination of

errors arising" from all these and other sources, I

proceeded to rate the watches in iny own office,

and first in a perfectly non-magnetic medium.
The comparisons were made with a standard

chronometer, and this was compared daily with

obser\'atory signals from both the Washington
and Dearborn observatories.

"The hour chosen for making the comparisons

was between 12 and t o'clock p. m., immediately

after the signals are usually corrected, if neces-

sary, and to guard against possible mistakes

they were repeated every time after the watches

were wound. After about two weeks, and when
the rate of the watches was fully established, I

commenced subjecting each of them to a six-

inch magnet. Fig. i, first at a distance of an inch

and a half from them, then in contact with, and
finallyon the poles of the magnets.
"When running in this last position the orien-

tation of the movements was changed alternately

with the twelve and six, then with the nine and
three figures of the dial on the poles, the watches

running in a horizontal position—dial up

—

throughout the trial. In each and all of these

conditions the rating was continued during a

period not less than five days. The rates were

estimated to the nearest tenth of a second and
the comparisons were always made at the same
point in the second's circle of the dials. With all

these precautions to .guard against errors, I am
positively certain that the result of the trial fur-

nishes a reliable basis for conclusions.

"It is proper here to mention that two of the

movements you sent me had steel forks and

escape wheels. Fig. 2, while in the third these

parts are also made of non-magnetic metals.

the trial. It shows that a watch need only have

a non-magnetic balance and hair-spring, and
perhaps the rollers inight be such also to be

wholly proof against the influences of magnetism
for all ordinary purposes. The test of the ad-

justability to temperatures of the balances was
made afterward, and under conditions equally

severe, and the result also wholly establishes

vour claims."

The Van Rysselberghe System at Brus-
sels.

Messrs. Mourlon of Brussels, have given a very success-

ful demonstration of the Van Rysselberghe system at the

FIG. 3.

E-xhibition, wTites the Brussels correspondent of the London
EUctriclan, They have erected two telephone offices, in

each of which there is a complete set of Morse apparatus

by the side of the telephone transmitters: the two offices

are connected by an overhead wire,and talking can be carried

on from either end while the Morse apparatus is at work.

As an instance of the extent to which this system is in

use it may be mentioned that in Europe alone more than

1,300 miles of telegraph wires are so worked, not to speak

of the lines in the United States, Egypt, Mexico, Colombia,

China, Japan, Costa Rica, Venezuela, Brazil, Uruguay,

and the Argentine Republic. The same firm also exhibit

complete scheme of government telegraphy, but after the

discussion of the matter it was pretty certain that the first

step could be taken by the adoption of a measure putting

the control of the telegraph business in the hands of the

Inter-State Commerce commission. Congressman Laird of

Nebraska tried to bring the question to a focus to-day by
introducing a resolution reciting that in last March the

committee on commerce had reported a bill for establishing

a postal telegi'aph system, and that it is in the report sub-

mitted as a matter of fact that the people of this country

are, as to their telegraphic facilities, in the hands of a mo-
nopoly that not only has the right to fix its charges arbitrar-

ily but can crush competition wherever it encounters it, and
can centralize within itself a tremendous power that can be

used to oppress the people and to promote the purposes of

those who control it: that to-day the Western Union Tele-

graph company, with its hundreds of thousands of miles of

line, has by purchase, lease, and traffic contract submerged
substantially every competing line in existence until 60,-

000,000 people are utterly and absolutely dependent upon
it for the means of telegraphic facilities, now one of the

necessities of civilization, and that this telegraph company,
with ail its immense franchises, is virtually in the grasp of

one individual, who can run its stock up or down to suit his

fancy, who shapes its destinies, and who has never had the

slightest regard for public interests, private contracts, or

vested ri,ghts when they interfere with him in his march to

aggrandizement and to power. For these reasons Mr.
Laird thinks it is the duty of congress to set apart a day to

consider the subject

New England Electric Exchange.
In Henry B Cram's remarkson the New England Electric

exchange before the National Electric Light convention,

published on page 140, No. 10, Vol. III. Western Elec-
TRICLVN, a meaning the opposite of the speaker's intention

was conveyed by errors in punctuation. The sentence in

line 17 of the third column and the following sentence

should read: "In a general way the plan was simply this:

A plan of licensing was adopted, as I have already stated;

examiners were to be selected from men possessing theoret-

ical and practical knowledge, and the applicants were to be

e.xamined and passed upon by those examiners. In order

that the insurance people should be fully represented, and

that there might in no event be any question of the action of

the exchange, it was decided that the inspector of the in-

surance e.^hange should countersign the license certificate

before it was finally issued and became a certificate."
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Early History of Cable Layng.

Owing to the war between rival companies

the rate for cable messages to Europe got so

low recently that the public lost sight of the

fact that a great many millions of dollars are in-

vested in the dual enterprise of communicating
electrically with the old world and providing

the sharks and other inhabitants of the deep
with clothes lines and lightning rods combined,

says the New York World. A combination of all

the cable companies has been made again, and
the rate advanced. In investigating the subject

it was ascertained that few persons, even among
those connected with the various electrical com-
panies, knew that there was a cable laid across

the Atlantic Ocean prior to 1866, and yet that

was the third cable put down.

The first suggestion of the practicability of an

Atlantic cable was made by Prof. Morse in 1S43,

nearly two years before his first telegraph line

was in operation, and the first submarine cable

known to have been laid was completed in Sep-

tember, 1851, and connected England and
France. April 15, 1854, the New York, New-
foundland and London Telegraph company
was incorporated, and on May 6th the first meet-

ing of the board of directors was held and
preparations were begun for laying a cable be-

tween America and Europe.

In Tuly, 1856, soundings were made in the

Atlantic for a cable route, and the next summer
the work of laying it was begun, but on Aug.

loth the cable end was lost at sea and could not

be recovered and spliced, and hence the first

attempt proved a failure.

In the meantime, however, a second Atlantic

cable company, called the Atlantic Telegraph

company, had been formed, of which Cyrus W.
Field of this city, was a prominent member, and
he became the manager of the company before

the work was completed. On April 24, 1857,

the steamship Niagara sailed from New York to

assist in laying this second cable, and August
15th the cable squadron, comprising the Niag-

ara and the British naval vessels, the Gorgon
and Indus, sailed from (Jaeenstown and began
the work, which was pursued until interrupted

by winter and resumed again June 10, 1858.

The end in mid-ocean was successfully grappled

and spliced, but a few days later the cable

parted again but was again spliced, and on Au-
gust 5th the work was completed. On the i6th,

the shore connections having been made, the

president of the United States and the queen
of England exchanged congratulations over the

completion of the cable, and New York began
preparations for one of the biggest celebrations

known up to that time. This event took place

on September ist, and the account of it filled

twenty-eight and a half columns of the Herald
of the next day. The city and surrounding

country went fairly wild over the accomplish-

ment of the great undertaking, and put in two
days and one night making it memorable. The
city was overrun with visitors and the streets

were described as containing "over half a million

of jubilant people," and nearly every building

was decorated. From the Battery to Union
place, as it was called then, Broadway was so

densely packed that the Seventh and Seventy-

first regiments, acting as escort to a grand pro-

cession, could scarcely crowd their way through.

There were services during the day in Trinity

church, where Bishop Doane delivered an ad-

dress, and there were services elsewhere and a

grand reception to Mr. Field and the officers of

the vessels at the Battery. The reception was
given by the common council, and afterward

the procession escorted the guests to the Crystal

Palace, where congratulatory addresses were

delivered and hundreds of telegrams received

from other cities, among them being one from
Roscoe Conkling, mayor of Utica.

During the festivities the next day the an-

nouncement was made that "a bug had .got into

the cable" and it was wisely concluded tf) post-

pone further rejoicing to celebrate the eviction

of the "bug." It was never got out, however,

and the cable was useless from that date, except

as a tow-path for summer tourists of the finny

tribe. Mr. Field and his asscciates. although

sadly disappointed, were not entirely discour-

aged, but the war came on before they could gel

to work again, and the third .Atlantic cable was

not ready to lay until about the ist of June,

1865. On July 22d the shore end was laid,

and the next day the Great Eastern, which had
failed to find any other field of usefulness, com-
menced paying out the cable. Experience
gained from the two previous ventures proved
valuable in the third enterprise, but even yet

there was much to learn about ocean cable lay-

ing. Owing to the immense size of the Great
Eastern the work could be done more perfectly,

and as coil after coil of the cable was wound off

the reels and dropped into the sea extreme care

was taken to make the splices to the following

sections as strong as the body of the cable was,

but, nevertheless, on August 2d, the cable

parted and much difficulty was experienced in

grappling the ends and splicing them. As the

cable was completed, section by section, tests

were made through it to the shore. After a few
months' delay the Great Eastern resumed work
again in 1S66, recovered an end which had been
lost and completed the cable, which was opened
for business July 29th, the tariff being fixed at

;^2o, or $100 a message. Four days later the

cable parted in mid-ocean and the Great East-

ern again grappled the ends. Communication
was restored September 8th, and the cable

worked twelve years, having been abandoned in

1878. In the meantime, however, other cables

T\AO-C.\LL I?sDICATING BELL.

had been laid, and the tariff was reduced first

to J^^ and later in 1S70 to ^3, and then cables
began to multiply so fast that the rates got much
lower.

The difficulties encountered in the first ven-
tures have to some extent retarded all efforts

to lay Atlantic cables, but nevertheless there are

now twelve of them in operation, ten from North
and two from South America. The capacity of

the cables has been increased since 1880 by
working them duplex, that is, making two cir-

cuits on each cable. All of them are not so
worked, but six of the ten are, and the others can
be when business requires it.

The cables are owned as follows: The Direct
United States Cable company, one; Anglo-
American company, four; American company
or Western Union, two; French, one, and Com-
mercial Cable company, two. All of these, ex-
cept the Commercial cables, are in the pool and
are practically tributary to the Western Union
company. The Commercial is the only company
that has a cable actually running into New
York, the others all ending in Nova Scotia or
the vicinity, although some of them have sub-
cables to adjacent points in the United States.

The Commercial company's main cables land at

C^ape (^anso, N. S., crossing the ocean from
Waterville, Ireland. From Cape Canso one ca-
ble is extended to Rockport, Mass., and thence
by aerial cable to the city limits, whence it is

run under ground to the office. The second ca-

ble is run by sea to Coney Island and under-
ground from there to the office, the only place
it is in the air being under the Hrooklyn bridge.
When this cable was first laid it ended in the

cable house just east of the Oriental hotel at

Manhattan Beach, and all telegrams over it had
to be repeated there, but it was extended to the
city, and now the apparatus may be seen just

inside the first window south of the company's
office in the Drexel building in Broad .street.

Two-Call Indicating Bell.

The cut in connection shows a new style of

two-call indicating bell, made by Partrick &
Carter of Philadelphia. The principle is simple

and the same as in their patent needle annun-
ciator. The arrangement requires no adjust-

ment and cannot get out of order even if the

bell fails to ring. The pointer or needle always
remains pointing to the last call; it requires no
trip or set-back, as it automatically sets itself.

Lightning's Freaks.
In view of several peculiar instances of the effects of

lightning mentioned in this journal recently, the following
from the London Ekctrical Rt-vieiu is interesting: A few
weeks ago a lieading clergyman described the e.vperience of
a man in his employ who received an electric shock during
a rain storm, but which was not attended by thunder or
visible lightning. Several other similar cases have been
since described. First, there is an account in the British
H/fdicalJaiirnnl by iJrs. Cook and l^oulting of the injuries

received by two sawyers on the Spaniards' farm at I-I amp-
stead. The man most injured, the eider of the two, was
leaning against an oak tree. There was no rain nor any
sign of a thunderstorm. The other was sitting on a block
of wood 3 feet away, and two saws, 6J^ feet long, were
leaning against the fence about 2 feet from the trunk of the
tree. The first man saw nothing and felt nothing; he was
struck senseless instantaneously. The second heard a deaf-
ening thunder clap and felt stunned for some minutes, but
had no sensation of pain. Then he discovered that his

clothes were smoking and burning, although not ablaze.

He then saw his companion lying senseless on the ground,
quite still, as if dead, and his clothes partially torn from
him. Having put out the fire in his clothes ire crawled

—

he could not walk—to the road near and shouted for assist-

ance, which soon arrived, and both men were conveyed to

the infirmary, where, upon being roused, the elder man re-

gained consciousness to a slight e.\tent. Burns were found
on the right side from the shoulder to the feet. The legs

of the other man also had marks as of burns; both were in a
state of collapse. After 11 days in the one case and 14 in

the other, the men recovered. The doctors remark that it

should not be forgotten that dangerous return discharges
from the earth to the atmosphere may take place at a con-
siderable distance from an atmospheric storm. Another
case, this time a fatal one, of a lightning stroke without the
visible appearance of lightning, comes from France. At
Puy-de-Forche, in the Department of the Dordogne, during
a thunderstorm, a girl was seen to walk toward a tree and
clasp it. No lightning was seen, but in a moment the girl

fell backward, and when examined was found to be quite

dead, with appearances which indicated that she had been
killed by an electric stroke. A second fatal case is related

to have taken place in the Island of Fariguana. louring a
rainstorm a lineman observed that a lightning rod was fused
at a point in contact with the building to which it was at-

tached. He tapped the ground end of the rod with a ham-
mer and immediately fell dead. The hammer had two
metal strips reaching from the head down the handle. It

is suggested that as the building stood on a rock and the

lightning rod was grounded in a deep well, there may have
been considerable difTerence of potential between the place
where the man was standing and the grounded lightning
rod This case again goes to show that lightning rods
should not be insulated from the buildings to which tliey

are attached. Ail these instances prove one thing clearly

and that is that the danger from lightning is even of more
subtle character than is generally supposed, for it may strike

down its victims without warning or manifestation.

New Engine of War.
A Paris cable dispatch gives the following description of

an invention to demolish ironclads: A new submarine boat
intended to revolutionize naval warfare is to be launched at

Toulon September 15. It is designed by M. Ramazoti. a

government engineer. She is so constructed as to be able

to dive completely beneath the keel of the largest ironclad

and by means of special apparatus fasten explosive car-

tridges to the sides of the enemy's vessel, and is enabled to

maintain communication with the explosive cartridges so

fixed by means of a steel wire hy which the cartridges can

be exploded by electricity. This new engine of destruction

combines all the requisite conditions of speed, steering ca-

pacity, submersion, immersion and habitability. The vessel

is seventeen meters long between perpendiculars and iSo

meters beam. She is enabled to dive under water to any
given depth by means of a series of reservoirs that receive

water in variable quantities. Reservoirs of compressed air

allow air for breathing purposes to be renewed at will.

Horizontal steering is elTected by an ordinary rudder. Ver-

tical steering is effected by a doubled rudder working on
double hinges attached to the sides of the stern. A little

cupola thirty-live centimeters in diameter is built on the

bow. It is in this cupola, provided with glass windows,
tliat the officer hi command directs the vessel. The entire

crew is one oflicer, two engineers and a sailor. The mo-
tive power consists of Kreb's electric machine of fifty-hoisc

power. Other engines are provided witli compressed air

apparatus. Preparations are already being made for

launching this formidable little vessel, and a railway is now
being lai<l tn convey her from the arsenal of Mourillon to

the sea.
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The Babyhood of Telegraphy,

Bernard O'Connor and Prof. Morse.

dy james d. reid.

Part I.

Toward the end of May last a lengthy but

very readable article appeared in the Chicago
liitcr-Oicaii, which was quite generally copied,

afiving the result of an interview with Bernard

O'Connor of Fort Wayne, Ind., one of the

pioneer telegraph builders, now a venerable and
wealthy man. As he has used my name in his

somewhat singular narration, I have thought it

due to the honest fame of dead and dear friends

to correct several obvious errors. I do this

more readily because my intimacy with all the

. parties was, perhaps, greater than that of almost

any one of them with each other, and because I

had very peculiar opportunities for knowing the

true inwardness of ahnost all that was done in

those early days. I am glad also to come once

more into contact, not to say in conflict, with

Bernard O'Connor, of whom I have not heard

since he finished the building of the lines to St.

Louis in 1S47, and of whom I retain a very

pleasant memory and regard.

In this interview Mr. O'Connor is made to say

that the first lines built westward from Harris-

burg to Pittsburgh were a continuation of the

government line from Washington to Baltimore.

This is an error rather than an incorrectness.

The lines which were first started west were com-
menced at Lancaster, Pa., in September, 1845,

and were built under a well-known contract with

Henry O'Reilly, who died in Rochester, N. Y.,

a few years ago. under whom, and with myself

as superintendent, Mr. O'Connor and John J.

O'Reilly prosecuted the work. These lines had
nu organic connection with the lines between
Washington, Philadelphia and New York, al-

though for some time I was the superintendent

of both.

Sunday JI'arA:—It is certainly true that after

the completion of certain sections of line as the

work proceeded westward, delay occurred in

getting them to work, corresponding remarkably

with the Sunday work performed upon them.

It was a very singular truth, and caused much
remark. Without undertaking to account for it,

and being then as always opposed to unnecessary

Sunday work and rather pleased to prevent it, I

took no pains to disturb the belief entertained

that the loss of time in securing the proper

working of the newly erected wires was the re-

sult of Sabbath violation. Of their own accord

the builders established that relation. It caused

the stoppage, for a time at least, of all outside

Sunday work.
The narration of the interview continues as

follows:

"T/if EartJi as a Comiiictor.—Here a discovery

was made that greatly reduced the expense of

construction. The three men, J. D. Reid,

Henry O'Reilly and B. O'Connor, had a confer-

ence at Lancaster, and all three came to the con-

clusion that as it was conceded that the discharge

of the positive pole of the battery did return to

the negative pole the ground could be used to

complete the circuit. The line was pushed on to

Harrisburg and only one wire was used. The
experiment was tried, and to the great joy of the

three men, worked at once. Mr. O'Connor says

that Mr. O'Reilly, before the single wire had been

put up, wrote to Prof. Morse and told him they

were going to make the experiment, stating that

he believed it would work. The professor re-

plied impertinently, and told him he had better

let scientific matters alone and attend to his own
business, .\fter it had been discovered to work
successfully, Mr. O'Reilly again wrote to Profes-

sor Morse, and told him what they had accom-

plished. Mr. O'Connor states that Professor

Mor.se then published an article in the Baltimore

C////,v-, in which he stated that, in consequence of

a wire breaking, it had been discovered that the

ground could be used as a conductor to complete

a circuit."

The credit given to J. D. Reid, Henry O'Reilly

and Bernard O'Connor as to the discovery of

the curious fact that the earth could be used as a

"return wire" without using a second wire as had
been supposed essential, I would be very glau to

acknowledge as correct, but it is utterly baseless

except perhaps in the proof we occasionally had of

the fact, and which, no doubt, induced some
original reflections. None of us were "up" in

electrical knowledge at that time, and the little I

myself then possessed gave me much conse-
quence, and caused me to be spoken of as " pro-

fessor." The truth is that the knowledge of the
earth as a conductor is due primarily to the re-

searches of Dr. Watson of England in or about

1747, while experimenting with the Leyden jar.

In July, 1 747, he conveyed the electric shock across
the river Thames, at Westminster bridge, and a
few days after he caused it to make a circuit of

two miles at the New River at Stoke-Newington.
A circuit of four miles, two of wire and two of

dry ground, was completed in August of the

same year, and in the same month he satisfied

himself and his friends that the velocity of elec-

tricity in passing through a wire 12,276 feet, was
instantaneous. It is somewhat curious to know
that this same Dr. Watson was the first to de-

monstrate by some very beautiful experiments
the passage of electricity through a vacuum by
use of an exhausted tube three feet in length.

This was just previous to the famous experi-

ments of Dr. Franklin now so familiar to the

world. So this trio of worthy men were not at

least original discoverers, although at times

much impressed with the fact by shocks of elec-

tricity suffered in their persons, as the work of

erecting the wire proceeded.
I remember very well that on one sultr)' day,

as the men were partaking of their mid-day
meal, a venturesome bull calf approached the

embankment of the Lancaster and Harrisburg
railroad, and with open eyes and an observant
head studied the progress of the dinner. He
stood near a pole upon which the wire had just

been erected, and the end of which hung within

a few feet of the ground. This finally attracted

the young quadruped's attention, and after gaz-

ing at it a moment he put out his tongue to

prove its materiality. Just then a cloud over-

head loaded the wire with a comfortable charge

of Pennsylvania lightning, which at once de-

veloped itself in the calf, who, uttering a loud

shout of surprise, disappeared—tail erect and
stiff—over the adjoining fence. He had illus-

trated in a very happy way to us the tendency
of the electric current to seek the earth even if

it had to pass through the integuments of a bull

calf's viscera.

I remember also amusing the men by sending

a message to Harrisburg by using the point of a

wire to write the Morse character on the surface

of the water of the canal, and which was T:or-

rectly received on the register at Harrisburg.

In the then comparative ignorance of electric

matters on the part of the wisest of us, this may
have been properly regarded as a great achieve-

ment, and undoubtedly secured some friendly

glory in which Mr. O'Connor with his natural

goodness joined, and perhaps still retains.

Time, however, has broadened our vision, and

made us more modest.

{
To be continued.')

The Defunct Great Western Telegraph
Company.

An important suit iias been commenced in the Circuit

court in Cllicago, whicil is interesting to 2,859 stoclvbolders

in the defunct Great Western Telegraph company. It is in

the form of a chancery bill. The complainants are thirty-

four of the stockholders, and they come into court to escape

stock liability for the §390.000 of debts which were found to

be owing by'the Great Western Telegraph company when it

was wound up by the Circuit court in 1S70. They are

headed by Eugene C. Bates and William Miles. They
were the original subscribers for from one to 100 shares of

the capital stock of 553,000,000 of the Clreat Western Tele-

graph company. Telegraph lines were laid for 1,500 miles

in 1S6S by Selah Reeve of Cleveland, and when he finished

the work at a cost of $405,000, the company was found to

be insolvent. Jeremiah Terwilliger, one of the stockhold-

ers, had a receiver appointed, and the company's property

was sold for .$15,000, leaving !|390,'X)0 due to creditors.

On the representation of the receiver, the court ordered the

2,859 stockholders to pay up the unpaid stock for which

they had subscribed. Some did so, and others did not.

Among those who refused to pay are Bates and the thirty-

three other complainants. The ground of their refusal is

that they are not liable on the stock. They say that they

bought the stock in 1067 of .Selah Reeve, and not of the

company. Of the 120,000 shares of stock. Reeve subscribed

for 117.000 shares, which he conveyed to the company to

sell at $25 per share. The receiver represented to the court

that the actual owner of the stock was the Great Western

company, whereas it was merely Reeve's agent for the sale

of the stock. Reeve and other directors are alleged to have

entered into an unlawful combination to defraud the stock-

holders. It is alleged that the receiver carried his misrep-

resentation into a suit brought against Franklin D. Gray, a
stockholder, of Lake county, and on his wrongful statement
of facts procured a decision by the Illinois Supreme court
against Gra}'. This decision, secured on incorrect premises
was held up as a precedent to the other stockholders and
1,000 of them were sued, and the receiver, Elias R. Bowen,
attempted to coerce them into a settlement. The com-
plainants ask that the decree making them liable for nearly
.'?400,ooo be vacated and set aside on the ground of its

procurement by the receiver's fraud.

Electric Light vs. Gas.
The Rochester Morning Herald quotes a paragraph from

the Western Electrician' in which the wisdom of
substituting gas for electricity in the court house in

Rochester was questioned. The //iV-o/i/ adds: "We don't
think it was economy, except as it may serve notice on the
companies supplying light that the county will not be im-
posed on if any attempt is made to charge exorbitant rates
or to reduce the guaranteed candle power. Gas is valuable
for illuminating purposes and will remain in use for an in-

definite period of time, no doubt; but when the incandes-
cent electric light can be secured on nearly equal terms it

is in several respects incomparably superior to gas or any
other illuminating agent. The advantage of the incandes-
cent lamp o- er gas is especially apparent in that the former
does not vitiate the air of an apartment. The carbonized
filament that is raised to incandescence and furnishes the
light is inclosed in an airtight glass bulb and therefore,

though a hundred of them be burning in a closed room, no
o.xygen is taken from the apartment and the air of the

room remains as pure as if no lamps were burning. It is

estimated, we believe, that a single gas jet, speaking gen-
erally, consumes more oxygen than a human being. The
difference in the purity of the atmosphere of a room, the

windows and doors of which are kept closed as in cold

weather, is therefore almost immeasurably in favor of the

incandescent light. Where there are several occupants of

such a room, as in the various apartments of the court

house in this city, their health as well as the cost of the

several syste.nis of lighting respectively should be consid-
ered."

A Telephonic Legal Case.
A case of interest and one possessing some new features,

has arisen at Nashville, Tenn., between Denneday & Mad-
dux, contractors for the Vanderbilt law school building and
the Cumberland Telephone & Telegraph company. An in-

junction was asked by the telephone company to restrain

the contractors from cutting or removing their wires in front

of the foundations of this building. The contractors

answer the bill of injunction and allege that not onlv is it

absolutely impossible for them to raise the large blocks of

stone to be used in the structure if the wires are allowed to

remain, but their attorneys have discovered in the bill of

privileges granting the telephone company that the right of

way which the company claims was, as a matter of fact,

never granted. The contractors declare that the only pro-

ceeding bearing on this question occurred in September,
1S82, when the Cumberland Telephone & Telegraph
company sent a petition to the mayor and city council ask-

ing that the right of way be granted it through and over

certain streets mentioned in said petition. The board of

aldermen and common council verbally agreed to said peti-

tion and the mayor indorsed his approval on the original

petition of the telephone company. Defendants now assert

that no bill was introduced, and no ordinance passed relating

to said right of way, not even a resolu'ion. Defendants
claim that the action of the city council in this matter was
informal, null and void, conveying no rights to the telephone

company, and that in consequence the company is a tres-

passer on the streets of Nashville. The case will be called

for argument on a motion to dissolve the injunction.

The Long Distance Telephone in the
West.

Among the corporations recently chartered in Illinois is

the American Telephone & Telegraph company, organized

for the purpose of building and operating telephone lines

from Chicago lo other cities. Work on the new line has

been commenced between here and Milwaukee. This dis-

tance is to have a line of forty-foot poles, independent of

any other telegraph or telephone line, and ten wires will be

strung at once, though it is expected that a larger number
will be required if the enterprise proves as successful as is

anticipated. Only copper wires, manufactured and strung

after the most improved and modern plans, will be used.

Long distance telephone service has not been successful so

far as Chicago is concerned, chiefly, if not solely, for the

reason that the wires which connected this city with Keno-
sha, Racine, Milwaukee, and other places were strung on
poles which at the same time carried railroad and other tele-

graph wires. The rates to be charged have not yet been de-

cided upon.

In No. 9, Vol III. of the Western ELECTRicrAx were

shown three indicator diagrams taken from a Woodbury
automatic high speed engine in the Edison central station

at Rochester, N. Y. These diagrams were reduced to make
the dimensions of the cuts conform to the measure of the

column. They were published to show their generally fine

characteristics rather than to reproduce precisely a record

of the engine's performance; and while the scale is an es-

sential element in considering indicator diagrams, those pub-

lished will not. of course, stand the application of the

planimeter inasmuch as such an application would be unfair

to the engine.

After a competition lasting for five years, the committee

of the French chamber and senate have decided to award

the Volta prize of 50,000 francs to M. Gramme, for the im-

provements made by him in the construction of dynamo-

electric machin.es.
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Prof. J. P. Barrett, city electrician of Chi-

cago, is an ardent admirer of the underground
system. He says the Chicago service is much
more satisfactory since the wires were buried.

He is quoted as saying: "The underground
system will surely come into use all over the

country. Public protection, public convenifence
and public policy all demand the change."

A TRIAL trip was made last week of one of the

storage battery cars to be run on the Fourth
avenue railway in New York. According to the

report the e.xperimental trip was successful in

all respects. It is estimated that the expense of

operating the new system will be about that of

hor.se traction; but it is thought that the indi-

rect saving will be considerable. The subse-

quent trial of cars will be watched with interest.

The publication of an extended interview, in

a Chicago newspaper, with Bernard O'Connor,
now a resident of Fort Wayne, Ind., but one of

the pioneer telegraph line builders, has afforded

James D. Reid, also a pioneer in telegraphy and
an author of note, an opportunity to draw from
his rich store of historical knowledge in correct-

ing several errors, and further to weave into the

thread of his narrative several deeply interesting

reminiscences.

Mr. Reid's clo.se intimacy with Professor
Morse and the prominent pioneer constructors
of American telegrajjh lines, enables him to

speak with authority.

It is a matter for regret that Mr. Reid's an-

swer cannot be published in its entirely in one

issue, but we can assure our readers that " The
Babyhood of Telegraphy" will amply repay
close perusal.

The New York Sitii is usually correct in its

use of terms even though they be of a technical

character. Once in a while it makes a slip, espe-

cially when it employs the phraseology of the

electrician. In a recent editorial it advises the

democratic national committee to "employ every

ohm of electrical energy incorporate in your
campaign committee to the canvass in the doubt-

ful states."

The extension of electric lighting in the

south is remarkable, and the favor which is ex-

tended to all electrical companies rather alarms
the gas companies. At the recent meeting of

the Southwestern Gas association at Galveston,

President F. Beck said: " Electrical machinery
will be more and more in demand. For us the

question is: Shall it be in competing hands, or

shall it be used as a branch of establishments

that have made it their business for years to fur-

nish light, heat and power?" Mr! Beck said the

gas companies were able to compete with electric

light, but he added: "We all represent small gas
works, and as a division of business between two
lighting companies, even at fair rates, would not

be sufficient to secure for either a commensurate
compensation on the capital invested, what is

more natural than that the applications for fran-

chises to erect electrical plants in towns and cities,

should more or less alarm the managers of exist-

ing gas works; but they feel the necessity

of exchanging notes with others engaged
in the profession, so as to be able to select the

most appropriate additions to their plants, to

improve the works under their charge, and to

gain a knowledge of all appliances used at pres-

ent for furnishing, at low rates, light, heat and
power; also, to select the best market for the

purchase of raw material and machinery used."

A MEETING of the board of managers of the

Chicago Electric club has been called for Thurs-
day evening of the current week to hear reports

of committees and to take some action looking

toward an awakening of a new interest in the

club. The meeting of the board of managers
is preliminary to a general meeting of the club

Monday or Tuesday evening of next week,
when, it is to be hoped, there will be a large

attendance of the members in order to lay

out the work of the winter.

The Chicago Electric club has a history of

which it may well be proud. Its scientific work
of the year as exemplified in the numerous able

papers covering a wide range of subjects pre-

sented by the members, is on record. Numerous
allusions in domestic and foreign electrical jour

nals to these papers evince the care with which
they have been perused at home and abroad,
and each member of the organization can take
pride in the fact that he is connected with a

club that has so excellent a standing in both
America and Europe.
The founders of the club, after a careful re-

view of the field concluded, however, that a club

organized on adistinctively scientific basis could
not be supported in Chicago, and therefore re-

solved to lay the foundations upon a combined
scientific and social basis. In carrying out the
plan, rooms contiguous to a restaurant were se-

cured, and they were handsomely furnished.

Fault has been found in some cases with the
service of the cafe and not a few members have
expressed a wish to make a change.
The club at the annual election in early sum-

mer selected as a presiding officer S. A. Barton,
and also made a wise choice in the buard of

managers. Both president and management
have determined to reinvigorate the club and
place it on a better footing than it has ever had.
The members of the club should not be outdone.
One man or sixteen men united can ac-

complish much, but the sum total of the results

of their efforts can be only a fraction of the re-

sults that may be easily accomplished by all the

members combined. The summer is over and
vacations are ended. The cool brisk weather
of fall is at hand. I.et each member of the club
then extend a mental promise to president and
management to assist to the best of his ability in

carrying out plans that may be decided upon as

the wisest and best for strengthening the club in

every particular. Combined effort will produce
great results and the club will have a wider
rep-itation, be stronger in every way and take a

position both among clubs of similar class and
other Chicago clubs distinctively its own.

It should not be forgotten that the next con-

vention of the National Electric Light asso-

ciation will be held in Chicago. The members
will be' guests to a large extent of the Chicago
Electric club, and the club should see to it that

it is prepared to extend to its guests that hospi- ,

tality proverbial of Chicago.
\

The Chicago city council again has before it

the telephone question. The knotty problem
has been taken up at the point where it was
dropped when the aldermen adjourned for the

summer vacation. Unquestionably strong pres-

sure has been brought to bear upon the body to

induce it to reduce the telephone rentals from

$1 25 to $75 per annum. One petition bearing
the names of 3,000 subscribers was recently pre-

sented to the committee on licenses urging that

action be taken. During the summer a petition

was circuljrted among merchants. They were
asked in addition to signing their petition to sign

an agreement to pay $5 or $10 in case the prayer

of the petition was granted. It was hinted that

several aldermen were interested in this collec-

tion, but no direct statements have been made
concerning the story.

At the first meeting of the council a resolu-

tion was presented directing the law department
to take steps to secure the vacating of the in-

junction which restrained the ci.y from interfer-

ing with the wires of the telephone company.
An ordinance was introduced reducing the rent-

al to $75. Both measures were referred. The
reference was commendable, especially as the

law department has made no report on the

question of the city's right to adjust the rates.

The corporation counsel when asked the ques-

tion, declined to express an opinion.

It is to be hoped that no hasty, inconsiderate

action will be taken. The aldermen should not

overlook the fact that the telephone is a neces-

sity and that any unjustified interference with

the service will work to the disadvantage of a

very large number of citizens.

Mayor Hewitt, of New York, possesses the

high regard of a large number of electric light

men. His address before the recent convention
commended itself to all the members of the as-

sociation for its hard common sense and for its

just appreciation of the situation in the electric

lighting field. His honor has written a sensible

reply to A. B. Cornell's letter. He says: "As
to the controversy between you and the National

Electric Light association, which recently met
in this city, I do not see that I am concerned.

I am convinced, however, that in proportion to

the service rendered there is no more danger
from the electric currents than there is from the

ordinary operations of society as carried on by
steam and horse power. These are all regulated

by law, and so are the electric currents and
their mode of transmission through cities. So
far from there being any deficiency of law on

the subject in this city, I think we are suffering

at present from too much of it." Maj'ur

Hewitt's observations in the paragraph quoted

will meet a ready response in the hearts of officers

of many an electric light company. When so

many foolish statements are made concerning
the clangers of electric lighting the importance

of sensible utterances coming from a man like

Abram Hewitt, can hardly be over-estimated. In

his statement that the public is suffering from

too much law, Mayor Hewitt expresses a truth

which has a far wider application than its refer-

ence to electric lighting. An eastern newspa-

per says: " Cranky philosophers and whimsical

philanthropists are all the time spying out wliat

seems to them objectionable practices on the

part of their neighbors in the management of

their business, the pursuit of their pleasures, the

disciplining of their households, and the general

conduct of their lives and affairs. Accordingly,

they rush to Albany and induce the rural legis-

lators to pass laws which make the meddlers

substantially moral censors of the community
and regulators of its manner of life."
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St. Paul, Minn.

Sr. Paul, Sept. 13.—The incandescent installation re-

cently put into the new office building of the St. Paul, I\Iin-

neapolis lS; iNIanitoba Railway company by the Mather com-

pany was given a trial run a few days since. An Ide engine

and two 300 light dynamos are in place, with neat walnut

switch board, on which is mounted the various indicating

and controlling instruments. The building is wired in a

si-^htly and convenient manner, and credit is due F. C.

Turner, Minneapolis agent of the Mather company, for the

o-eneral excellence of the work

The Economy Steam Heat company, through the efforts

of Russell Baker, electrician, is rapidly gaining favor and

becoming a strong competitor of the older electric light com-

panies. Its clientage for both arc and incandescent light-

ing numbers some of the best retail establishments in St.

Paul, and the demand has not yet been satisfied. The

summer lull was taken advantage of by the Economy

Steam Heat company to reconstruct its plant. A
new Russell automatic high speed engine was put in and

the dynamo room rearranged and greatly improved. Many

additional changes are contemplated, which, if carried out,

will improve the already good serWce furnished

The Gas company's plant under the handling of Walter

E. Snow, electrician, is as handsome an installation as can

be found. The service is excellent and. as a result, the

business is constantly increasing. About 1,000 incandes-

cent lights are now in use and the arc business is more than

holding its own.

The business of the local Edison company is excep-

tionally good, more lights than ever before at this season of

the year are being run, and a large force of men is con-

stantly busy wiring for more lights. The service is better

than ever, and the business community of St. Paul is not

slow to appreciate a good thing.

St. Paul is noted for the magnificence of her street il-

luminations as regards extent, elegance of design and artis-

tic commingling of colors. The city officials appropriated

|8,ooo for street illuminating purposes during the state fair

September 10-15. The illumination eclipses anything here-

tofore done either here or anywhere else, not excepting St.

Louis, the supposed paragon of such displays. The arches,

trees, crescents and grand corner pieces modeled into num-

berless groupings of geometrical shapes and forms, are

beyond what has before been attempted in this line. The

greatest feature of the display is the coloring of the globes

and the combination of colors. In the past simply plain

globes of three colors have been used, white, red and blue,

with white predominating. For the present illumination

cut glass globes are used with coloring of orange, canary,

blue, green, white, ruby and amber, the latter color pre-

dominating. The sight is well worth seeing. The local

Edison company prepared several large pieces in ornamental

shapes, which, have proved noteworthy features of the il-

lumination. ^V-

Kansas City, Mo.

Kans.vs City, Mo., Sept. 14.—Work is being pushed

on the new plant of the Edison Electric Light company.

The foundations of the building are broad, massive and

deep. They are put in to stay, and are sufficient for a heavy

seven or eight-storj' structure.

The Inter Slate company will be in new offices by the

15th, in the Keith & Perry building, in the basement of

which the new storage and incandescent light station will

be located. This Keith & Perry building is one of the

finest and handsomest buildings in the city, is opposite the

post office and is practically at the "junction," the very

heart of the city, so the Inter-State has a convenient loca-

tion for business.

The Western Electric Construction company will also

move into new quarters soon, and ivill probably occupy

rooms in the Electrical exchange, the National Bank of

Kansas City building, at the southeast corner of Fifth and

Delaware streets. This is a hobby of Mr. Weeks, the man-

ager of the Kansas City Electric Light company, and when

he has a hobby, he generally rides it to victory. The Elec-

trical exchange was occupied at first by only the Kansas

City Electric Light company. Now, in addition, are the

Electrical Supply company of Chicago, the Southwestern

Electrical Supply company, and the Thomson-Houston

agency.

The Southwestern Electrical Supply company finds the

electric motor popular. During the last week the company

sold one of 2 horse power to a laundry, and one of i horse

power to a printing office. This company has now secured

the sole agency for the southwest of W. L. Lit'iey & Son

company's globes, shades, etc.

C. H. Cone, the agent of the Electrical Supply company

of Chicago, has been quite seriously indisposed for several

days, but is now recovering.

The Western Union Telegraph company has just placed

a new electro pneumatic tube in its office for the transmis-

sion of messages to the operating room. The apparatus

works like a charm, and when a tall Irishman handed Day
Clerk Campbell a message the other day, he was surprised

to see it whisked out of sight as if by magic.

The i^Iissouri &: Kansas Telephone company has recently

established stations at Pleasant Hill and Harrisonville, Mo.
Work is progressing rapidly on the new line between here

and Topeka, and the company expects to have it in v/orking

order within a week or so. The company has rt cently made
an important discovery, viz., how to accomplish in an hour

and a half what has formerly required a month—the testing

of the resistance on all its wires in the city.

The storage battery has arrived for the central station

crossing is caused to ring. At the same time an automatic

gas lighter lights the gas and displays a red light which

also displays a notice to " look out for the grip car

when the bell rings." The apparatus can be so adjust-

ed as to light the gas and ring the bell for any length of

time desired. The Metropolitan Cable Railway company
of Kansas City through E. J. Lawless, general superin-

tendent, has decided to adopt this system of signals.

Where a double track crosses a double track, there is a

double lamp, that is, two lamps, one over the other, and

each is of a different color; a car going either north or

south when within one hundred feet of the crossing causes

the bell to ring and a red light to be shown. A car going

east or west causes the bell to ring and a blue light to be

displayed. This also signifies to the gripman that either he

or a car on the crossing has the right of way. This double

light is also valuable to passengers as it indicates the color

City. Rates to Business Houses

Washington, D. C.

Mobile, Ala.

Montgomery, Ala.

Little Rock, Ark.

San Francisco, Cal,

Sacramento, Cal

Meriden, Conn.
Hartford, Conn.
Denver, Col,

Atlanta, Ga.

Augusta, Ga.
Quincy, 111.

Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Leavenworth, Kan.
Louisville, K.y.

New Orleans, La.

Jackson, Miss.

Lynn, Mass
Portland, Me.
Detroit, Mich.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Rome, Ga.
Jackson, Mich.
Lansing, Mich.

Duluth, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
St. Joseph, Mo.
St Louis, Mo
Vicksburg, Miss.
Elizabeth, N. J.

Jersey City, N. J.

Trenton, N. J.
Albany, N. Y.
Elmira, N. Y.
New York City,
Syracuse, N. Y.

Poughkeepsie, N Y
Omaha, Neb.

Manchester, N. H.
Wilmington, N. C.
Columbus, O.

Dayton, O.
Sandusky, O-
Toledo, O.
I'ortland, Ore.

Easton. Pa.

Harrisburg, Pa.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Philadelphia.

Providence, R. L

Columbia. S. C
Memphis, Tenn.
Dallas, Tex.
Houston, Te-x.

Richmond, Va.

Salt Lake City, Utah

Milwaukee, Wis,

$5 monthly and 5 cents
for each time telephone

''"

used.

$+ monthly and 2 cents

for each time telephone
'

i used.

S>o
$64 to $84

§60 to §64
$4^

§78

Not less than §60

§60
S50 to S96

S54
$50 to §60

§50 on line, $75 on special

S72

560 to §100

§64 to §84

Residei
No. of

Tele-
phone

S60 to $73

$40 to @6o

S4S

S4S

S5 monthly.

?4 monthly and 2 cents
for each time telephone
is used.

$40
S50
>72

$40 to S70

S44 to S50
S4-S

$66

Not less than S^o

S50 to §96

S40 to S50
S4n
S50

S40 to S50
S50 to S60
. 34 to S40

S40

S50
S40toS

S50

S^o to $60
§64 to $74

$4S
§4S

§5°
§40 to §120

$50
S30
$4S

Direct wire, one mile. $60; two miles, §75;
wire, S50 to §60

$90 $60

$60 to §66 $60 to Sfie

S4S to §60 S4S to S60
Office, $12.^0 monthly.g6 monthly 'and upward.
S4S annually for 2 miles; S - added for each added
half mile.

842
I S42

Ss monthly for a half mile; 50 cents for additional
quarter mile.

$3-33 monthly$4. 17 monthly.
S46

S60 for J^-mile; S*
added !4-mile.

foi

?4S
J60 for i^-mile.

S3 monthly and 5 cents
for each time used.

S30

SS4UP
S120

SCO
S4S for % mile; S6 for

added H mile.

S4S
S36

843 for ^ mile.

35 monthly.

SSO

*3'^

SfTOUp

S43 to $60

S60
S50UP
S60
S60

S60 for ^ mile; $(; for

added }^ mile

S60

S60 to S130

400
1,500

Free Instruments.

Instruments for city use, S'5 annually.

Sioo annual license and regular city

tax.

S^oo annual license; $30 annual tax.

State and County tax and regular as-

sessments as other firms.

Two per cent, tax on assessed valua-
tion of 837,150.

assessed valua-

1 to city.

City office and fire de-

partment.

Fire alarm, police call,

city ofhces

fx»
760

2,900

1,050

96
330
175.

2:;o

2,500
.Soc

iSo

>3S

5S6

35°
1.350

Police department.

Night fire alarm and 3
instruments.

Fire department.

6 to city.

City telephone.

Fire and police depart-

ment.
Police department.

S30 to S4S>

S40
S50UP

$40 for M mile, SS fo>'

added ^4 niile.

gfio; when subscriber has
one »n business place also,

S50.
S |2 to Sto

City instruments.

500 5 to city.

119 3 to city

230

7,836

Fire

City
department
and county.

2,3C» 3 to city.

SI
l,2CO Fire department.

43'
25"
1-93 2 to city.

450 5 to city

2,060 S to city

Miscellaneous.

Two per cent, tax
tion of S'5,oc>o.

Cily instruments S(o.
City instruments S4S-
Cay pays half rates forten"n.slruments;
license, S200.
Pays S250 tax

.

City instruments S250 a month; Sr>o

annual license. Coupon tickets avoid
S.? legal monthly rate.

No annual charge on account of $3 a
month law.

Pays taxes.

!'ays taxes.
Pays £1,062 taxes.

Ta.v, S37.50
Pays taxes on S5>ooo-
City g.ven half rates.

Twenty to twenty-five per cent, reduc-
tiori in rates to city on tops of poles re-

ser\'ed for fire alarm system,

Poles free for fire alarm system.
Poles free for city use.

Reduction being ag'tated.
City -nstruments half rate.
Involved mi licigat on.
Ten years' tax exemption.
Charge made for fire alarm

.

Twenty per cent, discount from regular
rates to city and county.

IS I ID taxes.
Special rates to cityt

City rates Sl5.

Company -keeps fire alarm in repa r

free, but c ty pays for material.

Ta.x of I mill on gross receipts.
License of S2.50 for each m le of wire;
3i for each pole; 50 cents for each at-
tachment to city poles.
Taxed 1 percent, on gross rece'pts.

Attempted reduct'on failed.

City instruments S3 monthly.
C ty instruments S|S.
I'wenty-one to c ty for S'O a year less
than the regular rates. Pays gSco for
annual I cense.
Furnishes fire alarm.

I'ays one-half per cent of gross rc-
ce pis intoc ty treasury.

plant of the Inter-State Electric Light company.

Aldermen Lee and Finlay of the special committee ap-

pointed some two months ago to investigate the telephone

rates of this and other cities with a view to making a com-

parison, and to learn whether those charged by the Kansas

City company were exorbitant, h.ave received about eighty

replies to their inquiries addressed to other cities for rates.

The information is condensed in the foregoing table. A.

Kans.\s City, Mo., Sept. 15.—H. W. Smith of St

Louis and Geo. T. Hewes of Kansas City have invented an

electric signal apparatus, which is intended to dispense

with the watchmen at street crossings of the cable road,

both day and night. Vour correspondent has seen several of

the apparatuses and their usefulness has been practically

demonstrated. By means of a switch which extends across

the track of the grip, inside the conduit, an electric bell in a

prominent position on one of the four corners of the street

of the car which is approaching and he is thereby enabled

to increase his speed and reach the crossing in time to

catch the car desired. This apparatus can be maintained

at an expense not to exceed ^25 per year. This signal

system will also be valuable at curves where watchmen are

constantly on duty. A recording attachment shows every

time the bell rings. This will prove conclusively in cases of

litigation following accidents that the person was negli-

gent in attempting to make the crossing after he had

been notihed that a car was approaching. The manner of

furnishing this system to cable roads has been decided

upon The exclusive privilege of using the system will be

sold outright and each road can use as many signals as

desired.

The Kansas City Electrical works have just finished

wiring the palatial residences of W. C. Scarritt, of

Gladstone Heights, and A. ]. Baker, of Hyde Park, for
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burglar alarm, automatic gas lighting and electric lighting.

These houses are wired for the Edison system, and light

will be supplied by the Edison Electric Light lS: Power

company as soon as their residence circuits are built.

Prominent among th2 August sales of the Thomson-

Houston Electric company, of this city, C. S. RusHng,

ao-ent, were four 50-light arc machines to the Nation il Ex-

position company, and an incandescent plant of 1,500

lights' capacity to be installed at Wichita, Kan.

The latter part of last May a franchise was granted to

Freidburg & Ingram for the erection and equipment of an

arc plant. They were also given a contract by the city of

Kansas, Kan., for looarc lights for street lighting for a

period of twenty years, the rates to be paid by the city

being $12 per lamp per month for the first two years and

§11 dollars per lamp per month thereafter, until the expira-

tion of the contract. Since the granting of the franchise

trouble has arisen, caused by the lack of finances on the

part of one of the gentlemen. Your correspondent under-

stands that a local company made a generous offer for the

franchise, which would have been accepted by one of the

owners had not the moneyed partner enjoined him from

selhng his interest. The mattei is still in the courts, but

an early settlement is looked for, so that Kansas City, Kan.,

need not be in the dark for a much longer period.

The American Electric Light company of this city, has

lately received two 50-light dynamos. This company is

constantly increasing its plant, and looks forward to a large

fall business. L>.

New York Notes.

New York, Sept. 15.—The interest exhibited at the re-

cent electric light convention in S. S. Leonard's practical paper

on petroleum fuel brings the subject prominently before all

who are interested in steam power. It is now said that a

German chemist has succeeded in solidifying petroleum for

such use which will facilitate its handling and transporta-

tion. In this shape it burns freely, leaving but 2 per cent,

ash. A prominent mechanical engineer of this city, upon

hearing the foregoing statement, said he had recently com-

pleted tests of a certain grade of coal for an electric light

and power company of this city wh'ch gave but 4 per cent,

ash. I'le hopes to be at liberty soon to publish all the

facts. He also added that the general use of petroleum as

fuel would be likely to increase the price on account of the

limited supply.

Mayor Hewitt has resumed the reins of office at city hall

and has replied as follows to the letter of e.x-Gov. A. B.

Cornell, whose letter was read on the last day of the elec-

tric light convention.

" I infer from your letter of the roth inst., which 1 have

received that you misunderstood my phrase that it was pre-

mature to discuss the subject of legislation. I do not

think any discussion affectingthe public interest is prema-

ture. All that I meant was that, as the legislature did not

meet until January, any discussion between you and me on

the subject could not lead to any immediate action. As to

the controversy between you and the National Electric

Light association, which recently inet - in this city, I do not

see that I am concerned. I am convinced, however, that

in proportion to the service rendered there is no more

danger from the electric currents than there is from the

ordinary operations of society as carried on by steam and

horse power. These are all regulated by law, and so are

the electric currents and their mode of transmission through

cities. So far from there being any deficiency of law onthe

subject in this city, I think we are suffering at present

from too much of it."

Erastus Wiman said at the .Staten Island dinner to the

telephone visitors that it was hard for him to keep still un-

der such a call as he then heard. He has now been speak-

ing into a phonograph to be repeated by a duplicate instru-

ment at the Toronto exhibition. The speech was allowed

to escape on the 12th and proved to be a series of short ad-

dresses, two of which were in favor of unrestricted com-

merce.

Frederic E. lieardslee, a graduate of the Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute at Troy, committed suicide in this

city Sept, 7th. He has been engaged for some time assist-

ing Robert 1). Radcliffe in perfecting an autotelegraph sys-

tem, but being continually short of funds and receiving pay

fur his services in slock from which he could realize noth-

ing he became desperate, and took poison in the laboratory

in which he has been recently engaged, at 76 IJeekman

street. Mr, Radcliffe is a civil engineer, who undertook

about ten years ago the planning of a general system of un-

derground lines in which he hoped to combine all the elec-

trical companies. The \Veslern Union Telegraph com-

pany gave encouragement to the project at that time.

Complaints are made in Newark, N, J. that the tele-

phone exchange, although nominally open all night, is

practically useless at that time, although a young man and

two boys arc kept on duty who arc supposed to keep each

other awake, but without success. Similar complaints

hive been made regarding night service in other localities,

the difficulty appearing to be that the business is insuf-

ficient to warrant proper attention.

The American Telephone and Telegraph company con-

tinue to profit by the record which they made during the

blizzard. They now have more orders for Boston wires

than they can accommodate, but are constructing another

line over a new route. They are also reaching out to-

ward Buffalo and will be ready for business through the

state of New York before winter sets in. The system has

grown in popularity among the manufacturers located in

Connecticut, most of whom have offices and salesrooms in

either New York or Boston. All the lines of this company

are built in the most substantial manner in order to insure

continuous service to subscribers.

It was reported a few months ago that arrangements were

being made under the direction of the United States. Light-

house board for screening the electric lights on the river

sides of the Brooklyn bridge. It now appears, however,

that the bridge trustees are opposed to any change of this

kind, although it is in the interest of safe navigation

through the East River. On account of this conflict be-

tween the local and national government authorities the

whole matter has been referred to the United States attor-

ney general for such action as he may consider proper.

The first of the lot of ten new electric motor cars oper-

ated by the Julien storage battery made a very successful

trial trip over the Fourth avenue line to-day. These cars

have two trucks with two pairs of wheels on each. The
motors are mounted on the trucks and there is very little

grinding of the wheels in rounding the sharp curves on

street corners. The car stood for some lime near llie post

office awaiting its load of invited guests who were taken

over the road to the Grand Central depot, and a collation

was served at the Murray Hill hotel. The cars weigh from

eight to nine tons, including the battery, of which there are

144 cells placed on twenty-four trays. In going through

the tunnel under Park avenue the car was run at a speed of

about ten miles per hour. The track on this line is better

adapted for motor traction than the ordinary horse railroad,

as the track was laid for the accommodation of the passen-

ger and freight cars of the New Haven and Harlem rail-

roads, which were formerly drawn by horses down to the

old Twenty-seventh street and Center street stations. It is

understood that Mr. Vanderbilt will approve the substitu-

tion of electricity for horses even at a greater cost, believing

that its use will lead to increased traffic.

The death of Prof. Richard A. Proctor of this city, Sept,

12, from yellow fever contracted in Florida, was startling

in its suddenness. No man has done more to popularize

science, both in England and America, and he had hosts

of admirers who never had the pleasure of meeting him

personally. He was the founder and editor of Knotvhdge

now published monthly in London, which has at times

given considerable attention to electrical matters. P.

IVIiclilgan Electric Railways

Detroit, Mich., September 15.—The common council

has granted a franchise for an electric street railway, to an

organization consisting of John F. Talbot, Frank E. Snow

and others. The route which this road will pass, embraces

some of the most important streets in the city, and will extend

to the city limits, there connecting with the exis'ing line of the

EastDetroit and Grosse Pointe company, making a road of

some sixteen miles in length. Some slight opposition has been

manifested on the part of certain citizens who stand in the

way of needed improvements, to the granting of any more

street railway franchises, but the better judgment of the

council prevailed, and in awarding this franchise a satis-

factory service is assured. During the past few years, the

population of this city has shown a remarkable increase,

and with it came a demand for more rapid and extended

street railway facilities. This road will go far toward

meeting the demand, and the personnel of the company is

a guarantee of the road being a model of its kind. From

6 A. M. to 8 A. M. and 5 i'. M. to 7 P. M. the fare will be

3 cents. Two other applications for franchises are before

the council and will probably be taken up at an early date.

At Adrian, the city council has granted a franchise to the

Adrian Electric Railway company to construct a belt line,

running east and west from the college to the depots, to be

immediately followed by the construction of a north and

south branch to the industrial home.

The Detroit and Grosse Pointe electric road is now in

full operation, and giving excellent satisfaction.

The road at Sault St. Marie is rapidly approaching com-

pletion.

As noted in these columns some time ago, Alnieron

Kraatz, a lineman in the employ of the Brush company

was awarded .$10,000 damages for injuries sustained whilst

in ihe discharge of his duties. The case was appealed and

August 26th Judge lirevoort of the Circuit court handed

down his decision ordering a new trial, on the ground that

he award was too much, and in accordance with the evi-

dence in the case, unwarranted; that the money invested at

the current rate of interest would bring Kraatz an income

ofalmost double that which he has hitherto been able to earn.

The Fisher Electric Motor company filed articles of asso-

ciation August 25th. The capital stock is Jg2oo,ooo. The
company proposes to buy, sell and deal in property for use

in the construction, equipment and operation of electric

street railways. The stockholders are: Hugh McMillan,

1,318 shares; Frank E. Fisher, 562; Wm. A. Jackson,

1.334; Frank E. Snow, 339; Geo. H. Lothrop, 120; £.

B. Hutchinson, 200; F. A. Forbes, 24; Gilbert K. Mc-
Millan, 40.

Articles of incorporation of the Boston Copper company
were filed with the county clerk, August 25th. The com-

pany starts with a capital of !g25o,ooo, of which amount
$125,000 is paid in. Real and personal property valued at

$25,000 is conveyed to the corporation contemporaneously

with its incorporation. The company propose to engage in

the smelting, refining and manufacturing ores,and particularly

copper, by fire, humid, electrical and other mechanical pro-

cesses. The stockholders are Horatio G. Parker, Charles

L. Harding and Edgar Plarding, of Cambridge, Mass..

and Hoyt Post, of Detroit, each of whom holds twenty

shares, and H. G. Parker, trustee, 4,900 shares. C.

Indianapolis Items.
Indianai'ulis, Sept. 15.—TheJenney Electric company

of this city has received an order from Coshocton, O., for

an electric outfit amounting in all to $12,000. This com-
pany also furnished the lighting plant for the New Union
Railway Passenger station and train sheds. The station

proper is a brick building, with heavy stone trimmings,

three stories in height, and 150 feet square. The train sheds

are 750 feet long by 150 feet wide. The lighting plant con-

sists of five dynamos driven by two 150 horse power Buckeye
engines. Three large boilers furnish the steam, using

natural gas for fuel. Twelve hundred incandescent lamps

are distributed about the station building and 70 arc lamps
are used in the train sheds and for outside lighting

about the approaches. A portion of the plant is already in

place and in use.

The Western Union Telegraph company is fitting up a

branch office in the main waiting room of the new union

station, and is also putting in the union telegraph office,

which will occupy a room about 25x40 feet. The outfit will

consist of a 50-wire switch board with springjack attach-

ment, three octette tables and other necessary furniture.

The wires are carried into the oflice in cables from Meridian

street, a distance of about 500 feet, the cables being strung

just under the roof of the train shed.

Notwithstanding the city has just awarded a contract to

the gas company for street lighting at a cost of about $10,-

000 above what an electric light company agreed to light

the whole city for, placing lights at any and all points de-

signated by the committee on light, an ordinance was intro-

duced at the session of the council August 20th, asking for

the erection of 200 vapor lights in an unlighted portion of

the city, while calls for more light are coming from alt di-

rections. The Xews has criticised the action of the council

in the matter of light rather severely, and on two or three

occasions has published the names of the thirteen members
who have stood by the gas company from the first. As an

outcome, one of the members who voted for gas for street

lighting introduced a resolution which, after setting forth

that the N'cxvs was trying to mislead the public in regard to

letting the contract for light, censured the paper for its lack

of truth, etc. The resolution was adopted by the same vote

that adopted the gas light ordinance.

The MacNeal Electric Street Railway company's ordinance

came up before the board of aldermen, and was met by
protest from property holders and residents on the north

side streets on which it was proposed to lay tracks. The
company's attorney made an argument in its favor, and
the electrician, W. J. Clark, explained its proposed sys-

tem. He said they would not use the storage system as

that had not proved a success so far. If allowed to go
ahead they intended to put down their track and the con-

duit system, the same as used in Allegheny City, in first

class order. The committee made numerous recommenda-
tions. Among them the rejection of the entire ordinance

until the Supreme court shall have decided as to the city's

rights in the matter of chartering additional street rail-

road companies. An amendment to the ordinance, as it

came from the council, cutting off all streets on the north

side, was adopted. This virtually kills the whole matter for

the present at least.

A committee of the common council of Allegheny City,

Pa., have been in this city this week inspecting the Jennev
Electric company's light in this city with a view to its

adoption in their t:'ty. They went from hoce to Madison,

Ind., where the Jenney light is in use for street lighting.
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The natural gas companies have agreed to furnish gas

for the arches and display lights, as proposed by the citi-

zen's committee at rate of 25 cents a night.

President Caven of the Brush Electric Light company

says that the machinery is on the way, and the company

will probably be ready to furnish light inside of the limit

named in the contract with the city. The light will be used

on \Vashington street from one end to the other, and several

otlier streets m the business part of the city.

At each session of the city council new ordinances are in-

troduced calling for light in different parts of the city in ad-

dition to that named in the contract entered into some time

ao-Q. In many cases the people ask for electric light.

A new industry is about to be established here. For

some days past Wm. M. Bleyer of St. Louis, and C. E,

Illeyer of Chicago, have been in the city in the interest of

the Smith feed water heater and purifier, described as a

device for preventing ihe formation of scale in boilers, saving

of fuel and protecting the boiler. A company has been

formed here under the name of the Indiana Feed Water

Heater li: Purifier company, with a capital of ^100,000;

and articles of association have been filed with the secretary

of state.

One of the city papers devotes a column to fire depart-

ment notes, in which during last week thefoUowing^ppeared:

"There is probably not another city in the country where the

damages arising from poorly insulated electrical wires are

permitted to go unnoticed as in this. At almost every arc

light the insulation is imperfect, and, while no person has

been injured, it is a matter that demands attention. Several

fires have occurred in this way, but have been kept from the

papers."

The Indianapolis Base Ball association has been trying

for some time past to light its park with natural gas and in-

troduce evening- games, but so far has not succeeded. The

club found that hard hit grounders could not be seen. They

intend to put in more lights, and try it again. This has

been tried with electric lights, but never successfully accom-

plished, and it is a question whether it can be done by gas-

light, though some of the players are of the opinion it can.

M.

From Omaha, Neb.

Omaha. Neb., Sept. 15.—The Nebraska Telephone com-

pany has a large force of men at Norfolk, Neb., pushing

the work of installing an exchange of seventy-five subscrib-

ers. Branch lines will be built, bringing in several towns.

The new Edison electric light plant at Norfolk will be

completed this week. Their new waterworks system is

just finished, and a grand celebration of the- business men,

with invited guests from all parts of the state, has been

arranged for the near future.

A te'ephonf exchange is being built at Fairbury, Neb.

About a year ago the town council of Hastings, Neb.,

declared that all telegraph and telephone companies should

erect no poles less than forty feet in length inside the city

limits, and imposed other conditions which would necessi-

tate the rebuilding of the entire telephone exchange.

Their present capacity is ample for some time to come, and

as yet the companies have made no attempt to replace the

twenty-five feet poles now in use for those of sufficient

height to please the tastes of the council. The street com-

missioner was recently instructed to remove all old poles

not up to standard height, unless the different companies

took steps at once to reconstruct their lines. There are

over 200 subscribers to the telephone exchange, a successful

electric light plant, and two telegraph companies. Ko ac-

tion by either side has yet been taken.

The Clay County Telephone company, organized to use

Cushman's instruments, have been taken into camp, on

their own request, by the American Bell Telephone com-

pany, and are now licensed by consent of the Nebraska

Telephone company.

Lincoln. Nebraska, has a paving boom this year, and as

usual, the telegraph and telephone poles, are not on the

curb line in many places; as a result many of them will

have to be moved. The council ordered all this done in

sixty days, but have since modified the order in that poles

only need to be moved as fast as paving is done.

The new Edison plant in the Omaha and Grant Smelting

and Refining company's buildings and yards, was success-

fully started two weeks ago, and is giving excellent satisfac-

tion.

The Grand Opera house in this city will make a change

from gas lo Thomson-Houston arc lights.

The Western Engineering company of Lincoln. Neb,,

has closed contract for a 200 light plant in the St. Joseph,

Mo,, court house; also a 300 light plant in the Iowa Insti-

tute for the Deaf and Dumb at Council Bluffs, Tt,

The light and power plant at Kearney, Neb., now in

course of construction, will be finished in ten days. One

20 horse power and one 30 horse power motor will be put

in. The lighting plant will start with 400 lamps, while the

capacity will be 1,000.

The United States company of this city will furnish the

plant for the "Siege of Sebastopol" to be given nineteen

nights in September, during the Omaha and Lincoln fairs.

The Council Bluffs and Omaha Bridge company are

pushing forward the work on the bridge and motor line

which is to connect Omaha and Council Bluffs with nine

miles of track. The power house is under way and the

material for the road is arriving daily. Twenty cars will

be put on at first, and the number will be increased as

wanted. The Thomson-Houston company have the con-

tract for the building and entire equipment of the road.

Mr. Turner, now of the Thomson-Houston company, but

formerly in the employ of the Van Depoele Manufacturing

company, who is to take charge of the construction of the

motor plant, has arrived in the city.

Israel Lovett, for the past five years superintendent of

the Midland Electric company, has resigned to accept the

position of assistant superintendent of the Council Bluffs

and Omaha Bridge and Railway company.

The Midland Electric company is wiring the Lindell

hotel at Lincoln. Neb, for a .sixty number annunciator

with fire alarm and guest call system. W.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Jackson and Wells street bridges in Chicago have

been comple ed, and are lighted by electric light.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has sold an
incandescent plant to George Tileston of St. Cloud, Minn.

The Sioux City Electric Light company has ordered a

thirty-four arc plant of the Thomson Houston company of

Chicago.

Joseph Benson, Centralia, III., has recently increased his

electric light plant by purchasing a number of 2,000 candle-

power Brush arc lamps.

T. H. Smith. Jamestown, N. Y., has recently increased

his electric light plant by purchasing 12 arc lamps from the

Brush Electric company.

The American Mining & Smelting company of Leadville,

Col., has ordered a 25 arc light plant of the Western Elec-

tric company of Chicago.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has sold an
incandescent light plant to the Saginaw Manufacturing
company, of Saginaw, Mich.

The Rutt-Owen Lumber company of Drummond, W^is.,

has purchased an incandescent outfit of the Thomson-
Houston company of Chicago.

The Mahoning Electric Light company of Voung?town,
O., has ordered a thirty-five arc plant of the Thomson-
Houston company of Chicago.

The Wichita, Kan,, Electric Light company have sent

an order for a 2,500-light incandescent plant to the Thom-
son-Houston company of Chicago.

The Chicago Electric Light Enlarging company has been
organized; capital stock, ^5,000; incorporators, Adolph
Graeff. Alfred Graeff and E. Graeff.

A plant of 50 arc lights has been ordered by the Nevada
Electric Light tV Gas company of Nevada, Mo., of the

Thomson-Houston company of Chicago.

The Greeley Electric Light company of Greeley, Col.,

has sent an order for an Soo light incandescent plant to the

Thomson-Houston company of Chicago.

Armour & Co. have increased their plant at the stock

yards, Chicago, by the purchase of seventy-five arc lights

of the Thomson- Houston company, Chicago.

The Leavenworth Waterworks company. Ft. Leaven-
worth, Kan., has recently increased its incandescent electric

light plant by purchasing a new Brush dynamo.

The Merchants' Arc Light & Power company of Chicago

has been incorporated; capital stock, ^30,000; incorporators,

W^illiam 1 1. Collins, Joel W. Stevens, and Benjamin
Keigher.

The Thomson Houston company of Chicago has sold a

fifty light arc plant and a 500 light incandescent plant to

the Cleveland Electric Light company, as an increase to the

present plant.

The Brush Electric Light & Power company of Niagara

Falls, N. v.. has again increased its electric light plant by
purchasing a number of 2,000 candle power arc lamps of

the Brush system.

The Reading, Pa., Electric Light & Power company will

enlarge its plant, having ordered two 150 horse power en-

gines and two Edison dynamos of a capacity of 800 ten

candle power lights.

The Burlington Gas Light company. Burlington, Yt., has

recently made an addition to its Brush electric light plant of

one 30 light 2,000 candle power arc dynamo with a full

complement of lamps.

The English Admiralty are beginning to recognize the

advantages of accumulators for ship lighting, a fact which

has long been e\ident to many other powers. Batteries

are to be fitted to both the royal yachts.

The Clinton Electric Light, Heat .i Power company of

Clinton, 111., has been incorporaled; capital stock, ^25.000;

incorporators, Vespasian Warner, Clifton H. Moore, John
Warner, Abner K. Phares and Richard Butler.

The depot and suiroundings at Los Angeles, Cal.. are to

be lighted by a combined arc and incandescent plant manu-
factured by the Waterhouse Electric and Manufacturing

company of Hartford, Conn, It will consist of eight double

arc lamps, twenty-four 25 candle power and ten 100 candle

power incandescent lamps. A fine exhibition was made of

this plant before shipment from the factory, the incan-

descent lights burning perfectly steadily upon the arc cir-

cuit.

The city council of Tiffin, Ohio, has invited correspon-

dence from electric light manufacturers relative to intro-

ducing street lighting by arc lamps in place of gas. The
contract with the gas company expires within a few weeks.

The new reading room of the Chicago Public library has

been opened. At night the room is illuminated by 120 in-

candescent lights of sixteen candle power each, arranged
on three sides of the room and upon nine brass candelabra

of eight lights each.

The Bank of Commerce, St. Louis, is to be lighted by
electric light. A plant of 600, 20 candle power lamps will

be installed. The two Edison dynamos will be driven by
an Armington & Sims engine. The plant will be installed

by the Porter Engineering company.

The Marysville Electric Light company, Marysville, Kan.,
recently purchased a large arc and incandescent Brush
electric light plant. The installation of the plant is about

completed. All the lights originally ordered have been
placed and the company has ordered additional arc lights.

The Brush Electric company of Cleveland, O , has re-

cently sold a large electric light plant, consisting of i.ooo

incandescent lights, to the Minneapolis, Minn., exposition.

The same company has also rented the exposition iSo arc

lamps. This exposition is one of the most successful in

the country.

The Fostoria Electric XJghfcompany, Fostoria, Ohio,

has recently increased its electric light plant by purchasing

a number of arc lamps from the Brush Electric company,
Cleveland. Ohio. This company is now operating in the

neighborhood of loo Brush arc lights, and a number of

Brush incandescent lights.

John Wanamaker, Philadelphia, Pa., has just purchased

of the Bmsh Electric company, Cleveland, Ohio, thirty

2,000 candle power double arc lamps, for the purpose of in-

creasing his electric light plant, which now consists of 300
Brush arc lamps and 200 or 300 Brush incandescent lamps.

This plant is now much larger than many of the central

stations throughout the country, and has been in operation

for a number of years.

The nineteenth annual meeting of the Fire Underwriters'

association of the northwest was held in Chicago Sept. 12

and 13. In his paper on " Rates and Rating," Charles E.

Bliven, manager of the American Fire Insurance company,
Philadelphia, spoke briefly of the phenomenal growth of the

electric light system. It formed, he said, a new risk about

which insurance men as a rule knew little. He commended
the subject to their earnest consideration.

E. W Tisdall, general agent of the Brush Electric com-
pany of Philadelphia and vicinity, has recently sold to Geo.

V, Cresson, Philadelphia, Pa., an incandescent and an arc

light plant. The incandescent plant consists of a 200-light

Brush dvnamo, with full complement of lamps in position.

The arc light plant consists of one Brush 45-light arc dy-

namo, with forty lamps in position. The construction

work is being done by the wiring contractor, L. Porsh, who
does a large share of E. W. Tisdajl's work.

George A. i\Iayo has been engaged by the Van Depoele
company of Chicago as electrician. Mr. Mayo is develop-

ing the new incandescent system, which the company will

soon put on the market. The tests which have thus far

been made indicate that the lamps will have a remarkably

long life. Mr. Van Depoele continues to act as consulting

electrician of the company as his contract with the Thom-
son-Houston company enables him to devote considerable

time to the work of the corporation which bears his name.

The London Elcd'rlcian tells the story of a Pittsville

workman who fell from the roof of a house and was saved

from being dashed to pieces by a pair of electric lighting

wires. It is said that the two leads were carrj'ing a cur-

rent of 1,000 volts, alternating current, which effectually

prevented him from letting go until some one came with a

long ladder and helped him down. Thus it would appear

that the full force of a powerful current, so far from killing

him, actually saved the man's life; but he is probably the

first person who has received such a current, and been

thankful for it.

A cable dispatch from Cuba announces that a Havana
paper has accused the Havana Electric Light company of

attempting to bribe the aldermen in order to secure the

contract for lighting the city. A New York representative

of the company said: "All there is about it is this: The
Consolidated Gas company were getting scared at the pro-

gress we were making, and employed this infamous device

to defeat us. The people of Havana want electricity, and

I do not think the circulation of any such absurd stories

will carry any weight. The gas company has been reap-

ing a rich dividend from the enterprise, and naturally will

make every effort to retain the patronage. If we cannot

get the charter by fair means I assure you we will not re-

sort to trickery or bribery."

" 'It is an ill will that blows nobody good,' says the old

saw, and our American contemporaries must be pleased

with the various legal opinions on the battles fought in law

courts over incandescent lamp patents, for the competing
companies are largely advertising, each of course claiming

decisions in its favor and as pulverizing its opponent,"

says the London Electrical Engineer. "We are prac-

tically certain that the money spent over these lawsuits will

never be repaid to the companies during the life of the

patents. A good business maxim, and one to be com-

mended, is that which says, 'Keep on experimenting, take

out a patent for an improvement that can be shown to be

an improvement about every fourth year, let all your clients,

and all who may be clients, know of the improvement,

while ostensibly dropping the previous manufacture.'

One word—don't make too much of your improvement be-

fore the old stock is run low, and the new stock ready, or

buyers will reject the old in favor of the new."
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THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The electric motor which the City Railroad company of

Brooklvn, has introduced on several lines was tested at a

trial trip recently, and was pronounced satisfactory.

The West Chicago Rapid Transit company, which pro-

poses to employ steam power or electricity, asked for a fran-

chise at the city council meeting Sept. lo. The peti-

tion was referred.

The Manchester and Richmond Street Railway company
has contracted with the Sprague company for the equipment

of its ten cars with the Sprague system. This will make
three roads and one hundred cars, which the Sprague com-
pany has in operation or under contract in that city alone.

The Thomson-Houston Electric company has closed a

contract with the West End Street Railway company of

Boston, for the equipment of twenty cars with electric mo-
tors. Each car witl be lighted with incandesent lamps.

Two motors will be provided for each car. Lightning ar-

resters will be fitted on all the cars.

Work is progressing rapidly on the electric road connect-

ing Council Bluffs and Omaha, which is being con-

structed by the Thomson-Houston company It is hoped
that the road will be in operation in less that a month. The
Des iSloines road, which is being equipped by the same
company, will probably be in operation in four weeks.

The Van Depoele company has shipped to the Rockford
Electric Power company, of Rockford, 111 , another ten-

horse power motor The plant will soon be running to the

full capacity of loo-horse power Motors are now used in

printing offices, flour mills, laundries, spice mills, furniture

factories, tailor shops, and in a picture gallery for air

brushes and for elevator work.

The Kearney Brick company of Kearney, Mo., put

into operation their first electric motor on Sept. 3d, a

30 horse power, for the purpose of testing ir, preparatory to

using it on Monday. It worked most admirably, making a

verv regular and even motion, revolving 910 times per

minute. This company has a second electric motor of 20

horse power, which will be put into position at once.

The new power station for the Sprague electrical road in

Davenport, la., will contain a i6o-horse power Hamilton-
Corliss engine. The electrical equipment will, consist of

two 25,000 Watt dynamos and two 30,000 Watt dynamos.
The building is so arranged that the electrical equipment
of the company can be doubled, as it is the intention of the

directors to supply power as well as to generate current for

their own cars.

The electric road at Dayton, which was equipped by
rhe Van Depoele company of Chicago, is meeting with

marked success. The cars, 12 in number, run smooth-
ly and rapidly, and not the slightest difficulty is experienced

in the operation of the system. The road is six miles in

length. The plant consists of two Lane & Bodley engines

of 150-horse power each and three Van Depoele generators

of a capacity of lOO-horse power each.

It will be remembered that the electric plant of the Capi-

tal City Railway company of Montgomery, Ala., was
burned a short time ago. A Montgomery paper says the

company "have determined in the meantime to put mules

in as a temporary expedient. Thev prefer the lieht Mexi-
can mules to the large mules of Kentucky and Tennessee,

because the large mules get 'stove up' in the down grade
work and do not possess either the activity or speed of the

Mexican."

The ten new cars fitted with electric motors, which the

I'"ourth Avenue company. Providence and the board of

aldermen permitting, proposes to put in service between
the Grand Central station and the city hall, are nearly fin-

ished, says the New York Si///, and one of them is already

on the tracks and making experimental trips. Between
midnight and dawn is the hour selected for the trials. It

is a regular palace car, and will leave the Broadway "Pull-

mans" far behind when it begins regular trips. It is room-
ier and more expensively fitted up than the best of the cars

in the pre ent service, and is brilliantly lighted by elec-

tricity.

THE TELEPHONE.
The experiment of keeping the telephone exchanges open

in London on Sunday, a plan which went into effect a few
weeks ago, has proved so popular that the plan will be con-

tinued permanently.

The government telephone case has been set for hearing

at Washinglon on October Qth, says a Washington dispatch.

Mr. Thurman, who has been acting as chief counsel for the

government in the case, expects to make the opening argu-

ment.

The fact that it costs more to use a long distance tele-

phone wire than to use a telegraph wire is frequently com-
mented upon, but the cost does notpreventthe service from
being popular. Here is the way in which it is figured out

that the telephone message is cheaper. For example: A
five-minutes' conversation between New York and lioston

costs ^2, considerably more than a simple dispatch, but the

telephone communication will, of course, afford more explicit

expression, and it will relatively be cheaper, considering the

number of words, 'i'heavcragc speaker will readily " rattle

off " 150 words per minute, thus making the actual toll for

750 words between New ^'ork and Boston only ^3, about

onc-sixlh of what an equally voluminous telegraph message
would cost.

A young man claiming to represent a firm of lawyers of

some prominence recently circulated a petition in South
Water street, Chicago, asking the common council to reduce

telephone rates lo !ii75 per annum. lie asked each peti-

tioner to Mgn an agreement to pay $5 or $10, as the case

might be, .should the object of the petition be oblaincd.

Signers lo the agreement and t(j the petition were numerous.
It is claimed that some of the aldermen arc behind this

scheme and expect to share in the profits of the firm whose
agent is ciiculaling ihe petition. It is known thai some of

the leading members of the council are determined to make
one more effort to reduce the telephone rates as soon as the

council reconvenes. The fact that so many signers were
obtained indicates that if the council attacks the telephone

company it will have a large support.

A dispatch of Sept. 10 from Columbus. Ga., says: To-
night the telephone wires and the electric wires became en-

tangled while the full current was on the electric light wires.

The telephone wires were melted, and night operator W.
H. Galloway had a narrow escape as the current communi-
cated with the central office. He had the head telephone

on at the time, but prompt action on his part saved his life.

THE TELEGRAPH.
A dead telegraph pole fell in New York city last week,

and barely missed striking several children who were play-

ing near it.

The Western Union directors Sept. 12 declared a quar-

terly dividend of ij^ per cent. The statement presented

shows net earnings, partly estimated, for the quarter ending
Sept. 30 of $1,550,000. Interest and sinking fund charges
amount to $24,082, leaving $1,345,198 surplus for the stock.

The dividend is payable Oct. 15 and the books closed

Sept. 20, both for the dividend and election purposes.

A cable dispatch from Paris says: Operators and clerks

of telegraph offices to the number of 600 held a meeting
yesterday and resolved to open a subscription which would
enable them to put themselves in communication with the

telegraphers in all parts of France for the purpose of secur-

ing united action for the redress of their grievances. A
committee was appointed to draw up and lay before the

minister of posts and telegraphs a petition complaining
of Che unjust system of promotion in the service, long hours
of work, insufficient pay, extra labor imposed without re-

muneration, and other causes of discontent, which they re-

spectfully ask the government to take into consideration.

Business Mention.
The Empire City Electric comjiany of 15 Dey street.

New York, are out with "Circular C"—a folder showing a

great variety of push buttons, bell pulls and electric bells.

The Gordon Steam Pump company of Hamilton, O.,

shows in its May, 1SS8, catalogue many new styles of

pumps for every purpose imaginable. Constructors of elec-

tric light plants should consult this catalogue before mak-
ing contracts for pumps.

The Western Electric company has recently taken an
order for seven miles of electric light cable for the Chicago
Arc Light & PoA?er company, and an order for two miles of

cable of the same description for the East River Electric

Light company of New York.

" The demand for our new combination alarm box and
trap lock for factories, mills and public buildings de-

scribed in the columns of the Western Electrician re-

cently, far exceeds our expectations," writes the United
States Electric Fire Alarm company of Evart, Mich.

J. R. Burdick, formerly with the Dorsett company, is

now the general western sales agent of the Callender In-

sulating & Waterproofing company, with quarters at

68 Commerce building, Chicago. A recent single sale

amounting to .$20,000 is an excellent proof of the appreci

ation in which the Callender wires are held by consumers.

Marshall Field & Co. of Chicago, have ordered of the
Western Electric company a speaking tube telephone sys-

tem of thirty stations for their retail dry goods store. They
have had a similar system in use in their wholesale house for

some time, and are much gratified at its operation. This
system was described in No. i, Vol. I. of the Western
Electrici.xn.

Hazazer & Stanley, 32 and 34 Frankfort street. New
York, have recently issued a catalogue devoted to annun-
ciators, electric bells, electric gas lighting apparatus, burg-

lar alarms, speaking tubes, electric door openers, push but-

tons, letter boxes and electric goods in general. Many
novelties are shown, and intending purchasers should send
for a copy of the catalogue before making a choice.

William Oswald, agent for the Spi ague Electric Railway &
Motor company in Louisiana and Mississippi, has installed

at the printing office of Hunter & Genslinger at New Or^
leans, a three horse power Sprague electric motor to run
one half-medium nonpariel press, one Whitlock drum cyl-

inder press, three quarto nonpariel presses. This is the

sixty-fifth Sprague motor running in the city of New Or-
leans, and all are giving perfect satisfaction.

Professor A. E, Dolbear recently made some tests of the

Samson battery made by the Electric Gas Lighting com-
pany of 35 Arch street, Boston, which developed remarka-
ble results. A number i Samson cell showed an e. m. f.

of 1.44 volts; internal resistance, .14 ohm; current at out-

set, 1. 16 amperes; current after 30 minutes, .52 ampere.
A number 2 Samson cell showed an e m f of 1.47 volts;

interna! resistance, ,11 ohm; current at outset, i.ri am-
peres; current after 30 minutes .70 ampere.

The Sprague Electric Motor company has motors in use
in 128 different industries. In mining their motors are used
for air compressors, hoists, pumps, and hauling on tram-

ways. In one of the California mines, some of the motors
are fourteen miles away from the generating dynamos.
The making of motors for stationary work by the Sprague
company has been less talked about than the same com-
pany's achievements in making motors for railways, but it is

a very prosperous and growing business.

The Matchless Metal Polish company, of 88 Market
street, Chicago, is having large orders for its Tripoline

and Matchless metnl polish. They have both been sub-
mitted lo severe tests and their superiority has been demon-
strated by a large number of engineers in all parts of the

country and they are unanimous in praising it. It has been
used on Unile<l Stales ships whose engineers have recom-
mended its general adoption. Army officers have com-
mended it as the most .serviceable polish for cleaning guns.

Electrical Patents.

Issued A ligusi 28 and Septetnhcr ^, 1888.

388,430. Galvanic Battery. Abraham V. Meserole, New
York, N. Y.
The first claim is given: "i. The combination,

with the two electrodes, of two electrolytes for said

electrodes, composed, respectively, of sulphate of mer-
cury in dilute sulphuric acid and nitrate of mercury in

dilute nitric acid,"

388,438. Circuit Changing Device for Burglar Alarms.
Frank II. Nutter, Maiden, Mass.

388,442. Underground Electric Conduit. Edward II.

Phipps, New Haven, Conn.

333.453. Loop Key. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, HI.

The device is a "listening in and calling key" and is

designed for use upon telephone exchange switch
boards. Several may be mounted upon the same strip

or frame so as to be brought into the smallest possible
space.

388.454. Electric Resistance Measuring Apparatus.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, III.

The invention is designed especially for multiple
switch board systems. The more important of the two
claims follows, "i A n sistance measuring appar-
atus consisting, essentially, in a circuit including two
batteries of substantially equal electromotive force and
a rheostat, a shunt wire, including a current indicating
apparatus connected between said batteries at one end
and at a point of the circuit beyond the rheostat at the
other end, and a connecting device for closing said
circuit with the circuit to be tested."

388,477. Electrical Conductor. William A. Conner. Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

The claim follows: "An electric cable having a
central conductor or core and a number of insulated
conductors arranged spirally around the central con-
ductor, and each having a cross section greater in

breadth than thickness, and composed of a number of
wires."

388.481. Telegraphy. Patrick B. Delaney, New York,
N. V.
The primary object of the apparatus to send neutral-

izing or counter currents into the line after each inter-

ruption of the circuit. The last claim is as follows:
"6. The combination at a receiving station of a re--

ceiving relay actuated by impulses received from the
distant transmitting station, a contact maker moving
in response to said impulses, contact maker actuating
devices controlled by the relay, a line connected to the
contact maker, alternate contacts traversed by the con-
tact maker, and sources of electric energ)' of opposite
polarity with which said alternate contacts are re-
spectively connected, whereby impulses are sent into
the line connected to the contact maker as it passes
over each electrically connected contact."

388.482. Dental Electric Apparatus. Charles A. Eisen-
hart, York, Pa.

The invention is designed for relieving the suffering
occasioned by the e.xtraction of teeth and for facilitat-

ing an examination of the mouth.

388,487. Suspending Overhead Electric Wires. Alfred
E. Harris, London, England.
The claim follows: "The combination, with a series

of telegraph or telephone poles for suspending or con-
necting the line wire, of a pair of movable bars nor-
mally held to place by springs and applied to the op-
posite sides of the pole near its top, and adapted to re-

cede from each other and relieve the strain on the wire
under stress of weather."

388,505. Thermal Circuit Closer for Fire Alarms. Henri
S. Petit and Henri S. Bresson, Vitoria, Spain.

Claim 3 is given: "The combination, with a
metallic frame, of a metallic wire stretched thereon, a
stationary contact, a movable contact opposed to said
stationary contact, and a spring adapted to press said
movable contact onto said statlonar)' contact upon a
sudden rise of temperature, said wire holding said con-
tacts apart by its tension."

388.512. Electric Motor. Jean T. van Gestel, New York
N. Y.

388.513. Commutator for Djmamo Electric Machines.
Jean T. van Gestel, New York, N. Y.

388.514. Electric Tram Car. Jean T. van Gestel, New
^*ork, N. Y.

388,538. Traveler or Trolley. Leo Daft, Plainfield,

N. J.

The trolley is designed to receive the electrical im-
pulse from a conductor or conductors, generally an
overhead conductor, and to transmit said impulse to a
motor upon the track.

388,581. Electric Belt. Harry P. Pratt, Chicago, III.

388,583. Electric Meter. Karl Raab, Kaiserslautern.
Bavaria, Germany.

388.592. Ice or Refrigerating Machine. John E. Siebel,
Chicago, 111,

The first claim is as follows: "i. The combination
of the metal condenser coil of an ice or refrigerating
machine and positive and negative electrodes connected
by a suitable conductor, whereby water containing, in-

herently, a substance having a corroding effect on
metal, passed into contact with the electrodes, is pre-
vented from corroding the coil,"

388,594. Electric Arc Lamp. Lewis W. Spencer, IIoo-
sick Falls, and Frederick P. Jatjuilh, Iloosick, N Y.

388,601. Electrode for Secondary Batteries. Sylvanus L.
Trippe, St. Louis, Mo.
The invention consists in an electrode for a second-

ary or other battery composeil of an exterior perfo-
rated plate or envelope, having attached to it internally
a suitable conducting wire, and an interior perforated
and corrugated plate, there being a suitable composi-
tion between the plates, and the plates being held f r

pressed together.
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328,622. Electric Motor for Self-Winding Clocks. Frank
W. Brainerd, Chicago, III.

The invention consists in dispensing with the usual

dog or locking pawl applied to the clock movement
and applying to the motor itself, a de\ace which arrests

the armature drum in any of one or more predeter-

mined positions when its current has ceased. The last

claim isgiven: "7. In a clock mechanism having a wind-

ing electric motor with a rotating armature, the combi-

nation, with the armature drum, of a pivoting arresting

detent intercepting the path of the armature drum upon
the backward movement of the same, and a frictional

connection between the armature shaft and said detent

for throwing the same into the path of the armature

drum during the retrograde movement of the latter."

333,628. Process of Making Battery Zincs. Robert L.

Carr and Parker Borden, Fall River, Mass.

The first claim follows: "i. The improved pro-

cess of constructing battery zincs herein described, the

same consisting, essentially, of forming a body con-

sisting wholly or in part of an amalgam of zinc and

mercur>', and a cap consisting of pure or approximately

pure zinc, and ha^nng a conducting wire cast therein

and projecting at two sides thereof, placing said body,

cap, and wire in a closed vessel, and submitting them
to heat to unite them."

333,631. Electric Fire Alarm Signal. S. A. Chase,

Evart, Mich.

333,645. Apparatus for Hardening and Tempering by

Electricity. Philip Diehl, Elizabeth, N. J.

The sixth claim follows: "6. The combination, in

a device or apparatus for hardening or tempering

needles or similar articles, of a chute or conveyer

through which the articles are to be passed, a source of

electricity having one pole connected with the chute at

a given point, and an adjustable contact device con-

nected with the other pole of the source, through which

connection may be made at different points along the

length of the chute."

,668. Storage Battery Plate. Charles D. P. Gibson,

New York. N. V.

The lirst claim follows: "i. A storage battery

plate consisting of a sheet of metal having transverse

openings, a button of the same material extending

through each opening and having an enlarged head at

each end, and active material filhng the spaces in the

openings about the buttons."

6go. Electric Railway Station Indicator. George H.
Kirwan. Wilkesbarre, Pa.

697. Arc Lamp. John Lea, London, England.

708. Electric IMeter. Henry G. Morris, Philadelphia,

Pa.

723. Electric Arc Light Support. Benjamin Schardt

and George Jones, Dayton, Ohio.

746. Electrode for Storage Batteries. Jean T. van

Gestel, New York, N. Y.

The first claim reads: "i. In an element for

storage batteries, the combination of the base plate ot

metal having low electrical resistance and the covering

of lead or lead alloy integral throughout, united at

openings through the base plate from opposite sides

thereof, and provided with the series of receptacles at

opposite sides containing active material."

353,753. Electric Motor. John Batley, Philadelphia,

Pa.

The object of the invention is to employ the direct

attraction of the armatures of a series of electro mag-

nets to vibrate a series of levers, which in turn cause a

rotary movement of the motor shaft. Of the eighteen

claims, eleventh and sixteenth are given: "11. The
combination. of a motor shaft, a notched friction wheel

secured thereto and electro magnets, a pivoted arma-

ture therefor, and a pivoted friction levei actuated

thereby, and having its operating face curved to work

in contact with the raised portions of the friction

wheel.
"16. In an electro motor, the combination of a

series of stationary actuating electro magnets, a series

of pivoted vibrating armatures, a separate source of

electrical energy to each of said magnets, and switches

to cut out one or more of said electro magnets from its

source of energv."

333.757. Furnace '

for Baking Electric Light Carbons.

John Burns, Rochester, N. ^ .

388,791. Switch Board for Telephone Exchanges. Charles

E. Scribner, Chicago. 111.

The switch board is of the multiple type. The
principal feature of the invention consists of providing

branch or half connections for each of the lines, the

said branch or half connections extending to terminals

placed within reach of the switchmen at the different

boards so that each switchman, in addition to the usual

switches for lines assigned to his board, may have with-

in easv reach a bolt or terminal of each one of all the

other lines of the exchange. The last claim is given:

"9. 'Ihe combination, with telephone lines from the

different subscribers' stations, terminaung in spring

jacks and annunciators at their respective boards, of

branches from all of the lines terminating in studs

upon the other switch boards, trunk lines connecting

the different switch boards together, connecting cords

and plugs with which the lines of the different boards

may be connected through the medium of the trunk

lines, switching devices in connection with the oper-

ator's telephone and calling generator to connect with

the studs or terminals of the said branch connection,

whereby an operator at one board may signal an oper-

ator at another board over the line wanted, to complete

the connection."

388,803. Railway Telegraphy. Granville T. \Yoods,

Cincinnati. Ohio.

383.836. Electric Bell. Moses G. Crane, Newton, Mass.

333.837. Electric Annunciator. Charles H. Crockett

and Chancellor C. Allen, Boston, Mass.

333,859. Electrical Cash and Parcel Carrier. George F.

Green, Kalamazoo, Mich.

388862. Submarine Torpedo Boat Horace P Griswold,
Providence, R. I.

Claim ]3 gives an idea of the invention: " In a

submarine torpedo boat, the combination, with a float

attached to the boat by a flexible connection and a catch
for retaining said float in position, of mechanism, for

automatically releasing the float."

388,869. Electric Signal. Henry T. Ilill, Manchester,
N. H.

3?^8,S76. Magnetic Annunciator. William Humans,
Cambridge, Mass.

353,877. Magneto Electric Machine. William Humans,
Cambridge, Mass.

388,922 Telegraph Exchange System. Robert ]. Sheehy,

^ New York. N. Y.
The first and sixth claims are given; '

1 . In a tele-

graph exchange system, the combination of a central

controUing dtvice consisting of a source of alternating,

intermittent, or pulsatory electric impulses connected
through all the several instruments of the system, and
conductors leading from the recording devices of each
instrument of the system to the central station.

"6. The combination of a source of alterna'.ing, in-

termittent, or pulsatory electric currents located at a

central station, recording instruments located at differ-

ent points operated or controlled by such currents, in-

dividual conductors leading from the central station to

the several instruments, and a circuit-controlling device

at each instrument for making and breaking the con-
nections of the corresponding individual conductor,
thereby operating the recording device of the instru-

ment connected with the corresponding line."

388,955. Electrical Railway Conductor. Leo Daft, Plain-

field, N. J.

The first claim follows: "The combination of

parallel stringers, insulators suspended below each
stringer, and a conducting rail supported intermediately

below said stringers by connections to said insulators."

388,960. Manufacture of Secondary Batter)' Plates.

Julian O. Ellinger, New York, N. Y.

The fourth claim is given: "The method of mak-
ing a perforated secondary battery plate, consisting in

forming two half-plates by first cutting apertures in

metal sheets and then pressing such apertures into the

desired form and securing said half-plates together."

389,001. Switch Mechanism for Electric Batteries. Charles

E. Ongley, New York, N. Y.

389,011. Dynamo-Electric Machine. Andrew L. Riker,

New York, N. Y. The 11th claim is given:

"Ji. In combination with an armature, Z field-

magnets provided with the claw-shaped po'e-pieces."

389.029. Regulator for Dynamo Electric Machines. Ad-
dison G. Waterhouse. The fourth claim is given:

"4. In a dynamo electric machine and in combina-
tion with an auxiliary collecting brush, a shunt con-

ductor connecting said brush to the main circuit, a

device located in the main circuit and responding to

changes therein, and a circuit breaking device located

in the shunt circuit and controlled by said responding
device."

389.030. Regulation of Dynamo Elect ic Machines. Ad-
dison G. Waterhouse, Hartford, Conn.

389,062. Telegraphy. Patrick B. Delany, New York,
N. Y. The first claim follows:

"i. The combination of a continuous line, relays

in said line, a battery. Morse keys in the line circuit,

by which the circuit is made and broken for the trans-

mission of impulses of continuous current, correspon-

ding to dots and dashes or the signals to be trans-

mitted, a ground connection, and line grounding de-

vices actuated by a magnet in the local of the relay at

each end of the line, said grounding devices consisting

of earth and line contat ts which are momentarily
brought against each other upon the movement of the

relay each time that the circuit is broken.

389,080. Electro Magnetic Bell. William Humans, Cam-
bridge, Mass.

389,096. Automatic Thermo-Electric Cut-off for Water
Service Supply Pipes. Edwin A. Newman, Washing-
ton, D. C.

The first and last claims are given: " i. The com-
bination of the water supply pipe system, its inlet valve

and air valve connected to the upper part of the pipe

system, tlie thermostat, the cut-off ciicuit controlled by
the thermostat, and electro-magnetic devices for con-

trolling the water inlet and air valves.

"7. The combination, with a section of pipe, of an
electrically (ontroUed drain cock or faucet placed be-

tween said section of pipe and the main, one or more
thermostats placed in proximity to the section of pipe,

as described, and adjusted to be called into action on a

determinate change of temperature, and an automatic
valve for admitting air to the pipe when the drain cock
or faucet is opened."

389.098. Anti-Freezing Device for Water Pipes. Edwin
A. Newman. Washington, D. C.

The sixth claims follows: "The combination of

the main, the service pipe, the valve for opening and
closing communication between the main and the ser-

vice pipe, the electro-magnet, the valve spindle passing
through the core of the magnet, the armature of the

electro-magnet secured to the valve spindle, the sewer
trap, the valve in the bend of the trap, the electro-

magnet for operating the valve, the electric circuit, in-

cluding the coils of the electro-magnets, the thermos at

for automatically making and breaking the circuit, the

faucet, and the circuit making and breaking devices

operated by the faucet."

389.099. Anti-Freezing Device for Water- Pipes. Edwin
A. Newman, Washington. D. C.

389.124. Apparatus for Utilizing Solar Radiant Energy.
Edward Weston, Newark, N. J.
The first and second claims follow: "r. The com-

bination of a thermopile, a means {such as mirror or
lens) arranged to concentrate or converge solar rays
thereupon, and a secondary or storage cell in circuit

with said thermopile
"2. The combination of a thermopile, a means (such

as a mirror or lens) arranged to concentrate or converge
solar rays thereupon, and in circuit with said thermo-
pile, a secondary or storage cell, and an electromotor."

389.125. Art of Utilizing Solar Radiant Energy. Ed-
ward Weston, Newark, N. J. The first claim is

given:"

" Claim I. The improvement in the art of utilizing

solar radiant energy, which consists in converting
said solar energy into electrical energy, and then
storing and accumulating said electrical energ)\"

389,140. Galvanic Battery. Asahel K. Eaton, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

389,142. Printing Telegraph. Bradley A. Fiske, U. S.

Naw. The first claim is given:

" I. In a printing telegraph, the combination of a
shaft, a type wheel mounted loosely upon said shaft,

independent motors respectively tending to rotate the

type wheel and shaft continuously in the same direc-

tion, an escapement for controlling the step-by-step

rotation of the shaft, and a second escapement for the

tj'pe-wheel, the releasing mechanism of which is affixed

to and rotated by, said shaft."

389,151. Electrical Gas Lighter and Extinguisher.

George L. Hogan, Olmstead, Ky.

389,184. Commutator for Electric Generators. Otto

Zech, Detroit, Mich.

389.186. Secondarv Batter)^ Charles B. Askew and James
K. Pumpelly, Chicago, III. The first claim is given:

" I. The combination, with a plate of a secondary

battery carrj'ing the active material, of a supporting

plate of porous material, one side of which conforms to

the shape of the metal plate, and the other side of

which is provided with separating ribs
"

389.187. Yoltaic Armor. John W. Baldwin. Boston,

Mass.

389,189 Current Collector for Electric Railways. Josiah

L. Blackwell, New York, N. Y.

389.196. Electro Magnetic Device Henry A. Chase,

Stoneham, Mass.

The object of the invention is to provide so

ttrong a magnetic field that the core of the solenoid

or armature of the electro magnet may be moved
through a great distance.. The first claim is given:

" I. An electro-magnetic device comprising a spool

having a tubular shank and soft iron end piece sub-

stantially closing the open end of the shank, and suc-

cessive coils of wire wound thereon, a hollow core or

armature having a closed end located within the said

spool, a retractile spring for the core and contained

within it, and a rod for supporting the said spring."

389.197. Electric Motor. Henry A Chase, Stoneham.
Mass. The first and second claims are given:

" 1. In an electric motor, two electro magnets or

solenoids placed end to end, to form a long cylindrical

chamber within, combined with the common hollow or

tubular armature having closed ends.

"2. In an electric motor, two electro-magnets or

solenoids, each composed of a spool ha^'ing a tubular

tapering shank and a closed end piece of magnetic
material, combined with the armature movable toward
and from said closed ends in the magnetic field of the

said tubul ar tapering shank."

389,207. Electric Motor. Arthur E. Eastwick, Detroit,

Mich.

389,226 E ectric Railway Signaling System. Joseph Ir-

win, Topeka. Kan.

389,229 Electrically-propelled Vehicle. Walter H.
Knight, New York, N Y. The first and fourteenth

claims are given:
" I The combination, with a vehicle having an elec-

tric motor with variable counter electro motive force

geared to its wheels, of a pawl or stop preventing back-
ward movement of the vehicle against the motor

" 14. The combination, with a vehicle having an
electiic motor with variable counter electro motive torce

geared to its wheels, of a ratchet wheel on the axle of

tne said vehicle and a pawl having a yielding bearing

adapted to engage with said ratchet wheel, and provided
with a manual controlling device."

3S9, 230. M otor Box for Electric Vehicles. Walter H

.

Knight, New York, N. Y.

The invention consists in placing the motor entirely

beneath the car in such manner that the armature end
e.xtends out from the axle and providing it with a box-

ing, which is indep^mdent of the car body.

389,254. Switch for Electric Motors. George D. Shep-
ardson, Granville, Ohio.

389,265, Thermal Device fcr Varying Electric Resistance

cr Currents. Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

The inventioh consists in the combination with an
electro thermo-dynamic device of any construction;

such, for instance, as an electric meter, whose indi-

cations are produced through the application of heat

developed by the electric current, of a thermo-dynamic
actuator or controller responsive to variations of tem-
perature in the atmosphere surrounding such meter or
other dynamic device, and an electric regulator or con-
troller adjustable in correspondence with the varia-

tions of temperaiure for the purpose of governing the

flow of current to the thermo-dynamic device and
compensating for the variations of temperature in the

surrounding air.
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389.272. Electrical Protective System. Edward Weston,
Newark, N. J.

389.273. Electrical Reco-cling; Mechanism. Edward Wes-
ton, Newark, N. J-

389.274. Standard Tangent Galvanometer Edward Wes-
ton, Newark, N. J. The first claim follows-

"
I. In a galvanometer, a hollow standard, a vibrat-

ing magnet therein, fixed supports integrally formed of

said standard and upon opposite sides thereof, coils

received by said supports and held in parallel planes,

and means for securing said coils to said supports."

389.278. Electric Railway. Edward M. iJentley, New
York, N Y. Filed Oct. 13, 1S87. The sixteenth

claim is given:

" The combination, with an electrically propelled

vehicle and a contact device therefor movable into and
out of an operative position, of a spring stop and a

sDpplementar}' stop for holding the contact device in

and out of its operative position, respectively."

389.279. Electric Railway. Edward M, Bentley, New
York, N Y. Claims i and 15 follow:

" I. In an electric railway conduit, a transverse

yoke supporting a slot rail and having a box or pocket

at its upper end, in which is the insulator for the sup-

ply conductor.

" 15. In a contact device for an electric railway,

the combination, with a forked shank extending into

the conduit, of a contact device pivoted in said fork,

thinner than the width of the slot, and provided with

it normally at an angle to the said

Socket, Sigmund Dergmann,

Railways. Josiah

a spring holding
shank."

389.280. Electric Lamp
New York, N. Y.

389.281. Contact Device for Electric

L. Blackwell, New York. N. Y.

3?9,282. Electric Railway Trolley. Josiah L. Blackwell,

New York, N. Y.

The first claim is given: "i. The combination, with

a suspended supply wire for an electric railway, of a

contact trolley therefor, having a wheel of non-resonant

material, and a supplementary contact device for main
taining the electrical connection."

389,297. Electric Lighting System. William W. Gris-

com, Ilaverford College, Pa.

The first claim is given: "i. The combination of a

source of electrical supply, a series of electric lamps
electrically connected thereto, a circuit closer for each

lamp, and a multiple circuit closer having a series of

contacts connected to each lamp circuit on opposite

sides of said circuit closers operated by a single con-

tinuous movement, whereby the lamps may be included

and the individual circuit closers be excluded with re-

spect to the main circuit."

389,314. Electric Conductors and Process of Uniting the

Same. Charles Mclntire, Newark, N. J.

The object of the invention is to avoid the soldering

process which employs acids, in making electrical con-

nections, as is usual in connecting the wires with

switch boards: the invention consists of two conduct-
ing parts and a soft metal connecting piece enveloping
one of said parts and passing through the other, and
compresesd to clamp the parts together.

389 337 Telegraph Relay Frederick Stitzel and Charles
Weinedel, Louisville, Ky.

389,352. Alternate Current Electric Motor. William A.
Anthony, Manchester, Conn , Dugald C. Jackson and
Harris J. Ryan, Lincoln, Neb.

389,356. Reversing Switch and Rheostat for Electric Cir-

cuits Charles G Bickley, New York, N Y.

389,369 Incandescing Electric Lamp, Thomas A Edi
son. Llewellyn Park, N J
The object of the invention is to produce a multiple

carbon lamp, which will have the advantage of an ex-

ceedingly high resistance at the same time that the

filaments will be maintained in their proper relation to

each other and to the walls of the inclosing globe.

389,421, Electric Gas Lighting Device. WilHam Tag anj
Sanford C. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.

389,423 Electro Mechanical Gong- Jacob P. Tirrell,

Boston, Mass.

389,448. Electric Primer. Selden A. Day, Bowling Green,
Ohio.

389.455. Electrode for Secondary Batteries. Robert M,
Elliott, Washington, D C

389,526. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Frank Moore,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

389,532, Battery Jar. James Serson, Boston, Mass.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-Bv F. B. BADT.
100 pages; 70 Uluetratlone; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 incfieB. DeBigned for

Dynamo Tenders and Iilneraen, Stationary and Maiine Engineers. Just the book for men who wish

to learn how to operate and csre tor electric light inetallationa. The only book of the kind in the

English language. Price, postage prepaid to any addrees in the United States or Canada, $1.00.

Aidress ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Bl f(j^ Chicago.

NEW PATENT GAS ATTACHMENT
FOR FiniNG ELECTRIC LIGHT SOCKETS TO GAS FIXTURES.

No more burnt wire conductors where this attachment Is used.
BemoTe gas bnmer, screw nozzle In its place; by replacing and screwing gas burner on nozzle, you effect

apermanent RBs light job. send ortlers lo FRANK S. MAR R, Contractor.
(JIlTCSro AGENTS^THE^ ELECTRICAL^ SUPPLY CO.. s^^^^^^ giock. PITTSBURGH, PA.

SPEAKIN& TUBES M WHISTLES
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
2 1. 23 and 25 Ann St. New York,

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DcKalb Ave , Brooklyn, N. Y.

" Send for New Catalogue, out Aujjust 1st.

THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS OF RAWHIDE BELTING IN THE COUNTRY.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG. CO,,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RAWHIDE BELTING.
THE BEST DYNAMO BELT MADE.

LACE LEATHER ROPE AND OTHER RAWHIDE.
GOODS OF ALL KINDS BY KRUECER'S PATENT.

This Belting and Lace Leather is not affected bv steam or dampneae; has more grip than any
other; never becomes hard; ie sironger, more durable, and 'he most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round BeltiDeTranemiseionle SUPERIOR TO Al^l. OTHERS.
VS Olxio Street, - OUIO^g^CSK^, IXjXj,

Protect ^Armatures
It is a matter of every day experience among Elec-

tric Light men that Armatures are frequently burned
out entirely or seriously injured by the short circuiting
of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector
Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-
cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of
the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System."
Now on the market, For information and prices, ad-
dress

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.

See letter of recommendation from electrician Chi-
cago Arc Light & Power Co., on ad ticrtisirig page xHI
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN July 28, 1888.

BAKER'S TRIPOLINE!
A Powerful and Rapid Cleaner and Polisher of Metals without Acid or Poison.

Bspecially Adapted to Railroad, aiarlne, Stationary and Fire JEngine Work,
"hot or cold ;" Large SlsnS) Railings, etc.

This pollsli Ib now being supplied to Hundreds of Mechanical Engineers BIjKCTRIC
LIG^HT PliANTS, and manufactorera of Machinery. Has already been adopted by manyof the
leading railroad companies, the leading fire departments, water works the U. S. Ordnance and Naw
Departments and thousands of Mills, Factories, etc. la the BEST ANO OHEAPEST POLISH IN
THE WORLD, and quickest Cleaner. TTDeqtnaled for Cleaning and Polishing Carbon
Holders. Send for Sample, FREE. Liberal discount to manufactarerB and dealers in Klee-
trical machinery. Manufactured only by the

MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO., - - 88 MARKET ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.

The Parker-Russell MiDini & Mf|. Co.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

CARBONS
CITY OFFICE

711 Pine St., - St. Louis, Mo,

FOR PRIVATE LINES
The only Mechanical Telephone which has stood the tests and held out and given

satisfactory service for the past eight years.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices. Electrical Goods of Every Description.

"ELGIN" TELEPHONE AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Room 7, Hubbard Block, ELGIN, ILL, U. S. A.

VULCAN INSULATED WIRES

ELECTRIC UEHT

TELEPHONE

TELEGRAPH
MANUFACTURED BT

TRADE MARK. 90 Jullk Si.,
N. Y. OFFICE: 52 FULTON ST.

CHK^AUO OKFICK: 117 UeailDrn street

BOSTOX, MASS.

The Standard Carbon Co.,^Wi^ KUCCESSOKS TO THE ^^^^ ^^^^ '

Bo\xltorL, Cle-u-eland., and. Crvsta.1 Caribou Coznpaxiies.
oij:E3-vmjja.Kri>, omo.
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DYNAMOS and MOTORS.
Arc and Series, Incandescent

Lamps, Ammeters, Voltineters,

Galvanometers, Lightning Ar-
resters, Switch Boards, Cut-Oats,

Electric Stippl e', etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE,
1 54 LaSalle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
I—65-Light Van Depoele Arc Light Plint.

1—50-Light American System Arc Light

Plant.

3— 10-Liglil, United States Sys!em Arc Liglil

Plants taken in exciiinge

.

Waterhonse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Ctiicago Office, - 154 La Salle Street.

A. A. McGreary's Reflector Shade
(I'ATRNTED.)

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE

IN ILLUMINATINC POWER.
5 SIZES for 10 to 100 C. P. Lamps.
SUSPENDED BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.

18 and 20 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.
Send I'or Circular B.

Agaiustor tne Oanadas,

Messrs. AHEARN &. SOPER. OTTAWA. ONTARIO.

# TJie Electrical

Construction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

^TlmTBELT

1 1 - 23 South) Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS. NEW YORK.

Friction Clutch Pulleys

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

BURR « DODGE, 125 N. 5tli St., PtiilaJelpliia.

Investigate Before Buying.

THE "CLiLRK" -^XTIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine,

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
29, 1886, he says : "A Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."

The rubber used in Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and iPill not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, toavery great extent, flre proof.

0«r insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all

gauges and diameter of iusuiatlon for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENRY A. CLAKK, General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

vLON/^
INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Mannfactnred for AEBIAIi, ST7B3IARIIIIE: and UNDEBeBOITNO USE. OKONITE TAPE for making waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers CANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.

BRANCHES:—CMcap, 42 LaSalle St., Boston, FMladdiMa, Oinalia, Miniieaplis, Cincinnati, LonisYille, Kansas City,

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^ijpplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pisher's Qlectric

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

^ CXRIC RJLIL-WTJLYS. -^

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
rMANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric JJotors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Elecl^rie n^achines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, Agent,
154 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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FRANKLIN S. CAETER. pHAS. M. WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WARD V/IIKINS,

PARTRICK & CARTER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN EVtRY DESCRIPTION OF

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
-MAtrUFACTURERS OF-

Hard j{ubber goods for glectrical purposes
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO OliDEE.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Catalogue and Prices furnlehed on application.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
. / WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF -

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues of all bur. Manufactures, and will forward to any address upon

application;

N. B.-^When applying for Catalogues, please state whether " Electric.Bell " or "General
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose husincs? card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I. W. COLBURN & CO.
No. 174 Main St., FItchburg, Mass.

11^^^i
1

K^fe^3:^

1
Machines for Arc and Incandescent
Electric l<i«;hting, Electro - Plating
and Kxperlnientai Fhc.
Send for large llloatrated Catalogae, alec Hand-

book of l^eaay Eeterence, vest-pocket edition.

The H. M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
MANtrFACTUltEES OF

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles.

Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly-

Oni<-e aufl ?Iill at Oscoda, lUicli.

Exclusive Selling Agent: G. 4. Harmodnt, Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,

315 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

FOR ANYTHING
In the Line o f

Teiueralnre

Regulation,
KLtUer Furnaces

or
Steam Heaters

In Houses, or lor
Special Apparatus,

address

Tlic Guiftii AutoQiatic Heat Rogu'atinK Co., ELMiEA, N.Y.

Position as lanager,
By a practical man, having liad six

years' experience in tlie business. Is

qualified to liandle an extensive busi-

ness. Experience in the opening up
of Exchanges and Trunli Lines. Can
go anywhere. Address

TELEPHONIC,
Care Western ELECTRiciiN,

Chicago, III.

Sealed Proposals
FOl:

LiElitinitlieCitjjitli Electricity.

Mayor's Offick,
"Natcbt.'/., Miss., Aug. 27th, 1888.

Notice IB hereby given that eealed proposalB

will be received at the ofiice of the City Clerk un-

til ISS O'clock M., November 1st. IHHH,
for lighting the etreete, alleys, commons or parks
of the city, with electricity, in accordance with

plan end specifications to be placed In the City

Clerk's office, for the period of fivdjears, that Is

to say, that portion of the city now lighted with

gas, from the 1st day of March, A. D., 1869, and
that part lighted by coal oil lampe, from the lat

day of June, A. D., 1889.

Each bidder is required to file with his bid a
detailed statement of the number and location cf

the plants then in operation, of the particular

system which he propoees to establish In Natchez
it successful in bidding, and to specify as to each
plant BO in operation whether it le the one orig
inally eatabliebed in such locality or has been
Bubetituted for some other prevlouslyin use, and,
tf a subetitate, then for what system.
The BucceBsful bidder will be required to enter

into good and euflicient bond, of such penalty ae
the Mayor and Aldermen fhall hereafter fix, con-
ditioned that he will erect and have ready for use
the electric plant, and begin the lighting of the
city the^e^\ith, on the dates hereinbefore stated.
The Mayor and Aldermen reeerve the right to

reject any or all bide.

W. H. aiAIiliEBY,
Mayor of City of Natchez.

EUBENE F. PhTLLIW,
PreBldent.

W. H, Sawtbb,
Sec'y and Electrlt

.

PROVIDENCE, R. |.,

Manufacturers of Patent Finished I

Insulated Electric Wiren

Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wi'

Magnet Wire, Patent Rubber-Cover
Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-

ible Cordage, Office and
Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND and AERIAL CABLE

NEW YORK OFFICE; 18 Cortlandt St.

<

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

Luminous Electric

MANSFIELD ELECTRIC CO.,

383 Federal St., - Boston, Mass.
J. B. YOUNG, President and Treas.

^s^^%^l||'f/^^
B. K. JAMISON, Vice-President

SOLAR CARBON tt MFC. COMPANY,
Office, No. 69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.

^ Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas. Process Patented. /

BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTr.

Western Office, 1 75 Randolph Street, Chicago. Special Discounts on Large Orders.

THE EDISON MJLCHIITE; "HTORI^S,
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.,

MANUFACTtntERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords ipd^Gables for Telephone, Telegraphl

JAMES F. KELLY, General Sales Agent, 19 Pey Street, New York.

PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
ru r D EST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. M. F., Volts. 1.44.
Internal Resistance, Ohms, 0.32.

KallHfiicl-!on Ginir)iiilu(.'tl.

nit'liCBL TeHlliriunliilH,

WIUTK FOB I'RICK j\ N I> fM ILOULAR TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Street, N. Y.

Vltftllt* lllmiijcr, Manager,

To he hud alBO at

California Electrical Works,
Bun FrauclBCO.

A. H. MACKINNON,
Brol(er, Auctioneer and Valuer.

Electrical Plant and Apparatus
(iJ'ith New and Hficond-JIand.)

KOI <JIIT. H4»l>l». or lO.XCIIANOKl>.
63 Broadway, NEW YORK.

ySO CoIIb Julian Blora^'fl IJiittery. 4 EdlBon Ujiia-

m(jf», etc. Hend for Met,

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

/^^UTOMATic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Sbnd por Catalogue.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPERT
EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE $3.25.

A. B. urn,
rical Suppli"

Clevela

Ohla
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"C.£ G." ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND

INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAND OFPICE; 19 Pearl St,, BOSTON.

CHICAGO OPFICE; 185 Dearl)orn Street.

NEW OELEANS OFPICE; 25 Oarondelet Street.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BJLRE JLITD IlSrSTJI^iLTEID -KTIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted

Cords for Incandescent Lighting, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "KK^ LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, con n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent. THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE RoOKtRY, CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT,

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Send for price-LiBt.

| B Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y^

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
Agents for EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES.

46 South Water Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO,
Complete Domestic Combination Oatfits:

These aets require no technical knowled-e to connect; they are all

contained in black highly finished hard rubber caBes. monnted In

nickel plate and readv for nee. The bell domes are all 3H inches, the

coilB a- e wound with silk-covered wire, and t„e contacta are of plat-

inized silver. «,^ fw.

Three-Way Annunciator and Bell Set Slb.lw

Invalid's Portable CaU Bell Set 7.00

Burglar Alarm Set "^ ^
5-ire Alarm Ontflt $7.00 to 8 00

Portab'e Electric Teetinp Set 10-™

Family Ele-tro-Medical Set - 12.00

Telegraph Set for Shorr Lines and Leamere 6 50

High and Low Temperatnre Alarm 12-W>

Siuglft Stroke or Trembling Bell Set 600
Switchboaide, Switches, Annunciators, Bella, Wires, Push But-

tons. Alarm Contacta. etc.

WATERHOUSE SYSTEM
-OF-

Arc and Incandescent Lighting,

Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

Multiple Arc Incandescent Lighting.

Our Instantaneous Automatic Regulator protects Lamps
and Dynamos, and saves power. Gold Medal awarded. Me-
chanics' Fair, Boston, 1887, for perfection in regulation of
current. Most perfect and economical System in the field.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.

WATERHODSE ELEC. & MFG. CO. Hartford, Conn.

Chicago Office, 154 La Salle St.

FOREIGN PATENT

EXPLOITING CO..

1001 OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

CHICAGO, ILL.,

FRANCIS W. PARKER, Solicitor.

If you have an invention which has: Firet,
been proven to be operativp, serond, allowed with
broad claims in the U. S. Patent office; third, il-

lu-<trated fully by drawings and descriptions, we
will without coat tn yon patent and exploit same
in foreign countries.

Correspondence solicited.

DO NOT OE OEGEIVEO
By imitations marked Leclanche Disque or Disque Leolanohe.

The term " Disque" was formerly used by us to designate a

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1 and size No. 3.

It has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

THE CELEBEATID

GBNUTNB GONDA POROUS CELL
BATTEBY COMPLEfE,

TRADE

GONDA Is llie GeflfliDe Balterf.

It is unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever name called, and is immeasurably superior in

efficiency and durability.

x:o i^TOT BE inivd::E=os:E:D "crp=o^T.
Insist upon being furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and if 3'our dealer does not keep it send to us

direct for prices. Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it is stamped with the word Gonda.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO., 149 West 18th St., New York.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Western Agents^ Wires and Cables,

TRADE MARK,

CANDEE WEATHERPROOF ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.
ABSOJLUTELY THE BEST.

A complete stock of General Electric Supplies always on hand. Shipments prompt.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, - 42 LaSalle St., Chicago.
Erectric Light Repuiring, General Machine Job-work, Pattern Making. Etc., Etc.

^A-TITy
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Si^'ilS''^^^

Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST.,
FACTURER.

CHICAGO.
Chicago Electric Club.

There wUl be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, October
lat., at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the Club,
122-134 Clark street.

GILES JLNXI-]MiLCxNEXIC SHIELID
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co.

Oentlemen : — Your Anti-Magnetic

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti-

mated. Itis now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day

it is (without correcting time) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one who needs the correct time, should
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good
deal of practical utility, as well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time-

keeper. At present, I look upon a watch
without a shield as a thing incomplete,
and so it is. Very Respectfully,

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sore protection from all Klectrlcal and Magnetic dlsturbancee.
Send for descriptive circular. GILES BROS.

'WrJLXCHES.
" * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the

only plan I know that could succeed.
WM. A. ANTHONY,

Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of verj'" great importance to horologists

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and fine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitlierto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading

magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

CHICAGO.State Street,

LIST of SALES ofWESTINGHOUSE ENGINES
COMPOUND, STANDARD AND JUNIOR, FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST, 1888.

Alleghany Co. Light Co. (Ifith order), Pittsburgh, Pa.
" '^ " (17th '• ),

» *' " «' (ISth " )

O. & C. B. Ry. & B. Co., Council BlnffB, la.

Va. E. Lt. & P Co. (M I rdpr), Bichmond, Va.
** " *' '* (4th *' ), . "

Colorado Elec Co. (9th " ), Denver, Col.
" " •' (10th " ). " "

St. L. & San Franc. Hy. Co., Springfield, Mo.
Cheney Bros

,
S. Manchester, Conn.

*' " (M rrder). " "

PittebnrKh Refining Co., Plltebiirgh. Pa.
O. & C. B. Ry. & B. Co. (2d order). Council Blufi"9, la.

WeBtinghonee Elec. Co. (.l^th order), London, Eng.
St. L. A; S.F. Ry. Co. (2d order). Springfieid, Mo.
Gd. Trunk Ry. Co. (6tb cider) M^-ntreal, Can.

" " (7th " ),

Bryden Horee Shoe Co., Cataaaqaa, Pa.
WybttParkRy. Co., .^udoeeph, Mo.

' " " " (2d order), ' "
Ualdwln Loco. Works. {!Jth order), Philadelphia, Pa.
Cinakf^r City Dye Woike, Phtla'Jeiphia, Pa.
M. E. Lt. & P. Co. {•iih order), Morristowc, N.J.
Norwich K. L.&P. Co.. Norwiib, N. Y.
Pencoyd Iron Works (4th order), Philadelphia, Pa.
Darlington Ginning & Mill Co , Dailington, S. C.

ison.p ,0,>
160 " Op.
160 " (Jp.

150 " (;p.

150 " Up.
150 ' Cp.
150 " St
150 " ht
125 ' (.p.
125 " Sr.
125 " St.

155 " St
lOU " ' p-
100 " Cp.
100 •' Cp.
'5 " St
75 " St
75 " St.

75 " St
75 " St
55 " Up
W) •' St
61) " St
60 " St
50 •• up
50 " Jr

Tate & Sons, B-aymer, Mo.
Dealer, San Francisco, Cal.

A. B Bary (4th order), Moscow, Russia.
Foreetdale Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I.

Nova Scotia Steel Co., New Glasgow, N. S.

St L, & San F. Ri'.,Co. (3d order), Springfield, Mo.
Foster Bros., Atlanta, Ga.
Waverly Stone Co. (2d order), Holland, Mich.

Deale-, DallaSjTex.
J. W. Pchadewald & Co., MlnneapoliB, Minn.
Lincoln Iron Works. (3q order), Rutland, Vt.
Anton Schollmpier, Pine BIufE^, Ark,
Cnm. & Pies. Mills, (5th), Cumberland Mills, Me-
The Crown Mills, (2d). Maicellus, N. Y.
Washington Gas Co., Waehington, Tnd.
DarPiit nGln'g & M. Co.. (id ord. , Dtirlington, S.C.
Ada Mfg. Co., Charlotte. N. O.
Passaic Print Works (2d ord ), Dundee, N.J.
G. II. Nichols & Co.. (5th nrd ), New York,
McArthar Bros. (2d ord.), Danbury, Ct.
Canton Steam Pump Co., (3d ord.), Canton, O,
Btirrell Chemical Co,, Newberry, Mich.

" ' " (3d ord.), Newberry, Mich.
Dealer, Dallas. Texas.

Lawrence Mach. Co., (tsth ord.), Lawrence, Mass..
Bryden Ilorse Shoe Co., (2d crd.), Catassqua, Pa.

60 • Jr.
45 ' St.

45 ' St.
as Jr.
«5 ' Jr.
H5 Jr.
35 ' Jr.
X> ' Jr.
H5 ' St.
H5 ' St.

St5 ' St.

H5 ' St.

36 ' Jr.
36 • St.

25 ' Jr.
26 ' Jr.
35 ' Jr.
26 ' Jr.
25 ' Jr.
iS ' Jr.
26 • Jr.
25 ' .Jr.

25 ' Jr.
25 ' Jr.
i5 ' Jr.

Chambprs, Tnrner & Layton, Trnro, N. S.

R. MacklntoBb, Lundv, Utah.
Oil Weil Supply Co , Pittsljargh, Pa
Keating Imp. and Alcti. Co , tfeclivilie, Tex.

Elberton Oil Mill, (2d oi'd,), Eiberton Ga.
Bette Street Farnitnre Co., Cincinnati, O.
American viiucoee Co., Peoria, 111.

" " " (2d ord.), Peoria, III.
" " " (Morci,), " "

H. McMorran, Port Huron, Mich.
Weatinghonse Elec. Co. (Uth ord.), Pittsburgh, Pa.
Chambers. Tnrner & Layton, Tniio, N. S.

Dealer, San Francisco, Cal.

S. Bethlehem Gas & W. Co. S. Bethlehem, Pa.
Penna. R. R (10th ord.), Camden, N. J.
Lawrence Mach. Shop, (36th ord.), Lawrence, Mass.

25 H.
25
25 '

15

15
10
10
10

10
10

10

12 Compound Engines, aggregating 1,440 H. P.
27 Standard •' ' 1,590 "
31 Junior 740 "

Total, 70 Engines, aggregating - • 3,770 H. P.

P., St.
" St.
' St.
' Jr.
' Jr.
" St.
" Jr.
• Jr.
' Jr.
' Jr.
' Jr.
' St.
' Jr.
' Jr.
' Jr.
' St.

St.
' St.

Note the Repeated Orders. Note the Character ol Customsrs. Note the Distribution of Trade. Note the Volume of Business, and Draw your own Conclusions.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTURED BY

WOODBURY ENGINE \

COMPANY.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

PLAIN SLIDE YALYE
AND

Donble Valve Medinm Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines

'^n TUBULAR BOILERS.
'sriAB. .^^fl^ ,,\i III

Jt'
'

^•HB^iiif'illlli Address the Manufacturers at

652 Mill Street, ROCHESTER. N. Y.
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SYlSrOYULL
TJynsLTryo and. Cylinder Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning

macliinery. By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by tiie largest
Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES

43 River St., CHICAGO.

United States Glectric Fire Alarm (Jo.

EVART, MICHIGAN.

PEOFEESTOBS OF THS

Cliase Police and Fire Alan Teleirai

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction in dif-

ferent cities and

villages in the United States.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

C. F. AXSBTT. Prest. S. F. FESTO.V, Vlce-Prest. and Treas. CHAS. smwET SjnTE. Seo'J.

Hotel and House Annunciators.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire find Batteries.

The United Electric Go.

Electricai Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

Ijeisler glectric [ight |{o.

809-817 S. 7th Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

MANUFACTUKERS OF

The Heisler Patent Incandescent
Electric Light System.

The only and original Alternating Current Long
Distance Single Wire Incandescent.

We have built 24 Cen-
tral Station Incandescent
Plants within one year,

all of which are on a pay-
ing basis.

This System combines
successfully Ihe illumina-

tion of the streets with a

general supply of light for

stores and houses.

Any desired disfimce can

be reached at small cost

;

No. 8 American Gauge
< "opper Wire being used

for the outside line, No. 11

for indoors, for any num
ber of lights of any size

from 20 to 200 c. p. lo-

cated anywhere on the line.

A perfect automalic regu-

lation adjusts for every

varidti r t till load from the full capacity to one single, light. We do not need

transformers, distributors, safety catches, resistance boxes or any other electrical

contnvance for distribution or safety.

Special attention is called to the superior advantage of this system for eeon omical

management. To its flexibility, no mathematical calculation being required for wiring

or alterations of circuits. To its production of neariy double the candle power to the

H. P., as compared with any other system.

We can furnish substantial proof that our system is a successful competitor against

all present methods of illumination.

SOLE AGENT IN THE D,S.

FOR

P. CARDEW'S
PATENTED

VoltivieterS

30 to 80, 120 or 750 V.

(By 1 Volt.)

Can be kept contimonsly Id
circiii'B, either alCerDating or
Btraighc.

Do not Req,uii*e Recal-
ibratiiijs^.

30 to 120 V. Instruments

in Stoch, $65.00«

THEO. MACE,
HARRISON. N.J.

ALUMINOUS

INCANDESCENT
PATENTED.

Willi or Without

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
Id any size, capacity or shape of bulbs.

LAMPS FITTED TO ANY CAP
THAT MAY BE SUPPLIED-

Spea'ai Prices Made for Large Orders.

Vitrite and Lmninoid Co.
PendlQg Ee-organization o£ this Company,

the works are carried on by

THEO0OR*?MACE, Receiver
HARRISON, N.J.

Half-Size Cut of btaudard Size and Shape.

CHICAGO OFriCE:
Metropolitan Buililiuj^;. Ruuni 11.

I 1 OOhV.

Thejjrush glectric Company

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
STo. 130 Waelilngtoii Street,

Special Agent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
No, 201 Joornal Building:.

O. C. STEELK.

Special Apfjit.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Aeent for the liAW BATTEHY.

727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.

ALBXiNDEB U. BENSON. FEANE H. THOMPBON

BlSIffSOIff & THOMPSON,
MANUFACTURERS OF INSULATED WIRES

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH, ELEOTBIC LIGHT. OFFICE AND ANNDNCIATOJB WIKE3 FLEXIBLE CORD-

AGE, MAGNET WIRE, ETC.

No. 3015 Chestnut Street, ..... PHILADELPHIA.

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE 154 Ua Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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YOU MAY

SAFELY
RUN

THIS THROUGH

FOLIAGE.

P.AiB.WIRE.
WATERPROOF AND WEATHERPROOF.

"As a substitute for Underwriters—P. and B. is a
grand sncceas.'"—Electrical Review.

BY TTSINQ IT

YOTJ

INCREASE THE

PAYING
POWER

OF YOTJR Pli&MT.

ELECTRIC LIGHT TOOLS.
See our Catalogue, and send us your orders for tools.

First-class tools, suitable for your work, will not cost

you as much as you are now paying for inferior tools.

^ S,S as
^

o ^
CD

CO" ^ ^ .a
co~ <=3 ^ p:^ ^« S S *=5 c^

C/2

PQ

<=c5 «a:3 ^ -sc!

«a1
PQ

3
PQ ex- ^

«a1 «ci

S '^^^ CT!
"^ !=) pj-j
"=13 PU

P̂Q PQ

LARGE STOCK.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

LOW PRICES.

C/2

C/2S Si-
s' 4»

C/2 P3

TO OTJI^ F'lR.IEJSrPS =

GENTLEMEN:—We thank you for the very many favors extended to us in the past,

and take this opportunity to remind you that we are waiting for your orders, and are pre-

pared to give them our best attention. Try our " O. and U." bells. Try our Prices.

The electrical SUPPLY Co!
lYl RaNDOLaPH STRRB.T,

FACTORIES:
JLisrsoKijL, Conn.

BRANCH OFFICE:
505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.
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^The Railway Telegraph Supply Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

ILECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
ANJNU3VCIA.TOII.S, MAGNETO BEJLLS, BA.TX!EItIES, ETC.

[WE CARRY A FULL STOCK OF J. H. BUNNELL & CO.'S TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS.

Line Wire and Equipment, Pins, Braclcets, Cross-arms, Insulators, Etc., Insulated Wire and Cables.

lECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or ST0RA6E BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

FCENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated LigMiDg, Railroad Gar LlgMing,

I Street Gar PropnIsion,'LoDg Distance LigMlng.

Inquiries from Northern Illinois, Eastern Iowa,
Wisconsin and Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory,

Nortbiestern Electrical Accmnnlator Company,

23 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL

Among tlie Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Uight,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Experses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

Tlie Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
i6

^ue-'CL

^u. ^^"9^ ^o ^^au.\^ oV

W (MiJ Sterling Pump Works.
^^^ MANUFACTURERS OF

'^oi'ED &J00D e^^^^^t>D^.._ _- ^,jVV^^-*'

Qik

THE BEST,

MOST
DURABLE

AND

(i/u( fl^L^ '^V.u^ (f\ ()'jLpaf(riiy' -

Manufactured and for Sale only by

i^tu, a, an,^"^S^^Z^S!^M MANlIFACTIIEINIi CO,

(f- ^cf ^ ^/_/ 15, II, 19, 21 1. GlmlOfl St,

'^y^^a.^y-cR5 CHICAGO, ILL.
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FORT WAYNE

JEIHET ELEmtK llEHTn.

Fort Wayne, M, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Ttyr ATVrTT-FA<TT'TT¥=n:n-l=»« Of* T'TT-in

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
Ok INQANDEISQEINT LaIGHT:^I]S[Q,

The Most Carefully Worted-out and Complete Alternating System of
Electric Lighting in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. 12-16 Candle Power Lamps to tlie Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

.^.XjSC^ TJJ.JJ

JENNEY SYSTEM of ARC LIGHTING

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Main Office and Works, - FORT WAYNE, IND.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 242 & 244 EAST 122d STREET.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
185 Dearborn Street,

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome Street.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
26 North Seventh Street,

G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

Y OF MEXICO OFFICE, F. Adams, Successor.
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Vol. III. CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER 29, 1888. No. 13.

PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY,
—^aiiNUFAOTD'EBKS OE^—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC

Sehb FOR Catalogue and Pr;ce List.

739 Broadway, New York.

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Company,
Oeagral OScsb. tro. 708 ?£im. ATE., FITTSBUSffB, Fa.

Braaeli Offlces

1

Kflv Tork, Telephone Salldln^, CortUadt Street,
a. L. Wile7 Manager.

Chicago, 139 Hast MidlsoB Street, F. £. Qegen-
hardt, Uanager.

MANUPACTUBBRS OF

The|l|aring]|nti-|nduction«|i Bunched Cables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Submarine

and Aerial.

LIGHT LEADED CABLES FOR HOUSE USE.
Weatherproof Line Wire, Underwriters'. Annunciator and Office Wire.

Five Years of Uniform Success Enable us to Guarantee our Cables.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledered Stgindard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Aerial Use,

All Sizes Subterranean Use,

Gectric Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone.

Railway and all other IanH Fnnn^arl Wma* Submarine Use
Branches of Signaling. *'**"" ^"^^^^" ntros.

Concealed Wiring in all Locationt.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr.. - 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

AMERICAN

[eather [ink gelt Co*

SPECIAL

DYNAMO^BELT!

Chas. a. Schieren 4. Co.

Manufacturers and Sole Agents,

4-7-51 Ferry St., New York.

86 Feileral Street. 416 Arcti Street,

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA.

46 S. Canal St.. CHICAGO.

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 .Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

Tie CALLEHOERTI^™oXo COMPANY,
18 Cortland St., NEW YORK.

MAKUPACTUEBRS OF

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LIChT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. BURDICK, 68 Commerce Building,

General Western Sales Agent, CHICAGO.

NEW TORE SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade SeU-Cont&lned

AQtomatic Gnt-Of Eopes,
BFEOIAILT ADAPTED FOE EtrNNINQ-

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And Other duty requiring close

regulation of speed.

Wbbtebn Obtiok aud "Warbbooms:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, III.

WM. A. HAMMETT, Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & GOFFER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

C B B A

CUT SHOWING STVLE OF INSULATION.
.4.—Copper Wire. B. 5.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C—Braided CottOSc

saturated with a Black, Wrather-Proof Composition.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. Pure El«»>

trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

FACTORIES:
AWSONIA. CONi,

WARPRonHc. 5 19 and 21 Cliff St., New York.WAK6K00HS.
^ g^ Washington St.. Chicago, Ills.

Dastki. W. Maemos, Pregldeot,

Addison H. Nuedykb, Vice-President.

Chasles D. Jenney, ElectrlcIatL Bkainabd Rorison, Secretary.
Amos K. Hollowhll, Treasurer

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole Owners of all the Patents and Invtntlons of Cliarles D. Jenney (fcnown aa the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Improved Oynamo, [amp $
Electric fljotor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting

the Jenney System leads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In these eaeentlala It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants for Cities, Companies or Individuals,

Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc oh Incan-

descent Systems, or for both combined.

The Jenney Incandescent Dynamos are self-regulating,

and permit the turning on p.nii oS of one or all of the Lamps
at win.

Tf/is Company gives special aueitlion to furnishing MUls^

Shops, Factories, etc., iciih Individual Plants.

or 5[|D m PUHPSLET RltlSTmiNS HID PESCBlIIINE THt SYSTEM. -^
OFFICE AlfD -WOEKS:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electpic Bo.
EASTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.
WESTERN OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
<!SW~

SERIES LAMPS
FOK

Ire-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 188S,

First Prize : Beet System of Arc-Lighting*

Clnclnnail Industrial ExpoBition, 18S3.

-OF-

Electric ]|rc-tigliting

This Company was given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent-Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all elzeerfor the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent Llehtlnjr and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

Qdison Qlectric ||ight (Jo.
THIS COMPACT IS THE OWXER OF THE INYENTIONS

ASD PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially Successrul

mETHOO OF GERERnC EbECTRICOi; DISTRIBUTIOfl.

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity.of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in

operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Caoital, $2,500,000. 4 Stations: Capacity, 150.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital. $750,000. 1 Station: Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations: Capacity. 50,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital. $1,000,000. 1 Station: Capacity, 50,000 Umps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under consti"uction a station capacity far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central StatioD

Industry as an investment.

WHITE FOE PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES. DANCER AND MORAL.

For Information relative to Central Station Business, apply to tbe

Hciison Electric Lierlit Co.,
16 & IS BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated p"o°w"II.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Edisod hm INS REaECTEO md Put Ovt,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 6 1 O Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 1^ per H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H. P., equals Gj%\ per H. P.

ABOVE FKOM ACCUEATE TESTS. NO COMMENTS EOE PAP,TICULAP.S, APPLT TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2 1 9 L.A SALLE ST.) CHICACO.

INDORSED
BY

Thomas A. Edison, Elilm Thmson, N. S. Possons, Edwin J, Hojston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

FOE SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Send for Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadway, WJ. Y.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Railways,
Speed,
Endurance,
Economy.

The Daft Motors for Power Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mention the Western Electrician.
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,a:icb'Oie^

Cle-sreland., Olnio-
- MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

uxm ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST. 181 LAKE ST,,

1
109 LIBERTY ST.

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dopt.

CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric Cight and pomer Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENGINEERING CO.,

707 and 709 Market St»,

ST. XjOXTIS, - T^O.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COIVIPLETE STEAIVI PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

SPBCIAIiTIES : -The Armlngton 4 Sims Enjlne, Steel Boilers, .Tarvie Fornace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt BMlter, Blake Pump, Korllng Injector, etc.

SEND FOB I/j\TEHT CATAt,OGURH.

Sawyer Man Electric Co. VULCAN INSULATED WIRES
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY.
OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATENTS.

GENERAL OFFICES:

MUTOiL LIFE BLDg,

32 NASSAU ST.,

NEW YORK

PTanB and Estimates Furnlehed
for all klQdB of iDcandes-

« cent Lighting.

Philadelphia Office:

No. 308 WiLNDT XT

BOSTON OFFICE:

No. 33 FEDERAL ST,

EstlmateB FurnlBhed for the
Thomson-Houston System

of Arc Lighting.

The DYNAMO of tWs Company is AUTOMATIC In its regulation, and wilt maintain a UNIFORM
LIGHT, with ALL or ANT PORTION of the lights In Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN and

wl'l MAINTAIN Its CANDLE POWER during its Guaranteed Life.

ELECTRIC LIEHT

TELEPHONE

TELEGRAPH
MANUFACTURED BY

TRADE MARK. 95 Milk St., BOSTON, MASS.
N. Y. OFFICE: 52 FULTON ST.

CaiCAtiO OFFICK: 117 I>earlioi'D IStreet.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO
IMCa.ia.ii.ffiot-ULi'ors of"

P
INSULATED WIRES, CABLES AND FLEXIBLE CORDS.

ARKS' compoui^x)
Battery wires insulated with Marks' Compound

Rubber covered wires for use overhead and un- give batter service than any other wires in the
derground, and for indoor wiring. Equal to any market,
in the world for insulation and durability.

^1 ^J I I /\ " t^ b m\ V^ UM ^^ a ^^ ^^^ ^°^^ manufacturers of this celebrated in-
sulation which contains no sulphur or other in-

Gutta-Percha covered wires and cables for use gredient that will ever corrode copper. It is
under water and in damp places. used principally f r flexible ccr 's.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO., 420-426 East 25th St., New York.

S, A. PLUMMEE, Pkzsidbnt.
F. B. PRESTON, Vice-Pkeb. and TEEia.

UOAltD OV l>IKECTOK8.
Gen. R. A. ALGER. T.WILLIAMSON. 0. A. WARREN.
S. A. PLUMMBR. P. B. TROOT. C.H.THOMPSON.
E.C.BROWN. A.WOODWARD. P.B.PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Sboketaey.
PRANK B. TROUT, Supekistenpekt.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For Light and

Power Purposes,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE DATTERY
Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

f

For Light and

Power Pnrposes.

F. B. TROUT, \
^^^^^^' ^^ Grlswold St,, CAMPAU BUILDING.

^
Factory, Corner 13th and Woodbridge Sts.General Manager. DETROIT. MICH.
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THE SPRAGUE

ELECTRIC RAILWAY

spragxte:

-A-isrxD

MOTOR CO.,

16 and 18 Broaj St„ NBI YORK.

For Stationary or Railway work

THE SPRiGUE MOTOR IS UNEXCELLED.

IME O 70R.
OFFICES:

NEW YORK, 16 and 18 Broad Street.

BOSTON, 55 Oliver Street.

NEW ORLEANS, 112 Baronne Street.

DETROIT, 133 Jefferson Ave.

BUFFALO, 202 Main Street.

CHICAGO, Rookery Building.

ST. LOUIS, 506 Olive Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 119 South 4th Street.

CLEVELAND, 34 Blackstone Building.

TOPEKA, 705 Kansas Ave.

J. J. DICKEY, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice President.

H. J. WELLS, Sec'yand Gen'l Man. Sup't and Electrician, L. H. KORTT. Treasurer.

MIDLAND ILICTEIC C0«,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

1L1€TEICAL iUPPMli
For t&e ^e£@grap&» T^l^^Uom.® stm€ ^£@efr£e £riglit*

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarnis. Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries, Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere' Instruments, Medical

Batteries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Whsthbx Agents TEE OEONITE CO., and the Return Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

-Mc^jaE^IO^N-J-DIgT^ICT-f JFEIiEGl^^PP •}• 3Yg¥Eja,*<-
and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

^^Eatlmates furnished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Wort In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

The Empire City Electric Co.

(if-' 15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE LAW BATTE
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CiRCU9T WORK.
In the latest form the negative element is a Double CyJiniler, one within

the other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the

market. Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is guamnteed
for ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,

instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore. The cover is of blue glass and
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.

Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected

against corrosion.

Do not be so foolish as to buy a Prism, Porou'i Cup. or othpr perishable negative element battery,

when cue can be had which is PRACTICALLY ErERLASTING. And do not waste
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly

coming and going, but buy the " Law," which has stood the test of eight years,

LAW TELEPHONE CO., 112 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast : GEO. L. HENZEL, San Francisco, Cal.

-
^ f" \

i'

1

1,

i Jl

Writing Telegraph Company,
57 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK.

This Company owns the Letters Patent

which thoroughly control the transmission

of written messages by telegraph in the only

known practical way, and are prepared to

establish Central Office Exchanges as a means

of communication between subscribers in

cities and surrounding towns.

Communications are written with pen and

ink in the handwriting of the person writing

the message.

For particulars address

The pen in the office of the subscriber re-

ceiving a message makes a fac-simile of every

letter as fast as it is made with the pen in the

ofhce of the person writing it.

All instruments are under the control of the

Central Office, and messages are recorded on

the instrument of a subscriber, whether he is

present or absent.

All communications are secret, and the

written record is of great value in commercial

use.

P. O. BOX 1322. WRITING TELEGRAPH CO., NEW YORK.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Railway System.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Sixteen Roads In Dally Operation Dnder the Thomson-Houston and Van Depoele Patents

ALL MAIBBIAL 18 iV^OW MANVFACTUBED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., TBE LARGEST
AND BEST EQVIPPED ELECTBIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the

brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project

above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Van Depoele patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS i ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS FDRBISHED FOR MIMING i OTBER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates Address the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY

PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers under Patents controlline: the Sale and Use

OF

ALTERNATING CURRENT ELECTRIC LICHTINC
APPARATUS.

The installment of over 1 00 Central Station Plants has demonstrated the

Alternating Transformer System to be superior to all others, for distributing

current from a Central Station over small or large areas for lighting and

power purposes.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.

This system is made more profitable than any other by the use of the meter

now supplied by this company.

It measures the whole current.

It is strictly a positive mechanical movement.

It registers directly in lamp hours.

It reads from dials like a gas meter.

It consumes no appreciable energy.

It is not affected by temperature or other local conditions.

It is practical, and it is cheap.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

This company has demonstrated that motors run by the alternating current

are as efficient as the best direct current motors, and can be run without com-

mutators or brushes, being started, stopped and reversed without breaking a

connection.

All parties desiring to secure the most perfect system of electric distribu-

tion for light and power are invited to inspect the apparatus at the works of

the company at Pittsburgh, Pa., where it will be demonstrated that the Alter-

nating System possesses such advantages over the direct system in regard to

efficiency, distribution, safety, life of lamps, and the use of meters and motors,

that no purchaser can afford, at any price, to take the direct current apparatus.
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ELECTRIC ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS.
ELECTRIC BELLS, ANIMUIMCIATORS, ETC.

PATTERSON CABLES
-r'on-

Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Use.

INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL KINDS.

Testing Apparatus. Telegraph Apparatus. Batteries.

Construction Tools. Line Wire and Supplies.

District Telegraph, Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.

The Best of Everything at Bottom Prices

Catalogues Famished on Ippiicatioo.

CHICAGO, NEW YORK. LONDON, ANTWERP,
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The Waterhouse Automatic Regulator.
In Pig. I is represented a diagram of the

Waterhouse type of d\'namo with a closed cir-

cuit armature A. On the commutator C are

three brushes; a and b are the main circuit

brushes and c the auxiliary brush. From the

positive brush a the current passes to the con-

ductor around the field magnets F to resistance

R. The current from the au.\iliary brush i

passes directly to the resistance Ji, leaving the

field magnets out of the circuit. The current

from field and local circuits joins at j?, and
passes to the lamps, the current on the lamp
line being the sum of the two. The amount of

current in the field and local circuits is in pro-

portion to the resistance H in each. The brushes
have a fi.\ed position.

There is in every dynamo a point of maxi-
mum commutation on the armature which
changes with the resistance on the lamp line,

moving with the rotation toward brush c when

The regulator is illustrated by the slide in the
diagram, which is controlled by a solenoid. Any
tendency of the current to increase raises the
contact, and the result is a decrease of resistance

in the local circuit and an increase of the resis-

tance in the field circuit. More current will there-

fore flow through the local circuit and less through
the field circuit. The generating capacity of

the dynamo is instantly reduced, and any ten-

dency to produce a current over the standard is

overcome. Should the tendency of the current

be to decrease, say by a reduction of the speed
of the armature, the slide lowers, increasing the

resistance in the local, and reducing it in the

field circuit. More current will then flow around
the field magnets and less out on the local cir-

cuit. The generating capacity of the dynamo
will therefore increase to maintain the current at

standard. It should be stated that the use of

resistance for balancing the field and local cir-

cuits is a small amount compared to that used

Incandescent Lamps in the Columbia
Theater.

For several weeks improvements have been in

progress at the Columljia theater in Chicago to

prepare it for the fall opening October ist. The
house has been entirely refitted and will be one
of the handsomest auditoriums in the city. One
of the new features is the electric light which
will assume an important part in the economy of
the theater. In tire arrangement and working of

the lights there are many new features devised
by W. J. Blackburn, the electrician of the house.
The rheostats are placed in a room below the
stage instead of on the stage. The main feeders
terminate in copper bands. Of the three incan-

descent machines, one furnishes current for the
house, a second for the stage, and the thirdfor
the permanent lights such as those in the lobby.

If an accident should happen to one of the dyna-
mos, the lights on any circuit can be switched on
to one of the other circuits.

the resistance decreases and back when it in-

creases. This affects the current in the local

and field circuits as follows: When lights are

turned out the line resistance is decreased and
the maximum point moves forward and forces

more current out of brush c, and less out of

brush a. This reduces the current in the field

magnets and the e. m. f. in the circuit, and con-
sequently the power required to operate the dy-
namo. But the current on the lamp line remains
constant, because the local circuit is increased
proportional to the decrease of the field circuit.

The remaining lamps therefore retain their full

brilliancy, while the current cannot increase and
destroy the apparatus. Thus the very tendency
of the machine is to perfect regulation without
the aid of a mechanism, but when to this is added
the simple regulator, which makes the regulation

instantaneous by assisting the current to pass
out at brush c and opposing its pa.ssage around
the field magnets by way of brush a, when lights

are cut out and forcing it out at brush a around
the field magnets by opposing its passage out at

brush c, when lights are cut in, the efficiency of

the method can be appreciated.

by the lamps and is not interposed as can be
seen for the purpose of compensating for lamps
turned off.

This regulator varies the e. m. f. directly with
the resistance of the lamp line, producing self-

regulation and maintaining on the lamp line the

standard current, whether one lamp or the full

number is burning. By this method as the lamps
are cut out the current is reduced in the dynamo
even to the fraction of an ampere and it is ap-

parent that one light on the VVaterhouse dyna-
mos can be maintained any length of time with-

out producing more than the standard current.

Fig. 2 represents the Waterhouse dynamo, to

which this method of regulation applies. As a
generator for motor service it is well adapted
for it is of the greatest importance that the cur-

rent should not build up when load is turned off

and that a constant current should be main-
tained if high tension motors are used.

The Waterhouse system with this method of

regulation shows in a marked degree all of the

features of economy, a smooth running dynamo
and a white, noiseless, steady light, and well

represents progress in the art.

The lights from the three incandescent dyna-
mos and one arc machine are controlled from the

switch box on the stage. On the face of each
resistance box are 20 segments instead of the

.

usual number, 10. The lights can thus be toned
down by almost imperceptible gradations. The
footlights number si.xty-five 16 candle power
lamps. Red, white or green globes can be em-
ployed as the scene requires. There are five

borders, each of which contains forty 16 candle
power lights. The gaslights and incandescent
globes are on a combination board, designed by
Mr. Blackburn, so that the former can be used if

any accident should happen to the electric light

system. Six bunch lights, each composed of

eighteen 32 candle power lamps, are used on the

stage. It is hoped that by their use calcium

lights maybe dispensed with. These lights com-
plete the stage equipment.

In the auditorium the lights are distributed

so that they are as useful for ornamental pur-

poses as for illumination. In the face of the

sounding board are fifty-four 10 candle power
lamps surrounding a single 32 candle power
lamp. In the dome of the house are si.xteen
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10 candle power lamps and one arc light. The
arc light is placed behind cathedral glass. There

are six ornamental boxes on each side of the

.stage. The glass in the boxes is illuminated by

[6 candle power lamps. The arches above the

boxes are ornamented with 16 candle power

lights. Six lights are placed on the face of each

box. The other lights are placed where they

will be most effective. The wiring of the build-

inc was done by the National Electric Construc-

tion company. The many little improvements

which will greatly enhance the practical use of

the lights for stage purposes were suggested by

Mr. Blackburn, who is confident that the ar-

rangement for brilliant effect will be found su-

perior to that of any theater in the country.

The dynamos are under the charge of Engi-

neer Joseph Kimball. The 20 light Thomson-
Houston arc dynamo and a 250 light Edison
machine are run by an Armington & Sims'

engine. Another engine of the same make runs

Edison 350 and 300 light dynamos. Improve-

ments will probably be made in the steam plant.

Reflector Shade.

The illustration in connection shows a re-

flector shade made by A. A. McCreary of New
York, designed for concentrating and increasing

artificial light, either gas or the incandescent

electric light. The shade is shaped like a bell,

with convex sides, made of flint glass, each one

being blown separ.itely. The whole upper sur-

face is covered with burnished silver, laid on by
hand, and the bottom is slightly convex and of

ground glass. The rays from the light are

thrown against the silver, and these, reflecting

against the ground glass, break up all the rays,

and the effect is a mass of light without direct

rays. This shade can be attached with no more
trouble than an ordinary globe or shade, and the

effect is purely mechanical. The light is softened
and whitened by its use, and as the light is in-

creased threefold, the saving in the number of

lamps used can be made very large. A most
brilliant light is thrown upon everything beneath
the lamp, and the most delicate colors of glass

or pictures are shown to the best possible advan-
tage.

Reduc'ion of Refractory Ores
The employment of electricity for the reduc-

tion of refractory ores is a subject that is now
receiving its share of attention from electricians.

Two plants for this purpose have been contracted
for recently in Denver, Col, and it is believed
that more plants will be installed in a very short

space of time when the great advantages of the

electric current for this work are more widely
known. A plant of prominence in America for

this purpose is the Cowles plant at Lockport, N.
Y., where aluminium and its alloys are manu-
factured. There one of the largest, if not the

largest. Brush machines in the world is in opera-
tion. The parent company is the Cowles Syndi-
cate company, near Stoke-on-Trent, England,
where a similar process is carried on, but a dif-

ferent dynamo is used—a Crompton machine.
A description of this dynamo, taken from Indus-
tries, is of value to all electricians working in

this department:
The dynamo illustrated in connection was

manufactured by Messrs. Crompton, and is .said

to be the largest machine in England. It has
been designed for an output of 5,000 amperes
at 60 volts' pressure when running at 380 revolu-
tions |)er minute. It is a very compact and
hanrlsome machine of the horizontal double
horseshoe type, and has a drum armaturt wound

with bars of naked copper insulated from the

core and from the driving horns by mica. The
end connections are made according to a method
patented by Mr. Swinbourne. The section of

conductor is f inch by J inch, and there are 128

bars when counted all round the armature, and
these are connected with sixty-four commutator
strips by screws, no soldering being used. It

will interest electricians to learn that this method
of connection, which is adopted also in other

parts of the machine, has proved perfectly relia-

ble, notwithstanding the fact that the machine
occasionally carries 6,000 amperes. The bars

are placed edgeways on the core, and are con-

nected in groups of four, so that the winding is

electrically equivalent to an armature having
thirty-two external conductors and sixteen com-
mutator strips. The subdivision of each con-

ductor into four has been adopted in order to

reduce as much as possible the tendency to heat-

ing from eddy currents, which, with a conductor
i^ inches wide, would be excessive. Even with

this subdivision there is still a certain amount of

heating, but this is quite within safe limits. The
machine works now almost continuously night

and day, and what heat there is generated by
eddy currents and resistance is carried off by an
air blast from a Schiele fan. The machine, when
we saw it at work, gave about 5,000 amperes at

a pressure of 60 volts; but occasionally the cur-

rent would rise as high as 6,000 amperes. The
core of the armature is 20 inches diameter by
36 inches long. The magnets are 37 inches by
6 inches cross section, and compound wound,
with the main preponderating. The machine is

almost a series dynamo, pure and simple; but a

shunt has been added to facilitate the starting,

when, with the furnace cold, the resistance in

the external circuit is necessarily large. As
will be seen from the illustration the shunt coils

are wound on the yokes and the series coils on
the horizontal limbs of the magnets, there being
four turns on each limb, but only three of them
in circuit. Each shunt coil contains 250 turns,

and the shunt current is about 50 amperes when
in regular work. In the furnace house there is

a rheostat by which the furnace men can, within

certain limits, vary the shunt current and the

cut-out, and from there to the fur.iaces in the
adjoining room. A huge current indicator is

inserted into the circuit in order to enable the

attendants at the furnace to judge of the pro-

gress of the operation, and to keep the current

within certain limits, by adjusting the distance

between the electrodes. The current indicator

is simply a solenoid of nine turns through which
the current passes, and into which is placed an
iron core suspended from a spring. The move
ment of the core is made visible by a pointer

playing over a large dial, and the axis of the

pointer is carried through the wall, so that the in-

dications are repeated on a second dial in the

engine room. The electrodes can be withdrawn
or advanced by means of a screw and handle,

and a boy on each side of the furnace watches the

current indicator, and manipulates his electrode

so as to keep the current as uniform as possible.

The construction of the furnaces is exceed-

ingly simple. Each furnace is a rectangular pit,

constructed of fire clay, and provided at either

end with an inclined cast iron pipe, through
which the electrode is introduced. The current

is supplied by the two copper bars running hori-

zontally across the furnaces, and by flexible

cables, which can be clamped to the bars in any
desired position. Only one furnace is running
at a time, the other furnaces being meanwhile
either charged or left to cool. Each electrode

is a bundle of from seven to nine carbons, each

2^ inches diameter, around which is cast a cylin-

drical head of iron when ferro-aluminium isto be
produced, or copper when aluminium bronze is

to be produced. A stout copper rod is attached

to the center of the head, and projects through
the cover of the cast iron pipe already mentioned,

and to the outer ends of these rods are clamped
the flexible cables pending from the omnibus
bars overhead. The furnace is charged as fol-

lows: On the bottom is thrown a layer of limed

charcoal; the electrodes are then inserted, and
two pieces of sheet iron connected by stirrups,

and forming the sides of a bottomless box, are

then put in to serve as a temporary receptacle

for the charge of ore, metal and charcoal, while

the spaces between the sheets of iron and the

longitudinal walls of the furnace are filled with

pressure given by the machine, and to facliti at

quick starting there is a switch on the dynamo
by which the two shunt coils can be placed into
parallel. The main coils are all in series, and
the total exciting power when in regular work is

therefore about 42,000 ampere turns. The cur-
rent is taken off by four brushes on either side.

These brushes are attached to the large ring,
clearly shown in the illustration, and by means
of a long bar placed into the socket, also shown,
a man keep's the brushes during the run to the
non-sparking point. 'l"he smaller ring surround-
ing the co)umutator serves as a strengthening
piece to the sections, which, owing to their great
length, require some additional support. The
driving power is transmitted to the armature
conductors by forty-eight driving horns of alum-
inium bronze. The current coming from the
dynamo is led by copper bars to an enormous

charcoal, after which the sheet iron box is with-

drawn. To start the current a few broken pieces

of carbon are thrown into the furnace so as to

bridge across between the electrodes, and the

whole charge is then covered with a top layer of

charcoal, and the furnace is closed with a cast

iron cover provided with a hole in the center,

through which the gases generated during the

process escape. These gases are ignited and
burn with a white or .slightly purple (lame. At
first, and shortly after turning on the current,

the gases given off are mostly hydrogen and
oxygen; but when all the water has been driven

off the combustible gas is chiefly carbonic oxide,

the carbon being supplied by the charcoal and
electrodes, and the oxygen coming from the ore.

With careful manipulation one pound of con-

tained aluminium can be produced for every

three pounds of the ore used.
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The Writing Telegraph.

Bv \V. E. Gump.

Tliere has been no laclc of copying telegraphs,

commonly called autographic, which telegraph

a copy of the writing or sketch submitted to

them; but the system of telegraphing /Vrc simile

letters or characters while forming them with

the stylus of the transmitter, so that they are re-

produced by a receiving pen, was first made pub-

lic by Edward Alfred Cowper, a well-known en-

gineer of Great George street, Westminster,

England. The instruments were publicly ex-

hibited by him at the meeting of the Society of

Telegraph Engineers, on Wednesday, February

26, 1S79, before one of those overflowing audi-

ences which assemble there only on great occa-

sions.

It has always seemed strange to me that this

ingenious apparatu.s, which constituted the first

real autographic telegraph, and at that time took

rank with the brilliant series of telegraphic mar-
vels, which from time to time engaged the at-

tention of the world, has never been described

in any of the many books on telegraphy which
claim to give a history of the art from its con-

ception to the present time. In these books you
will find inventions of automatic and so-called

autographic telegraphs duly recorded in order,

and described in detail, but no mention what-

ever of the only invention which could properly

be called autographic. Doubtless it was due to

this silence that this system did not sooner re-

ceive the attention of inventors, for Mr. Cowper
pnrelv pointed the wav.
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The principle which guided Mr. Cowper to a

solution of the problem was that of "compound-
ing the movements of a point in two directions,

the one at an angle to the other, the actual

movement of the point being the resultant of

the two movements." This method Mr.

Cowper has the honor of first applying to a

writing telegraph and, so far, it has proved the

only known method of writing by telegraph.

Mr. Cowper effected this by employing two

separate telegraphic circuits, each with its own
wire, battery, sending and receiving apparatus.

One of these circuits he made to transmit the

up and down component writing of the pen's

motion while the other simultaneously trans-

mitted its side long component. Each continu-

ously varying component was transmitted by
causing the resistance of the circuit to vary with

the component in question.

The diagrams illustrate the actual apparatus.

Fig. I is the plan of the sending instrument and

Fig. 2 an elevation of the same; a is the writing

style which is held in the writer's hand in the

ordinary way, while he shapes the letters one by
one on paper pulled uniformly underneath by
clock work. To a are attached two arms, d d,

one for each circuit. Each arm, d—the one in-

sulated from the other—is connected to its par-

ticular battery, the other pole of the battery be-

ing connected to earth. Each arm, d, is fitted

with a sliding contact at its free extremity, and
as the stylus, a, is moved in writing, these con-

tacts slide lengthwise across the edges of the

two series of thin metal contact plates, r c, in-

sulated from each other. Connected between

'Read at the stated meeting of the Franklin Institute, Wednesday,

September 19, 1888.

each pair of these plates, there is a resistance

coil, /, and the last of these is connected through
the last plate to the line wire. As d slides out-

ward across the plates, the current from the

battery has to pa.ss through fewer coils, since d
short-circuits a number of coils proportional to

its motion, and the fewer of these resistance

coils in circuit, the stronger will be the current

in the line. If the stylus or pencil makes a large

stroke, there will be a strong current sent in the

line, if a short one, there will be a weak one, and
thus they are varied to strong or weak in ac-
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FIG. 2.

cordance with the varied movements of the

pencil a.

Fig. .3 is a plan of the receiving instrument,

and Fig. 4 the elevation of the same; /i h are

light pivoted needles, surrounded by coils of fine

insulated copper wire, i i, and controlled in their

zero position by the electro magnets jjjj,
placed underneath, the whole forming a pair of

galvanoscopes or current detectors, one for each
line. The line wires pass through the coils i i

to earth. The writing pen k is connected to the

nearest tip of the needle of each galvanoscope
by threads n 11, which are kept taut by the fibers

oW, the springs and the pins 0*. Now, since

the needles deflect in proportion to the strength

of the current flowing through its coils, the

points of these two needles keep moving with

the varying currents. But since the motions of

the sending pen vary these currents, the receiv-

ing pen, controlled by the united movements of

the needles, will trace out a close copy of the

original writing.

The electro magnets jjjj were magnetized
by a local battery. Permanent magnets would
have been a gain in simplicity, and in his patent

Mr. Cowper mentions this way. The ne.xt im-

provement Mr. Cowper submitted to the public

was in making the movements of the style or

pen reproduce greater or less strength of cur-

rent by bringing into the circuit a greater or less

number of battery cells. By still another method,
he effected the variation in the strength of cur-

rents by combining various numbers of battery

cells with various resistances. The contact bars

at right angles to each other and worked by the

sending pen, were made to slide in guides and
have two projections on their under side, one
sliding over a set of contact plates connected to

niviftuiii ^^
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FIG. 3.

the resistance coils, and the other projection

sliding over a set of contact plates connected to

the battery cells, so that as the operator would
write, battery cells were added, and resistance

coils left out of the circuit when greater power
was wanted, or battery cells were left out and re-

sistance coils taken into the circuit when less

power was required.

His receiver was changed to that of a single

movable soft iron bar or needle, to which the

pen was connected, suspended before two fixed

electro magnets situated at right angles to each
other, through the coils of which electro mag-
nets, the varying currents of the two circuits

were made to pass. Another plan was by pivot-
ing or suspending the pen itself, and having
fixed on it a piece of soft iron exposed to the
varying attraction of the electro magnets in the
two directions, acting in opposition to springs,

pulling it in opposite directions. The pen used
was a siphon pen, the shorter leg of which
dipped into an ink reservoir.

The arrangement of the electro magnets
and springs are shown in Fig. 5 : The pen
fits in the central hole of the disk b. This disk
is of soft iron, and acts as an armature to both
electro magnets, d e, placed at right angles to

each other;// are the fine springs which supply
the necessary resistance to the pen against the
pull of the magnets, the pen being connected to

those springs by the threads/'/'/'/'/'/^ the

last two of which are attached to the post /'.

The paper g upon which the message is written

by the siphon pen, was moved by clock mechan-
ism.

Mr. Cowper shows various modifications of

armatures and pen attachments. Another style

of his receivers is shown in Fig. 6. In this re-

ceiver the armature it was a bar of soft iron of

a tubular section. This armature he called the

needle. It held the siphon pen ;", which had its

longer leg passed in through a hole in

the side of the needle, and projected out through
another hole at the lower extremitj' of the same.
The shorter leg of the siphon dipped into the

ink reservoir ]V. The needle armature was
supported by a fixed bracket V. This bracket

projected into the interior of the needle, and at

its extremity supported the needle from a steel

point, which was fixed in the axis of the needle.

The side of the needle where the bracket en-

tered was cut away, so that the needle when
thus supported was free to move in any direc-

tion. Stationary coils of wire JP X' surrounded
the needle, one at each end. These coils were
of sufficient internal diameter to permit the re-

quired movement of the needle, and kept the

needle constantly magnetized by means of a

local battery with which they were connected.
The set of stationary electro-magnets y y 'y 'y

were placed in circuit with one of the line wires,

and consequently always acted together.

Their poles were so arranged that when the

needle was polarized they all united to deflect it

to an inclined position in the same plane in

which they were placed. There was a similar

set of magnets connected to the other line wire,

and precisely similar in their arrangement and
action, which were placed in a plane at right

angles to the plane of the set described. Springs

and threads similar to those shown in Fig. 5
were used to give the necessary resistance to the

needle against the pull of the magnets. The
pen as stated was pivoted and in order that it

could more easily traverse the surface of the

paper, the paper when the pen moved over it

was given a concave form corresponding to the

arc in which the pen moved, by passing the pa-

per under a bent form with a hole through it of

sufificient size to allow of the largest movements
of the pen.

A different device had for its object, the rais-

ing of the receiving pen from the paper when
the operator ceased to write. This was done by
attaching the pen support by means of a thread

to a spring controlled by an electro magnet,
through the coils of which one of the circuit

currents was made to pass. While writing, the

thread hung inoperative, but when the currents

were caused to cease by raising the sending pen
on the completion of the word or character trans-
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mitted, the spring released by the magnet raised

the pen out of contact with the paper, thus caus-

ing each word to be written separate from the

other, as in ordinary writing. There are differ-

ent ways mentioned by iVIr. Cowper for accom-

plishing this same object. It may interest the

public to know that among his claims for a pat-

ent, Mr. Cowper broadly covers "the combina-

tion with a receiving pen of means for lifting the

same from the paper when the circuit is broken."

The patents of Mr. Cowper also broadly cover

the method of writing by means of a varied cur-

rent. These patents were purchased by the

Writing Telegraph company, of New York.

The writing produced on the instruments of

Mr. Cowper was of a slightly nervous, tremulous

character, but "not sufficiently marked to pre-

vent the handwriting of the person at the trans-

mitting instrument from being readily recog-

nized." The instruments were operated suc-

cessfully over a ninety mile circuit. The in-

struments were e-xpensive, could scarcely write

twenty words a minute, were delicate in many
parts, the contacts were liable to corrode, and
there were many things to perfect to make it

practicable for commercial use.

J. Hart Robertson next appears in this line of

invention. Familiar with many of his experi-

ments and assisted by data furnished by him to

the Writing Telegraph Company, I am enabled

to state the most prominent of his experiments

and devices, which stand as mile posts on the m-
ventive road to a successful writing telegraph

instrument. It is but just to Mr. Robertson to

state that when he first devised his writing tel-

egraph, he was not aware that Mr. Cowper or

any one else had ever made any invention of the

kind. Mr. Robertson necessarily operated on
the same principle of "compounding a pomt in

two directions, the one at an angle to the other,"

as demonstrated by Mr. Cowper, but the de-

FIG. 5.

vices for accomplishing the work began far in

advance of where Mr. Cowper permitted his ex-

periments to end. Not that his results were ob-

tained at once for, in reality, they were the

outcome of experiments, the majority of which

were very discouraging. Mr. Robertson's first

transmitter consisted of two sets of metal con-

tact plates placed at right angles to each other

as shown in Fig. 7. These plates were insulated

one from the other and connected electrically by
means of wires connected with resistance coils.

Instead of the sliding contacts of Mr. Cowper's
instrument, the stylus acted as the contact

maker as it moved over the contact plates when
writing. This .stylus had two points, one passing

over strips a, and the other over strips b. The
two points of the stylus had springs so as to al-

low a free movement of the hand, without break-

ing contact between the stylus points and the

m3tal strips.

The battery was conducted to the contact

points by means of flexible wires attached

to the top of the .stylus, and pa.ssing through

it. It will be readily seen that as letters

arc formed on the contact slips, the two

currents are varied, and their varying move-
ments thus actuate the properly constructed

receiver and cause its pen to reproduce the

movements of the transmitting stylus. It is

not ex|)edicnt to illustrate the remaining parts

of tliis instrument at this time. Suffi<:ient to

state, that it was designed to write on stationary

paper, which moved or not, as was desired,

when the pen was lifted. The pen could be
lifted to cross the t's and dot the i's, the writer

controlling these movements through his trans-

mitting stylus, as well as feeding the paper for-

ward or upward a certain definite distance as re-

quired. The action of lifting or laying down
the stylus also automatically connected the

transmitter or not, as the case might be. The
receiver was always in circuit. The lines for

the receiving pen had to be short, owing to the

fact that the further the writing extended to the

FIG. 6.

right, the more it would be up hill and the letters

be distorted accordingly. Mr. Robertson states

that this defect is inherent in every writing tele-

graph receiver in which a single point is ful-

crumed to two others at an angle to each other,

and thus makes it impossible to reproduce writ-

ing on stationary paper in lines of any length,

without thus distorting it to a certain extent.

It is partially remedied by increasing the dis-

tance of the fulcrumed point from the two
others sufficient to allow of a larger radius.

Sometime afterward, however, he got over the

difficulty by fastening the magnet that gave the

"irregular or wavy character," which he termed
"jerky." This he expected to remove by a
proper adjustment of contacts and resistances.

The instrument was not as simple as he
wished, and Mr. Robertson avoids any complex
mechanism. About this time he learned of Mr.
Cowper's invention. He then sought to get a

varying movement, more gradual than by "step

by step." Care was taken to protect the inven-
tion as it had proceeded. His researches show-
ing the great and gradual range of resistance

obtained by pressing pieces of carbon together,

he soon invented his first carbon transmitter,

which, with mechanical changes suggested by
experience, is the same as the one used to-day.

This transmitter has forty carbon disks, Fig. 8,

one-half inch in diameter and one-fortieth of an
inch thick in each series, which were placed at

right angles to each other. A screw follower

was afterward added on each cylinder which,
contained the disks, which served to bring the
disks in better contact, and which allowed the

maximum resistance proportional to that of the

line to be quickly adjusted. It seems needless

to add that the pressure on these series of disks

produced by the stylus in writing took the place
of the contacts with their resistance coils, and
gave Mr. Robertson the gradual variation he
sought. The first receiver constructed by Mr.
Robertson to work with this transmitter was
constructed as shown in Fig. 9. It consisted of

two magnets fastened under the base, and at an
angle to each other. Above each was freely

suspended a very light, soft iron armature.
One was influenced by what we term the "up
and down" and the other by the "right and
left" magnet. A pen carrier was pivoted to the
former and partook of an "up and down" motion
from it. The right and left motion it got from
the other armature to which it was connected by
a silk fiber.

FIG. 7.

movement in one direction, together with its

coni|i!ete adjusting device, on the armature of

the magnet that gave the movement at right

angles to the first. By this means writing can
be produced in lines on stationary paper without
being distorted and in an exactly straight line,

as the two connecting levers always move at

right angles to each other, no matter in what
part of the field the writing takes place. While
the writing on this instrument was a fair repro-
duction, Mr. Robertson was not satisfied with its

The armatures were suspended from perma-
nent magnets, which gave enough polarity to

them to be repelled by like poles of the electro

magnets, and attracted by the opposite, the ob-
ject being to get as large a movement as possi-

ble. It was found that the movement was at

the expense of power and speed, and the friction

on the trunnions working at right angles to

each other, was objectionable for rapid writing.

The pen was a small tube of aluminium,
weighing only two grains. This proved too
great a friction on the paper and the idea of a

pen and ink reproduction with this receiver was
given up for a different plan of writing with it.

A light platinum-pointed needle was used for a

writing stylus and was suspended so that the
point was about one-thirty-second of an inch

above the paper which moved beneath it. One
end of the secondary wire of a local induction
coil was connected to this needle and the other
end was fastened to a metal plate over which the

paper moved. As the needle reproduced the

movements of the writing stylus, the induced
current from the needle to the contact plate dis-

colored the paper on its passage through it. The
magnet yl was used to control the movement of

the paper. The paper was made to start or stop

at the option of the writer. The words could be
disconnected and the t's crossed by automatically
cutting the induction coil out or into the circuit.

The paper was a dry chemical paper. It took

several weeks of experimenting before one could
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be obtained which would discolor, without hav-

ing the stylus in absolute contact with it, or

without moistening the paper. The reproduction

was excellent, but in the course of a couple

of weeks would all fade, and this was considered

fatal. The next receiver is shown in Fig. 10. It

consisted of a piece of soft iron, about three and
one-half inches long and one-quarter of an inch

square, supported on a steel rod and acting as a

combined armature for both set of magnets,

placed at right angles to each other. This was
.a more powerful receiver.

The weight of the armature being relatively

great as compared with that of the fountain pen
filled with ink and pivoted at the upper end of

the rod, made the motion of the receiving stylus

more easily controlled. Thus one improvement
led to another. On this receiver the reproduc-

tion of an "up and down" or "right and left"

movement was perfect. The writing, except for

its wavy character, was a good reproduction; but
when it came to the full reproduction of an angle

between the two movements / , only half of the

line could be made. Mr. Robertson attributed

this to the " magnetic lines of force," conflicting

with and partially neutralizing each other when
the armature was in a certain position, and from
that sprang his idea of two armatures, magneti-
cally insulated and pivoted on the same rod.

I'here were yet two defects to be overcome.
One Mr. Robertson termed " eliminating the

jumping point of the armature." This is ex-

plained in Fig. II. As the strength of a magnet
is gradually increased, the armature will also be
gradually and evenly attracted until it reaches a

certain distance from the magnet, as shown by
the letter c, when its speed will increase in a

much greater ratio than from /to c. Many ex-

pedients were tried to overcome this and utilize

FIG; g.

the space between e and g, but it was only by
detracting from some other feature. The other

defect alluded to, was the tremulous "wavy char-

acter" of the writing. He sought to overcome
both difficulties by constructing his armature, as

shown in Fig. 12, to pull downward as well as

toward the poles of the magnet. Although there

was power lost by this downward pull it was
more than compensated for by the steadier ac-

tion gained. There was still a trembling of the

receiver rod at the slightest jar or vibration, and
if the operator did not have a very steady hand,

the writing would show it very decidedly. A
very simple but very important improvement re-

moved this final defect. This improvement was
simply immersing the armature or its extension
in a vessel containing a liquid.

The first trial made was with the single arma-
ture, which moved in a cup of mercury, and al-

though the amplitude of the movement of the

armature was small, owing to the large body of

mercury used, the improvement was so apparent
that experiments were continued until the present

cup of glycerine and its float attached to the

armature rod, as shown in the pamphlets pub-
lished by our company, was perfected and
adopted. Now every mark is clear and distinct,

and not a vestige of tremor. With the advent of

the liquid cup, the fact was demonstrated that

almost any kind of armature gave good results,

in combination with it, and that if it had been
used at the start a great deal of time spent in ex-

perimenting would have been saved.

From this point progress was more rapid and
the result is the practical commercial instrument

described and illustrated in the pamphlets issued

by our company. Mr. Robertson also varied the

transmitting currents by immersing ei.;ctrodes

more or less in liquid. Fine carbon spirals spe-

cially prepared by him were also tried and gave

fair results. A comparatively small carbon
spiral will give all the resistance necessary. Mr.
Robertson got a minimum resistance of four and
one-half ohms out of a piece of carbon twenty-

five and one-half inches in length,which measured

145 ohms when the convolutions were not in

contact. It was made into a flat spiral, large

enough in diameter to require only five convo-
lutions. It was one-eighth of an inch wide and
one-thirty-seventh of an inch thick.
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Our company has had a great deal of trouble

in obtaining uniform carbon. Whether sawed
from carbon rods and then rubbed down, or

moulded in disks and then finished, there was a
great variation in their resistance. Carbon disks,

one-half inch in diameter and .05 of an inch in

thickness, after carefully smoothing off each
surface and placing some thirty of them in a su-

perficial contact under a pressure of fifteen

pounds, would give a total resistance of hun-
dreds of ohms, and every lot would greatly vary.

Under these conditions sufficient difference of

resistance could not be obtained to operate all

instruments alike.

Harry Etheridge, a young electrician of great

promise, was given the problem to solve, to make
each transmitter uniform. Each carbon disk

was taken separately, subjected to a constant

pressure, and its resistance obtained. The pres-

sure was applied superficially and equaled about
eight pounds. Under this pressure some disks

would show .1 ohm, another .6 ohm, another

2., another 15. ohms, and so on, many reaching

the extraordinary amount of 800. ohms. From
this data it was readily seen why thirty disks,

taken at random and arranged in series, varied

so much in resistance. With care and experience

in preparing carbons, they are now all made of

low resistance, the majority less than .2 of an
ohm, and none are used above that resistance.

In this way our transmitters at Pittsburgh are

adjusted to a minimum resistance of five ohms
and a maximum of 150 ohms. Guided by these

measurements of resistances in carbons and their

resistance as the stylus rod is pressed against

them in ever)' movement of about one-twentieth

^«T.„
"^WcVno^, '-S-a-.J

of an inch or less, Mr. Etheridge became con-

vinced that he could construct a transmitter

without carbon, which would always prove con-

stant. Several made by him proved failures, but
perseverance and the benefit of experience at

last succeeded. The Etheridge transmitter bids

fair to earn a prominent rank among writing tel-

egraph transmitters. The stylus is arranged to

press against a series of steel tongues arranged
in a vertical position, and to each of which is

connected a suitable resistance. The upper end
of these tongues is tipped with platinum, and as

they are compressed and expanded, the resist-

ances are thus "cut in" or "cut out," respec-
tively. The resistances are composed of Ger-
man silver wire. It is a combination of the
Robertson and Cowper systems, and does per-
fect work. It is due Mr. Etheridge to state that
it is by his improvement to our exchange instru-
ments, that we are enabled to record a message
on any subscriber's instrument, whether that sub-
scriber is present or not. The writing telegraph
is yet in its infancy, and we all have much to
learn about it.

Our company has not confined itself to only
one style of instrument, although it has per-
fected what it considers the most simple and
practical instrument for commercial use. At our
experimental exchange at Pittsburgh we have
had them in constant operation throughout the
year. Through the winter's storms and the sum-
mer's heat the instrument has demonstrated its

commercial practicability. A locomotive puffs
with heavily loaded freight trains past our ex-
change, but fortunately the pen writes indifferent
to any noise. We use poles in conjunction with
the electric light company, immaterial as to

whether bur wires are above, below, or sur-
rounded by theirs. The pen writes just the
same in utter ignorance of the word induction.
For six months we have had instruments in daily
use in several cities, reporting base ball scores
by innings. This has been so satisfactory that
we are arranging to greatly enlarge the field for
the coming year. We are past the experimental
stage are ready for and doing a practical com-

:
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mercial business, and our company anticipates a
bright future for tiie writing telegraph.

The Bloomington Electric Light Plant.

The contract for lighting the city of Bloomington, III.,

has been finally awarded to the Fort Wayne Jenney Elec-
tric Light company through W. J. Buckley, manager of the

Chicago office. The struggle for the contract was of the
most bitter character. The bidders were the Thomson-
Houston company and the Fort Wayne Jenney company.
The former company installed a plant in the city several

years ago, on the understanding that the municipality

should have the option of purchasing it. The contest over
the award enlisted the interest of the citizens generally, and
for weeks little else has been discussed in the city. Charges
and counter charges were made in the council and the news-
papers abounded in insinuations which reflected on the
characters of persons directly and indirectly interested in

the award. The excitement was so great that when final

action was taken 500 citizens gathered in and about the
council chamber to learn the result.

It was first decided to award the contract to the Fort
Wayne Jenney company for ^70,000; the payments to be
met by the issue of city warrants. It was found that in

consequence of the existing city debt this course would
be illegal. It required three weeks to adjust the legal

difficulties. The contract awarding the work to the Fort
Wayne Jenney company was closed September 21st.

The contract calls for 240 lights. Work will be com-
menced at once and it is expected that the system will be
in operation by November ist. The plant will be operated

in connection with the city waterworks, and a new building

will be erected. All lights will be suspended from mast
arms. The dynamos will be eight 30-light machines.

The Hill Clutch company will install the steam plant,

which will consist of four 66"xi6' boilers, and two Corliss en-

gines of 150 horse power each. All the belts and shafting

will be below the lifoor.

It would seem that the west side in Chicago ought soon
to have rapid transit of some kind, even if it is not for-

tunate enough to have an electric railway. A new com-
pany, which proposes to construct an elevated road, has

just been incorporated with a capital of $10,000,000. Such
corporations are becoming so numerous that it is almost

impossible to keep track of them.
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A CORRESPONDENT in Bremen, in this week's

issue, points out some of the distinctive features

of the electrical field in Germany. The letter is

tlioroughly informal, as the writer intended it

should be, but the communication is not less in-

teresting on that account.

Among the faithful men who have remained at

their posts during the yellow fever epidemic at

Jacksonville, the telegraph operators should not

be forgotten. They have been obliged to work
laboriously under the most trying circumstances.

The importance of their work can hardly be
overestimated, and their services deserve hearty

recognition.

Mr. Crompton's huge dynamo, designed for

the manufacture of aluminium and its alloy.., is

an interesting piece of mechanism considered by
itself on account of its unusual features. Further
than that its description at this time when con-

siderable attention is being paid to the manu-
facture of dynamos of low electromotive force,

but of great quantity for electric welding, elec-

tro-plating, and the reduction of refractory ores,

is particularly apropos.

George Ticknor Curtis has written to an
eastern paper correcting an erroneous impres-

sion concerning the bill to establish a court of

patent appeals, the full text of which has here-

tofore been published in these columns. In his

letter Mr. Curtis says:
" Permit me to say, therefore, that it is the

purpose of the bill to have the court of patent

appeals settle finally all the controverted facts

in patent cases, and that an appeal to the Su-

preme court shall carry up nothing but the ques-

tions of law arising on the facts so found. This

is one of the express provisions of the bill, and
its chief advantage will consist in the time that

it will save in the Supreme court for other suit-

ors, who now are subjected almost to a denial

of justice by the delays caused by the over-

crowded docket of that court. A very great

amount of the time of the judges of the Supreme
Courtis now consumed in settling disputed facts

in patent cases, which might just as well be de-

termined finally by another tribunal, leaving the

Supreme court to settle the law, if the parties

wish to have it done."

A SKETCH of the electric light plant in the

Columbia theater, Chicago, is given in this issue.

The subject of theater lighting is one of great

importance and it is beginning to attract the at-

tention it deserves. With one or two exceptions

all the prominent theaters in Chicago are now
lighted by electricity, and the change has been
found advantageous in every particular. The
brilliancy of the electric light makes it incompar-
ably superior to gas for stage effect, and the

greater ease with which the lights are manipu-
lated is a great point in its favor. For the body
of the house electric light is far better than gas,

as it is in all places, for that matter.

The board of management of the Chicago
Electric club met, as announced, a week ago last

Thursday evening, and after some discussion of

the advisability of establishing a club house, ad-

journed until Monday evening of the current
week without calling a meeting of the club. At
the meeting Monday evening the club house
committee was continued with instructions to

confer with the real estate men, and if possible

get an option on a house suitable for the needs
of the club.

It is the unanimous opinion that the time has
come when the club should have more preten-

tious quarters, and most of the members seem
inclined to be satisfied with nothing less than a

club-house of their own. The committee will

report as soon as possible and lay before the

board all the figures they can obtain relating to

the expenses of the club if established in a house
of its own.
The following entertainment committee was

elected: W. A. Kreidler, chairman, C. D. Shain,

C. A. Brown, C. C. Haskins and B. E. Sunny.

It is necessary sometimes to go a long way
from home to learn local news. The London
Electrician of recent date contains the follow-

ing paragraph: '-In France the question of long
distance telephony wears a somewhat different

aspect from what it does in this country, owing
to the fact that while the local exchanges are

chiefly in the hands of private companies, the
trunk lines have been built by the government.
At present the Paris-Marseilles line is only
available from the head offices, and the high
tariff of three francs for three minutes' (or five,

the accounts differing) conversation is charged.
The daily papers are speaking of this line as the
longest hitherto built for telephonic purposes.
As a matter of fact, the distance from Paris to

Marseilles is only about three-quarters of that
from New York to Chicago, which cities have
been for some time in telephonic comm.nica-
tion."

No one in Chicago has known of this tele-

phonic connection between New York and Chi-
cago. The long distance line is building, but
communication has not been opened yet.

The introduction of petroleum into Chicago
by the pipe line of the -Standard Oil company is

a matter of considerable interest to every large
consumer of fuel. That electric light companies
are greatly interested In the subject of petroleum
as a fuel was evidenced by the discussion which
followed the paper of S. S. Leonard at the con-
vention of the National Electric Light associa-
tion. Mr. Leonard is a thorough believer in the
use of petroleum for fuel, and the large manu-
facturers are kindly disposed toward it if reports
are to be believed. There seem to be objections
to its use in Chicago, but the one insuperable
obstacle is the determined opposition of the in-

surance men who raise rates wherever it is em-
ployed. The delivery of oil at the South Chica-
go tank is about 5,000 barrels daily, but it is said
that the supply can be doubled if the demand
warrants such an increase. The oil is used at
the South Chicago steel works, and the proprie-
tors of several other establishments at that place
are considering the question of substituting pe-

troleum for coal. The introduction of oil in the
brick kilns, it is said, has reduced the running
expenses greatly.

Those who have used the petroleum fuel, as
far as can be ascertained, heartily recommend it.

H. A. Gray enumerates the following advan-
tages which attend its use: Saving in cost, ab-
sence of smoke, uniformity of steam pressure,
saving in yard room as fewer cars are needed,
prevention of the working over of water into

cylinders of engines. Mr. Gray also says: "We
don't admit that there is any increase of risk.

The insurance men talked the matter over and a
few of them increased rates slightly. Mayor
Roche has visited the works and thoroughly in-

spected them. He and other city officials are
satisfied that we have taken all due precautions,
and when we have come to renew our policies

next spring we won't stand any nonsense from
the insurance men. They claim that there is

danger of the storage tanks exploding. We have
two of them, of a joint capacity of 32,000 bar-
rels, but they are hundreds of feet away from the
building, and each is surrounded by a brick wall
twenty feet high. We have been burning fuel

since we started our works March 21st last, so you
see the days of experiment are past. We do not
want to go back to coal. We are now using
fuel oil at our works only for making steam, but
we are experimenting as to its use on ingots and
blooms, and with every prospect of success. In
that event we can dispense with five hundred to
six hundred tons of coke a day."

AVarren F. Leiand, proprietor of the Leland
Hotel, Chicago, at one time used oil for fuel, but
discontinued it when his insurance rates were
advanced. Of the experiment he was perfectly
satisfied. He said: "It is the cleanest and the
best fuel in every respect that I have ever used.
I saved $5 a day in fuel and more than 5 per
cent, in damage to furniture by smoke and soot.

There was not a whiff of odor, except, perhaps,
for a few minutes when the tank wasbeingfilled.
I am firmly convinced that a street tank, well
bricked up, and having a v=nt pipe leading to
the top of the building to carry off the vapor,
could not be made to explode if the hottest kind
of a fire was built directly underneath. It is by
all odds the prettiest fuel for hotel use."

One of the firm of P. D. Armour & Co. spoke
in the same strain, as follows:

" We were well satisfied with it. But the in-

surance companies raised the rates so that we
did not think it advisable to adopt it as a regu-
lar fuel. We still have it in contemplation, how-
ever, and regard it as the fuel of the future. In
a recent conversation the president of the
Michigan Carbon company of Detroit told me
his company had been using the oil for some
time, and it had given the best of satisfaction.'

The attitude of the insurance companies is de-
fined by William R. Kerr, one of the members of
the committee of the board of underwriters, which
condemned its use. He said: "In our report
to the board—which was unanimously adopted
and made a rule—we recommended that no un-
derwriter should take a risk on property where
fuel oil was used unless the owner had a permit
from the commissioner of public works, and the
building had been inspected by the superintend-
ent of survey of the board of underwriters, even
then only at an advance of i per cent, on the
regular rates. The penalty for each offence was
fixed at $100. There was a provision in the
rule, however, under which an agent might write a
policy, under all proper restrictions, when the
fuel oil used was 300 per cent, proof, the same
as is required in New York. But I understand
there is no such oil in the Chicago market.
Every property owner in the city is as much in-

terested in this question as the underwriters.
We want safety, and so do they. The only differ-

ence is that we are expected to protect them
against fire as well as against loss by fire. If the
Standard Oil company or any other company
will devise a way of storing and burning the oil

with comparative safety, we shall not be found
standing in the way. But the burning of a
foundry at San Francisco, involving a loss of
nearly $200,000; of a woolen mill at Minneapo-
lis, with a loss of $150,000, and the glass works
on Fortieth street, near Clark street, just south
of Chicago, all through the use of fuel oil, ad-
monishes us to take all possible precwtions.'

i
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The Babyhood of Telegraphy.

Bernard O'Connor and Prof. Morse,

by james d. reid.

Part II.

Notwithstanding these experiments of Dr.

Watson in the middle of the last century, Prof.

C. A. Steinheil of Munich, in 183S, claimed it as

his own, and Mr. Shaffner in his " Manual of

Electricit)-," with his usual facilit)', grants the

claim. Nor, indeed, are such claims to be light-

ly regarded. Steinheil's discovery may have

been made in entire ignorance of what Dr. Wat-
son had previously done. This is true in the

case of thousands of patents, which have en-

riched others than the original inventor, and yet

were honestly due and honestly obtained. No
patent or claim for the discovery of the earth as

a conductor, and capable of utilization as a re-

turn wire, was ever issued in America. The
correspondence between Mr. O'Reilly and Prof.

Morse was on a totally different subject, which
is made clear by Mr. O'Connor's reference to

Prof. Morse's article published in the Baltimore

cupper.

How Iron Wire Came to be Used.— It is well

known that the first wires erected were of cop-

per, and no doubt seemed for a time to be en-

tertained of the necessity of using that material,

even though other metals were known as con-

ductors. So far, the telegraph projectors were
without any experience and little knowledge to

the contrary. Yet copper was expensive, and in

its usual condition at that date, weak and easily

broken. Added to this its value caused it to be
readily stolen whenever the wire was exposed to

depredation. Indeed, the disasters from such
causes were so frequent that the line between
Lancaster and Harrisburgh was abandoned, and.

through my intimacy with Professor Morse, and
acquaintance with .Alfred Vail and Hon. Amos
Kendall, I became the superintendent, pro tern.

of the line' of the Magnetic Telegraph company,
then parth' completed between New York and
Washington. It happened one day when some
very important news from abroad had been
received, that the wire leading out of Philadel-

phia was found to be out of order and by cer-

tain signs, well known now, we judged the

trouble to be very near. Accompanied by my
companion in the office, afterward one of the

true heroes of the battle of Gettysburg, Gen. S.

K. Took, we started out and found the wire

broken near Callowhill street, and part of it car-

ried away. I attempted to buy enough copper
wire at the stores near me to mend the break,

but could find none. Finally to make the con-

nection, as a desperate expedient, I bought and
used a coil of small iron stove pipe wire and
then hastened back to see the result. Rejoiced
exceedingly to find the circuit restored and
ready for business, I immediately acquainted
Mr. O'Reilly and President Amos Kendall with

the fact, and from that information it was de-

termined to use iron wire instead of copper.

This was the subject of Professor Morse's article

in the Baltimore Clipper referred to by Mr.
O'Connor.

Professor Morse's Impertinence.—The im-

pertinence ascribed to Professor Morse I never
heard of, although intimate with both, neither

do I believe it possible of proof in any such
connection. Professor Morse was the most po-

lite of men, and of calm and unruffled tempera-
ment. Mr. O'Reilly, of all men, was the least

qualified to address any one on purely electrical

matters; he was a man of much ability, but

never in that direction. He was polite but im-

patient of restraint, and vindictive. However,
he could quickly see the value of the substitu-

tion of iron for copper wire and at once adopted
It. There was friction between these gentlemen
afterward when Mr. O'Reilly undertook to

break the professor's patent, but Professor

Morse in defending his rights never forgot that

he was a gentleman
Although I was thus the means in this inci-

dental way of bringing about the adoption of

iron wire I could not, of course, claim it to have
been an original discovery, original though it

was to me and those about me. The '"onduct-

ing power of various metals was known long be-

fore I or any of us were born. In the existing

state of general knowledge, however, it was
valuable. It led to the vastly increasing relia-

bility of telegraphic transmission and gave great

impetus and success to telegraph line building

and the formation of companies.
Did Professor Morse Invent tlie Telegraph ?—

The interview with Mr. O'Connor now has to

do with Professor Morse's claim as an inventor:

"Professor Henry stated that Professor Morse
obtained his patent through a drawing he had
of a telegraph instrument. He had a workman
make a model from this drawing, and the me-
chanic could not get the model 'o work until he
had come to him and had several explanations.

He also said that Morse could not explain the

instrument at all."

The charge that Professor Morse was unable

to explain his own instrument, at once places

this strange narrative on a plane so low as to be
vile, and utterly discredits all of real interest in

the story. It is too idle for treatment. Profes-

sor Morse was for a long time on intimate terms
with Professor Henry, although at a late period

in their lives they became unfriendly. The fol-

lowing letter of Professor Henry will settle in

all just minds Professor Morse's claim to his in-

vention by the one man in America who knew
best of all others its identity and value:

Professiir Henry's Acknowledgment.

Princeton College, February 24, 1842.—About the

same time with yourself, Professor Wheatstone of London

and Professor Steinheil of Germany, proposed plans of an

electro-magnetic telegraph. These differ as much from

yours as the common principle would well permit. Unless

some essential improvements have lately been made in

these European plans / should pri:fer the one ijiventcd by

yourself. With my best wishes for success, I remain with

much esteem, Joseph Henry.

I go back however still further, and give any
doubter of Professor Morse's claims the follow-

ing letters from Amos Kendall and Professor

Henry, which it appears to me should be final:

Letter from Amos Kendall.

Washingti:)N, December I, 1S47.

—

Dcai Friend Reid:—
While Professor Morse was in Europe in 1S3S-39 Professor

Henry borrowed Professor Morse's ten mile roll of e.\peri-

mental wire of Dr. Gale who had it in charge for the purpose

of experimenting upon electro-magnetism at Princeton. On
his return, Morse wrote to Henry approving the loan of

wire, and among other things inquiring whether in his e.\-

periments he had become acquainted with any fact tending

to show that his plan of an electro-magnetic telegraph was

impracticable.

To this Professor Henry replied as follows:

Princeton, May 6, 1839.

—

Dear Sir:—Your favor of

the 24th ult. came to Princeton during my absence. I am
pleased to learn that you fully sanction the loan which I

obtained from Dr. Gale of your wire, and I shall be happy
if any of the results are found to have a practical bearing

on the electric telegraph.

I am acquainted with no fact which would lead me to

suppose that the project of the electric telegraph is im-

practicable. On the contrary I believe that science is now
ripe for the application and there are no difficulties in the

way but such as ingenuity and enterprise may obviate. But
what form of the apparatus, or what application of the

power will prove best, can, I believe, be only obtained by
careful e.\periment. I can say, however, that so far as I

am acquainted with the minutiae of your plan, I see no prac-

tical difficulty in the way of its application for comparntive-

ly short distances; but if the length of the wire between
the stations be great I think some other modification will

be found necessary, in order to develop a sufficient power
at the further end of the line. I remain with much respect,

Yours, etc
, JosEi'H Henry.

This letter establishes the following facts;

1. That Professor Henry had been experimenting upon

electricity with Professor Morse's wire previously used by

him in New York in perfecting his plans.

2. That at the date of this letter upward of eight rears

after the publication of his (Morse's) experiments in Sitti-

maiis foiQ-nat, which have been largely quofed as virtually

an invention of the electro magnetic telegraph. Professor

Henry had no definite idea of the form of such a telegraph

and supposed that there were still dilficulties which it would

require ingenuity and enterprise to overcome.

That supposing Professor Morse's plan to be a telegraph

of a single circuit, he deemed some modification of that

plan necessary when the circuit should be of great length

in order to develop a sufficient power at the farther end of

the line-

3. Professor Henry did not then suggest, and the in-

ference is irresistible that he had not before suggested to

Professor iMorse any specific modification calculated to

effect that object. Yet Professor Morse more than two

years before had not only devised but actually constructed,

in his combined circuit the modification Professor Henry
had in 1S39 thought still to be necessary, and had filed a

caveat for that device more than a year before.

Professor Menry never claimed to have invented the tele-

graph, or the part of it which seemed essential for distant

transmission, f^e greitly improved and enlarged the

knowledge of the electro magnet and this facilitated in-

vention. Yours truly. Amos Kendall.

With the full knowledge of all the facts and
with these letters of Professor Henry before him
it would seem that no sensible man can ever
claim that Professor Morse, the uprightness of

whose character has never yet been impugned,
derived his conception of the electric telegraph
from Professor Henry or from any drawing
made by him, except as Henry, Oersted,

Schweigger, Sturgeon and other scientists en-

larged general knowledge in the fields of mag-
netism and electricity.

Alfred Vail.

The chief assistance ever received by Profes-

sor Morse in the perfection of his telegraph was
rendered him by Alfred Vail of Morristown, N.

J., with whom I was on terms of great intimacy
while acting as superintendent of the Magnetic
Telegraph company's lines between New York
and Washington, but of whom I do not propose
to have much to say in this article. Mr. Vail

was a practical machinist, and had the practical

talent which Professor Morse, who was an artist,

needed to put his invention into shape for pub-
lic use. Mr. Vail, with other gentlemen, first

saw the apparatus of Professor Morse at an ex-

hibition of it at the rooms of the New York
University in 1837, and witnessed its capacity

to record messages, and this led to Professor

Morse's receiving him as his partner. Of Mr.
Vail, Professor Morse always spoke in terms of

kindness and esteem. In writing to a friend

Professor Morse used the following language:

"It is especially to the attention and skill, and
faith in the full success of the enterprise main-
tained by Alfred Vail that is due the success of

my endeavors to bring the telegraph at that time
creditably before the public."

The arrangement of the mechanism was Mr.
Vail's special field, which, though it added
nothing to any part of the invention as such,

gave to it a commercial form and value. The
registering apparatus arranged by Mr. Vail for

the government line was good but clumsy. With
his amused approval I altered the form to the

shape of a harp. Its final and preferred form
was given to it by Richard M. Hoe, the in-

ventor of the fast p'rinting press, and has never
since been essentially changed. Of this and
other matters I may have more to say hereafter.

Gen. Anson Stager.

The interview continues as follows:

"Mr. O'Connor was for many years connected
with the Western Union company and was for a

long time superintendent of its lines. He at one
time owned more Western Union stock than any
other man. He has built more telegraph lines

than any other man and put up the first wire to

the Pacific coast early in the '50s. It was while

he was superintendent of theWestern Union
that General Anson Stager of this city, found
employment in a telegraph office. He first gave
him employment at Lancaster. The young man
was bright and diligent and was rapidly pro-

moted. He was finally placed in charge of the

office at Cincinnati, and when Mr. O'Connor re-

signed the position of superintendent, he recom-
mended Mr. Stager to succeed him. The com-
pany followed the suggestion and gave Stager

the place."

It is not very important, but General Stager
received his first official appointment to a tele-

graph office by me while acting as superintend-

ent of the -Atlantic & Ohio Telegraph company
in 1846, long before the existence of the West-
ern Union Telegraph company, and subsequent-

ly to the managership of the Cincinnati office

of the Pittsburgh and Louisville company's lines,

over which my jurisdiction had been extended.

This latter office he filled with great skill and
usefulness. Mr. O'Connor, as lessee of the

New York and Mississippi Valley Printing Tele-

graph company's lines, afterward Western Union,
through Ohio and Indiana, and inducements
held out to him by the board at Rochester, N.
Y., led to General Stager's leaving my employ
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in 1S52, and entering- a career in the service of

the Western Union Telegraph company which
brought him much wealth and influence.

I close with an extract from Professor Morse
to a friend before relief came to him from Con-
gress, and brought to him his final success.

Morse's Fight with Poverty.
"No one can tell the days and months of

anxiety and labor I have had in perfecting my
telegraphic apparatus. For want of means I have
been compelled to make with my own hands,

and to labor for weeks on what a good mechanic
could have made in one-tenth of the time.

Nothing but the consciousness that I have an
invention which is to mark an era in human civ-

ilization and which is to contribute to the happi-

ness of millions would have sustained me through
so many and such lengthened trials of patience

in perfecting it."

It was no small man who wrote these ringing

words.

( CoucItided. )

Chicago Telephone Matters.
In the last issue of the Western Electri-

cian mention was made of a petition asking the

city council to reduce telephone rates. It was
also stated that merchants were asked to sign

an agreement to pay $5 or $10 in case the

council took the desired action. In reference to

this question President Phillips of the Telephone
company said:

"Alderman Ernst, the chairman of the com-
mittee, said that he had a petition before him
which contained 3,000 signatures of our sub-

scribers asking that telephone tolls be reduced
to $75 per year. I told him that it was all

right; that I did not blame the people for want-
ing to have the prices reduced, but that we
could not do it and exist. But I told him also

that a great many of the people who had signed

this petition had also signed notes for from $5 to

$10 to be paid when the ordinance reducing the

price should be adopted. Now 3,000 names at

$10 each would be $30,000. That was certainly

a great deal of money for paying the expenses

of bringing a petition before your body. Alder-

man Ernst said that such action looked like

blackmail and that it ought to be examined into,

but there was nothing of that kind indicated in

the petition. That was all there was said."

The petitions mentioned were circulated by
S. C. Kanter and F. W. Schwartz, says the Chi-

cago Herald. Kanter is the son of Max Kan-
ter, who loans money on chattel mortgages at 5

per cent, a month, and has an ofihce at 34 North
Clark street, where he acts as attorney for

his father. Schwartz is the secretary and cashier

of the Riverdale Distilling company. Kanter
said that the idea of getting the signers to the

petition to also sign notes of from $5 to %\o
originated with Mr. Schwartz, to whom it was
suggested by several of the telephone subscribers

who wanted the rates reduced to $75.
"We only obtained 2,000 names," said Mr.

Kanter, "and there are only a few notes for $10
each, and some for only $2, but most of them are

for $5. The money was not intended as a cor-

ruption fund, but for the purpose of defraying

our expen.ses. If the rates are reduced from

^125 to $75, then we are to be paid, but not

otherwise. We do not depend upon the passage

of the ordinance alone, but upon the court's de-

cision afterward. We had twelve men out get-

ting the signatures, and that cost us something.

We lose what we have paid out if the rates are

not reduced. If they are reduced, we will make
enough to pay expenses, and whatever is left

over we shall contribute to the poor."

The committee on licenses of the city council

called on Corporation Counsel Green September
20th to recommend that he draw an ordinance for

the Chicago Telephone company similar to the

one granted the Cushman company, which the

latter company accepted. It provides that the

telephone fee shall be $75 for three years, or

$90 the first year, $85 the second, and $75 the

third, in case it was taken by the separate year.

At St, Joseph, Mo., the successful operation of the

Spragiie system on the road of the Union Railway com-
pany ha.s been so marked that the Wyatt I'ark Railway

company of that city has decided to adopt Sprague motors

and overhead wiring; its cars. The Union Railway com-
pany has also contracted for an extension of the Sprague

system upon its road.

The New York Board of Electrical Con-
trol.

At the meeting of the board September i8th. Expert
Wheeler reported that the Board of Public Works had begun
removing dead poles and wires as requested, and had al-

ready taken down 130 poles and about 100 miles ' of wire.

The electrical companies with a single exception are co-oper-
ating in the work. The fire department, the Urush com-
pany and the Metropolitan company have been busily en-
gaged in removing straggling wires here and there in order
to permit the removal of the poles. A dead line on Forty-
first street had been reported to the Western Union Tele-
graph company, and it was taken down the following day.
The Western Union Telegraph company has three separate
lines of poles through Forty-sixth street, which formerly be-
longed to other companies which had come into possession.
These will soon be consolidated.

The following additional rules presented by ]''-.xpert

Wheeler were adoptid:

ELECTRIC LIGHT CABLES.

No two or more conductors, having a difference of poten-
tial exceeding 500 volts, shall be placed in the subway if

made in a single cable. This applies to the outgoing and
incoming sides of arc light wires.

LOW LAMPS.

All electric lamps must be so placed as to leave a space

underneath, of nine feet clear between the lamp and the

sidewalk, and eight feet clear between the lamp and the

fioor, when in-doors.

Dr..Wheeler also presented the following communication
to the board:

"'Gentlemen: To meet the demands of electrical service

in various parts of the city, it is absolutely necessary to

place more than one class of wire on a single line of poles,

before any approach to a safe and workmanlike condition of

the wires now above ground can be had. I would there-

fore recommend, in connection with my letter to the board
of July 2nd. relating to rules 2 and 3, that no further permits

for erecting poles or stringing wires be granted until the

applicants make some satisfactory agreement concerning
any use by other parties of the po'es, which they propose to

erect when necessary, in the opinion of the board."
Dr. Wheeler then read the following report regarding

the experiments of Harold P Brown;
^''Gentlemen: The paper and experiments by Harold P.

Brown before your board, while very interesting, do not

bear upon the points in which you are directly interested.

Mr. Brown may have shown that an alternating current is

fatal at a lower pressure than an equally fatal continuous
current, but the continuous currents now in use are all run
at pressures considerably in excess of that which would be
fatal, except the Edison incandescent current, and conse-

quently there would be no justice in prohibiting the intro-

duction of the alternating current on account of danger, or

even limiting its pressure with a view to safety, unless the

limit of voltage for every kind of circuit is made so low as

to prevent the use of all arc lights, which is hardly a step

to be considered at present.

"As to the tests made by Mr, Brown to show the voltage

required to kill, while they are doubtless correct, and the

readings 'aken are interesting, there were in each case some
elements missing which are necessary for perfect reliability,

and consequently the tests cannot be taken as absolutely

proving the important points. The automatic devices for

cutting off the current proposed by Mr. Brown were not
exhibited, excepting incidentally."

Commissioner Gibbens stated that something radical must
be done regarding the overhead wires before the rules of the

board could be enforced requiring every arc lighting com-
pany doing business in the city to have a certihcate of in-

spection from the board. The expert did not consider that

any of the arc light lines were properly constructed. It

was voted that he be instructed to prepare revised rules and
regulations so far as they relate to the construction of elec-

tric light lines, the report to embrace his views regarding a
proper system of construction.

Commissioner Gibbens also introduced a resolution to the

effect that, pending the preparation of this report, all per-

mits granted for the erection of lines that had not been acted

upon be revoked. He had been appointed, in conjunction

with Commissioner Moss, to act as a committee to devise

some plan for the mutual occupation of poles, but they

could do nothing without the co-operation of the companies.
All the poles necessary where the companies have contracts

for public lighting have been put up under permits from the

board. There was one permit in force, however, granted

to the Mt, Morris company to erect poles wherever neces-

sary to reach either public or private lights. That, Mr,
Gibbens said, was the permit which he had been trying to

reach. Under its provisions the company in question had
been allowed to stretch its wires from 125th street to Wash-
ington market.

The resolution to revoke all permits was adopted, Pres-

ident Hess voting in the negative.

On motion of Commissioner Gibbens it was voted that

the expert be mstructed to ascertain the owners of telegraph

and telephone wires on Broadway, between Fourteenth and
Thirty-fourth streets, and on Sixth avenue, between
Eighteenth and Fifty-eighth streets, and make a report to

the board as to the practicability of getting these lines down,
this season.

Commissioner Gibbens added that the mayor had con-

fessed judgment so far as telegraph and telephone wires are

concerned, and he had no doubt he would order their re-

moval if they were not placed underground.
President Hess: "Then you have had an interview with

the mayor lately?"

Commissioner Gibbens: "I listened to him for about an
hour and a half a few days ago."

IVesidc nt Hess: "That is longer than he would listen to

you."
Commissioner Gibbens then stated that some time ago he

had been appointed a committee of one to institute criminal

proceedings against the United States Illuminating com-

pany for violating the rules of the board. He had brought
action against the company, and by a decision of Judge
Gorman it had been held to await the action of the grand
jury. The petition to the attorney general for the annul-
ment of its charter had failed. The only case that holds
being in the hands of the district attorney, and the duty of
the committee having been performed, he requested that it

be discharged with thanks, and it was so ordered.
Commissioner Gibbens reported that the subway built by

the Construction company on Park Row was untenable on
account of the encroachment of the Steam Heating com-
pany. The secretary had reminded the Construction com"-
pany that it was their duty to render the subway tenable for
the

^
electric companies. They must either take action

against the Steam Heating company or build a new sub-
way. He understood that the water boils in one of the
manholes. The secretary was instructed to ascertain if any
progress was being made in the matte--.

The prohibition party, through one of its organizers,
Jeremiah Griffen, applied for permission to erect a pole for
a banner at the corner of Broadway and Thirty-fourth
street. Commissioner Moss objected to considering it, as
being out of the jurisdiction of the board.

President Hess announced that he was a prohibitionist
and should vote for it. He was supported by Commissioner
Gibbens and the permit was granted. Politicians may be
interested in this action for the reason that this was a strict

party vote, Messrs. Hess and Gibbens being republicans
and Commissioner Moss a democrat.

Several letters were presented from the Board of Public
Works saying that the United States Illuminating company
claimed that the wires reported as dead by the board were
actually in use.

On motion of Commissioner Gibbens it was voted that
they be returned to the department with the statement that
the board had been very particular to report only such wires
and poles as were found to be dead in the expectation that
they would be removed, and that the board is gratified with
the expected removal of poles which is now going on, and
hopes it will be continued.
A letter was read from Secretary Harding of the Citizens'

Committee in Boston, stating that the opening of the streets
in that city for the purpose of buildingconduits was causing
great annoyance to the ci izens, and inquiring if it had been
found necessary to prosecute the work at^ night in New
York. The secretary was instructed to reply that the citi-

zens of New York were so gratified at the prospect "of re-
moving the wires from the streets that they were willing to
endure the temporary annoyance caused by providing sub-
ways for their reception.

In reply to an inquiry made at the last meeting. Engi-
neer Kearney reported that there had been constructed in

18SS, the following amounts of single duct: Telephone and
telegraph, 523, 79^ feet; electric light, 34,507 feet; Edison
system, 7,748 feet; total, 566,051 feet.

There had also been 146 manholes constructed.
An application was received from W. H. Eckert, general

manager of the Metropolitan Telegraph &: Telephone com-
pany for permission to construct an overhead line from the
corner of Park Row and New Chambers street, north to the
ciiy line for long distance wires. It was referred to Engi-
neer Kearney for investigation and report.

CORRESPONDENCE.
From Germany.

Bremen, Sept. i,—America is far ahead of Europe in

the electrical line. This applies at least to the following

cities which I have vfsited: Hamburg, Stettin, Friedrichs-

hagen. Berlin, Pottsdam, Charlottenburg, Cassel, Gilsen,

Frankfort-on-the-Main, Wiesbaden, Maintz, Metz, Luxem-
burg, Coblence, Bonn, Cologne, Oberhausen, Munster and

Bremen. The only place where I saw an arc lamp that

looked like ours was in Hamburg. The Edison incandes

cent lamp is used to a considerable extent in Berlin and
Hamburg. The lamps most frequently seen are the

Brush-Swan and Vitrite. There is a large factory near

Berlin where they make the latter kind of lamps by the car-

load. I have not yet seen a pole for telegraph, telephone,

electric light, or fire alarm wires. The wires for telephone,

telegraph and signals are strung on the tops of houses.

The electric light wires are for the most part underground.

In Berlin new cables are being laid to light the principal

streets. There are to be four arc lights for each block,

suspended on iron posts thirty-five feet high. No conduits

are used; the cable is simply laid in the sand, about thiee

feet below the surface. When a street is crossed a hole is

bored under the asphalt. The cable that I examined was

made like the telephone cables in use in Kansas City, with

the exception that the outside was wrapped in cord dipped

in a compound like P. h B. paint. Although the sand is

always moist the cables stand the exposure well, and there

are now in successful use cables laid three years ago.

I have not seen any double carbon lamps. The carbons

are not copper coated, but plain black, about seven inches

in length. Siemens & Halske make two forms of arc

lamps, one of 600 candle power and the other of 1,500

candle power. The former are usually used in small stores.

The arc lights require 55 volts and 25 to 30 amperes.

The prices for the arc light j-ervice are much lower than in

the United States. The lamps are all built on the princi-

ple utilized in the construction of the Van Depocle lamp.

The wiring is poorly done in Hamburg; in Berlin the work

is somewhat better. In no place do they conform to rules
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such as the board of fire underwriters demand. The

hotel in which I am staying in Bremen is the first I have

seen completely lighted by electricity. A London firm did

the work. Double braided conductors are used, strapped

against the wall. This would not be tolerated at home.

The system does not work satisfactorily. All the lights are

out at 10:30, and after that time gas is burned. I was told

that the dynamos would not stand the strain. I saw an

accumulator plant of 33 cells in Berlin. It does not give

satisfaction, and there is considerable complaint about the

cost.

In Hamburg I saw the Bell telephone, with the Blake

transmitter. In other places Siemens & Halske telephones

were used. They are large clumsy affairs. Magnetos are

not employed, but instead a push button and a bell. Sev-

eral other makes, which look like the Edison, that are man-

ufactured here, are employed.

The teleg^raph instruments are also made by Siemens &
Halske. They are like the Gold & Stock printing telegraph

instruments. There is no sound reading. The railway

signal service is much better than that of America. At

ever>' road which the railroad crosses there is an employe

to let down the gates and to give signals.

The hotel annunciators are all of the French pattern. I

have yet to see a needle indicator. One annunciator is

placed in each hall. A signal at the office shows from

which floor a call has been given- The bell boy goes to

the floor and has to consult the annunciator before he can

ascertain the room. For a fire alarm a large gong is

placed in the main hall.

The city fire alarm system is similar to the Gamewell.

Taking even-thing in account, I have seen no great im-

provements in the electrical line. London, of course, is

far ahead of any German city. The people here do not be-

lieve much in improvements, or at least do not take much

interest in them. They say no system is as cheap as gas,

so they do not care to make a change.

O. W. DiTSCH.

From St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 20.—The exposition opened

Wednesday, Sept. 5, with everything in excellent running

order. The electrical display is exceptionally fine, consist-

ing of 4,000 Edison lights, 600 Heisler, 400 Westinghouse

and 150 arc of the Western Electric system.

The automatic engines are also well represented; Arm-

ington & Sims, 2 engines; Buckeye, i engine; Phcenix, i

engine; Russell, 2 engines; W^atertown, i engine; West-

inghouse, I "Junior" engine; Vandergriff, i engine;

Atlas, I engine.

Although the Heisler company's downtown station is

running to its full capacity, the company is slill installing

lights in large numbers, as it expects to start two 400-light

machines and a new Russell engine in the immediate

future.

The MetropoHtan Electric company was organized in this

cit)- a few days ago. It has purchased the franchises and

machines of the Excelsior company and of the Cable Elec

trie company, thus securing two w-ell equipped stations.

The Metropolitan will push both the arc and the West-

inghouse incandescent systems.

George J. Percival has resigned his position as superin-

tendent of the W^m. Ellison Machinery company, and will

devote himself exclusively to the electrical business.

The Bank of Commerce will install an electric light plant

in its building at the corner of Fifth and Olive streets.

The St. Louis Accumulator company has been incorpo-

rated under II inois laws; capital stock, $250,000. It pro-

poses to erect a station in St. Louis in the near future for

the purpose of supplpng light and power. The company

controls Southern Illinois. Missouri, Arkansas and Texas,

and is licensed by the Electric Accumulator company of

New York.

The St. Louis Bridge & Tunnel company is putting in

an underground system of electric wires for the purpose of

indicating when its hydraulic switches have been opened or

closed properly.

S. P. Baird has hung out his shingle as an electrical en-

gineer at 20 North Commercial street. He reports several

large contracts on hand.

Your correspondent had the pleasure this week of seeing

a Brush arc lamp burning from an incandescent machine.

The machine gave an e. m. f. of 100 volts, which was re-

duced to 50 volLs by simply inserting in one of the wires

leading to the lamp two metal plates separated about one-

fourth inch and submerged in a pail of water. The light

was clear, white and steady. The current taken by the arc

lamp represents about r4 incandescent lights.

The St Louis Battery company and the Electric Mer-

chandise company are both doing a splendid business.

The St. Louis Western is repairing a 60-horSL power en-

gine, preparatory to enlarging its plant.

The widow of Ole Anderson has sued the St. Louis

Thornson-Houston company for |5,ooo Anderson fell

from the second story of a building at the corner of Sixth

street and Franklin avenue It is not known whether he

received a shock or not. B.

New York Notes.

New York, Sept. 20.—The report last week that there

was a conflict of authority between the government light-

house board and the trustees of the Brooklyn bridge was

denied by the latter on Monday. It is now reported from

AVashington, however, that Acting Attorney General Maury

has instruced United States District Attorney W^alker of

New York to take the necessary legal steps to compel the

trustees to comply with the law relative to the lighting of

bridges over navigable rivers, etc. It is stated at the office

of the lighthouse board that the bridge authorities

will be required to expose the usual red and green signal

lights, and to do away with all false lights which interfere

in any way with the regulation lights considered essential

to the safe navigation of the river. The electric lights now

on the bridge will, it is said, interfere with these signal

lamps, and will have to be removed or effectually screened.

James E. Munson, an expert stenographs who has been

engaged for several years in striving to adapt the type-

writer directly to telegraphing, has been devoting his time

lately to the perfection of a type-setting machine operated in

part by electricity. A public exhibition of it was given this

week. The primary objects of the machine are speed and

the possibility of correcting and justifying the matter before

it goes into the galleys. It is a very complicated affair,

and an expert mechanic and electric'an who has examined

it, says it is too complicated for general use, and that

its speed over hand work is not sufficient to warrant its

adoption in practice. It is operated by perforated strips of

paper, similar in some respects to those used for the Wheat-

stone automatic telegraph system.

The Julien electric car referred to last week went into

regular service on the Fourth avenue line on Monday, and

is well patronized. It will soon be followed by others of

the same pattern. This line runs directly from the Grand

Central depot to the postoffice, and it is expected that the

introduction of electricity as a motive power will tend to de-

tract from the immense traffic of the elevated roads from

that important station.

Robert A. Ammon is a broker in this city, residing at

Tompkinsville, S. I., but famous in 1S77 as a leader in the

great railroad strike at Pittsburgh. He was locked up all

Sunday night in the 126th street station-house on the

charge of defrauding a woman out of five :^i,000 United

States bonds, four of which it was admitted were returned.

The warrant had been out some time, Mr. Ammon being

absent from the city. He was paroled on Monday in the

custody of his counsel. Ammon was a telegrapher in the

employ of the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago railroad

before the great strike, and was an officer of the organiza-

tion w^hich included all classes of the railroad men, except-

ing the engineers.

James M. Seymour of Newark, N. J., one of Edison's

right-hand men, has been appointed by Secretary' Bayard as

one of the two United States commissioners to the World's

Exposition at Barcelona, Spain. Mr. Seymour was sent to

Europe by Mr. Edison when only 19 years old to establish

the Edison telephone system, and was afterward engaged

by the Bell International Telephone company to establish

its system in Belgium, Holland, Sweden and Russia.

The Order of Railway Telegraphers which has attracted

considerable attention at the meetings of some of the rail-

road officers during the past two years is now making itself

felt in various parts of the country by creating a scarcity in

available telegraphers at the rates of compensation generally

established in that service. This has been brought about

by the restrictions against teaching students in railroad

offices, which policy has been vigorously enforced by the

order. The effect is shown in the radical measures which

are being adopted on some lines requiring operators to leave

the order, or the service of the company by which they are

employed.

Commissioner Hess, the well-known electrician and ama-

teur prohibitionist, expressed the desire some da3's ago to

venture a bet of about ^20,000 that Harrison would be

elected. He was partially accommodated Wednesday even-

ing by Richard A. Cunningham, who bet ^2,000 to ^i.God

on Cleveland. It is understood that Commissioner Hess

holds quite an interest in the Anchor brewery at Dobbs'

Ferry, and it is thought that in view of his recently-avowed

prohibition sentiments, he is anxious to diminish his in-

vestment in this questionable traffic.

Some of the disgruntled Keely stockholders are very

anxious to lodge that alleged inventor in jail at Philadelphia,

but are not meeting with success. The case came up be-

fore Judges Finletter and Keed in that city on Tuesday.

They both agreed that Kccly had no intention of obeying

the order of the court, but that the court's knowledge of

the whole business was very foggy and must be cleared up

before a writ would be issued committing him to jail.

Law}'er Collier was glad to hear that the judges wanted

more light, and invited them up to Keely's shop, but they

declined. Lawyer Shapely said they would not miss much,

as all they would see was a machine lesembling a peanut

roaster, and a lot of old bolts. Keely's counsel, referring

to his opponents, said, "They are in a conspiracy to wrest

from Keely a secret that belongs to him, that is just as much
his own as a man's watch is his own." The judge stopped

the talk by saying that it was not necessary for the machine

to operate, and ordered the experts to meet at Keely's shop

and report what they saw. P.

Minneapolis Mention.
Mr.NNE.'Vroi.is, Minn., Sept. 21.—The summer meetings

of the Minneapolis Electric club have been indicative of

the general quietude of all business The attendance at

the meetings has been small, and a slack interest manifested.

Dog day heat, attractiveness of Minnesota's near and beau-

tiful summer resorts, and consequent disinclination for

mental effort, have conspired to bring this about. Vernon

Bell, vice-president of the club, expresses the opinion that

with the advent of fall and increased business activity, to-

gether with the opening of the nev club rooms, interest in

the club will be greatly increased. Many electricians and

new comers have expressed a wish to enroll their names

as members. Mr. Bell states that the club is considering

another feature, which, if adopted, will materially extend

the membership, and excite new interest in the club. It is

proposed to hold every other meeting of the club in St.

Paul, and creating thereby another sisterly bond between

the two cities. Mr. Bell voices the hope that the St. Paul

electrical fraternity, who will be benefited by this move, will

take an interest in the matter.

S. S. Leonard reports an active demand for commercial

lighting and business unusually good for this season of the

year. His company is increasing the sen'ice in both arc

and incandescent lighting, and adding new and improved

machinery to the station. The Minneapolis Industrial ex-

position lighting is in Mr. Leonard's hands. In this ser-

vice 210 arc and goo incandescent lights are used. In ad-

dition the Minnesota Brush company has on exhibition

30 and 60-light machines.

Bell & Co. note the approach of an increased activity in

their line, with an outlook for a good season's business.

They have in progress several large jobs in bell and annun-

ciator work. Bell & Co. have recently secured the exclu-

sive agency for 1 he northwest for the Grimshaw wire, and

are now carrjnng a large stock.

The plant in Donaldson's Glass block has been running

some time, and has proved satisfactory to the purchaser.

Edison incandescent and American arc lights are used.

Sprague motors furnish power for cash system and coffee

grinders. Mr. Fluey, of the Edison company, is well

pleased with the plant throughout, and considers it one of

the best in the northwest. B. L. McCabe, electrician in

charge of the incandescent work, and Mr. Slichter, who

has superintended the arc work, are from New York. The
500-light Edison station of Great Falls, Mont., was started

Sept. 1st. Cwatcnna station was started Aug. T4lh.

T- H,. Vail of New York, was recently in the city look-

ing after the interests of the proposed Edison lighting sta-

tion for Minneapolis. H.

From Salt Lake City.

Salt Lake City, Sept. 21.— The Eocky Mountain Bell

Telephone Company has almost entirely rebuilt its Helena,

Montana, exchange, using cedar poles 50 feet long, and

has placed in position one of the Western Electric com-

pany's multiple switch boards, with a capacity of qoo sub-

scribers' lines; another board of the same size has been

placed in the Butte exchange. toth of these exchanges

have grown rapidly in the past two years, the former from

fifty subscribers on December 31, 1885, to 250 subscribers

at this date; the latter from sixty subscribers on same date

to 200 at present.

Telephone connection has been established between Boise

City, Idaho and Silver City in the same Territory, a dis-

tance of 67 miles; the poles used on this line were shipped

from Oregon and are of red cedar; a number ten hard

drawn copper wire is used the entire distance. A whisper

can be distinctly heard over this wire through the Blake

transmitter. A funny episode took place June 2^th, the

day that line was completed, between a mining super-

intendent at Silver City and a friend in Boise City. The

exchange in the latter city is located in the rear of a drug

store, and a minute or two after the conversation had com-

menced a "milk shake" was started in the front part of the

drugstore in Boise City. The conversation was interrupted
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by the mining; superintendent at Silver City, saying- to his

friend at Boise City "For heaven's sake stop that stamp

mill until we get through talking." The distance between

the telephone instrument and the "milk shake" was about

150 feet, with a closed door between the store and rear

room.

Construction will soon be begun upon a line from Boise

City through Idaho City, with the terminal at Quartzburg,

a total distance of sixty miles. The route of line will be

through a mountainous and heavily timbered country, and

the line will be completed by November ist. A.

Indianapolis Items.

Indianapolis, September 20—The McNeal electrical

street railway ordinance is taking up a great deal of the

time of the city council The aldermen not satisfied with

their former action, took it up again last night After three

hours' session they finally granted the company right to lay

tracks on certain streets in the southern part of the city, elec-

tricity to be the motive power. The company can use

overhead wires, but the council may compel them to put

the wires underground at any time The council may call

on the company to light the streets along which its tracks

run, and the company must improve the street inside and

for two feet on either side of its rails This evening the

council met in special session, an 1 the McNeal ordinance as

amended by the board of aldermen, came up. In the first

place it was objected to on account of allowing overhead

wires. Some of the company's friends argued they would

use the most approved machinery, and probably the stor-

age battery. The mqyor finally took the floor and said in

view of the court's action in case of the Dudley company,

a few weeks ago, it would be advisable for the council

to go slow. A committee was appointed to report on the

ordinance next Monday night. It is reported heie that the

Thomson-Houston company is interested in the new ven-

ture.

At the council's meeting last Monday night an ordinance

was introduced fixing conditions under which an incandes-

cent electric lighting plant may be operated in this city.

Among the stipulations is one that the company or compa-

nies must pay 2 % per cent, of their gross revenue to the

city after 1891 and 5 per cent, after 1S96; the company or

companies must not operate arc lights, and must put their

wires underground. To-night the ordinance came up and

was passed. The ordinance also calls for a bond of

$25,000.

The new union station was opened for use Monday night

and is one of the best lighted buildings in the country The
incandescent lights inside the station proper and arc lights in

the baggage rooms, train sheds and approaches show off

the buildings to good advantage. It is a piece of work of

which the Jenney Electric company may be proud. M.

An Electric Club at Cincinnati.

Cincinnati, O., September 22.—About twenty-five gen-

tlemen met September 13th to organize an electric club sim-

ilar to those in Chicago, New York and Boston. A. R.

Foote was elected temporary chairman and Thomas Nichol-

son temporary secretary. About sixty names were pre-

sented of tho=e interested in electrical afTairs, who had sig-

nified their desire to join. A commiitee was appointed to

draft a constitution and by-laws, and nominate officers.

At the meeting September 20th a constitution was adopted

and the following officers were elected.- President, A R.

Foote; vice-presidents, C. E. Jones and William Dillie;

secretary, Kdgar A Edwards; treasurer, William Jones.

The organization was named the Cincinnati Electric So-

ciety. D

Cincinnati, September 8.—The following companies

have elect ical exhibits in the Cincinnati exposition: Spang-

cnberg Electric company, Incandescent Electric Light Dyna-

mos, Cincinnati, O., Standard Electric company, Geo. F.

Card Electric company, the Queen City Electric company,

the C. E. Jones Electric company, Niles Tool Works;

Hamilton, 0.; Universal Radical Drill company, C ncinnati,

the Dodge company. Dodge; Independence wood split

pulleys, Mishawaka, Ind.; Joseph Sharp, leather belting;

Weber Bros. & Co . Wright's Patent Belt Holder.

The dynamos for the exln'bition are driven by engines made

by KuHscll, Mnssillon, O,; Buckeye, Salem; Atlas ICngine

company, Indianapolis. McD.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansa.s CrTY, Mo., September 22,—The Hotel Midland,

one of the finest hostclries in this city, has recently been

thoroughly equipped with the electric light. In the house

there arc 1,200 incandescent lamps and nineteen arc lights,

the latter being distributed as follow.s: Six in the dining

room, three in the office, two in the bar room, one in the

water closet and wash room, one in the east, one in the

west, and two in the main corridor, and one over each en-

trance. The incandescent lights are of the Edison type

and the arc of the Thomson-Houston system. Current is

supplied by the Edison Electric Light & Power company

and by the Kansas City Electric Light & Power com-

pany.

The Western Electric company of Chicago have installed

a 300 number annunciator and improved guest call and tire

alarm. The wiring for the lights was also done by the

same firm. The work was performed under the direct su-

pervision of Mr. Glover of Chicago.

The owners of the hotel propose to establish telephone

toll stations on each floor with telephone to every six

rooms. McD.

St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo. , Sept. 21.—The reconstructed United

States Electric Lighting company plant in the Custom

house, in St. Louis, will be one of the finest plants of its

kind in the west. It will consist of six dynamos each nf

350 light capacity, and three dynamos for arc lighting.

The power will be furnished by four Porter Allen engines.

The plant will also be equipped with current and potential

indicators, and have all the modern improvements. The
present plant consists of three 250 light dynamos, and

three arc dynamos. Mr. Crossmeyer, the able and efficient

electrician, has everything in A No. i order.

J H. McDonough, formerly electrician for O. J. Lewis

& Co., is representing the Waterhouse system in this vi-

cinity.

A sample cell of the Woodward electrical accumulator is

on exhibition. Geo. J. Percival, agent, reports prospects

good for installing several of these batteries for incandes-

cent lighting. The maximum rate of charge and discharge

is very high. B.

From Montgomery, Ala.

Montgomery, Ala., Sept. iS.—President Joseph of the

Capital City railway, which has been using the Van De-

poele system of electric street road, and which was burnt

out about six weeks ago returned from the north a few

days since; he received very flattering propositions from

the Thomson-Houston company, also from the Sprague

Electric company. It is undecided as yet what the com-

pany will do.

The Brush Electric Light company has the arc and in-

candescent system in use here, and is preparing now to add

the Westinghouse system, and expects to have it in opera-

tion by October.

W. B. Ludwig has accepted a position here with the

Western Union Telegraph company. W.

the electric light.
The Union Stock Yards & Transit company of Chicago

recently increased its Excelsior electric light plant.

The University of Wisconsin at Madison, Wis , has in-

creased its Excelsior electric plant to 15 arc lights.

The Thomson Houston company of Chicago has sold a
plant of 25 arc lights to the city of Aberdeen, Miss.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has closed a
contract for installing a 60-light arc plant for the city of
Xenia, O.

W. W. Cummer of Cadillac, Mich., has ordered a 500-
light incandescent plant of the Thomson-Houston company,
of Chicago.

The Van Depoele company of Chicago will install a 24-

arc light plant in the stores of the Tobey Furniture com-
pany, Chicago.

A company has been formed at Albany, Ga., to erect an
electric light plant.

Ruick i: Lampson of La Grange, Ind., have ordered a

300 light incandescent outfit of the Thomson-Houston
company, Chicago.

S. & J. C. Atlee of Fort Madison, la., have recently
increased their electric light plant by purchasing a number
of Brush arc lamps.

The new United States steel cruiser Baltimore is lighted
throughout by incandescent lights, and is equipped with
powerful search lights.

The Oval Wood Dish company of Mancelona, Mich.,
has purchased a 24-arc light plant of the Thomson-Hous-
ton company, Chicago.

The Rome Gas Light company of Rome, Ga., is remod-
eling its gas works, increasing its capacity, and putting in

an electric lighting plant.

In the issue of September ist, the Westinghouse com-
pany was credited with a plant at Joliet, III., belonging to

the Waterhouse company.

'I'he 'Pamcrack-Osceola Copper Manufacturing company
has sent an order for a 15-arc light plant to the Thomson-
Houston company, Chicago.

Alexander Kempt, Chicago agent of the Brush Electric
company, has recently sold a small arc light plant to the
.steamer Pauline, ilannibal. Mo.

'I"he Menominee Electric Light company, Menominee,
Mich., has recently increased its electric light plant by pur-
chasing a number of Brush 2,000 candle power arc lamps.

The Menominee company reports that it has a large and
flourishing arc and incandescent electric light central sta-

tion.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has received an
order for 50 double carbon lamps from the Brush Electric

company of Chattanooga, Tenn.

The Chicago City Railway company has recently in-

creased the Excelsior electric light plant at the power
house, Twentieth and .State streets.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has sold an
85-arc light plant to the Electric Light, Power tie Manu-
facturing company of Dallas, Tex.

The Excelsior Electric company, F. W. Home, Chicago,
western agent, has sold a 6o-ligbt arc outfit to the Ely-
Walker Dry Goods company, St. Louis.

The city of Chicago recently sent an order for five miles
of cable to the Western Electric company of Chicago. The
cable is for the city electric light service.

The central station of the Haverford, Pa., Electric Light
company was struck by lightning September 13th and
burned. The loss will be about $15,000.

The Boston Electric Light company has recently ordered
from the Brush Electric company, of Cleveland, Ohio, 25
double arc lamps of 2,000 candle power each.

The Consumers' Electric Light company of Chicago has
purchased 150 arc lights of the Western Electric company
of Chicago. This order is in addition to the 300 lights re-

cently purchased.

The newly organized Metropolitan Electric company of
St. Louis has purchased of the Excelsior Electric company
F. W. Home, western agent, Chicago, 60 arc lights, as
increase to the present plant.

Electric lights on steamers, to be used mainly in fogs, are
advocated in Cleveland, O. An electric light or its reflec-

tion can be seen some distance in thick weather when an
ordinary ship's lantern is invisible from the decks.

The new central station of the IJoston Electric Lighting
company is being built. The building will be three stories

high and 160 feet long by 50 wide. There will, at first, be
fifty-two dynamos set here, with a capacity of 3,000 arc
lights. In addition dynamos are to be used to furnish
power, and current for incandescent lights.

The electric light wires ignited the lathwork in the
ceiling of the upper hall of Union Depot, Chicago, August
29th. The roof was in a blaze when the firemen arrived.

The fire was soon extinguished. An hour and a half later

it again broke out from some smoldering coals, and a
chemical engine was sent to the scene. The damage will

not exceed $350.

W. J. Buckley, Chicago manager of the Fort Wayne
Jenney Electric company, has secured the contract for the
installation of a 500-light alternating plant at Galena, 111.

The Slattery alternating street system is to be introduced.
An individual converter will be provided for each 16 c. p.
street lamp. There will be seven miles of circuit with a
No. G wire.

The Pueblo I-ight, Pleat & Power company of Pueblo,
Col., has bought the ground for its electric light plant, has
ordered the machinery, and expects to have it running
within sixty days. It will start with a 1,300 light plant, so
arranged that the capacity and number of lights can be in-

creased from time to time as desired, and will operate under
the Westinghouse system for incandescent light.

An accidental death from touching an unprotected elec-

tric wire occurred recently in Austin, Tex., where a young
colored man, who served as porter in a saloon, went to
wash some windows and was soon after found dead. It

seems that while washing a window through which a wire
passed that connected with a fan motor, he touched the wire
and its insulation having become destroyed by exposure, the
death resulted.

Superintendent Runge of Minneapolis, Minn., has pre-
sented his estimates for street lighting for one year from
March. 18S9, to I^ebruary, iSgo. as follows: 906 Globe gas
lights, 720 Wheeler Reflector, 866 Sun Vapor, 6,000 gas
and 465 electric lights, including the lights which the city is

bound to use, in compensation for the lights voluntarily dis-
continued by companies in the past few weeks. The entire
estimated cost, including ijii,000 for incidentals, is $171,000.

One of the Plainfield, N. J., electric light wires which
cross a street, became loosened by a falling limb, so that it

sagged. The electric company was notified several times
of the condition of the wire, but paid no attention to the
notification. Mrs. Brooks, while out driving, was thrown
from her carriage and verj' severely injured by the wire
catching the top of her carriage. The company was not
willing to make any concession, and a suit is being brought
against it for $5,000 damages.

In New York city last week Judge O'Brien handed down
a decision in favor of the plaintiff in the case of Philip
Braender against the Harlem Lighting company. The
plaintiff alleged that the machinery in the defendant's plant
jarred continually his houses on One Hundred and Twenty-
second street. The court found that the injury was not of
a permanent character, but would be removed by the change
in the location of the plant. It was held that the plaintiff

had a substantial basis for alleging that machinery created
unusual disturbance to tenants. The decision concluded
as follows: "The defendant testified to the expenditure of
about !iit2oo,ooo for machinery, etc. It is at present sup-
plying under contract with the city all the electric lights for
the streets in Harlem, besides merchants and trade'speople
in that district, and the effect of an immediate injunction
might prove ruinous to defendant, besides subjecting many
persons using the lights and the city to much inconvenience,
I am not unmindful, moreover, of the fact that much of
the injury complained of. if suffered to be continued for a
short time longer, can be compensated for in damages
Taking into consideration the additional fact that the in-

jury to defendant by the issuance of an injunction which
would compel an immediate suspension of business would
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be greater than the benefit accruing to plaintiff, I am of

opinion that while plaintiff should have judgment, the de-

fendant should be allowed some time, to be fixed by the

decree, to remove its plant before the judgment takes

effect."

It is reported in a Boston paper that the Snllivan Harbor

Land company contemplates using strong lidal currents

which run through a narrow channel for the purpose of

generating electricity for illuminating purposes. The plan

is to sink two sets of turbine water wheels which will run

immense dynamos and produce currents that will be stored

up in accumulators. From these can be supplied lights

for the streets, ho' els and pavilions, and cottages. Sorrento

and The Bluffs, at Mt. Desert, may also be supplied.

Residents of Portland, iVIe., are speculating about certain

mysterious bright lights, like big fires, that appear on

occasional nights From Portland they appear to be in

Gorham or Alfred, from Alfred they seem to be in Scar-

borough; Scarborough folks have located them in West-
brook, and Westbrook sees them off toward Portland.

The most reasonable theory according to the New York

St/n, to account for them is, that they are a sort of mirage,

produced by the reflection of the Portland electric lights.

They are aKvays seen on foggy evenings.

Alexander Kempt, Chicago agent of the Brush Electric

company, has recently sold two incandescent electric light

plants—one to the Mishawaka Woolen Manufacturing com-
pany of Mishawaka, Ind., consisting of a 150 light incan-

descent dynamo with a full complement of lamps, the other

a duplicate plant to Studebaker Brothers Manufacturing

company of South Bend, Ind. The Studebaker Brothers

have a very complete arc and incandescent Brush electric

light plant Some of their dynamos have been in opera-

tion for seven or eight years and are to-day working as

well as at the start.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
A proposition has been submitted to the Paris municipal

authorities to run a single-rail overhead road, by electricity,

at the time of the exposition in 1SS9, which is to connect a

large number of the boulevards of Paris, and to have con-

nection to the exhibition grounds in the Place du Troca-

dero.

An electric motor is in successful operation for wood
sawing in Lewiston, Me. It is a six horse power, and with

a 26-inch saw, which was driven at a velocity of 1,450 revo-

lutions per minute, a cord of slabs was sawed in twenty
minutes. The proprietor claims that with a six horse

power electric motor he can do more work than with a 10

horse power steam engine.

The East Cleveland Railroad company has just closed a

contract with the Sprague Electric company for the con-

struction and equipment of its line, everything to be in

operation by Oct. i. The power house will be erected

forthwith, and will be 93x125 feet. Four Edison dynamos
of 40,000 watts capacitywill be put in to begin with, but the

building will be so arranged that without changing its line

the motive power c&n be increased to 1,500 horse power.

Sixteen car bodies have been ordered. They will be four-

wheel cars with two axles, and each axle, working inde-

pendently, will have an electric mo or of the Sprague com
pany. Each of these motors is 7^2 hor?e power normal,

and is guaranteed for 11 horse power on emergency, and can
work up to 30 horse power for short distances. The cars

will all be equipped with lightning arresters.

The Chicago Tiilntuc recently printed these interviews

on the subject of the electric motor: "It is the thing,"

said Cit}' Electrician Barrett. "One gets light and power
at the same time without the dirt of the steam engine, or

the extra expense of keeping an engineer and fireman

around. The power is handled easily, and without any
switching. It is taking strong hold in the city, simply

awaiting the electric privileges from ihe companies before

being generally accepted." "Hitherto this city has had
only isolated plants," said F. N. Armour, the manager of

the "C. li C." company; "that exj^lains why there are not

more electric motors in tlie business houses, shops and fac-

tories. It is a saving of money; is not one half the bother

that a steam engine is, nor dirty or noisy, and it is perfectly

reliable." "\'ou can see for you'self, too," said C. M.
Barclay, "that much of the smoke nuisance would be done
away with. All these siuall steam engines consume coal.

Take them in the aggregate, and you get a substantial look-

ing cloud of 'nuisance."'

The Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company has
contracted for the electrical equipn-icnt of the People's Elec-

tric Street Railway at Scranton, Pa. There will be twenty
cars and the sy-tem of wiring will be overhead with the

small No. 6 bronze wire as a working conductor. The Peo-
ple's line is the longest in the city of Scranton and operates

over twelve miles of track with more than one hundred
horses. The power station for operating this road will be
one of the finest in the country with steam and electrical

capacity to almost an unlimited amount An item of great

importance is the cheapness of the fuel which will beused for

generating the power. This fuel, is culm, oranthracite
waste which can be obtained in Scranton at the rate of 10

cents a ton and which has been proved to have at least 75
per cent, the steam-producing capacity of the best anthracite

coal. With this cheap fuel, electric power can be produced
at a very low expense and it is the intention of the company
to furnish power at a very low price by means of electric

motors as well as to furnish enough for their own cars.

The Sprague road at Minneapolis, Minn., will be in

running order by January i, iSSq, and the Sprague com-
pany guarantees its successful operation The cars will be
run from Bridge square to the end of the line, a distance of

14,000 feet, or over two and one-half miles. The power
will be furnished by the Edison Electric Light & Power com-
pany, whose plant is now building in the rear of the Lum-
ber exchange. Mr. Lowry, the president of the company,
has a provisional contract with this company to furnish

power for the entire system The construction of the plant

is rapidly going forward and it will be running by Decem-
ber 15th. It will be one of the most important industries in

Minneapolis, and will furnjsh power not only for the street

railway system but for a great part of the manufacturing
establishments in the city, as it is more economical than

steam power. The building will be eleven stories high, and
fireproof. Its construction is such that the power capac ty

can be increased, the idea being that the company \A'iU be
able to furnish all the power used in the city if necessary.

The capital stock is $500,000, and some of the wealthiest

men in the city, including T. B. Walker, C. H. Chad-
bourn, S. G. Cook, H. C. A Keley and C. H. Maxey are

interested in the enterprise. One of the seeming difificulries

which beset the adoption of the motor in Minneapolis is

the snow. This, however, amounts to nothing. The
Sprague company has what it terms its working car which
is equipped with two fifteen horse power motors and carries

snow plow, ice cutter and sand and salt arrangements,
keeping the track clear in winter.

It was reported to us, says the Dayton, O., Herald, that

a Third street car-horse said to an Oakwood line mule:

"What do you think about these White Line electric cars

dashing along without any of our kith or kin having any-

thing to do with their locomotion?" "To tell you the truth,"

replied the mule, "I like them. What a burden they take

from the shoulders of the horse and mule generations to

come after us. They will rise up and call us blessed, be-

cause we, in our generation, witnessed the emancipation of

our races from the hard, stony street slavery and extreme

hot and cold weather exposure of the ' hoss-car' age."
" Do you feel any fear in passing an electric car?" asked the

horse. "No, I do not, although I expected to be dreadful-

ly shocked at first." "How do you feel when you pass by
one of the cars?" "Well, I must confess that I was some-
what afraid at first," replied the mule. " but the Herald
has said so many good things about the cars that I con-

cluded there wasn't any danger of one of them hurting me,
and so I just •

' Hold my head up high,
And go confidently Ijy.'

"Ah! you are quite a poet," said the mule, with a smile.
" Well, we will in the years to come have an opportunity of

enjoying more poetry than we have in the past," replied the

horse, "when all street cars are run by electricity." "That
is so," said the mUle, and here's hoping that the officers of

the White Line will make electricity so popular that every-

thing on wheels in the city will be run by it, and we will

have nothing to do but eat and sleep. But I'm off. So
long." "So long," replied the horse, as he started for the

Soldiers' Home:

THE TELEPHONE.
The Bell Telephone company of Buffalo will soon com-

mence to lay its wires in Rochester, N. Y., under ground.

The Telephone Mining & Reduction company of San
Francisco has been incorporated. The following are direct-

ors: John Watson. Henry R. Ewalt, J. E. McChesney, J.

M. Miner and James W. Nelson. The company's opera-

tions will be in the Tombstone district of Arizona. The
amount of capital stock is $r,ooo,coo.

THE TELEGRAPH.
The New York Tribune states that the Western Union

earned $300,000 more in August than in the sariie month
last year.

Judge Barrett, in Supreme court. New York, after listen-

ing to the argument upon the motion to continue the in-

junction granted to the Kiernan News company restraining

the Slock (.',)uotation Telegraph company from taking its

news from the tickers of the former company, refused to

grant the motion, because the affidavits were so conflicting.

The continuance of the injunction would be a judgment in

favor of the news company He thought the questions of

law and fact should be tried.

In the United States senate August 2gth Mr. Blair of-

fered a resolution, which was referred to the contingent ex-

penses committee, instructing the committee on Inter-Slate

commerce to examine fully into the system of mechanical

telegraph, now on exhibition at the capitol, and 10 secure

the aid of competent and disinterested experts. The system

was recently described in the Western Electrician.

He explained that the object of his resolution was to have

this S3'stem of telegraphy examined, and if found to be as

represented, to secure it for the benefit of the people. He
had been told by D. H. Craig, the owner of the patents,

that 2,000 words could be sent on the wires at the cost of

a single letter postage. Mr. Blair spoke of the Western

Union Telegraph company as a gigantic monopoly that

owned every telegraphic invention and every telegraph line

and wire in the country, and thus had a practical mortgage

over the telegraphic business of the country, against which

there was no redress unless congress saw fit to interfere

and buy out that company at an extravagant valuation.

Here was an opportunity to introduce a system which

would supplant the other at comparatively slight expense.

He did not know whether there was anything in it, but he

wanted to have the matter considered.

The work of putting in the conduits for underground

fire and police telegraph wires has been about completed on

the east side, says a Milwaukee correspondent. Should

the experiment prove a success on the east side appropria-

tions will be made by the council for putting the west side

wires out of sight. "vVhen this is done the time will not

be far distant when all wires will have to follow suit. The
conduits are four-inch iron pipes, placed about two feet be-

low the surface of the street near the gutters. This pre-

vents tearing up the middle of the street in case it is neces-

sary to get at the conduits for any cause. At the end of

each block the conduits run into manholes. Supt. Glassner

of the fire department has taken a new method of making
connections. Heretofore considerable difficulty has been

found in making connections in the manhole. In the pres-
ent system Supt. Glassner carries his wires out through an
opening in the manhole nearest the sidewalk and makes all

the connections outside It is expected this will do away
with all the trouble that has been experienced in the past.

The cable now being prepared contains twenty wires. The
work of laying it will be begun shortly. The police cable
will be the same size. The conduits now laid are large

enough to accommodate several cables of that size if neces-
sary.

A dispatch from ^^a Porte, Ind., says: "The Western
Union telegraph operators at the Lake Shore depot in this

city and those along the line of that road have received

orders from headquarters to sever their connection with the

Telegraphers' Union at once or vacate their places. It is

said that the company has secured men to fill all vacancies
likely to occur." Inquiries in Chicago among Lake Shore
officials elicited the following: " There are very few mem-
bers of the Order of Railway Telegraphers in the employ of

this road. There are but six or eight on this division,

which reaches from Chicago to Elkhart and includes La
Porte. Such a rumor has been afloat here, and may be
true. The object of such a movement would be, of course,

to prevent the further organization of the men. to kill the

union among employes of this road in its infancy."

Personal Paragraphs.
H. Franklin Watts of Sandusky, O., was in Chicago a

few days last week.

Harvey L. Lufkin, of the C. iS: C. Motorcompany, New
York, was in Chicago last week.

J. Elliott Smith, of the electrical staff of the New York
fire department, was a recent visitor to Chicago.

Irvin Chase has been elected secretary of the United
States Elei trie Fire Alarm company of Evart, Mich., in

place of B. G. Colton, resigned.

A. R. Foote, secretary of the Queen City Electric com-
pany of Cincinnati, was in Chicago last week in attendance

at the reunion of ihe Army of the Cumberland.

Expert Steringer, of the Edison company, of New York,
was a recent visitor to Chicago, and spent some time in a

careful inspection of the new Chicago Edison station.

F. W, Mackey, manager of the Missouri & Kansas Tele-

phone company, of Emporia. Kan,, visited Chicago last

week on his return from the G, A R. encampment at

Columbus.

George Cutter, of the Chicago office of the Thomson-
Houston company, is receiving congratulations on the fact

th t he has deserted the ranks of the bachelors. The good
wishes he receives are as well bestowed as they are hearty.

Business Mention.

The Pennock Battery Electric Light &: Improvement
company exhibit their light run by a primary battery in the

Royal Insurance building, Chicago.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has

just issued a new catalogue of electric bells, push buttons,

and gas lighting apparatus. The catalogue will be sent to

all persons in the business who apply for it.

Edward W, Tisdall, representing the Brush Electric

company in Philadelphia, has recently sold a complete

electric light plant consisting of 225 incandescent lights to

the Ellis & Lessig Steel & Iron company, Pottstown, Pa.

The Chicago headquarters of the Campbell Electric Sup-

ply company are at 117 Dearborn street. W. M. Talcott

is the agent. He will have large orders for the Vulcan

insulated wire which has such a splendid reputation in the

west.

J. E. Ridall, representing the Brush Electric company
in Pittsburgh, has recently sold an electric light plant to

the Pittsburgh Traction company, consisting of a 30-light

2,000 candle power arc dynamo with a full complement of

lamps.

f. E. Land has taken the agency for the Western Elec-

tric company at Dallas, Tex. His territory will include

Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana. Mr. Land is also agent

for the Fisher Motor company and the Mather Electric

company.

W. J. Buckley, manager of the Chicago office of the Fort

Wayne Jenney Electric Light company, has just moved into

new offices in the Adams Express building on Dearborn

street. The new quarters are handsomely fitted up and are

brilliantly lighted by electric light.

The Electrical Supply company of 171 Randolph street,

Chicago, has taken the agency for Wright's armature pro-

tector. The invention has commended itself to electric

light companies, and a considerable number of protectors

has already been sold—in fact, no less than twenty within a

month.

Alexander Kempt, the representative of the Brush Elec-

tric company in Chicago, has sold during the past season a

large number of electric Hght plants for steamboats on the

Mississippi and its iributaries. Some of the Brush plants

used on the Mississippi River steamboats have been in use

for a number of years.

Chas. A. Schieren & Co., of New York, report recent

sales of their leather link belting to the following for use on

dynamos: Lockport Gas Light company, Lockport, N.

v.; White Plains Electric Light company. White Plains,

N. y.; T. Hawley & Co., Bridgeport, Conn.; city of

Ypsilanti, Mich.; H. L. Childs & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

William liubbard & Co., of Elgin, had a showy wagon

on exhibition in Chicago last week. Its sides are covered

with gilt lettering setting forth the kind of goods handled

by the firm. On the back of the curtain is an acrostic.

The wagon contains electric bells of all kinds, Elgin tele-

phones and electric apparatus of all sorts. The box is car-

peted with electric matting. It is the purpose of the firm

to send the wagon through the country and to furnish elec-
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trie apparatus to all who need it. Interested persons can

be shown the working of the apparatus by inspecting the

permanent exhibition in the wagon.

The Nutting Electric Manufacturing company of Chicago

has been organized; capital stock, $100,000; for the manu-
facture of electric apparatus; incorporators, Samuel E. Nut-

ling. W. H. Foulke, and J. W. liedfenburg.

A very interesting catalogue has just been issued by the

Woodhouse & Rawson Electric Supply Co., of Great Britain,

limited, of 11 Queen Victoria street, London, Eng". It is

devoted to switches, cut-outs, wall sockets and switch

boards, and in each class a wide range of instruments is

shown. The illustrations bear evidence to the well recog-

nized fact that excellence of goods has been the chief aim
in their construction.

At the Centennial exposition, Cincinnati, 240 Water-
house arc lights are Hghting the park buildings and sur-

roundings, and the government exhibit. The effect is not

only beautiful outside but where the finest and most per-

fect lighting is required inside, the Waterhouse gives entire

satisfaction, being free from hissing and pumping. The
company has an office at Cincinnati at 56 Longworth
street, W. N. Gray agent, and also at 154 La Salle street,

Chicago, C. F. Dunderdale agent

The Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company since

the last issue of this paper has closed the twenty-sixth con-
tract for equipment of railroads on the Sprague system.

When it is remembered that this is simply the record of the

last six months, and that on February ist the Sprague com-
pany had not a single road in operation, it is indeed a won-
derful showing. It speaks very directly for the care with

which each electrical equipment is prepared, and for the

success which has attended each installation.

The committee appointed by the city council of Akron,
O., to investigate the subject of electrical railway propulsion

has advised in favor of the Sprague system. They visited

every successful electrical railway in the country, and the

operation of each was inspected. In the report the com-
mittee stated that they were fully satisfied from their inves-

tigations that the Sprague system was superior to all others,

and consequently the contract for equipping the road in

that city has been given to the Sprague company.. The
equipment will consist of twelve cars.

The Jewell Belting company, of Hartford, Conn., have
just completed a belt of such size that it deserves especial

mention. It is five feet wide and 140 feet long, cf two
thicknesses of leather, and weighs over 1,600 pounds. It

is the widest, belt ever made by. that concern, though not

the longest or heaviest. It is for use in a rolling mill,

where it has been found, after careful test, a leather belt is

a safer and more economical means of carrying power than
the direct action of cogs. In the latter case there can be
no "give," while the belt is able to meet the sudden shocks
upon it and vibrate a little and yet fully transmit the power.
In such wire mills as have used belts they have done their

work well. One made by the Jewell company, for a posi-

tion where the desired width could not be utilized, was of

four thicknesses of leather and heavier than this new and
broader one. The new belt, with its fine work, has been
on exhibition for a day or two as a choice specimen of belt-

making.

The National Carbon company of Cleveland, O., in an
address to its patrons, in its recent Directory of Elec-

tric Arc Lighting Plants in North America, says: "Elec-
tric arc lighting has become one of the most important and
rapidly increasing industries of this continent. Its growth
has been simply phenomenal, and a casual perusal of this

Directory of Arc Lighting Plants will demonstrate the

truth of this assertion. We believe that it will no longer
be doubted that one of the most important factors toward
furnishing a good and satisfactory electric arc light is the

carbon, for no matter how perfect the dynamos and lamps
may be, unless a good carbon, capable of producing a bril-

liant and luminous light is used, the entire plant will beunsat-
'sfactory. The carbon point has now become a staple com-
modity, and its users now insist on just as much intelli-

gence and skill in its manufacture as in the manufacture of

dynamos, lamps, etc. In addition to the long experience
of Mr. Lawrence, the president of our company, in manu-
facturing, introducing and installing the first Brush arc light-

ing companies in the country, for which he at the same
time manufactured the carbons and other electrical supplies,

he has for nearly three years last past been connected with
this company and devoted his entire time to all the details

of the manufacture of carbon points and plates, and we
now claim to have the best equipped factory for this pur-

pose in the country. Recognizing the full force of the de-

mand for a good carbon, it has been the aim of the Na-
tional Carbon company to improve the burning quality of

ils carbons for steadiness, brilliancy and life. Wfe have not,

however, overlooked the fact that heretofore the brilliant

and luminous qualities of the light have been somewhat at

the expense of the length of life of the carbon, but in our
late experiments for a satisfactory carbon for the long win-
ter nights, wc think we now have one that will combine
these three qualities to a greater extent than ever before.

While we do not claim to be making a perfect carbon, we
believe we have gone further in this direction than any
other company, and of the enormous quantities of carbons
furnished by us since the ist of September, 1887, we have
scarcely had a word of complaint. Our capacity has been
doubled within the last year, and wc have put in new auto-
matic machinery wherever possible, which, together with
the steady and regular heat supplied to our retorts, moul-
ders' furnaces, and drying ntoms, by the use of crude oil

together with the use of artificial gas manufactured from
crude oil in our Siemens Martin furnaces for the thorough
baking af our carbons in the furnaces, renders it possible to

produce uniform and regular goods, so that if our patrons
once get a satisfactory carbon, they can depend upon them
hereafter. In addition to the new machinery used in the

milling and mixing department, by which the different in-

gredients become thoroughly amalgamated, wc have doub-
led the capacity of our plating department, and add-

ed new gas furnaces to our furnace room, thereby making
it the largest in the country.

"We are at the present time engaged in manufacturing
moulded, forced and corded carbon points and carbon

plates, of different sizes, suitable to all the systems of elec-

tric arc lighting now in use in this country. Our moulded
carbons 7-i6ths, I4, g-i6ths and ^ inch in diameter by 12

inches long, copper plated or plain, are adapted to the

Brush, Thomson-Houston, American, Ball, Schuyler and
other high tension systems of electric arc lighting. Our
forced carbons of all diameters and lengths from 3-^ inch

up to 2}^ inches, which can be cut to any length desired,

are especially adapted to the LTnited States, Western Elec-

tric, Sperry, Fort Wayne and Indianapolis Jenney and
other low tension systems of electric arc lighting. In ad-

dition to the carbons made for regular electric lighting, we
are large manufacturers of carbons for experimental pur-

poses, and desire to call special attention to those we make
for the Cowles Electric Smelting and Aluminum company
of Lockport, N. Y., for conveying the enormous current

of electricity necessary for producing the heat required to

melt the aluminum in the retorts. The carbons that we
are now furnishing them are 2^ by 50 inches in length,

and are bound together in bundles of seven each. We
have also made them carbons six inches in diameter for the

same purpose. For experimental purposes, as well as for

lighting the Statue of Liberty on Bedloe's Island, New
York harbor, we are now furnishing the United States

government special cored carbons, with or without filling,

from 7-i6ths to % in. diameter, as desired. Since the large

additions to our works our output has been nearly doubled,

and we now have a capacity of nearly four million carbons

per month. From the foregoing we trust it will be seen

that we are prepared to manufacture in large quantities al-

most anything in the way of carbon points and plates, and
as we are thorough believers in the policy of depending
upon the quality of the goods manufactured to produce
the demand and sale for them, we will ever be solicitous

as to the reputation of our goods for quality of the highest

order."

Electrical Patents,

Issued September !?>, 18S8.

389,601. Mechanical Telephone System. Abner M. Rose-
brugh, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

389,626. Electric Time Recorder. Aloys WMrsching,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

389,638. Electrical Distribution by Secondary Batteries.

Thomas P. Conant, New York, N. Y.

The fourth claim is given: "4. The combination
of a circuit containing a secondary battery, a circuit

containing a generator of electricity, a circuit contain-

ing a series of translating devices, as lamps, a pair of

fixed contact points for each circuit, a switch or circuit

changer having three pairs of contacts, an artificial re-

sistance permanently connected to one pair of said

contacts, and means for imparting a progressive move-
ment to said switch through five successive steps,

whereby the dynamo and the battery and lamps are

successively connected and disconnected."

389,640, Rheotome Mechanism for Medical Batteries.

Harry B. Cox, Cincinnati, Ohio.

389,658. Armature Winding for Dynamo Electric Ma-
chines. Walter H. Knight, New York, N. Y.

The invention consists in making up the winding
into a mat, which may be made by machinery, and
then applying the same to the ordinary cylindrical core

of magnetic material,

389.676. Cell for Electric Batteries. Sylvanus L. Trippe,

St. Louis. Mo.

Claims i and 7 are given: "i. As a new article of

manufacture, a vessel for an electric battery, having a
corrugated bottom and a rest for a lid within its upper
part.

"7. As a new article of manufacture, a cell compris-
ing a vessel having a corrugated bottom and a recessed

top, a frame and electrodes supported thereby, and a
perforated lid."

389,678. Fire Alarm System. Thomas G. Turner, New
York, N. Y.

The first claim reads: "i. A fire alarm system com-
posed of an electric circuit, in which is located an elec-

tric generator, an electric signaling device, a signal

box or boxes, and a fire extinguishing apparatus sus-

pended from the mechanism of the signal box, whereby
the weight of the apparatus places the mechanism of

the signal box in position for automatic action upon
its removal."

389,692. System of Electrical Gas Lighting and Extin-
guishing. Harry T. Downs, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

The last claim is given: "5. In an electric gas light-

ing and extinguishing system, the combination of two
lines from a station battery and a single return thereto,

with two or more electro automatic burners and corres-

ponding electro magnetic circuit shifters adapted to

close said lines in succession to the return in multiple

arc."

389,729. Electrical Heating Apparatus. John Wiest,
York, Pa.

The invention embodies a metallic heat radiator

separated from the resisting material by a heat con-
ducting and electric insulating substance, such as a
siHcate of an alkali or compound containing the same.

389,752. Conductor for Dynamo Electric Machines. Ed-
ward F. IT. H. Lauckert, Charlton, County of Kent,
England.

Instead of employing a solid bar conductor, the in-

ventor twists together a number of wires to form a
strand, which strand is then subjected to powerful

compression, so as to press the wires closely together
and to cause the strand to assume an oblong or ap-
proximately rectangular sectional form similar to the
well known solid bar conductor. The claim is as fol-

lows:

"A conductor consisting of a twisted strand of wire
compressed so as to assume an oblong or approximate-
ly rectangular transverse section."

389,758. Ground Detector for Electric Light Circuits.

Albert W. Morrell, Indianapolis, Ind.

The first of the two claims follow: "i. The com-
bination, in a single structure, of two carbons united
at one end and there connected to a wire leading to the
ground, and the other ends connected to the line wires,
respectively, the device thus forming a ground detec-
tor."

389,764. Electro Therapeutic Cap. Nathaniel P. Rut-
ter, Waltham, Mass.

389. 779. Direct Welding Dynamo Electric Machine.
Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

The first and eighth claims follow: "i. In an ap
paratus for electric welding, forging or other metal
working operations requiring currents of large volume,
a dynamo generator having current collecting brushes
attached to the conducting clamps or electrodes which
hold the work.

"8. The combination, with the clamps or electrodes
for holding the work, of the collecting brush hinged or
pivoted to the body of said clamps."

389,781. Process of Electrolizing Sewage and Sea Water.
William Webster, jr., Lee Park, Lee, County of Kent,
Eng,

The two claims are given: "i. The method herein
described of decomposing sewage and other liquid by
electrolysis to produce disinfecting and other products,
which consists in subjecting two bodies of one and the
same liquid respectively to the electrolytic action of
positive and negative electrodes, repeatedly renewing
one of the liquid bodies, and retaining and continuing
the electrolytic action on the other liquid body.

"2. The method herein described of decomposing
sea water by electrolysis to produce chlorine, which
consists in subjecting bodies of one and the same sea
water respectively to the electrolytic action of positive
and negative electrodes, repeatedly renewing a portion
of the water and retaining and continuing the electro-

lytic action on the other portion of the sea-water."

389.795. Means for Distributing Electric Energy. Se-
bastian Z. de Ferranti, London, England.
The second and third claims follow: "2. A con-

verter consisting of a core in the form of a loop or ring
made up of a bundle of strips or ribbons of iron in-

sulated from each other, but each forming a closed
magnetic circuit, superposed primary and secondary
windings, and an independent ring or layer of iron ar-

ranged outside the windings.
"3. A converter consisting of a core of iron having

its ends united to form a closed magnetic circuit, su-

perposed primary and secondary windings, and an in-

dependent ring or layer of iron arranged outside the
windings."

389.796. Dental Engine. Constant Doriot, Philadelphia,
Pa.

389,799. Automatic Circuit Maker and Breaker. Willard
W. Estabrook, Boston, Mass.

389,812. Dynamo Electric Machine, Thomas li. Hicks,
Detroit, Mich.
The invention consis!s in arranging the circuits of

the machine so that the windings mav be, readily

coupled in multiple arc or series, as desired, and in

providing a double set of brushes, one set being ad-
justable by hand, so that the current developed may
be still further varied by cutting out coils of the arma-
ture or field magnet.

389,822. Electric Railway System. John D. Nicholson
and William f. McElroy, Pittsburg, Pa., and Thomas
J. McTighe, 'New York, N. Y.

389.838. Means for Distributing Electric Energy. Se-
bastian Z. de Ferranti, London, England.
The invention relates especially to systems in which

dynamo electric machines generating alternating cur-

rents of high intensity are employed, and such currents
converted into currents of lower intensity at or near the
places where the lights are to be exhibited or the
energy utilized. The first claim is given:

"i. .'\n electrical converter consisting of strips,

ribbons, or layers of iron placed one over the other and
carrying a primary and secondary winding, and having
their ends doubled back on either side over the exterior

of the winding, such strips or layers being insulated

from one another and the ends of each strip or layer

brought together in electrical contact, so as to form a
series of loops or bands insulated from one another,

but each forming in itself an independent closed mag-
netic circuit."

389.839. Telegraphic Call for Messengers, etc. Benjamin
Dubinski, St. Louis, Mo.

This is an electro magnetic device by which, by the

mere turning of a crank, a certain number is indicated

by a relay magnet at a distance—say from a private

office to a messenger office—and by turning a crank at

the messenger of^ce acknowledgment of reception of

the call is made to the private office and a bell sounded
indicating that such acknowledgment has been sent.

389,853. Safety Apparatus for Elevators. Charles E
Ongley, New York, N. Y.
The claim is as follows: "The combination, with

an electric circuit, including an electromotor, by which
the elevator starting and stopping mechanism is oper-

ated, of a circuit closer and breaker located in said

circuit and operated by the door of the elevator shaft

to break the circuit by the opening of the door."
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DYNAMOS and MOTORS.
Arc and Series, Incandescent

Lamps, Ammeters, Voltmeters,

Galvanometers, lightning Ar-
resters, Switch Boards, Cut-Outs,

Electric Supplier, etc,

C. F. DUNDERDALE,
154 La Sails St., CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
1—65-Lighl Van Depoele Arc Light Plant.

1—50-Lighl American System Arc Liglit

Plant.

3—10-Light, United Stales System. Arc Light

Plants taken in exchange.

Waterlioiise Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Chicago Office, - 154 La Salle Street.

b«^^^'^A*«??'^?Ji*^^^?»^

GAf}LOCK'S RING PACKINGS
Sectional Ring

ANB

Elastic Ring.

The Best Packing

Made

For High Speed Engines

THE CARLOCK PACKINff CO., Palmyra, N. Y.
Send for Cirr.nlars ani narticnlara to T'^e (itrinrk rarkinc Co.. PsTinvra. N. Y., and Home, Ga.

/k
r<-y;

Tlie Electrical #^
^'^^ Construction Co.

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

IinkBelt
g Friction Clutch Pulleys

1 1 - 23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS^ NEW YORK.

BURR «. DODGE, 125 N. 5th St., Philadelphia.

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

Investleate Before Buying.

THE "CLARIS" 'Vy'IRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the IKSPECTOK of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
29, 18S6, he says :

** A Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable "Wire in Every Respect."
The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed

to be loaterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidise or crack, and will remain fle.xible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.

Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all

gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENHT A- CLARK, General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,vloa//>:

TRADE MARK.

Mannfactnred for AEBIAIi, .SUBMAIliaiE and IJ]KI>£BeBOIiari> USE. OKOKITE TAPE for making waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers CANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.

BRANCHES:—GMcap, 42 LaSalle St., Boston, FMlaflelpliia, Qnialia, Minneajolis, Ciiiciimati, LoiiisTille, Kansas City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

MANUFACTURERS OF

FleetrJe ^upplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light \Vire.

BUILDERS OP

pishefs Qlectric ||)otors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

^= CXRIC RJLIL-KTJLYS.

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
rMANUFACTURERS OFH

j^utomatic Electric JJotors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Eleci^ric IT^achines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Qoppzr Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, Agent,
154 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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WE PATENT AND EXPLOIT
In Foreign CounlrleB firBt cla=B BlectrlcBl Inven-

tions which are new and merative, an! have h -en

iUu tralPd by mo ele and d-awinge, but not pub-

lished in Ml country before being ' atented

abroad. No espmee to the inventor; ca lor wrlt°,

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,

1007 Opera House Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

FEA"NCI3 W. PABKEH. Solicitor.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF U. S.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

1007-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

An Electric Light Central Station

Plant, consisting of arc and incandes-

cent lights.

Doing a good paying business.

Good reasons for selling.

A statement of the business of the

plant cheerfully furnished a bona fide
inquirer.

ADDRESS

Water, Light and Power Co

,

Turner BIdg.. ST. LOUIS. IHO.

BAKER'S TRIPOLINE!
A Powerful and Rapid Cleaner and Polisher of IVIetals without /icid or Poison.

Especially Adapted to Railroad, Marine, Stationary and Fire Engine Worlt,
*'lLOt or cold ;'" Largo Siffns, Railings, etc.

This polish iB now being eapplied to Hundreds of Mechanical Engineers £IjBCTRIC
LilOHT eiiANlS. Hnd manufacturers of Machinery. Has already been adopted by many of the

leading railroad companies, the leadinL' lire departments, Wbter works the U. S Ordnance and Navv
Departmenre, and thousands of Mills, Factories, etc. la the BEST ANU OHEAPEST POLISH IN
THE WORLD, and quickest Cleaner. Uneqnaled for Cleanine: and FoUshing Carbon
Holders. Send for Sample, FREE. Liberal discount to manufacturers and dealers in Jfiiec-

trical Alachinery. Manufactured only by the

MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO., - - 88 MARKET ST., CHICAGO, ILL

I.W.COLBURN&CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitcliburg, Mass.

Machines for Arc and Incandescent
Rlectric Lighting. Electro -Plating
and W'Xperimental Fne.
Send for large Illustrated Catalogue, also Hand-

book of Ifeaay Eeterence, vest-pocket edition.

The H. V. LOUD & so AIS LUMBER CO.
MANL'FACTUJEERS OP

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles.

Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Ullii-e and :fllll at «>Hioda, :Uicli.

Exclu-slve Selling Agent: (i. a. Harmount, Western
Agi nt Electrical Dypartine-t New Haven Clock Uo.,

315 Wabash Avenue, Chlr.ago

AGENTS! WANTED
EVEKTWHHUE.

FOR ANYTHING

TheQuioD Automatic

In the Line of

Teiniieratnre

RepMiou,
Eltlier VariiaceB

or
Steam Heaters

In Houses, or for

Special Apparatus,
address

ELai;KA,0.D'atJDg Co

IVANTED,
Position as lanager,

By a practical man, having had six

years' experience in the business. Is

qualified to handle an extensive busi-

ness. Experience in the opening up
of Exchanges and Trunk Lines. Can

go anywhere. Address

TELEPHONIC,
Care Webtebn Electriciah,

Chicago, III.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
-MANTJPACTUKER8 OF—

Hard j{ubber goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO OliDEr..

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Catalogue and Prices furnished on application.

Sealed Proposals
FOi;

LiMii tie Citfwitli Electricity.

Matok's Office,
Natchez, Mibs., Aug. 27th, 1888.

Notice is hereby given that sealed proposals

will be received at the office of the City Clerk un-

til 1» o'clock m., Kovember iMt, IN^S,
for lighting the streets, alleys, tommoDa or parka

of the city, with electricity, ia accordaijce with

plan I nd speclflcatlona to be placed in the City

Cltrk'd office, for the period of fiv--)ears, that ia

to say, that portion of the city now lighted with

gae, from the ist day of March, A. D., 1880, and

that part lighted by coal oil lampp. from the 1st

day of JHi:e, A. D., 1889.

Each bidder is required to file with hia bid a

detailed statement of the number and locifion tf

the plants then In operation, of the particular

system which he proposes to eatabllph In Natchez

if eucceaaful in biddiLg, and to specify as to each

plant BO in operation whether it la the one orig
inally eetabliehed in auch locality or has bien
subt'titutcd for some dher previously in use, and,
if a euhetitute, then for what syatt-m.
The successful bidder will be letioired to enter

Into good and Buthcient boud. of such penalty as
th« Mt^yor and Aldermen fhall herenfter lis, coq-
diti'ined 'bat hi will erect and havo ready for use
thA electri- pint, and l)fgln the Ilgh'ing of the
city therewith, on the dates hereinbefore stated.

The Mayor and Aldermen reserve the right to
reject any or all bids.

W. H. MALLERY,
Mayor of City of Natihez.

Eugene F. Phillips,
FrcBtdent.

W. H. Sawtee,
Sec'y and Electrician.

AMicaD ElGClrlcal fforls.

PROVIDENCE, R. i.,

Manufacturers of Faleiit Finished

Insulated Electric Wires,

Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wire i

Magnet Wire, Patent Rubber-Covered <

Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-
ible Cordage, Office and

Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND and AERIAL CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 18 Cortlandt St.

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTOEERS OP THE

Patent High Speed Packing*
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES.

Deliyered Free on 60 Days' Trial. Satisfaction Giaranteei, or lo Pay.

TRY THE RICHMO CARBON
MANUFACTURED BV^

RICHSVIOND CARBON COMPANY, NORTH ADAMS, MASS

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.,
MAirUFACTUKEES OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords ^nd Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY. General Sales Agent, 19 Dey Street, New York.

PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. M. F , Volts 1.44.'
Internal Resistance, Ohms, 0.32.

fiallHfuctlfjn Giiamntccd.
lll({hcBt Testlirionliile.

WHITK FOR rKKJK ANU ClUOtJI.AIt TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Cmamsehb Street, N. Y,

VlliillHlllriiiN.;r, MarinBcr.

ToljcliiidulHoaL

California Electrical Works,
Sun Francisco.

A. H. MACKINNON,
Broker, Auctioneer and Va'utr.

Efectrical Plant and Apparatus
(H()Mi Nfiw and Sdcond-Mand,)

MM OUT. NOI,I>, or r..VOII AI«»KU.
63 Broadway, NEW YORK.

aVCelleJulla-i BioroKe Balliry, ! Edison Bjna-

moe, etc. Bend lor Llet.

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Send for Catalogue.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Roams 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

S26 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE $3.25.

. B. LYMAI5
Electrical Suppliei

Clevelai

Ohio,
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SPEAKIN& TUBES M WHISTLES,
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO., \m
2 I. 23 and 25 Ann St. New York. ^ " -^'

Factor)', 1461 and i4fJ3 DeKalb Ave , Brooklyn, N. Y,

S^° Send for New Catalogue, out August 1st.

Tlie Parler-Russell liuini & 1% Co.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

CARBONS
-CITY OFFICE-

711 Pine St., - St. Louis Mo.

Protect mi Armatures
It is a matter of everyday e.Kperience among Elec-

tric Light men that Armatures are frequently burned
out entirely, or seriously injured by the short circuiting
of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wrighl's Armature Protector Absolutely Protects
Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-
cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if
protected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of
the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System"
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-

CHftS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, Ml.,

or ELECTKlt'ArSl PPl,ir CO.,
171 Randolph Streef, I'hiraso.

See letter of recommendation from electrician Chi-
cago Arc Light & Power Co., on advertising page xiii
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN July 28, 7838.

is tanned on the surfaces
only; the

llflllOlliMWlliE
Send for Our Valuable Book for Engineers and Belt Users. Free."*^'

'Agents in all Cities. Send for Trial Belt.

NEW PATENT GAS ATTACHMENT
FOR FITTING ELECTRIC LIGHT SOCKETS TO GAS FIXTURES.

No more burnt wire conductors where this attachment Is used.
Eemove gas bnnier, screw nozzle In Its place; by replacing and screwing gas burner on nozzle vou effect

1 permanent gas tif^ht 30b. yend orders to CDAMI^ c haadd rnni.^i.tn.
CHICAGO AGENTS. THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO r>- !,„, , ^.i?.^^„. '„„.„:

iTi Raii.ioi|>ii str.t.t. Bissell Block. PITTSBURGH, PA.

Cleverly Electrical Works,
1018 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

^Improyed' Automatic Burner.
11 PATENT LIFT-OVER PENDANT BURNER,

AUTOMATIC BURNER KEYS.

COMPOUND PUSH BUTTONS.
SPARK COILS.

DESK PUSH BUTTONS,

NEW WATCHMAN'S TIME CLOCK.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

THE

llectric Gas Ligliting Co.^

38 ARCH STREET,

B. D. BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
M¥ YORK INSULATED WIRE CO,,

1 1 Central St., Boston. Mass

W. B. DOWSE,
Gen'l Supt.

452 Broadway, New York.

R. E. GALLAHER,Secy;
J.W.GODFREY, Gen'l Mar.

The Standard Carbon Co.,^^BB^ SUCCESSORS TO TEE ^""^ ^^^^

BoiiltorL, Cle'srela.nd,, and. Crvsta.1 Carbon Connpan.ies.
o Xj :e3 x^ e; Xj uSL Iff 3z> , omo.

JAMES W. QUEEN 9t CO., pm^ro%lTH7p.: ^ITvVs. ^.
MAKES8 AMD I1IPORTEB8 OF STAMUARU EliECTBICAL TEST INSTKlIMENTIil.

Sole Agents for ^^^ ~—..^^

Sieiiicus' ElectroAYRTON & PERRY'S
CELEBRATED

Ammeters
AND

Voltmeters,
And for

Sir Williaiu Tliomsons

NEW

Standard Electric Balances.

We also furnish the Instruments of Edelmann. Hartmann and
Frann, Carpentier, Elliott Bios, and Siemens Bros. & Co.

We are now prepared tomake Resistance Coils a<T-

iaoteilto any degree of precinion required. All retnih-f

tancf s are adjasted to leKalohms, by standariis tested
at the Cavendisb JJaboratory-

Ammeters, Voltmeters and BeslBtanre Coils Calf-
it rated, and Constants famished. Carpentier ''s Amme-
ters and Voltmeters. Cardew Voltmeters. Photonie-
tr-e Apparatus. GalxAnoineters of every description.

Dyaaiuoiiieters.

Staudard Resistance Coils.

Galvauoiucler Mirroi's.

Readiug Telescopes and

Scales.

ttcries,

Elcftfoiiieters.

Tachometers, Technical Resistance Coils, Xew
Combination Tes'ing Sets. Speed Counters, Stan-
dard Condensers. We carry the l<arg:est Stock of
Test Instruments in the United States.
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DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK,

By F. B. BADT.

100 pages; 70 illustrations; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6xt, inches.

Designed for Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers.

Just the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for electric light

installations. The only book of the kind in the English language.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Elementary Data-

The Electric Current, Chapter I ---

Ohm's Law, Chapter II

Work, Chapter III ---'

Conductors and Insulators, Chapter IV

Direction of the Current, Chapter V
Detector Calvanonieter and Magneto Bell,

Chapter VI 5

Arrangement of Power—
The Dynamo Room, Chapter VII ^

Motive Power, Chapter VIII— _-

Shafting and Pulleys, Chapter IX_

Foundations for Dynamos, Chapter X'.

Belts, Chapter XI

DvxAMO Electric Machines—
Description of the Dynamo, Chapter XII

The Continuous ('urrent Dynamo, Chap-

ter XIII ir, 12,

The Series Dynamo. _

The Shunter Derived Circuit Dynamo—
The Compound Dynamo -

The Alternating Current Dynamo, Chap-

ter XIV..,.

Preparation of a New Dynamo for Operation,

Chapter XV
Starting a New Dynamo, Chapter XVI
Keeping a Dynamo in Good Order, Chap-

ter XVII
Brushes, Chapter XVIII 17,

The Commutator, Chapter XIX „

PAGE.
]

I 2

2

2

2

3 4

,
6 7

s

s

9

9. 10

10

11

13, 14

II, 12

12, 13

13. 14

14. 15

15, 16

i(j

12

18, 90

ig, 17

Repairs, Chapter XX _ 20, 21

To the Armature 20, 21

To the Field Magnets 21

Testing the Wire Coils of a Dynamo for Con-

tact Against Iron, Chapter XXI 21, 22, 23, 24

Diseases of Dynamos—
Non-generation of Current by the Dynamo,

Chapter XXII 25, 26

Excessive Sparking of Commutator and Brushes,

Chapter XXIII 26, 27

Lamps—
Arc Lamps, Chapter XXIV 28, 29, 30, 31

Suspension of Arc Lamps, Chaptei XXV 31

Trimming and Cleaning Arc Lamps, Chap-

ter XXVI 32

Incandescent or Glow Lamps, Chapter XXVII. 32 33

Multiple Arc System, Chapter XXVIII . 33

Multiple Series System. Chapter XXIX 33. 34. 35

Series Multiple System, Chapter XXX- 36

Arc and Incandescent Lamps on the Same Cir-

cuit, Chapter XXXI 36, 37 3S

The Alternating System, Chapter XXXII 38

Instruments—
Current Indicator or Ampere Meter, Chap-

ter XXXIII
Pressure or Potential Indicator, or Voltmeter,

Chapter XXXIV... 39. 40

Current Regulator, Chapter XXXV : 40, 41

39

Switches, Chapter XXXVI .41, 42

Safety Devices, Chapter XXXVII 42, 43

Lightning Arresters, Chapter XXXVIII 43, 44

Ground Detector, Chapter XXXIX 45, 46

Switch-Board, Chapter XL 46, 47

Circuits or Leads—
Outdoor Leads for Arc Lighting, Chap-

ter XLI 48, 49, 50, $1, 52, 53

Outdoor Leads for Incandescent Lighting,

Chapter XLII 53, 5^

Arc Circuits Inside of Houses, Chapter XLIII. 5-I

Incandescent Circuits Inside of Houses, Chap-

ter XLIV 55, 56. 57

Size of Wires for Incandescent Lamp Installa-

tions, Chapter XLV 57, 58, 70

Testing, Chapter XLVI 5S

Accumulators—
Accumulators, Chapter XLVII. 59

Safety Regulations—
Rules of the Boston Underwriters' Union

60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66

English Regulations 66, 67, 68

Abstract of the Chicago Electric Light Laws,, 68, 69

Table of Electric Light Conductors 70

Lamp Lighting Schedule— Moonlight System. 71-82

Construction Tools 83-89

Price, Postals Pre-paid to any address in United States or Ganada, $1.00.

Address

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Publishers,

S Iiabeside Buildiixg, CHXCACO.
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"C,£C."ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAISD OFFICE; 19 Pearl St,, BOSTON.

OHIOAGG OFFICE: 185 Dearl)orn Street.

NEW ORLEANS OFFICE: 25 Oarondelet Street.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper IVIagnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lighting, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K^ K; LINE WIRE
FOB ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, co n n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent, THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT.

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Send for price-Lieu |S Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
Agents for EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES.

46 South Water Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Complete domestic Combination Oiitfite:

These Bets require no technical knowied e toconuect; they are all

contalDed In blbck highly fini-bed hari rubber cases, mounted In

nicKel plate and read> for iiee. The bell c omes are all 3^ IncheB, the

coile a e wonnd with silk-covered wire, and t e contacts are of plat-

inized silver.
Three-Way Annunciator and Bell Set $16.00

Invalid's Portable Call Bell Set 7.00

Burtrlar Alarm Set 7 50

tire Alarm Ontflt $7.00 to 8 00

Portab'e Electric Testing Set 10.00

Family Eleclro-Medical Set 12.00

Telegraph Set for Short Lines and Learners 6 50

H'gh and Low Temperature Alarm 12.00

Single Stroke or Trembling Bell Set 6 00

Switchboaids, Switches, Annunciators, Bells, Wires. Push But-

tons, Alarm Contacts, etc.

WATERHOUSE SYSTEM
-OF-

Arc and Incandescent Lighting,

Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

Multiple Arc Incandescent Lighting.

Our Instantaneous Automatic Regulator protects Lamps
and Dynamos, and saves power. Gold Medal a'warded. Me
chanics' Fair, Boston, 1887, for perfection in regulation of
current. Most perfect and economical System in tue field.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.

WATERHODSE ELEC. & MFG. CO,, - - Hartford, Codd.

Chicago Office, 154 La Salle St.

TELEPHONES
I'OIt PRIVATE LIXES.

Tbe only Mechanical Telephone which has stood
the teats and held oat and given satisfactory

service for the past eight yeare.

Send for llluslrated Catalogue and Prices.

ELErTKICAl, (.OIIIIS W EVEIiV KESI'llll'THlN.

'Elgin' Telephone and Mical Supply Co,i

Riinm 7. lliiblianl BIk., Elm, III, \. S. A.

TRADE

GONDAPRISM BATTERY
MARK.

The Standard OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY of the World.

GOXDA PkISU CeLJ, COilFLBTH.

u

The great merits of this battery have brouglit out a
number of infringements and worthless imitations. Beware
of them.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.

149 West 18th Street, New York. GoNDA'a Carbun, Zinc and Jae
GOYBB.
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CEUTRiLL ELECTRIC COBII»JLITY,
Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

42

DOISTIC APPAEITOS, IBOH, WOOD BOI IND SKELETON BELLS,

mmmi mm, bisque mm cur, m all mu BmsEiE^,

Annunciator Wire, Double Pointed Tacks, Floor Grooves, Insulating Tape,

BOSTON ELECTRIC CELEBRATED AUTOMATIC AND PENDANT BURNERS.

Speaking Tube Materials of Every Description at Lowest Prices.

WE HAVE A FULL STOCK OF GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLIES.

Special attention given to mail orders.

£t JSctllo Sti-oot, CfES.TC:f.A,C3rO-

GILES iLl^XI-IMJLG^lSrEXIC SHIELID FOR IRTiLXCHES.
Office of Tan Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co.

Oenitemen : — Your Anti-Magnetic

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti-

mated. It is now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day

it is (without correcting time) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one who needs the correct time, should
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good
deal of practical utility, as well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time-

keeper. At present, I look upon a watch ^C
without a shield as a thing incomplete, "^
and so it is. Very Respectfully,

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.
Send for descriptive circular.

" * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-
posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-
ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plim I know that could succeed.

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologists

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-
tive and fine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of
their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

LIST of SALES ofWESTINGHOUSE ENGINES
COMPOUND, STANDARD AND JUNIOR, FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST, 1888.

Alleghany Co. Light Co. (J6th order), Pitteburgh, Pa.

O. & C. B. Ry. & B. Co., Counc'l BlufEe, la.

Va. E. Lt. & P Co. (M order), Eichmond, Va.
" " " " (4th "

),
' "

ColorpdoElec Co. (9th " ), Denver, Co\.
" " •' (10th "

),

St. L. & San Franc. By. Co., 1- prinsfiel'^, Mo.
Cheney Bros , fa. Mancheeter, Conn.

•' ' (»d order). " "

T'ittsburph "Refining Co., Piltsbiirgh Pa.
O. & C. B. Ry. & B. Co. (2d order), Council Blufts, la.

WeetinghOTiee Elec, Co. (liJth ord^r), London, Eng,
St. L. & S.F. Ry. Co. (2d order). Springfield, Mo.
Gd. Trunk Ry. Co. (lith order), Montreal, Can,

" *« " (?th " ),

Eryden Horse Shoe Co., Cataeaqiia, Pa.
Wyatt Park Ky. Co., Si. J oteph, Mo.

" " " " {2d order), ' "
Baldwin Loco. Works. (!)th order), Philadelphia, Pa.
(ipakcjr City Dye Worke, PhOadelphia, Pa.
M. E. Lt. &P. Co. (4lh order), MorriBtowc, N.J.
Norwich E. L.& P. Co., Norwich, N. Y.
Pencoyd Iron Works (4th order), Philadelphia, Pa.
Darlington Ginning Jk Mill Co , DaiUnfeton, S. C.

150H.P.,Ci).
150 " C|).

1.M ' Up.
150 ' Op.
lEO " Op.
150 " C'P.
1.W ' Kt.
1.50 ' St.
125 ' IP
125 • SI.

125 ' St
126 ' St
100 ' 1 p
100 ' Op
100 ' (;p
95 ' St
75 ' St
75 • at
75 ' St
75 ' St
65 ' (Jp
60 ' St
60 • St
bO ' St
50 • Up
50 ' Jr

Tate & Sons, B-aymer, Jlo.
Dealer, San PYancisco, Cal.

A. B Bary (4th order), Moscow, Russia.
Forestdale Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I.

Nova Scntla Steel Co., Nf w Glasgow, N. S.

St L. & San F. Kv. Co. (-Sd order), Springfie'd, Mo.
Foster BroP., Atlanta, Ga.
Waverly Stone Co. (2d order), Holland, Mich.

Deale
,

DallaS;Tes.
J, W. Sciiadewald & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Lincoln Iron Works. (2a order), Rutland, Vt.
Anton Schollmpier, PineBliiiTs, Ark.
Cnm. & Free. Mills, (5th), <.'iimberland Mills, Me.
The Crown Mills, (2d). Marcellus, N. Y.
Waehicigton Gas Co., Waehinu'ton, Ind.
Darret-nGln'g & M. Co., (id ord, , Darlington, S.C.
Ada Mfg. Co., Charlotte. N. C.
Passaic Print Works (2d ord ), Dundep. N. J.
G. H. Nichols & Co.. (5th ord ), New York.
McArthnr Bro9, (2d ord.), Danbury, Ct.
Canton Steam Pmnp Cf^., (2d ord.;, Canton, O.
Biirrell Chemical Co,, Newberry, Mich.

" " " (3d ord.), Newberry, Mich.
Dealer Dallas, Texas.

Lawrence Mach. Co., (S5th ord.), Lawrence, Maes.
Bryden Horse Shoe Co., (2d ord.), Catasequa, Pa.

5 H. P, Jr.

50 " ,lr

45 " St
45 " Sr.

35 " Jr.
35 " Jr.
35 " Jr
3-) " Jr.
35 " .Ir.

35 " St.
35 '• St.

35 " St.

35 " St.

35 " Jr.
35 ' St.

25 " Jr.

25 " Jr.
25 " Jr.
25 " Jr.

25 " Jr.

25 " Jr.
26 " Jr.

25 ' Jr.
25 ' .Ir

25 " Jr.
25 " Jr.

Chambers Tnrner & Lavton, Truro, N S.

R. M^ckintosli, LundT, Utah.
Oil Well Supply Co , Pittsburgh, Pa
Keating Imp, and Mch. Co , tJeckville, Tex.

Dealer. Dallas, Te^.
Elberton Oil Mill, (3d ord.), Elberton Ga.
Betts Street Furniture Co., Cincinnati, O.
American Glucose ('o., Peoria, IlL

" " " (2d ord ), Peoria, III.
" >' « (3d Old,),

H McMorran, Port Huron, Mich.
Westin^house Elec. Co. (Hth ord-), Pittsburgh, Pa.
Chambers. Turner & Ltyton, Traio, N. S.

Depler, San Prdncisco, Cal.

8. Bethlehem Ghs & W. Co S. Beiblehem, Pa.
Penna. R. R (10th ord ). Camden, N, J.
Lawrence Mach. Shop, (3Gih ord.), Lawrence, Mass.

12 Compound Engines, aggregating 1,440 H. P.
27 Standard ' " 1,590 "
31 Junior 740 "

25 H P., St.
as " St.
35 ' St.
15 ' Jr.
15 ' Jr.
10 " St.

11) " Jr
111 • Jr.
10 ' Jr.
;o ' Jr.
10 ' Jr.

5 ' St.

5 ' Jr
5 ' Jr.
5 ' Jr.
5 ' ist.
5 *st.
5 ' St.

Tvjtal, 7U Engines, aggregating

Note the Repeated Orders. Note the Character ol Customsrs. Note the Distribution of Trade. Note the Volume of Business, and Draw your own ConcI isions.

THBI 'XPSnSlSTXlSrGrlBLOTJ&lEZ 1VE.^^0XXX]>J^:ES C? 3VH>.A.Kr"S", I^ITTSI^XJn.ca-H, HE*-A-

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIO

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTURED IIV

WOODBURY ENGINE

COMPANY.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

PLAIN SLIDE YALVE
AND

Donble Valve Medinm Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines

TUBUUR BOILERS.
Address the Manufacturers at

652 Mill Street, ROCHESTER. N. Y.
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SYITO'SriJLI-
Dynaixio and Cylincier Oils.
Second to none. ' Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery. By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

43 River St., CHICAGO.

United States Glectric Fire Alarm (fo.

EVART. MICHIGAN.

PEOPEIKTOBS OF THE

Chase Police aM Fire Alarm TeleErajli

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction in dif-

ferent cities and

villages in the United States.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Agent for the I/AW BATTEKY.

727 FILBERT STREET. - PHILADELPHIA.

SOLE AGENT IN THE U.S.

P. CARDEW'S

Voltmeters
TO READ

30 to 80, 120 or 150 I/.

(By 1 Volt.)

Can be kept continaouBly in
circnifs, either alterDatin^ or
straight.

Do not Require Recal-
ibrating.

30 to 120 V. Instruments

in Stock, $65.00.

THEO. MACE,
HARRISON. N.J.

ALUMINOUS

INCANDESCENT
PATENTED.

WiCh or Without

VITRilE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or shape of bulbs.

LAMPS PITIED TO ANY CAP
THAT MAY BE SCPPLIED.

Special Prices Made for Large Orders.

Vitrite and Luminoid Co.
Pending Ee-organization of this Company,

the works are carried on by

THEOOORc MACE, Receiver
HARRISON, N.J.

'

Half'Size Cut of standard Size and Sbape.

CHICACO OFFICE:
Metropolitan Bnildinf^. Room 11. 100 V. 16 C.-P.

The^rush glectric (ompany

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

FRANKLIN S. CAETEE. CHAS. M. WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WAED V/ILKINS

PARTRICK Sl garter,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, and will forward to any address upon

pplication.
; N. B.—When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "Electric Bell" or "General

upply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Electric Light Repairing. General Machine Job-Work, Pattern Making. Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, K^A^riS^lgtuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

SEND FOR
NEW PAMPHLET OF

RECORDING

Pressure Gauges.

145 Broadway, N. Y.

BRUSH ARC
Lp

-AND-

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Jlo. 130 IVasliln^on Street,

ai.s:x:a!(DEK kshpx,
Special Agent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
No. 301 Journal Batldiug:,

Special Agrent

O.F. AXXETT. Prest. S. F. FEXTO^", Vice-Prest. and Treaa. CITAS. SID'K'EY SJriTH. Seo'y,

Hotel and Hohsl' Annunciators.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire and Batteries.

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

ILBXXNDBB M. BENSON. FRANK H. THOMPSON

BENSON & THOMPSON,
MANUFACTURERS OF INSULATED WIRES

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH, ELECTRIC LIGHT, OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES FLEXIBLE CORD-

AGE, MAGNET WIRE. ETC.

No. 3015 Chestnut Street, ..... PHILADELPHT

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE 154 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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WE STAND ON SOLID GRODND

THE P. & D. ELECTRICAL COMPOUNDS > P. & B. WATERPROOF AND

THESE COMPOUNDS CONTAIN NO GOAL TAR, ASPHALT OR OIL, AN IMPORTANT

AID IN ALL BRANCHES OF ELECTRICAL WORK.

The good repute which the " P. & B." Compounds enjoy among

electrical people who have tested and are using them, induces us to bring

the same directly to the attention of all interested in any hranch of electrical
.

worh. The Compound so readily recommends itself that a single trial is

all that will be necessary to convince consumers of its merits.

The solvent used in the "P. & B." is very powerful, making the

Compound penetrate very thoroughly, hence the " P. & B." Compound

will hold on surfaces more tenaciously than anything else will. It is very

quick drying and good body coating; is a complete preservative for wood,

iron, brick, or fabrics of all descriptions; makes surface thoroughly :

water-proof, and resists the strongest alkalies and strong acids. Cold does
j

not affect the coating at all, and great heat applied to the material, after I

it has dried, will only melt it, and will not burn; fire loill not spread on it.

It possesses high insulating properties. These properties have been !

demo7Utrated in a great number of directions. We can refer to leading i

and well-known electricians in this and other cities. It will pay any one

interested in electrical work to get soirie of this 'material -and test it.

i

US£ OF COMPOUND ON LEAD CABLES. ^

The " P. & B." Compound will not rub off when drawn through

wood conduits; being a lubricant, it takes less labor to pull through, and

the cable is relieved of at least one-third of the strain. No amount of

bending will cause the Compound to raise from the lead, and the cable

will crack before the Compound breaks. The Compound will not rub off.

USES.
No. 1333. For electrical work this brand should generally be used.

The following are a few of the purposes.

For insulating connections, painting moldings and wires when laid

in damp places or subjected to acid or alkaline fumes, or under cement;

to make cut-out boxes water-proof and practically fire-proof; circuit-

boards; lamp-hoods; cross-arms; for water-proofing manholes of under-

ground conduits; as a substitute for shellac in many directions. The
"P. & B." is also used largely for painting lead cables for use underground;

is in successful iise on electric cars, for storage batteries, etc.

No. 1333. This has a heavier body than the No. 1333; is not so

penetrating and dries somewhat slower, leaving a heavier body of mate-

rial deposited on surfaces to which it is applied. We would recommend
it for use on manholes of subways, or underground conduits; for making
joints in wooden conduits; for the parts of poles which go underground,

and other like purposes.

No. 1331. Will dry rapidly, and is very penetrating. Its main use

is on webbing and fibrous materials, where it is desired to retain as much
of the pliability as possible.

PRICES.
Trade N08. In einffle eallon lots. In five gallon lots. In barrel lota.

1333
1233
1231

S3.30 per gal. 13.05 per gal.

1.85 per gal. 1.70 per gal:

3.45 per gal. 3.30 per gal.

$1.85 per gal.

1.50 per gal.

3.10 per gal.

WEATHERPROOF LINE WIRE.

The gTOwing demand for a better insulation than Underwriters for

overhead wires, and the great success which attended the use of "P. &

B." Compound for insulating purposes, led us to experiment with a view

of making use of the "P. & B." Compound for the purpose of insulating

wires. The result of our experiment was more than satisfactory, and,

after testing our "P. & B." wires ourselves for over a year we placed

samples in the hands of some of the leading electricians of the country

with the request that they would subject the insulation to thorough test,

and report to us the result. In every case the report showed that the

insulation came fully up to the opinion we first formed concerning it.

The points of advantage possessed by "P. & B." insulation over

.other insulations for overhead use, are as follows:

1. "P. & B." is thoroughly waterproof, acd therefore a safe and satis-

factory insulation in wet weather as well as dry. On this account it is

suitable for such woik as running through foliage.

3. There are no grounds heard of, after wet weather, on lines wher

only "P. & B " insulation is used. This is an advantage which is not

undervalued by Superintendents of Electric Light Plants.

3. "P. & B." insulation retains the remarkable preservative qualities

of the ''P. & B." Compound—will not crack or become rough by hand-

lino- adheres firmly to the wire under all circumstances, is not affected by

lieat or cold, acids or alkalies, and will present a solid, clean appearance,

after years of use, while other makes of insulation would cause a circuit

to present an appearance somewhat like a clothes-line—insulation

stripped—hanging and worthless.

4. Althouo-h "P. & B." insulation is by far the best and most eco-

nomical for any Electric Light Company to use that values the paying

power of its plant, it is sold at a price very little in advance of amount

charged for inferior insulations.

"P. & B." insulated wires are also used for house work, for use in

mines and other places where ordinary insulations are useless on account

of dampness and gases.

Full Particulars and Quotations on application.

The electrical SUPPLY CO.

C£]:iCA.GO.
FACTORIES:

JLnsokcijl, Comn.
BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.
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The Railway Telegraph Supply Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
ANJXUNCIA.TOII8, MiAGNEXO BELLS, BA-TTERIES, ETC.

WE CARRY A FULL STOCK OF J. H. BUNNELL & CO.'S TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS.

Line Wire and Equipment, Pins, Bracl(ets, Cross-arms, Insulators, Etc., Insulated Wire and Cables.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated LigMiDg, Railroad Gar LlgMing,

Street Gar Propnlsion, Long Distance LigMiDg.

Inquiries from Northekn Illikois, Eastern Iowa,
Wisconsin and Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory.

Northwestern Electrical Accnmlator Company,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.,

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

WOODCOCK 6* liORmC^

PrepTtelars,

-€Xm^<^, ^<^'^^ 188^

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC

LIGHT SYSTEM.

^^^^Ce^c^^A' 2^<y^ c P?rayf^^

((

I

C--^<--c-<^-'

))

a^G^

^^^

Manufactured and for Sale only by

"^SC^
a^Jy, .^^^^^ ^^^ VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC

Ai %«^c<^ V,
151719^ 21 N. ClintOll S!

CHICAGO, ILL.
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FORT WAYNE

JiNET ELEmil UGET CL

Fort Wayne, Ind. Fort Wayne, M.

AC.^IM'TTf^.^O'XrTmDESXV.S O^* ^P^IS

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
Ok iNOANDELSQElNa:^ LaIQHTINQ,

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete Alternating System of
Electric Lighting in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. 12-16 Candle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

.^.XjSO a?:^^:

JENNEY SYSTEM of ARC LIGHTING

SL&TTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AHB COKVERTER.

Main Office and Works, - FORT WAYNE, IND.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 242 & 244 EAST 122d STREET.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
185 Dearborn Street,

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE. 217 Sansome Street.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
26 North Seventh Street,

G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F. Adams, Successor.
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY,
—MANUFACTUBEK3 OF—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
-ETC.

Send fob Catalogue and Pbice List.

729 Broadway, Hew York.

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsburg-li, Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Company,
' neial Officos, Ho. 703 PJHH. iVE., PlTTSSnBaH, PA. /•— —

N

iStw Tori, Telephone BuUdlte, Cortlaodt Street, ^' - ^ —.
8. L. Wiley Uiaaser. r — , , _ I

CUoago, 139 East Madlgoi Street, F. E. legei- I U C J
hardt, Managep. >. q t '^

MANUFAOTUBEBS OF

They|aring]|nti-|nduction»|i Bunched Gables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Undereround, Submarine

and Aerial.

LIGHT LEADED CABLES FOR HOUSE USE.
Weatherproof Line Wire. Underwriters', Annunciator and Office Wire,

Five Years of Uniform Success Enable us to Guarantee our Cables.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Bectric Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone,

Railway and all other

Branches of Signaling.

All Sizes

Lead Encased l/lf/res

CLARK B. HQTCHKISS, Gen! Mgr.,

Aerial Use,

Subterranean Use,

Submarine Use

Concealed Wiring in all Locationi.

16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

GUARANTEED

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTINC
PREVENTS

AIR

DYIAM0S.^^^.I^MycDSBI01S.
And Manufacturers and Tanners of

PATEBTED MAT 24,

piian CPUIPD^y Pfl C
And Manufacturers ?nd Tanners of

(^c™ ^"- Oak Tameil Leatler Beltini,

46 Sonth Canal St., - CHICACiO, 111.. [ iM. iMi LCaltlCr.

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort street, NEW YORK.

The CALLENDER"'4I^S1o"^o COMPANY,
INSULATING and
WATERPKOOFrN

18 Cortland St., NEW YORK.

MANUFACTtJEEES 0¥

mmm tmidad insulated wires and cables.
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. BURDICK, 68 Commerce Building,

General Western Sales Agent, CHICAGO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of HIgti Grade SeU-CoDtalned

AQtoitic Gnt-Of Enpes.
SEBOIALLY ADAPTBD FOE BUNNIKe

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring close

regulation of speed.

Wbbtebn Office and Wabskoomb:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, III.

WM. A. HAMHETT, Manager.

ANSOHIA BRASS & GOFFER GOMFANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C B B A

^^mm
CUT SHOWING STYLE OF INSOLATION.

A.—Copper Wire. B. B.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C—Braided CottMh
saturated with a Blacky Wrather-Proof Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. PureKU^
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA. CONN.

WAnPRiinuc. i 19 and 21 CHIT St., New York.WARtKUUMb.
^ g4 vVashington St.. Chicago, Ills.

Danisz. W. Mahmon, President.

Addisoh H. Noedtkb, Vice-President.

Chaeles D. Jenkey, Electrlclan- Bbainabd Rorison, Secretary.
Amos K. HoLLOWBii^ Treasurer.

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole Owners of all the Patents and Inventions of Cbarlea D. Jenney (known as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufactnrers of his

Improved Qynamo, [amp ^ii

S Electric |l|otor.

In all deelrable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting

the Jenney System leads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In these edsentlala It chal-

lenges comparison

Esiimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants lor Cities, Companies or Individuals.

Phices Furnished for the Jenney Arc or Incan-

descent Systems, or for both combined.

The Jenncs IncandescentDynamos are self-regnlatlag,

and permit the turning on and off of one or all of the Lamps
at will.

This Company gives special attention to fumiahing MilSt

Shops, Factories, etc., wiik Individual Flanta.

SERD fOB PSM?BUT lUllSTfiniHG m DESCBIBING THE SKSTEM. -^
OFFtCE akd woeks:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Bo.
EASTERN OFFICE: WESTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOR

nrC'Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test. „__^

First Medal : Best Arc-Light, Loulevllle, 1888,

First Prize : Best System of Arc-Llghting,

ClncInDatl Industrial Exposition, 1S83.

-OF-

Electric )|rc-||igbting

IlSr THE "WTORLID.

v^

This Company was given tlie only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August I 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their reg^alation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all sizes ifor the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent Llehtlnar and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

^dison Qlectric [ight (Jo.
THIS COMPAtTT IS THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS

AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTuI

niETHOO OF GEnERIIC ECEGTRIClli; OISTRIBUTIOH.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated p"o°w"II.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Cacital, $2,500,000, 4 Stations : Capacilv, 150.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital. $750,000, 1 Station ; Capacity 40,000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Slations: Capacity. 50,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital. $1,000,000, 1 Station; Capacity, 50,000 Umps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under constmction a station capacity far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Statioa
Industry as an investment.

WHITE FOR PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANGER AND MORAb

For Information relative to Central Station Business, apply to tte

Hdisozi Electric X^ierl^t Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET. NEW YORK.

THE MITCHELL-VANCE CO.
(Successors to MITCHKr,!*, VAWCE <& CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

Having no Special Agent ^
in Chicago for our

Goods, we Solicit Cor-

respondence from

Buyers, which

we Promptly Answer.

Combination Fixtures,

Electroliers, Brackets

Pendants, Reflectors,

m COMBINATION FIXTURES.

-g^ ' Architects' and Decora-

tors' Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

with Fidelity

to the given Motive.

Insnlating Joints,

and All Fittings for

Incandescent Lighting.

MANUFACTORY, SALESROOM,
24anj25thSt. and lOth Ave., P36-38 Broadway and 13th St.

NEW YORK CITY.

Eoison PciiiT uins Rejected nno Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 liVVper H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H. P., equals eyVTrPerH.P,

ABOVE FROM ACCrTKATE TESTS. KO COMMEKTS EOK PAKTICULAKS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2

1

9 LA SALLE ST., CHICACO.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Railvrays.

Speed,
Endurance,
Economy.

The Daft Motors for Power Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mention the Western Electrician.
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8

Cle^elarLd., Oliio.
MANUFACTURERS OF -*

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

mm ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST. 181 LAKE ST.,

1
109 LIBERTY ST.

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and pouier Stations
NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENGINEERING CO engines, boilers, etc., for driving dynamos.

707 and 709 Market St., COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR,
S7. XiOXTIS, - mo.
BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.
SPECIAIjTIES ;-Ttie Armington & Bima Engine, Steel Boilers, Jarvis Furnace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Gratea, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting iDJector, etc.

t^EWD FAR liATEt^T CATAt/Ot^iUKH.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY.
OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATEMTS.

GENERAL OFFICES:

IDTOAL LIFE BLDS.

32 NASSAU ST.,

N£W YORK

PTedb aDd Estimates FumlBhed
for all kladB of Incftodes-

^ cent Lighting.

Philadelphia Office:

No, 308 WALNDT if

BOSTON OFFICE:

No, 33 FEDERAL ST.

Estimates Furnished for the
Thomson-Houston System

of Arc Lighting.

O.'he DTNAMO of tWs Company Is AUTOMATIC in its regulation, and will maintain a UNIFORM
LIGHT, with ALL or ANT PORTION of the lights In Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN and
will MAINTAIN Its CANDLE POWER during Its Guaranteed Life.

VULCAN INSULATED WIRES

ELECTRIC UIEHT

niEPHONE

TELEGRAPH
MANTJFACTURED BY

TRADE UARK. 9o iulllC Sla,
N. Y. OFFICE : 52 FULTON ST.

BOSTON, MASS.

CHICAfciO OFFICK: 117 l>carl>orn Street.

BISHOP CUTTA-FERCHA CO.,
INSULATED WIRES, CABLES AND FLEXIBLE CORDS.

IKIDIJL RUBBER- MARKS' coniPouzgD
Rubber covered wires for use overhead and un-
derground, and for indoor wiring. Equal to any
in the world for insulation and durability.

CUTTA-PERCHA
Gutta-Percha covered wires and cables for use
under water and in damp places.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO., - 420-426 East 25th St., New York.

Battery wires insulated with Marks' Compound
give better service than any other wires in the
market.

We are sole manufacturers of this celebrated in-
sulation which contains no sulphur or other in-
gredient that will ever corrode copper. It is
used principally for flexible cords.

S. A. PLUMMER, Peesident.

F. B. PRESTON, Vice-Pres. ANuTBEiB.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Gen. K. A. ALGER. T.WILLIAMSON. C.A.WARREN.
S. A. PLUMMKB. F. B. TROOT. C. H. THOMPSON.
E. C. BROWN. A. WOODWARD. F. B. PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Seoketabt.
FRANK B. TROUT, Supeeintendbht.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For Light and

Power Purposes,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE RATTERY

P

For Light and

Power Purposes.

Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

F. B. TROUT,
General Manager.

Offices, 69 Griswold St., CAMPAU BUILDING.

Factory, Corner 13th and Woodbridge Sts. DETROIT, MICH.
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THE SPRA6UE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR GO.
For Stationary or Bailway work, for Mining or Engineering operations

the Sprague Motor is Unexcelled.

I

Lightest weight consistent with highest
*

. efficiency.

Simple in Construction.

Not liable to get out of order.

Winding for constant speed.

Efficiency of 91 per cent, in the larger
sizes.

Bearings self-oiling.

Non-sparking in operation.

Commutator wear reduced to a minimum.
SX:]VX3 DE-Cail CH»-OTJIj.A.IlSi TO

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR CO , 16 & 18 Rroail St., NEW YORK.

J. J. DICKEY, Presldeat. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON" DRAKE. Vice President

H. J. "W^LLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man. Snp't and Electrician. L. H. KORTY, Treasurer,

MIDI/AND ILICTEIC CO,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

Hotel and House Annnnclators, Burglar Alanns, Fire AlarmB. Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevaior Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere' Instruments, Medical

Batteries. Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Wbbtkkn Aghkts THE OKONITE CO.. and the Return Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchlees of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

^"Estimates furnished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Wort In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

The Empire City Electric Co.

^ 15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK.

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

National Cabinet Letter File
-IS ABSOLUTELY-

THE BKST^
THE CHEAPEST^

THE MOST COMPLETE^
AND THE

FINEST LOOIIE CABINET LETTER FILE EVER lABE.

(WITH DOORS OR CLRTAIX.)

m
era

pa

SPEAKIN& TUBES M WHISTLES,
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
2 1 . 23 and 2^ Ann St. New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

ir^° Send for New Catalogue, out August 1st.

<W/ \^

Tie Parler-Rnssell Mm & Ml Co.,

ELECTHIC LIQHT

CARBONS
.VV_£J l^- CITY OFFICE

711 Pine St., - St. Louis, Mo.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

THE —
(.1 I OF .\ six DKiWEH CABINllT

THE CABINET LETTER KILE is nol a luxury, but a labor-saving convenience whicli no

business man can afford lo be wiiriout, since it is positively established by the testimony of thou-

sands of the best businessmen in the country (men who liave used it), that it is a great saver of time

labor and annoyance. It is a genuine conservator of good humor in any office, and a boon to

those who have a large correspondence, THE X.ATIONAL C.-VBINET LETTER FILE is not

merely a lot of drawers into whi^h letters may be placed for safe-keeping, but each Cabinet has a

carefully computed system of indices arranged like the headlines of a directory or dictionary, giving

the first three or four letters of any name. Under these headlines the correspondence of each per-

son is kept in bunches, extending over long periods of time ; and as the letters lie unfolded, refer-

ence is almost instantaneous.

JOHN MORRIS CO., Sole Manufacturers,

118 and 120 Monroe Street, - - - - CHICAGO.

Electric Gas Lighting Co.

35 ARCH STREET,

?
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Railway System.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Sixteen Roads In Dally Operation Dnder the Thomson-Houston and Van Depoele Patents

ALL MATBRIAL IS WOW MANUFACTUBEIt AT TSE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LABGEST
ANB BEST EQUIPPED ELECTBIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the

brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project

above the floor.

Direct gearing Is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Van Depoele patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS I ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS FDRNISHBD FOR MINIHG I OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates -A.ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers under Patents controlling the Sale and Use

OF

ALTERNATING CURRENT ELECTRIC LICHTINC
APPARATUS.

The installment of over 100 Central Station Plants has demonstrated the

Alternating Transformer System to be superior to all others, for distributing

current from a Central Station over small or large areas for lighting and

power purposes.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.

This system is made more profitable than any other by the use of the meter

now supplied by this company,

it measures the whole current.

It is strictly a positive mechanical movement.

It registers directly in lamp hours.

It reads from dials like a gas meter.

It consumes no appreciable energy.

It is not affected by temperature or other local conditions.

It is practical, and it is cheap.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

This company has demonstrated that motors run by the alternating current

are as efficient as the best direct current motors, and can be run without com-

mutators or brushes, being started, stopped and reversed without breaking a

connection.

All parties desiring to secure the most perfect system of electric distribu-

tion for light and power are invited to inspect the apparatus at the works of

the company at Pittsburgh, Pa., where it will be demonstrated that the Alter-

nating System possesses such advantages over the direct system in regard to

efficiency, distribution, safety, life of lamps, and the use of meters and motors,

that no purchaser can afford, at any price, to take the direct current apparatus.
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ELECTRIC ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS.

PATTERSON CABLES
iF'on

Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Use.

INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL KINDS. <

Testing Apparatus. Telegraph Apparatus. Batteries.

Construction Tools. Line Wire and Supplies.
i

District Telegraph, Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.

The Best of Everything at Bottom Prices

Catalogues Furnished on Application.

Send for our latest Catalogue of Electric Bells,

Annunciators, Push Buttons, Gas Lighting

and Fire Alarm Apparatus, Etc.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDOH. ANTWERP.

n
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The Silvey Dynamo
The illustration in connection represents one

of the latest achievements of W. L. Silve)', of

Lima, C)., an electrician whose mime is widely
known in connection with the Silvey electric

headlight for locomotives. Mr. Silvey designed
a dynamo five or si.x years ago, and the outcome
of his experience, tests and experiments is seen

in the engraving. This dynamo has been in

operation for some time, running the entire sys-

tem of the Lima Electric Street Railway i\:

ifotor company at Lima, O.

The machine has an electrical output of 120,-

000 watts. The field magnet core is 15 inches

in diameter and iS inches in length inside the

coils. The entire field magnet and pole piece

is cast in one solid piece and weighs 1,750
pounds. The heel plate, which also serves as

the base of the machine, weighs 2,500 pounds,
the heel plate proper being a solid block of iron

8 inches thick, 2 1 inches wide, and 47 inches long.

motors, the latter being arranged to pull an extra

car each, and at a speed of fifteen miles per

hour.

In addition to the Main street line there is a

branch running out West Market street, and to

the cemetery and ball grounds. About half way
out on this line there is a steep hill, nearly one-

half mile long, having an ascent of 5 per cent.

Recently a test was made on this hill with a 15

horse power motor of the Silvey system; 175
passengers in an attached car were carried up
the incline at no particular decrease of speed.

October ist another Silvey motor of 20 horse

power was placed on the line, and two extra cars

thus added to the equipment. This gives the

line a capacity of nine motors and twelve cars.

Li addition current is furnished for driving a 4
hor.se power Silvey stationary motor that runs a

freight elevator at the wholesale grocerv house

of J. M. Sealts & Co.

The Silvey Electric company of Lima, 0.,who

German Electrical Field.

Enos M. Barton, president of the Western
Electric company of Chicago, returned from his

European tour last week. In an informal talk

about his trip Mr. Barton said to a representa-
tive of the Western Electrician: "I did not

go outside the German speaking countries in

my trip. Arc lighting has made but little

progress there. A few places in Westphalia,
through which I traveled, looked at night like

American cities with arc lights in the stations

and on the streets. The reason for the lack of

progress is to be assigned, I conjecture, to the

difficulties encountered in connection w-ith se-

curing rights of way. The 'mental inertia' of

the people may also be considered a cause. Ber-
lin may be regarded as an exception. During
the six or eight weeks I was in the city the arc

lights which had been practically confined to

one square were e.xtended to two of the principal

streets. Those engaged in the work seemed to

-Vrnund the two upright limbs there are wound
5,500 turns of No. S B, & S. insulated wire, hav-

ing a total resistance of 22 ohms. The extreme
height of the machine is 49.5- inches; extreme
width, 47 inches, and extreme length, 61 inches;

total weight about 3 j tons.

The field magnets are excited by a small dy-

namo having an electromotive force of iSo volts,

and 8.18 amperes. This gives the field magnets
an exciting current of 44,990 ampere turns.

The armature is iS inches diameter and 18

inches in length, wound with 320 turns of .25

square wire—four turns to each section in the

commutator. It r.:ns at a speed of 800 revolu-

tions per minute, and gives an output of 600
volts.

Dwing to the extremely small quantity of wire

and low resistance of the armature there is no
perceptible change in the current under the

greatest variation in load, and little or no spark-

ing at the brushes.

IMie cars are lighted by incandescent lamps,
six lamps of ico volts each being placed in

series in each car.

'I'here are in use on the line at present .j!x 12

horse power motors and two 20 horse power

are manufacturing under the Silvey patents,

have met with so great a success in their street

railway system and general motive power that

they intend giving that branch of their business

very careful attention in the future. They will

by no means, however, discontinue the manu-
facture of their dynamos for arc and incandes-

cent lighting.

Electric Road at Alliance, O.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago,

through Theo. P. Bailey, manager of the rail-

way department, has closed a contract for the

installation of an electric street railroad at Al-

liance, O. The contracting company will con
struct the plant complete, including power sta-

tion and road bed. The company to which the

sale has been made was organized to operate a

horse car line, but after a careful investigation

learned the advantages of the electric s)-stem,

and very sensibly decided upon the better mo-
tive power. The road will be in operation in

about six weeks. J'he cars will be of the latest

design, and will embody all the recent improve-
ments.

have overcome the difficulties connected with

the right of way and were extending the street

light system rapidly. The work has been done
with underground cables, for which the streets

and sidewalks were dug up. I was reminded of

an American city. There is a good deal of in-

candescent lighting in Berlin, and in a few large

cities. My impression is that Berlin is the most
progressive city in incandescent lighting.

"Practically all the telephone wires are run
overhead in Cerman cities. The wires on the

building are handsome fi.xtures. The construc-

tion is very neat as it is all done by the govern-
ment in a way to avoid objection and criticism

on the part of the public. It seems to be the

policy of the government to extend the long dis-

tance lines. There is a good service between
Berlin and Hamburg and a line from Berlin to

Dresden is now building.

"The telegraph service in Germany is fairly

well conducted considering that it is a bureau
of the postoffice department. The delivery

service and the convenience of sending messages
are aboitt all that could be asked. Their trans-

mission of messages is not as prompt as that

which we are accustomed to here."
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A Pulsatory Current System.

Among the patents issued September 25th is one

to Giistav Pfannkuclie of Exeter, N, H., and

Alfred Pfannlcuche of Cleveland, O., entitled a

"System for the distribution of electric energy."

The invention relates to those systems of distri-

bution in which converters are employed to alter

the character of the electrical current before it is

consumed. It aims to provide a system of induc-

tive distribution which shall possess all the ma-
terial advantages and be free from the objections

inherent in the multiple arc low tension incan-

descent and the alternating high tension systems.

To this end a dynamo of special construction is

employed; it generates currents neither alternat-

ing nor intermittent, but of continuous direction,

made up of successive waves or pulsations, and
having sufficient potential and being of sufficient

volume to adapt them to the conditions for

which, in any particular case, they may be de-

signed. The patent specification thus outlines

the advantages of the pulsatory current: " The
pulsatory current of continuous direction pos-

sesses the essential capabilities of both an alter-

nating and a continuous current. For producing

inductive effects it is equally as available as an

alternating current, since it is subject to the same
incessant rise and fall of potential. In order to

substitute such a current for an alternatin.g one,

it is only necessary that it shall possess fluctua-

tions of electromotive force equal in degree to

the difference between the opposite extremes of

positive and negative potential in the alternating

.current and recurring with corresponding rapid-

ity, in which case the inductive result will be the

same as with the alternating current which has

been superseded. Thus such a pulsatory cur-

rent is suitable for use on the primary circuit of

an inductive system of electric distribution in

lieu of an alternating current. The pulsatory

current of continuous direction is also essentially

identical with a uniformly continuous current,

since it produces the same effect, and may be

used in substitution therefor for identical pur-

poses. Both the uniformly continuous and the

pulsatory currents will operate arc lamps, will

decompose water, will serve for electrolysis, for

charging secondary batteries, for running elec-

tro motors, etc., it being only necessary that the

waves or impulses shall succeed each other with

sufficient rapidity. For such uses the pulsatory

current develops an available electromotive

force equivalent to the average of the varying

potentials; or, to illustrate it graphically, the

available potential is denoted by a line at such

height above the zero line as shall inclose for

any given length an area equal to the sums of

the areas inclosed by the sinuosidal curves of

potentials for an equal length."

The cut in connection illustrates a distribut-

ing .system in accordance with the invention

which is utilized for various industrial purposes

in addition to the maintenance of secondary cur-

rents for feeding incandescent lamps, this view

being designed to illustrate the applicability of

the invention to various uses. The cut shows
two arc lamps, E E, joined to the main line in

multiple arc, an electro motor, F, connected in

like manner, and an electro-plating bath, G, and
accumulator or secondary battery //, connected

serially in a derivation of the main circuit. The
converters C C, of which five are shown, have

their primary coils connected to the main line in

multiple arc, and the secondary circuits, of which

three are shown are connected to local circuits,

D' D° D\
"For the operation of the devices .£, F, G, and

//the pulsatory current has the same effect as a

imiformly continuous current, while, on the con-

trary, for the operation of the converters the

same current has the effect of an interrupted or

alternating current, in that it induces secondary

currents in the parallel wires of the induction

coils. This applicability of the current from one

dynamo to a great variety of diverse uses is a

feature of the invention which, it is claimed, will

prove of great advantage, since it enables one

dynamo and one line circuit to serve the purpose

for which heretofore at least two di.stinct dyna-

mos and circuits have been required—an advan-

tage which will be especially valuable for small

iniitallations—as, for instance, in those employed
in a single factory where a variety of operations

are being carried on by electrical aid."

Pullman Electric Road.
Ground was broken for the new electric road

at Pullman, III., on Sept. iSth. The road will run

north and south, from One Hundred and Fourth
to One Hundred and Fifteenth street, and will

be about four miles in length. Loss & Co., of

Rochester, N. Y., have the contract for the track-

laying. C. E. Loss, who is superintending the

work, says that he can complete the contract in

thirty days, if necessary. Certain it is that the

road will be in operation late in the fall, though
electricity may not be the motive power until

later. Several statements have been made con-

cerning the system to be employed. A Chicago
daily paper is authority for the report that both
the conduit and overhead systems will be used.

Mr. Pullman, who is of course the leading spirit

in the construction of the road, said to a repre-

sentative of the Western Electrician:
" We have not decided on the system which

we will use, in spite of newspaper reports to the

contrary. All that we have determined definite-

ly is that it shall be an electric road. We do
not want to take any backward steps in this

matter. When we decide upon a motor we want
to have the best, and whether we shall use con-
duits or an overhead system is still a cjuestion,

and I am prepared to say I know as much about
the matter as anyone."

" What is the object in building the road ?
"

was asked.
" We e.xpect that the road will be self-sustain-

ing. There is a population large enough for

that. We intend to lay out the road so that it

Chicago Electric Club.

The Chicago Electric cluij held its llrst fall meeting last

Monday evening, with President Barton in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.
The membership committee reported that eight new names
had been added to the roll, and that less than lj;i2q was still

owing for dues by delinquent members.
C. A. Brown had been announced to read a paper, but

in view of the fact that there was a small attendance, owing
no doubt to the delay in issuing notices of the meeting, and
the further fact that the question of a club house was to
come up for discussion, the reading of the paper was post-
poned until the next regular meeting,

B. E. .Sunny, C. A. Brown, C. IJ. Shain, W. A Kreidler,
W. J. Buckley and President Barton took- part in the in-

formal consideration of the subject of a club irouse.

Three locations for new quarters were referred to in the
discussion; Rooms in the business district, a single house
the committee had foimd vacant at 18 Harrison street,

comparatively near the south side business district, and a
house in the residence district, the latter necessitating, of
course, a journey by street cars. It was stated that nearly
or quite all the expense of rent of a house could be met by
the income from members who would engage sleeping
rooms in it.

No formal action was taken, but the committee will pur-
sue their investigations, and at the ne.\t meeting, October
15th, probably decisive action will be taken.

The subject of an electric exchange will also come up for
consideration at the next meeting.

President Barton in a happy speech introduced President
S. A. Duncan of the National Electric Light association,
who said that it might be thought that the discussion in

regard to new quarters was very tame and uninteresting to
him; on tlie contrary, the reverse was the case. He said
that very rarely was a club house of the character of that
proposed by the club found in the center of any large city.

"You will find large political or commercial clubs like

those of Chicago, Pittsburgh. New York and Boston, where
men congregate, whose business interests are such that a
daily interchange of ideas was very valuable. But such

can be used to test cars which we manufacture.

If, for example, cars are to be run on a road

that has sharp curves, we can put them on
the line and ascertain if they work satisfactorily.

If they do they will work just as well a thou-

sand miles distant. We can tell a man who is

investigating the question of an electric road,

'There is a line which combines all the difficul-

ties of any road with the exception of grades,

and all these difficulties are overcome.' Then
we can test on the road cars intended for other

than electric roads."
" When will the new line be in operation ?

"

" It will be in operation before winter, but pos-

sibly electricity will not be the motive power by
that time. We may decide on a system within

ten days, and possibly not for a few months."

The cars to be used on the new line are to be

^i feet 10 inches long, and they will be as ele-

gant as it is possible to manufacture. They will

form a permanent exhibition of Pullman work,

and as such no pains will be spared to fit them
up in the handsomest style.

C. E. Loss is a firm believer in electric roads.

He says, beyond all question, electricity will

form the motive power for street car lines in the

future.

When the electric road is completed Pullman
will be even a more interesting place, and will

attract still greater attention. It is a thriving,

liustling town, abreast of the times, and for that

reason, if no other, it should have an electric road.

The ilispulc cxi.sting between the Standard Carbon com-
oany of Cleveland and its principal stockholder, \V. 11,

iloulton, was referred to in the issue of .Aug. 25th, At the

hearing of the case Mr, Boulton asked the court for the

appointment of a receiver on the ground that the companj^'s

business was imjjroperly conducted, and that it was in dan-

ger of becoming insolvent, ludge Hamilton refusetl the

petition, and the injunction restraining Mr. lioidton from

interfering with the comjiany's properly was contiiuied mui!

tlie final jiearing.

clubs mean large memberships and large dues." The need
of a permanent home as expressed in tiie discussion he re-

garded as a very healthful sign of growth. Pie belicvei.1

that conservatism should be exercised in selecting quarters.

He congratulated the club on the very excellent papers
that were prepared by its members and presented at the

meetings last winter, lie had read them carefully, and
knew that others had read them as carefully as he had.

President Barton spoke of the phenomenal growth of the

electrical field and its evolution of bright, shrewd business
men who frequently came into competition, lie believed

in the social feature of the club, and desired a place where
those who were competitors in business might meet and
iiave a social time. So far as scientific attainments were
concerned, he fully believed that the Chicago Electric club

would compare favorably with any other club. He urged
the necessity of uniting all men in this vicinity engaged in

electrical pursuits, such as telephone and telegraph men,
engineers and linemen, with the club, and said that the so-

cial feature of the club was what was goin,g to be its life,

its vitality. He thought the enthusiasm manifested by the

board of managers should be shared by every luember.

Lightning Notes,
In his work on "The Thunderstorm" M, Sestier gives

the following statistics; "Only a minority of lightning ac-

cidents are fatal; in box cases there were only 250 deaths,

P'atal accidents are more frequent in men than in women;
of 307 men struck by lightning 165 were killed, while of

137 women only 51 perished. In the vast majority of cases

—340 out of 354—death was instantaneous. The danger

is greatest in buiklings and places (churches, sciiools, etc.)

where crowds of people are gathered together. The p.art

most often struck is the head, then the chest and limbs.

In cases in which the head is struck the mortality is double

what it is when only the trunk or limbs are injured."

.'Vccording to Ch, i\Ioussettc most of the peculiarities no-

ticed in photographs of lightning Hashes arise from acci-

dental vibrations caused by the wind, the thuntier, or the

shaking of the earth. In order to prove this he made a

white on black drawing of Hashes inclined at different an-

gles. This drawing was photographed in two ways; P'irst,

with the cameni ciircfidly secured from vibration:

secondly, with the camera slighly jerked at the moment of

photographing. In the first case the Hashes came out fine

and clearly defined; in the second case the Hashes presented

the appearance of striated ribbons, except where the lines

nf the drawing were parallel lo the direction of moli'Jii of

[he caijlera.
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Galvanic Patteries.

Bv C. H. RuDD.

In these da3'S of mechanical generation of

electricity it might seem unprofitable to spend

time upon the servant of other days, viz.: the

galvanic battery. However, many minds are

still working in the old field, and there is room
for good work in that direction. It is interest-

ing to consider that most of our knowledge of

electricity is practical—we know what it does.

Many points which we reach after, with the feel-

ing that the understanding is able to grasp them,

elude our search, and we remain in the dark

concerning them. As regards batteries, I am
impressed with the idea that much which passes

for truth in the minds of those using them is not

proved. There are popular beliefs which e.x-

perience seems to sustain, and it would be bold

assumption on my part to attempt to overthrow

them. Time will doubtless show that some rules

in the treatment of batteries, which are now fol-

lowed blindly, are based upon sound principles
;

for example, there are those who insist that the

gravity battery should be kept in a dark room.

A better knowledge of the effect of light upon
various substances may reveal reasons why this

is a wise precaution.

A study of the subject before us brings out

some points of interest in the production of

electricity. The battery is looked upon as a

very e.N pensive agent, because zinc is so costly

as compared with coal. The reason why bat-
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teries have been used so long for telegraph pur-

poses is that the work accomplished bears no

relation to the mechanical energy employed in

doing it. A telegram is usually worth hundreds

of times the cost of the zinc consumed in send-

ing it. In electric lighting and for power the

case is different. In these pursuits the cost of

zinc becomes an element of large value. If

pure zinc were found in nature as coal is, cheap

electricity would abound. We are already able

to make batteries self-sustaining save in the mat-

ter of zinc. In making a constant battery a

leading necessity is that there be a good depo-

larizer. For this purpose the most perfect ma-

terial is nitric acid. Polarization is caused by

the gathering of hydrogen upon the negative

electrode. Any substance which will combine

with this hydrogen serves as a depolarizer. If

the negative electrode is surrounded by nitric

acid the oxygen of the acid combines freely

with the freshly forming hydrogen, and keeps

back the counter electromotive force which

would be set up by the hydrogen. The Callaud

battery is depolarized by the aid of the sulphate

of copper. In the action of the battery the sul-

phate of copper is broken up, the copper being

thrown down, and the remainder passing over to

unite with the zinc of the oxide of zinc, forming

zinc sulphate, and leaving free oxygen to unite

with the hydrogen, forming water.

In the Leclanche battery manganese dioxide

acts as the depolarizer, but in an imperfect man-
ner; therefore the Leclanche battery is not con-

stant. In spite of its inconstancy the Le-

clanche battery is largely used. Its value lies

in the fact that it undergoes but little change

while standing idle. It n^ill keep in good con-

dition for months of absolute rest, which is not

the case with most batteries. The Leclanche

battery has been the subject of much study, and
is being put to various tests to determine the

amount of variation in its electromotive force

when in action. One form of test is to put a

cell or two at work on a vibrating bell. Some
cells will keep a bell in constant action for three

months or more if zinc be supplied as fast as it

is consumed. Another method of testing is to

arrange a circuit closer upon a rolling shaft, so

that the battery will be closed at regular inter-

vals and made to do about the same work that

it would do if in actual .service. By watching
the electromotive force and resistance of a bat-

tery so tested an idea may be formed of the

value of the depolarizer, and the character of the

service rendered.

During the past few months I have made some
tests of batteries in the following manner: After

measuring the electromotive force and resist-

ance I closed the battery through about the re-

sistance that it would find in a telephone trans-

mitter set, and watched the fall of electromotive

force, taking a reading on a reflecting galvano-

meter at the end of each minute for twenty min-

utes. The electromotive force was usually

pretty constant after ten minutes. At the end
of the twenty minutes I noted the internal re-

sistance, and then opened the circuit. I then

watched the rise of electromotive force for

twenty minutes, taking readings as before. At
the end of the twenty minutes I noticed the re-

sistance again. From the deflections obtained

it is possible to make diagrams, which show the

character of the work done. Fig. i and Fig.

2 are examples.

Fig. I is a diagram taken from a cell made
in the form of the Leclanche, but with no diox-

ide of manganese. It will be seen that the e.

m. f. fell to 53 per cent, of its original strength

after one minute of work, and then fell by an

easy curve to 32 per cent. At this point the

cell was allowed to recover, and rose during the

first minute to 45 per cent, of its original

strength; rose during the remainder of the

twenty minutes to 80 per cent, of its original

strength. The e. m. f. at the start was 1.37; re-

sistance at start, .9 ohm. Resistance at the low-

est point in the e. m. f. was .g, and at the end of

the recovery curve was .75.

Fig. 2 is a diagram taken from a cell made
in the form of a Leclanche, but having the

crushed carbon left out. The carbon plate was
surrounded by clear dioxide of manganese.
The cell was made to work through an exterior

resistance of 9 ohms. It will be seen tliat it

fell to 56 per cent, of its original strength during
the first minute, and then gradually fell to 50
per cent. During the first minute of recovery

it rose to 5 2 per cent, of its original strength, and
then during the remainder of the twenty minutes
gradually rose to 88 per cent. The e. m. f. at

the start was 1.75; resistance at start, 9 ohms.
Resistance at lowest point in the e. m. f. was 10

ohms, and at the end of the recovery curve, 10

ohms. A greater degree of accuracy would be
reached if the observations were made upon
several cells at once, connected in series. In

making diagrams that shall present the relative

value of batteries correctly to the eye the closed

circuit should carry the same current at the be-

ginning of each test.

Women as Telegraphers.

A correspondent in the St. Louis GIohc-Dcm-
ocrat writes as follows of the female telegraph

operators in New York Western Union office:

Some of the women were handsome. All

were tastily dressed. The majority looked rosy

and healthy. They all wore a jaunty air, as

well as fashionably cut gowns. Some were busy
sending or receiving messages. Those who
hadn't any messages to send were reading

books or papers. Soine were engaged in fancy

work or knitting. It was a great big happy
family, and the occasional ring of a woman's
musical voice was heard above the Niagara of

clicks.

" Is the telegraph business a good one for

women to engage in?" I asked him.
" Yes," was Mr. Dealy's reply. ".A woman

who is smart and cpiick and wants to earn her

own living can do so very comfortably if she be

a good operator."

"Does the supply equal the demand?"

"Yes, a dozen times over, but good smart
women are always wanted. We recei> e a great

many applications from women who want work.
They come from all parts of the country and
are carefully filed away. As soon as a vacancy
occurs we take the first application on file and
give whoever happens to be that lu&ky heroine
the first chance. We have applications on file

now from women received full one year and a

half ago."

"What time is necessary to prepare a jroung

woman for a telegraph operator ?
"

" That depends. A naturally smart woman
will learn much faster than a wo?nan who isn't

quick and ambitious. Much depends upon their

previous education. Women well versed in a va-

riety of subjects, who can read difficult manu-
script, who can spell correctly, who can supply
deficiencies in messages ; in a word, women who
are smart can become good operators in a year.

Others require from one to three years to become
first-class operators. Women are oftener more
reliable than men, and we have some who are

quite as expert as their brothers of the key. How
are women paid? Beginners are paid §15 a

month. When they can operate fairly well their

pay is increased to %2'^ per month. Then as they

improve their pay is still further advanced until

they reach the average pay—from §50 to $75 per

month, according to experience and ability.

Women operators work nine hours a day, usually

from 9 A. M. to 5:30 p. w., with a half-hour at

; s. M. F. i.ra
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midday for lunch. They are shown no more
favors than the men. They are required to

keep their wires clear of messages. When they

are not engaged they may either read or sew,

paint, do fancy work, or whatever else they
choose. Yes, we have a good deal of talent

here. Any number of our operators earn inoney

after their regular labor is finished. Two write

for the newspapers. Others sing in church
choirs. A few give lessons in music, and one
teaches a dancing class in the evening. O.ne of

our best operators is Mrs. W. E. Randolph. She
is a widow and sings in Plymouth Church choir.

She is also a very clever verse writer, and a

poem she wrote at the time of Henry Ward
Beecher's death attracted a good deal of atten-

tion. She has been an operator for many years,

and is a good one, too.

" My long experience has taught me that in

many respects women operators are better work-
ers than men, but altogether not so useful.

They are steady, give no trouble, are absent less

frequently than men, and seem to feel a keener
responsibility. Quite a number of women op-

erators have been with us for ten years. Their
work gives them a deep insight into human na-

ture. They learn to carry themselves with dig-

nity. They cast aside all frivolous ideas. The)'

make good wives, and their work does not unfit

them for feminine duties. Scandal? No, sir.

Never heard of any in all my long experience

here. Their presence has a soothing effect up-

on men, and many a woman has listened to

Cupid's honeyed words as she sat at her key,

and has found a loving, honest husband in a

near-by telegraph operator. Telegraphy isn't as

prosaic work as some people imagine. There is

a heap of romance about it. What a book some
of the old operators could write !

"
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New Form of Law Battery.

The latest form of Law battery is illustrated in

the cuts on this page, Fig. i showing the cell

complete, Fig. 2, the negative element. As will

be noted the latter consists of two cylinders of

carbons, one within the other, thus presenting a

large surface for action. The advantages of

this form of construction lie in the fewer num-
ber of parts and in bolting the negative element
to the cover instead of sealing it by cement. On
account of the quantity and large surface of the

carbon, it is claimed that the battery holds up
under hard work, or when overworked as long

as other batteries containing manganese or other

substances to accomplish depolarization by
chemical action.

Telephone Lines and Heavy Electric
Currents.

The German Society of Electricians in No-
vember last appointed a committee to investigate

the conditions under which telephone circuits

can be efficiently operated in the neighborhood
of cables carrying heavy currents, such as are

used for electric lighting and transmission of en-

ergy, says Industries. The problem put before

the committee was formulated as follows: (a)

How are telephone currents influenced by heavy
electric lighting and power currents in their

neighborhood? and (b) what conditions of in-

stallation and working heavy current circuits

should be observed in order to avoid interfer-

ence with neighboring telephone circuits? The
committee, as originally constituted, contained

ten members, but they added four other mem-
bers of the society to their number, and elected a

FIG. I.—LAW BATTERY.

sub-committee to prepare the experiments. The
committee have now presented their report,

which is printed in the society's journal for Au-
gust. The space at our disposal does not permit

us to give a full translation of this report, and
we must content ourselves with riting only a few
of the experiments, and giving the general con-

clusions arrived at by the committee.
Experiment I.—The testing wire of an elec-

tric light cable 500 meters long, and carrying a

continuous current, was used for telephonic com-
munication, with the result that, in addition to

the ordinary noi.ses heard in the telephone,

there was a disagreeable and persistent surging

sound which greatly interfered with the clear-

ness of transmitted speech.

E.xi'ERiMENT III.—A telephone cable drawn
through an iron pipe was placed underground at

a distance of i to 1^ meters from, and for a

length of 550 meters parallel with, several elec-

tric light cables carrying continuous currents.

No noises, other than those usual, were heard in

the telephone, and conversation over the tele-

phone line was quite satisfactory.

K.xi'KKiMENi- JV.—In this experiment an over-

head telephone circuit was used, passing over a

railway station lighted by alternating currents.

The telephone wire crossed the main cables at

right angles, but was about 20 meters above the

dynamo room. Notwithstanding this disposi-

tion, there was produced in the telephone a hum-
ming noi.se which greatly interfered with the

transmission of speech.

E.xi'KKiMKNT VIII.—An alternating current of

1 20 amperes was sent through a concentric cable,

and an insulated telephone wire was laiil under-

ground by the side of it. No noises were heard

in the telephone.

ExperijMENt IX.—Instead of a concentric

cable, two single cables were used, carrying a

current of 58 amperes, and placed 15cm. apart,

the telephone wire being laid midway between
them. In the telephone there was noticed a low

whistling sound, but not sufficiently strong to in-

terfere with communication.
E.XI'ERIMENT X.—The electric light circuit

was arranged as in the previous experiment, but

the telephone wire was placed outside of them,

with the result of inducing a humming noise in

the telephone which greatly impeded communi-
cation.

Further experiments were made to ascertain

the effect of an iron armature on the cables, and

a metallic return for the telephone circuit. It

was found that telephonic communication re-

mained undisturbed by neighboring heavy cur-

rents if the lead sheathing of the telephone cable

was used as a return circuit. Where, however,

earth was used, noises could be detected in the

telephone, and it was also found that the in-

fluence of heavy currents upon neighboring tele-

phone circuits depended upon the earth resist-

ance of the latter.

The general conclusion arrived at by the com-
mittee is that it is not possible to give the precise

limit for the distance at which parallel telephone

circuits and cables carrying heavy currents

should be placed in order to avoid interference,

but that this distance should be made as large as

po-ssible, not only to reduce induction, but also

with regard to the greater mechanical safety of

the telephone circuits'. Where alternating cur-

rents are used, interference can be avoided only

if both the positive and negative mains are equi-

distant from the telephone circuit, a condition

which is fulfilled by the employment of the

Siemens concentric cable. The same arrange-

ment is also advisable where continuous currents

are used. Interference is avoided if the tele-

phone circuit is operated with a metallic return

placed close to the outgoing wire. The report

concludes with a recommendation that telephone

and electric light or power circuits should be

placed as far apart as possible, and should be
protected by a metallic, armature. It will be
seen from the above brief review of the labor of

the committee that the results they have ob
tained are in accordance with the generally ac-

cepted views on the subject, and that the recom-
mendations are of such a nature as would natu-

rally be adopted by any competent electric light

or telephone engineer, even had these long

series of experiments not been undertaken.

Alternating Work of the Fort Wayne
Jenney Company.

The rapid progress of the ahernating systems in the

United States is being; watched with genuine satisfaction by
all who have at heart the increased usefulness of electric

lighting generally, and an interest in its further extension to

fields where the introduction of electricity has hitherto been
impracticable.

The Slattery induction system manufactured by the Fort
Wayne Jenney Electric Light company of Fort Wayne,
Ind., was first prominently brought to the attention of the

world by the illustration and description of the system
which appeared in the electrical papers at the time of the

Pittsburgh electric light convention—only last l-^ebruary.

At that time practically nothing had been done in the way
of installing plants of this system, and it is interesting to

notice how much has been done since then in the way of

putting out operating plants. Since that time, as will be
seen from the following, the growth of the business has
been such as to bring it within the category of enormous.

Harlem, N. V,, has a plant of 2,000 lights. The suc-

cessful operation of this plant has attracted attention in

New York, and as the result, a new plant which will

start off with a capacity of 10.000 lights, is being installed

at Soth street and Avenue B in New York city. A large

building is in course of erection at this point, and it is ex-

pected that at least 20,000 lights will be needed before the
ultimate needs of the territory are satisfied. So urgent has
been the demand for lights that the company has been
obliged to put in operation temporarily two 1,000 light ma-
chines at the Brush company's station in 25th street to run
until the station at Avenue B is completed. In Fort Wayne
1,000 alternating lights are now in operation, and it has
just been decided to build a larger and much more com-
plete station at h'ort Wayne for the accommodation of the

arc and incandescent business, and this new station will

have a capacity for probably 5,(MO alleinating lights. The
present 1,000 lights are in use for commercial lighting in

l''orl Wayne, and it is expected that another 1,000 can be
put to the s:ime use as soon as the station has the proper
cai)acity. The additional lights above this 2,000 will be
used more especially to accommodate the residence part of
the city, The Wayne hotel, which by the way is the hand-
somest iind best managed hotel in Fort Wayne, is very
handsoiuely lighted by the Slattery system.

Other Slattery induction plants are; Columbia t'ity, Ind.,

400 lights; Eau Claiie, Wis., 1,00 ; Utica, N. V , 2,000;
Galena, III., 500; Brainerd, Minn., r.ooo; Dallas, Tex.,
2,000, with a probable capacity for 5,000; Beaumont, Tex.,

500; .Saginaw, Mich., 1,000; Loganspoit, Ind., 1,000; Ply.
mouth, Ind., 500
The foregoing list of plants, all of which are either in

operation or in course of construction, certainly makes a
very handsome showing since February. It is also a tribute

to the general excellence of the Slattery system and ils

adaptability to genera! conditions. The Fort Wayne com-
pany has practically given up the whole of its factory in

Fort Wayne to the manufacture of alternating apparatus,
although the whole of its arc business has not yet been
transferred to Plymouth, Ind. When this transfer has ,

been made all of the Fort Wayne building will be devoted
j

exclusively to alternating work, and an additional building :

will be put up at once. The company has its own brass 1

foundry, and makes its own brass castings. The depart- ,'

ment for the manufacture of lamps has now reached a
point where a large number of lamps is turned out weekly,
though the demand for the apparatus is so great that the

lamp department is not yet able to supply the full number
of lamps needed to go with the dynamos that are shippea
out. A new room has recently been added for testing dy-
namos, and a handsome new office building is to be erected

shortly, and also a laboratory building 30x40 feet in size,

full)- equipped with power, instruments of precision, etc.,

for Mr. Slattery's use. The erection of the new office

building will give the draughting and designing depart- .

ments more much-needed room.
i

Mr. Slattery divides his time between overseeing the
erection of new stations, and construction and experimental
work in the shop. His new alternating motor is nearly
ready to be put upon the market, and some of his latest

ideas in this direction will be embodied in this apparatus,

as also in his new alternating meter which is also about
ready to be sent out. .,.

.

The Fort Wayne company, while devoting a large part .
-•'

of its energies and facilities to the alternating part of its

business, is not by any means neglecting its arc light de-

partment, as w-itness the list of arc light plants which we
published a week or so ago. Since then Bloomington,
which was noticed last week, has been secured, and Gal-
lion, Ohio. The latter place will take 76 arcs and 400 to

Soo incandescents. Altogether, it will be seen that the Fort
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Wayne company is rapidly going ahead in all of its depart-

ments, thanks to the energy and push of general manager
R. T. McDonald, and the inventive skill and versatility of

M. M. M. Slattery.

Electric Lights in the Lumber Business.

Electric lights have become an important factor in the

lui^ber business. More than the usual number of mills are

being run day and night this season, and electric is now the

only light countenanced in saw^mills, says the Mississippi

Valley Litvibcnnait. The risk from any other kind of a

light, even though it were possessed— as it is not—of the

same luminons qualities, is too great to admit anything else

being used. On the Mississippi River, too, the raft boats

are able to move logs from Beef Slough and Lake St. Croix

to the Middle Mississippi River without tying up at night,

because of the introduction of the electric light, and the

oscillating reflector, with which the pilot is able to pene-

trate the deepest darkness half a mile or more ahead. There
has been a distinct advance made, too, in the character of

electric lighting in the mill. The early electric plants con-

sisted of arc lights, with their deep shadows and their

deadly currents. Accidents in mills from these dangei'ous

electric currents were not numerous, but they occurred,

and there was an element of fire risk in these strongly

charged wires. The insurance companies recognize this,

and the underwriters in the different cities have given a

great deal of attention to the subject, and made a great

many stringent rules governing the placing of lights in

buildings. The arc light is still in use in a good many
saw mills, but latterly the adaptability of the incandescent

light, not only to the lighting of sawmills, but in yards

in which lumber from the mills is pilett, has been so thor-

oughly pro\-en that the time is at hand when the incan-

descent light will be the only one used in manufacturing

plants.

"Practical Talks by Practical iVIen," a series of in-

structive lectures before the Twenty-third street branch of

the Young Men's Christian association of New ^"ork, was
inaugurated by Dr. Schuyler S, Wheeler, October 5th, who
chose for his subject "Electricity—Its Modern Applica-

tion." lie was assisted by Francis B, Crocker
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The New Electric Postal Road at Balti-

more,

The Electro Automatic Transit company of

Baltimore, whicli is the owner of the new Weems
electric postal railway, recently illustrated in the

Western Electrician, has erected near 'the

city of Baltimore, at Eaurel, an experimental

track about two miles in length. The motive

power for this road will be supplied entirely by
electricity, and the cars will be controlled and
the brakes applied by the same power. The
speed which it is expected to attain is five miles

per minute. Each car is built of sheet iron, is

two feet square and about twenty- one feet long.

Two cars constitute a -rain and when so joined

they are connected after the vestibule pattern by

a flexible connection the size of the car itself.

The rails are three in number; one above carry-

ing the current to the car, and two below con-

stituting the return circuit.

The motors for this road will be of a special

tvpe and will be furnished by the Sprague Elec-

tric Railway & Motor company of New York.

They will be of the most approved type, of 25

guaranteed horse power each, and especially

adapted for this work. The power car will

carry three motors, making 75 horse power avail-

able for driving each train. The power will be
furnished by one Ball engine of 100 horse power.

The board of directors include such leading

men in Baltimore as Alexander Brown, B. F.

Gamble, Thos. W. Johnson, and Daniel G.

Weems, general agent.

It is the intention to soon build two roads for

carrying mails and other light freight, one be-

tween Baltimore and Washington, and the other

between St. Paul and Chicago.
The company is also under contract with the

English government to construct several postal

day a Subway expert cut the central wire in a section of five

wires that run over a pole at the southwest corner of Si.Kth

avenue and Thirty-third street. The wire attacked is what
is known to the electric light engineers as a distributing

wire, and its severance cut off all the lights on Broadway
to P'orty-second street.

The eleciric Hght company officials were wild when they

discovered what had been done, and asserted that private

customers were injured, and, it is said, planned to mend
the cut in the wire secretly. IE they succeeded the Subway
would have to sue the company and secure an injunction

before the use of the distributing wire could be prevented.
A policeman has been on guard at the Thirty-third street

corner ever since, wiih orders to see that no one tampers
with the cut wire. Commissioner Moss passed the corner

at 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon.
"Are you watching that wire, officer?" he said. "That's

right. See that no one touches it."

The Subway board wants to force the company using the

elevated wires at this point to bury its wires in the subway,
and the company objects because of the expense One
company has given up the fight, and has buried its wires

wherever the subway channel has been laid. The air lines

of this particular company in other parts of the town have
not been disturbed in the general onslaught of the past few
days

Court of Patent Appeals.
The committee on the judiciary of the house of repre-

sentatives reported favorably on the bill for establishing a

Court of Patent Appeals, promulgated by the National
Electric Light association [VVestern Electrician, p. 312,
vol. ir, issue of June 23, 18SS], and September ]2th the

bill was committed tot e committee of the whole. The
amendments of the committee are found in the subjoined:
"The Court of Patent Appeals, as provided for by the

bill and amendments reported by the committee, consists of

one chief justice and two associate justices, who shall be
appointed by the president, by and with the advice and
consent of the senate, and who shall hold office during
good behavior, and receive a salary each of ^6,000 per
annum. The associate justices shall take precedence ac-

cording to tlie dates of their commission, or, when the date

of the commissions may be the same, according to age.

The bill provides for the appointment of a clerk, deputy
clerks, marshal, and reporter by the court. The fees of

the clerk shall be the same as now allowed by law to the

roads in that country upon the demonstration of

successful performance in this country.

An Automa'ic Torch.

An automatic torch designed especially

fur the use of electricians is shown in the

cut above. .The torch is made of solid

brass and will stand a test of a thousand pounds
hydraulic pressure. It is noteworthy for its

extreme simplicity of construction; it has no

wicks or wires to char, clog or renew; no mov-
able parts to get out of order, and requires no

pumping or blowing to get up a pressure. It is

manufactured by the Electrical Supply com-

pany.

War oa Aerial Wires in New York.

The recent war of the Subway commissioners upon the

electric lighting companies broke out last week, says the

New ^'ork Smioi September 24th, in hostilities of the fiercest

and most uncompromising kind on the part of the commis-

sioners, and everythmg along the hne has been in a state of

confusion for a week. The Subway authorities are on top

in the fight. The Subway struggle grew out of the board's

recent threat that if the electric light magnates didn't obey

Iheir orders they would make a raid on the aerial structures

maintained by the companies. Monday last, workmen,

armed with Subway axes and special orders from President

Moss, started out to lay low the poles and wjres They
began at Fourteenth street and Sixth avenue, and hewed

down the poles in a triumphant march up the avenue The
poles were carted away as fast as they were chopped down.

In the vigorous onslaught the warriors of the Subway spared

only those poles that held the street corner electric lamps,

and swept the others away all the way to Fifty-ninth street,

on both ^ides of the avenue.

When they got to the Thirty -third street corner the war-

riors ran against a section of air-stretched wires that run up

r.roadway and another section that reaches upSixth avenue.

The assailants went back to Commissioner Moss for further

orders, and the commissioner calmly told them to cut off the

connection leading to Broadway and continue their devas-

tation along Sixth avenue. The secretary of the Subway
board at the same time waited on Captain Reilly at the

Thirtieth street station-house and officially informed him of

the decision of the commissioners, and said that the latter

wanted policemen to guard the cut wires and see to it that

electric light engineers didn't come any sharp tricks after

dark, and re-establish the connections.

This was on Friday last, and in the afternoon of that

clerk of the Supreme court, but shall not exceed ^G,ooo a

year. The salary of the marshal is fixed at ^2,000 per

annum. The pay of the reporter is not to exceed ^2,500

annually, unless the number of reports required to be

printed shall be increased 'oy order of the court, in which

case the salary or pay may be increased not c-cceeding

^i.^oo a year. The court is required to hold one term an-

nually at the seat of government, commencing on the sec-

ond Monday in October, and may hold special or adjourned

terms as the court may deem proper for the dispatch of

business."

The general recommendations of the committee are ap-

pended :

"The expediency and propriety of, if not necessity for

the establishment of, such a court as contemplated by this

measure will not be questioned if proper consideration be

given to the objects that will be attained by the passage of

this bill.

"Among the results reasonably expected to flow from the

organization of a Court of Patent Appeals, attention may
be^called to the following: i. It would enable the public

and patentees to deiermine the value and validity of pa-

tents without serious and vexatious delays, and thus pro-

mote the interests of all concerned. 2 It will relieve the

Supreme court of much of the burden imposed upon it by

this class of litigation. 3. The practice in the Patent

ofHce would become thoroughly fixed and understood, and,

as a consequenc-*, the issue of worthless patents, in which

unscrupulous persons deal to the injury of the public,

would be greatly diminished, if not entirely suppressed. 4.

It would tend to simplifying the patent laws by constriction

and settling questions of doubt, which are often used by

litigants for the purpose of injustice and oppression.

"Without intending to present the reasons at length which

induce your committee to arrive at the foregoing conclu-

sions, the following observations are submitted: The life of

a patent, at most, is seventeen years, and if it is a valuable

one, or intricate and radical, it usually requires one-fourth

of that period to introduce it and secure its use by the

public. This, in part, results from the fact that manufact-

urers who must be relied upon to make and introduce new
inventions are slow and reluctant to place in general use

inventions which displace or render valueless articles in the

production of which they are already engaged. This is

illustrated by experts, who say that to change from one

style of gun to another requires from ^1,000 to ^2,000, and

from six months to a year's time to make the model gun

from which to make the dies, gauges, special tools, etc.,

and that to make these latter much time and money are re-

quired. When ordinarily the financial life of a patent is

abridged by the difficulties of placing the invention into

general use, we can appreciate the importance of speedy

decisions when it is infringed, or when its validity is ques-

tioned.

"Under the present condition of the business of the
courEs it requires, ordinarily, fi'om two to three years to ob-
tain a decision in the Circuit court of the United States,
and if appealed to the Supreme court from three to four
years are required to obtain a decision. It may be said
that the same difficulty and delay attend the determination
of all other questions involving the determination of prop-
erty rights. While this is true, it should be borne in mind
that this species or character of property differs from all

other kinds of property. The durat on of the owner's
title is arbitrarily fixed by law. The period is short, for
the most part, seventeen years.

"The constitution imposes upon congress the duty of se-
curing to authors and inventors, for a limited time, the ex-
clusive right to their respective writings and inventions. It

is submitted, respectfully, that this duty is very imperfectly
discharged when, by the omission of congress to provide
proper means to determine questions arising out of patents,
the life of a patent may be frittered away by the delays of
the law.

"As has been said, it requires from three to four years
after a cause is filed in the Supreme court to obtain a de-
cision. This does not result from any fault of the judges.
It is due solely to the fact that congress has so broadened
the appellate jurisdiction of the court as to overburden the
physical capacity of the tribunal. The original jurisdic-

tion of the court, fortunately, is fixed by the constitution,

and congress cannot add to it or subtract from it, but the
appellate jurisdiction of the court is subj ct to the power
of congress, and that authority has been exercised without
proper regard to the physical capa:ity of the judges or, the

interests of litigants. This condition ought not to be con-
tinued. It operates in a great many cases as a denial of
justice, and every citizen of ths United States is in crested

in bringing about a clrange.

"It may be asked how this measure will contribute to

thatresul:? To that inquiry it may be answered that by
the sixteenth section of the bill, it is provided that appeals
from the court proposed to be established to the Supreme
court shall be subject to the same regulations as now exist

with regard to appeals to the Supreme court in causes of

admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, and to such further

regulations as the Supreme court may make. By reference

to the act of 1S75, relating to the practice in the courts of

the United States in cases of admiralty upon appeals to the

Supreme court and tlie rule of the Supreme court upon that

subject, it will be observed that the Circuit court is required

to make a iinding of facts and law, and the review of the

judgments of the Circuit courts hy the Supreme court in

these cases is confined to questions of law only. It fol-

lows that if a s'milar rule shall be applied to patent cases,

as the sixteenth section of the act provides, the Supreme
court, in reviewing the judgments of the court proposed to

be established, will pass upon questions of law only, and
thus from 15 to 20 per cent, of the time now consumed by
the court in these cases, in wading through voluminous
records endeavoring to find the facts, will be saved and
piofitablv applied to the disposition of other business in

the court. It is difficult to perceive any good reason for

requiring the Supreme court to find the facts in patent

cases and not in admiralty cases.

"Upon the score of economy it is respectfully submitted
that the expenses of this court will not exceed $30,000 per

annum. Such a sum of money bears no comparison to the

amount that will be saved to the people of the United
States by the speedy adjudication of questions arising out

of patents. To this should be added also the incalculable

advantage that will result to litigants in the Supreme court

of the United States from the saving of time. The income
of the Patent office for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1S88,

was !j;i. 122. 994-33; expenses, §953,730.14; leaving a sur-

plus turned into the treasury of the United States of ^169,-

264.49, which, added to the previously credited surplus,

makes a balance in the treasury to the credit of the patent

fund of $3,337,666.65
"

Petroleum Fue'.

E<Hlor WliSTEKN ELECTinClAN:

MinnilAI'OIJS, Minn., Sept. 24.—I desire to correct an

error in my paper on petroleum fuel, published in the

Westicrn Electkician of Sept. S, and which was made by

me in copying the figures. It is this: 11 1.34 horse power
running .v/.v hours, etc., should read 111.34 horse power
running scriL'u- hours, etc. I think with this correction the

remainder of my figures will be found correct. Yours very

truly, S. S. Lto.NAKii.

Phonographic Facts.

It is reported that at the fifth annual reunion of the

Hartwell family, which took place at Concord last week, a

phonograph recorded the various speeches, so that they may
be repeated at future reunions.

The following interview may set at rest the fears of some
stenographers. An electrical man says: "Don't you fear

that the phonograph is going to supersede the lady steno-

grapher. Why? Did the bicycle drive out the horse? "The

bicycle can carry you wherever you want to go, but the

horse is still with us. The ladies, I tell you, have come to

stay. I have two stenographers, and they are not the very

prettiest ones either. Now, I had a phonograph in my
office for weeks, but did I discharge the ladies? No, and

I don't mean to either. It is just here; they can do what

the best trained phonograph never can do. There is a

large part of my correspondence I can hand over to one of

them and never give a second look at it, because she can

answer the letters as well as I can. No matter how near

and dear your phonograph is to you, it can never do that.

Moreover, I can say, T am going out of the office for

awhile: I wish you'd look after things.' Now, the best

trained .phonograph, if I put a collar and lie on it, couldn't

do that. No, don't make any mistakes. No machinery

ever has succeeded or ever will in distancing the human
race."
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The electric light is always popular. At tlie

St. Louis exposition the crowd about the water-

fall electric light piece is so great that pickpock-

ets have made it their headquarters, and the

management has been advised to put a sign at

that point warning visitors to "Keep your hands

on your pocketbooks."

The attractiveness of the corn palace at

Sioux Falls, la., is enhanced greatly by electric

light. A correspondent says: "The interior of

the palace is veritably a realm of enchantment.

Under the brightness shed by half a hundred

electric lights after nightfall, it presents an ap-

pearance that rivals fairyland."

Sevi:i;ai. men and boys who were imprisoned

in a burning building on Lake street, Chicago,

last week, owe their escape from death to a line

of telegraph and telephone wires. They jumped
from windows and clung to the wires until res-

cued. 'I'here is nothing remarkable in the case,

but it is an imperative duty to speak a good

word for the much maligned overhead wires

whenever it is possible.

An e.vperimental road near ISaltimore for the

rapid transmission of postal matter is well under

way. 'I'he road is referred to elsewhere, and

the .system was described in a previous issue. If

the road proves as successful as the outlook

promises, it naturally follows thiit there will be a

quick and great demand for it. The postal

authorities and the railroad companies have com-

bined to reduce the time of transmission of let-

ters between important cities to the lowest pos-

sible limit, but if the anticipated speed of trans-

mission by the electric system—five miles a

minute—or even only one-fifth of it is realized

in practice, the speed attained by steam will

scarcely bear comparison. Here seems to be

another instance of evolution and revolution.

A VALUED correspondent sends us the ap-

pended suggestion. It is given place in this

column in order that it may have a chance for

expansion:

"Germans are original, linguistic, and scrupu-

lously exact in having their words describe

every shade of meaning and every peculiarity of

the thing to which a name is applied. Here is

a word" which is suggested for the multiple

switch-board for use in Germany

—

Deutsche)-

FcrnsprechvidfachKlal<peiiichrank."

The committee on mechanical nomenclature,

at the Bath meeting of the British Association

for the Promotion of Science, suggested the use

of the following terms:

I cm. per sec. ^i kine.

I gramme kine ^i bole.

I dyne per sq. cm. ^i barad.

The committee on electrical standards recom-

mended the adoption of the term "therm" as

the amount of heat required to raise one gramme
of pure water one degree centigrade at the tem-

perature of maximum density, and "Joule" as

the work done by a watt per second.

The Chicago Electric club held its first fall

meeting last Monday evening, and the organ-

iza ion is now prepared for active work. Presi-

dent Barton was in ihe chair, and in three or

four limely little speeches indicated his hearty

belief in an aggressive policy. He has taken a

strong interest in the club. He believes the time

has arrived when a club house should be secured,

and that its social features should be on a par

with its literary character. President Barton is

Chicagoan enough to desire mightily that the

western metropolis should not be outdone in any

respect by an eastern city. He urges that vig-

orous measures be taken to increase the mem-
bership and to provide suitable quarters. The
outlook for the club under iVIr. Barton's leader-

ship is flattering.

Mr. Ruiii) in his article on galvanic batteries

recognizes the very great absorption of elec-

tricians in the mechanical generation of elec-

tricity, but very truly says there is room, for

good work in studying that servant of other

days, the galvanic battery. Mechanically gen-

erated electricity has its field, and chemically

generated electricity its field; neither can usurp

the whole. Therefore, as long as man lives,

there will be a place for the galvanic battery.

Day by day we are acquiring fresh knowledge of

mechanically generated electricity while, gen-

erally speaking, our knowledge of the galvanic

battery is at a standstill. But there is still much
to learn, and quite probably investigations such

as Mr. Rudd has undertaken, will bring forth

new facts of great value. The diagrams pre-

sented with the paper in question are very in-

teresting in the showing they make of the drop
and the recovery of the e. m. f. during the

tests.

There are printed in this issue synopses of

several papers read at the annual meeting of the

British Association for the Promotion of Science.

Whoever examines the proceedings will be struck

by the gratifying fact that the results of Ameri-
can experience are so often alluded to. The
English with confidence assert their claim to su-

peiior knowledge in tlie electrical field, but when
it is a question of practice they yield the palm to

the enterprising Yankee. The concession is nut

always gracefully made; it is frequently made in

bitterness of spirit, but the fact remains, and it is

ailmitted. Several speakers paid their respects

to the English "iniquitous" electric li,ght actand
cileil it as a cause of the backwardness of the

art in iMigland. In Mr. Preece's paper a curious

illustration of the advantages of electric liglit

from an economical standpoint, is given. In a

London bank the sickness of the employes has

been greatly reduced since the better illuminaiU

has been used. Thcs;iving by the avoidance of

absence alone has been over ijii,coo. Mr. Preece

also took occasion to express his disapproval of

electric executions.

The Michigan senate has entered upon an in-

vestigation into the methods of business of the

French syndicate, otherwise known as the cop-

per trust, and its action is exciting considerable

indignation among copper mine owners in that

state, as they look upon the investigation as a

piece of unwarrantable interference.

The history of the copper trust, however, may
begiven in a' few words: The selling price of

lake copper, .which is now what it was five years

ago, decreased steadily from 1883, until in the

summer and early fall of last year it was being
sold at 10 cents per pound, and one large sale

was made at 9J cents. At this time the f'rench

Socictc lies Mctaiix was formed to corner the cop-

per product of the world. The syndicate secured

an almost unlimited backing of capital in Paris

and London, and set to work quietly buying the

copper production of the coming two years of all

mines of any importance at 13 cents a pound,
with a promise of half the profits, it is said. The
mines sold, and just after the bargain was com-
pleted the big fire occurred in the Calumet antl

Hecla mine, the principal copper producer of

the world. This fire would have sent the price

of copper to 11 or 12 cents a pound, but the

.syndicate sent the price up to i6i, 17, and even

19 cents a pound. Sixteen and a half cents is

the price set by the syndicate. As the mines sell

at 13 cents, the syndicate has a profit of 3-^- cents

a pound. Half of this is given to the mine
owners and half goes into the pockets of the

members of the Societc dcs Metaiix.

The United States senate committee on
finance also began last week an inquiry into the

operations of the copper syndicate. Charles H.
Pine of Ansonia, Conn., treasurer of the Parrot

Silver & Copper Mining company, testified that

his company had a contract with the societc

which ostensibly limited the production of his

mine to a certain amount of copper, but in real-

ity the limit was placed beyond the present pos-

sibility of production. He sold the copper on
behalf of the socicte, the company realizing 13

cents a pound and one-half of the profits above
that sum, the other half of the excess over the

13 cents going to the socicte. He was also au-

thorized to sell at all times at :^ of a cent a

pound less than the price of lake copper.

John Stanton of New York, treasurer of three

lake copper mining companies, was a witness.

He stated substantially the same facts in refer-

ence to the contract with the syndicate. He
explained that the societc took all the surplus

copper produced in America and sold it abroad,

paying the American companies one-half of the

sum realized above 13 cents a pound, and mak-
ing the deficit good when the price realized was
less than 13 cents, whether sold at home or

abroad. The societc had the right at all times

to fix the price of sale. The socicte had con-

tracts, witness understood, with practically all

the mines in the. country. He declared em-
phatically in favor of a protective tariff, and
said without it the mines of Lake Superior, Ari-

zona or Montana, could not have been devel-

oped. The protection afforded by the tariff, he

said, had made the United States the largest

copper producing country in the world.

Charles Rahl of New York, who was called as

a witness, testified that, while he was an inde-

pendent operator, practically he sold for the

societc. Consumers who purchased copper of the

syndicate, were required to agree not to put the

copper on the market again, but consume it in

their own works. He did not understand that

the socicte had a monopoly of copper manufact-

ure in France, although it controlled .some

twenty or thirty mills in different parts of the

country. No copper had been imported into

this country for several years, though the tarilf

had nothing to do with its exclusion. The
United States had become the largest pidiliicer

of copper, and produced it considerably in ex-

cess of our possible consumption.
The witnesses all agreed that there were

no American members of the socictc; also in the

statement that the price of copper to the con-

sumer to-day is less than the average for the

last ten years.
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British Association.
The Kritish association for the Promotion of Science

held its annual meetings in Bath, England, the first week in

September. The attendance was laTge, and the papers read

before all the sections were of a high scientific character,

vet manv of them were exceedingly practical. It is said

that in late years the British association has shaken itself

free from a mild contempt of practical papers, and wel-

comes them with the same readiness as the most advanced
researches in pure science. The president, Sir Frederick

Bramwell, in his opening address, look a rapid survey of

the development of engineering. In speaking of the elec

irica.1 tield he said: "(n this country, no doubt, still more
would have been done if the lighting of districts from a

central source of electricity had not been, since 1882, prac-

tically forbidden by the act passed in that year. This act

had in its title the facetious statement that it was 'to facili-

tate electrical lighting,' although it is an act which, even

modified as it has been this year, is still a great discourage-

ment to free enterprise, and a bar to progress. The other

day a member of the house of commons was saying to me:
'I think it is verv much to our discredit in England that we
should have allowed ourselves to be outrun in the distribu-

tion of electric Hghting to houses by the inhabitants of tlie

L'nited States and by those of other countiies.' I will

merely, and as illustrative of my views of the value of the

application of science to science itself, say there is no
branch of physics pursued with more zeal and with more
happv results than that of electricity, with its allies, and
there is no branch of science toward which the public looks

with greater hope of practical benefits."

\V. 11. Preece followed with a paper devoted to the prac-

tical applications of electricity. Pie spoke of Hghtning

conductors in this way: "As long as points remain points,

as long as conductors remain conductors, as long as the

rods make proper connection with the earth, lightning pro-

tectors will protect; but if points are allowed to be fused

or to corrode away; as long as bad joints or faulty connec-

tions are allowed to remain; as long as bad earths or no
earths exist, so long will protectors cease to protect, and
they will become absolute sources of danger. Lightning

conductors, if properly erected, duly maintained and peri-

odically inspected, are an absolute source of safety; but if

erected' by the village blacksmith, maintained by the eco-

nomical church warden, and never inspected at all, a loud

report will some day be heard, and the beautiful steeple will

convert the churchyard into a new geological formation."

Mr. Preece spoke of the development of telegraphy. Pie

mentioned these facts; "The quantity of news transmitted

is enormous; an average of 1,538,270 words are delivered

per day. The recent convention in Chicago, when the re-

publican party of the United States nominated their candi-

date for the presidentship, created so much business that

every American paper has chronicled this big thing as

unique; 500,000 words were sent on one night; but we in

England, when Mr. Gladstone introduced his celebrated

Home Rule bill on April 8, xSS6, sent from the Central

telegraph ofiSce in London 1,500,000 words."
Of the telephone he said: "At the meeting of the asso-

ciation in Plymouth, in 1877, I w^as able for the first time

in this countr)' to show the telephone at work. Since then

its use has advanced v.ith giant strides. There tre proba-

bly a million instruments at work now throughout the civ-

ilized world. Its development has been regularlv chroni-

cled at our meetings. As far as the receiving part of the

apparatus is concerned, it remains precisely the same as

that which I brought over from America in 1S77; but the

transmitter, ever since the discovery of the microphone by

Hughes in 187S, has been entirely remodeled. Edison's

. carbon transmitter was a great step in advance, but the

modern transmitters of Mo^eley, Berliner, D'Arsonval, De
longh. leave little to be desired. The disturbances due to

induction have been entirely eliminated, and the laws regu-

lating the distance to which speech is possible are so well

known that the specification of the circuit required to con-

nect the Land's End with John O'Groat's by telephone is a

simple question of calculation. A circuit has been erected

between Paris and Marseilles, 600 miles apart, with two

copper wires of b^ gauge, weighing 540 pounds per mile,

and conversation is easily maintained between those impor-

tant cities at the cost of three francs for three minutes.

One scarcely knows which fact is the more astounding—the

distance at which the human voice can be reproduced, or

the ridiculously simple apparatus that performs the repro-

duction. But more marvelous than either is the extreme

sensitiveness of the instrument ifself, for the energy con-

tained in one heat unit (gramme water degree) would, ac-

cording to Pellat, maintain a continuous sound for 10,000

years."

Of the economy of the electric light, Mr. Preece gave this

curious illustration: "In our Central Savings bank in Lon-
don it has been found, after two years' experience of elec-

tric lighting, that the average amount of absences from

illness has been diminished by about two days a year for

each person on the staff. This is equivalent to a gain to

the service of the time of about eight clerks in that depart-

ment alone. Taking the cost at the 'overtime' rate only,

this would mean a saving in salaries of about ^^640 a year.

The cost of the installation of the electric light was £3,349,
and the annual cost of working -^700 per annum—say a

total annual cost of £1,034. The cost of the gas consumed
for lighting purposes was about i'700 a year, so that on the

whole there was a direct saving of something like £266 a

year to the government, besides the ma'erial advantage of

the better work of the staff resulting from the improved at-

mospheric conditions under wh ch their work is done." Of
the improvement in plants he ^aid: "The glow lamp of Ed-
ison, which in iSSi required 5 walls per candle, has been

so far improved that it now consumes but 2^ watts per can-

dle. The dynamo, which in the same year weighed 50,000

pounds, absorbed 150 horse power, and cost £4,000 for

1,000 lamps, now weighs 14,000 pounds, absorbs no horse

power, and costs £500 for the same production oi external

energy; in other words, its commercial output has been in-

creased nearly six times, while its prime cost has been dimin-

ished eight times."

Mr. Preece spoke somewhat at length of the electric

motor, and predicted great improvements in it. Of the
general purposes to which electricity is applied he said:

"Every one appreciates the silent efficiency of the trem-
bling electric bell, while all will sooner or later derive com-
fort from the perennially self-winding electric clock. Cor-
rect mean time is distributed throughout the length and
breadth of the land by currents derived from Greenwich
observatory. Warehouses and shops are fitted with auto-

matic contact pieces, which, on any undue increase of tem-
perature due to lire, create an alarm in the nearest fire sta-

tion; and at the corner of most streets a post is found with

a face of glass, which, on being broken, enables the passer-

by or the watchful and active policeman to call a fire en-
gine to the exact spot of danger. Our sewers are likely to

find in its active chemical agency a power to neutralize

offensive gases, and to purify poisonous and dangerous
fluids. The germs of disease are attacked and destroyed
in their verv lairs. The physician and the surgeon trust to

it to alleviate pain, to cure disease, to effect organic

changes beyond the reach of drugs. The photographer
finds in the brilliant rays of the arc lamp a miniature sun
which enables him to pursue his lucrative business at night,

or during the dark and dismal hours of a black November
fog of London."

His disbelief in electric executions was manifested by
this remark: "Those who have assisted at this hasty legis-

lation would have done welt to have assured themselves of

the practical etlicacy of the proposed process. I have seen

the difticuliy of killing even a rabbit with the most power-
ful induction coil ever made, and I know those who escaped

and recovered from the stroke of a lightning discharge."

Prof. G. F. Fitzgerald addressed one of the sections on
the hypothesis that electro magnetic phenomena take place

by means of an intervening medium. He said: "The year

iSSS will be ever memorable as the year in which this great

question has been experimentally decided by Hertz, in Ger-

many, and I hope by others in England. It has been de-

cided in favor of the hypothesis that these actions take

place by means of an intervening medium. * * -x-

There were two hypotheses as to the causes of electro mag-
netic action. (Jne attributed electric attraction to a prop-

erty of a thing called electricity, to attract at a distance;

ihe other attributed it to a pull exerted by means of the

ether, somewhat in the way that air pushes balloons up.

We do not know what the structure of the ether is by means
of which it can pull, but neither do we know what the

structure of a piece of India rubber is by means of which
it can pull, and we might as well ignore the India rubber,

though we know a lot about the laws of its action, because

we do not know its structure, as to ignore the ether because

we do not know its structure. Any way, what was wanted
was an experiment to decide between the hypothesis of di-

rect action at a distance and of action by means of a me-
dium."
The experiments of Hertz were explained as follows:

"By a beautiful device Hertz has produced rapidly alter-

nating currents of such frequency that their wave length is

only about two meters. I may pause for a minute to call

your attention to what that means. These waves are prop-

agated 300,000 kilometers in a second. If they vibrated

300,000 times a second the waves would be each a kilo-

meter long. This rate of vibration is much higher than

the highest audible note, and yet the waves are much too

long to be manageable. We want a vibration about a thou-

sand times as fast again, with waves about a meter long.

Hertz produced such vibrations, vibrating more than a hun-

dred million times a second. And how did he detect the

vibrations and their interference? Pie could not see them;

they are much too slow for that; they should go about a

million times as fast again to be visible. ITe could not hear

them; they are much too quick for that. If they went a

million times more slowly they would be well heard. Pie

made use of the principle of resonance. He constructed a

circuit whose period of vibration for electric currents was

the same as that of his generating %nbrator. and he was able

to see sparks, due to the induced vibration, leaping across

a small air space in this resonant circuit. The well-timed

electrical impulses broke down the air resistance. By its

means Hertz has been able to observe the interference be-

tween waves incident on a %vall and the reflected waves."

He placed his generating vibrator several wavelengths away
from a w-all, and placed the receiving resonant circuit be-

tween the generator and the wall, and in this air space he

was able to observe that at some points there were hardly

any induced sparks, but at other and greater distances from

his generator they reappeared to disappear again in regular

succession at equal intervals between his generator and the

wall. It is exactly the same phenomenon as what are

known as Lloyd's bands in optics, which are due to the in-

terference between a direct and a reflected wave. It fol-

lows hence that just as Young's and Fresnell's researches

on the 'Interference of Light' prove the undulatory theory

of optics, so Hertz's experiment proves the ethereal theory

of electro magnetism. It is a splendid result. * * "

We seem to be approaching a theory as to the structure of

the ether. There are difficulties from diffusion in the sim-

ple theory that it is a fluid full of motion, a sort of vortex

sponge. There were similar difiiculties in the wave theory of

light owing to wave propagation round corners, and there

is as great a difficulty in the jelly theory of the ether aris-

ing from the freedom of motion of matter through it. It

may be found that there is diffusion, or it may be found

that there are polarized distributions of fluid kinetic energy

which arc not unstable when the surfaces are fixed; more
than one such is known."

Professor I'orbes read a paper on electric lighting in

America. He spoke of the marvelous extension of electric

lighting in America, not merely in cities but in small out-of-

the-way places, in the most distant states. He sail it was
eslimated in February of last year the 300,000 arc lights and
2,225,000 incandescent lamps were in use in the United

States. Four or five manufactories were capable of turn'ng

out 10,000 incandescent lamps each daily. He continued:
' It has been said that in ihis country we do not go ahead

so much as ihcy do in America, and various reasons have

been suggested to account for this. Professor Ayrton's
most admirable reason seems to go a long wav—namely,
that there a^e two definitions of inertia, the Engl sh, which
IS, that inertia is a resistance to motion and the American,
that it is a resistance to stopping. But I must say that in

electric lighting we certainly have been stopped a great
deal by what I might almost call the iniquitous electric

lighting act And I regret extremely, in the interests of
the public and of electric lighting generally, that an act has
been passed this year which has not yet put electricity on
the same footing as gas. This is a matter for extreme
regret to all those who have the ultimate benefit of the elec-

tric lighting industry at heart, for that act will delay the
due recognition of the value of electric lighting. But I

must say that I do not think the electric lighting act is

the only thing which has delayed our progress, because I

S'e that in electric traction and other developments of elec-

tricity also the Americans have gone ahead with great
energy, and I certainly do not put it down to want of capac-
ity on the part of our inventors, for I find that the best
dynamo machines are all designed originally in En. land,

and the best arc lamps there are are to be found in Eng-
land; bu'. with inferior machines and lamps in the states, I

have roticed that they are determined, as long as they have
something which they know will work well, to make it work,
and be ready in the meanwhile to take up something else.

I think, therefore, that it is not in the inventors that we
have to look for, goaheadedness, but to men of capital who
are technically instructed. I think it is technical instruc-

tion among the money classes that has developed electrical

engineering so much in America of late years " Professor

Forbes followed with a somewhat minute description of

Westinghouse central stations.

R. Percy Sellon's paper related to " Electric light ap-

plied to night navigation on the Suez canal " In the year
following the opening of the canal, 1870, 496 vessels availed

themselves of this new route to the east. In 1SS5 the

number reached 3,624. Delays were caused by the active

traffic. The narrowness of the channel made it impossible

for ships to pass each other, except at the "tying up"
points which are located five miles apart. Vessels were

obliged to "tie up" when ships came from the opposite

directions. In 1S85 the average lime of making the pas-

sage of 87 miles was 43 hours. Navigation at that time
was only possible by day. In 1885 it was decided to

allow vessels of war and mailships to pass through if equipped
with electric light, and in 1S86 the authorization was
extended to all vessels. The regulations of the company
require that an electric search light throwing a beam of

1,200 meters and a lamp and reflector lighting a circular

area of 200 meters in diameter, must be provided. The
first-class steamers which are lighted by incandescent lamps
usually carry with them as part of their equipment the ne-

cessary apparatus for navigating the canal by night Other

vessels can hire portable plants at either entrance. In May,
iSSS, 43 per cent, of the vessels employed the electric lights

in passing through the canal. By the use of the light, ves-

sels can reduce the time of the passage, nearly 24hours. For
vessels of 2,500 tons this would mean a saving of ^150 to

$200. The saving for a first-class passenger steamer would
befrom 1^500 to $750. In round numbers the saving to mar-

itime commerce would be §500,000 annually.

Henry Edmunds described his system of electrical dis-

tribution which is now employed in actual practice in Lon
don. He said: "A number of groups of cells, which we
will call the local batteries, are placed at different points or

centers where supply is required in the district, each battery

having its individual number of cells according to the volt-

age required locally, and the amount of current to be sup-

plied. These local batteries are electrically distinct and in-

dependent of each other and of the charging main, neither

is tilt re a duplicate set to be changed, but instead we em-
ploy an additional group with each of the local batteries,

which we will term the main batteries, the number of cells

of which are a divisor of the number employed locally

—

generally one-third. For example, suppose the local volt-

age be 48 volts, 32 cells would be employed which we would

sub ivide into 4 groups, 8 cells in each, and for purposes of

identification we will call these groups a, b, c. and d re-

spectively. Groups b, c and d are connected in series in

the local, giving 48 volts. Group a, being in the main, be-

ing charged for a limited period of time—in practice 2 min-

utes—is then removed from the main charging circuit and

placed in the local discharging circuit, when say group b

is removed from the local into the main to be charged; b

now in turn exchanges places with c and c with d, so that

each group a, b, c, d, follow each other in turn from the

main to the local or local to main, whereby in every S min-

utes esch group has received its increment of charge from

the main and has supplied the same in turn lo the local,

and so on continuously, until in 24 hours each group has

received its full charge of current, enabling ihe battery to

maintain its maximum discharge for eight hours, the

current employed in practice being 70 amperes, and the size

of cells proportionate. IncidenCaily, w^e find many advan-

vantages due to charging cells in this manner We can

maintain a constant potential on the local circuit, so that

we have not the interference and fluctuation due to charging

and discharging at the same time. The high tension main

i-, never at any time in electrical contact with the local cir-

cuit, thereby freeing the system from leakage to earth and

its attendant danger. Also the cells are kept in much bet-

ter condition by continually receiving short increments of

charge and having periods of rest from discharge. The
loss due to difference of potential between the charging and

discharging current is minimized, it being found in practice

we can continue charging the cell to its maximum capacity

with a mean voltage of 2.25, instead of 2.5 per cell as is re-

quired, where cells are charged continuously. This, on a

large scale, is a considerable element of economy, where

there are a number of cells in the charging main. Also we
find tVat an approximately constant potential on the local

circuit enables us to run lamps at a higher efficiency, with-

out the risk of rupture due to sudden rises of pressure; and

so far as we can judge the life of the batteries is consider-

ably len^tliened by this mode of intermittent charge and
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rest. And in addition to all these advantages we have a

great saving in the generating station in cost of plant, only

one-third of the power being required to operate the same

number of lights for eight hours, that would be necessary

for any direct system, and much less electric force or pres-

sure on the charging mains to supply the same number of

lamps, thereby saving cost of installation, and chance of

leakage. The additional advantage of being able to run a

smaller station (or 24 hours in the day is obvious, as we do

not have any idle plant w'th interest thereon. '^ '^ *

Such a system as I have briefly described lends itself to

many purposes in connection with electricity supply. For

instance, in the working of railroad switches and signals,

electrically, a distribution at each block station would enable

a whole line of rail, say 200 miles, to be supplied from one

source, the pressure on the main being only a small fraction

of the sum of the local pressure; or in electric tramway

work, a charged main, well insulated," of high pressure,

could supply a number of points en route which in turn

could each, independently of the other, supply large volume
low pressure currents locally—saving risk of breakdown and

consequent interruption of traffic. But more particularly is

it useful in detached house and suburban lighting, for it

solves the problem of giving each house its own individual

supply of electricity continuously day and night, totally in-

dependent of continuous or regular working at the central

station, or of interference from other work on the same cir-

cuit, being at the same time absolutely safe from the danger

of shock, and above all, supplying the electric light at a

reasonable cost."

Nicholas Watts read a paper on "Miners' Electric

Safety Lamps." He thought the question, which is the

most suitable battery for miners' lamps, though keenly de-

bated, had not yet been finally settled. The secondary bat-

terj' was doubtless, more durable, but where dynamos were

not already employed the primary battery would find favor.

These lamps were described;
" T//C Szaan Lavip.—Secondary battery. The elements,

lead and lead o.xide, are cylindrical, and are arranged con-

centrically in each cell. They are contained in a block of

gutta-percha, with four cell compartments inclosed in a

wooden case. The exciting liquid is dilute sulphuric acid.

The cells are recharged by placing the lamp on a stand

connected to a dynamo. The lamp proper is attached to

the side of the case, and is protected by a ' bull's eye' of

thick glass. A light of from one fo i^^ candle power is

given for a period of ten hours. The weight is ylbs and
the cost of maintenance is 3!;^d. per week. Several hun-

dreds of these lamps are now in use at Risca and else-

where, and the writer is informed that they give satisfac-

tion.
" The Walker Lamp.—Primary battery. Bic hromate-

carbon-zinc battery^, the carbon being itself the containing

vessel. On one side is a strong lens faced by a parabolic

reflector, the two being held by a strong brass cylinder at-

tached to the outer case, which is also of brass or copper.

The lamp is made in two sizes, of which the smaller weighs
5lbs. The battery is compo.-ed of two carbon-zinc cells.

The liquid used is a mixture of bichromate of potash, nitric

acid, and plain sulphuric acid. The e. m. f. is 4 volts, and
the current 0.3 of an ampere. The price is from 30s. to 25s.

The light afforded by the small lamp is sufficient to enable

ordinary newspaper print to be read at a distance of 6 feet

from the lamp for 10 hours. The battery of the larger

lamp, which weighs 7 pounds, has three carbon-zinc cells.

The e. m, f. is six volts, and the current 0.5 of an ampere;

price, 48s., 35s , and 32s. respectively. The cost of renew-

ing the chemicals used, the incandescent lamp and incidental

repairs, is stated to be not more than ?^d. per day for the

small, and id. per day for the large lamp. The cost of the

liquid has been frequently tested, and has come out at ^od-

per day of twelve hours" run. The operation of renewing,

which is effected in a few minutes, consists in running off

the liquid and washing out the cells, running in fresh liquid,

and replacing the cover, by which last act the connections

between the battery and the lamp are made.
" ZV/t' Pitkin Lamp.—Secondary battery of four cells.

The weight of this lamp is S pounds, and the price £2 2s.

Illuminating power, four to five candles; a reflector is em-
ployed lo concentrate the light. The battery is composed
of four ceils, each having eight plates or fingers, the ele-

ments being pero.xide of lead and spongy lead. The bat-

tery takes eight hours to charge. Mr. I'itkin estimates the

life of the battery at about two years; e. m. f., eight volts;

current, .4 of an ampere. The Pitkin lamp is furnished

with a switch, and a lesistance to regulate the expenditure

of thee. m. f., which, if allowed to act without check,

would, when the battery was started, destroy the filament

\V. W, Hood, l.lwynypia tried fifty I'itkin lamps, and
found that the switch was a difliculty. The men, unless

very careful, put on the switch too full, and broke the fila-

ment.
" '/'/// SclutHscliicff Latnp.— Primary battery. The excit-

ing liquid employed is a solution of basic sulphate of mer-

cury in the acid sulphate, one part of ihe salt being entirely

dissolved in thr'.'e parts of water, according to Schanschieff's

patent. The battery can be charged in fifteen secontls.

The elements arc zinc and carbon; a single liquid only is

employed, and no porous cells, producing resistance anti

causing waste of energy, are required. The weight, with a

battery of four cells, is 4J^ pounds. Kach cell lakes live

fluid ounces of the mercurial solution. The light ranges

from i^ to 2 candle power. The consumption of zinc is

f-i2 pounds per shift, or y, pound, for 4^ houi's (si.x shifts

of eight hours). The liquid is sujiplied al 5s. a gallon, and
is said to be worth, wlien spent, 4s. 3d,, in consefjuence of

the solid residue and free mercury precipilaled by the action

of I he cells. The working cost of the 4-ccll lamps for si,\

shifts of eight hours is jd., or %i\. for one shift. In some
forms of the lamp the solutitjn occujjies a little less than

half the height of each c< II, and the elcmcnls occupy the

other half f<r opposite end of the cells. 'I'hus the lamp is

capat'le of being put out of action by inverting it. The
liquid is changed every eight hours. The price i.s 30s,

'"/'hi- New Porlalih- I''.li-cl)'ic Lamp «jr J'own Syiidicali-

Compmnv's Lamp.—'Ihe battery is secondary, and consists of

two cells, the e'emenls being lithanode (peroxide of lead)

and spongy lead. The weight of the lamp is 4}^ pounds.

The light given is one candle over a period of 10 to 12

hours. Ti e battery takes live hours to charge, the cost of

recharging being 3d. per week. The price is £r is The
lamp is fitted with an automatic arrangement in connection

with the incandescent lamp, whertby, if the outer casing of

toughened glass be broken, the current is cut ofT, and ex-

plosion of fire-damp guarded against."

Prof Ayrton read an interesting paper on "Electric

Transmission of Power." It is impossible here to give any-

thing more than a few specimen bricks, which will, it is

thought, give a general idea of the structure. The paper

was detailed, and the writer made experiments which added
tu the interest. After speaking generally of the transmis-

sion of power. Prof. Ayrton said;

"In America there are 6,000 electro motors working ma-
chinery; in Clreat Britain hardly 100. But it is not only in

transmitting the power from the steam, gas or water engine

of a factory to the various machines working in it, that

electricity can be utilized. An incredible amount of power
is daily running to waste in this and other countries, be-

cause many of the rapid streams of water are too far away
from towns for their power to have been hitherto utilized.

If we take as a low estimate that a large, well-made steam

engine burns only two pounds of coal per horse power per

hour, the coal consumption, which would be equivalent to

the waste of power at Niagara, would exceed 150,000,000

of tons per annum, which, at only 5s. or 6s. per ton,

means some 40,000,000 pounds sterling wasted. The news-

papers of last week contained a long account of the spiral

electric mountain railway that has just been opened to carry

people up the Burgenstock, near Lucerne, and worked by

the River Aar, three miles away, so that we see electric

traction worked by distant water power is extending. But

splendid as are these most successful uses of water power to

actuate distant electro motors, it is but a stray stream here

and there that has yet been utilized, and countless wealth

is still being squandered in all the torrents all over the

world. There are four methods of transmitting power to a

distance: i. By a moving rope. 2. By air compressed or

rarefied at one end of a pipe operating an air motor at the

other end 3. By water forced through a pipe working a

water motor. 4. By electricity."

Prof. Ayrton discussed these modes of transmission, and
enumerated the advantages of electric means, as follows;

"i. Economy in consumption of fuel.

"2. More perfect control over each individual machine.

"3. Ability to bring the tool to the work instead of the

work to the tool.

"4. In greater cleanliness, no small benefit in this dirty,

smoky age.

"5. And. lastly, there is still one more advantage pos-

sessed by this electric method of transmitting power that

no other method can lay claim to—the power which during

the daytime may be mainly used for driving machinery can,

in the easiest possible way, be used during the night for

driving light.

"In the electric transmission how does this power travel?

Well, we do not know; it may go through the wires or

through the space outside them. But although we are

really quite in the dark as to the mechanism by means of

which the electric power is transmitted, one thing we do
know from experience, and that is this—given any arrange-

ment of familiar electrical combinations, then we can fore-

tell the result. Electricity is no more a source of power
than a bell wire is; electricity is a marvelously convenient
agent for conveying a push or a pull to a great distance;

but it is not by the using up of the electricity that electric

lights burn, or that electro motors revolve. It is by the

electricity losing pressure, exactly as water loses head when
turning the miller's wheel as it flows down hill, that work is

done electrically."

Prof. Ayrton spoke of the expense of maintaining an
electric battery, and said;

"As long as electro motors, as well as the machines for

the production of electric currents, had this defect the elec-

tric transmission of power was like carrying coals to New-
castle in a leaky wagon. You would pay at least i6s. for

your coal at Bath, lose most of them on the way, and sell

any small portion that had not tumbled out of the wagon
for—say 2s a ton, at Newcastle, a commercial speculation

not to be recommended.
"A very great improvement in electric motors was made

by I'acinotii, in 1S60; but although his new form of elec-

tro motor was described in 1SO4 it attracted but little atten-

tion, probably because any form of electro motor, no mat-
ter how perfect, was commercially almost useless until some
much more economical method of producing electric cur-

rents had been devised than the consumption of zinc and
acids. Pacinottl, when describing his motor in 1S64,

pointed out that his principle was reversible, and that it

might be used in a mechanical current generator. This
idea was utilized by tJramme in iSyo, who constiucled the

well-known Ch-amme dynamo for converting mechanical in-

to electric power, a machine far more eflicient than even
I'acinotti had contemplated, and gave the whole subject of

electrical engineering a vigorous forward impulse. Every
subsequent maker of direct current dynamos, or motors,

has followetl dramme's example in utilizing the principle

devised by I'acinotti, which was as follows; In all the early

forms of dynamos and motors there were a number of mag-
nets and a nundicr of coils of wire, the magnets moving
relatively lo the coils, or the coils relatively to the magnets,

as you see in this rather old specimen of alternate current

dynamo. 'I'o produce magnetism by a large number of

little magnets is not economical, ami Pacinotti's device con-

sisleil in arranging a number of coils around a ring in ihe

way .shown in the large wooden model, so that they could

all be acted on by one large magnet. Insteai.1 of fritter-

ing away his m.-ignelism, Pacinotli showed how it could
be concentraled, and thus he led the way to dynamos and
motors becoming commercial machines. Pacinolti's science,

engineered by (Iramnie, not only made electric lighting

connncrcially possible, bul led to electricity being used as a

valuable motive power. It was in their work that the elec-

tric transmission of power in its modern sense sprang into

existence.

"Eighty-seven and a half per cent, of the power put into

an Edison-Hopkin.son dynamo has actually been given out
by the motor spindle when 50 horse power was being trans

mitted. How does this compare with the comlniicd effi-

ciencies of an air pump and an air motor, or of a water
pump and a water motor? I understand that in either of

these cases 60 per cent, is considered a very satisfactory re-

sult. As far then as the terminal losses are concerned elec-

tric transmission of power is certainly superior to air or

water transmission."

Electrical transformation might be effected," Prof.

Ayrton said, by (i) alternate current transformers (2)

motor dynamos (3) accumulators or secondary balleries,

and (4) direct current transformers.

He spoke at length of the work which it was possible to

accomplish by transformers. As an illustration an experi-

ment in electric welding was given.

Coming to secondary batteries. Prof. Ayrton said:

"During the last few months fierce has been the battle

raging among the electricians, the war cry being alternate
current transformers versus accumulators, while the lookers-

on, with that better view of the contest that they are pro-
verbially said to possess, have decided that the battle is a
drawn one. Neither system is the better under all circum-
stances; if the district to be lighted be a very scattered one
use alternate current transformers by all means, but if the

houses to be lighted are clustered logether at a distance
from the supply of power then the storing property pos-
sessed by accumidators, which enables the power of electric

power to far exceed the capacity of the dynamos and en-
gines in the busiest part of the twenty-four hours, will win
the battle for accumulators. Any direct current system of
distribution such as is furnished by accumulators has also

the very great advantage that it lends itself to the use of
the very efficient electro motors which I have been using
this evening. Alternate current motors do exist, but they
are still in the experimental stage, and are not ^et articles

of commerce. Secondary batteries have caused much
heartburning for their uses from the apparent fickleness of
their complex chemical action, yet but imperfectly under-
stood. But we have at length been taught what is good
and what is bad treatment for them, and after years of
brave persevering application on the part of the Electrical

Power Storage company, that forlorn hope, the secondary
battery, has become one of the most useful tools of the

electrical engineer."

Prof. Ayrton closed with descriptions of electric rail-

ways.

CORRESPONDENCE
New York Notes.

New York, September 29.—There has been a little

breeze in connection with the removal of an abandoned tele-

phone line on Sixth avenue by the department of public

works. The men employed for that work are not electrical

experts in any sense of the word, and their idea of preserv-

ing the continuity of circuits is rather crude. It so hap-

pened that in the course of their operations they severed

one of the working wires of the United States Illuminating

company which has no rights that the Board of Electrical

Control feels bound to respect. The cutting of the wire

in itself was of course no very serious matter, but Captain

Reiily was instructed by Secretary Moss to station an oflicer

at the corner of Thirty-third street with instructions to pre-

vent any representatives of the electric light company from

repairing the wire. Quite a number of the company's sub-

scribers were thus deprived of their lights and a foundation

laid for another lawsuit. The New York- LJcrald has been

publishing a few chapters of ancient history regarding the

underground operations in this city, being incited ther'eto

by its hatred for Jay Gould, believing that he in some man
ner is to be benefited by the prosperity of the conduit com-

pany, which it claims is conti'oUetl entirely by telephone in-

terests.

Although the representatives of the prohibition part}'

succeeded last week in obtaining from the board permission

to erect a pole on Broadway from which lo suspend a po-

litical banner, it was a short lived privilege, as a neighbor

ing citizen made a complaint that tiie banner was a nuisance,

and as its owners claimed that they had no desire to violate

the law, it was removed by them before the mayor hatl a

chance to work up another case against his colleagues for

going out of their electrical jurisdiction.

There have been two accidents on the elevated roads

within a week which go to prove that there is continual dan-

ger to be apprehended from those overhead structures, but

they create no excitement as they are not enveloped in that

veil of mystei'y which appears to accompany anything elec-

trical. Steven Brodie who achieved notoriety by jumping

off the Brooklyn bridg2 narrowly escaped being- a victim of

the first mishap, an iron brake shoe weighing fourteen

pounds falling from a passiirg train, just grazing his pei'son

but sulliciently close to tear his clothing. Two or three

tiays later one of the cylinder heatis of a locomotive blew

out, causing great alarm among tl e passengers, as well as

people on the street. It is not probable that the dr'opping

of heavy pieces of metal will kill or injure more than one

person al a time, butthe derailing of a train or the explosion

of a boiler while passing a station may remind us that ther^
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are some other things besides the overhead wires which need

regulation.

A delegation of the board of aldermen has made a trip

over tlie l-'oiuth avenue line in the new electric car, which

appeared to be satisfactory in every way, but not sufficiently

convincing to the conservative guardians of the public inter-

. ests to warrant them in saying that they considered it a suc-

cess as a substitute for horses They appear perfectly will-

ing, however, to grant a temporary permit with a view to

- proving" the merits of electric traction.

An interesting decision has just been rendered by Justice

lirown ol the Supreme court in one of the numerous cases

originating among the "ticker" companies whicli distribute

quotations from the Stock exchange. The exchange au-

thorities have always held that this information was private

property, and their position is supported by Judge Brown,

who says that no public duty rests upon the New York

Stock exchange to make known the prices of securities dealt

in by its members. "It is not," says he, "the outgrowth

of any public demand, serves no public interest, has no

special privileges or power, and has asked nor obtained

nothing from the state except that protection which the

law affords to every citizen, and exists solely for the purpose

of affording its members facilities for the transaction of

their individual business. * ^' * * The business is

exclusively that of the individual members; and nothing, I

take it, can be clearer than that the parties to a sale of

property have an absolute right to keep the facts and de-

tails of that transaction to themselves, and deny any in-

formation relating thereto to all the world, and that there is

no power in the courts under our constitution to compel

them to make the same public."

Francis \V. Jones, assistant general manager and elec-

trician of the Postal Telegraph Cable company, is justly

proud of his new dynamo plant for supplying current to the

wires of that company. The basement of the building is

fitted up with duplicate plants of dynamos, and engines

supplied with steam from their own boilers, and also con-

nected with the distributing pipes of the steam heating

company. Heretofore it has been considered economical to

substitute dynamos for batteries only in the very largest

offices on account of the expense of operating a steam plant

continuously. With the growth of the electric motor busi-

ness, however, Mr. Jones is of the opinion that the practice

will grow, provided sufficient pains is taken to make the

motor service absolutely certain at all times. This he fears

is only possible where the entire system is under one man-

agement. I'.

Indianapolis Items.

Indi.\nai'0LIS, Ind.,Sept. 27.—The city council's action,

at the special session last Thursday night, in rushing

through an ordinance, entitled "An ordinance to regulate

incandescent lighting," is a little peculiar. Some weeks

ago Mr. Briggs, of Terre Haute, came here, and after

looking the ground over announced his intention to estab-

lish an incandescent electric lighting plant here, provided

the city council would give him the necessary permission to

put up poles and wires. No action seems to have been

taken in the matter until last week, when the ordinance was

rushed through. It says the company operating such in-

candescent plant shall put its wires under ground; shall not

operate or furnish arc lights; must make semi-annual state-

ments; pay the city a certain per cent, of earnings; give

bonds for 5^25,000, and be under the direction of city en-

gineer. The Fort Wayne Jenney company has had agents

in the city for some time working up a business, and in-

tending to establish an incandescent plant here. They are

inclined to think the ordinance is a drive at them, but have

not given up the idea of locating a plant here, and are con-

tinuing the canvass, hoping for some relief when the mat-

ter comes up before the board of aldermen. Mr. Briggs.

who is at present out of the city, writes that he petitioned

the council for a franchise in good faith, and, like the Jen-

ney people, is inchned to think the ordinance is instigated

by and in the interest of the gas company.

The lirush Electric Light company is taking down the

four 90-feet towers erected by it three years ago. and which

have never been used.

The McXeal Electrical Street railroad ordinance passed

the council Monday night, with an amendment that the

company must not use overhead conductors. Several ordi-

nances were also introduced calling for electric lights in

different parts of the city, in addition to the 100 already

contracted for by the city. M.

Phoenix, Arizona.

PHfKMX, Ariz., Sept. 18.—The Ph'^nix Electric Light-

ing company has doubled its capital stock for the purpose

of adding incandescent lights to its present arc I'^ht plant

of the Brush system. The incandescent plant will consist

of Brush alternating dynamos and Swan lamps. A Buck-

eye engine and boiler of lOO horse-power will also

be installed, and when complete the plant as a whole

will be one of the best in the western country. The plant

was sold and will be put in operation by Bagnall & Ililles,

who represent the Brush Biectric company and the Buckeye

Engine & Boiler company in Arizona and New Mexico.

The electrician in charge will be A. L. Bagnall, the present

superintendent and general manager. McC.

The Blue Grass Region.

Hendersun, Ky,, September 22.—A proposition was

recently made to light this city by electricity. The council

voted upon the matter three nights ago and rejected the

proposition. Winchester, however, has taken a different

action, and has decided that she will be lighted by elec-

tricity. Greenville, Tenn., has taken the same action.

A.

Lamp Lighting Schedule. — Moonlight
System.
October.

Day of Montn

.

23-

24.

25-

26,

27
2S.

29,

30.

31.

H. ^r.

6.10
6.10
6.10
6.10
.10

6.00
6.20
7.00
7.50
8.40
9 40

10.40
11.40
12.50

1.50

2.50

3-50
No
No
No
5.40
5.40
5.40
5.40
5.40
5.30
5 30
5.30
5.30
5.30
5.30

Ex iD'^iuish

3.20

4-30
5-00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5- 10

5-10

5-IO

5.10

5.10

5.10

5.10

5.10

5.10
light,

light,

light.

7.30
8.00
8.40
9.20
10.10
11.00
12 00

1.00
2.00

3-10

4.20

'J'otal number of hours,

g.io

10.20

10.50

10.50

10.50
11.00

10.40
10.00

g.20

8.30

7.30

6.30

5.30

4.20
3.20
2.20

1.20

0.00
0.00
0.00

1.50

2.20

3.00

3-40

4.30

5-30
6 30
7-30

8.30

0,40
10.50

196.10

I'he fortgoing schedule is practically good for the United States.

The time for commencing to light is calculated at one-half nour
after sunset, or one hour before nioonset; the time for extinguishment
one hour after moonrise, or one hour before sunrise.

The time for lighting or extinguishing is given for the day on
which the night commences.

The time up to la o'clock midnigh is shown by bold face type;
aftermidnight by light face typt;.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Western Electric company of Chicago has sold a

75-arc light plant for export to South America.

The Santa Rosa Lighting company will build gas and
electric light works and sell fuel in and about Santa Rosa,
Cal.

The Brush Electric company has recently sold to parties

in Princeton, N. [., a 225 hght incandescent plant com-
plete.

The Chicago Arc Light & Power company is crowded to

its full capacity, the night service, in fact, being over-

taxed.

The Heisler central station plant at Ocean Grove, N J.,
has been installed to the entire satisfaction of the local

company.

The city of Easton, Pa., has increased its plant by pur-

chasing twenty-tive arc lights of the Western Electric com-
pany of Chicago.

The Heisler Electric Light company has contracts on
hand for the construction of central stations at Greenport,

N. Y., and Yonkers. N. Y.

The St. Paul, Minn., Gas company has purchased of the

Thomson-Houston company of Chicago, 50 arc lights as an
increase to its present plant.

The Milwaukee county asylum for the chronic insane has
purchased a 150 light incandescent plant of the Thomson-
[Touston companv of Chicago.

The Thomson-Houston Electric Light & Power company
of Meridian, Miss., has ordered 75 arc lamps of the Thom-
son-Houston company of Chicago.

Alex. Kempt, agent of the Brush Electric company in

Chicago, has recently sold a 300 light incandescent plant

complete to parties in La Salle, III.

A funny fool in New York touched an electric light wire

so as to see the light "sputter." He will not "sputter" any
more; aged 24.

—

Buenos Ayres Herald.

The Snohomish W. T.. Electric Light company, has
been incorporattJ; stock, !^8,6oj; incorporators, E. C.

Ferguson, T. Ferguson, C. H. Stickles, I. Cathcart and
others.

The Eugene City, Ore., Electric Light company has
placed an order for 600 additional Heisler incandescent
lights. The plant was started last year.

The Gaslight & Coke company of Jacksonville, III., has
purchased as an increase to its present plant 50 arc lights of

the Thomson-Houston company of Chicago.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has sold

forty arc lights to the Western Electric Light company of

St. Louis, as an increase to the present plant.

The Bristol, Pa., Electric Light & Power company has
been incorporated, with ^30,000 capital stock. The plant
will probably be in operation by December 15th.

The Electric Light & Power company of Litchfield, lU.,

has purchased as an increase to its present plant 35 arc

lights of the Thomson-Houston company of Chicago.

The Calumet & Hec'a Mining company, of Calumet,
Mich

, recently increased its electric light plant by purchas-
ing a number of 2,000 candle power Brush arc lamps.

The Electric Light company of Carlinville, III., recently

purchased through Alex. Kempt, Chicago agent of the

Brush company, two 150 light incandescent dynamos.

The Brush Electric company has sold to the Brown
Hoisting & Conveying Machine company of Cleveland, O.,

a large arc and incandescent electric light plant for its

shops.

The Cefhngwell electric light plant in Shreveport, La.,

was recently burned. The plant was erected by C. A.
Cethngvvell two years ago, and cost $16,000, and was not

insured.

The electric light dam and main building in Neenah,
Wis., were washed away by high water last week. The
dynimosare at the bottom of the river. The loss is esti-

mated at $38,000.

The Gasjlttos' Review of London says a gas engineer

has acknowledged that electricity has one field in which gas

cannot compete. The reference is to the lighting of car-

riages and omnibuses.

Yund, Kyne & Kennedy, of Amsterdam, N. Y., have
recently increased their Brush incandescent electric light

plant by purchasing a 225 light dynamo from the Brush
Electric company, Cleveland, Ohio.

An electric light company has been formed at Kirksville,

Mo., which will operate about forty arc lights and 300 in-

candescent lights. The plant will soon be started. Benja-

min F. Lamkin is interested in the company

The Heisler central station at Grand Junction, Col., will

be in operation in a fe^rdays. The constructing electrician

will then leave for Pueblo, Col., where the same company
is erecting a large central station plant for the gas company
in that city.

The Atlantic cotton mills. Lawrence, Mass., who have
operated 45 Waterhouse arc lights the past year, have or-

dered 77 arc lamps in addition. They turn on and off

lights at will, the Waterhouse regulator working perfectly

under light or full load.

The Truckee Electric Light & Power company has been
formed. The capital stock is ^6,000 and the incorporators

are W. H. Kruger, J. F. Moody, Joseph Marzin, J. L.
Lewison, T. B. Whitney, W. H. liurd, George Curless,

W. P. Moss, C. T. McGlashan.

The Buffalo common council at the meeting of September
24 voted to e.^tend the electric light system in the city

Several aldermen opposed the extension on the ground of

economy, but the majority preferred the better illuminant

even if it cost slightly more than gas.

A committee consisting of Messrs. Chiles, Watkins and
Lemm, of the Jackson, La., city council are visiting north-

ern cities for the purpose of inspecting different systems of

electric lights, which they will consider before finally ac-

cepting a bid for lighting their own city.

The lirush Electric company, of Cleveland, C, has re-

cently sold to Woods, Jenks & Co., of the same city, a 30-

light 2,000 candle power dynamo with a full complement of

lamps. The same firm recently purchased from the Brush
company a large incandescent plant of three -or four hund-
red lights.

The steamer Queen of the Pacific was recently fitted out

with electric lights. She was so brilliant when she steamed
into San Diego harbor the other evening that the startled

citizens got the impression she was on fire, and a number
of tugs and other vessels were hastily made ready and sent

to her assistance.

The San Antonio Gas company, of San Antonio, Tex.,

has just added to its electric light plant by purchasing an-

other 30-light 2,000 candle power arc dynamo from the

Brush Electric company. This plant is a new one installed

within the last year. The company is now operating 150
Brush arc lights.

The Spanish government has refused to alter the date

fixed for the compulsory introduction of the electric light in

the Madrid theaters, and no place of entertainment will be

allowed to open this autumn unless lighted by electricity.

The majority of the theatrical managers have complied

with the ministerial decree.

The new Lyceum theater at Rochester, N. Y., will be
lighted by 750 electric lamps. Thirty-six globes each con-

taining two lamps of sixteen candle power will be placed in

the dome of the auditorium, and thirteen chandeliers of

electric lights will be placed advantageously in other parts

of the house. The dome lights will be inclosed in globes

of pearl glass.

Mr. Shippey has patented a new filament, prepared from
semi-metallic material, which he claims is free from the

previous patents, says the London Electrical Engim-a:
Another part of the patent consists in a method employed
by him of using up old or damaged filaments. Instead of

being useless, as heretofore supposed, Mr. Shippey states

that old filaments, being of very pure carbon from the con-
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tinned action of the current, can be pulverized and remade

into Tilaments, making a better quality of filament than the

originaL

Alex. Kempt, at the head of the Chicago house of the

Brush Electric company, has sold an electric light plant of

two 2,000 candle power Brush dynamos with full comple-

ment of lamps, to the Lehigh Coal company of Duluth,

Minn., and in addition, to be operated in connection with

the plant, one iS horse power motor and one 11 horse

power motor.

Following are the inco-porators of the Baker City, Ore..

Gas & Electric Light company: J. H. Parker. J. P. Kaull,

J. W. Wisdom, Chas. F Hyde, Henry Rust, O M. Dod-

son and E. H. Mix. The articles of incorporation state

that the objects of the company are the "building, erecting,

owning, operating and controlling a full and complete sys-

tem of gas and electric light works" in Baker City.

A local paper says of the- electric light plant at Hoosick

Falls: "The lights are of the Thomson-Houston system,

and give perfect satisfaction; steady, no flickering, bril-

liant. More lights are necessary, and we hope our village

fathers will not delay the matter, but decide early upon

their location. And too, a judicious trimming of the trees

will not only increase the benefits of the lights, but beautify

the appearance of our village. The plant consists of an

Armington & Sims 50 horse power engine, a 100 horse

power boiler, and two arc light dynamos of the capacity of

30 lights each."

C C. Haskins, city inspector of electric lights, would not

permit an arc light to be placed in the dome of the Colum-

bia theater in Chicago, unless extraordinary measures were

taken to prevent fire from sparks from the carbons. He,

therefore, designed protective measures himself The space

above the lamp and at the sides was lined with asbestos

and a mercurial thermoftat inserted. The thermostat was

placed in circuit with a battery and a vibrating bell located

on the stage in the vicinity of the electrician in charge. In

case a fire originates from the arc lamp or the temperature

of the air surrounding it increases beyond the norma!, the

bell sounds the alarm and the electrician at once cuts the

lamp out of circuit.

The Counly Nctos speaks of the electric light plant in-

stalled by the Brush company in Marysville, Kan., in this

way: "The lights are clear, bright and steady, and satisfy

the most skeptical and surpass the expectations of the most

enthusiastic. The dark days of our city are past, and we
are willing that our prosperity and pride, business and

beauty, shall be inspected by the bright light of the noon-

day sun, or the more brilliant glow of the electric lamp.

The spirit of public and private improvements predomi-

nates among our people. The light has dawned upon us

in more ways than one. We take the lead as a city and as

a people, and say unto others, gather beneath our light and

it will lead you to pleasant and profitable places

Harry P. Roberts of Rochester, is the inventor of a

crane for raising and lowering electric street lamps. The
object of the invention is to provide a safe, strong appa

ratus for lowering the lamps when necessary to adjust the

carbons. In place of the ordinary counter-weights on

swinging cranes, Mr. Roberts employs an endless chain

running over a toothed wheel and worked by a crank at-

tached to a bracket on the pole to raise or lower the arm
carrying the lamp. His invention also embraces an auto-

matic cut-off. by which, when the lamp is lowered from its

ordinary position, the electric current is cut off absolutely

from the lamp. One of the cranes has been placed at the

main entrance of the international exhibition at Buffalo.

A Syracuse entomologist recently had a narrow escape.

He already has a large collection of fire flies and as he was
walking down one of the main thoroughfares he thought

he saw a chance to increase the number of insects by se-

curing an unusually fine specimen. He took out of his

pocket an envelope with which to entrap it. Just as he was
on the point of attempting the capture a policeman caught

him by the shoulder and dragged him away. According to

the story the luminous object was not a fly but was a min-

ute arc on an electric light wire which had fallen from a

pole. The policeman had taken in the situation and had

saved the man's life. The story sounds a little fishy but as it

is vouched for Ijy the entomologist himself it ought to be

believed in all its details. The experience should be a

warning to all naturalists not to hunt for specimens in city

streets.

In the office of the Public Ledger, in Philadelphia, on
Tuesday evening of last week, L. H. Leber gave a public

exhibi ion of his regulating incandescent light, by which
the illuminating power of a lamp, it is claimed, may be in-

creased from the i-i6th of a candle power to 112 candle

power, says an exchange. The change from one power to

another is effected by diverting the current from one carbon

loop to another, and ihe number of changes in any one
lamp is limited by mechanical considerations, as there must
be a loop of carbon for each power, besides means for

making the connections with each loop. In the demon-
stration a lamj) was connected with an Edison electric light

circuit, and the light changed at will from an eight candle

power to a sixteen, and then to a thirty-two power, one car-

bon filament being used for each power desired, and the

same current being used in each case.

In a communication to the Academic des Sciences of

Paris M. C. Ponak describes a form of arc lamp in which

the rugtilalion is effected by the expansion through healing

of wires. The current passes to the carbons through a

brass wire, .sulliciently thin to be sensibly heated by the

passage of the current, and which is kept stretched by a

helical spring, also of brass, and the other end of these

springs is connected by a magnifying lever with the carbon-

holders. Before liirning on the current the carbons are in

contact, but on closing the circuit, Ihe current passing

through the wirus mentif)ru;d above cause them to stretch,

separating the carbons. When the arc is formed, its re-

>istance limits the current passing through apparatus, and
with it the elongation of the wires, and a steady light is ob-

tained. As the carbons waste away the increased resist-

ance diminishes the expansion of the wires, and allows the

two carbons to approach each other. It is claimed that

with this apparatus the light can be maintained for three

hours without attention, and the relighting in case of ex-

tinction is automatic, but the intjensity of the light increases

slightly during work. Tlie apparatus is stated to work
well, giving little trouble, owing to its great simplicity, as

neither gearing nor electro magnets are employed, the

whole regulator being made from a block of wood and four

brass wires.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
There is some talk of an electric railroad between Lowell

and Lawrence. Mass.

The electric road at San Jose, which disappointed its

projectors for a short time, is now running satisfactorily.

The Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company has

secured the contract to supply an electric motor and gear-

ing to the turn-table of the Pennsylvania railroad at Al-

toona. The Yale & Towne company will furnish the table

itself. The Sprague company recently installed a railway

turn-table at Aurora, III., for the C. B. & Q. R. R This
table is 325 feet long by 66 feet wide, and has a tractive

resistance, when full loaded, of about 1,500 pounds. The
table weighs, light, about 15 tons, and moves loads of 100,-

000 pounds with ease. The installation has been in opera-

tion for nearly a year without hitch or breakdown, and to

the entire satisfaction of the railroad company.

In the large tobacco warehouse of Ferguson, Herndon
I.S; Co., Louisville, Ky., the practical use and superiority of

the electric motor over any other form of power is clearly

demonstrated. The firm used for some time a 10 horse

power gas engine, but finding it wholly unequal to the duty

it had to perform they displaced it with a 12 horse power
steam engine. With the latter power they found an im-

provement, but it was not wholly reliable and trustworthy.

They finally purchased a 7^3 horse power Sprague motor,

which is now doing the work formerly done by the gas and
steam engine, and is also furnishing additional power re-

quired by fruit presses for compressing dried fruit.

Work on the machinery of the electrical equipment for

the West End Street Railroad company of Boston, to be
equipped by the Sprague system, is being pushed forward at

the factory as rapidly as possible and will soon be ready for

installation. The overhead structure will be of the most
neat and tasteful description. The poles will all be of iron

of ornamental pattern, and will be set in concrete. These
will carry the light and small number 6 overhead wire

which is used upon all the Sprague roads. Tlie power
station will be placed at Allston on the Boston & Albany
railroad, and will have both water and rail facilities for re-

ceiving fuel. The dynamos will be of the largest size and
of the Edison pattern. The first part of the equipment
will consist of 20 cars which will all be ready for operation

by the first of October.

The directors of the Hartford & Wethersfield Horse
Railroad company, with representatives of the press, re-

cently enjoyed a ride to Wethersfield in one of the new
electric cars which the Sprague company has just equipped
in that city. Starting from the depot at 4 o'clock ihe run
down was made in twenty minutes, without any special at-

tempt at speed. The car can be as easily stopped as with

horses, as a slight turn of the switch crank shuts off all

power, and the brakes work as at present on the regular

horse cars. The return trip was made in eighteen minutes.

The trial was satisfactory to the directors, who expressed
themselves as well pleased at the easy motion of the car in

starting, rounding curves, and in speeding. The trip to

Wethersfiel 1 was made two minutes ahead of schedule

time, and the return trip was accomplished in six minutes
less than the regular time. Among those who were on the

trial trip were President Goodrich, Messrs. Roland Mather,
Henry Keney, Charles L. Lincoln, Atwood Collins. Sam-
uel G. Dunham, Daniel Plowe, Judge Henney, A. P, Pit-

kin, Ebenezer Roberts. Alderman Henney and Selectman
Horace Robbins. of Wethersfield.

The organ in St. Paul's chapel, rich in the solemn, mellow
harmonies of many Sundays, and venerable in its abun-
dance of years, recently was wedded to a creation of mod-
ern progress, says a New York paper. The old man who
for years had pumped power into the lungs of the great in-

strument, was absent. His occupation is gone, and the bel-

low's arm, worn into a smooth polish from many handlings,

has ceased to make its regular upward and downward beats.

Modern science, cold and unappreciative of tradition, had
come into the quiet atmosphere of the old place of worship,
and when organist Leo Keller touched the keyboard the

power which quickened the organ into voice was furnished
by electricity In the latter part of August an electrical

motor was placed on the Hoor near the organ, but in the

several experiments that followed it was found that the vi-

brations of the machine were too perceptible. It was tried

in several positions, and was finally found to give satisfac-

tion, and make no noise when placed above the entrance to

the choir. The power is furnished by the Edison company.
The contrivance is under control of the organist, who at

the keyboard can apply or cut off the power by touching a
button at his side.

The construction work on the Pirookline branch of the

West End railroad at Boston is being pushed forward as

fast as possible, and is rapidly nearing completion. About
twenty ears will be at first fitted out with the overhead
Sprague system for Brookline, and the Bentlcy-Knight con-
duit system will be used in Boston, where overhead wires
and poles arc forbidden. It is impossible to estimate when
the road will be completed, but it is hoped that it will be in

running order before snow Hies. The road has been guar-
anteed to run without a hilch .Sprague motors will be used
on all the cars. anJ the only portion of the Bentley-Knight
system used will be the conduit and the plows from which "the

current is taken therefrom. In the Bentley-Knight system
in Allegheny the conduit is in Ihe center of the track, and
ihe plows in Hie center of Ihe cars. In Boston, however, it

is proposed to place the conduit by the side of the track,

and the plows outside the wheels of the car, but protected

by the overhang of the curved sides. The Sprtgue over-

head system will be the same as that for the Richmond road,

except that iron posts will be used instead of wooden ones,

and will be much stronger as well as more ornamental. A
part of the equipment furnished by the Sprague company
will consist of three working cars for clearing snow from
the tracks in winter. Each of these is operated by two
fifteen horse power motors and carries snow plow, ice cut-

ter salt and sand arrangements, and will keep the track

clear in all sorts of weather.

A London firm has made an electric dog cart for the

sultan of Turkey. The motor is of one horse power ca-

pacity. The motive power is supplied by a set of twenty-
four small E P. S. accumulators, placed in the body of the

cart, of siifficient storage capacity to drive the dog cart for

five hours at the speed of teii miles an hour. The weight
of the accumulators is 7 cwt., and that of the carriage, all

complete, is 11 ^^2 cwt. The motor uses a current of 20 to

25 amperes, with an e. ra. f. of 48 volts. When the vehi-

cle is running at a speed of 10 miles an hour the motor
makes 1,440 revolutions per minute, and develops % actual

horse power. The motor is connected to one of the wheels

by means of a chain, gearing into a sprocket wheel
on the motor shaft. The ratio of gearing of motor
to driving wheel is about 18 lo i, the circumference of the

wheel being to feet 9 inches. On an ordinarj' road the

amount of work required, of course, varies with the uphill

or downhill gradient, and the total amount of work done is

thus, on an average, about the same as on level road. The
current required to start is about 25 amperes, and for ver)'

heavy gradients as much as 45 or 50 amperes could be taken

for a few minutes without harm. The motor has been
tested up to 90 amperes. The dog cart carries four per-

sons; it is started, stopped and guided without any diffi-

culty by means of a switch, with three resistances, and a

steering gear fitted to the fore carriage, with a handle for

the driver. The cost is £200, Rather a rattling noise is

made by the commutators and sprocket wheels, but this is

said to be not noticeable on ordinary roads above the noise

of the wheels.

THE TELEPHONE.
Business in the telephone exchange in Grand Rapids,

Mich,, was suspended for a considerable time on Sept. 27
by the excitement following the discovery that one of the

operators had committed suicide. She had taken poison

and fell to the floor dead soon after the exchange had
opened.

London, with a population put at 4,765,000, contains

only 4, 193 subscribers to the telephone, while Stockholm,
with a population of only 215,000, has 4.832 subscribers.

Out of twelve of the principal cities of Europe. London
stands last but two in telephone progress, the average of

subscribers here being 0.9 per 1,000, as against 22.5 in

Stockholm, 6.4 in Rome, 3.3 in Berlin, and 1.4 in Paris.

One of the first persons to profit by the telephone which
now connects Paris with Marseilles was the King of Por-

tugal, who, as soon as he landed in France, placed himself

in telephonic communication with his wife, who is at pres-

ent making a staj' in Paris. Though the line is 920 kilo-

meters long, it works in all respects as satisfactorily as any
of the shorter lines already in existence. The rates at

present charged are a franc and a half between Lyons and
Marseilles, two francs between Paris and Lyons, and three

francs between Paris and Marseilles, the time being limited

to three minutes in all cases. The tariffs have hitherto

been based on a time allowance of five minutes, but the

public will lose little or nothing by the curtailment, experi-

ence having shown that the average duration of a tele-

phonic conversation does not exceed three minutes.

Considerable money is being put into long distance tele-

phones in Europe, The telephone lines, Berlin-Dresden and
Berlin-Breslau are completed. The tlistances are 105 and
200 miles respectively. The Dresden line was opened for

traffic just recently, and the line may be used by telephone

subscribers from their own instruments, and also by the

general public making use of the call offices throughout the

town or at the Bourse. The charge is is. for ^wz minutes'

conversation. The Breslau line is yet the subject of ex-

periments by the postolifice, but will also shortly be opened
for traffic. A Brussels firm has received an order from the

Portuguese government for all the material necessary for

the erection of a telephone and telegraph line between
Oporto and Lisbon, similar to those at present existing be

tween Paris and Brussels, and Lyons and Marseilles.

A dispatch from Philadelphia, dated September 22d, says;

Henry Brown, an employe of the Bell Telephone company.
was standing on a scaffold level with the fifth story of the

building, 26 South P'ifth street. A rope hung down from

the scaffold and lay uncoiled along the road bed of Crockett's

court, which lies in the rear of Fifth street. Brown, work-

ing at a height of too feet above the ground, glanced down-
ward and saw a wagon driven by a negro going out of the

court. As it passed beneath him the rope caught in the

wheels, became entangled and tautened swiftly. Brown
saw what was coming", and shouted to the driver. The
negro heard him, looked at him, and then drove calmly on.

An instant later the scaffold, torn from its fastenings by the

strain, crashed to the ground. As the strands began to

separate lirown made a desperate leap for life, jumping up-

ward toward the roof, over which he had been trailing some
wires. His feet touched the ledge, but he could not re-

cover, and in another instant he toppled head foremost to

the pavement below, uttering a piercing shriek as he fell.

He strtick upon his head, and his skull was crushed like a

shell. For a dozen feet around clots of blood and brain

were spattered. The unfortunate man was dead before a

bystander could reach him. The driver, seeing what he

had done, descended from his seat and coolly disengaged

the rope from the wheel. Then, resuming his place, he

whi[)ped up his horse and drove off. The catastrophe oc-
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curred within 50 yards of the central police station, but

whether through his own alertness or through the slowness

of the police, the negro drove away unmolested, and there

is no clew to his identity.

THE TELEGRAPH.
A dispatch from \'a]paraiso says: The Transandine Tel-

egraph company will open to the public its new direct tele-

graph line between \"alparaiso and Buenos Ayres October

ist. This is an iron pole line in connection with forty

miles of cable laid under the perpetual snows of the Andes,

and will insure communication between Buenos Ayres and
London via Galveston inside of one hour and a half.

A Washington dispatch says: The Postal Telegraph
company has applied to the Inter-State commission for an
order giving it means of connection over the American
Pacific roads which are now giving exclusive privileges to

the Western Union. The company says its only connec-

tion with the Pacific coast is over the Canadian Pacilic

lines, which are not only inadequate for its business, but

are liable to intermption.

An eastern paper says of the system of using dynamos
instead of batteries for telegraph lines: "The dynamos
were found in the cellar of 1S7 Broadway, New York, oc-

cupied by the Postal Telegraph Cable company. Their ar-

rangement is a decided improvement over the previous sub-

stitution of this class of mechanism for the immense bat-

teries that have been made in this city. They occupy but

a small portion of the space required by the batteries, and
yet are much more effective and reliable. The arrangement
of the dynamos, driven by small engines, is on a plan de-

vised by F. W. Jones, manager and electrician of the com-
pany, and highly commended by other electricians. By a

simple process of switching they can readily be connected

\v\ih any of the wires and a current flashed over any of the

company's lines which connect directly with Washington,
Boston, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Chicago, Omaha, St. Paul,

Denver, San Francisco, and other points in this country,

and Liverpool, London, and other cities in Europe."

Miscellaneous Notes.

The electrical works of Dorsey, Paine & Co., at Chatta-

nooga, Tenn., have been burned. They will be rebuilt at

once.

The Electric Machinery company of Chicago has been
incorporated. Capital !|ioo,ooo; incorporators, E. H.
Haynes, Charles Steinbreiss and II. B. Cady.

An inventive mechanic of Bridgeport, Conn., has per-

fected a locomotive attachment which utilizes the phono-
graph in a new way. By means of the device every blast

of the engine's whistle is recorded, together with the exact

time at which it occurs. This will, of course, be of great

value to railroad companies in protecting them from the

false representations of persons who are injured or mutila-

ted while on the track.

A galvanometer for the direct measurement of very small

currents is shown by Mourlon of Brussels, at the Brussels

Exhibition. It will probably be most useful to medical

practitioners in electrical treatment who require to measure

currents of a small amount. The instrument indicates di-

rectly, and without oscillations, currents from one i, 000th

up to one ampere. A resistance of sulphate of zinc and
water completes the apparatus, which is handsomely
mounted.

The twenty-eighth meeting of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, and the lirst of the present season,

will be held at the house of the American Society of Civil

Engineers, 127 East 23d street, New York, Tuesday, Oct.

9. The programme of the evening will be the discussion of

Frank J . Sprague's paper, on '

' The solution of the

municipal rapid transit problem," read at the last special

meeting of the institute, June igth. Messrs. M. B. Leonard
of Richmond, George W. Mansfield of Boston, and Robert

W. Blackwell of New York, have signified their intention

of discussing the paper.

An Austrian engineer has, it is said, designed a truck to

be run before every railway train, being maintained always

at a fixed but adjustable distance in front b)' the force of an
electric current transmitted from a dynamo on the engine.

The current is conducted in glass tubes on the pilot truck.

If the truck comes into collision the tubes are broken and

the contact necessarily destroyed. The interruption of the

current instantly and automatically applies the brakes on
the following train. It is claimed by the inventor that two
express trains, fitted with this system, might with impunity

be set to run full tilt at each other. The collision of both

pilot trucks would arrest the progress of both trains before

they could meet.

Here is what a prophet in the St. Louis Globc-Dcmocrat

predicts: "The time will come when electricity will be as

essential to ordinary housekeeping as bread and milk now
are, and will be delivered to private dwellings something

after the style that milk and bread are now delivered. A
wagon will drive up to the back door and leave a box of

electricity, sufficient to last at least twenty-four hours. The
housewife will take the box and attach it to the electrical

apparatus in her house,;.and run her sewing machine with

it during the day and light her dwe ling with it at night.

The next morning the wagon will call and the old box will

be taken away and a new one substituted, and thus it will

go on from day to day. This can be done now with much
more ease than a storage battery of an ordinary electric

motor can be filled, and at very much less expense. In fact,

if such a system were in general operation the cost would be

almost nominal."

The Domestic (las company of Chicago has been incor-

porated, with a capital stock of ij^soo.ooo. The incor-

prjrators are A. G. Anderson. R. H. Smith and A. A. Ex-
line. A gentleman interested in the company s .id : "The
system is one to enable a man to supply gas in his house

through the working of a machine, which is practically a

permanent battery. This electric machine produces the
hydrogen part of the gas, and the carbon is supplied by
utilizing some product of coal oil, thus making a fixed gas.
The cost of this gas to the consumer v.ill, of course, be
mainly regulated by the cost of the carbon-making material,

but even at retail per gallon in the market the price of the

gas should not be over 30 cents per 1,000 feet. '1 here is

no increased risk to advance insurance, as the coal oil reser-

voir, made of metal, can be kept outside of the house, and
connected by a pipe or tube with the gas-making machine.
I have for some time past used one of these gas-making
machines in my own house, and the results from it are

highly satisfactory."

A paper was recently read before the French Academy
of Sciences by Messrs. Chaperon and Mercadier. describing
an electric cell which is sensitive to the action of light. The
cell consists of a plate of bright silver covered with a thin

layer of sulphate of silver, and immersed in an electrolyte

composed of a very dilute solution of sulphuric acid. The
cell forms a very unsatisfactory and unprofitable article so
far as its electric properties are concerned, for its e. m. f.

is weak and variable, and polarization takes place rapidly.

The peculiarity of the arrangement is that its current un-
dergoes an instantaneous change when it is exposed to the

action of light. The rapidity with which the change takes

place has been investigated by the authors, who have
demonstrated that so short a period of time as one thou-
sandth of a second is sufficient to produce the effect of the

light on the e. m. f. of the cell.

Personal Paragraphs.
Mills H. Landon, cashier of the New York branch of

the Western Electric company, was in Chicago last week.

William Hubbard of the Elgin Telephone company, of

Elgin, 111., has been seriously ill for two weeks, but is now
convalescent.

Prof. E. r. Roberts, formerly of Cheyenne, Wyoming
Territory, has been appointed to the chair of electrical

engineering in Cornell university.

Frank E. Clark has resigned his position as secretary

and treasurer of the Campbell Electrical Supply company,
of 95 Milk street, Boston, Mass.

J. E. McConnell, of the H. B. Cox Electric company of

New Haven. Conn., was in attendance at the meeting of

the Chicago Electric club Monday evening last.

President Duncan, of the National Electric Light asso-

ciation, was in Chicago the early part of the week, and
was a visitor at the Chicago Electric club Monday evening
last.

Prof. Eric Edlund, member of the Royal .Vcademy of

Science of Sweden, died at Waxholm, near Stockholm, on
the 19th of August last, in his 70th year. The celebrated

Swedish professor contributed greatly to the knowledge of

modern science in connection with electrical research.

William Pataky, from the Royal Polytechnicum of Ber-

lin and a member of the Institute of Patent Agents in

London, was in Chicago recently. He said to a reporter

that the (German patent law, w^hich is patterned somewhat
after the laws in the United States, would be changed
within a year. The new law will give a personal hearing

to the patentee on appeal cases, and a court will be estab-

lished of higher powers than the patent office, ^^'here an
appeal to the patent office has been decided adversely it can

be made to the court. A board composed of scientists and
manufacturers asked for a law of this character last year.

Mr. Pataky said that American inventors were liked in Ger-

many because they were practical men, and their inventions

good.

Telephone Stock Quotations.

Col. S. G. Lynch, broker, 146 LaSalle street. Chic;

furnishes the following quotations on some of his sp&
ties in telephone stocks:

Chicago 340
Central Union 47
Michigan 81

Great Southern 34
Colorado. ... 43
Rocky Mountain Bell 41
Cumberland 65

Wisconsin 110

Bell of Missouri 150

Iowa Union 28

Missouri and Kansas 70

LlgO

cial-

345
43
82

37
46

43
68

112

155

Business IVlention.

The Merced, Cal , Ileisler central station plant, under

construction for the Merced Gas company, will be com-

pleted and started in a few days. The order for this plant

was very gratifying to the Ileisler Electric Light company.

Mr. Swain, the superintendent, awarded the contract to the

Ileisler company after having made a personal and thorough
investigation of the working of all others as well as of the

Heisler system at Salt I-ake and Ogden, Utah.

The Davenport Central Railway company of Davenport,

la., under date of September 22, wrote as follows to C. M.
Barclay, agent at Chicago of the Sprague Electric Railway
& Motor company: "We accept the equipment furnished

by your company for the operation of our road. We have

found in the peculiar location of our long grade a most try-

ing obstacle. Your motors have been able to overcome
this and in such a successful manner that we now believe

our heavy grade is a source of financial benefit, our travel

having increased more than 50 per cent."

The Southwestern Electrical Supply company of Kansas
City announces that it has opened a department which will

be fitted up for the purpose of doing a general business in

the way of repairing dynamos armatures, lamps and elec-

tric lighting apparatus. This department will be under the
direct supervision of an expert electrician which will enable
the company to guarantee all its work so that persons send-
ing any kind of apparatus to its shops for repairs may feel

assured that the work will be done in a satisfactory^ manner.
1 he demand for a place of this kind has been felt by every
manager of an electric lighting company in the territory

tributary to Kansas City. A great saving will be gained in
transportation, and delays attending long shipments will be
done away with.

Edw. P. Alhs &Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., in order to
meet the demands of their great trade for a first-class and
thoroughly reliable line of mill and engine supplies, have
organized a supply department and carry in it the more
prominent lines of leather, cotton and rubber belting, lac-

ings, belt fasteners, and the miscellaneous lines of acces-

sories, sprocket wheels, steel and iron hoisting transmission
and standing ropes and fittings, rubber goods, including
hose and fittings, elevator buckets and conveyors, scales of
all kinds, speed indicators, flouring mill supplies, lanterns,

flue cleaners, vacuum oils, lubricants and lubricators, oilers

and a number of specialties. Inasmuch as they place their

seal of recommendation on their goods in their supply de-
partment it is quite evident their large trade will know when
they order goods from the supply department that they will

get as good as there is.

For some time it has been known that the president and
directors of the West End Street Railway company of Bos-
ton were investigating with great care different methods of
street car propulsion, including the cable and various elec-

trical systems. They have made it a point to visit principal

cities in this country where these sy&tems are in operation,

and have made a rigid examination. They have evidently
been governed by the desire to make the best possible move
for the improvement of street railway facilities in Boston
The company negotiated for a time with the Thomson-
Houston company. Mr. Whitney and his board greatly
admired this company's road at Crescent Beach, where,
during the season, hardly a scheduled trip was missed. This
fact, they thought, gave pretty gcod assurance of the re-

liability of the system Negotiations culminated Septem-
ber 14, when Mr. Whitney signed a contract with the
Thomson-Houston company. They are to begin at once
the construction of aline from Harvard Square, Cambridge,
to Arlington, to run by the overhead system. The cars

will be running within sixty days, and verj' soon afterward
a line will probably be running to Bowdoin square, Boston
proper. The Thomsoii-Houston company has at present
nineteen roads in successful operation. They are at Scran-
ton, Pa. (3); Revere, Mass. {2); Syracuse, N. Y.; Wash-
ington, D. C ;

Ansonia, Conn.; Binghamton. N. Y.; De-
troit, Mich.: Jamaica, N. Y.; Port Huron, Mich ; St.

Catherines, Ont ; Wheeling, W. Va.; Appleton. Wis,;
r^ayton, O.; Fort Gratiot, \fich.; Lima, (_)., and Windsor
Ont. There are also roads in process of construction at

North Adams. Mass.; Wichita. Ivan.; Des Moines, la.;

Omaha, Neb,; Lynn, Mass ; Danville, \'a ; Hudson, N,
Y.; Seattle, W. T., and Bangor, ife.

During the past week the Sprague company has closed

three contracts for the electrical equipment of street railwa) s

in Erie, Pa., Reading, Pa., and Ashevllle, N. C. The
first named company is the largest in the city of Erie, ard
operates twelve miles of track and over loohorses. The ct n-

tract specifies the equipment of twelve cais, and calls for the

overhead sj'stem. The electrical appliances will embody all

the latest improvements introduced by the Sprague company
upon its railroads. At the central station there will be four

dynamos of 50,000 watts capacity each, which will deliver

the current to the line at a pressure of 500 volts. The
overhead wiring will carry the light number 6 bronze wire
for a working conductor, which is in use upon all the

Sprague roads. The East Readirg Street railroad runs out
Fairview avenue, and covers about a mile and a half of

street. The same overhead system will be used as on all

the Sprague roads, and the poles will be of a neat and
tasteful design. The Asheville road is three miles in

length. At St. Joseph, Mo., the successful operation of

the Sprague system on the road of the Union Passenger
company of that city has decided the Wyatt Park Street

Railway company to adopt Sprague motors and overhead
wiring upon its cars. The Union Railway company has
also contracted for an extension of the Sprague system
upon its road. Two other street railways now using the

Sprague system over parts of their roads, have decided to

extend it over the whole. These are the Wilmington City
Railway company of Wilmington, P^el., and Suburban
Railway company of Wilkesl arre, Pa. They have both
been in operation for about three months, and have been
giving perfect satisfaction. The first equipments of these

were three and four cars respectively. The work on the

electrical equipment for the Brockton, Mass., East Side

Street railway is being pushed forward as rapidly as pos-

sible. It is expected that this road will be put in operation

at once.

One of the busiest firms in the west is undoubtedly the

Pond Engineering company of St. Louis and Kansas City,

engineers and contractors for complete steam plants for all

purposes. They now have the following orders on their

books: One 75 and one 125 horse power, Armington &
Sims engines for the Pine Bluff, Ark., Water & Light com-
pany; one 75 and one 125 horse power Armington & Sims
engines for the Fort Scott, Kan., Electric Light iS: Power
company; one 42 horse power Armington i: Sims engine for

the Metropolitan .Street Railway company, Kansas City,

Mo.; one 75 horse power Armington & Sims engine for the

Bank of Commerce Building, St. Louis; one 30 horse

power Armington & Sims engine for the county court house.

•St. Louis, Mo.; one complete steam plant of 200 horse

power, including steel boilers, Armington & Sims engines,

heaters, pumps, etc., for the Little Rock, Ark., Edison
Electric Light &: Power company; one 100 horse power
steam plant, complete, for driving the new Sprague electric

railway at Asheville, N. C. This power plant is an addi-

tion to the works of the Asheville Electric Light company.
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The Pond company is also furnishing a 125 horsepower

Armington iS: Sims' engine to the Kdison Ilhiminating; com-

pany, Topeka. Kan. They have also been awarded the

contract for the erection and starting" of tlie 600 horse power

plant for the new central Edison station at Kansas Cit)',

Mo. They are furnishing a 400 horse power iloppes puri-

fier to the electric railway between Council IJluffs and

Omaha. They have just furnished two 80 horse power

boilers to the Crawfordsviile, Ind., Gas & Electric Light

company, and two more of the same size to the Jacksonville,

Hi., Gas Light & Coke company.

Electrical Patents.

Issued Sepiemlic-r 2S, 188S.

359,870. Registering- Meter for Electric Currents. James

D. Bishop. San Francisco, Cal.

The invention consists of indicating dials \vith suit-

able gearing by which they are actuated, an adjustable

pawl and ratchet mechanism by which the movements

of the indicating dials are regulated, and an oscillating

arm or pendulum actuated by the passing current, to-

gether with a mechanism by which the movement of

the ratchet wheel is increased or diminished in propor-

tion to the current which is passing. The fifth claim

follows:

5. "In combination with the alternately acting elec-

tro magnet or magnets, a pendulum the rod of which is

made flexible between the weight and the point of sus-

pension; an armature upon which the magnets act to

cause the pendulum to swing from side to side, and a

commutator operated by the swinging pendulum."

389.876. Electric Motor. Philip Diehl, Elizabeth; N. J.

The invention is more especially intended for use in

connection with electro motors adapted for driving sew-

ing or other light machines. The seventh claim is

given

:

"7. The combination, with an electric motor, of a

lever provided with a friction block or brake, and a

spring adapted either to hold the brake away, from the

motor wheel or to force it against said wheel."

389,882. Secondary P-atterv. Caniille A. Faure, New
York, N. V
The invention embraces two electrodes or elements,

each composed of different elementary substances and

normally widely separated in the electromotive scale,

combined with an electrolytic solution forming an in-

soluble salt with either or both said elements under the

influence of an electric current.

389.883. Telegraphy. Stephen D. Field, Yonkers, N. Y.

The invention comprises, in connection with the

other devices, a special character of compound relay

constructed for use in connection with the multiplex

system. The first and fifteenth claims are jjiven:

"I. In telegraph apparatus a receiving relay consist-

ing of coreless coils vibrating in a fixed magnetic field

of adjustable strength.

"15. A telegraph relay comprising a closed tubular

electro magnet with consequent annular field around

the middle of its core, in combination with one or more

vibrating coils suspended therein, so as to surround the

core."

389.888. Electric Incandescent Lamp and Attachments.

Isaac W. I-Ieysinger, Philadelphia, I'a.

389,894. Dynamo Armature. William G. Meyers, Phila-

delphia. Pa.

3'^9.935- Electric Storage System. AVilliam 11. McDon-
ald. Albany, N. Y.

The first claim reads: "i. An electric storage sys-

tem composed of two or more lamp circuits, each of

which is supplied with a storage battery, and each of

which lamp circuits is connected with the other lamp
circuit or circuits by an intermediate circuit provided

with a means for breaking the current on the intermed-

iate circuit between the storage batteries."

389,943. Electrical Conductor and Insulating Conduit.

Robert F. Silliman, Troy, N. Y.

389,974. System for the Distribution of Electric Energy.

Gustav Pfannkuche, Exeter. N. II., and Alfred Pfann-

kuche, Cleveland, O.

390.001. Elevated Frame Work and Support for Electric

Wires and Street Railways. Linus W. Brown, New
Orleans. La.

390,058. Telephonic, Telegraphic and Signaling Circuit.

Edmond L Bernheim. Paris, France.

The object of the invention is to provide a system

for the installation of telephonic, telegraphic, or other

signaling stations connected on one circuit, in order to

permit any two stations to call one another directly.

and to place themselves in communication without the

necessity of giving notice to a central station and with-

out calling either the intermediate stations or the ter-

minal stations of the line. The second claim is given:

"2. The combination of a line having a plurality of

wires traversing a succession of stations and grounded

at both extremities, with telegraphic, telephonic, or

other signaling instruments at the stations, and com-

mutators for putting the circuit wires to ground on
either side of these instruments, whereby when one
section of the circuit is in use the remainder of the cir-

cuit lias its terminals grounded, and is in readiness for

use."

Isaac W, Chishclm, Xew Co390,007. Galvanometer,
cord. O.

393,081. Rallwav .\larm, Aaron C. Inghram, Omaha,
Neb.

390, lor. Electric Testing Device for Card Flats. Ed-
mund Tweedale, Accrington, i^ounty of Lancaster,

England.
The invention relates to apparatus or means for test-

ing the correctness or accuracy of the card (Tats em-
ployed in carding engines.

390,113. Electric Testing Device for Carding Machines.

John BuUough, Accrington, County of Lancaster,

England.
The invention consists in electrically connecting the

card Rats and card cylinders and suitably insulating the

framing of the machine, so that the circuit may be
completed only by the contact of the teeth on the card
flats with the teeth in the cylinder, and further, in

employing in place of the card llats, with a machine
having either an insulated or uninsulated frame, trial

or test flats for the same purpose, v\z.: for determining
the accuracy of adjustment of the surface or rings on
which the card flats proper travel

390,115. Electric Current Indicator. Patrick B. FJelany,

New York, N. Y.

The invention consists essentially in a finger ring

having mounted thereon a magnetic needle, and a scale

showing the points of the compass.

390,180. Dynamo Electric Machine. William Mather
and Edward Mopkinson, Manchester, County of Lan-
caster, and John Hopkinson, Westminster, England.
The first and second claims are given: "i. In a

dynamo electric machine, the combination, with the

armature, of the field magnets, comprising solid

wrought iron cores, and cast iron poles of much greater

sectional area than said cores, the latter being let into

the former and being at their ends entirely surrounded
by the metal forming the poles.

"2. The combination, with the armature, of the

pole pieces having curved bounding lines approximate-
ly coincident with the lines of magnetic induction and
provided with special polar extensions of small sec-

tional area compared with the poles proper."

Protect VOL' Armatures
It is a matter of everyday experience among Elec-

tric Light men that Armatures are frequently burned
out entirely, or seriously injured by the short circuiting

of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of

the raost valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System"
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-

"CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.,

or KI/ECTIMCAI. SUPPI.Y CO.,
171 Kaiidolph Street, t^hicsgo.

See letter of recommendation from electrician Chi-
cago Arc Light & Power Co., on adueitising page xiil

WESTERN ELEOTRICIAH July 28, 1SS8.

Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, October
15 at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the Club,
123-124 Clark street.

Electric Light Repairing, General Machine Job-work, Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, %'A^.JS^|gtuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-Bv F. B. BADT.
100 pages; 70 illiistrationa; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 iQcliee. Designed for

Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers. Just the book for men who wish

to learn how to operate and csre for electric light installations. The only book of the kind in the

English language. Price, postage prepaid to any address in the United States or Canada, gl.OO.

Atdreis ELECTRICIAN rUBIISHING CO., G Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

The Standard Carbon Co.,
UCCE^^SORS TO THE

Boiilton, Cleveland., SLnd Crvstal Cartoon Companies.
O Ij E! "\r 33 X^ -A. Iiff 33 , OHIO.

JAMES W. QUEEN 9^ CO., PH.LTDl1fp'A7X:pT.'5T-s.A.
MAKERt^ AND I3IPOKTERS OF STANDARD ELECTRICAL TEST INSTR1J IffENTS.

Sole Agents for^
AYRION k PERRY'S

CELEBRATED

Ammeters

Voltmeters,
And for

Sir WilliaiD TliomsoH's

NEW

Slamlanl Eldciric Kiilaiiccs,

We also furnleh the InetrumentB of Edelmann, Hartmann and
Frarin, Carpentler, Elliott Bros, and Siemens Bros. & Co.

\\k- are now fiirparea to make. IC4'HiHtaii<u' CoIIh ad-
InHted to any Hecrec of firvclHion re<|ulr«M]. All reniH-
tanccH are aOJoHtecl to lo^sal oIiiiih, by Htandaras tented
at the CavcadiHli I^ultoratory.

AmmetnrH, ToltmeterH and ReHlMtanee CoIIh 4'Hli-

brated, and (^onHt.antN furnl«1ied. Car|ientler''H Aniiiic
terH and VoltOK'trrH. <;aiMU'/\v VolimeterH. riiotonic*-
ti'Ir Api»araliiH. 4jlalvwtnoiiieterH of every deHcrlptloii.

Dyiiaiiioiiieters.

Siandiml Resistance Coils,

(lalvanoiiietci' Mirrors.

Rcfidiiig Telcsc(i|io,s

Scales.

III

Testing iattci'ics.

Eloflroinc -CI

Taclioiiieters. Teclmical KCMlstaiioe Coils. Afew
Comliination Testins 8cfM. lilpceil Oonnters, Staii-

ilnril .'oiidt'iiMorH. We curry <lic liai'KeNt StorU of

TcHt IiiHtriiiiionts III iho irniteil HtutCN.
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DYNAMOS and MOTORS.
Arc and Series, Incandescent

Lamps, Ammeters, Volttneters

Oalvanometers, Lightning Ar-
resters, Stoitch Boards, Cut-Outs,

Electric Sapplle?, etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE,
154LaSill5St.,CHICAG0.ILL.

FOR SALE.
A VANDEPOELE DYNAMO

Wilh Ten (10) Arc Lamps
i\ <;ooD oici>i':it.

I^rice, $8SO.OO.
LEROY PAYNE & CO.,

1 73 Miihigan Ave., Chicaio. III.

A. A. McGreary's Reflector Shade
(PATENTED.)

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE

IN ILLUMINATING POWER.
5 SIZES for lO to 100 C. P. Lamps.
SUSPENDED BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.

18and20Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.
Seud I'oi* Circular B.

Agents for the Oanaflas,

^Z^^ Messrs. AHEARN Si SOPEB, - OTTAWA. ONTARIO,

^\6-A

r^y.
The Electrical ¥^

>>^jr Construction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Soecialtv.

TTnkBei-t

^ Friction Clutch Pulleys

1 1 - 23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS. NEW YORK.

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

BURR & DODGE, 125 ^. 51h St., Philadelphia.
Investigtate Before Buying.

THE "CLARK " -^XTIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspectok of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
29, 1886, he says : " A Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in JEvery Respect."

The rubber iised In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidise or cracky and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not afEected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the

whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.

Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all

gauges and diameter of iusulaiiun for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Liglits from atocK, Cables made
to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
Ol aud 03 Hauipsbire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENRT A. CLARE., General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

%^m
TRADE MARK.

BPiNCHES:-

INSULATED WIRES AND GABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,

Mannlactared for A£BIAIi, l^UBMARISfE and UHDEBeBOCND USE. OB-ONITE TAPE for makiDg waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers GANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.

-CMcap, 42 LaSalle SI, Boston, FMlafleljliia, Oiualia, MiuiieaBolls, Ciuciiiiati, LoiiisTille, Kansas City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-
phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pisher's j^lectric |||otors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

LECXRIC RJLIL-KTJLYS =#^

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
rlMANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric JJotors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

Hfgh Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmansliip, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Elecl^ric n|aGhines,
For Electroplating, ELrcTROTYPiNG, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, Agent,
154- LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn,
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WE PATENT AND EXPLOIT
In Foroi-'n CountrleB lirBt-clasB Electrical Inven-

tions whTch are new and operative, and I'ave been

lUn tratodbymo-elBanddramingB bnt not puD-

ehed in tbiB conntry before belnK I alented

abroad. No expanse lo Ibe inventor ;
ca 1 or write.

FOREIGN PATENT IXPLOITING CO.,

1007 Opera House Block. CHICAGO, ILL

FRANCIS W. PARKER, Solicitor.

fr&nciswTpmer,

SOLICITOR o[ ELECTRICAL PATENTS

THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF U S.

ELECTKICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block. CHICAGO.

An Electric Light Central Station

Plant, consisting- of arc and incandes-

cent lights.

Doing a good paying business.

Good reasons for selling.

A statement of the business of the

plant cheerfidly furnished a bona fide

inquirer.
ADDRESS

Water, Light and Power Co

,

Turner BIdg.. ST. LOUIS. MO.

BAKER'S TRIPOLINE!
A Powerful and Rapid Cleaner and Polisher of Metals without Acid or Poison.

EsneciallT Adapted to Bailroiid, Marine, Stationary and Fire Kngine Worli,
"liot or cold ;•' Large SlsnH, Rallines, etc.

This nollah is now being supplied to Hundreds of Mechanical Engineers BI^ECTBIC
I/IGHT PliANl S and manufacturers of Machinery. Has already been adopted by many ot the

leading railroad companies, the leacline lire departmentB, Whter works the U. S Ordnance and Na^T

Departments, and thousands of MillB, Factories, etc. Is the BEST ANU (JHEAPESl PUI.IbH IN

THE WORLU, and quickest Cleaner, lliieqnaled for Cleanine and Pollshins 1 ai l)on

Holders. Bend for Sample, FREE. Liberal discount to manufacturers and dealers in AClec-

trlcai Machinery. Alanufactnred only by the

MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO., - - 88 MARKET ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
-MANTTFACTUKEKS OF—

Hard Kubber Goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECI.VLTIES OF ALL KINDS MAUE TO OltDER.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
CatiilnRue aud Pricea furolelied on application.

I.W.COLBURN&CO.
No 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

machines for Arc aad Incandescent
Electric liighting, Electro - Plating
and Kxperimental Use.
Send for large IlloBtrated Catalogne, also Hand-

book of ifeaay Reterence, vest-pocket edition.

TheH.M.LOUD&SOMS LUMBER CO.
?[ANUFACTUilERS OF

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles.

Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross ArmS
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly-

OnUe and i^llll at Oscoda. 3Iicli.

Kxclusive Selling Afient : G- i. Harmount, Western
Agtnt Electrical Depai'tmecit New Haven Clock Co.,

315 Waba,sh Avenue, Chicago

Tlic Guidii Autoiiiaiic Heat

AGENTS WANTED
EVEKYWHBKE,

FOR ANYTHING

)ii the liine of

Teuiperatiire

Reffiilatioii,

Kltlit^r •'ai"iiac«^«
or

Ktea,]>i H<-at«-rM

In Houses, or for
Special Apparatus,

address

ELlhBJ.X.T.

INVENTORS! PATENTEES
Owning nr conlroUiDg yperiiillies in Electric
Light. n^', Lamps, Burglar AlarniB, 8mall Fittinsa,
etc., etc., andwiehiDg to dispose of. or manufac
liire, the same, may correapond with

WM. J. Y4NDELL, President R.T.M. Co.,

513 CHESTNUT ST.. ST. LOUIS. MO.

Sealed Proposals
Ton

LiElitingtlieCitfwitli Electricity.

Mayor's Office.
Natchez, Miss., Aug. 37tti, 1888.

Notice is hereby given that sealed proposals

will be received at the office of the City Clerk un-

til la o'clock M., Movember 1st, 1888,
for lighting the atreete, alleys, commons or parka

of the city, with electricity, in accordance with

plan and specifications to be placed In the City

i^'lerk's office, for the period of five years, that Is

to say, that portion of the city now lighted with

gas, from the Ist day of March, A. D., 1889, and

that part lighted by coal oil lamps, from the let

day of June, A. D., 1889.

Each bidder Is required to file with his bid a

detailed statement of the number and location of

the plants then In operation, of the particular

system which he propoaea to establish in Natchez

if snccessful in bidding, and to specify as to each

plant so in operation whether it Is the one orig-

inally established in such locality or has been
siibetituted for some other pre\Iouelyln nee, and,
If a Biibatltnte, then for what system.
The successful bidder will be required to enter

into good and sufliclent bond, of such penalty as
the Mayor and Aldermen ehall hereafter fix, con-
ditioned that be will erect and have ready for nee
the electric plant, and begin the lighting of the
city therewith, on the dates hereinbefore stated.

The Mayor and Aldermen reserve the right to
reject any or all bids.

W. U. aiATiliERY,
Mayor of City of Natchez.

EtreHNK F. PniLLiPs,
President.

W. H. Sawtee,
Sec'y and Electrician.

Afflfirlcafl Electrical fforls.

&^
PROVIDENCE, R. |.,

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

Insulated Electric Wires,

Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wire

Magnet Wire, Patent Rubber-Covered
Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-

ible Cordage, Office and
Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND and AERIAL CARLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 18 Cortlandt St.

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,

505 Delaware St.,

KANSAS CITY, - - MO„
FOR THE

Western ElectriciaD

SI.OO.

<;k\|':ral, AtiKXTS now

Patrick & Carter's Bells, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Etc, Etc.

And are prepared to make orompt deliveries from stock at Manufacturers' Prices.
Me make a specialty of all kinds of Sripplies for Electric Lighting Companies, and solicit your corres-

pondence. We are now prepared to execute all kinds of Repairing for Dynamos, Lamps,
or Electrical Apparatna of any descrlptiop, and would respectfully solicit

orders in this department.

%i/%̂J. B. YOUNG, President and Treas. B. K. JAMISON, Vice-President.

SOLAR CARBON ^ MFC. COMPANY,
Office, No. 69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA. ^ -^

^ Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas. Process Patented. '"^^^—i^^ .

BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
,Bg=s:^*- ~

Western Office, i 75 Randolph Street, Chicago. Special Discounts on Large Orders. "^ ., _

THE EIDISOU MJLcmisrE 'HrORK:S,
SOHElsrECTA.DY, N. Y.,

MANUTACTIJKERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords ^nd^Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY. General Sales Agent, 19 Dey Street, New York.

PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE B EST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E, Wl. F , Volts. 1.44.
Internal Resistance, Ohms, 0.32.

SiitlHfiictlon Guar.'inlfMHl.

illyhcBt Tt-HliiimnliilH.

UIMTK POIII'BICK ANJ) '.ICCUI.AR TO

A, SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Street. N. Y.

VltiillH Kiirmitr, Manager.

'I<. llU llll'lulHU lit

California Electrical Works,
Sun Francisco.

A. H. MACKINNON,
Broker. Auclionocr and Valuer.

Electrical Plant and Apparatus
(Uotli Now and HiiConU-lJainl.)

63 Broadway, NEW YORK.
:i.W CJellB Julian Blorat;*- IJutl,«ry. 1 Edleon DjDa-

mofl, elc. Bend for Mst.

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

/Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

S«ND POR Catalogue.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE $3.25.

A. B. LYMAN
Electrical Supplies.

Clevelawl

Ohio.
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"C.£C."EIEGTRIG MOTOR CO.
90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAISD OPFICE; 19 Pearl St,, BOSTON.

CHICAGO OPFICE: 185 Dearl)orn Street.

NEW ORLEANS OPFICE: 25 Carondelet Street.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lighting, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K^ K/ LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

factories:
J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent.

WATERBURY, CON N.

THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL.

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.
NEW YORK AGENT,

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Seed for Price-List. I B Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y^ .

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
Agents for EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES,

46 South Water Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Complete Domestic ("ombination Outfits:

These sets reqnire DO tecbnical kDOwJed e toconaect; tbey are all

contained In blcck highly fini-hed hara rubber cases, mounted In

nic&el plate and ready for ubb. The bell c omes are ail Zv, Inches the

colla a e wound with eilk-coveted wire, and t e contacts are of plat-

inized eilver.

Three-U'ayAnnnnciator and Bell Set $16.00

Invalid's Portable Call Bell Set 7.00

Burcrlar Alarm Set ? 50

Fire Alarm Ootflt $7 00 to 8 00

Portah'e Electric Teeting Set 1000
Family Electro-Medical Set 12.00

Teleejaph Set for Short Llree and Learners 6 50

H'gh and Low Tempers ture Alarm 12.00

Siuglft Stroke or Trembling Bell Set 6 00

Swltchboaids, Switches, Annunciators, Bella, Wires, Paeh Bnt-

tona. Alarm Contacts, etc

WATERHOUSE SYSTEM
-OF-

Arc and Incandescent Lighting,

Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

Multiple Arc Incandescent Lighting.

Our Instantaneous Automatic Regulator protects Liamps
and Dynamos, and saves power. Gold Medal awarded. Me-
chanics' Fair, Boston, 1887, for perfection in regulation of
current. Most perfect and economical System in tne field.

SEND FOR P;Y0SPECTUS.

WATERHODSE ELEC. & MFG. CO, Hartford, Conn.

Chicago Office, 154 La Salle £t.

TELEPHONES
FOR PRIVATE lilXElS.

The only Mechanical Telephcne wbich baa atood
the teats and held oat and givpn BBtiafactcr/

service for the past eight years.

Send for llluslrated Catalogue and Prices.

ELEfTl;if.\L (,001)S OF EVEKV JIESfKlPTIllN.

%' Telephone and Mrical Supply Co,,

Ronra7,lliilibar(llilL,El?in.lll..l.S. .\.

DO NOT DE OECEIVEO
By imitations marked Leclanch^ Disque or Disque Leclanche.

The term " Disque " was formerly used by us to designate a

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1 and size No. 3.

It has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

THE CELEBEATID

TRADE

GONDA is tlie GeBDine Battery.

It is unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever name called, and is immeasurably superior in

efficiency and durability.

IDO 2:TOT BE: I^v£I=OSE]XD TJ"F01<T.
Insist upon being furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and if your dealer does not keep it send to us

direct for prices. Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it is stamped with the word Gonda.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO., 149 West 18th St., New York.
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CEITTRJLI. ELECXRIC COMI^JLlSrY,
Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

42

DOISTIC APPAEm, IRON, WOOD BOIMD SIELETON BELLS,

mmmi mm, disque mm cup, and all mii imim,

Annnnciator Wire, Double Pointed Tacks, Floor Grooves, Insulating Tape,

BOSTON ELECTRIC CELEBRATED AUTOMATIC AND PENDANT BURNERS.

Speaking Tube Materials of Every Description at lowest Prices.

WE HAVE A FULL STOCK OF GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLIES.

Special attention given to mail orders.

GILES JLlSTTI-lMAGlSrEXIC SHIELID EOR 'VWJLXCHES.
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

ADti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co.

Oentle/nen : — Your Anti-MagDCtic

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti-

mated. It is DOW very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day

it is (without correcting lime) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be liarder. I could never
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one who needs the correct time, should
have tlie Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good
deal of practical utility, as well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time-

keeper. At present, I look upon a watch
without a shield as a thing incomplete, ^^
and so it is. Very Respectfully, i

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
^

Electrician, \. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from nil Flectrtcal nnd Magnetic disturbances.
Send for descrlntlve circular. GILES

" * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly
protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to he ex-

posed by bein^ worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machme.

The plan you have adopted of plac-
ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientiiic principles, and is the
only plan I know that could succeed.

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time-pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologists
and watchmakers ; it will render opera-
tive and line adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of
their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

103 State Street, CHICAGO.

DIVIDED POWER:
COWXS TO PLrRCHAt^E

)
VERSUS TUE

SHAFTING j:SS?S5:8S.ti^T^l% [ Westinghouse
{ COATS TO DKIVE J ENt^lNE. ]

Independent Engines convert their whole
;

power into merchantable product.
'

TAKE THE ENGINE TO THE WORK, i

NOT THE WORK TO THE ENGINE. ^

THE ffESTINdHODSE MACHINE CO.,!

Pittsburgh, Pa,

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR CO.,
Represented by Koberto Bukeb & Co., City of Mexico, Max.

Stevens, Corwin & Co.. lis Chambere St., New York City.

Wi h liousee In Panama, C. A., Lima, BueooB Ayree, Guayaquil
and Vulparuiao, S. A.

%VESTI»f«HOi;SE. CHirjKCH, KERR & CO.
17 Cortlaodt Strf et, New York. 97 Fiftn Avenue, Pittsburgh

156 and IPS Lake Street, Chicago.

M. R. MUCK-I-E, JR., & CO. (Rep. W., C, K. A Co.)

608 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

FAIBBAlKKi^ & CO.
30:2 & 3ft4 Waehiogton Ave., St. Louie. 312 Union Ave., Eansas

City. 1330 Seventeenth Street, Denver.

F. C. AVER. (Representing F. & Co.)

1619 Capital Avenue, Omaha.

GEO. HI. DIIil^EV & SONS. (Repreeeuting F. & Co.)

Pine Bluffs, ArkaoBaB.

UTAH ANI> MONTANA HIACIIINERY CO.
ib^ South Main Street, Salt Lako City.

Eaet Granite Street, Butte, Montana.
PABKE <& liACV.

2123 Fremont Street, San FranclBCo.
33 and 35 North Front Street, Portland, Ore.

THE 1>. A. TOMPKINS CO.
36 College Street, Charlotte, N. C.

45 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

BOBT. MIDOliETON. (RepreeentingThe D. A. T. Co.)

Mobile, Ala.

H. I>i;»IiEY COL.EMAN A CO. (Repreaenting The
D. A. T. Co.) New Orleana, La.

KE&TINO IMP. & MACHINE CO. (Repiesenting

The D. A. T. Co.) Dallas, Texas.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTURBD liV

WOODBURY ENGINE !

COMPANY. '•alliSg^

ALSO BUILDERS OF

PLAIN SLIDE YALYE
AND

Double Valve Medinm Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines

^|('' TUBULAR BOILERS.

rt
^^

"^j|pfe»,|||l 11 AildreBB the MauutactiirerB at

652 Ml Street, ROCHESTER, N. T.
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SYisroiriiLL
Cynamo and. CyliiKier Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery. By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

43 River St., CHICAGO.

United States Glectric Fire Alarm (^o.

EVART, MICHIGAN.

PB0PRIHT0E8 OF THE

Clase Police and Fire Alarm Telegrapli

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction in dif-

ferent cities and

villages in the United States.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

WrLLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Aeent for the IiATf" BATTEKY.

727 FILBERT STREET. PHILADELPHIA.
FRANKLIN S. CARTER. CHAS, M, WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WARD V/ILKINS

PARTRICK Sc CARTER,
MANUFACTURERS Uf AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTIUN OF

LiiljllllijllL ijLriIi_'^
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE, ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, and will forward to any address upon

ipplication:

N. B.—When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "Electric Bell" or "General
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trads inclose business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

P'orest City Electric 'yyorlis,
Manuiacturers oi CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

SOLE AGENT IH THE U.S.

FOJt

P. CARDEW'S
PATENTED

VOLTMETERS
TO READ

30 to 80, 120 or 150 If.

(By 1 Volt.)

Can be kept continaouely in
clrcuite, either alternating or
Btraight.

Do not Reqnlre ICeeal-
ibratiiig.

SO to 120 V. Instruments

in Stock, $65.00.

THEO. MACE,
HARRISON. N.J.

ALUMINOUS

INCANDESCENT
PATENTED.

Willi or Without

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or shape of bulbs.

LAMPS FITTED TO ANY CAP
THAT MAT BE SUPPLIED.

Special Prices Made for Large Orders.

Vitrite and Lnminoid Co.
Pendlue Re-orgaQiziition of this Company.

the works are carried on ty

THEODORE MACE, Receiver
HARRISON, N. J. '

Balf-Size Gut of Standard Size and Shape.

CHIt'AOO OFFICE:
^Ipl rupolitan BiilliLIn^, Room 11. 100 V. 16 C.-P.

Thejjrush glectric IJompany

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
IVIANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncon-
trolled by the Handle.

Correspondence

Solicited with

Electric Light

CompaaleB.

W. B. CLEVELAND, Proprietor, 183 SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND, 0.

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
No. 130 IVasblngrton Street,

Special .Agent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
No. 201 Joomal Building.

O. C STEBLK.

Special .igent

n. F. A>JNETT. Prest. S. F. FEXTON, VIce-Prest. and Treas.

Hotel and House Aununclatora.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus.

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments,

Wire and Batteries,

CHAS. SID'N^T SMITE, Seo'y

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY. - UTAH.

George P. Barton,
LAW OFFICE,

225 Dearborn Street,

patent and trademark cases

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F, DUNDERDALE 164 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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ORDERS
From new customers should be accompanied

by cash or satisfactory references.

Money refunded if goods not perfectly satis-

factory.

See Catalogue No. 645.

REGULATIONS REGARDING CO. D.

SHIPMENTS.

No goods can be forwarded 0. O. D. unless a sulfi-

cient amount accompanies order to cover express

charges both ways in case goods are not called for by

party ordering.

e&*No esceptioDB can be made to this rule. Hemit by Draft, Foetal

Notee or Money Orders, Kegiatered Letters, I'ostage Stamps or Esprees
Money Orders.

ACEIMTS WANTED.
We request all interested in Electrical mat-

ters to act as our agents and make sales for us,

or give us such information as will enable us to

make sales.

J2?r"We do not expect yonr time for nothing. When sales

made yon are entitled to a fair commission.
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GOES,
AND—

GOES
LIKE

THUNDER."

WOOD BASE SWITCH.
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THREE POINTS.

First-Class

Goods.

Prompt

Attention.

Low

Prices. No. 519

The electrical SUPPLY CO.
1^1 RaNDOIaPH ©TRB.B.T,

factories:
JLnsoimijl, Conn.

BRANCH OFFICE:
505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEIL.E-

BRAXE1> ^VATER AVUEEE as particularly adapted to their use,

on account of its reina,i*lt:al>ly steadT niotioii, Iiig-lt Speert
and ffreat Eflioiency, and lai-g-e i^apacity, for its diameter,
being donblc the I»owei- of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the econom-
ical use of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, of use-

ful effect aiiai-anteed.
SEXO FO" CATALOGUE AXD PARTICri-ARS.

Our Horizontal "\'ictor" is highlv recommended, as no gears are required,
and it can be belted directly to dynamo.

The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VMCXOIt
Xl,*ltBIi\ES arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
stricdy tirst-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG CO., - DAYTON, OHIO.

H. E. HAYES, Treasurer.WM. CARRETT, President. CHAS. S. BRiTTON, Vioa-Pres't.

THE GLOBE CARBON CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
CARBONS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS, BATTERIES, ETC.

0£Q.ce Axxd "WorlS-S, - - - _ O. cto I». H.. H. ESXTCtiiaD STF-^LO^XOSJ.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated LigMing, Railroad Gar LigUing,

Street Car Propnlsion, Long Distance Lighting-

inquiries from NoKTHERN Illinois, Easteen Iotta,
WiBCONSDi and Minkesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory,

Nortbwestern Electrical Accamnlator Company,

223 PHENiX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to
«

The Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Ijelsler Qlectric ||ight (Jo.

809-817 S. 7th Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

uanttfacthbebb of

The Heisler Patent Incandescent
Electric Light System.

The only and original Alternating- Current Long
Distance Single Wire Incandescent.

We have buUt 24 Cen-
tral Station Incandescent
Plants within one year,

all of which are on a pay-
ing basis.

This System combines
successfully the illumina-

tion of the streets with a
general supply of light for

stores and houses.

Any desired distfince can

be reached at small cost;

No. 8 American Gauge
Copper Wire beinjf used

for the outside line, No. 11

for indoors, for any num-
ber of lights of any size-

from 20 to 200 c. p. lo-

cated anywhere on the line.

A perfect automatic regu-

lation ad.iusts for every

variation of the load from the full capacity to one single light. TVe do not need

transformers, distributors, safety catches, resistance boxes or any other electrical

contrivance for distribution or safety.

Special attention is called to the superior advantage of this system for eccncmical

management. To its flexibility, no mathematical calculation being required for %. iring

or alterations of circuits. To its production of nearly double the candle power to tbe

H. P., as compared with any other system.

We can furnish substantial proof that our system is a successful competitor againsi

all present methods of illumination.

EMgM

Bp 9
H^[ig J9^^zf IrSI
^^^W^i \ V¥i|mH
^P^^^^Sfl^B^

SB|^gN^^^

wk|H
EllisIhI ^mB1I88I

INDORSRD
BX

Tlomas A. Edison, Eliliu Thomson, H, S. Possons, Edwin J. Honston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.

Send for PampMet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadway, N. Y.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY;
r^ort W ayn©, Iii.ca.lan.a.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM

OF

IHCANDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THE

JENNEY SYSTEM
OF

ARC LIGHTING.

The Most Carefully Worked-

out and Complete Alternating
j

System of Electric Lighting iii<^

Existence.

in J

I
Armatures and Converters

Guaranteed. 1S~16 Candle Power

Lamps to the Mechanical Hers

Power Guaranteed.

SLATTERY'DYNSHO, LAP ABD CONVERTER.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JEHNEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMPS.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
242, 244 EAST I22d STREET.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.
FORT WAYNE, IND.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 225 Dearborn St., First Froor,
| PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.
j

G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

SAN'FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome St. CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE, F.Adams, Successor.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
i.l'I.A.^IONIMIS.l'K-M C A rLVMONIlOS.Supl GUO. I1.AMUND0K, bpcl

oo PJIIMi>Jlilill^°iilLMJl^m
Shafting Pull^ Hangeis|Gearing a Specialty.

IHCDFlP0RA7-eD 1371 57 to07 S.dJNTOX ST.

OO

ChicBgo, April 30th, 1888.

Van Depoele ElBctrlo Mfg. Co.,

City,

Osntlemen:-—

In .refefonce to our electric light plant, will say that

the machine purchased of you some f ito years ago, has been Tunning

very nicely, and has always given very good satisfaction,

Vte have had very little, if any trouble with it, ana our ex-

panse for repairs has been nominal, in fact,wo are so well pleased

With the Van Depoole Electric light sys torn, after using it five

yaars, that we purchased an additional plant from you last Pall.

Tours Truly,

OO

XAyc^^^—-^.^^j^
m

aifniufaciui-cil iiiKl

for Hale onl.^ li.v VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

'

5, 1 7, 1 9 & 2 1 NORTH CLINTON ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

il
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY,
—ilANDFACTtrBEBS OF

—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Send for Catalogue and Price List.

729 Broadway, New Tork.

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsbiirgli, Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Company,
Os&eral Offices, No. 708 F£NK. ATE., PZTTSBUBaE, pa.

BraBob OJBces

i
Kev York, Telephone' Building, Cortlandt Street,

0. It. Wiley Manager.
Chicago, 139 East UftdlBOS Street, F. E. Degen-

bardt, Uanaget,

MAinjFAOTtmEES OF

The lOaring 2|nti-|nduction$ gunched Gables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Submarine

and Aerial.

LIGHT LEADED CABLES FOR HOUSE USE.
Weatherproof Line Wire, Underwriters'. Annunciator and Office Wire,

Five Years of Uniform Success Enable us to Guarantee our Cables.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The aoknowledgred Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRI PTiOIM.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

The CALLENDER"4S^^^c,'S^aC0MPAKY,
18 Cortland St., NEW YORK.

MA-NUPACTURERS OF

Electric Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone.

Raiiwa, aad all other ^ ^^ Encased Wires
Branches of Signaling.

Aerial Use,

AH Sizes Subterranean Use,

Submarine Use

Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr.. - 16 Dey St.. NEW YORK.

AMERICAN

leather Cink Belt Co.

SPECIAL

DYNAMO^BELT!

Chas. a. Schieren 4 Co.

Manufacturers and Sole Agents.

47-51 Ferry St., New York.

86 Federal Street, *16 Arch itreel,

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA.

46 S. Canal St., CHICAGO,

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. BURDICK, 68 Commerce Building,

General Western Sales Aqent, CHICAGO.

NEW TORE SAFETT STEAM POWER CO.,
Bulldera of High Grade Self-Contained

AQtoiatic GQt-Of Enpes,
SPKOUJCIiT ADAPTKD FOB HTTNITCHa

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring close

regnlstlon of speed.

Wbstsbn Office ajto 'WAaKBooMa:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, IN.

WM. A. HAHMETT. Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES* PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof

Dakizi. TV. Maemos, President.

Addisoh H. Nobdykz, Vice-President.

Chahles D. Jensey, Electrician.

CUT SHOWING STYLE OF INSinLATIOM.

X—Copper Wire. £. 5.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C—Braided Cott«^
ttturated with a 5/acft, Weather-Proof Composition.

, ^ - , , »- - -n m
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. Pure £!«••

trie Copper Wire» bare and covered, of every description.

lifABerDnnuo i 19 and 21 Cliff St., New York. FACTORIES:
WARER00M5:

\ 64 Washington St.. Chicago, Ills. ANSONIA, CONN,

Bbainard Rorison, Secretary.

Amos K. Hollowbll, Treasorer
OBDTKB, Vice-President. ^^^^m .^fl^^

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole Owners of all tbe Patents and Inventions of Charles D. Jenney (Imown as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Slanofacturers of h.3

Improved Oynsmo, [amp ^
Electric (l)otor.

In all desirable featares of Arc and Incandescent Lighting

the Jenney System leads. Simple, durahle, economical,

steady, hrllllant and penetrating. In these essentials It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished (or Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants lor Cities. Companies or Individuals,

PniCES FUHNISHED FOR THE JeNNEV ABC OR INCAN-

DESCENT Systems, or for both combined.

The Jenney Incandescent Dynamos are self-regnlatlng,

and permit the turning ou and oft of one or all of the Lamps

at will.

This Company sHea special atlentlm to fumtsraxe MiOs.

Shops, Factories, etc., mtih Indivliual Plants.

i»- SEIl M mim IIUSIBITIS! Ill lESWIlIK Tit SISTEII. ^
OFFICS i>'D WOBES:

Cor. Kentucky Ave, and Morris St,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electpic Go.
EASTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WESTERN OFFICE:

48 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICACO, ILL.

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
POR

nrc-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Best Arc-Ligbt, Loulevllle, 1883,

First Prize : Best System of Arc-Lighting,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

Electric ||rC'[,igbting

IIT THE 'UCORLID.

This Company was given tlie only Gold iVIedal awarded at tlie International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1. 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect ai

durabte. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all sizes (for the transmlselon of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent Llghtlns and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

Qdison Qlectric [ight (Jo.
THIS COMPANY IS THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS

AND PATENTS OP

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially Successful

mETHOD OF GEHERHC ECECTRICIIt DISTRIBUTIOn.

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Caoital. $2,500,000, 4 Stations : Capacity. 150.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital, $750,000. I Station; Capacity 40,000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations: Capacity, 60,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. CapitaL $1,000,000, I Station: Capacity, 50,000 Lamps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Industry as an investment.

WRITE FOR PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAU

For InformatiOD relative to Central Station Business, apply to the

£<iisozi Hlectric Lierlit Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated

348 Edison 16 " " 54

HORSE
POWER.

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Edisod PcnnT uins Rejecteo nno Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

IKDORBRD
BT

Thomas A. Edison, Elilm Thomson, N. S. Possons, Edwin J. Honston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRIC'ANS.

FOE SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.

Send for Pamphlet "ARE YOD POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadway, N, Y.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 IWVper H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H. P., equals 6tYt per H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCURATE TESTS. NO COMMENTS FOR PAKTICBLARS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2 1 9 LA SALLE ST., CHICACO.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Railivays,

Speed,
Endurance,
Economy,

The Daft Motors for Power Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mentron the Western Electrician.
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Cleveland., Otiio.
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

mm
POND

ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST.

I

81 LAKE ST,,
1

109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. 1

"^^W YORK.

H. A. CLASIER Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTINC ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and pouier Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

lARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ENGINEERING CO.,
707 and 709 Market St.,

ST. XjOXTXS, - 1^0.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COIVIPLETE STEAIVI PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR,
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

SPECIAIjTIES: -The Armington & Slmn Knslne, Steel Boilers, Jarvis Furnace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

SEND FfJR liATBST CATALOGUKB.

Sawyer Man Electric Co. VULCAN INSULATED WIRES
g FOK THE

ELECTRIC LIGHT
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY.
OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATENTS.

GENERAL OFFICES:

MUTUAL LIFE BLDg.

32 NASSAU ST..

NEW YORK

Plans and Estimates Fumlehed
for all kinds of Incatides-

, cent Lighting.

Philadelphia Office:

No, 308 WALNDT ST

BOSTON OFFICE:

No, 33 FEDERAL ST,

Estimates Furnished for the
Thomson-Houston System

of Arc Lighting.

The DYNAMO of this Company Is AUTOMATIC In Its regulation, and will maintain a UNIFORM
LIGHT, with ALL or ANY PORTION of the lights In Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN and

wUl MAINTAIN Its CANDLE POWER during Us Guaranteed Life.

TELEPHONE

TELEGRAPH
MANUFACTURED BY

95 Milk St., BOSTON, MASS.
N. Y. OFFICE: 52 FULTON ST.

CBICAdiO OFFICK: 117 Ueai born Street.

BISHOP GUTTA-FERCHiL CO.,
3VXckxi.xLfctct-u.x>ears of

INSULATED WIRES, CABLES AND FLEXIBLE CORDS.

Rubber covered wires for use overhead and un-
derground, and for indoor wiring. Equal to any
in tlie w^orld for insulation and durability.

CUTTA-PERCHA
Gutta-Percha covered wires and cables for use
under w^ater and in damp places.

BISHOP CUTTA-PERCHA CO., - 420-426 East 25th St., New York.

IKIARKS' COMPOUND
Battery wires insulated with Marks' Compound
give better service than any other wires in the
market.

We are sole manufacturers of this celebrated in-
sulation which contains no sulphur or other in-
gredient that will ever corrode copper. It is

used principally for flexible cords.

S. A. PLOMMBR, Pbebidznt,

P. B. PKBSTON, Vioe-Pbes, and Tkeab.

BOAKI> OF l>IRECTORI«.
Gun. H. A, ALGER. T.WILLIAMSON. 0. A. WARKBN.
S. A. PLUMMER. F. B. TRODT. C.H.THOMPSON.
K. C. BROWN. A. WOODWARD. F. B. PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Skcretakt.

FRANK B. TROUT, SUPEmNTENDENT.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For Light and

Power Purposes,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE RATTERY
Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

f

For Light and

Power Purposes.

F, B, XROTJT 5
Offices, 69 Griswold St, CAMPAU BUILDING.

^ RCTDniT HIPU
'

GENERAL MANACER. '
(
F^tory, Comep 13th and Woodbridge Sts.

\ UC I IIUI I I III IU III
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Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Go.

MOTORS ADAPTED TO THE USE OF ALL KINDS OF MACHINERT.

Simple in Construction.

Special Winding for constant speed.

Not liable to get out of order.

Bearings self-oiling.

Non-sparking in operation-

Commutator wear reduced to a minimum.

NEW YORK. 16 and 18 Broad Street.

BOSTON, 55 Oliver Street.

NEW ORLEANS. 112 Baronne Street.

DETROIT. 133 Jefferson Avenue.

CH CAGO, Rookery Building.

Sr. LOUIS. 506 Olive Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 119 South Fourth Street.

CLEVELAND, 0., 34 Blackstone Block.

TOPEKA, 705 Kansas Avenue,

I. J. DICKEY, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice President.

B. J. WELLS, SecV and Gen'l Man. Sup't and Electrician. L. H. KORTT, Treasurer.

MIDI/AMD ILICTEIC CO.,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

l%/l€TMI€JkL mWFMEB
Wot the ^elegrap^, "l^elep&ome arndL MleQtsic %ighU

Hotel and House Annunclatora, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alanns, Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubea,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries, Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learners' Instruments, Medical

Batteries. Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers* Supplies, Railway VeloclpedeB, Cars, Etc.

WB3TKBN Agents THE OKONITE CO., and the Return Call System of Hotel Annunclatorfl. Fire
Alarms lor Cities and Towns. We own the FranchlBes of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

^TIjaERIC^N-J-DIgJFl^ICJF-J- TEDEgl^^Pp 4gYgiFEM,*-5-

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

^"Estimates furnished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence sollcltod. Tllustraffd rnLftloEue and Price List on Application.

B. D. BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
NE¥ YORK INSULATED WIRE CO,

1 1 Central St., Boston, Mass

W. B. DOWSE,
Gen'l Supt.

452 Broadway, New York.

R. E. GALLAHER,Secy;

J.W.GODFREY, Gen'IMgr.

CLEVERLY

Electrical Works

Tlie Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
SPEAKING TUBES ani WHISTLES,

Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Meclianical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
2 1 . 23 and 23 Ann St. New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
" Send for New Catalogue, out Aucust 1st.

J

10 18 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHlA,Pa.

Keys for Operating Automatic Burners.

is tanned on the surfaces
only; the

101 liMW 1111.
Send for Our Valuable Book for Engineers and Belt Users. Free.'^

'Agents in all Cities. Send for Trial Belt.

The Parler-Riissell Minim & Ml Co.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

CARBONS
^

^CITY OFFICE

711 Pine St., - St. Louis, Mo.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

THE

Electric Eas Lighting; Co.

35 ARCH STREET,

?
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The Thofflson-Hottston Electric Railway System.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Sixteen Roads in Daily Operation Dnder tlie Tliomson-Houston and Van Depoele Patents.

ALL MATBBIAL 18 iV^OTF MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MA88., THB LAItGE8I
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WOULD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for rail'way work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project

above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Van Depoele patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS ^ ELECTRICAL EQDIPMENTS FDRNISHED FOR MIMIBG ^ OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates -A-ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers under Patents controlling the Sale and Use

OF

ALTERNATING CURRENT ELECTRIC LICHTINC
APPARATUS.

The installment of over 100 Central Station Plants has demonstrated the

Alternating Transformer System to be superior to all others, for distributing

current from a Central Station over small or large areas for lighting and

power purposes.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.

This system is made more profitable than any other by the use of the meter

now supplied by this company.

It measures the whole current.

It is strictly a positive mechanical movement.

It registers directly in lamp hours.

It reads from dials like a gas meter.

It consumes no appreciable energy.

It is not affected by temperature or other local conditions.

It is practical, and it is cheap.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

This company has demonstrated that motors run by the alternating current

are as efficient as the best direct current motors, and can be run without com-

mutators or brushes, being started, stopped and reversed without breaking a

connection.

All parties desiring to secure the most perfect system of electric distribu-

tion for light and power are invited to inspect the apparatus at the works of

the company at Pittsburgh, Pa., where it will be demonstrated that the Alter-

nating System possesses such advantages over the direct system in regard to

efficiency, distribution, safety, life of lamps, and the use of meters and motors,

that no purchaser can afford, at any price, to take the direct current apparatus.
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ELECTRIC ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS.

PATTERSON CABLES
IFOH.

Telephone. Telegraph and Electric light Use.

INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL KINDS.

Testing Apparatus. Telegraph Apparatus. Batteries.

Construction Tools. Line Wire and Supplies.

District Telegraph, Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.

Catalogues Furnished on Application.

Send for our latest Catalog;ue of Electric Bells,

Annunciators, Push Buttons, Gas Lig;Iiting

and Fire Alarm Apparatus, Etc.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP.
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Electrical Housework Novelties.

The Novelty Electric company of Philadel-

phia has recently placed on the market several

new designs of goods for housework, shown by
the accompanying cuts.

Figs. I and 2 represent the e.\terior and in-

terior of a new trunnion bell. The woodwork
is made in a variety of fine woods, elegantly fin-

ished and highly polished, while the working
parts are superior in workmanship. The arma-
ture works upon trunnion points, and the ad-

justment is delicately accomplished by means of

a spiral tension spring and thumb-nut. The
magnets are silk wound on rubber head spools.

This bell is designed for a fine class of work,

and not for competition with cheap bells.

continues to ring, when the front door push is

pressed, until the servant goes to the door and
throws open the connection by turning the
knob.

Figs. 7 and 8 are novel designs of automatic
lighting keys made of mahogany, walnut, ash or
oak, handsomely polished. These are entirely

different in appearance from any of the standard
keys upon the market.

A New Meterage System'

Bv W. LOWRIE.

The supply of electricity from central stations

has for years received a large amount of atten-

tion, but till within quite recently a practical

reduced to a practical minimum without any se-

rious outlay of capital.

One of the most important features in a house-
to-house supply of electricity is a reliable method
of meterage to the different consumers; now
even in the case of the old systems of low ten-

sion continuous current circuits, the difficulties

of meterage have, hitherto, not been satisfactorily

overcome. The greatest difficulty in these sys-

tems is the very high percentage of loss due to

the passage of very large currents through the re-

sistance offered them by the coils or other me
chanical appliances which have to be intro-

duced into the circuit, rendering it impossible to

obtain the regular and full luminosity of the

lamps. Or in the case of an electro-deposition-

meter, the enormous quantity of copper carried

Figs. 3 and 4 are new designs of pendant
pushes. The push itself is of pearl. These
pushes are made in many kinds of wood, and
are highly finished.

Figs. 5 and 6 represent the e.xterior and in-

terior of continuous ringing attachment. The
metal case is nickel-plated. When put in the
circuit of an ordinary vibrating electric bell,

this attachment makes the bell ring continuously
when pressure is put upon the push button.
The turning of the knob on the outside of the
case, bringing the arrow to a perpendicular po-
sition, stops the ringing of the bell. For an
electric door bell this attachment is a valuable
acquisition. It is placed inside of a vestibule
door in circuit with the bell in the kitchen, which

house-to-house supply was impossible, owing to

the enormous weight and cost of the copper con-
ductors or mains required to convey large cur-

rents at low tensions to any considerable dis-

tance. The sectional area had to be very great

to avoid a high percentage of loss due to resist-

ance. This objection, which was fatal to any
extensive venture in a house-to-house supply of

electricity, has now been overcome by the intro-

duction of the high tension alternating current,

and secondary generator or converter .system.

By the employment of this system, the current is

so greatly reduced, and therefore, the si?e of the

mains is so lessened, that even in very long dis-

tances any loss due to their resistance may be

' Read before the British As!;ociaiion September lo, 1888.

from plate to plate, and consequently, their large

area and thickness, and also the difficulties con-

nected with the accurate weighing of these very

heavy plates, are insurmountable objections.

.Still more difficult has it been considered to

meter alternating currents, for they will neither

deposit metals nor decompose liquids, and in any
attempt that is made to construct a mechanical

meter, retardation is set up against the current,

to so great an extent, in the coil, or coils neces-

sary to control or act as a motive power to the

suitable mechanism, that here again insurmount-

able objections are met with. But it is the very

fact of this inability of the alternating current

to deposit metals or decompose liquids, which
has hitherto been considered fatal to any .sys-
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tern of meterage, which enabled Lowrie, Hall

and Kolle, the inventors of the new system

herein described, to form a most efficient and re-

liable method of electro-deposition meterage.

This new system is the differentiation of the

main or alternating electromotive force. This

desired effect can be brought about in many
ways. The one used now by Lowrie & Hall, in

their house-to-house lighting system at East-

bourne, depends upon the introduction of a con-

stant electromotive force into the said main or

alternating circuit, which, while it reinforces the

main electromotive force in the half alternation

in a direction positive to it, retards it in that di-

rection which is negative to it; so producing

a subsidiary or resultant ^.xtra current to the

main or alternation current in that half alterna-

tion which is positive to the constant electro-

motive force. This subsidiary current must
be necessarily exactly proportional to the

main current, or what is the same thing,

to the resistance of those appliances

in which the electric energy is expend-
ed. Thus, by putting a deposition cell in series

with the source of the constant electromotive

force, the amount of deposit will become avail-

able as a current measure. So that the fact of

the current being an alternating" one allows the

use of a deposition cell when the addition of a

constant electromotive force has been made,
for where, as before pointed out, with a continu-

ous current the passage of copper would be ex-

cessively large, by the application of this inven-

tion to an alternating current, this passage may
be reduced to a minimum, so long as it remains
sufficient for a practical measurement, for this

said passage depends alone on the magnitude of

the subsidiary electromotive force.

Having now described their method of ob-

taining an alternating current in which the max-
imum current in one-half of an alternation is

greater than that in the other half in the opposite

direction, we will describe the practical method
of obtaining from it the efficient method of me-
terage at present adopted by Lowrie & Hall, and
to give a detailed description of the appliances

and also the methods of obtaining constants,

etc., and other matters appertaining thereunto.

The main M M is severed as it proceeds
directly from the dynamo, converter, or

other source of electrical energy to the lamps
or other appliances in which the energy is ex-

pended, and the meter put across the brake, so

that the entire current, which has to be metered.

lie 3.

passes directly thro ,gh it. The current on en-

tering the meter passes through the secondary

cell, £, whose electromotive force = 2 volt.s, so

producing the necessary differentiation in the

positive and negative directions in half of an al-

ternation. That is to say, that supposing the

electromotive force of the dynamo or converter

to be TOO volts, and the main current to be 10

amperes. Then in the half alternation positive

to the constant cell at its maximum point, the

total electromotive force =202 volts, and there-

fore the maximum current = 202 -=- 10 = 20.2

amperes. While in the other half alternation, the

total resultant electromotive force = ly** volts,

the currents 198 -H 10= 19.8 amperes, so

giving an effective current of .4 amperes. Hut this

current lasts for only one-half of an alternation,

in the same way that an alternating current docs

in consequence of its neces.sary fall from its

maximum positive point to a neutral point, in

order to rise to its maximum negative point; so

that, although at its maximum point, the effective

current ^ .4 amperes. Yet its average current

i"
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FIG. 4.

is only .2 amperes for all the time,

or, which is the same thing, a current

due to 2 volts only. So, it is evident

that the resultant current may be considered as

one merely resulting from 2 volts constantly act-

ing through the circuit resistance. The applica-

tion of this effective current takes place in the

depositing cell, D, which is a cell in which the

electrodes are of copper, alternately connected

together; and the solution a slightly acidulated

saturated solution of recrystallized sulphate of

copper in distilled water.

The meter exhibited is one for a 20 sixteen

candle power 100 volt lamp installation, or for a

maximum current of 12 amperes; the area of the

plates is 48 square inches, giving an area of 4

l-TG. 5.

square inches per ampere, which, with the strong

solution used, gives a resistance quite negligible.

The capacity of the secondary cell is to register

400 units without recharging. The drawing
shows the details of a 40-light meter. The de-

positing cell is composed of an alloy unacted

upon by the solution; the plates, /' -P, />/, are

kept at equal distances by the distance

pieces, /V A^j by which, also, the connections are

made between the alternate plates, P P, s. like

connection being made by similar distance pieces,

which are not shown in the drawing, between
the alternate plates, / /. They are also kept at

equal distances by the slots in the vulcanite

pieces, Q, Q, supported by the metal bridges, R,
Ji, the exterior sides of the plates being coated

with an insulating enamel, so that no deposition

can take place upon them. By an examination

of the drawing the very simple method of re-

moving the plates for weighing purposes, without

danger of injuring the deposit, will be seen,

their removal being effected by releasing the

nuts at the ends of the distance pieces, and the

plates slid out. The whole is contained in the

cast iron case, S, with the cover screwed down
by the screws, T, T, the cables entering through
the insulating washers, [/, U, the insulation of

the secondary cell from the containing case

being effected by the insulating frame, //' ]]'.

To obtain the constants in the constant electro-

motive force and depositing cell system, take, for

example, an electric lighting circuit, with an
electromotive force of 100 volts, and for a con-

stant source of electromotive force a secondary
cell of an electromotive force of 2 volts. Then
within an alteration in a positive direction to the

cell the total e. m f.^T02 volts; and in a nega-

I'lCi. 7-

tive direction the resultant e. m. f.^98 volts; so

giving a difference of potential of 4 volts for

half the time of an alternation, as before ex-

plained. Therefore, in so far as the chemical
action is concerned, the electromotive force of

the cell,/, p., 2 volts, may be consideretl as working

constantly through the resistance of the lamps.
From this the constants of grammes per unit or

units per gramme are easily arrived at. Thus,
in a roo volt circuit with 10 amperes flowing the

work = 1,000 watts; and since the resistance of

exterior circuit = 10 ohms, therefore the sub-

sidiary current from the secondary cell 2-1- 10= .2

amperes. Therefore the effective quantity of

electricity passing through the electrolyte, with

r.ooo watts in exterior circuit, for i hour (/. e.,

I unit) = .2 X 3,600 = 720 coulombs. Conse-
quently the constant for a copper deposition

meter is, during i unit of exterior work, 720 X
.000327 = .23544 grammes of copper are de-

posited. The requisite capacity of the second-
ary cell is only one-half that of the capacity cal-

culated from the number of ampere-hours re-

quired to deposit the copper. The discharging
current, when the current is positive to the cell,

is that resulting from 4 volts, for half an alterna-

tion, more than 98 volts (/. c, 2 volts from the

cell H- 2 volts from the dynamo); and on the

negative alternation the cell is charged resulting

from an e. m. f. of 98 volts. Thus the charge of

the dynamo neutralizes the discharge, so leaving

a 2-volts discharge for only one-half the time.

Given pure copper sulphate and distilled

water, and good copper, it is obvious that the

meter must be absolutely accurate. But in con-

sequence of slight impurities which must neces-

sarily occur, an error, certainly of not more than

2 per cent., may be deducted, so giving an ac-

curacy, under ordinary conditions, of at least 98
perxent.
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The use of copper in the depositing cells is

quite optional, as any metal and solution may be

used, by which any practical electro-deposition

may be obtained; copper, however, is considered

at present, by the inventors to be the most con-

venient and cheapest electrode.

Various forms of self-reading or self-recording

depositing cells are made, the usual form being

a dial pattern, the needle of which is actuated

by the alterations of the weights of the elec-

trodes.

Another form is that of a gas meter in which

the electrolyte is decomposed by the passage of

the subsidiary current, a graduated gauge-glass

J

enabling a consumer to see approximately what
his consumption may have been.

In the diagrams in connection, a indicates the

generator; a}, the main circuit; «'-, the secondary
circuit; //, the lamps or other appliances in which
the electrical energy is expended; <-, the second-

ary generator or converter; d, the depositing

cell; c, a constant electromotive force.

Fig. I. This is the diagram of an electric

lighting circuit, coupled directly in parallel with

the dynamo, as in the old low tension system,

with a constant electromotive force, c, and the

depositing cell, 1/, placed in the circuit, so that

all the current which is to be measured passes

through them. The differential action of the

current causes an electro deposition of metal by
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the influence of the electromotive force, c, on the

aliernating or main electromotive force, which,

being exactlv proportional to the amount of

electricitv passed through /;, becomes a measure

of the same, as before described.

Fig. 2. This is a diagram of a secondary gen-

erator or converter system, in which the primary

and secondary circuits are coupled in parallel,

the primary circuit, a\ including currents in the

secondary circuit, ir, by means of a converter, c.

The depositing cell, </. and the constant electro-

motive force, (, are placed in the secondary cir-

cuit, ir, thus becoming a measure of current, as

before described in relation to Fig. i.

In a secondary generator or converter system

the secondary cell may be introduced into either

the primary or secondary circuit, the depositing

cell being, in all cases, between the secondary
coil of the converter and the apparatus in which

the electrical energy is expended.
Fig. 3. This is also a parallel secondary gen-

erator or converter system, in which the electro-

motive force, L\ is placed in the primary circuit,

a', and the deposition cell, </, is placed in the

secondarj' circuit, a'. The differentiation of the

electromotive force produced by the constant

electromotive force, c, in the primary circuit, «',

is reproduced by induction in the secondary cir-

ment being taken in the constant electromotive

force cell itself.

Let it be required to measure the current du-

ration of a number of lamps in a lighting cir-

cuit. We place in the lamp circuit, and in series

between it and the generator, an electrolytic

cell, which comprises two dissimilar metals,

placed in an acid or alkaline solution.

When an alternating current is passed through
this cell and the lamp circuit, the passage or

flow of the current is alternately retarded or re-

inforced by the normal electromotive force set

up in the cell itself; which subsidiary electro-

motive force causes a wasting or loss of w'eight

of the positive electrode. As the resistance of

the lamps in the lamp circuit varies, according
to the number and kind used, and the duration

of the flow of current through the same, so does
the current vary in the cell which acts upon the

positive electrode.

This current is directly proportional to the

electromotive force of the cell and the resist-

ance of the lamp circuit; the wasting away of

the positive electrode, therefore, becomes avail-

able as a current meter.

Fig. 7. This is a diagram of a similar low
tension circuit to that described in Fig. i, but
without the deposition cell, d. In this arrange-

alternation its electromotive force is in the op-

posite direction to that of the dynamo—so giv-

ing double the differentiation of potential that

it would in the other case. The current is com-
muted at the neutral point of the alternation, so

that no high tension break occurs at any time.

Another method is to pass the alternating cur-

rent through a coil having a magnetically satu-

rated iron core, the result being that in the half

alternation positive to the direction of the excit-

ing current, no retardation takes place, while

that in the negative direction is retarded. To
this latter method that described in Fig. 6 more
properly belongs, except that in that case the

exciting current is from the constant electro-

motive force, e, round the separate winding on
the iron of the converter, instead of round a

.separate coil having an iron core.

In a secondary generator or converter system,

where differentiation is effected by these means,

the same differentiation is reproduced by induc-

tion, and an electrolytic cell, or other means of

measurement, is put in direct series between the

converter and those appliances in which the

electrical energy is expended.
This also can be applied in the Figs, i to 5,

the arrangements described being substituted

for the constant electromotive force, e.

cuit, (7-, by means of the converter, c. Electro

deposition results in the depositing cell, as be-

fore described.

Fig. 4. This diagram indicates one of sev-

eral converters; c may be placed in series in the

primar)- circuit, a\ This induces currents in

the secondary circuits, a-, arranged in parallel

with the appliances in which is expended the

electrical energy. Both the constant electro-

motive force, e, and the deposition cell, d, are

placed in the said secondary circuit, and thus

become a measure for the electricity passed, as

described in the preceding figures, in each indi-

vidual secondary' circuit.

Fig. 5. This is also a series secondary gener-

ator or converter system, having the constant

electromotive force, <, in the primary circuit, a\

and the depositing cell, </, m each individual

secondarj- circuit, a-. The same differentiation

of the electromotive force produced by <• being

reproduced by induction in the secondary cir-

cuits, a', by the converter, c, as hitherto de-

scribed in connection with Fig. 3.

Fig. 6. This is a parallel converter system,

the constant electromotive force, e, in this case

is used in a separate winding of the converter,

I-. This, in combination with the primary cir-

cuit, a', produces by induction, in the converter

itself, the differentiated current in the secondary

circuit, 17-, electro deposition resulting in the de-

positing cell, </, as described previously in con-

nection with Fig. 5. We may mention that to

obtain this differentiation, instead of a secondary

cell, a primary cell, or a dynamo may be used,

or any other means of obtaining the desired

effect.

The following is an example of another

method of meterage and apparatus connected

therewith, operating in the manner above-men-

tioned, but using no deposition cell, the measure-

PL.\N OF THE THOMSON-HOUSTON LVNN FACTORY.

ment one of the electrodes of the constant

electromotive force, (•, loses weight proportional

to the electricity passed'through the lamp circuit,

/', and this loss becomes a measure of the same,

as before described.

Fig. 8. This is a diagram of a similar sec-

ondary generator or converter system as that

described in Fig. 2, but without the deposition

cell, d. The electromotive force, c, in the sec-

ondary circuit, a'-, has one electric losing weight

in the same manner as before described in the

example of a low tension system given in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9. This is another series converter sys-

tem similar to that described in Fig. 5, but with-

The Thomson-Houston Lynn Factory.

There can be no doubt that there is at present

no business in which there has been so much re-

markable development in the past year as that

of the manufacture of electrical apparatus for

lighting and the electrical transmission of power,

and no company has shown so marked a pro-

gress in the manufacture of new and improved

machinery as the Thomson-Houston Electric

company of Lynn, Mass., says Frogrcssive Age.

This company was organized in 1880, and occu-

pied a small factor}' in New Britain, Conn., em-
ploying but few hands. It now occupies the

FRONT ELEVATION OF THOMSON-HOUSTON LVNN F.ICTORY.

out the depositing cell, d, the measurements

being, in this case, obtained by the wasting away

or deposition of the metal forming the elec-

trodes of the cell, e, producing the constant

electromotive force which causes the differentia-

tion, as described in relation to Fig. 7.

This differentiation may also be produced by

mechanical means. One of these is the addition

of subsidiary coils upon the armature of the al-

ternating dynamo, which is so arranged and

commuted that it is cut out of the circuit during

the second half of an alternation; or it may be

so commuted that in the second half of the

finest and best equipped factory in the world for

the production of electrical apparatus, and em-

ploys 1,000 men and 200 girls and women. Its

present factory in Lynn was built in 1S83, and

consists of three four-story brick buildings, hav-

ing a floor space of about 128,865 square feet,

or nearly three acres, and is thoroughly lighted

by 275 arc and 1,200 incandescent lamps.

The ba.sement of factory A is devoted to the

making of fields for the arc light dynamo, and

is well equipped with lathes and planers espe-

cially adapted to heavy work. After the ma-

chine work on the fields has been done they are
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taken to the third floor of factory A, where the

winding is done. A part of this floor is also de-

voted to the winding of regulators and magnets
for arc lamps, necessitating for both classes of

this work the emjiloyment of about loo men.
Adjacent to the machine shop on the lower floor

is the arc dynamo testing room, which is

equipped with a floor counter-shaft driven by a

90 horse power Corliss engine. Before leaving

the factory every arc dynamo is sent to this room
and tested from twenty to thirty hours.

On the lower floor of factory A are the baking
ovens where the armatures are taken as they

come from the winding department, and by
means of electric current and steam heat are

completely dried. One portion of this floor also

is occupied by a lighting plant, twenty dynamos
in number, which furnish light for the factory

and the current used in the manufacturing of

incandescent lamps. The remainder of this

floor is used for the setting up and testing of

incandescent dynamos. Closely adjoining this

room is the boiler house, which is equipped with

ENGINE HOUSE AND CROSS-SECTION, FACTORY.

two 100 horse power boilers which furnish steam
for a 250 horse power engine for factory B, and
three 60 horse power boilers which supply steam
to the engine for factory A, and the dynamo test-

ing room. The second floor of factory B is the

arc lamp department, and is equipped with spe-

cial machinery for making various parts of the

standard lamp. The next room to this one is

used for testing arc lamps. This is provided
with a large switch-board, which controls the

current on each row of lamps. There are ten

rows, seventeen lamps in each, separated by
short suspended partitions painted black to di-

minish the glare and facilitate the examination
of carbon points. Adjoining is the packing and
shipping department, where all the dynamos,
lamps and other appliances are boxed and deliv-

ered to the teams.

A part of the second floor of factory A is

used for sheet metal work, aad adjoining is a

small machine shop where jigs and special tools

are made. On the opposite side from the pack-
ing room is the supply department, where all the

material brought into the factory is taken, and

ELEVATION Ol- FACTORY C.

adjoining it is a finished stock room and inspec-

tion department, where every piece of finished

apparatus is carefully examined before it leaves

the factory. The general offices include a large

drafting room, Superintendent Rice's ofhce, li-

brary or reference room for electrical books and
periodicals, Professor Thomson's private labora-

tory and experimental shops.

The incandescent lamp department occupies
the third floor of factory B, where 125 women
and girls are employed, and this is fitted up with

all the appliances necessary for the manufacture
of a superior incandescent lamp. The incan-

descent lamp testing room is on the third floor

of factory A, and has a capacity of testing 1,000

lamps at a time, and also 100 series lamps, 'i'he

next department is a special machine testing

room, and adjoining is a general instrument

room where all the fine measurements are made.
In the rear of factories A and B is the new

boiler room and engine house for factory C
This contains two 125 hor.se jJower boilers, sup-

plying steam to a double Creen engine of 500

horse power. This engine has 20-inch cylinders

and 42-inch stroke, and a fly-wheel 20 feet in

diameter, weighing 18^- tons. The engine runs

100 revolutions per minute at 80 pounds' press-

ure. The ground floor of factory C is used for

the manufacture of the heavy parts of railway

and stationary motors. The second and third

floors are devoted to the manufacture of the

small parts of motors, lightning arresters, trans-

formers and alternating current dynamos. Be-

yond factory C is a large stone house, a store-

house for patterns, and a building devoted to

electric welding. In spite of the fact that the

company has such large quarters it has been
found necessary to erect two new buildings, now
in process of construction, which will be devoted
exclusively to electric railway work, the phenom-
enal increase in the business of this department
making this necessary.

Bell Hangers' Hand-Book.
By F. B. Badt.

PART I.

VOLTAIC ELECTRICITY.

Chapter I.

Contact Series.

Two dissimilar metals brought in contact produce oppo-
site kinds of electricity on the two surfaces, one becoming
positively (H-) and the other negatively ( ) electrified.

In the following table metals are arranged in such a

series that each becomes positively electrified when placed
in contact with one below it:

Contact Series of Metah i>i Air.—
Positive (+)

Sodium
M Magnesium
% Zinc

Lead
Tin
Iron

Copper
Silver

Gold
Platinum
Graphite (carbon.)

Negative (—

)

Chapter II.

The Voltaic or Galvanic Cell.

To make a simple voltaic or galvanic cell, place in a

glass jar water, acidulated with a few drops of sulphuric

acid, a strip of zinc, and a strip of copper. This cell is ca-

pable of generating a continuous flow of electricity through

a wire, whose ends are connected to the two metal strips.

See Fig. i.

—Glassjar

Copper Plate

MC. I. SIMPLE VOLTAIC OR GALVANIC CELL.

Chapter III.

Generation of Current.
The current in such a cell, as shown in Fig. i, starts

from the positive zinc plate, flows through the fluid to the
copper plate, out through the external circuit and back to

the zinc plate. The copper strip, whence the current starts

on its journey through the external circuit, is called the

positive pole {-h) and the zinc strip is called the negative
pole (— ). When the external circuit is broken no current
flows, but still the wire connected to the positive pole (cop-

per plate) is called the positive wire, and the wire connected
to the zinc pole the negative wire. As in almost all com-
mercial batteries zinc is used as one pole, it may be well to

remember that the zinc pole is always the negative pole.

When the current flows the zinc strip is observed to

waste away. Its consumption furnishes the energy re-

'BitLr, Haniuiks' IlANn-lJoiiK, by V. li. Badt; in course of prcpn-
ralion; about i(x> piiK'cs, 80 illustnitiunH; flcxiblt cloth binding; lyjn;

page G inches by 3 inches; price §1. All riglUa reserved.

quired to drive the current through the fluid from zinc to

copper, and through the external circuit. At the same time
it will be noticed that a few bubbles of hydrogen gas ap-
pear on the surface of the copper plate. Both these actions

go on as long as the wires are joined to form a complete
circuit. Thus the production of an electric current by a
voltaic cell is always accompanied by chemical action in

the cell. Zinc and the other metals which stand at the

electro-positive end of the contact-series will be dissolved,

while the electro-negative substances—copper, silver, gold,

platinum and graphite— will not be attacked.

A piece of quite pure zinc when dipped alone into dilute

sulphuric acid is not attacked by the liquid. The ordinary

commercial zinc, however, is not pure and will be dissolved,

a large quantity of hydrogen bubbles being given ofl from
the surface of the metal.

As shown before, when the current flows through the

cell and chemical action commences, the bubbles of hydro-
gen are evolved not at the zinc plate, nor throughout the

liquid, but at the surface of the copper plate. This apparent
transfer of the hydrogen gas through the liquid from the
zinc to the surface of the copper plate must be borne in mind
to uniJerstand the action of the different voltaic cells.

Chapter IV.

Local Action.

When the circuit is not closed, the current cannot flow

and there should be no chemical action. The impure zinc

of commerce, however, will continuously dissolve in the
acid and give off hydrogen bubbles. This is called local

action. It is caused by impurities in the zinc, such as par-
ticles of iron or other metals which behave in contact
with the particles of zinc and the acid like miniature voltaic

cells, and thus cause a constant waste of the zinc even if

the battery circuit should be open.
To do away with this local action the zinc plates are

amalgamated. The iron particles do not dissolve in the

mercury, but are carried off from the surface of the zinc

plate by the hydrogen bubbles. As the zinc in the amalgam
dissolves the film of mercury unites with fresh portions of

zinc, and consequently always presents a clean, bright sur-

face to the liquid. The amalgamation of the zinc plates

may be very well done by first immersing the zincs in a so-

lution of dilute sulphuric acid and then in a bath of mercury.
A brush or cloth may be used to rub them, so as to reach
all points of the surface. Where a large number of zincs is to

be amalgamated, the following will be found to be a good
method: Dissolve eight ounces of mercury in a mixture
consisting of two pounds of hydrochloric and one pound of

nitric acid; when the solution is complete, add three pounds
of hydrochloric acid. The zincs are amalgamated by im-
mersing them in this solution for a few seconds ; they
should then be removed to a vat of clear water and rubbed
as in the first case with a brush or cloth. If the solution

is kept in a covered vessel it may be used a number of

times.

Chapter V.

Polarization.

The bubbles of hydrogen liberated at the surface of the cop-
per electrode stick to it in great numbers, and form a film over
its surface; hence the elTective amount of service of the

plate is very much diminished in a short time. This will

cause an immediate falling off in the strength of the cur-

rent, sometimes even stopping it entirely. A battery in

this condition is said to be polarized. The effects of polar-

ization are; First, it weakens the current by the increased

resistance which it offers to the flow, for bubbles of gas are

bad conductors; and secondly it weakens the current by
setting up an opposing electromotive force, for hydrogen is

nearly as oxydizable as zinc, and is electro positive.

It is, of course, very important to prevent this polariza-

tion, as otherwise the current would not be constant.

Various remedies are employed. These may be classed

as mechanical, chemical and electro chemical.

1. Mechanical Means.—The liquid may be agitated or
air may be blown through it, thus preventing the hydrogen
bubbles from sticking to the positive pole.

The surface of the latter may be roughened so the bub-
bles will collect at the points and be quickly carried off.

Example: Smee's cell.

2. Chemical Means. - If a highly oxydizing substance be
added to the acid, it will prevent the formation of hydrogen
bubbles, as the oxygen of this substance will combine with

the hydrogen and fromwater. Such substances are bichromate
of potash, binoxide of manganese, nitric acid, and chloride

of lime. These substances, however, would attack the

copper, and they can only be used in zinc-carbon or zinc-

platinum cells. Nitric acid also attacks zinc when the cir-

cuit is open and cannot be employed in the same single cell

with the zinc plate. Examples of cells: Grenet, Grove,
Bunsen, carbon, nickel plating, Fuller, Leclanche, diamond
carbon.

3. JElectfo Chemical Means.—Double cells can be ar-

ranged in such manner that a solid metal such as copper
shall be liberated instead of hydrogen bubbles. This en-

tirely prevents polarization. I'^xamples of cells: Daniell,

gravity.

A battery to be really good should fulfill the following

conditions:

Its electromotive force should be high and constant.

Its internal resistance should be small.

It should give a constant current and must therefore be

free from polarization, and not liable to rapid exhaustion

requiring frequent renewal of material.

It should consume no material when the circuit is open.
It should be cheap, and of durable materials.

It shouki be manageable and if possible, should not emit
corrosive funics.

No single battery fulfills all these conditions, however;
some batteries are better for one purpose and some for an-

other. 'I'hus, fur telegraphing through a long line of wire,

a considerable internal rcsisinncc is of no great consequence,
as it is but a small fraction of the total resistance in circuit.
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For electric gas lighUng or other low resistance circuits, on
the other hand, much internal resistance would be, if not

absolutely fatal, certainly a positive disadvantage.

Chapter VI.

Classification of Cells.

According to the foregoing voltaic cells may be classified

as single fluid and two fluid cells or batteries.

Following are descriptions of the leading representatives

of these two classes:

SINGLE FLUID BATTERIES.

Chapter VII.

The Smee Battery.

This ceil Fig, 2, is an improvement on the simple volta^inc-

copper celt; it consists of two zinc plates, forraingone,pIoe,

and one platinized silver plate the other pole, both dipping

into dilute sulphuric acid. The polarization of this one-

fluid battery is avoided by rough-coaling the silver plate

with finely divided platinum, which liberates the hydrogen
bubbles freely; nevertheless, the current would fall off

greatly after closing the battery for a few minutes. This
battery is charged with a solution of one part sulphuric acid

to seven of water. The plates are connected to the clamp
and placed in the jar. In this battery, above all the pre-

FIG. 2.—SMEE BATTERY.

caution of amalgamating the zinc should never be neg-

lected. With an unamalgamated zinc the results are very

unsatisfactory.

Chapter VIII.

The Grenet Battery.

The glass jar of this cell is generally made in the shape

of a bottle. A well amalgamated plate of zinc forms one
pole, and a pair of carbon plates, one on each side of the

zinc, joined at the hard rubber top, forms the other pole.

In Fig. 3, the carbon plates are marked C and the zinc plate

Z. The botile is filled with bichromate of potash and dilute

sulphuric acid. [See electropoion fluid.] As this solution

acts on the zinc when the circuit is open the zinc plate is

fi.Ncd to a brass rod, by which it can be drawn up out of the

solution when the cell is not in use It is almost the only

single-fluid cell free from polarization, and even in this

form the strength of the current falls off after a few min-
utes' use, owing to the chemical reduction of the liquid.

This batter}^ is especially adapted for experimental and
illustrative purposes. It occupies but little space, furnishes

a great quantity of current, and, as the zinc can be raised

from the fluid, may be kept charged, ready for use, for

many months, and can be set in action any time when re-

quired by simply depressing the brass rod which slides

through the center of the cover of the cell, and to which
the zinc is attached. For operating inducti^ n coils, which
are frequently used for electric gas lighting, and for heating

effects in medical practice, it is unequaled.
The batter)- is charged by pouring electropoion fluid into

the cell until it reaches nearly to the top of the globular

part, and then drawing up the zinc and placing the element

FIG. 3 —GRENET BATTERY.

in the cell The fluid should not be so high as to touch the

zinc when the latter is drawn up.

Electropoion Fluid.—Recipe for electropoion fluid: Mix
well 100 parts of water, 12 of bichromate of potassium,

and 25 of sulphuric acid. The last should be carefully

added, as great heat is evolved in the operation.

TWO-FLUID BATTERIES.

Chapter IX.

The Daniell Battery.
Each cell or element consists of a glass vessel with an inner

and an outer cell, divided by a porous partition to keep the

separate liquids in the two cells from mixing. Fig. 4. A
copper cylinder is placed outside and a '^od of amalgamated
zinc inside the porous cup. The liquid in the inner cell is

dilute sulphuric acid; that in the outer cell a saturated solu-
tion of blue vitriol (sulphate of copper). Some crystals of
the same substance are placed in a perforated pocket at the
top of the cell in order that they may dissolve, and replace
that which is used while the battery is in action. When

FIG. 4 —DANIELL BATTERY.

the circuit is closed the zinc dissolves in the dilute sulphuric

acid, and liberates hydrogen gas. The gas, however, does
not in this case appear in bubbles on the surface of the cop-
per electrode, as, by a chemical process, the freed atoms of

hydrogen traverse the pores of the porous cup, and are ex-

changed for copper atoms. So while the zinc dissolves the

copper grows, the dilute sulphuric acid gradually changing
into sulphate of zinc, and the sulphate of copper into sul-

phuric acid. There is, therefore, no polarization so long as

the copper solution is saturated and the battery is very con-

stant. It is mainly used as a standard cell for electrical

measurements and in telegraphy.

The directions for gravity battery, given later on, will

apply to the maintenance of the Daniell.

Chapter X.

The Grove Battery.

This battery , Fig. 5, consists of a glass or ebonite jar contain-

ing the amalgamated zinc cylinder and dilute sulphuric acid

In the inner porous cup a piece of platinum foil dips into

nitric acid of the greatest strength. There is no polariza-

tion, for the hydrogen HI eiated at the zinc plate, in passing

through the nitric acid on its way to the platinum pole, de-

5 —GROVE BATTKRV.

composes the nitric acid, and is itself oxidized, producing

water and the red fumes of nitric peroxide gas. This gas

does not produce polarization, as it is readily soluble in

nitric acid. The battery has both greater electromotive

force and lower internal resistance than the Daniell, and
will furnish continuously for three or four hours a strong

current.

Directions for setting up: The glass jar is filled with di-

lute sulphuric acid, about one part of acid to twenty of

water, and the porous cup, with fuming nitric acid, about

40. The platinum plate being placed in the porous cup
and the zinc in the glass jar, the batter}' is ready for use.

The plates should be removed and cleaned, and the nitric

acid emptied out when the battery is not in use. The bind

ing screws should be examined, and the zincs amalgamated
before again setting up the battery.

The fumes of this battery are poisonous, and should not

be inhaled.

Chapter XI.

The Bunsen Battery.

This battery, Fig 6, is a modification of the Grove.

The expensive platinum foil is replaced by a plate of hard

gas carbon.

The batter)' is set up in the same manner as the Grove

FIG. 6.— IIUNSKN P.ATTFRV.

Care must be taken to get a good clean contact between
the carbon and the brass clamp.

Chapter XII.

The Carbon Battery,
The carbon battery, Fig. 7, is identical with the Bunsen.

FIG. 7.—CARBON BATTERY.

Diluted sulphuric acid is used in the outer jar, and electro-
poion fluid, instead of nitric acid, in the porous cups.

Chapter XIII.

Nickel-plating Battery.
This batter>', Fig. S, also is a modification of the Bunsen

cell. It is of great power, and is used for nickel and electro
plating, running electric motors, etc.

In setting up the battery amalgamate the zincs thor-
oughly, inside and out. Into each porous cup put two
ounces of nitric acid, and half fill the cup with a mixture

FIG. S. NICKEL 1 HATTERY.

of equal parts, by measure, of water and sulphuric acid.

Place the carbon in the porous cup, and add the mixture
until it reaches the proper height, as mentioned below. I'ut

the zinc in the outer or glass jar, and fill to the top of the

zinc with a mixture of one part of sulphuric acid to twelve
parts of water, previously mixed and allowed to cool. The
fluids in the porous cup and outer jar should be of the

same height. When the liquid in the jar becomes milky
replace it with fresh solution. Add occasionally a little ni-

tric acid to the liquid in the porous cells, and keep the zincs

well amalgamated.
Instead of nitric acid electropoion fluid may be used in

the porous cup.

Chapter XIV.

Fuller's Mercury Bichromate Battery.

A solid, well amalgamated block of zinc put in the porous
cup forms one pole; a carbon plate in the outer jar the

other pole. See Fig. 9.

This cell is set up as follows: Make a paste by mixing
pulverized bichromate of potash with strong sulphuric acid

P-QilQ_ /lysr

FIG 9. -FULLER S MERCURY BICHROMATE BATTERY.

in about equal parts by weight. Put about ten ounces of

this paste into the outside jar, pour over it two or three

ounces of sulphuric acid, and fill with water. Into the

porous cell pour a tablespoonful of mercury, put the zinc

in place, and fill with water. The zinc should be lifted out
occasionally, and the sulphate washed off. Keep a supply

of mercur)' in the porous cell, so as to have the zinc always
well amalgamated.

This cell is largely used in telegraphy, especially in Eng-
land. It will stand longer continuous use than the Le-
clanche, but it is not so economical.

At Columbus, Ga., September loth, the telephone wires

and the electric light wires became entangled while a full

current was on the electric light wires The telephone wires

were damaged to a considerable extent, and night operaror

W. II. Galloway had a narrow escape, as the current com-
municated with central office. Mr. Galloway had the head
telephone on at the time, but prompt action on his part

saved him from injury. The call wire, switch-board and
head telephone were also damaged.
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Bell Hangers' Hand-Book.
The great favor with which Dynamo Tenders'

Hand-Book, by F. B. Badt, was received by elec-

trical and non-electrical readers, as evinced in

the quick sale of the entire first edition of 2,500

copies, proved conclusively the soundness of the

opinion of both author and publisher, the West-
ern Electrician, that there was a field for it,

and strengthened the belief held at that time

and now, that a siinilar treatise in the same plain,

easy, practical style, on subjects coining within

the scope of the title, Bf.ll Hangers' Hand-
Book, would be valuable to a large number of

persons both professional electrical workers and
laymen. The first installment of Bell Hangers'
Hand-Bodk, conceived as intimated, at the time

its predecessor, Dynamo Tf.ndkrs' Hand-Bouk
was written, is presented in this issue and we
confidently look to a reception for it as favorable

as that extended the former. Installments will

follow as far as possible in consecutive issues,

and the whole will then be published in form
similar to that of Dynamo Tfnders' Hand-
Briik, i, e, a pocket companion. Professor Badt's

sound training as an electrical engineer, his wide
range of knowledge, his familiarity with the best

thought of .'\merica, England, Germany and
France, through his actjuaintance with the lan-

guages of those countries, have thoroughly fitted

him for the preparation of a hand-book of the

character outlined.

The tenor of the work is found in the chap-

ters published this week. Taking up the general

subject of voltaic or gitlvanic electricity, the au-

thor describes a simple primary cell, treats of the

generation of current, local action and polariza-

tion; and then describes all the leatling primary

batteries, a portion of which are included in this

week's installment. Other subjects that will be

considered are; 'I'he connecting of batteries in

series, multiple arc and imilliiile series, electro

magnets, induction coils, electric bells, annunci-

ators, burglar and fire alarms, electric gas light-

ing apparatus and electric heat regulators, and a

host of accompaniments. The whole will cover
a ground not covered by any book e.xtant in the

English language, and will afford a genuine treat

to a wide range of readers.

The great advance in the cost of copper dur-

ing the year has become a matter for serious

consideration to the manufacturers of brass,

steam and water goods in which copper is used.

Last week representatives of twenty-two firms,

who produce 85 per cent, of the lj!3o,ooo,ooo

worth of goods of this class marketed annually
in the United States, met in Chicago to consider
the situation. The unrepresented 15 per cent.,

however, had a deterrent effect upon increasing

prices, and it was resolved to maintain the pres-

ent discount sheet until the annual meeting,
DeceiTiber 12th next, in New York.

T. L. Cunningham of Glasgow, Scotland, a

member of the Stock Exchange of that city, was
recently in Chicago. In speaking of the copper
trust, he said to a reporter that he thought the

French syndicate had got a grip on copper that

would continue at least three years longer. It

was selling at ^86 .sterling a ton when he left

Scotland. Those who had sold in order to buy
cheaper were still paying the advance price, and
most of those who had sold for future delivery

had bought back. The syndicate was remarka-
bly well backed, and those who had got in on
the ground floor at the start had made fortunes.

A METER for alternating currents is a live sub-

ject, and one that is receiving the closest atten-

tion at the hands of some of the most prominent
electricians of America. Success has happily

crowned the efforts of several, but by no means
has the field in this direction been exhausted.

The Lowrie system, described before a meeting
of the British association in England, is ac-

corded considerable space this week. As will be
noted, the novelty of this system consists in in-

troducing a constant electromotive force into

the main or alternating current, to produce a

subsidiary extra current, which, with a deposi-

tion cell in circuit, brings about a measure for

current. The novelty of the system, at least,

commends it to attention.

No A.MERicAN need be ashamed of the posi-

tion occupied by the United States in the matter

of applied science in comparison with other

countries, writes a correspondent of T/ic Boston

Herald, referring to the meeting of the British

association at Bath. He describes in this way
the exhibition of slectric welding:
"A modest young American, Mr. Fish, stepped

forward at a nod from the professor, put two
pieces of bar iron, an inch square, into one of

the Boston electric welding machines, turned on
the electricity, and, in about the time a inan of

slow utterance could say Jack Robinson, held

the two pieces made one at a white heat up to

the view of the astonished audience. Then
came a tremendous round of applause."

Dr. Schuyler S. Wheeler and Francis B.

Crocker last week opened the course of practical

lectures before the Young Men's Christian asso-

ciation of New York. Their addresses are

printed in another place in this issue. Dr.

Wheeler gave a brief introductory address, and
followed with a series of experiments. Mr.
Crocker spoke on employment in the electrical

field. It was a simple, practical adtlress. He
spoke of the nonsensical notions which exist

concerning electrical matters, and especially of

the senseless ideas of danger. He gave to the

young men sound advice on the qualifications

necessary for attaining success in electrical

work. Both addresses were entertaining, and
interested the young men in a marked degree.

According to a table prepared by the -Prti-

\ircssivc //(,>•(. there are 153 gas companies in the

United States and Canada which operate electric

light plants. The number of lamps maintained

is about 13,000. The paper adds: "This is cer-

tainly a most gratifying as well as remarkable
showing, and now that the ball has commenced

to roll it will not be long ere double this result

will be apparent. The Progressive Age congrat-
ulates the gas fraternity on the liberal policy

which has made this attainment possible, and the

different electric lighting systems which enjtjy

their confidence, that they have found this new
and profitable field for the employment of their

talents and business energy. P'inally, we find

ample reason to cause us to feel gratified in the

knowledge that we assumed the brunt of the

battle, smoothed the way and led the forces on
both sides which are now enjoying the fruits of

victory. It pays to be progressive in this age."

In his address before the convention of the
underwriters of the Northwest, Col. C. M. Ran-
som said: "The fire hazards attaching to all

branches of business where electric wires are

used, as well as all central stations, is probably
the most difficult to understand; and judging
from the frequency of electrical fires, electricians

themselves are unable at all times to predeter-
mine the point of danger until a fire occurs;
that particular element or point of hazard can
then be properly guarded against, and thus in

time will that important industry become quite

as safely insurable as any other."

The question of insurance of buildings lighted

by electricity is one of great interest to electric

light companies, as it has an important bearing
on the extension of their business. The char-
acter of installations is now so much better than
a few years ago, the quality of the work being
more careful, that the risk is becoming safer

every year.

A COMMITTEE of the Medico-Legal society
of New York city has been engaged in investi-

gating the best means of inflicting the death
penalty by electricity. A report is being pre-

pared which will contain, it is said, important
recommendations. In this connection the fol-

lowing paragraph from the St. Louis Glohe-Dcin-
oerat is of interest:

"Dr. Richardson and Dr. Hammond are get-

ting some notoriety by opposing capital punish-
ment by electricity. They aver that there is

danger that the criminal will not be killed by
the shock, and may even recover after burial.

These objections are sufficiently answered by
an English scientist who has experimented on
calves and fowls. The death was almost in-

stantaneous, and unquestionable. He con-
cludes that 'a flash rightly directed would kill

a mammoth instantly if the tension of the in-

duced current is high.' 'Death is instantaneous
and painle s.' ' I never observed any effusion

of blood or other symptoms of the shock.' The
change is desirable, not at all on account of the

criminal, but for the sake of the living actors.

Hanging is a brutalizing affair. Capital pun-
shment should be secret, with the fewest possi-

le witnesses."

The Chicago city council finds it extremely
difficult to transact business in a legislative spirit.

The aldermen grow angry, indulge in personali-

ties and adjourn without accomplishing anything.

The telephone ordinances came before the coun-
cil last Monday evening as special orders. Alder-

man Ernst moved that the majority report of the

committee on licenses be adopted. This meas-
ure provides that the ren.al for telephones shall

be $95 the first year, and $85 for each succeed-
ing year, or $75 per year on three years' con-

tracts. Alderman Bartels moved the adoption of

the minority report, which put no limits on prices

but requires the company to pay into the city

treasury 2 V2 per cent, of its gross receipts. The
minority report was substituted for the majority

report by a vote of 24 to 1 7, after which the

aldermen adjourned, without taking final action.

The discussion of the ordinances was of the

usual kind. The company was berated in the

ordinary terms. One of the aldermen very sen-

sibly referred to the hardships which the citizens

would suffer if rash action was taken. It had
been stated that the corporation was conducting
its business without a charter. A letter from the

company was introtlticed, stating while the cor-

poration counsel claimed the telephone company
was without a charter, the company had never

admitted it, anti claimed that the city had, by

various acts, acknowledged its rights.
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Death of Oscar G. Clark by an Electric
Shock.

An unfortunate accident which caused the

death by an electric shock of one of the em-

ployes occurred, October 3, in the repair room of

Thomson-Houston company, 14S Michigan ave-

nue, Chicago. O. G. Clark was at work testing

arc lamps, which were running from a fifty light

dynamo. The machine was loaded with 44 or

^ lamps, the number varying slightly. He re-

ceived the shock which caused his death, in this

wav: He held a part of the lamp which he was

testing, in his left hand. He reached around the

lamp with the intention of throwing the switch

off by means of a stick which he held in his

right hand. As he did so he raised the lamp

from the hanging wire and short circuited the

current through himself. The current passed

from his left hand to the elbow of his right arm.

He groaned and fell backward upon the floor.

He breathed heavily for a few seconds and then

respiration ceased. The heart continued to beat

for about ten minutes. Two physicians were

immediately summoned, and for three hours en-

deavored to resuscitate the unfortunate man but

without success.

The circuit was a short one which had been

put up for testing purposes only. Only the

lights which were being tested were on the cir-

cuit. A short time before the accident occurred

George Cutter, the electrical engineer in charge

of the department, had tested the circuit for

escape to ground and had found it in splen-

did condition. The circuit was subsequently

tested by employes of the company not con-

nected with Mr. Cutter's department, and by

C. C. Haskins, city inspector of electric lights,

and the resistance was found to be over 1,100,-

000 ohms. "When the lamps were hung the pre-

caution was taken to cross the connections in

such a manner that a person touching two lamps

could not receive more than two lamps tension.

Clark, at the time he received the shock, vio-

lated the positive instruction given him less than

an hour before by Mr. Cutter, who had cautioned

him in the presence of another employe, not to

use both hands in testing the lamps. He was a

bright 3-oung man, about 30 years of age. He
came to Chicago from Bloomington, where he

was a machinist. He had left his position there

to learn the principles of electric lighting. He
was quite familiar with his work, as he had been

in the employ of the company in Mr. Cutter's

department since May. He was ambitious, and

gave promise of becoming an expert. His one

failing was a tendency to be too forward in mak-

ing e.vperiments. He leaves a wife and child.

In its account of the accident, the Intcr-Occan

speaking of the lamp circuit, says: "None of

the wires on these instruments are insulated, the

room being a sort of repair shop." The state-

ment is entirely erroneous. The wires are all

insulated thoroughly to the very hook on which

the lamps are hung. A representative of the

Western Electrician who examined the cir-

cuits found them in excellent condition. The
work does not in the least pfesent the appear-

ance noticeable in many testing rooms. Mr.

Cutter has always made it a point to employ

every safeguard.

The coroner's inquest was held October 5th. A consider-

able number of electricians and persons interested in elec-

tric lighting was present. Prof. J. P. Barrett, city elec-

trician, aided the coroner in his inquiries, and Attorney

Judah looked after the interests of the Thomson- Houston

company. A jury of six was impaneled. The first wit-

ness was Omer I. Clark of Pleasant Lake, Steuben county.

Ind., the father of the decedent. He testified briefly to his

son's character. He said Clark had an e.xperimental turn

of mind, and when 14 years of age had made a telegraph

instrument which worked perfectly. Witness knew nothing

of his son's experience as an electrician.

L. E. Spafford, a machinist employed in the repair shop

of the Thomson-Houston company, was next called. The

witness testified in substance; "f knew the deceased a

little over two weeks. I worked in the same shop with

him. At the time of the accident, he was testing lamps and

adjusting them. One did not work and he called me to

him to explain why, so I would not make any mistake in

the next lamp I repaired. After he had told me this, I

stepped away from him two or three feet, w hen he started

to throw the switch onto the circuit again. He put one

hand on the lamp at a place where all employes are in-

structed not to touch it. In fact, they are told not to touch

it at all with their left hand. Clark had a stick in his right

hand. It was not quite long enough to reach the switch on

the ceiling and he had to lift himself a li'tle to reach it. In

doing so >e brushed his arm against the lamp. As he

touched the lamp he lifted it a little so it was thrown off the

hook on the wire. This made a short circuit and he got

the full force of the forty or fifty lamps. Just as he touched

the lamp he said 'oh!' and staggered back. He then fell

back upon the floor. I sprang toward him and tried to

lift him up but could not do so. Several of tne men came

and some one called out to stop the dynamo. The men

began to rub his Hnibs, and to put cold water on his head.

Mr. Cutter called to one of the men to go for a doctor. He
came in five or ten minutes. Clark was picked up and car-

ried into Mr. Cutter's room. The doctors were working

over him when I left.

"The employes are forbidden to put their hands on the

lamps when they throw the switch. Mr. Cutter has told

the men not to do that or to put their hands on any iron

post or wire I did not receive these orders myself because

I am not obliged to go near the lamps."

A Juror: "If the stick had been longer would he have

touched the lamp?"

Witness: "No, sir. There is no special stick used to

throw the switch. Any stick is picked up. With the stick

which he had. he had to jump in order to reach the switch.

I think testing lamps is a dangerous kind of work. Other

work, such as I do in the repair shop, is no more danger-

ous than work in any machine shop."

A. A. Lantau, electrician in the employ of the Thom-

son-Houston company, testified that he had worked in the

shop with deceased for about four months and a half. He

continued: "I was standing five or six feet from Clark at

the time of the accident. All of a sudden I heard him cry

out. Whether I heard the spark when he made the connec-

tion with the lamp or not I am not sure. If I did not, I

imagined it. I saw him stagger, but before I could get to

him he liad fallen on the floor. I unbuttoned his shirt and

his collar, and took his necktie off. Several of the employes

hurried to the spot and commenced to rub him and to put

water on his forehead. This continued for about ten min-

utes. During this time he drew two long breaths, and that

was the last sign of life I saw.

"The lamps were so hung that a person could not get a

severe shock by touching two lamps, unless the position of

the lamps was disturbed. The circuit had been tested for

grounds and we were sure no current was escaping to

oTOund. Everything was so arranged that an accident

could occur only from ignorance or carelessness. I over-

heard Mr. Cutter speaking to the deceased of the danger

of testing lamps a short time before the accident. We had

frequently been told by Mr. Cutter of the danger we were

in when we handled apparatus carelessly.

"There are two wires hanging down from each switch;

at the very ends they are bare to form contacts. The

switch is on the ceiling, and is too high to be touched with-

out a stick. The deceased had the short stick in his hand

when he fell. The stick was so short that he could not

have reached the switch without jumping slightly. The

accident probably occurred in this way; He was holding

close to the binding post with his left hand as he made a

jump to throw the switch, his right arm .came in con-

tact with the other post."

A Juror: Why was the switch board placed up so

high?

"

WiT.NESS: "So as to be out of the way, and be safer.

He had no business to keep his hand on the lamp when he

threw the switch."

pROK. B.VRRETT; "Was there any dampness noticeable

in the basement?
"

WrrNEss: "No, sir."

The witness, at the request of Prof. Barrett, described

the mode of constructing an arc lamp and indicated how a

person could receive a shock in handling it.

Dr. Charles B. Reed was the next witness. He testified:

"About 3:15 P. >' I was called to attend a man at the shop

of the Thomson-Houston company. I found the man in

Mr. Cutter's office surrounded by several persons, among

whom was Dr. Depew. Pie was giving the man brandy.

I found no pulse or respiration. We gave hypodermic in-

jections of whiskey, brandy, ammonia, and nitro-glycerine.

We kept up artificial respiration and made hot applications.

None of these means seemed to have any effect. We con-

tinued for about two hours and a half and at the end of

this time finding no evidence of life, we gave up the case as

hopeless. There was a brown spot on the right arm just

above the elbow, and a few little spots as a sort of contin-

uation of the first spot which was about as large as a grain

of corn. In my opinion death was caused by an electric

shock."

Prof. J. P. B.vrRETT: "How much electricity can a

person take and survive?
"

Witness; "It would be hard to say. It depends upon

the system."

Prof. Barrett; "Do you refer to alternating and con-

tinuous systems? I thought it was agreed we would not

bring that discussion into this matter."

Witness; "Oh, no. I had reference to the systems of

persons."

George Cutter, electrical engineer of the Thomson-Hous-
ton company, was the last witness. He testified:

"The deceased came to work for me in May last, and

continued until his death. lie was testing lamps at the

time of the accident. He had been instructed not to adjust

any of the lamps but to watch them working and to report

to me, so I could explain what was necessary to make them

work properly. In the forenoon we had put up the testing

circuit at which he was at work. After lunch I explained

to him the danger of handling two parts of a lamp at the

same time. I told him the lamps were there for repair, and

were very likely to be imperfect. I told him he ran the risk

of opening the circuit and killing himself instantly. I told

him distinctly that he would not know what struck him, and

he must not run the risk. At the time of the accident I

was at work on a dynamo in the middle of the room. I

found Clark lying on his back gasping. We began to work

on the body to start the circulation and respiration, but

our efforts failed. I sent for doctors' and left Clark in their

charge.

"The lamps were hung from switch boards fastened to the

ceiling. The wires from the lamps to the switchboards

were underwriters'. The insulation was removed as little as

possible in making the connection with the lamp. The two

rows of six switch boards were each provided wiih a switch

called an absolute cut-out, so made that when thrown off

to extinguish a lamp the testing current was closed; but my
lamp hanging wires were in no way in contact R'ith the dy-

namo circuit. I had also taken the precaution to cross my
connections so that if a person touched two lamps he could

not receive more than two lamp tension."

Prof. Barrett: "Would that cause serious hurt?

"

Witness; "No, sir. I practically reduced the danger

of a fatal shock to a break in the current or an escape to

ground."

Mr. Judah: "Was he experienced in the business?"

Witness: "Not to my knowledge, previous to his ser-

vice in my shop. He was a pretty good machinist and am-

bitious to learn."

Mr. Judah: "Was there anything else you could have

done to make the work safer?
"

Witness: "Nothing that 1 can think of now."

PaOF. Barrett: "Why do you think there was no

ground current?"

Witness; "I think the evidence that he stood there

and received no shock until he tried to throw the switch, is

evidence that there was no ground. We tested the circuit a

short time previous to the accident. It was a short circuit,

purely for testing purposes."

Prof. Barrett: "What apparatus do you have in the

shop?
"

Witness: " i/i e have from time to time all the apparatus

made by the Thomson-Houston company. It is the repair

shop for the western department. We light the building

with a 400 light incandescent dynamo; 240 amperes and no
volts. We used g arc lights when we were settling in the

building.'

Prof. Barrett: "Vou understand the laws relating to

electric lighting ?"

WrrNESS: "Yes, sir. I think I have complied with all

the rules of the city inspector."

Prof. Barrett; "Have you a certificate from him?"

Witness; "No, sir. I consider that the plant is still

in a transitional state. I have consulted with the inspector

from time to time. I can't say when I asked for inspection.

He has examined the plant from time to time. We sent

for him after the accident."

Prof. Barrett; "Why did you do that?"

Witness: "We wished to have him examine the cir-

cuits and the conditions. He said it complied with the

law."

Prof. Barrett; "Are you aware that it is a violation

of the law to run a plant without a certificate ?"

WriNESS; " I have not considered the plant complete.

The inspector told me distinctly I did not need a certificate

in my testing room. He said the law of inspection was not

enforced in the shops of electric light companies."

Prof. Barrett handed the coroner a copy of the city elec-

tric light regulations, and asked that they be given to the

jury. Mr. Judah said he desired to object. The city in-

spector had pronounced the plant all right. Giving the

jury the rules was a reflection on the city inspector, as he

had said the plant complied with the law. Prof. Barrett

said he cared not upon whom a reflection was cast; he
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wanted the rules to go to the jury, so they could see if any

ordinance had been violated.

The coroner gave the ordinances Co the jury without com-

ment.

After a conference of half an hour the jury found this

verdict:

"We, the jury, find that Oscar G. Clark came to his

death from an electric shock while opening a switch at the

Thomson-Houston Electric company's works; also that we

believe the company is greatly to blame in not complying

with the law."

A iNJovel Installation Projected at Mar-
quette, Mich.

At the meeting of the city council of Mar-

quette, Mich., October 2d, a resolution was
passed employing Fred. H. Whipple to act as

adviser to the city in the investigation of the

question of electric lighting, and to make com-

plete plans for remodeling the waterworks. Mr.

Whipple has carefully studied the natural facili-

ties at Marquette, and has in mind a most unique

installation. Within two and a half or three

miles of the city there is a great water power of

the Dead River, which is practically going to

waste. At one place within a short distance the

difference between levels is 140 feet, and the

water can be used fourteen times. The idea is

for the city to purchase the water power for its

own use, and establish an electric plant to fur-

nish lights for the streets, commercial lights,

power to run the city waterworks, and power to

private consumers. Mr. Whipple estimates 100

arc lights for street lighting, 1,000 incandescent

lights for commercial use; 350 horse power to

run the waterworks and 1,000 horse power for

private use. No franchise for electric lighting

has been given by Marquette, consequently the

city would have no competition in that direction.

The availability of the water power would make
the work of installation very easy. The city, by
renting power and lights, can light its streets

and furnish power for its waterworks at a nom-
inal cost. The members of the city council ap-

preciate the advantages within their reach, now
that they have been laid before them, and there

is a prospect of the city carrying out Mr. Whip-
ple's plans.

Practical Talks by Practical Men.
The above is the title of a course of instructive lectures

just begun in New York city under the auspices of the

Young Men's Christian association. '^Electricity; Its Mod-
ern Applications," was honored with the first place on the

programme, and Dr. Schuyler S Wheeler, assisted by
Francis B. Crocker, was selected to present the subject in

a popular manner before an audience of young men. Con
siderable surprise was manifested at the size of the audience

which greeted these gentlemen at Association hall on the

evening of October 5th. At 8 o'clock, the hour announced,

the 1.250 seats were filled, a large number were standing,

and the police, under instructions of the management,
turned away about 200 more. On the platform was ar-

ranged the working apparatus in ordinary use, consisting of

arc and incandescent lamps, and a small motor. As it was
to be a practical demonstration, an actual working arc

light, and also an alternating current, were brought into the

room from the system of the East River Electric Light

company, the Y iVI. C. A. building not being as yet fur-

nished with electric lights in any form. A large coil of

small underwriters' wire and a movable core, consisting of

a piece of iron gas pipe, was arranged to illustrate the at-

tractive force of the electric current, which it did most
effectually, showing very clearly the power of the invisible

force so mysterious in its operation to the ordinary ob-

server.

Ur, Wheeler, upon being introduced, prefaced his ex-

periments with the following preliminary remarks:

Dr. Wni!:ELiiK's Remarks.

1 have collected some apparatus to show the most impor-

tant actions of the force which we call electricity, and I

propose to talk with the object of showing you that it is

after all, (|uilc simple and easily understood. I think this

is decidedly better than the usual pl^n of showing or de-

scribing a few surprising results, and then leaving the audi-

ence to think that the whole subject is very mysterious and
incomprehensible. The idea many persons have is that

electricity is uncertain, vague, difficult to control, and some-

times almost supernatural, 'j'his is entirely wrong. Elec-

tricity is thoroughly practical; it acts in regular and well

defined ways, and invariably follows its own laws or habits

with such mathematical perfection that the results which a

given electrical machine will produce can always be cor-

rectly figured c)ut beforehand.

The first question usually asked, "What is Electricity?"

is really not of much iniporlance. lUit this much may be

said: It is not a separate substance by itself like water or

steam, but is a stale of matter; that is, it is some kind of

internal motion or twisting of the infinitely line particles or

atoms whicli compose all substances, ant! thus, although we
commonly speak of sending a current of electricity through

a wire, we really mean thai we will gel ihe stuff that ihe

wire is made of into a stale of invlsilile motion, or thrilling

with vibrations within itself. In this respect electricity

closely resembles heat, which is known to be also a vibra-

tion of atoms, but in which the motions go on in a much
more disorderly way.

Electricity has three remarkable properties: Attraction

through space; convertibility into heat, and the power of

tearing chemicals apart or decomposing them. Upon these

three properties depend all of its uses, no matter how com-
plicated; and it is in devising ways to make use of these fea-

tures to accomplish what could not be done before, or what
was not as well done before, that the work of an electrical

engineer comes in.

Perhaps the most difliciilt part of the subject to under-

siand is the power of attraction, because we are not used to

seeing small bodies attract each other as they do when elec-

trified. But we accept without question the attraction of

the earth for small articles, by which they are caused to

have weight and to fall, and we do not consider mechanics

a difficult or mysterious science. Machines are sometimes

run by weights. The proper way to enter the subject is to

take this fundamental fact for granted, as we do with grav-

ity, ascertain the laws which govern its action, what is in

plain terms the way it works, and then to plan machines ac-

cordingly, just as we go to work with weights, knowing
that gravity will exert a certain force.

Dr. Wheeler's first demonstration was the attraction of

the current, the iron core being suspended so that it swung
freely into the interior of the coil when the arc lighting

current was passed through the latter. The coil was then

placed in a bor'zontal position, and the core caused to jump
from the table below. The weight of the core, as shown
by its fall when the current was broken, was strikingly ap-

parent to the entire audience. Dr. Wheeler then explained

very clearly that this principle of attraction was the basis

of the most familiar commercial applications of electricity,

the telegraph and the telephone. The principle of the

motor, the arc and the incandescent light, were then shown,

the carbon points and the carbon loop being shown by their

own light thrown on a screen through a lens. The heating

effect of the current was effectively shown by the melting

of an iron wire stretched between two supports. All these

demonstrations were carefully followed by the large audi-

ence, who greeted them with frequent applause. Upon
their completion Mr. Crocker was introduced, who called

the attention of the young men to the field offered by elec-

tricity as an employment, in the following words:

Electricity as an Emi'loyment.

by francis b crocker.

Mr. Wheeler has shown, by his experiments and ex-

planations, that electricity is perfectly practical and not en-

tirely mysterious; that it produces its various mechanical,

thermal and chemical effects, according to well known and
definite laws, and that these effects can be turned to useful

account in an almost infinite number of ways. In fact, I

think it might be fairly said that electricity does its work
more reliably and more effectually than any other known
natural agency.

These facts apply directly to electricity as an employment.
It is a perfectly practical and legitimate business or profes

sion, and a man is not necessaiily either a wizard, a cjuack,

or a crank who is engaged in it. There was a time, and it

was only a few years ago, when electricity was used to de-

ceive the public more than to benefit it. In this way the

title of electrician became somewhat tarnished, and to-day

there is a strong tendency, largely due to this fact, to adopt

the new and untarnished title of electrical engineer, and
leave the old name to the quack doctors and showmen.
Fortunately, as electricity is better understood, its quackery

and imposture disappear compared with its real growth,

and I think every honest electrical worker should feel that

it is decidedly his interest as well as his duty to weed out

the false at the same time that he cultivates the genuine in

this field.

The much talked-of dapger of electricity is to be consid-

ered before we go into it as a business. This fear is very

much exaggerated, as there is actually no more danger than

in the case of any other powers, such as gas, steam and
water. In general and widespread destruction it is very

much less dangerous. There is rarely more than a single

victim at any one time. Contrast this with a steam boiler

explosion. The possibility of instant death, of course, ex-

ists all the time, but it requires a peculiar combination of

circumstances to cause it. In the first place, two separate

contacts must be made before there is any danger whatso-

ever, and these contacts must be on two sides of a vital

organ. For example, a man making both contacts with

the same hand would only have his hand burned, and there

would be no serious danger; but taking hold of two wires,

one in each hand, is the most likely danger. It is of course

possible to make one contact with the hands and one with

the feet, but even then it would be dangerous only when a

man actually touches the ground, or some conductor leading

to the ground.
We ourselves have been handling all the evening arc cir-

cuits about as dangerous as any ever met with. If reason-

able care is taken, there is no danger. A man entering this

profession need have no more fear of danger than when he

crosses Broadway or passes in front of a "bobtail" horse

car. In short, the risk is no greater than the ordinary and
unavoidable risks of daily life.

Having disposed of the danger, the next question which
arises is what kind of a man is required in this business.

The answer is, that it does not require a peculiar individual.

A man need not let his h;iir grow long to make a good elec-

trician; any person of ordinary intelligence, wilhoul regard

to race, color, or previous condition of servitude, is eli-

gible.

As to whether il is best to go into the business or scien-

tific branch of the Industry, tlial depends t'lilirely upon ihe

man's taste and .-d/ilily, and he can generally decide Ihal

point readily for himself. There is room at the desk as

well as in the laboratory, drawing table and work l)ench,

and iiu one of these places is more important ihan the

other, and the possibilities of success and a good salary are

about equal in each case.

The preparation for entering this business is education

and experience, and even these, though of course very de-
sirable, are not absolutely necessary. It would generally

be sufficient for a man going into the strictly business part

of electricity to have had experience in some other branch
of trade. In fact, a boy might go directly from an ordinary

school into electrical business and have a very good chance
of success, but if a young man has the time and money to

spare, he will do very well to take a course in electrical

engineering at some college, like Cornell or Stevens insti-

tute, where particular at-ention is given to this subject, or

at one of the scientific schools of Harvard, Yale or Colum-
bia. It is not necessary to go abroad to study, as more is

actually done in one state on this side of the Atlantic than

in the whole of Europe, including England. This educa-

tion is more important to one going into the scientific part

than to the prospective business man, but it would be time

well spent in either case. Self education is perfectly pos-

sible, and frequently produces the highest results. Edison
himself is a distinguished example of this. I think persons

generally stand too much in awe of the difficulty of under-

standing or even partially understanding this subject by
their own exertions A general idea of it is by no means
difficult to obtain. Three or four days spent in studying-

an electrical book, or, still better, an electrical factory or

station will give one quite an inkling, and this improves
and grows rapidly without much effort, if one is brought
into daily contact with electrical things, I do not mean
contact in the electrical sense, as that would be apt to

destroy any one's knowledge of everj'thing very promptly.

The next point to decide is what branch or application of

electricity to select. This also depends somewhat upon the

individual, but in most cases a young man would probably
take the first good chance offered. But I think as a man
can usually steer his own course more or less, it is well to

know which way it is wise for him to try to go. It is con-

siderably easier to go with the current than against it. In

other words, there are some applications of electricity that

are advantageous and easy of themselves, and some that

are not, and if a man takes up one of the former class he is

likely to be comparatively successful, whereas, if he takes

up one of the latter classes, he will have up-hill work, en-

tirely irrespective of his own industry and intelligence. To
take extreme examples, electricity will run these arc and
incandescent lamps very satisfactorily, but so far it has nqt

been found practicable or anywhere near practicable to run

an ocean steamer by it. Any one taking up arc or incan-

descent electric lighting as a business, will probably do well,

but if any one was visionarj' enough to attempt making a

business of building or operating electric ocean steamers,

he would be very apt to die in the poorhouse or lunatic

asylum. C)f course it is possible that all this may be

changed at any time by new discoveries, but all one can do
is to judge by what is already known, and in the case of a

beginner, it certainly is not wise to go beyond this. To
carry this idea still further, one can judge of the likely di-

rections of electrical progress, even before the advance
occurs, and it is in one of these favorable directions that a

man should try to go. The generation and distribution of

electricity for light, power and other useful purposes is a

very good branch of the business to choose, because it is

the fountain head, and all electrical progress in any direc-

tion will probably benefit it.

The propulsion of street cars by electricity is just now of

particular importance, and this business is destined to be of

great magnitude and one demanding the employment of

hundreds of intelligent young men to run the central gen-

erating stations. The telegraph, which is the oldest and
best established electrical business, is still a pretty good
field. The telephone, which is financially the most success-

ful of all. is a better field. Lighting is growing very

rapidly, and will probably spread still faster in the future.

Motor manufacturing and renting i-; one of the most prom-
ising branches. - Primary and storage batteries are not so

satisfactory, I am sorry to say.

At the close of the lectures, Dr. Wheeler was surrounded
by a group of about fifty young men who were anxious for

more light, and apparently eager to talk upon the subject

of the evening With an incandescent lamp aglow in his

hand, the doctor entertained his listeners for a half hour
with electric aftermath.

Among the professional electrical people present were

Judge W. H. Kelly, T. C, Martin, Charies Cuttress and
R. W. Pope, who came early. Others who expected to be

present were turned away on account of the crowd.

CORRESPONDENCE
Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 6.—Day by day the new build-

ing of the Edison Electric Light company can be seen ap-

proaching completion. The massive stones of the founda-

tion are all in place, and the big hollow iron pillars that

will support the superstructure are being placed in position.

Contracts have been let for all parts of the building and

for the entire plant. The plant will possess at first a ca-

pacity of 6,000 lights, but will be arranged so that its

capacity can be increased, whenever considered desirable,

until 30,000 lights can be furnished the company's patrons

from ihis central station. The Edison Machine works will

furnish the dynamos and the Edison Lamp company will

furnish the lamps and potential indicator. The electrical

apparatus and meters will be supplied by Bergman & Co.

The New York .Safety Steam Power company will supply

the engines. The boilei's will be of ihe make of Babcock

iK: Wilcox, The I'ond h'ngineering company of Kansas City

and St. Louis will have charge of ihe construclion of ihc

steam plant. The very latest tiale set by E. R. Weeks,
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manager of this company, as well as of the Kansas City

company, for the completion of the building is November

15th, anil the latest date he has set for turning on the in-

candescent lights from this plant is December ist.

While Mr. Weeks is deeply interested in this plant, and

i-^ proud of what it will finally accomplish, he is especially

interested in. and considers his particular achievement, in

the electrical line, the independent electric light plant that

illumines his home. In a little addition to his residence,

six feet wide and eight feet long, he has a dynamo, motoi

,

regulator, picture of Thomson and picture of Edison. The

j-'ictures he considers a part of the plant; he believes they

act as "mascots." The dynamo is one of Professor Thom-

son's latest designs, and has a maximum capacity of

twenty-five 16 candle power incandescent lights. The

motor is a Baxter of 2 horse power, constant current. The

r>axter regulator is declared by Mr. Weeks to be one of the

linest pieces of electrical machinery that he has ever seen

or had any e.x.perience with. It gives a perfectly steady

current, and more than that couldn't be said of anything.

And he ought to know, for although this plant is a very

small one. yet it obtains its power from an arc electric light

circuit ten miles long. This plant is believed to be the first

application of a constant current motor to drive a constant

potential dynamo for incandescent lighting. If there are

or have been any others, let them speak now. or forever

after hold their peace. Mr. Weeks' residence is wired for

thirty lamps, but, unless Mr. Weeks' candidate for the

presidency should be elected, he hardly thinks he will ever

have use for more than twenty lights at the same time.

The plant represents a total outlay of about ^500, and its

operation, if the Kansas City Electric Light company, of

which Mr. Weeks is general manager, should be inclined to

bear down upon him, would cost about §10 a month. Gas

would cost him ^4 a month. If Mr. Weeks had to pay the

difference he said he would gladly do it, on account of the

better light, better service, and increased convenience. He
estimates that one minute's attention a day is all that will

be needed by his plant on an average. The current is cut

off in the bathroom on the second floor, and if there is any

necessity for turning on the light during the night all he

has to do is to step into the bathroom and turn the switch.

No hunting of matches, no breaking of them while en-

deavoring to strike a light, no mistaking of toothpicks for

them, none of the many other botherations that accumulate

on one who has arisen in the dark in the middle of the night,

and is in a hurrv.

H. W. Smith of St. Louis asks that a correction be made

regarding a statement recently published in the Western
ELECTRICI.A.N in reference to the electric cable signal. It

was stated that it was the invention of Mr. Smith and Mr.

Hewes, of this city. Mr. Smith emphatically desires it to

be understood that he is the sole inventor. It was also

stated that the signal had been adopted by the Metropolitan

Cable Railway company at the request of Superintendent

Lawless. Mr. Lawless has not been connected with the

Metropolitan company since Mr. Smith arrived here with

his signal. He has explained its principles to the company

and has two signals in operation showing how it works, and

R. J. McCarty, the Metropolitan's general manager, has

heartily approved of it, but the company has not yet de-

cided to adopt it. Your correspondent also stated that, by

means of the light connected with the signal and colored

glass, the color of the approaching car would be indicated,

as well as an alarm given. The signal of the kind

intended for the crossing of one cable line by another, will

have two colored glasses facing each way, red and blue.

They are not intended to indicate the color of the car ap-

proaching, but as automatic indicators to the gripman

whether he has right of way or not. Thiis, suppose there

is a signal at the crossing of cable lines A and B, and cars

are approaching the crossing at the same time. If the grip-

man on .\ beholds the red light flashing upon his pathway

he knows that the car on B is a little in advance of him and

has the right of way. If the blue light shows first then he

knows that he is ahead of the car on B and has the right of

way himself. The cars throw on the signal lights and

alarm, each at the same distance from the crossing. If a

car is only a few inches in advance of the car on the cross-

ing line, this signal gives it the right of way to which it is

entitled, but in the case of a flagman he would have to de-"

cide the matter arbitrarily.

Chief Hale of the fire department, never tires of singing

the praises of the telephone as a fire alarm. "After an in-

spection of most of the fire alarms of the country," said he,

in an intervietv last week, "I do not hesitate to aflirm that

Kansas City is one of the most fortunate in this respect to

be found in the world. What is more, the system doesn t

cost the city a ceit. To supply its place with anything else

as efficient, would cost the citv Jiiioo,ooo. We owe it all to

the telephone company. Each engine house is supplied

with a telephone which is connected with every one of the

2,500 instruments in the city. With a vigilance that never

sleeps, "No. 600' in the central office keeps special guard

upon intelligence of fire. It takes precedence overall other

kind of news. The instant notice of fire is commuaicated

from any quarter of the city to the central office the opera-

tor receiving the message touches a key that throws the per-

son giving the alarm into communication with 'No. 600.

"

He inquires, 'Where is the fire!
' The answer is given, and

almost before the sentence is complete the electrical alarm

is sounded at the same moment in the different fire depart-

ment stations, the horses have leaped into their places, and

the hose carts are flying toward the point of danger: The

only weakness in the system is that the large number of new

houses being built in the outskirts of the city are without

telephones. This is partly remedied by the fact that a per-

son even at a distance can often tell the location of a five

and prevent the department from losing valuable time in

making a run to the wrong point. The telephone is the

best alarm invented. No mechanical arrangement can equal

the human voice transmitted by electricity."

A meeting of the aldermanic committee appointed to in-

vestigate the question of telephone rates and report upon the

amount of reduction to be insisted upon in the rates of the

local company, met last week, but no report has yet been

submitted. The committee has determined to await the de-

cision of the state Supreme court in the St. Louis case, be-

fore taking further action in the matter. Besides, there has

been a decided cooling of ardor on the part of all who at

first were inclined to demand a reduction in the local rates.

The agitation has caused bringing into public notice the

many free favors the telephone company confers on the city,

and has developed the fact that the rates are as reasonable

as those of any telephone company, more reasonable than

many, and arranged on a much better plan than the ma-

joritv. Most of the patrons would really be willing to pay

more than they do now rather than have the telephone

charges made in accordance with the Indiana system.

The Inter-State company has moved into its new offices

in the magnificent Keith ^^ Perry building, and the company's

central station plant in the basement of the building is rap-

idly approaching that point at whicli it can be said to be

ready for operation.

General Manager M. E. Bates of the Western Electrical

Construction company, reports that work on the Pine Bluff,

.\rk., electric light plant is well under way. Mr. Bates'

duties in connection with this plant have caused him to

spend several Sundays in Arkansas, and he vows that he

will turn around and leave the moment he gets there the

next time, if he discovers that by remaining any time at all

he will be compelled to remain over Sunday. He says Sun-

day is surrendered to the colored population, and that a Cau-

casian stands no show on that day at all.

E. J. Lawless, the former superintendent of the

Metropolitan Street Railway company, has gone East to

visit all the cities in which electrical street railways are in

operation. He intends to make a thorough investigation of

them, going slowly and carefully into each detail. If he

becomes satisfied that they are a success, an electric street

railway will be established here.

C. H. Cone, representing the Electrical Supply company

of Chicago, has been slightly under the weather, but is

gaining strength rapidly uow. He reports business brisk

and the outlook for all kinds of electrical business splendid.

The Kansas City agency of the Thomson-Houston com-

pany has its plant at the exposition building in full opera-

tion, and the brilliancy and steadiness of the light furnished

have received the highest compliments of the management

of the exposition.

The Southwestern Electrical Supply company reports

business picking up wonderfully, and that the prospects

are for a greater trade in all kinds of electrical goods in the

west than ever before.

Ben Friedburg, who obtained a franchise after many diffi-

culties, and after passing through strange vicissitudes, in-

cluding a fight, has organized an electric light company to

be known as the Kansas City Electric company, which has

been chartered by the state to furnish electricity for light,

heat and motive power. The capital stock is $100,000.

The directors are J, D. Wilson, Mark Harris, C. F. liutch-

ings, Benjamin Schneirle and Ben Friedburg. Nearly all

the contracts have been let, and work has begun on the

building for the central station. A.

New York Notes.

Ni-:u' York, October 6,—Trouble seems to be brewing

again between the telegraph operators and the management

of the elevated railroad, which has been brought on by the

proposed re-establishment of the telegraph school at the

Chatham Square station. This appears to be a pet scheme

with some official who desires to give the gatemen an oppor-

tunity to better their condition, which is possible by their

learning telegraphy, 'i'he operators claim that while they

are paid from $70 to i^-js per month, the new men will be

quite witling to perform the same duties at about !^20 less

for the same time.

The fifty-seventh fair of the American institute opened

October 3d, at its building on Third avenue above 63d

street. It will be remembered that a considerable amount

of space was devoted last year to an electrical exhibition.

The managers were not altogether satisfied with the at-

tendance, so that this feature will not be introduced this

year, but a still greater attraction will be offered in the re-

duction of the admission fee from 50 to 25 cents. I'he in-

terest in these exhibitions has been waning for several

years past, and the electrical exhibition was organized last

year in the hope that there would be a revival, but the man-

agers seem to think the public did not appreciate the inno-

vation. Mayor Hewitt's opening address was exceedingly

appropriate, and was in a similar vein to that w'hich proved

so great a hit at the electric light convention.

These are exceedingly prosperous days for the Western

Union Telegraph company, which now has the field prac-

tically to itself, and in addition to the unusually active

business season there is the political canvass, which is ex

ceedingly productive of dispatches. An old telegrapher,

who now frequents Wall street, says there is nothing to

prevent the stock reaching par before Christmas.

C. O. Mailloux, who has been the electrical engineer of

the Julien Electric company since it started business in this

city, has resigned that position. He has been very active

in the important work of designing and supervising the con-

struction of mechanism for the new electric cars on the

Fourth avenue railroad. One of these new cars had a mis-

hap a few days ago near the postoffice, where one of its

trucks started up one track while its mate started up the

other. It was a trivial affair, but it received due attention

at the hands of the press.

There was to have been an examination at the Jefferson

market police court October 2, in the complaint made by

President Hess of the Board of Electrical Control, against

Eugene T. Lynch as president of the United States Illu-

minating company, made last July, charging the company

with misdemeanor in maintaining a public nuisance by keep-

ing its wires above ground. When the case was called

there was no appearance on the part of the prosecution. A
letter was read from Mr. Chittenden, counsel for the de-

fendant, stating that Assistant District Attorney Foster,

who had charge of the complaint, had informed him that

the complaint would be dropped, and no further action

taken. Justice Duffy adjourned the examination for one

month.

There was quite a serious horse car accident at Spring-

field. Mass , which may be considered an equivalent to

those at Pittsburg on the electric road. The brakes did

not hold the car while coming down a hill, the horses ran

away, the car was overturned, and struck a tree. The car

was wrecked, and the passengers injured by sprains and

bruises.

Among the irregular loans discovered by the investiga-

tion of the aff"airs of the National Union bank at Fall River,

Mass., was one to the Beattie Zinc company, manufacturers

of battery zincs, for $23,000. This company has recently

been engaged in increasing its plant to accommodate the

growth of its business. It is presumed that the securities

were not up to the standard ordinarily exacted for loans of

that character.

Willis J. Cook, familiarly known alt over the United

States as " Bif " Cook, has been seriously ill for five weeks

at the Roosevelt hospital in this city. He is now in a

fair way of recovery, and it is thought will soon be well

enough to be removed to the home of his family in Ohio.

" Bif" is one of the old-time experts at the key, and has

worked in nearly every large office in the country. P.

St. Louis, Mo.

St. Louis, Oct. 6.—The recently incorporated Metro-

politan Electric company, having a capital stock of .$100,-

000, will use the Westiinghouse incandescent lights.

Dwight Tredway owns gg6 shares of the stock, and Man-

ning Tredway, H. B. Pike, Jos. A. Parker and A. De Fi—

gueiredo one share each. Dwight Tredway is the president

of the new corporation and H. B. Pike secretary and gen-

eral manager. "We have purchased the Excelsior electric

light plant," said President Tredway, while speaking of the

new enterprise, "and the electric plant at the Cable and

Western power house. At the latter place there is a ma-

chine that is running 1,400 incandescent and 250 arc lights,

and a machine of similar power will be placed in the Excel-

sior plant. We will furnish incandescent lamps at from ic.

to T^c. per hour for the time actually in use. Beers' hotel

now burns 500 incandescent lights, and they are being rap-

idly introduced into a large number of residences in the

west end. After our plants are fitted up in first-class run-

ning order, we shall furnish a large number of smalt motors,
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from I horse to 30 horse power, for ninning light machinery

of various kinds."

K. M. Stailey, 24 years of age, working in the Iron

Mountain depot office at Maine and Gratiot streets, was

standing at the telephone during a thunder storm a fe^v days

ago, when a flash was seen and Stailey's arm dropped to his

side. His fellow-clerks rushed to help him and found he

was paralyzed on his left side and could not move. He was

placed on a bench, and rubbed vigorously. In about one

hour he had sufficiently recovered to walk and was sent to

his home. Another clerk, Daniel iVIcCarthy, was standing

near Stailey and also received a slight shock. E.

Texan Topics

El Paso. Tex., Oct 5.—The gas light and electric light

question in El Paso has become somewhat mixed and in-

teresting. There is established and in successful operation

a company for the manufacture of gas, and another for

electric light. The gas company consists of El Paso busi-

ness men, and the electric light company of St Louis capi-

talists. There has sprung up between them an active and

bitter competition, and each announces its intention to

engage in the business pursued by the other. Last week

the gas company obtained a charter and franchise for the

establishment of an electric light plant, and the electric

light company retaliated by obtaining from the city council

permission to erect gas works. This permission is granted

to II. Maxon, W. L. B. T. Allen and Henry Hitchcock of

St. Louis. Their application promises to furnish the citi-

zens of El Paso with better and cheaper illumination than

is now furnished them. The desired permission was given

on condition that at no time in the future should the two

rival companies be formed into a mutual trust, after the

manner so prevalent in these days.

Greenville, Tex., Oct. 4.—The city council of this

place, at its regular meeting, made the final arrangements

for a complete system of electric light. The company is

composed of three leading capitalists. J. M. Cook of

this place, one of the company, says work will begin in a

few days on the new enterprise.

Gainesville, Tex., Oct. 4.—A big and novel suit for

damages has been filed here in the district court against the

Western Union and Santa Fe Telegraph companies. A
short time ago G. L. Phillips left his wife sick at her father's

home in Palo Pinto county, Tex , and went to Ardmore,

I. T., on business. Before going, however, he gave in-

structions that he should be wired in case his wife grew

worse. After her husband's departure, Mrs Phillips grew

worse, and a dispatch, notifying him to that effect, was

filed with the telegraph companies defendant in this case,

and addressed to Mr. Phillips, but the telegram was never

delivered. Mrs. Phillips died and had been buried fifteen

days when Mr. Phillips returned. He has sued the com-

panies for $io,CKX) damages. G.

Indiana Notes.

Wabash, Ind., Oct. 5.—At Laketon, in the north part

of this county, the house of Dennis Lotzenheiser was struck

during a hard storm. The bolt ran around the interior of

the structure, tearing off the plastering and reducing every-

thing to chaos. The interior of the building is a wreck,

and although a portion of the family were in the house at

the time, no one was injured.

Mrs. Catherine O'Brien slipped upon a telephone wire in

this city, some months ago, and fractured one of her legs.

The wire had been allowed to drag upon the ground. The
lady brought suit against the city for damages. This has

just been compromised, the corporation paying the lady $100.

C

Crawpordsvillf., Ind.. Oct. 6.—This city is now
lighted by electricity entirely. For the past three years the

center of the city has been lighted in this way, and now
there will be seventy lights in operation. A new plant has

been installed, with an engine of 230 horse power. The
fly-wheel of the engine weighs 16 000 pounds, and is sixteen

feet in diameter. C.

Salt Lake City, Utah.
Salt Lakk Crrv, Utah, Oct. 6.—The Utah Mining

and Reduction company, whose works are located at Bing-

ham, ten miles south of Salt Lake City, are successfully

using the new Meech process in the reduction of their low

grade and rebellious ores. The ore is passed through a

crusher and rolls, crushed to forty-mesh fine, thence into a

disintegrating machine, four tons at a time, through a valve,

with sufficient water and chemicals to treat sulphur and re-

fractory elements. Steam is then admitted to a pressure of

100 pounds, and at the same time the millers are revolved

at about thirty revolutions per minute, generating electricity

in such volume as to greatly assist in the decomposition of

the ore. This is coniinuud for three hours. The ore is

reduced to an impalpable powder, and is thorouglily decom-

posed and desulphurized. The pulp is now discharged into

the amalgamator below, a revolving machine seven feet

long and five feet diameter, in which are copper plates

placed lengthwise, and by hydrostatic pressure, quicksilver

is pressed through the ore. The cost of the treatment is

from J^2 to !;;3 per ton. F.

From Cincinnati.

CiNCiNNA'ii, October 6.—The Cincinnati Electrical So-

ciety will hold a public meeting next Tuesday evening. Dr.

Otto Moses of New York, will deliver a short address on

electrical education, and other addresses of an interesting

character will be given. Dr. Moses has been appointed to

represent the commissioners of the Centennial exposition on

juries for all groups having electrical apparatus. E.

From tine Mississippi West
Le.-wenWORTH, Kan,, Oct. 5.—A company has been

granted the franchise and right of way for a district police,

fire and messenger service, which is to be placed in oper-

ation as soon as the necessary instruments arrive, and wires

can be strung. J. D. Hobbs is the superintendent.

Aberdeen, Miss., Oct. 4.—The city council at its last

meeting adopted resolutions preparatory to the purchase of

an electric light plant and fixtures, and is now in corre-

spondence with electric light companies with that end in

view. D,

Pl'eblo, Col., Oct. 3.—Plans have been completed and

the contract has been let for the main building of the new

incandescent electric light company It will be 60 by 32

feet, and the plant is to be in operation within three months.

There are now over 60 Thomson-Houston arc lights on the

streets, and as many more in the business houses.

Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 2.—James Bothwell, the chief

engineer of the electric light company, was seriously scalded

a few days ago by a rush of steam from an improperly fast

ened plug. The accident is a peculiarly sad one in view of

the fact that Mr. Bothwell has within a few weeks lost his

two sons, and his wife is ill at the present time. B.

The Aluminium Process.
Editor Western Electrician:

LoCKPORT, N. Y., Oct. I.

—

Sir: To Americans belongs

the credit for all the advances in the aluminium industry.

The Cowles brothers of Cleveland, O., patented the elec-

tric smelting processes, and the Cleveland company is the

parent company, and not, as you stated in your issue of the

2gth ult., the Cowles Syndicate conipanyof England. The
only work in the English language on this important sub-

ject is from the pen of an American, J. W. Richards, A.

M., A. C , department of metallurgy, Lehigh university,

Bethlehem, Pa., and the method which cut the price of pure

aluminium from ^ii a pound to .^5—and this happened this

summer—is the invention of an American, H. V. Castner

of New York city, S.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Kirksville, Mo., proposes to have electric lights.

The electric light plant at Lamar, Mo., will be enlarged.

An electric light system will be established at Olathe,

Kan.

Peabody, Kan., is calling for electric lights and tele-

phones.

The electric light has been started in operation at Nor-
folk, Neb.

Electric lights will be established at Marshall, Mo., in a

short time.

The Nebraska City, Neb., Electric Light company will

piit in an incandescent system.

A 100 volt Edison-Swan lamp has recently been exhibited

which had a life of 7,100 hours.

The people of Lagrange, Ind., are rejoicing over the

brilliant lighting of their streets by electricity.

The California Electric Light company, of San Fran-
cisco, win install a plant at Portland, Oregon.

The Imperial Electric Light iji: Traction company, Mon-
treal, Can., capital !i;300,ooo, has been incorporated.

The San Diego, Cal., Gas & Electric Light company ex-

pects to have its electric annex in operation about Novem-
ber 1st.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has sold a
plant of 50 arc lights and 500 incandescent lights to the

Albion, ^Iich., Electric Light company.

The Paducah, Ky., Gaslight company has made a con-

tract for the machinery for an electric light plant, and will

have everything in operation in a few weeks.

Electrical matters at J_,ittle Rock, Ark,, are booming.
The Fort Wayne Jenney, the Edison and the Westing-
house are all on the ground with electric light plants.

The United States cniiserlialtimore, which was launched
last Saturday, will be lighted with two electric plants, so

that all parts will be brilliantly illuminated by incandescent

lamps.

The authorities of Omaha, Neb., have received the fol-

lowing proposition in respect to the public lighting:

Thomson-Houston l-'Ieclric l.ight company, from dusk until

daylight each night in the year, on a five-year basis: 50
lamps, i|;iS each per month; 100 lamps, ^17: same on a

ten-vear basis; 50 lamps at !f;i6; 100 at i^i^.2s; 200 at

$I4.'50.

W. J, Buckley, manager of the Chicago branch of the
Fort Wayne Jenney Electric Light company, has sold an
arc and incandescent plant to Swift & Co. for their Omaha
packing house.

The Isabella Furnace company, Etna, I'a., have recently

increased their lirush electric light plant by purchasing a

number of arc lamps from the lirush Electric company,
Cleveland, Ohio.

J. W. Sallee, a capitalist of Los Angeles, Cal., who has
recently made heav}' investments in Clinton, Mo,, property,

and will establish several new enterprises, has also in- '

vested largely in the electric light company. t

The Columbia, Tenn
, Electric Light ik. Power company '

will erect a plant and furnish electric light and power in

Columbia as soon as the board of mayor and aldermen pass
the ordinance allowing erection of poles, wires, etc. i

The Brush Electric Illuminating company of New York ;

has recently ordered 230 2,000 candle power Brush arc
,,

lamps for the purpose of increasing its plant. This com-
[

pany is now operaiing between 2,500 and 3,000 arc lights.
|

The Greensboro, N C, Gas company has changed its

name to the Greensboro Gas & Electric Light company, and
will enlarge the gas works in addition to erecting the elec-

tric light plant. The capital stock of the new company is

The work of erecting the electric light plant at Wauwa-
tosa. Wis., a suburb ot Milwaukee, is under way. The
plant will include arc and incandescent systems, the arcs to

be used for the streets, and the incandescents in lighting

residences.

The electric lighting companies of Providence, R. I.,

have signified their willingness to run conduits through the

central portion of the city, if they receive, in return for the

city's use of the conduits, an exclusive franchise for a num-
ber of years.

The Richmond Electric Light & Power company of Rich-
mond, Va., will erect an electric light plant in Lexington,

Va., if permit is granted, and will organize the Lexington
Electric Light & Power company to operate the plant. It

is reported that Childs & Macmurdo of Richmond, have
asked for a permit to erect an electric light plant in Lexing-
ton. If granted they will erect a plant to cost not less

than ^10,000.

Articles incorporating the Santa Monica, Cal., Lowe Gas
company have been filed. The incorporators are Wm. S.

Vawter and Jessup W. Scott, of Santa Monica, and L. E.

Mosher, T. S. C. Lowe and W. C. Callahan, of Los An-
geles. The objects of the incorporation are: "To manu-
facture gas and electricity, and to sell the same; also to

manufacture and sell gas and electric machines, and to op-

erate gas and electric motors."

The bids submitted for the right to light the streets of

Toledo, O., were as follows: Toledo Gaslight & Coke com-
pany—to city. $1.25 per M.; to citizens, J|;i. 35 per M.;
contract to last five years. Weston Electric Light & Power
company—2,000 candle power arc lights, ^84 each per an-

num, Toledo Electric compan\—300 arc lights in gas ter-

ritory, i|;S5 each per annum; 16 candle power incandescent

lights, ^i each per month.

The gas company of Lawrence, Kan., has purchased
seventy 2,000 candle power Thomson-Houston arc lamps.

The lights were started a fortnight ago, and are giving per-

fect satisfaction. A fine new stone building was erected

by the gas company for the accommodation of the new
plant. Motive power from the Kansas River will be used

for about nine months in the year, but the company has the

best of steam power at hand whenever necessary. It is the

intention of the gas company to add 1,600 incandescent

lights very soon.

Just now Prof. Barrett, city electrician of Chicago, is en-

gaged in rearranging the wires in the Washington street

tunnel in order that Mr. Yerkes may proceed to line the

hole with steel sheeting. The professor is also placing ca-

bles in the conduits to supply the electric lamps for street

lighting. Before the new year he expects to have lines in

operation on Madison stieet, from Ashland avenue to the

lake; on Michigan avenue, from Rush to Jackson streets;

on Plalsted street, from Yan Buren to Randolph; on Xsca

Buren street, from the bridge to Halsted; on Desplaines

street, from Van Buren to Washington, and on Washington
street, from Halsted to the tunnel. These are trunk lines,

and will be operated by the new plant at the corner of Des-

plaines and \''an Buren streets. Prof. Barrett thinks they

will be in use by November 1st. As fast as money can be

obtained he will construct spur lines and light other streets.

There will be two lamps at street intersections and one in

the middle of each block The lamps will be fourteen feet

above grade, the posts being of symmetrical pattern, de-

signed in the engineer's office, with an iron base and wooden
standard.

Six spar buoys of a novel character have just been com-
pleted at the works of the Lighthouse Board on Staten Is-

land. They will be placed so as to mark the sides of the

newly dredged Cledney's channel. The peculiarity of these

buoys is an incandescent electric light of 100 candle power,

which each will carry on its head, to be kept burning nights.

On account of the great distance of the Prince's Bay range

lights, by which navigators now steer when entering the

channel, a bit of bad weather makes an attempt to pass the

channel at night perilous, although there will be thirty feet

of water over a channel 500 feet wide at mean low water in-

side of a month. To make the channel safe three buoys

will be placed on the north sitle and three on the soutli,

and to distinguish the side the north range of buoys will

have two white buoys with a red one between, while the

south range will reverse this order. Each buoy is the trunk

of a juniper tree about iifty ftet long. The butl is anchored

in place by a sinker of iron in the shape of half a globe.

An electric cable runs from the East Beacon on the point of

Sandy Hook to the six spars. Each spar will stand about
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ten feet out of water. The cost of the plant is estimated at

between ^15,000 and !^2o, 000; the daily expense at about

Sii2. Electricity is used chiefly because a gas hghted buoy

would continue to burn after it had been shoved from its

place by a field of ice, and thus become a snare. Should

ice move these buoys the connection with the shore will be

broken. The new form of buoy is the joint production of

hieut. -Commander M. R. S. Mackenzie of the na\T and

Lieut. Tohn Millis of the army, both attached to the Light-

house board.

Recently five persons were imprisoned by the caving in

of a quarr>- wall near Perigeux. France, and there was no

means at hand to rescue them. To find out where they

were, a shaft twelve inches in diameter was bored, down
which was slid a tube, near the end of which was a small

camera surrounded by a battery of electric lights. With

this apparatus a number of negatives were taken, and the

effect of the disaster shown, even to the faces of two corpses.

It was thus known that the men were dead, and that efforts

to succor them would be useless.

The London Electrical Engineer says: The passing of

the amended electric lighting act seems to be not without

avail. Increased activity is arising on every hand, and this

season bids fair to be one of the most important in the de-

v&lopmcnt of the electric lighting industrj' in Great Britain.

* * * While in America there is hardly a town of

5.000 inhabitants that does not boast its central station,

nor scarcely one of io,tX)othat has not. at the present time,

an electric railway in debate, if not in operation or course

of construction, we, in England, have continually been

feeling ourselves somewhat left behind in the use of our

own inventions and perfections. At last, however, the air

clears, and activity begins to show itself all round. We are

at least—we mav congratulate ourselves—never likely to

have to put up with the hideous mixture of posts, poles and

wires of all descriptions, hanging in festoons to the immi-

nent danger of the public, too often heard of in America,

nor to disfigure our urban streets with innumerable poles;

but with the inauguration of the finest systems of under-

ground distribution science can now afford us for our light

and our power, and with electric accumulator cars for our

tramway service, now. we hope, happily to extend in ever\'

direction, we shall not fail to reap in beauty and convenience

the reward of our period of waiting for the electric light."

This quotation by the way is an apt illustration of the un-

graceful way, referred to a week ago, in which English

electricians concede American superiority in electrical

practice.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
An electric railway will be established at Lafayette, Ind.,

to run from West Lafayette to Purdue university.

Frank E. Fisher has applied for a franchise for an elec-

tric railway from San J,ose, Cal., to Alum Rock, a distance

of seven miles.

The Sprague company has recently installed a 20 horse

power motor for the Iowa Printing company of Des Moines,

the largest job printers in the slate. This completes the

installation of 41 horse power sold by H. O. Woodruff,

their Des Moines agent, during August.

Omaha and Council Bluffs will join hands October 30th

in celebrating the completion of the new bridge over the

Missouri. This structure cost $300,000, and will be used

chiefly by pedestrians and vehicles. The railroad bridge

crosses half a mile south of the business center of both

cities, and does not offer satisfactory' accommodation to

passengers or. vehicles. The electric motor line, built by

the Thomson-Houston company of Chicago, however, will

cross the new bridge and parallel with and a little north of

P,roadwav, which is the principal connecting street between

the towns. The present fare over the railroad bridge is 25

cents. The fare over the new bridge, and from city to

city, will be but 5 cents. Motor trains will be run every

two minutes. This improvement, it is believed, will prove

a great benefit to both cities, and 30,000 enthusiastic Omaha
and Council Bluffs citizens will form in parade, walk across

the new bridge, ride in the motor, and celebrate generally.

The governors of Nebraska and Iowa will formall} join the

two cities by performing what will be called "the wedding

ceremonv." Several prominent people will speak.

Reference was made by Mr. Preece in his paper, of

which a synopsis was published last week, to an electric

mountain'road near Lucerne. The London Daily Nc7<>s

gives this description: Hitherto it has been considered im-

possible to construct a funicular mountain railway with a

curve; but the new line up the Burgenstock has achieved

that feat under the superintendence of .\[r. Abt, the S%vis5

electrical engineer. The rails describe one grand curve

formed upon an angle of 112 degrees, and the journey is

made as steadily and smoothly as upon any of the straight

funiculars previously constructed. .A. bed has been cut for

the most part out of the solid rock in the mountain side,

from the shore of the Lake of Lucerne to the height of the

liurgenstock—1,330 feet above its level, and 2,S6o feet

above the level of the sea. The total length of the line is

c)3S meters, and it commences with a gradient of 32 per

cent. , which is increased to 3S per cent, after the first 460

meters, and this is maintained for the rest of the journey.

.A single pair of rails is used throughout, with the exception

of a few yards at half distance to permit two cars to pass.

Through the opposition of the Swiss government each car

is at the present time only allowed to run the half distance,

and thev insist upon th^ passengers changing, in order, as

they say, to avoid collision or accident. I have made a

number of journeys up and down the mountain in company

with an engineer, and the experience is sufficient to prove

that the prohibition is altogether unnecessary. The motive

power, electricity, is generated by two dynamos, each of 25

horse power, which are worked by a water wi\:x\ of 125

horse power, erected upon the River Aar at its mouth at

Jiuochs, three miles away. Only one man is reqiiired to

manage the train, and the movement of the cars is com-

pletely under his control. One dynamo is sufficient to per-
form the work of hauling up and letting down the cars con-

taining fifty or sixty persons. At the end of the journey,

completed in about fifteen minutes, at an ordinary walking
speed, the car moves gently against a spring buffer, and is

locked by a lever, without noise and without jolting the

passengers. This interesting undertaking has been carried

out at a cost of ^25,000.

THE TELEPHONE.
The Washington i.^ Union, Mo., Telephone company is

rebuilding its line.

The new long-distancf telephone line between Boston and
Portland has been constructed to within twelve miles of

Boston, and is expected to be completed soon.

The Postal & Telegraph administration of Austria has

commenced the construction of a long distance telephone

line between \'ienna and Prague. The telephone line be-

tween Alexandria and Cairo will shortly be completed, the

last of the apparatus having arrived.

A submarine telephonic apparatus, called the hydrophone,
has recently been tested in Brest Bay by order of the minis-

ter of marine. The oound of a bell struck under water,

was heard at the greatest distance permitted by the config-

uration of the bay—three miles and a quarter. E.xcellent

results were obtained on board a boat in motion, the bell

being distinctly heard a mile off, as well as the noise of the

screw of the tug on board which the sounding instruments

w-ere placed.

The Bell Telephone company of Philadelphia has com-
menced the work of putting its wires under ground. Lead-
covered cables are laid in wooden boxes under the streets,

and the wires are carried to large poles in the center of each

block, and from there they are distributed to the several

subscribers in that block. A large trunk line is being laid

in Market street, from river to river. Other lines branch

off north and south on each of the main streets. In nearly

all the blocks small streets and alleys provide convenient

centers on which to erect the distributing poles. By this

system all streets will be freed of wires, as well as roofs of

houses, and the network of distribution in back yards and
small streets wiil be so small as not to be objectionable.

The ordinance authorizing the laying of these underground
wires and erection of poles requires the removal of all over-

head wires within five years, but the company expect to

complete the work sooner than that.

The Baltimore Sun of September 19th says that late

Monday night while Thomas Murray, the night telephone

man of the central police station, was receiving the hourly

calls of the sergeant, he placed his hand on the switch-

board and received such a shock that he cried out with

pain. Commissioner Gill, with Sheriff May and Captain

Farnam. were present at the time. The captain placed his

hand on the same board and received a terrific shock. His
arm began to swell and he could not pull it away. He was
finally pulled away by several policemen. Sergeant Shoe-

mack, w*ho was in the act of pulling in a call from 123 box,

Gay and Second streets, at the time, received a shock which
threw him to the pavement. He thought he had been shot.

Mr. Rutter, the telegraph man of the department, made an
investigation and found that an electric light wire had
fallen on the telegraph line at the corner of Hanover and
Pratt streets, and had caused the trouble.

The officials of the Subwa)-^ board claim that the telephone

people are finding in the subways a partial remedy for the

greatest trouble that has been experienced in the use of the

telephone in this city—the induction from other wires with

stronger currents passing near the telephone wires in the

air, says the New York Sun, This causes the buzzing and
crackling sounds that make it nearly impossible to use the

telephone in this city with any degree of accuracy or satis-

faction. It is easier now to talk with Philadelphia or Bos-

ton by telephone than to carry on a conversation over the

wire with a man a few blocks away in this city. If the sub-

ways will make it possible for New York to have as satis-

factory a telephone service as is enjoyed in most towns of a

few^ thousand inhabitants anywhere within 1,000 miles of

here, the use of the telephone will be greatly increased.

At present few make use of it any oTtener than they are

compelled to. on account of the ner\'ous strain incident to

discovering whether the person being talked with is answer-

ing your question or making warm remarks on the dam-
foolishness of these blamed machines.

Says a Paris correspondent: In 1S86 the minister of

posts and telegraphs granted to theSociete des Telephones,

for thirty-five years to come, the concession of all the tele-

phone lines then in existence ortobe afterward constructed.

This concession placed a serious obstacle in the way of the

development of the telephonic system, and the government
authorities have lately been pressed to seek some means for

remedying the evil. An effective step in this direction has

just been taken. AL Coulon, the director general of posts

and telegraphs, has addressed to the departmental directors

of his administration a circular relative to the construction

of new telephone systems in towns. After setting out the

actual situation of the urban state telephone systems, in

which the subscribers pay an annual rent of 200 francs,

plus the cost of the apparatus and erection, charged for at

the rate of 150 francs per kilometer of wire, the circular

points out the method of procedure in the case of new ur-

ban systems. For all towns which shall apply for it, the

government authorities shall draw up plans and estimates

of the cost of erection and maintenance till the year 1S90,

and if the municipal authorities are willing to advance the

money, the state will execute the work. The town will

then be allowed to repay itself this advance by collecting

the subscriptions till the sum is made up. In short, each

town controls its own telephone system, the municipal bud-

get provides the necessary funds, and these are repaid by
the subscribers" rents.

THE TELEGRAPH.
The Chicago court records in the history of the Great

Western Telegraph company received another contribution

last week in the filing of a bill in chancery in which Charles
B. Farwell. David B. Fisk, Charles M. Henderson, James
L. Collins and Henry C. Burgie, stockholders in the con-

cern, in fifty-three printed pages set forth in detail the al-

leged fact that through corrupt combinations between cer-

tain other of the stockholders, attorneys and others, collu-

sion with the Western Union Telegraph company and con-

spiracy between ostensibly opposite parties in interest,

various accountings and judicial decrees have been ob-
tained to the unjust advantage of the conspirators and to

the damage and detriment of the complainants. The bill

prays for a summons commanding the appearance in court

of the Great Western Telegraph company, Selah Reeve,
David A. Gage, Josiah Snow, Jeremiah M. Terwilliger, and
others, defendants, with the stock subscription list and all

papers, contracts and documents relating to the business of

the corporation, to the end that a full and correct account-

ing may be had, the former decrees set aside as illegal, col-

lusive and fraudulent, and the equities of all stockholders

and claimants determined.

A recent issue of the Detroit Free Press contains a story

of a telegraph operator in a lonely railroad station in the

far west—a theme by the way which is becoming quite

popular. It is fictitious, of course, but it is interesting not-

withstanding the fact that parts of the story are not quite

clear to electricians. The story opens with the operator

covered by the revolver of a robber, who orders him to

send over the wire a message which will cause- the fast ex-

press with its immense amount of valuables to stop at the

.station. The operator sends a message stating that the

shanty is in the possession of the villain and his compan-
ions, and asking that a sheriff's posse be sent to capture

them. The outlaw's comrades are outside the station and the

question in the operator's mind is how to get rid of the one
who is covering him with a revolver, so he telegraphs, "Can
you make a connection with the town arc light and get

them to put their full current on? I'll connect it in some
way with the fellow here, and he'll never know what struck

him." There was an objection made to this course, but

the answer is returned: "I can give you all the current we
have here, and that will paralyze any rough- from Zama and
perhaps kill him. Anyhow, you could get his gun before

he recovered. When you're ready just call the office.

Ground your current and I'll send it along on the

wire." The telegrapher went to a drawer and took out a

piece of wire and to one end attached a pair of scissors.

The other end he connected with the big wire from Bottom-
ville. He fussed around the switch board and then took a

pailof water and said: "Lookout for your feet. Imustdamp
down the floor, so that there will be no dust to interfere

with the instrument." The desperado was asked to hand
the operator the scissors. He complied. The outlaw

reached for the scissors and the next instant with a yell he

sprang toward the ceiling and fell in a heap on the floor.

The train robber)' was prevented, the outlaws were gath-

ered in and the operator was a hero.

Personal Paragraphs-

Assistant Manager Proal, of the Baxter Electric Manu-
facturing & Motor company, Baltimore, was in Chicago the

first part of the week.

The death of Wm. Baragwanath of Chicago, known by
name at least to every large steam user in America, was re-

cently recorded. He was the inventor of the Baragwanath
heater.

C. F. Annett, general manager of the Rocky Mountain
Bell Telephone company, and president of the United Elec-

tric company, Salt Lake City, was welcomed by his many
friends in Chicago, this week.

Miscellaneous Notes,

The capital stock of the Central Electric company of

Chicago has been increased from ^10,000 to ^50,000.

A manhole cover was blown off a conduit at the corner of

Adams and Clark streets, Chicago, Friday, October 5th,

A statue in honor of Ampere will be dedicated at Lyons,

France, during the present month. President Carnot has

promised to attend the ceremonies

At the annual meeting of the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers, which will be held at Scranton, Pa.,

October 15-19, C. J. H. Woodbury wilt read a paper on
electric welding.

The Dieckmann Electrical company of Chicago has been
incorporated, with a capital stock of ^100,000. The com-

pany will manufacture electric machines and apparatus.

The incorporators are G. F. Dieckmann. Christian Waiil

and David Quigg.

An expert in the employ of a firm of bakers of London
has been experimenting during the last twelve months with

the object of discovering a method of baking bread by

electricity, and, it is said, has been quite successful after a

great deal of labor. The bread is said to be quite as well

baked as by the present methods and more quickly, while

there will be a very considerable saving in expense.

A dispatch from iVnsonia, Conn., says: The article con-

cerning the beneficial effects of electricity upon rheumatic

people has received strong confirmation in the person of

Mrs. Moses Stickney of Woodbridge, a few miles from

here. Mrs. Stickney is past the middle age, and has for

years been a sufferer from muscular and inflammatory rheu-

matism. One evening last week she was sitting in her

kitchen during a heavy thunderstorm, when lightning

struck the chimney of her house. It followed the stovepipe

to the stove, popped out on to the floor, and darted across

to the iron water pipe in the sink. In its passage across

the floor it went over Mrs. Stickney 's feet, leaving a slight
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red mark, and giving her quite a shock, but not one strong

enough to render her insensible. In her excitement she

jumped up and ran to another part of the house, something

she had been unable to do for years, and from that time

she has been able to walk without difficulty, and has not

experienced a single rheumatic twinge. She ascribes her

cure to the Hghtning, but thinks it a severe remedy.

It is be noticed in several interviews quoted is a daily

newspaper that a materia lincrease in the Chicago motor

service is predicted. As the merits of the electric motor

become known its use is bound to be wonderfully extended.

The fact seems to be that its advantages are not properly

appreciated. .Small users of power do not understand the

action of the motor, and as a result they are afraid of it.

They imagine it is unreliable. The satisfactory working

of the service, however, is bound to have its effect and to

make it universally popular. As the London Electrical

En-yineer s,z.y=,
" It is clean, noiseless, compact and cheap.

This is the sort of character for a go-ahead article."

In spite of the thousands of miles of wires that subway
reports and other documents assert have been put under-

ground within a year or two past, the poles and the over-

head wires still remain, says the New York Sun. They
are not only not being taken down, but in some parts of the

city miles of new poles and wires are going up. Ap-
parently the electric companies are simply using the sub-

ways as a convenient means of extending and enlarging

their systems, and are keeping up their above ground facil-

ities just the same. If so it becomes an interesting ques-

tion whether the subway system will ever catch up with the

electric systems, and whether the subways, instead of re-

lieving us from the poles and wires that are and have been,

are only to relieve us from those that might have been.

In discussing the subject of lightning conductors at the

British association meeting, W. H. Preece said that light-

ning produced sounds. He had stood near a telegraph

office and he had heard distinctly letters of the alphabet

signaled by a flash of lightning. He had introduced into

his presidential address this quotation from Job: "Canst

thou send lightnings that they may go and say unto thee:

'Here we are'?" Now, he had heard the letter "R"
most distinctly sounded. Mr. Preece was asked if he had.

heard the three " R's ". He said. " Only the first R—we
have stopped at that. Now, the letter R involved three

currents—three oscillations were required to make it. He
had also heard the letter C; that involved four currents.

There was a case on record in the A B C instrument of

Wheatstone of the letter G having been made. Now, the

letter G required eight alternations to be made, in order to

be recorded."

It is stated that George Westinghouse has invented a

n^' system of signals designed to render collisions between

trains impossible. The Pennsylvania's block system, which

is 500 miles long, costs .$600,000 a year to maintain it,

while the new system can be operated for $100,000 a year.

It consists of a pair of steel springs fastened to the rail at

each end of the tunnel, which, being compressed by the

wheels of a train at one end of the tunnel, cause the break-

ing of an electrical circuit. This causes a red danger sig-

nal to appear in a glass bull's eye on the top of a ten-foot

pole beside the track. Every wheel which passes over the

springs breaks the current and is counted by electricity.

Before the danger signal is withdrawn the same number of

wheels must pass over a similar pair of springs at the

other end of the tunnel. It is claimed that this system will

afford absolute protection at drawbridges, switches, and
all dangerous points where signals are required.

One of the most pleasing features of the recent fair of the

R. R. Y. M. C. A., at Fort Wayne, Ind., was the exhibi-

tion given by the Jenney Electric Eight company. A 5,000

candle power electric headlight illuminated the platform.

Sewing machines were run by motors Glass blowers were

at work. Eggs were boiled in water heated by electricity.

Two operators were present who explained the working of

the apparatus to the visitors. An alternating current motor
was exhibited. A local paper speaking of the exhibit, said:

"Every patron of the fair can lind an instructive and pleas-

urable half-hour by entering ihese scientific parlos. The
compartment is divided into three rooms. In the extreme
right a motor is in motion by power received from the cur-

rent of the arc circuit, and the incandescent machine evolves

light throughout the entire apartment, and also supplies the

power for the small motor running sewing machines. The
center room, handsomely furnished and representing a

drawing room, is exquisitely illuminated by the incandescent

light The third apartment contains electrical apparatus of

ail kinds—marvels of minuteness and skillful workmanship."

Boston people nowadays have their superfluous teeth

drawn by means of electricity, says a correspondent of the

St. Louis Glohc-Dcinocral. Inasmuch as all new ideas in

the arts and sciences are spread from this enlightened me-
tropolis originally, and from thence extended over the

country, there is little doubt that sooner or later this new
method will supersede laughing gas and ether in other big

cities of the Union. The process in question is very sim-

ple, scarce any apparatus being required beyond an ordinary

two cell battery, with vibrator attachment. This attach-

ment is a thin strip of metal, fastened at the ends, which is

made to vibrate a thousand or more times per second by

the elcclric current. Al each vibration the circuit is cut off

and renewed again, the effect being to give a perfectly

steady flow of the mysterious (luid. Jn oider to make sure

that the (low is quite satisfactory the operator tunes the

machine—assisted by a little reed tuningpipe—until the

strip of metal sings ".\." So far, so good. Now to the

battery are attached three wires. Two of them have

handles at tile ends, and the third is hitched to a forceps.

The patient in the chair is given a handle to hold in each

paw, and the current is turned on gradually until it becomes
painful. Then he is told to grasp the handles as strongly

as possiljle, the electricity, having been switched off for a

moment, is turned on again suddenly, and the dental sur-

geon applies his forceps simultaneously to the tooth. The
instant the molar is touched, it. as well as the parls sur-

rounding, becomes electrified and absolutely insensible to

pain. When it is withdrawn from the socket, the subject of

the operation feels not the slightest disagreeable sensation.

A jerk and the tooth is out, the patient drops the handles

and the affair is over. This invention comes just in time

to take the place of the unsatisfactory nitrousoxide, or

"laughing" gas, as a dental anivsthetic. The latter is

about as likely to, cause painful effects as pleasant ones,

some persons being afllicted with the most frightful visions

and delirium while under its influence. Bes.des, frequent

indulgence in it is dangerous. It was only a year ago that

an expert tooth puller here was reduced to the condition of a

raving maniac by a habit he acquired of inhaling the stuff

from a rubber bag and going off into prolonged trances. It

was said that, toward the end he was accustomed to take it

in a liquid form, transformed into that shape by a pressure

of goodness knows how many atmospheres. However, it

is something in this wicked world to say that one has dis-

covered a new vice.

We were shown this week what looks to be a practical

electric motor for tricycles, says the Bicycle World. It

weighs, but twenty-five pounds, can be easily attached to

any machine, and has one-eighth horse power. We do not

doubt it will drive a tricycle, but it has the objection that

all storage battery motors must have, and that is, that it

will run but three hours, when it must be re-charged at

some place where there is a dynamo. It must be remem-
bered that dynamos do not grow on every bush, nor does

every village boast one, and the unlucky wight who flnds

his battery run down when he is ten miles from home will

have to carry the twenty-five pounds of dead weight.

Moreover, if he should find a dynamo close at hand, it

will require just as long to charge the battery as it will af-

terwards run. The plan contemplated is to have batteries

ready charged at electric stations, and a quick transfer can
be easily made. The perfection of the plan is, we are

afraid, a long way in the future.

At a special meeting of select council of Philadelphia,

held on the 27th ult , a resolution was presented asking for

the appointment of a joint special committee to inquire into

the cost of lighting the city by the electric light companies
having contracts. The preamble says that the city pays

$129,000 per year for 755 electric lights, and that it is

openly asserted that this charge is excessive; that the com-
panies are under contract to furnish arc lights of not less

than 2,000 candle power, and that it is also asserted that

these lights are of not more than 1,200 candle power, and
that for $300,000 a fully equipped plant could be erected to

supply from 2.500 to 3,000 lights at an annual expense of

not more than $90,000. The resolution was adopted, after

a statement by Mr. Graham, chairman of the electrical com-
mittee, that the Bureau had under consideration a plan for

the erection of a city plant, which it had only been deterred

from making public until it had found the source from
which the $400,000 estimated to be necessary could be
derived.

Business Mention.

Chas. A. Schieren & Co., of New York, report recent

sales of their new electric perforated belting for use on dy-

namos to the following electric light companies: Allegheny
County Light company. Pittsburgh. Pa.; Scranton Illumi-

nating Heat .S: Power Company, Scranton, Pa. ; Framingham
Electric company. South Framingham, Mass.; Electric

Light, Heat & Power company, Carbondale, Pa.; Jenney
Electric Light iS; Power companv, Indianapolis, Ind.

The American Leather Link Belt company reports sales

of their leather link belting during the past week to the

following concerns for use on dynamos: Sheffield Electric

Light works, Sheffield, Ala.; New Bedford Gas compan\-.

New Bedford, Mass.; Clark Electric company, 159 Cham-
bers street, New York cit)', belt to run on dynamo at Amer-
ican institute fair; Robeit B. Suckley, Orange, N. J.; Sol-

vay Process company. Syracuse, N. Y ; Colchester Rubber
company, Colchester, Conn ; Congaree Manufacturing
company, Columbus, S. C; two lo-inch link belts to run

on Waterhouse dynamos at American institute fair, New
'^"ork; Electric Light iS: Power company, Montpelier, Vt.

Electrical Patents.

Is. vd Oct. 2, iSSS.

390,196. Device for Protecting Electric Conductors. Ed
ward G. Acheson, Pittsburg. Pa.

390.229. Magnetic Cleaning Apparatus. Alwin Hempel,
Dresden, Saxony, Germany.

390.230. Apparatus for .Synchronizing Clocks. Charles
E. Hoefling, London, County of Middlesex, England.

390,245. Electric Arc Lamp. Richard H. Mather, Wind-
sor, Conn
The lamp is of the ordinary friction clutch type.

An electro magnet, whose armature is a compound
wound solenoid, is used to control the feeding mechan-
ism. The fifteen claims are limited to the details of

construction.

390,301. Armature Core for Dynamos. Warren S. Hill,

Boston, Mass.
The core is composed of a series of disks having side

flanges, said disks being secured upon a shaft, coils of
iron wire supported by said flanges, insulating material

between the coils and the disks and the flanges, said

flanges being perforated.

390.310, Electrical Testing Apparatus. James \V. Pack-
ard, New ^'olk, N. Y.

Tlic second claim reads: " 2. In an apparatus for

electrical testing, a Wheatsione bridge having an ascer-
tained resistance in one of its branches, while the cir-

cuit through its second branch and the circuit through
its galvanometer are normally broken, together with a
cut-nnl, which, by one motiun of llic lever, simul-
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taneously closes the galvanometer circuit and introduces
into the second branch of the bridge the unknown
resistance which is to be tested, all in combination."

318. Alternate Current Dynamo. Elihu Thomson,
Lynn, Mass.
The invention relates to a generator having two sets

of armature coils, both on the same armature structure,

one of which is connected directly to the external cir-

cuit, for supplying alternating currents from the ma-
chine, and a commutator placed between the other set

of armature coils and the field exciting circuit for rec-

tifying the currents supplied from such second set of
coils to the field magnet or magnets.
The invention consists in the manner of combining

the two sets of armature coils on the same armature
structure, one set being the field-maintaining set, and
the other the working current or line set. "Claim 4.
The combination, with flat armature coils applied to

the periphery of the armature, of independent coils

wound over the armature body and in the spaces in the
center of the first-named coils."

329. Electric Circuit Controller. August F. L Wil-
latowsky, Stamford. Conn.

354. Galvanic Abdominal Truss. Louise Epple, Chi-
cago, 111.

413. System of Electrical Distribution. Nikola Tesla,
New York, N. \

.

The second claim reads: "2. The combination, with
a generator having independent current generating
circuits and a converter or converters having inde-
pendent and corresponding circuits, of independent line

ortonnecting circuits formed in part through a con-
ductor common to all."

,414. Dynamo Electric Machine. Nikola Tesla. New
York. N. Y.

The first claim reads; "i. A dynamo or magneto
electric machine or motor, the frame of which is built

up of two castings, each consisting of end plates with
pole pieces extending inwardl\' therefrom, and connect-
ing side bars."

,415 Dynamo Electric Machine or Motor. Nikola
Tesla, New York, N. \

.

The frame is built up of two castings, each consist-
ing of end plates, with pole pieces extending inwardly
therefrom, and having connecting side bars.

42S. Telephone. Parvin Wright, Denver, Col.
The invention consists in providing a telephone with

an electro magnet, the coils of which are included in
an electric circuit, and providing resistance devices in

an independent circuit to vary their conductivity.

439. Dynamo Electric Machine. Charles S. Bradley,
Yonkers, N. Y.

440. Storm Protector for Electric Lamps. Thomas
H. Brady, New Britain, Conn.

462. Process of Making Carbon Filaments. Thomas
A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.
The process consists in forming two or more fila-

mentary blanks for carbonization by cutting from a
natural fibrous vegetable material, length^vise of the
fibers thereof, a strip of the length of two or m^re of
such blanks, reducing such strip to the proper filament-

arj- size, carbonizing such blanks together under the

same conditions, and dividing the blank transversely

into two or more blanks before or after carbonization.

463. Distribution and Control of Electricity for Light-
ing. Henry Edmunds, London, England.
The method claimed consists in arranging the bat-

teries at each station in groups or sets, and transferring

each group or set in turn from the working circuit into

the charging circuit for short periods of time without
short-circuiting the batteries or breaking the charging
or working circuits, so that all but one of the groups
or sets are in the working circuit at any instant of

time.

,464. System of Utilizinij Secondary Batteries. Henry
Edmunds, London, England.

,481. Electric Light Circuit Cut Off Switch. William
A. Johnson, Toronto, Ontario. Canada.

,544. Therapeutic Electrode. James H. Woodward,
Seward, Neb.

,575. Telephone Transmitting Instrument. Robert
D'Unger, Chicago. III.

The object of the invention is to provide a transmit
ting instrument for long distance communication, and
consists in applying the principle of leverage to in-

crease the effect of the vibrations of the diaphragm;
also in a means of adjustment of the microphonic con-
tacts, and in certain other details of construction.

Claim 4: "The combination of the diaphragm, the
contact pencil vibrated thereby, the hanging pencils

resting against the first mentioned pencil, and the

cranked rod upon which said hanging pencils are hung
to adjust their pressure against said first mentioned
pencil."

,597. Porous Cup for Clalvanic Batteries, Ernest M.
Tlewett, Newton, Mass.
The invention consists in a porous cup for a battery

sized interiorly or exteriorly, or both, with a coating of

gelatinous material, rendered insoluble by the applica-

tion of chrome alum or chromic acid.

,619. .Apparatus for Removing Ice from Railway
Tracks. Elias E. Ries, Baltimore, Md.
The invention consists essentially in equipping the

central or supply station with a source of electricity,

furnishing currents of comparatively low tension and
heavy heating capacit)', and connecting said source of
currents in the supply circuit extending from the gen-
erator or generators producing the normal actuating
current, so that the source normally supplying the high
potential motive current may he periodically discon-
nected from the line, and tlie source furnishing the

heating current may be placed in circuit with said line.
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DYNAMOS and MOTORS.
Arc and Series, Incandescent

Lamps, Ammeters, Voltmeters.

Galvanometers, lAghtning Ar-
resters, Smtch Boards, CutOats,
Electric Supplier, etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE,
154 LaSalle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE.
A VANDEPOELE DYNAMO

With Ten (10) Arc Lamps
IX r.ooD oicnF.R.

I»I"io©, $350.00.
Applv to

LEROY PAYNE & CO.,
1 73 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

J.-»Jrf^#^"^t^^^^^^»^^^?*^ SAMPLE SWITCH
^.MAILED TO ANY

ADDRESS
UPON

" RECEIPT
OF
$1.00.

ONLY %p
BY
^"

The Hartford Dynamic Co. Hartford Conn.

GARLOCK'S RING PACKINGS
Sectional Ring

AND

Elastic Ring.

The Best Packing

Made

For High Speed Engines

THE GARLOCK PACKING CO., Palmyra, N. Y.
Send f'lr OirpnlftTB sii'1 nartir.nlars to "V^f Rdrlnck Pnckinq- Co.. Palinvra. N. V.. snri Rome, Ga.

£.
r^v:

The Electrical

^'yf Construction Co. ^^S
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

IinkBe^
g Friction Clutch Pulleys

1 I - 23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS. NEW YORK.

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

BURR & DODGE, 125 N. Slh St., Philajelphia.
Investigate Before Buying.

THE "CLiLRK " IXTIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, nnder date of March
29, 1386, he says : "A Tlioroughly Reliable and Desirable "Wire in Every Kespect."

The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to he waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme co!d weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire" proof.

Our insulation will prove durable when all otheis fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all

gaugea and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
10 order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENBT A. CLARK, General Manager. HERBERT E. EUSTIS. Electrician,

vlON/^
INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Manniactnred for AEBIAIi, SiCBMAKIBrE and IJllfDEBeBOITND USB. OB.OaiIT£ TAPE for making waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers GANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.TRi^ Z MAR K.

BRANCHES:—CMcaPi 42 LaSalle St, Boston, PMlaftelpMa, Oialia, Miimeaiolis, Cinciimali, LoiMle, Kansas City,

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^uppliej

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-
phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pisher's Qlectric (||otors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

#= EI^ECXRIC RAIL-^TAYS,

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
rMANUFACTURERS OF^

Automatic Electric JJotors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

Hfgh Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Electric n^achines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, Agent,
154 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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WE PATENT AND EXPLOIT
In Foreign Countrlee firetclase Electrkal Inven-

tions which are new and ooerative, and have been

lUa trated hy mo els and drawings, but not piib-

Uehed in this country before being patented

abroad. No espenee to the inventor ; ca 1 or write.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,

1007 Opei-a House Blocb, CHICAGO, ILL.

FKANCIS W. PABKER. Solicitor,

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF U S.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

1001-8-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

I. W. COLBURN & CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
-UANTTFACTUKKRS OF—

Hard Rubber goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL EINDS MADE TO ORDER.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Ciitalofiue and Pricea furnished on application.

MaclLtiies for Arc and Incandescent
Electric lilghting, Electro -Flatingr
and Experimental Uee.
Send for large Illuetrated Catalogue, aleo Hand-

book of Heaay Tt#ilerencp. veet-pocbet edition.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

Ammeters and Voltmeters of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
« .\KI'K»TII:K. ll.^BTMAXX A CO.,

liiilviiiKiiiii'lfrs, llridgi's and Kliciislal.s by nil tlii' Piiniiiiii'iil flakiTs.

Jaxxlos "V^T". <^ u een. cfc Co
924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

FOR ANYTHING

In the Liue of

TeniDeratiire

Regiilaliou,

£ltli«i' Fai'iiaces
or

Steaiu Heaters
In Houses, or for

Special Apparatus,
address

The Qtiion Automatic Heat Begu'atiDg Co.. ELMIBA, ,\.I.

INVENTORS I PATENTEES
Owning or controlling Specialliee in Electric
Lighting, Lamps, Burglar Alarms, Small Fitlinge,

etc., etc., and wishing to dispose of, or manufac-
ture, the same, may correspond with

WM. J. YAKDELL, President R, T. M, Co.,

513 CHESTNUT ST . ST. LOUIS. MO.

The H. M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTUliERS OF

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles.

Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Ofliro and irui at Oscoda, Mich.
Exclusive Selliug Atrent : Q. A. Harmount. Western
Agenc Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.

,

;il,T W-.^:).-!! Avoiii.P f\yU-ncn

Sealed Proposals
for.

LiiMing tie Citywitli Electricity.

Mayor's Office,
Natchez, Miss., Ang. 27th, 1888.

Notice 16 hereby given that sealed propoealB

will be received at the office of the City Clerk un-

til lis o'clock 91., IVovember l8t, 1888,
for lighting the streets, alleys, commons or parks

of the city, with electricity, in accordance with

plan end speclficatlona to be placed in the City

Clerk's office, for the period of five years, that le

to eay, that portion of the city now lighted with

gae, from the Ist day of March, A. C, 1889, and

that part lighted by coal oil lamps, from the let

day of June, A. D., 1889.

Each bidder is required to file with his bid a

detailed statement of the number and location cf

the plants then In operation, of the particular

ayetem which he proposes to eatabllsh in 'Natchez

if BUccesBful in bidding, and to epecify us to each

plant so in operation wiiether it is the one orig
mally established in such locality or lias been
enbetituted for some other prevlouelyin nae, and,
If a eubetitate, then for what system.
The successful bidder will be reqoired to enter

into good and suflicient bond, of such penalty as
ibe Mayor and Aldermen ehall hereafter lis, con-
ditioned tliat he will erect and have ready for nee
the electrin plant, and begin the lighting of the
city therewith, on the dates hereinbefore stated.

The Mayor and Aldermen reserve the right to

reject any or all bide.

W. U. 9IAM^£RY,
Mayor of City of Natchez.

Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, October
15 at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the Club,
122-124 OJark street.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-Bv F. B. BADT.
100 pages; 70 illustrations; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 inches. Designed for

Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers. Just the book for men who wieh

to learn how to operate and care for electric light installations. The only book of the kind in the

English language. Price, postage prepaid to any address in the United States or Canada, $1.00,

Address ELECTRZCIAy PUBLISHING CO., G Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

EuGENB F. Phillips,
President.

W. H. Sawteb.
Sec'y and Electrician.

Amerlci Electrical Worls.

PROVIDENCE, R. [.,

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

Insulated Electric Wires,

Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wire

Magnet "Wire, Patent Rubber-Covered
Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-

ible Cordage, Office and
Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND andAERIAL CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 18 Cortlandt St.

P. G. ACKERMAN. Agent.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,,

505 Delaware St.,

KANSAS CITY, - - MO.,
<;exf.H-4^i. agexts for

Patricia & Carter's Bells, Annniiciators,Bnrglar Alarms, Etc., Etc.

And are prepared to make nrompt dfliveries from stock at Manufacturers' Prices.

We make a specialty of all Kinds of Sipphes for Electric Lighting Companies, and solicit yonr corres-

pondence. We are now prepared to execute ail kinds of Repairing for Dynamos, Lamps,
or Electrical Apparatoe of any description, and would respectfully solicit

orders in this department.

TRY THE RICHMOND CARBON.
•

—

MANUFACTURED BY-

RICHMOND CARBON COMPANY. NORTH ADAMS, MASS

THE EIDISOU TkIJ5.CIIirrE; 'HZ'ORIiS,
SCHENECTA-DY, N. Y.,

-SIANXTFACTmiEKS OF-

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords ^nd^ Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY. General Sales Asent, 19 Dev street. New York.

PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE B EST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. M. F.. Volts, 1.44.
Internal Resistance, Ohms, 0.32.

Batlufiicilon Guuranlccd.
UiglitiBl TcBtlmonlals.

WIMTK FOB I'BICE AND ClItCULAK TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Street, N. Y.

VIIallH IIIinnuT, Miin;iger.

To be dud alau at

California Electrical Works.
Ban I'ranclBCO.

A. H. MACKINNON,
Broker, Auctioneer and Valuer.

Electrical Plant and Apparatus
(JJotli Now and Mocond-IIaiKl,)

K4»rOIIT, H<»ri>, or KXCIIANftKU.
63 Broadway, NEW YORK.

ySO CoUb Julian storage Battery. ! Edison Ujnu-

moB, etc. tiond for Llet.

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO, |1

BUILDERS OF *'

Automatic Engines -

BOILERS, ETC.
Complete Power Plants Furnished

and Erected.

Send pon Catalogub.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE $3.25.

. B. LYMANE
Electrical Suppliei. V

Clevelanil,iv

Ohio. \
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"C. & C." ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND

INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAISD OFFICE! 19 Pearl St,, BOSTON.

CHICAGO OFFICE: 185 Deail)orn Street.

NEW OELEANS OFFICE; 25 Carondelet Street.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE JLND irrSXJLiLXElD -UWIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted

Cords for Incandescent Lighting, Round and Fiat Copper Bars for Station Worlt. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K^ K; LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, con n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent, THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL.

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.
NEW YORK AGENT

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Send for Frice-Li3t.

| B Cortlandt St., Telephone Buildin g, N. Y.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers In

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES,
Agents for EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES.

46 South Water Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Complete Domestic Combination Outlite:

These aeta require no technical knowled e to connect; they are all

contained In blbCb highly fini-tied hard rubber caaefl. mounted in

nickel plate and ready for use. The bell domee are all ;1H liichea. the

coile a e wound with eilk-covered wire, and t e contacte are of plat-

inized eilver.

Three-Way Annunciator and Bell Set S16.00
Invalid's Portable Call Bell Set 7.00

Burt'lar Alarm Set "? 50

lire Alarm Ontflt 87.00 to 8 00

Portab'e Electric TeBting Set 10.00

Family Ele<'tro-Medical Set 12.00

Tele^aph Set for Short Ltree and Learnera 6 50

High and Low Temperature Alarm 12.00

SiiiRlft Stroke or Trembling Bell Set 6 00

Switchboards, Swltchea, Annunciators, Belle, Wiree, Pneh But-

tons, Alarm Contacte, etc.

WATERHOUSE SYSTEM
-OF-

Arc and Incandescent Lighting,

Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

Multiple Arc Incandescent Lighting.

Our Instantaneous Automatic Regulator protects Lamps
and Dynamos, and saves power. Gold Medal a'warded. Me
chanics' Pair, Boston, 1887, for perfection in regulation of
current. Most perfect and economical System in tne field.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.

WATERHOUSE ELEC. & MFG. CO., Hartford, Cona.

Chicago Office, 154 La Salle St.

TELEPHONES
FOR PRIVATE I.IXES.

The only Mechanical Telephone which hae stood
the teats and held ont and plven satiafactory

service for the past eight years.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices.

ELEI'TKICAL (IIIODS OF EVEKV DESCKIPTIOX.

El^n' Telephone and Electrical Supply Co,,

Rmd 7, Hubbard Blk.Jlsiii, ill, U. S. A.

TRADE

GONDA ^"^"^
MARK.

The Standard OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY of the World.

GoNDA I'uisM Cell Complbtb.

The great merits of this battery have brought out a
number of infringements and worthless imitations. Beware

= of them.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.

149 West IStli Street, New York, GOSDA'b<;ABBON, ZlNC 4KD Ja.S
COTKK.
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CENTRiLI, >i
Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds ol

42

BOISTIC APPARM, IRON, WOOB BOX 11 SKELETON BELIS,

mmmi mm, bisque mm cuf, m kii mii mum,
Annunciator Wire, Donble Pointed Tacks, Floor Grooves, Insulating Tape,

BOSTON ELECTRIC CELEBRATED AUTOMATIC AND PENDANT BURNERS.

Speaking Tnbe Materials of Every Description at Lowest Prices.

WE HAVE A FULL STOCK OF GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLIES.

Special attention given to mail orders.

GILES AI^XI-]MAG3SrEXIC SHIEI^ID FOR ^KZ-JLXCMES.
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

anti-Magnetic Sliield & Watcli Case Co.

Oenilemen : — Your Anti-Magnetic

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti-

mated. It is now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to- day
it is (without correcting time) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this a.ge of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one who needs the correct lime, should
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good
deal of practical utility, as well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time-

keeper. At present, I look upon a watch ^^^t'
without a shield as a thing incomplete, ^=ii
and so it is. Very Respectfully, "u

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
''

Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

fiore protection from all Klectrlcal and Magnetic dlaturbancea.
Send for descriptive circular. GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street,

" * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to he ex-
posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-
ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the

only plan I know that could succeed.
WM. A. ANTHONY,

Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time-pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horolpgists

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and tine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitlierto have been made
almost nit and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading

magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

CHICAGO.

The Single-Acting and

Self-Lubricating Principles

Mark the second great advance in Steam Engineering, and

represent the Highest type of

COMMEECIAL ECONOMY.

THE WESTINGHOiE HiCIlNE CO,,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR CO.,
Rppreeeiited by Koberto Bokeii & Co., City o£ Mexico, Mex.

Stevens, Corwin & Co., nSChambera St.,New York City.

Wi li houses in Panama, C A., Lima, BuenoB Ayree, Guayaquil
aDd ValparaiBo, S. A.

;
WESTINOHOIJSF,. CHmCH, KERR A. CO.

IT Cortlandt Street, New York. 97 Piitn Avenue, Pittsburgh,

i
156 and 158 Lake Street, Chicitfeo.

I M. R. IflUCKIiE. JR.. & CO. (Rep. W., C. K. & Co.)

\ tiOSCheBtnut^lreet, Philadelphia.

;
FAIBRAIVKS A: CO.

) 302 & 304 Wa&hiogton Ave., iSt. Louie. 315 Union Ave., Eaasas
,

City. 1330 KeveLteenth Street, Denver.

! F. C. AVJER. (Repreeenting F. is Co.)

: 1()19 Capital Avenue, Omaha.

^
GEO. M. DILLEV «& SOAf!$. (Repreaeuting P. & Co.)

1 Pine BIuSb, Arkaneaa.

UTAH A\I> MOKTAIVA MACHINERY CO.
> 259 South Main Street, Salt Lako City.

,
East Uranite Street, Butte, Montana.

PABKE & LACV.
, 2123 Fremont Street, t-an Fraucleco.
: 3i and 3) North Front Street, Portland, Ore.

THE 1>. A. TOMPKINS CO.
i
36 College Street, Charlotte, N. C.

• 45 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

: ROBT. 9IIDDr.£TOIV. (RepreeentingThe D. A. T. Co.)

: Mobile, Ala.

I H. DUDLEY COLEHAN & CO. (RepresentiDg The

1
D. A. T. Co.) New Orleans. La.

: KEATINC; I^flP. A. IflACHIME CO. (Repreeentlng

I The D. A. T. Co.) Dallas, Texas.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Ofi High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTUKBD I!V

WOODBURY ENGINE

COMPANY. '««ai,.„.,,fr

ALSO BDILDERS OF

PLAIN SLIDE YALYE
AND

Double Valve Medinm Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cat-Off Engines

TUBULAR BOILERS.
AddreBB the Mauufacturere at

652 Mill Street, ROCHESTER, N. I
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SYITOVIJLL
IDynamo and Cylinder Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fa.strunnning

machinery. By reflltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITF FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

United states Glectric Fire Alarm (fo.

EVART, MICHIGAN.

PEOPEEBTOB8 OF THB

CMse Police anil Fire AlamTelegrapIi

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction in dif-

ferent cities and

villages in tlie United States.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Asent for the tAW BATTERY.

727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.
FRANKLIN S, iCARTEE.. CHAS. M. y/ILKINS. ;

.

EST A B L I S H E D. 4 8 6 7.

E.-WAEDV/IIK-INS.

PMYmmm&mmM,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN'-'EVfRY DESCRIPTION OF -.- ~

.,; SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,''
4 .''.WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF .'

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE, BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
. AND A FULL LINE OF '

SUPPLIES FOR ELEGTRIC BELL WpRK.^
We publish Catalogues of ail our Manufactures, autrwill forward tQ.any. address upon

pplication.
''

.

'"..'' ''-'-
.

"'
" :

N. B.—When applying for Catalogues, please state whether " Electric BelL".or "General
" ""

' ue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card'for'discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Electric Light Repairing, General Machine Job-work. Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, g.'A^,18^|gtuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

SEND FOR
NEW PAMPHLET OF

RECORDING

Pressure Gauges.

145 Broadway, N. Y.

SOLE AGENT IN THE D.S.

P. CARDEW'S
PATENTED

VOLTMETERS
TO READ

30 to SO, 120 or 150 V.

(By 1 Volt.)

Can be liept continaooely to
cIrculiB, either alternating or
straight.

Do not Require Recal-
ibrating.

30 to 120 V. Instruments

in Stock, $65.00.

THEO. MACE,
HARRISON. N.J.

ALUMINOUS

INCANDESCENT
PATEKTED.

With or Without

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In auy size, capacity or shape of bulbs.

LAMPS FITTED TO ANY CAP
THAT MAY BE SUPPLIED.

Special Prices Made for Large Orders.

Vitrite and Lnminoid Co.
Pending Re-organization of this Company,

ttie works are carried od by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver
HARRISON, N.J.

'

Half-Size Cut of Standard Size and Saape.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
netropolilan Buildlns:. Room 11. TOO J. 16 C.-P.

Thej}rush£lectric|2ompany

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

ELEGTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Ko. ]30 IVastaingrton Street,

A1.£XA.H1>I:R RE3IPT,

Special Agent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
No. 201 Jonriial Bnlldingr,

O. C. STEELK.

Special A^ent

r.. F. AWyETT. Prest. S. F. FEN^TON", Vlce-Frest, and Treas. CHAS. SIDNEY SMITH, Seo'y

Hoiel and House Annunciators.

Electric Gas Llgtiting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electrc-Medlcal Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire pnd Batteries.

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY. - UTAH.

George P. Barton,
LAW OFFICE,

225 Dearborn Street

patent and trademark cases

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F. OUNDERDALE 1 54 La Sallo St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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WE ATTEMPT A SPEECH.
[OUR MAIDEN ELFFORO".]

Please picture us as having taken off our hat, made our bow, smiled,

put our left hand in our pants pocket, taken an easy position before an
electrical audience (when we say "electrical" it is unnecessary to add
'good looking and intelligent"—//^a* ffoes) ,and proceeding as follows:

We did not expect to be called on toaddressyou, but as it is your wish that we should do so, we will

try and overooTne our natural modesty and make a few rambling remarks on Elcctricibj in the Housdiold.

We think that this is a field which electrical men haA'e somewhat overlooked. We do not think that

you have yet realized the money there is in it, and what a handsome profit a little energy and push on your

part would earn for you in your own neighborhood. You do not seem to realize that the wonders of

electricity are talked of at every fireside—that not one out of every hundred houses in your city, town

or village, has an electric bell, and that every one of your neighbors is thoroughly ashamed of that

old-fashioned crank bell in his hall way. Take, for instance, your neighbor Smith ; now you all know
that Smith is a liberal, good hearted fellow, that he has plenty of money and is not affraid to spend it,

that he often " blows in " ten or twenty dollars in one evening with the boys, and yet—Smith has an

old-fashioned crank bell in his hall, Mrs. Smith has a cow bell on her dining table, and, in fact, as far

as practical benefits go. Smith knows no more about the everyday comforts be might derive from elec-

tricity than Eve knew about a sewing machine. Now, who is to blame for thisV Not Smith, but your-

selves. M'hy don't you explain to Smith what could be done and what an improvement it would be.

We would also remind you that in order to make a success of this business you must use good

material and do good work. Don't attempt to put a ten-cent push button in front of a five, ten or twenty

thousand dollar house; don't use bells which are neither ornamental nor useful; don't use batteries

which are liable to play out at any time; don't send a boy who knows nothing at all about what he is

doing, to do a job which should have your personal supervision. Better charge twenty dollars and do

a job well and with good material than ten or five dollars for a botched affair. Your neighbors are

willing to pay a fair price for good work. We think it is necessary for you to have a small stock

on hand in order to properly demoastrate what you propose doing. What would you think of a

dry goods man, or a grocer, or boot and shoe man, who tried to do business and take orders without

even a sample to show? You would not think much of his business method, and he would think ho

was not making money very fast. Are not some of you trying to get orders for electrical work

without even a sample stock of el-'ctrical goods? What is the reason of this, gentlemen; are you

hard up, or do you not have faith enough in your own business to stock up ? If you have not, you had

better give it up. You cannot successfully jjreach what you do not believe. We are at present

manufac'uring electrical goods and shall continue doing so as long as you want us to. We do not

compete with our customers in any way by doing electrical work. We do not put in electric bells or

do any electrical wiring, and do not intend doing so. When we find that you do not appreciate first-

class electrical goods at very low prices we will turn our attention to the manufacture of spring beds,

baby carriages, campaign poetry, or sometliing else which we think you all fully appreciate. In conclus-

ion, will you allow us to call your attention to our catalogue number (i45. You will find our goods ex-

actly as illustrated, and prices very low. If you do not see a good opening for business in your neigh-

borhood, please write us; it must be a very peculiar place, and wo would like to hear all about it.

The following are a few points worth remembering:

I. The Uiamond Carbon Battery is the best.

'i. No. Gin Ornamental and Useful Bells arc ornaments wherever put up.

'\. No. G20 Bells are popular on account of quality and very low price.

-I. No. 040 Iron Base Bells are best dust proof bells made.

."1. AVe have best assorted stock of bells and push buttons in the country.

II. (Jar number G45 Catalogue illustrates fully, and you can have it mailed you free of charge.

Write for it and inclose your business card.

7. We want to exchange our goods for money. We do not wish to give them away. Cash or se-

curity seems a fair proposition.

Trust we have not wearied you, for the present, adieu. Order often.

The electrical SUPPLY CO.
lYl R-ANDOLaPH ©TRE.RT,

ch:ic.a.g-o.
FACTORIES:

^nsoisriJL, Conn.
BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY,
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Protect ni^ Armatures
It is a matter of everyday experience among Elec-

tric Light men that Armatures are frequently burned
out entirely, or seriously injured by the short circuiting
of machines. This entails delay, trouhle and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector, One of
the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System"
Now OQ the market. For information and prices, ad-
dress

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.,

or EI.ECTBICAI. SUPPIT CO.,
171 Bandolph Street, CUcsgo.

See letter of recommendation from electrician Ciii-

cago Arc Light & Poiver Co., on aduertising page xiii

WESTERN ELeCTRICIAN Julg 28, 1888.

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OP THJE

Patent High Speed Packingp
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LICHT ENGINES.

Mmni Free on 60 Days' Trial, Satisfaction Giaranteed, or no Pay.

The Standard Carbon Co.,^^^^
SUOCESSOES TO THE ^^^^ ^^^^

Bo\xltoxx, Cleveland., siiici Crvsta.1 Cartoon Companies.
OXj£3T7':E3Xj.^.ZiO'Z>, :io.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE RATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated LlghtiDg, Railroad Gar

Street Car Propnlsion, Long Distance Ligliting.I
Inquiries from Northekn Illinois, Eabtebh Iowa,

Wisconsin and Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-
clusive licensees for said territory,

Northwestern Electrical AGcmnnlator

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

THE LAW BATTERY,
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylindev, one with/in

. tJie Othev, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the

^ market. Its efBoiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is guaranteed
X /or ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,

^ instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore. The cover is of blue glass and
X locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts

.St Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected

. against corrosion.

im:Esn .A.n.:Ei x3x:cxx3e:3d x3VE3E>x<.o-vrx:3VE£:]Nra7Si.
Do not be so foolish as to buy a Prism, Porous Cup. or othT perishable negative element battery

when one can be had which is PRACTICALLY BVEBLASTINCr, And do not waste
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteriea which are constantly
coming and going, but buy the " Law," which has stood the test of eight years,

LAW TELEPHONE CO.. 112 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast : GEO. L. HENZEL, San Francisco, Cal

Writing Telegraph Company,
57 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK.

This Company owns the Letters Patent

which thoroughly control the transmission

of written messages by telegraph in the only

known practical way, and are prepared to

establish Central Office Exchanges as a means

of communication between subscribers in

cities and surrounding towns.

Communications are written with pen and
ink in the handwriting of the person writing

the message.

For particulars address

The pen in the office of the subscriber re-

ceiving a message makes a fac-simile of every

letter as fast as it is made with the pen in the

office of the person writing it.

All instruments are under the control of the

Central Office, and messages are recorded on

the instrument of a subscriber, whether he is

present or absent.

All communications are secret, and the

written record is of great value in commercial

use.

P. O. BOX 1322. WRITING TELEGRAPH CO., NEW YORK.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
IFort W a,-5rii©, Xxx<5L±slj:l&,.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM

OP

IHCflNDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THB

JENNEY SYSTEM
OF

ARC LIGHTING.

The Most Carefully Worked-"-

out and Complete Alternating

System of Electric liighting in

Existence.

Armatxires and Converters

Guaranteed. 12—16 Candle Power

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.
FORT WAYNE, IND.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 185 Dearborn St., First Floor,

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
242, 244 EAST i22d STREET.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,

G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F. Adams, Successor.

VAN DEPOELE ELEGTRIG LIGHT SYSTEM.
I'l^MONtHIN.l'rerf C A.I'L.\MONI)ON.Supt GKO.IIuVMONDOlf.bi

00
ShaftingPull^ HangeislGearinga Specialty.

S7 toC? S.CXKNTOX ST.

00

CO

Chicago, April 30th, 1889,

Vat) Depoala Elootric Mfg. Co.,

City,

Odntlemen:

In .refersnea to our electric light plant, will say that

the aachine purchased of you gome five years ago, has been running

very nicely, and has always given very good satisfaction,

Vfo have had very little, if any trouble with it, ana our ex-,

fotiae tor repairs has been nominal, in fact,wo are go well pleased

ft

with the Van Depoole electric light systom.aftor using it five

years, that we purchased an additional plant froDi you last Pall.
00

I

6
SlannlUctarcd and

for Male only l>y

Tours Truly
,^

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., " "cH.cAoT.tr"-
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY.
—MANUFACTnKEBS OF—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Sehu fok Catalogue autd Pk;ce List-

729 Broadway, Nctv York.

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsbnrprli, Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Company,
General Officea. No. 708 PENS. £VE.. PITTSBUBGH, Pa.

Brancli Offices:

I

Nev 7ork, Telephone Buildiag, Cortlandt Street,

&. L. Wiley Uasager.
CMcago, 133 East Uadlson Stteet, F. E. Deges-

hardt, Uauger.

lIA>~nTACTUKEE3 OF

The|laring]|nti-|nductlon0|d Bunched Cables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; tTndergroiind, Submarine

and Aerial.

LIGHT LEADED CABLES FOR HOUSE USE.
Weatherproof Line Wire, Underwriters', Annunciator and Office Wire,

Five Years of Uniform Success Enable us to Guarantee our Cables.

I*; DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Bectric Light and Power, Aerial Use.

Telegrapii and Telephone. All Sizes Subterranean Use.

Railway and all other , j Fnraieii Wires S"!'"'^""^ "^^

Branches of Signaling.
'®° cncasea mires.

concealed Wiring in all Location!.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr., - 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

GUARANTEED

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTINC
PREVENTS

AIR

DYNAMOS.

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

The CALLENDER
INSITLATING and fAMPAWV
WATERPKOOFING IjUlUi ilW 1,

18 Cortland St., NEW YORK.

MAKUFACTOREKS OP

BITITE AND TRMDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. BURDICK, 68 Commerce Building,

General Western Sales Aqent. CHICAGO.

PATENTED 3IAT 24- 1SS3.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & CO.,joarTame7LeSrB^^^^^^^^^
(HANUFACTtlBERS)

.

46 8onth Canal St.. nif*OA<i«. Tr

I>a:iIEZ. "W. Maemon, PresldeDt.

Addisoh H. Koedyke, Vice-President.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade SeW-Coulalned

AitOMtic Cflt-Off Eipfis„
SPSOIALLT ADAPTED FOB BONSTNe

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring close

regulation of speed.

"Wbstkkn Offioe akd Wabeeooms:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, III

WM. A. HAMMETT, Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

C B B A

'''7u/y^^S'^/mm/M(^if^/^':

CUT SHOWING STYLE OF INSULATION,

.4.—Copper Wire. B. 5.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulatiou. C.—Braided Cotto^
•aturated with a Blacky Weather-Proof Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. Pure Wmm
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA. CONIi

WARPRnnuc. 5 19 and 2! Cliff SL, New York.
WAKtKUUMd.

^ 64 Washiaqton St- Chicago, Ills.

Chakles D. Jenkey, Electrician. Beainabd F.orison, Secretary.

Aiios K. HoLLOWELL, Treaaurcf
oEDYKE, Vice-President. ^^^^ ^^^^

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole Owners of all the Patenl b and InvjolioM of (JharlM D. Jenney (Known as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of hia

Improved Opamo, [amp ^4

Gleotric (l)otor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting

the Jenney System leads. Slraple, durable, econoEoIcal,

Bteady, brilliant and penetrating. In these euaentlalB It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Efectric Lighting

Plants for Cities, Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc or Incan-

descent Systems, or for both comeineo.

IheJennej incandescent Dynamos are self-regulatfng,

and permit the turning on and o3 of one or all of the Lampa
at will.

Tfiis Compmy gives special attention to fumUMng Mills.,

Shops, Factories, tic, wi h Individual Plants.

1 ^- SEID m PtMPILET lUUSISiTINE (IID lESCBlBINS TBt SMM. -^
^ OFFICE ASD works:

Cor, Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

A INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Go.
EASTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WESTERN OFFICE:

48 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOR

flrc-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

Flrat Medal : Best Arc-Llgbt, Louisville, 1883,

First Prize : Best System of Arc-LIgMIng,

Clnclmiati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

-OF-

Electric ]|rc-[ighting

This Company was given the only Gold Medal awarded at the international Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These djrnamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all Sizes ifor the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent Llehtlns: and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

Qdison Qlectric [ight j^o.

THIS COMPANY IS THE OWNEK OF THE IKVEHTIONS
AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanontly

Established and Commercially Successiul

niETHOfl OF GGnERIIC ECECTRKIIt DISTillBUTIOn.

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Capital, $2,500,000. 4 Stations ; Capacity. 150.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital, $750,000. 1 station ; Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations: Capacity, 50.000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000, 1 Station; Capacity, 50,000 Lamps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under constmction a station capacity far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Statioa
Industry as an investment.

WRITE FOR PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAU

For Information relative to Central Station EuBlness, apply to the

Hciisoxi Electric Lieri^t Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

THE MITCHELL VANCE CO.
(SoccesMora to ailTCHKI/I., TANCK A CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated p"o°w"II.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Eoison PcnoT uiis Rejected nno Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 61 O Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 liWrPer H. P.

Edison 348. Lamps, 54 H. P., equals Qj%\ per H. P.

AEOTE FROM ACCURATE TESTS. KO COMMENTS FOR PARTICULARS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2

1

9 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

Having no Special Agent

in Chicago for our

Goods, we Solicit Cor-

respondence from

Buyers, which

we Promptly Answer.

CoiMnatlon Fixtures,

Electroliers, Brackets,

Pendants, Reflectors,

Architects' and Decora-

tors' Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

with Fidelity

to the given Motive.

Insulating Joints,

and All Fittings for

Incandescent Lighting.

MANUFACTORY, SALESROOM,
24 and 25th St. and 1 0th Ave., 836-38 Broadway and 1 3th St.,

NEW YORK CITY.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe

Currents in the operation of Street

Railxvays,

Speed,
Endurance,
Economy.

The Daft Motors for Power Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mention the Western Electrician.
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THE^TVAOTOlCaCI-r CA.IC

CleYelandL, Oliio.
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

mm
POND

rtlm ftl rm il n nniinil&l\/ contracting engineers for erecting com-

ENGINEEnlNb bUMrANY, giectricTght anVp^^^^^^^

61 OLIVER ST.
I

81 LAKE ST.,
1

109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. I

I^^W YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ENGINEERING CO.,
707 and 709 Market St.,

ST. x^oxTxs, - 3m:o.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR,
ERECTBI) READY FOR SERVICE.

SPECIALTIES :-Tbe Armington & Sims Engine, Steel Boilera, Jarvie Furnace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Kortlag Injector, etc,

SEND FOR I^ATEST CATAEiOClTES.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.
LICENSEES OF THE

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
OWNERS OF THE SAWYER-MAN PATENTS.

GENERAL OFFICES:

fflDTOAL LIFE BLDE,

32 NASSAU ST.,

N£W YORK

P^sDB and Estimates Fumletied
for all kinds of Incandes-

^ cent Llgbtlng.

Philadelphia Offlce:

No. 308 WALNUT gT

BOSTON OFFICE:

No, 33 FEDERAL ST.

Estimates Furnished for the
Thomson-HouBton System

of Arc Lighting.

The DYNAMO of tWa Company Is AUTOMATIC In Us regulation, and will maintain a UNIFORM
LIGHT, with ALL or ANY PORTION of the lights In Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN and
tbPI MATNTATW (t.a CANHLF PO-WTRK riiirlne ItR Ruaranteed Life.

VULCAN INSULATED WIRES
FOR THE

ELECTRIC LIGHT

HLEPHONE

TELEGRAPH
MANUFACTURED BT

TRADE MARK. 09 JXLXllf OUa^
N. Y. OFFICE: 52 FULTON ST.

BOSTON, MASS.

CHICAUO OFFICE: 117 Dearliorn i^treet.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.,
INSULATED WIRES, CABLES AND FLEXIBLE CORDS.

niARKS' COMPOUnrD
Battery -wrires insulated with Marks' Compound
give better service than any other wires in the
market.

Rubber covered wires for use overhead and un-
derground, and for indoor wiring. Equal to any
in the world for insulation and durability.

CUTTA-PERCHA
Gutta-Percha covered wires and cables for use
under water and in damp places.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO., - 420-426 East 25th St., New York.

We are sole manufacturers of this celebrated in-

"

sulation which contains no sulphur or other in-
gredient that will ever corrode copper. It is

used principally for flexible cords.

S. A. PLUMMBR, President.
F. B. PRESTON, Vice-Pres. ANoTsEis.

ItOAICU OF DIRECTORS.
Oen. R. A. ALGER. T.WILLIAMSON. C.A.WARREN.
S. A. PLUMMBR. F. B. TROUT. C.H.THOMPSON.
S. C. BROWN. A. WOODWARD. P. B. PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SBCBETiBT.
FRANK B. TROUT, SupEniNTENDENT.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For Light and

Power Purposes.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE DATTERY
Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

f

For Light and

Power Purposes.

'. B. TROUT, \
^"''^^S' ®^ Griswold St., CAMPAU BUILDING. ) nCTDfllT UIPU

General Manager. /
Factory, Comer 13th and Woodbridge Sts.

^ UC I IIUI I I IfllUlll
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SPRA6UE ElEeTBIC BAILWAY AND MOTOR GO.

MOTORS ADAPTED TO THE USE OF ALL KINDS OF MACHINERT.

Simple in Construction.

Special Winding for constant speed.

Not liable to get out of order.

Bearings self-oiling.

Non-sparking in operation.

Commutator wear reduced to a minimum.

NEW YORK. 16 and 18 Broad Street.

BOSTON, 55 Oliver Street.

NEW ORLEANS. 112 Baronne Street.

DETROIT. 133 Jefferson Avenue.

CH'CAGO, Rookery Building.

ST. LOUIS. 506 Olive Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 119 South Fourth Street.

CLEVELAND, 0., 34 Blackstone Block.

TOPEKA, 705 Kansas Avenue.

I. J. DICKET, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE. Vice Prealdenl.

H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man. Sup't and Electrician. L. H. KORTT, Treasurer.

MIBLAND ILICTMIC CO^•J
OMAHA- NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

ELE€Tmi€AL BUPPUli
For ih.o l^elegrap^, 1^e£ep&os@ etsd Sieetsie &£g&t.

Hotel EDd Honse Annxinctators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms. Electric Gas Llehting, Speaking Tabes,
Elevator AonaDclatore, Batteries, Push BnttODs, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere' Instruments, Medical

Batteries. Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes. Cars, Etc.

Whstekx Agents THE OKONITE CO.. and the Return Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns, We own the Franchises of the Weetem States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to give franchlseB and construct plants on reasonable terms.

lyEstimates famished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence eolicltfd. Illustrflted Cn-iAlogue and Price List on Application.

National CabinetLetterFile
IS .\BSOLUTELY

THE BEST^
THE CHEAPEST^

THE MOST GOIVEPLiETE;
.\xri THE

FINEST LOOKIE CABINET LETTER EILE EVER MADE.

'

(XMTHIDOOkS OR CL'RT.MX.)

<rc>

00

COT OF A SIX.DRAWER CABINET.

THE r.\BI.NET LETTER FILE is not a luxury, but a labor-saving convenience which no

business man can alTord to be without, since it is positively established by the testimony of thou-

sands of the best business men in the country (men who have used it), that it is a great saver of time

labor and annoyance. It is a genuine conservator of good humor in any office, and a boon to

those who have a large correspondence. THE N.VFION.AL CABINET LETTER FILE is not

merely a lot of drawers into which letters may be placed for safe-keeping, but each Cabinet has a

carefully computed system of indices arranged like the headlines of a directory or dictionary, giving

the first three or four letters of any name. L'nder these headlines the correspondence of each per-

son is kept in bunches, extending over long periods of time ; and as the letters lie unfolded, refer-

ence is almost instantaneous.

JOHN MORRIS CO., Sole Manufacturers,

118 and 120 Monroe Street, CHICAGO.

Tlie Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
i-l SPEAKIN& TUBES M WHISTLES,

mK̂ ,a<aM8^^ Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
2 1 . 23 and 23 Ann St. New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for New Catalogue, out Autrust 1st.

Tk Parker-Rnssell iDini & Mf^ Co.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

CARBONS
CITY OFFICE

711 Pine St., - St. Louis, Mo.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

THE

Electric Eas Lighting Co.,

35 ARCH STREET,
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The Thofflson-Hottston Eleciric Railway Syslem.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Sixteen Roads in Daily Operation Dnder the Thomson-Houston and Van Depoele Patents=

ALL MATERIAL 18 WOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
Van Depoele patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS a ELECTRICAL EQmPMEMTS PDRMISHED FOR MIMIHG ^ OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates Address the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers under Patents controlline: the Sale and Use

OF

ALTERNATING CURRENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING
APPARATUS.

The installment of over 1 00 Central Station Plants has demonstrated the

Alternating Transformer System to be superior to all others, for distributing

current from a Central Station over small or large areas for lighting and

power purposes.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.

This system is made more profitable than any other by the use of the meter

now supplied by this company.

It measures the whole current.

It is strictly a positive mechanical movement.

It registers directly in lamp hours.

It reads from dials like a gas meter.

It consumes no appreciable energy.

It is not affected by temperature or other local conditions.

It is practical, and it is cheap.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

This company has demonstrated that motors run by the alternating current

are as efficient as the oest direct current motors, and can be run without com-

mutators or brushes, being started, stopped and reversed without breaking a

connection.

All parties desiring to secure the most perfect system of electric distribu-

tion for light and power are invited to inspect the apparatus at the works of

the company at Pittsburgh, Pa., where it will be demonstrated that the Alter-

nating System possesses such advantages over the direct system in regard to

efficiency, distribution, safety, life of lamps, and the use of meters and motors,

that no purchaser can afford, at any price, to take the direct current apparatus.
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ELECTRIC ARC LIGHTING APPARATDS.

PATTERSON CABLES
r'on.

Telephone. Telegraph and Electric light Use.

INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL KINDS.

Testing Apparatus. Telegrapti Apparatus. Batteries.

Construction Tools. Line Wire and Supplies.

District Telegraph, Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.

The Best of Everything at Bottom Prices

Catalogues Famished on Application.

Send for our latest Catalog;ue of Electric Bells,

Annunciators, Push Buttons, Gas Lighting

and Fire Alarm Apparatus, Etc.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO..
CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP.
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A New Eighteen-Light Dynamo.
C. E. Jones is: Brii. of Cincinnati, O., have de-

signed the new incandescent dynamo of 18 Ughts
capacity, illustrated by the accompanying cuts

to meet the want for a small dynamo capable of

supplying from ten to twenty 16 candle power
lamps in offices, stores, show windows, residences,

mills, factories, foundries or any place where
only a few lights are required, and where the

small amount of power necessary to run it may
be obtained. This is the primary purpose of the

manufacturers, but taking cognizance of another
want, i. e., of amateurs who would be only too

willing to go into experimental work and per-

f(irm the labor themselves, provided they had the

material, and the willingness of manufacturers
to perform the machine labor on castings pro-

vided they could have them without going to the

expense of making the patterns, C. E. Jones &
Bro. have determined to sell the component parts

of this dynamo or any portion of them with the

machine work done or the castings left in the

The tops of the bearing stands are planed, and
have the journal boxes bolted to their turned sur-

faces. These boxes are carefully babbited to a

standard mandrel, and have oil ways cored in

them to carry away the waste oil. A brass

tube is fitted into this cored hole to lead the oil

away. This feature is shown in Fig. 4.

A heavy cast brass plate is firmly secured by
means of screws to the tops of the pole pieces,

firmly retaining the parts in their correct posi-

tions, as well as adding to the finish and appear-
ance of the machine, as shown in Fig. i.

When run to its full capacity the dynamo .gen-

erates 16 amperes at 70 volts.

The machine requires about two-horse power
to drive it with its full capacity of eighteen

lamps, and shows an electrical efficiency of a little

more than 82 per cent.

It requires from 1,900 to 2,200 revolutions per

minute to develop its full capacity. Each machine
is tested and the required speed stamped upon it.

The weight of the machine complete is 200

Size of wire on the armature, double cotton
covered, Number i6 B. & S. gauge

Number of convolutions to the coil lo
Number of coils on armature 24
Weight of wire on armature 3 J^
Weight of armature complete 16^
Length of shaft 21
Diameter of shaft at bearings %
Diameter of shaft at armature core %
Number of commutator plates 24
Diameter of commutator 2

Length of bearing surface of commutator . . . i--p^

Total length of commutator 2^
Width of brushes i

lbs,

inches.

Slander by Telephone.
A Brussels paper of recent date has this: "An

interesting question has just been raised in a

Brussels police court. An impatient subscriber

having remonstrated with the telephone operator

the latter called in a 'big wig' of the manage-
ment, who undertook to bring the importunate
subscriber to reason. To his complaints, 'Mr.

Big Wig' replied with abuse. The subscriber

rough, as may be desired. To this end they are
preparing illustrated directions for those who
wish to do the work themselves on the parts fur-

nished by the manufacturers. The subject is an
interesting one and will undoubtedly be referred
to hereafter in these columns.

Fig. I of the illustrations in connection is a

perspective view of the completed dynamo.
Fig. 2 shows the elevation at the commutator end.
Fig. 3 shows a vertical section through the middle.
Fig. 4 is a side elevation, and Fig. 5 shows the
rheostat or resistance box for maintaining a con-
stant electromotive force.

One single gray iron casting includes the base
plate, field magnet cores, together with their neu-
tral yoke or heel piece; and the stands at either
end of the base which support the journal bear-
mgs, Figs. 3 and 4, The field wire is

wound upon sheet metal spools or shells,

which are then slipped over their respect-
ive cores. The pole pieces are bolted to
the tops of the cores by the large bolts sh.wn in

^^S- •>, passing down through the pole pieces
into the macrnets.

FIG. r.

pounds, and it occupies a floor space of 20 by

14 inches.

The size of the pulley is four and a half inches

in diameter by two ancl a half inches face, and
the belt is two and a half inches wide.

The dimensions of the machine follow:

Height over all 14 inches.

Length of magnet cores ;% "

Length of wire space on magnets ji^
"

Depth of wire space on magnets X "

Diameter of m,ignet cores 4 "

Size of wire on field magnets, single cotton

covered, Number 18, B, & S. gauge. . .

.

Weight of wire on field magnets 33 pounds.

Number of layers deep on field magnets ... 16

Number convolutions per layer 150

Length of field wire on both magnets 6720 feet.

Diameter of bore at pole pieces 3?-} inches.

Diameter of armature core plates 3

Number of armature core plates go

Thickness of each armature core plate 045
"

Thickness of paper insulation between core

plates 004"
Thickness of cast iron plates at each end of

armature core .^4

Length of armature core 6

E.sternal diameter of armature 3)^

lodged a complaint, and the question was whether

the abuse had been published. The plaintiff's

lawyer maintained that so long as the company
had not succeeded in suppressing the induction

on its lines, abuse uttered by telephone must be

held as public. In fact, all users of the telephone

overhear distinctly entire conversations between

other subscribers. The judge admitted the

plaintiff's plea, and condemned 'Mr. Big Wig'

to pay 10 francs fine, and 50 francs damages."

Topeka Electrical Road.

The Thomson- Houston company, through

Theo. P. Bailey, manager of the railway depart-

ment, has closed a contract for the installation of

an electric road at Topeka, Kan. The road will

be fourteen miles in length. Thirty electric cars

will be equipped. The Thomson-Houston com-

pany will furni.sh everything with the exception

of the road-bed and the station. The company

which will operate the road is the Topeka Rapid

Transit company. The contract price will be

more than $200,000. The road will be one of

the largest and best equipped in the country.
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Westinghouse Leases the Consolidated
and Sawyer-Man Companies.

The Westinglioiise Electric company has leased

the Consolidated Electric Light and Sawyer-Man
companies, and wiU hereafter conduct the busi-

ness of these corporations. The change will be

gratifying to the stockholders of the companies

as the' stock, it is understood, will be placed on a

dividend paying basis. The Westinghouse com-

by any of its competitors. With its two factories,

having a capacity of 7,500 lamps daily, it is in a

position to offer to its customers a considerable

reduction In the price of lamps.

way

The Torpedo Service.

Many persons suppose that if a war were to

break out the entire American sea coast would

charge of it on shore, and can cut its

through the nets which are spread for it.

The messenger of destruction goes hissing

through the water like the famed Stiletto, at

twenty-four miles an hour; the officer in charge
directing his assistant as to whether it is required

that it be directed to port or to starboard, or re-

versed and called back. Byswerving an electric

switch to the right or to the left the vessel is

guided, the operator following with his glass its

movements.
This "destroying angel" consists of two cigar-

shaped vessels, one of which is simply a float

about three feet above the other, to which it is

connected by four sharp stanchions; the lower
one projects beyond the float at the bow, and at

its stem is a propellor, above which is the rudder.

From the stern there trails an electric wire, which
connects with a keyboard on shore, or wherever
the torpedo station is. Fore and aft on the up-

rlG. 4.—A NEW EIGHTEEN-LIGHT DYNAMO.

Ii(. 3 —A M \

pany has heretofore been a large stockholder in

the Consolidated company, and under the new
arrangement will have absolute control of the

entire lamp trade under the Sawyer-Man iiatents.

It will thus be enabled to extend its already large

business in incandescent electric lighting. The
Westinghouse ICIectric company has recently ac-

(piired certain improved processes for lamp man-
ufacture, which it is claimed will enable it to offer

to consumers a greater amount of light from a

given exj)enditure of power Ihan is guaranteed

be without defence, by reason of our having no
men-of-war, says the New York World. But, as

a matter of fact, we could destroy any hostile

vessel in a twinkling of an eye; could simplyan-

nihilate her by pressing an electric button. That
this is feasible maybe seen any day, or any night

either for that matter, at College Point, where
the naval board of ordnance has been testing

and inspecting an improved torpedo which con-

tains its own motive power, can be run fast or

slow, or in any direction, as desired by those in

—A NEW EIGHTEEN-I.IUUT OVNAMO.

per vessel or hull, which is the only one which is

seen at all above the water, are two flags, which
serve as sights by which to guide it. The upper
cigar is 18 inches in diameter and 44 feet long;

the lower one is 24 inches in diameter and 40
feet in length, this latter being charged in the

head with about 300 to 400 pounds of high ex-

plosive, which is fired either by the percussion

of the cylinder against the side of the vessel or

by an electric current from the shore, as desired.

The lower hull also contains the engines, which
are of the six-cylinder type, and the supply of

compressed carbonic acid gas with which they

run ; also a device by which the gas is heated.
The heating of the gas is accomplished by coils

of copper pipes incased in cylinders containing
sulphuric acid, and having lime chambers at each
end. The sulphuric acid and the lime may be
brought in contact by electricity when desired,

and will in less than a minute heat the gas up
to 600 degrees h'ah., and keep it hot from one to

three hours. The engines, each of which takes
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up only 15 by 24 inches of space, can run 800
turns per minute, at which speed each will de-

velop 75 horse power, a wonderful capacity for

a 524-pound engine.

The torpedo cuts through rope netting of inch

hemp rope and strikes the target fair and square,

exploding at once, as has been repeatedly shown.
Of course, if a vessel is struck and the torpedo
explodes, there is nothing left of either the ship

or the torpedo; but if for any reason the latter

be recalled, it can be sent out again at any time.

Polarization of Batteries.

By Proi'. H. S. Carhart.

Mr. Rudd's paper on "Galvanic Batteries" in

the Wt:sterx Electrician of October 6th leads

me to look over some of my notes on the same
subject. The results obtained with a diamond
battery two years ago make a better showing, I

think, than either of the cells tested by Mr. Rudd.
A fresh cell, which had never been on closed cir-

cuit, was compared with a standard Clark by the
condenser method and found to have an e. m. f.

of 1.369 volts. The circuit was then closed

through a resistance of 5 ohms, and the e. m. f.

was measured every three minutes for half an
hour. The circuit was then opened, and the

measurements were continued for forty-five min-
utes longer at the same intervals. The curve.

Fig. /, exhibits the results. It will be observed
that the e. m. f. at first fell rather rapidly but

.3.59 Tolls

then quite gradually, being still 64.8 per cent, of

the maximum at the end of the first half hour.
The recovery again was most rapid, immediately
after opening the circuit.

Three days later the same cell, which had
rested in the meantime, was tested again. The
e. m. f. had risen to 1.359 volts, or within less

than I per cent, of the original value. The
process was the same as during the first test ex-

cept that the recovery curve was traced for a
half hour only. Fig. // exhibits the results.

The loss by polarization this time was 38. i per
cent, instead of 35.2 per cent, as in the first case.

It is worthy of note, however, that the internal

resistance on beginning the first test was 0.725
ohm; while at the beginning of the second test

it was 0.617 ohm. Thus the total resistance in

circuit was smaller in the second test than in the
former, and the polarization was accordingly
more rapid.

During the past year, while conducting an m-
vestigation upon standard cells, I have observed
the distinct polarization of cells of various types,

including the Danie'l and the Leclanche, when
closed on an external resistance of 10,000 ohms.
The amount of the polarization I did not deter-
mine, but it proceeded with sufficient rapidity to

overturn a balance of e. m. f. s in two or three
seconds. I have observed also that the e. m. f,

of such cells changes materially upon disturbing
the liquids, or shaking the zinc. When the method
of comparing e. m. f.s is at all sensitive, therefore,
much care must be taken in manipulating the
cells so as to avoid the effects of mechanical
disturbance.

Musical Electric Bells.

There are electric bells and electric bells, de-
signed for every purpose that can be imagined,
yet Shaw &: Geary of Philadelphia, have found
a novel use for a new bell they have recently

placed on the market. This bell is of superior
material and workmanship throughout, and is

not intended to compete with cheap bells with
which the market is abundantly supplied, conse-

quently from the nature of its construction it can
be devoted to another purpose, that is a musical
purpose. The gongs in any event are of unusu-
ally fine quality, and when desired can be fur-

nished accurately tuned to the chord of E, cor-

responding to the musical notes G sharp, B and
E and the octave; or they can be furnished as a

chime of four or six bells, or in two octave.s, com-
mencing at middle C, and including half notes,

making a set of 25 bells. The gongs can also

be furnished in a number of different shapes
which bear such names as Opera, Mikado, Dome,
Fanc)', Garland, Sleigh, Rectangular and Swiss.

But as inferred in the foregoing, these bells are

designed primarily to meet a want for a thoroughly
first-class bell of artistic design.

Figs. I and 2 show respectively the i-nterior

and exterior of the firm's new Norway iron frame
electric bell. The frame, magnet cores and ar-

mature are made of Norway iron, which is soft

and possesses admirable qualities, instead of cast

iron. The firm argues for this construction as

follows; Electric bells should be so constructed

that while the battery current is passing through
the magnets, the armature carrying the striker

for the .gong should receive its full power, and
when the contact is broken and the current ceases

to flow, no trace of magnetism should remain.

Cast iron, for the frame or case, having a hard
surface, will slowly absorb the battery current
and in a short time become magnetized, which
retards the movement of the armature, and the

addition of battery only remedies the defect.

Consequently, as stated, the frame, magnet cores
and armature of these bells are made of the best
and softest iron, which will not readily magnetize.
The magnet spools are wound with the best in-

sulated copper wire to a resistance of 3^ ohms
and possess unusual attracting and repeUing
force. The gongs, binding posts, striker and ar-

mature are nickel-plated, which adds greatly to

their appearance and prevents rust or corrosion.

Pure platinum wire is driven into the adjusting
screw and sheet platinum is riveted to the German
silver armature spring, making a contact which
will not corrode or drop off.

The bell may be readily adjusted for any
amount of battery strength by slightly bending,
with a pair of pliers, the lug carrying the arma-
ture.

The wood cases are made of seasoned, pol-

ished walnut, ash or cherry; the cap covering the
movement being held in its place by an improved
clasp.

The same firm also makes a buzzer which in

quality of workmanship equals the bells. Fig. 3
shows the style. The buzzer has an adjusting
screw on the side. The cases are turned from
seasoned rosewood, mahogany, walnut, ash and
cherry, are highly polished, and have nickel-

plated binding posts and screws for fastening to

the wall.

The Book Table.

Dynamo Electric Machinery. By Silvanus P.

Thompson. Third edition; 672 pp.; published by E. &
F. N. Spon, 35 Murray street. New York. Price ^5.

A highly valued old friend comes to us in

this third edition, and the welcome extended is

greatly enhanced when a casual peep is taken at

the contents. The former editions of this book
have been justly regarded as standard, and we
need add nothing to the encomiums which have
been bestowed upon them. The preface so well

covers the new features of the third edition that

we feel constrained to quote it almost in its

entirety:
" Most of this treatise has been rewritten for

this edition, and much new matter has been
added. In order to render the work more com-
plete, some historical notes and a brief account
of the system of electric units have been added
to the introductory chapter. In that part of the

book which is descriptive, the machines for fur-

nishing continuous currents have been consid-

ered separately from those for furnishing alter-,

nate currents. The mathematical parts of the

work have been entirely rewritten and curtailed.
" The algebraic and graphic methods of

treating the various problems connected with

dynamo-electric machinery were in the former
editions kept apart; in this edition they are now
combined. Some additional data useful in elec-

tro-metallurgy have been inserted in chapter

XIII. A chapter has been added upon trans-

formers for distributing alternating and contin-

uous currents. The most important change,

however, is the introduction (hinted at in the

preface to the first edition of this work) of the

conception of the magnetic circuit into the theo-

retical arguments. This conception, which dur-

ing the last four years has revolutionized the

practice of dynamo design, is developed in

chapter XIV., and is made the basis of the theo-

retical treatment which follows. The essential

part of the investigations of Rowland, Hopkin-
son and Kapp in this direction is embodied in

this chapter. The author has also followed Kapp
in the method of reckoning armature quantities

by counting the number of conductors at the

periphery, instead of the number of convolu-
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tions, so as to make the formuL'e applicable

equally to ring armatures and to drum arma-

tures. An important error in the treatment of

constant current motors has been rectified.

" To the appendices have been added an ab-

stract of the theoretical researches of Clausius,

an account of some recent investigations respect-

ing- certain points in dynamo designs, an inquiry

into the conditions of self-excitation, and some
references to the use of the dynamo in tel-

egraphy."

Man.igejient of Accumulators; a Practical Hand-
book, by Sir David Salomons. Fourth edition. New York

publisher, D. Van Nostrand; Chicago representatives, A.

C. McClurg & Co. 176 pp.; size of type page sJ^ x 2}i
inches; bound in cloth, price i^l. 20.

This is one of the very few practical works on
accumulators, and from its very nature would
find a place in the library of every electrician

who wishes to keep up with the times. But

aside from this fact, the book is written by a

man who has used accumulators extensively,

and is in position to speak authoritatively of

their management.
The fourth edition shows an entire revision

of previous editions, and includes a few addi-

tional illustrations and some new matter.

Electrical Instrument Making for Amateurs, a

Practical Hand book, by S. R. Bottone. Second edition.

New York publisher, D. Van Nostrand; Chicago represen-

tatives, A. C. McCIurg & Co.' 1S3 pp.; size of type page

5^4 ^ 3% inches; bound in cloth; price !|il.20.

This is still another book familiar to electrical

readers, who have made such a demand on the

publishers that a new edition has been neces-

sitated.

To the matter that appeared in the first edi-

tion an extensive chapter on the telephone has

been added, making the whole very complete.

A Cottage Annunciator.

The Standard Electrical works of Cincinnati

have introduced to the trade the style of annun-
ciator represented by Fig. i of the accompany-
ing illustrations, and have given it the name of

"cottage" annunciator. As might 'be inferred

from both illustration and name this annunciator

is designed for use in small houses or cottages

in which there are but few points to which a ser-

vant may be summoned by an electric bell.

There are but four drops in the annunciator.

The woodwork of the instrument is handsomely
designed, and as handsomely finished. The
principal feature of the construction of the an-

nunciator lies in a single pole piece, and the
vyinding being done horizontally instead of ver-

tically, which has been the practice heretofore.
The annunciator is compact, and as there are no
.springs about it to get out of order, it is very
durable. The instrument as a whole is very
tasteful, and fills the want that has been felt for

a small yet neat annunciator for small houses.

The same company has recently placed on the

market a new style of electric bell, shown by the

accompanying cuts. Fig. 2 representing the

lg^'^#5'

bell with its iron box cover in position, and Fig.

3, the interior. The framework of this bell is of

steel, but the principal feature consists of a

single magnet spool which requires a small

space instead of the more common double spool.

Bell Hangers' Hand-Book.'
By F. B. Badt.

PAKT II.

TWO-FLUID BATTERIES—(Continued).

Ch.apter XV.

The Leclanche Battery.

In this cell the exciting liquid is a solution of sal-ammo-
niac. In this the zinc dissolves, while ammonia gas and
hydrogen are liberated at the carbon pole.

To prevent polarization in the disque form. Fig. lo, the

carbon plate is packed inside a porous cell with fragments
of carbon and powdered binoxide of manganese, which
slowly yields oxygen, and destroys the hydrogen bubbles.

FIG. 10.—LECLANCHE DISQUE BATTERY.

In the prism form, Fig. ii, the binoxide of manganese
is applied in plaques or prisms, thus avoiding the necessity

of using a porous cell.
'

The Leclanche cell will give a continuous current only
for a short time, the power falling off, owing to the accu-
mulation of hydrogen bubbles; if the circuit is left open for

a time the cell recovers itself, the binoxide gradually de-
stroying the polarization.

The cell is in other respects perfectly constant, very
clean, and as it does not require renewing for months or
years, it is well adapted for ^o^k ng electric bells, annun-

n IT —T cLVNTiir rnsM BArxERV.

ciators, burglar alarms, and for domestic purposes. These
batteries are set up in the following manner:

7'/if Disqtie Form.—Put six ounces of sal-ammoniac into

the glass jar, fill one-third full of water, and stir. Put in

the porous cell and fill with water to the neck of the jar,

pouring a little water into the hole in the porous cup. Put
in the zinc and connect the battery,
The inside of the rim of the jar is paraffined, and should

l)e kept greased to keep the salts from creeping.
The battery should be kept in a dry place of medium

iBntL Hangbrs' I-lANn-BooK, by F. B. Badt; in counse of prcpa-
ralion: about loo pEiges, 80 illuscrntions; flexible cloth binding; type
pat,'e fi inclicB by 3 inches; price %\. All rights reserved.

temperature. It requires very little attention; water should

be poured in occasionally to supply the loss by evaporation.

In case the solution becomes milky, and the battery fails to

work, the solution, should be thrown out and fresh sal-

ammoniac and water put in. If this does no good, soak

the porous cell in warm water. If it still fails, new porous
cells must be used.

The Piism Form.—In this cell the porous cup is dis-

pensed with, and in its place is substituted a pair of com-
pressed prisms or plaques, which are simply attached to the

carbons by means of two rubber bands. The prisms con-

tain all of the materials heretofore employed in the porous
cup, combined with others not before used, compressed into

compact and convenient form by powerful hydraulic ma-
chinery.

When the elements have become exhausted from long ser-

vice the prisms should be taken off, new prisms should be
attached, and the battery set up as before, with new zinc

and fresh sal-ammoniac.

Only pure sal-ammoniac and well amalgamated zinc rods

should be used.

Chapter XVI.

The Diamond Carbon Battery,

This cell, Fig. 12, is similar in action to the Leclanche
cell. Instead of using binoxide of manganese to reduce

FIG. 12.—DIAMOND CARBON BATTERY.

polarization the surface of the carbon electrode is greatly

increased, and the zinc electrode kept very small. Care
must be taken to slip the small rubber ring over the lower

part of the zinc rod to prevent contact between zinc and
carbon. The cell is set up in the same manner as the Le-
clanche cell.

The inside of the rim of the jar is paraffined to prevent

creeping of salts, and the cover fits very tightly to reduce

evaporation.

Chapter XVII.

Gravity Batteries.

Gravity batteries belong to the class of two-fluid cells.

FIG. 13.—GRAVITY BATTERY.

Figs. 13 and 14 show two different styles, which are recog-

nized as the leading representatives of the gravity type.

Instead of employing a porous cell to keep the two liquids

separate, it is possible, where one of the liquids is heavier

than the other, to keep the latter on the bottom, and have

the lighter floating upon it; this separation, however, is

FIG. 14.—GRAVITY BATTERY WITH ADJUSTABLE HANGEU.

never perfect, the heavy liquid slowly diffusing upward.

These batteries are set up as follows:

Unfold the copper strip and place it in the bottom of the

jar. Suspend the zinc about four inches above the copper.

Pour clean water into the jar so as to cover the zinc. Then
drop in blue vitriol in small lumps, not over six or eight

ounces per cup at one time.

The resistance may be reduced and the battery be made
immediately available by drawing about half a pint of solu-

tion of sulphate of zinc from a battery already in use, and

pouring it into the jar; or, when this cannot be done, by

putting into the liquid four or five ounces of pulverized sul-

phate of zinc.

J
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Blue vitriol should be dropped into the jar as it is con-

sumed, care being taken that it goes to the bottom. The
need of blue vitriol is shown by the fading of the blue

color, which should be kept as high as the top of the cop-

per, but should never reach the zinc.

After the battery has been started no further attention is

required, except to keep it supplied with blue vitriol, until

the quantity of sulphate of zinc in solution has become too

oreat. In that case draw out a portion of the top of the

Hquid with a syringe or a cup, and replace it with clear

water.

As long as the batter>- continues in action there is an in-

crease of the quantity of sulphate of zinc in solution in the

upper part of the jar.

A hydrometer is convenient for the purpose of testing the

strength of this solution. When the specific gravity is less

than 15 degrees, there is too little sulphate of zinc; when it

is 35 degrees or over, there is too much in solution, and it

must be diluted.

When the zincs become coated so as to interfere with the

action of the battery they must be taken out and scraped

clean and washed.

Chapter XVIII.

Dry Batteries.

Very often it is necessary to arrange batteries so that they

may stand considerable jarring, or even overturning. A
liquid, of course, would be spilled. Dry cells, for instance,

are needed in railroad cars for the electric bells, in military

telegraphy, and in portable testing sets.

One of the early batteries of this type is Sir Wm. Thom-
son's sawdust battery, which is, in fact, a Daniell cell filled

with sawdust.

FIG. 15.—DRV IJATTERY.

Gassner's battery, Fig. 15, is considered one of the best

dry batteries, and is extensively used in places where a cell

containing a fluid would be objectionable. This element is

mounted in a strong zinc case. The top of the battery is

hermetically closed, and, consequently, no cr>'Stallization of

salts takes place at the surface. Batteries are furnished

ready for use, and will work well until completely exhausted.

They can be used with great advantage in places subject to

high or low temperature. When at rest no chemical action

takes place; the component parts of the battery are conse-

quently not consumed. These desirable properties of the

dry battery are due in the first place to the peculiar porous

substance'contained in the battery in place of the solutions

which, although it forms a compact or nearly solid mass,

allows the gases to pass. The porous mass forms no de-

posit on the zinc which would tend to increase the internal

resistance, and consequently, weaken the current. The
necessary moisture is contained in the battery in chemical

combination, and not in form of a free liquid.

Chapter XIX.

Classification of Batteries.

Batteries may be classified, according to their use, into

open circuit and closed circuit batteries.

Open Circuit Battel ics.—These batteries are used where

a current is needed for a few seconds at a time only. If

the circuit is kept closed for any length of time, these bat-

teries will become rapidly polarized, and the current will be

so weak as to be unable to do the work. When the circuit

is opened the battery will recover itself in time. These

batteries are applicable to bells, alarms, telephones, gas-

lighters, etc. To this class belong the Leclanche, diamond

carbon, Gassner and Smee,
Closed Circuit Batteries.—These are used for continuous

work, as, for instance, electro plating, charging accumula-

tors, electric lighting, etc., or when a current is required to

flow continuously through a wire, and an apparatus so ar-

ranged as to signal the break of this wire, as in certain safe-

protecting devices or police call boxes. This class of bat-

teries may be subdivided into:

A. Batteries with a constant current, able to do consid-

erable work, such as electro plating, electric lighting, run-

ning motors, etc., for hours at a time.

B. Batteries with a constant current, able to do very lit-
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FIG. 16.—RESERVOIRS OF WATER.

tie work, such as in safe-protecting devices, several medical

appliances and alarms, but able to do this continuously for

months without any attention.

To class --/ belong Grenet, Grove. Bunsen, carbon,

nickel-plating and Fuller.

To class B belong Daniell and gravity.

ELEMENTARY DATA.

Chapter XX.

The Electric Current.
The reader has now learned how the electric current is

practically generated in voltaic or galvanic cells or bat-

teries.

In order to understand the action of what is called the

electric current, we will consider two reservoirs of water

connected by a pipe. Fig. 16. The electric current may be
likened to the flow of water through this pipe from the

higher to the lower level.

The unit of current strength, also called the rate of flow,

or intensity, is the ampere. In the illustration we would
say the water is flowing through the pipe at the rate of one
gallon per second. In speaking of the electric current we
would say it has a strength of, say, one ampere.
The unit of electromotive force, also called electrical

pressure, or tension, or difference of potential, is the volt.

In the illustration the head of water, or the difference be-

tween the levels, -/ and B^ is similar to the electromotive

force.

The unit of resistance is the ohm. Resistance may be
compared with the friction of the internal surface of the

pipe offered to the water. It follows that the more cross-

section the less friction, and the less cross-section the more
friction, for the same volume of water flowing through the

pipe in a given time.

In the following only the terms, current strength, electro-

motive force—frequently written e.m.f.—and resistance will

be used.

Chapter XXI.

Ohm's Law.
Ohm's law expresses the relation of current strength,

electromotive force and resistance to each other. It says;

Current strength equals electromotive force divided by re-

E
sistance. We can write this C ^ — , C standing for cur-

R
rent strength, E for electromotive force, and R for resist-

ance.

Chapter XXII.

Conductors and Insulators.

Bodies in which the current moves freely are called con-

ductors, and those in which it does not move freely are

called insulators. Examples of conductors: Metals, solu-

tions of chemical salts, moist earth, etc. Examples of in-

sulators: Porcelain, rubber, gutta-percha, sealing wax, dry

wood, etc.

Chapter XXIII.

Direction of the Current.

For convenience sake we assumed that the electric cur-

FIG. 17.—I'OCKEr CO-MPASS.

rent flows from the positive pole of a galvanic cell through

the external circuit back to the negative pole. In order to

find the direction in which the current is passing through

the wire, we place a pocket compass, Fig. 17, under the

wire. Fig. iS. The north-seeking pole of the needle, called

FIG. iS.—COMPASS UNDER THE WIRE.

the north pole, and distinguished either by a different color

—tlue, for instance—or by a little brass rivet, will be de-

flected to the left when the current flows in the direction of

the arrow. Fig. iS. Or, in other words, the positive elec-

tricitv enters at A and leaves at B.

When the compass is held above the wire the north pole

of the needle will be deflected to the right.

General rule: Imagine yourself swimming in the current,

always facing the needle. The positive current entering at

your feet will cause the needle to deflect to your left.

Another general rule: Think of the word Snow. With

the wire over the compass the current flowing from" the

South to the North will deflect the needle to the West; in

other words, from S-outh to N-orth 0-ver W-est.
The compass should be tested before these trials are

made, as the polarity may have been reversed by the prox-
imity of dynamo electric machines or other powerful mag-
nets.

(TtJ be Continued.

)

New England Electric Exchange.
The quarterly meeting of the New England Electric

exchange was held in Boston, October Sth. The report of
Henry B. Cram showed among other things that 104 ap-

plicants had paid license fees since July 9th. P. H. Alexan-
der in his address spoke in the following terms of the pro-

gress of the organization: "Not only has the membership
of this bodv increased since the last meeting from 54 to So
members, but great interest has been shown by the men
who have applied for licenses. Up to this date 12S men
have applied for licenses; men who have felt before this ex-

change existed that there was no standard by which they

could gauge their knowledge, while the examinations have
shown them, in many cases, wherein their learning was de-
ficient, but ambitious, as young men generally are in their

business, they set forth to qualify themselves for the exam-
inations, and gain the higher prize. Perhaps right here it

would not be out of place to give a little statistical material

regarding these applications. We have had, as I said be-

fore, 128 applications for licenses. One of the applicants

died before his examination; of the others, So were ex-

amined, and licenses were granted to 77; 49 received the

grade applied for; 3 received a higher grade than applied

for; 33 received a lower grade; 3 were rejected as unable to

obtain even the lower classes of license." Considerable
discussion followed in reference to changes in the classifica-

tion of licenses. The wording for the third class license

was modified so as to read: "Third class licenses shall be
issued only to persons fully competent to do electric light

and power wiring, and who are incompetent to operate
electrical machinery."

Copenhagen Electric Light Regulations.

The municipal authorities of Copenhagen, Denmark,
have issued these regulations in relation to electric lighting:

"The dynamos must be placed in a spot remote from com-
bustibles, and must, when at work, always be tended by a
man. The electrical tension must in no case exceed 200
volts, and alternating currents are only by special permis-

sion. AH wires must be entirely isolated, and in the streets

incased in iron tubes. Wires must not be concealed in

buildings in the plaster of Paris or stucco in ceilings, while

looping must be avoided as much as possible. At every

house a switch must be fitted in an easily accessible place

for the use of the police or firemen in case of fire. Wires
of arc lamps must not run closer to each other than four

inches, and in the case of glow lamps two inches. In the

conductors in buildings a connecting or safety wire of some
metal easily melted must be inserted, so that the current

is interrupted when reaching double the strength of the

force allowed, and these connecting links must be entirely

isolated. All arc lamps must be fitted with a guard for

preventing the fall of chips of carbon outside them. Arc
lamps must on no account be used in factories where com-
bustible or explosive articles are manufactured, but glow
lamps may be used if fully protected by glass globes. The
diameter of the wires shall be i square mm. where the cur-

rent is under 50 amperes, and 2.5 mm. when above 50 but

less than 100 amperes The fire brigade and the munici-

pal electrical engineers shall at all times have access to the

electric plant

Type Justifying Machine.

A New York dispatch says: The working model of a

machine for justifying type composition automatically was
on e-xhibition yesterday at 22 Spruce street. It is the in-

vention of Risley & Lake. The model weighs about six

hundred pounds, and was driven by an electric motor. The
inventor's alphabet is cut on a cylindrical metaUic shell.

The mechanism is operated by a system of keys similar to

that employed in ordinary type-writing machines, the high-

est speed attained being about twenty words per minute.

The printin,ti' does not begin until the operator has touched

the keys for about fifty letters. A character is inked im-

mediately before its impression, The newest feature about

the invention, that of spacing-out or shortening a Hne, is

wonderfully accurate. Work by the machine has been re-

produced in the ordinary lithographic way. The invention

has been tested on matrices and some very fair plates were
obtained.

The Krebs Telephone.

M. Krebs has recently designed a form of telephone, the

magnetic circuit of which is closed, save for the small air

space between the core and the diaphragm, and at the same
time is of constant magnetic resistance, says an exchange.

Both the core and diaphragm are of soft iron, the magnetic

field being produced by one or more magnets, which on the

one hand have magnetic connection with the diaphragm,

and on the other with the core carrying the bobbin. The
diaphragm is of somewhat curious construction, not being

of uniform thickness, but designed so that in no part of its

section is the iron saturated. By this arrangement the varia-

tions in the magnetic field due to the vibrations of the plate

are much intensified, with a corresponding increase in the

efficiency of the telephone.

The Pumpelly Storage Battery & Motor company has

been organized at Chicago. The capital stock is ^300,000.

The manufacturers are James K. Pumpelly, Louis Mendel-

sohn and Abner Grossman.
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The Chicago city council at the meeting last

Monday night adopted the Ernst Telephone
ordinance. This measure provides that the

rental for instruments in Chicago shall be $95
the first year and $85 each subsequent year, or

$75 pe"^ ys^i' C)" three years' contracts. The
ordinance is decidedly unfavorable to the Chi-

cago Telephone company, as th^ regular rate

now charged by the corporation is $125 per

year. In addition to the provision concerning
rentals, the measure requires that a telephone shall

be placed in the mayor's office, department of

public works, fire department, police department,
building department, city collector's office, city

clerk's office, health department, and law de-

partment. It is also provided that a company
shall rent to the city of Chicago telephones for

the sole use of the police and fire alarm systems
at an annual rental of not to exceed $5 per an-

num for each telephone outfit. The provision is

also made that all lines e.\cept those going
through the tunnels, within the following boun-
daries, commencing at the intersection of the

lake and North avenue, thence west on North
avenue to Wells street, south on Wells street to

Lake street, west on Lake street to Ashland
avenue, south on Ashland avenue to .Sixteenth

.street, east on Sixteenth street to lUitterfield

street, south on Butterfield street to Thirty-first

street, east on Thirty-first street to the lake,

shall be placed in underground conduits, which

shall be built at the rate of two miles per annum
from the passage of the ordinance, and shall be
constructed under the supervision of the com-
missioner of public works. Mayor Roche inti-

mated that he thought the ordinance was illegal.

The American Institute of Electrical Engin-
eers, at the first fall meeting, resumed the con-

sideration of the municipal rapid transit prob-

lem. The session was devoted to the discussion

of Frank J. Sprague's paper. M. B. Leonard
and Almon Robinson jjresented papers on
branches of the subject. We reproduce these,

and also Mr. Ries' remarks, in this issue. The
remainder of this discussion will be published

in subsequent numbers. Mr. Leonard enumer-
ates some of the defects which he considers in-

herent in the overhead system. It is not an
ideal method of operation, he asserts, but he
considers it a pioneer in the comparatively new
field of electrical street car propulsion. Mr.
Leonard, in closing his paper, expressed his

preference for the storage battery system. Mr.
Robinson's paper on gearing for electric railway

motors was read by the secretary, and Mr. Ries
followed with an address, which elicited well-

merited applause.

The London Electrical Review discusses at

considerable length the subject of electrical

progress in the old and new worlds. The theme
was suggested by the papers read by Prof. Ayr-
ton and Prof. Forbes before the British associa-

tion, but the Review adds: " At all times and in

all seasons when electrical progress is the theme,

we find the American lauded, while we poor
Britishers suffer, of course, by a comparison
which sometimes we may be tempted to regard

as odious." The authors of the two papers

praised American industrial skill and compared
American enterprise with British ultra conser-

vatism. The Review, in coming to the defence
of British talent, says that in America the old

proverb, " Necessity is the mother of invention,"

has been reversed, and becomes, " Invention is

the mother of necessity." The meaning is ex-

plained in this way: " If we invent to satisfy a

want which has already become manifest, we do
well, but if we invent something which develops
a want, whose existence is scarcely suspected,

Ave do better. The Americans seem to us to

follow out the latter course." The -fffr'/frti takes

issue with Prof. Forbes' statement that the de-

velopment of electrical industry in America is

due to technical education among the moneyed
classes. There is money always forthcoming in

England, the paper adds, when the capitalist

sees a fair chance for a return for it; it is the

market for electricity which is wanting, and, "in

the deeply rooted antagonism of the Britisher to

change of any sort, lies the real hindrance to

progress with us." America is new, says the

Review, and as a consequence change is easy
and rapid, but in England every departure must
be considered in its effect on each of its complex
interests. Technical education, the paper con-
tinues, is powerless to effect a change in this

particular. If education of any kind were de-
sirable, it would be of a kind to teach the British

public to appreciate and employ the new illu-

minant. The A'fwzf/ continues: "In all the new
towns in America they have the electric light.

These towns discovered a want, and it may be
that in places where money was made easily the

inhabitants, heedless of the cost, were often

moved by the feelings which in early days
prompted the .Australian miners to light their

pipes with bank notes; but to us that matters
not. AV'hether their wants were due to a craving
for something new we do not stay to inquire;

the point is that a general want existed, and we
in Britain have only just succeeded in creating a

similar want. Whether the public were induced
to reject electric illumination because it could
not compete with gas, is outside the question.

The only fact we are aware of is that on the
terms on which it was offered generally it was
not wanted, and hence its progress has been
limited." In further explanation of the marked
progress of American industry the Review says
that American business men are smarter than
those of England, and makes this singular com-
ment: "American smartness is not the kind of

thing which we should like to brag about, and
for real honest work we are accustomed to

think we are not behindhand." If the remark
were not so utterly senseless, it might be worth
while by the aid of a few comparisons, to indi-

cate its falsity. The English are behind in

"honest work," as every English electrician of

note has admitted and bemoaned. Their only

claim is that they are not behindhand in honest

theory. But the Review s position is utterly in-

consistent. It speaks of " American smartness
"

as the cause of the greater progress of industry
|

on this side of the water, then proceeds to con-
|

demn the "smartness," and finally denies the

honest progress which it has assumed and ex-

plained. The Review's position might have been
stated more clearly in this way: "We are behind
the Americans. While they have been accom-
plishing wonders, we conservative Englishmen
have been engaged in sweet scientific contem-
plation, but, thank heaven, we are not smart.

That charge cannot be laid at our doors. We
have decided also to withdraw the admission that

Americans are ahead of us." Such comments
are inspired by consuming jealousy and crab-

bed narrowness. What is American smartness

anyhow? Are American business men a whit

less honorable than those of England? We
think not. With the following explanation with

which the article closes we have much more sym-
pathy: "We have not the same facilities for mak-
ing a market, and the area of our efforts is ne-

cessarily limited. To compare the lighting to

be done in America with the lighting to be done
in Great Britain, is a manifest absurdity. If

every electrical factory in our land were at once
increased to ten times its present size the pos-

sible production would be then but a small frac-

tion of the production in American factories.

Though production is cheapened by working on
a large scale, let us bear in mind that American
factories are the result of the demands of the

.American public for the electric light. Let us

create a demand, and the factories to supply it

will soon arise."

The Cincinnati PJlectrical society is now to

be numbered among the leading societies of its

class in America. Organized but a few weeks
ago, it numbered at its first public meeting, Oc-
tober Cth. seventy-five members, and inaugurated
what we trust and believe will be a long, in-

structive and useful course, in a most thorough
and happy manner. The addresses of Dr.

Moses and Mr. Foote are given in the proceed-

ings of the meeting. Both will amply repay pe-

rusal. Dr. Moses, always original, covered the

ground of electrical education in his own way,

which is only another form of expression for

bright, interesting, witty and instructive. His
address was well received, and was frequently

greeted with hearty applause.

Mr. Foote's introductory remarks show here

and there a vein of deep f»hilosophy of which
we did not suppose the gentleman possessed,

but there is nothing at all uncomplimentary in

this admission on our part, inasmuch as Mr.

Foote's sphere is that of a plain practical busi-

ness man. AVe can count Mr. F'oote as a new
discovery, and one of great possibilities in the

electrical line.

The Cincinnati society is progressive. Unlike

any other American society of the class, it has

thrown open its doors to the ladies. They were
present in full force at the first meeting, and no

small number of them were busily engaged not-

ing in memorandum books points made by the

speakers. A few months ago we noted the fact

that Mrs. Ayrton, wife of Professor Ayrton,

whose name is known in connection with elec-

trical instruments the world over, was teaching

a class of ladies in London. Surely if English

ladies find profit and interest in the study of

electrical science, American ladies will not be

found lagging behind. The Cincinnati ladies,

to the best of our knowledge, are the first to be

recognized in one of the distinctively electrical

societies of prominence to-day. They will

please accept our heartiest wishes that their suc-

cess in this field may be as pronounced as that

in other fields universally recognized as pecu-

liarly feminine fields, and that they may receive

the rewards due to conscientious thought and
unremitting labor.
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The Solution of the Municipal Rapid
Transit Problem.'

Bv Frank J. Sprague.

A meeting of the American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers was held October 9th. in Xew York.

Mr. Phelps was elected chairman for the evening, and
Secretar)' Pope stated the object of the meeting to be the

discussion of the paper read by Frank J. Sprague before

the institute on June 19th. He said: "On account of the

length of the paper it was considered wise to defer the dis-

cussion until fall, and in considering the advisability of tak-

ino* it up this evening the council decided that as we had a

member in Richmond who was on the spot, and has taken

great interest in the work to which Mr. Sprague referred,

and is in an entirely independent and unbiased position, he

would be able probably to give us some valuable informa-

tion in regard to the work done. In addition to Mr. Leon-

ard's contribution to the discussion. I have a note from

Almon Robinson of Lewlston, Me., which will also be read,

in regard to gearing."

SuME Objections to the Overhead Conductor for

Electric Railways.

kv m. b, leonard.

Of all the valuable papers read before the institute, prob-

ably none has excited greater interest than Mr. Sprague's ad-

mirable contribution on "Electric railways the solution of

the municipal rapid transit problem," in which the advan-

tages of electricity in practical operation have been so well

set forth as to convince the most skeptical of its superiority

over all other methods of traction for this class of traffic.

Although the paper was written with special reference to

the adaptability of electricity in solving the problem of

rapid transit in the great city of New York, the benefits re-

sulting from this system of propulsion may be obtained

eciualty as well elsewhere, and prove to be as permanent as

we have found them in our historic city of Richmond.
To electrical engineers this comparatively new application

of the electric current is one of the most important ques-

tions that has come before them, and should be carefully

studied in all its details so that the defects and objections

mav be pointed out and prorided against, and the most per-

fect methods evolved as speedily and fully as possible.

But in working this question out it must be remembered
that "the more haste, the less speed," and that before un-

dertaking to surpass the locomotive it is wiser to prove its

superiority over the horse or mule. Having accomplished
this successfuUv, then it is time to endeavor to rival steam.

In attempting what has been aptly described as "feats of

sensational engineering," it should always be borne in mind
chat failure inevitably deals a severe blow to the whole

cause of electric traction, the general public not always

being inclined to be discriminating in such cases, as will be

remembered from the accident which occurred to a number
of capitalists and prominent people some years ago, who
were engaged in testing the traction system of a well known
electrician

A second point of the utmost importance is the necessity

for first-class workmanship. Anything worth doing at all

is worth doing well, and particularly is this the case with

the utilization of a new force. This is so self-evident as to

require no further comment.
While it has been successfully demonstrated in the city

of Richmond thai electric traction is really the solution of

the rapid transit problem, and we have felt in the increased

value of real estate and the growth of our city in popula-

tion and reputation the substantial benefits resulting there-

from, I have considered, from my daily observation of the

operation of this electric road, that the overhead wire sys-

tem cannot be made a perfect or ideal method of operation

under all circumstances, because of the defects inherent in

such a method. But that it will serve as a pioneer in the

new field, and will be supplanted in time by a more perfect

system. I have not the least doubt, and in the following re-

marks I will endeavor to show some of the objections that

have come to mv notice, although there may be others that

have escaped my attention, owing to the extreme reticence

of all parties connected with the enterprise, doubtless from
business reasons.

Of the three most commonly used, the overhead system

appears to be the favorite. The latest report of electric

street railways in operation in America, showing that out

of a total of forty-three not less than thirty-six are using

the overhead system, and that at least thirty now under con-

struction have arranged to do so. Doubtless the smaller

cost, as compared with <^he other two, was an important

factor in deciding so largely in favor of the overhead con-

ductor.

As used in Richmond the details of operation have been
shown so fully and clearly in Mr, Sprague's paper that it is

unnecessary to repeat them here, beyond stating that the

rail and earth system is adopted in connection with the over-

head wire.

During the seven months of active operation of the Rich-

mond Union Passenger railway many thousands have been

successfully transported every day, and at a very much
lower cost than could possibly have been done by horse

power, owing to the excessive grades encountered; but the

defects of the overhead system are now becoming more ap-

parent as the plant suffers its material depreciation, and we
are now in a better position to judge of its \alue as a per-

manent institution than we could possibly have done here-

tofore.

It is an undisputed fact that the encumbering of the streets

with the poles required for the overhead system is one of

the most serious objections to its use, although they are hid

to a large extent in many places by the shade trees and fo-

liage, yet on the main streets of our cities, where this system

is most likely to be used, they are not only a griev. as eye-

iRead before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, June
19. t833; piibliabed in Nos. 3, 4 and 5, Vol. 3, Western Electricia.s\
Discussion by tne institute, Oclober 9, 1888.

sore, but also increase the liability' to accident from runa-
way horses and other causes. Their appearance would not
perhaps be so offensive were it possible for them to main-
tain an erect position, but on account of the weight of the

trolley wires and the pressure of the trolley the tops of the

poles are constantlv pulled together, notwithstanding they

may have at first been raked in the other direction, and
thus the unsightly effect is augmented.

Those of us who are acquainted with telegraph line con-
struction can appreciate the great leverage exerted by a

heavy strain on the top of a pole twenty-five or thirty feet

high, unsupported by guys or otherwise, and will readily

understand that it is only a question of time before the

poles must be reset or replaced with heavier ones This
has been especially the case on the curves where the strains

have been greatest, in some instances approximating a pull

of 650 pounds; nor does the network of wires, span, trol-

ley, guard and curve inspire the public with any feeling of

toleration for the disfiguring of its streets, but must hasten
the time when the clamor for underground \vires will com-
pel their removal.

But to my mind the most serious objection is the employ-
ment of the bare trolley wire, carrying a current of 500
volts and about 90 amperes, which I consider not only dan-
gerous to life on account of the frequent breakages of the

wire, which on one occasion last spring in falling struck and
killed a horse, but also in damage to property by fire. It is

claimed that the use of guard wires wtU always prevent the

possibilities of such an occurrence, but the guard wires did

not obviate the burning and melting of the telephone wires

when on one occasion the breaking of an exchange tele-

phone pole threw them across the trolley wire, and it was
necessar)' to shut down the railway to prevent the- entire de-

struction of the exchange, and possibly the firing of the

subscribers' instruments and houses.

That the trolley wire is liable to breakage at any time has
been shown twice during the past week, to the interruption

of travel and dissatisfaction of the public; while not so

very long ago the wires over one of the cur\^es were pulled

down on top of the car by the trolley catching in it, and
travel entirely suspended on that part of the line for one or

two days.

A very serious defect in the use of the bare trolley wire is

the difficulty of securing proper insulation. Thus far por-

celain knobs seem to have been found best adapted for this

purpose, and the leakage resulting, especially in damp or

rainy weather, must be considerable on the whole length of

the line, and must cause a large waste of current. This is

probably the reason why it has been impracticable to run
over about thirty cars at one time out of the forty with

which the road is equipped, and would seem to indicate a
verv large loss of energy. In view of the fact that porce-

lain insulators have been long ago condemned for telegraph

purposes, where a comparatively small current is used, it

seems strange that they should have been adopted as the

best means for securing insulation in circuits of such high
potential as are employed on the Richmond road.

The trolley itself seems to be a clear source of trouble

and difficult)- to manage properly. As has been shown, it

consists of a grooved wheel at the end of a counter-

balanced pole, held by a spring against, and making con-

tact with, the under side of the working conductor. In

rounding curves it must be carefully watched by the car

conductor to prevent it leaving the trolley wire and thus

stopping the car. and at night extinguishing the lamps,

which has proved exceedingly disagreeable to the passen-

gers, while on busy days it has seemed necessar\' to put a

third man on at each car, at additional expense, for the sole

purpose of attending to the troUev. Sometimes the trolley

pole has broken, or the springs holding it against the wire

given way, stopping further progress of the car, or requir-

ing a man to stand on the car roof holding the trolley pole

against the wire until the repair sheds were reached.

One of the most unsatis'actory features about the ar-

rangement of the Richmond road is the ground circuit, not

only because of the difficulty of getting a good ground,

which has in this case only been accomplished by connect-

ing the track with the whole gas or waterworks system of

the city, to the detr-ment of our exchange telephone sys-

tem, so well described by the telephone superintendent,

Mr. McCluer, m his paper before the recent telephone con-

vention; but the fact that it is necessar\' to have a clean

track to work on, otherwise vivid flashes of electricity will

appear, to the terror of the horses in the vicinity and dam-
age to the motor; or should it happen that there is a suffi-

cient quantity of dirt on the rail, it will cause a higher le-

sistance than the potential of the current can overcome, and
of course stop the car. Should the motor man get off to

push it over the dirt and fail, as sometimes happens, to

switch off the current from the motor, the full current on

the line will pass through it just as soon as a good contact

is made, and the result is a burnt armature and a disabled

car. This seems to have been particularly the case during

the recent stormy weather, when I am informed that the

number of available cars for traffic on the road was reduced
to about ten. Possibly the saturation of the motor by the

rain, and the effect of lightning on the trolley wire, had
also something to do with the case. Owing to the reticence

of the employes above referred to. it has been difficult to

ascertain just what damage has been caused by lightning

striking the trolley wires and injuring the motors; but that

there has been serious trouble from this source, I have no
doubt. The ver)- best forms of lightning arresters have

not proved sufficient to prevent injur}' to electric light dyna-
mos where insulated wires are used on the outdoor circuits,

while the bare wire used for the working conductors on
overhead electric traction systems must always render them
more susceptible to trouble from this direction.

After setting forth the difficulties which have been shown
in the practical operation of the most extensive system of

electric traction in the world, it gives me pleasure to direct

attention to the remarkable behavior of the Sprague motors

under all the conditions to which they have been subjected

for the past seven months, which has been, indeed, remark-

able. Ko load has been too heavy, and no grade too steep

for them to ascend. Perhaps the severest test they ever

received was on the night of July 4, in bringing the crowds
from the new Reservoir park, when the ordinary open cars
carried over 100 passengers, and the closed cars over
seventy-five each; so many, in fact, that the axles of one or
two of the cars broke down under the load, all of which
must be exceedingly satisfactory to the ioventor. and places
the Sprague motor at the very head of the many excellent

types or forms that have been devised at home and abroad.
The objections referred to apply equally as well to all

forms of overhead systems, except where a second wire is

used for a return instead of the track and earth, and also

where the trolley pole is discarded for the movable trolley.

But the increased number of aerial wires required, as well

as the heavier fixtures needed to sustain them, render these
systems just as objectionable.

We are very anxious to see the effect of ice, sleet and
snow upon the operation of our road, as it has not yet
passed through a winter in complete running order. A
heavy sleet storm has often prostrated our telegraph lines,

and I see no reason why the overhead electric railway wires
would be exempted from similar troubles, nor why the cov-

ering of the rails by ice and snow will not render it difficult

to make a sufficient contact to operate the line successfully,

not to speak of the loss of current by leakage or escape
from the trolley wire; but I have no aoubt that the inge-

nuity of those who have overcome all the problems encoun-
tered in opening up with such success the Richmond Union
Passenger railway will be sufficient to insure its continued
operation in spite of wind and weather, and to no one more
than myself will this be gratifying, since it was through my
efforts that attention was first directed some three or more
years ago to the splendid opportunities for electric traction

that Richmond presented, although I am free to confess

that my inclinations were toward the application of the

storage battery, which obviates all the troubles and defects

developed by the overhead systems, and against which no
more serious objections seem to be brought than the extra

weight caused by the batteries and the greater first cost, as

compared with the aerial systems, all of which, it appears
to me, are more than counterbalanced by the difficulties and
annoyance in the systems just described.

The ver\- satisfactory' results obtained in the operation of

the new electric storage cars on the Fourth avenue railroad

in this city, as we'l as bv Mr. Wharton, in Philadelphia.

Mons. Huber, in Brussels, and elsewhere, prove, as I have
believed, the storage battery to be the only ideally perfect

system of electric traction for municipal purposes.

The Chairman; Gentlemen, if it is agreeable to you I

will ask the secretary to read Mr. Robinson's paper. After

the reading of the papers, the discussion will be open.

Secretary Pope read Mr. Robinson's discussion.

Note on Gearing for Electric R.ulway Motors,

bv almon robinson.

Probably no one will be disposed to deny that in devising

a connection for the motor and the car wheels, what Mr.
Sprague attempted to do, has been done extremely well.

Has he attempted all that is desirable?

Mr. Sprague's investigations have shown that in street

car work a very large percentage of the whole power used

is e.-cpended in starting the Cars. It seems to me, that a
motor whose speed has a fixed ratio to that of the car wheels

must work uneconomically when the car is moving slowly,

for no amount of skill spent in varying the magnetic circuit

can prevent an armature from wasting a current sent through

it when it is practically standing still. It would seem there-

fore that wide variations of speed and load would make it

necessary at times to weaken the field to an unprofitable

extent.

Perhaps, however, Mr. Sprague may be able to show that

a properly designed motor will work with a high efficiency

in doing anything which he puts upon it in railroading.

But even in that case, there would still remain the extra

cost and extra weight of a motor large enough to lift its

heaviest load by a dead pull. To do the hardest part of his

work. Mr. Sprague is really using a thing in which he disbe-

lieves—a slow moving motor. In the storage car problem this

matter of weight, and bulk and cost, becomes the most import-

ant element. Here, the present practice is simply the haul-

ing about of ten men to do by main strength what one man
could do by a lever. The desirability of a variable leverage

for the motor has not escaped the attention of experiment-

ers. In Mr. Henry's Kansas City work, an arrangement of

toothed gearing and clutches was tried. I have never

learned whether this particular feature proved a help or a

hindrance; nor whether it is in use on the Henry road said

to be running at San Diego, Cal. A prominent inventor

has expended a good deal of ingenuity on the details of a

plan making use of reciprocating friction pawls. Mr. Reck-
enzaun tried and abandoned a leather covered chain, clamped
between two cones in such a way that the diameter of the

circle of contact could be varied.

Mr. Van Depoele has suggested, and I presume, tried a

connection having two different speed ratios; in which fric-

tion gears were used. For this particular purpose (furnish-

ing a variable speed ratio) I am obliged to confess myself a

believer in the possibilities of frictional gearing. For elec-

tric railroad work, it is certainly under a cloud at present.

Those who have used it most, like it least. The eminent

engineer, who, about a year ago, read a paper before the

institute on methods of gearing, seemed to consider that it

had been sent to the last resting place by the experts who
tested some of Prof Fleming Jenkin's devices.

No one seems to notice that every day, and on every rail-

road this method of transmission gets the roughest possible

testing; that every locomotive pulls its train by frictional ad-

hesion; that rail and driving wheels are neither more nor

less than a frictional rack and pinion. When we try to copy

the work of the locomotive under other conditions, our

troubles begin. But no man who has ever seen a freight

engine climb a grade has any right to speak with disrespect

of frictional gearing.

The real root of all the difficulties with frictional trans-

mission seems to be that the pressure producing adhesion

does not vary with the dimensions of the gearing; so that
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when we reduce the size and increase the speed of the gear-

ing the friction at the journal bearings soon becomes enor-

mous. For light work this is partly obviated by using, in-

stead of metal, some more adhesive material, such as paper,

rawhide, etc. But none of these surfaces will stand a pull

at all comparable with that on the surface of a locomotive

driving wheel.

The most promising methods would appear to be those in

which the pressure is prevented from acting across the bear-

ings. This idea is carried out to some extent in the well

known V grooved gearing; but the unavoidable sliding and

crrinding of the surfaces make it impossible to obtain a

high duty from it. The idea is more fully carried out in the

devices of Sillers, Jenkin, and others. I do not know that

anything has been suggested--! certainly cannot suggest

anything—which does not leave, for the purpose under con-

sideration much to be determined by trial. Knowing well

the effect which actual trial is apt to have upon untried de-

vices, I cannot blame an engineer who prefers to let well

enough alone, if a fixed speed ratio is ail that he cares for.

But I cannot help thinking that a suitable connection, which

left the speed of the motor independent of the car. would

be a valuable acquisition; and that a probability of obtain-

ing it would amply justify further experiments with methods

of gearing.

Mr. Pope: I might say, in connection with this note of

Mr. Robinson's, that he was present at the meeting at which

Mr. Reckenzaun read his paper, and he told me personally

that he was much interested in the subject of frictional gear-

ing, and he felt that it had got a black eye from Mr. Reek-

enzaun's paper.

Tiiii CirAiRM.w: We should be pleased to hear from Mr.
Riesof Baltimore, who is present with us this evening.

Elias E. R.IES: It is not often that a paper upon so

broad a topic contains so much solid meat within, compara-

tively speaking, so limited a space as the one that we are

here this evening to discuss. Mr. Sprague deserves to be

congiatulated upon the abilit)' and thoroughness with which
he has presented the subject, and I take pleasure in adding
what little I can to the discussion of such of its features as

it seems to me require more elucidation

The paper, generally speaking, may be divided into two

parts, one dealing purely with the municipal rapid transit

problem as determined by the conditions that obtain in New
York city, and the other with regard to the construction

and operation of ordinary electric street railways. I shall

take up the latter phase of the paper first, and then, if time

permits, will have a few words to say on the general subject

of rapid transit as applied to the requirements of New
York city.

Mr. Sprague refers to several methods of converting the

momentum of a train into useful current, one of these con-

sisting in converting the propelling motor or motors of a

train into braking generators when running on a down grade

or coming to a stop, and returning the current generated

back into the line for the purpose of assisting other motors.

This method necessitates raising the counter e. m. f. of the

motor until it e.x.ceeds the direct e. m. f. of the line, and as

this latter is 400 or more volts, it will be apparent that only

in a few exceptional cases is the train energy or momentum
sufficient to develop in the motor or motors anything above
the initial electromotive force for any appreciable length of

time. During all this period the energy of the train is simply

being expended in overcoming the direct e. ra. f., or in other

words, in preventing the entrance of the line current to the

motor by developing the 400 or more volts necessary- to op-

pose it, a result that can be as readily obtained without the

expenditure of this energy by simply opening the motor cir-

cuit. The practical effect of the method referred to will

be to partially brake the train, but except in a few extreme

cases the line current derives no benefit or assistance there-

from. There is, however, another and more economical

method of conserving the surplus energy of a railway train,

which avoids the loss of the bulk of this energy and at

the same time permits the utilization of this energy upon the

train itself at times when it is most required. This method,

as developed by me some time ago, consists in the employ-
ment of a secondary battery so arranged as to be connected

with the motorcircuit whenever, as in stopping or descend-

ing a grade, the connection between the line and the motor
is interrupted, and the latter is in condition to generate a

current under the influence of the momentum of the train.

The battery cells are connected in parallel or multiple series

order during the time when they are in circuit with the gen-

erating or braking motor, so as to oppose an electromotive

force of only a few volts to the charging current, thereby

making the movement of the train or car instantly available

for charging the battery, this charging process continuing

until the speed of the armature has been so reduced by its

own braking action upon the train or car, that it is no longer

capable of generating the few volts necessary to effect the

entrance of its current to the storage battery on the train or

car. In this arrangement an automatic potential switch of

special construction prevents the closing of the charging

circuit until thee. m. f. of the current from the generating

motor exceeds that of the battery which occurs almost in-

stantly, and breaks the connection when the e. m. f. of the

charging current falls below that of the battery, the entire

arrangement being so simple as to require no attention

whatever on the part of the motor man. The current thus

reclaimed on descending grades and stops is, in the Ries

system of electric railways, employed to assist in operating

the train or car when ascending grades and starting from a

position of rest. The battery, or such portion of it as may
be set aside for operating the motor or motors, is of course

discharged at a higlier voltage, and can be used for electric

lighting and all other train purposes to which it may be ap-

plicable. It will thus be seen that a two-fold effect is ob-

tained, since the surplus energy of the train which under

existing conditions is ordinarily wasted, is not only made to

stop the train without the use of friction brakes, but the en-

ergy consumed in .mopping the train is, with the exception

of a very slight loss in conversion, etc., almost entirely re-

covered and turned to useful account. Mr. Sprague has

stated, in referring to the operation of the New York ele-

vated railway system, that 59 per cent, of the power ex-

pended by the locomotives on a round trip is used in start-

ing, 24 per cent, in lifting, and only 17 percent, in traction.

That means that 83 per cent, of the total power expended
upon the elevated railway system in this city is consumed
on account of stoppages and grades, of which nothing is

recovered, but on the other hand, the waste is augmented
by the use of further steam to apply the brakes. If only

one-half, or say 40 per cent, of this wasted energy can by
the method above described be recovered, of which I have

not the slightest doubt, the value of electrical traction for

roads of this character, over that at present used will be

apparent, from this standpoint alone.

Another matter of considerable importance is whether one
or two motors are most advisable for street car work. I

myself am in favor of employing but a single mntor directly

geared to both axles, and it is the universal opinion of elec-

tricians and engineers that in a case of this kind a single

large unit is better than two or more smaller ones, and this

is especially true in regard to street car motors. A great

deal has been said about the difficulty of making satisfactory

connection with both axles from a single driving source, but

this can be overcome, and I may say I have devised a method
of doing this which avoids most of the difficulties

heretofore encountered. It is a question whether Mr.

Sprague's assertion that independently driven axles necessa-

rily give better track adhesion can be sustained. In fact it

seems to me that the reverse is generally the case. There
can be no doubt, as Mr. Sprague states, that independently

driven axles will slip until they get the best grip, but it is

also known that a slipping wheel or pair of wheels will

readily continue doing so under the influence of the acquired

impetus and the rotative strain exerted upon them by the

motor. However, in ordinary street cars the load is con-

stantly shifting from the forward to the rear axle, and vice

versa, due to the lurching of the car and unequal distribu-

tion of the weight or load. Therefore, supposing a car to

be slightly overcrowded at its rear end, the forward wheels

must necessarily slip, and the motor driving them will run

light for the time being, leaving the rear motor, which was
designed to do but half the tota! work, to do it all and sub-

jecting it to an enormous electrical and mechanical strain.

I have given this subject considerable attention, and have

come to the conclusion that for street cars of ordinary con-

struction, the axles should not be independently driven, but

should be directly connected with each other, preferably

through the armature shaft of the motor itself, whose
weight is equally borne by both axles. In this manner the

combined tractive effect of all the wheels may be obtained

in unison, which will reduce the tendency to slip, and the

load upon and work done by the motor will be a constant

quantity irrespective of the shifting of the load. For piv-

oted truck or eight-wheeled cars the objections to independ-

ent driving do not so seriously apply, but the advantages of

a direct connection with both axles of a truck are even more
apparent for other reasons.

T thoroughly agree with Mr. Sprague on the matter of

making each car of an elevated train its own motor, pro-

vided the motors of the entire train are controlled from a

single point. In all cases where stops are frequent this plan

possesses numerous advantages, but for trunk line railways

having substantial roadbeds a single large motor, or per-

haps a front and rear motor suitably connected but capable

of independent operation when separated, will probably
alwavs be found preferable to a number of small ones

One thing that struck me as very peculiar in connection

with the Richmond road, was that an electrical engineer of

Mr. Sprague's ability and experience should so utterly aban-

don all measures of precaution for the safet}- of his passen-

gers and the public at large as would seem to be indicated

by his employment of the track rails and ground as one side

of the circuit instead of using a double overhead conductor.

This is the more to be wondered at when it is shown by Mr.
Sprague's own description of the elaborate and extensive

means employed for connecting the track rails and re-enforc-

ing them by separate wires to insure perfect connection with

one another and with the ground pipes, etc., that aside from
its danger this plan is considerably more expensive than a

second overhead wire and double trolleys would be. I can
only explain this action on the part of Mr. Sprague, by as-

suming that he has found the track return necessarj' to ena-

ble him to ascend the steep grades of the Richmond road.

by reason of the increased tractive adhesion obtainable due
to the passage of the propelling current from the wheels into

the rails. If my memory serves me rightly, it was not very

long ago- -in his address before the American Street Railway
association, at their Philadelphia convention last October

—

that Mr. Sprague stated that on roads having grades of

more than six per cent, he proposed to attach a hill horse to

the motor car. Whether he intended this as a parting trib

ute to the usefulness of the patient and long suffering car

horse who has so faithfully served the public, I do not

know; but at all events he stated that he did not believe

it possible for a self-propelled car to get up the hill in any
other way. This was some time after I had announced the

results of some experiments I had made, both with the

electric current and electro-magnetism, in which I was able

to show and demonstrate that the tractive adhesion of driv-

ing wheels could be ver)' largely increased by these means,
sufficient in fact, to enable a motor car to ascend a grade
much steeper than any yet surmounted.
However, I might state here for the benefit of Mr.

Sprague and others, that this increased tractive adhesion
can be obtained without subjecting the public at large to

the danger incident to the use of a ground return. Every
electrician knows, and perhaps no one better than Mr.
Sprague himself, that a ground on any circuit multiplies the

danger of leakage, and on electric railway circuit carry-

ing a pressure of 400 or 500 volts, should never be permitted.

In the Ries electric railway system we have a cheap and sim-

ple method of increasing the tractive adhesion without em-
ploying the track rails as a relurn. which can be applied to

any electric railway operating on the parallel system. This
consists simply in passing the current from the conduit or

overhead conductors, after it leaves the motor, to the for-

ward car axle, which of course is insulated from the car

body, and to connect the rear axle, also preferably insulated.

to the negative or return conductor. In this way the cur-

rent, after passing through the motor, must traverse that

portion of the track rails lying between the two pairs of

wheels, which latter a'e thus included in the circuit. The
portion of the track rails traversed by the current will not

act as a ground but simply as a good conductor inserted in

the branch or loop that feeds the motor. This is only one
of a number of ways in which an increased tractive adhe-
sion may be obtained, but I prefer in most cases to employ
a current that is independent of the motive current and of
such qualit)' as to produce a ver)' much greater and at the

same time a variable tractive effect. I may say that we are

at present engaged in applying this system to an ordinary

steam locomotive, on a prominent railroad, and if the re-

sults obtained prove to be anywhere near what we have
reason to expect from certain experiments made on a smaller
scale, I shall hope to be able to show you a very decided in-

crease in its pulling capacity, and to effect a considerable
saving in the cost of operating the road.

With reference to the ideal method of braking referred

to in the paper under discussion, I might state that a modi-
fication of our electro magnetic traction apparatus has been
applied by us for this purpose. In this we magnetize the

car wheels as in our traction apparatus, but in addition pro-

vide an electro-magnetic braking arrangement, the whole
being so arranged that when the brake circuit is closed, not

only are the brakes applied to the tread of the wheels, but
the co-efilicient of friction between the wheels and the track

rails is greatly and simultaneously increased, thereby ena-
bling us to apply a greater brake-shoe pressure than now
possible and yet prevent the wheels from skidding upon the

rails. This method of braking is effective in almost any
weather and is applicable to street cars or to railroad trains.

In case where braking is effected by utilizing the motor or mo-
tors as braking generators, as before explained, this system is

still available and only the traction circuit needs to be estab-

lished between the two axles of each truck to render it

effective. This in my opinion constitutes the ideal method
of braking, and before very long I hope to be able to show
you such a system in practical operation.

I have already occupied more time than was my intention,

and though there art several other matters that I should
like to have called attention to, I beheve I have said all I

want to and will leave something for others to say while I

listen. I appreciate and thank you all for the compliment
bestowed in calling upon me, and for your kind and respect-

ful attention. (Applause.)

{To be continued.)

Cincinnati Electrical Society.

The first public meeting of the Cincinnati Electrical so-

ciety was held Tuesday evening, Oct. 9th, in Mechanics In-

stitute hall. Cincinnati, O-
The conunittee of arrangements consisted of F. E.

Perry, of the First Cincinnati Edison Illuminatiog com-
pany; F. M Dillie, of the Hauss Electric Light and Power
company; J. O. Shiras, secretary of the Merchants Police

companv; L. W. Davis, of the Oueen City Electric com-
pany and C B. McMeekin, of C. B. McMeekio & Co.,

and right royally did the committee, with the assistance of

President A. R Foote and Secretary Edgar B Edwards,
carry out the work intrusted to them. The event was made
notable by the thoughtful, instructive and interesting ad-

dresses of Dr Otto A Moses, President Foote, Professor
Thomas French, jr., of the University of Cincinnati, Pres-
ident E. D Warfield and Professor Henry Snyder, of Mi-
ami Univer. ity, and Hon. Job E Stevenson of Cincinnati.

The hall of the Institute was crowded to overflowing at

the time appointed for calling the meeting to order, and no
small number of those present were ladies. They not only

seemed to take deep interest in the addresses, but many of
them carried away salient points of the discourses in notes.

The gathering was representative of the culture and intelli-

gence of Cincinnati, and made an assemblage that any man
of science would have been proud to address. President

Foote's remarks in calling the society to order, are ap-

pended.
President A. R. Foote's Address.

Ladies and Gentlemen:—I appreciate at its full value, the

privilege of presiding at this, your first public meeting.
To my mind the most fitting introduction I can give your
society to the public, will be to make a condensed state-

ment of the present development of electrical interests in

the city of Cincinnati, followed by a few remarks upon the
work which the society may undertake.
At my suggestion, your society has collected and arranged

the following statistics:

Firms in the cleclrie business or doing electrical work:
American District Telegraph Co., Ball Electric Co.,
Becker Al. , Bell Telephone Co. , Brush Electric Co.

,

Card Motor Co., Cincinnati Fire Alarm Co., Cincinnati
Fire Alarm Telegraph Co., Cincinnati District Telegraph
Co., Edison Electric Light and Power Co., Hauss Electric

Light and Power Co., Hill Electric Co
, Jones C. E. i\:

Bro., McGregor, B., Merkhofer & Renter, Merchants Po-
lice Co.. National Automatic Fire Alarm Co., Queen City

Electric Co., Schopper F. &: Co., Spangenberg Electric Co.,

Standard Electric Works, United Lines Telegraph Co.,

Western Union Telegraph Co.
Lighting and power stations. Ball Electric Co., Brush

Electric Co., Edison Electric Co., Hauss Electric Light
and Power Co.. (^ueen City Electric Co., Spangenberg
Electric Co.

Motors. Acme Printing Co., Ransley's Ice Cream, Cen-
tennial Building, Singer Sewing Machine Co , Jno. Shil-

Hto, Volt's Bakery.
Private Incnndeseent and Arc Light Plants. Dennison

House, 75 incandescent; Bend Hey, 100 incandescent;

Jung Brewery, 60 incandescent; Moerlein Brewery, 450
incandescent; Walker Brewery, 75 incandescent; Proctor
iS: Gamble, S60 incandescent; ICgan Co., 250 incandescent;
Schreiber L. i\: Co., 10 American I-lxchange; Crane iS:

C'o., saw mill, 130 incandescent; Lane & Bodley, 55
incandescent; Cincinnati Screw and Tap Co.. 45 in-

candescent; Sebastian, May l\: C"o., 30 incandescent;
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Betts Steani Furnace Co.. 90 incandescent; Hoffon-

hoff i: Lauer, 6 arc; Cincinnati Wire Nail Co., 336 incan-

descent; Cincinnati Corrugating Co., 75 incandescent;

Foulds Flour Will, 40 incandescent; Commercial Gazette

400 incandescent; Enquirer O^ce, 4S0 incandescent; St,

fames Hotel, 450 incandescent; i\rorrison & Co., 450
"llauss incandescent; Burnett House, 450 incandescent;

-Vmerican Oak and Leather Co., 550 incandescent; Enter-

prise Carriage Co., 3 arc; Jno. Van Range Co.. iSo incan-

descent; Cincinnati Type Co.. 150 incandescent; United

States Custom House. 1000 United States incandescent;

Ck)lden Fagle Cloth Co., 30 incandescent; George Bonte,

5n Mather; Heuk"s Opera House, S Brush, 150 Mather;

Centennial Building; Battle of Gettysburg, 30 incan-

descent; Cincinnati, Hamilton i^ Dayto'n Railroad; Grand

Central Depot, 1250 Edison; Little Miami Railroad;

Bugh Printing Co., 450 incandescent; C. E. Jones & Bro.,

30 United States incandescent; Jno. Holland, 50 Poland

incandescent; Consolidated Tank Line Co., 50 incandescent;

PhiL-nix Bridge Co., 12 Brush arc: Cincinnati iS; Mariette

Railroad; Chamber of Commerce, 1200 Brush arc; Pech-

heimer Bros., 5S American arc; Cohen & Co ,
25oincandes-

cent; Fall of Babvlon, So arc; Walsh Distiller)-. 50 Mather;

Carlisle Building," 30 Mather; McAlpin-Polk Co.. S Ameri-

can; (^ueen City Co., generator for motors, driving motors

and motors for exhibitors; Card Motor Co., exhibit of motors

driven by a Waterhouse generator; Mill Creek Distillery

Co., 60 Edison: Sechler i\: Co., 150 Hauss: Russell Mor-

gan Co., 30 arc, 250 incandescent; Walnut Hills Cable, S

Brush; Mt. Auburn Cable. 150 Hauss; Highland House
Incline, 10 Brush; Price Hill Incline, 10 Thomson-Hous-
ton; Bellevue Incline, Coney Island, 30 American 150 Ma-
ther; Hall's Safe and Lock Co., 6 30 Mather incandescent;

Princess Rink, 12 American; Jno. Shillito Co., 650 Edison;

Haydock Carriage Co. ; Cincinnati Ice Manufacturing and

Storage Co., 10 American; Eaer, Levy & Co., 50 Hauss;

Mornson iS: Co., 150 Hauss; Waterhouse Electrical Co., S

dvnamos and 215 lamps; Western Electric Co., 8 dynamos

and 200 lamps; Mather Electric Co., Cincinnati Edison

Illuminating Co., and Queen City Electric Co., each, two

500 light dynamos and 1000 lamps; Poland Electric Co.,

private exhibit of one incandescent plant; Spangenberg

Electric Co., same.

Engines. Buckeye Engine Co., one 300, one 125 horse

power; Russell l\: Co., one 125 horse power; Atlas Engine

Co., one 200 horse power; Ball Engine Co., one 125 horse

power.

T/ie Citv and Suburban Telegraph Association and Bell

Telephone Exchange of Cincinnati, Ohio, Officers: A. D.

Bullock, president; George N. Stone, general manager;

C. G. Gove, secretarj'; C. T. Dickson, Treasurer; Directors,

A. D. Bullock, C. T. Dickson, George L. PhiUips; George

X. Stone, C. H. Kilgour. C. G. Gove. John Kilgour, A.

Erkenbrecker. Telephone exchange established September

I, 1S78. Number of exchanges Cincinnati, 3; Covington,

Ky., i; Hamilton. O , i; total number of miles of pole-

Hnes, including a radius of about thirty miles around Cin-

cinnati, in Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky, 419; total number
of miles of wire in the same district, 4,982; total number of

circuits, 2.744; total number of subscribers, 3,279; aver-

age connections per subscriber per day, 15. Employes:—
Number of operators, 90; number of inspectors, 16; num-
ber on re-construction, 23; number in other positions, 13;

total, 142. Rates per year. S40. $50, ^o. $72, ^84, and
:^ioo. Average cost of operating, per subscriber, including

royalty, S60.21, per annum.
To show the relation these interests bear to the electrical

interests of the whole countr)-. I take the following statis-

tics from the address of S. A. Duncan, president of the

National Electric Light Association, at its last convention.

There are now eight journals published in this country, de-

voted exclusively to electrical interests. To-day, there are

5,351 isolated plants and central stations for electric light-

ing; 192,500 arc lamps and 1.925,000 incandescent lamps

are burned in the LT^nited States every night, employing in

their operation 459,495 horse power of steam. There has

been an increase of the capitalization of electric lighting

investments, in six months, of ^42,210,100. There are

finished or being constructed, S3 electric railroads, haWng
327 miles of single track, operating 467 motor cars. It is

estimated that 17.046,500 passengers will be carried on
electric railroads in the year iSSS. There are factories em-
pIo>-ing 1500 hands each, devoted exclusively to the manu-
facture of electrical motors.

Incomplete as the data given by President Duncan is. and
considering as it does, but a few branches of the electric

industry-, it is sufficient to arrest the attention of every ob-

server of events, and to fill the mind with wonder at what

has been accomplished.

I can find no statistics, regarding the use of stationary

motors, sufficiently complete to admit of tabulation. To
give an idea of the development that has been made in that

direction, and its future promise, I will state that there are

290 such motors in use in the city of Rochester, New York,

alone, and that motors made by a single company are now-

doing daily service in over T25 different employments.

To get something of an idea of the service being rendered

by electricity in the United States, we must add to the

above the fact that there is not a village, town or city with-

out its telegraph offices and telephone exchange.

To enumerate all the electric appliances, and their uses,

that are to day, in one form or another, serving the people

of this country, would fill a large volume.

When such facts as these are considered, one may well

pause to wonder why it is that we speak of the electric indus-

try, as being in its infancy, and why we are just now organ-

izing a society to promote electrical education. It is be-

cause the histor>- of the industry- is but beginning to furnish

sufficient data, by which to guide the course of events. It

is because enough results have been obtained to furnish a

substantial foundation for future construction. It is because

we know that the present is the prophecy of the fi't-ure.

Electricity, the most subtle, the most incisive, the most
powerful of ail natural agencies, marks with surest designa-

tion, the limitations on its uses. Its imperious demand is,

"Comply with the natural laws by which I am governed and

I will serve you with tireless, sleepless, harmless energ)-.

Disregard those laws, and I will destroy you instantly. No
plea of ignorance of my laws will avail to arrest the execu-

tion of the judgment I decree against those who fail to obey
them."

In this industry, more than any other, intelligence alone

is the pioneer and guide of progress. Electrical education

is the foundation of all its enterprises. To-day there is not

a person whose interests are not in some way touched and
ser\-ed by the use of electricity, There is not an occupation,

in which human intelligence and strength are employed, that

cannot be made easier by the use of electricit)', and more
pleasant for the worker, and more productive for the in-

vestor. For this reason, in its true scope and meaning, elec

trical education means the education of the people.

1st. The working man must be educated, that he may
devise, produce, and operate apparatus that is best for its

purpose.

2d. The public must be educated, to enable the people

to use the apparatus designed for their service, intelligently

and without fear,

3d. The law making representatives of the people must
be educated, to enable them to legislate properly on all sub-

jects touching the legal regulation of the uses of electricity.

The uses of electricity are limited only by the w-antof in-

telligence in producing fitting apparatus for its application.

The demand for such apparatus is limited only by the want of

intelligence on the part of the public to know how to use it

properly. No other industry ever.in so short a time, called into

its service as much intelligence, as many workmen, and as

large a capital as this. Employing the most powerful and
destructive known agent, distributing its force, by a net-

work of wires, all over great cities, where it has established

millions of points of contact with the people, its work being

done necessarily by uninformed workmen, using untried ma-
terial, and untested apparatus, its record for safety in use, is

to-day a challenge to all competitors. This being a fact, it

is an educational duty to let it be known, and thus destroy

the occupation of uninformed or interested sensational wri-

ters, who are constantly playing on the fears of the people by

writinglearnedly about the "death dealing wires."' Recently

our city papers startled the public by an announcement of the

awful death of a painter by a shock from an electric k'ghtwire.

This was put in large letters, and the fact that he had
heedlessly and unnecessarily taken hold of the wire, was
put in small type. I found fifteen other casualties, re-

ported in the same paper, and not one of them announced
in a way to throw the slightest blame on the agent doing

the injury. One of our leading papers last Sunday, pub-

Hshed an article over the signature of "A Condenser"
under the heading "Death in the \N'ires"" which pretends to

be a review of a paper read before the National Telephone
Exchange association, by Mr. T. D. Lockwood of Boston.

This paper, with the discussion following it, is published in

full, in the electrical journals. The only reference made
by any speaker to anything like "death in the wires" is the

following by Mr. Bailey, of WilHamsport, Pa. Speaking

of the dangers that might arise from dead telephone wires,

especially during a thunderstorm, he says: "We have a

case of that kind, where a loop was taken out, on one of

our lines; the line got charged from thunderstorm, and
the lightning followed in, on those open wires, and struck a

child, and knocked it insensible. It recovered without any

apparent damage." So much for "death in the wires" by

"A Condenser." What shall be said of the intelligence or

the honesty of the writer of that article?

In the discussion of Mr. Lockwood's paper, Mr Seeley

says: "I presume that in New York citv, we have a larger

number of electric light wires in the air, than in any other

city in the world. All systems are represented here." I

now give you the testimony of Abram S. Hewitt, mayor

of New York city, regarding "death in the wires." In his

address of welcome to the National Electric Light associa-

tion Mayor Hewitt said; Now as to the matter of danger,

the newspapers have teemed, during the last year, with

sensational articles, pointing out the great danger of the

present system. " * » ^ Now is this dangerous? Will

you kindly tell us? I thought it was exceedingly danger-

ous. I went into office, with the impression that every

man who went into a street lighted by a high tension cur-

rent, took his life in his hands and I was as anxious as

anybody to get that removed; but when it became my dut)-

to look into the matter, I found, measuring this industrial

element,—call it what you like—some name you must call

it, this force, this power—measuring it by the work it was

doing, and ascertaining the accidents that had occurred, to

my astonishment it was found that we had more accidents

daily from horses in the streets, infinitely more; that we
had more accidents with steam engines: that even the

building of houses in the city caused more deaths ever)'

year: infinitely more deaths in this city, than this partic-

ular agency. I was therefore driven to the conclusion, that

considering the work it was doing, comparing it, if you like,

with illumination by gas, that it %vas positively safer, just

as the railway had proved to be safer, than the stage coach,

and the stage coach probably safer than walking, for the

number of people carried; I found, that with all the diffi-

culties with the thing, the absolute results seemed to show

that it was absolutely safer than any other useful agency,

at work in this city. I may be wrong, but that was the

conclusion to which I was forced. But when I investiga-

ted the cause of the accidents, I discovered that they were

not due to anything that was inherent in the transmission

of the current overhead, but it was rather due to two

causes; either the carelessness of the company, in inspect-

ing its installation, and keeping it in good order, or in the

carelessness of the person, who came into contact with it,

one or the other. I believe that in this city there are but

four cases of death, in consequence of any difficulties with

the wires themselves. There may have been some other

causes, but I think there are only four direct deaths.

With such a record as this at our command, we to-day,

in the infancy of our industry, turn the tables on all com-

petitors, and challenge them to show, in the history of the

use of any agency or force, as wide a distribution and as

safe transmission of energ)% for illumination or power as
we now show, in the use of electricity.

We want for our society, $500 for a library: $500 for a
room, and its furniture, in which to keep our library, and
establish our home; .^500 for the services of a competent
person to take charge of the same, and !fi500 for sundry
e.Kpenses; making in all $2,000 for our first year. Our
membership entrance fee is $3. The annual dues, %^,
making :^9 per year income, per member; 225 members
will create the full amount of the fund desired

,

We now have seventy-five of this number. We hope the
remaining 125 will send their names to our secretary at

once. Any person interested in our work, lady, gentleman,
will be welcomed as a member
One of the most practical lessons I ever received was

given by my employer when I first entered business life.

He said: "Never attempt to invent a thing you can find

made." That is good in itself; but had he stopped there,

it would have been like a charity sermon, without the col-

lection,—barren of the results. He did not; he gave me
ample opportunity to find out what was "ready made"
in the particular line in which he employed me.
In our industrj'.more than in any other, employers can serve

themselves to no better advantage, than to afford their em-
ployes ample opportunity to find out what has already been
done. I think I am right in .affirming that. if all the money
that has been wasted in needless experiments in the

electrical business, had been applied to educational pur-

poses for the workmen, and to the increase of their pay,
as their intelligence rendered their services more valuable,

it would have been sufficient to have provided all that is

possible to provide, as a means of education, and to have
doubled the wages of every working man receiving the bene-
fits of the education. The time will come when, as a mat-
ter of business policy, capital will seek to insure the success

of its enterprise, by educating workmen for the work they
are expected to do; as it now insures itself against loss by
fire, or other calamity. In the electrical business there is

no greater calamity to be feared, than the uninformed work-
man. He is a producer of calamities.

I say to all employers, especially to those employing men
in electrical work, there is no use that you can possibly

make of the same amount of money, that will give you as

much satisfaction and as good return on the investment as

the little necessary for you to employ, to educate the work-
men associated with you for the work you want them to do.

I say to all workmen, and e'^pecially to the members of this

society: If there are difficulties in the way of your advance-
ment, remember it is a law of nature, as well as an axiom
in philosophy, that "a man acquires the strength of the

difficulties he overcomes." Strive to develop your capabil-

ities to their utmost capacity, and be true to the best there is

in you. Remember that he whose brain directs with great-

est skill, whose hand handles with greatest certainty the

tools of his trade, makes them his servant, and works with
least effort. More than this: by skill of brain and skill of

hand he makes capital his ser\'ant also. Learn to use the

language of action—prompt, united, intelligent action

—

and you will render yourselves invincible. A word is a

sound in the air. An act is a fact in history—a fact is an
epitome of God. If God made you, he meant you. If he
has given you work to do, it is his work that yo 1 are

doing, and his work is divine. Show yourrespect for your-
self in the work you do. If that is an honor to you, then
the universe shall do you honor.

Ladies and Gentlemen: In the olden time when the world
was younger, the wise men came from the east on the occa-
sion of a notable birth. To-night is the birthnight of our
societ}- , and we have with us a wise man from the east. No
star hung over the birth-place to guide him, but he was
guided here by that wish for peace and good-will among
men, which I know fills his heart, and his heart was the

motor. You will all share with me the pleasure I feel in

introducing Dr. Otto A. Moses of New York city.

Dr. Moses' Address.

Members of the Electrical Society—Ladies and Gentlemen:

That very flattering introduction has touched me, and I do
not know what better I can do than adopt for my text a

most pregnant sentence from the gentleman's address,

which struck me as he gave it; I will read it to you again.

"The uses of electricity are limited only by the want of in-

telligence in producing fitting apparatus for its application.

The demand for such apparatus is limited only by the want
of intelligence on the part of the public in knowing how to

use it properly." I do not think I could have had a more
fitting introduction to the subject which has been selected

for me to address you upon to-night than this thought.

The only limit to the use of electricity is the want of intel-

ligence in making apparatus for its application; the de-

mand is only limited by the want of intelligence on the part

of the public. The function of this societ)% as I understand

it. is. first, to enlighten yourselves, and second, by a re-

action to enlighten the public. You have not far to go in

the historj' of this world to begin the history of electricity;

some of the very first steps that were taken in it. and some
of the greatest, were made by one of our fellow-country-

men. A lot of apparatus had been sent over from England
by a Philadelphia gentleman, a member of the Royal so-

ciety, to Philadelphia, Benjamin Franklin received it. but

he did not know exactly how to utilize it to the greatest ad-
' vantage. His whole object in life was to turn everything

to some purpose of utility. In order to make this apparatus

available, he founded a society very similar to this which

you have organized. The outcome of that society was
through the work of Franklin principally, but he also fOund
coadjutors in some of the fundamental workers in the

science of electricity. The apparatus consisted of a small

electrical machine, two or three insignificant Leyden jars,

several small vials, and some glass rods—that and the few
notes coupled with it, that came over with the apparatus

of the Royal society, were all the material they had to act

upon. It was not long before Franklin developed those

laws, and studied them, which are now- known to be funda-

mental. X cite this to show how a spirit such as actuates

you now can bear the most abundant fruit.
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I will cite anotlier instance. About the year 1S25, there

was a young man of humble parentage, and what is far

greater than birth, of humble mind—Michael Faraday, of

fhe same stamina as Franklin. He was incited to action by

attending a lecture on the subject of electricity given by

Sir Humphrey Davy. He immediately gathered together a

few friends and formed what was known as the Philoso-

phical society in London. They made their experiments

as Franklin did. Faraday, who was characterized by the

class poet, as the "philosopher ingrained," conducted these

experiments. It is said that he used to put the kitchen

table in a prominent place, putting the cat on one side and
the dog on the other, and would then address them on the

subject of electricity; that was the first beginning of that

society, which afterward budded and bloomed, and from

which have come several distinguished men, none more dis-

tinguished, however, than Michael Faraday. Now, you
have there a very pleasant retrospect. Vou have that much
gained; you have all the wealth of knowledge that is con-

tained in the works of these two men, with hundreds of

others, and to you belong now the action and the oppor-

tunity to carry forward what they have done. I know
no better way of doing it than by imitation. .Science,

moral, political and social, depends upon evolution. You,
gentlemen, to-day, in all your seeming humility in organiz-

ing a small society, have back of you and in you a knowl-

edge which at first may not be apparent to you, but which

is your heritage; the thing for you to do now is to utilize

it to the utmost. Life is very short—science is like art,

very long. The tendency of the age is to specialize, and
vou, in forming an electrical society, think that branch of

science enough to cultivate. I would in the very beginning

try to eradicate that idea from your minds. All science is

interwoven. You might compare the whole sea of knowl-

edge to air, which, while it has the same properties, may be

under different pressures on diflerent portions of the earth.

It may be stormy in one place, it may be warm in another;

it may be cold; it may expand, condense, be full of mois-

ture, bringing and taking away from one part of the earth

to another, performing about the same function, and yet

apparently at times most contradictory. Science is very

much like that; you may imagine you are pursuing one
branch of it, when in reality you will find it very closely re-

lated to other very remote and almost invisible branches of

it, but yet there is an invisible connection, as there is be-

tween all things in nature; between the members of a con-

gregation, the residents of a city, the population of a coun-
try; the whole world is one, and we again but a part of the

whole.

In the pursuit of this study of electricity I would like to

direct your attention to something which will facilitate you
in bringing about this desideratum cited by your president.

The uses of electricity are limited only by the want of in-

telligence in producing fitting apparatus for its application.

I would say to the gentlemen forming this society that they

should pursue certain plans—if they wish to make this so-

ciety as useful as it can be—in first storing their minds with

all the information that is necessary for the proper explan-

ation of what exists. This power of electricity which in-

cites action is so simple, furnishes you admirable opportu-

nity for the propagation of force. Force of any kind is in-

changeable, and you must study in the present mechanical
applications of electricity, what relation it may bear upon
the propagation of force in all its forms.

Let me say in parenthesis, that electricity, of which I

know not the cause, beyond the great first cause, contains

in it the most wonderful form of power that can be im-

agined—for this reason: it is not produced until it is wanted.

All other forms of energy that we apply have to be stored.

Electricity may also in a way be stored, but it is a force

that may be applied at any instant, and in its application

only is produced. I would call attention to that one fact

as being the basis of all these inventions that you have been
engaged in developing, and which you propose to improve.

Any one standing on an elevation in a city Uke this can see

about six o'clock in the evening great volumes of steam
arising from the innumerable steam whistles; this wasted
force shows one of the great disadvantages in the power of

force. Electricity is something that cannot be located ex-

cept by its effects; it is not present until it is wanted. There
now you have a fact which, when developed, is going to

change the nature of all mechanical appliances that are used

at present by modern civilization. Nearly every instrument

for the propagation of power that is employed to-day has to

be based upon and connected in some way with a transmis-

sion from an engine, chiefly a steam engine. It is possible

only to transmit that power by belting, by gearing, or by
direct mechanical contact with the source of power, but such

is not the case with electricity. You will see for instance

a railroad car traveling 25 or 30 miles an hour taking off

messages from a wire located some distance from it; being

applied to communicate with people a hundred miles off;

being applied in fact to talk with them, without any appa-

rent direct communication. Think now of a power which
can be utilized without any apparent direct contact with the

moving parts, and you will at once see that it is going to

revolutionize all forms for the transmission of power for

such purposes. There you have to start from the begin-

ning, you have to get rid of this idea of continuity of me-
chanical action. I was at the Jfcrald bui'ding recently and
saw one of those great thundering presses turning out

countless thousands of papers, with the regularity that only

a printing press has. In the center of every machine there

was a light like this (gracefully indicating an incandescent

lamp), and as the machine moved the light went always with

it, and if the slightest accident had happened it would have
been possible to detect it in a moment; ten minutes' inter-

ruption in the printing of the New York Ifcndd would cause

them not to be able to distribute their paper throughout the

country. Things have to be managed with such absolute

accuracy that the pressroom is like a military ward; you see

men standing at their posts; speaking is forbidden; every

eye waiting to detect a possible accident. Now let us carry

that simile further. Instead of being compelled to connect

these presses with belting that may be thrown off from a

pulley or gearing that might break, it is put in direct con-

nection with the machine itself. The printing press and
the electric machine being one—does that not mean the re-

modelling of the whole printing press system? I have a

friend who is foreman in one of the largest printing

press companies of the country—a man of considerable

electrical attainments—and he is all the time harping on the

possibility of making an electrical press. Two or three

days before I left New York a gentleman, a mechanic of

great ability, said that he had enjoyed an hour stolen from
his work, in which he had witnessed the operation of a

type-setting machine. He said the type would rise up and
something would fling it across the room; he saw no power
by which this type was drawn: it seemed to work automat-
ically. Here now was a machine setting and making type,

without any apparent machinery about it. Quite recently

I saw a steam engine with a dynamo machine attached to

it. I could not tell where one began and the other ended,

but it had struck the mind of the inventor that a steam
engine could in its very birth have in view the production of

light. I prophesy that the day is near when every steam
engine is going to be in some way connected with a dynamo
machine, because after you have a steam plant there is very

little difficulty in utilizing more of the stored energy in the

production of light. Let that be constantly before you

—

that in the production of your engines you may also couple

the dvnamo with them.
You should make this electrical society the means of self-

improvement—that is to say, if any one of you has an idea

in an electrical direction bring it before the society. Some
one has said, that "by indirections, we find directions out.''

Bring any idea that suggests itself to your mind; bring it

before the society, and debate upon it. Have you experi-

ments to try? Do not confine them to your laboratories and
little workshops at home. Conduct your experiments to-

gether. The contact of minds elicits truth. The mere
statement of a fact clarifies it. Do you wish to know how
little you do know? Try to express what you do know.
There is nothing more difficult anyhow than to determine
how limited our knowledge is, and it is only when you tell

a child what you want to tell it, that you find how little you
do know. I have a couple of little inquirers at home, and
they often put posers to me. I frequently surprise them by
telling them how pleased I am to be "posed." Bring your
experiments to each other. Have you any doubts? Ask
some one to solve them for you. Have you any certain-

ties? Let some one disprove them. The safest condition

of mind is one of suspended judgment. Do not be too

certain about the experiments you make. Do not think you
have discovered new forces, but if, as once happened to

Faraday, some one should come to you and say, "I have
discovered a new force," say, "For heaven's sake, no."

Let us diminish those we have already. They are all in-

terchangeable; where they begin and where they end it is

very difficult to say, but be not discouraged; anything that

looks now to be new or that suggests something that might
be new, bring it in and spread it before your society. Do
not let your society be a cut and dry sort of thing. Do not

come with the papers full of the thoughts of other persons.

Bring your own thoughts; do not be afraid of them because
they come right there naked before your critics. When you
think you have found something new, come out in humility

and ask some one to undeceive you; that will lead him to

try and find fault, and through that clashing of intellect,

you will get the truth.

I recall a remark that was made once by an inventive

friend. He said in his experience at college and in the

world of science, he never met but one man who knew
exactly what the limit of his knowledge was. That man
was one who may be familiar to you—a man who used to

work with very slight materials, but who has made great

discoveries—Dr. Wollaston . His apparatus, as Faraday
mentions, consisted of a little tea tray, with a blow pipe and
a bit of charcoal, but he was very skillful in the use of that

blow pipe, and by means of it discovered several new ele-

ments. Now, be careful in finding out as definitely as you
can what you know, and what you do not know; the limit

of what you do not know is infinite. Ask each member to

bring some fact to these meetings—some of these hard ker-

nels of fact your president refers to. A fact is like a little

grain of gold that can be hammered out into a very large

sheet, but it is all gold. I recall a saving of Dr. Johnson,
which has impressed me very greatly: "If we look through
the hours that are spent in the necessary avocations of life,

the calls of friends, of nature, of sickness, we find very few,

perhaps not one in the day that can be said to have been
entirely and exclusively devoted to our improvement."
Look back at the end of a day and see how many facts you
have learned at the end of that day; you will find there will

not be so many, and yet facts are the materials out of which
knowledge is built. Never take a fact for granted; imitate.

Faraday, who, if any one came to him with an experiment,
would say,

'

' f^et me do it
;'

' the very fact of doing it fastened
it upon his mind. We recall things that we see, but it is

very difficult to recall a thing that some one has told us that

we have not seen, and for this reason, that we have to take
his conception of it- I never look at one of those incan-
descent lights without a feeling of awe. I had the pleasure

of showing the first one of these outside of the laboratory
lights, at a meeting of the Mining engineers in Philadel-

phia, in 1881. I grew up in it—had my hands in it, but I

never lose my respect for it. I never can look at that silent

work of God without a feeling of awe, and I thank God that

I have that sensibility that I can take pleasure over and over
again in seeing so wonderful a manifestation of His power.
Never lose your respect for a fact, and the best way is to
familiarize yourself with it by seeing it develop into some-
thing that can affect your senses.

There arc other things that you should bear in mind.
Electricity is not alone the object of your pursuit. You
are developing yourselves in other directions by the study of
this branch of science. You must not think that you are to
educate your.sclvcs for electricity alone. All education is

as much interwoven as the forces of nature. Bring any
fact before your society, but let the main facts be those for

whidi your society was formed—practical electricity.

You are very foi-tunate, gentlemen, in organizing your

society at a time when you have in your beautiful city so
excellent an exposition as the one I visited this afternoon,

and I visited it with great pleasure, I assure you. I think

it a liberal education to have studied that exposition. You
have a great advantage there. Study all the things that are

in it, and you will find one of these days some means of

applying your electrical knowledge in connection with it.

There is scarcely a thing there but can be coupled with the

science that you intend to develop. That exposition is an
education; all you have to do in connection with it is to

apply many of the things that at first sight strike you as

just mere accidents brought together, but you will find that

there is a connexus between them all. I saw quite a

number of electrical machines there—some very excellent

ones, and I congratulate you upon having had your hands
in some of them. Some of those motors and dynamo ma-
chines that I saw were excellent, and showed that you have
here inventive talent in this city that needs simply the stim-

ulus to develop into very considerable results.

The first experiments made in electric lighting and the

distribution of power date back within the recollection of us

all. In fact, as wus said, the Centennial exposition of

Philadelphia closed in the evening for want of an electric

light; and that is but twelve years ago. To-day you see

electricity permeating everywhere. Sir Wm. Thomson
at that exposition heard with wonder and so described it

when he addressed the British association on his return to

England. He heard—almost "heard and not heard," as

Tennyson says, because I really believe his imagination
aided him in it, but he heard murmurs over the telephone
for the first time. That was at the centennial in Philadel-

phia twelve years ago, and now it ramifies like the nerves

through our body over this vast country. What could we
do to-day without the telephone? (.Jentlemen, I look to see

the day before I am many years older when I here can call

up any one 1 want to in the United States; this strikes you
as wonderful, but I want to beableto throw myself in com-
munication with a friend at a distance, so that I may make
him cognizant of the fact. It is a very simple plan—but all

great inventions are very simple things, as Bacon said of
" printing—a gross invention;" gunpowder—" a mere acci-

dent," and yet see how they have changed the face of the

globe; they have developed civilization, and somewhat hin-

dered it too. The telephone will be the means of throwing
us into communication with anyone we please. I give you
this to think of in your leisure moments so that you may de-

velop it. The one defect to-day in the telephone system js

the fact that two individuals cannot throw themselves into

communication; there must be the intermediary of the cen-

tral station; that will be obviated within certain districts,

and I give you that as a thought upon which you can spend
a great many useful moments in developing a way by which
you can communicate with any other individual in the cir-

cuit. Now that the central station is a necessity, let me
show you an application of it. Suppose I wish to be thrown
into communication with some person in Atlanta, Ga. ; I

know that that person is going to Atlanta; don't know that

he is there, have not seen him for a month, but when he

does get to Atlanta I want to talk with him. I immediately
telephone to the central station in this city: "Please com-
municate to the Grand Central Station of the United States,

wherever it may be, say Cincinnati," my wish to be thrown
into communication with Mr. A when he reaches Atlanta.

The central station here telephones to Atlanta, and says,

"When Mr. -A presents himself at the station, please

throw him into communication with Mr. B in Cincinnati or

New York." Mr. A, when arrived at Atlanta, goes to the

first telephone station and registers himself, and finds out

that I am asking for him. He- rings me up directly from
Atlanta, and we get into communication. You can readily

perceive that with the use of the long distance telephone,

such a state of affairs can be brought about in a very few
years. Then recall the fact that it is but twelve years ago
since the telephone was first used, when Prof. Thompson
heard it for the first time. Conceive of that, and see beyond
the application for the distribution of intelligence, what
electricity has done?

It will be possible by some of the systems now in vogue
to store electrical energy at some of the great centers of

power in the country—say the slack coal heaps of Pennsyl-

vania or the coal mines of Pennsylvania or Alabama, the

water powers of New York, and from those points to be

able to distribute force which can be converted into any
manifestation of it that you please. What is to be done to

accomplish it? Simply to carry out a little further than now
developed the methods by which electrical force is commu-
nicated to a distance. It is a ver\' simple proposition. All

that you have to do is to convert a primary source of power,

whether it is the motion of water or the motion of atoms
brought about by chemical combinations, as in the burning

of the coal into a condition that it is ready to act or not act.

In the secondary battery you have such opportunities. The
most pregnant field that I recognize at present for you to

explore is that of the transmission of energy to a distance.

You have all the data, and while you are making machines
for that purpose, consider the importance of them, I look

to see the day very shortly—I am surprised that it is not

now here—when the city of Cincinnati wilt be ablaze with

electric light. I admired your beautiful city to-day when I

walked through it for the first time—saw magnificent blocks

of buildings, wide streets, a busy population—lighted by
gas. I thought when the enormous development of this elec-

trical industry in other cities is considered, that you are

either too timorous or that you have not been brought to

understand the value of this new manifestation of the force.

I know the intelligence is here. I see by this assemblage
a desire to burst these bonds or trammels under which your
intellects and capital have been held for so long a time,

while other cities have been developing both. The night

before 1 left the city of Pittsburgh I wandered through the

streets of that town with a. friend, and I was amazed to see

the enormous development of electricity. I recall having
been there four years ago, and it was in about the same
condition that Cincinnati is to-day. I look to see next time

I visit you that you will have taken steps in the direction

towaid the use of this wonderful power, and that you,
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•gentlemen of the electrical society, will have been the means

to have enlightened the population of this city.

There are various uses to which this power can be ap-

plied that are vet in embryo, but there are several of them

to-dav offering the greatest inducements for the appHcation

of capital. When you consider that the gas lighting in-

dustry is the largest manufacturing industry in the world,

vou will see how readily the wonderful application of elec-

tricitv for the production of light will be the means of creat-

ine" a new industry, because only one fact is wanted—one

of those stubborn fact> which cannot be denied—and, if

you are fortunate enough to discover it, you will be the

means of changing the gas lighting industry into the elec-

tric lighting industry in an instant. Vou have simply to

improve the flame that is in this lamp to that extent that

vou will be able to produce twice as many candles to the

horse pOA-er. Do that, and you have in one night sup-

planted the largest industry in the world by another. Now
it is no cruel thing to say that I wish that will be done. I

do not sav it in a selfish spirit; but in this hall the air is

fresh and sweet, which condition is largely due to the ab-

sence of gas. We are accustomed, when we feel an evil

to which we have become habituated, to lose sight of its

being an evil, and we do not often recur to the fact; we try

to take it as one of those unavoidable things—just as when
we are fatigued—it is our poor human nature AVe have

admitted into our households in gas one of the most poison-

ous agencies that I can well think of. It is there to be

turned on at an instant by careless children and servants.

We are being poisoned by it all the time. Let one of you

trv to make a perfectly tight joint, and you will lind that it

becomes a high art. Vou cannot prevent the leakage of

gas. It will take place imperceptibly, ^^'e feel overcome

by a lassitude, and we do not know why—malaria! Nine

times out of ten it is gas. There is in gas of all kinds, and

in some of the most improved forms of gas, carbonic oxide,

which is highly poisonous, and if taken into our systems the

effects will gradually undermine our constitutions. That

is in an indirect way one of the disadvantages of gas. The
supplanting of that by electric light will be of great advan-

tage. Vou are to think of something to do away with that,

but as I sav. not altogether in a sellish way. 1-ilessed is the

man who makes money out of a desire to be a benefactor to

his fellow men. The whole axis of the world turns on the

exchange of commodities. He who introduces something

that is useful, that has shown itself to be of value in other

parts of the world, becomes a public benefactor. The
greatest manifestation of force which God has given tc- us,

which more than anything else of His handiwork resembles

Ilim, is eleclricitv. Take it and utilize it. and look upon
it as the coming means of changing the civilization of this

age. Vou have, gentlemen, a great deal of the future in

your hands, if you only utilize tlie means. It is a subject

o{ very great interest, and I am glad you seem interested

in it, and I hope what I have suggested in my feeble way
will be carried forward.

At the conclusion of Dr Moses' address after the pro-

longed applause of appreciation had subsided Professor

Thomas French, jr., was called upon. lie complimented

Dr Moses in the expression that he was not anxious to

speak, but preferred to depart ith the thoughts of the

previous speaker, to think o/er them quietly. He referred

to the phenomenal groA'th of electrical industry, and urged

the necessity of young men. through the medium of the so-

cietv, fitting themselves for the work ahead of them.

Hon Job Stevenson followed with a most happy off-hand

speech and Professor Snyder closed the literary part of the

evening's programme.
At the close of .the exercises in hall, those present wended

their way to the Palace Hotel, where a fine luncheon had

been laid in honor of Dr Moses. After the disposal of the

luncheon a few info, mal toasts were responded to.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes,

Nkw V'jkk, Oct. II.—The controversy regarding the

electric lights on the IJrooklyn bridge still continues, but it

now appears that they are likely to remain undisturbed for

a long time. District Attorney Walker has written a letter

to the attorney general, in which, after reviewing the law

and stating the facts in the case, he says: "It seems to me,

therefore, that two things at least remain to be done in or-

der to remedy the evils to safe navigation in the East River

by reason of improper lights upon the Brooklyn bridge.

First, congress must pass an act prescribing a punishment

for disobedience to the orders of the Lighthouse board; and

secondly, said board must make some definite orders re-

specting the subject." A representative of the Lighthouse

board admitted that no special regulations had been adopted

regarding the bridge, but said that this was never done in

the case of any bridge. The trustees were, however, sup-

plied with a copy of the general regulations, which were as

clear as day on the points involved in this controversy, and

the copy also included a colored diagram showing the exact

position of the required lights. President Howell, of the

bridge trustees, still insists that there is no necessity for

screening the lights, and that during the five years they

have been used no pilot's voice has been raised against

them, but that the protests made are from the same individ-

uals who opposed the construction of the bridge.

The Park commissioners have ordered the Urush Electric

Illuminating company to remove the tall masts in Madison

and Union square parks, which formerly supported clusters

of arc lamps. These tower lights were found to be unsatis-

factory for illuminating the parks in summer when they

were most neejded, by reason of the dense foliage under-

neath them.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Western

Union Telegraph company was held in this city on October

loth Although about three-quarters of the stock was voted

upon there were but four persons in attendance. Sam
Sloan was present to preside. John Terry came in, in time

for lunch, while Dr. Green and General Van Home, both

being actively engaged in the building, were of course on

hand. The annual report of President Green was handed

in, from which it appears that the increase in gross revenue

over the previous year was ^2,519,254.17, and in e.xpeodi-

lures ^1,485. 923. 64. leaving a net increase in earnings of

^1,033,230.53. The total additions to the plant were 14,-

561 miles of line and 91,607 miles of wire, and 1,583 addi-

tional and newly equipped offices.

The rierzog Teleseme company has sent a communica-

tion to the board of police protesting against the action of

the treasurer of the board in returning to the controller the

money which had bean appropriated for the purpose of

erecting electric signal boxes in the city for the use of the

police department, and demanding that the contract which,

it is claimed by the company, was entered into by the police

department ba recognized. The company is prepared to

put the boxes on the street lamp posts. The communica-

tion was placed on hie.

Andrew Radel, the ruling spirit of the Newark and South

Orange. N. J., Horse railroad, and his father have just re-

turned from a tour of observation of the different systems

of passenger conveyance, with a view to the adoption of

the best for that line. They were verj' much pleased with

the electrical system at Richmond, Va., and an application is

to be made. October iSth, to the South Orange trustees foi-

permission to introduce electricity for traction purposes. It

is estimated that the change in outfit will cost about $200-

000, which they think can be saved in about five vears. If

the South (")range experiment is a success, permission will

be asked of the council for its extension throughout the en-

tire line.

William Masterson, a collector for the Edison Electric

, Light company, has pleaded guilty in Part I, General Ses-

sions, to having stolen ^4,700 from the company, and Re-

corder Smyth sentenced him to four years in state prison.

The money was squandered in betting on horseraces. Mrs.

Masterson has sacrificed all her own property in order to

make good her husband's peculations.

The first regular meeting of the New Vork Electric club

for the lecture series of iSSS-'g will be held at the club

house, 17 East Twenty-second street, Thursday evening,

Oct. i3. The address will be delivered at S115 o'clock in

the assembly room by Capt. E. L. Zalinski, U. S. A. His

subject will be "Electricity Applied to Sea-coast Defences."

David J. Hauss, jr., recently of Cincinnati, is now in

this city, representing the Hauss Electric company, at 65

Murray street, where he has on exhibition a working model

of his electric street railway system, in which one rail is di-

vided into electrical sections 12 feet in length, supplied with

current from an insulated wire placed in the wooden stringer

underneath the rail. The opposite rail is used as a return

or ground. An automatic device in each section switches

the current to and from the motor as it passes from one

section to another. This arrangement is claimed to be su-

perior for city street railways where overhead conductors are

not permitted and underground conduits are expensive.

The model has been inspected by most of the leading street

railwav men in the city. P.

Detroit News.
Dii'i'K'nr, Oct. 13.—Dr. Charles H. Land of this city

has filed a caveat at Washington covering a process for

making gas from crude oil. If all that is claimed for the

process be true, it will effect a great saving in the mode of

heating and cost of fuel. The principle is to so arrange

the apparatus to which the process will be applied that air

will be supplied for the fire so as to bring about a complete

diffusion of oil by a series of tubes and pipes, the result of

which is perfect combustion. The heat can be made most

intense. This was illustrated here a few days ago. Less

than two quarts of kerosene or petroleum kept a muffle fur-

nace of fire brick, ten inches long and four inches in diam-

eter, at a temperature of 4,odo' for one hour, the only

draught being that afforded by an ordinary chimney. Dr.

Land is still at work on the process, and has already se-

cured several patents. He contemplates forming a company

to introduce it into iron, steel and brass foundries. It will

also be of great value to jewelers, assayers, dentists, and

the arts generally.

Articles of association of the Michigan Phonograph com-

pany, capital stock fooo.ooo, have been filed with the

county clerk. Levi Barbour, C, C. Bowen and others are

the incorporators. C,

Indianapolis, !nd.

Ind(anai'OL[s. Oct. 13.—The Jenney Electric company
reports a good business. Last week it shipped a 30 arc

light outfit to .-Vstoria, W. T., and closed a contract with

the Gas company at Sidney, O., for a 30 arc and 300 in-

candescent light plant.

One of the Indianapolis new papers is agitating the un-

derground wire subject. In last Saturday's issue it says:

"Interviews to-day with several of the leading electricians

elicited information which goes )'et further to prove the feasi-

bility of burying wires without the necessity of constructing

costly conduits," and gives as a practical illustration of

this fact a description of the way in which the Jenney Elec-

tric company has run its wires for the arc lights used along

the approaches to the new Union railway station. The
wires were first covered with a coating of okonite, then

wrapped with galvanized wire, and buried in a shallow

trench.

Several members of city council went to Lafayette, Ind.,

last week, on invitation of the jNIcNeal :_>treet Car company
to witness the operation of the electrical street railroad at

that place. At a special meeting of city council ifonday

night the McNeal ordinance was passed. Thii ordinance

allows the company to lay its tracks on certain streets in the

south part of the city; to use either overhead or under-

ground conductors and further stipulates that the company
shall operate an electric light system and place a 2,000 can-

dle power lamp at each street crossing along its lines, for

which the city is to pay 1^30 a year each.

The Brush Electric Light company have taken down the

90 feet towers erected some three or four years ago on

Washington street at the corner of Illinois and Pennsylva-

nia streets.

The Coleman Stove companv of this city has put in elec-

tric lights at its shops, and is working day and night to keep

up with orders.

One of the features of a political parade here to-day was a

large number of employes of the Jenney Electric company,

who carried staffs, each of which had an incandescent lamp

on the end.

At Anderson, Ind., the citv council, in special session.

October iith, ordered the removal of all telephone poles and

wires from the streets and alleys within fifteen days. This

action was taken as the Central Union Telephone company

had refused for more than a year to furnish service at the

legal rates prescribed by the laws of Indiana. M.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has sold an

incandescent plant to Leroy Payne, Chicago.

John Mohr & Sons, Chicago, have ordered a 25-light arc

plant of the Thomson-Houston company of Chicago.

The Thomson Houston company of Chicago has sold an
arc plant to the Armour-Cudahy Packing company. South
Omaha. Neb.

The St. Paul, Ga.. company has purchased fifty arc

lights of the Thomson-Houston company of Chicago as an
increase to the present plant.

The Brush Electric company hive sold to Carson Bros.,

Charlotte, N. C, through W. A. Wright, special agent, an
incandescent electric light plant complete.

W. A Wright, representing the Brush Electric company,
has sold to Granite Falls Manufacturing company, Granite

Falls, N C, an incandescent electric light plant complete
consisting of 22ji lights.

The Roaring Fork Electric Light and Power company,
of Aspen. Col., have recently ordered from th^ Brush Elec-

tric compiny, Clevelaod, Oh o, several 2,0'>D caudle power
Brush arc lamps, with which to increase their plant.

W. A. Wright of Greenvi le. S. C, representing the

Brush Electric company, has sold to the Virginia i: Nor-
folk Wheel company Richmond, \'a., an in';andescent

eUctric light plant consi'iting of a 75 light dynamo, with

full complement of lamps.

The Pennock Battery Electric Lights Improvement com-
pany is giving exhibitions of its system of operating incan-

descent lamps by primary batteries at the ofiice, no Quincy
street. Chicago. The room is fitted with several lamps of

different kinds. The light is certainly of marked brilliancy.

and the exhibition is atcracting considerable attention. The
company has already installed several plants in the city.

Among the recent sales made by John H. Reid, Chicago

manager of the Mather Electric company, are the following:

E. F. Wickert. Neenah, Wis., 500 incandescent plant;

Union Cold Storage & W^arehouse company. Sixteenth and
State streets, Chicago, 200 incandescent plant; A. G.

Spalding & Bros.. Chicago, 50 incandescent plant; George
Wrise lV Son, Wentworth avenue and Twentieth street,

Chicago. 75 incandescent plant.

The representatives of the electric lighting companies of

Boston conferred last week with the committee of the Bos-

ton Board of Fire Underwriters in regard to the adoption of

better insulation on the wires they have strung over tlie city.

The result of the conference was, according to the Slandaid

of that city, in a manner satisfactory. The electric light

men thought that much of the danger of wires crossing

could be obviated by the appointment of an inspector, by

the city, who would inspect and enforce the proper hanging

of telegraph and telephone wires.
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THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The East Harrisburgh Passenger Street Railwaycompany

of Harrisburgh, Pa., has ordered an additional equipment of

four cars of the Sprague system.

S. D. Green, electrical engineer of the Sprague company
of New York was in Boston last week superintending the

construction of the overhead system of the West End rail-

way, Brookline branch.

Last week the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor com-
pany of New York closed a contract with Nelson Bennett,

president of the Tacoma, W. T., Street Railroad com-
pany for the entire electrical equipment of that street rail-

way. The system will be the regular Sprague overhead,

with the small No. 6 wire as a working conductor, which is

a feature upon all the Sprague railways. The cars will all

be brilliantly lighted by electricity, will be furnished with
all the latest Sprague improvements, and will have the new
improved Sprague trolley vi'heel. The cars will all be pro-

tected from lightning by improved lightning arresters of the

latest pattern, which provide perfect immunity from this

source of danger.

THE TELEGRAPH.
Benjamin C. Higdon, night manager of the AVestern

Union Telegraph company's office at New Orleans, died

October loth.

The Postal Telegraph operators in New York have sent

a considerable fund for the Western Union telegraph- oper-

ators of Jacksonville. The subscription paper states:

"During the epidemic of 1878, 75 per cent, of the fraternity

who took the fever died. Wives were left widows, children

were left orphans, and in several cases whole families ^vcre

almost entirely swept away. The same fate has been with-

in the past few weeks the experience of several of our breth-

ren's families at Jacksonville."

Personal Paragraphs.

Jean A. Wetmore, representing the Okonite companv,
was in Chicago last week.

Mr. Jealous, electrician of the Washington mills, Law-
rence, Mass.. has gone to Paris to inquire into the electric

lighting of that city.

J. W. Johnson, formerly of the Northwestern Accumu-
lator company, has taken a position with the Western Elec-

tric company, Chicago.

W. J. Tipton, who has been connected with the electrical

department of the New Haven Clock company, has taken a

position with the Western Electric company, Chicago.

Frank Stewart, who left his position with the Western
Electric company of Chicago, has re-entered the service of

the company. He will represent the company in the sale of

electric light plants.

George A. Redman, superintendent of the Brush Elec-

tric Light company of Rochester, N. Y. addressed the

members of the Academy of Science, Oct. S, of that city

on electric light and power.

James L. Jayne of Jackson, Miss., has been appointed

agent for California and Nevada by the Sprague Electric

Railway & Motor company of New York. Mr. Jayne will

enter immediately upon his duties there. He is a young
man, thoroughly versed in electrical engineering, and will

be a decided acquisition to the company with which he is

connected.

Business Mention.

James W. Queen & Co. of Philadelphia, Pa., have issued

a ver)' large and complete catalogue of chemical apparatus.

The book numbers 364 pages, and is profusely illustrated.

There probably is not a stock of goods of this character in

the countryas complete as that carried by James W. (,)ueen &
Co., consequently purchasers have a very wide range to

select from.

The Southwestern Electric Supply company of Kansas
City, Mo., has just issued a catalogue, covering electric

light, telephone and telegraph supplies, electric annuncia-

tors, bells and burglar alarms, motors, gas lighting appa-
ratus and a line of general supplies. This company has

the southwest for its held, and can offer its present and
prospective customers a choice line of goods.

The Standard Underground Cable company of Pittsburgh,

Pa , has just issued a pocket handbook of useful informa-
tion regarding Standard underground cables. The book is

well illustrated and is valuable enough to warrant the asser-

tion that it should be in the hands of every cable user. The
copies intended for general distribution are bound In a
tough check with rounded corners, which will bear the hard
usage to which a constant pocket companion of this charac-

ter is subjected, while copies for special distrii ution are

bound in leather. The book is catalogued as *'No. 6."

W. W Munro, Chicago agent of the Baxter Motor com-
pany, has recently sold motors to the J-'h-wman publishing

company, of Moline, III.; the Porter company of MoHne,
and the iJaily Argns of Rock Island. Several orders have
recently been received from St Paul, which is becoming
an excellent field for motors. "We have just soil the forty-

fourth motor in Chicago," said Mr. Munro a few days
ago. They are used in seventeen different kinds of busi-

ness. Do you reali/.e that Chicago has taken hold of the

motor business more vigorously than any other city in the

country? Since the commencement of the business here

six months ago, a great many more motors have been sold

than during an equal period in any city in the country."

'I'he Standard Electrical works of (Cincinnati, O., nic en-

deavoring to keep up with the demand for liotel annuncia-

tors of the Iless style, The company iinds it diflicult to

do so, but is striving to do its best. It has on hand orders

for five annunciators of this type for hotels. 'J'iiis same

company has found it entirely out of the question to keep
up with its orders for pins and brackets. For six months
it has not caught up with the trade in this line. The
company holds the Cincinnati agency for the Okonite com-
pany, and among its recent orders for this wire received

one for the okonite used in the Brush plant now being in-

stalled in the splendid Chamber of Commerce building in

Cincinnati. The value of the wire sold for this plant is

placed at $2,500.

The Union Indurated Fiber company, New York, have
recently shipped some 50,000 feet of their pipe to the Bell

Telephone company of Philadelphia, This is now being
laid in Market street, and so much to the satisfaction of

the telephone company that they were ready to place an
order for some 200,000 feet more, which the fiber company
were obliged to decline on account of their inability to de-

liver rapidly enough. This pipe is described as pressed out
from wood fiber and treated so as to render it impervious.

Its advantages for underground work are obvious. It is at-

tracting much attention in Philadelphia, and a crowd of the
curious are constantly examining it as it Hes in the street.

The company have recently received a letter from General
Greely of the Signal Service, relative to the merits of thefiber-

ite battery jars furnished the department. These jars are

reported upon by Lieut. Frank Greene of the Signal Corps,
in charge of the telegraph division. Lieut. Greene con-
siders these fiberite battery jars an excellent substitute for

the glass ones which have been in use, as they will always
retain their shape, are much easier to keep clean and renew,
and are not liable to breakage from freezing or violence in

transit.

Electric Patents.
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,642. Mechanical Telegraph John B Bennett, In-

dianapolis, Ind.

674. Galvanic Battery. David ITumphreys, Cincin-
nati, O.

675. Galvanic Battery. David Humphreys, Cincin-
nati, O.

,676 Galvanic Battery. David ITumphreys, Cincin-
nati, O.

,677. Galvanic Battery. David Humphreys, Cincin-
nati, O,

,721. Dynamo Electric Machine. Nikola Tesia, New
York, N. Y.

The field magnet is wound with independent coils,

each connected with a source of alternating currents,

so that the magnetic poles produced by said coils will

be progressively moved through the field; the armature
core is wound with independent coils, each having ter-

minals from which currents are delivered to the indepen
t'ent e.\terna! circuits.

741. Insulator or Bracket Support for Electric Wires.
Thomas E. Adams, Cleveland, O.

The insulator is provided with a curved body having
a grooved head at one end and a canopy at its lower
end. The groove and the canopy are pri,ferably placed
in parallel vertical planes.

,748. Battery Eiectrode. Ploratio J. Brewer, New
York, N. Y.

,778. Electric Bell-Pull. Philander A. Harris, Pater-

son, N. J.

,795 Electrically Operative Lock. Gustave S. Neu,
New York, N. \.

.S02. Telegraphy. F. Tarvis Patten. Fort Sidney,
Neb.

,320. Regulator for Alternate Current Motors. Nikola
Tesla, New York, N. ^^

833. Hotel S'gnahng System. Albert Barrett and
Joseph Zentner, Kansas City, Mo.

Signals may be exchanged between the office and
the different rooms, while the clerk may send a general
alarm when danger threatening the guests should re-

quire it. Claim 6 reads "The combination of an
electric circuit, a split battery in said circuit, a local

normally open branch circuit a current indicator in

said branch, and switches in the main circuit for

throwing either section of battery into the branch cir-

cuit, whereby the strength of either section may be
tested, and current still be maintained on the main
line."

846. Globe for Electric Arc Lamps. William W.
Downing, Peoria, III.

891. Electrical Stop Mechanism for Knitting Machines.
Andrew M. Newlands, Gait, Ontario, Can.

903. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Albert L Rein-
mann, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The invention consists in employing a conductor,
the section passing through the glass being fiattened

through the greater portion of its length and of greater
width and less thickness through the portion within the
the globe. This secures the required firmness of the
leading, in wires withm the globe and secures a seal

through which the required currents may be trans-

mitted.

904. Electro Dynamic Motor. Elias E. Ries, Balti-

more, Md.
The invention consists broadly of a motor having a

divisibly wound armature and a commutator divided
into as many separate portions as there are separate
divisions in the armature winding. Also in a switch,

by means of which the various windings of the arma
ture may be connected or grouped to form as different

combnations between the windings as though sepa-
rate differently *vound armatures were used.

905. Electro-Dynamic Machine. Elias E, Ries, Bal-

timore, Md.

The invention consists more especially in the elec-

trical construction of the armatures thereof, which are
provided with two distinct sets of coils, one of which
is separable into a number of separate coils for the
production of desired effects. The machine is adapted
for use as a generator, motor, transformer, or as a
combined motor and generator, according to the pur-
pose to which the machine is applied.

The multiple winding is preferably placed on the
interior, with the series on the exterior, the armature
being provided with an iron core, and while the series

winding is rendered active by the line current enough
power will be developed in the machine, which in this

case is acting as a motor, for the purpose of propelling
the vehicle on ordinary grades.

390,906. Multiple Current Electric Generator. -Elias E.
Ries, Baltimore, Md.
The invention relates to apparatus for generating,

combining and distributing electric currents, and it

has reference to such as is designed to generate a plu-
rality of separate currents, each capable of supplying
a separate circuit, but arranged to be grouped in va-
rious ways for furnishing current of any desired char-
acter to one or more working circuits. The ninth claim
is: " The combination with two separate circuits sup-
plied with current from a source of electricity furnish-
mg multiple or divided currents which are substantially
equal, of a switch in circuit with said source and with
both of said circuits, and arranged and adapted to va-
riably distribute the current between the two circuits

in such a manner that the electromotive force rises in

the one as the current is diminished in the other, and
vice versa."

390,910. Coupling Dynamo Electric Machines for Elec-
tric Distribution. Oliver B Shallenberger, Ro;;hes-
ter. Pa.

390,911 Regulator for Electric Translating Devices. Ol-
iver B. Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa.

The invention comprises a plan of regulating the

current supplied in a system of alternate current dis-

tribution to translating devices—for instance, incandes-
cent electric lamps: " Claim 3. The combination of
translating devices, a source of electricity supplying
currents thereto, regulating coils, a core of magnet-
izable material common to all of said coils, the coils

having a portion of their length connected with ; aid

source in series with said translating devices, and a

portion connected to the source in parallel with the

translating devices, and means for varying the relative

lengths of the portions of the coils so connected
"

390,912. Apparatus for Synchrinizing Alternate Current
Dynamo Electric Machines, Oliver B. Shallenberger,

Rochester, Pa.

This patent shows means whereby the effects pro-

duced by currents derived from two machines which it

is desired to connect with each other may be compared,
so that the relative phases ma}- be noted The neces-
sity of handling currents of high potential in so doing
is avoided.

The third claim is as follows :
" The combination

of two sources of alternating electric currents, circuits

derived therefrom, respectively, and brought into in-

ductive relation to each other, and a single e'ectric in-

dicator comparing the effects of the currents in the

two circuits."

390,921. Carbon Contact or Commutator B:ush. Charles
Van Depoele, Chicago, III.

390,930. Synchronizing Electric (Generators. George West

-

inghouse, jr., Pittsburgh, Pa.

In general terms, the invention consists in coupling
the generators with their driving shafts through friction

yielding or other equivalent couplings which wilt allow

the armature of either generator to move with refer

ence to its driving pulle}' or with reference to the shaft

of the engine, as may be required to maintiin syn-

chronism with the other generators.

390,955. Dynamo Electric Machine. Julius Emmner, Jr.,

Washington, D. C.

The patent claims a ring or cylindrical armature
comprising a drum, a series of sections provided on
one side with a tongue or projection, and on the other

side with a groove entered by the tongue of the adja-

cent section and detachably connected thereto, the

grooves in the sections extending to one of the edges
of the sections in order that any one section may be

removed without displacing the adjacent sections.

The sixth claim follows: "An armature for dynamo
electric machines, comprising a drum and a series of ring

sections attached thereto, each section being provided

with a tongue and with a groove extending to the

edge."

390,960. Apparatus for Automatically Regulating the

Flow and Temperature of Fluids. George A Gustin,

Washington, D. C.

390,990. System of Electrical Distribution. Oliver B.

Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa
The invention consists in connecting a number of

translating devices in series with each other, and in

connecting in shunt circuit around each device a suit-

ably constructed reactive coil, and in thus dispensing

with the converters or potential reducing devices as

usually organized.

Claim I leads; " The combination, with a circuit

supplied by alternating electric currents, of two or

more incandescent electric lamps or other translating

devices connected in series therein, and reactive coils

connected across their respective terminals, the wind-

irg of each reactive coil being so related to the mass
of iron in its core that upon the interruption of the

current through any lamp a normal current is allowed

to pass to the other lamps by reason of the consequent

high magnetic saturation of the core of the correspond-

ijig rcaclive coil
"
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DYNAMOS and MOTORS.
Arc and Series, Incandescent

Lamps, Ammeters, Voltmeters,

Galvanometers, Lightning Ar-
resters, Switch Boards, Cut-Oats,

Electric Supplier, etc,

C. F. DUNDERDALE,
1 54 LaSalle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE.
A VANDEPOELE DYNAMO

With Ten (10) Arc Lamps
IX nOOD OlCltKR.

X>X*lGe, $850.00.
Apply to

LEROY PAYNE & CO.,
1 73 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

^^S^S^'f^?! SAMPLE SWITCH
i,MAILED TO ANY

ADDRESS
UPON

" RECEIPT
OF
$1.00.

^^^:!^^^£^
The Hartford Dynamic Co. Hartford Gonn.

A. A. McGreary's Reflector Shade
(I'.iTENTED.)

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE

IN ILLUMINATING POWER.
5 SIZTS for 10 to lOO C. P. Lamps.
SUSPEND D BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.

18and20Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.
Send for Ctroulai- B.

Agents for toe Canadas,

1 Messrs. AHEARN&SOPER, - OTTAWA, ONTARIO.

^>^-A

'V
>y:

The Electrical

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF̂

Construction Co.
ITRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTIi

Electric Lig-ht Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Soecisltv.

Tin K Belt

1 1 - 23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS. NEW YORK.

Friction Clutch Pulleys

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

BURR II dodge, 125 N. 51h St., Philadelphia.
Ir^vestlffate Before Buying.

THE "CLARK " IXTIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Un<lerwriters' Union, under date of March
29, 1886, he says : "A Thoroughly Reliable and I>esirable Wire in Every Respect."

The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables Is speclaliy chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be loaterproof, aud icill not deteriorate, oxidize or cracky and will remain flexible in extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, add and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single "Wires of all

gauged and diameter ot" insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
ID order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENRY A. CLARK, General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

vLON/^

TBAD E MAR K.

BMSCIES:-

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,

ManaJactnred for AEBIAIi, SUBMARINE and UNDEBeBOlTlKD USE. OKOKITE TAPE for making waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers CANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.

-CMcap, 42 LaSalle St,, Bostou, PMlaflelutiia, Omalia, iMeapUs, Ciucinnati, Loiiisiille, Kansas City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pisher's Qlectric [fjotors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

*= LECXRIC RiLIL-WTiLYS,

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
rMANUFACTURERS OF^

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Elecl^ric n^achines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, Asent,
154. LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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WE PATENT AND EXPLOIT
In Foreign Coiintries firBt-da?8 Electrical Inven-

tions which are new and oDemtivp, and have been
Uluarated by mo els and drawinge, but not pub-
lished in this country before being xatented
abroad. No espenee to the inventor ; ca 1 or write.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,

1007 Opem House Shell, CHICAGO, ILL

FRANCIS "W. PAKKER, Solicitor.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLT COMPLETE SET OF U. S.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

7007-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

I.W.COLBURN&CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

aiacliiiieN for Arc and Incandencent
Electric Iiis:htijDg, Electro -Plating
and Bxperimental Uhc.
Send for large lUnBtrated Catalogue, also Hand-

Dook of Iteafly Reterencp. vRHt-pockPt edition.

Standard Electaical Test Instruments,

Ammeters and Voltmeters of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CAICFENTIliB. HABTMAJVIV A CO.,

liiilvaiKiiiii'trrs, Uridgfs anil Klicostats liy all tin' I'roiiiiiidit MiikiTS.

CAir, Axi> s-VAMiiaF:.

jAxxxess w . Qtieeaa. cfc Co.
924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Protect iii Armatures
It is a matter oi everyday experience among Elec-

tric Light men that Armatures are frequently burned

out entirely, or seriously injured by the short circuiting

of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of

the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System"
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-

dress

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.,

«r EL,ECTRIt'AL,SrPPI.T CO.,

171 Baiidolpb Street, ChlcBgo.
See letter of recommendation from electrician Chi-

cago Arc Light & Power Co., on aduertising page xiii

W£STERH ELECTRICIAN Juitt 28. 1888.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
-MANUFACTT^RKRS OF—

Hard j{ubber goods for Electrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Catalogue and Prices furnished on application.

Sealed Proposals
FOR

LigMiDgtlieCitywitli Electricity.

Mayor's Office,
Natchez, Misw., Aag. 37th, 1888.

Notice is hereby given that eesled proposals

will be received at the office of the City Clerk nn-

ti) la O'clock M., November 1st, 18S8,
for lighting tbe etreets, alleys, commons or parks

of the city, witb electricity, io accordance with

plan end specifications to be placed In the City

Clerk's ofQce, for the period of fiv<' 3 ears, that le

to say, that portion of the city now lighted with

gas, from tbe 1st day of March, A. D., 1889, and

that part lighted by coal oil lamps, from the Ist

dayof June, A. D., 1889.

Each bidder is required to file with his bid a

detailed statement of the number and location cf

the plants then in operation, of tbe particular

system which he proposes to establish In Natchez

if BoccesBful in bidding, and to specify as to each

plant so in operation whether it la the one orig-
inally established in stich locality or has been
Bubttitatdd for some other prevlonslyin n9e, and,
If a substitute, then for what system.
The saccessful bidder will be leqoired to enter

into good and euflicient bond, of such penalty as
Ih** Mwyor and Aldermen t-hall hereafter fis, con-
ditioned that be will erect and have ready for nee
the electrl'^ plont, and begin the lighting of the
city therewith, on tbe dates hereinbefore stated.

I'he Mayor and Aldermen reserve the right to
reject any or all bids.

W. H. MAIityEKY,
Mayor of City of Natchez.

EuGENH F. Phillips,
President.

W. H, Sawtke,
Sec'y and Electrician.

PROVIDENCE, R. i.,

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

Insulated Electric Wires,

s

Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wire r

Magnet Wire, Paleni Rubber-Covered i

Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-
ible Cordage, Office and

Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND andAERIAL CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 18 Cortlandt St.

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

The H. M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTUilERS OF

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles.

Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Oflit-c> and Hill at OH<oda. llidi.
Exclusive Selling Agent: G. A.. Harmuunt, Western
Agent Electrical Departmeat New Haven Clock Co.,

Hlf) Waha^h Aveinii'. I'tilcann

Chicago Electric Club.

There -will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, Octo.

ber 29 at 8 ociock, atthe rooms of the

Club, 123-134 Clark street.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,

505 Delaware St.,

KANSAS CITY, - - MO.,
GEXERAl. ACE3ST8 FOB

Patrick & Carter's Bells, Annnnciators,Bnrglar Alarms, Etc., Etc.

And are prepared to make nrompt deliveries from stock at Manufacturere' Prices.
We make a specialty of all kinds of Sippliee for Electric Lighting Companies, and solicit yoar corres-

pondence. We are now preparea to execute all kinds of Repairing for Dynamos, Lamps,
or Electrical Apparatns of any deacriptioTi, wnd wonld respectfully solicit

orders in this department.

J. B. YOUNG, President and Treas. e. K. JAMISON, Vice-President.

^ sf

r<

SOLAR CARBON ^ MFC. COMPANY,
Office, No. 69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA. ~;

Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas. Process Patented, p^,

BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.

Western Office, i 75 Randolph Street, Chicago. Special Discounts on Large Orders. "°'*!«t~Si2i

SOHEISrEOT^DY, IST. Y.,
MANUFACTUHERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Gords jnd^Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY, General Sales Agent, i9 Pey Street. Mew York.
PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. tA. F , Volts 1.44.
Inlernal Resistance, Ohms. 0,32.

Sr^llKrll<^tl^n Guarnnl(;ed.
Illl^tll^Ht TtHlIlllODllllB.

U'lllTK FOEI'RIfrl! AND ClUCULAIt TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Street, N. Y,

VIiuHm Illiiiiin'r, Miiniiger.

Totiu had alHO iil,

Calltornia Electrical Works,
San Francisco.

FOR ANYTHING

In the lAno of

Tenuerature

Reflation,
I'^ltlior PariiiicoM

or
Htt^iLiii llfatfi'N

In Hitii.4fiH, or for
HiJi;cliiI App.'trutuH,— afl'lnvjy

Tbe Quioo Aatotnatic Hoat Begulaliog Co., EUIBA, \.\'.

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

/Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Send for Catalogue.

GEO. H. BLISS,
DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

ELECTRICAL EXPERT
EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE $3.25.

B, LYMAIi,
Electrical Supplim

Clevelai

Ohio.
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"G.iC." ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.

90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAISD OFFICE; 19 Pearl St,, BOSTON.

CHICAGO OFFICE; 185 Dearborn Street.

NEW OKLEANS OFFICE: 25 Oarondelet Street.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BJLRE JLITO INSXJI-iLXElD ViriRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, hlg-hest conductivity- Copper IVIagnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted

Cords for Incandescent Lighting-. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "KK^ LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AKD TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: water bury, con n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent. THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE RwOKtRY, CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT.

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Send for Price-List.

1 8 Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

George P. Barton,
LAW OFFICE,

CHICAGO, ILL.

electric Light Re|>yiring. General Machine JoD-work, Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

225 Dearborn Street
patent and trademark cases.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, g.'A^.J6~Flgtu.^ER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

O.F. ANNETT, Prest. S. F. FENTON', VIce-Prest. aod Treaa. CHAS. SIDNEY SMITH, Seo'y

Hotel and House Annunciators.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire nnd Datter'es,

The United Electric Co.

Electriqal Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, - UTAH.

The Standard Carbon Co.,
B ^^B^^ SUCCESSORS TO THE ^^^

Bo\iltorL, Cle-u-eland., and Crvsta.1 Carbon Companies.
CJ Ij IE! AT ES Ij jSL Iff I> , OHIO.

TELEPHONES
FOR PRIVATE I.INEl!$.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has stood
the teats and held ont and given eadafactory

eervice for the past eight years.

Send for llluslrated Catalogue and Prices.

ElEfTRIC.\l GOODS OF EVERY IIESCRIPTION.

Elgin' %ke andMrnl Supply Coi,

Room 7, Hubbard Blkjlfrin, III, U.S. A.

DO NOT BE DECEIVED
By imitations marked Leclanch^ Disque or Disque Leclanch^.

The term " Disque " was formerly used by us to designate a

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1 and size No. 2.

It has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

THe CELEBEATIE

GENtrrNE GONDA POROUS CELL
BATTERY UOMPLEFE,

TRADE

GONDA Is ttie fieDnine Balleiy.

It is unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever name called, and is immeasurably superior in

efficiency and durability.

Insist upon being furni-shftil with tlie Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and if your dealer does not keep it send to us

direct for prices. Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it is stamped with the word Gonda.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO., 149 West 18th St., New York.
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CEHTRiLL
Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds ol

42 T-msl

DOISTIC APPAEiTDS, lEOS, ffOOB BOIMD SKELETON BELLS,

mmmi m% i\m mw cup, and all mii batteeiss,

Annunciator Wire, Donble Pointed Tacks, Floor Grooves, Insnlating Tape,

BOSTON ELECTRIC CELEBRATED AUTOMATIC AND PENDANT BURNERS.

Speaking Tube Materials of Every Description at Lowest Prices.

WE HAVE A FULL STOCK OF GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLIES.
Special attention given to mail orders.

GILES A2^TXI-M:JLG]S^EXIC SHIELID FOR -HTAXCHES.
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Sliield & Watch Case Co.

Oeniiemen : — Your An ti-Magnetic s'-^^"
Shield for watches cannot be over-esti- ^-
mated. It is now very near eight months ^
that I have worn my watch, and to-day Sl

it is (without correcting time) about one %
minute slow. Considering the fact that v

I am every day near dynamo electric r
machines in our regular business, the ^:
test could not be harder. I could never '5

-

have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec- -

tricity, not only electricians, but every- U
one who needs the correct time, should fi^

have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good |:v_

deal of practical utility, as well as pleas- '-L-

ure, can be derived from a good time- ''--—

keeper. At present, I look upon a watch ^^^r
without a shield as a thing incomplete, "'^^

and so it is. Very ResjjectfuUy,

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
'

Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic dlaturbances.
Send for descriptive circular.

" * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to he ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan I know that could succeed.

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept. , Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of verj'^ great importance to horologisls

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and line adjustmeuts and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading

magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

DIVIDED POWER!
( COSTS TO PURCHASE

SHAFTING -
•^***?'*> TO maiktaihi "J

VERSUS THE ;

\ Westinghouse

'

"1 COSTS TO liTBRICATB .

{ COSTSTO DRIVE ) ESrWIBfE.

Independent Engines convert their whole

power into merchantable product.

TAKE THE ENGINE TO THE WORK,
NOT THE WORK TO THE ENGINE.

THE WESTINUHOIISE MACHINE GO,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR CO.,
Represented by Koberto Boker & Co., City of Mexico, Mes.

Stevens, Corwin &. Co., 118 Chambere St., New York City.

Wi li houeee in Panama, C. A., Lima, BueDos Ayres, Guayaquil
and Valparaiso, S. A.

I

^VKSTlI»UHwi:»l!:, CUUuCH. I^I^UIC & CO.
17 Cortlandt Street, New York. 97 Fitttt Avenue, Pittsburgh.

I

156 and 1."'8 Lake Street, Chicago.

I M. R. MUCKIiE. JR.. & CO. (Itep. W., C, K. *Co.)

!
608 Chestnut street, Philadelphia.

: FAIBBADIKS & CO.
> 302 & 304 Washington Ave., St. Louis. 312 Union Ave., Kansas

,

City. 1330 Seventeenth Street, Denver.

I
F. C. AVER. (Representing F. & Co.)

1619 Capital Avenue, Omaha.
' tiEO. 31. DII^I/EY & SONS. (Representing F. & Co.)

1 Pine BluSe, Arkaneae.

UTAH AXD HOKTANA MACHINERY CO.
> 259 South Main Street, Salt Lakft City.

East Granite Street, Butte, Montana.

PABKE & liACY.
3123 Fremont Street, 6an Francisco.

I 33 and 35 North Front Street, Portland, Ore.

THE J>. A. T03IPKIKS CO.
j 36 College Street, Charlotte, N. C.
: 45 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

i RORT. MIDDIiETON. (Representing The D. A. T. Co.)

• Mobile, Ala.

1 H. I>IJ»I/EY COLEHIAN & CO. (Representing The

,
D. A. T. Co.) New Orleans. La.

: KEATING I3IP. & MACHINE CO. (Representing

I The D. A. T. Co.) Dallas, Texas.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Ofi High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTURED BY

WOODBURY ENGINE

COMPANY.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

PLAIN SLIDE VALYE
AND

Double Valve Medlnin Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines
AND

TUBULAR BOILERS.
"^P'e^ mTii^ JST'" '

I III I,!

i^i^ W-y "^HPBSN ',

I III
AddreBB theMfliiufacturereat

Pijifeih^*'* 652 Mill Street, ROCHESTER, N. L
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irOTICE
rS HEREBY GIVEN THAT

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY
HAS LEASED

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.

AND THE

Sa'wyer-Maxi Electric Go
And will hereafter conduct the business of those two Companies.

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC CO.,

510 to 534 West 23il Street, New York.

This Company is the Exclusive Agent for the S'ale of all Apparatus made by the

THOMSOMOUSTON ELECTRIC CO., OF BOSTON,

FIRST.—For ne-vr installations for central stations using' both arc and incandescent lig'Iits,

\7here more tban eig'ht incandescent lig-hts are used to one arc lig-lit, and all extensions
of such plants.

SFCOND.—All direct current plants of more than 25 lig'hts' capacity.

THIRD.—All high tension alternating- current apparatus in combination -vrith converters,
for isolated lighting in "Ne-w England.

FOURTH.—All alternating current incandescent apparatus not in combination with
converters, which includes what is known as I the THOMSOK-HOUSTON COMPENSATING
ALTERNATING SYSTEM.

All orders for THOMSON-HOUSTON apparatus as Indicated above mnst be addressed to the

SAWYERMAN ELECTRIC CO.
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DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-DOOK.

By F. B. BADT.

100 pages; 70 illustrations; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x^ inches.

Designed for Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers.;

Just the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for electric lighti

installations. The only book of the kind in the English language.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Elementary Da'i'a- page.

The Electric Current, Chapter I --- i, 2

Ohm's Law, Chapter II 2

Work, Chapter III -,-- --- 2

Conductors and Insulators, Chapter IV _ 2

Direction of the Current, Chapter V 3, 4

Detector Calvaiiometer and Magneto Bell,

Chapter VI ---- 5. ^. 7

Akkangement of Power—
The Dynamo Room, Chapter VII S

Motive Power, Chapter VIII S

Shafting and Pulleys. Chapter IX_ 9

Foundations for Dynamos, Chapter X — 9, 10

Belts, Chapter XI 10

Dynamo Electric Machines—
Description of the Dynamo, Chapter XII 11

The Continuous C^lurrent Dynamo, Chap-

ter Xni II, 12, 13, 14

The Series Dynamo 11, 12

The Shunt or Derived Circuit Dynamo— 12, 13

The Compound Dynamo 13, 14

The Alternating Current Dynamo, Chap-

ter XIV. ._ 14, 15

Preparation of a Kew Dynamo for Operation,

Chapter XV 15. 16

Starting a New-Dynamo, Chapter XVI 16

Keeping a Dynamo in Good Order, Chap-

ter XVII. .1 12

Brushes, Chapter XVIII 17, 18,90

The Commutator,Chapter XIX . 19, 17

PAGE.

Repairs, Chapter XX __ 20, 21

To the Armature 20, 21

To the Field Magnets 21

Testing the Wire Coils of a Dynamo for Con- ,

tact Against Iron, Chapter XXI 21, 22, 23, 24

Diseases of Dynamos—
Non-generation of Current by the Dynamo,

Chapter XXLI 25, 26

Excessive Sparking of Commutator and Brushes,

Chapter XXIII 26,27

LamPS-
Arc Lamps, Chapter XXIV 23, 29, 30, 31

Suspension of Arc Lamps, Chaptei XXV 31

Trimming and Cleaning Arc Lamps, Chap-

ter XXVI ___ 32

Incandescent or Glow Lamps, Chapter XXVII. 32, 33
Multiple Arc System, Chapter XXVIII .- 33

Multiple Series System, Chapter XXIX 33, 34, 35

Series Multiple System, Chapter XXX .- 36

Arc and Incandescent Lamps on the Same Cir-

cuit, Chapter XXXI _ 36, 37 3S

The Alternating System, Chapter XXXII 38

Instruments—
Current Indicator or Ampere Meter, Chap-

ter XXXIII. 39

Pressure or Potential Indicator, or Voltmeter,

Chapter XXXIV.. 39. 40

Current Regulator, Chapter XXXV 40, 41

PAGE. (

Switches, Chapter XXXVI 41, 42 .

Safety Devices, Chapter XXXVII 42, 43 1

Lightning Arresters, Chapter XXXVIII 43, 44 1

Ground Detector, Chapter XXXIX 45, 46 .

Switch-Board, Chapter XL-_ __ 46, 47 1

Circuits or Leads—
Outdoor Leads for Arc Lighting, Chap-

ter X LI 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53

Outdoor Leads for Incandescent Lighting,

Chapter XLII 53, 54

Arc Circuits Inside of Houses, ChapterXLIII. 54

Incandescent Circuits Inside of Houses, Chap-

ter XLIV 55, 56, 57

Size of Wires for Incandescent Lamp Installa-

tions, Chapter XLV _ 57, 58,70

Testing, Chapter XLVI _ 5S

59

Accumulators—
Accumulators, Chapter XLVII..

Safety Regulations—
Rules of the Boston Underwriters' Union

60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66 p(

English Regulations G6, 67, 68 ''

Abstract of the Chicago Electric Light Laws.. 68, 69 n

Table of Electric Light Conductors 70

Lamp Lighting Schedule— Moonlight System. 71-82

Construction Tools 83-89

Pries, Postapte Pre-paid to any address in United States or Canada, $1.00.

Address

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Publishers,

e Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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:Dyia.SLm.o and. Cylinder Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery. By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of tlie West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

United states Glectric Fire Alarm (Jo.

EVART, MICHIGAN.

PEOPKIETOKB OF THB

Chase Police and Fire AlariTelegrapIi

SYSTEMS,

The most Efficient, Durable and Re-

liable now in use, and giving

entire satisfaction in dif-

ferent cities and

villages in the United States.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Asent for the 1.A.W BATTERY.

727 FILBERT STREET. - PHILADELPHIA.
FRANKLIN S. CARTER. CIIAS. M, WILKINS.'

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WARD V/IIKINS.

PARTRIGK & CARTER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN'EVtRY DESCRIPTION OF '

LliijIIilljllL uLilL
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING ARgARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WOWK.
We publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, and will forward to any address upon

application.

N. B.^When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "ElectricBell" or " General
jupply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trads inclose business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

F'orest City Electric ^STork.s.
Manufacturers of CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 A

Quick Make and Break
trolled by the Handle

CorreBpondence

Solicited with

Electric Light

Companlea.

W. B. CLEVELAND, Proprietor, 183 SENECA STREET, CLEVELAND, 0.

SOLE AGENT IN THE U.S.

FOR

P. CARDEW'S
PATENTED

VOLTMETERS

30 to 80, 120 or 750 V.

(By 1 Volt.)

Can be kept continnonaly In
circui'a, either alternating or
straight.

Do not Kequire Recal-
ibrating.

30 to 120 V. Instruments

in Stock, $65.00.

THEO. MACE,
HARRISON. K.i.

ALUMINOUS

INCANDESCENT
P-iTEKTED.

With or Without

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or shape of bulbs.

LAMPS FITTED TO ANY CAP
THAT MAY BE SUPPLIED.

Special Prices Made for Large Orders.

Vitrite and Lnminoid Co.
Pending Re-nrganizaCion of this Company,

the works are carried on by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver
HARRISON, N. J.

'

Half-size Cut of Standard Size and Suape.

CICICA.OO OFFICE:
Metropolitan Bnildlns:. Room 11. 00 M. tR C.-P.

TheJrushQiectrlcUompany
-OF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

IicaifiSBfi Etefflc iBlii

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
No. 130 Washington Street,

AXiEXANDEK KFStPT,

Special Agent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
Ko. '.iOl Journal Baildin»,

O. C. STKELK,

Special A.^ent

WATERHOUSE SYSTEM
-OF-

Arc and Incandescent Lighting,

Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

Multiple Arc Incandescent Lighting.

Our Instantaneous Automatic Regulator protects Lamps
and Dynamos, and saves power. Gold Medal awarded, Me
chanics' Fair, Boston, 1887, for perfection in regulation of
current. Most perfect and economical System in the field.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.

WATERHOUSE ELEC. & MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

Chicago Office, 154 La Salle St.

E3XjE30TI=«.io IjIOht? o-A.rt:BCDr«a"s.

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE 154 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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RECEiPT:-Select ten of your neighbors who have no electric bells

in their houses--you are sure of a contract from one of them. Re-
peat this operation as often as you need work. Please write us if

this does not have the desired effect.

A CUSTOMER WRITES:

"I had lost all faith in

electrical bells until, by

chance, I read of your

Diamond Battery, and

used it. Have had no

trouble since."

A CUSTOMER WRITES:

"We can say that in

the past we have used
and experimented with
every other battery
made, but now use only
the Diamond Carbon
Battery, and will use no
other as long as we can
get it."

THE DUMOND CARBON BATTERY

TELL

Mr leiiior

To Get Rid of that

cow BELL
OIM THE

DiningTaWe

The electrical SUPPLY CO.

FACTORIES:
JLnsckcijl, Conn.

BRANCH OFFICE:
505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CBI^XI-BRAXEO WATER ^VHllEL. as particularly adapted to their use.

on account of its remarlcaUly steady motion, ]iig:li Speed
and Rreat Effieiency, and large Capacity, for its diameter,
being donble the I»0"\veD' of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the econom-
ical use of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, of use-
ful effect guaranteed.

S^NB FOB CATAI^OtilTE AXD PARTI€riiARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no geaiZ are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VICXOR

XCRIfill^'EiSi arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes", End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

8TILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., - DAYTON, OHIO.

WM. CARRETT, President. CHAS. S. BRiTTON, Vice-Pres't. H. E. HAYES, Treasurer. C. L. RODMAN, Acting Sec'y.

THE GLOBE CARBON CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
CARBONS

0£B.ce AXLca. Worls-s

,

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS, BATTERIES, ETC.
C. cto r». H.. H.. U'CTCLjTaD JST.A.TIOia-

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated LigMing, Railroad Car LigMing,

Street Car Propnlsion, Long Distance Ligbting.

Inquiries from Nobtheen Illinois, Eastern Iowa,
Wisconsin and Minnesota should te addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory.

Northwestern Electrical Accnmnlator

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamp?,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmulator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

INDORBED
Thomas A. Edison, Elihu Tlomson, N. S. Possons, Edwin J. Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.

Send for Pamphlet "AKE YOn POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadway, H. Y.

Ijelsler ^lectrlc [ight (Jo.

809-817 S. 7th street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

manueagtckers of

The Heisler Patent Incandescent
Electric Light System.

The only and original Alternating Current Long
Distance Single Wire Incandescent.

We have built 24 Cen-
tral Station Incandescent
Plants within one year,

all of which are on a pay-
ing basis.

This System combines
successfully the illumina-
tion of the streets with a

general supply of light for

stores and houses.

Any desired distance can
be reached at small cost

;

No. 8 American Gauge
Copper "Wire being used
for the outside line, No. 11

for indoors, for any num-
ber of lights of any size

from 20 to 200 c. p. lo-

cated anywhere on the line.

A perfect automatic regu-
lation adjusts for every

variatmn oi tlie load from the full capacity to one single light. We do not need

transformeis, distnbutois, safety catches, lesistance boxes or any other electrical

contrivance for distribution or safety.

Special attention is called to the superior advantage of this system for econ omical

management. To its flexibility, no mathematical calculation being required for wiring

or alterations of circuits. To its production of nearly double the candle power to the

H. P., as compared with any other system.

We can furnish substantial proof that our system is a successful competitor against

all present methods of illumination.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LICHT COMPANY,
IFort W ayxio, XxicLiAZLA.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM

OF

INCflNDESCENT UGHTIMG,

AND THE

JENNEY SYSTEM
OF

ARC LIGHTING.

The Most Carefully Worked-

out and Complete Alternating)

System of Electric Lighting in
1

Existence.

Armatures and Converters]

Guaranteed' 12—16 Candle Power \

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse
j

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.
FORT WAYNE, IND.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 185 Dearborn St., First Floor,

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
242, 244 EAST i 22d STREET.

PHIUADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,

G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CITY OF IWIEXICO OFFICE. F. Adams, Successor.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
^ffiGfi ef-

Sengel & Sghulxe.

00 ^HAHO^AH® AHD iHon HOQse:,^

AGRIEULTURAL. i IMpLEMEIWS.i AND * pCHipRY,

No. 617 Garrison Avenue. ^ort Q,mitH, Qlrrk.,,,-
March 29

GO

:,^

CO

Van Depoele Electric M'n'f g Oo,,
Chicago, n.1.

Dear Sirs:-
We have now been using your system of arc lighting for

the past three years. We have had no trouble and very little
expense and have given the very best of service to our consumers.
We regard your system of arc lighting the beet that we have seen
and we have examined the several kinds' now in use.
Our consumer^ are all pleased. We have heard no complaints
concerning these, whatever. We are running from 50 to 60 lamps
continuallyand we find no wear and tear on the machines worth
mentioning. We take great pleasure in writing you this inform-
ation and if wo can be of any service to you in recommending your
system of lighting to any ona contemplating the erection of an
electric light plant you will have the liberty to use our name and
we will cherfully give such information as may be wanted touching
the practicability and economy of your system.

Very sespeetfully.

OO

nanuructiiiM'tl mill
for Mule onl.> Uy VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

'

5, 1 7, 1 9 & 2 1 NORTH CLINTON ST.,

CHICACO, ILL.
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY,
—lL42fUTACTURHK3 OF

—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC. '

Sesd for Catalogue akd Pk;ce List-

729 Broadway, New York.

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsburgrli, Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Company,
Genera: Offices, No. 708 PENM. AVE.. PITTSSUBaa, Pa.

Bnneli Offices

i

Kew 7ork, Telephone Bnildlsg^ Cortlasdt Ctrset.

a. L. Wiley Uanager.
Chicago, 139 East Uidisoa Street, F. Z. Desea>

hardt, Uaoagsr.

maxttfacturees of
lO or

The |l|aring)|nti'|nduction^ Bunched Cables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power: L'oderground, Siibmartne

and Aeilal

LIGHT LEADED CABLES FOR HOUSE USE.
Weatherproof Line Wire, Underwriters'. Annunciator and Cffice Wire,

Five Years of Uniform Success Enable us to Guarantee our Cables

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Electric Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone,

Railwa, and all other ^^^^ £„cased Wires.
Branches of Signaling.

Aerial Use.

All Sizes Subterranean Use,

Submarine Use

Concealed Wiring in all Locationi.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen! Mgr.. 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

AMERICAN

[eather [ink Belt Co.

SPECIAL

OYNAMO^BELT!

Chas. a. Schieren i Co.

Manuiacturers and Sole »gen".s.

47-51 Ferry St., New York.

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

The CALIENDER
8 Cortii

rNSHLATrNG and
WATERPROOFING

18 Cortland St., NEW YORK.
COMPANY,

MAKUFACTUREES OP

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSDLATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. BURDICK, 68 Commerce Building,

General Western Sales Agent, CHICACO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Buildera of High Grade Self-Coutalned

Antoitic Giit-Of Enpes,
SFBOIALLT ADAFTBD FOB B,XrSWX&

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other dnt7 requiring cloBa

regalatlon of apeed.

"Wbrtsbn Oftiob axd Wabshoomb:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, IH.

WM. A. HAMHETT, Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C B B A

86 Federal Street. 416 Urch Street,

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA.

46 S. Canal St.. CHICAGO,

'i;i<mmm^:^^-^''-i'''^'('

CUT SHOWING STVLE OF INSULATION,

^.—Copper Wire. B. 5.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. CI—Braided C

•aturated with a Stacks Wrather-Proof Composition. ,.-«—.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. PureElt*-

trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

( 19 and 21 Cliff St., New York. FACTORIES:
j 64 Washington St.. Chicago. Ills. ANSONIA. COMII.WAREROOMS:

Dakibx "W. Mabmok, President.

ADDI80S H. JJORDTKK, Y(ce-Pre3ldent,

Chasles D. JE^SET, Electrician.
Beaiitard Robison, Secretary.
Aaos K. HoLLowiLi., Treasurer.

ORDTKK, Y(ce-Pre3ldent. ^^^^ .^0^^ ^_^

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole Owners of all ll.e PMeMs and lavenilona of Charka D. Jenney (known as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Mannfacturers of his

Improved Oyn^nio, [amp ^
Electric (l|otor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting

the Jenney System leads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In these eoaeattals It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants for Cities, Companies or Individuals,

Prices Fohnisheo for the Jenney Arc or Incan-

descent Systems, or for both comeined.

The Jennes Incand08c.;iitDynamOB are self-regulattng,

and permit the turning on and off of one or all of the Lamps

at win.

Tills Cimpmv gives special attention to fumlaMng mas,

Shops, Facarles. etc., lei h IntlMdual Plants.

,i
BT m iiH fiufiiti iiiiisiiiTiiE 111 otstiiiiiii; tie sisteb. -a

'i OFFICE AX0 WOBKS:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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w
The Thomson-Houston ElectriG Go

EASTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.
WESTERN OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOR

. I|rc-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
show^n their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Beat Arc-Light. Louiavllle, 1883,

First Prize : Beet System of Arc-Lighting,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

Electric )|rc-tighting

This Company was given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect ana 1

durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all elzesifor the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent Llehtlns and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

^dison flectric |jight (Jo.
THIS COMPANY IS THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS

AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially Successrul

IDETHOO OF eenERIC EDECTRICm; DISTitlBUTIOn.

Aa evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Caoitat, $2,500,000, 4 Stations : Capacity. 1B0.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital, $750,000, 1 Station ; Capacity 40,000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations; Capacity. 50,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000, 1 Station: Capacity, 60,000

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under constmction a station capacity far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station

Industry as an investment.

WEITE FOR PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANGER AND MORAl.

For information relative to Central Station BosInesB, apply to the

Hdisoxi Hlectric I^ierlit Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated p^o'I?!!.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Edisod PcmiT uiis Rejected iidd Pur Our,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

IKDORBED
BY

Thomas A. Edison, Elihu Thomson, N. S, Possons, Edwin J. Honston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.

Send for Pamphlet "ARE YOD POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadway, H. Y.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 li^per H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H, P., equals BtYtt per H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCUKATE TESTS. NO COMMENTS FOK PAETICULAES, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2 f 9 LA SALUE ST. | CHICACO.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Railways,
Speed,
Endurance,
Economy.

The Daft Motors for Power Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mention the Western Electrician.
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THE T%n«ElCf3«A.i:- C3A
Cle-u-eland., Oliio.

MANUFACTURERS OF -*

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS '»>BATTERY MATERIAL.

ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST,

I

81 LAKE ST.,
1

109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. I

NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and pouier Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

lARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screening!

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENGINEERING CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COIVIPLETE STEAIVI PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

SPECIAIiTIES ;—The Armington & Sims Eneine, Steel Boilers, Jarvis Furoace, Standard
Rocking and ShefBeld Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pamp, Kortlng Injector, etc.

SEND FOB liATEST CATAliOQU£l*l.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAQE CATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated Lighting, Railroad Car

Street Car Propnlsion, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from Nobthekn Illinois, Eastern Iowa,
Wisconsin and Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory,

Hortbiestern Electrical Accmnnlator Company,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages ot this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

THE LAW BATTERY,

mvn

FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylinder, one within

the other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the

market. Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is gunmnteeil
for ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,

instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore. The cover is of blue glass and
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.

Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected
against corrosion.

a7zzx:!S3E: .a-xix: x>x:c::xx3x:x3 xxwEFxioTT'xzivEEsiNr'X'is.
Do not be so foolish as to buy a Prism, Porous Cup, or oth^r perishable neffative element battery,

when one can be had which is PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING. And do not waste
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly
coming and going, but buy the " Law," which has stood the test of eight years,

LAW TELEPHONE CO., 112 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast : GEO. L. HENZEL, San Francisco, Cal.

S. A. PLUMMKE, Pkebident,
F. B. PBE8T0N, Vice-Piies. ANDTsEis.

BOARO OF I»IReCTORI«.
Gen. R.A.ALGER. T.WILLIAMSON. C.A.WARREN.
S. A. PLDMMBR. P. B. TROUT. C.U.THOMPSON.
E.C.BROWN. A.WOODWARD. P.B.PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Secbstakt.

FRANK B. TROUT, Superintendent.

THE WOODWARD ELEOTRICAL COMPANY,
For Light and

Power Pnrposes,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY
Estimates for furnishing plantei can toe had on application to

For Light and

Power Pnrposes.

F. B. TROUT, \
°"''=^S' ^3 ^"S""'*! St., CAMPAU BUILDING. ) IICTDniT HIPU

1
Factory, Corner 13th and Woodbridge Sts.

^ UC I IIUI I I IfllUlllCeneral.Manacer.
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Sprabue Electric Railway and Motor Go.

MOTORS ADAPTED TO THE USE OF ALL KINDS OF MACHmERT.
Simple in Construction.

Special Winding for constant speed.

Not liable to get out of order.

Bearings self-oiling.

Non-sparking in operation.

Commutator wear reduced to a minimum.

NEW YORK, 16 and 18 Broad Street.

BOSTON, 55 Oliver Street.

NEW ORLEANS, 112 Baronne Street.

DETROIT, 133 Jefferson Avenue.

CHICAGO, Rookery Building.

ST. LOUIS. 506 Olive Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 119 South Fourth Street.

CLEVELAND, 0., 34 Blackstone Block.

TOPEKA, 705 Kansas Avenue.

O-A-TriNTOTt X:XjX:C!'I*Xt.XO CO., TjoxiIs-o-III©, ^y.
I. J. DICKEr, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice PreBldont

H.J. 'WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man. Sop't and Electrician. L. E. KORTT, Treasurer.

MroLAND ILICTEIC CO.,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

l%/lCTmi€AL iUPPMli
For tbe ^eleg^apb, fel&pb.Qme amd Slecfrle %lght.

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms, Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tabes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere' Instruments, Medical

Batteries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Webtken Agents THE OKONITE CO., and tlie Return Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to give francblsea and construct plants on reasonable terms,

^rEstlmates furnished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work in any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

B. D. BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO,,

452 Broadway, New York.

R. E. GALLAHER,Secy;

J.W.GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr

1 1 Central St., Boston, Mass

W. B. DOWSE,
Gerl Supt.

Gleveily Electrical Works,
1018 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

'Improved 'Automatic Burner.

PATENT LIFT-OVER PENDANT BURNER,

AUTOMATIC BURNER KEYS,

COMPOUND PUSH BUTTONS.

SPARK COILS.

DESK PUSH BUTTONS,

NEW WATCHMAN'S TIME CLOCK.

Iiiwl

is tanned on the surfaces
only; the

SendforOurValuable Book forEngineers and BeltUsers. Free.'^

Agent? in all Cities. Send for Trial Belt.

The Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK.

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OP

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

SPEAKIN& TUBES M WHISTLES
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
2 1 , 23 and 25 Ann St. New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

" Send for New Catalogue, out August Ist,

Tie Parier-Rnssell Imi & Mf|. Co.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

CARBONS
CITY OFFICE

711 Pine St., - St. Louis, Mo,

WATERHOUSE SYSTEM
-OF-

Arc and Incandescent Lighting,

Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

Multiple Arc Incandescent Lighting.

Our Instantaneous Automatic Regulator protects Lamps
and Dynamos, and saves power. Gold Medal a'warded, Me-
chanics' Fair, Boston, 1887, for perfection in regulation of
current. Most perfect and economical System in the field.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.

WATERHODSE ELEC. & MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn,., XIUIUUIU,

Qhicago Office, 154 Ln Salle St,
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The Thofflson-Hottston Electric Railway System.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Sixteen Roads in Daily Operation Dnder tlie Tliomson-Hoaston and Van Depoele Patents.

ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANJJFACTVBED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MA88., THE LABGE81
AND BEST EQVIPPED ELECTBIC FACTORY IN THE WOBLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Beajrings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project

above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Van Depoele patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS g ELECTRICAL EQDIPMENTS FDRMSHED FOR MINIMG I OTHER SPECIAL WORK,

For Full Information and Estimates Address the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE

WESTINfiHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers under Patents controlling the Sale and Use

OF

ALTERNATING CURRENT ELECTRIC LICHTINC
APPARATUS.

The installment of over 1 00 Central Station Plants has demonstrated the

Alternating Transformer System to be superior to all others, for distributing

current from a Central Station over small or large areas for lighting and

power purposes.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.

This system is made more profitable than any other by the use of the meter

now supplied by this company.

It measures the whole current.

It is strictly a positive mechanical movement.

It registers directly in lamp hours.

It reads from dials like a gas meter.

It consumes no appreciable energy.

It is not affected by temperature or other local conditions.

It is practical, and it is cheap.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

This company has demonstrated that motors run by the alternating current

are as efficient as the best direct current motors, and can be run without com-

mutators or brushes, being started, stopped and reversed without breaking a

connection.

All parties desiring to secure the most perfect system of electric distribu-

tion for light and power are invited to inspect the apparatus at the works of

the company at Pittsburgh, Pa., where it will be demonstrated that the Alter-

nating System possesses such advantages over the direct system in regard to

efficiency, distribution, safety, life of lamps, and the use of meters and motors,

that no purchaser can afford, at any price, to take the direct c urrent apparatus.
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ELECTRIC ABC LIGHTING APPABATDS.

PATTERSON CABLES
r'OIl.

Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Use.

INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL KINDS.

Testing Apparatus. Telegraph Apparatus. Batteries,

Construction Tools. Line Wire and Supplies.

District Telegraph, Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.

The Best of Everything at Bottom Prices

Catalogues Furnished on Application.

Send for our latest Cataloguie of Electric Bells,

Annunciators, Push Buttons, Gas Lig^hting

and Fire Alarm Apparatus, Etc.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO..
CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP.
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The Cincinnati Exposition.
Ttie Cincinnati Centennial exposition, or, as

it is more formall)' termed tire Centennial Ex-
position of tlie Ohio Valley and Central States,

now drawing to a close, will have an importafnt

place in the history of electric lighting, as it

distinctly marks a notable era. Twelve years

ago the Philadelphia Centennial exposition was
closed evenings for want of the electric light.

The Cincinnati exposition has been open even-

tives, W. J. Hammer, electrical engineer, and
Stuart & Altenberg, the Cincinnati agents of

the company, outrivaled all previous attempts

in bringing out wonderful displays, which not

only involved skilled knowledge of electrical

engineering, but also a finely developed artistic

sense.

A beautiful scene was that in Horticultural

hall where there was a cascade behind which a

hundred or more colored lights glowed bnlliantl\

revolving Christmas tree brilliantly lighted, a

monster Edison lamp made of small lamps of the

commercial size, and other very attractive fea-

tures of the same nature.

But these features of the electrical part of

the exposition were designed as attractive dis-

plays and were to be .seen only at certain hours
of the day or evening. The large part of the

electrical display naturally consisted of the

service plants which afforded the general illum-

ings and has both electric and gas lights, though
probably if the former had not been available

the Cincinnati exposition would have been

closed evenings like the Philadelphia exposi-

tion. The next exposition of equal importance

will probably use electric lights alone.

Never in the history of electric lighting has

thwe been such a splendid exhibit of the novel

and beautiful effects that may be produced by
aid of the electric light as that witnessed at this

xposition. The Edison company representa-

Spanning the cascade was- a rainbow of lights of

every hue, and in both features marvelous effects

were obtained at will, such as the light following

each other up and down the falling water or the

rainbow -appearing, fading and reappearing, or

the lights Hashing singly or in sections. There
was a gigantic Japanese parasol with brilliant

colored lights pendant from each rib; innumera-

ble baskets of flowers studded with colored

lamps, a monster fountain illuminated in the

same manner; lamps floating on and in water; a

ination, and it is to these service plants that the

illustrations in connection are devoted.

As one approached the exposition in the eve-

ning—to turn aside for a moment from a con-

sideration of the plants themselves—the eye

was well nigh dazzled by the brilliant illumina-

tion of the approaches for possibly two squares.

Of the 17,000 gas lamps in use a large propor-

tion were in the rows with easily curving arches

on either side of the street, while upon the

faces of the exposition buildings, which are up-
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on either side of Elm street, arc liglits shed

their refulgent rays, taking the place indeed, of

the sun. Around the dome of the Park build-

ing a dozen arc lights hung in a circle, while on
the apex of the roof of a covered bridge across

the street was a Western Electric focusing

headlight, which shed its fierce rays down the

center" of the street as far as the eye could

reach. The scene was brilliant to the highest

degree. The buildings themselves, comprising

600,000 square feet of floor service, were illumi-

nated by arc or incandescent lights, as circum-

stances dictated.

But to the service plants. When the plants

were first installed it was not thought that they

would be as extensive as they subsequently

proved, and consequently, although the space

allotted to the plants was somewhat increased

over the orieinal allowance, it proved insuffi-

position toward the other corner. VVaterhouse

dynamos are shown in the foreground, and
Mather dynamos in the background.

Fig. 4 shows a ground plan of the dynamo
room. W. N, (iray, who was commissioner in

charge of the electric department until a few
weeks ago, laid out the work in this room in a

very creditable manner, and to Luke Lilly, the

superintendent, must the credit be given for the

thorough installation of circuits.

The steam for the engines in this room is

furnished by two Galloway boilers, manufact-
ured by the Edgemoor Iron works, of Edge-
moor, Pa. These boilers are 7 feet in diameter
and 28 feet, 2 inches in length. The boilers

are internally fired and the smoke returns under
the boiler to the stack shown at the left of the

boilers. Each is rated at 250 horse power.
At the upper right corner of Fig. 4 is repre-

hibit as well as used in service. Their opera-
tion is admirable.

At the lower right corner of. Fig. 4 is repre-

sented a Buckeye high speed engine, cylinder

14x16 inches; speed 250 revolutions. This en-

gine is used to drive the two Edison dynamos
seen in Fig. r. At the lower left corner of Fig.

4 is represented a Russell engine, manufactured
by the Russell Engine company, of .Massillon,

<). This engine is a 14x20 inch; speed, 235
revolutions. Its office is to drive the Mather
dynamos seen in Fig. 2.

A Baragwanath heater and a Laidlaw &
Dunn standard duplex pump, 71-2x41-2
xio inches, are also a part of the equipment of

the plant.

The Bradford Belting company and the

American Oak Leather company supplied the

leather belts used on the dynamos, and Pearce,

cient, and therefore part of the service plants

were to be found in the north end of the Park
building, and another part in Pioneer hall

across the street from the former building.

The illustrations given in connection are from
the main dynamo room in the north end of the

Park building. Within this room there are

twenty dynamos, as follows: Eight Water-
house 30-light arc dynamos; eight Western
Electric 30-light arc dynamos; two Mather
5oorlight incandescent dynamos, and twf) Edi-

son 500-light dynamos.
Fig. I represents a view taken from the center

of the dynamo room, toward the corner in which
Western ]ilectric and I'klison dynamos are

located. The former are seen in the foreground,

and the latter in the rear.

F'ig, 2 represents a view taken from the same

sented a 300 horse power tangye bed Buckeye
engine, manufactured by the Buckeye Engine
company, of Salem, O. The engine has a cyl-

inder 20x33 inches and is speeded at 120 revo-
lutions. At the upper left corner of this cut is

represented a 200 horse power At'.as engine,
made by the Atlas Engine works. The cylin-

der is 18x24 inches, and the speed is 170 revo-
lutions. Between engines and boiler and the
dynamos is seen the line shaft. Each engine
connects to this shaft at the end. One engine
drives the dynamos seen in Fig. i and the other
those seen in Fig. 2, but there is a friction

clutch, so arranged that either engine can drive
the whole of the line shaft. All the pulleys on
the shaft are friction clutch pulleys, manufact-
ured by the Falls River company, of Cuyahoga
Falls, O. 'I'hese pulleys were entered as an ex-

Atkins & Co. supplied the cotton belting for

like service.

Under the line shaft in Fig. 4 are the am-
meters, voltmeters, regulators and like instru-

ments for the dynamos. 'I'he balcony for spec-
tators is noted on the cut, and it truly should
have a place, inasmuch as it is crowded with
interested sight seers whenever the dynamos are
in operation.

Away over in Machinery hall, which, by the

way, is built over the Miami canal, is found one
of the most picturesque views of the exposition,

and it is reproduced in Fig. 3. The building is

1,300 feet long and through it are distributed a

hundred arc lights. The sides of this hall are

devoted to the exhibition of machinery, while in

beautiful contrast the center is magically trans-

formed into a Venetian night scene with gondo-
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las, gracefully weaving their sinuous way over

the placid water. Rustic bridges and huge
clumps of foliage add their influence to ren-

der the illusion more perfect. This view was
taken from the center of a high bridge and
brings out the lights suspended in the center of

the arch over the water through the length of

the building.

In Pioneer hall are located two more service

have a current through them until they were
put in actual service. The lamps -used about
the plant are 16, 50, 75 and 150 candle power.

Adjoining this plant is that of the Edison
company, consisting of four dynamos, each of

500-light capacity. These dynamos are driven
by a 250 horse power Hamilton-Corliss engine,
which is also utilized to drive a line shaft in

Pioneer hall. Two Heine safety boilers of 250

plants, those of the Queen City Electric com-
pany of Cincinnati, and the Edison company.
The former consists of two 500-light dynamos,
run by a Ball engine, cylinder 13x12 inches;

speed, 300 revolutions; rated at 100 horse pow-
er at So pounds steam pressure. This plant is

used to furnish current to the colored lights in

the Music hall, which very justly is the pride of

horse power each, supply steam for the Hamil-
ton-Corliss and the fiall engines.

All the wire used in the circuits of the service

plants is underwriters' e.xcept in places where
there is moisture and here okonite has been used.

In the Edison circuits to the decorative displays

Clark wire is used. In the service circuits

there are about 3,200 feet of number 0000 wire;

light effects, there are a number of exhibits
very attractive to the visitor.

The Geo. T. Smith Middlings Purifier com-
pany, of Jackson, Mich., displayed a modern
roller flour mill in full operation. It was light-

ed throughout by incandescent lights supplied
with current from an Indianapolis Jenney So-

light dynamo.
The Poland Electric company of Cincinnati,

displayed in Machinery hall two dynamos which
were driven by a small high-speed engine.

The Queen City Electric company exhibited a

25 horse power motor, running a line shaft to

which machinery was connected. The same;

company also had a generator of 50 horse pow-
er in operation, which was driven from a main
shaft. The exhibit of the motors- of this com-
pany was really not to be found in one place
for they were distributed in many different

places in the exposition, furnishing from a small

fraction of horse power up to as high as 25
horse power, as stated.

The Spangenberg Electric company, also of

Cincinnati, showed a new incandescent dynamo
which furnished current for 75 incandescent
lights.

The Geo. F. Card Manufacturing company
of Cincinnati, had in Machinery hall a very fine

display of motors driving fans, running sewing
machines, driving a dynamo which furnished
lights for the booth in which the display was
made. The generator of current for the motor
was a Waterhouse dynamo. The same com-
pany also had a large number of small motors
distributed throughout the exposition.

The stamp envelope machine in the govern-
ment exhibit at the Cincinnati exposition was
run by a Mather 2 horse power motor.

A Queen City motor was employed to run the

machines of the White Sewing Machine company.
Non-magnetic watches were found run-

ning a C. & C. motor, with, of course, the

constancy of movement for which they are just-

ly celebrated.

The Western Electric company, of Chicago,
and the Standard Electrical works, of Cincin-

nati, had a booth in the Park building in which
a very full line of electjical supplies were dis-

played. The exhibit was very handsomely ar-

ranged, and proved very attractive. A two-
light arc dynamo was one of the beauties of the

exhibit.
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all Cincinnati. It is a most noble auditorium
and the colored lights drooping in colossal fes-

toons give it a rarely beautiful aspect, most
difficult to paint in words. The colored lamps
are of the manufacture of the Sawyer-Man
company, and are in reality colored lamps and
not dyed with aniline dyes. The whol plant

is most satisfactory, although it may be said here

that the dynamos were put together at the place

they have run for so many weeks and did not

FIG. 4.

7,000 feet of number 00; over six miles of num-
ber 6; 5,000 feet of number 10; 2,000 feet of

number 12; 35,000 feet of number 14 wire, and
about 3,oco feet of cotton insulated cord.

The gas used during the time the exposition

is open was contracted for at
,f25,000, and the

estimate in the cost of the electric lighting ser-

vice plants was $20,000, while the decorative

work was contracted for at $20,000. Aside
from the service plants and the novel electric

Out of 960 Sawyer-Man lamps in Music hall,

7 only burned out from July 4th to October
9th.

C. E. Jones & Bro., of Cincinnati, had a two-

horse power Mather motor running an iS-light

incandescent dynamo of the style illustrated in

the last number of the Western Electrician.
Their display of electric gongs, clocks, annun-
ciators, pushes, electric bells, and in fact, a full

line of supplies, was highly creditable.
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A Carbon-Containing Cell.

A novel galvanic cell is that designed by E. S.

Hotchkiss of Chicago, and illustrated by the ac-

companying engraving. In place of a glass cell

containing the elements the cell is made of car-

bon, and of itself forms one pole of the cell.

The construction will be better understood by

noting the reference letters: The engraving

shows a vertical section through the center of

the cell; C, represents the carbon; G T, the

glass top; Z, the zinc rod; M, a rubber washer

between the rod and the glass top; i>, the bind-

ing post leading to the zinc rod, and at the rear

of the top of the cell is another letter C, show-

ing how the external wire is connected to the

carbon element. Just below binding post, B, is

seen a square nut. This nut is made a part of

the screw which connects with the zinc rod, and
it fits into a countersink in the glass top. The
zinc rod can therefore be screwed up tightly

against the rubber washer, and the binding post,

B, can be screwed down tightly without moving
the zinc rod.

The novelty of this cell lies more in the pro-

cesses to which it is treated than in newness, so

to speak, of construction, for carbon-containing

cells have been made heretofore, although they

are not used to any extent in America at the

present time.

The carbon jar or cell is seven-sixteenths of

an inch thick. The outside receives a treatment

of paraffine under pressure, so directed that the

paraffine is incorporated with the carbon of the

jar to a distance of about half the thickness of

the carbon, and no further. The design of this

treatment is to prevent the solution from finding

its way outward through the pores of the jar. The
interior surface of the carbon subject to the action

of the exciting solution is not treated, but is left

in its natural state. That portion of the interior

of the jar above the solution surface is dipped
in paraffine to prevent the salts from creeping

upward.
The battery is being made by the "H" Bat-

tery company of Chicago.

The Keating & Roxburgh Electric Bell.

Another new electric bell is that of Keating
& Roxburgh, Corry, Pa., shown by the accom-
panying cut. The chief feature of this bell lies

in the adjustment for regulating the spring

which supports the armature. V>y the simple

turn of a screw the strength of the spring is

made to conform to the strength of the battery

current. 'J'he bell is su])plied in either bracket

or box form. It is nickel-plated, and the whole
put together in the most workmanlike manner.

Bell Hangers' Hand-Book.

'

By F. B. Badt.

PART HI.

CONNECTING BATTERIES.

ClIAl'Tl.R XXIV.

Connecting Batteries.

When several cells are joined together the whole arrange

ment is called a battery, though this term is very often ap-

plied to single cells also.

The conventional sign jar, a voltaic cell, consists of two
concentric circles. The larger circle stands for the positive

pole, the smaller jar the negative or zinc pole. There is

another method of depicting the battery in diagrams. This

consists of a series of short, heavy perpendicular lines alter-

nating with longer light lines. The long light line repre-

sents the positive pole of the battery and the short heavy

line the negative pole of the battery.

Cells may be connected in various ways;

Chaitkk XXV.

Cells Connected in Series.

Fig 19 represents four cells connected in series, or, as

the arrangement is sometimes termed, in tandem for ten-

sion or pressure of current. If the electromotive force—e.

m. f.—of one cell is 1.6 volts and the internal resistance of

c>
West. Elecfn, C7if.

FIG. ig.

one cell is 2 ohms, the whole battery would have an e. m. f

.

of 1.6 X 4 = 6.4 volts and an internal resistance of 2 X 4
= 8 ohrns.

If we close the external circuit of a single cell and assume

the external resistance to be practically nothing, the current

strength through this circuit would be according to Ohm's
law:

E 1.6 8

C =^ — = —- = — — .8 amperes.

R 2 10

In the case of four cells joined in series this equation

becomes:
E 6.4 S

C = — := -— = = .8 amperes.

R 8 10

Hence, we see that in joining cells in series we increase

only the e. m. f. and the total internal resistance while the

current strength remains the same.

In connecting cells in series the positive pole of the first

cell is always connected to the negative pole of the second,

the positive pole of the second to the negative pole of the

third, and so on, as Fig. 19 shows.

Chapter XXVI.

Cells Connected in Multiple Arc.

Fig. 20 represents the same four cells connected in multiple

arc, also termed, in parallel, for quantity of current.

The e. m. f. of this battery of course is the same as that

of one cell, namely, 1.6 volts, while the total resistance is

2 I

- = - = .5 ohms
4 2

Regarding the external resistance as practically nothing,

the current strength is:

E
C =— :

R
3l 3.2 amperes.

We see that by joining cells in multiple the e. m. f. re-

mains the same while the current strength increases and the

internal resistance decreases.

The internal resistance of a cell is largely dependent
upon its size; thus, by increasing the size of a cell and its

plates the internal resistance is decreased, and the current

strength through a given external resistance is increased.

The e. m. f. of a cell of course does not depend upon its

size; it depends simply upon the choice of metals and lluids

which are used in the cell. A cell of the size of a thimble

constructed out of the same metals and put together in the

same way as a cell the size of a barrel, would have the same
e. m. f. The internal resistance, however, in the larger cell

would be greatly reduced.

In connecting cells in multiple arc all the positive poles of

the cells are joined in one pole, and all the negative poles in

one pole as shown in Fig. 20.

Cjiaptkk XXVII.

Cells Connected In Multiple Series.

Fig. 21 represents the same four cells connected in multi-

ple series, that is to say, in a combination between series and
multiple arc.

There arc, in fact, two batteries, each consisting of two
cells joined in series, and then considering each of these

batteries as one cell, they are connected in multiple arc.

The e. m. f. of each two cells in series is 1.6 X 2 = 3.2

HSrll Hancfcks' IlANn-liooK, by F. B. Iladt, author i.f Dynamo
Tciltlcr.'i' Manij iSook; in com-.si; of nrcparnlioii; about icx) pa^es, 80
illuHtrations; llcxililf cloih binding; type page 6 inclios by 3 inrlics;

pricL- ^1. All i'IkIus rcsiM'vi^d.

volts, hence the e. m. f. between the poles of the battery is

the same.
The internal resistance of each two cells in series is 2 X 2

= 4 ohms; hence, the internal resistance of the whole bat-

tery is i = 2 ohms, or the internal resistance of the whole

battery is equal to that of a single cell. According to Ohm's
law

C = -

3-2

R
1.6 amperes.

Cmai'ter XXVIII.

Recapitulation.

Four cells each of T.6 volts e. m. f. and 2 ohms internal

resistance connected in the various ways described in Chap-
ters XXV, xxvi and xxvii, will have the features shown in the

following table:

Whole Battery. SERIES.

Total e. m. f. in volts 6.4
Total internal resistance

in ohms 8
Total current strength in

amperes S

MULTIPLE
ARC.

MULTIPLE
SERIES.

This table shows very clearly the different results that may
be obtained from the same four cells when differently

connected up.

Chapter XXIX.

Work.
The work accomplished by electricity is expressed in volt-

amperes or watts. If we multiply the number of amperes
by the number of volts, we get the number of watts or the

amount of electrical energ}' developed. If this be true we
must, of course, in the foregoing examples get the same
amount of energy in every case.

1. Series: 6.4 volts X -8 amperes — 5.12 watts.

2. Multiple arc: i.6volts X 3-2 amperes = 5.12 watts.

3. Multiple series: 3. 2volts X 1.6 amperes = 5,12 watts.

Hence, we see that the same amount of work can be done
with great current strength and low e. m. f. or with small

current strength and high e. m. f.

Chapter XXX.

External Resistance.

In the foregoing we have considered in our calculations

only the inlcmal resistance of the battery. In practice,

however, we must consider the cxtfrnal resistance also.

This external resistance is offered to the passage of the cur-

rent by the wires and the apparatus that is to be operated,

as, for instance, an electric bell.

Suppose the total resistance of the external circuit is S

ohms. To calculate the current strength we again use the

E
equation of C = -T7- but the R in the calculations madem

foregoing chapters represented only the internal resistance

of the battery, while now we must change the equation so

as to make it include the d^.r/t';«(z/ resistance also.

We now write the equation

E
^-R+r,

C standing for current strength, E for electromotive force,

R for internal resistance and r for external resistance. By
using the foregoing equation the table in Chapter XXVII,
giving the data for four cells, now appears as follows;

Whole Battery. SERIES. MULTIPLE
ARC.

MULTIPLE
SERIES.

Total e. m. f. in Volts.
Total Internal Resist-

ance in Ohms
Total External Resist-

ance in Ohms
Current Strength in

Amp<;res

6.4

:(•

1.6

.19

3- =

4

S

.26

We see from the table that we get the greatest current

strength by connecting the cells in series, and the least cur-

rent strength by connecting them in multiple arc.

Chapter XXXX. • .

Rules for Connecting Batteries.

As a general rule it may be set down tliat tlie ^reafcsf

power of a battery will be obtained if the cells are con-

nected in such manner that the internal resistance R be-

comes equal to the external resistance r. In some cases

tills will not be possible, and a combination must be chosen
which will come nearest to these conditions.

Cienerally it will be necessary to connect the cells in scries

when the external resistance is very ^/vrt/, and m multiple

arc when the external resistance is small.

Batteries of different constructions should never be con-

nected in multiple arc, as the e. m. f. might differ, and even
with an open circuit, currents would be generated.

Rule: if the total internal resistance of a battery, with

all the cells connected in series, should be greater than the

external resistance the best combination is formed in the

following manner:
Multiply the number of the cells by the external resist-
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ance; divide by the resistance of a single cell, and take the

square root of this quotient. This will give the number of

the cells which must be connected in series.

Example: Twenty cells are to be connected. The inter-

nal resistance of one cell=5 ohms; the external resistance

=25 ohms.

4^ 20 X 25 _ ^ 100 =: 10

5

~

Hence two batteries, each of 10 cells in series, must be

connected in multiple arc.

The resistance of 10 cells in series in this case is 10X5=
50 ohms. The resistance of two such batteries in multiple

arc of course is ''^"=25 ohms. Hence we see that the in-

ternal resistance of the batterj' is equal to the external re-

sistance, which, as stated, is the best relation for working.

BATTERY DATA.

Chapter XXXII.

Data Regarding Batteries.

The following table gives the necessary electrical data of

batteries. From these data all necessary calculations can

be easily made:
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The current strengths required vary greatly according to

the nature of the appliances. Electric vibrating bells, for

instance, require about .2 amperes. They act very well

with two Leclanche cells in series. Regarding the resist-

ance of one prism cell as 1.2 ohm; the e. m. f. of one
Prism cell as 1.40 volts; the resistance of bell as 8 ohms,
and resistance of wire as 2 ohms; then

E
^ = IrTT = ^^^-4" = 2.S0

^•^--^+^° I^ =-^-^'

about ^ ampere.
Polarization, bad contacts and leakage in line may reduce

this to about I ampere. Currents used in telegraphy are

ven.' often not greater than about -f^-g
ampere. In order

to get good results, it is therefore necessary to know first

the resistance of an instrument and the current strength

necessary to operate it; then the combination of the battery

and the number of cells can be very easily determined.

Verj' often cells are guaranteed to last a certain length

of time. This, of course, is pure nonsense. For instance,

it is clear that every time the circuit for an electric bell is

closed, a certain amount of energy is wasted in the cell,

supposing 50 calls a day are made on the cell, and it would
last, say one year; with 100 calls a day it would last only

half a year, and with 200 calls a day only one-fourth year.

If the wires are badly insulated, so that leakage ensues,

the battery may be slowly exhausted without doing much
useful work, and thus cause an early breakdown of the

battery. This will explain why the same battery may
apparently give excellent service in one case, and behave

very poorly in another.

Chapter XXXIII.

Divided Circuits.

If a circuit divides, as in Fig. 22, into two branches at

A, uniting again at B, the current will also be divided, part

flowing through one branch and part through the other.

The relative stnngih of current in the two branches

will he pioportionat to their conductivities.

In fact, this law will hold good for any number of branch
resistances connected between ./ and B. Conductivity is

the reciprocal of resistance. If, for instance, we assume
|:hat the resistance pf r^ 10 ohms and r, = 20 ohms, the

current through r will be to the current through r^ as j^q to

^V- This may be written in the form of a proportion:

1^ : "2^) ^ TO "50

or as 2 : i,

or, in other words, f of the total current will pass through
r and \ through r^. The joint resistance of the two
branches between A and B will be less than the resistance

of either branch singly, because the current has increased

facilities for travel. In fact, the joint conductivity will be
the sum of the two separate conductivities. Taking again
the resistance of r^ 10 ohms and r-^ = 20 ohms, w^e have the

joint conductivity -^^ + ^^ = -^V' ^"d taking the reciprocal

of -^(j we get --^ = 6|- ohms as the joint resistance. In

most of the cases we have to deal with in this treatise the

resistances of the different branches will be alike; this sim-

plifies the calculations considerably. Take, for instance.

two branches of 10 ohms resistance each and find the joint

resistance;

Demonstration:

iV "i" i"V ^ inr ;
"^^ reciprocal is "^^ = 5 ohms,

or, in words, the joint resistance is one-half of the resistance

of one single branch, and each branch, of course, will carry

one-half of the total current in amperes.
With 3 branches of equal resistance the joint resistance

will be \\ with 4 branches \\ with 100 branches x^ of the

resistance of one single branch.

If the resistance of one electric instrument is 10 ohms,
the joint resistance of 50 of these instruments connected in

multiple arc is \% = \ ohm; taking the current of the

whole battery as 15 amperes, a current of \^ = ^q amperes
would pass through each instrument.

i^To be continued^

Electric Welding.

Before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
in session at Scrancon, Pa., October iSth, a paperon "Elec-
tric Welding" was presented by C. J. H.Woodbury of Boston,
Mass. After referring to the importance this method of

welding has already assumed and its possibilities, the

speaker laid down the principles underlying the application

of electricity to this purpose and described the apparatus.

With this paper was submitted the results of a series of

tests made at the United States arsenal, Watertown, Mass.

Tests were made on wrought iron, octagonal steel, steel

and wrought iron, copper, brass, brass and wrought iron,

and steel and German silver, bars, and showed most satis-

factory welds.

Discussion.

In answer to a question by Mr. Kent, as to how the two
ends of a ring could be welded by electricity, Mr. Kent
thinking the current would go around through the com-
plete part instead of jumping the joint:

Mr. Woodbury: As I said in the paper the resistance

of a conductor is inversely as the length, other things being

equal. When a bar is bent to the form of a circle or other

closed curve, the clamps hold the ring near the juncture

and there will be a small distance between them. That
distance may be o^ of the circumference of the circle and,

say \% of the electricity will pass from one side to the other

through the point of juncture, and only -^^ of it will go
through the longer side. As I stated in the course of the

paper, the heating effect is proportional to the square of

the current and other conditions, and therefore the union

between the joined ends of the rod will be heated to a

welding point, while the rest of the loop will not be appre-

ciably warmed. I have in ray hand a small ring | of an

inch in diameter welded by electricity, and you see a num-
ber of them of various sizes among the examples of weld-

ing. It is in practical use for much larger work however;

spinning rings and carriage tires are joined by this

process.

Oberlin Smith: I visited the laboratory of the Thom-
son-Houston Welding company a few weeks ago, and I

saw several very interesting experiments tried, and among
others, which I tried myself, was the welding or soldering

together of two pieces of ordinary tin plate, each piece per-

haps the size of naif a dollar. They seemed to join per-

fectly and made an excellent flat joint.

I saw another very interesting thing where a steel die, an

inch long, was put between the copper poles of the machine

which were, I think, an inch and a half in diameter. That
part [indicating] was brought to a bright red, spreading out

very little further than the edge of the copper pole clear

through, the other remaining perfectly black for several

seconds; showing that by having a pole here, nothing but

a chunk of copper flat on the end, of that size, pressed up
against it, the whole die could be heated any color desired

right through, on those jaws alone, all the rest remaining

cold. It occurred to me if I had only known that ten

vears ago, it might have been a perfect solution of the tern

pering process.

Ralph W. Pope was called upon by the chairman.

Ralph W. Pope: Some of the points »hich I wish to

discuss have already been touched upon; but there have

been various questions and surmises in regard to the perfec-

tion of the electric welding process, and I heard from one
mechanic who has a very high reputation, that he thought

that it burned the metal. I wish to say in regard to this

that we should not confound this process in any respect

with the arc light, which, as we all know, fuses rtietals. The
conditions are entirely different.

In regard to the burning of the metal, if I may be per-

mitted, I will read a letter from Prof. Dolbear which I

came across to-day. and which is quite interesting and goes

to confirm the tests that have been made later.

"Sir: I have made nearly a hundred tests of the tensile

strength of electrically welded bars of iron, steel and other

metals. The results were of such a character that I can

state positively that with Thomson's welding process it is

possible to weld both wrought iron and steel so that the

weld is as strong as the same cross section in another part

of the bar; that the appearance of the fracture is fibrous

for iron and generally granular for steel, the strength of
this granular steel being in some samples as high as 125.-
000 pounds per square inch; that the process is such that
the welding is homogeneous from necessity. I had a num-
ber of bars welded by an expert blacksmith, and a number
of similar ones by the electrical process for comparison, with
the result that the electrically welded bars were much
stronger than those welded by the ordinary process. The
bars were of various sizes, up to an inch and a half for
iron and three-fourths of an inch octagon steel.

A. E. DOLEEAR."
Directly the electrical people have proposed only one use

for this electric welding process, but that is very important.
One of the weak points in electrical construction is bad
joints; joints in the copper wire are twisted and soldered.
The work is very often poorly done, and, as Mr. Woodbury
will tell you, joints of that character are liable to cause fire

and give a bad reputation to the electrical business. I

might say right here that, although electricity is considered
a mystery, we really understand iU laws and what it will
do, and how it will do it, although we know not exactly what
it is, and, consequently, if everything is done well, if lines

are properly constructed and the wires are properly insu-
lated, there will be very li:t!e of this trouble that you hear
about which comes from the cheap construction and the
poor methods that are generally in use when an industry of
the kind is first being developed.
Jerome Wheelock: I would like to join in the dis-

cussion to the extent of adding my testimony to the value
of this process and to show what my experience has been
in the matter of screws nine tenths of an inch in diameter
and five feet and a half long, which are troublesome things
to make and to repair when they become broken. It oc-
curred to me that I would try the electrical process of
welding. I sent a screw to the works and It came back
the next morning perfection. The lead of the screw was
perfect, without any change, and the strength of the screw
at that point was beyond question as great as ever.
With the many ways in which electrical welding can be
made practical, it seems to me it should receive the encour-
agement of every mechanic,

Oberlin Smith; I think that anyone who knows
anything about ordinary blacksmithing, which probably
that critic who spoke about burning up steel might not
have done, would have no fear of steel being burned by
this process any more than in a blacksmith's fire, and not
as much. There is nothing mysterious about the action
of electricity on the metal. It simply heats it. That heat
is under perfect control. There are no impurities coming
up out of the fire—sulphur or smoke—to damage the steel;

no danger of the fire getting ahead of you; no danger of
heating the bottom of the bar while the top remains cool.

Of course we have to heat steel up to a certain definite

degree, to weld it in any shape to its melting point, and as
this process does it more uniformly, neatly and under much
better control and with a great deal more cleanliness than
a blacksmith's fire can do it, there cannot possibly be as
much danger of burning steel here as there is in that case.

It can be protected by plugs and in other ways, if neces-
sary. All there is to do to it is to bring it up barely to the
melting point, and press it together, so that it is impossible
that that objection should have any force.

Mr. Woodbury: The question was asked relative to
the enlargement of the joints at the portion of the weld.
One difficulty with ordinary hand butt welding has been
the reduction of the cross section by the process Here the
cross section is somewhat enlarged, and that has not been
considered a defect in chains; on the contrary, it has a ten-

dency to prevent a chain from kinking. In some of the
special forms of this welding apparatus there are a pair of
swages that strike a blow on the metal as soon as the weld
is effected, for the purpose of reducing both surfaces to a
smooth point; as, for example, in the joining of old cotton
bale ties, the operator by placing his foot upon a treadle

strikes a blow upon the weld and reduces it to uniform
section- There is an addition to the process of chain man-
ufacture to which I have not alluded, because it has not
yet been developed to a commercial basis, and that is the
method of making an electric welded chain by machinery,
passing the rods into the machine where they are cut, bent
and joined, then welding the chain in a thorough manner
and passing it out at the other end of the device.

The Westlnghouse Company's New
Catalogue.

The Westinghouse company's new catalogue, treating of

its alternating system of electric lighting, is naturally a
compendium of information regarding the system and its

details, but the text will not receive consideration from any
recipient of the catalogue until the sense of appreciation of
the artistic effects has been satisfied. This catalogue is an
exponent of the possibilities of the "art preservative." It is

19 inches wide by 12 inches long—a truly colossal scale for

a book of this class. The conception was grand, and the
execution has fulfilled the conception. The front cover of

a dull bronze bears in embossed letters the name of the

company, and the back cover an artistic design also em-
bossed. The title page, a unique design showing the name
of the company, its officers, the title of the book and a view
of the Pittsburgh factory, is printed in three colors. The
fifth page on which the first of the letter press appears
shows an odd conceit of a fairy seated on a toadstool hold-

ing aloft an incandescent light for the emulation of the
will-o'-the-wisps. Throughout the book bits of artistic

handiwork are thrown in to illumine the text. The illus-

trations are made on wood and in the style in which the
Western Electrician is a firm believer, that is, the very

best obtainable. The text itself as far as description goes
is complete, but at the same time it exemplifies the capabil-

ities of the printer's fonts. The typographical and press

work are in keeping with the rest of the work, and the
whole forms a splendid tribute to the magnitude of the com-
pany who conceived it.
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The latest report in reference to the copper

syndicate is that contracts have been renewed
with the owners of mines for a period of twelve

years.

The New York letter is of unusual interest

this week, containing as it does the details of the

acquisition of the Westinghouse company in the

metropolis.

The subject of seacoast defences is timely.

The discussion of the fisheries question has led

to a belief that war in this country is possible,

though not probable. The "unprotected sea-

coast" is a favorite topic in many an eastern

paper. Captain Zalinski in a lecture before the

New York Electric club last week showed the

importance of electricity as applied to seacoast

defences. He was prevented from divulging

much of the progress recently made in this field,

but the abstract of his lecture shows that much
has been accomplished. He urged electricians

to turn their energies in this direction.

As there has been a misunderstanding in ref-

erence to the action of the Chicago city council

on the telephone question, it should be stated

that the ordinance which has been adopted is

not a penal measure. In this respect it differs

from the measures in force in Indiana and in St.

Louis. The telephone company has not yet ac-

cepted the ordinance, and it is generally believed

that it will not be accepted, at least in its present

form.

A short time ago a petition was circulated

among merchants asking for a reduction of tel-

ephone rates. They were also a.sked to add
their names to an agreement to pay %$ or f lo

in case the city council made the desired retkic-

tion. It was intimated by the daily press that

several aldermen were likely to share in the

profits of this collection, although a firm of law-

yers admitted that they had circulated the peti-

tion and the agreement. At the meeting of the

city council last Monday evening a resolution

was adopted instructing the law department to

investigate the matter.

Another installment of the report of the last

meeting of the Institute of Electrical Engineers
is given in this issue. The discussion which has

followed Mr. Sprague's paper has been unusually

interesting and instructive. This week is given

Mr. Sprague's reply to those who have criticised

him. He laid stress on the fact that the system

which bears his name had been materially im-

proved since the construction of the Richmond
road. The experience which had been gained

by the building of that road, he considered one
of the most important consequences of the in-

stallation. -Mr. Sprague's remarks were entirely

practical and the relation of his methods of

solving the unlooked-for problems which con-

stantly beset him is full of interest.

Over 5,000 incandescent lamps, 420 arc lamps
and 17,000 gas lamps furnish the illumination of

the Cincinnati e.xposition. Twelve men, includ-

ing electricians, dynamo tenders and linemen,

attend to the electrical plants, while forty men
are required to clean and light the gas lamps.

Lamps of the latter class exposed to the weather
cannot be lighted evenings when it is rainy,

while the electric lights furnish illumination irre-

spective of weather. The gas lamps would have
been supplanted by electric lamps but for the

fact that the managers of the exposition did not

have sufficient boiler capacity, and could not

obtain it without going to an unusual expense,

such as erecting a new building. The advan-
tages of the electric light were never more clear-

ly demonstrated.

The London Electrical Rnncw is irritated by
the suggestion of the British association com-
mittee on nomenclature that the electrical vocab-

ulary be enriched by the coinage of the terms
"kine," "bole" and "barad." It says: "We
are inclined when we meet such suggestions to

ask when this insane craze for new terms is like-

ly to cease, or whether the British association is

ever likely to become sensible. In what respect

is the expression 'a velocity of one kine ' better

than 'a velocity of one centimeter per second ;'

or the phrase ' a force of one barad' superior to

'a force of one dyne per centimeter.' It is ab-

solutely certain that the latter is more expressive

than the former, while its use involves no effort

of memory to realize the meaning conveyed. If

these terms are adopted, we may look for other

suggestions at future meetings. Engineers will

learn how utterly lost they have been in speak-
ing of a force of 'one pound per square inch,'

and will in future talk of a force of a Brain,

named after the president. They will cease to

compute velocities in ' feet per minute,' and talk

instead of a velocity of so many Precces, in

honor of the president of section G. To the

electricians might be given Fits, as the expres-

sion for one C. G. S. line of force per square
centimeter. This would be named after the

president of section A, and thereafter we would
speak of a field of 20,000 Fitz."

Judge Blodgett of Chicago has an interest-

ing point of law under advisement. It is one
growing out of the Central Union Telephone
company's withdrawal from the telephone busi-

ness in the state of Indiana, for the reason that

the rates fixed by enactment were too low to

afford any margin for profit. The point has
come up in a suit by the Bell company for an in-

junction against the Cushman company, restrain-

ing it from establishing and maintaining tele-

phone exchanges in Indiana. The contention
of the defendant is that it would be de-
cidedly impolitic to withdraw from the public
any useful invention or art, and make of it a sub-

ject of private monopoly. Authority was quoted
to the effect that the temporary monopoly
granted to inventors was never designed for

their exclusive profit or advantage. The primary
object in granting patents was to benefit the pub-
lic anil not the individual, aiul that which isonce

given to or invested in the public, cannot be
taken away from them. The people of Indiana

had invested in them a certain system. That
system, said the counsel for the Cushman com-
pany, thdy are entitled to, and the Bell company
had no right to take it away from them.

Defendant's counsel declared that the tele-

phone service had become interwoven into the

commerce of the country, and that it is not for

the owner of the patent to say he can give it or

not to the public at his own price, and upon his

own terms.

To Young readers or those whose opportu-

nities for education in mathematics have been
limited, the installment of Bell Hangers' Hand
Book in this issue may seem abstruse, but a care-

ful perusal and study of the equations and for-

mul:B will quickly develop the fact that they are

not nearly as difficult as they appear. "The
statement of a fact clarifies it," is an apt quota-

tion in Dr. Moses' recent address before the Cin-

cinnati Electrical society, and has an application

to the matter in question. Readers not familiar

with mathematical formulte should write those

laid before them in this issue and carry out the

processes indicated until the results given are

obtained. This will virtually be a statement of

fact and it will be of material assistance in mak-
ing the equations clear.

The consideration of electric motors for street

car propulsion occupied considerable time at the

annual meeting of the American Street Railroad

association, in Washington. A report will be
found elsewhere in this issue. The subject is

one of the greatest interest to both street car

companies and to electrical corporations; to the

former because electricity is to be the future mo-
tive power for the street cars, and to the latter

because a new field is being rapidly opened for

them. The merits of all the prominent systems
were presented and discussed. Mr. Sprague pre-

sented the claims of his system. William Brack-

en discussed the merits of the storage battery.

G. W. Mansfield explained at considerable length

the details of the Thomson-Houston system, and
the claims of the Bentley-Knight system were

explained by Robert W. Blackwell. The West
End road at Boston was referred to as a partic-

ularly interesting piece of work, as it will be

operated by the conduit and overhead systems.

The operation of several new roads at the north,

during the cold months when new difficulties will

present themselves, will be watched with interest

by both electricians and street car men. Mr.

Sprague disposed of the subject of lightning in

this summary way: "I would run a car in the

heaviest thunderstorm in the United States, and
feel perfectly safe."

Electric Welding is a subject of prime im-

portance to all the manufacturing industries

making use of metals, and consequently, there

was a place in the proceedings of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers at Scranton,

Pa., last week, for a paper on electric welding,

by C. J. H. Woodbury of Boston, Mass. The
principles underlying the application of elec-

tricity to this purpose and one of Professor

Thomson's machines have been treated at length

heretofore in the columns of the Western
Electrician. The discussion reinforced points

regarding the perfect adaptability of the electric

current to the purpose of welding in the appli-

cation of heat at the point desired; in the per-

fect control of the heat, and in the purity, so to

speak, of the heat, that is, a heat free from the

impurities of a coal fire. Professor Dolbear's

straightforward and thorough indorsement of

the electric welding process is borne out by the

series of tests referred to in the opening para-

graph of the brief article devoted to the sub-

ject.

As time progresses, and new applications of

the electric welding process are discovered, the

conviction that it is bound to revolutionize me-
chanical methods becomes more deeply im-

pressed. The members of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers will find in the report

of the proceedings of that body no pages of

more vital interest than tho.se devoted to the sub-

ject of electric welding.
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American Street Railway Association.

The seventh annual meeting of the American Street

Railway association was held in Washington, D C, Octo-

ber 17th. Mr Richards, who had been announced to read

a paper on the progress of electric motive power, was not

present, and Prebident Holmes announced that the conven-

tion would have to depend upon those present for a discus-

sion of the matter.

Wm Bracken of Philadelphia, representing the Julien

Electrical company of New York, was the first speaker:

"I am not here to discuss the relative merits of overhead

systems and conduits, but the storage battery traction

About two and one-half years ago ' said the speaker, "I

was in the city of Brussels, and on leaving my hotel one

mornino- saw a car moving along without horses or visible

means *of propulsion. I boarded it, and upon inquiry

found that it was run by accumulators. We made arrange-

ments with Mr. Julien to forward us a car to New York, so

as to apply electric traction here as well as in Europe The

car sent us was ill adapted for America, but the methods

of producing storage batteries two years ago proved to be

ver\' crude Mr. Julien sent the most improved machinery

and an electrician. We went to work, and fortunately,

were able to secure the services of keen, bright American

mechanics and chemists, and we soon discovered thecrude-

ness of the work as done in Europe. We are prepared to

equip a street railway line for less than it costs for horses

By the improvements made by H. G. Morris, a well-known

mechanic of Philidelphla, we are able to do the work with

two girls that it takes fifty men to accomplish in Brusse's.

The great trouble experienced with applying electricity as a

motive power has been in securing men competent to han-

dle the apparatus. It is comparaiively easy to secure men

for cable roads, but as we are engaged in a cornpara'ively

unknown art, of course it is difficult at first to find compe-

tent men, but vie have made such advancement that our

shop at Camden, N. J., i^ 2,500 cells behind its orders.

We light a large number of the Pullman cars, the vestibule

cars on the Pennsylvania road, and the entire works at

Waltham, Mass. All these are run by the Julien storage

battery. This shows the progress in two years made in

this comparatively unknown art: We put a car on tbe

Fourth and Madison Avenue line on the 17th of last

month. This car has a body of eighteen feet and capacity

of carrying seventy- five people. It his b^en running con-

stantly since, and has not stopped traflic once, or exper-

ienced an accident of any kind.''

Thomas C. Barr of Philadelphia, president of the Peo-

ple's Passenger Railway company and the Lombard &
South Street Passenger Railway company, said; "The

storage battery system was tried experimentally over our

road for at least two months, running sixteen miles a day

with 22-feet cars, the aggregate weight being 14,800

pounds, of which 4,800 pounds was the weight ol the bat-

teries. These batteries were operated by the Electric

Power company of America. The car would seat thirty

four passengers and would carry, when crowded, 125 per-

sons. When thus loaded the average weight would be 30,-

000 pounds. A two months' trial was very satisfactory, as

the car ran smoothily, steadily and nicely. It moved off

gently from a fuU stop without any jerk, and was taken off

only by reason of the fact that a large sewer was con-

structed through the center of our street, causing us to run

a siding, and we were afraid the weight of the car would

interfere with the work.

"The only difficulty at present is the cost of equipping

the cars with the storage batteries as well as the cost of

reconstructing the road, but I have no doubt this system

will in a very short time be brought down to such a point

that the car can be operated by batteries much less in

weight at a great saving of expense.

F. J. Sprague, of the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor

compiny, stated that the conduit, overhead and storage

systems all had their good points, and each had its way of

working to attain the effect. On the second day of last

February the Richmond road was started, and is the largest

electric railway in the country, having twelve miles of

tracks. It is operated by overhead wires. The grades on

this road are from six to eight feet, and the curves from

twenty-six to twenty-seven feet. Since starting the cars

have run 500,000 miles, and i.ooo.ooo people have_ been

carried. At times the cars have run S,ooo miles without

gomg in the shed; in fact, they have been housed in the

street under the canopy of heaven for some months. They

were built for the work of 7V2 horse power, but have fre-

quently been compelled to do the work of 1 2 horse power.

From 90 to 96 per cent, of the cars are in constant service,

working twenty to twenty-one hours a day. A lighting

company furnishes the power to the Richmond cars for

^1.60 a day.

"In Harrisburg we had fifty cars running on a line con-

structed by our company.
"The central station of the road building in Boston is so

constructed as to be able to take in all roads in the city.

Three miles of this road will be built by the conduit sys

tern under the Eentley-Knight system. This wmter will

furnish the crucial test of electric roads in the Northern

States. We will see what effect the hard %vinter weather

will have on the roads. We have roads in Boston, Akron

and Cleveland. Next spring it will be known what the

electric reads are."

Mr Sprague was asked if his company owned any por-

tion of these roads He said: "Not a cent. We have no

interest in them, and don't want any. We employ the best

men and hold them responsible for their work. 1 think we

have harnessed lightning so as to avoid any trouble from

that source. All that can be seen when lightning strikes a

wire is a click and a spark: the passengers know nothing

of it. Sometimes it may burn out the motor._ I would

run a car in the heaviest thunderstorm in the United States

and fee! safe from danger."

G. W. Mansfield of the Thomson-Houston company,

said: "The successful application of electricity to the pro-

pulsion of street cars can only be attained by the most

hearty co-op:rition of the electricians and the railway

men. The electricians must look to the practical and ex
perienced railway managers for a full and complete knowl-
edge of the obstacles to be overcome, and the results

necessary to be attained, and the business man must be
informed fully and freely of the plans of the engineer and
of the p-actical result of his study and research, that he
may inteiligen'ly criticise, advise, correct, and, in the end,
accept or reject.

" Being lully impressed with the tiuih of this statement,
as I am called upon as a representative of the Thomson-
Houston Electric company, I desire to explain some of the
details of our apparatus, the reasons for adopting the
various devices, and the practical results which we have
achieved.

"We think that the truck should be entirely independent
of the car body. The advantages of this arrangement
are manifold. At the outset of our work we found that

the approved system for placing motors under the car was
to clasp the axle with one end of the motor and provide a
flexible support from the cir body for the other end. We
were unable to give our approval to this method, aod we de-
signed a flexible support on the truck itself, which left the
motor entirely independent of the oscillations of the car body,
and still gave us the slight play necessary to lighten the
strain in starting the car- All of our trucks have been
constructed on this principle since our first car was started

at Crescent Beach on the 4th of last July. We are pleased
to observe that other electric companies have recently

adopted this system, as it proves the correctness of our
views.

"Our mo'ois are provided with self-oUing bearings aad
self feeding brushes, so that they work automatically.

The brushes are set at right angles to the face of the com-
mutator, thus avoiding the 1 roubles which arise with
tangential brushes. The laminations of sheet copper
which make up the brush are placed at right angles to the

direction of ro:ation or edgewise, so that it is impossible
for ihem to become bent. They wear very gradually and
require no attention until they are actually worn out, when
they can be very e: sily and quickly replaced. Our practi-

cal experiei ce shows that no other form of bru h will give
such excellent results; we have had no trouble with
brushes on any of our motors. Our motors are con-

structed with but one commutator, using but one pair of

brushes, and this with our automatic feeding brush holder,

greatly simplifies the mechanism and reduces the attention

required, to a minimum. The electrical and mechanical
proportions of our motors are such that no adjustment of

the brushes is required for change of load, and sparking is

entirely obviated.

"We have from the first, with perfect success, used
fiber gearing to deaden the noise, and we are glad to see

that other companies are now adopting this obvious means
of accomplishing so desirable a result.

' The question of the use of an outside rheostat to con-

trol the current in stopping and starting the. car, was one
which received very careful consideration. Without going
into the scientific points, we will simply ^ay that we deemed
the use of such rheostat much safer, more reliable, more
economical as regards repairs, and in every respect prefer-

able to the use of the field coils for a similar purpose.

The rheostat is only used in stopping and starting the

car; or say, for not over one-tenth of the time that the car

is running; it is substantially constructed, and is very

durable. I he principal objection urged is that the bearing

of the rheostat involves a loss or waste of power. This is

true, but the waste is slight, whereas the use of field coils

involves the danger of burning out of these coils, and a

few such di^a^ters would much more than counterbalance

the slight waste of current in rheostat.

"In discussing our overhead system, I have arranged

everything under three headings: Systems, methods and
details.

"I divide systems into i, one wire per track, using

track for return; 2, two wires per track, one as the out-

going, the other as the return.

"Methods I divide into i, bracket arm method, poles on
side of street; 2, cross suspension method, poles on either

side of street; 3, bracket arm method, poles in center of

street.

"Details of methods I subdivide into r, poles; 2, con-

ductors or feeders; 3, supporting devices; 4, switch and
curve devices.

"This arrangement is made to simplify, and to illustrate

the fact that there are a great many things that we have

to carefully consider. 1 shall not however, rigidly hold

myself to the points in their chronological order

"In considering the systems, each has certain advan-

tages. The one, however, possessing the majority will be
the one most generally adopted. Taking experience as

our teacher, we are taught that the single wire system is

this one. A great deal, of course, depends upon local

conditions, but so far we feel our opinion in this matter

is coirect.

"In either case the methods are almost identical, vary-

ing only by introducing the necessarj' insulation between
the two wires My general remarks upon the methods
emp'oyed, can therefore be applied to both systems.

Obviously, the local conditions govern the question of

methods. Am I to build a line for a road located upon
the side of the street, or in the center; for a single track,

or fjr a double track. Each of these we have already

gone into extensively and carefully, and all can be seen

practically worked out on the Eckington and Soldiers'

Home railway in this city. In describing our details it

might therefore be as well to briefly and accurately men-
tion the details of this road. The poles on the portion of

the line which runs through New York avenue, a very

broad street, are located in the center between the tracks

They are made of sections of iron piping varying from

6 inches to 3^2 inches, and are rigidly connected together.

Twenty-one feet fiom the ground cross arms are extended

out to the center of the tracks. Every other pole is ex-

tended upward seven feet, from the top of which extension

is placed a cluster of ten lights each of 32 candle power.

Five of these are white and the remainder are red. The

latter are automatically thrown in if one of these white
fights should fail. The red is therefore an index to the
hne man that the cluster needs attention. The ornamenta-
tion of these poles is simpl;. Evidently the onlylimita-
tion in this direction is the cost. We consider this method
is to be more generally adopted if it is correct in principle,
and the objections so generally raised are based upon some
curious predilection or prejudice. The conductor is sus-
pended.
"The posts used for the bracket method are of planed

gxg.inch tapered chestnut. The arm cons-sts of a piece
of 2- inch gas pipe, supported by a neat iron bracket bolted
to the post. The posts used for the cross suspension
method are of the same character, and as this method is so
well understood I shall not enter upon it here. The con-
ductor is suppDrted with our regular cone insulators.
These may vary somewhat, according to the conditions to
be met. The cone insulator, as its name implies, is coni-
cal in shape. It is made of wood with a protecting hood
of paper and canvas, preventing the same from getting
wet, with resultant loss of current from leakage. Ic is

provided with two hcoks, one at the apex for hooking into
the arm or cross wire, the other at the under side for hook-
ing the ear to. The ear for straight work is soldered upon
the upper side of the conductor, and then hooked on to the
cone insulator. This leaves a perfectly smooth surface on
tlie under side for the trolley wheels. For curve and
switch wo k the ear is arched, so that the strains are all in

the same place. This obviates all distortion and canting
of the supports Insulation is also introduced on this ear
directly at the point of support. The frogs for switches
and turnouts are small, light, and absolute in thtir

action.

"We ordinarily use a single conductor, stout and sub-
stantial in character, believing that some rigidity is advisa-
ble, and that a multiplicity of wires is objectionable, and
to be avoided. Whenever the roads are of such magnitude
that such a wire is not of sufficient capacity, we supple-
ment it with feeders."

Robert W. Blackwell, representing the Bentley-Knight
system, spoke as follows: "When I last had the pleasure
of speaking to you at Philadelphia, last year, I said many
things about what we proposed to do during the coming
year. We have a road running on the conduit system at
Allegheny City, Pa. Last December two cars were started,

and February 15th four cars were running. About six

weeks ago two additional cars were put on. making six in
all. The work required of the motive power is the
heaviest of the kind in the world- We are using the
heavies' motors in the country, and have thirty 7 ominal
horse power on every car. The road has been swamped by
frtshets and had other difficulties of lil;e nature to contend
with, but during the entire time there has never been a
stoppage from a defect in the electrical system. The
specialty of the Bentley-Rnight system is the conduit sys-

tem. We have laid the only conduit system. We build
both overhead and underground roads, and have had to
contend with every difficulty possible, and I think it is fair

to say that we have met them all, and the road at Allegheny
is a practical solution of the city rai way service. We are
now building a three mile section for the West End Street
Railway company of Boston. The road is laid through
seme of the finest streets of the city, and upon this road
both the conduit and overhead systems will receive

a crucial test, and from the results of the trial the
future of electrical motive power can be decide.d. Upon a
thirty-dgy trial made by the superintendent of the Alle-
gheny City road, the result was as follows: Daily mileage
per car 72 miles, running on an average five cars per day.
The receipts for the last four days were as follows: Sep'
tember 23, $201; September 24, $t 16; September 25, §151;
September 26, $'53. During the four days the average
mileage per car per day was 8 miles per car During the
coming winter a thorough test of the working of the con-

duit system will be made at Boston, New York and Alle-

gheny, the difficulties being such as to meet the require-

micnts of every road in (he United States.

"In regard to overhead wires, we do not object to them.
The cost of such a system would not exceed lor a double
track route 1^2,500 or .$1,000 per mile, while the under-
ground s}-stem would cost at least .'^25,003 per mi e, single

track. The best of care must be taken of the mechanical
part of the road, or the running of the system will end in

a dismal failure."

Among those in attendance at the Street Railway con-
vention were F. J. Sprague and H. McL. Harding, of ll e

Sprague Electric Railway and Motor company, of New
York. The Sprague company had on exhibition a numter
of photographs and diagrams of apparatus made by them
and roads recently installed upon their system. In the
exhibition hail, one of the most noteworthy exhibits was
that of the Sprague company. 1 his consisted of one of

their improved motor trucks with latest pattern of motor,
brushes, brush holders, and gear'ng. At the Sprague head-
quarters in the hotel, there was always a large number of
street railway men inspecting the different exhibits

there

The Bentley-Knight Eleclric Railway company was rep-

resented at the convention by R. W. Blackwell, president,

and J. L. Blackwell, secretary. An exhibit was made
showing specimens of their conduits and parts of their ap-
pliances.

The Ries electric railway and traction increasing system
of Baltimore, Md., represented by Elias E. Ries and A.
H. Henderson, was shown

The Julien Electric Traction company extended aspec'al

invitation to the delegates to the convention to visit and
inspect their storage battery car running regularly on the

Madison avenue line in New York City.

The J O. Brill company, Philadelphia, represented by
John A. Brill and J A. Hanna, exhibited a patent equali-

zer and also patent independent rigid trucks for electrical,

or other mechanical motors or cable grips,

Sidney H. Short, representing the Short series electric

system, was in attendance.
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The Solution of the Municipal Rapid
Transit Problem.'

Ev Frank J. Sprague.

PART V.

j. jSI Pendleton: I have heard several eulogies of the

Sprague motor that is used in Richmond, and I would like to

inquire whether the motor in use upon the cars in Richmond
is anything but a plain, series-wound Siemens armature. If

such is the case, it seems to be a very old form of motor

—

one that certainly has not got anything to give it a title ex-

cept the maker's name. In these motors, we know that

Mr. Sprague has spent a great deal of time and given a
good deal of study to certain lines of regulation in motors,

but they are certainly not adapted to car purposes; and if

a plain series motor is put upon a car, why should we call

it one thing or another? Is there anything in the motor
except that it is a series-wound motor such as we have been
familial with a great many years, even before we knew the

names of a great many manufacturers who certainly cannot
claim the invention of a motor of that class?

i\lR, jNIailloux: While it is true that there are very few
types of motors existing, and that, in fact, the question of

selecting a type, in the mind of an electrical engineer who
is about to design a motor, comes down to but two forms,

strictly speaking, yet it does not appear to me to follow nec-

essarily that we should be compelled to give to the motor
designed merely the name of that peculiar form. We have
only to look into other fields of engineering—and I know
no better example than this which he mentions—to see how
the names go. If we were to give absolutely to Caesar
what is his, the engines that we use to-day would be known
by the names of people who lived before we were born. As
a matter of fact, while James Watt may have done a great

dea! for the steam engine, yet it does not follow that he is

entitled to the full credit of the steam engine, because if

we were to place the engine designed by James Watt in

contrast with the engine designed later by Corliss, we would
find quite a difference; and if you would come down still

further and compare it with the triple expansion compound
engines now being made, you would find a still more
marked difference. Yet, strictly speaking, they are all of

the same type. Now, the criticism made by Mr. Pendleton
would imply that in designing a motor you have only to look
at a book and find a picture that suits you the best, and
then if you decide that it is to be a series motor or shunt
motor, you simply go to work and have it made. Now, -we

who have been through the mill, know that the process is

far from being as easy as that. We know that there are
very intricate calculations to be gone through, and calcula
tions that must be gone through under very adverse and
trying situations, inasmuch as, so far from the art being en-
tirely known, we are, in fact, only in the dawn of knowl-
edge. In other words, the data that we have to work from
are very incomplete, and where facts, figures and principles
end we must go often into the domain of the hypothetical
to help ourselves out. Now, I think that so far from dis-

paraging the efforts of people in designing, we should, on
the other hand, certainly give them credit for what they
have done, because we ought to realize the amount of study,
hard work, experimenting, and oftentimes expense, which
have been necessary to enable them to arrive at these re-

sults.

F. J. Sprague: I am rather glad that some argument
has come up in the discussion of the paper. I think pos-

sibly I am in a position to correct some of the impressions

which have been received so as to remove doubts about cer-

tain points. I do not care to here enter into a discussion as

to whether any work that I do shall go under my name or

in some other man's. So far as the difference between the

Sprague motor in Richmond and the Siemens machine is

concerned, either Mr. Pendleton does not know what the

Sprague motor in Richmond is, or what the Siemens motor
is. We use in Richmond a double commutator machine
which is unknown to day to any one except those whom I

have taught. Its plan of winding has never been pub-

lished or described. It is, as I say, unknown except by the

employes of my company, and if there is any question as to

the similarity of that winding to some other, I have not the

slightest objection to giving the necessary diagram of con-

nections, it is a series machine, but a series machme
which has some peculiar characteristics. It is wound with

three sets of coils, and the peculiarity very largely consists

in the method of connecting and certain switches, by which
the coils in these machines are commutated and reversed,

their field magnetization and their current varied at will,

through progressive changes, by means of which, when de-

sirable, we are enabled under various loads to maintain an

almost absolutely constant field, while the current may vary

300 per cent. That has never been done with a motor be-

fore; that is, to so regulate the field that, with a variation

of 300 per cent., a perfectly constant field will be main-
tained. This field connection is somewhat peculiar, so

much so that it would be useless for me to attempt to de-

scribe it now, although I shall take occasion to publish a
description of it in the near future. There are, however,
some characteristics of motors other than the mere winding
of the armatures or fields, or their regulation, which are

essential for street car purposes. It is, as Mr. Mailloux
says, a question partly of proportioning, partly of calcula-

tion, a putting together of those things which you have at

hand to meet those conditions under which you have got to

work. Two years ago, I think I may fairly say, such a

problem as equipping the Richmond road, with its abnor-
mal conditions, with the circumstances of manufacture
which we had to meet, and in the time that was given to us

in the then undeveloped slate of this art, would have been
looked upon as somewhat preposterous. I am frank to

confess that had I known what I had to go through, I

would, perhaps, have had neither the necessary courage,

lime nor patience, nor have cared to have risked the money

I Head before the American tnstitulcof Electrical Eneinccfp, June
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which I did. I have spent in Richmond ^150,000, and I

have learned something. While I do not care to state all I

learned, I have taken advantage of it in our future work.
A great many of the principles of regulation that have been
associated with my name are not characteristic of the Rich-
mond machines. They are designed for other purposes.
Now, referring to Mr. Leonard's paper, a great many of
the deficiencies he speaks of exist in Richmond, and unless
the machine were of superhuman design, they must exist
there. A year ago those machines were put in in a great
hurry. The maximum normal capacity that they ought to
run at is about seven and a half horse power. Very fre-

quently they have been called upon to develop ten or eleven
horse power, an increase of about 50 per cent. In the
nine months during which this road has been in actual op-
eration, and it has run nearly half a million of miles and
carried millions of passengers, not one working car has ever
been inside of a closed shed. They have been housed in

the street. The photograph which you have in the report
of the paper read by me some months ago gives you some
idea of where the cars have been kept. Of course you are
aware that when a machine is running it is exposed to more
or less wear. It needs something of care and attention. A
locomotive that makes 200 or 300 miles is sent into a round-
house, thoroughly cleaned, and taken care of. It is a very
good locomotive that will run with safety, and it is very poor
management that will permit it to run more than 300 or 400
miles without looking it over. The Richmond machines
have run sometimes as high as 6,000 or 8,000 miles with-
out being sent inside a covered shed. They have run with-
out covers of any kind or character. They have run with
six inches of water in the street and brake-beams running
in the water, which was splashing on the motors. They
have run until you could not tell what the machine was; un-
til the accumulation of mud and oil and filth was of such a
character that no other piece of machinery in the world
would ever have run. I am not responsible, unfortunately,
for the management of the Richmond railway. If so, we
would not have the possibility of a number of cars lying in

the car-shed, so-called, unfit for duty, after having been left

in the streets during ten days of rain. The report from
one of my own inspectors less than one week ago was that

there was no more trouble in running a 40-car road by elec-

tricity than in one operating three or four cars. He is a
level-headed, practical, cautious man, not given to strong
statements, and very conservative in what he says or does.
He says that out of 30 cars equipped for dutv, there is no
difficulty whatever in maintaining 29 on the road, if only
that legitimate, ordinary, reasonable care is given to the
machines which ought to be given to them; and that is the
opinion of others who know the e.xact circumstances of the
Richmond management, and the character of the attendance
which the machines have had. There is no electric car in

the world which has ever made anything like these records
—from So to no miles a day on grades as high as 10 per
cent., under leads 50 per cent, above the ncrmal capacity
of the machines in the hands of the men oftentimes ap-
pointed for political purposes and not for intelligence, on
duty tw^enty hours a day. and making 6,000 or 8,000 miles
without going inside a shed to be cleaned off. I have been
called a crank, and some time ago when I made the state-

ment, as I did in the paper that was read here, that we
would get to that position in electric motors in which it

would be almost an impossibility in ordinary use to break
them down, and that I proposed to wash machines down
occasionally, to get them clean, the remark was made,
"Well, that fellow must be a d—d fool." Well, I quietly

pocketed that remark, and within the next thirty days or so

we will have that machine out, and we will put one of those

armatures that people have laughed about inside a barrel of

water for twenty-four hours, and we will take it out and we
will run it. There is no piece of electric machinery in ex-

istence to-day that will stand it. One of the difiicuUies

which will occur on any road where cars are not properly

and decently housed some part of the twenty-four hours is

this: Cars that are running, of course, warm up, the pores

open, they are ready for the absorption of any moisture.

If it comes on a cold, damp, murky night, and these cars

are left utterly unprotected, they will absorb more or less

moisture. In dealing with the potential we are using there

of 400 to 450 volts on the line, you have a possibility of a

short circuit in the coils. Some of the difficulties Mr.
Leonard mentions I think he might have recognized as of a
purely mechanical nature, or difficulties due very largely to

lack of ordinary care. The breaking of a trolley wire,

sometimes caused by a trolley catching in it, can be, of

course, almost entirely obviated by one or two precautions;

one of these is the non-use of solder in the erection of a

line. In putting up the Richmond line we used hard drawn
copper. Hard drawn copper, as it comes out of the mill,

has a remarkable tenacity, but when it has been handled,

and when under the heat of a soldering iron it has been
warmed up, you reduce it practically to the strength of soft

drawn copper, so that you will have at the point where
solder has been applied a weak spot which entirely nullifies

all your other precautions. In our future work this trouble

will be entirely removed, because we will not use solder

from one end of the line to the other. The use of silicon

bronze or aluminum bronze, drawn for high conductivity

and great tenacity, will likewise render less possible any ac-

cident due to the breaking of the wire. This wire can be

drawn of from 100,000 to 150,000 pounds tensile strength

to the square inch, and being put up without solder, I can
sec little possibility of that wire e\er coming down.
So far as the use of poles is concerned, if you use a green

pole, as the poles in Richmond were, it will bend; if im
properly set in a clay soil it will get out of position. If it

is properly seasoned and set in concrete there is no reason
why it should give trouble. One of the most important
roads that we have—we have some 26 or 27 now— is the

West J'jid road of IJoston. Rights for an overhead system
there having been granted within a few days, we are putting

up a line that costs four times as much as the Richmond
line did per mile. I believe I said in my recent paper that

the objection to overhead wires was entirely reasonable,

because people did not put money enough into them. Hav-

ing put all the money which I did in the Richmond road, I

do not propose to put in any more there. On a new road,
where I can make my own conditions before the contract is
signed, I am wiUing to put in just as expensive a road as is
desired. Instead of putting in wooden poles in Boston, we
are putting in iron poles tested up to 1,400 pounds, 'in-
stead of setting ihem in clay, we set them in concrete.
Those poles will not come down, .So far as the span wires
are concerned there is no danger of their breaking.
As to the use of a single overhead line that I know is a

much discussed question. But I find the practice of most
people is a single overhead line. There has been a good
deal of kicking on the part of telephone companies. Ii
has chiefly disappeared down in Richmond. The trouble
is that the telephone companies had the earth, and they
wanted to keep it, (Laughter.) I can see no particular
reason why a telephone company should not be required to
exercise the same degree of care in putting up their lines
that they would if the electric railroad were already in ex-
istence. The telephone man runs out his c'rcuit as far as
he can and charges as much as he can, and then, because
some poor railroad company wants to put in some cheap
and effective system of operating its cars, I do not think
that it is quite just on the part of the telephone companies
that they should raise their hands in such holy horror over
the use of the earth circuits, Mr. McCluer, of Richmond,
who was mentioned, had ingenuity enough to get out of his
trouble.

_

He took the trouble to run over his main tele-

phone circuit, where they came near our wires, a single re-
turn wire, and he makes his telephone connections to that.
His troubles have disappeared. I suppose it might have
cost his system a few hundred dollars. If he objected to
paying that. I suppose we could have paid it for him, but
he has, as I say, overcome his troubles by the most trivial

possible expense. If that is the only objection that tele-

phone companies have got, it is not a legitimate objection.
So far as the burning out of their exchange is concerned, I

will have to correct Mr, Leonard in that. At the time one
of their decayed poles fell down and landed three or four
hundred wires on top of our lines, the dynamos were not
running at all. This is the only pole breakage I know of.

\ye have burned out some of their instruments, but that is

simply because we took a reasonable amount of precaution,
and they did not. They got their wires across ours, and
they got the worst of it The great trouble with telegraph
and telephone business is this—the thousands of miles of
dead wires hanging down in the streets and over the house
tops. A man who has a telephone does not take the
trouble to take down his telephone wire after he has dis-

continued the service. There is no Eesthetic sentimenc in a
telephone company. They are perfectly willing to say:
"Here, you electric light people and you electric railway
people are causing a great deal of trouble to our customers.

"

If they would all join hands in an equitable arrangement,
as some of them have, they would have little cause to com-
plain.

A criticism has been made about the use of two machines
on a car. I have spent half an hour trying to get the
length of this room wi h one motor on a 6 per cent, grade,
under a condition which happened to give a slimy surface
on the rail, and I have seen under the same conditions, on
a 10 per cent, grade, on a worse track, two motors handle
the heaviest loads. It is not merely because the wheels
can get a better grip—you have got your total weight avail-

able for traction. The forward wheels can also in case of
an emergency travel faster than the rear wheels. That has
been done—even on a level, and has the "advantage of

breaking up whatever obstructions there are on the track

and leaving the track perfectly clear; if you put between
your wheel a broom or brush you have excellent traction.

It could not be done by gearing both wheels to the same
motor, simply because you could not get that independence
of grip that is necessary. Running both pairs of axles re-

quires certain devices, the use of which, in view of existing

street car practice in the matter of constructing running
gear, 1 do not think is advisable. There are some 40,000
or 50,000 cars in the United States, and there are one or

two settled principles in them; one is, perfectly independent
action of the axles. No four w^heels on a car are of the

same diameter; they are never cast absolutely alike; they do
not run necessarily on the same tread. Any difference in

the level of the streets will send the weight of a car down
on one side. In fact, it seems to me, in the face of all I

have seen, almost tri\'ial to make any objection to the in-

dependent driving of two axles. I admit it is cheaper to

build one machine to put on a car, but you can build two
smaller machines of the same capacity. Space in a street

car is a matter of considerable importance. You want to

get large power on a car to handle heavy loads, but you
have got to have it In comparatively small space.

As to keeping a trolley on a wire, I am quite willing to

enter into a contract to put a trolley on a car which never

can come off the wire, and, in fact, some of our cars are

now running with one man, and have to run with one man,
simply because the railroad people wont pay an additional

conductor.

The methods of getting rid of troubles have been, of

course, subjects of a great deal of study. It was not pos-

sible a couple of years ago to look forward and face all the

conditions that arise in practice. We electricians did not

know enough about street car praclice, and street car men
did not know enough about electric railways, so we had to

join hands with the street car men, and we had to put the

cars and motors into the hands of ignorant men and meet
those difficulties in order to know how to get over them.

I think I may safely say that the road we put in sixty days
from now will bear about as little resemblance in details to

the Richmond road as it is possible for any two roads to

bear to each other, simply because of great improvements,
not only in the motors, but in the gearing, switches, trolley

work and all overhead superstructure.

A two-wire system requires from two to four times the

weight overhead. Where we put a main conductor along-

side of the street and reduce the trolley wire to a single one

a fifth of an inch in diameter, that enables us to keep our

structure in position a great deal better. So far as safety
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is concerned the fact that a horse was killed in Richmond
in the early t'ays of running, is no criterion of it. Twa
wires are more liable to come down as one; but you wont

get killed with 400 or 500 volts. I have several times taken

that potential myself. We don't know whether the horse

that was killed in Richmond broke his neck or was calle I

by electricity. He was boiled in order to get his skeleton;

he did have a broken neck; it is not known whether that

killed him. We had a mule there. (Laughter.) A man
threw a lump of ice down on to our wires. The first mule

—two of them were being driven by a darkey—ran his head

into the wire and kicked, and finally fell down and lay on the

wire. About half an hour after that they telephoned up to

the general manager's office, and said, "We have got a

mule pretty well used up by a current: we want damages."

Hesaid, "All right." About4S hours afterward they sent

up word that they did not think they wanted any damages;

that mule seemed to be a great deal livelier than before.

(Laughter.) In the case of the horse, that was gross care-

lessness on the part of everj'body concerned—the conductor

who broke the wire, the dog who investigated it, and the

bov who rode the horse, but the only one injured was the

horse.

The statement that the Richmond company has never

been able to run more than thirty cars out of forty, is an

error. The Richmond road never expected to run more

than thirty cars out of forty. Its plant was built for thirty

cars. A forty car motor equipment had nothing to do
with their line work, or their central station work. It is

perfectly possible, as a matter of fact, to run the entire

forty cars.

As far as the use of the storage battery is concerned, I

am just as an.Kious as anybody else that the storage battery

should be a success. But it will never get on a car in

Richmond when they have got to put 4,000 pounds weight

on that car. They never will take 20,000 pounds weight

up a ten per cent, grade with a storage battery until it is in

a good deal higher state of efficiency than it is to day.

We have, although not prominently connected with storage

battery work, been experimenting for a long time, ^^'e

keep a car on tap. We have had built hundreds of plates

in the past year, trj'ing to devise some means of overcoming

some difficulties that e.-cist in storage batteries now. We
hope to have a normal capacity of discharge in, say, a 35-

pound cell of not less than 75 or So amperes, and that they

can stand 150. The resistance ought to be about one-

third or one-fourth of the present storage battery. The
plates will be practically indestructible; and finally, it

won't be a Faure cell. That is the sort of thing I am
looking for. I do not know whether we wnll get it. The
results; so far, have been very encouraging, but we never

will attempt to climb a 10 per cent, grade with it, and we
never will put it on the market until we know it is satisfac-

tory. We will do our own experimental work. We expect

to get the battery down so that not more than i Soo pounds

is necessar}' to handle the car under ordinary conditions.

That will be something of an advance. The credit will not

be mine, except that I have to pay the bills. Two years

ago it was not possible to design a street car motor for en-

tirely perfect work. I do not think enough was known
about street car work. Certainly we are in a position to-

day to design a great deal better machines than we did then.

I shall have the pleasure of showing and explaining to this

association in the near future our two latest machines—one

about -}4 horse power, the other about 15—and their con-

struction, I think, will appeal to street car people at least.

I think by the time the Boston road is running, which will

be in about five or six weeks, if Providence is not against us

in the matter of the weather, we shall be able to show such

improvement to the overhead line, as to its efficiency, econ-

omy and appearance, the character of the motors and the

work which they will do, as will be a subject for mutual

congratulation.

L. F. Lyne: I would like to ask Mr. Sprague if he

really meant that a locomotive only runs 150 miles before it

needs repairs. I think he meant 1,000.

Mr. SfRAGt'E: I might as well correct that impression

at once, if you will permit me. I said it was not practi-

cable in locomotive work to run over 200 or 400 miles with-

out the locomotive going under shelter, and being properly

oiled and cleaned; I did not mean going into the repair

shop. What I sav about the Richmond machines is this:

They are not put inside of four walls; they are simply left

in the streets. Vou cannot have a locomotive or any other

machine in the street for eight months under all conditions

of the weather and have a machine that will not be apt to

sometimes give you trouble.

I was quoted a little w^hile ago as making a remark about

hill horses. I was asked by a man who was interested in

storage batteries—I believe he lived in New Jersey—if I

would recommend in the equipment of a road which ordi-

narily did not have more than two or three per cent, grade,

but which did have in some particular places a hea\7 grade

of 3 or Q per cent., the use of motors which would climb a

9 per cent, grade? I said that as a matter of commercial

investment I would say no. I said: "'You will find it

cheaper if, when you get to that S or g per cent, grade, you

take the trouble to put on a horse." That certainly was

the intention of my remark.
So far as Richmond is concerned, I did not expect in the

first place, that we were going to have a 10 per cent, grade

there. Our specifications are for 3 per cent. We have in

some places the equivalent of a 13 per cent, grade. We
develop a remarkable traction, a traction which I never an-

ticipated would be gotten out of a car; but no matter how
we magnetized our wheels there, unless we drove both axles

we never would get up these grades at all times.

Mr. Lyne: There are one or two remarks made by Mr.

Leonard that I would like to refer to. The devices, so far

as 1 have been able to discover, in transmitting the power

from the motor to the shaft of the car or axle of the car,

have been in many cases obsolete devices. For instance,

the grooved friction wheel has been used on the '"Ben

Franklin" that was tried on the Ninth avenue road. That
device was mentioned by engineers years ago, because the

friction wheel caused flat places. If a sufficient pressure

was not brought to bear on these wheels to bring it up to

the maximum point at once, the surfaces would slip on one
another, and the axle would have a flat place. When the

Fontaine locomotive came out we were led to believe that

the whole railroad system of the country would be revolu-

tionized in a few months by that engine. A certain few
predicted its utter failure, and it failed, principally in con-
sequence of the tires getting flat places on rhem. As soon
as they did get a flat place they began pounding themselves

to pieces, and the result was a dismantling of the whole
affair. We know that the same thing occurs in locomotives

in climbing grades. They slip, get flat places, and then
the wheels have to be turned off, or the tires rather.

Mr. Spragt:e: The question of depreciation of line is

a question of construction very largely. It is certainly not

a question of wear. A consideration of the actual time in

which a wire is in contact, will show this. With cars that

are making two-minute headway and running seven miles

an hour, with a round trolley wheel making contact on a

round wire, we have almost a line contact, but call it an
eighth of an inch contact. Any portion of the wire is in

actual contact with the wheel less than one two- hundred-
thousandth part of the time; in other words, in continuous

current contact, not over one hour in twenty-six years.

Consequently the current ought not to rapidly wear the

wire out, and it does not. In fact, the period in which any
particular part of the wire is In contact is not over one two-

thousandth part of a second when the car is moving seven

miles per hour.

The questions of insulation, leakage and lightning came
up a little while ago. It is a remarkable fact that lightning

does not necessarily follow always the single overhead wire.

We have had in Richmond quite a number of cases of the

line being struck by lightning. Our ground circuit is made
by three paths; two through the boilers and water connec-

tions, and a third through by a covered wire njnning about

1,000 feet on poles out, and direct down, to the track. W'e
have had lightning come over that wire several times, and
the statement of the engineers is that it is about an even

thing whether it comes in oti that line or the other one. It

terminates in a well, and as a matter of scientific interest

the engineers sometimes watch it as it goes into this well.

So far as the leakage is concerned on that line it can easily

be reduced to an average of one-tenth or one one-hundredth

pa't of one per cent. It has never been sufficient to cause

the slightest interference with the operation of the wire, ex-

cept in the case of the short circuit. If existing, it can

very easily be perceived by taking the reading of the am-
pere meter. The leakage is nothing so far as loss of power
is concerned.

D. E. Lain: About the only part of the matter that I

wish to speak of now is the means of coupling the motor

to the axle. In Mr. Sprague's excellent paper he compares

the method of direct coupling with the others, coupling by

means of a chain gear, friction gear, etc., in a way which,

I think, was ratVer hard on the direct coupling. I have

had some experience with some of these ways, and it

seemed to me that the method of direct coupling offers cer-

tain advantages which no other method offers. The easy

motion and perfect noiselessness of the coupling certainly

place it ahead of any other means. The simplicity, of

course, in this method is greater than in any other. All

the details are reduced to a minimum. The objection, of

course, is that on account of the slow speed which the

armature must necessarily run, running no faster than the

driving wheel—a larger machine is necessary. This may
be an objection, and may not. In street railway work,

where certainly not more than 10 horse power is intended,

where the whole equipment should not weigh more than,

say, 5,000 pounds when the car is loaded, the weight of the

motor enters as a part of the whole weight; with the weight

of a direct coupled motor, that it is not of such great im-

portance after all. If the drivers be reduced to, say, iS

inches, or thereabouts, a motor can be built that is not nec-

essarily over 25 per cent, greater in weight than one using

gearing. This small difference is due in part, at any rate,

to the greater efficiency of direct coupling over the gear.

Of course, gear transmission is not possible where speed is

reduced or changed from, say, one to twelve or one to ten

without some considerable loss of power. All this is saved

in the direct connection where the loss by transmission

should not be more than a very few per cent. I think be-

fore the close of a year, at least before the close of next

year, results will be obtained with direct coupling that will

show it is possible to use a direct coupled motor, even for so

small work as street car work, that is quite as efficient, tak-

ing it all the way through, and taking the total efficiency of

the system, as gearing.

M. B. Leonard: With reference to the statement in my
paper regarding the burning out of the exchange, that state-

ment w'as based on information I received from the tele-

phone manager's office yesterday afternoon. In regard to

the difficultv and trouble experienced by the telephone ex

change people on account of the ground circuit of the elec-

tric railwa;-, it has been largely, if not altogether, remedied

by the erection of a metallic circuit, or what amounts to the

same thing, namely, running on a large copper wire to

which the telephone wires are grounded, instead of going

to a gas pipe, as ordinarily they do. The difficulty has

been obviated in that way, but there are quite a number of

private telephone lines put up by various people, including

our railroad company, who cannot afford to go to the expense

of putting up metallic circuits, and the result has been that

we have been obliged to discard our private telephone line

and pay tribute to the telephone company and their metallic

circuit system. With reference to the mechanical difficulties

which Mr. Sprague alludes to, and which, of course, have

been improved since the road was first erected, it is true

that those mechanical diffi__culties can be considered as such

by observation; but the electric road at Richmond was put

forward as being a sample, I may say, of what has been

accomplished, anH of course we could only take what was
actually being done, and criticise it accordingly. This I

endeavored to do in the few remarks I made. That the

work is susceptible of improvement is, of course, at once

apparent to almost every one, and that Mr. Sprague has in

other cities succeeded in improving on the overhead system
is nothing more than what would be expected from the in-

genuity and skillfulness with which he has overcome all the
difficulties that were encountered in the Richmond enter-
prise.

T. W. Rae: There is nothing that I have to say in ad-
dition to the remarks that have been given to-night, but I
would like to record my hearty concurrence with Mr.
Sprague's dictum respecting overhead lines. It is simply,
as with most engineering questions, a financial rather than
a technical one. One may have a good, durable, sightly
overhead line by simply paying sufficient money for it. As
at present constructed they do develop obstacles of various
kinds, and certainly are not as symmetrical as they might
be, and do lack the perfection that might be given by the
expenditure of more money. This question arises: It is

quite possible, I think, to make use of an underground con-
duit at, perhaps, no greater expense (certainlj' no greater,

when one considers the cost of maintenance of a properly
built conduit) than a properly built overhead system would
entail, and the difficulties which Mr. Leonard referred to I

think cannot fail to be recognized by everj-body; but that
they are essentially inherent in the system does not neces-
sarily follow, as i\Ir. Sprague has pointed out very clearly.

Mr. Sprague: I think we will know much more about
it when we have gone through a northern winter, which we
shall do very soon. W^e have cleaning cars and we shall

put ample power behind them, and can do it much faster

than with horses, because we have the power behind us
rather than ahead of us.

Dr. Wheeler: Mr. Sprague mentioned the fact that

the wire could not possibly wear, because it was only in

contact at one point a very small part of the time—about a
thousandth of the time. I should think that wear would
be caused by every minute jump that the electricity would
have to make when the roller hops a little bit ofT the wire.

In fact, when he said that the roller was only in contact

with any particular part of the wire about a thousandth of

the time, I thought he only referred to the danger of its hop-
ping off.

Mr. Sprague: It was not that to which I referred. It

is not the same as a sliding contact on the wire. Your
wheel is wearing all the while, and there is no difference of

condition between the part you leave and the part you are

going on. You take a good conductor w'here j'our trollev

is held up by a good spring: you may inspect that wire by
a microscope, and detect very little signs of wear at all.

There would be a very slight frictional wear, and it is prob-

able there is a certain percentage of slip of these trolley

wheels on the wire. I have, after eight months' wear on
the very heaviest portion of the line, ver)' carefully in-

spected the wire, which was clean, and I was agreeabh' sur-

prised to see the small effect upon the wire. If there is no
sparking, the wear is entirely due to friction. The fact is,

the wear is remarkably light on the wire.

I would like to make one remark in regard to lightning.

We had the line struck by lightning a good many times,

and we have had motors on cars burnt out, but I believe I

may safely say.now that we have got lightning pretty well

harnessed. I believe now there is no difficulty whatsoever

in absolutely and perfectly guarding a car in a central sta-

tion, so that lightning simply cannot get to the machine.

We had three darkeys sitting on the back dashboard of a

car; one of them was sitting on the switch. The lightning

came in and grounded through the switch. Those three

darkeys jumped off the car veiy lively. We have had the

lightning come in and ground through the switch at the

time the motor men were running through the car. They
paid not the slightest attention to it. They simply heard

the click; that was the end of it. It cannot get into our

machines and it cannot get into our stations; at least if it

does it is only one time in 10,000, and then it goes to earth

harmlessly.

Mr. Pope: I will call on the chairman of the committee

on papers and meetings to make the announcement for the

next meeting.

T. C. Martin: -The next meeting will be held on No-
vember 13th. The subjects are as follows: Prof. W. E.

Geyer, of the Stevens institute, will read a paper on "A
new motor for direct and alternating currents." We have

with us this evening a gentleman whose acquaintance I

think you will all be glad to make. He is one of the lead-

ing electricians and mathematicians of France; he is also

well known as one of the leading contributors to the lead-

ing electrical paper of France, La Litniicre Ekctriqiic. \

am very glad to announce that on some evening that gen-

tleman will favor us with two papers, both of which will be

accompanied by experiments and demonstrations; one will

be on the Carpentier electrical method of recording and

reproducing music; the other will be on the Abdank mag-
netic coil.

{Conchided.')

Electricity as Applied to Sea Coast
Defences.

The regular lecture season of the New York Electric

club opened October iSth, at the club house, 17 East

Twenty-second street. President Davis introduced Capt

Zalinski, who discussed thoroughly the departments of

naval warfare to which electricity has become absolutely

essential. He dwelt on the importance of range and po-

sition finding, and described the two rfiethods generally

used. Fie referred to the work done by Major Watk-ns

and Lieutenant Fiske in this field, and stated that much of

the progress recently made could not yet be divulged. He
felt confident however,that when it was demonstrated what

the Vesuvius could do in accuracy of firing, it would be

recognized that good work had been done. He considered

that though the result achieved by the search light bad been

in the main satisfactory, much remained to be done. Au-

tomatic regulation, he added, had not reached the point at

which it would be preferable to hand regulation. In hand-

ling guns the electric motor had advantages over both steam

and compressed air. Important experiments had been go-

ing on on the Chicago, and although the results had not
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been perfectly successful, he had little doubt of the

thorough adaptability of the electric motor in the near fu-

ture, for this purpose In discussing submarine torpedoes.

Captain Zalinski detailed the characteristics of the three

general classes of primers, and showed that of the high,

medium and low tension fuses, the last was the most to be

commended. He also bore testimony to the uniformity of

the results obtained by H J Smith in his experiments with

primers. In treating of submarine mines, the lecturer em-
phasized the absolute necessity of extreme care in the

preparation of the materials employed, and the indispensa-

bility of electricity for their successful operation. He
commented on the progress made in England in this de-

partment, and urged the electricians here to turn their en

ergies in the same direction. In analyzing the nature and

force o£ high explosives for submarine work, he decided

in favor of gelatine over both dynamite and gun cotton.

Some effective stereopticon views were introduced to

illustrate the working of the submarine buoy mines, and
they were followed by descriptions of the English and the

Russian circuit closers, and an explanation of the process

by which the torpedoes are exploded. The lecturer des-

cribed the English cut-off, and said that although he could

not show his audience the American form, he assured them
that it was a much better one. After treating of counter-

mining, Captain Zalinski spoke at length of the difTerent

kinds of fish torpedoes, their speed and effects, and then

proceeded to the pneumatic gun with which his name is so

intimately associated, and gave an interesting account of its

evolution, and of the effective series of experiments on the

Silliman.the various stages of which were shown by the ste-

reopticon His reference to a view of the Italia, an Italian

man of-war of 15,010 tons, which could easily be destroyed

by the pneumatic gun, gave point to his remarks on the in

advisability of spending immense sums of money on such

ships in the transitional state of modern naval war appli-

ances.

New York Board of Electrical Control.

An importan] meeting of the Board of Electrical Control

was held October 17th. Evidence was given of the deter-

mination of the commissioners to secure a speedy solution

of the subway problem. A letter was sent to nine electric

lighting companies urging them to meet the board on the

19th, for a general discussion of the question. The letter

set forth that: The possibility of placing electric light

conductors underground during the present season, is con

fined to a comparatively small area of the city, where sub

ways have been constructed, and the opposition met with

on the part of corporations engaged in the electric lighting

business, to the burial of their wires, together with a lack

of co-operation on the part of certain officials, renders it

impossible that a much greater area will be provided with

subways in the near future.'' It is further slated that the

board was satisfied that there must be reconstruction and
was prepared to put before the meeting of the 19th a plan

for overcoming the present obstacles, in accordance with

rules and regulations by Expert Wheeler. The letter con-

tinued : "It is the opinion of the committee and the board,

that under proper regulations, the use of electric conduct-

ors for high tension currests can be made reasonably safe,

and it is believed that the welfare of the corporations de-

mand this co-operation, and that by refusing privileges to

companies which do not comply with iis rules and regu-

lations, the board can eventually compel such a compliance.

If the eleitric light companies will cooperate with the

board in its endeavor to re''orm this great and crying evil,

they shall be allowed the necessary time and opportunity

to effect a reform without interfering with their business."

The report of Expert Wheeler showed that2S3 notices of

violations of the rules and regulations of the board had
been sent to the Bureau of Incumbrances. "Of these 183

relate to dead wires, none of which has been acted upon:
TOO relate to dead poles, of which 40 have been acted upon;
while 60 remain unattended to. The last comprise all the

notices but 13 of dead poles and dead wires belonging to

the United States Illuminating company, and about 33
miscellaaeous notices The 40 notices which have been

acted upon by the Department of Public Works have
entailed the removal of 312 dead poles, and 404,183 feet of

dead wire. There have been 215 new notices of violations

of rules and regulations since the last meeting of the

board." The repoit then goes at length into the progress

which is being made by the different companies.

In discussing an application from General Manager Eck-
ert. Commissioner Gibbens slated that the Metropolitan

Telephone company had done more work than any one
else. The amount of work entailed on such a company in

making the change from the overhead to the underground
system, was enormous; and they had already spent in

these operations, in the lower part of the city over one
million dollars. Mr Gibbens added: "I do not know
that tliis board is warranted in being dissatisfied with any-
thing the Metropolitan Telephone company has promised
to do; I shall move that their application be granted."

A communication from the Consolidated Telegraph and
Electrical Subway company was referred to the engineer
of the board, to report whether it was in accordance with

the general plan of the board. The petitions of the Elec-

tric Power company, the Manhaitan l-'Jectric Light com-
pany, and the Empire and Bay State Telegraph company
were referred to a commiitee to be appointed by the chair

to report at the next meeting. The secretary was directed

to notify the Harlem ]'>lectric Lighting company than
it had violated the law in putting its wires on two poles to

One Hundred and Twenty-fourth and One Hundred and
Twenty-fifth streets and First avenue

It was reported that the wires in Second avenue, between
Sixty-fourth and One Hundred and Twentieth streets, had
been removed, as were also the poles on Sixth avenue, from
Twenty-first to Fifty-eighth streets. The Western Union
and other companies reported their intention of removing
wires from the streets and placing them under ground.
The bad condition of conduits in I'ark Kow and lower

liroadway was brought to the attention of the board, and

the fact was made known that, owing to leaks from the New
York Steam Heating company's pipes, the temperature in

the conduit manholes rose at times to 209".

A spenal meeting of the board was held October 19th.

The Western Union Telegraph company presented a com-
plaint against the Steam Heating company, alleging that

by the proximity of the latter company's pipes the cables

in the subways down town had been ruinei. A letter was
read from the chief engineer of the Subway Construction

company, in which the results of a series of tests were
given. In lower Broadway in many places the tempera-
ture was found to be excessively high, and President

Lauterbach of the Subway Construction company, attrib

uted the whole of the blame to the Steam Heating com-
pany. President Andrews of that company argued that

the grievance was traceable to leakage from the Croton
water mains Cold water worked its way into the hot

steam tube chambers, and steam there generated oozed
into the subways. He finally admitted, however, that the

whole source of trouble was the wooden wedges which had
beenus?d by the engineer, instead or cist iron wedges, for

holding the pipes together In seven years this little error

had cost ths compiny ^250.000 Mr. Andrews expressed
his perfect willingness to accept the decision of the board's

engineer as to the responsibility for the blame in the mat-
ter, and if held liable, he would do all in his power to

remedy the fault.

Conditional franchises were granted to the Electric

Pover company, and the Manhattan Electric Light com-
pany, limited. The plant of the latter, at Avenue E and
Eightieth street, covers five city lots. The company has

exclusive control of the Slattery inducti m system A
plan for reconstructing electric light pole lines pending the

completion of the underground conductors, was discussed.

Lamp Lighting Schedule.
System.
November.

Moonlight

Day of Monta.

3

4
5

6

7

8.

9
10
II

12,

13

14.

15
16.

17
iS

19.

20.

21.

23'

24.

25-

26

27
28.

29
30

Light.

5.30
5.30
5.20
5.20
5.30
6.30
7.30
8.30
9.30

10.40
11.40
12.40

1.40

2.40

3-40
4.40
No
No
No
5.10
5.10
5.10
5.10
5.10
5.10
5,00
5 GO
5.00
5.00
5.00

Ex ingulBb

H. M.

5-30

5-30

5-30

5-30

5.40

5-40

5-40

5-40

5-40

5-40

5.40

5-40

5-50

5-50

5-50

5-50
light.

light.

light.

7.20
8.00
9.00
9.50

10.50
11.50
12.50

2.00

3-10

4.20

5-30

Total number of hours.

12.00

12.00

i2.ro

12.10

12.10

rt.io

10.10

9. TO

8.10

7.00

6.00

5.00

4.10

3.10
2.10

1. 10

0.00
0.00

0.00
2.10

2.50

3-50

4.40

5-40

6.40

7.50

9.00
10.10

11.20

12.30

204.30

The foregoing schedule is practically good for the United States.
The time for commencing to light is calculated at one-half Hour

after sunset, or one hour before moonaet; the time for e.\tinguishment
one hour after tnoonrise, or one hour before sunrise.

The time for lighting or extinguishing is given for the day on
which the night commences.

The time up to 12 o'clock midnight is shown by bold face type;
after midnight by light face type.

Thomson-Houston Boston Offices.

The Thomson-Houston ccmpany of Boston has moved
into new quarters in the Hathaway building, Atlantic

avenue. The offices are lighted throughout by 150 Thom-
son-Houston incandescent lamps. The dynamo is

operated by a 15 horse power Thomson-Houston motor,
which receives its current from the Boston Electric Light
company's station. The offices are all finished in cypress
wood, and fully equipped with speaking tubes, electric

bells, etc. ^I'he corner office is occupied by C. A. Coffin,

vice-president and treasurer of the company, and adjoining
this office is the one occupied by Capt. Eugene Griffin,

manager^ of street railway department. The large office

fronting on Atlantic avenue is devoted to tlie railway depart-
ment, and adjoining this is the office of the International

company, of which Geo. W. IDavenport is the manager,
assisted by S. C. Peck. In the railway office are found G.
W. Mansfield, the electrical engineer of this department,
and Winthrop Coffin. A part of this office is also given up
to the department of advertising and printing, in charge of
II. B. Prindle. In the rear of Captain Griffin's office is the
olficc of E. I. Garfield, secretary of the company, and ad-
joining is the office of W. F. J'ope and J.

1'. Felton, the
shipping clerk. Tlie large main office in the rear is occu-
pied by the head bookkeeper, E. M. Bailey and his assist-

ants. In this office alone there are about 100 feet of desk
room. Directly opposite and separated by a glass partition

is the department given up to the desks of the various
agents of the company. The extreme rear of the second

floor is occupied by the supply department, which is in

charge of C. B. Davis. Adjoining this is the engineering-
department and draughting room, of which H. C. Patter-
son is manager. At the left of the entrance are two offices,

one of which is used as the consuUing office, the other be-
ing occupied by the company's attorney, Robert P. Clapp.
Directly opposite the entrance is the teh phone box in

which are found three telephones, the long distance, a
private line to the company's large factory in Lynn, and the
Boston exchange.

CORRESPONDENCE

New York Notes.

New York, Oct. 17.—The engrossing topic just now in

electrical circles is the agreement that has just been entered

into by the Westinghouse Electric company of Pittsburgh,

Pa., with the ConsoHdated Electric Light company of New
York. The onward march of the Westinghouse company
in securing rights to patents involved in the manulacture of

lights and dynamo, has been steady and p;rsistent; but al-

though the absorption by it of smaller companies, especially

in western cities, has been part of the policy of the com-

pany, there were many who were not quite prepared for the

sweeping acquisition by which it has so firmly established a

foothold in this city. By this agreement the property of

the Consolidated company, which consists of a big man-

ufactory of the Sawyer-Man incandescent lamps at 510 tO'

532 West Twenty third street, and an equally big manufact-

ory' at Pittsburgh, as well as of all the personal property,

consisting of machinery, etc , in those buildings, is placed

absolutely under the control of the Westinghouse company-

to which is also given the use of all the patents possessed

by the company, and the entire capital stock of the Sawyer-

Man Electric company. For the use of these the Westing-

house company agrees to pay to the 150 stockholders of the

Consolidated Electric company !§i 50,000 every year during

the continuance of the agreement-. This amount will be

paid quarterly, and will amount to a yearly dividend of +
per cent, until certain indebtedness of the Consolidated

company is liquidated, when the dividend will be increased

to 6 per cent. The Westinghouse people further agree to

pay I cent for every Sawyer-Man lamp sold, and it is antici-

pated that the income from this source will double the an-

nual dividend of 6 per cent. The Westinghouse company
also contracts to subscribe for the unissued stock of the

Consolidated company, now amounting to a par value of

!^i25,ooo. The duration of the contract is indefinite; that

is, it will continue until the Westinghouse company vio-

lates some of its provisions. The Westinghouse company
has now opened offices at 510 West Twenty-third street.

President Hugh R. Garden of the Consolidated company
has published a notice calling for a meeting of the stock-

holders, October 25th., for the purpose of acquainting them
with the arrangements he has made with the Pittsburgh

company, and has also mailed copies of the forma! agree-

ment to the stockholders. This change will probably be

appreciated by investors in Consolidated company stock,

which has for a long time paid no dividends, but which will

now give 4 per cent., and possibly more. That company
is to retain its present organization, but becomes merely an

investment corporation, whose sole duty it is to transfer

stock and pay dividends. The officers of the Westing-

house coj^pany, which has a capital of $5,000,000, are

George Westinghouse, jr., president; H. M. Byllesby, vice-

president; J. Caldwell, treasurer, and A. T. Rowland, sec-

retary. The Consolidated company has a nominal capital

of )f;2, 500,000. Its officers are Hugh R. Garden, president;

Jacob Plays, vice-president, and Plenry C. Davis, secre-

tary.

The Edison Electric Light company has for a long time

been trying to secure a franchise to lay its wires in Brook-

lyn. For over a year the aldermen have opposed the com-
pany, and so prevented any competition with the Citizens'

company, which is composed almost entirely of local demo-
cratic politicians. The Edison people went to Albany and
had a special bill passed, but Governor Plill vetoed it. He
did so against the advice of Mayor Chapin, and even

evoked a vigorous protest from the J'^ngL-, tlie principal

Democratic paper in the city. Oil has, however, been

poured on the troubled waters. In a recent letter to the

board of aldermen. Mayor Chapin urged immediate action

in the matter of electric lighting. He closed his letter with

a paragraph praising Governor Plill, and quoting from one
of his veto messages to show that he was a lover of home
rule. Whereupon the board unanimously adopted a resolu-

tion granting permission to the Edison company to lay its

conduits and wires, if it began the work within ten clays.

The fifty-seventh exhibition of the American Institute is

now open. There is a very fair show of electrical exhibits,

and the New York state fish commissioners have six large

aquariums full of all kinds of fish. These aquariums arc

illuminated with incandescent lamps suspended under ihc
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v;ater, and have a very pretty effect. This work was car-

ried out by the Tucker Electric Construction company, who

have also a most effective setting of colored lamps and

shades amonj^ the plants around the big fountain. The

Mather dynamos furnish the current for illuminating the

exhibits, halls, offices, etc. The Waterhouse Electric com-

pany have four 35 arc light machines used for the general

illumination of the fair. The United States Electric Light

- company have a fine exhibit. On the under side of the can-

opy which covers the exhibit are 350 sixteen candle power

lamps arranged as stars. Otis Brothers, with two of their

Baldwin gas engines, running two small United States dy-

namos, make a brilliant show of 100 lamps, fifty of which

derive their current from 35 Julien batteries, which have

been stored during the day by the 3 horse power engfine and

dynamo. P.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas Crrv, Mo., Oct. iS.—Some months ago a bill

in equity was filed by the Bell Telephone company in the

United States circuit clerk's office in this city, pray'ng for

an injunction restraining the Johnson County Telephone

company from infringing on its patents, and asking that

that company be debarred from carrying on the telephone

business in its district.

No restraining order was granted by the court, the pre-

siding judge first desiring to hear arguments before even a

preliminary injunction was granted. A few days ago the

Johnson County Telephone company filed its answer to the

bill. It alleges that it has not information sufficient to

form a belief that Professor Alexander Graham Bell was the

first original inventor of the speaking telephone; that there

are suits now pending in the United States supreme court

involving this question. The Missouri & Kansas company,

however, agreed to allow the Johnson County Telephone

company to establish a telephone service on the condition

that it did not compete with it, or use its instruments. This

the lohnson County Telephone company says it did, using

the patents of the Pan Electric Telephone company, so as

not to infringe on the patents of the Bell company. It in-

vested large sums of money in constructing and improving

the system. It then makes the statement that it furnishes

telephone service to its subscribers at the rate of i|27 per

year for business offices and ^2r per year for residences,

while for the same service the Missouri Sc Kansas Telephone

company charges ^72 per annum in Kansas City, and the

expense of operating a telephone in sparsely settled dis-

tricts is much greater than in great centers of population.

It further alleges that at the rates now charged its service

can be fully and satisfactorily met, fully paying all the ex-

penses of operating, and with a reasonable return on the

investment. It avers that the Bell Telephone company, in

refusing to place telephones in the districts mentioned, has

abandoned them under its franchise from the State of Mis-

souri. It alleges that it is willing to pay a reasonable roy-

alty if the court _ so decrees without increasing the fees of

its subscribers. It asks the court to discharge the injunc-

tion and grant the equities in the proceeding. Not only the

Johnson County Telephone company is interested in the

suit, but the people of Holden and Warrensburg, the towns

in which the company operates, are backing the company,

and a bitter fight is expected, in which the validity of the

patent is involved, and it does not desire to become merged

in any lengthy suits known as "telephone suits." It sets

forth that for a long time the people of Holden and War-

rensburg have had large business transactions with each

other, which is greatly facilitated by the use of the tele-

phone. The Bell Telephone company was petitioned to

establish telephones in these counties, and the petitioners

were referred to the Missouri & Kansas Telephone company,

its assignee. The latter company refused to place tele-

phones in these counties, on the ground that it was unadvis-

able and unprofitable.

Chief Hale of the fire department has finished twelve of

the "telephone fire alarm" boxes, by means of which a

person desiring to turn in an alarm can obtain direct con-

nection with the fire department headquarters at once with-

out calling up "central," a full description of which has

already appeared in the Western Electrician. These

have been put up. and arrangements are being made for

giving them a thorough test. The boxes have been placed

at the newspaper offices, the Midland hotel, the board of

trade building, police headquarters, and other public build-

ings.

The Kansas City, Kan., Electric Light & Power com-

pany has warmed the cockles of Charlie Cone's heart by ex-

tending through him to the Electrical Supply company of

Chicago an order for thirty miles of P. & B. wire. Mr.

Cone says that's nothing, that his heart is warmed that way

so often that he is afraid of the heart disease. T Je Amer-

ican Electric Light company and the Consolidated Electric

Light company have also raised the temperature of his vital

organ to the extent of five miles of P. & B. wire each.

The Western Electric Lock company has been organized

here, with a capital stock of $100,000, which means that at

least §50,000 is paid up. Major B. F. Jones, superintend-

ent of the National waterworks plant in this city; E. L.

Martin, of Martin, Perrin & Co., the distillers, and who are

also interested in the Home Signal and the Postal Tele-

graph company, and Alfred W. Jones, are the incorporators.

Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 20.—The Inter-State Electric

company has received a high tension dynamo, made ex-

pressly for the company by the Detroit Electrical works, for

charging accumulators at distances from the central station.

The company has arranged to locate several sub-stations in

this city and in Kansas City, Kan., just across the river.

The Inter-State company has closed contracts to light the

general offices of the Kansas City. Fort Scott & Memphis
Railroad company in this city and a number of business

houses. Two hundred lights will be placed in the railroad

company's offices. The Inter-State has also secured the con-

tract to establish an accumulator station at Holton, Kan.,

and is wiring the buildings of the Chicago, Kansas & Ne-

braska Railroad company at Smith Center, Kan. The
company is considerably delayed by the non-arrival of ac-

cumulators from the New York factory. It seems that the

accumulator system has become so popular that the factory

is flooded with orders, and is several months behind with

its work.

The building occupied by the Inter-State company, the

Keith & Perry building, is rapidly nearing completion, and

when finished wilt be a model modern building It will be

lighted by the Inter-State company, the electric light fixtures

being furnished by Wilmarth &: Co. of Chicago, and the

Western Electric Construction company doing the wiring.

H. J. Bruner l^- Co. of this city furnish the electric bells

and speaking tubes.

The Inter-State company is arranging for the manufacture

of an electric wagon. Accumulators will supply the motive

power.

O. C. Steele, agent of the Brush Electric Light company

at Kansas City, Mo., is instaUing an arc plant at Norton,

Kan. A.

Newark, O.

Newark, O , Oct. 20.—During a thunderstorm here

recently the lightning struck a house, which was not un-

usual, but this is the curious part of it:- The charge en-

tered at a chimney on top, passed down to the first story,

across a large room, near the ceiling, and down to the level

of a shelf in a kitchen safe, which contained a teacup half

full of gunpowder which it exploded, blowing the safe into

"pi," as the printers say. It then crossed to the other end

of the shelf where there was a copper powder flask nearly

full of powder, and out of the corner of the house into a

tub of water; it made its mark from the roof to the place

of exit. There were three ladies and a child in the house,

who were not hurt in the least. Your correspondent has

the flask with the powder still in it, but when he got it a

few minutes after the occurrence it was so hot it was un-

comfortable to hold in the hand.

Newark has a variety of lights. The B. & O. R. R.

shop has a 55 light Thomson Houston arc plant, ably

cared for by A. Savage. The United States company has

a nice plant in connection with the gas works, of which

Jas. H. Smith is president

The Western Electric company and the Westinghouse

Incandescent company have a joint plant, and are doing a

good business. Wm. A. Veach is the manager.

The city has a telephone exchange second to none un-

der the capable management of Joseph Erennan.

Newark is about to have an electrical street railro.id

between this city and Granville, a distance of about seven

miles. Benson Bidwell's conduit will be used. The com-

pany has recently reorganized, its officers now consisting

of J. V. Burner, president; P. S. Phillips, vice president;

F. A. Crane, treasurer, and W. R, Kimball of Chicago,

secretary. The directors are: R. Scheidler, Dr. Sedgwick,

J. V. Burner, F. A Crane, P. S. Phillips, Wm. A.

Veach, Wm. E. Miller, W, C. Christian and Edward

Kibler. The electrical house fitting and general wiring

work is attended to by D. N. Osyor, who has had a

nice trade, and has a fair prospect for more. His former

partner, II. F. Lowther, has retired, to engage in other

business P.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Indian.vi'OLIS, Oct. 20.—A new electric light and power

company has been organized here under title of the Mer,

chants" Electric Light & Power company. The company

is composed of several of the leading business men of this

city. They propose to establish a plant to furnish light and

motive power, and have asked the city council for a fran-

chise, with the right to use overhead wires until some sys-

tem is adopted for underground wires, and all electrical

companies are required to bury their wires. The company

agrees, in case it is granted a franchise, to pay to the city a

certain portion of its gross receipts and to begin work on its

plant immediately. The ordinance was read in the council

Monday night, and some of the friends of the new enter-

prise endeavored to have the rules suspended and the ordi-

nance placed on its passage, but this was defeated and it

will take the usual course.

The McNeal syndicate in the east has written accept-

ing the ordinance granting a charter for the construction of

an electrical street railroad on the south side. M.

Topeka, Kan.
Toi'i'KA, Kan., Oct. 13.—J. B. Bartholome^v of the

Rapid Transit railway company, states that the company
has completed arrangements to put the electric system on
its line, and take off the steam motors. The contract has

been closed, and work will commence in a few days on the

new plant. "The company has for a year or more been

investigatiog the various systems of street railways with a

view of securing the best in the land," said Mr. Barthol-

omew. "We have inspected the workings of everything

that is made for the propelling of street car's, and we are

satisfied beyond any doubt that the electric system is the

best system in use at the present time. It has been

thoroughly tested, and it has been proven that it can give

quicker service than any other power- Our steam motors

have been quite satisfactory, but they cannot give the quick

service that the increasing travel of our road demands.

We will have a 600 horse power central plant, and will

operate fifty cars, This will be the largest electric street

railway in America. We hope to have a portion of the

system in operation by Jan. i."

The city council has granted the Rapid Transit com-

pany the right to operate its line by the electric system in-

stead of steam motors. The company has done a profit-

able business this year, and it is its intention to build sev-

eral additional lines next year.

President Whitney, of the Boston street railway, was in

the city this week, and at its request delivered a lecture

before the council on electric railways. B.

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, Oct. 20.—Carelessness on the part of a house

mover caused an accident Thursday last, which came pretty

near resulting in loss of life, and as it was, did consider-

able damage to property. A house being moved on Grand

River avenue was so handled as to bring it into collision

with the guy poit of an electric light tower, thus causing

one of the guys to be completely torn out of its fastening.

The result was that the tower began to sway, pulled out

the other guys, and then broke at a point about ^o feet

froai the top. Section after section followed, until the

tower lay in a heap. Robert Seeley, a trimmer, was de-

scending the tower at the time of the accident, but jumped

from the elevator to the lower section, and escaped with a

badly bruised hip. The company wilt prosecute the house

mover, endeavoring to secure the cost of the tower, ^goo.

Articles of incorporation of the New England Copper

company, capital stock $250,000, have been filed with the

county citrk. The company is organized for the purpose

of smelting, refining and manufacturing metals, the works

to be located within Wayne county.

The United States Electric Light company will install a

plant in the Marquette prison.

The Michigan Phonograph company has increased its

capital slock to .'i|l500,ooo. C.

Kansas Towns.
Holton, Kan., Oct. 19.—The Holton Electric Light

company has been incorporated.' The capital stock is

.$20,000. The directors are Milton B. Smythe, Louis A

.

Walker, Sebastian Globe, John Q. Myers, and" John S.

Hopkins. D.

Lawrence, Kan., Oct. iS.—A meeting of the stock-

holdets of the old Great Western Telegraph company was

held last week. Twenty-one years ago the company was

organized with headquarters at Chicago; 3,370 shares of

its stock were subscribed for by seventy-three citizens of

Lawrence. Nearly every one is familiar with the manner

in which Jay Gould's Western Union swallowed it up,

freezing out all of the small and some of the large stock-

holders, among whom was Senator Farwell of Illinois. He
has lately brought an action for the benefit of himself and

all others who may wish to come in to get the decision of

the Supreme court of Illinois set aside, claiming that the suit

in which that decision was rendered did not state the actual

facts on which the stockholders' liability is based, but was

collusive and fraudulent, and ought not to have been al-

lowed. An assessment of 2 per cent, is the amount re-

quired of all who wish to derive any benefit from the pend-

ing legislation. G. B. Hawley, a member of the law firm

of Tenney, Bashford & Tenney of Chicago, is now in the
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city lookin.;^ up the matter on behalf of the subscribers to

the stock. C.

Wichita, Kan., Oct 20—A charter has been granted

the Citizens' Electric Light company. The capital stock is

$10,000 and the directors are George H. Blackwilder, H.

C. Sluss, John O. Davidson, C. E. Jackson and Charles D.

Duston. B.

Kansas City, Kan., Oct. 20.—The West Side Electric

Railway company has been granted an extension of six

months for the completion of its road necessitated by the

delay in letting the contract and the approach of winter.

Charles Grover, who has been representing the Hawkeye

Electric Light company of Oskaloosa, la., at Kansas City,

Mo., has accepted the position of manager of the Kansas

City, Kan., electric light works. E.

B.WTER Springs, Kan., Oct. iS.—The Baxter Springs

Electric Light & Power company has filed articles of asso-

ciation with the secretary of state. The capital stock is

§20,000. The directors are Alexander Warner of Pomfret,

Conn.; Edward L. Warner of Woodstock, Conn., and W.
L. Trowbridge, Btnjamin S. Warner and H. R. Crowell of

Baxter Springs. P.

State of Iowa.

Des Moines, la., Oct. 19.—The Des Moines Gas com-

pany has about fully surrendered to the superiority of elec-

tricity as a means of illumination. It is now running 300

arc lights, and proposes to establish a 1,000 light alternating

system.

It is rumored that there is soon to be a change in the

management of the Edison Electric Light company here.

AVork on the electric road is progressing rapidly, and it is

thought that the Thomson-Houston company will have it

completed by the first week in November.

The central station of the Des Moines Electric Light

company is a great attraction to all visitors, and especially

those interested in electrical matters. All pronounce it one

of the finest in the country. Visitors are particularly struck

by its clean, polished appearance. As one of them ex-

pressed it, "It looks as if it was all the time on exhibition,"

Smith Harger, the contractor for the Forest avenue brick

paving, states that the laying of the brick will commence on

Monday morning. The electric railroad, which already has

a charter from the North Des Moines council, will lay its

track the whole length of the avenue at the same time it

is being paved. F.

Oskaloosa, la., Oct. ig.—The Hawkeye Electric Light

company is running under high pressure, and reports great

prosperity. It has heavy orders from Montezuma, Storm

Lake. Davenport and Kansas City, Mo. The latter order

is for a plant of 400 light capacity for the new Baltimore

block. It is supplying Davenport with a number of mo-

tors. K.

Ottumwa, la., Oct. 19.—The electric light company
here has lost the contract for lighting the city, the coun-

cil having granted the contract for this next year to the

gas company. The electric light company is not checked

by this action, however, but is going right ahead increas-

ing its incandescent plant.

The Ottumwa Iron works has established an electric

light plant of its own of a capacity of 300 lights. It was

installed by the Hawkeye Electric Light company of Os-

kaloosa, la. J.

St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. iS.—The St. Louis Electric Power

company occupies the building corner of Third and Locust

streets. The plant consists of a Westinghouse and an Ide

engine of 100 horse power and 40 horse power respectively

The steam is supplied by 2 48 inch by iS foot boilers,

burning slack. The Westinghouse engine drives two Edi-

son no volt dynamos of 275 amperes capacity running in

series at 4 amperes per horse power. These two machines

give about 68% horse power. The Ide engine drives one

Edison 220 volt dynamo of 136 amperes capacity, which

gives an additional 34 horse power, making a total of 102%
actual horsepower capacity. The company supply current

for thirty motors, with an aggregate of 130 horse power.

They have one 20 horse power motor on their circuits.

This company sell the motors outright and furnish the cur-

rent for so much horse power capacity of the motor per

year. This price varies with the business. The St. Louis

Electric Power company arc agents for the Sprague Electric

Motor & Railway company, and have secured several large

contracts for the latter company.

Eli S, Sanderson of the National Carbon company,

Cleveland, has been in the city for the past few days.

Ata visit to the station of the St. Louis Thomson-Hous-

ton company last week your correspondent saw Ihcir elec-

trician, Mr. Dean, using a voltmeter in adjusting lamps.

It seems to be an excellent way to get all the arcs of the

Sfime resistance. The neglect to use some instrument of

this kind, Mr. Dean thinks, is the cause of so many weak

dynamos in this country, as the tendency is to make the

arcs a little long. Mr. Dean pointed out a 35 light machine

running 40 lamps. This machine has an armature in the

rewinding of which is a specimen of his handiwork.

The St. Louis Western Electric company will put in a

new switch board of 50 spring jacks. The Western Elec-

tric company of Chicago will furnish it. B.

From Montgomery, Ala.

Montgomery, Ala,, Oct. 18.—The Western Union

moved into its new quarters Oct. I. The present offices

are all that could be desired. When the office was moved

to the quarters just vacated, its outfit consisted of eight

sets of single working instruments, twenty wires entering

the building, and the work was performed by six operators.

In the new office, the outfit consists of twenty-four sets of

single working instruments, five sets of automatic repeat

ing instruments, three sets of duplex, six sets of quadru-

plex, with sixty-six wires entering the building, and a force

of thirteen experienced operators. The arrangement of

the interior was under the personal supervision of Col. J.

F. Fenn, chief electrician of the southern division, which

comprises all the territory south of the Ohio River and east

of the Mississippi, and part of the state of Texas. Col.

Fenn has given the Montgomery office his whole time for

the past two or three weeks, and will remain in this city

for several days longer, and will go to Atlanta where he

will fit up the office in that city.

The increase in the Montgomery office in the business

department has shown a healthy growth for the past twenty

years. The officials say there has been no boom, but it

has been steady all the time, and shows that the business

of the city has been growing gradually and safely. In the

matter of growth of business. Col. Fenn said that Mont-

gomery had been exceeded by no city of the south, with

the possible exception of Atlanta.

In point of completeness in equipment in detail, the

Montgomery office has not a superior in the United States,

and no ollice in Europe will equal it. Not a little credit

is due to Manager Edgar Winter for the present efficiency

of the office. W.

South Omaha, Neb.

South Omaha, Neb., Oct. iS.—At a meeting of the

Electric Power & Light company last week 120 of the

250 shares of stock were reported taken. The capital stock

is $25,000, divided in shares of $roo each, and all is owned

by citizens of South Omaha. The charter has been filed

with the county clerk and with the secretary' of state. The

^10,000 bond required by the franchise ordinance, signed

by the officers and directors, was filed yesterday with the

city clerk. The officersare: President, John F. Boyd; vice-

president, C. M. Hunt; secretary, John Doe; treasurer, H.

C. Bostwick; board of directors, David Anderson, John

Doe. D. L. Ilolmes, C. M. Hunt, H. H. Meday, Joseph

T. Smith and A. J. Baldwin. Joseph T. Smith will be

superintendent The plant will be located opposite Plam-

mond's packing house on O street and the Union Pacific

railroad tracks.

The Western Traffic association is putting in a set of

electric scales on the banks of Lake Pivonka, west of the

Union Pacific depot. When ready for use all stock yards

shipments will be weighed. M.

Missouri Towns.
Richmond, Mo., Oct 20.—The Richmond Coal com-

pany is constructing a telephone line from this city to Cam-

den There is talk among the citizens of making an effort

to establish an exchange here, and it is thought enough sub-

scribers can be obtained. N.

St. Josehi, Mo., Oct. 20.— Representatives of the Elec-

tric Light & Power company have been east making ar-

rangements for the installation of a 10,000 light Westing-

house plant.

The Western Engineering company of Lincoln, Neb., is

putting a 30 light incandescent plant in the court house. It

is of the Mather system.

This city has a new electric fire alarm system. A.

Red Oal<, la

Ri;n Oak, la., Oct. 19.—This city is soon to ba lighted

by electric light. V. Ileinrichs & Co. of Carroll, la., have

secured from the city council a franchise permitting them

to install an Edison incandescent electric light plant. The

station will be in operation in less than six months. The

city will take 50 lamps at first. The city will furnish the

firm with frei water for fifteen years, and will donat

ground for a station. The firm will furnish 16 candle

power lamps at $1.25 per month, and arc lamps for ifi

per month on the short hour rate. E.

the electric light.
The Brush Electric Light company of Buffalo has added

25 arc lamps to its plant.

In Brooklyn, N. Y,, the patrol wagons are now being
lighted by storage batteries.

The capacity of plant of the Millersburg O, Electric

Light company is to be doubled.

The Schuyler Electric Light company of Mt. Vernon,
O., started up with 130 arc lights, October ist.

The Brush Electric company of Baltimore has recently

made an addition to its plant of 25 Brush arc lights.

The Wilmington, N. C, City Electric company is put-

ting in a 200 horse power engine and dynamos for 2,500
lights.

One of the new incandescent dynamos of the Van De-
poele company will hereafter be employed in illuminating

the shops.

The Minnesota Brush Electric company of Minneapolis
has recently purchased a number 8 65 light Brush machine
and current regulator.

P. V. Dwyer & Bros, have been awarded the contract for

the chandeliers and electric light fixtures for the St. Paul,

Minn., court house.

The Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad company will,

it is stated, erect an electric light plant and also build 200
houses at Ensley City, Ala.

At a recent meeting of the Wilmington, Del., city coun-

cil, the electric light company of that city was given the con-

tract for lighting the streets.

The incandescent lighting system removes nearly all the

dangers attending the artificial illumination of place^^con-

taining gas, says an exchange.

Ten arc lamps have just been shipped by the Brush Elec-

tric company of Cleveland to the Albany Electric Illumi-

nating company, Albany, N. Y.

Isaiah Linton has been granted an electric light franchise

for the village of Ravenna, O. He will furnish the resi-

dents with light, heat and power.

The Troy Silvey Electric Light &: Power company of

Troy, O., has been incorporated by George D. Ryder and
others. The capital stock is $15,000.

The Alton, III., Gas & Electric Light company has been
incorporated. Capital stock, $60,000; incorporators, Alva
E. Campbell, John Watt, Levi Davis, jr.

G. Prigge, Ph. D., superintendent of the Ocala, Fla.,

Electric Light & Power company, writes that he has suc-

ceeded in producing a carbon that will last 151 hours.

The Electrical Construction company of Chicago will

install a 400 light incandescent plant in the mills of the

Kirby-Carpenter company, Menominee, Mich. Storage bat-

teries will be used in connection.

C. H. Phinizy, C. H. Oetjen and Frank )'.. Fleming of

Augusta and others, have formed the Thomson-Houston
Electric company, to erect an electric light plant at Augus-
ta, Ga. The capital stock is $50,000, paid in.

The Kankakee, 111 , Electric company has decided to

move its plant from the waterworks, one and a half miles

from that city, to the center of the lighting district. The
company will discontinue the use of the old machinery and
dynamos and erect an entirely new plant, which it expects

to have in operation in sixty days.

A writer in the London Time's, in commenting on the

Whitechapel murders, says: "It was estimated in New
York that every street electric lamp saved one policeman,

and was less expensive to maintain. If every street were
well lighted, and every court and alley were brilliantly

lighted, deeds of darkness would be diminished and moral-

ity promoted."

It is stated that the new Burg theater at Vienna is the

best lighted, best ventilated and safest theater in the world.

The house is lighted by 5.000 incandescent lights. All

over the theater are distributed at small intervals red lan-

terns holding wax candles which are long enough to last

through the evening, and which are sufficient to give light

in case the electric Hght should by any chance be extin-

guished.

Finally declining to go into an elaborate controversy over

electric lighting with ex-Gov. Cornell, Mayor Hewitt of

New York writes; "I can only say that every man has his

limitations. I am conscious of my own lack of ability to

take in the whole compass of human enterprise, and I am
compelled to confine myself to the consideration of such
matters as are brought before me day by day, and to decide
such questions as I am compelled to answer, according to

the best of my judgment. This duty I have performed,
and shall continue to perform to the end of my term; but I

have no time to discuss with you or any one else matters

which I do not understand, and have not time to study."

The Louisiana Electric Light & Power company has

brought suit against the city of New Orleans for :f4o,ooo

damages, and also an injunction restraining the city from
paying any money out of the sum appropriated in the bud-
get of iSSS until the claim of the petitioner has been settled.

The injunction proceedings have reference to the payment
of $1,034,26, from the appropriation for electric lights to

the relief of the sufferers from the late overflow. The
amount was deducted for lights reported not burning. In
the suit for damages the petitioner alleges that it was the

duty of the city to remove all dead wires and rotten tele-

phone and telegraph poles, but it failed to do so. In con-
sct|uence of this failure, during the storm of August 20th, a

number of these poles and wires were blown down on the

electric light wires of the company, causing the wires to
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**oTound" and burn out the company's dynamos, causing a
suspension of business and consequent damages to the peti-

tioner.

A Baltimore dispatch, dated October 14, says: James
Haslip, a lineman in the employ of the Brush Electric Light

company, was killed to-night while repairing a lamp on
Lexington street. The back of his right hand came in

contact with the current in some manner, and his death was
instantaneous. He leaves a wife and two children.

The cause of brushes wearing rapidly is often due to the

nature of the brush itself, when the fault is thought to be

in the armature, says the London Electrical Engineer.

The more points of contact, the less sparking is the rule.

If, therefore, a dynamo sparks, or the commutator bums
away, \t\ the substitution of brushes made of finer wire, or

of wire gauze. Cases have been known where the brushes

have worn two or three times as long, and the commutator
kept perfectly smooth by substitution of fine wire brushes

in place of those of the copper ribbon type.

The Montezuma Electric Light & Power company of

Montezuma, Iowa, has closed a contract with the Hawkeye
Electric Manufacturing eompany of Oskaloosa, la. for a 400-

light incandescent plant of the Thone system. The con-

tract is to be completed and in operation by November 6th.

There will be one circuit for the street lamps and one for

the private consumers. The city will be lighted by eight

lamps of thirty-two candle power, and twent}'-six lamps of

sixteen candle power. The engine and boiler contract has

been awarded to the Buckeye Engine company of .Salem, O.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The Rutland, Vt., Street Railway company is considering

the ad\"isability of using electric motors.

President Ives of the Fair Haven & Westville Horse
Railroad company, New Haven, Conn., says he hopes to

have all the cars on the road running by electricity within

six months.

In speaking of motors the London Electrical Engineer
says: One can hardly invent applications faster than we
hear of the motors being applied to the purposes thought

of. Central power supply is the coming boom.

The Grand River Coal iS: Coke company is putting in an
electric plant at Glenwood, Col., to work with water under
a head of 470 feet, and proposes to transmit power to its

coke ovens, three miles distant. The company has fifty

ovens, and is building fifty more.

Five thousand people traveled last Sunday over the elec-

tric railway which runs out to the Soldiers' Home, in

Washington. The road began operations last week, and
it has only four cars. It is operated by the overhead wire

systsm. The experimental operation of the road has thus

far been successful.

The Des Moines Electric Street Railway company and
the Narrow Gauge Street Car company both desire to lay

tracks in Des Moines on Walnut street. The property

owners object to double tracks. The matter came up at

the meeting of the city council October g, but no action

was taken. The matter was left in such shape that the

citizens and the companies will have to work out a solution

as best they may.

The Boston Adz'ertiser is responsible for the following:

Evidently mindful of the ancient fact that lightning splits

trees, W. E. Hathaway of New Bedford. Mass., has in-

troduced into his woodyard se^^"ice an ingenious contrivance

consisting of a knife attached to a heavy vertical ba?,

which at its upper end is fastened to an eccentric in turn

connected to shafting driven by an electric motor. By
means of Mr. Hathaway 's invention, sawed wood is split

faster than four men could do with an axe.

A hea\T copper wire was laid on wooden supports along

both tracks of the Ninth avenue elevated railroad, between

Fourteenth and Fiftieth streets, New York, over a year

ago. It was announced then that electric motors were to

be tried at once on the line. Work was apparently dropped,

however, until last week, when a motor ready for busi-

ness was put upon the third track at Fourteenth street.

It is not unlike an ordinarj- steam motor in appearance,

except that it has no boiler or smoke stack The copper

wire will have to be fixed up at places where it has been
damaged by a year's neglect, and then the motor will prob-

ably begin to move. It is made by the Daft company.

The few who have devoted any thought to the subject

have undoubtedly formed a ver\- high opinion as to the enor-

mous development that awaits electrical engineering in

the way of distributing power, says the London Electrical

Revie-n'. We are convinced that far too little attention has

been paid to the subject, and that the glamour of electric

lighting has prevented action in a direction that seems to

be far less hazardous or risky so far as return for expendi-

ture is concerned. No doubt the subject of electric trac-

tion has received a fair amount of attention, and in discus-

sions at societies' meetings the importance of "leveling

output" has been shown. But, as a matter of fact, it be-

comes questionable whether electric lighting will not rather

be a by product, than the primary object of central

stations.

The residents on St. Charles avenue, New Orleans, are

anxious for the construction of an electric railway They
presented the matter to Mayor Shakspeare recently, and
asked him to veto an ordinance giving the exclusive

right to use electric motors to any company. The
spokesman made this statement: "We have no interest in

the Carrollton Railroad company nor in the Sprague motor.

We are only citizens who desire and ask of their reoresen-

tatives, the public ser\^ants, the quickest safe means of

transportation from our residences to our places of business.

The eN-idence is overwhelming that the Sprague electric

motor is both safe and quick. It is in successful operation

in twenty cities over 150 miles of street railway. There
are already a great many wires—telephone, telegraph and
electric light—along St. Charles avenue, and one additional

wire would be no objection. If any one objects to an ad-
ditional row of posts, which most of the property owners
do not object to, let an ordinance be passed prohibiting

more than one row of posts on St. Charles avenue for car-

rying electric wires after Januar\' i, 1SS9; and compel the

telephone, elecMc light, telegraph and railroad companies
to unite and hang all their wires on one set of posts. We
beg to call your attention to the fact that for nearly three

months the application of the Carrollton Railroad company
has been before the council; yet the committee on streets

and landings has made no report on it. A number of citi-

zens and property owners on the avenue waited on the com-
mittee and asked early and favorable action before the

recess of the council. A petition signed by a great number
of owners of property on and near St. Charles avenue has
been presented, asking that this privilege be granted to the

company, all without avail so far." The mayor took the
matter under advisement.

A description of the storage battery street railway at

Paris is given in the following extract: The current is fur-

nished by a battery of 144 special twin-plate Faure-Sellon-

Volckmar accumulators, having a capacit)' of 150 ampere
hours, with a 25 ampere discharge. Taking the mean use-

ful voltage per cell at 1.8 volt, the total capacity of the bat-

tery is 37,000 watt hours, or 50 horse power-hours—that is

to say, 40 horse power-hours are practically available, per-

mitting a 6 hour service without recharging. The accumu
lators are placed in the four recesses formed by the corners

of the car, the 36 cells in each group being arranged in

three tiers. This vertical disposition has several drawbacks:
it adds to the length of the car, renders the inspection and
manipulation of the cells very difficult, and dangerously

raises the center of gravity. In the new cars the cells will

probably be arranged in two rows under the seats. The
total weight of car with 50 passengers is about g tons.

For purposes of alteration of speed and starting, the accu-

mulators are divided into four groups. On starting the

four groups are in parallel, and there is an available e. m. f.

of about 70 volts. When running at full speed all the

cells are in series. The sections can also be grouped by
the turning of a lever, two in series and two in parallel, as

well as three in series and the fourth section in parallel with

these. The car is of course lighted by electricity, six 10

candle power incandescent lamps being run off the accu-

mulators.

THE TELEPHONE.
The Wilmington, Delaware, News states that a telephone

wire has been erected from the Lewes life station to the sta-

tion at Chincoteague. Through the communication thus

established, many lives can be saved in case of a diasaster.

The telephone was put to a novel use in Toronto. A
citizen who had been summoned to appear at the police

court for breach of a by-law, finding that he would be una-

ble to appear in person, telephoned the fact to headquarters,

admitting his guilt, and was fined $1 and costs through the

same medium.

In the United States Supreme court, October 15th, the

decision in the lower court in the case of Rogers, ,of Pan-

Electric telephone fame, against Attorney General Garland,

Gen. [oseph E. Johnston, ex-Congressman Casey Vouog
and others was reversed, and the court directed the defend-

ants to render an account of the moneys and stock received

as officers in the Pan-Electric Telephone company.

During the prevalence of the yellow fever in Jacksonville,

Fla., the telephone service has been uninterrupted. Six of

the ten employes there have had the fever and recovered.

The exchange at Decatur, Ala., has been closed, the build-

ing in which the central office was located having been

taken by the Board of Health for an hospital. The man-
ager, Benjamin Grant, was directed by the physician of the

Board of Health to leave town, as he was a Northern man.

While on the way to his former home at Newark, O., he

was attacked with the fever and obliged to be taken from

the train at Louisville, Ky., and placed in an hospital there,

w^here he died on the 28th ult. He was a promising young
man 26 years of age, and was married in June last.

The new rooms of the Board of Education at New
Haven are not a telephone exchange, but the telephone

connections with several of the school buildings are made
by means of a switch board, says the New Haven, Conn.,

Register. There are fifteen plugs, eight of which are now
in use. Any of the school buildings having telephone con-

nections can be called up without the aid of the central tel-

ephone office. Plug number i calls the central telephone

office, and this wire is used in talking about the city. Plug

number 2 connects with the high school building. Num-
ber 3 is the Eaton wire. Number 4 the Washington and

Cedar. If it be desired to talk with the Washington school

building, number 4 wire is connected, and one signal is

given. If the Cedar school house be wanted two bells are

sounded, and three signals for the Welch school. Number
6 is the Winchester and Shelton avenue wire, one signal

being for Winchester and two for Shelton avenue. Num-
ber 7 is the ^^ oolsey and Hamilton school wires; one bell

calls Wcolsey and two calls the Hamilton building. Plug

number 8 is for Dwight school; number g, Wooster; num-
ber 12, Skinnei. The new Rosette street school house will

soon be placed in connection, and the wires not in use can

be connected with other schoolhouses, as required The
switch board proves a great convenience over the old meth-

od of calling the central office when any of the school

houses are wanted The superintendent and secretary can,

by means of the wires, accomplish a vast amount of work.

The wires particularly convenient in promptly supplying

substitute teachers at schools where there are temporary

absences.

THE TELEGRAPH.
The Subway board of New York received several com-

plaints last week from companies using the subways in lower
Broadway that their cables had been ruined by heat from
the steam company's pipes. The Western Union company
reported that 400 of its wires had been rendered useless,

and asked for a permit to run overhead cables from the West-
ern Union building to the exchanges to replace the ruined
wires,

A dispatch from Findlay, O., dated October 17, says:

The Cushman Telephone company of Chicago has been
operating an exchange in this city for the last year and a
half, notwithstanding the Bell company has been harassing
them with suits of all kinds for alleged infringements of the
Bell rights and privileges. To-day, however, the Cushman
company gave up the fight and sold its entire plant to the
Bell Telephone company, which will hereafter operate the
e.\change with Bell instruments and at higher rates than the
old company charged.

A dispatch from New York, dated October 10, says the

annual meeting of the Western Union was held at noon to-

day. President Green presented the annual report. The
board of directors was chosen. Six hundred and sixty-

three thousand shares were represented. Last year's board
was re-elected with the exception of Abraham R. Van Nest,

deceased. His place was filled by Henr\' M. Flagler, rep-

resenting the Standard Oil companv. The annual report

for the year ending June 30 shows gross earnings of ^19,-

711,168; expenses, f14,640, 5g2; net earnings, s;5. 070,571;
payments on dividend, interest, and sinking fund account
were :gi4, 574,208, leaving a surplus of !ji4g6,363,

A dispatch dated Oct, 5th., from Laramie Cit)', W. T.,

saj^s: In the district court of Albany county, this afternoon,

Dilks Black, manager of the Western Union Telegraph
office at this point, was fined $100 and committed to jail

until 10 o'clock to-morrow morning for failure to produce
certain telegrams, as directed by Judge Saufley. A few
weeks ago Edward J. Wagner, an e.\tensive clothier of Lar-
amie, gave a bill of sale on his stock to his brother, Charles
Wagner of St. Louis. Several creditors then secured at-

tachments on the stock, on the ground that the transfer had
been made to defraud them. Mr. Black, as manager of the
W^estern Union, was commanded to produce all the tele-

grams that had passed between the Wagners, but upon the

advice of General Superintendent Dickey he refused to do
so. Mr, Dickey telegraphed Mr. Black late this afternoon

to stand firm, as the company proposed making a tcst case

of it. In committing Mr. Black Judge Saufley simply said:

"We will see which has the greater power, the Western
Union Telegraph company or the congress of the United
States. Mr. Clerk, enter up a fine of $100 against Mr.
Black, and, Mr, Sheriff, commit him to jail until 10 o'clock

to-morrow morning. There is to be no parole about this

business, but he is to remain in jail until his fine is paid."

A railroad telegrapher recently said: " Ours is a pro-

fession that tries mea's souls. Notwithitanding that in

late years the different railways have adopted rules which
thoroughly systematize the business, even with all the

safeguards, a little bit of carelessness or dereliction of duty

is liable to cause trouble, and not only loss of property,

but in many instances is attended with loss of life. I re-

member some years ago when I had charge of trains on a
Southern road, where telegraph offices were few and far

between, of giving an order to the operator at a certain

station to hold the north-bound passenger train for or-

ders, so that I might help the south-bound passenger train

to make its meeting point, the latter being somewhat late.

The operator repeated the holding order, for which I gave
him OK. I then gave the south-bound train an order to

use some of the north bound train's time to make the

meeting point. Instead of holding the north-bound train

for orders the operator let it go by him. The road was^
crooked, and as both trains were between telegraph sta-

tions, I started to walk the floor and wait until I should hear

of theircomingtogether. Thesuspense was terrible, almost

unfitting me for my other duties. As good luck would
have it. the north-bound train, which had undisputed

right of the road, was delayed before reaching the meet-

ing point. When the first train reached a telegraph sta-

tion I felt relieved, but the strain had been so terrible on
my nerves that I was not good for much for several days,

and the experience of that morning will ever remain in my
mind."

Charles W, Brega has filed a bill in the Circuit court at

Chicago to have the lease of the Board of Trade Tele-

graph company to the Postal Telegraph Cable company
set aside on the alleged ground of fraud. E I Stokes of

the Hoffman House, New York, L. D. Parker, Dwight
Townsend, Henry A Gardner, Frank Gilbert, the Board

of Trade Telegraph company, the United Lines Telegraph

company and the Postal Telegraph Cable company, are

made defendants to the suit. Mr. Brega is a member of

the Chicago Board of Trade. He charges that Stokes,

Parker, Townsend, and Gilbert, having a controlling share

of the United Lines company, which included the Board

of Trade company, the Rapid Telegraph company, and
the Bankers' and Merchants' Telegraph company, secured

a questionable title to 475 shares of the stock of the Board

of Trade company, and that Stokes elected himself, Park-

er, Gilbert and Townsend directors, and as an executive

committee leased the Board of Trade company to the Post-

al Telegraph Cable company at an annual rental of $5,-

000. Brega charges that this executive committee has no

power to make such a lease; that the figure is ridiculously

low, and was permitted by Stokes for the purpose of de-

pressing the Board of Trade Telegraph company's stock

and freezing out the defendants and ignoring the claim of

the Farmers' Loan & Trust company to 377 shares of the

stock. At the stockholders' meeting Brega, Ball and

others voted against Stokes, but were unable to check his

plans. Brega prays in his suit that the lease be annulled;

that the Cable company account for and pay the actual
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value of the use of the plant since 1S86, to be distributed

as dividends, and that a receiver be appointed for the Board
of Trade company to prevent its absorption for less than

its real value by Stokes.

Persona! Paragraphs.

Elmer G. Willyoung, representing James W. Queen &
Co. of Philadelphia, spent a few days in Chicago last week.

Osgood S. Wildy of Orange, N. J., one of Edison's as-

sistants, has gone to England to open an office there for the

exhibition of the Edison patents.

Theo. P. Biilej', manager of the railw ly departmsnt

of the Thonson-Houston company was in Washington
ast week in attendance at the street car convention.

Telephone Stock Quotations.

Col. S. G. Lynch, broker, 146 LaSalle street, Chicago

furnishes the following quotations on some of his special-

ties in telephone stocks:

Chicago 340 345
Central Union 47 4^
Michigan Si 82

Great Southern 34 37
Colorado 43 4^
Rocky Mountain Bell 41 43
Cumberland 6S 70
Wisconsin .... 116 iiS

Bell of Missouri 150 i55

Iowa Union 28 29
Missouri and Kansas 70 71

Miscellaneous Notes.

Chicago was visited by a storm of unusual violence, Oc-
tober iSth. Lightning struck in several places, but occa-

sioned but little damage.

The Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company was
represented at the convention of the American street Rail-

way Association al Washington, last week by H. McL.
Harding, F. J. Sprague, A. H. Chalbonne and William
Hazieton.

The lightning struck in the roadway at the crossing on
Bowling Green, New York, last week, tore a ragged hole in

the earth, and chased along the subway trenches under the

pavement. Inspector Richmond of the subway found the

wires unharmed.

The New York Water & Electric Supply company, lim-

ited, has been incorporated at Buffalo, with a capital of

$15,000, for the purpose of constructing and erecting elec-

tric supply plants for public and private use. Robert Palen,

Augustus Dowdall and others are interested.

In a paper read before the British Association, Walter
T. Glover said: "I feel that the British association for the

Advancement of Science may with the greatest advantage
to both the scientific and commercial worlds, advance a

step by instructing their committee on electrical standards

to at once commence a series of definite experiments to de-

termine what is the specific resistance of pure copper."

Charles Birtman, an employe of the Van Depoele com
pany, Chicago, received a severe shock while testing lamps
last week. He attempted to lift a lamp out of the hanging
wires without throwing it out of circuit. He received the

full current from a 60 light arc machine. He was in the

circuit, it is said, about two minutes before he was discov-

ered and the current was turned off. He was unconscious

for about an hour, when he revived sufficiently to be taken

to the county hospital. Three days later he was apparently

as well as ever. His hands were badly burned.

In London recently Dr. Waller made an address on his

discovery of electrical currents caused by the pulsation of

the human heart. The researches which Dr. Waller de-

scribed have occupied him during the last four years, and
the record was interesting, he thought, as an actual e.\amp!e

of what g02s on in physiological laboratories, and a correc

lion of "that most unfortunate and mischievous error that

they are chambers of horrors." In commenting on the ad-

dress the Pall Mall Gazelle says: "But more interesting

still are the results of the researches themselves" for if in

each human heart there be, indeed, a latent electrical bat-

tery, then developments in the art of electricity may in time
become possible, beside which even Mr. Edison's wonder-
land will seem commonplace."

Mention has been made heretofore of the litigation

between W. II. lioulton and the Cleveland Carbon com-
pany. The last phase in the complication is a suit insti-

tuted by the .Standard company against Mr. Boulton to

obtain $30,000 damages. By reason of Mr. lioulton's acts,

it is alleged in the complaint, the works were idle for eight

days, thus preventing the making of carbons worth $5,000.
It is also charged that Mr. Boulton started a carbon com-
pany on his own account under the nam2 of the Boulton

Carbon company, inl.ending to injure the plaintiffs' busi-

ness, and that he caused, to be printed and circulated certain

false reports, in which it was stated that the plaintiffs owed
$32,000, and that they only had $290 with which to pay
the same, Mr. Boulton is also charged with giving wide
circulation to the statement that the Standard company was
in a crippled condition, and that the Boulton company in-

vited the patronage of its former customers. Mr. Boulton

is charged with prevenling tlie plaintiffs from taking their

letters and correspondence from the posloffice. Mr.
Boulton has lieen enjoined from conducting his business

under the name of the Boulton Carbon company, or adver-

tising under that name to the effect thni he produces the

only reliable Boulton carbon, lie gave notice of an appeal

to the Circuit court and was given thirty days in which to

prepare a bill of exceptions.

Business Mention.

The office of the Loomis Electric Manufacturing com-
pany at Boston, Mass., has been removed to the corner of

Franklin and Congress streets.

J. H. Shay of the Chas. Munsen Belting company of

Chicago returned recently from Baltimore with an order for

one 40 inch and two 30 inch double leather belts for the

Brush Electric Light company at that place.

The Union Indurated Fiber company of New York is

adding so many new lines of goods that a monthly sheet is

now issued devoted to novelties. The September sheet

shows that many articles of great utility have recently been

put on the market.

Shaw & Geary, of 53 North Seventh street, Philadelphia,

have built up an extensive business in electric bells and
special manufacturing- Some of their specialties were re-

cently illustrated in the Western Electrician. Their
business is growing rdpidly.

The Hartford, Conn., Dynamic company has received

from far away Oregon the following tribute to the excellence

of the double pole switch, recently described in this journalt

"Your sample double pole switch at hand. It is a long

ways the best I have seen. Please send more, per inclosed

order."

The season has been an unusually busy one for the Elec-

trical Construction company of Chicago. The company has

just finished electrical work in the elegant houses of Emil
Schandein, Milwaukee; Clem Studebaker, South Bend, Ind.;

J. C. Hubinger's, Keokuk, la.; and William Larsen, Fort

Howard, Wis.

Benson & Thompson, of 3015 Chestnut street, Philadel-

phia, make a specialty of insulated wires, and their work is

excellent. They have a neat and well-arranged shop, and
some of the winders and braiders in use by them are of their

own devising. Flexible tinsel wire for electroliers is one of

their specialties.

The Electrical Supply company of Chicago have special

arrangements for furnishing, and carry a large stock of the

Stoddard patent combined rosette and cut-out. The prin-

cipal point of advantage in this cut-out lies in the fact that

it is detachable, the rosette and cord being entirely remova-

ble for replacing fuses.

The Standard Carbon company of Cleveland, O., is run-

ning to its full capacity, and manufacturing about a million

and a half carbons a month. The company employs about

150 men and is running four dynamos for copper plating

the carbons The company makes forced and molded car-

bons suitable for any system of electric lighting.

C. B. Curtis, western manager for the Solar Carbon &
Manufacturing company of Pittsburgh, is now located at

175 Randolph street, Chicago, where he carries a full line

of the well-known solar carbons in stock. Mr. Curtis has

built up a fine trade in these goods West, and customers

find it a great convenience to be able to get their orders

filled from stock carried in Chicago.

The Viaduct Manufacturing company of Baltimore, Md.,
is making a specialty of a new magneto signal bell, to

which it has given the name of "monumental." The name
is apropos when applied to the bell in the sense of a bar-

gain to the purchaser, for the bell at the price is a monu-
mental bargain, quality of goods considered- The bell is

intended to supersede battery bells for signal purposes.

Those interested in hard rubber electrical supplies should

write the Goodrich Hard Rubber company of Akron, O.,

for their illustrated catalogue, which they will send post-

paid upon application. In it are listed sheet, rod, tubing,

insulator hooks, battery cells and all staple articles of their

manufacture. Any orders, large or small, that are placed

with this concern will be promptly and satisfactorily filled.

James W. Queen &: Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., have just

made an arrangement by which it will be possible to secure

in America fine resistances, standard coils, Wheatstone
bridges and instruments of like class of as fine if not finer

grade than those made by the Elliotts in London, and fully

as accurate. The ins'ruments will be made by themselves,

and will, of course, have the superior material and work-

manship for which this firm is noted, and will be calibrated

by Prof. William A. Anthony, who will certify to the accu-

racy of every instrument passing under his inspection. The
same firm has already taken orders for calibrating the finer

instruments of electric light companies, and intend to make
this a special feature of their business.

The treasurer of a large manufacturing company, wrote

Edward Atkinson, president of the Boston Manufacturers'

Mutual Fire Insurance company, regarding magnesia sec-

tional steam pipe and boiler covering. He received the

following in reply: " We consider the magnesia sectional

steam pipe and boiler covering an article of very great value

as a non-conductor, of great convenience in matters of ap-

plication and change, and furthermore, what pertains more
strictly to insurance business, as absolutely incombustible.

Several years ago we were forced into making a careful in-

vestigation of the merits of the various non-conducting cover-

ings for steam pipes, by reason of numerous fires which had
occurred in those substances, and it was found in the course

of that work, that many of the mineral substances of high

reputed value had but iittle practical value as non-conduc-

tors. At the same time a number of substances not known
to have ever been applied to the protection of steam pipes

against radiation were investigated, among them magnesia,

and it was found that it possessed a very high protective

power in the retention of heat The results of that investi-

gation were published by this company, and also in the

transactions of the .\mcrican Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers. This caused some persons to apply the information

contained in that report, and finally resulted in the manu-
facture of the magnesia sectional steam pipe and boiler cov-

ering, which consists of magnesia bonded together with

asbestos, and moulded into shapes which will readily fit

upon various sizes of pipes and fittings. The asbestos is

simply used as an incombustible bond, but does not add to

the non-conducting power of the covering, being in itself

rather a good conductor of heat when in solid condition.

In a fibrous condition it holds entrapped air and therefore

prevents the radiation of heat to some extent."

Electrical Patents.

Issued Ocl. 16, 1888.

391,010. Electric Meter. Harry Bentz, York, Pa.

391.034. Device for Refining Metallic Ores. Henry II.

Fames, Baltimore, Md.

391,070. Dynamo Electric Machine. Myron W. Parrish

and William R. Cole, Detroit, Mich.
Elastic conducting plates are employed in contact

with the shaft of the armature; these conducting plates

are supported above the revoluble shaft, and are pro-

vided with pendant guards; the forked conductor is

placed between the pendant guards and the straddle of

the shaft.

391. 114. Safety Attachment for Electric Motors. Charles
I'\ Brush, Cleveland. O.
The invention -is designed to be applied to the gov-

ernor of electro magnetic motors, in which a weight is

moved outward by centrifugal force against the action

of a retaining spring, the outward movement of the

weight being made to close a switch for short-circuiting

or cutting out the motor.

The first claim is: "In an electric motor the combi-
nation, with a switch, of a radially movable pin or

weight connected with the governor casing and adapted
to be thrown outward by centrifugal action, and engage
the switch lever and close the switch."

391,224. Pland Magneto Electric Machine. John B,

Blair, Chicago, 111.

391,229. Separator for Electric Batteries. Herbert W.
Butler, Brixton, County of Surrey, England.
The invention consists in providing a separator of

such material and form that the plates or elements of a

battery are maintained at the proper distance from each

other, while allowing for the proper circulation of the

electrolytic fluid. Should any scaling of the plates

occur by the use of separators the scales will not come
in contact with two adjacent plates or elements of ac-

tive material.

391,270. Dynamo Electric Generator. Gustav Pfann-
kuche, Cleveland, O.
The object of the invention is to provide a dynamo

electric machine, by means of which currents of con-

tinuous direction, made up of successive waves or pul-

sations, are to produce a dynamo machine which will

generate a pulsatory current, the waves or pulsations

of which will occur with sufficient rapidity, have suffi-

cient potential, and be of sufficient volume to adapt

them to the conditions for which, in any particular

case, they are intended.

Claim 3 reads: "The combination to form a pulsa-

tory current dynamo of a multipolar field magnet,
composed of a number of poles of alternate and op-

posite polarity equi distantly disposed around and par-

allel with the axis of rotation, an armature consisting

of a tubular iron shell having radial end flanges, and
wound with insulated iron wire to form a cylindrical

core, and coils fastened on the exterior of the core,

and a rectifying commutator,"

391,276 Signaling Device. Julius Sax, Bedford Square,

County of Middlesex, England.
The invention relates to an appliance for communi-

cating between the driver and passenger in a cab or

other vehicle, or for other purposes of communication.

391,319. Regulation of Electric Motors. Lander S.

Plarris, Detroit. Mich.
The purpose of the invention is to produce a motor

which may be made to run faster or slower without

varying the amount of current passing through the

fields, and without varying materially, if any, the re-

sistance on the main line, the results being accom-
plished by a peculiar winding of the machine, where-

by the current is shifted through coarser or finer wire,

thus producing the magnetic effects necessary to im-

part to the machine a greater or less speed and power,

as it may be desirable to vary the same. The first

claim reads: "An electric motor having its field mag-
net wound with different sizes of wire and means
for shifting the entire current from the main line

through one or more of said grades of wire at will,

thereby varying the speed and energy of the motor."

391,351. Electrical Switch. John S. Adams, Indianapo-

lis, Ind.

The invention relates to that class of switches which

are principally used to turn the current on and off

electrical lamps. The first claim is as follows: "The
combination in an electrical switch of a pivoted switch-

bar having two cam-points, a cam-block having corres-

ponding cam-points and a square portion, ami springs

resting against the sides of said square portion."

391. 35f'- Telephone Transmitter. William II. Collins,

Chicago, 111.

The invention consists esseatiaily in the vibratory

diaphragm and its electrode, in combination with the

second electrode, which is provided with a recess^

filled with mercury. This second electrode is carried

upon a yielding support, and is provided with a pin

extending into the mercury.

391,364. Galvanic Belt. I-Alwin D. Granger, St. Louis,

Mo.

391,394. Electric Railway System. Oavid G. Wccnis,
Baltimore, Md.
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DYNAMOS and MOTORS.
Arc and Series, Incandescent

Lamps, Ammeters, Voltmeters,

Ga1vanom,eters, Lightning Ar-
resters, Smitch Boards, Cut-Oats,

Electric Supple', etc,

C. F. DUNDERDALE,
154 LaSalle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

WAIffTSD.
A mecliaBical draftsman who has had

some experience on dynamos. Address,

with reference and salary expected,

Van Depoele Electric Mfg. Co.,

15 North Clinton rireet. CHICAGO

|^^!!J^!?5S?^=^35?S^«f«^ SAMPLE SWITCH
k.MAIL£D TO ANY

ADDRESS
UPON
RECEIPT

OF
$1.00.

s^-^
^IV^

The Electrical

Construction Co. m-^ ^a

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

TiNK Belt

\ \^ x=.x Iji^y^.^sv^^s^^.^^iv'J^i'.^P^

The Hartford Dynamic Co. Hartford Conn.

GARLOCK'S RING PACKINGS
Sectional Ring

AND

Elastic Ring.

'The Best PackiDg

Made

For High Speed Engines

THE GARLOCK PACKINfi CO., Palmyra, N. Y.
Send for Circalars and particulars to The Garlock Packing Co., Pahnyra, N. Y., and Rome, Ga.

I I - 23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS^ NEW YORK.

BURR «» DODGE, 125 N. 5th St., Philadeipliia.

Friction Clutch Pulleys

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

Investigate Before Buying.

THE "CLiLRK " ^KTIRE.
Insulafion Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspectob of tlie Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of Marcb
29, 1886, he says :

" A Tlioroughly Reliable and Desirable "Wire in Every Respect."
The rubber used in Insulating our wires and cables Is specially cbemtcally prepared, and is guaranteed

to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidise or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and. to a very great extent, flre proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single "Wires of all

gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
CO order,

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COIVIPANY,
61 and 63 Hainpsbire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENTtY A, CLAKK, General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

vLON/>
INSULATED WIRES AND GABLES,

Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Mannfactnred for AEBIAL, itIITBalAKIKE and CNDEKGROUND IISE. OKONITB TAPE for making waterproof joints.

Sole Manutacturers CANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.

BRANCHES:—Chicago, 42 LaSalle St., Boston, PMlaiieliiMa, Omalia, Mmeanolis, CiucinMli, LonisTille, Kansas City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FleetrJe ^dpplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light 'Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pishefs Qlectric (|)otors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

^ LECXRIC RJLIL'UiZ'JLYS.

General Offices and Works, DETROIT. MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric JJotors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Eieci^ric n|achine8,
For Electroplating, Ellctrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

"•,l"A°.KiaS.o„,c«c. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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WE PATENT AND EXPLOIT
In Foreign CountrieB firGtcla^s Electrical Invpn-

tlons which are new and ooeihtivp, and have hten
lllu tratfid by nio ele and drawings, but not pub-
llBhed in ihi^ country before being ratented

abroad. No expense to Lhe inventor ; ca 1 or write.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,

7007 Opera House Block, CHICAGO, ILL,

FRANCIS "W. PARKEB. SoHcitcr.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS,

THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF XT, 8.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

7007-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

I. W. COLBURN & CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

nacltineH for Arc and Incandescent
Blectric Lighting, Electro - Platinff
and Kxperimentai Ui^te.

Send for large Illnetrated Catalogne, aleo Hand-
book of I^eaay Reierence, vest-pocket edition.

Standard Electhical Test Instruments,

Ammeters and Voltmeters of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
rARFEXTIt;B, HARTaiAXN A. CO.,

(ialvaiiuniPlfrs, Briiljfs ami Rlieostats liy all tie Prominent Makers.

CALL A7il> EXAaiKTfK.

924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Protect mi Armatures
It is a matter of everyday experience among Elec-

triL Light men that Armatures are frequently burned

out entirely, or seriously injured by the short circuiting

of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuitmgof machines. No machine can burn out if

projected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of

the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System"
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-

dress

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.,

or EliECTRICAI. SlJPPIiY CO.,

171 Bandolph Street. Chicago.
See letter of recommendation from electrician Chi-

cago Arc Light & Power Co., on advertising page xiii

wtSTERN ELECTRICIAN Julu 28. 1888.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
-MANUPACTUBEES OF—

Hard j(ubber goods for glectrical purposes!
SPECIALTIES OF ALL EINDS MADE TO ORDEH.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Catalogue and Prices furnished on application.

Sealed Proposals
Fon

LigMiDE tie Citywl Electricity.

Mayob's Office,
Natchez, Miss.. Aag. 27th, 1888.

Notice iB hereby given that sealed proposals

will be received at the office of the Cify Clerk un-

til 1» o'clock M., November 1st, 1888.
for lighting the streets, alleys, commons or parks

of the city, with electricity, in accordance' with

plars and epeclficatlonB tobe placed In the City

Clerk's office, for the period of five jears, that is

to Bay, that portion of the city now lighted with

gas, from the let day of March, A. D., 1889, and

that part lighted by coal oil lamps, from the 1st

day of Tune, A. D., 1889.

Each hidder is required to file with hie bid a

detailed statement of the number and location cf

the plants then in operation, of the particular

system which he propoeea to establish In Natchez

if succeasful in bidding, and to specify as to each

plant BO in operation whether it is the one orig-

inally established in such locality or has been

Bobptituted for some other previously in use, and,
If a substitute, then for what system.
The Buccessfnl bidder will be leqnired to enter

into good and snflicient bond, of such penalty as
the Mftyor and Aldermen shall hereafter fis, con-
ditioned iliat he will erect and have ready for nee
the electrify plant, and begin the lighting of the
citv therewith, on the dates hereinbefore stated.

The Mayor and Aldermen reserve the right to
reject any or all bids.

W. H. MAIiliERY,
Mayor of City of Natchez.

WOODHOUSE&RAWSON
(LIMITED.)

7/ Queen Victoria St., ENG.LONDON,
XANUFACTUBEKS OF

SWITCHES AND CUT-OUTS
of ev< ry description. Write for list of the "Q" type,

36 varieties alone,
MAGXKTIC CUT-OrT.S,

As nsed at tbe London Stock E-tchanse. Fisheries,
Health and inventions Exhibitions, and all thepiln-
Glpal British installations; also largely on the Conti-
nent
List "A"; Domestic Electeical Supplies, 110

paeee, Ilustrated. '^5 cents. Mention tblfpaper.
Iilve Agents "Wanted.

The H.M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
11ANUFACTL"KEB9 OF

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms, Cedar Poles.

Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Offiee and :ff ill at Oseodn. Kicli.
Exclusive SelJiDE Agent: Q. 4. Harmocnt. Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co..

Ulo Waliash Avnniip, Chicaco

Chicago Electric Club.

There -will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, Octc.

ber 39 at 8 o'clock, atthe rooms of the

Club, 122-124 Clark street.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,,

505 Delaware St.,

KANSAS CITY, - - MO.,
GENERAL AGENTS FOR

Patrick & Carter's Bells, AnnunciatorSjBnrglar Alarms, Etc., Etc.

And are prepared to make prompt deliveries from stock at Manufacturers' Prices.

We make a specialty of all klnde of Stipplies foi Electric Lighting Companies, and eolicityoor corres-

pondence. We are no%v prepared to execute all kinds of Repairing for Dynamos, Lamps,
or Electrical Apparatoe of any descilptior, end would respectfully solicit

orders in this department.

TRY THE RICHMOND CARBON.
—MANUFACTURED BY—

RICHMOND CARBON COMPANY. NORTH ADAMS, MASS

MAKUFACTtTKERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords ^nd^ Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY, General Sales Agent, 19 Dey Street, New York.
PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. M. F , Volts. 1.44.
internal Resistance, Ohms. 0.32.

Smlsnicllon GuiinintfC'cI.

HIglicat Tc'sllnionlals.

WRITK FOEPBICK AMi CIKCULaR TO

A. SCHOVERUNG,
111 Chambers Street. N. Y.

VltallH innimcr, Manager.

Tobe liiid ulHO at

California Electrical Works.
Sun FronclBCO.

AGENTS WANTED
EVEltYWUfiKE.

FOR ANYTHING

In the ]>ine of

Teiimerature

Reoilatioii,
Eltli«r Farnai;eH

or
Htenin tl*'a.tvrit

In HouHos, or lor
Spuclal Apparatus,

address

The OuioD Aatomatic Heat Begolatiog Co., BIMIBA. N.T.

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

A.UTOMATIC Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

SsND POR Catalogue.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.,

PRICE $3,25.

B. LYMW,
Electrical SuppI

Clevel Ji

Oh
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"C. £ C." ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAISD OFFICE; 19 Pearl St., BOSTON.

CHICAGO OFFICE; 185 Dearborn Street.

NEW OELEANS OFFICE; 25 Carondelet Street.

I

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE JLlSriD IHSXJLJLXEID ^WTIRE.
I Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "KK^ LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AJSTD TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury. co n n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent. THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT,

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
,

seDdforPrice-List. is Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

)
O.F. AysETT. Prest. 3. Y. FEN'TON". Vico-Preat. and Treas. CHAS. SICN'ET SMITH. Seo*y

liotel untl House .\jinu Delators.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

^Ire and liatleries.

The United Electric Co.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTDRER3 OF THE

Patent High Speed Packing,

MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES.

DeliTcrefl Free on 60 Days' Trial, Salisfactioii Siaraiiteefl, or no Pay,

The Standard Carbon Co.,* ^^^^ SUCCESSORS TO THE ^^^^

Boiilton, Cle-srelaxid., and Crvsta.1 Carbon Companies.
CJ Ij E! "XT" E; Ij ..A. KT I> , OHIO.

TELEPHOIMES
FOB PRIVATE USTES.

The only Mechanical Telephone which haa stood
the teats and held ont and given aatisfactory

service for the paat eight years.

Send for illustrateil Catalogue and Prices.

ELECTBICAl COOBS OF EVERY IIESCKIPTIOX.

Sip' Tslspkund Elsctrical Supply Co,,

Bik., El''in, 111, r. S. A.

ecknclti,
TRADE

GONDA BATTERY p
&

MARK. P
a

The standard OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY of the World. P

GOHDA Pbism Cxll Complitt.

IINEiJLUIiSliniOIIIliBEfflffllftl,

The great merits of this battery have brought out .t &
number of infringements and worthless imitations. Beware t5

= of them.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO. |[
149 West 18th Street, New York. GONDA'b CaRBOK, Z12.C AMD JaK

COTXB.
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CEO. WESTINCHOUSE, Jr., President,

H. IWI. BYLLESBY, Vice-Pres't and Cen'l Manager.
P. H. ALEXANDER, General Agent.

CEO. H. LEWARS, Secretary and Treasurer
C. H. BARNEY, Auditor.

J. M. ROBERTSON, Ceneral Sup' rintendent,

s«*n*«^^^"''-*/e
O

CO.

^< VILEST 23^ ^
.^
<-

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SAWYER-nUN INCINDESCENT

ELECTRIC IMP.
HIGH EFFICIENCY. •• LONG LIFE

»f*%%*%*nf*a

NO BLACKENING.

PRICES GREATLY

MANUFACTURES.
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Boston Office, 33 Federal Street. Philadelphia Office. 308 Walnut St.

<^V lllrtll TRADE Bjj MARkII^IIJ ^

ARC LIGHTING. INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

E;32:olTjisi"vo -^grexxt for ttio

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,

First—For new installations for central stations using both arc and incandescent lights,

where more than eight incandescent lights are used to one arc light, and all exten-

sions of such plants.

Second—All direct current plants of more than 25 lights' capacity.

Third—All high-tension alternating current apparatus in combination with converters,

for isolated lighting in New England.

Fourth—All alternating current incandescent apparatus not in combination with con-

verters, which includes what is known as the Thomson-Houston Compensating

Alternating System, for isolated plants or for central station plants, composed en-

tirely of incandescent lights, or for new installations using both arc and incandes-

cent lights where more than eight incandescent lights are used to one arc light.

ALL ORDERS FOR THOMSON-HOUSTON APPARATUS, AS INDICATED ABOVE, MUST BE ADDRESSED

TO THE SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC COMPANY.

The DYNAMO of this Company is ATJTOMATIC in its regulation, and will maintain a UNIFORM LIGHT, with
ALL or ANY PORTION of the lights in Circuit. Our LAMP will NOT BLACKEN, and "will MAINTAIN its CANDLE
POWER during its Guaranteed'Llfe.
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CEHXRJLL
Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds o!

42 T-mSl

DOimC APPARiTDS, lEOH, WOOD BOX II SKELETON BELLS,

immii m% mw mm cu?, and all om imim,

Annunciator Wire, Double Pointed Tacks, Floor Grooves, Insulating Tape,

BOSTON ELECTRIC CELEBRATED AUTOMATIC AND PENDANT BURNERS.

Speaking Tnbe Materials of Every Description at Lowest Prices.

WE HAVE A FULL STOCK OF GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLIES.

Special attention given to mail orders.

OII^HS JLiq^XI-KLAGlSrEXIC SHIELO
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Sliield & Watch Case Co. _^
Qenilemen : — Your Anti-Magnetic

..

."^^"

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti-

mated. It is now very near eight months ^
that I have Avorn my watch, and to-day ^

it ia (without correcting time) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never =

have believed it before that protection

was so complete.' In ihis age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one who needs the correct lime, should , -

have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good J ^

deal of practical utility, as well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time-

keeper. At present, I look upon a watch ir^^
without a shield as a thing incomplete, "^
and so it is. Very Respectfully, ''^

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE.
'

Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic dlBturbancea.
Send for descriptive circular. GILES BROS. & CO

'WrAXCHES.
" * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of &
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan I know that could succeed.

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologists

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and fine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

CHICAGO.State Street,

DIVIDED POWERi
COSTS TO IMJKCBASE

)

COSTS TO I^IIBBtCATB

VERSUS THE

SHAFTING J^SSTg ?8 J!.^iXT^i% Westinghouse s
{ COSTS TO DRIVE J EUTCilNE.

J»

Independent Engines convert their whole <
power into merchantable product.

"

TAKE THE ENGINE TO THE WORK, |
NOT THE WORK TO THE ENGINE. =

THE WESTINGHODSE MWl CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR CO.,
Represented by Roberto Boker & Co., City of Mexico, Mex.

Stevens, Corwin & Co.. 118 Chambers St., New York City.

Wi h houBCB In Panama, C. A., Lima, BuenoB Ayrea, Guayaquil
and Valparaiso, s. A.

AVESTINGHOVSE. CHUHCH. KERB & CO.
17 Cortlandt Street, New York. 97 FiftB Ayenue, Plttebargh.

156 and l.'^S Lake Street, Cbicaeo.

31. B. JIUCKIiE. JK.. & CO. (Rep. W., C, K. A Co.)

60S Chestnut btreet, Philadelphia.

FAIRBANKS & CO.
302 & 304 Waehington Ave., St. Louis. 312 Union Ave., Kansas

City. 1330 Seventeenth Street, Denver.

I
F. C. AYBR. (Representing F. & Co.)

1619 Capital Avenue, Omaha.
' GEO. JI. DI1,I,EY & SONS. (Representing F. &Co.)

1 Pine BluSe, Arkansas.

1:TAH and 3IONTANA MACHINEEY CO.
i 259 South Main Street, Salt Lakn City.

,
East Granite Street, Butte, Montana.

PABKE •& I.ACV.
2123 Fremont Street, San Francisco.

: 33 and 35 North Front Street, Portland, Ors.

THE U. A. TOMPKINS CO.
I
36 College Street, Charlotte, N. C.

: 45 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

: BOBT. KIIDDI^ETON. (RepresentingTheD. A. T. Co.)

I

Mobile, Ala.

1 H. DUDIiEY COLEMAN A CO. (RepresenUng The

,
D. A. T. Co.) New Orleans, La.

: KEATING IMP. * MACHINE CO. (Repressnting

I The D. A. T. Co.) Dallas, Texas.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTURED BY

WOODBURY ENGINE

COMPANY. '*-

ALSO BUILDERS Off

PLAIN SLIDE YALYE
AND

Donble Valve Medium Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines
AND

TUBULAR BOILERS.
AddreBB the Mauufacturcrs at

652 Mill Street, ROCHESTER, H. Y,
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'DynsLm.o and Cyliii<ier Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery. By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, - 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAVPLES.

ATTENTION
Of dealers and others is

called to this bell, the ad-
vautages ul which can
readily be seen in its ad-
justment for regulating ihe
spring which suppoits the
Armaiure Brsluipiyturn.
ing a screw the spring la

made to conform to the
strength of battery current,
one cap of battery wiJl work
It louder and stronger th' n
will two or three others of
different make.
We can supply It In either

bracket or box form; it is

nicely nickeled and put up
in the best of workmanlike
mai'ner. Prices furnished
on application.

KEATING & ROXBURGH,
Manufactnrers of

SJundeis, Keys, Bells, Bat-
teries, etc., fleilers In all

kinds Electrical Supplies.

CORRT, PA.

GEORGE P BARTON,

LAW OFFICE,

235 Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Patent and Trademark Cases.

Both Advertiser and Publisher by men-

tioning the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
when writing to advertisers.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Asent for the I,AW BATTERY.

727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.

'RANKLIN S. CARTER. CHAS. M. V/ILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WARD WILKINS,

PARTRIGK Sc CARTER
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN'EVtRY DESCRIPTION OF

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE M4KE A SPECIALTY OF

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
' AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We ptiblish Catalog-ues -of all our Manufactures, and will forward to any address upon

application.
'

. , .

^

N. B.—When applying for Catalogues, please state whether " Electric Bell " or " General
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Electric Light Repairing, General Machine Job-Work, Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Si^^iJS^^gtuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

14 YEARS.

SEND FOR
NEW PAMPHLET OF

1873-1887.

NDtXPEpNT

RECORDING

Pressure Gauges.

Ji{i\vis B. Eosofi,

145 Broadway, N. Y.

SOLE AGENT IN THE U.S.

FOR

P. CARDEW'S
PArENTED

Voltmeters

30 to 80. 120 or 150 V.

(By 1 Volt.)

Can be kept contiiiTJotisly in

cIrcuItB, either alternating or
Btraight.

Do not Require Recal-
ibrating^.

30 to 120 V. Instruments

in Stock, $65.00.

THEO. MACE,
HARRISON. N.J.

ALUMINOUS

INCANDESCENT
PATEKTED.

Willi or Witbout

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or shape of bulbs.

LAMPS FITIED TO ANY CAP
THAT MAY BE SUPPLIED.

Special Prices Made for Large Orders.

Yitrite and Luminoid Co.

Pendlne: Re-oreanizatioQ of this Company,
the works are carried ou by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver
HARRISON, N.J.

'

HaU-Slze Cut of Standard Size and Saape.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
Metropolitan Building, Room 11. 100 I/. 16 C.-P.

(American i^^leci^piGal Woi^K^?
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

EXCLUSIVE MANDTACTDliERS OF THE

Telegraph, Telephone and iectric Light.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity

of any Cable in the Market.

New York Office, 18 Cortlaudt Street.

P. C. ACKEKMAN, Agreiit,

The^rush^lectricj^ompany
-OF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
No. ISO 1Pa8liiiis:ton IStreet,

AI<K3CAirDEB KEMPT,
Special .A8:ent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
THo, 201 JToornal Building:.

O. C. STBJBLB,

Special A^ent

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-Bv F. B. BADT.
100 pages; 70 illnBtratlons; flexible cloth binding; eize of type page, 6x3 inches. Designed fo

Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers. Jnet the book for men who wish

to learn how to operate and care for electric light installationa. The only hook of the kind in the

Eng-llsh language. Price, postage prepaid to any address In the United Stales or Canada, 31,00.

Address BLEOTBICIAK PUBLISHING CO., 6 lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

WESTERN ACENT:
O. F. DUNDERDALE 1 54 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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STODDARD COMBINED ROSETTE

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lig^hts.

The Rosette and Cord are Entirely Removable for

Replacing Fuses.

An important point to recommend these for general use is the

dispatch with which fuses can be replaced.

Trade No. 871 for Cleat Work.
Trade No. 873 for Moulding Work.

Trade No. 873 for Concealed Work.
Trade No. 875 for Three Wire Work.

We have special arrangements for supplying these. A large stock

is constantly on hand.

The electrical SUPPLY CO.
IVl Randolph Strrrt,

CZXICA^GO.
FACTORIES:

JLksonijl, Conk.
BRANCH OFFICE*

505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
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THE "TIRRELL" GRAVITY DROP ANNUNCIKTOR$,

FOR

RELIABILITY

OF

ACTION,

PERFECTION

OF

WORKMANSHIP

(f>atexi.teca. <rA.zi.. lO, X888.)

ELEGANCE

style A. Sts'le A 1 Stjlr A ;

These illustrations represent our styles "A," " A 1 " and "A
3," the last recently designed and brought out to meet the de-

jnand for an instrument less expensive than our elegant style "A."
The style "A 1 " is particularly neat and well finished. The style

"A 3" is of handsome design, and we venture to say better finished

than any other cheap Annunciator on theniai'ket,while the works
in both styles are of the celebrated " Tirrell " Gravity Drop pat-

tern, the same as used in our highest priced machines, all of

which contain many recent improvements.

By an ingenious and practical arrangement, the style "A"
Gravity Drop Annunciator is converted intoaBurglar Alarm, em-
bodying all the advantages of the Annunciator, besides covering

every conceivaUle requirement for burglar alarm use. It is p o-

vided with a battery test, silent test, continuous ringing attach-

ment and shunt switches from each section of the system, or tha

whole, all operated by one battery. Gas-lighting attachment fur-

nished when desired.

The Electric Gas Lighting Co.
SOME OF OUR ELECTRIC BELLS.

The "Victor" Uncovered. (Pat. Feb. 14 3 in. "V I. B The "Hub" Bell. The " Standard " Iron Frame Bell.

THE " VICTOR " WOODEN BOX BELL

Has attained an enormous sale, because it makes friends wherever it goes.

Its superiority consists in a Soft Iron Bed-Plate, to protect the adjust-

ment from warping of the base-board; a Double Adjustment of the ten-

sion of spring as well as length of stroke; A Novel Hnd Convenient

Clasping Device, for fastening the box to base-board- Platinum Con-

tact Points; and Gongs of Superior Tone.

THE "VICTOR IRON BACK "BELL
Is the same as the " Victor," except that the soft iron bed-plate is made to

answer the purpose of a back as well, thus doing away altogether with the

wooden base-board. A finely finished wooden box is used, as with the

" Victor " Bell.

THE "HUB "IRON BOX BELL
Embodies several decidedly novel and practical improvemen's, which ren-

der it a fit companion to our celebrated " Victor " and " Victor Iron Back"

Bells. -

The ^'"Standard" Frame Bell and 'Boss" Electric Buzzer are both true to their names.

THE ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTING CO.,
LOUIS W. BURNHaM,

Vice-President and Manager. 35 ARCH ST., BOSTON MASS.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LI6HT COMPANY
I'ort W Ei-yxxG, Xudletiexa.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM

— or—
INCftHDESCENT LIGBTIM,

AND THE

JENNEY SYSTEM
OF

ARC LIGHTING.

The Most Carefully Worked-

1

out and Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in|

Existence.

Armatures and Converters

Guaranteed. 12—16 Candle Power ,<

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse]

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JENNET ARC DYNAMO AND LAPS.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,
FORT WAYNE , IND.

, First Floor,CHICAGO OFFICE, 185 Dearborn St.

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome St.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
242, 244 EAST i22d STREET.

PHI1.ADEI.PHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,

G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F. Adams, Successor.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

00

/^it ^e^L'-A^^^cA^/^,^ ^\'^l.XEK SCOTT & CO.

^^y^ ' I'Hanufacfurers of l^rinhng PHacbinery,

TO YOURS
.^.^

Tf^^'y^

00

?r;../,/y. &l:J... ^ f^ff^

mf^ ^*^^ ^^W<^ /t^'^H^t^ £i^-^^ ^*4^(e^ ^^/>-vc -t-^ c^A'^t^e-t-jy^

00

'Wannrot^urcd ami
for Male only liy VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

15. 17, 19 & 21 NORTH CLINTON ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY.
—MAJJTTFAOTITRESa OF—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Send fok Cataxogue and Price List.

729 Broadway, Xew York.

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Company,
Gsngral OSeei, Ho. 70S n

Bnnoh Ofllcos

S. tYB., FIIISBiniOa, FA.

i
Nev 7ork, TeUpboae Building, Cortlanclt Street,

S. L. Wile7 Mimager.
Chicago, 139 Eiii Utdiaon Street, 7. £. Begda-

baiat, Uaaager.

MAinjFACTtFRHIlS OP

The Daring ]|ntl-|nduction^d Bunched Gables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Submarine

and Aerial.

LIGHT LEADED CABLES FOR HOUSE USE.
Weatherproof Line Wire, Underwriters', Annunciator and Office Wire,

Five Vears of Uniform Success Enable us to Guarantee our Cables.

r{ i^

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledgred Standard for durable and high

isulatlon. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Bectric Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone,

Railway and aU other

Branches of Signaling.

All Sizes

Lead Encased Wires.

Aerial Use,

Subterranean Use,

Submarine Use

Concealed Wiring in all Locationi.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr., - 1 6 Dey St., NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTINC
PREVENTS

AIR

CUSHIONS.
And Manufacturers and Tanners of

Oak \m&i Leather Beltim,

aiiftLaceLeattier,

GUARANTEED

DYIAHOS.
PATENTED MAT 34,

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & GO..
(manopactubbbs)

,M South Canal St., - CHICAGO. Ilili.

DUST AND BUG PROOF BELLS
ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS,

Electrical House Furnishing
APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32 and 34 Frankfort Street. NEW YORK.

Tbe GALLENDER
INSUI^TING and flAMPJllJY
WATBRPROOrDTG VjUluliiil 1

18 Cortland St., NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. BURDICK, 68 Commerce Building,

; General Western Sales Agent, CHICAGO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Batldera of High Grade Self-Codtalned

AQtoMtic GQt-Off Eopes.
SPKOIAIiLT adapted FOB ETJN1TIK&

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other dut7 requiring close

regalatlon of speed.

Wzstben Office asd WAEEEooMa:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, IN.

WM. A. HAMMETT, Manager.

Oahtel W. Maemos", President.

Addisoh H, Nokdtkh, Vice-President

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C S B A

CUT SHOWING STVLB OP INSULATION.

j1.—Copper Wire. B. S.—Tv/o Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C—Braided CotMh
•aturated with a Black, Weather-Proof Compositipn. „,,.,, ,, . « »«

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon apphcatlon. Pure EMm-
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

urADronnuc 519 and 21 Cliff St., New York. FACTORIES:
WABEROOMS:

\ ^4 Washington St. Chicago. Ills. ANSONIA. CONN.

Chaeles D. Jeitney, Electrician.
Brainaed Eorison, Secretary.

Amos k. HollowelLi Treaaurer*

:oKDYKH, Vice-President. ^^^M ^0^^ _

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole owners of all the PateniB and Inventions of Charles D. Jenney Clmown as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Mannfaeturers of his

Improved ^^nmft, [amp $
Electric IDotor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting

the Jenney System loads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In these essentials It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promnlly Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants (or Cities, Companies or Indiviiluals,

Prices Furnisheo for the Jenney Arc on Incan-

descent Systems, or ron both combined.

The Jenney Incandescent Dynamos are self-regulating,

and permit the tnrnlng on and off of one or all of the Lamps

at will.

This Ciympanij gives special atletiUon to furnishing Mils,

Shops, Factories, etc.. wlih Inaitidual Plants.

iW SEII [01 (ifiniET lUlSTlllll! IHO OEStllllllt TIE ilSTEII. -«
OFFICE A^TJ WORES;

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Housl'on Electpic Go
EASTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WESTERN OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
— FOR

nrC'Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

Flrat Medal : Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1888,

First Prize : Beet System of Arc-LIgMlng,

dndnnatl Industrial ExpoBltloD, 18S3.

Electric )|rc-[ighting

This Company was given tlie only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 I, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

ELECTRIC MOTORS
all elzesifor the trans-nrsBlon of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Ii candescent Llehtlna and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

Qdison Qlectric [ight (Jo.
THIS COMPANY IS THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

AKD PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTuI

OIETHOD OF GEHERnC ECECTRIClli; DISTRIBUTIOH.

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention 13

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

MEW YORK CO., Capital. $2,500,000, 4 Stations : Capacity. 150.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital, $750,000. 1 Station ; Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000. 2 Slations: Capncity. 50.000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000, 1 Station: Capacity, 50,000 Lampt.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Industry as an investment.

WRITE FOE PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAI.

For information relative to Central Station EualneBS, apply to tlie

£disozi Hlectric X^ier^t Co.,
16-& 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

THE MITCHELL VANCE CO.,
(Snccensors to miTCHfil^X., TANCK A CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated p^^U.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Edisoii hm ims Rejected hod Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 1 A°ir per H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H. P., equals GyVi per H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCURATE TESTS. NO COMMENTS FOE PARTICULARS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2 1 9 LA SALLE ST., CHICACO.

Having no Special Agent

in Chicago for our

Goods, we Solicit Cor-

respondence from

Buyers, wliioh

we Promptly Answer.

Combination Fixtures,

Electroliers, Bracitets,

Pendants, Reflectors,

Architects' and Decora-

tors' Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

with Fidelity

to the given Motive.

Insulating Joints,

and All Fittings for

Incandescent Lighting.

MANUFACTORY, SAIESROOM,
24 and 25th St. and 1 0th Ave., 836-38 Broadway and 13th St.,

NEW YORK CITY.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Railways,
Speed,
Endurance,
Economy.

The Daft Motors for Power Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mention the Western Electrician.
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Cle-ireland., Oliio-
MANUFACTURERS OF -*

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

JABVIS
ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST.

I

81 LAKE ST.,
1

109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. I

NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and pouier Stations
NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENGINEERING CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

»T. XjOXJXS, 7M.O.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR,
ERECTED READY FOE SERVICE.

SPECIA-IiTIEIS ;—The Arraington & Sims Enelne, Steel Boilere, Jarvie Furoace, Standard
Rocking and SheflBeld Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

SEND FflB liATEST CATAJUOGUEfii.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAQE RATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated Lighting, Railroad Car

Street Car Propulsion, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from Northern Illinois, Eastern Iowa,
Wisconsin and Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory,

Northwestern Electrical Accumlator Company,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of tiiis System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

Tlie Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

BISHOP GUTTA-FERCSA CO.,
AXAU-ufactiairers of

INSULATED WIRES, CABLES AND FLEXIBLE CORDS.

IXEARKS' CODHPOXXND
Battery wires insulated with Marks' Compound

Rubber covered wires for use overhead and un- give better service than any other wires in the
derground, and for indoor wiring. Equal to any market,
in the world for insulation and durability.

^^ ^J I I f\ " f^ g^ 1^ ^^ ff f^ ^ We are sole manufacturers of this celebrated in-
sulation which contains no sulphur or other in-

Gutta-Percha covered wires and cables for use gredient that will ever corrode copper. It is

under w^ater and in damp places. used principally for flexible cords.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO., - 420-426 East 25th St., New York.

S. A. PLDMMER, Pbebident.
F. B. PEESTON, Vice-Pbes. and TBEis.

1

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Gen. R. A. ALGER. T.WILLIAMSON. C. A. WARREN.
S. A. PLUMMBR. P. B. TROUT. C. H. THOMPSON.
E. C. BROWN. A. WOODWARD. P. B. PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Sbcbbtjiet.

PRANK B. TROUT, Supebintendent.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For Light and

Power Purposes.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE DATTERY
EBtimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

f

For Light and

Power Pnrposes.

F. B. TROUT, 5
Offices, 69 Griswold St., CAMPAU BUILDING.

J flCTDniT HIPII
; Factory, Corner 13th and Woodbridge Sts. C UlIIIUIIi IfllUniGeneral Manager.
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Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Go,

MOTORS ADAPTED TO THE USE OF ALL KINDS OF MACHINERT.

Simple in Construction.

Special Winding for constant speed.

Not liable to get out of order.

Bearings self-oiling.

Non-sparking in operation.

Commutator wear reduced to a minimum.

NEW YORK. 16 and 18 Broad Street.

BOSTON, 55 Oliver Street.

NEW ORLEANS. 112 Baronne Street.

DETROIT, 133 Jefferson Avenue.

CHICAGO, Rookery Building.

ST. LOUIS, 506 Olive Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 119 South Fourth Street.

CLEVELAND, 0., 34 Blacl<stone Block.

TOPEKA, 705 Kansas Avenue.

ci-.a.-s"3xron. e:xji:oth.ic co. IjOTiis-cill©, ^Ey.

f. J. DICKET, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE. Vice Prealdent

H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'I Man. Sap't and Electrician. L. H. KORTY. Treasarer.

MIDLAMD ILICTEIC CO«j

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
DEALERS IN •

ILICTEICAL iUPPMli
For the 'Felegsapb, Telepboae aad Mleetsie Srlgbt.

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms. Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons, Electric Pens. Telegraph Learnere' Instruments, Medical

Batteries. Linemen's Tools, Beli Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Care, Etc.

WzBTEEN Agents THE OEONITE CO.. and the Return Call System of Hotel Annnnclatore. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Westem States and Territories for tbe

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

^Tlstlmates famished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the

West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

National Cabinet Letter File
IS ABSOLUTELY

THE BEST^
THE CHEAPEST^

THE MOST COMPLETE^
AND THE

FINEST L00m& CABINET LETTER FILE EVER MADE.

(WITH DOORS OR CURT.AIN.)

m
CO

(=1.

CCT OF A SIX-DKAWEK CABINET.

THE CABINET LETTER FILE is not a luxury, but a labor-saving convenience which no

business man can afford to be mthout, since it is positively established by the teslimony of thou-

sands of the best business men in the country (men who have used it), that it is agreal saver of time

labor and annoyance. It is a genuine conservator of good humor in any office, and a boon to

those who have a large correspondence. THE NATIONAL CABINET LETTER FILE is not

merely a lot of drawers into which letters may be placed for safe-keeping, but each Cabinet has a

carefully computed system of indices arranged like the headlines of a directory or dictionary, giving

the first three or four letters of any name. Under these headlines the correspondence of each per-

son U kept in bunches, e-xtending over long periods of time ; and as the letters lie unfolded, refer-

ence is almost instantaneous.

JOHN MORRIS CO., Sole Manufacturers,

118 and 120 Monroe Street, CHICAGO.

The Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

SPEAKIN& TUBES M WHISTLES,
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
2 1 , 23 and 25 Ann St. New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
" Send for New Catalogl'e. out August 1st.

Tk Parier-Rnssell Minim & Mfg. Co.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

CARBONS
^

CITY OFFICE

711 Pine St., - St. Louis, Mo,

WATERHOUSE SYSTEM
-OF-

Arc and Incandescent Lighting,

Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting,

Multiple Arc Incandescent Lighting.

Our Instantaneous Automatic Regulator protects Lamps
and Dynamos, and saves power. Gold Medal awarded, Me-
chanics' Fair, Boston, 1887, for perfection in regiilatlon of
current. Most perfect and economical System in the field.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.

WATERHOUSE ELEC. & MFG. CO, - - Hartford, Conn.

Chicago Office, 164 La Salle St.
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THE REYNOLDS

Improved Corliss Engine
Is especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in

this field which cannot be excelled.

IT IS UNEQUALED FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY IN USE.

SOLE eVyiLDEHS

EDW. p. ALUS & CO.,
RELMI/CE WORKS. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

ManiifflctiirerB of jiml IJealera in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and

Engine Supplies of Every Description.

INDORBED
ET

Thomas A. Edison, Elihu Thomson, N. S. Possons, Edwin J. Honston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRIC'ANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.
Send for Pamphlet "ARE YOD POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadway, ^. Y.

Ijeisler Qlectric j^ight (Jo.

809-817 S. 7th Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

MANUPACTrntEKS OP

The Heisler Patent Incandescent
Electric Light System.

The only and original Alternating Current Long
Distance Single Wire Incandescent.

We have built 24 Cen-
tral Station Incandescent
Plants within one year,

all of wliich are on a pay-
ing basis.

This System combines
successfully the illumina-

tion of the streets with a
general supply of light for

stores and houses.

Any desired distance can

be reached at small cost

;

No. 8 American Gauge
Copper Wire being used
for the outside line, No. 11

for indoors, for any num-
ber of lights of any size

from 20 to 200 c. p. lo-

cated anywhere on the line.

A perfect automatic regu-

lation adjusts for every

variation of the load from the full capacity to one single light. We do not need
transformers, distributors, safety catches, resistance boxes or any other electrical

contrivance for distribution or safety.

Special attention is called to the superior advantage of this system for economical
management. To its tiexibilily, no mathematical calculation being required for wiring

or alterations of circuits. To its production of nearly double the candle power to the

H. P., as compared with any other system.

We can furnish substantial proof that our system is a successful competitor against

all present methods of illumination.

DTNAMO TEMPERS' HAND-BOOK.'
By F. B. BADT.

100 pages; 70 illustrations; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 inches,

Designed for Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationery and Marine Engineers,

Just the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for electric light in-

stallations. The only book of the kind in the English language.

Price, Postage Pre-paid to any address in United States or Canada, $1.00

Addkk.ss

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Publishers,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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THE

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY

PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers under Patents controlling the Sale and Use

OF

ALTERNATING CURRENT ELECTRIC LICHTINC
APPARATUS.

The installment of over 100 Central Station Plants has demonstrated the

Alternating Transformer System to be superior to all others, for distributing

current from a Central Station over small or large areas for lighting and

power purposes.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.

This system is made more profitable than any other by the use of the meter

now supplied by this company.

It measures the whole current.

It is strictly a positive mechanical movement.

It registers directly in lamp hours.

It reads from dials like a gas meter.

It consumes no appreciable energy.

It is not affected by temperature or other local conditions.

It is practical, and it is cheap.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

This company has demonstrated that motors run by the alternating current

are a& efficient as the best direct current motors, and can be run without com-

mutators or brushes, being started, stopped and reversed without breaking a

connection.

All parties desiring to secure the most perfect system of electric distribu-

tion for light and power are invited to inspect the apparatus at the works of

the company at Pittsburgh, Pa., where it will be demonstrated that the Alter-

nating System possesses such advantages over the direct system in regard to

efficiency, distribution, safety, life of lamps, and the use of meters and motors,

that no purchaser can afford, at any price, to take the direct c urrent apparatus.
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ELECTRIC ABC LIGHTING APPABATDS.

PATTERSON CABLES
r^OOEl.

Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Use.

INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL KINDS.

Testing Apparatus. Telegraph Apparatus. Batteries.

Construction Tools. Line Wire and Supplies.

District Telegraph, Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.

The Best of Everything at Bottom Prices

Catalogues Furnished on Application.

Send for our latest Catalogue of Electric Bells,

Annunciators, Push. Buttons, Gas Lighting

and Fire Alarm Apparatus, Etc.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP.
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The Waterhouse Arc Lamp.
The essential part of an arc lamp lies in its

carbon feeding and regulating mechanism. The
accompanying illustration shows very clearly the

method employed in the arc lamp of the Water-

house Electric & Manufacturing company, and
its novelty will attract close attention.

Referring to the cut, the magnet M is quad-

rangular in shape, having two independent cir-

cuits wound at right angles to each other, which

produces upon the magnet two poles of constant

polarity and two poles of variable polarity.

Under the variable poles an armature is pivoted

and is held in position by the pivot, supports B
and springs' when no current is passing through

the lamp. Movement to the carbon rod R is im-

parted by clutch C, which is attached to the

armature A. To prevent a sudden upward
movement of the armature the air dash pot D is

used and the spring S' prevents a sudden down-
ward movement of the armature. The resil-

iency of the spring S' is changed by means of

riable poles of the magnet, for the magnetism in

the variable poles of the magnet is the sum of

the difference between the magnetism produced
by the shunt and the main coils. The neutraliz-

ing effect of the current passing through the

shunt coils permits the armature A to recede

slightly by gravitation, which eases up on the

clutch C and the carbon rod R, which feeds the

carbons. On the end of the armature A above
the supports B, the surface is rounding; and as

the armature is drawn up away from the sup-

ports B it is free from any mechanical friction

and directly susceptible to changes in the mag-
netism in the magnet M.

There are but few parts to wear out in this

lamp; it is very simple in construction, and the

makers claim the usual fine adjustment of arc

lamps is not required. The lamp is thoroughly

insulated throughout and convenience for easy

trimming as well as the small details, have had
the careful attention of the makers.

The same form of magnet is used in the

THE WATEKHO

the screw S, and it is this adjustment, which is

outside the bonnet of the. lamp, that regulates

the length of the arc, for, by changing the ten-

sion of the spring the position of the armature

is slightly changed, and the clutch binds the

carbon rod R in accordance with the changes in

the spring S', allowing the carbons to feed at

just the proper time.

The variable poles as will be seen, become
variable in the following manner by changes of

the resistance in the arc of the lamp; The cur-

rent coming to the lamp enters through the ter-

minal near the handle H, passes to the main con-

ductors around the main coils and thence to the

carbon rod R through the carbons, and leaves

the lamp at the terminal on the opposite side of

the lamp board. This produces magnetism in

the variable poles of the magnet M, the tongue

of the armature A is drawn up into the elongated

hole of the magnet, and the movement of the

armature binds the clutch to the carbon rod and

the arc is formed. So soon as the excess of re-

sistance is greater in the main than in the shunt

coils, a portion of the current is diverted 'hrough

the shunt, neutralizing the magnetism in the va-

USE ARC I.AMT'.

Waterhouse rack feed lamps, and also in the

double lamps furnished by the company.

Combination Floor Key and Button.

The floor key underneath a dining table in

circuit with an electric bell in the kitchen forms

a most useful adjunct to every well appointed

dining room. Instead of breaking in upon the

conversation with the noisy clang of a hand bell,

perchance utterly ruining the climax of a good

story, or destroying the telling point in a ht// mot,

the mistress, by a simple pressure of the foot

upon the floor key, noiselessly, so far as those at

the table are concerned, summons the servant to

do her bidding, and conducts the affairs of the

table quietly, easily, and magically. But the floor

kev is stationary, while the table is not; and it

may chance that at the very time she needs her

electric messenger the most, as, for instance,

when she entertains a large number of diners,

the mistress and the floor key, by a new arrange-

ment of the table, are separated. The contriv-

ance .shown in the accompanying illustration,

designed and manufactured by the Central Elec-

tric company, will then come into play. The
floor key is of well-known form, but the round
flange is made of fiber instead of brass. When
the floor key is in proper relation to the mistress

of the house, it is used in the customary way;
but when it is necessary for the lady to take

another place at the table, the brass connecting

pin in the center of the key is removed, and the

brass pinions on the disk attached to the cord

are inserted in the holes in the disk on the floor,

making connection in the floor key. The push
button can then be placed on the table whenever
desired, and the mistress of the household again

has her messenger ready to respond instantly to

her command.

Edison's High Tension System.

Among the electrical patents listed in the

usual place in the Western Electrician this

week is one issued to Thomas A. Edison for a

system of electric lighting. The object the in-

ventor has in view in the invention is to produce

C^"^^n^lNAnON FLOOR KEY AND IJUrr

a system of electric lighting" wherein high ten-

sion currents can be used upon the main con-

ductors or feeders, and incandescing electric

lainps, located in independent multiple arc cir-

cuits, and requiring a continuous current of

lower tension, can ba supplied, enabling the use

of smaller conductors, and making it possible to

economically supply lamps at greater distances

from the source of electrical energy than when
a simple multiple arc arrangement is emplo)'ed.

The invention, so runs the patent specification,

is based upon the discovery that the electrical

energy consumed by an incandescing electric

lamp maybe controlled independent of the ten-

sion of the current and the resistance of the

lamp—provided the tension of the current is

greater than the lamp requires when con-

stantly in circuit—by interrupting the flow of

current to the lamp, and the light can be made
to appear constant to the eye by making such in-

terruptions of the current with sufficient rapidity.

Thus an incandescing lamp requiring, when con-

stantly in circuit, a current of definite tension to

maintain it at normal incandescence, may be sup-

plied from a circuit having a current of two or
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more times that tension, provided the circuit

through the lamp is interrupted, so that current

will flow for onl)' a fraction of the time through

the lamp, that fraction being inversely the num-
ber of times the tension used is a multiple of

that required when the lamp is constantly in cir-

cuit, or approximately that proportion.

In carrying out the invention for a general

system, the inventor proposes to run the circuit

of high tension to one or more points within the

district intended to be supphed, and there divide

the current between two or more circuits con-

taining incandescing electric lamps or other

translating devices by means of a rapidly acting

circuit controller, which will throw the current

The accompanying illustration is a view, prin-

cipally in diagram, of a system with a simple
high tension circuit embodying the invention.

A is a dynamo or magneto electric machine op-

erated by a water wheel, steam engine, or other

prime motor, and having a high electromotive

force—for instance, 300 volts. From this ma-
chine extends the high tension circuit, i, 2, and
included in this circuit is the distant electro dy-

namic motor, B. The shaft of this motor car-

ries three circuit controlling wheels, C, C, C", the

periphery of each of which is one-third metal
and two-thirds insulation. Upon these wheels
rest brushes or springs, a, a', c^. The wheels, C,

C, C-, are so arranged upon the motor shaft, or

first through one lamp circuit and then through

another, keeping each lamp circuit complete for

a fraction of the time only. This circuit con-

troller is preferably a revolving shaft carrying

circuit controlling wheels upon which rest suita-

ble springs or brushes, and this shaft is prefera-

bly operated by an electro dynamic motor located

in the high tension circuit. Each lamp circuit

will be broken at a number of points to reduce

the spark. The high tension circuit may be a

simple circuit or a compound circuit—such as is

used in Edison's compensating system—and in

the latter case each part of the compound cir-

cuit will be treated the same as a simple circuit.

The points at which the high tension current

will be divided may be centers of consumption,
from which main conductors will run to house
circuits in the vicinity, the locality being divided

between two or more circuits of main conduc-
tors, according to the tension used; or the lamps
of each building may be divided between two or

more circuits, and a motor working a commutator,

and placed in the high tension circuit, be located

in the building itself.

Instead of dividing the lamps of a house be-

tween two or more circuits, they may be placed

in one circuit, and a local circuit controlling

motor may be used in the house, which will in-

terrupt the flow of current to the desired extent.

The economy of this last arrangement would be

dependent upon the fact that the numerous local

circuit controlling motors would not work syn-

chronou.sly. All of these arrangements are

adapted for u.se with a compound or compen-
sating high tension circuit as well as with a sin-

gle high tension circuit, and the different ar-

rangements may be used together in the same
system, if desired.

Each circuit controlling motor is preferably

provided with a speed governor controlling the

lamp circuit or circuits controlled by such motor,

and closing such lamp circuit or circuits only

after the motor has attained normal speed, and
breaking such circuit or circuits when the speed

drops below the normal limit. This will prevent

the breaking of the lamps, and is especially ap-

plicable to local motor circuit controllers in

houses, but may also be used to advantage on

motors at stations to prevent damage when the

lamp switches are closed before the motors attain

normal speed.

the brushes, a, n\ cr, are so arranged to bear upon
the wheels that when one brush is on metal the
other two brushes are on insulation. The motor
shaft is connected by conductors, 3, with one
side of the high tension circuit, r, 2, while be-

tween the bru.shes, a, a\ a", and the other side of

circuit, I, 2, extend lamp circuits, 4, 5, 6, 7, and
8, 9, in which are included incandescing electric

lamps, D. The circuits, 4, 5, 6, 7, and S, 9, form
a locality at a central point in which the motor,

£, is located. The lamps,/), require, when con-
stantly in circuit, an electromotive force of 100

The Card Constant Current Motor.

The George F. Card Manufacturing company
of Cincinnati, O., since placing its first constant
current motor in service a year ago, has been ac-
tively engaged in making such improvements
and changes as experience dictated, and now is

producing the motor shown by the accompany-
ing illustration. There are several novel points
of construction, which use of the motor has
proved to be meritorious. Among the most
prominent features of the motor is the peculiar
arrangement of the magnets. There are, as in

the well-known double horseshoe type of ma-
chines, two magnetic circuits, but the axes of the
magnets instead of being in the same line, are at

right angles. This disposition of the iron makes
the machine compact and gives it great rigidity.

The commutator is of unusually large diameter,
the segments made of pure copper and are drop
hammered to nearly one-half their original thick-

ness, making an exceedmgly hard and tough
bar. Mica of the best quality is used for insu-

lating the segments. The same size commutator
is used on the one and the one-half horse power
motor. This commutator has forty-eight segments.
The commutator on the two horse power motor is

larger, and has fifty-six segments. As might be
inferred, the object of this method of construc-
tion is to prolong the life of this troublesome
part of a motor and to avoid the necessity of

turning off the commutator to make it true. The
brushes are double on each side.

The armature is of the Gramme ring type and
is built up of charcoal iron rings which are first

dished and then well insulated. This construc-

tion avoids the necessity of rods or bolts to hold
them in place. At each end of the core a cast

iron spider for attaching the armature to the

shaft is placed, and through the medium of these

spiders the armature is bound together.

The shaft, which is large in diameter and made
of the best quality of tool steel, runs in inter-

changeable adjustable bush bearings of phos-
phor-bronze.

The terminals of the armature coils are

brought out at the end opposite the commutator
and are connected to the segments by means of

large wires extending through the space between
the winding and the shaft. This provides an

excellent way to secure contact, and also renders

it convenient to take the armature apart if ne-

cessity should require it.

A perfect running balance is obtained by
means of an adjustable brass plate on the shaft,

which also serves as a protector to the coil ter-

volts to maintain normal incandescence. The
energy of circuit, i, 2, is divided between the
three lamp circuits by the circuit controller, each
lamp circuit being completed for one-third of

the entire time, and the motor has a sufficiently

high speed to make the incandescence of the

lamps constant to the eye. Other motors may
be arranged in circuit, i, 2, contnilling lamp
circuits the same as motor, £.

minals. The balance for each motor is ob-

tained in the shop.

Mr. Card's method of regulation is ingenious,

and at the same time very simple. A Western
Electrician representative saw one of the

motors in operation, and Mr. Card demonstrated
the capability of the regulator by adjusting it so

as to give the motor various speeds ranging

from 200 to 2,500 revolutions per minute. The
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regulator consists of a dilTerential coil of low re-

sistance in shunt relation to the series magnetiz-
ing coil and a centrifugal governor driven from
the armature shaft by means of a rubber belt

made especially for the purpose. One end of

the differential loop terminates at a carbon point
held securely in a bracket movable on a line

parallel with the governor shaft by means of a

screw. The other end also terminates at a

.carbon point which with its holder, forms part of

governor mechanism. When the motor is started,

this part of the governor is open and the current
flows through the direct series coil, quickly in-

creasing the speed until the two carbons are

brought in contact; the current divides, part

flowing through the differential coil and part
through the direct coil, the ampere-turns in the
former being sufficient to neutralize the effect of

the latter and demagnetize the field. The ten-

dency is for the armature to stop, but the slightest

reduction of speed acts to separate the carbons
and bring- into full effect the current in the
direct coil, which quickly pulls them together.

As a matter of fact the shunt coil is never com-
pletely open, the governing carbon keeping up a

constant vibration. By means of a thumb screw
the fi-xed carbon can be moved forward or back-
ward to increase or diminish the speed. The
carbons are of the finest quality and are one inch
in diameter. A contact point is provided, and
in case the governor belt breaks or flies off, the
arms collapse and close the reverse coil, stop-

ping the motor at once.

These motors are built for the arc or incan-
descent circuit.

direction bv means of a knob in center of

dial.

To operate the instrument, the occupant of the

room first opens the hasp of the room box, turns
the little hand to the required want, then closes

the hasp, leaving it in this position; this sets in

motion the hand on the dial in the office, which
swings around until it reaches the number cor-

responding to the room from which the call has
been sent, where it stops. At the instant the

long hand stops at the room number the short
hand begins moving, stopping as soon as the
want indicated by the little hand in the room
box has been reached. This action carries the
hand in the room back to the star, which is a

signal to the guest that the message has been re-

I ceived.

This apparatus can be placed in any hotel

using other annunciators, and made to operate
on the same wires without making any change.
The annunciator will convey correctly every

message sent from the rooms, though loo guests
may call at exactly the same instant. The Por-
ter electric messenger is now being put on the

western market by G. A. Harniount, Western
agent electrical department New Haven Clock
company, Chicago.

Portar Electric Messenger.
The accompanying cuts illustrate the Porter

electric messenger, which is designed as a par-
ticularlv convenient and reliable annunciator for

Electricians at Edison's Laboratory.

Over 250 persons assembled at the Edison laboratory,

Orange, N. J., Wednesday evening, October 24tli, to attend

the meeting of the New York Electrical society, which was
held there on the invitation of Thomas A. Edison. One of

the electricians of the laboratory, Arthur E. Kennelly, de-

livered an admirable lecture on " Electrical measurement,"
which was listened to with the closest attention for nearly

two hours. After the lecture a short explanation of the

improved phonograph was given, and several of those in-

struments were shown in operation, reproducing songs,

speeches and various other sounds. Among the cylinders

used was one which convulsed the audience, as it reproduced
the squalling of Mr. Edison's baby. The audience then

hotels and apartment houses. The especial
feature of the system is that a guest, by means
of the apparatus, may not only signal to the
office, but may, at the same time, indicate what
he wishes. The office annunciator, Fig. i, is

provided with a dial 20 inches in diameter, upon
which appear the numbers corresponding to the
rooms. The long hand or pointer, as shown,
designates the room from which the message is

sent. The short hand shows what is wanted.
Each room is provided with a circular call

bo.x, Fig. 2, on the dial of which is printed the
names of twenty or more different articles, ^jch
as are usually required by the guests. The
hand, as shown in cut, may be moved in either

adjourned to the library, a magnificent apartment running
through three stories of the immense building, and contain-
ing thousands of the rarest volumes on electrical subjects.

Tire laborator)- proper was also thrown open to the visitors.

This contains the finest private collection of electrical ap-
paratus to be found in the country', if not in the world.

Mr. Edison was present at the meeting, and received a
hearty vote of thanks from the audience for his courteous
invitation to the society. The New York and Brooklyn
visitors were brought back by a special train over the Erie
railway.

The Central Electric company of Chicago reports large

sales of okonite wire and Candee aerial wire. The insula-

tion has proved so effective and so durable that companies
find it pays to purchase it. Several orders for 35,000 and
50,000 feet have been recently received.

Practical Telephony.
Bv '1'ho.m--\s I). LocKwooD.

I'ART XIII.

I have about exhausted my budget, so far as
the regular appliances of everyday telephony
are concerned. I now propose to say something
about the practical working of that part of the
subject which is popularly, albeit somewhat haz-
ily, called "long distance telephony." It is

not easy to define or point out scientifically the
exact spot on a telephone line where the distance
ceases to be short, and becomes long; and the
term, therefore, hardly seems well chosen. It

seems, however, to refer to lines over which the
Blake transmitter, when used as a regular instru-

ment, will not convey practically successful and
easily understood conversation. It is not neces-
sary to suppose that the Blake transmitter is

often incapable of doing good work over a dis-

tance of loo miles or more. I have often par-
ticipated in conversation where it has been used
as a transmitter, and where, though the distance
was greater than 100 miles, the talk was repro-
duced as clear as a bell, and with Gladstonian
perfection of articulation; but I could never go
to that line, or to others like it. and be quite con-
fident that I was going to have a perfectiv un-
derstandable conversation.

We must not, however, attribute all the uncer-
tainty or doubt that hangs round talking of fifty

miles or more in distance to the transmitter.

The average telephone exchange line of, say,

five years ago, was anything but a ir/ie/ d'ativrc

of electrical construction. What with the im-
perfect conductivity of the line wire, the very
fair conductivity of the insulation, the high re-

sistance of ground terminals, the loose switch
board connections, and the absolute certainty of
the inclusion of several electro-magnets in the
line, it was a ticklish matter to talk without loss

of temper between two points in the same city,

especially when the city happened to be one of

the physical conformation of New York, and to

be described with substantial accuracy by the
definition of a geometrical line, as possessing
length without breadth. When, however, to the
exchange line at both ends we must add a long
connecting link of like character, the work of

telephonically talking becomes almost superhu-
man.
To transmit conversation regularly and easily,

and to reproduce it over distances of over fifty

miles with commercial success, was a problem;
and it was gradually recognized that, to accom-
plish such transmission over such distances,

everything—lines, telephones and .switching ap-
pliances—would have to be built and made just

as well as they could be; that loose connections
in lines and switch boards could no longer be
tolerated; that both the resistance and the
electrostatic capacity must be kept down to their

lowest point; that the lines must be kept practi-

cally free from both external and mutual disturb-

ance; that electro-magnets must, as far as possi-

ble, be kept out of the circuits, and that such as

were included therein must be so arranged as to

develop as little counter-current as possible.

Lines have lately been built with the requisite

care and attention to detail, and the results have
amply justified the labor and care expended, so
that it is no longer doubtful that the telephone
can be satisfactorily operated over distances of

five, six, and nine hundred or a thousand miles,

the only question now being, will it pay? The
lines are, however, chiefly a matter of construc-
tion, and with that subject we have in the pres-

ent series of papers little to do. We have to do
with the instruments. Doubtless the standard
Blake transmitter would be able to talk over 250
miles with comparative ease, if the line and cir-

cuit were as good as they could be made, and if

they were free from disturbance. But lines even
now are not always up to a high standard, and
it often happens that between two points at

least a part of the through line has to be made
up of poorly built sections, or of sections in

poor repair. It is, in any case, advisable to have
instruments which are able to work powerfully
over the worst line which can be provided for

them.

No better receiving telephone has ever been
produced than the regular Bell magneto instru-

ment. Under the law of the "survival of the
fittest," therefore, this instrument has never been
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superseded, and seems to be just as well adapted

for long line as for short line work. In fact, if

anything, it is too sensitive, in that it scoops up

all the stray currents which may happen to be
floating round loose, anywhere near its circuit.

For long line work there is then no other instru-

ment used as a receiver than the regular hand
telephone.

But" the transmitter has been changed. Very
soon after Prof. Hughes elucidated his discovery

of the microphone in England, it occurred to an

English clergyman, who was an amateur electri-

cian, that good results might be telephonically

attained by the use as a variable resistance of a

mass of granulated or powdered carbon, loosely

confined in a chamber between, or in contact

with, the two electrodes of a battery circuit, in

which was also included a receiving telephone.

He tried it, found that the experiment was suc-

cessful; and after making a few of the mstru-

ments, patented the invention m England, and

WtSTH t\.WR\C\C.« CP*

riG. 17.

later in the United States. One of the impor-
tant features of this instrument is that the gran-
ular or powdered mass must not be tightly

inclosed or compressed in the inclosing cell or

chamber.
The patents of Mr. Hunnings do not refer

exclusively to the use of carbon, but comprehend
any current varying material which can be used,

provided it is used in a granular or powdered
form, and in a loose or free state. The instru-

ment, as Mr. Hunnings made it, is very simple,

and in many circumstances very efficient.

Fig. 17 shows this instrument as it was when
patented, consisting of a wooden case, having a
shouldered depression cut into one side. A
brass plate, B, was fixed in the bottom of this

depression, and was united by wire with one of

the binding screws, E. The depression was then
nearly filled with crushed carbon, C; the patent

says that oven-made engine coke is preferred,

and the front of the cavity was closed with a

piece of platinum foil. A, which served as a
vibratory diaphragm, this latter having a wire
uniting it electrically with the other binding
screw, E. The addition of a perforated wooden
cap piece, F, the perforation being widely
counter-sunk on one side to serve as a flaring

mouthpiece, completed the instrument. The
flat vocalizing chamber, which in all telephones
seems necessary to perfect articulation, is pro-
vided by interposing a packing ring between the
under surface of the cap piece and the edge of

the diaphragm, the shouldered recess being made
sufficiently deep for that purpose. When good
clean coke was employed in this in.strument, and
when the cavity was filled just right, neither too
much nor too little, the work it would do was
magnificent. No inducti(m coil was used or
contemplated, the instrument being placed di-

rectly in circuit with the receiving telephone,
and as much battery as might be necessary.
No exact rule appeared to exist for propor-

tioning the battery to the circuit, and when the
gentleman who brought the first specimens of

the Hunnings transmitter to the United States
was asked about the amount of battery to be
used, he said that the Rev. Henry had calculated
that the amount of battery necessary would de-

l)end upon the length of the circuit, and that one
cell of a blue vitriol i)attery might be employed
for each mile of ordinary line. It was not in

this system necessary to provide the receiving
telephones with permanent magiiets, since the

battery effected a certain amount of magnetiza-
tion in the iron core; and if a permanent mag-

net were used, the best results were attained by
so connecting the receiver with the battery that

the current of the latter tended to intensify, and
not to diminish, the initial magnetism. Some
trials took place between Boston and Providence,

a distance of forty-four miles, and, in accordance
with the elastic rule of Mr. Hunnings, forty-four

cells of gravity battery were used. This was
gradually reduced to ten cells without percepti-

bly diminishing the volume of the reproduced
tones, and later the battery was cut down to one
cell, but the transmission was still good; so good,
in fact, that some one suggested that probably
this transmitter could work without any battery,

and the last cell was, in accordance with this

suggestion, taken off, but the transmission was,

of course, then completely killed. The Ameri-
can Bell Telephone company bought the United
States patents, and has, from time to time, pros-

ecuted a series of experiments tending to the

improvement of the instrument, which, so far,

have eventuated in the present "long distance

transmitter," so-called. It was wonderful to

note how far the Hunnings instrument, in its un-

improved condition, would work in direct circuit

with battery, line and receiver, and work well;

but it was rather uncertain, and had its ups and
downs. Sometimes it would be working like a

charm, when all at once the volume of the sound
would go down to almost nothing. The line and
receiver were, of course, subjected to change
with every fluctuation of the battery, and the re-

sult was a return to the induction coil. The
main reason for the use of the coil was, as has

been before stated in these articles, to permit the

changes in resistance produced by the transmit-

ter to affect the current flowing in a short cir-

cuit of low resistance, it being clear that these

changes would be a much more efficient factor

in such a circuitj and produce a much greater

ratio of change than they possibly could in a
circuit of high resistance, while by means of the

induction coil the changes effected in the short

circuit could be propa.gated to the line circuit

with equal force.

The modus operanJi of a granular carbon
transmitter is as follows: The mass of loose,

finely divided carbon, or like conducting matter,

is by means of the front and back plates of the

inclosing chamber, included in the circuit of the

battery, and the battery current, consequently,

flows through it, and from particle to particle.

The transmitter, when in operation, was held in

an inclined position, with the mouthpiece leaning
back from the face of the user at an angle of

FIG. iS.

about forty-fi- e degrees. When in this position,
if the transmitter be spoken to, the platinum
diaphragm was vibrated, and the intimacy of
contact pressure between many of the neighbor-
ing particles was also varied. The resistance
necessarily varied with the intimacy of contact,
and the result was, of course, that the strength
of current varied, with the resistance; and as
might have been expected, there being so many
points of contact, the total variation of resist-

ance and current was much more considerable
than in transmitters possessing but one variable
point.

Fig. 18 shows the first American form of Hun-
nings, and is seen to be a portable and conve-
nient style. The handle, £>, was of hard rubber,
while the back plate, B, and foil diaphragm, A.
were respectively of brass and platinum, as in

the original. Small holes ran through the han-
dle for the passage of connecting wires, which
united the diaphragm and back plate with screw
terminals, /;', Ji. 'I'he carbon-containing cavity
was diametrically smaller, the crushed coke, C,

was caused, as before, to nearly fill the cavity,

the side wall of which was formed by the hard
rubber of the handle. A piece of brass, G, with
a great many holes drilled through it, was
screwed down over the platinum foil to keep it

in place, while the sound waves reached the
diaphragm through the holes in the plate. A
rubber cap piece provided the usual mouth-
piece.

Instruments made according to this plan
worked very well at first, but unaccountably
failed after a few weeks' use. It was found that

the brass back plate became covered with a non-
conducting oxidation; that the crushed carbon
would burn when the current was passed through
it; and worst of all, that in some unaccountable
way moisture collected in the cavity, and tended
to pack the carbon into a comparatively solid

mass, even when dry packing supervened to

some extent, and instruments on this principle

were temporarily discarded.

[To be coiiliiiia'c/.)

Bell Hangers' Hand-Book.'

Bv F. li. Badt.

FART IV.

ELECTRO MAGNETS.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

Electro-lVlagn ets.

In Fig. 23 is shown a voltaic cell with the circuit spirally

coiling around a soft iron bar. This bar, when the current

ric. 23.—MAGNETIZATION OF AX IRON E.\R.

is passing, becomes an electro-magnet. The separate turns

of wire must not touch each other or the iron bar, as this

would cause a short circuit through which the current would
pass. The wire must be insulated. The iron bar is a mag-

W09t. Elect'n, Chi-

FIG. 24.—RIGHT HAND WOUND MAGNET.

net only as long as the current flows. Its magnetism is

under control. When circuit is made the bar becomes a

magnet, when circuit is broken it loses its magnetic power.

Every electro-magnet has a north and south pole like a

!.-«(. Ehclt,. Chi-.

FIG. 25.—LKFT HANI) WOUND MAGNET.

Steel magnet. The end which the positive current enters, a

right /land wound electro-magnet. Fig. 24, becomes vl south

foU\ and the end which the positive current enters, a left

//(777(/ wound electro-magnet. Fig. 25, becomes a north pok.

IVtfSi. rj.^l JI ^h^

MjVGNFT.S and ABMATURi:,

The most useful form of electro-magnet is that in which

the iron core is shaped like the letter U—often called a

horseshoe magnet—so that both poles may l>e applied to one

iron armature.

In Fig. 26, ./ is the armature held up by a spiral spring,

UiELL Hanckks' Hank-Hook, by K. II. liadt, aulhor of Dvnamo
'I'iCNDEKs' Hand-Buoi;; ill coiirse of preparation; about xoo pa«:es, 80

illustrations; flexible cloth binding; type page 6 inches by 3 inches'

price $1. All rights rewervctl,
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a aad /' are the iron cores which carry the bobbins of wire

and c is an iron connecting piece.

Fig. 27 represents an electro-magnet used in finer instru-

ments.

rtC. 27.—INSTRUMKNT MADNETS.

l'"ig. 28 represents a common horseshoe electro-magnet.

The spiral spring A in Fig. 26 is called the tension 01

adjusting spring. It must be so adjusted that it is just

strong enough to pull the armature from the pole pieces of

the magnet when the circuit is broken.

To prevent the armature from "slicking" to the pole
pieces, the latter are generally covered with paper or with a
thin layer of brass or copper. Soft iron after having been
magnetized retains a small amount of magnetism which is

called residue magnetism.

The lifting power of a horseshoe magnet is considerably
greater than that of a bar magnet of the same weight.

The magnetizing power of the coil of wire surrounding
the iron core depends upon the number of turns of wire

and the strength of the current passing through it or as it

is generally expressed, upon the number of ampere-turns.

For instance, 10 turns of wire with one ampere of current
flowing through it would be 10 ampere-turns and would
have the same effect as 5 turns of wire with 2 amperes of

current, which would also be ro ampere-turns.

INDUCTION COILS.

Ch.apter XXXV.
Induction Coils.

.\ magnet will induce magnetism in a piece of iron

brought near it In a similar way a closed wire circuit

through which a current is flowing will induce electric cur-

rents in another closed wire circuit brought near it. In
Fig. 29 a b is the wire conductor through which the cur-

"'fesi. SkcCii, Chi H I

l-'IG. 29 —INDTCEI) CI KKE.NT

rent of battery B flows; in the closed circuit c d is the

galvanometer, G. As soon as the battery curcuit is closed
a current of very short duration is set up in the circuit c d.

This current has the opposite direction from the battery

current As soon as the battery circuit is opened another
current of short duration is generated in circuit c d, but this

current flows in the same direction as the batterj'- current.

The galvanometer needle will deflect in these two cases in

opposite directions.

The induction coil is based on this principle. It consists

of a cylindrical bobbin having a central iron core sur-

rounded by a short inner or primary coil of stout wire, and
by an outer secondary coil consisting of many thousand
turns of fine wire, very carefuU}- insulated between its

different parts. The primary circuit, in which are also in-

. 30—UE'IAII.S or AN INItKAl

eluded an interrupter, and commutator, is connected to the
poles of a galvanic batter)-.

The object of the interrupter is to make and break the

primary circuit in rapid succession. The currents at "make"
are suppressed by the condenser, while the currents at

"break" manifest themselves in a brilliant torrent of sparks
l>etween the ends of the secondary- wires when brought near
enough together. The condenser is made of alternate lay-

ers of tin foil and paraflined paper, into which the current
(lows whenever circuit is broken. The condenser prevents

the spark of the e.Ktra current—set up in the primary circuit

by self-induction—from leaping across the interrupter and
weakens the inductive action in the secondary circuital
"make."
The induced currents are of very high e. m. f. and will

leap across considerable space. This coil, for instance, is

COIL WITH
DREAKER.

used to ignite blasting cartridges and for electric gas light-

ing, etc.

Fig. 30 shows the details of an induction coil. T-^ T.,

are the terminals to which the wire from battery /)' are at-

tached. Ti is the reverser or commutator for reversing or
cutting off the current C S represents the platinum pointed

]••!(;. -INUULTIOM CUIL lUR EXPERIMENTAL USE.

contact screw in the primary circuit. J/ is b. hammer of soft

iron, the movement of which completes and breaks the cir-

cuit at c s. C* is a condenser for arresting the momentary
direct induced current in J' C, the primary coil of thick
wire, through which the battery current passes. 5" C' rep-
resents the secondarv coil of well insulated fine wire in

FIG. 33.—INDTCTIUN COIL FUR MEDICAL CSE.

which sparking currents are induced. Z>, and D.^ are spark
dischargers fitted to the ends of the secondary coil / C is

an iron core made up of a bundle of very soft iron wires.

Fig. 31 shows a commercial form of induction coil with
an automatic circuit breaker; Fig. 32 another form designed
for experimental use, and Fig. 33 still another form designed
for medical use.

ELECTRIC BELLS.

Chapter XXXVL
Electric Bells.

The common iormof an electric vibrating or trembling bell

consists of an electro-magnet E, Fig. 34, which moves a
hammer H to and fro by alternately attracting and releasing

it, so that it strikes against a bell. By pushing the button
P the circuit is closed and the electro-magnet attracts the

armature which carries the hammer. The armature is one
part of the circuit, the current entering above and leaving it

at C. At this point the contact is loosely made by the

spring pressing against the adjusting screw C The con-

tact points of both spring and screw are covered with plat-

l-Ti;. 34.

—
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HL'TTON.

inum to withstand the action of the electric spark at C. As
soon as the lever is attracted forward, the circuit is broken
at C by the- spring moving away from contact with the

screw, hence the current stops, and the electro-magnet
ceases to attract the armature. The lever and hammer
therefore fall back, again tstablishing contact at C, where-
upon the hammer is once more attracted forward, and so

on. The push P is shown in section on the right of Fig.

34, It usually consists of a cylindrical knob of ivorj'- or

porcelain capable of moving loosely.through a hole in a circu-

lar support of porcelain or wood, and which, when pressed,
forces a spring against a metal pin, and thus makes electri
cal contact between the two parts of the interrupted circuit.

Electric bells are generally made in two forms. Theskel
eton bell is used for the larger and the bo.\ bell for the
smaller sizes of gongs
When an especially loud and continuous call is required.

SKELETO.N HELL.

as in large halls or for fire alarm purposes, the electro-
mechanical bell is generally used.

Fig 35 shows a well-known form of skeleton bell.

Fig. 36 illustrates a box bell—a name given it from
the fact that the cover of the working parts is s box,

no. 36.—UO.K HELL.

frequently made of wood and also frequently made of

metal. This particular form of bell is designed to be hung
upon from supports, but the bells are made to be placed in

the reverse position.

(To he continued.)

Reminiscences of Annpere.

The following allusion to Ampere is taken from an article

in the London Elccli-ical Ri:vie~ii.<:

Great, however, as were Ampere's services to science,

they would doubtless have been far greater if he could have
kept himself from metaphysics. We know that in middle

life Liebig bitterly regretted the time which he had devoted

to such studies in his youth. Ampere on ihe contrary, be-

came more metaphysical as he grew older. He declined to

answer a letter on physical and chemical topics which he

had received from Davy, having, as he said, "no longer the

courage to fix his ideas upon such troublesome things
"

Me actually kept up a correspondence with Maine de Biron

from i3o5 to 1S15, and he regretted that many of his

friends did not care for metaphysics.

He was a believer in so-called animal magnetism and
admitted that in certain conditions of nervous excitement a

man might see without eyes, and read a letter with his el-

bow, Ilis mind was active only when standing. If seated

at a table, pen in hand, his ideas vanished.

Ampere was married in 1779, but had the misfortune to

lose his wife as early as 1805, a calamity from which he

never recovered. He passed entire days on the banks of

the stream where he had first met her, and spent the time

in making little mounds of sand. His death took place on
|une 10, 1836, at the college of Marseilles.

The statue about to be inaugurated is said to recall very

vaguely the features of .\mpere. When questioned on this

subject, the sculptor declared that this deviation from truth

was intentional. The object was to ornament a beautiful

square, and he, therefore, represented a handsome young
man, an Apollo, which Ampere never was.
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The Keely motor is a mysterious invention.

The experts who e.xamined it in accordance with

the court order, reported that they utterly failed

to comprehend Mr. Keely's description of the

motor.

It shows that the telephone has become a well

established institution when an Oregon paper
has been named the TelepJwnc. A few years

ago the journal would have been christened the

Te/cgraf/i.

The Chicago city council is usually engaged
in a warm discussion. Just at present the " L"
road ordinances are demanding the attention of

the aldermen. All electricians are interested in

the roads as the projectors are considering the
advisability of employing electric motors.

.-\n explosion occurred in one of the Edi.son

manholes in Boston, recently, and created con-
siderable excitement if the reports of the Boston
papers are to be believed. One of the journals
referred to the "ex|.)losion of electricity." The
explosion was due to the collection of gas in the

manhole.

Bv ri;i,iuest, Mr. Haskins read before the

Chicago Electric Club Monday evening last the

paper on the "Universality of vibrations," pre-

.sented on other pages. This paper was origi-

nally prei>ared for a former electrical society

and its value secured for it a place in the Jt'iir-

nal 11/ l/ii: Franklin Iiisliliilc. The illustrations

of vibratory law as found throughout all nature
are comprehensive and interesting, 'i'he paper
is particularly apropos, as now with the per-

fected phonograph, as Mr. Leonard suggested
in the discussion, opportunity is afforded to

study vibratory law as exemplified in sounds in

a manner that was not |)ossil)le when the paper

was written. After sounds have been recorded

upon the phonograph, those of a low rate of vi-

bration can be made audible by revolving the

cylinder at a high rate of speed, and vice versa,

those of high rate of vibration can be brought
within the range of the human ear by revolving

the cylinder at a low rate of speed. The whole
subject was well presented, and received the at-

tention it deserved.

The Lewiston, Me., Journal recently pro-

pounded the following questions: i. Of what
nature will be the next economic invention? 2.

What great economic invention is most needed
and called for by the world? 3. Does anything

remain to be invented by man, which shall be as

revolutionary in its effects as the application of

steam power? Answers to the queries were so-

licited. Gen. A. W. Greely made these replies:

I. The storage, without appreciable loss, of elec-

tricity produced by natural forces, such as water-

falls, tides, etc. 2. A cotton picker. 3. No.

In this number, Thomas D. Lockwood resumes
his interesting series of articles on practical tel-

ephony. Mr. Lockwood was unable during Au-
gust and September to continue this series, which
has proved so entertaining and instructive. In

the present article the subject of long distance

telephones is taken up. Considerable space is

devoted to a description of the Hunnings trans-

mitter and of the improvements which have made
it serviceable. The difficulties and the possibil-

ities of long distance telephones are pointed out

by Mr. Lockwood. The paper is full of interest

and it is timely, for the subject is one which is

attracting considerable attention at the present

time. The next year is likely to see considerable

pro,gress in long distance telephones.

In di.scussions of the comparative values of

the alternating and direct current systems for

central station lighting, the objection has been
rai.sed against the latter that its area of distribu-

tion was limited by the cost of conductors. This
objection seems to be met in part, at least, by a

new system designed by Mr. Edi.son, and de-

•scribed in another place, this week. In the new
system high tension currents are used upon the

main conductors or feeders and can be economi-
cally carried to greater distances than when a

simple multiple arc arrangement is employed.
The idea is to run the circuit of high tension to

one or more points in the district to be supplied,

and there divide the current between two or

more circuits containing lamps, by means of a

rapidly acting circuit controller, which will throw
the current first through one lamp circuit and
then through another, keeping each lamp circuit

complete for a fraction of the time only. The
principle at the basis of this invention is that the

electrical energy consumed by an incandescing

electric lamp may be controlled independent of

the tension of the current and the resistance of

the lamp, provided the tension of the current is

greater than the lamp requires when constantly

in circuit, by interrupting the flow of the current,

and the light can be made to appear constant to

the eye by making such interruptions of the cur-

rent with sufficient rapidity.

In our New York correspondence the fact is

stated that the complications which have existed

for some time re,garding the right of way for the

Bentley-Knight company have been removed,
and that now the work of installation can go on
unhindered.
Our correspondent takes the view that the

success or failure of this road will have a great
bearing upon electric railway progress. LIpon
the road there will be a cortibination of curves
and grades, the streets are dirty and obstructed,

and in fact, about all the obstacles there can be
imagined, will be present.

There are few places where an electric street

railway would meet more obstacles, and conse-

i]uently success when attained, will be the greater.

We will be among the first of " well-wishers of

the general electrical cause" to express a devout
desire that the system will succeed in over-
coming the manifold olistacles lo lis perfect

working.

The large cities of the country, such as New
York, lioston, Philadelphia and Chicago, have

not yet .generally accepted the electric motor for

.street railways. Lines are in operation in some
of the cities named, and they are being closely

watched, Naturally enough, the large cities with

their crowded streets and unceasing traffic pre-

sent greater obstacles to an electrical system than
smaller cities and towns where restrictions are

not so severe, consequently the electric motor
makes slower headway in large cities than in

small, but we confidently look forward to the

time when the street car lines of all the large

cities will be operated by electricity.

Meantime, the progress of the electric motor
jn smaller towns, and especially those of the en-

ergetic west, is as encouraging as the most ardent
could wish for, and the operation of the systems
as satisfactory as could be desired.

Judge Bi.odgett of Chicago, of the federal

court, handed down a decision Monday last,

.granting the Bell telephone company an injunc-

tion, pendente lite, for infringement against

the Cushman company. This is the case re-

ferred to in these columns last week, and Judge
Blodgett thus disposed of the point to which at-

tention was briefly called:

"Defendants are engaged in furnishing tele-

phone service and operating exchanges in sever-

al cities in Indiana and insist that an injunction

should not be granted on this motion, because a

few years since the complainant's grantees or

licensees established telephone accommodations
in some, if not all, of these cities, but withdrew
therefrom after the passage by the legislature of

Indiana of an act limiting the rates of charges
for telephones and for telegraphic services.

"I do not think the fact that the complainants,
licensees, or grantees have withdrawn their tele-

phonic accommodations from these cities fur-

nishes any excuse or defense for the infringe-

ment of these patents by these defendants.

The law gives the owner of a patent the ex-

clusive right to the use of the device covered by
his patent, and the rule that because the paten-

tee or owner of a patent cannot agree with

those who wish to use his device as to the price

to be paid for such use, authorizes another to

pirate upon the patent with impunity, would be

destructive of patent propert)'."

The decision then takes up the question of

the validity of the Indiana statute:

"Counsel for the defendants insist that the

main question involved in this case is the. validi-

ty of the Indiana statute regulating the charg-

es of telephone service, but I do not consider

that question involved in this motion. It was
stated on the argument of this motion, and I

doubt not truly, that this question is in the way
to be presented at an early day to the Supreme
court of the LTnited States, which is the proper

tribunal to pass upon it. But it would be

strange indeed if, where A is the undisputed or

adjudged owner of a patent which B wishes to

use, but B is not willing to pay the amount de-

manded by A for such use, therefore C can in-

fringe the patent and supply B with infringing

machines and not be restrained from so doing,

when the validity of the patent and infringe-

ment are clear."

Counsel for the Cushman company had arg-

ued that Judge Blodgett had decided in a for-

mer case. Hoe vs. Knapp, that a patentee who
did not put his patent into use was not entitled

to an injunction, and that decision was invoked
by defendant's counsel on the argument of this

application for this injunction. "I think, how-
ever, that the case there made was another and
widely different one from this," runs the decis-

ion. "There the patentee had never made a

machine nor put his patent into use; he had
simply locked it up, so to speak, and kept the

public from the benefit of it. Here the paten-

tee has put his patent into extensive use and is

receiving a large income for such use at rates

agreed upon between the owners of the patent

and the u.sers; so that this co'mplainant does

not stand as the complainant did in the case

cited."

The decision means another complete victory

for the Bell company, though it was to be ex-

pected after the former decision by the same
judge some months ago, giving to Alexander
(iraham Bell priority of invention of the speak-

ing telephone over Dr. S. D. Cushman.
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The Universaliry of Vibrations ^

Bv C. C. Raskins.

\'ibrations, in the most limited sense of the term, are de-

lineti as minute reciprocal motions of the particles of an

elastic body when they are thrown out of equilibrium. Os
cillations embrace a class of movements which may be

termed vibrations of greater dimensions—the two differing

only in degree. These may traverse vertical arcs or hori-

zontal curves, parts or the whole of circles or ellipses. Am-
plified still further, we tind movements embracing extended

cycles of time, yet ever returning to a former condition or

position. These are all. generically speaking, vibrations,

differing only in the one element of time. We may go far-

ther and include as vibrations all that class of changes or

motions which have the one common similarity of starting

at a given point, origin or condition, and having accom-

plished a change of place, form or position—a cycle of

movement or transition— returned to their pristine status;

; gain and again repeating this round of differing phases.

These periodic rounds, whether comprising two or more
changes, whether molar or molecular, I have classed as vi-

brations, and within this scope I include the movements of

elastic bodies, springs, chords, gases, etc., the segmental

action of suspended bodies like pendulums, the gyratory

movements of storms, the progression of planets in their

orbits, and those chemical changes whicli are ever active in

nature, producing combinations in the mineral, animal and
vegetable world, by which the various conditions of growth

and decay so constantly and regularly succeed each other.

These mutations—now noiseless, hardly perceptible in

their slow progress, at otlier times bold, rapid even to instan-

laneity—eventuate in the same accomplishment, ihe resto-

ration of the elements to their simplest form and their re-

combination in the chemical world, in the world of motion

—to repeat for all time this round of change, this following

in the beaten path of nature's ages—periods of time of

which the mind of man can take no cognizance.

Take an example: An internal chemical commotion oc-

curs beneath the crust of the earth's surface. In harmony
among the existing elements as combined results in greatly

increasing the volume of these, and the stored up energy

heretofore confined is set free This energy is expended in

the line of least resistance, and the result is an upheaval of

the earth's surface. A mountain is born. One limit of the

vibration is reached. Rains descend upon the upheaved

surface, penetrate the crevices of the rocks, dissolving and

carrying portions of these in solution to lower levels. Win-
ter, with its irresistible frosts, widens the seams in the most

obdurate rock-formation, crumbles, and slowly—but surely

—

reduces them to a comminuted condition where they may
again become sedimentary rock, once more to be subject to

the will of the great plowman Nature, whose implement is

the earthcpiake, whose furrows are the mountain ranges.

Within the eanh, deep hidden from human ken, where

ihe rock formation is of a nature to permit, huge caves are

in progress of formation. Metallic bases, combined with

acids, in the form of flakes or nodules, absorb tlie infiltrat-

ing moisture from above, and the acid, having a greater

allinitv for the alkaline rock than for the metal, leaves the

latter and uniting with the former produces a new com-

pound, which, being soluble in water, is carried away in the

outgoing current The metal, too. forming a new combi-

nation with the oxygen of the water, is similarly disposed of

and a cavity is formed in the bowels of the mountain. Here
is the nucleus for a cave. In this way Mammoth Cave was

formed; and Nature, tireless designer that she is, is still at

work making additions and modern improvements in these,

her magnificent underground palaces.

The transitions of water are familiar to you all. As rain

it descends from the clouds, it penetrates the earth, evapo-

rates, and is again precipitated upon the ground. It may
assume the form of ice, or snow, or clouds, or steam—yet

it is still water—the two combined elements of its existence

are ever present. We may separate these by force and the

same force will re-unite them. We may rarify the fluid by
heat, or condense it by the withdrawal of that force, but it

remains water still. We have added nothing which did not

exist before. We have taken away nothing. Thus we may
ring all the vibratory changes on any subject in nature.

We destroy nothing, we add nothing, and the conditions

which wrought former changes and produced previous re

suits will invariably repeat the phenomena in obedience to

the unwavering fiat of vibratory law.

Our sulphate of copper batteries give us a fine e.xemphfi-

cation of such changes from an electrical and chemical

standpoint. Sulphate of copper, a combination of sulphuric

acid and metal copper, is soluble in water. This forms one

of the elements of our battery. Metallic zinc is used for the

other. These are placed in water, and the connections

being made, which render the circuit complete, the stored

up energy of the elements is released, the salt of copper is

dissolved, and its component parts, sulphuric acid and me-

tallic copper, are separated The copper, restored to

its metallic form, is deposited at the bottom of the

jar. The sulphuric acid attacks and combines with the

metallic zinc, producing sulphate of zinc, which is held in

solution by the water. Now when the action is continued

until the elements are consumed, by evaporating the water

and weighing the residuum, we will find just as much copper,

and zinc, and acid as originally existed, but the combina-

tions have been altered, and by still further manipulation

we may separate the acid and the zinc, reducing the former

to a liquid form, and the latter to its metallic state, and re-

combine the acid and the copper so as to complete the cycle

of vibration and erect a second battery, similar to the for-

mer, from the same elements.

Water in motion presents a fine illustration of one form

of vibration. If we carefully observe a floating body, a

chip, or a bird, on the dead swell of the sea. we shall find

that the water motion does not carry the object away from

its position, but merely compels it to rise and fall perpen-

dicularly. A rope suspended from one extremity, when
shaken, will give us the same wavy motion. The \ibratory

iBy request read before the Chicago Electric club, Oct. 29, i388-

undulations will run from the one extremity to the other,

until overcome by gravity, thev cease to be noticeable.

The vibrations of a large body of water, like the sea,

are complex and of nearly every degree of amplitude. Not
a breath of air passes over it; not a ray of light or heat

penetrates it; not a sounti is produced at the surface.

within or below it, but creates a vibratory movement in the

mass. The waves, the tides, the currents, the evaporation,

the ven' color of the sea are as strictly amenable to vibra-

tory law as are the strings of the violin or the pipes of a

church organ.

\"egetable life furnishes another familiar illustration, of

vibrator)' law—this cycle of existence.

At first the seed, selecting and absorbing the proper

nourishment from the surrounding soil, chemically changing
the force thus released to itsownuse, it increases its dimen-
sions, sending certain portions of its organism in search of

farther food below the surface, and directing other members
upward until its growth is finished, its mission ended, it first

ceases to provide for the continuance of its species, then
dies and decays and is returned to the soil and the air

from whence it came. It has resolved into its primal elements
and completed its vibratory cycle. \'et there are minor vi-

brations in constant motion during its entire li'e period,

each complete in its own sphere of action; each to an extent

a necessity, an element in the grand result.

W'ithin the minute vessels, those veins and arteries that

lead from the tiniest rootlet to the uttermost extreme of the

highest leaf on the tree, what quantities of life-blood have
been carried up from the ground for its sustenance and re-

freshment. 1 housands of hogsheads of water have been
transported to the tops of ihe forest monarch during ils

years of growth, carrying with them the elements required

for the food and growtli of ihe wood, the bark, the leaves

and the fruit, in addition to the forced contribution which
the atmosphere has been compelled to contribute, and these

elements have been appropriated, separated, assigned and
assimilated, all in obedience to and by the aid of vibratory

law.

The summer's growth, the winter's rest, tlie ripening and
falling of the leaves and fruit, regular as are the seasons,

are but so many annual vibrations in its period of existence.

Its various parts, loo, are in constant motion, and \\hether

we note the swaying trunk and bending limbs contending
with the wintry gale, or the pendulum leaves gently waving
in the summer breeze—vibrations in some degree or form
are still the same ever present accompaniment of its

daily life.

As in the tree, so in the tiny blade of grass. Could we
bul invent some meihod of muUiplying our hearing cap:-.ciiy

in the same degree as the microscope has enlarged the field

of human vision, every blade of grass, e ery clover stalk

and daisy stem would roar with the laughing cataracts that

rush through the little veins and arteries, and run the mimic
mills to fttd and paint iheir gaudy blossoms.

As in vegetable, so in animal exislence. Birth, life,

death, decav, follow each other to make up the vibration of

physical existence with all animate nature. It is difficult

to designate a function pertaining to animal life that is be-

yond the control of ihese laws. We breathe; respiration

is vibratory. Our blood flows in pulsations. All nervous

excitatioD. whatever the sense—sight, hearing, taste, touch;

even thought, that highest of all nervous sensations—all

these are clearly vibratory in their action. Why, even our
organs of locomotion are but vibratory appendages, like

the fins of the fishes or the wings of the featheretl world.

A clear conception of distance, beyond a limited range,

is difficult of accomplishment Even comparisoif with fa-

miliar areas or spaces, when applied to extended intervals,

gives but unsatisfactory results. By day we behold tlie sun
which lights and warms the earth from a distance of nearly

one hundred millions of miles awa}-. By night we behold
the lesser ligh's, the number of which, including the tele-

scopic stars, is estimated at no lessthan seventy five millions.

Many, very many of these are vastly superior in size to our

own sun, which has over one million times the volume of

our eaith, yet by reason of the great distance of these im-

mense bodies they appear to us as mere points of iight-

The dog star, Sirius, the brightest star in the northern

heavens, has the volume of sixty of our'suns, yet such is its

immense distance, about one hundred millions of millions

of miles away, its brilliancy is muih inferior to that ot the

planet Venus, which is one-tenth smaller than the earth.

Now, to come back to the sun, the center of our solar

system, we see it surrounded by a series of planets, each
performing revolutionary vibrations around it, their cycles

of movement varying with their varying masses and dis-

tances, and these again in many instances carrying with

them, secondary bodies, each moving with uniformity the

most precise, harmony the most complete, and with a

grandeur awe-inspiring.

The planet on which we live has each day since its crea-

tion whirled in space, completing its diurnal revolution on
its axis, and each year its annual movement about the sun,

lighted and warmed by vibratory force from that great lu-

minary, held in its position by vibratory law. And the sun,

too, revolving upon its axis in about twenly-five and a half

of our days, moves in an orbital track about some other sun,

carrj'ing with it the entire system of which it is the center;

and this again is supposed to be a system dependent upon
another, and another, until there is no conceivable limit.

It is beyond the grasp of the human mind, until infinity

is explainable, until we are enabled to comprehend an exist-

ence which has neither beginning nor ending; and all these

movements are amenable to gravity, which holds and con-

trols these immense unnumbered masses in space; that

sends them forward on their untiring journeys, over paths

without tracks, with a uniformity and exactness to excite

a feeling of wonder and admiration in the most skeptical

human mind. Vet our own solar system has no mean or

insignificant propDrtions when we consider the extended vi-

brations of comets in their annual revolutions round
our sun.

One of these astronomical puzzles, of which the orbital

elements were computed by competent authority, requires

no less than 3,380 years to complete a single oscillation.

When we remember that these wanderers are sometimes ac-

companied, during a portion of these orbital trips, by an
attendant having a lineal measurement greater than the dis-

tance from the earth to the sun, we are struck dumb with
astonishment and reverence at the immensity of the mechan-
ical movements of these whirling pendulums of God's eter-

nal clock.

Everywhere in nature there exists a substance of infinite

elasticity and extreme tenuity, which surrounds the atoms
and permeates tver>- so-called solid. It fills all space
throughout the universe. This substance is known as lumin-
iferous ether. Mbrations from luminous bodies are taken
up by it and transmitted by wave motion. Light is conveyed
by it something similarly to the manner in which sound is

conveyed bv air waves with, however, this marked difi'erence:

While sound waves move in one direction those of light move
at right angles to this—the former being, in scientific lan-

guage, longitudinal while the latter are transversal. The me-
chanical properties of this ether are rather those of a solid

than of an air.

The vibrations of this extremely tenuous and elastic sub-

stance are, from its very nature, capable of inconceivably

rapid movements and, from like causes, it is never at rest.

The rays of the sun are brought to us at the rate of about
187,000 miles in a second. Sir John Herschel estimated

that a cannon ball would require seventeen years to reach

the sun. while light rt quires but eight minutes to traverse

the same distance, and that while the swiftest bird would
be nearly three weeks in flying around the world, light

would make more than the entire distance for each stroke

of its wing.

Light, pure and colorless, as it is given to us, is suscept-

ible of civisibility. Nature does this for us in a most com-
plete manner in the rainbow. Artificially this is done by the

triangular prism, giving us the seven hues once known as

the primary colors.

The principle which underlies this experiment is this:

The different hues have diPfei'ent rates of vibration and dif-

ferent angles of refraction. The prism receives the ray of

white light-and refracting it, breaks it up into its component
parts, throwing the different colors at dilTering angles, and
consequently at varying distances, upon the screen. Fol-

lowing up the result thus obtained led to the discovery of

the spectroscope by meansof which the component parts of

the blazing sun and the light from fixed stars are as per-

fectly analyzed and recognized as if manipulated in the lab-

oratory of the chemist.

The solar spectrum shows peculiarities aside from colors

which, like these, do not extend the entire length of the

image on ihe screen. Beyond the rays which are there visi-

ble to the human eye, where all seems colorless and dark,

at the one extreme of the spectrum rays powerful for chem-
ical effect are found by the photographer and the chemist,

while beyond the opposite or red extremity are found invis-

ible rays oi excessive heating power.
The ultra-violet rays, which to us are opaque, have, by

late interesting exper.menls b)- Sir John Lubbock, proven

to be less opaque to some classes of insects, than even the

yellow rays We can have no conception of what the ants

see in that poriion of the spectrum-

Light vibrations, like those of heat and sov.rd, may be

deflected from their course. We see the sun, a star, or a

candle by its own light, which reaches us in a right line

from its source. Were it not for reflection, the light of ihe

sun would be entirely shut olT wherever a shadow now
exists

Echoes are illustrations of the reflections of sound vibra-

tions. The long rolling thunder in a summer storm, suc-

ceeding a flash of lightning from one of nature's condensers,

is but the reverberation of sound waves, hurled back and
forth from cloud to cloud until silenced by absorption.

The tone of an engine bell, or the whistle of a train you
are passing on a railway, rises rapidly to a higher pitch as

the trains approach, and sinks : gain as they separate. The
diminishing distance in the first instance increases the num-
ber of vibratory waves that strike the ear in a given time,

while the receding trains diminish the number impinging
upon the listener's ear during the same period, and the pitch

of the tone we know depends upon its rate of vibration.

The tone of a steam whistle is often varied by the engineer,

who gradually opens and closes the valve, thus increasing

the vibratory rate or decreasing it, sometimes carrying the

whistle tone nearly or quite through an octave.

\'ibrations may be absorbed. It is to this fact that we
are indebted for the hues of all nature's beauty by field and
hill, by glade and stream, where but for this provision all

would be tiresomely similar and somber. This peculiarity of

vibrations is made available b\' musicians in the use of the

soft pedal of the piano, &nd the mute on ihe cornet. In the

acoustic telephone you all know how carefully the sound in-

suLtors must be adjusted to prevent the deadening of the

vibrations, and so make even a tolerable success of it. Heat
vibrations are readily disseminated and dissipated by absorp-

tion; vibratory waves moving rapidly or slowly according

to the relative capacities of- tlie source and the recipient.

Some recently published results of experiments bv that

eminent scientist. Chas. W. Siemens, with the electric light

as an aid to vegetation, are interesting from this point of

view.

These experiments extended over a period covering con-

siderably more than a twelvemonth, both inside a greenhouse

and in the open air. It soon became apparent that the

open air plants, which received the light rays through the

glass forming the frame of the lamp, were far more thrifty

and in better general condition than those under cover

which were exposed to a naked light

The first attempted explanation of this fact was the as-

sumption that the increased production of nitrogenous and
carbonic compounds was in excess of the needs of the

plants, and so acted destructively. All attempts, however
to remove the difficulty, by ventilation and otherwise,

proved futile. Finally, a clear glass globe was placed

around the light and an almost marvelous change occurred

in a single night, A sheet of glass was then placed so as

to intercept the rays from one portion of the plant, while

other parts of the same plant received the free rays. In
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twelve hours a distinct line of demarkation showed where

the two sets of rays joined—and yet this difference was only

the result of the interception of a thin sheet of clear, uncol-

ored glass. So far as the eye could detect, no light was ab-

sorbed, nor was its color perceptibly changed, and yet a

decided advantage was gained by passing the rays through

this thin transparent medium.
Following up the hint thus arrived at, the learned investi-

gator arranged the conservatory so as to submit different

portions of this to the action of light transmitted through

blue, red, yellow and transparent glass, and the uninter-

rupted rays direct from the lamp.

Under the clear glass the most satisfactory growth was

induced. Next in the order of success came the yellojv; the

red light produced a spindling growth with sickly yellowish

leaves, while the blue exaggerated these results; and the

naked light, least successful of ail, produced a dark and
partly shriveled growth of foliage.

Now. in all these experiments, to the absorption of invis-

ible rays, the arresting of the vibrations of some part of the

beams of light from the electric arc, are due the curious

and marked results obtained.

The air surrounding us is in constant vibration, fieat,

light, sound, are constantly disturbing an i varying its con-

dition. The sound of my A'oice, originating in a muscular

movement of the throat, is carried by the wave motion there

communicated to the air, and thence to the uttermost parts .

of the room, with comparatively little effort, ^'et, in doing

this, I am effecting a sensible mechanical result on a gaseous

body exerting a mechanical pressure of fifteen pounds to

the square inch in every direction. These vibrations are

sufficiently low in their rate of movement to produce an

effect on the auditory nerve of the human ear.

IMan has been classified by some satirist as a "two-

legged boasting animal," and education has taught us to

believe that the human race is superior, in every respect, to

the so-called inferior creations of nature We claim to be

nearer, in every way, to the great Creator of the world,

and highest in the scale c f God"s handiwork.

We are saved from mortification and exposure by the

fact that the power of speech, that is language which we
can interpret, has been denied to ihe rest of the animal
world. Could they but speak to us in our language, or

could we but transltte theirs, they would tell us of sound
vibrations so rapid that the dull ear of humanity is incapa-

ble of receiving them.

The lange of vibrations which are appreciable to the hu-

man ear is limited between sixteen and forty Thousand per

second. That is, a vibration which completes sixteen cy-

cles in a second, or more rapidly until it accomplishes forty

thousand in the same period of time, is, save in anomalous
instances, appreciable to the human ear; and these limits

embrace the rates of vibrations of all appreciable sounds.

Above or below these, to man, all is silence.

With an instiument similar to the siren, specially con-

structed lor the purpose. Sir John Lubbock created the ut-

most consternation among the animals of a zoological col-

lection and killed great numbers of insects, while no noise

was heard by those standing near the instrument, nor was
any disturbance experienced from its action. The rate of

its vibrations required a more delicate nerve organization

than we are possessed of, to recognize their presence.

Perkins, the inventor of the steam gun, without recog-

nizing the fact, arrived at the same result, namely, the pro-

duc ion of rates of vibration above the capacity of the hu-
man ear, in the course of his experiments with steam in a

high state of tension, from the standpoint of the phenom-
ena of boiler explosions

In a boiler of 'sufficient thickness and strength to secure

perfect immunity from explosion, he drilled a hole not

larger than a tine needle. He applied gradually increas

ing heat beneath this boiler until it reached the highest

point attainable by the means at his command As the

heat increased these phenomena presented themselves in

the order named. At first, vapor exuded from the minute
orifice, then white, followed by blue steam, accompanied
by hissing, succeeded by a low whistle. The sound in-

creased in both force and shrillness, rising finally to an al-

most deafening shriek which the experimenter says could

be heard a mile Then the sound grew gradually fainter

until silence ensued, the quantity of visible steam decreas-

ing until neither sound nor steam were appreciable, but

the circumference of the orifice became hotter and eventu-

ally assumed a bright cherry-red color. The rate of audi-

ble vibrations had been passed and some of these were now
being reconverted into heat in their passage. The source

of heat was now removed and the various results were
again arrived at, but in an inverted order of succession.

Had Perkins been investigating vibratory law, instead of

boiler explosions, he would doubtless have seized upon
these capital illustrations of the conservation of energy.

His theory of tht silence and the non-issuance of steam
at the point of greatest pressure was, that the heat had,

by expanding the steam particles, so enlarged these that

they were unable to pass the orifice which had become
partially closed by the expansion of the metal surrounding
it.

The human eye compares no better with those of a lower
animal creation. The birds, many of them, and especially

those of the family to which eagles, hawks and vultures

belong, are furnished with telescopic eyes, by which varia-

tions of distance—to what extent we know not, but we do
know they are great -are almost instantaneously compen-
sated for by focal changes in the eye.

I have seen a hawk dive from the lop of a high tree and
seize a mouse upon the ground quite near me, before the

latter could reach a hiding place ten feet from ils nest

which I had just overturned; and yet from that bird's look-

out to mc was a distance so great, I much doubt if I could

have seen u squirrel to recognize it with certainty

Some one has said, in substance, of the human eye, that

it answered very well for want of a belter, but that an op-

tician who would call attention to a specimen of his work
which combined so many imperfections as the best human
eye always includes, would lose, rather than gain by his

advertisement.

The "eyes of science,'' as Proctor has so aptly desig-

nated those optical appliances, the microscope, the tele-

scope, the camera, and others, are far more perfect in

many regards than those combinations of lenses nature has

furnished to humanity. The human eye is impressed in-

stantly, but it ordinarily requires about one-sixth of a sec-

ond to lose the perfect impression of any object, and this

persistence of vision blurs by interference the next subse-

quent impression.

A meteor in the sky is to us, in its rapid movements, a

luminous line, while we know that its form is globular.

A sky-rocket produces much the same impression, and a

fire^wheel, after its pyrotechnic fires are extinct, still shows
a ring of fire, while its motion is dying down, if the case

has but a spaik upon it. Sparks from burning charcoal,

or from a chimney, are strtaks of fire; and a discharge

from a Holtz machine, like that from one of nature's larger

accumulators, is ever a streak of lightning. The spokes

of a carriage wheel are blended in rapid motion and the

wheel assumes the appearance of a disc, while the action

of a horse, at a rapid pace, is never well defined by ihe

retina, except where an instantaneous illumination is fol

lowed by absolute darkness. Vet the camera of the pho-
tographer is competent to catch and preserve ihe attitude

of the swiftest moving animal. Perfect representations of

the fleetest racers have been thus secured with a plate ex-

posure of such short duration that the entire animal has

been pictured in the air. not one foot touching the ground.

Photographs of the sun have latterly been taken so

nearly instantaneously as to show del ails impossible of pro-

curement by any other method, an f which, of course, had
never been known before.

-Vnd the eye of science is equally superior to the human
organ in other important regards. Without wearying,

without e\en winking, it will hold its unflinching gaze, as

in the case of photographing nebula', where two or three

hours are required to fix an impression of these faint bodies;

and this, too, while most ingenious apparatus is required

in combination with it to compensate its visual direction

for the complicated movementsof the earth, during the long

exposure.

In various portions of the world are found caves, the

waters of which are inhabited by sightless fish—creatures

possessed of only rudimentary eyes— in other words, so im-

perfect is their visual organism that to all intents and pur-

poses they are totally blind. The light of day never reaches

them, yet the}- are capable of finding their proper food, es-

caping from danger, hiding or fleeing when pursued; in

short, accomplishing their fish destiny in much the same
manner and apparently with as much success as their more
fortunate and higher developed cousins in the waters above
ground^
Some experiments made with specimens of these fish

showed interesting results. They were confined in an
aquarium in which was placed a consider&ble quantity of

ragged rock, selected and arranged to form the best possi-

ble dark-hiding places and thus adapt their forced exist-

ence, as nearly as might be, to their natural requirements.

It was noticed that in all their movements they passed

freely back and forth, around and among the rocks, with-

out hesitation, even when suddenly startled by concussions,

noises, etc., and they were found to be extremely sensitive

to the least disturbance. Touching the water never so

lightly with a broom-straw caused them to hide at once.

A fish of a different variety, but possessed ol perfect vis-

ion, was procured and placed in the aquarium, when im-

mediately a new series of phenomena presented themseh'es

As the strange fish struck the water, the poor blind crea-

tures, instead of shrinking with fear ard seeking a hiding

place, at once assumed the offensive and gave chase to the

intruder, who fled, evidently conscious of danger. It prac-

ticed all the knowledge it possessed in dcubling and turn-

ing the angles and threading the intricate passages among
the rocks, and was closely followed until overtaken and
destroyed by its sightless enemy. In all this chase the

track was never lost, the threatening projections cf rock

were evaded as readily by the pursuers as by the pursued,

and no evidence was adduced to indicate that the one had
not visual powers as perfect as the other.

Now, vibration, in some form, guided these sightless

creatures in the pursuit of the intruder. Whether those

pertaining to smell, or feeling, or sound, we know not we
can only conjecture.

A blind man, one who from birth, or for many years has

been deprived of sight, is to some extent compensated for

his lack of vision by increased sensi.iveness of other facul-

ties; but these never reach the perfection shown in the ex-

periment mentioned.
The brain, in the higher developed types of animate na-

ture, we consider the seat of the mind, of thought, of that

will-power which controls, through a sjstem of vibratory

nerve telegraph, all physical action. Physiologists tell us

that at this center of life action the record is made of all

outward impressions

In telephonic parlance, it is a sort of central office, whence
all responses are made, and to which all calls are sent.

These delicate lines are no more wonderful than varied in

their capacities and adaptations to rates of vibratory action,

each within its own range or sphere.

The auditory nerve, divided into some three thousand
harp strings, is incapable of receiving impressions from
finer vibrations than those pertaining to sound. The deli-

cate organism of the inner ear may be injured so that ordi-

nary audition is impossible, yet, if the little harp be in-

tact, the proper rates of vibration may be communicated to

and received by it through other nerves which lie in the

immediate neighborhood. A deaf person may often be
made to hear the twanging of a stretched cord or wire, one
extremity of which is held in the teeth. The sound is

communicated through the bones of the head lo the inner

ear. The audiphone held lo the face or any Ileshy pait of

the person will give no result, and it is valueless lo those

whose tcclh are " marvels of art."' Nor will the audiphone
accept the lower jaw .ts even a passing good substitute, for

ihc mechanical separation of this from the head bonesinter-

poscs al Ihc joint an imperfect conductor.

Pungent odors often produce marked effect on the pneu-
mogastric nerves, while a derangement of ihise latter may
sometimes produce an effect upon the olfactories. In ail

these cases the vibratory effects are secondary rather than

prinary in their nature and power.
In the lower animal organisms, though no brain, as such,

is found, there still exists, for all the requirements of these

less perfect creations, a system of mental action by which
all needs are provided for. Fear, hunger, the baser pas-

sions, maternal instincts, etc.. are more or less perfectly

developed.

Still farther down the scale we find in vegetable life, ac-

tion which so closely approaches to that of scientific life as

almost to obliterate the dividing line between the two. An
acorn, starting on its life journey, finds itself opposed by
unpropiiious circumstances. The soil is unfavorable—a rock

impeces its progress. The weakly little shoot, deterred by
nothing, sends out its tiny rootlets, downward or laterally, as

the case requires, but always in the right direction, in search

of the proper nourishment. The plant root is a faithful,

honest commissary. Prevailing winds threaten its overthrow
when the little oak has attained to respectable dimensions,

and now it displays the talent of its engineer, throwing
out strong, bracing roots, yet always in the proper direc-

tion, to prevent the threatened disaster.

See the fruit-bearing tree in the blooming season.

Could every flower there become a perfect fruit death would
inevitably ensue from the ill-proportioned weight on the

boughs. What is Ihe remedy? The tree, as if it reasoned
with itself, seems to say: " I have provided for accidents

which have not befallen me and I have now a greater call

upon my energies than is safe for my health and the good
of my offspring." It dooms certain of the germs to des-

truction There is no law against infanticide in nature, and
the condemned, deprived of the requisite nourishment,
wither and fall. Again and again, during the season, does
the tree enact ihe several roles of accuser, judge and exe-

cutioner, until it has decided what shall finally remain, and
then the work of growth and ripening goes on swimmingly.
It is true theie are occa' ional mistakes made, more being
undertaken than can be carried to a successful conclusion,

or less than an average number of germs retained. In the

former case the rule of the greatest good to the greatest

number is adopted, while in the latter everything is done
for the few; quality and perfection being the apology for

meager quantity.

Trees make mistakes as well as men, but trees have no
brains.

Minute differences in vibratory rates are capable of pro-

ducing most striking results. In musical tones, doubling
the rate of vibration invariably raises the tone one octave,

and every increase or decrease of the vibratory rate of a

tone changes its pitch proportionately. But the same abso-

lute pitch sounded upon two different instruments proiluces

entirely distinct impressions upon the ear. Wh) ? Because
of the overtones, the combinations of minor vibrations,

which are ever the accompaniment of any tone. These
minor vibrations are combined in dilferent proportions in

different sound sources A silver flute has not the same
tone as one of wood, and the clarionet is unlike the violin

in the quality of its tone. This quality of tone is almost
endless in the variety which it permits in music. But ma-
terial has not alone the control of this peculiarity of tone

quality. Form has much influence It lies at the botlom
of those differences in the human voice by which we are

enabled to select musical or unmusical vo' al efforts By
the quality of a voice we may recognize an acquaintance in

the dark, even after years of separation.

A carei'ul study of the quality of the human voice is as

necessary in the selection of a vocal band ?s is the quality

combination in an aggregation of instrumental musicians.

The fewer the number, too, the more apparent will be the

want of that finer haimony, the pleasing effect of propeily

selected quality in the voices or instruments, if this studv is

neglected. Undeistand, I do not speak now of the ability

to correctly reproduce every note, but a capacity to make
these notes so produced blend harmoniously as a whole.

The finest singer, in advancing years, may, while re-

taining all the accomplished knowledge which education

and practice have wrought be very unmusical in vocal ef-

fort by reason of a changed quality of voice.

Another marked result in music is cbaigeable to these

overtones or sub-vibrations. Musical instruments are im-

perfect in their construction. Theoretically we assume
that the scale is made up of a certain number of steps or

tones or half steps and half-tones, and that certain differ-

ences in the number of vibrations will produce a note or a

half- note above or below a given tone. But you who have

been compelled to listen to a piano or organ tuner know
that he is a longer time at h"s work than would seem nec-

essary were this the fact. Practically, there are a certain

number of vibrations which he is compelled to distribute

throughout the entire length of the keyboard, the result of

which is that the tone steps are not of equal length, nor is

the same number of vibrations added or deducted to pro-

duce a half-step. It is to this difference in the intervals

which assigns bold, martial music to the sharp keys, while

plaintive, gentler strains are found better adapted to the

Hat keys. Any p'anist who will play the Star Spangled
]5anner, for instance, alternately in two sharps and four

flats will, I think, readily comprehend this difference. We
are thus enabled to accomplish far greater variety in music
than would be attainable were these distances between
notes uniform in extent.

There are minute vibrations which result in changing the

molecular distances of fluids, foixing these asunder and
causing evaporation. Noxious smells are created in a

somewhat similar manner as well as perfumes, and the dis-

tinctive odors of animals and insects, by which they recog-

nize and trace each other.

It is related of a dog, who had long been the constant

companion of a horse, that, being separated from the lat-

ter animal for a time, accidentally crossed his track, and
recognizing the scent, immediately loUowed and overlook

his old friend.

The fo.xhound, trained for hunting, will only follow the
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trail of the fox. under any circumstances. I have been told

by an old hunter that these animals have been known to

follow a fox track in a line parallel to it, many rods away,

with a favorable wind blowing toward them, for long dis

tances. This delicate appreciation of distance by the

strength of the scent is something of which humanity can

have no adequate conception until we are educated up to

the olfactor}- capacity of a foxhound.

Vibratory sensation is capable of development. Practice

in the microscopist gives him a power of vision which the

uninitiated little dreams of. The piano tuner will dis

cover an inharmonious element in a musical chord, which to

another would be utterly unappreciable. The tea taster

will detect a shade of flavor or value between samples which

to the uneducated would be precisely similar. The physi

cian readily recognizes the odors of diseases, in some
instances, when these are sufficiently concentrated, but

when the vibratory antagonism of the molecules of the'e

have separated them until there is no more than the highest

hom-eopathic attenuation of the atmosphere, there may still

remain sufficient of both quantity and intensity to repro-

duce the parent disease.

I may be chimerical, but I believe the day will come in

the not distant future, when the ingenuity of man. through

the patient plodding of some hard worker in the still rich

fields of vibratory law, will mark the rates of perfumes and
odors, and tabulate the vibrations of disease germs as per-

fectly as we now count the vibrations of sound and light.

How this may be accomplished I know not; it lies in the

dark future; but the discovery and its application will be no
more wonderful than the development of the spectroscope

which tells us of the fires in the sun. which names the

metals in a glowing fire a hundred millions of miles away
in space, which names to us in language that any scientist

in any land may read— in nature's own tongue—the
fuel in glowing suns sixty times larger than our own, by
analvzing to-day a ra^' of light that left its source years ago,

and which tells us whether different suns are traveling to-

ward or retreating from our own solar system.

Look at the record of the past hundred years, and noting

the progress of science, ask yourself if this is to-day more
distant than was the telegraph, the telephone, the induction

coil, or the electric light, a ceutur}' ago.

One curious thought in all this study of vibratory law

obtrudes itself upon our attention, and Is worthy of note

here. Nowhere has man Invented a mechanical motion
which is not more or less directly a reproduction of one of

nature's own. Reciprocating motion ? It is found in the

molecular movements of particles. Rotary motions have

their prototypes in winds, in the movements of vapors, in

the orbits of the heavenly bodies, and in their diurnal revo-

lutions.

The swinging bough and the waving grain are repeated in

the pendulum—the true type of all excursionary motion.

The Leyden jar, the condenser, and the induction coil are

thunder clouds in miniature, and the electric light is but a

continuous stream of lightning, while the Geissler tube

contains but a pocket sample of Aurora Borealis, put up
air-tight for home consumption.

Vibratory law lies at the very bottom of all vegetable and
animal life. To it we are indebted for all that is beautiful

in art and in nature. It gives us all our magnetic and elec-

trical action It actuates our telegraphs and our telephones,

the fire alarm and the electric light. Our batteries would
be powerless without it. Nay, more; without these minute
movements, which perv^ade the entire universe, there would

be neither heat, nor light, nor color. The stars would
cease to shine, and the sun would be a blank, invisible.

The earth would refuse to move ; all sound a-ould cease
;

darkness and death and chaos would instantly succeed to

the present beautiful creation.

Before the reading of the paper the minutes of the pre-

vious meeting we e read and approved. Treasurer Terry's

report was read and was ordered filed. Thomas Addison

of the United States company and George H. Mayo of the

Van Depoeie company were admitted to membership B.

E. Sunny, chairman of the committee and electric exchange,

said he expected to present a report at the next meeting.

Nox'ember igth.

At the conclusion of the paper the discussion was opened
by H. Ward Leonard. He said he had been much inter-

ested in an article which related to the experiments of

Hertz, in Germany. It had been demonstrated that elec

tro magnetism should be Included among vibratory phe-

nomena. Hertz had constructed a current whose period

of vibration for electric currents was the same as his gen-

erating vibrator and he was able to see sparks due to the

induced vibration leaping across a small air space In this

connection Mr Leonard said the phonograph was an in

slrument of great interest. It had been said that the ear

was capable of detecting vibrations only between the limits

of 16 and 40,000 per second. By means of the phono-

graph vibrations outside of these limits could be recorded.

By mnning the reproducer at higher than the ordinary

speed, vibrations of less than 16 per second could be made
audible, and by running slower than the normal speed vi-

brations of more than 40.000 per second could be detected

He thought this would be a wide and interesting field for

the phonograph.
t:'.eorge Cutler. Dr. De Bausset and Mr. Kedzie spofce

briefly on the subject.

The Chicago office of the Fort Wayne Jenney Electric

Light company has contracted with Swift ^: Co. for 1,000

sixteen candle power alternating lights for their Chicago

establishment, and 600 lights for their Omaha establish-

ment, and with the Grinneli, la., Electric Light company
for 600 lights.

Mrs. Bliffers: "An agent for a new burglar alarm was

here to-dav, and I told him to call again when you were at

home." Mr. Bliffers: "Huh! Burglar alarms! There is

nothing in this house to steal." "No. but when th** neigh-

bors hear we have fitted up our house with burglar alarms

they will think we have something to steal, my dear."

—

PJiilaiielphia Record.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New Vokk, October 25.—The removal of the com-

plications which have existed regarding the right of waj' for

the Bentley-Knight, Fulton street railway in this city, is ex-

pected to lead to its immediate completion. The track has

been laid for some months, but the Bleecker street railway

obstructed its completion until this week, when an agree-

ment was signed by which the work will be permitted to go

on. This is a very important step In electric railway pro-

gress, and ever)' well-wisher of the general electrical cause

should hope for its unqualified success, as the road will be

operated through one of the most important business centers

of the city, where its success or failure will be carefully

watched by the press. There will be a combination of

curves and grades, obstructed and dirty streets, and appa

rently about all of the possible obstacles which can be im-

agined. If operated satisfactorily the line should yield a

large revenue, although by the terms of the franchise a

large proportion of it will go into the city treasury.

-Vt the meeting of the Board of Electrical Control on the

23d Engineer Kearney was called upon to report as to his

investigations of the complaint made by the Western Union

Telegraph company that the insulation of some of their un-

derground cables had been destroyed by the excessive heat

from the adjacent pipes of the steam heating company.

The engineer reported progress, and said that Broadway

had been opened at Exchange place to repair a break 13

feet below the surface, and excavations made about 75 feel

in each direction. Many defective joints had been found

which were being packed with lead and rimmed with iron as

rapidly as possible. The dirt was found to be so hot in

places that it could not be handled. There is a big leak

elsewhere which caused the damage to the wnres. The

telegraph company experienced this same difficultv years

ago, but with gutta percha insulation wdiich melts at a much

lower temperature than the insulations now used, it was

hoped that no more trouble would be experienced. It now

appears doubtful that any insulation in use will stand the

heat to which the cables are liable to be exposed in the

vicinity of the steam heating pipes. On motion of Mr,

Gibbens it was voted to send a notice to the Bureau of In-

cumbrances to remove certain poles erected by the Mount

Morris Electric Light company without the authority of the

board. The company was also declared to be in contempt

until it had explained its operations satisfactorily to the

board.

The Board of Estimate and Appropriation met on the

24th and allowed an appropriation of !i!6^;3,50o for lamps,

gas and electric lighting, $706,000 having been asked. Ap-

pHcation for $31,400 having been cut down by $i,goo, for

the removal of street obstructions. General Newton re-

marked that there were 40.000 telegraph poles which would

have to be removed at a cost of %\ each. Mayor Hewitt

asked if any member of the board would move for an ap-

propriation of $160,000 to clear them away. Nobody

made such a motion, whereupon his honor remarked: "Now
you see, gentlemen, that I am powerless to remove the

poles."

The first graphophone to be practically applied to office

work in this city has been set up in the office of Lowrey,

Stone & Auerbach in the Mills building. It was placed In

the room sCl apart for stenographers and typewriters. The

lawyers of the firm expect to dictate their correspondence to

the machine and have it reproduced on the typewriter.

The National Board of Steam Navigation met at the Fifth

avenue hotel on the 23d in annual convention. President

Cheney read his report and a general discussion ensued re-

garding the electric lights along the water front and on the

Brooklyn bridge. They were informally condemned as

being dangerous to navigation. It might be in order for

them at the same time to condemn the existing clumsy sys-

tem of signaling in vogue which permits a vessel to be run

down in broad davHght, as was the case with a steamer of

the Atlas line at the foot of Cortlandt street on Tuesday

of this week.

The right, title and interest of the American Graphic

company, publishers of the daily Graph'ic in this city, were

sold at auction on Wednesday to pay unsettled judgments

against the corporation, for rent and supplies. The pur-

chasers were the Southern Trust company, composed

mainly of persons now concerned in the Graphic company.

The price paid was $5,000. The sale will have no effect on

the business of the company or the editorial management of

the paper, which has been for some time under the charge

of Edwards H. Goff, formerly of the American Electric

Manufacturing company.

A delegation from the Gas Consumers' association waited

on Senator F. Reiliy on the 24th and presented him a set of

resolutions in which they thanked him warmly for the suc-

cessful fight he had waged against the gas companies in

their behalf, by which the price of gas was reduced 50 cents

per 1,000 feet, resulting in a saving of $3,000,000 per year

to the gas consumers of the city. They also pledged them-

selves to give him their support as a candidate for the office

of county clerk.

President Battin of the Essex Passenger railway in New-
ark, N. J , has returned from an inspection of the electric

railway at Wilmington, Del., and expresses himself as

strongly in favor of the electric system, as was President

Radel of the South Orange road, when he came from Rich-

mond. Mr. Battin favors trying the overhead system on

the Bloomfield line, and will bring the subject before the

board of directors immediately. P.

St. Louis, Mo.
St. Loris, Oct. 27.—St. Louis Is soon to have an elec-

trical club. The hall of the Marine Engineers' association

will be used as a meeting place until the society can find

permanent quarters. The society extends a cordial welcome

to all engaged in electrical pursuits, to join it.

The St, Louis exposition is over. Louring the exposition

Professors Gale and Jones of Washington university, and

S. P. Baird, electrical and mechanical engineer of this city,

made a competitive test of Russell, Buckeye, and Dick &
Church automatic engines. The test was verv thorough,

and the results will be interesting.

The St. Louis Western Electric Light company has in-

creased its capacity by adding two 35 light dynamos and 70

lamps. This addition makes a total capacity of 295 lights,

nearly all of which are burning at present. The company

has just put in, under the direction of their electrician,

Elmer Edwards, a new switch-board of the Western Elec-

tric company's make. It is one of the finest boards in the

city, and has a capacity of 15 machines, and as many cir-

cuits.

The Electrical Merchandise company, at the corner of

Second and Locust streets, is enlarging its works prepara-

tor)' to building incandescent machines.

The Electrical Accumulator company will Install batteries

In the Bank of Commerce building, and in the Laclede

building.

The St. Louis Electric Power company will add three

motors to its cicuit this week.

G. J. Percival has closed a contract with the Missouri

Pacific Railroad company to equip one of Its coal mines

with electric motors. The Thone motor will be used. Mr.

Percival also reports the sale of a 10 light arc machine to

the Gascon Electric Headlight company of Sparta, III.

The St. Louis Illuminating compan}', operating the

Heisler system of long distance incandescent lighting, has

received its new 14x20 Russell engine, and will soon have

it running.

C. C. Radebaugh of the Vincennes Electric Light com-

pany, has been in the city for a few days.

S. P. Baird is making a specialty of armature repairing.

B.

Indianapolis, Ind.

lNDl.\NAroi.is, Oct. 27.^The Merchants' Electric Light

i: Power company, mentioned in last week's letter, has com-

pleted its organization, and filed articles of incorporation

with the secretary Of state. The capital stock is $roo,ooo,

of which over half has already been subscribed. R. T.

McDonald of the Fort Wayne Jenney company Is one of

the heaviest stockholders.

The ordinance providing for the regulation of the con-

struction of wires for incandescent electric lights had been

made the special order in the board of aldermen, October

25th, but consideration was deferred two weeks. It Is under-

stood that an ordinance is being prepared by which all elec

trie wires, incandescent and arc, are to be put under ground

under certain limitations. Some of the city fathers are not

able to stomach the discrimination of the ordinance which

has passed the council compelling only incandescent com-

panies to bur}' wires.

Charles Campbell, an employe of the Brush Electric

Light company, was badly injured while trimming poles,

his axe glancing and going deep into one of his legs. M.

Dallas, Tex.

Dallas, Tex., Oct. 24.—The following bids have been

made for lighting the city:

Dallas Citv Gaslight company: For the number of street

lamps now located per lamp per annum:

Moonlight schedule, 4-feet burner, $20; 5-feet burner,

$24; 6-feet burner, $28.

All-night schedule: Four-feet burner, $28; 5-feet burner,

$32; 6-feet burner, $36. Additional lamps at the above

rates, If three years' contract; and if a year's contract, the

actual cost of the erection of such lamps to be added.

The Electric Light & Power Manufacturing company:

Fifty arc lamps, 2,000 candle power, per annum, moonlight
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schedule, ijlioo each; ail nig-ht, !?r25 each; 75 arc lamps,

moonlight schedule, .^go each; all night, $112.50 each; 100

arc lamps, moonlight schedule, $85 each; all night, ^106.25

each. Additional arc lamps at the above rates.

The Queen City Electric Light & Power company: Fifty

arc lamps, 2,000 candle power, per annum, moonlight

schedule, ^83.95 each; all night, 1^95.85 each; 75 arc lamps,

moonlight schedule, $83.95 each; all night, $95.85 each;

TOO arc lamps, moonlight schedule, $83.95 each; all night,

$95.85. Additional lamps at the above rates. Incandes-

cent lights each per annum: Sixteen candle power, moon-

light schedule, $30; all night, $35; 32 candle power, each

per annum, moonlight schedule, $55; all night, $68. C.

Cincinnati, O.

Cincinnati. O., Oct. 27.—Acting under the resolution

adopted by the Board of Public Works on September 24th,

18S5, granting the Cincinnati Inclined Plane Railway com-

pany the right to use electricity as a motive power on their

line, M. T- O'Conner, the general manager, has made a re-

quest of the Board of Public Affairs for a permit to erect

the necessary poles, wires, etc., and to change the grades

and curves from Liberty street to the Zoological gardens.

This was referred to the committee on grades, improve-

ments and railways. James Doherty, who has heretofore

been the general superintendent and business marager, was

seen, and was asked concerning the future of the road,

which is better known as the Main Street line. He said:

"It is intended first to change the inclined plane so as to

carrj' cars continuously over it upon platforms; second,

to relay the road from Liberty street north to the Zoological

garden with a heavy girder rail, admitting of high speed.

and to fit the whole line with the best and most approved

electrical system; with engines, cars, and all equipments to

put the line on the full front of modern progress, second to

none in the country,

'Tt is believed that the electrical system of car propul-

sion has reached a stage where it can safely be adopted by

companies, and permitted by the public upon the most im-

portant streets, and as soon as the Board of Public Affairs

acts upon our application work will be begun and pushed

energetically, giving us very soon a line of double track

electrical road from the center of the city, upon almost a

straight line to the Zoological garden gate, which will add

greatly to the prosperity of the 'Zoo,' and I feel sure satisfy

the public." A.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Concordia, Kan., is to have an electric light plant.

Citizens of Marceline, Mo., are delighted over the pros-

pect of an electric light plant.

The authorities of Victoria. Tex , are contemplating the

purchase of an electric light plant.

The Paducah Gaslight company of Paducah, Ky., has

recently enlarged its Brush arc light plant.

Mandley & Glenn of Dalles, Ore., have ordtred a 35 arc

light plant of the Thomson-Houston company of Chicago.

The Van Depoele company of Chicago is contemplating
the advisability of putting an alternating system on the

market.

John Wanamaker of Philadelphia has just contracted for

a 500 light Brush-Swan plant for the lighting of his coun-
try residence.

The Ravenna, C>., Gas Light iX: Coke company have or-

dered a 35 arc light plant of the Thomson-Houston com-
pany of Chicago.

The plant of the Columbia, Ga., Electric Light company
is nearly ready for operation. \Yithin a few weeks the city

will be lighted by electricity.

The A. Eilers Montana Smelting company of Great
Palls, Montana, have ordered a 30 light arc plant of the

'i"homson-IIouston company.

The Boulder Electric Light company of lioulder, Col.,

have ordered a 400 light incandescent plant of the Thom-
son-Houston company, Chicago

An election was held at Slater, Mo., recently to decide

whether an increased ta,\ should be levied for the purpose of

putting in electric lights, and was carried by an overwhelm-
ing majority.

At the fetes held recently in honor of the opening of a

new science and art institute at Walsall, England, a game
of football was played at night, by electric light, in the

presence of 7,000 persons.

The electric light company, says the Hastings, Neb.,
Nebmsimn, is making many improvements in the plant, and
the light is being used in private residences. As a motive
power electricity is coming to the front in Hastings also.

The entire iron front of a Carrollton, Mo., saiocn became
charged with electricity during a recent rain storm. The
current escaped from an electric light wire. After several

thirsty individuals had been shocked, the cause was discov-

ered.

The American Wire company of Cleveland, O,, has re-

cently purchased from the P.rush Electric company of the

same city, a plant having a capacity of 45 1,200 candle
nowe." arc lights and 75 if> candle power Swan incandescent
lamps.

The Sioux City Engine works of Sioux City, Neb,, has
r(.-<<-niIy -^old (wo 7= lior^^c power ("orliss sleam plants for

electric lighting purposes, one to James Bell of David City,

Neb., and the other to the Storm Lake Electric Lighting

company of Storm Lake. la.

The Brush Electric company, Cleveland, Ohio, has sold

to Perry Bros, of Detroit, Mich., through the Brush Elec-

tric Light company of Detroit an incandescent electric

light plant consisting of an i 50-light incandescent dynamo
with full complement of lamps.

The T^avenport, la.. Central Railway company is supply-

ing a number of incandescent lights from its stationary

power circuits. The economy of operating a station of

this kind will be readily understood when it is considered

that the company supplies light, stationary power, and op-

erates the railway from the one power house. The Sprague
system is used.

The 300 light incandescent plant installed by the Silvey

Electric company for the Ada Electric Light company,
Ada. O., about a month ago, is to be increased to 600 light

capacity as soon as the larger dynamos can be put in.

There are 36 and 100 candle power lamps to be used in the

plant. Twenty-five additional Silvey arc lamps are also to

be put in for lighting the streets.

The New York park commissioners last week ordered the

Brush Electric Light company to lemove the tall poles at

Madison and Union Square parks that used to support the

cluster of electric lights. The commissioners said that the

cluster of high lights had been found unsatisfactory, owing
to the shadows cast by the foliage beneath them, and that

lights on short poles were hereafter to be used

The contract for lighting the large new steamer Puritan

of the Fall River line, which will run between New York
and Fall River, has been awarde 1 to the Edison Company
through their New York agent, C. A. Benton. There will

be 1,600 lamps of 16 candle power each, for which current

will be furnished by four 400 light dvnamos. Two "Straight

Line'' engines, furnished through Williams & Potter, New
York, will be the motive power for the plant. The steam-
ers Bristol. Providence and Pilgrim of this lin^^ are also

lighted by the Edison system, the Armington & Sims en-

gine being used as driving power.

Mayor Hamilton of Toledo has signed the re olutions

which provide for the lighting of the city by electric light.

He did not sign the resolutions just as they came to him
from the council, but modified them so as to give to the

city the authority of saying in what manner poles should be

erected and wires strung. The two companies have ap-

proved this modihcation, and the resolutions are therefore

in active force. The electric companies will begin work at

once on their plants. To complete the circuit and locate

the 300 or more lamps, it will require an expenditure of

about $75,000, and it will take a large force of men to finish

the work in sixty days, as contemplated. Mayor Hamilton
estimated the cost of lighting under these contracts at about

$34,000 which does not vary much from the cost of lighting

by gas. A Toledo paper says: "The people of Toledo are

to be congratulated on having at last escaped the gas bond-
age."

Talk about something new under the sun, says the Cin-
cinnati Times-Star. There was something done at the

centennial yesterday that has never been attempted before,

let alone accomplished. For it was something that was de-

clared impossible on the face of it. Think of an incandes-

cent light, frozen in ice and burning! This feat was accom-
plished by F. P. Adams, of the Jenney Electric company of

Indianapolis. The ice was frozen by the Cincinnati Ice

company. W'hiie the process of freezing was proceeding
various colored aniline dj'Cs were put in and the most beau-
tiful effects in color and formations produced, and then
there was the glass bulb, that we are all so familiar with,

with its filmy trace of wire, upon which the electric current

flashed and glowed at the will of the operator. Of course

some heat is generated by the light, and to think of freez-

ing it in a solid chunk of ice and not cracking the glass,

and the electric light burning successfully, seems more like

a miracle than a human accomplishment. It attracted

thousands. i\lr. Adams was warmly congratulated.

Says a London correspondent of provincial papers: "I
happened to be in the pa'ace of Sinaia when the electric

light was being exhibited to the king on trial. The repre-

sentative of the English firm who was setting up the instal-

lation was an exceedingl}- voluble person, and he was ex-

plaining to his majesty at great length all the advantages
which the electric light enjoyed over gas. It did not tar-

nish gilt, it did not consume or vitiate the air, it could be

turned on or off at any moment; there was no occasion to

use matches, and greatest advantage of all, it minimized the

chances of fire, and absolutely gave out no heat. The king
listened with great attention, and was evidently much im-

pressed, but just as the voluble gentleman was mentioning
the fact about there being no heat, he placed his hand at

the bottom of one of the lamps, and even the royal pres-

ence could not restrain an exclamation of pain—he had
burnt his fingers with the heated metal. Seeing this, the

king gingerly touched the lamp in turn, and he, too, got a

slight burn. He smiled grimly, and turning to the electri-

cian, said. 'Hum, well. 1 hope, Mr. , all the other ad-

vantages of the electric light are not so apocryplial as this.'

But he decided lo liave it installed, all the same."

A new pattern continuous current transformer and a new
multipolar dynamo, both of which are the invention of M.
lloho, have just arrived at the Brussels exhibition, and will

compete in the trials coming off next month, says a corre-

spondent. The main feature is an armature with windings.

The field magnets are shunt-wound, and to avoid the em-
ployment of a high tension current to excite the field, the

shunt is taken off the secondary circuit. L'nder these cir-

cumstances, however, the generation of the magnetic field

would demand an interval of time, during which the primary
current would be excessive. M. Hoho has therefore

wound a few turns in series with the primary circuit, and
thereby obtained an initial excitation. This transformer

s;;cms likely to be very applicable to long distance trans-

mission and especially so to the transmission ()f power for

charging accumulators and working motors. M I loho's

multipolar dynamo is a four-pole machine, with pole pieces
embracing the armature very completely. Prom a mechan-
ical standpoint the machine is remarkable for its strength
and solidity, arising from the compactness of the field.

The machine exhibited is compound-wound, and has an
output of 8,000 watts— roo volts and 80 amperes—at 1,400
revolutions a minute, its total weight, including everything,
being 405 kilogrammes, which is about equal to 10 watts
per pound,

I'he general term of the Supreme court of New York
has recently handed down a decis'on in favor of the de-
fendant in an action instituted by Charles Hequembourg
against the city of Dunkirk, N. Y. The suit was brought
to secure an injunction restraining the city from purchasing
an electric light plant. Last winter the New York legisla-

ture passed an enabling act authorizing the common council
of Dunkirk to buy a plant. The act became a law without
the governor's signature. Mr. Hequembourg alleged that
the bill was unconstitutional. The plaintiff was defeated
on the trial in the Supreme court, and also in his appeal to

the general term The plant of the city consists of 60 West-
ern Electric arc lamps.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
AV. W. Munroe of the Baxter Motor company, Chicago,

reports that he has installed motors in seventeen cities.

The Broadway Street Car Company of St. Louis expects
to have its electric branch road ready for trial bv December
1st.

Work has been commenced on the Thomson-Houston
electric road at Ottawa, III., and the road is progressing
rapidly.

Cars will be running about the middle of December on
the electric road which the Thomson-Houston company of
Chicago is installing at Alliance, O.

The Decatur, III., Electric Street Railway company has
been incorporated; capital stock, $100,000; incorporators,
E. T. Martin, C M. Barclay and F. Sargent.

A very large increase in the motor business is predicted
for Chicago. It is likely that contracts for running high
speed elevators by electric motors will soon be let.

Work has been begun on the power house for the electric
road to be installed at Topeka, Kan., by the Thomson-
Houston company of Chicago. Corliss engines will be
purchased, and the plant will be complete in every detail.

The .Sprague Electric Equipment company of Chicago is

installing on the hnes of the East Cleveland Street Railway
company, Euclid avenue and Cedar street, Cleveland, over-
head wires for the operation of the road by the Sprague
system.

The Lafayette, Ind., Electric Street Railway companv
has recently placed upon its stationary power circuit one 2
horse power and one 5 horse power motors The company
has under contemplation the supplying of 45 horse power
to a flour mill.

The C. t?^ C Electric jNfotor company of New York,
through the kindness of the corporation of Trinity parish in
Ne\y York city, gave an exhibition October 23d of its auto-
matic motor and accompanying devices in use in blowing
the organ in St. Paul's chapel at Broadway, Fulton and
\'esey streets.

The ordinance for the proposed new plan of street rail-

ways, as recommended by Mayor Pridgeon. has been com-
pleted at Detroit Overhead wires may be put up outside
of the mile circle, but wires must go underground whenever
the public welfare requires it and the council orders it.

Electricity, rapid transit and any other motive power except
steam directly applied, may be used.

The Sprague Electric Equipment company of Chicago is

building two extensions for the Lafayette Electric Street

Railway company, at Lafayette. Ind. .\ new overhead
switch has recently been invented by J. Marshall Atkinson,
one of the engineers of this company, and placed upon the

Street Railway company's overhead line. It works to the'

satisfaction of all concerned, and avoids the serious trouble
that existed in the trolley wheel jumping off at switches and
turnouts.

"I asked several of the gentlemen in attendance at the

street car convention if loo much electricity had been in-

jected into the discussion," said Theo. P. Bailey, man-
ager of the railway department of the Thomson-Houston
company of Chicago. "They replied in the negative.

They were exceedingly interested in the subject. Several

of them put in a great part of three days and nights in-

specting the Thomson-Houston road at Washington. They
tried to find some trouble with the operation of the road,

but they could not do it."

The first public pleasure boat to be driven electrically on
the River Tliames, London, was launched October 9th. It

is 65^ feet long, lo-feet beam, and designed to carry So
passengers at 6 miles an hour, as regulated by the con-

servancy bylaw. The electrical machinery and storage

cells are placed below the deck fore and aft, leaving a clear

run the whole length of the boat for passengers. In the

middle is a handsomely-fitted cabin with lavatories, dining

table, etc. The electrical energy is stored in 200 accumu-
lators, and is converted into motive power by two motors of

l\i horse power each, driving twin thiee-bladed propellers.

A new method of running accumulator cars, which may
yet prove to be the manner in which accumulators will be

used in traction, is being worked by Mr. Sandwell, of Victor

works, Ilolloway, says the London Elect} ical Engi/iccr.

In this system there is not a separate motor truck, as in the

electric locomotive system, but the motor is on the tram car,

and the storage cells are carrietl in a small tender, built to

match the car, and hooked on behind. The advantage of

this method (jf carrying the cells is that no alteration is nec-

essary in the structure of the tram cars, and when changing

the cells there is no trouble in lifting or pulling the cells

out, but the trolley is sinipl)' disconnected and shunted
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away, while another one. ready charged, is hitched on be-

hind. It will remain to be seen whether this method will

prove as practical as the self-contained cars for tramway

work, but it is fully evident that in some cases such a sys-

tem would prove very useful.

The work of grading for the Sprague Electric railway at

East Reading, Pa., is nearly completed, and track laying

will commence next week. The greatest cut is 7 feet deep

and the greatest filling is 30 feet; the grade on one part of

this road is as much as 9 feet in 100. The work of erect-

ing poles for the electric wires of the overhead system is

progressing rapidly. About one-half the number required

are aireadv in position. One-half the rails have been re-

ceived, and the rest are expected daily. It is expected that

the road will be ready for operation in about two weeks.

This makes the seventh railway the Sprague company has in

operation or in process of construction in the state of Penn-

sylvania alone.

The west side "L" Road ordinances came up before the

committee of the Chicago city council on streets and alleys

at the meeting of October 26th. All of the companies with

one exception are considering the advisability of employing

electric motors. The ordinances were four in number

—

the West Chicago Rapid Transit company, for Randolph

street, Ogden avenue and Lake street; the Hannahs com-

pany, for Lake street; the Meigs company, for Lake street,

and the Onderdonk, or "alley" company, for the entire

west side. It was announced that the West Side Transit

companv did not have a majority of frontage, and the ordi-

nance was placed on file The "alley" company's ordi-

nance was postponed, and the other ordinances were sent to

the law department for examination and revision.

The business men of Newark, O., held an enthusiastic

meeting October 23d to further the success of the plans for

the construction of an electric road between that city and

(Iranville. Mr Bidwell, representing the Bidwell Electric

system, made a statement that the running expenses daily

would be ^23.50; there would be four passenger cars and

one freight He also itemized the probable receipts making

it if;76 daily, which deducting the expenses, would leave

$52.50 income daily. The cost of building the road he

figured at a little over ^4.900 per mile. Electrician Osyer

indorsed the Uidwell electrical system of street railway as

a ' perfectly practical business success," Mr. Bidwell's

system he said, was the coming one. Enough money was

subscribed at the meeting, it is thought, to insure the build-

ing of the road.

The South Orange, N. V., Horse Railroad company
is about to conclude arrangements with the Daft Electric

Motor company to make a trial of the Daft Electric Railway

system on the road between the stables and South Orange,

if permission is granted for the erection of poles and wires

The poles will be of octagonal yellow pine, painted and

set in cement along the curb line on one side of the road,

100 feet apart, and each pole will carry an ornamental

wrought iron bracket from which the wires will depend. If

the line is in ever)^ way satisfactory, permission will be

asked to continue il clown through the city to the eastern end

of his road. Property owners along the line are anxious to

have the system adopted, and many of them have freely

given permission to erect the poles. When the line is com-

pleted through this city it will shorten the time to South

Orange from New \'ork. While the authorities of South

Orange have been making a strong fight against telegraph

poles, it is believed that they will noi oppose such a benefi-

cial project as this is.

Great interest was manifested at the Street Railway con-

vention at Washington in the new motors for railway use of

the Sprague Electric Railway ^: Motor company. They are

built in two sizes, j^ and 15 horse power capacity, and are

adapted to be applied either to standard cars or to special

trucks. They have the regular Sprague mounting, being

centered on the axles, and flexibly suspended. They are

ver)' compact and powerful, and embody the most recent

improvements to meet the exigencies of street car service.

The armature pinion meshes into an intermediate with vul-

canized fiber teeth to insure quiet running, and the pinion

of this shaft into the main gear. All bearings are self-oil-

ing and independently removable. Everything is designed

for great strength and ready replacement. The brushes are

remarkable for ease of adjustment, and are made on a new
principle. The gears are of small diameter and symmetri-

cally placed. A tight fitting cover, moving with the ma-

chine and inclosing the gears as welt, may be attached.

Both the armature bearings, which iire self-centering, and

the intermediates are fitted with oil and dust guards. The
design is not only to make the machine very strong and

readily accessible, but to reduce the attendance and care

necessary, to a minimum.

The Brush Electric company have shipped to the Nevada

mill two dynamos and motors of an improved pattern that

will be able to put upon the stamps So per cent, of the

power generated at the bottom of the shaft, says the A/ifi-

ing Industry. There are to be six dynamos, one always to

be held in reser\-e, and sfx Pelton wheels 40 inches in diam-

eter, to be made of phosphor-bronze, to drive them, each

attached to the dynamo shaft direct These wheels will be

set up at the Sutro tunnel level of the Chollar mine in a

large chamber already prepared to receive them. A column

of water brought down the side of Mount Davidson in a

wrought iron pipe will be delivered through a proper nozzle

upon the surface of the Pelton which stands in the mill,

under a perpendicular pressure of about 460 feet. This

wheel is 10 feet 10 inches in diameter. After the water

leaves the wheel it is piped to the main shaft of the Chollar

mine. Down this shaft, and the incline at its bottom, the

water is conveyed in two pipes to the electric chamber on

the Sutro tunnel level. The water will be put upon the

wheels under a perpendicular pressure of 1.630 feet. In

no place in the world has water been used on a wheel under

such a tremendous head. The water will be delivered upon

each wheel through a nozzle somewhat less than ^^ ^^ '"*^^

in diameter. Each wheel is intended to develop about 125

horse power. This will make a total of some 750 horse

power delivered by the six wheels. As this is the first at-

tempt in the history of mechanics to operate water wheels
under such an enormous pressure, the result of the experi-

ment will everywhere be anxiously awaited.

THE TELEGRAPH.
The Town of Lake District Telegraph tS: Electric com-

pany has been incorporated at Englewood. III.; capital

stock, ^10,000; incorporators, George R. Waton, F. M.
Winters and Charies G. Armstrong.

A motion was recently made before Judge Tuley in Chi-

cago by the attorneys for Senator Farwell, D. B Fisk, and
C. M. Henderson, stockholders in the Great Western Tele-

graph company, to compel fohn I. Bennett, T. ]. Suther-

land and George F. Harding to answer questions relative to

the defunct Great Western Telegrapi company and its con-
nection with Selah Reeve. Sutherland was present in court

and said he objected to giving evidence, because Tenney.
Bashford & Tenney, attorneys for Senator Farwell and
others, wanted to take it in their taw office before Notary
Davidson, who was their employe, judge Tuley said he
did not think that the office of opposing counsel was the

best place to take testimony, and ordered it taken at the

office of Notary Davidson.

A Washington dispatcii of October 22d says: Chief-Jus-

tice Fuller to-day delivered his first opinion in the Supreme
court of the United States. The case was that of the

Western Union Telegraph company, plaintiff in error,

versus the commonwealth of Pennsylvania, brought here on
appeal from the Supreme court of the state of Pennsylvania.

The commonwealth lev ed a tax on all telegrams passing

over the company's lines within the state, this tax being
imposed regardless of the fact that much of the business

was not confined wholly to the state, but was to points in

other States. The Supreme court to-day held through
Chief Justice Fuller that the state was not entitled to col-

lect a tax except for messages between points within the

borders of the state, and accordingly reversed the judgment
of the state court with costs, and remanded the case to the

lower court for further proceedings.

A New York dispatch says: The second trial of the suit

of the Commercial Telegram company to obtain an injunc-

tion restraining the New York Stock exchange from re-

moving the stock quotation tickers of the company from
the floor of the exchange, was begun to day before Judge
Andrews in special term of the Supreme court The com-
pany was represented by Col. Robert G IngersoU and
James E. Chandler, and the Stock exchange by James C.

Carter and L. Cass Ledyard. Luther E. Shinn was the

only witness examined. He negotiated between the com-
pany and the exchange for the admission of the company to

the floor of the exchange. It is claimed for the Commercial
Telegram company that by virtue of an agreement made in

October, 1SS3, it obtained the same rights granted to the

Gold ^: Stock Telegraph company to collect and send out

the quotations from the exchange on condition of payment
of .$rS,ooD per ye;ir, and that these privileges granted were
perpetual.

Willis J. Cook, the noted telegraph operator, and famil-

iarly known as "Bif." died at the home of his parents in

Sandusky, O., October 23d. ^ged 37, from blood-poisoning

resulting from malarial fever contracted at Aspinwall. where

he was chief operator in the service of the Panama railway.

He was known far and wide as one of the greatest experts

of the craft, and several years ago was in the service of the

Associated Press at Wa-hington, on the New York and
Washington circuit. His remarkable feats of telegraphy

there made him famous among operators throughout the

country. He was not famous, says a Chicago paper, in the

sense of having sent more words in a short time than some
other man. or for having done some unaccountable feat.

He was famous for his common sense and steady applica-

tion. He would sit at a table all day and "send," and
when he came to a hiatus or a bad break of the writer his

brain was so quick that he would supply the omission or

make the correction almost as quickly as his eye caught it.

In receiving he displayed the same rapid intelligence and
would correct as he wrote, so that when his copy was laid

on the desk of the average telegraph editor it was ready for

the printer. He was not only a rapid receiver but his pen-

manship was mar\'elously plain and distinct, and averaged

just so many words to a line, so many lines 10 a page, day

after day, night after night.

THE TELEPHONE.
Telephones are a great convenience, and yet people are

all the time talking against them.— Yonkers Statesman.

The telephone company intends to make a number of im-

provements in its lines in Council Bluffs, la. A line will

be built to Glenwood.

It is reported from New Haven that the Southern New
England Telephone company, by means of its long distance

connections, expects to cover Connecticut perfectly by tele

phone and get the election returns in as early as possible

from all the towns.

At a meeting of the city council at Toronto, October 19th,

the municipal committee presented a report recommending
that the telephone, telegraph and electric light wires be put

underground. It was suggested that the government
should own and control the underground franchises.

In Philadelphia the Bell Telephone company is building

a conduit three feet wide through the main streets and
avenues of the city, which will contain fifty 3 inch iron

pipei and fifty wooden tubes laid in cement with a capacity

of 100 wires each, a total of 10,000 wires. Connection

will be made with each block by a branch running from a

main conduit to the middle of the block, and in nearly all

the blocks there are small streets and alleys in which the

distributing pole can be conveniently erected, leaving the

main streets entirely free from wires. A Pittsburgh paper

quotes this paragraph, and adds: This is a coming question

in Pittsburgh.

PERSONAL PARAGRAPHS.
C. D. Crandall, secretary of the Missouri & Kansas Bell

Telephone company of Kansas City, Mo., was in Chicago
for several days this week.

W R. Kimball of the Royal Electric company of To-
ronto delivered a lecture on frictionat electricity before the
Y. M. C A. of that city, October iSth. The lecture was
Itustrated by a number of interesting experiments.

W^alter K. Freeman, lately with the Fort Wayne Tenney
Electric Light company, is now the electrician and general

manager of the National Electric Manufacturing company,
a new company just organized at Eau Claire, Wis. The
other officers are: H, H. Hajden, president; Fitch Gilbert,

vice-president; R. E. Rust, secretary: E. B. Putnam,
treasurer; C. Kammeyer, superintendent of construction.

The new company is strongly backed, and has our best

wishes for its success.

W. S. Andrews, who was connected with the Marr Con-
struction company, and who has just completed the con-

struction of the Edison Central station in Chicago, is now
associated with Leonard & Izard of Chicago. Mr. Andrews
is an electrician of the soundest qualifications, and will have
in his new field of work more scope for the display of his

ability than in the department in which he has been engaged

.

The association will prove advantageous alike to Mr.
Andrews and Leonard & Izard.

Miscellaneous Notes.

The Cutting Electric Alarm company, of East St. Louis,

has been incorporated. Capital stock, ifiS.ooo: incorpora-

tors, W. H. Cutting, B C. Graham and B. Gratz

The new fire alarm telegraph wires of Mobile, Ala., are

strung and ready to be attached to the new boxes, which
will hereafter be placed on poles, and not on the walls of

buildings. A representative of the Gamewell company is

expected daily to put up boxes.

Charles Toppan of Salem, chemist of the Canton, Mass.,

Manufacturing company, has for some time been experi-

menting with a new compound for preserving the life of

storage batteries, and has used an old, wornout battery a

month with no perceptible decrease of power. Among
other experiments made by him were some with telephone

batteries, into which he injected a zinc compound.

Science is constantly enhancing man's comfort. Says an
exchange: 'A Brooklyn electrician has discovered a way to

secure peaceful nights. He has attached a wire to the back
fence, and when the gallant Thomas ca's alight and begin

to sing their tuneful ballads he turns on the battery and
knocks the serenaders ten feet high. The cats are not in-

jured but they are so surprised that they are inclined to let

the fence alone thereafter.

The report of the special lighting committee of the board
of aldermen of Detroit, Mich., reference to which has been
made in the Detroit correspondence of this journal, has

been printed in pamphlet form The clerk of the com-
mittee, Fred H. Whipple, who was employed to gather

and compile all the necessary information upon the various

divisions of the subject, worked indefatigably, and the re-

sult is a very exhaustive presentation of the subject.

A dispatch dated October 24th, from Harrisburg, Pa.,

says an apparatus has been invented by Daniel Drawbaugh
of Eberley's mills, to be used for signaling vessels in mid-

ocean, and which can be used on vessels to signal one
another. Mr. Drawbaugh, who has achieved fame by his

claim that he was the inventor of the telephone, has worked
long and patiently in the pursuit of this new discovery, and
experts who have examined it assert that it is a valuable in-

vention, and one which will create a revolution in naval

affairs. A public exhibition of the apparatus will be made
in the Susquehanna River in a few days, on which occasion

marine officers and experts will be present.

Messrs. Gony and Rigollet have devised a small battery

of peculiar constrction that may, according to the British

Jourunl of Photography, be used as an actinometer. It is

made by heating a clean plate of copper over a Bunsen
burner til! a layer of cuprous oxide forms; this plate, with

one of unaltered copper, forms the batter)'. A galvano-

meter is introduced into the circuit, and the battery then

exposed. The effect is instantaneous, and disappears when
the light is cut off. Diffused daylight produces an alttra*

tion of several hundredths of a volt, direct sun'ight an alte-

ration of at least a tenth of a volt. It is stated that with

a Thomson galvanometer it is possible to recognize the ef-

fect of a candle flame at a distance of several yards.

Business Mention.

The factory of the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor
company of New York is very busy filling the contracts

which it has in hand.

The Edison Electric Light company has issued a new
pamphlet devoted to the Edison system of incandescent

lighting and electric motive power from central stations.

The pamphlet is liberally illustrated, and to those consid-

ering the organization of electric light companies, is in-

teresting and valuable

The Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company of New
York recently closed the twenty-ninth contract for the equip-

ment of street railroads on the Sprague system. When it

is remembered that this is simply the record of the last

eight months, and that on the ist of February last the

Sprague company had not a single road in operation, it is,

indeed, a wonderful showing.

Some time ago the Western Eleciriclan referred to a

series of tables, compiled by H. D. Stanley for the Bridge-

port Brass company, showing the stress in pounds on a span

of that company's hard-drawn bare copper wire for any
o-iven dip from 2 to 30 inches when in a state of absolute

rest, and for spans of varying length. A copy of these

tables, handsomely bound in red morocco, has been re-
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ceived at this office, and will form a valuable book for ref-

erence, Calculations are made for Brown and Sharpe, Bir-

mingham or English, and the new British standard gauges.

The book also contains a table showing the difference be-

tween gauges, and a memorandum of iron, steel and copper

wire.

The American Leather Link Belt company, 46 and 48

Ferry street. New Vork, report recent sales of their belting

to the following concerns for use on dynamos, Standard

Light & Power company, Montpelier, Vt.; Tiavers Bros.,

556 West Fifty-second street, New Vork; Edison Electric

ifluminating company, Boston, Mass.; Burlington Gas

Light company, Burlington, Vl.

The Waterhouse Electric & Manufacturing company of

Hartford, Conn., was awarded a gold medal at the Cincin-

nati Centennial exposition an I two silver medals, cover-

ing the arc hght plant at the exposition. The judges spoke

in the highest terms of the Waterhouse system of electric

lighting. This is the second gold medal awarded to the

Waterhouse company, the first having been received from

the Mechanics' fair in Boston, in December last.

The Buffalo, N. Y. Eiectric Light & Power company,

operating 2,500 lights on the Westinghouse alternating sys-

tem, has recently been testing the Westinghouse meter. As

a result of this test the Buffalo company find they are ena-

bled to compete with gas on an equal basis. A contract

has just been closed with J. H. Gates of the Westinghouse

Electric company for two 1,500 light dynamos with the nec-

essary meters. This company has also purchased three 150

horsepower Westinghouse compound engines.

James W. Queen & Co. of 924 Chestnut street, Phila

delphia, have made an enviable reputation as manufacturers

of and dealers in instruments of precision. They import

many instruments of the best foreign make Though the

salesroom is on the ground flour, the principal electrical

departments are on the second floor, in charge of Elec

trician Heinnch. The designing room is here, and new
and interesting developments are the rule The following

universities have lately been supplied with a full equip-

ment of standard electrical test instruments by this con

cern: University of South Carolina, University of Nebra^ika,

and Vanderbilt University

Menry H. Pryor, president of the Woodbury Engine

company of Rochester, N. Y., writes to an old time friend

in Chicago a personal letter, and the liberty is taken of mak-

ing a few pertinent extracts which fortify the position always

held by the Woodbury Engine company, that the best work

is in the end the cheapest to the purchaser:

"You will remember that at one time we had quite a trade

in Colorado. Low priced work, sometimes called 'cheap

work'—offered by other manufacturers—caused us to prac-

tically lose our Colorado trade. The results that this 'cheap'

work gave evidently have not been satisfactory, as we have

sold two of our 55 horse power, automatic cut-off engines,

two 65 horse power boilers and one 25 horse power boiler

to go there. Eacli of the three boilers went to different

parties, as did also the two engines; that is, a 55 horse

power engine and a 65 horse power boiler went to one party,

and a 55 horse power engine and a 65 horse power boiler to

another party, and the 25 horse power boiler to a third

party, and in each case the purchasing parties assured us

that they could purchase from others for less money, but

that the satisfaction the work we had furnished for that sec-

tion of the country gave as compared with work that had

been supplied by others, had led them to bestow their pat-

ronage on us. One of the outfits went to Denver, Col.,

and the other two to Longmont, Colorado. This looks as

though the saying were true, that 'blood will tell in the

long run.' We have completed three 48 horse power boilers

for the block that Henrj' Bartholomay is building in this

city; one 48 horse power boiler for Oliver Allen & Son's

woolen mills, at Mumford, N. Y., to take the place of a

smaller boiler that we made for them eighteen years ago;

one 48 horse power boiler for the Elwood Memorial build-

ing, in this city, to take the place of a boiler that we placed

in it when that building was erected; two 25 horse power

boilers for the New National hotel in this city, to take the

place of two boilers of the same size, of the so-called

'cheap' sort that were put in there about (ive years ago,

and which have already proved unfit for use; one 75 horse

power boiler for the Palace Steam Laundry company of this

city; tvvo 32 horse power boilers for public school No. iS,

in this city; one 84 horse power boiler for George W.
Crouch, jr.. of this city; one 25 horse power engine and
boiler for Whitmore, Rauber & Vicious of this city; one 60

horse power automatic cut-off engine, with boiler, for Sage

& Potter, Churchville, N, V., and one r4horse power boiler

for M. W. Tilden, Albion. N. V."

A splendid showing is that made by the Westinghouse

lilectric company in the following list, which comprises cen-

tral stations only, and not isolated plants, of its alternating

current system. The total number of stations is iig. The
list gives first, the location of each plant, the number of

16 candle power lamps in use, and the name of the operating

company or individual:

Albany, N. V., 1,300, Albany Electric Illuminating Co.

;

Allegheny City, Pa, 7,600, Allegheny County Light Co
;

Altoona, Pa., 650, Mountain City Electric Light Co.; Aspen,

Col., 650, Roaring Fork I'^lectric Light & Power Co.; Au-
rora, III , 650, Aurora Electric flight <S: Power Co.; Austin,

Tex., 5,200, Austin Water, Light & Power Co. ; Baltimore,

Md , 5,000, The Brush Electric Co. of Baltimore City, Md.;
Bath, Me., 1,300, P.ath Electric I,ight ^: Power Co;
Beaver iJam, Wis., i,3fx), Beaver Dam Electric Light Co

;

Bennington, Vt., 650, f'er^nington Electric Light tS: Power
Co.; Black Hawk, Col

, 40 », Stearns, Roger iV Co.; Brad-

dock, I'a , 650, Citizens Electric Light Co.; Buffalo, N.

v., 3,250, llufTalo Electric Light \ Power Co ;
Buffalo,

W. T , f.50. Geo T. ]ieck; Carbondale, Pa ,
i,^w,

Electric Light, Heat & Power Co.; Cedar Rapids, la.,

1,05". ("edar Rapids Electric Light & PowerCo.; Charles-

ton, W. Va , 650 Kanawha Electric Light Co.; Chalta

nooga, Tenn , i.gS'^'' Chattanooga Electric Light Co;
Chicago, 111., 1,500, Consumers Electric Light Co.; Col

orado Springs, Col , i 950. El Pas > Electric Co
;
Colum-

bus, Ohio, 2,600, Columbus Gas Light & Coke Co.; Con
shohocken, Pa ,1,300 Conshohocken Electric Light & Power

Co.; Cornwall, Ont ; 1.30J, Storraont Electric Light &
Power Co,; Denver, Col., 7,800, Denver Light, Heat &
Power Co.; Downingtown, Pa . 400, H. D. McFarlan;

Duluth, Minn , 1,300, Duluth Electric Light & Power Co ,

Easton, Md., 650, Easton Electric Light Co.; Eau Claire,

Wis., 1,300, Frank McDonough; Elizabeth, N. J , 650,

Elizabeth Electric Light, Heat & Pow-;r Co.; Englewood.

Ill, 750. Englewood Electric Light Co.; EvansWlle, Ind ,

1,300, Evansville Gas & Electric Light Co ; Flint, Mich
,

650, People's Electric Light & Power Co. ; Kort Edward,

N Y., 650, Ft. Edward Elec ric Light & Power Co.,

limited; Fort Worth. Trx., i.gjo. Ft. Worth Electric

Light Co.; Gainesville, Tex., 650, Gainesville Gas Co
;

Galveston, Tex., i 300, Brush Electric Light & Power Co,;

Greensburg, Pa., 600, The People's Electric Light Co.

;

Hagerstown, Md.. 1,300, Hagerstown Electric Co.; Hal-

ifax, N S , 650, Chandler Electric Light Co,, limited;

Hartford, Conn,, 3,250, Hartford Light & Power Co ;

Hillsdale, Mich , 650, Hillsdale Electric Light Co.; Hobo-
ken, N. [., 1,300 Hudson Electric Light Co,; IIoo ick Fails,

N. Y.,' 1,300, Hoosick Falls Electric Light Co.; Hot
Springs, Ark., 650, Hot Springs Electric Light Co. ; Hous-
ton, Tex,, 650, The Houston Electric Light & Power Co.

of 1887; Joliet, III , 650, Joliet Electric Light Co.; Junc-

tion City, Ivan., 650, Junction City Electric Light Co
;

Kingston, Ont., 6so, Kingston Electric Light Co., limited;

Lincoln, Neb., 1,950, Lincoln Electric Light Co.; Little

Rock, Ark,, 650, Little Rock Electric Light Co ; Littleton,

N. H., 650, Littleton Water & Electric Light Co.; Mans-
field, Ohio, 650, Mansfield Electric Street Railway Co.;

Maquoketa, Iowa, 650, Barnes Brothers; Marshall, Tex.,

650, Marshall Electric Light & Power Co ; Mendota, 111
,

650, Mendota Electric Light Co ; Minneapolis, Minn.,

6.500, Minneapolis Electric Light Co ; Montgomery, Ala
,

1,300, Brush Electric Light & Power Co ; Morristown, N.

J , 1,300, Morristown Electric Light, Heat i\: Power Co.;

Nashville, Tenn., 1,300, Nashville Light i\: Power Co.

;

Newark, Ohio, 650, Newark Electric Light Ov; Power Co ;

New Bedford, Mass , 2,600, New Bedford Gas Light Co
;

New London. Conn., 1,300, New London Electric Light

Co.; New Orleans. La., 6,500, Louisiana Electric Light

lS: Power Co. ; Norwich, N. Y.,650. Norwich Electric Light

& Power Co.; Oakland, Cal., 1,300, Oakland Gaslight &
Heat Co.; Olean, N. V., 650, Olean Electric Light &
Power Co.; Oneonta. N. Y., 650, Oneonta Electric Light

& Power Co.; Ouray. Col. 650, Ouray Electric Light ^:

Power Co.; Paducah, Ky., 400, Paducah Gaslight Co.;

Palmer, Mass., 650, Palmer Electric Co.; Parkersburg, W.
Va., 1,950, Parkersburg Electric Light ik Power Co. ; Pas-

saic, N. J.. 650, Passaic Electric Light, Heat iit Power Co.

;

Peekskill, N. V., 1,300, Peekskill Electric Light iS: Power
Co.; Philadelphia, Pa., 1,950, Keystone Light &. Power
Co. ; Pine Bluff, Ark., 1,300, Pine Bluff Water& Electric Co.;

Pittsfield. Mass., 2,600, The Pittsfield Illuminating Co.;

Pittsburgh, Pa, 15,600, Allegheny County Light Co.;

Pittsburgh (East End), 5,200, East End Electric Light Co.;

Pittston, Pa., 1,300, Citizens' Electric Illuminating Co
;

Plainfield, N J , 3,900, The Plainfield Electric Light Co.;

Port Huron, Mich., 650, Excelsior Electric Co. of Port

Huron; Port fervis, N. Y., 650, The Deer Park Electric

Light Co.; Portland, Me., 650, Consolidated Electric Light

Co.- Pueblo, Col , 1.300, The Pueblo Light, Heat & Power
Co.; Red Cloud, Neb., 650, Red Cloud Electric Light Co.;

Richfield Springs, N. V., 650, Richfield Springs Electric

Light ^ Power Co. ; Richmond, Va., 6,950, The Virginia

Electric Light ^S: Power Co.; Salem, O., 1,300. Salem Elec-

tric Light 0«: Power Co.; Salina, Kan., 650, Salina Gas &
Electric Light Co.; San Antonio, Tex., 650, Electric Light

& Power Co.; San Bernardino, Cal.. 1,300, The Electric

Light & Power Co of San Bernardim; San Diego, Cal.,

1
,
300, Geo D. Copeland ; Sandusky, O. , i

,
300, .San-

dusky Electric Light, Fuel Gas &: Supply Co.; Sa-

vannah. Ga., 2,^00, Brush Electric Light cS: Power Co.;

Schenectady, N. V., 2,600, Westinghouse Illuminating Co.

;

Seward, Neb., 650, Seward Electric Light & Power Co.

;

Sheffield, Ala., 650, Sheffield Electric Light Works;
Shreveport, La., 650, The Shreveport Incandescent Elec-

tric Light Co.; Sing Sing, N. Y., 1,300, Sing Sing Electric

Light Co ; Sioux City, la., 650, Sioux City Electric Co.;

Springfield, Mass., 1,950, United Electric Light Co.

;

Springfield, C, 1.950, Champion Electric Light Co.;

Stapleton, N. Y., 4,550, Richmond Light. Heat & Power
Co., Limited; Steubenville, O., 1.950, Electric Light ^:

Power Co ;
Stillwater, Minn., 650, Stillwater Gas & Elec-

tric Light Co.; St Cloud, Minn., 650, The St. Cloud Gas
& Electric Co.; St. Louis, Mo., 2,600, The Metropolitan

Electric Co.; St. Paul, Minn., 2,600, St. Paul Gas Light

Co.; Tampa, Fla., 650, Tampa Electric Light & Power
Co.; Torrington, Conn., 1,300, The Torrington Electric

Light Co.; Trenton, N. J ,
3,250, People's Electric Light

Co.: Troy, N. Y., 1,300, Troy Electric Light Co.; Tyler,

Tex., 650, Tyler Electric Light Co.; Tyrone, Pa., i 300,

Home Electric Light & Steam Heating Co.; Weyers, Cave,
Va., 650, The Grottoes of the Shenandoah; Wheeling, W.
Va., 1,950, The Wheeling Electrical Co.; York. Pa., 650,

York Electric Co. ; Providence. R. L, 2,000, Narragansett
Electric Light Co.; Beaver Falls, Pa., 650, W, H. Hart-
man. ..

Electrical Patents.

/ssi/<^t/ October 23, 1S88.

39T.437- Electrical Potential Differentiator. Elihu Thom-
son, Lynn, Mass.
The invention consists in the combination, with two

or more coils of definite capacity, size or relation placed

in the same inductive relation to one another, as on
the same core, of suitable means for connecting one or

more of the coils into a primary or impressing circuit,

and suitable means for connecting one or more—the

same or different coils—into a secondary or impressed

circuit. The 3d claim reads: " In an electric con-

verter, a coil divided into a number of equal sections,

one or more of which sections are further divided into

sub-sections, and means for including any one or more
of such sections and sub-sections in an external electric

circuit, primary or secondary."

391.446. Clock Synchronizer. Arthur G. Wiseman, Web-
ster Groves, Mo,

391.447. Electric f^ailway. Parvin Wright, Denver, Col.

Claim 2 is as follows: " fhe combination of the con-

duit, the mainline, the main line contacts, theseparator,

the circuit-changing devices protected by the conduit,

and mechanical connections between the main line

contacts and circuit-changing devices."

391,468. Automatic Circuit Changer for Secondary Bat-

teries. William W. Griscom, Haverford College, Pa,

The invention comprises an electro magnet located

in the working circuit, wound, arranged and adjusted

to respond to a predetermined strength of current; its

object is to prevent too rapid a discharge in the work-
ing circuit of a secondary battery. The ist claim is;

"The combination of a secondary battery, a working
circuit therefor, a switch or circuit-changer for making
and breaking said circuit, and an electro-magnet havr

ing its coils included in said circuit controlled by a pre-

determined strength of current to operate said switch

or circuit-changer."

391,477. Arc Lamp. Hosea W. Libbey, Boston, Mass.
The spiral carbons are fed in opposite directions, so

as to always bring their points of contact in the same
place. The object is to produce a feed for spiral car-

bons for electric lighting in which two spiral carbons

are arranged one within the other.

391,505. Galvanic Battery. Horatio J. Brewer, New
Vork, N. Y.
The invention consists, essentially, in an arrange

ment by which the zinc and carbon can be placed in ad-

vantageous relation to each other, and an arrangement
by which a large amount of carbon surface can be ob-

tained, and by which likewise bodies wholly or partly

of carbon can be readily attached to or removed froma
central conducting carbon.

391,512. Electric Switch. William B. Cleveland, Cleve-

land, O.
Broadly speaking, the invention consists in combin-

ing together a primary actuating device, a movable
contact bar, and a spring connected, respectivel)' with

said two parts, satd primary actuating device having a

range of movement wherein the line of said two spring-

connected points may pass, respectively, to opposite

sides of the dead-center line of the spring movement,
the spr-ng being under compression or tension between
the primary actuating device and the contact bar,

thereby throwing the latter in a quick movement either

to open or closed position, accordingly as the line of

spring power may be shifted to one side or the other of

said dead center line.

Electro Cable Joint. Joseph E. Cuff', Denver.391-517.
Col.

391.547.
liken

Electrical Continuity Vibrator,

Boston, Mass.

391,56s. Railway Train Indicator.

Brockton, Mass.

391,587. Conduit for Electric W'i

39

New Orleans, La.

,590. Electric Motor.

George F. Mil-

Benjamin E. Waters,

1. Madison Dallas,

John Doyle, Iloboken, N. J.

391.592. Electric Measuring Instrument. Arthur H.
Eddy, Hartford, Conn.
The invention is based upon the mutual attraction

set up between the convolutions of a coil of wire by the

passage of a current through the coil, so that a coil

whose convolutions are free to move with the passage

of current contracts in axial length, and the movement
thus produced can be communicated to an index

adapted to travel over a scale and the effect indicated

directly in amperes or vohs.

391.593. Automatic Commutator for Alternating Electric

Currents. Arthur H. Eddy, Hartford, Conn.
The invention relates to a vibrating motor operated '

by the alternating current and actuating switching de-

vices adapted to switch all the alternations into a suc-

cession of impulses in one direction in the motor cir-

cuit.

391.594. Arc Extinguisher for Electric Switches or Cut-

Outs. Arthur II. Eddy, Hartford, Conn.
The invention consists in a switch or cut-out, so con-

structed that immediately following the act of rupture

of the circuit, a fan blade of non-conducting material

will be set in rapid motion across the path which the

arc would take, whereby if a tendencv to arc is present

it will be literally blown out.

391.595. System of Electric Lighting. Thomas A, Edi-
\

son, Menlo Park, N. J. \

391.596. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Thomas A. Edi- j

son, Menlo Park, N. J. [

In the manufacture of incandescing lamps, the arc- ,

ing of the lamps on the pumps occurs frequently, and
^

since this occurs when such lamps are nearly completed, J

the loss from this source is considerable. The object ,

of the invention is to prevent this action. The first i

claim is: "The combination of the inclosing globe, the

filament, the leading-in wires, and an enlarged terminal

for one end of the filament." i

391,605. Cable Hanger. Edward J. Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.
|

391,720. Electric Plaster. Harry P Pratt, Chicago, III.
[

391.761. Electric -Arc Lamp. Samuel E. Nutting, Chi-

cago, III.

rhe invention comprises an automatic brake or re-

tarder, whose effect will maintain a constant relation

to the electric current, so as to vary as it varies. !

391.762. 'I'elephone Exchange System. Charles E. Scrib-
,

ner, Chicago, 111.
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DYNAMOS and MOTORS.
Arc and Series, Incandescent

Lamps, Ammeters, Voltmeters,

Galvanometers, Lightning Ar-
resters, Smitch Boards, Cut-Outs,

Electric Supplies, etc,

C. F. DUNDERDALE,
154 LaSalle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

A GOOD

BTJSIIESS CIAICE.

WANTED—A practical man to take charge
ol a factory to build dynamos, motors and arc

tamps; one who can buy stock preferred. We
will secure the investment against loss, and
Suaranlee sood dividends. Address

H. iS: T., care of W'KSTEKN Ki,ECiku;iAN.

R^^^'^tiM^H^y^^^^.^1^^*^!^

4^
TJie Electrical

Construction Co. zf'»{»

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Soecialtv.

IYnkBelt
g Friction Clutch Pulleys

1 1 - 23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS. NEW YORK.

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

BURR & DODGE, 125 N. 5th SI., Philadelphia.
Investigate Before Buying.

A. A. McGreary's Reflector Shade
(patented.)

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE

IN ILLUMINATING POWER.
6 SIZES for 10 to 100 C. P. Lamps.
SUSPEND D BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.

18and20Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.
Mend lor Clrcalar B.

THE "cljlrk:" isriRE.
Insulaiion Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Agents for toe Oanadae,

B Messrs. AHEARN k SOPER, - OTTAWA, ONTARIO.

In a letter from the Inspector of tlie Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
29, 1886, be says : " A Thoruughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."

The ruhher used In Insulating our wires and cablea Is specially chemically prepared, aiicl is guaranteed
to he waterproof, and will nut deteriorate, oxidise or cracky and will remain flexible In exrreine eold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
i/hoIe slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our iiisulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires uf all

gauge" and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
01 aud 03 Haiupsliire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENRY A, CLARK, General Manager. HERBERT H, EUSTIS, Electrician.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,vlqn/>:

T8AD E MAS K.

Manufactured for AEBIAEi, i^rBIIIAICINB and DNDERGBOUKD VHE. OKONITE TAPE for making waterpioof joints.

Sole Manufacturers CANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.

BRANCHES:—CMcap, 42 LaSalle St., Boston, PMlaflelBliia, Omalia, Minneaplis, Cincinnati, LoiiisTille, Kansas City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^dpplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pishefs Qlectric

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

#= LECXRIC RJLIX,^M;rAYS. ^
General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Eleci^ric Fflachines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

^- ^»ilK•sfe CH...OO. Tlie Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor. Conn.
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WE PATENT AND EXPLOIT
In Foreign Countries firet cla9B Electrical Inven-
tlODS which are new and ODeintivf , an 'I have l)^en

lliu tratftd by rao ele and drawings, t)iit not piib-

llehed in thii country before being i atented
abroad. No expense to ihe inventor ; ca 1 or write.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,

1007 Opera House Block, CHICAGO, ILL

FRANCIS W. PARKEE, Solic;itcr.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF U 3.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block. CHICAGO.

I.W.C0L61IRN&C0.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

VflaehlneH for Arc an<l incandeNoent
RIfctric L.f£;litiner, Electro- Plating
and *Cxpei'lniental T^Ne.
Send for large llluetrated Catalogne, alec Hand-

boob nf Hpativ Rpterence. vest-pocket edition.

Standard Elegthical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY KE«/ SPRING.
('AKPfifliTItJB, HABT3IASI1V &. CO.,

(iahaiiomctcrs, Bridges ami Rbcoslats by all llic PromiLcnt Makers.

CA.I.li A9fl> KXASIINE.

Jaixies w. Queen cfc Co.
924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Protect ii^ Armatures
It is a matter of everyday experience among Elec-

t Light men that Armatures are frequently burned
out entirely, or seriously injured by the short circuiting

of machines. This entails delay, trouble and e.vpensc.

Wright's Armature Protector Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cu ting of machines. No machine can burn out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of

the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System"
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-

''CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.,

or ELECTRICArfSTPPLY CO.,
171 Bandolph iSti-eet, Cliicff^o.

See letter of recommendation from electrician Chi-
cago Arc Li(]ht & Powrr Co. . on advertising page xiii

WFSTERN ELECTRICIAN Julu 23. 1888.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
—MANUT-ACTUBERS OF—

Hard Kubber Goods for glectrisal purposes.^
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO OKDEI'..

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Cafnioirmi nnrl Prl«;R« furntBhpd (in application.

SOLE AGENT IN THE U.S.

p. CARDEW'S

VOLTMETERS

30 to 80, 120 or 150 V.

(By 1 Volt.)

Can be kflpt continnonsly In
circni'a, either alternating or
straight.

Do not Require Recal-
ibrating;.

30 to 120 V. Instruments

in Stock, $65.00.

THEO. MACE,
HARRISON. M. J.

ALUMINOUS

INCANDESCENT
PATEKTED.

With or Witbout

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or shape of bulbs.

LAMPS FITTED TO ANY CAP
THAT MAY BE SUPPLIED.

Special Prices Made for Large Orders.

Vitrite and Lnminoid Co.
Pending Re-organlzation of this Company,

the \vork,s are carried on by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver
HARRISON, N. J.

'

Half-size Cut of standard Size and snape.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
Metropolitan Uuiltlln;^, EE....1U 11. roo ». 16 c.-p.

The H.M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
M.^NCFACTtntERS OP

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Ot1i<-e and Hill at Ot^roda, :flieli.

Exclusive Selling Agent: G. A. Harmount, Western
Agtnt Electrical Dfpartmeit Npw Haven Clock Co.,

316 \V:il>asli Avniie, Cbiragu

SYisroiriJLL
IDynanno and Cylinder Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fastrunnning

machinery. By rcfiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,,

505 Delaware St.,

KANSAS CITY, - - MO.,
OEXEICAL. AGESTSFOR

Patrick & Carter's Bells, Animnciators,Bnrglar Alaims, Etc., Etc.

And are prepared to m^ke crompt dnliverieH from etock at Manufacturere' Prices.
We make a specialty of all Klnde of S ippliee for Electric Lighting Companies, and t-olicit yoor correa-

pondence. We are now prepared to esecule all kinds of Repairing for Dynamos, Lamps,
or Electrical Apparatus of any descrlptioi', end would reepectfully eoliclt

orders in thiw department.

J. B. YOUNG, President and Treas. e. K. JAMISON, Vice-President.

SOLAR CARBON tc MFC. COMPANY,
Office, No. 69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas. Process Patented, ff^^
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY. ^^_^

Wes'e'P fffice. i75 Pandolph Streft. Chicago. Special Discounts on Large Orders. "°'°^^H

THE EDISOU ItlJLCHIKE; 'HTORKLS,
SCHE3SrECTj?i.DY, N. Y.,

MANTTFACTUREBS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords ^nd^ Cables for Telephone, Telegraphi

JAMES F. KELLY. General Sales Agent, 19 Dev street. New York.
PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. M. F , Volts 1.44.
Internal Resistance, Ohms, 0.32.

Satlefiicltfjn Guaninlecd.
III;;li(;Ht TestlmopliilB.

WKITK FOR I'KICK AMi fMROUl.AK TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Street. N. Y.

VhallM illiiinKT. Miinagcr.

To lie iiud uIho ul,

CalifornJa Electrical Works,
i^nn I'VftnulscO,

FOR ANYTHING

In the liine of

TeiiiDcratiire

RCIlllaliO!!,

Klilit^i' Furiiii4'««H

Mt«<aiii JlfiitiTH

In HoiiHcB, or lor
Special Apparatus,

'bo emoQ iutODiatJc Heat Begnlatiog Co,, BLMIHA, N.T.

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

A.UTOMATIC Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnisbed
and Erected.

Sbnd fob Catalogub.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE $3.25

:A, B. LYMiN
Irical Sui «

( •
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"C.£C."EIEGTRIG MOTOR CO.

90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND

INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLA^"D OFFIOE: 19 Pearl St,, BOSTON,

CHICAGO OFFICE; 185 Dearborn Street.

NEW OELEANS OFFICE; 25 Carondelet Street.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BJLRE JLNID IITSXJLJLXEID -KTIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted

Cords for Incandescent Lighting, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "KK^ LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

FACTORI ES:

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent.

WATERBURY, CONN.
THOS. L. SCOVILL,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL.

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.
NEW YORK AGENT,

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Send for Price-Liat. j 8 Coptlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

n.F. ANSETT, Prest. S. F. FENTO.N', Vlcc-Prest. and Treaa. CHAS. SIDKET SMITH, Serfy

Hotel and House Annunciators.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instrumeots.

TVire and Batteries.

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

ATTENTION
Of dealers and others is

called to this heli, the ao-
vaiitages or which can
readily be seen in its ad-

j ustment for regulating the
spring which supports the
Armaiure Byslmply turn-
ing a Ecreff the spring Is

made to conform to the
strength of battery current,
one cup ot battery will work
It louder and stronger th-n
will two or thrte others or

different make.
We can supply it in either

bracket or box form; it is

nicely nickeled and put up
in the beht of workmanlike
mai iier. Prices furnished
nil appllcailon.

KEATING & ROXBURGH,
—MA^D^'<^OT^JBERS OF—

SJundejs, Keys. Bells. Batteries, etc.. dealers In all

kinds Electrical Supplies.

The Standard Carbon Co.,
I ^^B^^ snccEssoF.s to the ^^^

BovLlton, Cleveland., and Crvstal Carbon Connpanies.
OHIO.

TELEPHONES
FOK PRIVATE IIXES.

The only Mechanical Telephone which hae etocd
the teats and held oat and elven aatiafactory

service for the past eight years.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices.

ElKCTRICAl GOODS OR EVERY BESCRIPTIOS.

Sl^n' Telspkund Mrical Supply Co,,

Room7,MbardBlk.,Elgiii,lll.,C.S.A.

WANTED.
1

AGENTS for Lord's Boiler Compound. A
chance for Engineers and men on the road.
Also local Agente with means. State pres-
ent occnpatloD. Addreta,

CEO. W. LORD,
31fi TTnlon Street, Philadelphia, Pa

DO NOT OE DECEIVEO
By imitations marked Leclanch6 Disque or Disque Leclanche.

The term " Disque" was formerly used by us to designate a

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1 and size No. 3.

It has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

THE CELEBEATID

TRADE

GONDA is tlie (jCDnine Balteiy.

It is unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever name called, and is immeasurably superior in

efficiency and durability.

Insist upon being furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and if your dealer does not keep it send to us

direct for prices. Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it is stamped with the word Gonda.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO., 149 West 18th St., New York.
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CEO. WESTINCHOUSE, Jr., President.

H. M. BYLLESBY, Vice-Pres't and Cen'l Manager.
P. H. ALEXANDER, General Agent.

CEO. H. LEWARS, Secretary and Treasurer.
C. H. BARNEY, Auditor.

J. M. ROBERTSON, General Sup-, rintendent.

s/i«i**'!i"''-*/«
o
o

CO.

*•*•* WEST 23d *̂
^
^<^

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

fti'u^^t'^M**M^^t^^>«iu'u'u'ti»i'ti^>i<'

SAWVER-MUI INCINDESGENT

ELEOTBIC LAIIIP.

HIGH EFFICIENCY. LONG LIFE,

LAMPS MADE
r SOCKETS

OF ALL

NO BLACKENING.

GREATLY

MANUFACTURES.
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The Thofflson-Hottston Electric Railway System.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Sixteen Roads In Daily Operation Dnder tlie Tliomson-Houston and Yan Depoele PatentS:

ALL MATERIAL 18 WOW MANTIFACTJIItED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LABGESX
AND BEST EQVIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD..

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of lead or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform

.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project

above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

"Van Depoele patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS I ELECTRICAL EQDIPMEMT5 FDRNISHED FOR MIMIHG I OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates Address the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE STODDARD CUT-OUT
Fa.ten.tecl Septei-nloer 13, 1887-.

-I^OIl-

FLEXIBLi: PXSNDANTS.

THE SAFEST, CHEAPEST,

MOST DURABLE and ARTISTIC in the MARREF.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
42 LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

GILES iLITXI-lSIJLGNEXIC SHIELID FOR ^WrJLTCHES.
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co.

Qentlermn : — Your Anti-Magnetic

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti- ;
^^

mated. Itisnowvery neareightmonths E-

that I liavc "vvorn my watch, and to-day g
it is (without correcting time) about one t
minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the ^
test could not be harder. I could never ^^

have believed it before that protection ^

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one who needs the correct time, should ^^

have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good T^
deal of practical utility, as well'as pleas- v: .

ure, can be derived from a good time- V :
keeper. At present, I look upon a watch

"

^g^—
without a shield as a thing incomplete, "^
and so it is. Very Respectfully, j
CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE, ^

Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic dlsturbancee.
Send for descriptive circular.

" * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the

only plan I know that could succeed.
WM. A. ANTHONY,

Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologisls

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and line adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading

magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. &. CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

The Single-Acting and

Self-Lubricating Principles

Mark the second great advance in Steam Engineering, and

represent the Highest type of

COKMERCIAL ECONOMY.

TIE WEmNdHOIliSE MACHINE GO
Pittsburgh, Pa.

) t

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR CO.,
Represented by Roberto Bokeb & Co., City of Mexico, Mex.

Stevens, Corwin & Co., 118 (^liambere St., New York City.

Wi' h houecs in Panama, C. A., Lima, iSuenoB Ayree, Guayaquil
and Valparaiao, a. A.

'WESTISIGHOUSE. CHUKCH, KERB & CO.
17 Cortlandt Street, New York. 97 Fiftn Avenue, Pitlaburgll

156 and l.'iS Lake Street, Chicago.

31. R. ayCK.E,E, JR., & CO. (Rep. W., C, K. 4 Co.)

603 Chestnut fctreet, Philadelphia.

FAIBBANKt^ & CO.
302 & 304 Washington Ave., St. Louie. 312 Union Ave. , Kansaa

City. 1330 Seventeenth Street, Denver.

V. V. AYER. (Representing F. & Co.)

1619 Capital Avenue, Omaha.

GEO. M. DIL,IiEY & SOIS8. (Representing F. & Co.)

Pine Bluffs, Arkansas.

UTAH AlVD MONTAKA HIACHINERV CO.
259 South Main Street, Salt Lake City.

East Granite Street, Butte, Montana.

PABKE & I,ACY.
2123 Fremont Street, San Fraccisco.

33 and 35 Korth Front Street, Portland, Ore.

THE JO. A. TOaiPKIKIS CO.
36 College Street, Charlotte, N. C.

45 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

BOBT. MIDOlrETOlV. (Representing The D. A. T. Co.)

Mobile, Ala.

H. 1>UDE,EY COIiEDIAN & CO. (Representing The
D. A. T. Co.) New Orleans. La.

KEATISie IMP. & MACHiaiE CO. (Representing

The D. A. T. Co.) Dallas, Texas.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTURED BY

WOODBURY ENGINE '

COMPANY. ' *^ iJlCZ

ALSO BUILDERS OF

PLAIN SLIDE YALVE
AND

Double Valve Medini Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines
AND

TUBULAR BOILERS.
Addreee the Mauiifacturera at

W'*"' 652 Mill Street, ROCHESTER, S. I1 jMmi'
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEL.E-BRAXEO "WATER WHEEL, as particularly adapted to their use.

on account of its i*eiiia.rl*al>ly steady motion, liig^Ii Speed
and ffreat E(li<*iency, and large Capacity, for its diameter,
being double the l»0"\ver of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the econom-
ical use of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, of use-
ful effect s'liaraiiteed,

SEND FOB CATALOGUE A\I> PARTICUIiARS.
Our Horizontal "Viclor" is highlv recommended, as no gea.; are required,

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VICXOK

TLRBI.^'ES arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantia! cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish .Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal sliafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., • DAYTON, OHIO.

WM. GARRETT, President. CHAS. S. BRITTON, Vice-Pres't. H. E. HAYES, Treasurer. C. L. RODMAN, Acting Sec'y.

THE GLOBE CARBON CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
CARBONS

0£B.ce azid v\/ ox>ls.s

,

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS, BATTERIES, ETC.
O, Cfej I». H. n. 3EITJCXjT3D ST-A.TION-

Electric Light Ret,.iiring, General Machine Job-Work. Pattern Malting, Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, g.'A^,J6~Flg¥uRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Asent for the I.AW BATTERY.

727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.

•RANKIIN S, CARTER. CHAS. M. V/ILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
"E. WARD V/ILKINS

PARTRIGK & CARTER,
MANUFACTURERS CF AND DEALERS IN'EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
4 we M4KE A SPECIALTY OF .

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL W
We publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, and will forward to any addrest upon

ipplication. v
"

'

, „
N. B.—When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "Electric-Bell " or General

lupply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Forest City Electric ISTorls^s,
Manulacturers of CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncon-
trolled by the Handle.

Corre8pondence

Solicited with

Electric Light

CompaDlea.

(American
PROVIDENCE, R. L,

EXCLUSIVE MANCFACTUEERS OF TBK

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity

of any Cable in the (Market.

New York Office, IS Cortlandt Street.

P. C. ACKERMAN, Ageii'

Thejrush glectric|{oinpany

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

\miwm EtotriG Lpi

W. B. CLEVELAND, Proprietor, 183 SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND, a

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
No. ISO n^asiaiLirtoii street,

Special Aeent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
Ko. 201 Journal Bnlldlnj^,

O. C. STKBLK,

Special d.pent

WESTERN ACENT:
O. F. DUNDERDALE 1 54 La Salic St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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r^oiEs x^ix^sir-cxj-^ss o-ooids!

WATERPROOF AND WEATHERPROOF.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

Increase the Earning Capacity of your Plant

by using an Insulation which will not endanger

Life, and which will not cause grounds in wet

weather.
*»o- -c«*

EI-iECTX^IC BEXjLS.

ORNAMENTAL AND USEFUL.

A Customer writes:

^^My business has revived

wonderfully since I ordered

a stock of your 'O. and U.'

hells."

Another ivrites:

""Am doing a good business.

'O. and UJ started me."

Another says:

"Will send you another

order infew days. Have sold

more of your bells during last

three weeks than ever sold be-

fore since have been in busi-

ness. ' O. and U.' are popu-

lar."

PUSH
LARGE VARIETY.

BUTTONS.
BOTTOM PRICES.

o

h

<

h

Q

GU

h

o

o

^OIB O- £lx:lc1 "CT. IBEIT-iI^S ..f^nsriD C3-00:D IBTTSin^ESS.

The electrical SUPPLY CO.
171 Randolph Strb.rt,

FACTORIES:
JLKSOisriJ^, Conk.

BRANCH OFFICE:
505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
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-OFFICE OF-

THE ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTING CO.
35 Arch St., Boston, N^Iass.

To THE Electrical Trade.
Gentlemen : We respectfully announce the

production of a Ifew Automatic (ins-lighler and
Extinguisher, which we purpose placing upon the
market. Always on the alert fur practical improve-
ments in this line, we are pleased to cffcr )ou this

new device, a radical deparlnre from tiie old style

Automatic Gas-burners. It is considert d, by com-
petent judges, a Tery important advance in the art
of lighting gas by electricity. We hiiTO Christened
the new burner

THE "TRIUMPH" AUTOMATIC, NO. 12.

Please Bfote some of its valuable features :

First. Only one wire is required from battery to

button, and button to burner. A single push-
bntton is used both to light and to extinguish the
burner

; yet, it is non-polarlstic

!

Second. Two of the " Triumph " Automatics can be
placed on a fixture wired for one ordinary Auto-

matic; and, wires for "pendant" burners can be
utihzed simply by connecting in a push-hutton
between battery and burner.

Third. It operates under a smgle impulse, is extremely simple in construction,

does not easily get out of order, and requires only minimum battery power.

Fourth. It Is a third smaller than Automatic burners heretofore in general use

—

A little beauty, indeed.

Fifth. What docs It mean?—Less cost and more profit to the electrical fitter

;

besides the saving in wire and push-buttons or keys, the trade price of the

burner itself is one dollar less than the "single magnet" burner.

THE NEW "TRIUMPH" AUTOMATIC No. 12.

Cut full size.

Patented May i, 1888.

THE S. M. RATCHET AUTOMATIC, No. 4,

Still holds its own against all competition, as the safe and reliable burner. Recent
improvements in its construction render it still more desirable than ever.

While we recommend the "Triumph" to your careful exaniinalion and trial,

we leave you to decide as to the respective merits of the two burners.

*,»0«r Band-lighting or '^Pendant" Gas-burners are the finest and

most popular goods of the kind made.

This Company enjoys the notable distinction of ha-rlng received THE; HIGHEST
AWARD OVER AXI, COMPETITORS at the AMERICAN EXHIBITION;, LOnDOIV,
EXe., 1887, vli : A MPXiOSIA OF HOIVOR, for the best Exhibit of Electric Gas-lighting

Apparatus, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells Etc.

I^For Descriptive Catalogue and Revised Price Circulars, please address the

Company as above, enclosing your Business Card.

Louis W. BURNHAM, Vice-Prest. and Manager.

THE "STAR" ELECTRO-MECHANICAL GONG.
The " STAR " Gong is desigrned for use on Railroads, in Fire

Department Stations, Factories, Engine Rooms, School
Houses, etc., where unerring alarms are requisite.

The mechanism is simple, and its operation accurate.

The release, controlled by the electro-magnet. Is pro-

vided with an attachment which holds the hammer in

position except at the instant the current ceases, thus pre-

venting more than one stroke for each pressure of the

key. The hammer thus released falls into position fnr

the blow, releases a stop-lever, and sets in motio

spring mechanism geared to a five-pointed star,

point of which forces the hammer to strike the bL

One winding of the spring (not clock work) will se

300 blows upon the gong.

The magnets may be wound to any desired res

ance to suit the requirements of auy circuit. '.

large sized gongs are fitted to order for use on reve:

circuits. Continuous ringhag attachments are 1

nlshed with the gongs, when so ordered.

The Instrument, as will be seen, is ecxually adap

—

for open or closed circuit. It is weather proof
,
pro-

vided with Ughtning arrester, and mounted In hand-

somely finished black walnut or ash case, with plate

glass front.

The new Style "C" is especially adapted to fire

alarm circuits.

THE "SAMSON" BATTERY
Is a practical advance in Open-circuit

Batteries in this country. It is really a
^^ SBUnSON^'^ in strength. Its marvel-
ous working power creates general sur-
prise among practical electricians.

In France, where the Leclanch^

Battery originated and flourished, the

"Samson" now takes the lead.

America, too, demands the hest; and,

as she took the Leclanch^ and adopted

it so largely, so now and for the same

reason she is receiving the "Samson,"

the latest improvement and highest

advance in open-circuit hatterles. Into

her high favor. Its rapid introduc-

tion and sale in the United States

mark a new era for all electricians

and fitters who have been annoyed

by the uncertainty and burdened

with the consequent high cost of bat-

tery power.

What merit has the "Samson"
Battery to account for its sustained

popularity abroad, and its growing

favor here? Its remarkable endnr-

blz" 4x4x61/ inches ance and long life without loss of

power, render it especially valuable for transmitter service, electric gas-
lighting and bell work. There are no prisms or porous cups to wear out. The
"Samson" Corrugatfd L'arbnn Porons Cup is practically ineshanstible. The
Cylindrical Zinc weighs 3 13 times more and has a surface 15 times greater
than the Leclanch(; zinc; it therefore lasts much longer, and, together with
the very porous and large surfaced carbon, reduces the internal resistance of the
battery to almost nothing, ttiuj greatly in creasing its available current strength,

A TRIAL AL'«rA'S'S BRINGS CONVICTION.
We observe that practical Electricians who have given the "Samson" a trial

are enthusiastic about it, and In a greit number of cases adopt It exclusively.
No higher praise could be accorded it than the continnedand constantly increas-
inff orders received from those who early ventured, at first cautiously though
It was, to try this latest open-oircuit cell. 'Thanks to the conrage of a few, it is

getting to be the conservative thing among many to use the "Samson" Battery

WELL, WHY NOT?
It Is simply a matter of dollars and cents. If the "Disque" LeclanchS

costs 50 cents and the "Samson" 75 cents, but lasts three limes as long, you
don't need higher mathematics to determine which it will pay you best to usel
Experience here and abroad, as well as scientific opinion and common sense,

teach that the "Samson" Battery will on an average outwear three cells of the
best "Disque" Leclanch^! At any rate, it Will cost you nothing to verify
these statements for yonrself.

Send for Descriptive Circulars, Price-lists, etc.

Tlie Slectrlc GasCiif la ting Co,^
Sole HaaufacturiD; Agents for the United States, 35 Arct St., BOSTON, MASS,

THE AUTOMATIC SECTIONAL CUT-OUT
For the Protection of Gas ligbting Circuits, and the PreserTation ofjhe Battery.

Perhaps the greatest obstacle to a more general introduction and use of electric gas-

lighting apparatus has arisen from "grounding" or accidental closing of circuits, and conse-

quent running down or depletion of the battery. Numerous instruments have been devised

for overcoming these difficulties, but they have been either inadequate or so complicated as

to be more liable to get out of order than the apparatus they were designed to protect. This
Company, after long and expensive experiments, has produced and perfected a Sectional

Cut-out wholly automatic, yet simple and reliable. It is arranged to leave all circuits in the

several sections of tj-.e house not in fault fully operative, and to indicate at a glance w//;VA

circuit is deranged.

Address, Inclosing Business Card^

THE ELECTRIC CAS LIGHTZITG COMPAIT?,
35 Arch Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY.
OF'ox^'t W a.yn©, Ixi.c3.±a,xi.a,.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM

OF

IHCiiHDESCENT LIGHTIKG,

AND THE

JENNEY SYSTEM
OF

ARC LIGHTING.

The Most Carefully Worked-

out and Complete Alternating >

System of Electric Lighting in>

Existence.

Armatures and Converters <

Guaranteed. 12-16 Candle Power t

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse 1

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS, I NEW YORK OFFICE,
FORT WAYNE, IND. I 242, 244 EAST 1 22d STREET.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 185 Dearborn St., First Floor, | PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,
W. J, BUCKLEY, Manager.

(
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome St. CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F.Adams, Successor.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

CO

M tf* D Wrought Sleel Hole!

and Family Ranges.

M «i> D Furnaces.

charcoal broilers.

round fire pot kenwood

and cornell ranges.

oakund range.

east park base burner.

parKSioe base burner.

taylor mop holder.

star brush holder

AN[>

LIGHT CASTINGS.

Cc MASON. Pm'r F. B- OAVfS, Tiea.

MilSDN & niiVIS CD.
—MANUFACTDRERS OF—

F. M. BLAIR. S

StOYES, RsNGES t FURNSCES.
jRHND CROSSING, ILL.

ami, 73 & BD Lake StrEBt,

FOUNDRY: GRHND CROSSING, ILL

QfflcE and Salesraami, IB &. BD Lake StrEBt,

TeLEPHONE 5056. CO

oo

i^.i:

^

pd^Auu ^o^'d^ ^/i/r- / ry^ 09

llanulurtiiriMl and
for Male only l>.y VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

1 5, 1 7, 1 9 & 2 1 NORTH CLINTON ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY,
—lIAKTjFACTlJKEES OF

—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Sekd for Catalogue and Pr'ice List.

729 Broadway, Ifew Xork.

43 Sixtli Avenue, Pittsbnrsrli, Pa.

Standard Undereround Gable Company
General Offices, No. 708 PENN. AVE.. PITTSBURGH, PA.

Branch Offices

I

New York. Telephone Building, Corllandt Street,

6. L. Wiley, Manager.
Chicago, 139 East Madison Street, F. E. Degen-

hardl. Manager.

SIANTrFACTURERS np

DUST PROOF BELLS
Snperior to^^^^̂ W '^'^ ^'''"'^'

HAZAZER & STANLEY, - 32 Frankfort St., N. Y.

The CALLENOERT^So"^o COMPANY,
INSULATING and
WATERPROOFIN

18 Cortland St., NEW YORK,

The Waring Anti-Induction and Bunciied Gabies

For Telegraph, Teleplione. Electric Liglit and power; Dnderground. Submarine
and Aerial. Llgbt Leaded

Cables lor House Use
Weather-prooi Liue Wire,

Underwriters'. Annunciator
aad Office Wire.

Six years of uniform Success
enable us to guarantee

our Cables.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over

quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Electric Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone.

Railway and all other ^^^^ Encased Wires.
Branches of Signaling.

Aerial Use,

All Sizes Subterranean Use.

Submarine Use

Concealed Wiring in all Locationi.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'l Nlgr.. • 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

AMERICAN

[eather [ink gelt Co-

MAXUFACTUREKS OP

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIEES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. BURDICK, 68 Commerce Building,

General Western Sales A pent. CHICAGO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
BuUderB o( High Grade Self-Contained

Antmtlc Cil-Off Elw,
BPHOLAIiLT ADAPTBD FOB EtWKTNS

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring close

regulation of speed.

Wbbtebk Offiob akd Waeeboomb:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, 111.

WM. A. HAMMETT. Manager.

SPECIAL

OYNAMO^BELT!

Chas. a. Schieren i Co.

IVlanulaclurers and Sole Aqents.

47-51 Ferry St., New York.

86 Federal Street. I'B Arch Street,

BOSTON. PHlLSDELPHIA.

46 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Solo Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof

Daktei. W. Maemos, President.

Ai>Di£0:> H. >;

CHAitLES D. Jesnet, Electrlclan-

CUT SHOWING STVLE OF INSOLATION. -, _jr^

^.—Copper Wire. B. 5.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C—Braided Cot«a«i

•ftturated with a 5(acfc, Weather-Proof Composition.
, , - . , i- . t> •»«—

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. PurcEU*
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

WARFROnM*?. i "9 a"d 21 Cliff St., New York.
^^^'^^^^^K^^ry^xxA rnuMWAREROOMS.

^ 64 Washington St.. Clii cago, Ills. ANSONiA, CONIt
^^^^^^^^^"^^^"'^^"^^^^^^^

Bbainahd Robisoh, Secretary.

Aiios K. HoLLOWBLL, Treaffuwr

uBDTKE, Vice-President. ^^^^ ^0^^ . ^ ^^^ ^ ^ m ^ m

Jenney Electric Coivipany,
Sole Owners ot an cue Pa.m7;.d't;entlonB of Caarle, D. Jenney C-own a. the Jenney Sysren>, and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of Ws

Improved Qynamo, [amp (|i

Electric |I)otor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting

tlie Jenney System leads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In these eascntlals it chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished (or Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants lor Cities, Companies or Indinduals.

Prices Fuhnisheo for the Jeknev Arc or Incan.

DESCENT Systems, or for both combined.

The Jennei Incandescent Dynamos are self•regulating,

and permit the turning on and off ot one or all of the Lamps

This Cumpanv ones special atunllon, to fumUMni Mim,

Shops. Factories, etc.. ^clih IndUMml PlarUs.

HT sEii fo! niimti iiissiiiniis m mwm Tit smta. ua
OFFICE A>'D WOKKS:

Cor, Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electpic Bo.
EASTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.
WESTERN OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOR

nrC'Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shO\vn their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Beet Arc-Light, Loulavllle, 1888,

First Prize : Best System of Arc-Llghtlng,

CInclTinatI Industrial Exposition, 1883.

Electric ||rC'||ighting

This Company was given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all sizes ifor the trariEmlsslon of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent LlghtlnB and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

£(lison Qlectric ||ight ({o.

THIS COMPANY IS THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS
AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially Successtul

PIETHOD OF GEHERHC EHECTRIGIIE DISTRIBUTIOH.

As evidence of tlie growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in.

operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO.. Capital, $2,500,000, 4 Stations; Capacity. 150,000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital, $750,000, 1 Station; Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations; Capacity. 50,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital. $1,000,000. 1 Station; Capacity, 50.000 Umps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under constiTiction a station capacity far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all ether companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station

Industry as an investment.

WEITE FOR PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAU

For Information relative to Central Station BuBlneBS, apply to the

£dison Hlectric J^±s;li.t Co.,
16 & IS BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated pXI^.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Edisod FcnnT idis Rejected ird Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 l^VirPer H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H. P., equals 6tVt per H. P.

ABOVE FEOM ACCURATE TESTS. KO COMMENTS FOR PARTICULARS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2 1 9 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

TECE]

! If

lUSULATIlTa COMPAWY,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

Suaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead. Specially-

Adapted for nines, Chemical Works, Etc.

Prices and Samples on Application at

No. 159 FRONT STREET, NEW YOBK CITY.

W, I UMMf F.CSm London, Chemical Engineer, General Manager,

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light, Teleg'aph and Telephone roiiipanies, to United Stales Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other serv-

ices wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required. Our

Materials and Workmanship are Guiianteed the Very Bes',

and correspondence is solicited from companies and architects requiring our

articles.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe

Currents in the operation of Street

Rail^vays,

Speed,
Endurance,
Economy.

The Daft Motors for Povrer Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mention the Western Electrician.
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«:
Cle^elaxici, Otiio-

MANUFACTURERS OF -*

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

JABVIS
ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST.

I
81 LAKE ST., 1

109 LIBERTY ST.

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [igtit and pouier Stations
NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, lo burn Anlhracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENGINEERING CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

STF. XjOXJXS, - I^O.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COIVIPLETE STEAIW PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR,
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

8PECIA.IiTIES;-The Armington & SimR Engine, Steel Boilers, Jarvia Funace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korling Injector, etc.

SEXD FOR IjATEST CATALOOrrSS.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STURAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated Lighting, Railroad Car

Street Car Propnlsion, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from Northern Illinois, Eastern Iowa,
WiecoNBLN and Minnesota sliould be addressed to tlie ex-

clusive licensees for said territory,

Northwestern Electrical Accmulator Company,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy cf Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from otlier Territory sliould be sent to

The Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

THE LAW BATTERY.
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylinder, One within

the other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the

market. Its eificiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is gunmnteed
for ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,

instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore. The cover is of blue glass and
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.

Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected
against corrosion.

Do not be so foolisli as to buy a Prism, Porous Cup. or oth^^r perishable negative element battery,
when one can be had which is PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING. And do not waste
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly
coming and going, but buy the " Law," which has stood the test of eight years,

LAW TELEPHONE CO., 112 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast : GEO. L. HENZEL, San Francisco, Cal.

G. H. GALE, FniiSiijKNT.
S, A. PLOMMElt. VlCE-l'UKSlDEST.
F. B. I-RESTUN, Tl:EASi.iBiju.

BOARD OF DllCECTORtS.
(GjjN R. A.^LQEH, E.r.BROWN. C. A. WARRE «.

_ j

G. H. GALE,
(». A. PLUMMER,

T. WILLIAMSON.
E. B. TRO LIT.

. . II. THOMPSON.
P. B. PRESTON. )

THOMAS \VILLIAM!-0N, SEcnETAEY.
PRANK B. TKOUT, Sui"EttlNTBM>ENT,

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For Light and

Power Purposes,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY

f

For Light and

Power Pnrposes.

Estimates for furnishing: plants can be had on application to

F. B. TROUT,
General Manager.

Offices, 69 Griswold St., CAMPAU BUILDING.

Factory, Corner 13th and Woodbridge Sts. DETROIT. MICH.
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UIMEQUALED FOR LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Owners of waste Water Powers or superfluous Steam Power can transmit such power to points of use

more economically by the Sprague System than by any other, on account of its increased

SIMPLICITY, DURABILITY AND EFFICIMCY.
FOR CIRCULARS A D FJLL INFORMATION ADDRESS

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR COMPANY,
3>Tos. 1© arLd. IS Erca,d. Street, TTexT^ "2"or3^.

J. J. DICKEY, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE. Vice President

H. J. "WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man. Sup't and Electrician. L. H. KORTT, Treasurer.

MIDIAHD ILICTMIC C0«,
OMAHA> NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

ELM.€Tmi€Ah OTPPMli
For f&e Telegraph, "^elep&o^e am^ ^leetiie Lig^t.

Hotel and Hoase Annnnclators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms. Electric Gas Lighting, Speafcing Tnbea,
Elevator Annnnclatora, Batteries, Pnsh Bnttona, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere' Instramenta, Medical

Batteries. Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Westb:ek Agents THE OKONITE CO., and tlie Eetnm Call System of Hotel Annnnclators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to give franchises and constmct plants on reasonable terms.

E^T^Btlmates famished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the

West. Correspondence solicltpd. Tllnstrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

SPEAKING TUBES M WHISTLES,
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
-

2 1 , 23 and 25 Ann St, New York.
Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

° Send for New Catalogue, out August 1st.

The Farker-Rnssell Im & ffi. Co.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

CARBONS—^

—

CITY OFFICE

711 Pine St., - St. Louis, Mo.

CLEVERLY

Electrical Works
1018 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA.Pa.

J

The Empire City Electric Co.

^ 15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
A, DOTY,

MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.

/VgCDt for the liAW BATTERY.
727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.

B. D. BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

afe and Reliable.
NEW YORK ISOLATED WIRE CO,,

1 Central St., Boston, Mass

W. B. DOWSE,
Gen'l Supt.

452 Broadway, New York.

R-E. GALLAHER,Secy;
J.W.GODFREY, Gen'l Mflr.

Keys for Operating Automatic Burners.

Wool Base Me

0u:g lllfMG)
is tanned on the surfaces

only; the

immmn mmw
SendforOur Valuable Book for Engineers

' Agents in all Cities. Send for Trial

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC CO., ^^"Tagr? ;>°o^';f
^ °"'

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION CO., ^SiyS:,^
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THE REYNOLDS

ImprovedCorliss Engine
Is especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in

this field which cannot be excelled.

IT IS UNEQDALED FOR ECONOMY OF FOEL, REQULARITT OF
MOTION. AND DTJKABILITT" IN USE,

SOLE eUILDEHS

EDW. P. ALUS & CO.,
RELIANCE WORKS. MILWAUKEE, WIS,

Manufacturers of aud Dealers iu

PuKeys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and

Engine Supplies of Every Description.

WESTERN ACENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE 154 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.

r PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

- / EXCLUSIVE MANUTaCTURERS OF THE

FAMABA¥ CABLl
—FOR—

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity

of any Cable in tne Market.

New York Office, 18 CortlaiuU Street.

P. C. ACKEK3IAN, Agent.

SEND FOR
NEW PAMPHLET OF

RECORDING

Pressure Gauges.

J^i\vis B. Eosofl,

145 Broadway, N. Y.

Thejrush ^lectricj^ompany

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

kitecfincB Electric Ipi

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
No. lao IVaHhlnsrton Htreet,

AXKXANDBR JKBOIPT,

Special Affent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
Tio.'^Ot .lonriiHl Slulldliie.

O. C MTKKLK.

SprtClal Agent

Electric Light Repairing, General Machine Job-work, Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Si^a^jS^fIS'turer.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

INDORBED
BT

Thomas A. Edison, Elihn Thomson, K. S. Possons, Edwin J. Honston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRIC'ANS.

FOE SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.

Send for Pamplilet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadway, W. Y.
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THE

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers under Patents controlling the Sale and Use

OP

ALTERNATING CURRENT ELECTRIC LICHTINC
APPARATUS.

The installment of over 1 00 Central Station Plants has demonstrated the

Alternating Transformer System to be superior to all others, for distributing

current from a Central Station over small or large areas for lighting and

power purposes.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.

This system is made more profitable than any other by the use of the meter

now supplied by this company.

It measures the whole current.

It is strictly a positive mechanical movement.

It registers directly in lamp hours.

It reads from dials like a gas meter.

It consumes no appreciable energy.

It is not affected by temperature or other local conditions.

It is practical, and it is cheap.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

This company has demonstrated that motors run by the alternating current

are as efficient as the best direct current motors, and can be run without com-

mutators or brushes, being started, stopped and reversed without breaking a

connection.

All parties desiring to secure the most perfect system of electric distribu-

tion for light and power are invited to inspect the apparatus at the works of

the company at Pittsburgh, Pa., where it will be demonstrated that the Alter-

nating System possesses such advantages over the direct system in regard to

efficiency, distribution, safety, life of lamps, and the use of meters and motors,

that no purchaser can afford, at any price, to take the direct c urrent apparatus.
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ELECTRIC ABC LIGHTING APPABATDS.

PATTERSON CABLES
r'ori

Telephone, Telesrapb and Electric Light Use.

INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL KINDS.

Testing Apparatus. Telegraph Apparatus. Batteries.

Construction Tools. Line Wire and Supplies.

District Telegraph, Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.

Gatalogaes Furnished on Application.

Send for our latest Catalogue of Electric Bells,

Annunciators, Push. Buttons, Gas Lig;lLting

and Fire Alarm Apparatus, Etc.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP.
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A Model Brush Plant.

The new chamber of commerce in Cincinnati,

O., will be, when completed, the finest building
in that city, and one of the finest public build-

ings in the west. The Brush Electric company
is installing the electric light plant, and the in-

stallation is in keeping with the general charac-

ter of construction, that is, the best. There will

be three 450 light dynamos run by two Buckeye
engines, one of 75 and the other of 92 horse

power. The chandelier in the main hall will

have sixty-four 32 candle power light lamps in it,

while the total number of lights will be 260, thus
affording ample illumination, notwithstanding
the vastness of the room.

The circuits are very justly the pride of the

installing electrician, Arthur Thurlby. They are

of okonite and of ample size for the current

they have to carry. All the mains are carried

along the ceiling of the cellar in which the dyna-
mos are stationed, and thence to a recess in a
main wall in which they are carried to the upper
floors. This recess is covered with an oak panel

which can be readily removed in case there is

any necessity for getting at the main circuits.

The branch circuits are carried to the various

the board or those that are necessary can be
thrown in and current can be supplied from
either one of the dynamos singly. Each dynamo
is capable of furnishing lights of 16 candle power
to 500 lamps and each section on the switch-
board is provided with double pole switches of
sufficient capacity to carry the current through-
out the building. The cut shows three Ayrton
& Perry voltmeters, one of which is connected
to the d)'namos. The board is wired throughout
with okonite wire, ranging in size from number
12 to 000 B. & S. wire gauge.

How to Build an Eighteen-Light Dynamo.

In No. 16, Vol. Ill, of the Western Elec-
trician a description was given of a small iS

light incandescent dynamo, built by C. E. Jones
& Bro. of Cincinnati, O. It was stated that two
purposes were in view in the design of this dy-
namo; first, to supply calls for small dynamos
to furnish from fifteen to twenty lights; and sec-

ondly, to supply the castings to amateurs or

others who wished to perform the work of wind-
ing and assembling the parts. It was intimated

at the time the description was given that it

places. Screw the brass plate to the tops of the
pole pieces.

Bore out the pole pieces to 3 21-32 inches,
being careful to have the center of the bore pre-
cisely two inches above the trued surfaces on
the bearing stands. Ne.vt plane off the bottom
surfaces of the bearing castings, so that the
center of the cored hole shall be two inches
from the planed surface.

In turning the shaft follow closely all the di-

mensions given in Fig. 2. At the shoulder,
where thread is shown, chase 8 or 10 threads,

24 to one inch. At the points of the shaft,

which come opposite the oil waste ways in the
bearing castings, cut small grooves; this will

prevent the oil running over the machine.
The workman is now ready to set the bearing

bo.xes on their stands and babbitt them. Drill a
4^-inch hole on either side of both bearing cast-

ings, as shown in Fig. 3, and set the castings on
their respective stands, so that the center of the
cored hole will come as nearly as possible in

line with the center of the bore in the pole
pieces. Scribe through the -i-inch holes on to

the top surface on the stands, drill and tap for

the cap screws, and firmly screw the bearing

rooms of the upper floors along the ceiling, and
are buried in the plaster. There are no staples

used to hold the wires in place until the plaster

is put over them. The ceilings are of short

pieces of terra cotta tile; loops of okonite wire

are thrust between the ends of two adjacent tiles,

and the ends bent at right angles to the line of

the ends of the tile. These loops are in reality

staples bat they do not cut or abrade in the least

the insulation of the conductors.

Double pole switches are used throughout.

These switches are of special construction and
so arranged that they cannot be tampered with.

Each switch controls from 3 to 10 lights.

Switch-boards are found on every floor.

There will be a 24 horse power motor in the

top of the building and a 10 horse power motor
in the basement, which will be used for the dis-

tribution of heat on the indirect radiation plan,

and likewise for ventilation.

The cut on this page represents the main
switch-board, which in design and workmanship
is up to the standard" of excellence maintained

throughout the installation. The board is 13

feet long by 3 feet high. It is of one inch quar-

tered red oak, bordered with a black walnut frame
which sets it out from the wall about 6 inches.

The number 000 wires connecting the three

dynamos with the switch-board are so arranged

as to divide the board into three sections, each

dynamo running a section, or in case the lights

required throughout the building are no more
than a load for one machine, all the switches on

would be referred to again. Instructions are

now given for building this dynamo from parts

furnished by the manufacturing company.
Fig. I shows the details of the dynamo, as fol-

lows: A, Casting of field magnets, yoke and

base; B, two armature bearings; C, iron pulley;

D, brush holders; £, commutator, copper sec-

tions, brass sleeve and collar; F, brushes; G,

two bolts for bolting pole pieces to field mag-
nets; J/, four screws for bearing bo.^es; /, .steel

for armature shaft; A", wire for armature; Z,

wire for field magnet; M, fiber necessary for

commutator; /V, binding posts; O, twenty-four

screws for commutator; P, two sight-feed oil

cups; Q, four brass magnet heads; H, brass

plate for securing pole piece; .S, two pole pieces;

T, two oil waste cups; (7, 90 armature core

plates; 200 paper washers for armature; in ad-

dition, 100 wrought iron rings and 100 paper

washers, fiber for commutator, and 200 paper

washers for armature are necessary.

Take the principal casting, which includes in

it the base plate, magnet cores and their heel

pieces, and bearing stands at either end of the

base, or bed plate, and plane off the tops of the

cores and bearing stands until the planed sur-

faces stand 7I inches from the top surface of

the base plate. Next plane the surfaces of the

pole pieces which fit the tops of the magnet
cores, and after having reamed the cored holes

in the pole pieces to receive the f-inch bolts, and
drilled and tapped corresponding holes in the

magnet cores, secure them with screws to their

castings into place, having previously drilled a

5-16 inch hole in the top of each casting, to be
tapped to receive the oil cups.

With boxes securely fastened down to their

places on the stands, slip the shaft through until

it occupies the position shown in Fig. 4, Care-
fully adjust it to the exact center of the bore in

the magnet poles, supporting by means of blocks

or other convenient means; this will leave a

space in the holes of the bearing castings all

around the shaft, which is to be filled by pouring-

molten babbitt metal through the hole where the

oil cups are to go in, being first careful to put a

little putty or soft clay about the shaft at either

end of the boxes to confine the molten babbitt
while it is being run. If directions have been
carefully followed the operator will find that the
shaft will revolve in the exact center between
the magnet poles. Now remove the bearing
boxes and pole pieces and prepare to wind the
field wire.

To wind the field magnets, first make the
spools or reels on which the wire is to be wound,
using the cast brass heads, and sheet iron for the
cylindrical portion, bending it so that it may be
easily slipped over the cast iron magnet cores;

solder the brass securely to either end of the
sheet iron cylinder, making the outside length
of the cylinder, with brass heads attached, rather

less than 7^ inches, so that when it is slipped

over the magnet pole and the pole piece set in

place, the pole piece will be certain to seat onto
the pole over its whole surface.
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Next insulate these spools by covering the

cylindrical portion with four thicknesses of heavy
manilla wrapping paper, using shellac varnish

freely between the several convolutions to hold

it in place. Cut rings from manilla paper and
paste with the shellac varnish four of these to

the inside of each brass head, being careful to

join these rings or washers at their inside edge
with the paper covering on the body of the

cylinder. Give the spools so insulated a good
coating of shellac varnish, and allow them to

stand until thoroughly dry.

When dry mount in a lathe, and wind on si.\-

teen layers of number i8 Brown & Sharpe gauge,
single cotton-covered magnet wire. For both
spools this will require about 33 pounds, with a

resistance, coupled in series, of about 42 ohms.
Give the wire several coats of shellac varnish,

and the field coils are completed.

Among the iron castings are two circular

plates about 3^ inches diameter by 5-16 inch

thick. These are the plates which are to be
fitted at either end of the armature core. Face
off both sides of these plates until they have a

thickness of ^ inch. Turn off the edges until

the diameter is three inches; round off one cor-

ner on each plate, over which the wire will bend
when winding. Bore the hole in one plate f
inch diameter; this plate fits on the shaft against

the I 1-16 inch shoulder, as shown in Fig. 4.

The other plate has a thread cut in the hole and
screws onto the thread cut on the shaft. Now
cut 24 radial slots, equi-distant, on the edge of

each plate, ^ inch deep and 3-64 inch wide.

The operator can now commence building up
the armature core. First set the finished cast

iron plate, which has a smooth hole, on the shaft

fully and thoroughly insulated by winding about
it four layers of manilla wrapping paper, and also

pasting disks of papers over the ends; in short,

wherever the wire in winding would touch the

engagement with the face plate. A .spool of

number 16 double cotton-covered magnet wire is

supported in a convenient position at the back
of the lathe, and after binding the end of the

against the shoulder; then string onto the shaft
alternately two paper washers and one .sheet iron

washer, uniil the space to the threaded portion
of the shaft is filled, when the other cast iron

plate is .screwed on to the shaft. This plate must
be drawn up closely, binding the whole mass of

the core together endwise as tightly as possible.

The distance between the outer faces of the two
cast iron plates must be six inches.

The armature core, thus formed, must be care-

core or shaft, it must be well covered with the
paper, always using the shellac varnish freely.

Cut away the papers covering the radial slots

and insert pieces of fiber \ inch wide by about
3-64 of an inch thick, so that they will project
radially from edge of iron plate, about ^ inch.

The winding of the armature is most readily
done in a lathe, as shown in Fig. 5. The arma-
ture shaft, with a dog attached, is supported
between the centers of the lathe, with the dog in

wire around one of the wedges, leaving about

four inches projecting beyond the wedge, the

winding is begun.
The wire is carried by one hand along the

surface of the armature core and through the

space between the fiber wedges at the oppo site

end of core, corresponding with the space in

which the coil was started. The other hand
grasps the face plate of the lathe, and as the

wire is carried across the end of the armature
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core, the face plate is dexterously turned through
a half revolution, bringing the opposite side of

the core uppermost. The wire is then laid be-
tween the two pairs of wedges diametrically op-
posite those embracing the wire on the other
side of the armature. The wire is carried across

the commutator end of the armature core, and
the armature is returned to the position of start-

ing by returning the face plate to its first posi-

tion, and the wire is laid alongside of the portion
first laid on. The wire is carried lengthwise
around the armature in this manner until five

parallel convolutions have been laid on. This
la^'er of wire will extend across the space between
two of the wedges. See Fig. 6. The inner layer,

i>, is represeirted as being raised from the core,

to more clearly show the position of the wire on
the armature, and the inner and outer coils are

pact end, and a minimum amount of dead wire.

After placing one coil in spaces i, r, in the
manner described, spaces 2, 2, are filled in the
same way, then 3, 3, and so on until twelve coils

are wound upon the core. These coils half-fill

all of the pairs of spaces i, i, 2, 2, 3, 3, etc., to

12, 12, with terminals A, E, projecting from
each space around one-half of the periphery of
the commutator end of the armature, the end of
the armature presenting the appearance which
would be indicated by Fig. 8, if the coils G, F,
were omitted. When the armature is half-filled,

the winding is continued in the same manner and
in the same direction as before, forming a coil

of two layers, G, F, in spaces i, i, on top of the
first coil J5, D, leaving projecting terminals, as
in the case of the first series of coils, then a sim-
ilar coil is formed on top of the coil in spaces 2,

brass sleeve. A, Fig. 6, which is fitted to the
shaft and provided with a fixed flange and a set
screw at one end, is screw-threaded at the oppo-
site end to receive the screw-threaded flange B
to the sleeve A. Between the fixed flange and
the removable flange B, is placed a vulcanite
sleeve, C, and to the end of this sleeve are fitted

two collars, D, of vulcanized fiber or analogous
insulating material. These collars are beveled
on their inner surfaces to the same angle as the
ends of the copper bars, and thus are thickest at
their peripheries.

The commutator bars are placed between the
collars, D, D, in alternation with strips of fiber

number 18, B. & S. wire gauge. The flange is

then screwed up tightly, clamping all the bars
and fiber strips firmly in their places, each bar
being thoroughly insulated. The cylinder thus

^.^^

^. >-

FIG. 6.

widely separated; but it will of course be under-

stood that these wires are to lie as closely as pos-

sible to the core in the working machine. The
begmning or inner terminal, E, of the coil B is

represented in black. In practice, this end of

the wire is always coated with colored vanish
as soon as the coil is complete, and before the

two ends of the coil are twisted together, as they

always are temporarily, for convenience in wind-
ing, so that there cannot be a mistake as to

which are the inner and outer ends of each coil.

After winding the inner layer of the first coil,

the winding is continued, forming the outer layer

D, on the top of the inner layer, by winding in

the same direction, but returning by the succes-

sive coils of the second toward the point of

starting. When the outer layer is complete the

wire is cut, leaving a projecting end of about

four inches long.

The colored or inner end of the wire is now
twisted with the outer or uncolored end. In this

manner, the first coil is placed in the spaces i, i

of the armature. It will be observed b) refer-

ence to Fig. 8, that the two halves of each coil

are arranged across the end of the armature on
opposite sides of the shaft. This secures a com-

2, and so on, until each pair of spaces contains
two coils, one superimposed on the other, every
coil being formed of two layers of wire, with five

convolutions to each layer.

As a guard against the possibility of short cir-

cuiting, the terminals of each coil where they
are in contact with each other or with other por-

tions of the wire, should be provided with an
extra wrapping of cotton or adhesive tape. To
avoid the destructive effects of centrifugal force,

the armature after winding is encircled at three
equi-distant points in the length by three bands,
each consisting of about 20 convolutions of num-
ber 2; hard brass wire, drawn tightly and soldered
at several points; Fig. 9. A strip of canvas cloth

should be placed around the armature under
each band of brass wires to insure insulation.

The making of a good commutator is not the
smallest item in the construction of a dynamo.
It is a very important part of the machine and
requires good workmanship and the best of ma-
terials. The commutator in a machine of this

class is formed of a series of copper bars, sepa-
rated a short distance from each other, and care-
fully insulated. On this eighteen-light dynamo it

is two inches dia. and 2| inches long. The

made is placed upon an arbor and carefully
turned off to bring it to a true cylindrical form.
After turning, each bar is drilled in the outer
end of the radial projection to receive the screw
by which the armature wire is connected to the
commutator bar. The commutator cylinder,

now finished, is secured by a set screw in its

place on the armature shaft, with the screws ad-
joining the body of the armature.

Now, for the convenience in handling, the
armature shaft is placed in the lathe, and the in-

side and outside terminals of one coil are care-
fully straightened out parallel with the sides of
the armature, their ends are stripped of the in-

sulating covering for a short distance and thor-
oughly scraped. The screws in two of the com-
mutator bars, say i and 2 are loosened, so as to
permit of placing the looped ends of two wires
under them. The outer terminal of the coil is

connected with the screw in the next bar in

order in the commutator cylinder. The inner
terminal of the second coil is connected with the
screw last referred to, and the outer end is con-
nected with the screw of the next bar in advance,
and so on around the entire commutator cylin-

der, the outer end of each coil being connected
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with the inner end of the adjacent coil and with

a bar of the commutator cylinder by one of the

screws as shown in Fig. 7.

The brushes which bear upon the opposite

sides of the commutator cylinder are each made
of ten strips of hard-rolled copper number 30,
and one inch wide by four inches long. The
brushes are clamped by means of a thumb screw
in the mortised holder which turns freely on a

stud. This stud is 5-16 inch in diameter and is

rigidly held by the brush arm, but carefully in-

sulated therefrom by means of fiber or hard rub-

ber ferrules and washers.

The outer ends of the studs carry a small

brass collar on which it is adjusted, and to which
it is secured by a small screw. A spring is made
by using hard brass wire, securing one end in the

brush holder, taking two turns around the stud,

and fastening the other end in the small brass

collar. This provides a convenient means of ad-

justing the pressure of the brushes on the com-
mutator.

After babbitting the boxes remove the one
fitted at the commutator end of the machine,
mount it on a mandrel driven through the bab-
bitted hole, mount it in a lathe and turn a seat

for the brush holder on the periphery of the in-

side end of the box, ^ inch back from the end
and I 5-S inches diameter. Bore out the brush
arm for a thumb set screw.

Drill a ^-inch hole through each of the projec-

tions at the top of the stand at the commutator
end, and fit in the binding posts, insulated from
the iron by means of bushings an d washers of

fiber or vulcanite.

Bore out the cast iron pulley, so that it fits on
the shaft where it projects from the bearing, and
secure in place by means of a set screw. True
up the pulley on the outside and the machine
is ready to be set up.

Fit the parts to their respective places; see

that the armature revolves freely between the

pole pieces with a clearance all around. No part

of the copper wire or binding wire must touch
the pole pieces. Connect the two inside ends of

the two field coils and lead the outside ends to

the two binding posts. Adjust the brushes in

their holders so they will bear upon the commu-
tator cylinder at points diametrically opposite

each other, and at points about opposite the cen-

ter of the space between the polar extremities of

the field magnet. Carry a flexible wire cable

from each brush holder to each binding post.

Put on the belt and start the machine, driving

the armature at about 2,200 revolutions per min-
ute, revolving it in the direction of the free ends
of the brushes. In the binding posts are inserted

short wires which may be brought into contact

with each other, momentarily, as the armature
revolves.

If a spark is seen at the separation of the

wires, it shows that the magnetism inherent in

the iron is sufficient for the starting of the ma-
chine, and no further manipulation other than
the adjustment of the brushes is necessary. The
brushes should be adjusted to a point where the

least sparking is produced. This will not vary
much from the original position.

What is Electricity ?

In a letter addressed to the London Electrical Review

,

W. H. Preece writes:

There is a something which we will call A that is not a

form of energy. It is measured by coulombs. There is

another thing which we will call B that is a form of energy.

It is measured by watts. A coulomb per second is an am-
pere, as is also a watt per volt. -/ and B are thus related.

A volt-coulomb is equivalent to a watt-second, each of

which is clearly energy. A coulomb is, therefore, a factor

of energy, while a watt is energy. Now when you assert

that electricity is not a form of energy you apply the term

electricity to A; when I assert that electricity is a form of

energy I apply the term to B. Hence we are speaking of

different things. If A were called coulombism and B
alone electricity, or if // alone were called electricity and B
wattism, or any other ism, confusion would cease; but as

long as the term electricity is indiscriminately applied

—

(j.) To the science of electrical phenomena,
(2). To one factor of electrical energy,

(3). To the ether which fills all space,

(4). To a mysterious something that permeates the ether,

(5,) To a form of matter purely imaginary and sid gen-

eris,

(6). I'o a something that is associated with each atom of

matter,

(7). To a special fluid that has no real existence,

(8). To that form of energy which we call a current

—

cl.

id f^emts omue.

so long will there be confusion and disagreement. I have
given strong reasons why the term should be confined to

that form that we manufacture and supply, that we buy and
sell, that we measure and use. and that is understood by the
public. The great step in advance that was chronicled at

the British association at Bath was the fact that electro mag-
netic waves in the ether have been admitted and measured.
There is nothing like the logic of measurement to dissipate

error. I hope your readers will study Prof. Hicks' paper
read at the same meeting. It opens quite another phase of
the question. The material theory of electricity has now
been exorcised to regions deep as e'er plummet sounded,
and the mechanical theory has come to the front. The true

question is not, What is electricity? but what is a coulomb?
I do not attempt to answer the question, but I object to its

being called electricity. I wish to restrict the use of the
term electricity to the form of energy, which has an object-

ive existence.

Bell Hangers' Hand-Book.

By F. B. Badt.

PART V.

ELECTRIC BELLS—Continued.

Chapter XXXVI.
Electric Bells—Continued.

Fig. 37 shows an electro-mechanical bell with the cove
removed.

FIG. 37.

Fig. 34 is a diagram of the most simple installation of an
electric bell.

Fig. 3S shows the arrangement of a single battery supply-
ing several bells, actuated separately by different buttons.

I'ig. 39 represents a battery B, acting on :

into motion by three different buttons, I, 2, 3.

bell S, put

?

I'IG. 39.

By means of three wires and one battery, it is possible to

fix two buttons and two bells, so that by pressing button i,

I'ig. 40, the bell Sj alone rings, and button 2 only rings the

bell .S..,. The diagram will explain the connections.

This system may be used to transmit certain signals like

the telegraph, but its use in that direction is limited.

Chapter XXXVII.

Long Distance Call Bell System.
For transmitting calls to a long distance, the system out-

lined in Fig. 41 is used. Only one wire is employed, the

6

s,

FIG. 40.

ground being used as a return. This method is used to

save the cost of the wire for the return. Two separate bat-

teries are employed, one at each end of the line, which are
always open and only in operation at the moment of signal-

ing. For this system, bells having a resistance of at least

twenty ohms should be used. The number of cells required

FIG. 41.

for each battery will be according to the distance of the

stations from each other. For less than one mile, six cells

at each end will be sufficient battery. In the diagram i is a
double contact key and 2 is the bell, J3 the battery and (7 is

the ground connection at each station, respectively.

It will be seen that the arrangements of electric bells may
be varied indefinitely, and do not give rise to any serious

difficulties if a little care be taken.

Chapter XXXVIII.

Push Buttons.

The range of style, shape and construction of push but-
tons is almost limitless. They are made both in wood and

FIG. 42.

metals of various kinds. Every day sees new styles manu-
factured and any well assorted stock offers a range of choice
from the common, cheap wood push button to that of the

FIG. 43.

most artistic handiwork; the one for a barn, it may be. the

other for a palace.

A few designs are shown. Fig. 42 represents a wooden
push button; Fig 43 a nickel plated button; Fig. 44 a

Fig. 46 a

evident.

FIG. 44.

bronze button; Fig, 45 a pear shaped button
compound call button, the purpose of which
Fig. 47 represents a floor key. Tins is a push button in

principle, and is properly classed under this head. It is in-

serted in the floor, as under a dining table, and connects with
a bell in the kitchen or servants' room. A pressure of the
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foot upon the projecting pinion closes the circuit,and causes

the bell to ring.

FIG. 45.

an instrument in which the vibrating hammer strikes a sound-

ing piece, producing a distinct humming or buzzing sound.

It is often used to call a clerk or messenger from his desk

without directing general attention to the call. Fig. 49
shows a well-known form of this instrument.

ANNUNCIATORS.

Chapter XL.

Annunciators.

The general directions given for the connecting electric

bells apply equally to annunciators.

These instruments are made for a variety of different

FIG. 46.

Fig. 48 shows a combination of a floor key and a push

button. The purpose is plain. The floor key can be used

FIG. 50.

places. Fig. 50 illustrates an office call annunciator; Fig.

51 a hotel annunciator; Fig 52 an elevator annunciator.

as such when desired, or in case necessity requires it. the

cord can be attached, first removing the center pinion and
the push button can then be placed where desired.

Chapter XXXIX.

The Buzzer.

FIG. 51.

Fig. 53 is a simple diagram showing how the cir-

cuits between push buttons, battery and the annun-

^ FIG. 49.

In many cases the sound of a bell is found to be louder

than is desirable. This objection is overcome in the buzzer,

ciator are run. The position of the annunciator is

indicated: B indicates the battery; i, 2, 3 and 4 are push

buttons; 5 is a floor key and 6 is a separate electric bell in

circuit with the same battery that actuates the system within

the house.
,

The indications on the face of the annunciator, of calls

sent from various points, are made in different ways; fre-

quently by needles which change from their normal position

when they are actuated by the closing of a circuit, as indi-

cated in Fig. 50, where it is plain the attendant is desired

in the auditor's office, and Fig. 51 where calls are recorded
from rooms 9, 29 and 50; frequently the call is recorded by
a drop or shutter which normally is in a nearly vertical posi-

tion but when the circuit is closed by pressure on a push
button the drop falls and discloses a number or name.

In the illustration shown, each individual annunciator,

as distinguished from the whole instrument which is also

FIO. 53.

called an annunciator, consists of a little electro- magnet,

and an armature which is attracted when circuit is made by

pressing the corresponding push button; as soon as the ar-

mature moves, a little lever is released which turns over by

its own weight and moves the pointer on the face of the an-

nanciator. A vibrating bell connected in the return wire,

leading to the battery, rings at the same time After the

attendant has noted who has called, he moves a lever on the

bottom of the annunciator box which pushes the little lever

again in its place so it is held by the armature of the electro-

magnet. There are innumerable constructions but the prin-

ciple is the same in almost all of them.

ELECTRIC ALARMS.

Chapter XLI.

Electric Alarms.

Alarms are apparatuses to warn of an impending danger

or accident either to property or human life, or to both.

Their number and arrangement may be varied indefinitely,

but we can describe here only a few examples. There are

hundreds of new inventions in this line every year.

Alarms may be classified into those operated by hand

—

hand alarms—and those which operate automatically

—

automatic alarms.

Chapter XLIL

Hotel Fire Alarm and Room Call.

Inventive genius has done much to lessen the danger in

case of fire, but until the introduction of the hotel fire alarm

no absolutely reliable means had been invented for arousing

every sleeping guest in a burning hotel, no matter how
large the structure.

Fig. 54 represents a hotel fire alarm and room call ap-

FIG. 54.

paratus, which is placed in the office. In each room of the

hotel there is a bell which is connected with the series of

push buttons shown in the cut. By simply releasing a lever

or arm the bell in every room is rung twice during each

revolution of the lever, and the revolutions continue until

long after every guest has safely left the burning building.

This alarm is automatic only from the moment the clerk or

attendant starts the lever.

This system, on account of its ingenious and reliable con-

struction, can always be depended upon as a fire alarm.

No large battery is required to operate it, and its daily use

as a room call is a constant test of its readiness for use in

case of fire.

{To be contintied.)

The Royal Scottish Society of Arts at Edingburgh, has

awarded J. Hart Robertson of Rutherford, N. J., the

Keith medal with money to the value of £30 for his

invention of the writing telegraph.
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One of the officers of Cleveland elec.tric road
thoroughly believes that the day of the street

car horse has passed. He predicts that within

five years all street railways in the country will

employ electric motors.

House movers seem to consider that electric

companies maintaining overhead wires, have no
rights which they are bound to respect. Fre-
quently they deliberately tear down a score of

wires in their operations. The last accident of

the kind occurred in Detroit, where a house
mover destroyed an electric light tower and nearly
caused the death of a lineman. Action should
be taken to make these street obstructionists
more careful.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Engineering and
Building Record has written a communication
urging municipal authorities of country towns
to erect electric light plants. He writes: "The
investment required is usually comparatively
small, and the difficulties to be encountered in

operation and management are insignificant.

The result to the public would be a much better
illumination of hundreds of small towns now
sparsely lighted with naptha or gas at, in very
many cases, a less cost."

The Cushman 'I'eleijhone company of Chicago
filed a petition last week praying that a rehear-
ing be granted in its suit with the Hell company.
'J'his is the action which Judge ISIoilgelt decided
against the Cushman company. The petitioners
assert they are confident of ultimate success.
Dr. Cushman says he has never for an in.stant

lost hope. On the other hand, it may be said
that the officers of the Bell company say their op-
ponents arc doomed to defeat beyond all (|ues-
tion. The Cushman company offered as grounds

for a rehearing the claims that the court had

evidently misapprehended many material facts

in proof; had failed to carefully consider many
material and important facts established by

proof; had drawn conclusions not warranted by
the proofs; had erred in the application of the

law to the facts, and that newly discovered evi-

dence could be, produced. Judge Blodgett al-

lowed the Bell company two weeks to file its

answer. There will be no oral hearing of the

motion.

In the annual report of Admiral Porter this

interesting paragraph appears: "The torpedo

no doubt, can be made a powerful adjunct to

other naval appliances, but as matters now stand

the torpedo would be comparatively useless

against heavily armed ships with powder guns,

which would hold their own, notwithstanding

they might be hampered with nets enough to

keep out a torpedo. Great ships with great guns
will command the situation, and having once
effected an entrance into the harbor, can, by the

aid of electric lights, send a party of divers to

the bottom and cut the wires connecting sub-

merged mines."

A NEW telephone exchange system, devised

by Charles E. Scribner, is shown in this issue.

It has the merit of being simple, and at the

same time a great improvement upon existing

systems of this class. Mr. Scribner is without

question the most prolific inventor in the line of

telephonic appliances in the world. He has al-

ready secured over eighty patents, and has about
seventy more pending. Some of the most val-

uable patents in this line are the products of his

inventive genius. He is a remarkable man.
Though still young in years his inventions have
won for him a world-wide fame, and his name in

telephonic history is bound to live so long as

switch-boards and telephonic appliances are
known.

Unless St. Paul papers are greatly mistaken,
the construction of the Northern Michigan rail-

way will have an important bearing on the cop-
per market. For years it has not paid to work
a number of mines in Ontonagon county, as the
metal could not be brought to the market. A
correspondent writes: The completion of this

projected rail line will allow the re-opening of

many of the Ontonagon county mines. More
important than this, many new mines will be
opened in the territory which the new road will

traverse. If the French syndicate has really

contracted with the leading copper mines of the
world for their product during the coming nine
years, as now seems probable, the Frenchmen
will find that they have an elephant on their

hands, even though the product of mines now
working is to be restricted one-sixth. The new
copper range to be thrown open to development
by the Northern Michigan railroad, will prove
an important factor in the copper situation. With
copper selling at thirteen cents to the syndicate,
the mines to be opened in the new district can
produce many thousand tons annually in a very
few years.

Several lawyers in New York city have an-
nounced their intention to test the constitution-
ality of the law providing for electric executions
if unfortunate clients should be condemned to

death next year. The law provides that the
new mode of inflicting the death penalty shall

apply only in cases of homicide committed after

January ist next. Hanging will still be in force
in cases of murders committed before January
ist. Several lawyers question the legality of the
coexistence of two death penalties. Other at-

torneys claim that electric executions are illegal

because they are "cruel and unusual." District
Attorney Fellows and his assistants have views
just the reverse of those expressed bv the lawyers
cpioted. They maintain that ther'e will not be
two death penalties in force, in so far as any
specific crime is concerned. As to the murderers
now in the Tombs only hanging applies, and as
far as they arc concerned there" is no death by
electricity. As to the "cruel and unusual"
claim, the district attorney says:

"'I'he intent of the lawmakers governs here.
The fact that a punishment is unusual does not

alone make it unconstitutional—it must also be
cruel, and the legislature intended that when the

current is passed through the body of the mur-
derer it shall be so powerful that it will kill in-

stantly."

A CURIOUS question regarding the telephone
has arisen among the bishops of the Catholic
church in France and that is whether a penitent
can confess and be absolved by telephone. It

is admitted that the pope can bless by telegraph
and dispensations transmitted by cable across
the Atlantic are far from infrequent. French
bishops, according to a correspondent, are

against absolution by telephone but appeals
from their authority have gone to Rome and
holy office must settle the matter. One priest,

an Italian, and by the way the subject has re-

ceived some consideration in that country, takes
the ground that "telephony lengthens the human
ear for miles, and suppresses distance for the
voice. Being within earshot is being, for con-
fessional objects, present." It strikes us that if

priestly offices can be transmitted by telegraph,
there is much less objection to the telephone
where the words of absolution, consolation or
dispensation are transmitted, not by a written

message passing through profane hands it may
be in the course of business but directly from
the mouth of one of holy office to the communi-
cant. The question is one of sentiment only it

seems to us, and as between the the telegraph
and telephone, the latter should have the pref-

erence. Nevertheless, and without irreverence

it is written, we do not believe the church
should be converted into a telephone exchange
as an intermediary of communication between
priest and communicant. The matter is an il-

lustration of the effect the more recent develop-
ments of electricity are having upon the social

system.

An exchange remarks that "the press is con-
tinually chronicling launches of electric boats,

and also tells the many advantages to be derived
therefrom. Until electricity is much more wide-
ly distributed than at present, the usefulness of

electrical boats will be limited. As tenders for

large steamers having dynamos on board elec-

tric launches will sometimes prove handy, but
for pleasure trips they will hardly prove desira-

ble. Coal burning steamboats can proceed with

wood, or almost any other variety of fuel, when
out of coal, but electric boats are more particu-

lar, and will use no other propelling power than
electricity, hence the awkwardness of 'running
short of lightning' when away from the vicinity

of an electric light wire. For short ferry courses
and similar water travel electric boats will prove
all that is desired. The accumulators can be
charging while the boat is taking and delivering
freight and passengers, and thus the steam plant

may all be maintained on shore, and running al-

most continually, a much smaller plant will be
necessary to do the work than when marine en-
gines are used in the boats."

Electricity has shown its ability to supply a
better illuminant than gas at a less cost; elec-

tricity is proving its ability to displace the street

car horse, and will in time be largely used in the
very manner indicated in the extract, that is, on
boats. The millenium has not arrived in any of
the departments outlined, but the way to attain

it, in so far as it can be attained, has been indi-

cated by electricians.

Without discussing the possibility of gener-
ating electricity in some cheaper way than by
the modern dynamo and storing it for use, but
confining attention solely to present conditions,
the system now in use on boats propelled by
electricity, of first generating electricity and
storing it in accumulators, presents decided ad-
vantages over any coal, wood or oil burning
apparatuses for small boats. There is absence
of smoke, cinders and heat, and an economy
in space taken up by steam generating plants.

At present there have to be coal or wood or oil

supply stations for boats that are propelled by
steam engines, and when the time arrives for a

general introduction of electric boats, the neces-
sary current for recharging cells, we take it, will

be as readily as accessible as fuel supply stations
are now.
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New Telephone Exchange System.
Among the patents recorded last week was

one to Charles E. Scribner of Chicago for a

telephone exchange system. The invention,

illustrated by the accompanying cuts, relates to

that system of telephone exchange in which the

subscribers' telephone lines are grouped or con-

nected through a common line at the central

office, in which is placed a telephone. With this

s)'stem the common wire is grounded at the

central office, and the outer ends of the wires

connected to the common line. But the number

the other hand, in case all the telephones of one
group are hung up so that there is no ground
connection with the group, telephonic communi-
cation may be maintained between any sub-

scriber of the other group and the listening

operator, smce the first group, when discon-

nected from the ground, acts as one plate of a

condenser.
The invention consists in the method of oper-

ating telephone exchanges, whereby the con-
denser capacity of two groups thus connected to

the opposite ends of a common wire is taken ad-

B /

of subscribers which may be advantageously in-

cluded in a group is limited, as at each sub-

scriber's station, when a call is made for the

central office, a ground connection is made, and
if, say, five subscribers call at the same time,

there are six ground connections, one at each
station and one at the central office. Therefore
the voice current sent from any one of these

stations is divided, and passes to ground in de-

rived circuit at five other ground points. If,

however, the common wire at the central office,

instead of passing to ground, is connected with

vantage of to enable any subscriber of one group
to communicate with the listening operator hav-

ing his telephone included in the common wire,

and also in grouping the subscribers' lines on
opposing sides of the wire containing the listen-

ing operator's telephone outfit, thus dispensing
with the ground connection at the central office.

In Fig. £ it will be seen that there are two
groups of telephone lines connected with the

same switch-board at the central office and thence

to a common line, including the operator's tele-

phone g. The telephone lines of the stations i.

a second group of telephone lines, it is evident

that when two subscribers of opposite groups
take down their telephones a closed circuit will

be formed from their grounds through the lis-

tening operator's telephone, included in the

common wire at the central office, and thus the

voice current sent from either subscriber's station

through the common wire will not be weakened
by reason of aground being formed at the station

of any subscriber of the opposite group. On

2, 3, and 4 constitute group A, and the tele-

phone lines of stations 5, 6, 7 and 8 constitute

£. There may be in practice, say, from twenty
to twenty-five lines in each group. At station 8

is shown a subscriber's outfit consisting of tele-

phone «, switch /), and bell c. Any other sub-

scriber's ouffit may be used at the different sub-
scribers' stations. The outer ends of the tele-

phone lines of group A are connected with the
common line d, while the outer ends of the tele-

phone lines of group B are connected by the
common line/. There are normally no ground
connections except when the subscribers remove
their telephones from the switches. When a
telephone is thus removed from a switch, as

shown at station 8, the telephone line e will be
disconnected from the bell c and the common
line/ and closed to ground, as shown through
the switch b at that station. The subscriber on
taking down his telephone may speak at once to

the operator listening at telephone g, the con-
denser capacity of group A being sufficient to

allow the voice current sent from station 8 to

operate the telephone g, although there may be
no ground upon group A. Suppose subscriber

8 asks for subscriber 2. The operator, on being
informed of the connection desired, by inserting

plug // in switch 2 sends current from the nega-
tive pole of battery i over line /, through bell /at

station 2, Fig. 2. The current, after passing
through the bell, finds circuit back to the posi-

tive pole of the battery by common line d, and
such telephone lines of group A as happen at the

time to be connected with the common line.

The current after passing through bell /, being
distributed through several different telephone
lines, will not be strong enough in any one line

to ring the bell included therein. The bells may
be polarized, if desired, so as to respond to cur-

rent in but one direction. Subscriber 2 will thus

be notified by the ringing of his bell and will at

once take down his telephone from the switch,

and then the switch will automatically assume
the position shown at station 2 in Fig. 2. Line
k will thus be disconnected from the common
line d and closed to ground through the tele-

phone at station 2, as shown. The plug // is then
removed, and subscribers 8 and 2 may then be
connected by a flexible cord provided with ter-

minal plugs, as shown upon the switch-board at

the central affice in Fig. 2. Any two subscribers,

whether of the same or opposite groups, may
thus be connected. Lines when thus in use are

cut off from the listening operator's telephone.

A clearing-out drop may be included in the cir-

cuit of the connecting cord in the usual manner.
Lines in use, therefore, are thus insulated from
the other lines of the system. If, however, sev-

eral subscribers take down their telephones at

the same time to speak to the listening operator,

there will be a ground connection established

at each station of the subscribers who are thus

asking for connection; but as the lines are dis-

tributed in groups on different sides of the tele-

phone .^i" it will in practice never happen that so

many lines of one group will be grounded as to

interfere with the successful working of the

system.

The Hon. C. A. Parsons describes in a communication to

the Royal society a number of e.xperiments which he has

recently made on carbon at high temperatures and under
great pressures, and in contact with other substances. The
primary object of the experiments was to obtain a dense
form of carbon for use in arc and incandescent lamps.
Though the experiments were not entirely successful, it

would appear that the author of the paper succeeded in pro-

ducing diamond dust artificially. The arrangement of the

experiment was as follows: A massive cylindrical steel

mould, of about 3 inches internal diameter and 6 inches

high, was placed under a hydraulic press; the bottom of the

mould being closed by a spigot and asbestos rubber pack-
ing—similar to the gas check in guns. The top was closed

by a plunger similarly packed; this packing was perfectly

tight at all pressures. In the spigot was a vertically bored
hole, into which the bottom end of the carbon rod to be

treated fitted. The top end of the carbon rod was con-

nected electrically to the mould by a copper cap, which
also helped to support the carbon rod in a central position.

The block and spigot were insulated electrically from the

mould by asbestos; and the leading wires from the dynamo
being connected to the block and mould respectively, the

current passed along the carbon rod in the interior of the

mould. The free space in the mould was filled in turn

with different hydrocarbons and with other materials.

Among the liquids acted on were benzine, parafline, treacle,

chloride and bisulphide of carbon, and the solids included

silica, alumina, carbonate and oxide of magnesia and alum-
ina. The pressure employed ranged from hve to thirty tons

per square inch. In the experiment with silica the density

of the carbon was increased 30 per cent., and in no other

case. The most interesting set of experiments was when
the mould around the rod was tilled with a layer of slaked

lime about one-fourth inch thick, surmounted by two inches

of silver sand, followed by a layer of lime of the same
thickness, and finally by a layer of coke dust. The pres-

sures used ranged from five to thirty tons, and the current

from 200 to 300 amperes, the carbon being in different ex-

periments from one-fourth inch to five-sixteenths inch in

diameter. Under these conditions there was obtained on
the surface of the carbon rod a powder of a gray color,

harder than emery, and capable of scratching the diamond.
This powder is, therefore, very probably the diamond itself.
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The Sioux City Corliss Engine.
The illustration on this page represents the

style of Corliss engine made by the Sioux City

Foundry & Machine works of Sioux City, la.,

for central station electric lighting and power
plants. The manufacturing company originally

did business under the name of J. P. Dennis &
Co., beginning business in the year of 187 1, and
doing a general jobbing business up to the year
of 1S84, at which time the works were incor-

porated, with J. P. Dennis, now deceased, as its

president. The company commenced the man-
ufacture of the style of engine shown, and has

built a large number, furnishing them to various

branches of business throughout the northwest.

In December last the company suffered by death
the loss of its former president, J. P. Dennis,

who was the mechanical manager, and to whose
untiring energy the firm owed a large measure
of its success. It was then deemed advisable to

extend the scope of the works by the addition

of men especially skilled in steam engineering,

and C. M. Giddings, mechanical engineer, for

several years superintendent of the engineering
department of Russell & Co., took an interest in

the company, and accepted the position of gen-
eral manager, selling to the company the shop
right for the manufacture of his designs and

The Electric Launch Viscountess Bury.

The Viscountess Bury was launched from the

builder's yard, Strand-on-the-Green, Chiswick,

on Monday, October 8th, says the London Elec-

trical Revieiu. This is the largest electrical boat

which has yet been seen on the Thames, or prob-

ably in the world, if we except that of Mr. Elie-

son. She is intended for public use, and will

carry upward of eighty passengers comfortably.

The Viscountess Bury has been specially de-

signed and built for a private company by W.
Sargeant, electrical launch architect and con-

structor, Chiswick, Middlesex. She is 65 J4 feet

long with ro feet beam and has a mean draught

of 22 inches, with a displacement of 121,^ tons.

The hull is constructed of three skins, the inner

being diagonal, and outside planking of bright

mahogany in narrow widths. The keel, which
runs from stem to taffrail, is in one length of

American rock elm. Dead wood aft has been in

this instance entirely abandoned, the object being
to assist the steering in narrow bends up the

River Thames, and for giving a clear run, and to

get greater efficiency from the twin three-bladed

propellers, which are built up of steel to a 12

inch pitch and 2 feet 3 inches diameter, rotating

outward, and calculated to revolve at 600 revo-

lutions per minute. These propellers are beau-

miles per hour, as regulated by the Thames con-
servancy by-laws. There are two 7-inch Immisch
motors, which convert the electrical energy into

power. These are calculated to develop 7^
brake horse power at ;,ooo revolutions per
minute. They are placed under the floor aft,

each working direct on to one of the twin
propeller shafts. The thrust is taken from
a ball-bearing thrust block, which reduces
the friction greatly. The switches are fixed,

port and starboard, and are two to each motor,
one for half and full speed, the other for going
ahead or astern. They are worked by the elec-

trician in answer to bell signals from the man at

the wheel. Each propeller can thus be worked
independently of its twin companion, and so

greatly assist the steering in sharp bends of the

river.

In place of the objectionable whistle of the

steamers a large and melodious ship's bell is

placed on the cabin top, and may be sounded
electrically by the man steering, the current com-
ing direct from the accumulators. This bell

will sound for warning boats and signaling lock-

keepers.

All lights for port, starboard, masthead and
cabin lavatories, etc., will be incandescent elec-

tric lamps supplied by the accumulators.

patented improvements on an engine known to

the trade as the Russell single valve automatic
engine. The services of H. J. Westover were
also secured. This gentleman was formerly con-
nected with Russell & Co. as mechanical en-
gineer, and previously held an important position
in the engineering department of E. P. Allis &
Co. of Milwaukee, builders of the Reynolds-
Corli-ss engine.

A New Species of Obstructionist.
JCllilor WkMBKN El.ECTKItlAN;

Annjsto.n, Aia., Oct 27.—As illustratinjj the perilous
nature of the "wire slingers'" occupation in tlie land of
cotton, the following may be of interest: Last Friday I

had two negro linemen at work on a country road about two
miles from town. They attracted the attention of a farmer
bringing in his cotton, who, under the delusion that their

climbing spurs were a new form of shackle, posted off for

a marshal, with whose assistance and that of a pair of
somewhat lime-worn shot-guns, he proceeded to arrest the
harmless pair, believing thctn to have escaped from a chain-
gang. Ills astonishment when the situation was explained,
was "picturesque." lie was e(|ual to the occasion though,
remarking that "This totin' llghtnin' around is dangerous
any way, and orler be made a penitentiary offense."

\V. M. C. Ryan,
Manager the Southern Hell T. & T. Co.

The new electric lights in the St I ,ouis postoffice were
set in operation last week, and worked ptrfeetly. The
pipes in which the electric wires and gas pipes are concealed
are an ornament to the working tables.

tifully made and were provided by Thornycroft
& Co., the torpedo boat builders of Chiswick.
Mr. Sargeant has designed a rudder on an entirely

new principle, with the object of clearing weeds,
obviating stern post dead wood and gudgeons,
with facilities for quick removal and easy steering.
This rudder will be built up of thin steel, galvan-
ized, and slung in a gun-metal trunk. The steer-

ing wheel is situated forward on the deck, so that
the man operating has full view of all small craft

which so numerously frequent the higher reaches
of the Thames in summer. Adjoining the
steering wheel will be an indicator communicat-
ing with the electrician in charge of the switches
controlling the electrical power.
The electrical energy is stored in 200 Electri-

cal Power Storage company's accuinulators of
the "1S88" type, each of which has a capacity of

145 aiiipere-hours with a discharge i to 50. The
midship section of the vessel being perfectly flat,

there will not be any lids to these boxes, so in

the event of her taking the ground the acid will

not slop over, The.se storage cells are arranged,
one hundred on each side of the vessel, under
the seats. 'I'lie space occupied by them is lined
with lead, small drains leading into receivers in

case of accident, thus securing perfect dryness
for the boxes. The cells are computed to hold
electrical energy sufficient with one charge to
propel the vessel for 10 hours, at a speed of six

Ammeters, voltmeters and suitable resistances
are all under the immediate sight or control of
the electrician. All the machinery being placed
below the floor, leaves a clear space from stein

to stern for passengers.

The cabin is furnished with a ventilating lan-

tern, and is placed ainidships with lavatories,

etc. The upholstering is of crimson embossed
velvet, the paneling is of moulded teak, bright
varnished throughout, the ceiling being moulded
and pit ked out in gold and white. In the center
is the dining table, and seats run all round the
cabin, which is 10 feet long, with folding flaps

on each side.

The windows are of engraved plate glass, and
those of the ventilators amber in color. The
fore and aft parts of the vessel are of bright
teak and upholstered with portable seats, so
that the accumulators inay be very easily ex-
amined in caseof necessity, or at the time of
charging them.

Mr. Sargeant designed another electrical

launch, the Maiden, which, during the pastsuin-
mer, was a familiar object of interest on the
ThaiTies, especially during the Henley regatta.

The Maiden is 30^ feet long, with 4 feet 10
inches beam. She was constructed chiefly for
experimental purposes, and upon her trials data
of great interest have been obtained. On one
occasion, with a single charge, the Maiden was
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propelled 56 miles clown stream at about 10 miles

per hour.

This boat was built by Maynards of Chiswick,

under the superintendence of the designer. The
propeller is double bladed, 2 feet diameter, by
Thornycroft & Co.

The motor is a 6-inch Immisch machine, driv-

ing the propeller at 550 revolutions per minute,

from 4S accumulators.

For the convenience of charging these vessels,

Mr. Sargeant designed a floating station. In

outside appearance it is much like a large

''house boat" of the Thames. It consists of a

large river barge, 70 feet long by 14 feet beam.
On the floor, upon a suitable foundation, is

placed a semi-portable steam engine of 25 nomi-

nal horse power, with counter shafting. This

drives dynamos, Avhich, through insulated copper

leads, supply the current to the accumulators in

the launches. There are also on board an in-

strument room, office, engineer's room, stores

and sleeping accommodation aft. This station,

which has already been mentioned in the Rcviciv^

was a conspicuous object at the last Henley and
Maidenhead regattas, when among its other du-

ties it lit up the course in the evenings with an

arc lamp, incandescent lamps being used. on the

station for lighting the various rooms.

Electric propulsion for river launches is likely

to become an established fact on the Thames,
and Mr. Sargeant has other boats in course of

design and construction.

The Julien Companies.
The Julien systems of electric lighting and electnc trac-

tion are being introduced and operated under two distinct

companies: The Julien Electric company and the Julien

Electric Traction company.
The Julien Electric company devotes itself exclusively to

the manufacture and sale of storage batterj' for lighting

and stationary power. To this end, it has a large factory

in Camden, N J., which is being run overtime at present

in order to supply the large demands for storage batteries.

In that factory the company also manufactures switches,

cut-outs and all the accessory appliances requisite for a

storage battery installation. The highest state of develop-

ment has been obtained by this company in the method of

manufacturing storage battery. All the crude machinery

and laborious details until recently employed by every stor-

age battery manufacturer have been abolished by this com-

pany, and in their place quick acting mechanical devices

have enabled it to make a large production with the aid of

a few hands; so that the storage battery is brought entirely

in subjection to reliable mechanical methods ot manufact-

ure and handling, and, as a result, is made so cheaply as

to be within the reach of every consumer. The company
now manufactures batteries for the Pennsylvania Railroad

company, the Pullman Palace Car company, the Boston &
Albany Railroad company, the Connecticut River Railway

company, the Canada Atlantic Railway company, the In

tercolonial Railway company, the Waltham Watch compa-

ny, of Waltham, iVIa^s., besides a number of minor corpo-

rations.

The Julien Electric Traction company controls the ex-

clusive right under the Julien patent to railway traction by

aid of the Julien system of electric traction. This company
obtains its batteries at present from the JuHen Electric

company, but it makes its own regulators and all other de-

vices used in electric traction except motors. Hitherto its

motors, although of the Julien type, have been made by

the United States Electric Light company at Newark, but

the Julien Electric Traction company intends very soon to

make those machines itself. At present the company is

devoting almost its exclusive attention to advancing and

perfecting its installation of electric cars on Fourth avenue.

New York. Three cars are now in actual daily service

carrying passengers, and other cars will follow from week

to week. Storage battery traction is growing more and

more in favor with street railway men every day, as was
particularly evinced at the late meeting of the American

Street Railway association in Washington, where the ad-

dress of Mr. Bracken, the president of the Julien Electric

company, was received by the members of the association

with marked favor.

The new Thomson-Houston electric road at Washington

has proved extraordinarily popular. A Washington paper

says; Washington has a nine days' wonder in its new elec-

tric railroad which runs out to Eckington. Yesterday an

immense crowd was gathered all day at the starting point

of the road. Seventh street and New York avenue, and

during the day over 5,000 passengers were carried. In the

early part of the forenoon yesterday only two cars were

runriing, the third car being unavailable. The crowd was

then so great that two summer cars were obtained from the

Seventh street line of the Washington & Georgetown rail-

road, and were attached to the motor cars. On these four

cars 3,600 pay passengers had been carried up to S o'clock

last night, and before the road ceased running, between 10

and II o'clock, nearly 1,000 more had been added. One
train of two cars carried 218 passengers each way. Cap-

tain Griffin, who was to have left for Boston yesterday after-

noon, remained to watch the working of the road under

such a pressure, and was more than gratified r* the results

accomplished. The board of aldermen of Cambridge,

Mass., arrived in Washington Saturday morning to inspect

the operation of the road. They were highly pleased with

its working in ever)' respect.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York. Nov. i.—The suit of the Electrical

Accumulator company vs. the Julien Electric company

and William Bracken, begun in March, 1SS7, has

reached a final hearing. The suit was brought to

establish the validity of the Faure patent of January,

1S82, covering the construction of the secondary battery

in which the active material, as an oxide of lead, is

applied to a plate or support. The familiar device of per-

forating the lead plates and locating the lead oxide in the

perforations embraced in the two patents of Swan, of 1883

and 1SS5, is also involved. The case was brought in the

Southern District court of New York before Judge Coxe,

and will probably be closed this week. A vast amount of

testimony has been taken. Prof. George W. Barker of

Philadelphia, defendant's expert, has made a very complete

research, exhibiting the state of the art at the date of the

Faure invention. Professor Henry Morton and W. B.

Vansize are the complainant's experts. The defense is

based upon the fact that an oxide of lead had been used as

a depolarizer in a primary battery as early as 1S63, and also

on the prior experiments of Dr. Vander Weyde and Charles

F. Brush. It is expected that a decision will be reached in

about a month. Should the Accumulator company prevail,

they expect to control the entire field.

At the meeting of the Board of Electrical Control on

Tuesday the United States Illuminating company made ap-

plications for several permits for overhead wires, some of

which were granted, while others were not. On motion of

Mr. Gibbens, the secretary was instructed to inform the

company that no permits would be granted it in streets

where subways had been constructed. The Electric Power

company renewed its application for permits through As-

semblyman O'Connor, who addressed the board in behalf

of the company. He assured the board that the company

had the written consent of the United States Illuminating

company for the use of its poles, and it was the intention

to string the wires for temporary service pending the con-

struction of the subways. Secretary Moss asked to see the

written consent of the United States company, which Mr.

O'Connor could not produce, but he promised to present

it at the next meeting. Ex-Judge Kelly, representing the

United States company, challenged his statement, and Mr.

O'Connor, after stating that he had no right to interfere in

the matter, left the room muttering. Ex-Judge Kelly then

went to the telephone, and after conversing with his clients

stated that he was entirely correct, and that no such con-

sent had been giveo to the Electric Power company.

The joint report of Chief Engineer Kearney and Elec-

trical Engineer Wheeler was then read regarding the dam-

age to underground cables by the heat from the pipes of

the Steam Heating company. The following is an extract

from the report: "The sole cause of the trouble is the heat

caused by the escaping steam from the pipes. This brings

the temperature of the conduits up to a point which none

of the cables, as ordinarily made for underground work,

can stand, and it is doubtful if any practical cable can be

made which will stand the high temperature, and at the

same time be waterproof. All of the substances used as

insulation in m^aking waterproof cables are inorganic com-

pounds which either melt or become soft at a high tempera-

ture, in which case they both deteriorate as insulators and

run or drip off the wires as well, or they become charred or

burned, and thus lose their insulatihg properties, and crum-

ble or drop off the wires. In order to avoid all of these

materials which are rendered useless by the heat met with,

we decided to inquire into the probable chances of a cable

covered with some woven fabric, but left dry; that is, not

treated with any fusible substance such as wax or rubber,

relying upon a lead pipe covering to keep the water out.

"We found that precisely such a cable has been laid by the

telephone company across Broadway at Ann street, where

a high degree of heat was met; but unfortunately this has

not been put in use yet, and we were not able to get its re-

sults. The telegraph company laid a similar cable about

two years ago which gave out, but the cotton had been

treated with some substance which may have impaired it,

and the lead covering was injured enough to admit water.

These are the only two cases we could find of effort having

been made to make cables which would stand this heat, but

unfortunately neither is a criterion. The remedy is un-

questionably with the Steam Heating company in stopping

the leaks. The problem of making a cable to stand the

heat is one of great difficulty and uncertainty as to the re-

sults, if it is possible at all. The heat caused by the steam

leakage on Broadway was so great at the time the cable

spoken of was laid two years ago that it expanded the brass

pneumatic dispatch tubes of the Western Union company,

and crushed their ends against the brick junction boxes.

A lead covering for cables will carry off some of the heat

at first, and in some cases where the heating is temporary

or local such a covering will be sufficient protection." A
letter from the telephone company accompanied the report,

in which it was stated that tests had been made of the new
cables running parallel with the steam pipes, and it was

found that the insulation had deteriorated considerably

since they had been placed in the conduits, owing probably

to the extreme heat. Notwithstanding this report the

board did not feel justified in granting a permit to the

Western Union company for the stringing of five cables

overhead, they having asked the privilege on account of

the damage to their cables from the steam heat. It is

stated that the Conduit company contemplates bringing

suit against the Steam company, which, however, is said to

be making repairs as rapidly as possible.

Col C. H. Haskins returned last week from Europe,

where he had spent a year and a half for the benefit of his

health. He looks rosy and strong, and reports himself as

being in thoroughly good condition. He has given much
attention to the thorough inspection of various electrical

enterprises, and states that there is considerable activity in

incandescent lighting in England and France.

The franchise recently granted in Brooklyn to the Edison

company to lay its wires under the streets of the city has

been vetoed by Mayor Chapin, at the request of the com-

pany, on account of some defect in the ordinance, which

will be remedied by the presentation of a new draft. P.

State of Iowa.

Sioux City, la., Nov. 2.—The scheme of building an

elevated railway on Third street, over which the JMorning-

side electric motor line was to come into the business part

of the city, has been dropped for awhile. The line will

come in, however. Arrangements have been about com-

pleted whereby the Rapid Transit company will run in on

the St. Paul track to a point west of the stock yards, and

up into town over the C. M. & St. P. track. B.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov. i.—The Philadelphia company

recently erected a number of telephone poles on Fisk street,

which extends from Butler street to Penn avenue, Law-

renctville, the poles being intended to carry the telephone

wir:s of the company for its line to Murraysville. It had

met with some opposition in putting up the poles in the

lower part of the city, so when it went to work on Fisk

street it concealed its tool wagon in the neighborhood, and

at a given signal a large force of men appeared en the

street, and worked with such rapidity that in less than an

hour the poles were erected on the entire length of the

thoroughfare. The property owners protested with the

workmen against putting the poles up. The men, it is

said, told the indignant property holders that the poles

were being put in by the city for the fire alarm wires. With

some of the residents this explanation had the desired ef-

fect, and they allowed the work to proceed.

On Saturday morning, however, several of the poles

were found lying on the street having been cut down. Sat-

urday morning James Campbell, one of the property holders,

telephoned to the company's office that he had ordered the

poles in front of his property cut down, and notified the

company to come and take away its kindling wood. On
Saturday night some more of the poles were cut down, and

yesterday it was found that several poles on Forty-first

street, erected on Friday, had also been cut down.

Captain Ward of Fisk street, was one of the parties who
ordered the poles cut down in front of his property. The

people on that street say that they have the law on their

side, and they will not allow the Philadelphia company to

maintain its poles there. They claim that there is a city

ordinance in their favor, and they mean to enforce it.

About a dozen poles have been cut down already, and more

will probably go. The poles were subsequenily replaced,

as the company came to an understanding with the resi-

dents. McD.

San Francisco. Cal.

San Francisco, Cal , Oct. 30.— In the annual report of

Warden Aull, of the Folsom prison, he says:

" We hope to complete the dam and canal to and beyond

the prison by the last of December, 1SS9, 3-"^ will by that

time be ready to utilize the resultant power for the benefit

of the prison. We can then dispense with steam as a

motor for pumping the water used at the prison for domes-

tic and irrigating purposes. Sufficient water can he raised,

with small outlay for pump and pipe, to irrigate the entire

prison tract. With the raising of vegetables, grapes and

fruit, the keeping of the prisoners would be materially de-

creased, and at the same time furnish employment for boys

and novices in crime that would be healthful and have the

most reformatory influences. With proper dynamos we
can generate electric light for the prison and ground, greatly
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reducing the chances of escape and giving opportunity to

work the convicts by night as well as by day if necessary.

The electric power generated from the dynamo can be ap-

plied to the quarry derricks and improved machinery for

drilling and dressing stone, decreasing the cost of the quarry

and stoneyard, while largely increasing the output. When
this is done we will not have utilized half the power at our

command, and we will be in a position to operate any kind

of a factory that may be deemed advisable by the legisla-

ture or by your honorable body."

The warden estimates the cost of the electric machinery

at $15,280. Other expenses for the improvements bring

up the total to $ 1 1 2,500. D.

Dayton, O.

Dayton, O., Oct. 20.—Josie Durbin. a domestic, iS

years old, got on a White Line electric car at a street cross-

ing the other evening, and when the car was midway in the

block fell dead in her seat. The report quickly spread that

her death was caused by an electric shock conveyed from

the car motor. There was considerable excitement through-

out the city in consequence. A medical examination

showed that her death was from heart disease. B.

Topeka, Kan.

Toi'EKA, Kan., Oct. 19.—The Rapid Transit company

has contracted with the Thomson-Houston company for

the conversion of its steam motor line to an electric road.

Five cars are to be in operation by January 1st, live more by

February 1st, and twenty by April 1st. Each car will have

two 10 horse power motors. G.

The Inter-State company has its central station storage

battery plant in operation now, and is as proud as a young

hen that has just laid its first egg.

A.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The citizens of Mobile, Ala , are demanding additional

electric lights.

The Tobey Furniture company of Chicago has recently

increased its Van Depoele arc plant.

The Athens, Ga., Gas Light company will at once put

in an electric light plant to cost ^15.000.

The electric light plant at Grand Ledge, Mich., has been

completed, and is now in successful operation.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has sold a

thirty light arc plant to S. A. Paddock of Mason, Mich.

The Van Depoele company recently sold a small arc

plant to Falkenberg's laundry. Thirty-first street, Chicago.

The capital stock of the Coshocton,, O., Light, Fuel Sc

Power company has been increased from $3 1 , ooo to

$40,000.

The Chicago Arc Light and Power company recently

purchased 160 arc lights of the Thomson-Houston compa-
ny, Chicago.

The Troy Fertilizer company of Troy, Ala., will rebuild

its mill which was recently burned, and will install an elec-

tric light plant.

The O.xford Electric Light company of Oxford, O., has

been incorporated by Geo. C. Munns and others; capital

stock, $20,000.

The Southern Electric company, capital $10,000, of Bir-

mingham, Ala., bas been incorporated by E. G. Stevens,

jr., and others.

The Van Depoele company of Chicago has sold 120

double carbon lamps to the Consumers' Electric Light com-
pany of Chicago.

The Baxter Springs Light and Power company, of Bax
ter Springs, Kan , has been incorporated, with a capital

stock of $20,000.

The Coldwater, Mich., Electric Light company has or-

dered of the Western Electric company of Chicago an in-

crease to its present plant.

The Thomson-Houston company, of Chicago, has sold

to the Oshkosh, Wis., Electric Light and Power company
a 500 light incandescent plant.

The United States Light and Power company, of Port-

land, Ore., has ordered of the Thomson-Houston com-
pany, Chicago, a 50-arc light increase.

Cleveland felicitates itself on the fact that of the 150
tons of carbons consumed daily, 100 tons are turned out in

the twenty carbon furnaces of Cleveland.

Jacob JJell of David City, Neb,, has purchased of the

Thomson-Houston company of Chicago a plant consisting

of 30 arc lights and 300 incandescent lamps.

The (juestion of erecting an electric light station is agi-

tated at Atlantic, la,, and the gas company is trying to head
off the movement by reducing ihe price of gas.

The Western ICIectric Light iS: Power company of To-
ledo, O., has ordered an increase to its present plant of the

Western ICIectric company of Chicago 200 arc lamps-

The Hucna Vista Electric Light company, of Buena Vista,

Cal., has organized H. H, Daniels, John Tiptore and
G. S. wood are directors. The capital stock is $15,500,

The Marshalltown, Iowa, I'>lectric Light and Power
company has increased its plant by purchasing 1,000 incan-

descent lights of the Thomson Houston company, Chicago.

The Calumet k Hecia Mines in Northern Michigan who
have been using IJrush electric lighting apparatus for some
years ve just arranged to increa.se their electrical plant

by ordering through Alexander Kempt, special agent for

the Brush Electiic company, a new 2S to 30 light dynamo
and additional lamps.

The Hyde Park, III., Electric Light ^& Power company
has been incorporated. Capital slock $500,000; incorpora-

tors, Lester S Ilills, Henr}- Decker and Lewis H. Bisbee.

The St. Paul ice palace this year will be an elaborate

structure, and will resemble a mediaeval castle. The win-

dows in the tower will be brilliantly illuminated by electric

lights.

The Kingman Electric company of Kingman, Kan , is

erecting an addition to its building to accommodate another

300 light incandescent dynamo, and two 50 horse power

boilers.

Edward W. Tisdall, special agent of the Brush Electric

company, has recently sold a 62 to 65 light Brush arc light

machine to be used for central station purposes in Phila-

delphia.

The electric light plant of 500 lights of the rubber

company at Colchester, Ct,, furnished by the Edison
United Manufacturmg company of New York, is giving

satisfaction.

The Heisler Electric Light company of St. Louis, Mo.,

has received an order for a central station plant in Michigan

City, Ind., which will be completed and in running order

before Christmas.

Another 500 light dynamo has been shipped by the Heis-

ler Electric Light company of St. Louis, Mo., to its Matte-

awan station on the Hudson River in New York state. This

makes the third dynamo for that station.

The Boonville, N. Y., Elec ric Light & Power company
has been incorporated. The capital stock is $10,000. The
term of existence of the company is fifty years. The fol-

lowing are the trustees for the first year: Milton J. Hoyt,
W. B Johnson, F. A. Wiliard. H. A. Bentley, Charles E.

Thompson and A. J. Schweinsberg.

Last Sunday night for the first time the new white lights,

composed of twenty-four incandescent electric lamps, each

of 30 candle power, were displayed from the inshore

water-works crib. The lights are sixty-five feet above the

level of the lake, and will hereafter supply a valuable beacon
for lake mariners. In foggy weather a signal bell struck by
electricity will indicate the location of the crib.

J. Geo. Kaelber, general agent for the Heisler Electric

Light company, St. Louis, Mo., has secured a contract for

a central station plant at Buena Vista, Col. Poles are now
being set and the plant will be completed and in working
order in December. The station will combine street and
commercial lighting. The circuit will be S miles long.

The dynamo will be run by water power located about a mile

outside the city.

The ordinance granting the privilege of certain streets to

the Edison Light l^ Power company came up on its first

reading at the meeting of the St. Paul common council,

October 19th, The company propose to put in subways
for the use of their tlectric wires for furnishing light and
power. No exclusive franchise was asked. This, as welt

as the ordinance relating to the Northwestern Telephone
company, was referred to the special committee on sub-

ways.

The Pueblo Gas company at Pueblo, Col., will have its

Heisler plant of 2,000 lights in operation in a few weeks.

The dynamos jiave been shipped and the plant is in course
of construction. Street, commercial and private house
lighting will be furnished. There will be about 15 miles of

circuits. The electrical plant is located at the gas works.
A railroad switch :onnects with the works, and coal is deliv-

ered in front of the boilers. Armington & Sims and Ball

engines are to be used.

That portion of the business of the Julien Electric com-
pany which belongs particularly to train service has been
taken by a new company, the Railway Electric Light-

ing & Signal company. The business of car lighting will

be pushed forward, and some new applications of electricity

will be introduced. An electric train signal is now offered.

This is an idea which naturally follows the introduction of
electricity on the train for lighting, as the pneumatic train

signal followed the use of the air brake.

Edgar G. Jones of Baltimore, Md., representing the
Heisler electric light system, was in the city a short time
ago, says a Sault Ste Marie paper. Pie came up for the
purpose of submitting a proposition to the Canadian Soo to

put in an electric light plant. His proposition was received
so favorably that a committee consisting of Mayor Biggings,
P. C, Campbell and Thos, Collins was sent to St. Louis
and one or two other places, to examine the light at those
points, and report to the council the result of its in-

vestigation.

An agreement has been entered into by the Hillsboro,
Ohio, cily council and the gas company, by which the city

is to be lighted with electricity, by the Thomson-Houston
system. The company propose to furnish 6c lights of
2,000 candle power each, which will illuminate the city,

while private consumers will have the choice of either in-

candescent I'ght or gas. The two systems are to be ope-
rated by a 100 horse power engine running the two dyna-
mos. The contract is for five years, at $1,250 per year.
The city building is to be lighted free.

William Seafert .V Co., of 159 La Salle street, Chicago,
111 , are manufacturing a new dynamo of both the arc and
incandescent type. The dynamo is reversible, and may be
used as a generator or motor. Much is promised in the
way of automatic regulation. A new principle is em-
nloyed, the simph; lilting of a delicately poised lever af-

fecting the entire regulation without loss or waste of ener-

gy. Among the claims made arc the following: "In
this system ihe current is always so regulated and con-
tiolled that energy is never produced beyond the require-
ment of the external circuit. The generator automatically
adjusts itself to any load which the external circuit may be
carrying. The brushes always ride at the points of best
action, permitting the full strength of current to How

from the armature to points in the circuit where it is re-

quired for useful work. The energy required in the ex-

ternal circuit is made the limit of output in the generator "

The question of electric lighting in Medford, Mass.
came up before the board of selectmen again last week.
By a unanimous vote a contract was closed with the Maiden
Electric Light company fi^r 200 incandescent lights and
twenty arc lights, the latter and forty of the incandescent
lights to be furnished immediately, and the remainder of

the 200 incandescent lights to be furnished before spring.

All the other lighting in town is to be by oil lamps fur-

nished by the same company, and the whole system of
lighting to be furnished at the rate of $7,000 per year for a
term of three years.

Manager GifTord, of the Louisville Telephone com-
pany, is protesting against the electric wires on Green
street. He says that the wires have been attached to his

poles, and that they interfere materially with his telephone
wires, causing a buzzing and roaring in the ear piece

which, to a great extent, interferes with the working of
the instruments. He adds that, should one of the elec-

tric light wires break and fall across a telephone wire, there

would be imminent danger of great damage to his system
in the way of burning up his instruments, setting the cen-

tral office on fire, etc., etc, A Louisville paper says ihe
wires will probably be removed.
At a meeting of the Buffalo, N. Y., common council,

October 22d, the comptroller stated that he had received

from the three local electric light companies bids for elec-

tric illumination for the coming year at 45 cents per lamp
per night, a reduction of 2^ cents per lamp per night upon
last year's prices; and from the three local gas companies
bids to furnish the gas for city use at $1.30 per thousand, a
reduction of 5 cents per thousand on last year's prices.

The bids were referred to the committee on lamps. Peti-

tions were received asking that the electric light and tele-

phone poles on Elmwood avenue, between North street

and Forest avenue, be removed.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office of the
city clerk of Kalamazoo, Mich,, until 2 o'clock p. m. , on
Friday, Nov. 16, 18S8, for furnishing to the city of
Kalamazoo a complete electric plant outfit and apparatus
for lighting the streets of the city with electricity, includ-

ing everything necessary for the purpose, except building
and ground, which will be provided by the city. The
power to be furnished to be 175 horse power, and the
capacity of dynamos to be sufficient for 150 arc lamps of

2,ooo candle power each; extent of circuit, 35 miles, with

150 double lamps. Bids must beaccompanied with a deposit

of $1,000 as a guarantee of the good faith of the bidder.

Prof. E. Wollny of Munich, has experimented on the
effect of electric currents of different intensities and
characters on the growth of plants. Small plats of about
four metres square were provided, and were separated by
plates penetraring twenty-five centimeters intothesoil. On
the two sides of one of these beds, plates of zinc were
sunk, the dimensions being thirty cenf'meters by two
meters They were connected by an insulated wire, with
five Meidinger cells in the circuit. Another inclosure had
an alternating current constantly sent across it, while in a
third there were simply buried a copper and zinc plate

connected above the earth by an insulated wire. The
three inclosures were therefore subjected to different con-

ditions—to a weak direct current, to a comparatively
jtrong direct current, and to an alternating current.

Several specimens of grain, potatoes, carrots, etc., were
planted, and were subjected to the action of the currents

until they reached maturity. Comparing them with plants

grown under ordinary conditions, the result to which
Professor Wollny is led is, that electricity, whether under
the form of continuous currents of different intensities or

of alternating currents, exerts no influence on the vegetation
of plants.

An article credited to the Paper Trade Journal on the

electric light for paper mills is going the rounds of the

press. It is reprinted here to show how skillfully the writer

sets up men of straw only to knock them down again, and
to afford a bit of humorous reading to electricians. We
will not discuss the article any further than to state that

the first conclusion reached by the writer that it is the

quantity of electricity which "ties a man into knots and
twists him into sausages" is totally erroneous, as can be
easily and practically demonstrated: "Electric lighting is

the 'proper caper' for iSSS paper mills, and unless elec-

tric light currents are kept where they belong, they will set

things on fire. It is not the high pressure electricity which
ties a man into knots and twists him into sausages; it is not

this quality of electricity which sets the mill on fire. It is

the quantity of electricity which does it. If two wires

touch each other, and two or three hundred amperes of

current turned on, and wires are unable to carry all the

current at their points of contact, they get red hot, then
white hot, and fuse together or burn entirely up. While
the while heat business is going on, any inflammable sub
stance near by is pretty apt to get burned, and if it is wood
work of wall, ceiling or floor, the fire department has a call.

When an electric light wire gets near enough to a pulley

the insulation will be worn off. Perhaps nothing further

will happen, but if there be another place somewhere else

in the mill, perhaps beyond a dozen lamps, where the wire

again touches another pulley, then the electricity, a large

part of it, will leave the lamps and go through the pulley,

the line of shafting, and through the other pulley lo the

wire again. Where the wire and the pulley touch heat will

be developed. If the current be large enough the wire

will be melted at these points and fire will occur, if anything
inflammable is within reach. Thus may a fire occur, but I

never knew of one to originate in that manner. Two wires

coming in direct contact without insulation often cause fire.

A defective switch or cut out sometimes gets on fire, but

the most common way is for the electric light wires to get

into contact with telephone or telegraph wires in two or

more places. In this manner fire may occur, and in case

arc light circuits are thus tapped the fire may break out in

some other mill than the one wherein the wires were crossed
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A good deal of system and little nonsense will enable the

electric light to be used in all places with perfect safety.

There is no known substance which electricity will not

burn up, if the conditions are right, and it will not pay to

give that agent a chance to play any monkey tricks with

our buildings. If steam or water is sent around in pipes,

there are plenty of methods by which the doings of steam
or water are made visible; but wiih electricity nobody
knows when he "has got it and when he hasn't got it," and
care is necessary, or you will get electricity when you don't

want it, and fire will get your mill."

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
A street railway is to be built at Sterling, 111. The pro-

jectors have not yet decided whether they will employ
horses or electric power.

The Van Depoele company of Chicago recently sold to

the Rockford Electric Power company another motor. The
company is supplying power almost to the extent of its

capacity.

The cars for the Sacramento electric road have been
shipped from Philadelphia. Three miles and a half of

road are in running order. The Sacramento Electric Light

company will furnish power to charge the batteries in the

cars.

The Sprague Motor company sold last week a lo horse

power motor to I he lozca Stah- Rt-gistcr, a 5-horse power to

the Western Lithograph company, a 3-horse power to

Cheshire Bros., of Des Moines, through their local agent,

H. O. Woodruff.

Robert McCulloch, vice-president and general manager
of the Benton-Beliefontaine line. St. Louis, was interviewed

recently on electric motors for street cars. He was said to

look upon the system with much favor, and his talk carried

with it the inference that he considered it as the coming

power.

The Short electric system on the Broadway line, St.

Louis, will be given a start December ist and will continue

daily until the ist of March following; and if by that time

its success is proven, it will be put in working order on that

line as soon as possible There is some fear, however, that

the overhead wire system may not be readily permitted by

the city authorities on the streets.

Work on the electric railroad to the Wyatt Park addition

to St. Joseph, Mo., is progressing in a manner that is more
than satisfactory to the projectors of that enterprise. The
power house at Thirty-first and Lafayette streets has been

completed, and a large portion of the machinen,' has been

placed in position. More than one-half of the track has

been laid, and the calculation now is that the whole of it

will be completed by December ist.

The bridge which connects Omaha and Council Bluffs

was opened Oct. 30, and the event was appropriately cele

brated. One of the most interesting features was the op-

eration of the Thomson-Houston electric railway, which

crosses the bridge The road was successful in every par-

ticular, and citizens of both cities are enthusiastic over it.

Eighieea cars are operated. One of the directors of the

Thomson-Houston electric road at Des Moines was pres-

ent, and inspected the road carefully. He found it satis-

factor)'^ in every particular, and £,ays he can hardly wait until

his own road is in operation.

E. T- Martin, representing the Sprague Electric Railway
& Motor company, who has been here for some time past,

left for Chicago last night, says a Decatur, III
,
paper. He

has been consulting with Messrs. Roberts, Green, Miller,

Park and other geatlemen, with a view of establishing an

electric railway in Decatur. It is his intention to return

here next week, when he will invite the council and repre-

sentatives of the press to accompany him to Lafayette and

witness the working of the line there. He believes there

is ample room here for the improvement, and if the gentle-

men with whom he -has conversed are indisposed to take

hold of the matter, there are plenty of outside capitalists

willing to push it.

The New England agents of the Sprague Electric Rail-

way & Motor company in Boston, Blake & Sawyer, have re-

cently installed a Sprague motor for a new and interesting

application. The motor, which is i horse power, is geared

to an apparatus used in massage treatment. The operator,

instead of personally rubbing and thumping the patient,

now simply guides the operation of the machine, and elec-

tricity does the rest. Some time ago the Sprague company
installed a half horse power motor for the same purpose,

which has been giving very good satisfaction. The appli-

cation of motors to this work is believed to be original, and
whether it opens up a large field for electric motors in the

future or not, it is but one more point of the adaptability of

the motor to all varieties of work.

Among the new applications of motors which have been

made during the past week by the Sprague Electric Railway

& Motor company of New York, may be mentioned two,

which are quite interesting. One of these is at the Wam-
sutla mills in New Bedford, Mass.. in which the electric

motor is run from the isolated Edison plant in use in the

mill, and is used for hoisting purposes The other is at the

Laurel Lake mills at Fall River, Mass., where a 3 horse

power motor, also run from the lighting circuit, is used for

operating slashers. The advantages of distributing power
electrically in mills are many, and are sure to increase the

use of motors as they become more well known among mill

owners. The power is brought to the point of use upon a

cold, immovable and easily bent wire, which can be extended
to points inaccessible to any mechanical connection. The
efficiency of transmitting power by this method is quite or

greater in most cases than by belts and shafting, and the

saving in insurance rates is quite considerable.

A Nebraska City, Neb., correspondent writer. Colonel

S. N Stewart, the pontoon bridge builder, has in oper-

ation near his bridge a machine which he calls the "river

horse." It is very simple, being merely a system of pad-

dles revolving on a shaft, and operated entirely by the cur-

rent of the river. The one on exhibition is of about three

horse power, but the colonel says this can be increased to

300 or 500 horse power, as desired. He has sold a patent

on this machine to Austrian parties, and it is now in ex

tensive use on the Danube, His idea is to locate a large

electric motor here, and distribu'e the power over the city

wherever it may be needed. Pie offers the use of his patent

to any company for the next two years free if they will

locate here. The cost of the machine is less per horse

power than an engine would be, and once in operation can
be run for absolutely nothing. Colonel Stewart is called

a crank by many of the people here, but he has demon-
strated by his success that he is a very level-headed one.

Peoria, III., wants electric railways, and is jealous be-

cause Bloomington will have the better motive power. The
Vtor\2. Journal sscys: "The street railways of Bloomington
are to have electricity as the motive power. Everything
has been arranged, and the new system is to be adopted

immediately. Plere in Peoria we have been trying to get

it adopted, but the common council stands in the way. and
will not allow the improvement to be made. It would em-
ploy a great many men and necessitate an expenditure of a

couple of hundred thousand dollars, most of it for labor,

and yet a few members of the common council oppose
granting the franchise It is a most foolish and unwise
policy. We ought to welcome everything in the shape of

an improvement, and especially one that adds to the facility

of people getting about. We shall in the end, we suppose,

adopt electricity, but it willbe only when every other city

has it, and when we shall lose all the advantages of the ad-

vertisement. If the council had acted properly in the

matter, we should now be running our street cars by means
of this system."

The East Cleveland Street Car company has expended
^150,000 in introducing the electric system. Secretary Ev-
erett, when asked if his company expected to ultimately

run all its cars by electricity, said: "Just as soon as this

system is proved to be a success we will begin making prep-

arations for running our cars right through to the square by
electricity, not only on the Euclid and Cedar avenue lines,

but on the Garden street loute as well. This we hope to

accomplish within a year, and I will venture to predict that

before five years have elapsed every street car in the coun-
try will be run by electricity. The traffic is becoming so

great that it is no longer possible to take care of it with

horses. There are being used in this city to-day 2,700

street car horses, 700 of which will be killed or rendered

useless during the next year. This is cruelty to animals

with a vengeance, and I think that out of regard for the

poor brutes, if for no other reason, all street car companies
will endeavor to adopt the electric motor or someT)ther me-
chanical arrangement for propelling cheir cars." The new
motor cars, some of which have already arrived from
Brooklyn, N. Y., are very elegant in finish and design,

being illuminated with incandescent electric lights, and
fitted up in most elaborate style. There will be fifteen of

them. The company has a large number of men busily

engaged upon new cars at its shops in Cleveland, and after

this year it is hoped that all the running stock may be built

in Cleveland.

A representative of the motor business writes to the

Western Electrician as follows: "Electric light com-
panies have come to realize that it is for their interest to

consider the efficiency of the motors, sold by motor manu-
facturers to the customers renting power. As several electric

light companies have learned by experience, where
power is sold at so much per horse power, the

efficiency of motors plays a very important part so far as

their coal piles are concerned, whether on a 220
volt circuit, it requires 35 amperes or 50 amperes to develop

5 horse power on the pulley of the motor. Two prominent
electric light companies selling power, for their own pro-

tection now require that motors placed on their circuits shall

have a certain efficiency. Therefore we might suggest to

the manufacturers of motors that in their zeal to meet and
beat competitors in the matter of price, they may lose sight

of electrical and mechanical efiiciencies to the detriment of

their own and their competitors' business, and indirectly

the electric light companies' interests. While we should

like to see the cost of production reduced, believing that

more motors could be sold, yet, as compared with gas,

engines and steam engines and boilers, the selling price of

electric motors per actual horse power delivered per machine
is less, and for that reason in place of reducing prices, we
would recommend motor manufacturers to aim at greater

perfection of manufacture, and pay more attention to

switches and plugs in the installation of machines."

THE TELEPHONE.
The conduits for the telephone wires in the business sec-

tion of Buffalo have been completed at an expense of

!^2O0,0OO,

At Boston, Oct 24th, the directors of the New England
Telegraph lV Telephone company declared the regular

quarterly dividend of 75 cents per share. The report

for the quarter ended September 30th shows gross receipts

$288,863, increase of same quarter last year $33,007; ex-

penses $210,070, increase $35,333; net earnings $78,793,
decrease $2,326; surplus for the quarter $44,424, decrease

S35.540,

The St. Paul Chamber of Commerce has been investi-

gating the telephone rates between Minneapo is and St. Paul
At a recent meeting the investigating committee reported
that no reduction from the present rate could be looked for.

The telephone company represented to the committee that

their interurban is only a part of their extra urban business,

much of which is unprofitable, and part of which is con-
ducted at a positive loss. They, therefore, maintain that

the maintenance of the present rates between the two cities

is necessary to offset their losses in other directions, and to

make their interurban business as a whole fairly profitable.

THE TELEGRAPH.
A letter has been sent by the direction of the Inter-slate

Commerce commission to the railroad and telegraph compa-
nies affected by the act placing the telegraph lines of the
jail oads which received government aid under the control
of the commission requiring them to file with the Inter-
state Commerce commission copies of contracts an'l certain

other information lelative to the use of these telegraph
lines.

The railway telegraph operators on lines centering at

Fargo, D. T., organized, October 20th, a division of the

Order of Railway Telegraphers, with fifty charter members
and the following officers: Chief telegrapher, W. G.
Hunter. Fargo; assistant chief. W, T. Eerner, Fargo; sec-

retary and treasurer, W^. M. Richmond, Glyndon; senior
telegrapher, C. L- ^Vynn, Fargo; junior, J. J. McGrevy,
Haggert; inside sentinel, G. M. Coppersmith, Lestonville;

outside sentinel, O J. Mohstertagen, Winnipeg Junction;
correspondent, A. F. Sheehan, Fargo; past chief, V. M.
Lord, Spiritwcod.

The decision rendered by Judge Allyn yesterday in the
District court here against the Pacific Postal Telegraph
company will lead to the chopping down of the poles, if

the Northern Pacific company requires it, unless the Su-
preme court interferes, says a dispatch from Tacoma, W.
T. Judge Allyn dissolved the injunction granted by a
former judge of the court in 1SS6 against the Northern
Pacific Railroad, restraining them interfering with
the Pacific Postal Telegraph company in the con-
stiuction of its telegraph line along the railroad company's
right of way from Balama to Portland. The court, in

dismissing the injunction, quoted numerous authorities,

and declared that, in accord with well-settled principles ap-
plicable to rights of way and titles thereto, and also keep
ing in view due regard to the rights of the railroad com
pany as declared in the act under consideration, it followed
that the bill must be dismissed, and the injunction dis-

solved.

A New York dispatch says there has lately been in-

vented a new system of synchronism, which, it is

claimed, will make it cheaper to telegraph messages than
to mail them. Dr. J. Harris Rogers, of Washington, is

the inventor, and he claims that the world will be almost
revolutionized by its discovery. The new system. Dr.
Rogers says, reduces the English alphabet to len elemen-
tary characters. 1 he messages are prepared by means of

a machine resembling a typewriter, and manipulated in

the same manner with the use of ten keys—one for each
character—any message desired can be written. Dr.
Rogers for the past four years or more has been at %vork

trj ing to perfect synchronism . Its application is to make two
wheels— one at each end of the lire—revolve simultan-

eously. According to Dr. Rogers over 200 words can be
transmitted in a minute by his new system. A test of his

new apparatus was held on Tuesday afternoon, and a

message of seventy-six words sent over in twenty-five sec-

onds and printed on a tape in plain Roman characters.

The inventor says that he can by this system make one
wire do the work ihat ten do now by the system in vogue.

Personal Paragraphs.
William R. Rathvon of Denver, Col., was in the city

last week.

Professor F. B. Badt, formerly a Chicagoan, is back in

the city on a flying visit.

Manager Hill of th-e Hill Clutch works of Cleveland, O.,

has been in Chicago for several days.

A. Bournonville. representing A. F. Moore & Co. of

Philadelphia, was in Chicago last week.

H. O. Woodruff has been appointed superintendent and
L. G. Nilson electrician of the Des Moines Edison Light
company.

Captain Thompson and Frank B. Trout, manager of the

Woodward Electrical company of Detroit, Mich., were in

the city last week,

R. T. McDonald, general manager of the Fort Wayne
Jenney Electric Light company, Fort Wayne, Ind., was in

Chicago several days last week.

It is announced that the executors of the late Sir William
Siemens have placed the preparation of his biography in

the hands of Dr. William Pole, who was a personal friend

of Sir William and his family. The work will be pub-
lished shortly in one volume, and will be followed by other

volumes, containing reprints of Sir William's most impor-

tant scientific papers, lectures and addresses.

Miscellaneous Notes.

A lecture on electricity was delivered before the Y. M. C.

A of Springfield, O., October 23d, by Mr. Chubbuck of

that city. The address proved so instructive that a second
address on the same subject will soon be given.

The telegraph, telephone and electric light companies are

making arrangements to lay their conduits under ground in

Cleveland. The wires will first be placed under the streets,

on Superior hill. Water and River. Permits for tearing up
the pavements have been issued.

The following story, of which the details were doubtless

manufactured by a fertile brain, comes from New Plaven,

Conn.: When a clerk in Brown's meat and fish market, on
Grand avenue, accidentally laid his hand on a big cleaver,

he received an electric shock that caused a strong prickling

sensation to pass through his system. It was ascertained

that through some disarrangement of the electric light wires

the store was thoroughly charged with electricity. A crowd
quickly gathered, and Mr. Brown, being of a jovial dispo-

sition, determined to have some fun. On one of the hooks
of the rack back of the meat bench hung the carcass of a

lamb. A stout Irishman came in that moment and inquired

the price of a shoulder. Mr. Brown offered the whole

iamb to him if he would remove it from the hook and carry
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it off. Pat put his sturdy shoulder under the carcass, threw

his arms around it and tried to lift it. The shock he got

nearly threw him to the floor. A basket of oysters stood

leaning against the wall and touched a water pipe. A
young man came in to buy a peck, and was told to help

himself. He lifted one, and dropped it with a howl. A
barrel of cabbages was also charged with the electricity.

When Mr. Brown told a woman who wanted one that she

might have it and welcome, as she was an old customer,

she swooped down on the barrel and picked out the nicest

head that she could see. She will not touch another if you
offer to pay her for it. She set up a screeching and groan-

ing and rushed through the jeering crowd out of sight, and
Mr. Brown sadly contemplated the fact that he had lost her

trade. Just at this time a lineman came along and soon
found out where the trouble was. It took him a few min-

utes only to 'epair the wire, and business was resumed.

Mr. Brown says it was the biggest night's trade he ever

had.

Business Mention.

The Central Electric company report that orders are rain-

ing in upon them.

The Sioux City Foundry and Machine Works have ob-

tained the contract for furnishing the engine for driving the

printing machinery in the new Pioneer-Press building, St.

Paul.

The Holland & Thompson Manufacturinc; company of

St. Paul, Minn., are starting the manufucture of dynamos,
electric motors and a- c lamps. It is said tests indicate

that the machines have high efficiency.

Edw. P. AUis & Co. of Milwaukee. Wis., will be pre-

pared to distribute their iSSg calendar the latter part of this

month. The circulation is gratuitous, but is limited to

those who make application for it. Consequently those

who wish the calendar should send their address to Edw.
P. AUis & Co.

F. E. Degenhardt, Chicago manager of the Standard
Underground Cable company of Pittsburgh, Pa., reports the

sale of 5,000 feet of loo wire aerial cable, number co wire,

to the Cleveland, O., Telephone company, and g,500 feet

of cable, number i8 wire, to the Central Union Telephone
company for Des Moines, la. With this order go 9,000
one piece hangers, A still larger order is given by the city

of Chicago for five miles of electric light cable equipped

with the Acheson protective device.

The appended mechanical fable, said to be founded on
fact, is unique as well as interesting:

A Yankee Woodchuck was in the hollow wooden ware
business in opposition to a Canadian Wolf. The Wood-
chuck imported Canadian lumber and exported butter

bowls, underselling the W^olf in the Canadian market.

Tiring of this, the Wolf sent a spy to the Woodchuck's
factory and received a glowing account of the wonderful,

fast, light-running machinery, which whisked out a dozen

bowls to the Canadian Mill's one. After months of con-

servative deliberation, the Wolf, concluding not to be

beaten, went down to the metropolis for a model plant.

After learning much of the standard practice, and finding

what he supposed was needed, he purchased an outfit which
turned out his product at a much reduced cost, but still the

Woodchuck was underselling him in the Canadian market.

After much thought, another visit to the Yankee mill not

only revealed the fact that the Woodchuck had refitted with
new machinery throughout, but that the Wolf had pur-

chased the Woodchuck's second-hand plant.

Moral: If you cannot afford to buy a Westinghouse
compound engine, your competitors can.

The Sioux City Foundry & Machine works of Sioux
City, la., since its incorporation in 18S4, when additional

facilities and improvements were introduced, has been doing
a large and growing business. The works are among the

best equipped in the northwest, and for years the com-
pany has been supplying to a large extent of territory tribu-

tary to Sioux City. It has been the aim of the management
to increase in every way possible the efficiency of every de-

partment, and during the past six months additional im-

provements have been made in the machinery and equip-

ments in the different departments. The company has now
one of the best equipped pattern shops in the west, all of

the tools being new and of the most improved design. It

has also equipped a large drawing room and a large sales-

room for the display of the goods of its own manufacture,
also those for it they is the general western agent. Exten-
sive improvements have been made in both boiler shop and
machine shop by the addition of new and heavy machinery
specially adapted to the line of work the company has se-

eectcd as a specialty, viz., the building of high grade auto-

malic engines of both the Corliss and single valve type, it

Ihaving been deemed wise to discontinue the building of the

ordinary slide valve and cheaper grades of engines, simply
handling them for eastern builders, and confining its at-

tention and directing all its facilities to the production of a

high class of goods, feeling that it was impossible to com-
bine both the high grade and the cheaper grade of engines
in the same works. It is the intention to make the boiler

shop one of the largest and best equipped in the west, and
to turn out work second to none in the country; at the same
time declining to compete with the cheaper grades of eastern

work which arc offered at such extremely low prices as to

make it impossible to furnish first-class goods. The com-
pany is now erecting in its machine shop a large overhead
traveling crane of about three tons' capacity, which will fur-

nish the best facilities for handling heavy work in and out
of the larger machine toots, and for putting up and taking
down engines; also for loading the engines <:omplete for

shipment. In addition lo the manufacture of high grade
automatic engines, the company is now handling a full line

of engines built by the Erie Engine works, Cleveland &
Ilardwicke, pro[)rielors. The company is general western
agent for the Miller duplex steam pumps, especially adapted
to boiler feeding; also western agent for the Shipman oil

engines. It also carries in its salesroom a stock of belling,

packing, brass goods and steam and mill supplies, generally

being able to fill all orders for the same on short notice.

While much of the time during the past summer has been
spent in improving the works and putting them in shape

suited to its special business, the company has in addi-

tion furnished a large number of outfits for driving grain

elevators, electric lighting plants and flouring mills, and is

prepared at any time to furnish bids on such specifications

as may be submitted forthe complete equipment of motive

power plants from one to 500 horse power; also steam
boiler plants alone of any size or capacity for waterworks

stations and the like It has recently issued some new
printed matter descriptive of the new goods it manufactures
and handles, which will be sent on application.

Telephone Stock Quotations.
Chicago. 338 340
Central Union 47 4S
Michigan 81 82
Great Southern 34 37
Colorado 43 46
Rocky Mountain Bell 41 43
Cumberland 68 70
Wisconsin 116 118
Bell of Missouri 150 155
Iowa Union 28 29
Missouri and Kansas 70 71

Chicago was visited by a storm of unusual violence, Oc-
tober iSth. Lightning struck in several places, but occa-
sioned but little damage.

Electrical Patents.

Issued October 30, 1888,

391,783. Automatic Electric Heat Regulator. William
A. Connelly, Boston, Mass

3gi,7q2. Electric Railway. Isaac W Heysinger, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

The invention relates to crossing one electric rail-

way with another at full speed, and to the construction
of the elect! ic conducting leads, and the supports
therefor. There are twenty three claims.

391,793. Motor Car for Electric Railways. Isaac W.
Heysinger, Philadelphia, Pa.
The invention consists more especially in the man

ner of applying the motive power of the motor dynamo
to the traction wheel of a motor car.

391.797. Electric Motor. Walter E. Hyer, Newbury
NY. / 6.

391,815. Manufacture of Incandescent Lamp Filaments
James W. Packard, New York, N. Y.

391. S16 Flashing Apparatus for Carbon Filaments.
James W. Packard, New York. N. Y.
The apparatus includes the vacuum chamber, a cir-

cuit containing the carbon strip and a circuit breaker
in said circuit, controlled by a quantity of mercury and
a tube which has one end emersed in the mercury and
the other end opening into the vacuum chamber ar-
ranged to automatically control the flow of vapor or
fluid into said chamber from which the air is being ex
hausted

391,820 Method of and Apparatus for Dissipating Elec
tricity in Delivering Sheets from Printing Machines.
William C. Rossney, Hyde Park, and Charles L.
Hunt, Boston, Mass.

391,839 Individual Signaling Apparatus for Telephones.
Edward Davis, Boston, Mass.
The first claim reads: "i. A circuit wheel con-

stantly urged by mechanical means to revolve in 1 he
same direction, in combination with an electrically
actuated escapment, whereby it is controlled during a
fractional part of a revolution, and another escape-
ment operated by said wheel, whereby its motion is

governed as to speed during the remainder of its revo-
lution."

391.853. Cut-Out for Electric Circuits. Henry C. Mc-
Dill, Fort Worth, Tex.

391, 85s. Circuit Closing Mechanism, Charles E. One--
ley, New York, N. Y.

391,917 Detac'iable Circuit Closing Device for Electric
Bells and Annunciators. James D. Randall, Mem-
phis, Tenn.

391,923. S)stemand Apparatus for Electrical Distribution.
Marmaduke M. M. Slattery, Woburn, Mass.
The invention consists in a system of electric distri-

bution at lo\ tension from a circuit of higher tension
of substantially constant current, so as to allow of
economy of wiring and flexibility of distribution and
manipulation of the light or energy delivered; and it

consists mainly in a disposition and arrangement of the
circuits with reference to and in combination with ap-
paratus or means for regulating and protecting the
devices for utilizing the current. It compiises as its
chief features a number of multiple branch circuits,
each containing a translating device or devices, such
multiples or groups being operated in series, a number
of resistance multiple branch circuits, also in series,
but in parallel arc with said multiples of translating
devices, and conductors between said multiples, to-
gether with mechanism for protecting said multiples
or groups from injury by reason of undue access of
current thereto, and also for varying, if desired, the
quantity of cm-rent supplied to said translating de-
vices. The fourth claim is as follows: "The herein
described means for varying the degree of incandescence
of mcandcscent larps operated in aseriesof multiples,
consisting in a second .series of multiples in a parallel
arc with the lamp multiples, each branch thereof con
taming a suitable resistance, and a manual switch in
series with said resistance circuits for opening and
closing same at will."

391,943. Electric Switch or Cut-Out. Waldo C. Bryant.
Waterbury, Conn.

391.954. Regulator for Dynamo Electric Machines.
Stephen D. Field, Yonkers, N. Y.

1 he object of the invention is to provide a sensitive
automatic visual indicator, which will at all times show
whether the brushes are at the position of least spark
or away from it and, if the latter, will show the direc-

tion of movement required to restore them, and the
distance to be moved.
The invention is more particularly intended for ap-

plication to electric locomotives and cars, where an at-

tendant is always present, and will have the indicator
constantly in view, and the adjusting lever under his
his hand ready for instant manipulation in response to
the condition of actual performance,
The fifth claim reads as follows: "In a dynamo

eleclric machine or electric motor, the combination of
the armature, the brushes, a movable holder therefor,
a pole changing switch mechanically connected to said
brush holder, and having a range of adjusting motion
in each direction, and an electrical indicating device
connected by one terminal with one or both said

brushes, and by the other terminal with an intermedi-
ate point of the commutator, whereby the brushes may
be adjusted in either position by the switch lever with-
out preventing the operation of the indicating device."

391,969 Electric Self Winding Clock. Vitalis Himmer
New York, N Y.

392,018. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Victor R.
Emerson, New York, N. Y.
The invention consists in the combination, with a

magnetic needle or its equivalent, of two coils or con-
ductors arranged to act oppositely upon said needle,
so as to tend to turn the same .in opposite directions,
and proper mechanism for changing the relative posi-
tion of either or both of the coils to the needle, so as
to permit a balance of inductive actions to be estab-
lished when different currents are flowing in said coils.

Claim six reads, "The combination, with the
needle, of the two coils arrranged to act upon the same
oppositely, and each mounted upon a suitable support,
whereby its distance from the needle may be in-

creased."

392.033. Telephony. William W. Jacques, Newton,
Mass.
The invention relates to the use of a metallic of

double wire main circuit, the two wires of which con-
stitute the direct and return wires for telephonic util-

ization, and an earth branch at both ends, with which
the telegraph sending and receiving instruments are
connected. The telephonicorganization thusas a whole
comprehends receiving and transmitting instruments
at each station included in the metallic circuit while
the telegraphic organization as a whole included
the two wires of the metallic circuit, the attached earth
branch at both ends, and the telegraphic instruments
included in the earth branches.
The first claim is given: "In a system of simul-

taneous telephony and telegraphy, a metallic circuit

including telephonic instruments, provided at its ends
with earth branches including telegraphic sending and
receiving instruments, and a Muirhead condenser

''

392.034. Electrical Switch. Orville B. Johnson, St.

Johnsbury, Vt.

392,080. Electrode for Secondary Batteries. George H,
Stout, New York, N. Y.

392.090 Electric Distribution by Alternating Currents.
Carl Zipernowsky, Euda-Pesth, Maximilian Deri,
Vienna, and Otto T. Blathy, Buda-Pesth, Austria-
Hungaiy.
The system comprises the combination of induction

coils with the conductors, one bobbin of which coils is

inserted in the main line of conductors, while the

other bobbin is inserted in the circuit supplying trans-

lating devices and is closed on a suitable resistance,

the curreot through said supply circuit passing through
the resistance and the second bobbin of the induction
coil. In this manner the tension of the alternating

currents is regulated.

392 103. Electric conductor. Henry F. Campbell, Con-
cord, N. H.

392,114 Apparatus for Electrical Distribution. George
B. Fraley, San Francisco, Cal.

392, 1 27 Insulator for Electrical Conductors. John C.

Love, Philadelphia, Pa. The invention is especially

designed for mounting electrical conductors in con-

duits for electrical railways and relates to the means
for insulating the line conductors. The ninth claim

is: "The combination of a conduit, an insulating

block having an opening through it, and a support for

the block with an electrical conductor having a tongue
to secure it in the block, the said tongue being pro-

vided with a pin to connect it electrically to the con-

duit '

392.158. Method of Connecting Filaments to Leading-in
Wires Hermann Lemp, Lynn, Mass. The method
claimed consists in placing the body to be connected
in proximity to the filament and then depositing car-

bon upon the said tilament until it engages the second

body.

392.159. Apparatus for Mounting Filaments of Incan-
descent Lamps. Hermann Lemp, Lynn, Mass.
The machine is intended to be used in making the

joint between the ends of the carbon filament and
the leading-in wiie by deposition of carbon at the

joint.

392.163. Incandescent. Eugene Moreau. Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Feb. 20, 1S88.

391,167. Automatic Electric Switch. Isaiah L. Roberts,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Standard Electaical Test Instruments,

Ammeters and Voltmeters of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY ?iE^ SPRING.
cARPje:.«Tii;B, uabtuaikiv & go.,

Calvaiiometers, Bridges and Rheostats liy all the Prominent Makers.

CA.I.I. A'Sn KXAMINE.

J'ek.iaa.Gis w . Qiaeen. cfej Co-
924 Chestnut It., Philadelphia.

GARLOCK'S RING PACKINGS
Sectional Ring

AlTD

Elastic Ring.

The Best Packing

Made

For High Speed Engines

THE GARLOCK PACKIMfi CO., Palmyra, N. Y.
Send for Circulara and partlcolars to The Garlock Packing Co., Palmyra, N. Y., and Kome, Ga,

# Tlie Electrical

Construction Co.
f,^

>f3 A

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

llNK BELT:

1 1 - 23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS. NEW YORK.

Friction Clutch Pullays

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

BURR& DODGE, 125 N. 51h St., Pliiladelphia.

Investleate Before Buying.

THE "CLJLRK" ISTIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine,

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Under"nTiters' Union, under date of March
29, 1886, he says : "A Thoroughly Reliable and Desixable Wire in Every Respect."

The robber used In Insulating our wires and cables is epeclally chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to he waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold weather
and not affected by beat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.

Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. "We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all

gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Ligbts from stocK. Cables made
to order,

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COIVIPANY,
01 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENRY A. CLARK, General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, EleotricIaB.

smm^ INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,

Manufactured for AIlBIAEi, iSTTBUAIMairE and UKDEBGBOITIIII) USE. OKONITE TAPE for making waterproof jointe.

Sole Manufacturers GANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE GO., 13 Park Row, New York.

BRANCHES:—Cliicap, 42 LaSalle St., Boston, FMlaielBliia, Oinalia, Minneaplis, Cmciiinati, LonisTille, Kansas City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

TBADE MARK.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^dpplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pisher's Qlectric (|)otors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

CXRIC RJLIL-KTJLYS.

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
rMANUFACTURERS OF^

Automatic Electric JJotors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Elecl^rie n|a6hines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, Agent,
154 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAQO,,. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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WE PATENT AND EXPLOIT
In Foreign Coantriea firet-clagB Electrical Inven-
tloDB which are new and ooerativp, and have been
lllu tratfld by mo els and drawings, but not pub-
lished in thl9 country before being t atented
abroad. Ko espenee to the inventor ; ca 1 or write.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,

1007 Opera House Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

FBANCia W. PAKKEE, Solicitor.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF U S.

ELECTEJCAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

J007-8-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

AGENTS WANTED
EVERYWHERE.

FOR ANYTHING

In the Line of

Teueratiire

Reffiilatioii,

iiacesEither Fan
or

Steam Seaters
In Houses, or lor

Special Apparatus,
address

The Snion Aatomatic Beat Begnlating Co.. GLlllBA. Pi.Y.

I. W. COLBURN & CO,
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

Machines for Arc and Incandescent
Rlectric Lighting, Electro -Plating
and Rxperiniental UNe.
Send for large Illnstrated Catalogue, also Hand-

book of Headv 'Reterencp. veat-pockPt edition.

DOYOUROWNISS
IF 25 LIGHTS OR LESS WILL DO IT

J>\a>fnSEND STAMP FOR CIRCULAR
flwWl WHICH WILL TELL YOU,

b'^l'l^I.STu'r^HOUSEorSHOP
CAN D0ITYOUnSELFwiTHOUB»2.B0ouTriT
C E.JONES&. BRO. CINCINNATI O

Protect ^^ Armatures
It is a matter of everyday e.\perience among Elec-

tric Light men that Armatures are frequently burned
out entirely, or seriously injured by the short circuiting

of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

pro'.ected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of

the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System"
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-

dress

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.,

or EI.ECTRICA1.SUPPI.T CO.,
171 Bandolph Street, Chicago.

See letter of recommendation from electrician Chi-
cago_ Arc Light &_Poiver Co., on adcertising page xiii

WESTERN ELECTmCIAH Julu 2S. :

The H. M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms, Cedar Poles.
Posts and lies. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled'Promptly-

Office and 7I111 at Oscoda, miclt.
Exclusive SelJing Agent: Q. A. HiRMODNT. Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,

315 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
—MANTTPACTURERS OF—

Hard Rubber Goods for glectrisal purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KISDS MADE TO OEDEE.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
CfttaloRue and Prices furnished on application.

SOLE AGENT IN THE U.S.

FOR

P. CARDEW'S
PAfENTED

VOLTMETERS
TO READ

30 to BO, 120 or 150 V.

IBy 1 Volt.)

Can be kept continnously In
circuits, eittier alternating or
etrslglit.

Do not Require Recal-
ibrating.

SO to 120 V. Instruments

in Stock, $65.00.

THEO. MACE,
HARRISON. i\I.J.

ALUMINOUS

INCANDESCENT
PATENTED.

With or without

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or shape of bulbs.

LAMPS FITTED TO ANY CAP
THAT MAY BE SUPPLIED.

Special Prices Made for Large Orders.

Vitrite and Lmninoid Co.
Pending Re-orKanization of this Company,

the works are carried, on by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver
HARRISON, N.J.

'

Halt-size Cut of standard Size and Shape.

CHICiVCO OFFICE :

Metropolitan Building, Room 11. 100 I/. 16 C.-P.

DynsLxn-o and. CyliiKier Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery. By reiiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, - 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,,

505 Delaware St.,

KANSAS CITY, - - MO.,
4,iEIVERAI> AGESITS FOR

Patrick & Carter's Bells, Annunciators, Bnrglar Alarms, Etc., Etc.

And are prepared to make nrompt di-liveriea from stock at Manufacturers' PriceB.
We make a apecialt.v of all kinds of Sipplies foi Electric Lighting Companies, and eolicit yonr correB-

pondence. We are now prepared to execute all kinds of Repairing for Dynamos, Lamps,
or Electrical Apparatus of any deacrlptioi , bnd would rtepectfully solicit

orders in this department.

The Standard Carbon Co.,
SUCCESSORS TO THE

BoTJLlton, Cleveland., and. Crvstal Cartoon Companies.
O H.E X^E X* .A. KT 33 , OHIO.

SOHENECTA-DY, N. Y.,
MAinrFACTITRERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords jii£ Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY. General Sales Agent, 19 Dey street. New York.

PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. M. F , Volts 1.44.
Internal Resistance, Ohms, 0.32.

fiatlHfiK-'Uun Oiifiriinti.'('(l.

lIlBlicBt T.iHllinonlnlB.

WIHTK POE ITUCK AM, f.llLOUI-AU TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Street, N. Y,

VHiiMh Hlnimcr, Manager.

TobtlijuliilHoat

California Electrical Works,
Bun Fraoclaco.

WANTED.
Tlirooctpprienfcdmcn bv a cowj)hny whli^li hua

decided tr. add to Itn t>iialnnHH Um. miimfBi-turi: of
.dyniiMi'ip, cJfctric rnolor- ufiil arc lljililB One rnan
aa a Hali.'uman, a ecrnnd ff^r work Id ihn factorv
and the third for olllro work. W(» have Hm iired
rlchtB for th« mamifactiirH ot flllctont machln<;B.
we wleli to have ea'h man take ntniM In ilie com-
pany, which we will n'ciire ai.'alnet Iohb, and on
which will uatiTunU^n divldenclB of 10 ik-f cent,
OIl^nr(^HeDt divldenda are lil^'her than tnat. For
particulars addreBH

HOLLAND & THOMPSON CO.. St. Paul, Minn,

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

/Automatic Engines
l

BOILERS, ETC.
Complete Power Plants Furnisbed

and Erected.
Send por Cataloguh.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Bourns 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

226 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

ATTENTION
Oi" dealers ami others is

oalk'tl to this bell, tlio aa-

vantages ot wlilcb can
readily be seen In Its ad-

justment for regiilatlitetlie

spring which suppoils the
Armaiine- Byslniply turn-

ing a screw the spriDp Is

made to conform to the

HtrenRth of battery current,

one cup of battery will work
It louder and stronyprth'n
will two or thrte others of

illlterent nialie.

We can supply It In either
bracket or box form; It Is

nicely nickeled and put up
In the beat of workmanlike
manner. Prices furidshod
itii application.

KEATING & ROXBURGH,
—MANUPAiJTUKKltS OF—

SouudorH. Roys, Holla, Batlerjos, etc., dealers In all

Hindu Electrical Sui)plle3.
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"C. & C." ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.

90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAND OFFICE; 19 Pearl St., BOSTON.

CHICAGO OFFICE; 185 Dearl)OTii Street.

NEW ORLEANS OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE JLITID IlSrSUI-JLXED -yU^IRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted

Cords for Incandescent Lightlngr, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "KK^ LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTKIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, con n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent. THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT,

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
sendfor Frice-Liat.

| B Cortlandt St.. Telephone Building, N. Y.

Sioux City . Corliss Engine
BUILT BY THE

Sioux City

ENGINE WORKS
Sionx City, Iowa.

BOILERS
—AND—

Steam Power Outfits

for Lighting Stations

' aud Elevators

^^ ^^ ,„^A SPECIALTY.
^g^lg*^^^^ Send for Circular F.

" 33^ State Business.LARGEST ENGINE WORKS
AVest of the 3Iiss!ssippi.

GENl WESTERN AGT8JiS^iLf41kp..xr.l
CIEUITLARS

FREE.

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OP THE

Patent Higli Speed Packingp
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES.

DeliTereil Free on 60 Days' Trial, Satisfaction toanteed, or no Pay.

0. F. ANNETT. Preat. S. F. FEXTO-V, Vice-Prest. aod Treaa. CHAS. SID'S'ET SMITH, Seo'y

Hotel and House ADnunclatora.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments,

Wire and Batteries.

The United Electric Co.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

TELEPHONES
FOR PRIVATE I.IXE!«.

The only Mechanical Te'.ephone which has atocd
the tests and held ont and piven saiisfactory

service for the past eight years.

Send for llluslrated Catalogue and Prices.

EIECTRIC.M GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

El^in'Iekplione and Mrbl Supply Co,,

k.,EiRiii.lll.,r.S.A.

WANTED.
AGENTS for Lord's Boiler Compound. A
chance for Engineers and men on the road.
Also local Agents with means. State pres-
ent occopation. Addrees,

CEO. W. LORD,
31B Union Street, Philadelphia, Pa

TRADE

PRISM GONDA BATTERY
MARK.

Tlie Standard OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY of the World.

GoNDA Prism Chll Cojiplbtb.

The great merits of tliis battery have brought out a
number of infriogements and worthless imitations. Beware
of them.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.

149 West 18th Street, New York. Gonda's Cakbon, Zinc and Jae
COTIB.
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CEO. WESTINCHOUSE, Jr., President.

H. M. BYLLESBY, Vice-Pres't and CenM Manager.
P. H. ALEXAHDER, General Agent.

CEO. H. LEWAR8, Secretary and Treasurer.
C. H. BARNEY, Auditor.
J. M. ROBERTSON, General Sup rintendent.

s«wtt«*^^''^'-*/c CO.

^\^

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

la:\a^<sf<il*ti>)'ikl'U>t(>li<4>'>iri

SAWYER INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LAMP.
HIGH EFFICIENCY. LONG LIFE

LAMPS MADE

NO BLACKENING.

PRICES GREATLY

SOCKETS

ALL

MANUFACTURES
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The Thofflson-Hoiiston Electric Railway Syslem.

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS RECENTLY PURCHASED

ALL THE VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Sixteen Roads in Daily Operation Dnder the Thomson-Houston and Van Depoele Patents.

ALL MATERIAL 18 J!f^OW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project

above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Van Depoele patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of.

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS i ELECTRICAL EQDIPMENTS FDRMISHED FOR MINIHG i OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Irxformatioii and. Estiraates A.ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
178 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE STODDARD CUT-OUT
Patented- SeptemToer 13, iSSt.

-FOTi-

FLBXIBLi: PEIffDANTS.

THE SAFEST, CHEAPEST,

MOST DDRABLfi and ARTISTIC in the MARREr.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
42 LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

GILES JLNXI-lMiLGNEXIC SHIELID
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co. .^

Oenikmen : — Your Anti-Magnetic ^^^g"
Shield for watches cannot be over-esti- /-^"^'"

mated. It is now very near eight months -

that I have worn ray watch, and to-day

it is (without correcting time) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that

I ani every day near dyuamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. 1 could never
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-
one who needs the correct time, should ^
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good :

deal of practical utility, as well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time-

keeper. At present, I look upon a watch
without a shield as a thing incomplete, ^^
and so it is. Very Respectfully, ?

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from al! Electrical and Magnetic dIsturbanceB.
Send for descriptive circular. GILES BROS. & CO. 103

'WrJLXCHES.
*' * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I helieve the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is liliely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-
ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan I know that could succeed.

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time-pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologists

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and fine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of
their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

AMERICAN "WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

State Street, CHICAGO.

DIVIDED POWER
( COSTS TO PirRCHASB 1 vbrsi-s the

SHAFTING ?S1IS T8l\t5£?^l% Westinghouse
( COSTS TO URIVE ) ERMiJlSIJK.

Independent Engines convert their whole
power into merchantable product.

TAKE THE ENGINE TO THE WORK,
NOT THE WORK TO THE ENGINE.

THE ffESTINGHODSE MACHINE CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR CO.,
Repreeented by Roberto Bokeb & Co., City of Mexico, Mex.

Stevens, Corwin & Co., 118 Chambere St., New York City.

Wi h houses in Panama, C. A., Lima, Buenoa Ayres, Guayaquil
and Valparaiso, 8. A.

;
WESTIWGHOUSE. CHUBCH, KERR & CO.

17 Cortlandt Street, New York. 97 Fiftn Avenue, Pittsburgh.

j
156 and l.-^S Lake Street, Chicago.

! 11. R. MrCK.E,E. JR.. & CO. (Rep. W., C, E. t, Co.)

: 608 Chestnut fctreet, Philadelphia.

;
FAIBRANKS & CO.

> 302 & 304 Washington Ave., St. Louis. A12 Union Ave., Kansas
,

City. 1330 Seventeenth Street, Denver.

I F. C. AYEB. (Representing F. & Co.)

: 1619 Capital Avenue, Omaha.

I

GEO. M. DILrliEY & SO]VS. (Representing F. & Co.)

I Pine Bluffs, Arkansas.

I'TAH AXD :>I01STA1VA MACHINERY CO.
> 259 South Main Street, Salt Lak« City.

,
East Granite Street, Butte, Montana.

PABKE & I.ACY.
. 2123 Fremont Street, i>an Fraocleco.
: Si and 35 North Front Street, Portland, Ore.

THE 1>. A. T09IPKI&S CO.
j 36 College Street, Charlotte, N. C.
i 45 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

: ROBT. 9IIDDL.ETON. (Representing The D. A. T. Co.)

j

Mobile, Ala.

> H. I>i;i>L.EY COI/EiUASr & CO. (RepiesenUng The

I

D. A. T. Co.) New Orleans, La.

: KEATISK,; IMV. & MACHINE CO. (Representing

I The D. A. T. Co.) Dallas, Texas.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTURED liY

WOODBURY ENGINE
^i

COMPANY. "^

ALSO BUILDERS OF

PLAIN SLIDE YALYE
AND

Double Valve Medinm Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines
AND

TUBULAR BOILERS.
Address the MaDufacturere at

652 Mill Street, BOCHESTEB. N. Y.
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DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-DOOK.

By F. B. BADT.

I

100 pages; 70 illustrations; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x^ inches.

Designed for Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers.

Just the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for electric light

installations. The only book of the kind in the English language.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

I

Elementary Data- page.

The Electric Current, Chapter I i, 2

Ohm's Law, Chapter II.. 2

Work, Chapter III- 2

Conductors and Insulators, Chapter IV 2

Direction of the Current, Chapter V 3, 4

Detector Galvanometer and Magneto Bell,

ChapterVI 5. 6, 7

Arrangement of Power—
The Dynamo Room, Chapter VII 8

Motive I'ower, Chapter VIII 8

Shafting and Pulleys, Chapter IX_ 9

Foundations for Dynamos. Chapter X— Q, 10

Belts, Chapter XI -- 10

Dynamo Electric Machines—
Description of the Dynamo, Chapter XII— .. 11

The Continuous Current Dynamo, Chap-

ter XIII - -- II, 12. 13, 14

The Series Dynamo 11, 12

The Shunt or Derived Circuit Dynamo. _. 12, 13

The Compound Dynamo 13, 14

The Alternating Current Dynamo, Chap-

ter XIV_-_ --- - 14, 15

Preparation of a New Dynamo for Operation,

Chapter XV 15. 16

Starting a New Dynamo, Chapter XVI 16

Keeping a Dynamo in Good Order, Chap-

ter XVII..'. - 12

Brushes, Chapter XVIII. 17, 18, 90

The Commutator,Chapter XIX 19, 17

page.

Repairs, Chapter XX 20, 21

To the Armature . 20, 21

To the Field Magnets _ 21

Testing the Wire Coils of a Dynamo for Con-

tact Against Iron, Chapter XXI 21, 22, 23, 24

Diseases of Dynamos—
Non-generation of Current by the Dynamo,

Chapter XXII 25, 26

Excessive Sparking of Commutator and Brushes,

Chapter XXIII _-.^. 26, 27

Lamps—
Arc Lamps, Chapter XXIV 28, 29, 30, 31

Suspension of Arc Lamps, Chaptei XXV 31

Trimming and Cleaning Arc Lamps, Chap-

ter XXVI. 32

Incandescent or Glow Lamps, Chapter XXVII_ 32. 33

Multiple Arc System, Chapter XXVIII _. 33

Multiple Series System, Chapter XXIX 33, 34, 35

Series Multiple System, Chapter XXX 36

Arc and Incandescent Lamps on the Same Cir-

cuit. Chapter XXXI.. 36, 37 38

The Alternating System, Chapter XXXII 38

Instruments—
Current Indicator or Ampere Meter, Chap-

ter XXXIII _ 39

Pressure or Potential Indicator, or Voltmeter,

Chapter XXXIV 39. 40

Current Regulator, Chapter XXXV 40, 41

PAGE.

Switches, Chapter XXXVI 41, 42

Safety Devices, Chapter XXXVII__ _. 42, 43
Lightning Arresters, Chapter XXXVIII 43, 44

Ground Detector, Chapter XXXIX 45, 46

Switch-Board, Chapter XL 46, 47

Circuits or Leads—
Outdoor Leads for Arc Lighting, Chap-

ter XLI -.. 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53

Outdoor Leads for Incandescent Lighting,

Chapter XLII 53, 54

Arc Circuits Inside of Houses, Chapter XLIII. 54

Incandescent Circuits Inside of Houses, Chap-

ter XLIV.... 55, 56, 57

Size of Wires for Incandescent Lamp Installa-

tions, Chapter XLV _ 57, 58, 70

Testing, Chapter XLVI _ 58

Accumulators—
Accumulators, Chapter XLVII. 59

Safety Regulations—
Rules of the Boston Underwriters' Union

-. - 60, 61, 62, 63, 64. 65, 66

English Regulations 66, 67, 68

Abstract of the Chicago Electric Light Laws.- 68, 69

Table of Electric Light Conductors 70

Lamp Lighting Schedule— Moonlight System. 71-82

Construction Tools 83-89
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I

6 Lakeside Building, CSZCAGO.
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DEALERS

!

Are Specially Requested to Get Our Quota-

tions Before Ordering their

Stock Elsewhere.

We would call the Special Attention of the Trade to Our New Style

[LECTRIC BELLS AND PUSH BUTTONS.

OUR STOCK OF SUPPLIES

Eleetrie Lighting Companies!

IS VERT COMPLETE.

The electrical SUPPLY CO.

FACTORIES: BRANCH OFFICE:
JLNSONIJ5., Cot™. 505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
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THE WATERHOUSE SYSTEM

mSWIN THE LADBILS.

-or Submitting to Tests that would Destroy the Apparatus of any Other System.

AWARD,

OLD MEDAL,

rECHANICS'FAIR,

BOSTON,

DECEMBER, 1887.

AWARD,
GOLD MEML

AND

TWO SILVER MEDILS,

Centennial Exposition,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

OCTOBER, 1888.

P«K

MECHANICS' FAIR, BOSTON.
"The most striking feature of the Waterhouse Dynamo is the efficiency of its self-regulat-

g arrangements, which are purely electrical in their operation without the aid of

mechanical devices; and the efficiency of this method of regulation was shown by varying the
number of arc lights in circuit from the full complement of the dynamo to none: and also
short circuiting the dynamo by PLACING A "WIRE BETWEEN THE BINDING PO^TS. This
was accomplished without producing any visible change in the illumination from the re-

maining lamps or sparking at the brushes."

I

The Same Tests Were Made at Cincinnati.
INSTANTANEOUS AUTOMATIC REGULATION AHEAD.

THE BEST ARC LIGHT IN THE WORLD
'

^IS MAinJFACTtJRED BY

THE WATERHOUSE ELECTRIC «( MFC. CO.,
164 LI SALLE STEEET, CHICAGO. HAETFOEB, CONNECTICUT.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIBUT COMPANY,
X^c>x*t XTSTsfyxxG, Xzi.ca.iei,zx£i.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM

OF

INCflHDESCEHT LIGHTING,

AND THE

JENNEY SYSTEM
OF

ARC LIGHTING.

The Most Carefully Worked-

out and Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in

Existence.

Armatures and Converters

Guaranteed. 12—16 Candle Power

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse

Power Guaranteed.

«

SLATTERY DYNJMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JENNEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMPS.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.
FORT WAYNE, IND.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
242, 244 EAST I22d STREET.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,

G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome St. CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F.Adams, Successor.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
W. J. QHEENE, Vice Phesiqent ud CEmd

CHAG. M. BRAMPTO^, SEcRiTUir.

GEORGE OnEENE, TROBURCn.

Qcba/c oJiapi/b* S'teofc^ic S^^iM /c^m) '3!^y)A>Q/v Q<yw\/p<xM^^.

7;

/tot

'flunnractnrcd und
i'ur Hale only li.v VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING GO,,

15 1 7, 19 & 21 NORTH CLINTON ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY,
—MANCFACTUBEB8 OP—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
— —ETC.

Skisd fok Catalogce -and Pkxe List.

729 Broadway, New York.

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Standard Undersround Gable Company,
General Offices, No. 708 PENN. AVE., PITTSBURGH, PA.

New York, Telephone Building, Cortlandt Street, y '-' ^^

G. L. Wiley, Mandger. [ m^ /-.

Chicago, 139 East Madison Street, F. E. Degen- 1 * ^
hardt^Manager.

i i3 n
Branch Offices:

aiA.NlJPACTirEKK9 OF

The Waring Anti-Induction and Bunciied Gables
For Telegraph, Telephons, Electric Light and power; Underground, Submarine

and Aerial. Light Leaded
Cables for House Use

Weather-proor Line Wire,
Dnderwriters', Annunciator

and Office Wire.
Six years of uniform Success

enable us to guarantee
our Cables.

DAY'S KERITF
..a!ffii,K

DUST PR^OF BELLS
Superior to fc^^^^^ All Others.

HAZAZER & STANLEY, - 32 Frankfort St., N. Y.

INSULATING and fAMPAUY
WATBRPEOOFING UvlUlAn 1,

18 Cortland St., NEW YORK.
Tbe GALLENDER

C

i
MANUFACTURERS OP

The acknowledged Standard for durable and high
Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Electric Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone,

Railwa, and all other
^ ^ Encased WirBi.

Branches of Signaling.

Aerial Use,

All Sizes Subterranean Use,

Submarine Use

Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen! Mgr., 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTING
PREVENTS

AIR

GUARANTEED

DYNAMOS.
PATENTED MAT 24, 1

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & GO.

CUSHIONS
And Manufacturers anr< Tanners f f

<>z.kc..c™b.,b, ]
^'^ ^™^* ^^'^^^^ ^'^^^•'

*6 South Canal St.. - CHICAGO. II.I.. I 311(1 LSCC LCllllCr.

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. BURDICK, 68 Commerce Building,

fiennral W(><i«prn Sales Aaent. CHICAGO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
BallderB of High Grade Self-Coiitalned

AQtoiUc Giit-Of Eiines.
BPHOIALLT ADAPTED FOB KUNITINe

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring close

regulation of speed.

WESTEBN OfTIOK and WABEBOOMe:

64&66 S. Canal St., Chicago, III.

WH. A. HAMMETT, Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & GOFFER GOMFANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C B B A

CUT SHOWING STVLS OF INSULATION.
A.—Copper Wire. B. S.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C.—Braided CotUai

saturated with a Blacky Wkather-Proof Composition,
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. PurelTI—

trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

WARFRnniuc. i 19 and 21 Cliff St., New York. FACTORIES:WAKtKUUMb.
^ g4 Washington St.. Chicago, llls^ ANSONIA. CONH

Daniel W. Marmon, President.

Ajjdisok H. Noedyke, Vice-President.

Charles D. Jehnet, Electrician. Brainakd Egrison, Secretary.
Amos K. Hollowell, Treaauwr,

Jeimney Electric Company,
Sole Owners of all aie Patents and Inventions of Charles D. Jeoney (known as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Improved Oynamo, [amp ^
Electric motor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting
the Jeuiiey System leads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In these eaeentlals It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Prompliy Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants for Cities, Companies or Individuals.

PnicES Furnished for the Jenney Arc or Incan-

descent Systems, or for both combined.

The Jenney Incandescent Dynamos are self-reguIatlng,

and permit the luruing on and off of one or all of the Lamps
at will.

This C'nmpmiy {/)rcs special atteniion to fumiaMng Mills,

Shops, Factories, ib:., wUh Individual Plants.

i^ SERB fua \mm IllUSTililTlflE UND DESCBIBIHE THt %m. -^
OFFICE AND WOEKS:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electpic Go.
EASTERN OFFICE: WESTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

Ore-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,

First Prize : Best System of Arc-Llghtlng,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883. .

Electric ||rc-||igbting

This Company was given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURER•E INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all sizes ifor the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent LlehtInK and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

Qdison Qlectric [jight
(Ji

THIS COMPA^T IS THE OWJiTER OF THE INVENTIONS
AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTul

mETHOo OP eenERni; edectriciic oisTRiBurion.

U- S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated p"o°w"I^.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

caUed to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Capital, $2,500,000, 4 Stations ; Capacity, 160.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital, $760,000, 1 Station ; Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations: Capacity. 50,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000, 1 Station: Capacity, 60,000 Lamp*.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Industry as an investment.

WKITE FOR PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANGER AND MORAi.

For iBformatlon relative to Central Station Buslneas, apply to the

Hciisoii Electric Lierlit Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

THE MITCHELL VANCE CO.,
(Successors to NXTCHEIjI., VASCEA CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

Having no Special Agent

in Chicago for our

Goods, we Solicit Cor-

respondence from

Buyers, wliich

we Promptly Answer.

^^P

Coibination Fixtures,

Electroliers, Brackets

Pendants, Reflectors

Architects' and Decora-

tors' Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

with Fidelity

to the given Motive.

Edisod Pdiiiit uins Rejected mo Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 l^^per H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H. P., equals 6tVt per H. P.

ABOVE FEOM ACCUP.ATE TESTS. KO COMMENTS FOK PAETICTJLAES, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2 1 9 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

Insulating Joints,

and All Fittings for

Incandescent Lighting.

MANUFACTORY, SALESROOM,
24 and 25th St. and 1 0th Ave., 836-38 Broadway and 13th St.,

NEW YORK CITY.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Rail^vays,

Speed,
Endurance,
Economy.

The Daft Motors for Power Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mention the Western Electrician.
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^
CleYelsLXid., Oliio.

MANUFACTURERS OF- -*

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

mm ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST.

I

81 LAKE ST,,
1
109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric tight and pouier Stations
NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENGINEERING CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

ST. Xj<3XTIS, - TtOLO.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

SPECIALTIES ;-The Armington & KimB Entrlne. Steel Boilers, Jarvia Furnace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Gratee, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pnmp, Kortlng Injector, etc.

SEND FOR I^ATEST CATAIiOGUEfa.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated Lighting, Railroad Car

Street Car Propulsion, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from Noktkern Illinois, Easteru Iowa,
WiBCONSDi and Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory.

Northwestern Electrical Accniulator

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamp?,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from, other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accumulator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.,
]M[^xi.-u.feict-u.irears of

INSULATED WIRES, CABLES AND FLEXIBLE CORDS.

Rubber covered wires for use overhead and un-
derground, and for indoor wiring. Equal to any
in the world for insulation and durability.

CUTTA-PERCHA
Gutta-Percha covered wires and cables for use
under water and in damp places.

BISHOP CUTTA-PERCHA CO., - 420-426 East 25th St., New York.

IXIARKS' COMPOUND
Battery wires insulated with Marks' Compound
give better service than any other wires in the
market.

"We are sole manufacturers of this celebrated in-
sulation which contains no sulphur or other in-
gredient that will ever corrode copper. It is

used principally for flexible cords.

G. II. GALE. HuKsiKK.M .

M. A. PLUMMEli. VlCE-PliKHIDBNT.
p. II. l-KESToN, 'J'kkasuheii.

1 Gen. R. a. ALQEIi
- G. U. GALE,
( ». A. PI.UMMER,

BOAItn OF DIKEC'TOKN.
E.C.BROWN. C. A. WARREN. )

T.WILLIAMSON.
F. B. TROUT.

C. H. THOMPSON,
F. B. FRBSTON. )

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Secbetary.
FRANK B. TROUT. Supkriktbndent.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For Light and

Power Purposes,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE DATTERY

P

For Light and

Power Purposes.

Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

F. B, TROUT,
General Manager.

Offices, 69 Griswold St., CAMPAU BUILDING.

Factory, Corner )3th and Woodbridge Sts. DETROIT, MICH,
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THE SPRAGDE ELECTRIC SYSTEM
-IS .^v:^soijXjte;ij-s-

UIMEQUALED FOR LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

SIMPLICITY, DURABILITY AN D EFFICIEHCY.
.nO'r«ISS :ii-e Adaptea to tlie ii.*c or ALL Iil>l>!>> OF MACHIIVKRV. and ai-<- l"::%i;XCi;i-LI3D foi- Olf'i'l'S. FIKI': I»l MIPS, ''«-is'lit

XRAMWAVS- and Movable Aj»]>ai-atns ofevery dCTSCi-iption. ^vUei*e li;ilitiie?^s, fon^istent \y itii lii^ltest ellici«'iiey, is a ri-«iiiisite.

SEMD FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR No. 6 A.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR COMPANY,
J. J. DICKEY, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE. Vice PreBldenl.

H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man. Sap't and Electrician. L. H. KORTY. Treasurer.

aiC' ik^^
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

lUPPUli

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms. Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere' Instruments, Medical

Batteries. Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Wbstebx Agents THE OEONITE CO.. and the Retnm Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

^F'Estlmates famished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illpstrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

SPEAm& TUBES M WHISTLE?,
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
21, 23 and 25 Ann St. New Yck.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y

Send for New Catalogue, out August Ist.

Tk Parter-Rissell Mining & tt Co.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

CARBONS—.^

—

CITY OFFICE

711 Pine St., - St. Louis, Mo.

F"orest City Electric ISTork.s,
Manufacturers of CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPtRES.

Quick Make and Break Uncon-
trolled by the Handle.

Correspondence

Solicited with

Electric LIgbt

Companies.

Tlie Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Ijeisler glectric [ight |{o.

809-817 S. 7th Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

JIANTTFACTURERS OF

The Heisler Patent Incandescent
Electric Light System.

W. B. CLEVELAND, Proprietor, 183 SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND, a

The only and original Alternating Current Long
Distance Single Wire Incandescent.

We have built 24 Cen-
tral Station Incandescent
Plants within one year,

all of wliicli are on a. pay-
ing basis.

This System combines
successfully the illumina-

tion of the streets with a

general supply of light for

stores and houses.

Any desired distance can
be reached at small cost

;

No. 8 American Gauge
t opper Wire being used
for the outside line. No. 11

for indoore. for any num-
ber of lights of any size

from 20 to 200 c. p. lo-

cated anywhere on the line.

A perfect automatic regu-

lation adjusts for every

•variation of the load from the full capacity to one single light. We do not need

transformers, distributors, safety catches, resistance boxes or any other electncal

contrivance for distribution or safety.

Special attention is called to the superior advantage of this system for economical

management. To its flexibility, no mathematical calculation being required for wiring

or alterations of circuits. To "its production of nearly double the candle power to the

H. P., as compared with any other system.

We can furnish substantial proof that our system is a successful competitor agaJnsi

aU present methods of illumination.
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THE REYNOLDS

Improved Corliss Engine
Is especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in

this field which cannot be excelled.

IT IS T7NEQUAI.ED FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, KEGTJLARITY OF
MOTION, AMD DTJBABILITT IN USE.

SOLE BUILDERS

Write for Our Catalopes,

EDW. P. ALUS & CO.,
RELIANCE WORKS. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Mannfacturera of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and

Engine Supplies of Every Description.

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE 154 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.

\ Ij
f PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

/ EXCLUSIVE MAXUFACTUllEKS OF THE

FAEJkDJk¥ CABLl
—FOR—

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

Hlgiiesi Insulation and Lowest IniJuctive Capacity

of any Cable in the Market-

Xew York Oflico, 18 Coitlaiidt Street.

P. C. ACKER3IAN, AffPiU.

Electric Light Requiring, General Machine Job-Work, Pattern Making. Etc., EtC'

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, g.'A^.J8¥lgtuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

Automatic Electric Temperature Regulation .

Ten Tears' Experience. First and Latest Patents.

For hot air, liot waiter (boiling prevented), Datural gas and ste^m in all forms.
Automatic Electric ^'alves for Radiator service and Whistle Blowing.
Devices all simple, practical, powerful, ornamental, easily applied, automatic direct

aoling, inexpensive to maintain, no clockwork or other indirect complications.
These are the onlv rpgulators that can be applied at a price acceptable to the user

with a SATISFACTORY PROFIT TO AGENTS.

F. M. SPARROW, Mfr. and Patentee.
Shop at Matiapoisett, Mass. Boston Office 141 Milk Street.

AGENTS WAMTf D.

—

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Agent for the liAW BATTERY.

727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.
'RANKLIN S. CARTER. CHAS. M. V/ILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WAED V/IIKINS

PARTRIGK ^ CARTER,
MANUFACTURERS OF ANO DEALERS IN-EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues .of all bur Manufactures, antl will forward to any address upon

application;

N. B.—When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "ElectricBell".or " General
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE WESTERN AGENT
Alfred F. Moore^s losnlated Electric
Wire. Cordage. Electric Light W^ire,

Incandeicent Lamp Coids, Silk and
Cotton Magnet 'Wire, Etc.

SOLE SELLING AGENT
The H. M. Load & Sons^ Lnmber Co.

Cross Aim'. W^ood Brackets,
Oak Pinsi and Tele^rapli Poles. Etc.

MOOSE'S
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ANO OTHER LINE PORPOSES.

The Insulati- n Beaistanee is jterfect, is not affected by moisture, heat, cold, acids or aUalies.
Costs hut little more than Underwriters'.

C. A. HARMOUNT, Western Agent

Electrical Department

NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.,
Manufacturers of District, Telegraph, Telephone, Fire Alarm, Burglar Alarm and General Electrical Supplies.
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Westinghouse Electric Co.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

[Manufacturers under Patents and Applications for Patents controlling the sale and use of

Alternating Current Electric Lighting Apparatus and Distributing Systems.]

The success of the Alternating Current System of Electric Lighting is demonstrated
beyond question.

Note the sale of 120 Central Station plants by this Company^ aggregating

a total generating capacity of 235^000 sixteen-tandle power lamps within the

brief period of twenty-one months^ together with the fact that of these 120
Central Stations 38 have increased since starting,

IMPROVED LAMPS.
By reason of an improvement in the manufacture of Lamps

which has been secured for the exclusive benefit of the users of ap-
paratus furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Company, this

Company will guarantee from its Apparatus and Lamps 50 percent,

more light from a given expenditure of power (fuel) than can be ob-

tained with any direct current system.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.
This Company's Meter measures the whole current by a positive

mechanical movement.
It registers directly in lamp-hours, and indicates by dials like a

gas meter. It is not affected by temperature or local conditions.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.
Highly efficient. Have no commutators or brushes, and can be

started, regulated and reversed without breaking a connection.

Small Motors for use on existing Alternating Circuits of this Company.
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ELECTRIC ARC LIGHTING APPABATDS.

PATTERSOlTCABLES
iFon

Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Use.

INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL KINDS.

Testing Apparatus. Telegraph Apparatus. Batteries.

Construction Tools. Line Wire and Supplies.

District Telegraph, Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.

Catalogues Furnished on Application.

Send for our latest Catalog;ue of Electric Bells,

Annunciators, Push Buttons, Gas Lighting

and Fire Alarm Apparatus, Etc.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP.
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Warner Electric Time System.
The maintenance of uniform and correct time

throughout public buildings, manufactories,

schools railroad stations and other places is a

matter of great importance, and frequently one

of economy. In no way can a series of time-

pieces be regulated so easil)', so thoroughly, and
so economically as by the electric time system,

through the medium of the electric circuit, in

connection with this regulator, all the clocks

within the circuit act in unison with it; conse-

quently, any variation from true time noted in

the regulator can be corrected, and the act of

correction corrects all the other clocks electri-

cally connected with the regulator.

The synchronizing system is in the same case

when required. The batteries used with this

system are of special design, and will require no
care oftener than from twelve to eighteen

months; their condition may always be known
by a glance at the electric gauge, but if this is

not noticed the alarm bell will call attention to

it some time before the clocks are affected,should

the battery become low.

i|
Electric jTiME Co '

"Warner System"

^/ - M/ w Nf^__ >«^:^>f^^^a

which consists essentially of a single regulator,

or clock, which governs the movements of all

the other clocks in circuit with it. The system
shown in the accompanying illustrations is that

devised by C. D, Warner, and handled in the
west by G. A. Harmount, western agent of the
New Haven Clock company, Chicago.
The main regulators are shown in different

styles in Figs, i and 2. These regulator^ are

made to note time as accurately as possible, and

with the regulator, and consists of a circuit
closer combined with the regulator movement;
an electric gauge, which shows the condition of
the electric current sent to the secondary dials;
an indicator clock, which shows the time indi-
cated by the secondary dials, and an alarm at-
tachment, which rings a bell in case of inter-
ruption of the circuit every minute until attended
to. A key is also provided in the regulator for
setting the secondary clocks from that point

FIG. 5.

The styles of clocks that may be connected
in circuit are of course without limit. Figs. 3,

4, 5 and 6 show a range from a common wooden
case to a marble case.

Fig. 7 shows the central office switch-board
used where a number of circuits are controlled

from one central station. The small clocks in-

dicate the time on the various circuits, and the
electric gauge in the center indicates the strength

of the current on any circuit to which it may be
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connected. Fig. 8 shows a view of the gauge.

This is also made in the pocket form, shown in

Fig. 9, but for use in other ways.

Motor for Pumping an Organ.

The Baxter Motor company, W. W. Munroe,

Chicago manager of the western department,

has installed in the Augustana college, at i\'Io-

bellows fill with air the weight attached to the.

end of the cord will close the switch. As the

bellows are emptied of air the weight on the

bellows causes the cord to draw in the opposite

direction, and the switch is opened.

Westinghouse Acqu resthe Waterhouse

George Westinghouse, jr., has recently ac-

FIG. 6.

line. 111., a motor for pumping an organ. The
motor is supplied with current from an arc cir-

cuit. The peculiar feature of the installation is

the automatic attachment for controlling the

motor, starting it and .stopping it as occasion
may require. 'I'he arrangement is simple and
consists of a cable or cord, which is attached to

that part of the bellows which rises and falls.

The cord is guided to the switch of the motor,
to which it is attached, and continues on to a

jipring. The spring is so adjusted that as the

quired the entire capital stock of the Waterhouse
Klectric & Manufacturnig company, and in

addition to .securing the Waterhouse inventions
has acquired possession of other valuable inven-
tions relating to the automatic regulation of cur-
rent for arc lighting purposes. The machinery
for the manufacture of the arc apparatus of the
Waterhouse company is being erected in the
works of the Westinghouse p:iectric company in
Pittsburgh, I'a., and preparations are being made
for the manufacture of arc apparatus on an ex-

tensive scale. The Waterhouse company has

about 5,000 arc lights in operation and a num-
ber of important stations.

Extension Foot Push and Clamp.
A modification of the floor key is shown in

Fig. I of the accompanying cuts. It is designed

by Partrick & Carter of Philadelphia. The pur-

pose is evident. The floor key can be used
either with or without the extension attachment.
The cord can be attached to a push button
which can be held in the lap or by the clamp at-

tachment shown in Fig. 2. This clamp can be

quickly put in position on top or underneath a

table, desk or other movable furniture, and will

not deface it. The combination of the floor key

and the clamp makes a most complete dining

table attachment.

The Union Electric Telegraph company is without a

superintendent or manager, says a San Francisco paper.

It is also without pupils. It is in the hands of the sheriff.

Some notoriety was given the concern because of its con-

nection with the Globe Business college. The Union
Electric Telegraph company promised to do great things

for pupils who paid over ^^o for three months' tuition. At

the end of that time the student would be an expert in

telegraphy, and would be in a position paying from ^65 to

I^lioo a month, and would consequently be in condition to

bid defiance to fate. Oscar F. Armstrong was the super-

intendent. It will be remembered that he was arrested,

charged with obtaining money by false pretenses some

time ago. A motion was made to dismiss the charge, and

Judge Lawler granted it. An appeal was taken to the Su-

perior court, where the case is now pending. Oscar still

remained at the head of the institution, having for assist-

ant Miss May Muller, who came from the east. They
acted for E. Bailey, who conducts the business from the

solitudes of St. Louis. Oscar was a pupil, a bright boy,

and saw the company was not just doing what it should.

It is said he was made superintendent to say nothing about

it. Others of the pupils saw how things were being con-

ducted and determined to get back their money, as they

were receiving no benefit from the school. They assigned

their claims to George W. H. C. Howe, and he brought

suit against the company for the money paid in. An at-

tachment for $269 was sworn out yesterday, and the case

will be heard before Justice Stafford Saturday. When the

sheriff went to serve the papers it was found that Oscar

and Miss Muller had disappeared. They have gone east.
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Chicago Electric Lighthouse.

Half a mile northeast of the North Side pump-
ing station, m the lake, at Chicago, there has re-

cently been erected on the new crib of the water-

works a lighthouse, first of any on the lakes to

bear an electric light. The lighthouse is of skel-

eton construction, 70 feet in height, and is sur-

mounted by a circular glass lantern; the lighting

apparatus itself consists of 24 thirty-two candle
power lamps mounted in a circular reflector,

composed of silvered glass, and the light given
is equal to that of a lighthouse of the second
order, and can be readily seen at a distance of

eight miles.

Another even more novel application of the

electric current is the apparatus for striking the

fog bell, illustrations of which are presented.

The bell, of 600 pounds' weight, is suspended
under the lantern, and is strucic by a twenty-
pound hammer which is raised and dropped
eight times in a minute by a revolving cam, con-

nected by reducing gearing to a one quarter
horse power motor, the arrangement being such
as to keep the load on the motor appro.ximately

CONNECTIONS OF MOTOR.

rate switches in the dynamo room of the water-

works, the current being conveyed out to the

lighthouse by five lead-covered cables, laid in

the water tunnel.

000000000
^ - 33 Candle lamps

• Motor
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Western Electincian, Chic^igo.

MOTOR AND GEARING.

constant. The actual power required is less

than one-eighth horse power. The moto. is

bolted to the floor of the lantern, directly under
the lamps.

The motor and lamps are controlled by sepa-

The lighthouse is operated from the Edison
dynamo which supplies the engine rooms and
machine shops of the waterworks with light.

The whole plant was installed by Leonard
& Izard of Chicago.

Bell Hangers' Hand-Book.^

By F. B. Badt.

PART VI.

ELECTRIC ALARMS—Continued.

Chapter XLII.

Hotel, Fire Alarm and Room Call—Con-
tinued.

The value of the system is not alone in its capacity as a
reliable fire alarm. With it, the clerk can instantly answer
the call of a g^uest; can call a guest at any hour, thus avoid-
ing the necessity of sending the porter to rouse a sleeping
guest by pounding on the door, to the annoyance of the oc-
cupants of adjoining rooms, or can ascertain at once if a
guest is in his room by simply pressing the button on the
fire alarm dial corresponding to the room he desires lo call.

The apparatus may be so arranged that the call bells in the

rooms will give but a single tap when used as a call, and
ring as vibrating bells when operated as a fire alarm. The
guest, of course, can answer the call from the office by
pressing the push button in his room. Fig. 55 represents a

hotel annunciator fire alarm and room call combined.

Chapter XLIII.

The Hess System.
Fig. 56 shows the sj'stem of wiring for the Hess com-

bined annurciator fire alarm and room call. The room call

device is not shown in detail, the illustration being designed

to show the method of wiring only.

ireaf, UlccVn, Chi,

FIG. 56.

The diagram shows the combined system for 20 rooms
with battery, bells and buttons for rooms. A represents the

instrument in the office showing call board .-J', partially

open, which shows to advantage the battery and room con-

iBell Hangers* Hand-Book, byF. B, Bade, author of Dvs-amo
Tenders' Hand-Book; in course of oreparaCion; about 100 pages, 80

illustrations; flexib'e cloth binding; type page 6 inches by 3 inches-

price §1. All rights reserved.
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nections: B represents batteries; C push buttons, and Z>

electric bells.

Directions for installing are as follows: Place the batteries

in a cool, dry place, connect the bell batteries in sections

of two as shown. Run a wire from the zinc pole of bat-

ter)-, to battery post number i, on the call board; from post

number 2 on battery to post number 2 on board, etc. The
annunciator requires from three to five cells of battery.

After locating it run a wire from the zinc pole to battery

post on annunciator.

The push buttons should be placed some four or five feet

from floor with bells directly above them and out of reach

of guests. Run a wire from post number i on call board

to center or main spring on push button in room number i,

from post number 2 to push button number 2, etc. Run a

wire from the top spring of push button to either post of

bell in the same room. Run a wire from the carbon post of

annunciator battery to and through the rooms running a

branch wire from it to the lower spring on each push but-

ton. Connect the carbon post of each one of the call bell

batteries numbered i, 2, 3, etc,, to a large copper wire, and

run this large copper wire through the rooms, with a branch

wire from it to the remaining post on each bell in the several

rooms. This Urge wire should have conductivity of num-
ber 12 copper wire for 50 bells; where the 50 bells are to be

rung simultaneously. If more than 50 bells are to be rung

at any one time wire with suitable conductivity should

be used. The wires running from the zinc of call bell bat-

teries to battery posts on call board should be number 16

copper, but number t8 will answer when the circuit is

short. Number iS wire will answer for the annunciator

return wire and for all leading and return wires, as well as

for branch wires. In running wires care should be taken to

keep the annunciator and bell return wires separate, if pos-

sible. See that good electrical connections are made and
that all joints are soldered and taped. In bunching in-

sulated wires they must be left loose. Two cells of good
open circuit battery will answer for each battery section

e.xcept where the bell circuit is unusually long. In that case

three cells should be used.

In this system each five bells are worked from a separate

battery section, either when working singly for guest call

or all together for fire alarm call. Bells numbered i, 2, 3,

4 and 5 are rung from battery number i. Those numbered
6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, from battery number 2, etc.

Chapter XLIV.

The Western Electric Co.'s System.
Fig- 57 is a diagram showing the Western Electric com-

pany's system of combined hotel annunciator, fire alarm and
individual call as arranged for 16 rooms: A is the annun-

Wtit, Elect n, (JM

FIG. 57.

ciator; B the call box and fire alarm; T the battery operat-

ing the annunciator; D the battery operating the bells, indi-

vidually or simultaneously as the circumstances require; the
several crosses, .\ x, indicate the push buttons, on which are

three contacts; £ shows wires running from the annunciator
to the call bo.K, connecting to individual springs on the an-
nunciator, numbered to correspond with connecting posts
under A on the call bo.K.

Directions for installation: From connecting post on
call box arranged in row under L, run a wire to the large or

main contact on push button x. from the upper piece of
metal, or the one coming in contact with the large or main
contact, run a wire to one connecting post on the bell ; from
the other connecting post on the bell run a wire to and
connect with number 16 wire A/ as shown in the diagram.
Krom the remaining contact on the push button run a wire

to number 16 wire B, this wire being the return or battery
for calls from rooms to office

The bells and pushes are located in the rooms usually at

the side of the door entering from hall, the bells being
placed out of reach above the push buttons. The push
buttons are placed about four and a half or five feet above
the floor. Care should be taken in running wires, as much
as possible, to avoid damp places, and iron and lead pipes
or any other metal; also to keep the poles of battery sepa-
rated as far as po.ssible from cacli other.

C'lr.M'i T.k Xr,V.

The Double Wire System.
I'"ig. 58 shows another system of hotel annunciator, fire

alarm and individual call designed by the same company. Tl

differs from the one described in the preceding chapter in re-

(juiring a double set of wiring. It can be worked with the

battery used for the annunciator, bydi.sconnecting wire B B
from battery number 2 and connecting wi e C C to wire A
A, battery number r, and disconnecting wire C C from wire
D D. 'I'he push buttons in this system have but two
connections, to either of which the wire that runs to the
annunciator can be connected. I'Vom the other connecting
screw, the other wire runs to the number 16 wire, which
runs to the battery, the same wire being used as the battery
wire for each one of the hells for fire alarm or individual

calls. From thcolherpost the wire runs directly to the con-
necting post on the fire alarm dial, From connecting post

on fire alarm dial H, number 16 wire B B, runs to one side

of the battery; from the other side of the battery going to

one connecting post on bell in rooms and to one

connecting post on push buttons in rooms. In this

system the same size of wire is used as in the single wire

system: Number 18 covered copper wire from pushbut-

tons to annunciator, and from fire alarm dial to bells in

rooms. The battery wire in all cases should be not smaller

than number i6. One of the principal features of this sys-

tem is the small amount of battery required to operate it;

in no case is it necessary to use on the fire alarm more than

six cells of disque Leclanche, no matter whether the num-
ber of rooms or bells is 20, or 120, or even more; and for

the calls from rooms to annunciator but four cells of disque

TTest. 'Eleol'n, Chi

Leclanche are necessary. This system requires more wire
than the system described in Chapter XLIV, but it is much
simpler, more easily wired, and faults can be more easily

traced.

Chapter XLVI.

The Electro-Mercurial Alarm.
Electric alarms in Chapter XLI were divided into hand

and automatic alarms. Under the first head of this subdi-
vision fire alarms in connection with hotel annunciators have
been discussed inasmuch, as stated in Chapter XLII, these

alarms are not automatic until they have manually been
started into operation. We now come to the second head
of the subdivision, automatic alarms. The first of promi-
nence is the electro-mercurial system. This system has
three essential elements: Mercurial bulbs or thermostats
placed in the ceilings throughout a building; a circuit of
insulated copper wire, running through the thermostats.
and a battery; and an annunciator and bell placed in a
prominent position either within or without the building.
The principal feature of the system is the thermostat

shown in Fig. 5g It is a glass bulb, in which a column of
mercury moves up and down with the rise and fall of the
temperature, with a platinum wire sealed in the glass at
each end, the lower wire in contact with the mercur>', the
upper one terminating just above its surface. This simple
bulb, connected in an ordinary electric circuit, is a sleepless
sentinel. It is set in the ceiling of a room, and whenever
the heat becomes too great for safety the mercury rises.

thus completing the circuit; the alarm bell rings and the
annunciator shows the exact location of the fire within the
building.

The thermostats are inclosed in copper shields and placed
in the ceilings, one in every room or closet, in hotels, office

buildings and dwelling houses. In all large rooms, such as
stores, warehouses and manufacturing establishments, one
is placed in every twenty feet, so that in no case can the
heat spread over ten feet before its effect will be felt. It is

customary to set thermostats at 120 degrees Fahrenheit,
but in places where the normal temperature is frequently
high, as in engine rooms, laundries and attics, they are set
to operate at a higher temperature.

This system is specially useful in stores, warehouses and

manufacturing establishments, in mills and elevators, in
schools, colleges, and all public buildings, in hotels and
office buildings.

In hotels and establishments where watchmen are on duty
at all hours of ihc night, the fire alarm bell is usually located
in the building which is protected. In other cases the bell
IS placed at some neighboring point where it will attiact
attention.

In ilic larger cities complete systems of automatic fire
alarms have been introduced. The apparatus used at the
central station of the fire department is (juite extensive and
olten arranged for either open or closed circuit. The alarm
IS received on a register giving the location of the building
from which the alarm is given automatically by a Ihermo-
Stat. 1 He annunciator located near the front entrance of the

building shows the floor or section from which a thermostat
gave this signal automatically. In such central stations

only one main battery is used. Testing apparatus is used
to give warning of breaks or trouble in the wires or appa-
ratus. Fire departments, recognizing the great utility and
reliable character of the system, have always been very
willing to receive and respond to the calls of this alarm.

Chapter XLVIL
The Metallic Thermostat.

The principle of the metallic thermostat is the unequal
expansion of two different metals, or a metal and some other
substance. Fig. 60 is given to illustrate the principle rather

than to show the most commonly accepted form. There

FIG. 60.

are in this illustration two distinct thermo.static couples.
They consist of two U shaped metallic strips, each con-
sisting of a copper strip and a zinc strip soldered together.

One set of strips is thick, and the other thin. They are,

however, of the same length, the two zincs being on the
inside.

As soon as the temperature rises, the plates are heated
and expand; by expanding unequally the two arms of the

il tend to separate; but as one is fixed, the whole effort is

extended to the second arm, which opens out from the fixed

point, Eut the plate B, the bulk of which is smaller, ab-
sorbs the heat more readily, so that if the increase is sud-
den and considerable, as it always is at the beginning of a
fire, it expands rapidly and makes contact with A, which,
being of greater mass, takes longer to heat and expand.
If, on the other hand, the air becomes heated from ordinary

causes, the rise in temperature always being more gradual,

the plate A has time to expand, and the two contact points

C C do not touch. These contacts are made of bent silver

or platinum strips, so that the contact may take place in all

positions of the plates. The advantages of this instrument
are its simplicity, sensitiveness and automatic action for

preventing false alarms.

Chapter XLVIIL

Burglar Alarms.

The most efficient means of protection of residences

against burglars is the electric burglar alarm.

The arrangement of the apparatus is generally such,

when connected in a dwelling, that the act of opening a

"^LjW
FIG. 62.

window, door or scuttle, will instantly close an electric cir-

cuit and cause the annunciator bell to ring. The alarm will

continue to sound so long as the opening exists in the house.

At the same time the annunciator will indicate in what por-

.-

jjjUilj^
FIG. 63.

tion or room of the house the attempt has been made to

break in.

Formerly an arrangement known as the switch indicator

was used for the purpose of locating the part of the house
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operated upon by the burglar. The substitution of the au-

tomatic annunciator for the switch in this arrangement has
proved to be a matter of great importance, inasmuch as it

enables one to see at the instant where the danger is. The
indication once made remains until the pointer is restored.

FrG. 64.

Fig. 61 shows a form of burglar alarm annunciator.
Figs. 62, 63 and 64 represent different forms of window

contacts or connections used in this system. The latter

being designed more particularly to allow a movement of a
window up or down for ventilation without causing the
burglar alarm to sound a warning.

Great care should be taken in fitting these contacts prop-
erly to the doors and windows, in order to avoid false

alarms.

This apparatus for use in residences has been brought to

a state of great perfection.

Very often the annunciator is equipped with silent tests.

continuous ringing attachments and clock work to automat-
ically disconnect the alarm from a part or the whole house
at any desired hour. Fig. 65 shows a burglar alarm with

clock attachment.

Fig. 66 is a diagram showing the wires and connections.

FIG. 66.

in a house 6tted with a burglar alarm, having one opening,

door or window, in each room, and the scuttle in the roof,

numbered 2, 3, 4 and 5 rtspc-ctively. -/ is the annunciator;

B B the battery, (onsisting of three cells; X the zinc

pole of the batteiy, from which a wire is run directly to the

right-hand binding post B of the annunciator. To this

wire no others are connected. P is the carbon pole of tbe

battery, from which a wire is run to the left hand post B of

the annuncia;or, and to this wire, branch wires are con-

nected, running from one side of the sprir.g of each win

dow and door to be protected, as shown by the dotted line.

From the other side of each window and door spring a wire

is run, as shown, to the remaining annunciator binding

posts; this wire from each separate room going to a post

whose drop letter, name, or number, as the ca>e may be,

corresponds with tbe letter, name or number of the room
from wh'ch the wire comes. It should be understood that

where there are several doors or windows in a roor.
,
the

wires from one side of every door and window sprmg of

the room are connected with the battery wire represented

by the dotted line; and the wires from the otht-r side of

every spring are connected together and then with the wire

running to the annunciator binding post, whose drop desig-

nates that room. This gives a common route from one
side of the spring of every opening in a room to *"he annun-
ciator post whose drop designates that room. From the

other side of the spring of every opening in the same
room a common route is given bv connecting the wires to

the battery wire, as represented by the dotted line. The
circuit is thus completed through the battery to the right-

hand annunciator post and thence through the bell and each
respective drop to the annunciator posts leading to the va-

rious rooms.

Chapter XLIX.

Desk and Safe Alarms.

The idea of utilizing the electric alarm to give warning
of .the improper opening of a safe, is not new. But only

the closed circuit systems are of much use, as thieves know
most of these contrivances, and a wire properly cut re-

duces the obnoxious bell to silence. With a closed circuit

alarm this last resource is denied to the safe-pickers; the

cut-wire at once betrays their presence by giving the alarm
on the bell, and if the wire is not cut tbe first movement
of the door produces exactly the same effect.

An ordinary electric bell (one closed and one open circuit),

two batteries, and internal contacts which break as

soon as the safe is opened, are all that is re-

quired. The closed circuit battery may be placed in

the safe or any other suitable place, and forms the electric

source of a circuit completed by the coils of the electro-

magnet of the ordinary bell, the wires which lead to the
safe, and the contact or contacts, the breakirg of which is

to give the alarm.

The bell is also in circuit with the open circuit battery in

the ordinar)' way, but with no break in the circuit. The
current of the closed circuit battery which circulates con
tinuously in the magnet of the bell, maintains the armature
close against this magnet, and in consequence keeps the
circuit of the open circuit battery open while the spring of

the vibrator and its screw are not in contact. But if from
any cause whatever the closed circuit becomes broken, the

armature files b ck, makes contact with the vibrator, and
the bell rings loudly unt 1 the closed circuit is re-estab-

lished.

There is nothing to prevent a multiplication of the bells

by placing them at several points. It is only necessary to

break the closed circuit at any point to make all the bells on
this circuit ring at once.

This use of the closed circuit also enables warning to be
given at any moment if the system is not in proper working
order, for if by negligence the closed circuit batter^' is allowed
to run down, the bell at once gives the alarm.

This closed circuit battery acts for a long time without
renewing, as it is only necessary to keep an armature in con-

tact with its magnet, and a very small current will do this.

GAS LIGHTING APPARATUS.

Chapter L.

Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus

Electric gas lighting apparatus may be classified into:

Portable gas lighting apparatus;

Electric gas lighting apparatus for public buildings, such

as halls, churches and theaters;

Electric gas lighting apparatus for residences.

The latter class is susceptible of sub-division into:

The plain pendant system,

The ratchet pendant system.

The automatic system.

Chapter LI.

Portable Gas Lighters.

These instruments are generally based on the calorific

properties of the spark produced by an induction coil, and
the internal arrangements allow the use of a powerful bat-

ter)% taking up very little space. The apparatus consists

of a rod of a length to suit the height of the burner, to the

lower part of which is fixed an ebonite tube an inch and a

half in diameter, and 8 inches in length. The tube divides

into two parts, which are shown separately in Fig. 67, and in-

closes the batter}' and the coil. The battery is hermetically

closed, and has a disk B and a brass rim C on the upper

end which form the two poles; when the two parts are

screwed together these mate contact with the two springs

B and C. H is an ebonite tube inclosing and protecting the

induction coil K, the secondary' wire of which communicates

with the brass tube L and a central insulated conductor M ,the

point of which is near to the end of the brass tube. The
currents induced in this wire give a series of sparks between

the tube L and the rod M, which light the gas when the

end of the apparatus isl^rought near the burner.

When the end of the tube L is brought near the burner

to be lighted, it is sufficient to press the button E from left

to right, in order to develop a limited number of sparks

sufficient to light the gas. The effect of the motion of the

button F is not, as might be supposed, to close the primary

circuit of the coil; in fact, in its ordinary position, the

vibrator is some distance from its contact, and closing the

circuit produces no effect; the motion of F causes a mechan-

ical displacement of the spring of the vibrator, which

vibrates for some seconds, and produces a definite number
of contacts, giving rise to an equal number of sparks.

Owing to this arrangement the expenditure of electric

energy required for each lighting is limited, and on the

other hand the vibrator is worked mechanically when it

would be unable to act if it were necessary for the current

to do the work. The required vibrations b ing obtained

from the hand of the operator, the battery is saved this

work, and lasts longer.

Fig. 6S is a form of gas lighter, which, although re-

sembling that shown in Fig. 67 in external appearance, is

entirely different in principle. It is in reality a small static

machine, the plates being spun at great speed by pressing
the button sharply. As no battery is used, there is nothing
to be consumed, and the whole apparatus being mechanical
in action, as long as the parts are not broken, it is an inex-

haustible source of sparks sufficient to light the gas.

FIG. 67.

All these lighters act well and render valuable service;

they may be considered a natural and indispensable ad-
junct to domestic electric bells.

Chapter LIL

Apparatus for Public Buildings.

Among the most useful applications of electricity is that

of the instantaneous lighting of gas in buildings where
many jets are used, as, for instance, in churches, theaters,

public buildings and depots. The system also proves ad-
vantageous in large stores and offices. ^Yhen the gas is

turned on at the meter the stroke of a telegraph key sends
an electric spark flashing from burner to burner, and the
room is at once in a blaze of light. It is possible to light

every gas jet in a large building within a single second.
The central apparatus generally consists of an induction

coil, with key circuit breaker, a battery, and a circuit switch,

all conveniently placed in a wood cabinet.

The induction coil must meet the requirements of each
single case, so it will give a spark of suitable length and
volume Many of the coils which are sold for gas lighting

are not made properly, and give a long but extremely atten-

uated spark, so that the current, instead of passing through
the eniire circuit of the burners, is apt to jump across and
leave some of them unignited. With a coil properly con-
structed, there is no likelihood of annoyance from the
jumping of the spark.

Instead of an automatic circuit breaker, a hand key is

FIG. 69.

generally used. In this way the time for applying the
spark is completely under the control of the attendant,
which is of gr^at importance, especially in theaters.
The burner. Fig 6g. consists of a lava standard and tip,

with platinum-pointed poles placed over the tip. The
poles of the different burners of a group are connected in
series to the switch of the central apparatus, so that the
spark passes across all the burners of a group. After ignit-

ing one group the switch is turned lo make contact to a
second group, etc., until all the groups are ignited. Each
group of lights has, of course, a gas key near the central
lighting apparatus. This key must be opened before the
gas can be lighted; the individual cocks on the burners, of
course, are kept open all the time. As forty or more burners
may be sometimes connected in series in one group, a
strong induction coil and a very high e. m. f. is required to
give a spark of the necessary length.

{To be conimued,)
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A Toronto citizen wtio liad been summoned
to court to answer for tlie infraction of the laws

telephoned that he was unable to be present,

pleaded guilty, and was fined $i. What a bless-

ing to the community it would be if all litigation

could be as easily settled, especially that pertain-

ing to the company who is the father of tele-

phones!

Dallas, Tex., can boast of two cautious

though villainous highwaymen. They entei-ed

the city waterworks at midnight recently, and
pounced upon the employes. A fight ensued,

and it resulted in a drawn battle. An attempt

was made to call up the police headquarters for

assistance, but the miscreants had taken the pre-

caution to cut the telephone wires.

The ease with which the electric current can

be converted into light or power was never bet-

ter illustrated than in the brief description of

the Chicago electric lighthouse. At this place

the current supplitjs the liglit that guides mariners

by night, and can also be used to actuate a

motor that operates a bell in hazy or foggy
weather. The installation is a novel one, and
will merit careful study. It is a matter for grat-

ification that the first installation of this char-

acter upon the great lakes is at Chicago, the

home of the Western Electrician.

It is now stated that the graphophone will

not be put on the market before January ist.

The instrument is attracting considerable atten-

tion. A dispatch gives this description of its use

in reporting speeches at Orange, N. J., recently:

"Very few of the 5,000 people present knew
that the curious funnel-shaped arrangement just

in front of the platform was there for that pur-

pose. It in fact reported the greater portion of

Gov. Green's speech and that of ex-Senator Win-

field. The funnel, seven feet long, looking like

a huge cornucopia, was placed in front of the

platform, with the large end pointing toward it.

The small end was connected with the transmit-

ter of the phonograph, which stood upon a table

about nineteen feet distant from the mouth of

the speaker. Owing to lack of accommodations

the large end of the funnel was not so placed as

to secure the best results. After the meeting an

exhibition was given of the powers of the instru-

ment. Several persons put the tubes to their

ears, and the pleased and wonder-struck expres-

sions of their countenances testified that they

heard and understood what the machine said."

A story which comes from Indiana indicates

the intensity of political excitement in that state

a few weeks ago. The floats in the processions

grew larger and larger as the campaign pro-

gressed. One float attained such height in the

latter part of the campaign that when it was

drawn through the streets it demoralized a line

of wires. It did not occur to the authorities to

order a reduction in the height of floats. Pro-

cessions were of much greater importance than

circuits. A new lot of poles was ordered, and

the wires were put out of harm's reach. If the

excitement had continued much longer, it would

have been necessary to bury the wires in order

that they might be safe.

In Grand Rapids another campaign electric

story is told, h practical politician endeavored

to bring the employes of the electric light sta-

tion to his mode of thinking. He is credited

with saying that if his ticket was not elected

"England will run wires across the Atlantic and

furnish us with light cheaper than you can."

We have found that the practical work of wiring

hotels for a combined annunciator, guest call and

fire alarm, is very little understood save by those

especially educated to it by manufacturing and
installing companies; by the mass of workers in

the line of electric bell hanging and kindred work,

the subject is not understood, in its details. To
such the generous installment of Bell Hanger's
Hand-Book published this week is commended
in full faith that the chapters devoted to the sub-

ject in question will be warmly appreciated.

The systems described are among those most
widely known and used, and the practical instruc-

tion, hints and suggestions laid down, cannot fail

to be of the greatest value.

The statement can be made here that as fast

as the chapters appear i'l the Western Elec-
trician they are carefully revised, and in a num-
ber of cases new matter and new cuts are added.

It is the intention, as may be inferred from this

statement, to make the book as complete and to

have it cover the field to which it is devoted, as

thoroughly as possible.

In the United States Supreme court, last Mon-
day, Justice Miller gave a decision in favor of

the plaintiff on a demurrer to the bill of com-
plainant in the suit brought by the United States

against the American Bell Telephone companies.
The action was instituted in the United States Cir-

cuit court in Massachusetts, to set aside the Bell

patents on the ground that they were procured
by fraud. The Bell company waived answer but
filed a demurrer in which it was asserted that the

United States in the absence of a specific statute

had no right to commence a suit to secure the

cancellation of a patent. It was argued that

such an action could be brought only by a private

party. 'I'he Circuit court sustained the demur-
rer. An appeal was taken by the government.
Justice Miller reverses the decision of the lower
court and sends the case back to be tried on its

merits. The most interesting portion of the de-
cision is the following:

"Each individual affected, it is claimed, can-
when sued for .infringement, set up certain de-
fenses provided by law. On this point the court
rules that a successful defense of this character
simply establishes the fact that between the indi-

vidual infringer and the patentee no right of ac-
tion rests. The patentee may still sue hundreds of

other infringers putting each of them to an expen-

sive defense, whereas the suit of the government
if successful sets aside the patent and puts an

end to all suits the patentee can bring against

anybody. It is impossible to suppose that con-

gress in granting this right to the individual, in-

tended to take away or supersede the more en-

larged remedy of the government. There is

nothing in the statutes expressing an intention

of limiting the power of the government of the

United States to get rid of a patent obtained

from it by fraud and deceit. And although the

legislature may have given to private individuals

a more limited form of relief by way of defense

to an action by the patentee, we think the argu-

ment that this was intended to supersede the

affirmative relief to which the United States is

entitled to obtain a cancellation or vacation of

an instrument obtained from it by fraud, an in-

strument which affects the whole public, whose
protection from such a fraud is eminently the

duty of the United States, is not sound."

No one will express surprise on learning that

on Monday last the Chicago Telephone company
sent to the city council a communication refus-

ing the ordinance recently adopted to govern it

in its operations in Chicago. The ordinance

adjusted rentals on a new schedule, which re-

d -ced the rates from $125 per annum to $95 for

the first year, and $85 each subsequent year, or

$75 on three years' contracts. The communica-
tion was signed by George L. Phillips, president

of the company. He says that, with the assent

of the city, there has been built an exchange,

which is surpassed in point of numbers by only

one city in the world. Over $1,000,000 has

been expended in improving the service, and in

giving to the public the best telephonic con-

veniences. Misapprehensions, he adds, have

arisen as to the rights of the company in the

city,of the free telephone service given for these

rights and of the fairness of prices. Mr. Phil-

lips shows first that rights of the company rest

on the fact that its telephone system was con-

structed with the assent of the city expressed

by permit, contract, ordinance and acquiescence.

In its reduced charges to the city for telephones

the company is making a concession of $10,000

per annum in excess of the requirements of the

ordinance. In discussing the question of fair-

ness of rates, Mr. Phillips says:

"In estimating the fairness of our charges to

the public it seems to be generally forgotten

that we pay more to a railroad to carry us 1,000

miles than 100, the grocer more for a barrel of

sugar than a pound, more for an advertisement

in a newspaper of 100,000 circulation and pub-

lished daily than of 10,000 circulation with only

a weekly edition. We say it seems to be gener-

ally forgotten, because we are denied an appli-

cation of the same principles which govern in the

cases above mentioned. It is unquestionably

true that smaller places charge less per annum
to each subscriber than we do, but it is equally

true that less is furnished, and that each service

or 'connection' costs more in those places than

here. The average cost of our service to the

subscriber last year in this i;ity was a fraction

under 2 cents per connection."

Mr. Phillips, in reference to the new ordi-

nance, says in concluding the communication:

"This company is not disposed to stand only

on its legal rights, but is willing to make a fair

adjustment of the differences between us, for

which purpose we will be pleased to discuss the

questions with any committee to whom you may
refer the matter. It has been, and is, our policy

and our endeavor to conduct the difficult busi-

ness of this company honestly and with fairness

to our subscribers. No effort or expense has

been spared to secure the best mechanical de-

vices, constructions and operators. We submit

—with due respert—that we know of no good

reason why this interest should be singled out by

the city, and weighted with burdens imposed on

no other corporate interest in Chicago."

The communication was referred by the coun-

cil to the finance committee. On recommenda-

tion of the committee on licenses the city attor-

ney was directed to take steps to have dissolved

the injunction which the Chicago Telephone

company secured against the city some ten years

ago preventing it from interfering with its wirW-
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Practical Telephony.

Bv Thos. D, Lockwood.

PART XIV.

No practical improvement was made in the

granular carbon transmitter for some time after

the evolution of the instrument which I have

shown in Fig. iS, and I think chiefl)' because

there was no immediate exigency. But a cer-

tain J. D. Husbands, in England, devised a

modification that served at least as a pointer, in-

dicating the Hne of subsequent improvement.
This modification consisted in splitting a con-

ducting diaphragm diametrically, and joining

the two halves by a non-conducting strip, so

that the diaphragm was homogeneous mechani-

calh', but separated electrically. These two
halves served as the two terminals or electrodes

of the circuit. The diaphragm was placed hori-

zontally, provided with a curved mouthpiece
leading to its lower surface, and the granulated

carbon was mounted on its upper surface.

The variation of resistance in this instrument

took place between the several grains of carbon,

and also between the mass of carbon and the

two sectors of the diaphragm, the carbon con-

stituting a bridge of weak conducting power
from one semi-circular plate to the other.

Two of the elements of the present long dis-

tance transmitter, it will be observed, are incor-

porated in the Husbands instrument. Mr. Hus-
bands devised a great number of forms involving

these elements, and also worked out some, in

which strips of metal were interspersed in the

carbon mass to reduce its internal resistance.

When tried, it was found that this instrument,

though loud, did not closely copy the articula-

tions transmitted to it. The speech it forwarded,

when reproduced by any receiver, was muffled

in character, and mixed with many undesirable

sounds. If I should be called upon for an opin-

ion as to the reason of this, I should say that it

lies chiefly in the character of the diaphragm,
which, being split diametrically and held to-

gether by rigid strips across its center, does not

vibrate symmetrically, and thus cannot accu-

rately copy the sound waves produced by the

speaker.

During the winter of 18S4-1885 it was clearly

seen that something must be done in the way of

making the Hunnings principle available, if tel-

ephonic communication over long distances was
to be accomplished, and in thinking over the

matter Francis Blake, who had already achieved
celebrity as the inventor of the Blake transmit-

ter, designed a granular carbon transmitter,

which was the beginning of a new epoch of tel-

ephonic history.

Fig. ig represents this instrument as it rppears
in the patent office drawing. A block of wood,
D, has a circular-shouldered recess cut in its

upper surface, and a curved channel, A, bored

through from the bottom of this recess at its

center to an outlet at one .side. The aperture to

this channel is fitted with a flaring mouthpiece,
/. A metal diaphragm is supported upon one
shoulder within the recess, and being united by
wire to the screw post, E, serves as one electrode.

Above this, at the edge, is placed a ring, or

washer, of non-conducting material. On this

ring is in turn supported a circular piece of wire

gauze, B, with a mesh sufficiently wide to per-

lation better than had so far been produced with
loud-speaking instruments, while, by its peculiar
construction, packing was, indeed, considerably
retarded.

Of the five characteristics of this instrument,
all except one, the last, have been at least in part
retained in the best modern long distance trans-
mitters. The first two were not, of course, new
the third is only now followed, in that the cor-
responding feature in modern transmitters is*

mit the granular material which is employed to

circulate freely through it. Between the oppos-
ing faces of the vibrating diaphragm and the

wire gauze disk at their centers is placed a small

piece of some non-conductor, such as hard rub-

ber or leather, H, and a metal cap, F, fits in and
over the recess, and is screwed down, thereby
holding the gauze and diaphragm in place. As
this is of metal, and as it rests by means of its

inner edge upon the edge of the wire gauze
disk, it is enabled to serve as the means for con-

ducting the current to the gauze disk. Accord-
ingly, the remaining circuit wire can be attached

to one of the fastening screws, as at /. A screw
plug closes a hole in the center of the metal

cap piece, and through this hole the granular car-

bon, C, can be introduced.

Look now at the illustration and observe that

this instrument embodies certain principles:

A. It emplo)'S granulated carbon in a loose

and free state.

B. It employs a horizontally mounted dia-

phragm which supports the mass of carbon on
its upper side, which is provided with a mouth-
piece and the regular vocalizing chamber on its

lower side, and which serves as one of the con-

ducting electrodes.

C. The complementary electrode is of sieve-

like construction, permitting the circulation of

adapted to promote circulation; the fourth is

still in use, in that at least some portion of the

electrode is in all long distance transmitters now
made, buried in, or caused to penetrate the gran-
ular mass. The fifth characteristic has been
found useless, since it impedes the vibrations of

the diaphragm, and has been discarded. The
production of this transmitter did much to stir

up and ventilate the subject of loud-speaking
transmitters, and from it all subsequent suc-

cesses in this line mu.st be dated.

The transmitter which has approached the

most nearly to being considered as a standard
long distance instrument, is shown in Figs. 20,

21 and 22.

In Fig. 20, which, in perspective, represents
the long distance transmitter as now used, the
transmitter proper, D, is mounted upon the free

end of an arm, J, adjustable as to height, so as
to suit itself to either short or tall persons. The
supporting arm is hinged to a bracket projecting
from a metal box. A', within which is the regular
induction coil. Upon the upper side of this

box are seen four binding screws, two for the
primary or battery circuit, and two for the sec-

ondary or line circuit. The internal arrange-
ments of the transmitter proper can be reached
by taking out the three screws which may be
seen on the cap piece, as these screws are the

the granular current-varying material; this fea-

ture was thought to prevent packing.

D. This sieve electrode was submerged or

biiri d in the mass of granular carbon.

E. The diaphragm and wire gauze electrode

were coupled at their centers, the former being

strained tight.

, Considerable success attended this new de-

parture; its transmission was loud, and its articu-

only fasteners employed.
The mechanism is clearly indicated by Fig.

21, which is a longitudinal section, the only dif-

ference being that a different mode of attaching

the cap piece is illustrated.

The transmitting part, £>, is mounted upon a

joint at one end of the arm, 3^, which is itself

jointed to the lugs projecting from the coil in-

closing box, JC.
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It is a good plan to consider the various parts

of this instrument separately. Look first at the

transmitter, D. It is made of a cast iron or

.brass framework, and is provided with a flaring

mouthpiece, /. The mouthpiece terminates in-

wardly in a central hole, which expands after

passing through the lower wall of the instrument

into the regular flat vocalizing or air-condensing

chamber, closed on one side by the vibrating

diaphragm. The diaphragm itself is no longer

a stout piece of ferrotype iron, or sheet brass,

but is a fragile and thin disk of platinum foil,

and is supported at its edges upon a disk, or

washer, of metal, insulated from the case by a

ring of hard rubber, and provided with a bind-

ing screw, which projects below, and to which is

connected the flexible conductor, F, leading to

the lower binding screw on the induction coil

box. There is something else about the mouth-

piece which should be noticed. Its entire rear

wall is seen to have a plane surface; an inclined

plane, it is true, but still a plane.

Now the waves and rays of sound, light and

heat, when they strike a plane surface at an an-

gle, are reflected therefrom at an equal angle;

and the theory is therefore, that if the rear wall

of the mouthpiece were curved, the sound waves

impinging thereon might roll and reverberate

from one point to another, and thus become ma-

terially distorted before they could reach and

affect the diaphragm. But by constructing the

mouthpiece as shown, no matter where the sound

wave strikes, it is almost certain to be reflected

directly upon the center of the diaphragm. The
diaphragm is made of platinum, because platinum

does not readily oxydize or form a film of non-

conducting matter when in contact with pow-

dered or granular carbon, and also because it

has been ascertained that platinum or gold-

plated surfaces work better in connection with

such carbon than do other metals. It is made
of thin foil, partly because the metal is costly,

and because therefore it cannot be used in larg;e

amounts; and partly because being thin, it is

more easily vibrated when carrying a mass of

carbon on its upper surface than it could other-

wise be.

Note that the interior of the transmitter, D,

resolves itself into a kind of circular cell, of

which the circular side wall is non-conducting;

which has a conducting floor on which the car-

bon rests, and which is closed at the top by a

metal cap. It will be remembered that Mr.

Blake provided that the fixed electrode should

be a buried sieve. The fixed electrode, B, in

this form of instrument is like, and yet unlike,

the sieve.

WESrCHN etCCTMlCI

Fig. 22 gives a perspective view of this elec-

trode. It resembles an exaggerated and de-

formed .shade roller pulley. It is a most cu-

riously shaped thing, and has upon the whole

always given better results than electrodes of

any other conformation. One flange is consid-

erably wider than the other, and this serves to

hang the electrode from the upper edge of the

non-conducting wall, so that the lower flange

hangs down into the cavity. A funnel-shaped

depression is in the center of the upper surface,

and from this depression lateral holes are bored

into the deep circumferential groove which sur-

rounds the appliance; another ho'.e also con-

tinues straight from the bottom of the funnel

through to the center of the lower surface.

The theory of circulation is adopted in this

construction. The granulations are originally

poured into the upper central cavity, and are

shaken down until the cavity remains about half

full. 'I'he carbon is vibrated when words are

spoken to the transmitter, and it is suppo.sed

that the vibrations cause the particles to partici-

pate in a kind of circulatory motion through the

side and central holes; the idea of Mr. ISIake is

thus elaborated and refined.

The cap jiiece, when screwed down upon the

upper flange of the electrode, connects it elec-

trically with the casing, which serves as one

conductor of the primary circuit, the flexible

cord, F, being the other.

Considering now the supporting arm, /, we
find that the transmitter, D, as before stated, is

hinged or pivoted thereto. Persons who have

for themselves adjusted the arm of a long dis-

tance transmitter to suit their own height must

have noticed, that although the mouthpiece
might have been expected to change its angle as

the arm is raised and lowered, it in fact, does

no such thing, but remains absolutely vertical,

no matter how the arm is arranged. This is

essential, because if it is a good thing to have

the diaphragm horizontal, it must also be a good
thing to keep it so; and Fig. 21 shows how this

is done.

i^To he Continued.^

New Styles of Push Buttons.

The Redding Electric company of Boston,

Mass., has recently placed on the market several

new styles of push buttons, of which two are

shown in the accompanying drawings.

Fig. I represents a pu.sh button to be used in

connection with a speaking tube, for front doors

referred the matter to a special committee to inquire into

and report upon. Several colliery engineers in South
Wales are practically testing them—one, G. W. Wilkinson
of Risca, having several hundreds in daily use. So satisfied

is he with their results that an order has been given for a
still further number. The applications of electricity to

transmission of power are confined in Great Britain to three

collieries only, viz.. Trafalgar colliery. Forest of Dean; St.

John's colliery, Normanton; and Allerton Main colliery,

near Leeds. At Trafalgar, what was a very small pumping
plant, started in December, 18S2, developed by May, 1S87,

into three sets of plant, doing the underground pumping of

the colliery, and that at a saving of some £500 per annum.
At St. John's, a 6 horse power set of pumping plant did

such excellent work that a 33 horse power set was put
down in March last in another part of the colliery, and has
since been in continuous work. These extensions speak
for themselves. In each case the power is conveyed by
cables from the dynamo at the surface to the pumps placed
at a considerable distance underground. At Allerton Main,
very small quantities of water are being dealt with at inac-

cessible points. The power is supplied to the motors from
secondary batteries charged at the surface, and conveyed
to the required points in the colliery tubs or carts. A coal

cutter is also being driven by the same method. On the

Continent, underground haulage at Zankerode colliery has
been successfully and economically working since 1882, and
also at Hohenzollern colliery since 18S4, the cost in eich

case being much less than by horses. There has lately

been put in operation at Big Bend, on the Feather River,

Butte county, California, the most stupendous set of elec-

tric mining plant, so far as the author knows, in existence

A large river has been tapped, and with a fall of 300 feet

it gives hundreds of horse power by means of Pelton wheels.

and vestibules of apartment houses. It is pro-

vided with a name space and number, as shown
in cut, is nicely finished in brass, bronze or

nickel, with sliding connection, and is in every
respect substantial, durable and convenient.

Fig. 2 shows a new flat, metal push button,

for use on outside doors, or to take the place of

the common wood push buttons. It can be used
on woodwork or plastered walls. It is made of

figured bronze, or with plain front, and is fin-

ished in brass, bronze or nickel.

The working parts are in keeping with the de-

signs.

The insulating part is made of hard rubber.

The wires are fastened by means of large ma-
chine screws, which cannot get loose and pull

out. The connection is a sliding one. All

the parts are accessible, and conveniently ar-

ranged, and are made especially strong and dur-

able.

British Association.

Among the papers read at the meeting of the British as-

sociation was one entitled "Electricity as Applied to Min-
ing." Following is a synopsis:

The recommendalions of the mines commission and the

passing of Ihe more stringent coal mines act of 1887 have
both stimulated mine managers to inquire into and recog-
nize the advantages of electricity for blasting and lighting.

By means of a small hand magneto battery and electric

fuses all the shot, firing in most of the fiery collieries is now
done, the explosive used being one of the many lately in-

troduced which, fired by an electric detonator, gave off no
llame. Dynamo machines at many pits are used for light-

ing the surface and main roadways of the colliery, and this

current has also been used for the purpose of shot firing,

notably at Ynyshir colliery. Khondda valley, South Wales
All the shots are fired in this way simultaneously with
every man out of the pit, thus pulling loss of life beyond
possibility. The adoption of the electric lamp in place of

the well-known ordinary safety lamp is now very strongly
advocated. There are several in the field, notably the
Swan and Pitkin, using secondary liatturies, anil the Schan-
schieff, using .a primary battery. The South Wales Insti-

tute of Isngine'M-s, who, with other kindred societies, have
lately had these and other electric lamps before them, have

These actuate electric generators, from which the currents

are sent along a circuit of eighteen miles, driving Sprague
motors at fourteen different points where power is re-

quired in a mining district for pumping, hoisting, etc. The
falls at Roaring Fork, Grand liiver, arc utilized for driving

an electric generator, from which the power is conveyed
across country over a mile to Aspen mines, Colorado,

where a 10 horse po.ver Sprague motor is driving the mine
machinery, replacing steam power with considerable econ-
omy. A gold mine in New Zealand has recently been made
valuable by transmitting the power from a waterfall two
miles away. The conductors, supported on poles, are Car-

rie J direct over the mountains, 2,000 feet intervening be-

tween the fall and the mine. Obviously, where water power
can be thus applied, the saving, as compared with using
fuel, is considerable, especially in metal or diamond mining
districts, W'here coal is expensive. The ease with which the

power can be conveyed over hill and dale and into the in-

tricacies of the mine is, too, a factor of no mean importance.
W. .Anderson read a paper on the application of electric-

ity to the working of a twenty-ton crane at the Erith iron

works. Rope driving gear was at first employed, but the

inconvenience and wear induced i\Ir. Anderson to employ
electricity. The following description of the crane was
given: " The crane is 39 feet 6 inches span, and consists

of a pair of wrought iron girders resting on end carriages,

each running on two wheels on an elevated line of rails.

The gearing for hoisting for longitudinal and for cross

traverse is secured onto the tops of the main girders; the

hoisting chain passes from the baTcl, which is at one end
of the crane, over a pulley at the other, then back to pulleys

in the cross traversing carriage which runs between the

main girders, thence to a falling block, and finally to an
anchorage under the barrel at the extreme end of the main
girders. By this arrangement the crane occupies a moder-
ate height, and the hook can come within 3 feet of each
wall.

"T'he dynamo, which is considerably larger than is

needed for the crane in question, is arranged to give up to

80 amperes at 120 volts, with r,2oo revolutions per minute.

The armature is of the cylinder type, field magnets shunt

wound, resistance of armature .07 ohm, and of the magnets

75 ohms. It is fixed in the main boiler house of the works,

and is driven by a horizontal engine, having a cylinder gV^

inches diameter, 12 inches stroke, running at iSo revolu-

tions with 50 pounds steam by means of a link belt. The
leads from the boiler house up to the conductor in the

foundry, for a distance of 60 feel, are of No.
B.W.G copper wire, while the conductor in the foundry is

formeil of an angle iron bar, 2 inches x 2 inches x ^ inch,

extending the whole 350 feet length of the shop; it has one
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face, roughl)' g;round, and protected from rust by vaseline,

and is secured to the iron pillars supporting the roof, being-

insulated by wood blocks. The return current travels along

one of the rails on which the crane runs, the joints of the

rails being united electrically by copper staples. The
motor is one of Elwell-Parker's latest types, with single ver-

tical magnet and a drum armature; it is shunt wound and
constructed for i^Ki volts and 50 amperes, the armature re-

sistance is .056 ohm, that of the shunt 49.2 ohms. It is

6xed on the working platform of the crane, beside one of

the main girders. Its driving spindle carries a steel pinion,

which gears into a double helical spur wheel, keyed on to a

shaft which runs longitudinally on the top of the girder,

?nd is connected by nests of three-bevel wheels, with fric-

tion clutch connections to the three shafts which command
the several movements of the crane, the means of using the

hand-power being still retained. Two sets of speed are ar-

ranged for each of the movements, namely:

"Hoisting
Cross traverse
Longitadinal traver e.

Slow per min.
3.4fC. ...

78

Fast per min.
. .. io(t.

. .. 105"

... 213"

"To pro\'ide against an undue current passing through

the motor an automatic magnetic cut-out is fixed on the

crane, and as an additional security a fusible wire is placed

close to the dynamo to provide for the contingency of a

short circuit. For the purpose of varying the power and
speed to meet the requirements of the foundry a set of re-

sistance coils is provided governed by a special switch, by
means of which different resistances can be introduced into

the armature circuit of the motor, and the current can be

cut off altogether; but so that it must be done by steps, and
not suddenly. In starting the motor the reverse action

takes place. The shunt coils of the magnets are connected

to the two collectors so that the fields are always excited

when the dvnamo is running, whether the motor is working

or not, the switch controlling only the armature circuit.

The collector for the angle-iro 1 conductor consists of a pair

of insulated brass blocks pressed against it by means of a

flat spring having a considerable range. An ordinary wire

brush serves to collect the current from the rail; but the

axle of one of the wheels is also connected to this brush to

provide for the contact bei-.g in any way interrupted.

"The handles for operating the several movements, the

brake lever, the switch, and the automatic cut-out are all

collected together, so that a single attendant can readily

work the crane from one spot.

"'The crane was set to work in June last, and has con-

tinued to act satisfactorily ever since The advantages of

working by electricity are very great, especially in compari-

son to steam cranes. In large works a powerful dynamo
would be established, and be driven by engines of an eco-

nomical t)fpe. The steam from the main boilers is neces-

sarily always available when the factory is at work, and the

current can be easily carried into any part of the establish

ment. Steam cranes require attendant to be at his post an

hour or more before the works open, water and fuel have to be

hoisted on to the crane, and the working is accompanied by
dirt, steam and smoke, the latter especially objectionable

with overhead lights, or in shops where bright work is pre-

pared or erected-

"The duty realized is about 65 per cent, of the power de-

veloped in the driving steam engine. As far as can be

judged at present, there is no special wear to apprehend.

The conductors act satisfactorily though a considerable

length is in the open air, and the dust, heat and smoke of

the foundry do not appear to affect the working."

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, Nov, S.—The most important use of elec-

tricity during the past week has been the gathering of

election returns, and the work has been satisfactorily done.

There has been little of that doubt and uncertainty which

nearly resulted in a riot four years ago, although there was

a slight attempt to prolong the agony for another day. A
little excitement was created at the headquarters of the

Cleveland Business Men's association on election day by a

blunder in a telephone message transmitted from Commis-

sioner Davenport's headquarters, in which he said he had

issued warrants for the arrest of the entire Board of In-

spectors of the Sixth election district. The Police commis-

sioners called on the Business Men's association to furnish

substitutes for those arrested, and the man who received it

understood the number to be 100, It proved an enrirely

false alarm, however, as none whatever were arrested.

This year the long distance telephone people entered the

field as collectors and distributors of election returns, and

their success will no doubt lead them to make careful prep-

arations in the future, while their extension of hues will

enable them to cover the field in the close states in the east

ver>' satisfactorily,

Merrick P. Frost of New Haven, Conn,, one of the tele-

phone pioneers of New England, died last week after a

year's illness, and upon the expiration of his six months'

leave of absence as general manager of the Southern New
England Telephone company. Mr. Frost was engaged in

the wholesale grocery and liquor business when, in 1877,

the first telephone company was organized in Connecticut.

He at that time turned his entire attention to the introduc-

tion of the telephone, and, in company wMth George W.

Coy of Mllford, Conn., established one of the earliest ex-

changes, which began business in January, 1878. He was

the chief organizer of the Southern New England and the

Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone companies. He was

also interested in New York, New Jersey and Colorado

companies.

The Commercial Cable company has announced its in-

tention of increasing its capital stock from $6,000,000 to

$10,000,000, taking up its standing bonds as fast as they

mature, and anticipating the payment of others. It is said

that $600,000 worth have already been retired. This move-

ment on the part of the company is believed to be due to

the better condition of- the cable business since the recent

increase in rates, under which the company is working its

cables to their full capacity. This change in the conditions

has been very gratifying, as the volume of business has not

fallen off by reason of the higher tolls. The French Cable

company reports an increase of business, which hiay be

attributed, it is thought, to the activity in the cotton and

coffee markets.

Much interest is felt in the proposed new series of ex-

periments with the Daft motor on the Ninth avenue elevated

road. The power of the motor has been doubled since the

original trial some time ago with a view to showing what

can be done with a train of five cars on the grades of that

line.

The Railway Cab Signal company has been experiment-

ing with Putnam's cab signal on the Staten Island railroad

for about eighteen months. Although not officidly adopted

it has been carefully watched, and appears to be now^ en

tirely perfected C>ne of the most serious defects of all

other signaling systems appears to be the necessity of de-

pending upon the sight of the engineer. In the Putnam

system the danger signal is sounded by a vibrating bell or

shrill whistle in the cab, which continues until it is switched

off by the engineer or fireman, who may be awakened by

the sound, if sleeping at their posts. It will be recollected

that the recent Mud Run disaster occurred in spite of the

display of signals, which must have been easily seen from

the fireman's side of the engine. It is fair to assume, that

with an audib'e danger signal of this character that terrible

accident would never have occurred.

There was a boiler explosion at ihe chemical works at

Lancaster, Pa., last night, by which one boiler out of a

battery of four was thrown over the buildings, landing

about 100 feet away. It was used to supply power for the

United States Electric Light company, which lights the

streets of that city. Charles F. Miller, president of that

company, who was in the engine room at the time, was

bruised by flying bricks, but not seriously injured. John

Reidel, an employe, was killed, and Michael Klonn badly

hurt. The engineer was slightly injured. There was

plenty of water in the boiler, and the steam gauge regis-

tered but 80 pounds. All of the boilers were less than

eighteen months old, and an inspection only five weeks ago

showed them to be in first-class condition, P.

Kentucky Notes.

Paduc.\h, Ky., Nov. 9.— .'apt. R. K. Dunkerson of

Evansville, Ind., a large stockholder in the Paducah Gas

company, and also in the electric light company, is in the

city. Capt. Dunkerson said that all the machinery of the

electric light plant had beea contracted for. Part has al-

ready arrived, and part is now on the way from Pittsburgh.

The only delay feared is in the construe ion of the immense

boiler now being built by Heilman at Evansville. "If we

had this here now," said Capt. Dunkerson, "we could

furnish the people of Paducah electric light within two

weeks." J.

P.'VRIS, Ky., Nov, g.—Thomas H. Feary, representing

the Thomson-Houston Electric Light company of Chicago,

was here last week to see what might be done in the way of

illuminating Paris with electric lights. He claimed that it

could be done for $2,000 per annum, wh'le it now costs

$3,300 for gas, Mr. Feary is expected to return here this

week. K,

Canadian News.
Montreal, Nov, 9.—A short time ago the secretary of

the fire and gas committee of the Montreal city council

was Instructed to communicate with a number of American

cities, and collect what information he could respecting the

placing of telephone telegraph and electric light wires un-

derground. Replies were received from New York, De-

troit, Philadelphia and St. Louis. In the first case a report

was forwarded siiowing what had been accomplished by the

placing of electric conductors underground. In the second

the fire commission of the city had underground 1 5 miles

of conduit, and the cable laid therein worked with entire

satisfaction. In the third instance there were 5S3 miles of

wires underground, of which 56 were for electric lighting

purposes, the remainder being for telegraph and telephone

purposes. And in the last instance, St. Louis, the system

had not yet been adopted. There is a strong feeling at the

City hall that the placing of all these wires underground in

Toronto would prove an immense advantage to the city.

At a recent meeting of the Canadian Society of Civil En-

gineers, at McGill college, F. N, Gisborne, F. R S. C, of

Ottawa, read an interesting paper upon the "Inception of

Electrical Science, and the Evolution of Telegraphy." He
concluded his paper by stating that, in his opinion, the

most successful and profitable telegraph companies of the

future will abandon the present system of a multiplicity of

wires for the transmission of intelligence; and at business

centers and important stations will employ female labor for

perforating and comparing with the original manuscript

dispatches to be forwarded by automatic transmitters; an

additional wire or two being operated by Morse sounders

for the correction, when needed, of automatically trans-

mitted messages, and also for the requirements of inter-

mediate local business. Such additional wire or wires

would be a- ailable for duplex, quadruplex, or multiplex in-

struments. C.

Akron, O.
Akron, O., Nov. 9.—The electric road is now in full

operation, and is giving great satisfaction. According to

the articles of agreement with the city the street car com-

pany is bound to run cars in all directions from the corner

of Market and Howard streets every ten minutes. This

is now being done on all lines except East Market street

and as soon as a switch can be put in, so that the cars can

pass near Adolph avenue, another car will be put on, and

the company will then be able to fulfill the agreement to

the letter. When a few changes are made the city can

boast of having the best street car system in the state.

Forty horses that have been used upon the system will be

taken to Erie, Pa., by the company, and will be used on

horse car lines in that city. Charles Foote of the Sprague

Electric Railway & Motor company; Henry Everett, a

prominent railroad man, and Mr. Emmett, all of Cleveland,

recently inspected the road. Mr. Emmett has charge of

the construction of the road in the Forest city.

Several officers of the Central Union Telephone company

were in the city a few days ago looking after their interests

here. They carefully looked over the condition of the ex-

change, and have decided to give the whole plant a thor-

ough overhauling and reconstruction It was the intention

of the company to start out in brand new quarters when
the franchise was renewed, but as yet they have been una-

ble to secure a desirable location All of the wires which

are now in Bank alley will be replaced by two 100 con-

ductor cables. B.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Nov. 10,—The buildings of the Pittsburgh

Carbon company were destroyed by fire recently. It is es-

timated that the loss will be in the neighborhood of $30,000.

The buildings were partially insured.

The South Thirteenth Street Electric Railway company

is working hard to get the new circuit in along Barkheimer

street and Southern avenue. This work will be accom-

plished in a few days, and the heavy motors will be put in.

With these a much greater degree of speed can be ob-

tained.

The Westinghouse Electric company recently installed a

new plant at Trenton, N. J., of 3,000 incandesceiit lights.

It is proposed to establish a technical school in connec-

tion with the Western university of this city. If the project

is carried out a thorough course in electrical engineering

will be included in the curriculum. Members of the board

of trustees have recently been visiting polytechnic schools

to obtain ideas concerning the establishment of such a

school. A,

Boston, Mass.
Boston, Nov. 10.—At a recent meeting of the Society of

Arts, Charles A. White of Boston, exhibited and described

the Eco magneto watchman's clock. Mr, White mentioned

as the main defects of the clocks now in use the ease with

which they can be cheated by unscrupulous watchmen, the

troubles arising from a chemical battery, the necessity for

an expert electrician for their care, and the fact that the

breaking of any part throws the whole out of order. The
Eco clock dispenses with the battery, the current being gen-

erated by the act of registering at any station, and as each

station is independent of all others, a breafe on one affects

only that one. The recover in this clock is entirely by

gravity,

W. E Gump of New York, described the wriring tele-

graph.

An effort is bsing made by the press to have wires put

under ground. D.

St. Louis, Mo.
St, Louis, Mo., Nov. 9.—The first steps toward the

organization of an electrical society have been taken in this

city. The temporary officers are: David J. Harris, presi-

dent, and S, P, Baird, secretary. The committee on ar-
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rangements is composed of Messrs. Harris, Dean, Graber.

Baird, Wurdock and Rogers. The object of the society is

to advance the interest in electrical study by opening a

room where all can meet and exchange views on telegraphy,

electric lights, distribution of electric power, etc. Papers

will be read by professors, electricians and practical men.

B.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The electric light plant in Findlay, O., is now in opera-

tion.

Belle Plaine, la., is making a move to secure electric

lights.

Work has been commenced on the electric light plant at

Ravenna, O.

Gainesville, Fla., will soon have its electric light plant

in operation.

LeMars, la.. Water & Light company has been organized

with a capital stock of ^100,000.

The plant of the Electric Light & Power company, Knox-

ville, Tenn., will soon be in operation.

The citizens of Lyons, Kan., are discussing the advisa-

bility of enlarging its electric light plant.

An effort is bein; made at Centreville. Md , to organize

a company to put up an electric light plant.

The Burlington. la., Edison Electric company has been

incorporated with a capital slock of 5^200, 000.

W. H. Cole has resigned his position of manager of ihe

Virginia Light iS: Power company of Richmond.

The office of C. C Haskins, inspector of electric lights

in Chicago, has been moved to the city hall building.

Leon, la., operates and owns its own electric light plant,

and lights the city. Plant and light for a year cost $io,(ioo.

The city council of Atlanta, Ga , has voted to increase

the number of electric lights for street lighting from 100 to

130

The Western Electric company is lighting the Exposition

building with eighty arc lights for the Chicago fat stock

show.

The city of Statesville, N. C, has decided by a popular

vote to issue |8, 000 in bonds to purchase an electric light

plant.

The Jenney Electric company of Fort Wayne, Ind
,

is

installing an electric light plant in Jackson, Miss., for street

lighting.

The Detroit Electric Light company of Detroit, Mich.,

is seeking to introduce its tower system in the city of Cleve-

land, O.

The Jenoey Electric company of Indianapolis, Ind., has

recently sold to the Sidney Gas Light company of Sidney,

O.. a $7,500 light outfit.

The Citizens' Electric Light compar.y ot Na'chez. Miss.,

talks of adding to its plant incandescent lighting machinery

of a capacity of 1500 lights.

The streets of Rochester, N. V., are illuminated by

2,852 lights. Of this number gSo are arc lamps, 895 are

incandescents, and the remainder gas.

The Van Depoele company's first incandescent dynamo
has been sold to the Ferracute Machine company of Bridge-

ton, Conn. It is a 200 light machine.

The officials of the county buildings at Denver, Col
,

have petitioned the county commissioners co substitute

electric lights for gas for lighting the olfices.

The contract for lighting the city of Natchez, Miss., has

been let to the Thomson- Houston company at !|;85 per

lamp per annum for sixty-five lamps, all night schedule.

Richmond. Kan , is talking of having its streets lighted

with electricity It is believed arc lights will be used if

any. About fifty in number, it is thought, would be suffi-

cient.

The Consolidated Electric Light lS: Power company at

Aurora, 111., has been organized; capital slock, $50,000;

incorporators, Ira B. Copley, Howard Knowles, and I. C.

Copley.

The joint committee on lighting of the Cleveland city

council voted at a recent meeting to discontinue the use of

the electric light masts, and to distribute the lights about

the city.

The Central Ctty Electric Light company, Waco, Tex.,

capital stock $30,fX)O, has been organized by M. D. Her-

ring, Samuel Sanger, Travis Jones, James Moore, James
h. Baker and others.

The Wcstinghousc Electric company has applied for a

patent on a regulator of electric lights a long distance from
the central station. It is the invention of Mr. Slillwell, one
of the electricians of the company.

The Electric Light association of Waupaca, Wis., has

decided to rebuild the dam which was wrecked some weeks
ago, and put the light plant in operation again. The work
will cost between $5.wjo and $0,000

The work of preparing to light the business district and
apportion of the west side, Chicago, by electricity has been

steadily going on, and the probability now is that the dyna-

mos will be put into use to culebrale (Christmas day^ The
work would lutvc been finished some weeks ago and the

light turned on but for the many obstacles encountered.

At first there was a dcartli of money to put in llie neces-

sary machinery, and next came trouble altout getting ma-

terial, but both have at last been overcome, and there is

now nothing in tf-e way of the improvement being com-
pleted by the time fixed.

The judiciary committee of the Vermont legislature has

under consideration a bill granting the use of electric light

poles to other like companies under the direction of the

selectmen of towns, and the aldermen of cities.

Judge Rorey, in the Superior court of Georgia, has or-

dered the sale of the entire plant af Augusta, of the Ameri-

can Illuminating company, whose electrical apparatus was
damaged by the recent floods. The company has been in

the hands of a receiver for some months.

Thomas A. Edison has applied to the courts to stop the

publication of his pictures in newspapers as part of an ad-

vertisement of a remedy with which his name is associated.

He doesn't consider them as libelous as some candidates'

cuts are. but says he doesn't intend to be made a rival of

Lydia Pinkham,

The Chicago & Great Western Railroad company is hav-

ing plans traced for its proposed passenger depot on the

corner of Harrison street and Fifth avenue, Chicago. The
train shed will cost $150,000, and the entire structure in

the neighborhood of $600,000. All modern improvements
will be used, mcluding electric lights, steam heat, and ele-

vators.

The Citizens' Light & Power company of Burlington.

Vt., has been organized. The directors are: Edward Ly-

man, C. C. Post. Willard Crane, W. S. Vincent. Elias

Lyman and E. A. Pope. The company expects to be able

to furnish the electric light and power within sixty days.

The Thomson-Houston system will be used. The com-
pany will use water power, but will put in a steam plant as

a reserve. The choice of engine has not been made.

It is stated that about 4.200 horse power will be required

for the lighting of the exhibition to be held next year in

Paris. Of this about 200 horse power is to be supplied by
gas engines. The lighting will be effected by 20,000 in-

candescent lamps and 1,000 arc lights. The work of prep-

aration in the Champs de Mars is being vigorously prose-

cuted, and it is confidently expected that the exhibition

will be completely ready by the date fixed upon for the

opening.

The president of a leading electric light company of New
York city is quoted as saying: "There are, according to the

latest statistics, about 150 tons of carbons in daily con-

sumption, and out of that number a shade over 100 tons are

turned out in the twenty carbon furnaces in Cleveland.

The capacity of an ordinary furnace is about 45,000 car-

bons, but some of the manufacturers are now running over-

time, £0 great has the demand grown. Six years ago all

the carbons burned throughout the country were made in a

single room in Boston, where only ten men were employed."

A New London, Conn., paper says: For ^.number of

months several churches in Bridgeport have been consider-

ing the advisability of substituting incandescent electric

lighting in the place of gas, but it rema'ned for the South
Congregational church of that city to be the pioneer in the

change. Men are now at work putting in the requ'site

wires and fixtures and it is expected that by Sunday evening
next, the edifii e will be aglow with this brilliant illuminator.

The Huntington Street Baptist church in this city is illumin-

ated by the incandescent system, and it appears to give the

highest satisfaction. Other churches here will probably
follow the Huntington Street church and introduce the
system

At a meeting of the St. Paul, Minn., common council,
November 3d, Aid. Cooley, from the committee on under-
ground conduits, submitted a report, recommending that
the city engineer be directed not to issue any further per-
mits to conduit companies which do not have underground
franchises, until permission had been granted by the coun-
cil. The alderman also introduced an amendment to the
original conduit ordinance, preventing the engineer from is-

suing permits to all applicants, until the plans for additional
conduits are approved by the council. The object is to
protect those who are operating under franchises heretofore
granted by the council. The amendment was adopted, with
only one vote in the negative. The superintendent of the
lire alarm telegraph was instructed to see that the city wires
were properiy distributed in the conduits and the necessary
connections made while the work of construction is in pro-
gress—the subway company having granted the city the
free use of its conduits.

The following is an extract from an article in the Pitts-
burgh Cluvmcle: "What effect has the adoption of elec-
tricity as an illuminant had upon gas?" The above ques-
tion was asked this morning of a prominent manufacturer
of illuminating gas in a neighboring state, and one who is

justly considered an expert on the subject. His first reply
was that it had had none unless to increase the demand for
gas, but after a moment's rcflecton, he added that the
question was more comprehensive than his answer would
j-eem to imply and he would, Iherel'ore, go more in detail.
"The general introduction of electric lighting," he con-
tinued, "has been the cause of numerous improvements in
gas lighting methods, for the competition brought about
between the two systems made it recessary to increase the
cfliciency of gas as an illuminating agent if it was to hold
its own against its younger rival. One very noticeable
effect was the reduction in the price of gas, which was a
simple way to increa-e its efficiency on a basis of dollars
rather than of cubic feet. There is a minimum limit, how-
ever, at which gas can be profitably manufactured, and
when that is reached, increased efficiency must be sought
m the direction of better quality or improved forms of
burners. One .source of economy is heating the gas before
It IS burned, thus producing a white llame. This principle,
which IS not novel, is applied in several ways and with vary-
mg success.

THE ELECTRIC IVIOTOR.
The Baxter Motor company, W. W. Munroe, Chicago

western agent, has sold a four horse motor to the Chicago
Herald Publishing company to run machinery in the en-
graving department

The Electric Motive Power company of Spokane Falls
has been incorporated; capital stock $50,000; trustees, A.
S. Moore of San Francisco, W. S. Norman and C. R.
Burns of Spokane Falls.

At a recent meeting of the BufTalo, N. Y., common
council, the People's Electric Railway company made an
application for permission to lay tracks on several streets.

Hearing was postponed two weeks.

The West Haven Plorse Railroad company of New
Haven, Conn., is considering the adoptlon'of electricity as
a motive power. The officers of the company are inclined
to favor the Julien system of storage batteries.

Some of the aldermen of this city pretend that the system
of electric motors for street railways is not a success, says
the Peoria Jo^irnal. And yet city after city is adopting it,

so if we do not soon move in the matter we shall be left

behind.

A force of men is now at work on Oak street, near East
End avenue, Chattanooga. Tenn., making the necessary cut
for laying the track of the Chattanooga & Highland Park
Electric railway. This will be finished in a short tim.e, and
then track laying will be pushed rapidly.

The Daft Electric Light company has brought suit against
C. H. Howlandand individual membersof ihe Los Angeles
Electric Railway company of Los Angeles, Cal.. to recover

$15,684 claimed to be due on the plant of the road. C. M.
Whaling also began suit against Howland to recover $856,
his propoition of $2,195 due for work on the road and
claims assigned.

The Seattle, W. T., Electric Railway Power company
contracted with the Thomson-Houston company of Boston
for the entire electrical equipment for the road, $35,000
being the consideration. Contract has been awarded to

J. W. Jones & Son of Troy, New York, for car bodies for

$4,000. The Jarvis Engineering company of Boston will

install an engine and boiler at a cost of $6,000.

The Steubenville, O., Gazette says; "The system of
electric street car motor to be employed in Steubenville is

the same as that adopted on the Beacon street line, Boston,
in preference to horse or cable motor. Beacon street is the

finest street in Boston, and when the people agreed to have
a street car line put on that street the cable system was
adopted, but abandoned after a committee went to Rich-
mond and saw the Sprague electric system in operation."

The following is taken from the Fargo Daily Trilnuw:
"Lieutenant Oilman, who recently arrived from the east,

regrets very deeply that his electric street railway will not
be in operation for the accommodation of the distinguished
law makers who will assemble in the city next January.
However, the railway will be constructed. Although the

visiting solons will not have the pleasure of riding in its

palatial cars, the citizens of Bismarck will in the near fu-

ture revel in the luxury of being snatched over the streets

by electricity. Lieutenant Oilman has not lost faith,"

Omnibuses driven by power from accumulators are said

to be running for conveyance of passengers in Paris. A
London paper in referring to this subject says: Some day
soon we may have electric omnibuses phing in the streets

of London; indeed, an experimental 'bus may occasionally

be seen making a journey in the evening in some of the

West End streets. The vehicle is the invention of Rad-
cliffe Ward, who has been connected wiih several electric

companies. The electric 'bus. to carry 12 persons and the

engineer, costs about 20 per cent, more than an ordinary

horse omnibus, but the expense of working and mainte-

nance is said to be 50 per cent. less.

The aldermen of Decatur, III., recently visited Lafayette

to examine the electric road in that city. A Decatur paper
says of the visit: All were highly pleased with the electric

street railway. The poles already on the streets had been
used for the necessary wires in the business center and the

poles were generally no more objectionable than tho'^e of

telephone or electric light companies. The central plant

had engines of 130 horse power, and it was clearly demon-
strated that loaded cars could be run up a 5 or 10 per cent,

grade. The perfei t satisfaction expressed by the people of

Lafayette has removed every doubt in the minds of Deca-
turites. The organization for Decatur is now complete,

and a petition will be presented to the council asking for

right of way for five miles of street railroad. The company
will push things as soon as right of way is granted, and
they expect to have the entire line in operation by July i,

1889. The enterprise represents an investment of from
$50,000 to $100,000.

An Omaha paper says of the Thomson-Houston electric

road at Omaha, which was started for traffic October 30th,

The plant established will give abundant power for fifty

cars. But twenty-six will be used at present, which will

be a rate of one car every six minutes. The cars will be

heated in winter by gasoline stoves and lighted by incan-

descent electric lights. The power house is situated south

of the car shops on Avenue 1'", and is 43x80 feet. It is

very substantially built of brick and finely finished. A
huge chimney, 175 feet in height-, towtrs above the struct-

ure. The chimney is sixteen feet square at the base, and
has a four-foot lUie. The interior of the building is divided

into two large rooms, one containing the boilers, the other

the two Westinghouse engines of 150 horse power each,

and the four large Thomson- Houston dynamos. One of

the liynamos furnishes the electric light used in illuminating

the bridge, and the othe's generate the current that fur-

nishes the motive power. The machinery already in the

building will generate sufficient power to operate a line

double the length of the present one, and there is ample
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room for additional machines. On the bridge alone, inde-

pendent of the approaches, will be placed twenty 2,000

candle power arc lights. They will be placed 100 feet

apart, and will illuminate the structure at night in a very

brilliant manner. The approaches will also be brightly

lighted.

They are making great headway with the rapid transit

problem in Baltimore. The .S'«/? of that city says: "With

a short clay pipe stuck in the side of his mouth and seated

in a boatswain's chair, which was attached by a pulley to

a telegraph wire, John li. Lewis, a lineman in the employ

of the Chesapeake Telephone company, yesterday rode

from the building, South and Baltimore streets, to the

Chamber of Commerce building, over heads of people and

tops of houses. The wire between the two buildings was

out of order, and I,e\vis proceeded to repair it. The chair

was attached to a rope, to the end of which a pulley was
attached, which slid over the wire. When he sat in midair

over South steeet a number of persons stood watching

jim."

The Birmingham, Eng., Central Tramways company has

been e.Kperimenting with an electric locomotive designed to

draw a detached train. The London E cchician says:

"Although this car is little more than half the sixe and
weight of the steam locomotives in use at Birmingham, yet

the dynamometer tests showed that it was able to exert a

tractive force 66 per cent, greater. The Birmingham Cen-

tral Tramways company is looking into the ques ion of

electric traction with perfectly serious intentions. Their

experience of s'.eam locomotives—of which they possess no

less than 76—is not of a wholly favorable character. The
wear and tear is something enormous. A tire of 4 inches

in thickness is only good for 27,000 miles—that is, about

nine months' use—by which time it has been reduced in

thickness to 1% inch, and this is in addition to an equally

excessive wear of the axles. What this means io the way of

expense and trouble for continual adjustment in case of so

complex a machine, some of our readers will be able to ap-

preciate. With electric traction the greater pait of this

trouble will be avoided
"

president; L. H. Korty, secretary and treasurer; Flemon
Drake, general manager, and V. P. Mussleman, cashier.

The company is spending this year about ^35,000 in im-

provements and extensions, its outlay of last year in the

same direction being !j;30,ooo.

THE TELEPHONE.
The telephone hne between Madison and Norfolk, Neb.,

has been completed.

The Atlanta Constlhitiou, in an article on the utility of

telephones, sums up the matter thus: "Much has been said

in regard to the use of the telephone, still there is room
for its merits to be more fully explained in order that they

may be more highly appreciated."

judge Bunn has granted a temporary injunction closing

the exchange of the Superior Telegraph .S: Telephone com-

pany at Superior. Wis. The injunction was granted in

favor of the American Bell Telephone company. The case

will come up on its merits later. The Bell company alleges

infringement

A movement has been begun in Portland, Ore., to cause

the companies there to bury their wires. The Oregonian

of that city says: "The time is not far distant when it will

become actually necessary to put the telegraph, telephone

and other electric wires underground in Portland, and it

would be just as well to begin to consider the matter now.

Indeed, the network of wires has already grown to be un-

sightly, and in numerous ways a public annoyance. As the

city grows the wires will inc ease in number, and now,

while the change can be made at comparatively small in-

convenience, steps should be taken in that direction."

The following item, which evidently must be taken with

considerable allowance, appeared in the Springfield, O,,

Republic Times. A thrilling incident occurred at liughes

^ Solenberger's, on Ea^.t Main street, a day or two ago,

during the progress of one of the violent storms that con-

tinued dur'ng the two weeks of bad weather. The tele-

phone had been acting badly all day. sputtering, chattering

and rumbling, and creating a good deal of fun among
those present, who regarded the electrical disturbance as a

huge joke About 5 o'clock in the evening, just after the

electric lights had been turned on, the climax of the whole

day's difficulty came, and it was not funny in any degree.

The telephone suddenly caught fire and commenced to

smoke ominously, at the same time emitting a crackling

noise that was not reassuring. The next instant, a swift,

intense tongue of fire shot out horizontally from the tele-

phone, licking out four or five feet The crowd fled in

terror to the lear of the room. The trouble was caused by

the telephone wires crossing with the electric light wires.

The Nebraska Telephone company connects Omaha and

South Omaha with sixty-eight Nebraska towns, says a cor-

respondent of the Chicago Century. Outside the cities it

operates 3oo miles of wire. It opened nine new offices

during the year. Connections are made with 61 offices of

the Iowa Union Telephone company of Iowa. Thus
Omaha is directly connected with 117 outside cities. The
number of employes in Omaha is 52, and the total number
of employes in the state is 184. It is well to remember,
however, that as these figures are being constantly increased,

they can only be regarded as suggestive. The total num-
ber of telephones in use in the state at the present time is

3.51S, of which Omaha has 1,261. There are in Omaha
742 miles of wire. In the first six months of this year the

number of messages conveyed to outside points was 66,-

374, and the number of city calls have amounted to an
average of about 15,400 per day. There are nine public

telephone sta'ions in the city, and the revenue derived

from them is considerable. The toll lines of the company
have been extended as far west as York and Columbus,
and south to Eairbur)'. The offices of this company in the

Ramge block are very elegantly fitted up, and equal in their

conveniences to the best in the country. The switch-

board used is one which has no superior in the UL.ited

States. The officers of this enterprising corporation are

as follows: S. H. H. Clark, president; J. J. Dickey, vice-

THE TELEPHONE.
In the United States Circuit court at San Francisco re-

cently the Western Union Telegraph company obtained

judgment against J- Christensen for ^1,000 damages for

cutting wires belonging to plaintiff in Contra Costa county.

Since July last, C. B. Snady, New York state organizer

of the Order of Railway Telegraphers, has organized new
divisions in Syracuse, Oswego, Watertown, Buffalo, Utica,

Binghamlon, Elmira and Suspension Bridge. About 1,000

telegraphers have been initiated into the order since July in

New York state alone. The whole membership of the

order in the United States and Canada, is 17,000.

The Western Uniojj Telegraph company is at last on
the floor of the chamber of commerce, says a Minneapolis,
Minn., paper. Ever sinte the chamber was organized

there has been a fight between the two, and at last the

Minneapolis institution has won on ever)- point. When
the new building was first occupied, the commission men
wanted the Chicago quotations. The Western Union of-

fered to furnish them, but at an exorbitant figure. It also

asked regular rates for messages during trading hours.

The rates to Duluth were particularly high, and at one
time there was talk of the grain men building a line of

their own. Then came the North American, and it was
hailed with joy by the members of the chamber. An agree-

ment was speedily reached. The company was to have
an office on the top floor and furnish the quotations for

i^2,ooo a year. They have rent free and send messages
during board hours at reduced rates. For a long time the

Western Union has desired to get on the floor, but they

would not accede to the demands of the chamber—a rental

of $1,500. But at last the great company have been forced

to accept the situation, and yesterday they put in an office.

With reference to the recent sad accident in France,
Eledricitc for last week laments the absence on railways of

the means of countermanding by the use of electricity the

signals given to allow trains to pass, if, as happens in some
cases, a signal bas been wrongly given or a mistake Is after-

ward discovered, so that an otherwise unavoidable frightful

accident may be averted. The case was put very strongly

in a communication to the Kingston papers at the time of the

liampton Wick disaster, says the London Electrical En-
gineer. '

' One of the saddest points about the whole acci-

dent is the personal attitude of the signalman in such cases

For years and years he has gone on with his duty faithfully

and conscientiously, making no mistake, till one day, under
pressure of extra work, he makes a slip; he discovers it,

may be, as in this case immediately, and the position of

signalman may be better imagined than described. He has
set the points wrong, sent the train on its deadly journey,

and in a moment realizes the whole horror of the situation.

What is he do? There is no means of communicating to

the engine after it has passed the signal, or of stopping the

oncoming train. He has made a mistake, and what is

more, has no power, even if Le finds it oiit before the acci

dent, to prevent it happening. Very few of us are under
such conditions in life, that by a single slip in our ordinary
business we may launch numbers of our fellow men into

e ernity, without the possibility of retracting our error if

immediately found out Imagine for a moment
what the state of mind would be of an ordinary

clerk or secretary, if every letter he wrote car-

ried with it the certainty that a mistake in the address

might by some means hurl hundreds of men to destruction,

and that there was an absolute veto on the part of the post

office for any alteration of such mistake, and no possibility

of telegraphing to the person the letter was addressed to.

A signalman is in such a position, and may be tried for

manslaughter for such a slip in his business practice. One
of the most terrible and sensational railway accidents that

ever happened occurred under similar conditions in these

respects to those of the present accident, but with far more
disastrous results. Who does not remember reading with

horror the description of the accident at Monte Carlo?

The train being dispatched on the single line by some over-

sight of the station master, while the train due shortly in

the station was being dispatched on the same line in the

opposite direction. The station master realized his error,

but there were no signals to alter between the two tr^ains

He rushed hither and thither, rung, for a futile resource,

all the bells in thestation, and yelled in his despair to make
the engine driver perceive his danger—but with no avail.

And the whole number of officials and passengers on that

station stood with awfu! dread watching the two distant white

puffs of smoke getting nearer and nearer round tie curve

on the rocky shore, until they shaded their eyes with an-

guish when the two trains met and went over the precipice

in blinding steam. May not the public ask. Is there no re-

source of science which will prevent such irremediable

mistakes happening in the future? Accidents will happen;
but when there is, as there sometimes is, considerable time

after the discover}' of the error, are there no means to stop

the train at any part of its course?" The writer goes on
to point out the security which might be obtained from this

class of accidents by the adoption of some system of in-

duction telegraphing to trains in motion as in use in Amer-
ica, or of telephoning by means of a Ruhmkorff coil in the

guard's van, as experimentally tried in France. It is obvi-

ously the duty of railway or other companies whose divi-

dends are earned by taking charge of human life to be fully

abreast in practice of the latest development of scientific

research for the safe guarding of life, and the remarks of

the Electricite on the recent accident in France add point

to this by demanding that some better means ought to be
provided for remedying possible errors than by the futile

ringing of the station bell, or the insane knocking of the

station master's head against the wall in anguish over a

fatal and irremediable mistake.

Personal Paragraphs.
Paul Seller has retired from the management of the Cal-

ifornia Electrical works of San Francisco, and John I. Sa-
bin is now vice-president and general manager.

The many friends of Professor F. B. Badt, whose return
to Chicago was briefly noticed last week, will be gratified lo

learn that he has decided to remain permanently in Chi-
cago, and has already entered upon an engagement with
the Western Electric company.

Miscellaneous Notes.
The St. Louis, Mo., Electric Battery Manufacturing com-

pany has increased its capital stock from ^2,500 to -"^50,000.

"

At a recent meeting of the Grand Rapids, Mich.. Acad-
emy of Medicine, Dr. W. F, Hoyt read a paper on surgical
electricity.

Tests of the electric brake invented by Edward Backus
of Rochester, N. Y., indicate, it is said, that the invention
will be of practical value.

The Shaw Electric Crossing & Advance Signal company
of East St. Louis, III., has been incorporated; capital stock,
!j;i,ooo,ooo; incorporators, W. P. Shaw, A. X. Mackey and
John B. Livingston.

The Pacific Edison Phonograph company of San Fran-
cisco has been incorporated. The directors are John I.

Sabin, Louis Glass, L. H. Jacobi, John A. Mallon and
Robert T. Stevens. The capital stock is ^720,000.

The Link Belt Machinery company of Chicago has be-
gun the erection of its new foundry to be located on its

five and a half acre tract at Thirty-ninth street and Stewart
avenue, Chicago. The stinicture will be 2S6 feet long by
87 feet wide, and will probably be completed before spring.

At a recent meeting of the Toledo, O., city council an
ordinance to confiscate all top cross arms of telephone and
telegraph poles to the use of the city, and to require that

hereafter all top cross arms shall be turned over to the city

for exclusive use, was passed. A fine of .$100 goes with
each violation of this ordinance.

The Nebraska Phonograph company has been incor-
porated. The incorporators are Frank Murphy, J. O.
Phillippi, Frank Drake, Hamilton S. Wicks, Simon Ott
and (ieorge E. Tewksbury. The general offices of the
company will be located in Omaha. The company will

operate in Nebraska, Iowa, and in the territories of Dakota,
Montana and Wyoming. The capital stock of the com-
pany is set at $625 000.

A curious phenomenon was recently related by M. D'Ar-
sonval before the French Academy of Medicine, says the
Medical Press, After gazing for a few seconds on an arc
light of intense brilliancy, he suddenly became deal, and
remained so for nearly an hour and a half. Surprised and
somewhat alarmed in the first instance, but reassured by
the disappearance of the symptoms, he repeated the ex-
periment with the same result. When only one eye was
exposed to the light, no very marked eff^ect was produced.

A dispatch of November gth says: The most phenomenal
snowstorm that ever occurred in Northern Kansas began
this morning, and has continued furiously all day. The
trains are all delayed and the telegraph wires are prostrated

in all directions, with the exception of one line to Kansas
City. In Atchison over 200 telephone lines are broken and
so tangled up with electric light wires that the electric light

works have been suspended to prevent accidents. The ex-

tent of the damage cannot be ascertained owing to the sus-

pension of telegraphic communication.

William Burke, electrician at the gas works at Decatur,
111., has invented a new fire alarm system. These boxes
have a glass front which must be broken before an alarm can
be given. In this way false alarms are guarded against;

when it is wished to give an alarm the glass is broken and
any one by reaching in can turn a little lever which imme-
diately sounds the alarm at the separate headquarters of the

firemen. The alarm is sounded five distinct times, giving
the number of the station from which the alarm has been
sent and recording it on a tape of paper. The council of

Decatur has investigated the system with a view of adopting
it in that city. The telephone system is now employed.

Some months ago an Electrical Railroad Scale company
desired to locate in Akron, and the matter was given some
attention by the board of trade, says an Akron, O., paper.

At that time satisfactory arrangements could not be made.
Of late this company has been putting in position several

of its scales along the line of the Grand Trunk in Michi-
gan, and has recently written well-known citizens of Akron
that as soon as it completes its work in Michigan it would
like to continue negotiations to come here. It would re-

quire considerable capital to put this business upon a suc-

cessful running basis, yet the otTer the company makes is a

liberal one, and well worthy of consideration.

Business Mention.

The Chicago office and salesroom of the "C. & C." Elec-

tric Motor company have been removed to the Edison build-

ing, 139 and 141 Adams street.

Chas. A. Schieren & Co, report sales of their electric

perforated belting to twelve difi'erent electric light com-
panies during the past month. The demand for this article

is steadily increasing.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has received

the following letter, dated November gth, signed by James
Allison, president of the Cincinnati exposition, and J. M.
Blair, chairman of the building committee and electric light

department: "We have been using your arc light system at

our Centennial exposition from July 4th up to date, about

four months, and it has been entirely satisfactory, having

run from the start to finish, without interruption. The
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light is steady, brilliant, and of an agreeable color. We
do not hesitate to state that your arc light was a complete

success, and highly satisfactory."

The experiments that have been conducted by the West-

inghouse Electric company of Pittsburgh, Pa., during the

last three months with the Tesla motors have been of a

most satisfactory character. A form has been perfected

that will operate on the existing alternating circuits for the

running of fans and other light machinery, and also the

large motors for street car purposes and power purposes

generally have been brought to a high degree of perfection

and efficiency. In street car work the Tesla motor has

great advantages over the motors that have heretofore been

in use. These motors are usually placed under the car, and

are liable to be damaged by water and dust; and having

expensive commutators and brushes, the armatures of the

machines are frequently burned out, making the expense of

maintenance excessive. The Tesla motors having no
brushes or commutators, can be constructed so that even if

covered with mud and water no possible danger can occur.

The manufacture of the Shallenberger meter for measuring

the supply of light, is being pushed. Already 100 meters

per week are being turned out, and the required machinery

for 300 per week is being obtained, while the demand for

the meters is greatly in excess of the present supply.

These meters will measure the currents for the motors and
for lighting, and will give to all users of light the advan-

tage of the electric light and motors for power purposes at

rates in competition with gas for light, and at low rates for

the motor service. Already the Westinghouse Electric

company has contracted for the supplying of plants to 122

stations, thirty-eight of which have ordered machinery, in-

creasing their plants since starting, some of the stations

having made successively four increases. During the

month of October the apparatus contracted for amounted
to 48,000 lights, 25,000 of which are for use abroad. The
increase in business has obliged some of the departments

of the company to be run until 10 o'clock at night.

By reference to the new illustrated catalogue issued by

the Ashton Valve company, a fine specimen of the typo-

graphical art, the wide range of their product is displayed,

says the Boston Daily Advertiser. It covers every known
variety of pop safety valves for stationary, marine and toco-

motive boilers; hydraulic valves for pumping machinery,

relief valves for steam pumps, and a range of special

valves for special purposes, to meet all the requirements of

this department of steam engineering. The past fifteen

years has witnessed a great advance in the efficiency and
variety of the appliances for the use, direction and control

of steam. The marvelous ingenuity and perfection of

mechanical skill in these various lines is everywhere recog-

nized, but in none has it reached a more advanced stage

than in the product of the Ashton Valve company, which
now stands unrivaled at the head of its art in this particu-

lar department. The temptations of competition in prices

have never led to the least departure from their standard,

or to the delivery to their customers of anything less than

the best that can be made. An Ashton valve, the world
over, is known for what it is, of undeviating quality, and
this is now so widely recognized that whether on the great

railroad lines or in the large manufacturing centers, on the

lakes or the seaboard, their valves are sought for and ap-

plied simply on their merits, and on the reputation their

product has won for itself everywhere The works of this

company are situated at 271 Franklin street in this city, and
are perfectly adapted to the necessities of their business.

The equipment of machinery and of special tools is unique.

The latter were especially designed and constaicted for

them, each having the accuracv of a template, and per-

forming the function of the finest gun machinery, which
makes the parts interchangeable like the parts of a Waltham
watch. This gives great accuracy in construction and effi-

ciency in operation to their valves. They are in use in

every state and territory. They have been adopted by the

great trunk lines for locomotives, by the government in its

approval of them for steam vessels, and no steam plant is

considered complete anywhere that is not equipped with
the pop valve, which, of their make, is equal to the best

now made in the world.

Electrical Patents.

Issued Nov. 6 1888.

392,213. Transformation and Distribution of Electric

Energy. William J. McElroy, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The distribution is accomplished by means of con-

densers, the method consisting in charging one mem;^
ber of a condenser, thereby inducing potential on the

other member and finally discharging the latter at such
changed potential.

392,228. Mast Arm for Electric Lights. Charles W. Rus-
sell, Providence, R. I.

392,230. I'dectric Regulating and Hand-Setting Mechan-
ism for clocks. William S. Scales, Somerville,

Mass.
The invention comprises an electric circuit contain-

ing several clocks, each provided with a regulating de-

vice for the regulating member thereof, of a circuit

controlling device for rendering the said circuit opera-
tive to permit an impulse to be transmitted to the sev-

eral clocks to be regulated, and to transmit the impulse,

and a master clock for ellecting the operation of the

said controlling device.

392,244 Sccond.ary Battery. Hugo Walter, Cincinnati.

The electrodes are composed solely of solid crushed
or broken carbon, sufficient space being given for the

circulation of ihe electrolyte in and around the pieces

of said broken carbon.

392,248, Police Alarm System. John C. Wilson, Boston,

Mass.
The system includes two or more metallic or signal-

ing circuits having ground branches including tele-

phones, a common ground branch for all the circuits,

which includes a telephone, and a rotary switch operat-

ed by the movement of a pointer over a suitable dial

or index for connecting the common ground branch

with any one of the said signal circuits.

392, 30[. Telephonic Circuit. Robert M. Bailey, Will-

iamsport.

The object of the invention is to arrange the circuits

and connections so that each telephone station (irre-

spective of the number that may be connected with the

circuit) shall or may during the transmission of speech

have at its disposal an individual, clear and unincum-

bered telephone line with absolutely no electro mag-
nets intervening between the station itself and the

central station or between any two sub-stations of the

same line which may be carrying on conversation.

Claim
"i

reads as follows:
—"An electric telephone

circuit comprising a main closed circuit connecting

with a number of telephone stations having telephones

in grounded branches, said circuit including the signal-

ing magnets thereof for the purpose of sending and
receiving signals, combined with an independent talk-

ing circuit connecting at one end with the closed cir-

cuit at a point between the first two stations thereof

and extending therefrom to all stations, whereby the

several stations of a multiple station circuit are each

practically provided, while conversing, with an inde-

pendent and unencumbered talking circuit."

392,326. Telephone Switch-board. Claude C Gould, Ea
tavia, N. Y.
The first claim follows: "The combination, with the

main line and a plug connected therewith, of a hand
contact adapted to be applied to said plug, a genera-

tor, a stationary' contact point connected with said gen-
erator, and a movable contact point connected with

the hand contact and adapted to engage with the sta-

tionary contact point, whereby the generator is con-

nected with the hand contact."

392,370. Regulator for Alternating Current Generators.

Robert P. Sellon and William M Mordey, Victoria

Works, Belvedere Road, County of Surrey, England.

392.385. Electroplated Coil for Electrical Measuring In-

struments. Edward Weston, Newark, N. J.
The coil is wholly covered on its exterior with elec-

tro deposited diraagnetic metal.

392.386. Electrical Measuring Apparatus. Edward Wes-
ton, Newark, N. J.

The invention consists essentially in a magnet, an
electrical conductor in coil or loop form, supported and
vibrating in the field of said magnet, a resilient body
placed between said coil and an abutment and an elec-

trical resistance in multiple arc circuit with the termi-

nals of said coil

387. Electrical Measuring Apparatus. Edward Wes-
tqn, Newark, N. J.

The tenth of the twenty claims follows: "A mag-
net, an electrical conductor in coil or loop form sup-

ported and vibrating in the field of force of said mag-
net, and a spring interposed between said coil and an
ad instable abutment."

393. Arc Lamp. John C. Young, Newark, N. J.
The eighth claim is as follows: "The combination

of the feed- controlling magnet and its armature with
a clutch lever pivoted to the armature, and a trip lever,

the said trip lever being interposed between the arma-
ture and another point of the clutch and pivoted to an
independent support and swiveled to the armature at

a point between its pivot and its free end.

392,^00, Electric Discharge Device. Reginald Belfield,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

T he invention consists in equipping the generator
with discharge points ^vhich are supported by^ but in-

sulated from the frame of the generator and directed

toward the belt wheel. These points are connected
electrically with the earth. A harmless discharge may
take place at all times from the pulley to the points,

and thus to the earth or to the driving engine.

392,403. Swilch-board for Telephone Exchanges. Fran-
cis Blake, Weston, Mass.
The claim reads: "In a switchboard for a tele-

phone exchange, the combination, with the line wires,

of, first, the distributing board provided with terminals
and grounded annunciators, one of each for each line

wire; second, connecting tables through which the
said line wires or subscribers' lines pass in groups to

their respective said terminals and annunciators at

the said distributing board, there being in each of said

lines a spring jack at that connecting table through
which the line thus passes, and, third, connecting
strips between said distributing board and each of said

connecting tables, each of said strip- being provided
with a connecting cord or similar terminal at each end,
and also with an annunciator at its respective connect-
ing table."

392.437. Electric Meter. Philip Lange, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The invention relates to suitable means being pro-
vided for periodically placing an ammeter in condition
to be operated by the current traversing it and at the

same moment storing up a force sufficient to move the
recording device a distance corresponding tb and de-
pendent upon the amperes at that time being used.

392.438. Combined Electric Meter and Electric Clock
System Philip Lange, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The eighth claim reads: "The combination, with

an electric meter and an electro-magnet for periodically

operating the same, of an indicating movement actu-

ated each time the meter is operated, thereby register-

ing the number of times the meter is operated."

392.439. Electric Meter. Philip Lange, Pittsburgh, Pa
The invention consists in applying to a suitable ap-

paratus responding to variations in the current con-
sumed a device serving to periodically give a registra-

tion or operate a registering mechanism to a degree
dependent upon the position of the apparatus, and
thus upon the current consumed.

392

39^

392,440. Electric Gas- Lighter. Joseph H. Lehman,
Philadelphia, Pa.

392.443. Magneto-Signaling Apparatus. Malcolm W.
Long, Harrisburg, Pa.

The fifth claim is given: "In a railway signal, the
combination of a signal and an electric motor for actu-
ating the same, a magneto generator provided with
manual operating devices and located at a distance
from the signal, suitable conductors connecting the
motor and generator, an ekctric indicator located adja-
cent to the generator, and an automatic switch con-
nected with the motor and acting, as described, to es-

tablish a circuit through the indicator when the signal
reaches its limit of movement, whereby the generator
is rendered available, first, to positively move the sig-

nal, and, second, to actuate the indicator to show the
position of the signal."

392.444. Railway Signal. Malcolm W. Long, Harrisburg,
Pa.

Claim I reads: "As a means of automatically
setting a signal alternately to 'danger' and to 'safety'

by the action of moving trains, the combination of a
visual signal, an electric motor for operating the
same, two widely separated magneto generators, each
provided with track connections to be actuated by
passing trains, conductors leading from the generators
to the signal- motor, and an automatic switch con-
nected with the signal and acting to connect the mo-
tor with the two generator circuits alternately as the
signal is changed from one position to another."

.

392.470. Operating Alternate Current Motors. William
.Stanley, jr., Great Barrington, Mass.
The method claimed consists in transmitting alter-

nating electric currents through the armature, and in

generating continuous electric currents in an inde-
pendent circuit by the movement of the armature and
creating a field for the armature by such continuous
currents.

392.47 1 . Alternate Current Electric Motor. William
Stanley, jr.. Great Barrington. Mass

This invention relates to the construction of motors
designed to be driven by alternating electric currents.

392,476. Reflecting Galvanometer. Edward Weston,
Newark, N. J.
The invention consists in the arrangement of the

coils and devices for supporting the same in the

standard, in the tubular core, and arrangement of the
mirror and needle therein, and in the controlling mag.
net in disk form, together with other combinations and
sub-combinations.

39-. 477' Galvanometer. Edward Weston, Newark,
N.J.

Phe second claim is as follows: "In an electrical

measuring instrument, a standard having a seat or
shell, two spools or bobbins carrying coils and adapted
to enter said seat, and means for detachably connect-
ing said spools one to the other."

392. 47S. Galvanometer. Edward Weston, Newark,

The invention relates to galvanometers wherein are

contained a magnet and suspending fiber, the magnet
being provided with a mirror from which a beam of

light is reflected upon a suitable scale.

392,490. Commutator Bar for Dynamo Electric Machines.
Charles E. Billings, Hartford, Conn.

392,513. System of Incandescent Lighting. Charles
Heisler, St Louis, Mo.
The invention includes, in a system of incandescent

lighting, a main circuit supplied from an alternating

current machine and a transformer or induction coil

for supplying a branch circuit for indirect lighting. It

includes also, in connection with a transformer for the

branch circuit, a regulator for the coils of the trans-

former, and a mechanical power device operated by
the switching in of the first lamp of the branch circuit,

saii power device being in connection with the regu-

lator, which is thus automatically operated to connect

or disconnect one or more of the coiis of the trans-

former.

Claim I is as follows: "A system of incandescent

lighting consists of a main circuit supplied from an al-

ternating current machine, a transformer in said main
circuit, an induced circuit extending from said trans-

former, a regulator in connection with the main and
induced circuits, a power device in connection with the

shaft of the regulator for operating the same, and
means for automatically releasmg the power device on

the switching in cf the first lamp."

392,520, Arc Light Carbon. James J. McTighe, Free-

port, Pa.

The carbon pencils are formed by mixing granulated

natural gas hard carbon, with viscous hydro carbon,

then molding and pressing them into shape, and then

baking in an atmosphere of natural gas.

39-. 573- Method of Making Electrodes for Secondary
Batteries. Charles H. Thompson, Detroit, Mich.
Claim 2 follows: "The method of producing

an electrode for a secondary battery, which con-

sists in casting or molding a highly porous or cellular

support with a solid terminal integral with the body
thereof, then coating the support with active material

or presring it into the pores or cells thereof."

392,574. Electrode for Secondary Batteries. Charles II.

'Ihompson, Detroit, INIich.

The 1st claim reads: "A support for an electrode,

consisting of a body having tortuous ducts throughout,

forming a porous mass and a solid terminal integral

with the body."

39-p577- System of Electric Meters. Alexander Wurts,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

Ammeters and Voltmeters of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CARFENTIKB, HABTaiAJTW & CO.,

Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by all the Prominent Makers.

CA.1.1. A?ii> exahiine.

iretxx3.os> "\7\7". QTieexx cte Co.
924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

A. A. McGreary's Reflector Shade
(PATENTED.)

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE

IN ILLUMINATING POWER.
5 SIZES for 10 to 100 C. P. Lamps.
SUSPENDED BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.

18and20CortlandtStreet, NEW YORK.;
Send, lor Circular B.

Agents lor toe Oanadas,

Messrs. AHEARN & SOPER. OTTAWA, ONTARIO.

S'\^j

rfA r^The Electrical
rft '^ Construction Co. ^-^ <^

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Ligfht Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

TlpjfBELT

1 1 - 23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS^ NEW YORK.

BURR & DODGE, 1 25 N. 5th SI., Philadelphia.

Friction Clutch Pulleys

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

Investlffate Before Buying.

THE "CLARK" -^XTIRE,
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine,

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, ander date of March
29, 1886, he says :

" A Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
The rubber used In Insulatlne our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed

to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, whlcli Is water, oil, add and, to a very great extent, flre proof.

Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all

gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
CO order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENRY A. CLABK, General Manager. HEEBEET H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

nlqw/>:
INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Manniactnied tor A£BIAIi, l^rBillAItllVE and UNDEBeBOVNIt USE. OKONITE TAPK tor making waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers GANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.TBADE MARK.

EEANGHES:—CMcap, 42 LaSalle St,. Boston, FMlaieltMa, Onialia, Miimeapolis, Cincimti, LoniSTille, Kansas City,

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^dpplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet.Tele-
phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pisher's Qlectric ||)otors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

*= CXRIC RJLII-'KriLYS.

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OF;;

Automatic Electric JJotors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

=#-

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanstiip, Ease of IWanagement,
Remarlcable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dgnamo Eleci^ric FQachines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDEROALE, Agent,
154. LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO.. The Eddy Electric Mfg. COo, Windsor, Conn.
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WE PATENT AND EXPLOIT
In Foreign Conntrles firBt-clasB Electrical Inven-

tions which are new and operative, and have been
Illnarated by mo- ela and drawings, but not pub-
llahed in this country before being fatented
abroad- No expense to the inventor ; ca I or write.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,

1007 Opera House Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

FKANCIS "W. PARKEH, Solicitor.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF U. S.

ELECTKICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO,

7007-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

AQllNTS WANTED
EVERYWHERE.

FOR ANYTHING

The 6oionAatomatir Seat

In the l-ine of

Teiperatiire

Reiiilation,

£ltlier Fnrnaces
or

Steam Heaters
In Houses, or lor

Special Apparatus,
address

Co.. ELMIBA.J.I

I. W. COLBURN & CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

9Iach.iiie8 for Arc and. Incandescent
£lectric Lighting, Electro - Plating
and Kxperimental Use.
Send for large lUnBtrated. Catalogue, also Hand-

book of Ifeady Reference, veat-pocket edition.

DOYOUROWNiaS
IF 25 LIGHTS OR Less will 00 ix

•jf>»»«»OSEND STAMP FOR CIRCULAR
rlwWi WHICH WILL TELL YOU.

B'k":^;.%Tu'RHOUSE0RSHOP
CAN DO rTYOURSELFwiTHOUn$2. BO OUTFIT

C E,JONES& BRO.CiNctNNATi O

Protect mr Armatures
It is a matter of everyday experience among Elec-

tric Light men that Armatures are frequently burned

out entirely, or seriously injured by the short circuiting

of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of

the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System"
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-

dress

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.,

or EtECTRICAI. SUPPI.Y CO.,

171 Bandolpli Street, Chlcsgo.

See letter of recommendation from electrician Chi-

cago Arc Light & Pouier Co., on advertising page xtii

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN Julu 38. 1883.

The H. M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
JIANUFACTURER8 OF

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles.

Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Omce and JlUl at Oscoda, Midi.
Escluslve Sellinff Agent: G. A. HiRMODNT. Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,

.315 Wabash Avpin"R. ('hlcaeo

Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, Novem-

ber 19 at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the

Club, 122-124 Clark street.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
—MAJfUPAOTHEERS OF—

Hard Rubber goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Catalogue and Prices furnished on application.

SOLE AGENT IN THE U.S,

P. CARDEW'S

VOLTMETERS

30 to 80, 120 or 150 V.

(By 1 Volt.)

Can be kept continuonsly In
clrculte, either alternating or
straight.

I>o not Require Kecal-
i brating.

80 to 720 V. 7nstrument8

in Stock, $65.00.

THEO. MACE,
HARRISON. N.J.

ALUMINOUS

INCANDESCENT
PATENTED.

With or Without

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or shape of bulbs.

LAMPS FITTED TO ANY CAP
THAT MAY BE SUPPLIED.

Special Prices Made for Large Orders.

Vitrite and Lnminoid Co.
Pending Re-organizatlon of this Company,

the works are carried on by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver
HARRISON, N.J.

'

Half-size Cut of standard Size and Suape.

CHICA-CO OFFICII:
metropolitan Buildings, Room 11. 00 K. 16 C.-P.

SYISrOlTIiLL
IDynamo and. Cylixicier Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery. By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, - 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,

505 Delaware St.,

KANSAS CITY, - - MO.,
GENERAL AGEISTS FOB

Patrick & Carter's Bells, Annunciators, Bnrglar Alarms, Etc., Etc.

And are prepared to make Diompt deliveriea from stock at Manufacturers' PrlceB.

We make a apecialty of all kinds of SupplieB for Electric Lighting Companiee. and solicit yoor corres-

pondence. We are now prepared to execute all binds of Repairing for Dynamos, Lamps,
or Electrical Apparatus of any descrlptior, end would respectfully solicit

orders in this department. ^^

The Standard Carbon Co-.
SUCCESSORS TO TEE

Boiilton, Cleveland., and. Crvstal Cartoon Companies.
o Xj :e3 -^r :e3 Xj ja. iiff 33 , omo.

SCHEIS^ECTA.r>Y, i^. Y.,
MANTIFACTnKERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords in£Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY. General Sales Agent, 19 Pey Street. New York.

PERFECTION REACHED AT LAST.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY,
THE BEST

OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY
IN THE WORLD.

E. NI. F., Volts 1.44.
Internal Resistance, Ohms, 0.32.

KatlMfiiiAl['>n Gujinii]t'.-cd,

Jllf^ti'jHt TemliiionliijB.

WKITK FOHI'KIOK AN)> <:ll;(JULAa TO

A. SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers Street, N. Y.

ViLallH Hlinincr, Muniigcr.

T'»b(: hiid iiIhO ut,

California Electrical Works,
Sun FruociBCO.

WANTED.
AfJKN'I'S for I.or'I'H liolM.ir Ojinpoimd. A
chance for Knt'ln^crH find men on the roml.
AIbo local AjifjntB wltti meuns. btatc pmn-
ont occQpatloD. AddrftfH,

CEO. W. LORD,
3lrl Union Htrcut, I'hllndol|.l]lo, I'u

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Send pon Catalogue.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL. EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

ATTENTION
or cleiilers ami others 18

callud to tills lioli, llioad-

vantiiBes tif which can
readily be seen In Its ad-

justment rorrogulatUiKttie
spi-iuK which suppoits the

Aimaiuie. Byalmplyturn-
ing .1 screw the Hprloe la

made to conform to the

strength of battery current,

ono cup of hattery will work
It louder and atrongoi- thou
will two or three otliers or

dllferent make.
We can supply It in either

biiicket or box form; It is

nicely nickeled and put up
[n tht) best of workmanlike
manner. Prices lurulshod
(in application.

KEATING & ROXBURGH,
—Mandkaotdrkks of—

SouudeiM, Keys, Bells, Batteries, etc. doaloi-s Ui all

kinds Electrical Supi>llos.
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"CiC." ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLA^^D OFFICE; 19 Pearl St,, BOSTON.

WESTEEN OFFICE; 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
SOUTHEES OFFICE; 25 Carondelet Street, NEW OELEANS.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomeiy finislied, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lightihg, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "KK^ LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, co n n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent. THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT.

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

1 J.B.YOUNG, President and Treas. B. K. JAIVIISON, Vice-President.

SOLAR CARBON tc MFC. COMPANY,
Office, No. 69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA. ;r=*ssii%

^

- Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas. Process Patented. .f^^M
'

BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTr.

^^^^m"^ Western Office, i 75 Randolph Street, Chicago. Special Discounts on Large Orders.

SiouxCity . Corliss Engine CARBON PLATES.
BUILT BV THE

Sioux City

FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

CNriNCU/nB^Q^EW YoRK CaRBON WoRKS,
tnblllt WUnKo Send for Piice-List. 18 Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

LARGEST ENGINE WORKS
West of tlie Mississippi.

GEN'LWESTERN AGTSJii^HliJ^^ll^S TicAM PUMP.

Sioux City, Iowa.

BOILERS
—Axn—

i5te^m Po-vver Outfits

for Liglitiiig Stations

auci Elevators

A SPECIALTY.
S«*n<l for Circular F.

i^' State Business.

\ CIRCULARS
FREE.

O.F. ANNETT.Prest. S. F. FEXTOX, Vlce-Prest. and Treas. CHAS. SIDNET SMITH, Seo'y

Hotel and House Aununciators.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire and Catteries.

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY. - UTAH.

TELEPHONES
FOR PRIVATE tlSES.

Tlie only Mechanical Telephone which bae etocd
the tests and h«ld ont and elven saiisfactory

Bervice for the past eight years.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices.

ELEfTKlfAl (illOIlS OF EVF.ftV llESCItiPTlO.V

El^n' Telephone and Electrical Supply Co.,

Room 7, Uubkrd lilk., Elgin, III., l. S. A.

DO NOT BE DECEIVED
By imitations marked Leclanche Disque or Disque Leclanche.

Tlie term " Disque " was formerly used by us to designate a
feig?-2-}J£r;cr:

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1 and size No. 3. ^^i^^S^iji

It has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

THC CELIBEATID

TRADE

GONDA is tlie Gennine Battery,
k^ 111

GENUIN15 GONDA P0R0D3
CELL ANDZL.C.

It is mlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever name called, and is immeasurably superior in

efficiency and durabilitv.

IDO ITOT be: I3is/£I=OSEiIZ> C^Z=03^T.
Insist upon being furiiislu-d with the Genuine Goiida Porous Cell, and if your dealer docs not keep it send to us

direct for prices. Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it is stamped with the word Gonda.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO., 149 West 18th St., New York.
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CEO. WESTINCHOUSE, Jr., President.

H. M. BYLUESBY, Vice-Pres't and Cen'l Manager.
P. H. ALEXANDER, General Agent.

CEO. H. LEWARS, Secretary and Treasurer.
C. H. BARNEY, Auditor.

J. M. ROBERTSOfi', General Superintendent.

s*wn**'!i"''»/c
o

CO.

.^
<->

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

t kMutaiu'^ana^iCU' i< ti'u ' 1 1 '« ri"

SAWVER-MIN INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LAMP.
HIGH EFFICIENCY. LONG LIFE NO BLACKENING.

PRICES GREATLY
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The Thomson-Houston

Electric Railway System.

Nineteen Roads in Daily Operation Under llie Tiiomson-Hoyston Patents.

ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANVFACIVBEn AT TSE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., TSE LARGEST
AND BEST EQVIPFED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
TiiomsoQ-Houston patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means o'.

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS I ELECTRICAL EQDIPMEHT5 FORNISHED FOR MINING I OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates Address th.e

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE STODDARD CUT-OUT
Fa-tented September i-^, iSS't-.

THE SAFEST, CHEAPEST,

MOST DDRABLE and ARTISTIC in the MARKET.

-I^OI=i-

FLSXIBLi: PBNOAIffTS. ^

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
42 LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

aiLES Al^XI-lMAaiSrETIC SHIELID FOR -WTAXCHES.
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886,

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co. __

Qenfcemen : — Your Anti-Magnetic jr^^
Shield for watches cannot be over-esti-

~~~~

mated. It is now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day

it is (without correcting time) about one -,

minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one who needs the correct time, should '^

have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good i __

deal of practical utility, as well as pleas- ^^^^-
ure, can be derived from a good time- ^^^:
keeper. At present, I look upon a watch ^^E'
without a shield as a thing incomplete, ^=L
and so it is. Very Respectfully, =

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Snre protection from all Electrical and Magnetic dlaturbancea.
Send for descriptive circular.

" * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan I know that could succeed.

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologists

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and fine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost 7iil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

TSiE Lisa? o:f sj^lies o:f tsie

Westinghouse Engines: Compound, Standard and Junior,

FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1888,

Is too long to publish in extenso as an Advertisement. Orders were received on eighteen working days,

the five heaviest days yielding respectively, i6, ii, lo, 8, and 7 Engines Each.

TOTAL, 86 ENGINES, AGGREGATING 3310 H, P.
} 'P

Sales for August, September and October were over 200 Engines of all types, aggregating
nearly 70,000 HORSE POJJ'ER. Note in connection with the above exhibit, that our
current advertising expenses for 1888 are about one-half that of any preceding year.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTURED liV

WOODBURY ENGINE \

COMPANY.

ALSO BUILDBKS OF

PLAIN SLIDE VALVE
AND.

—

Double Valve Medlom Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines
AND

TUBULAR BOILERS.
Addreee the ManufacturerB at

652 Mill Street, ROCHESTER. N. T.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELE-

B1&AXEI> M'AXEK ~\VHEEE as particularly adapted to their use,
on account of its remarkably steady motion, liigli Speed
and ffreat Elfi^-ienoy, and lai'p;e ^^apacity, for its diameter,
being double the l*ower of most wheeis of same diameter. It is used by a
number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the econom-
ical use of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, of use-
ful effect guaranteed,

i^KXO FOB CATALOGUE AXI> PARTICriiARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no geai- are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch YICXOR

Xl'RBIili'ES arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish ;Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., - DAYTON, OHIO.

WM. GARRETT, President. CHAS. S. BRITTON, Vice-Pres't. H. E. HAYES, Treasurer. C. L. RODMAN, Acting Sec'y.

THE GLOBE CARBON CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
CARBONS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS, BATTERIES, ETC.

OJEG.ce AXLd "ITVox-l^et

,

- - - - O. cfc I*. H. H.. EXJCX^XID ST-A-TIOK-

The|2rush£lectric|{oinpany
-OF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

tailBSCBicB Electric Ipi

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBOXS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
No. ISO YVaaliln^oii Street,

Special Agent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
No 201 Journal Building,

O. C. STKKI.E,

Special Agent

INDORBRD
BY

Thomas A. Edison, Elilm Thomson, B. S. Possons, Edwin J. Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.

Send for Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadway, !i. Y.

>DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK
100 pages; 70 illustrations; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 inches. Designed for Dynamo Tenders and

Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers. Just the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for electric

light installations. The only book of the kind in the English language.

Price, Postage Prepaid to any address in the United States or Canada, $1.00.

Address ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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The Stoddard Combined Hosstto

AND CDT-OUT.

The Rosette aodCord entirely remov-
able for replacing Fnwes.

Sleet Storms are Coming.

OS
pa

Binding Posts—All Sizes.

pq
CO

BQ
PA

YOU WASIT OME!

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

I roll'TAPE
i!;.; KWJMI:.,..

'

lll'.T.'.,

CHICAGO ILL i>

Combination Pay-Out Reel.

WE SELL

REQUIRED FOR THE

II

?

OR

&w

Electric Light Plants,

mmm tafe,

WE CARRY

Kerite,

White Grimshaw,

Black Grimshau,

White Rubber,

Paragon, Olionite,

WE MAKE

A Specialty of

LIGHT

TOOLS
TAKE-UP REEL.

The I>lamoiid Caibon Battery.

Rest and i'heapest.

HAKDSOaiB BKONZe P1TSH.
Moderate Price.

Tool KaC'

The electrical SUPPLY CO.
lYl Randolph Strb.rt,

FACTORIES:
JLksonijl, Conn.

BRANCH OFFICE:
505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
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A PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATION!

WATERHOUSE SYSTEM
OF JLRC LZGXZTZNG.

AWARDED

GOLD MEDAL

I

Mechanics' Fair,

BOSTON,

DECEMBER, 1887.

AWARDED

GOLD MEDAL

Two Sliver Medals

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION

CINCINNATI,

OCTOBER, 1888

READ THIS LETTER.rThe Watebhouse Electric and Manupactdking Co.

Gehtlemen;—In reply to your inquiry would say, on last March we purchased our first dynamo (35 lighter) and having 5 arc lights ordered, that number were
placed on the line. The dynamo was running at that time 100 revolutions above speed, but the regulator maintained the standard current and the machine was perfectly cool,

very little current passing around the field magnets. Our customers were pleased with the lights, and many have stated to us that they would not change for those of the old

company, which the Waterhouse displaced.

The satisfaction in your system to those operating it is this: We do not have to burn more lights than are actually required. As an example, on the 35 light

circuit of the machine above mentioned we start when the inside lights are wanted; the store outside lights being turned olt. Our trimmer tarns on the outside lights when
wanted, and the full number burn. At intervals during the evening up to 10; p. M. our customers close their stores, turn out thsir inside lights and leave their outside lights

burning to illuminate the windows, and on the circuit from 10; to 12: p. m. we have an average of five lights, the balance being turned off. This has been done every

night since last March, and the fact is that we do not know at the station when the lights are turned oif, because there is no over production of current. If only one light

were required to run on that circuit we should not hesitate to operate it on the 35 light dynamo, because the Waterhouse regulator will regulate to one light.

The representations you make of your system are fully carried out in practice, not only in the matter of regulation but also in the economy of power and steady

light. You can refer to us at any time. Yours truly,

THE HARTFORD LIGHT & POWER CO.,
David Hhnnet, President.

THE BEST ARC LIBHT IN THE WORLD!
X[P wmjLJM'^WA.^w^w^^m mrw

THE WATERHOUSE ELECTRIC I MFG. CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.
SENS FOR CATAL0G1TE.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LICHT COMPANY,
F'ort '\7\7'a,-yxxG>, Xxi.d.i£iz3.ei.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM

— or—
IBMDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THE

JENNEY SYSTEM
OF

ARC LIGHTING.

The Most Carefully Worked-

out and Oomplete Alternating

System of Electric Ijighting in

Existence.

Armatures and Converters ^

Guaranteed. ._^IS~16 Candle Power

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse

Power Guaranteed.

SLATTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONYERTEB.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.
FORT WAYNE, IND.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 185 Dearborn St., First Floor,

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
242, 244 EAST i 22d STREET.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,

G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 2 1 7 Sansome St. CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F. Adams, Successor.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

llniiiirartui'iMl nnd
I'or Male only l».y VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

15 17, 19 & 21 NORTH CLINTON ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY,
—makptactctbebs of—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Sekd foh Catalosde and Prxe List

729 Broadway, Jfew Tork.

43 Sixtli Avenue, Piftsbursrli, Pa.

Standard Undereround Gable Company
General Offices, No. 708 PENN. AVE.. PITTSBURGH, PA.

Branch Offices:

New York. Ttlepho'<e Building, Corttandt Street,

G. L.Wiley, Manager.
Chicago, 139 East Madison Street, F. E. Oegen-

hardt. Manager.

3IAN1JFACTOEER9 OP

DUST PROOF BELLS
Siperior to All Others.

HAZAZER & STANLEY, - 32 Frankfort St., N. Y.

He CALLEHDER™4S^^/oo"^a COMPANY,
18 Cortland St., NEW YORK,

liie Waring Anti-Induction and Bundled Cables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Submarine

ard Aerial. Light Leaded
Cables for House L'se

Weather-proor lane Wire,
Underwriters', Annunciator

and Of&ce Wire.
Six years ol uniform Success

enable os co guarantee
our Cables.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Bectric Ljghf and Power. Aerial Use,

Telegraph and Telephone, All Sizes Subterranean Use.

Raiiwa, and all other ^ ^ Encased WwBi. ^""r'L?. "r,Branches of Signaling. /<—..i.j i

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr.,

Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

mimmm mim
COMPANT,

MAMtrFACTTTKEBS OF

SPECIAL

DYNAMO

BELTING.

46 and 48 Ferry St. and 72 Cliff St.

NEW YORK.

MANtJFACTTJRERS OF

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. BURDICK, 68 Commerce Building.

General Western Sales Agent, CHICAGO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Bnlldera of High Grade Self-Contained

AfltOMtlc CDt-Off Eipeii,
8PB0IAI.LT ADAPTBD FOE ETn.TnH&

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other daty reanlrlng close

regulation of speed.

WhBTKBN OfFIOB AKD WAKEBOOMa;

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, IH.

WM. A. HAMMETT, Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

e B B A

-/x^<<<;yC<i<<<;<<Wfi^ W^^mmmi
CUT SHOWING STV1,B OP INSULATION.

X—Copper Wire. B. 5.—Two Braids, satorated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C—BnddedC
iaturated with a Black, Weather-Pkoof Composition.

*, —

,

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon appucation. Pore Elw
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

w/tpronnue i 19 and 21 Cliff St., New York. FACTORIES:
WAREROOMS:

j 64 Washington St.. Chicago, Ills. ANSONIA. CONH

DAirrzL "W, Mabmoit, President.

Aj>Dl80H H- NoEDYKE, Vice-President.

CHAELE3 D. Jejtset, Electrician. Beai>-aed Eoeison, Secretary.
Ajios K. HoLLowBiXf Treuunr.

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole Owners of all ilie Patenw and Inventions of Charles D. Jenney (known as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Improved Ounamo, [amp $
Electric (Qotor.

In all desirable featnres of Arc and Incandescent Lighting

the Jenney System leads. Simple, darable. economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In these eeeentlala It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished (or Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants for Cities, Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished foh the Jenney Arc or Incan-

descent Systems, or for both combined.

The Jenney Tncandeacent Dynamos are self-regulating,

and permit the taming on and off of one or all of the Lamps
at will.

This Company gives special attention, to furrOsMng MQlB^

Shops, Factories, elc, wih Individual Plants.

m- \m m nmm wmmm m mmm m. suteh. -««

OFFICE Ai'D WOKK3:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, INO.

L
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The Thomson-Houston Electpic Go.
EASTERN OFFICE:

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.
WESTERN OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

]|rc-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Beet Arc-Light, LouIavlUe, 3883,

First Prize : Beat System of Arc-LlghtJng,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

Electric ||rG-[|igbting

IlSr THE "WTORI-D.

'^^

Tliis Company was given tlie only Gold Medal awarded at the international inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all sizes rfor the transmlselon of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent Llehtlne and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

u. s. LAMP.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 CapltaL

^dison Qlectric ||ight (o.
THIS COMPANY IS THE OWNEK OF THE INVENTIOHS

AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTul

mETHOD OF GEDBRnC EbECTRICIIi; DISTRIBUTIOR.

As evidence of the growth, and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in

operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., CaDital. $2,500,000, 4 Stations; Capacity, 150,000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital, $750,000. 1 Station; Capacity 40,000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations; Capacity. 50,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000, 1 Station; Capacity, 50,000 Lamps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under constmction a station capacity far in excess

of the agjrregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could

more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station

Industry as an investment.

WRITE FOR PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANGER AND MORAU

For Information relative to Central Station Business, apply to the

Edison Electric I^ierl^t Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

nrstTLATiira compaity,
MANUFACTTTRERS OF ALI. KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

Suaranteed to G-ire Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead. Specially

Adapted for mines, Chemical Works, Etc.

Prices and Samples on Application at

No. 159 FRONT STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

1 1 UMM, F,C,S,, London, Mn\ Sn^ineor, General Manager,

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light, Telegr.iph and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other serv-

ices wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required. Our

Miiteiials and Workmanship are Guaranteed the Very Best,

and correspondence is solicited from companies and architects requiring our

articles.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated p"o°w"f^.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Edisoh Pmiit uins Rejected nno Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 61 O Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 liVirper H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H. P., equals GtVit per H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCnEATE TESTS. NO COMMENTS FOE PAKTICULAES, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2 1 9 LA SALLE ST., CHiCACO.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe

Currents in the operation of Street

Railways.
Speed,
Endurance,
Economy.

The Daft Motors for Power Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mention the Western Electrician.
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^TIO^XE^C^KBOW
Cle-srelarLd., Oliio.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

mm
POND

_ .
I ^ I

.
I
_ _l^ I

.
I fk nnlinH&IV contracting engineers for erecting com-

ENGlNEERINb bUMrANl,
giectricTght anV'p^^^^^^^

61 OLIVER ST.
I

81 LAKE ST,,
1

109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. I

NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ENCIIMEERINC CO.,
707 and 709 Market St.,

ST. XiOXTIS, - T^O.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

SPECIALTIES ; --The Armington & Slme Enslne, Steel Boilers, Jarvie Furnace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Gratee, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Kortlng InjectOTj etc.

SEND FOR r.ATEST CATAliOCITES.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated LightlDg, Railroad Car Lighting,

Street Car Propaision, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from Northern Illinois, Eastern Iowa,
Wisconsin and Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory.

Northwestern Electrical Accumalator Company,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of this System are;

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmulator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

THE LAW BATTERY,
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
In the latest form the negative element is a Double CyUndev, one within

the other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the

market. Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is guarnnteed
for ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,

instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore. The cover is of blue glass and
looks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.

Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected
against corrosion.

Do not be so foolish as to buy a Prism, Porous Cup, or other perishable negative element battery,

when one can be had which Is PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING, And do not waste
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly
coming and going, but buy the '

' Law," which has stood the test of eight years,

LAW TELEPHONE CO., 112 Liberty St.. NEW YORK.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast : GEO. L. HENZEL, San Francisco, Cal.

G. 11. GALE, PuEBiiJE.VT.
S. A. PLUMMBK. VlCE-PllESlDEHT.
F. B. I-HESTON, TllEASUEEE.

BOARI> OF DIJCECTORS.
[Gen. K. A. ALQEI!. E.C.BROWN. C. A. WABREN. 1

iG. H. GALE, T.WILLIAMSON. C. H. THOMPSON. '-

(U. A. PLUMMER, F. B. TKOUT. P. B. PKBSTON. )

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Secret.vry.
PRANK B. TROUT. Superintendent,

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For Light and

Power Purposes,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE DATTERY

P

For Light and

Power Purposes.

Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

F. B. TROUT,
General Manager.

Offices, 69 Griswold St., CAMPAU BUILDING.

Factory, Corner 13th and Woodbridge Sts. DETROIT, MICH.
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SPRA
1

J oiJlliliJUinmMC RAILWAT k MOTOR CO,
For Stationary or Railway Work, for Mining, Milling or
Engineering Operations, the Sprague Motor is Unexcelled.

Lightest Weight Consistent with Highest Eiciency.

Simple in Constrnction.

Not Liable to Get Ont of Order.

Winding for Constant Speed.

Efficiency of 91 Per Cent, in the Larger Sizes,

Bearings Self-Oiling,

Non-Sparking in Operation.

Commntator-Wear Rednced to a Minimnm.

snisrn i-on ch».cxjij,a.h.s to

16 and IS Broad. St., UE^KT YORK:.
J. J. DICKET, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE. Vice President.

H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man. Snp't and Electrician. L. H. KORTT, Treasurer.

MIDLAMB ILICTEIC CO.,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

1L1€TMICAL BUPPUIS
For t&e Telegraph, T@le^h.ome as<i Siectirie %ight»

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Plre Alarms. Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tabes,
Elevator Anminclators, Batteries. Push Buttons. Electric Pens, Telegraph Learners' Instruments, MedJcal

Batteries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

"Wbstebn Agents THE OKONITE CO.. and the Return Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

^TIjaERIC^N -5- DlgJF^ICnf -5- TEIiES^^Pp -}• ^g¥Eja,3tE<-

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

lyEstlmates furnished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Hlustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

SPEAK1N& TUBES and WHISTLES
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Meclianical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
2 1 . 23 and 25 Ann St. New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

" Send for New Catalogue, out August 1st.

The Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Tlie Parl(er-Rnssell Minim & Ml Co.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

CARBONS
CITY OFFICE

711 Pine St., - St. Louis, Mo,

B. D. BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO,,

452 Broadway, New York.

R. E. GALLAHER,Secy.

J.W.GODFREY, Gen'l IVIgr.

1 1 Central St., Boston, Mass.

W. B. DOWSE,
Gen'l Supt.

lEgnNGj

Send for Our Valuable Book for Engineers

Agents in all Cities. Si for Trial

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTORERS OF THE

Patent High Speed Packing*

MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES.

DeliTcred Free ou 60 Davs' Trial, Satisfaction (iDaraiiteed, or iio Pay.

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC CO., ^^'Ifafg powif^^""

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION CO., 'i:L;J£et'
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THE REYNOLDS

Improved Corliss Engine
Is especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in

this field which cannot be excelled.

IT IB XTNEQUAiED FOR ECONOMT OF FUEL. KEQULARITT OF
MOTION. AND DURABILITY IN USE.

SOL.B BV/IL.DBF2S

EDW. P. ALUS & CO.
J

Write for Onr Catalopes.

RELIANCE WORKS. MILWAUKEE, WIS.
ManufactiirerB of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and

Engine Supplies of. Every Description.

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE l54LaSaileSt. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.

THE CLEVERLY ELECTRICAL WORKS,
1018 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Electrical Supply Makers.
GREATLY IMPROVED ECOMOMY PUSH BUTTON.

Neatness, certainty of coutact, convenience in iittacliing wires, and
reliability.

lectrical Supplier in General.

ELEMENTS DF ELECTRIC LIGHTING
BY PHILIP ATKINSON, Phi. D.

360 Pages, Cloth Bindingr, Illustrated, Price $1.50.

This book is an elaboration and revision of the popular series of articles which ran through ihe
Western Electrici.a.n under the same title. It treats of: Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Current Dynamos; Direct Current Dynamos; Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurement;
The Arc Lamp; The Incandescent Lamp: The Storage Battery; Electric Distribution.

Sent postage prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
O liakeiside BuildiDS, Cliics^o.

ThejJrushglectricUompany

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

taaiesBG ElBctric Ipi

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
No. I8« IVaMlilnvt^n Mireet,

Al.lKX&l»nKR KBHIPT,

Sp««lal AKent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
No. ;201 Jioarvial KuWaUiK,

O. C. HTKKLK.

Ctl>eolaI A||;«nt

Electric Light Repairing. tienurai Mactiine jod-wofk, Pattern MaKing, Etc., Etc

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, %'A'.JS^FlgtuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

'RANKLIN S. CARTER. CHAS. M. V/ILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WARD V/ILKINS,

PARTRIGK Sc GARTER,
MANUFACTURERS Of AND DEALERS IN'EVtRY DESCRIPTION OF

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
/ WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LTGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR electric' BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues -of all our Manufactures, and will forward to any addresc upon

ipplication.

N.B.—When applying for Catalog;ues. please state whether "ElectricBell" or "General
le is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

INDORBRD
BY

Thomas A. Edison, Eliliu Thomson, K. S. Possons, Edwin J. Honston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRIC'ANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Send for Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadwav. ^. Y.
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Westinghouse Electric Co.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.
[Manufacturers under Patents and Applications for Patents controlling the sale and use of

Alternating Current Electric Lighting Apparatus and Distributing Systems.]

The success of the Alternating Current System of Electric Lighting is demonstrated
beyond question.

Note the sale of 120 Central Station plants by this Company^ aggregating

a total generating capacity of 235^000 sixteen-candle power lamps within the

brief period of tiventy-one months, together with the fact that of these 120
Central Stations 38 have increased since starting.

IMPROVED LAMPS.
By reason of an improvement in the manufacture of Lamps

which has been secured for the exclusive benefit of the users of ap-

paratus furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Company, this

Company will guarantee from its Apparatus and Lamps 50 percent,

more light from a given expenditure of power (fuel) than can be ob-

tained with any direct current system.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.
This Company's Meter measures the whole current by a positive

mechanical movement.
It registers directly in lamp-hours, and indicates by dials like a

gas meter. It is not affected by temperature or local conditions.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.
Highly efficient. Have no commutators or brushes, and can be

started, regulated and reversed without breaking a connection.

Small Motors for use on existing Alternating Circuits of this Company.
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ELECTRIC ARC LIGHTING APPABATD8.

PATTERSOlTCABLES
IFOH.

Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Use.

INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL KINDS.

Testing Apparatus. Telegraph Apparatus. Batteries.

Construction Tools. Line Wire and Supplies.

District Telegraph, Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.

The Best ofEverytiling at Bottom Prices

Catalogues Fflrnlshed on Application.

Send for our latest Catalogue of Electric Bells,

Annunciators, Push. Buttons, Gas Lighting

and Fire Alarm Apparatus, Etc.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP.
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Monument to Ampere.
At Lyons, France, Oct. g, 1S88, the statue

illustrated by the engraving on this page, repro-

duced from La Nature, was unveiled with ap-

propriate ceremonies.

Andre Marie Ampere, whose services to

science have received an imperishable commem-
oration in this monument, and who was honored

by the Parisian Congress of Electricians by the

adoption of his name as an expression of the

size of a current of electricity, was born at

Lyons on the 20th of January, 1775, and died

at Marseilles, June 10, 1S36. In early boyhood
he developed a great taste for scientific pursuits.

In 1805 he entered the Polytechnic school as

assistant professor, and in 1809 was promoted
to the position of professor, and in 1814

he entered the Academy of Science.

Chicago Electric Light Plant.

Within a few days the dynamos to be
used for lighting the streets of Chicago
will be placed in position in the new sta-

tion on Jefferson street, near Van Buren
street. The machines are of the Western
Electric company's make. Five dynamos
with a capacity of 150 lights will be at first

installed. There is room for 16 dynamos,
and the plant will be increased from time

to time as appropriations are made by the

city council. The engine, which is of 450
horse power, is already in position.

The New Sprague Road at Akron, O.
There are now five cars in operation

upon this railway, and the sixth will be

running shortly. Ever since its installa-

tion the operation of the cars has been
ver\- successful, and has given very great

satisfaction to the managers of the com-
pany, and to the passengers.

A ver)" interesting incident occurred re-

cently, which illustrates the power of the

motors used, and the ability to use them
for braking the car when necessar)'. While
descending a steep grade with a heavy
load of passengers one of the hand brakes

of the car broke, and under any other sys-

tem of propulsion it would have been in

imminent danger of accident. Instead of

this, however, the driver in charge of the

car reversed the motors by a simple move-
ment of the switch, and, although the car

was going at full speed down the incline,

it was stopped and propelled up the hill

within a distance of three feet. This in-

cident shows that for braking the cars by
reversing the motors an electric car is un-
der greater control than a car propelled by
other motive power.

blue and gold. The hangings are plush, and
the carpets are of harmonious tints.

Perhaps the electric lights do not come under
the head of decorations, but certainly the incan-

descent lamps, with their handsome fittings, add
greatly to the beauty of the house. To appre-

ciate fully this fact a person must see the theater

lighted first by gas and then by electricity. The
plant was installed by the L^nited States Electric

Lighting compan}', C. C. AVarren, manager of

the Chicago office. The installation was made
under the supervision of E. S. Hewson.
Hundreds of incandescent lamps are distributed

throughout the house, where they will be orna-

mental as well as serve a useful purpose. In

the dome are two circles of 50 lights. On the

most complete, if not the most complete, of any
theater in the city. The arrangement of the
rheostats is such that by one movement of the

bar the lamps in the house can be instantly light-

ed or extinguished. The stage lights are under
similar control. The rheostats are in a fire-

proof room under the stage. They are of a
new pattern. Instead of being mounted on
wooden frames, they are constructed exclusively

of iron and porcelain. The dynamo room is in

the basement of the theater, in the front of the

building. This department has not yet been
fitted up as it will be when the ba.sement is fin-

ished. The room is rather small—too small, in

fact, for such an important feature of the thea-

ter. There are two United States generators in

position, each of 600 lights' capacity.

Power is furnished by two So horse power
Ide engines. The entire number of lamps

-, will be used in lighting the theater and in

illuminating the hotel, which is located in

the same building.

I
At the invitation of C. C. Warren, man-

ager of the Chicago office of the United
. States company, a number of gentlemen

interested in electric lighting attended the
opening performance. They were greatly

interested in the many novel features of

the installation. A spectacular play was
presented, and much of the brilliancy of

the stage effect was due to the excellence

of the electric service.

'NIMF.NI Ti

any

Electric Lights in Baker's Theater.
Baker's theater, one of the handsomest places

of amusement in Chicago, was opened to the

public last Monday evening. The building is

located on Wabash avenue, just south of Eight-

eenth street. It is an ornamental structure, and
adds greatly to the appearance of the avenue.
The auditorium is the highest of any theater in

the city, a dome of thirty-five feet rising clear

of the proscenium arch. The boxes are fifteen

in number, six on each side of the stage, and
three in the center of the balcony. In the con-
struction of the auditorium attention was paid
first to the laws of sight and hearing, and next
to the rules of beauty. The decorations are

unique in character. "The prevailing colors are

face of the sounding board are 53 lamps. The
proscenium arch is made brilliant by the group-

ing of lights. The side walls are studded with

the globes. Each box is lighted with two lamps.

The effect of these combinations of the lamps
is brilliant in the extreme. The lamps on the

balcony rail are inclosed in opalescent globes,

an arrangement which produces a charming
effect. The lamps on the stage are 268 in num-
ber. They will eventually be increased to 288.

The borders and footlights contain 40 lamps
each. The other lamps are distributed in bunch
lights, ground rows, etc. A globe in the center

of the stage, just in front of the seat of the

leader of the orchestra, is used for a flash light.

It is used to signal the orchestra, instead of the

usual speaking tube. It is manipulated by a
push button, which is located at the switch-

board. The stage switch-board is one of the

The Future Motor.
Mr. Edison is quoted by an interviewer as

saying. "If some means can be discovered

by which electricity can be produced from
coal without its energy being spent in heat,

and the means of doing this can be accom-
plished at a reasonable expenditure, then
the application of electric power as a mo-
tor to railroad trains and trans-Atlantic

iteamers will be a valuable, useful, eco-

nomic thing. But it has not been discov-

L-red yet. Electricity as a motive power is

:i gain of 85 per cent., and when the means
of educing or producing electricity from
coal without intervening combustion, and
consequent waste of energy is brought
about, 300 tons of coal will do the work of

1,500 now when it is burnt, and steam em-
ployed as a motive power. But this can't

be done with large trains now economically.

I am giving a good deal of attention to

this subject. I have accomplished this re-

sult under laboratory conditions, but these

will not do to make the process available

from a commercial point of view. Still

there is clearly an immense field for advance-
ment in electricity as a motor. The steam en-

gine can't be much more perfected. The
term of improvement in that has been about
reached. 'There is only one force, and that is

energy. It comes in many ways; is a molecular
movement or a mass movement, and heat, light,

sound and electricity are only modes of this

motion. Hence you can see that if the latent

force in coal can be educed as electricity without

letting so much of it go to waste in combustion,

it will take the great step forward in this matter."

An electric railway at Alliance, O., which is being
equipped by the Thomson-Houston company, Chicago, will

probably be in operation by the middle of December. The
company has taken the contract for the construction of the

road bed and the cars as well as the installation of the

steam and electric plant.
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The Silvey Alternating Current Street
Car System.

W. L. Silvey, of the Silvey Electric company
of Lima, O., has developed a system of electric

street railway traction by alternating current

motors. The advantages of such a system are

apparent. Currents of 1,500 to 2,000 volts may
be employed in the line with safety to the motor,

and in fact to the entire system. The distance

that can be covered is from three to four times

as o^reat as can be covered bv a direct current

The Geyer-Bristol Meter for Direct and
Alternating Currents^

By Prof. Wilmam E. Geyer.

In this meter we make use of the heating effect of the

current. Electric measuring instruments depending on this

heat effect are not new. In the Cardew voltmeter we have

an application which has found much favor. Here the cur-

rent of greater or less strength traverses a long, thin wire,

heats it more or less, and the direct expansion is a measure
of the current, and indirectly of electromotive force.

In an ammeter it is necessary to keep down its resistance,

and I therefore doubt whether direct expansion can be use.

tVcst. Mcctrlctaii, CM.

system; and the cost of construction and main-
tenance is in favor of the alternating system.

Mr. Silvey has devised several modifications of

his apparatus, among which are the following:

First, to use the alternating current to charge a

series of converters located on poles along the

track, all the primaries being connected in mul-
tiple arc to the high tension line, and all the

secondaries joined in multiple to a secondary
line situated directly over the track, as shown
in Figs. I and 2. In this case trolleys attached
to the car convey the current of 40 or 50 volts

to the motor on the car. This low tension in

the motor makes the matter of insulation very
easy, and for this reason alone the burning out
of a motor can be entirely prevented. In fact,

such an accident would be directly attributable

to dire carelessness.

Still another way of coupling the line circuits,

and the one Mr. Silvey considers preferable in

all cases, is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3
both the outgoing and the return wire are shown
overhead, two trolleys being attached to the car.

In order to simplify the system still more, the

single overhead wire and the return through the

rails are employed. In Fig. 4 the overhead
line is charged by the high tension current of

an alternating dynamo, one wire being attached
to the rail for a return or ground wire, thus
saving a large per cent, of the line work. The
current from the line is conveyed to the car by
a trolley, while a converter is located on the car
either underneath the floor, or under the seats.

The secondary wire of the converter is attached
to the motor, regulation being secured by a

choking coil in the secondary motor circuit.

taken. On heating, the brass expands more than the steel,

and in consequence the bar bends, becoming convex on the
side of the brass. When such a bar is heated by the pas-
sage of the electric current, it will deflect, and this deflec-

tion may be made a measure of the current. The disad-

vantage of such an instrument would be that atmospheric
changes of temperature would also cause deflection, so that

troublesome corrections would have to be introduced.

In our meter we also use a sort of compound bar, but
eliminate at once the effect of surrounding temperature by
taking metals whose coefficients of expansion are the same
or sensibly equal, in fact, we take the same metal. Our
first form of construction was as follows: A wire of German
silver is laid upon a strip of German silver, of considerably
greater cross-section and radiating surface. The wire and
strip are soldered together at one end, separated for the

remainder of the length by a film of mica, then tied together
at frequent intervals with silk or other insulating material,

and suitably supported or clamped at the unsoldered end.

If now a current, either continuous or alternating, is al-

lowed to enter the strip at one end, it runs along its length,

there enters the wire and leaves the instrument from the

other end of the wire.

For a given current in the wire on account of its greater
resistance and also on account of its smaller radiating sur-

face, the wire becomes hotter than the strip. In conse-
quence of the difference of expansion, the bar bends, be-
coming conve.s on the side of the smaller conductor. This
combination we call a differential bar.

We would also state that, inasmuch as the results ob-
tained by the use of this instrument are due to the excess of
the heating effect of an electric current upon one portion of

the bar or its equivalent over the other, it is in a measure
immaterial to the principle of the invention whether the cur-

rent which produces the differences in temperature be
caused to heat the two parts directly or indirectly. For ex-

li'csJ. HUciriciau, Chi.

FIG. 4

This does away with switches entirely—a con-
slant source of annoyance. The armature cir-

cuit is entirely independent of the field magnets,
and the current in the armature being of so low
a tension as three or four vohs, there is little or

no danger to the machine.

The 'i'homson-IIouston company of Chicago has sold a
100 light arc plant to the Columbus Electric Light & Power
company of Columbus, O.

fully applied for this purpose; for the actual elongation of a
bar of metal even when raised through a considerable
range of temperature, is very small. In the familiar com-
pound bar we have a case where a very small actual elonga-
tion produces a relatively very great lateral displacement.

I think 1 shall best be able to explain to you our meter,
by recalling to your minds this old device. In the simplest
compound bar two strijis of metal which have different co-
efficients of expansion are securely soldered flatwise along
Ihei-- entire length, Brass and steel are metals frequently

1 Road bofort; llit- AmL-rican InsLiUiU; of Klcctrical KiiL'inoL-rs, Nirw
York, Nov. 13, 1S8S.

ample, the more expansible part, in Heu of being included

directly in the circuit, may be arranged in close proximity

to, but insulated from a wire or conductor which is healed

by the current The other part or element may be in the

circuit or not; but in either case formed or arranged to be

less sehsibly heated than the otl'er.

It will readily be seen, however, that to heat one or both

of the parts of the device in this manner would be clearly

equivalent to connecting them both in series in an electric

circuit. Unlike the case where magnetic action is em-

ployed, the force here available is very considerable, so that

to make the instrument self-recording it is only necessary

to attach an inking device to the free end and move in front

of it a properly ruled chart. In this respect we have no

difficulty whatever. My associate. Prof. Bristol, who has

done the larger part of the work has since our first experi-

ments very much simplified the method of constructing the

differential bar, and the one used in the instrument exhibited

was made by placing a flat strip of German silver between a

pair of dies which make alternate depressions and elevations

along the length of the bar; the wire, insulated with asbes-

tos, was then slipped in the tube like space thus formed,

and the whole pressed between plates pro ided with grooves

of the proper depth so as to leave the wire to one side of

the center line, and at the same time to insure its being held

firmly by the little bridges along the length of the bar.

Since the bars can be constructed essentially by these two

machine operations it is evident that they may be readily

reproduced, and at very small cost.

We have determined experimentally the best relation be-

tween the cross-section of the strip and wire to give maxi-

mum deflection. We believe the instrument could readily

be made integrating, but doubt the desirability of doing so.

Our reason for this could probably not be belter expressed
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than in the words of an eminent engineer, Charles E.

Emery, in his paper on "Heating cities by steam," before

the FrankUn institute, which we quote as follows:

"It was at first considered unfortunate that a reliable

meter could not be obtained, which, like a water meter,

would show by dit^erences of reading the quantity of steam
used for the interval between observations directly without

calculation, and without expense of maintaining a lime reg-

ister at each location, and of integrating the charts after-

ward. This system, however, proved a blessing in disguise.

The greatest ditiiculty in settling with consumers lies in the

fact that emplojes waste the steam. This is particularly

the case during the heating season, when steam for various

uses is left on continuously during nights and Sundays.
thus increasing the time of consumption from, say, sixty

hours a week to i68 hours. In many cases, too, the rate of

consumption keeps uniform during the night as well as dur-

ing the dav. so that it is an easy matter to more than
double the bills. The consumers at first naturally lay the

YI9 'I.

blame to the steam of the steam company, but the meter

charts have been the means of enabling the company to sat-

isfy consumers when, and to what extent, the Increased

bills were due to mismanagement on their premises."

Substitute electricity for steam, the reasoning will apply

perfectly to our case.

Fig. I is a general view of the differential bar, mounted
in a case with inker and recording dial.

Fig. 2 is a side view of the important parts, the case

being removed. A is the supporting framework; E the

differential bar; C inking pointer attached to the bar; D

clock work moving dial; E revolving dial for receiving

record.

Fig. 3 shows a small portion of the bar and a cross-sec-

tion on an enlarged scale.

Leonard & Izard of Chicago are now agents for Edison

isolated plants in Minneapolis, Minn.

Bell Hangers' Hand-Book.^
By F. B. Badt.

PART VII.

f;.\S LIGHTING APPARATUS— Continued.

Chapter LII.

Apparatus for Public Buildings— Continued.

Instead of the induction

machine is sometimes used.

apparatus a fiictional electric

These instruments, however.

'"

llUlill!'!,,:;:;-:' ,

;

FIG. 70.

are not as reliable as g^ood induction apparatuses. Fig. 70
represents a frictional gas lighting machine with a switch

connecting to four groups of burners.

Chapter LIIL

Apparatus for Residences
77/c Ratchet Pdudant —This burner obtains the name

"ratchet" from the fact that it has a ratchet wheel govern-

ing a stop-cock, so arranged with a pawl and spring that

one pull of the chain turns the w^eel one notch forward.

bringing one of the gas-ways of the gas-cock in direct line

wiih the burner gas-way. thus turning on the gas. and at

the same time, through the electrical connection, lighting it.

"^^Z - -

J-TG 72

The next pull of the chain turns the ratchet wheel anothtr
notch, and the gas is turned off. See Fig. 71.

llw Plain Pendant.—The plain pendant. Fig. 72, differs

from the ratchet in that it does not operate a stop-cock, but

iBell Hangers' Hand-Book, by F. B. Eadt, author of Dynamo
Tenders' Hand-Book; in course of oreparation; about 100 pages. 80
illustrations; flexible cloth binding; type page 6 inches by 3 inches-
price $:. All rights reserved.

simply lights the gas after it is turned on by the ordinary key.

This burner is especially useful in stores, or in the kitchen,

where the ratchet-burner is not necessary, thus materially

reducing the cost anJ the possibility of the gas being left

escaping where the burners are subject to the use of igno-

rant or careless persons
Argand burners are fitted both as ratchet and plain pen-

dants, and they differ from the common burners only in

having argand instead of the ordinary burners above the

stop-cock. Gasoline burners can be fitted to light by elec-

tricity, also.

The Automaiic System is that by which the gas is lighted

and extinguished from some distant point by buttons placed

FIG. 73.

in the wall for that purpose, and consists of automatic
burners, Fig. 73, and push buttons, Fig. 74, or keys, for

lighting them. In the automatic system, electricity not only

lights the gas, but turns it on and off. This is accom-
plished by electro-magnets, governing an armature which.

by a lever, operates the gas-cock; so that when the arma-

ture moves in one direction, the lever moves the stop-cock

and turns on the gas; and when the armature moves in the

other direction, it turns off the gas. This system is not

adapted for universal use in houses, for in most places, as

on chandeliers, the pendants are much more convenient,

and cost v^ry much less; but in a few places the automatic

is almost indispensable. One in the front hall, Fig. 75, to

be lighted by buttons placed at the front door or by the

chamber door, or one in the cellar, with push buttons or

keys at the head of the cellar stairs, or at some convenient

point in the cellar, or one in the family chamber, to be

lighted from the bedside and chamber door, are all luxuries

which, after accustomed use, become necessities to house-

hold comfort.
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Chapter LIV.

A Novel Automatic Burner.

The interior of a novel automatic burner is sliown in Fig.

76 D, is a shell containing the helices, four in number,

of which only two. U. P, are shown; the four, by means

of the iron disk, K, constituting two horseshoe magnets.

The armature. |. is suspended below the cores by means of

the valve stem.'H, which is attached to the conical valve,

G. When a current is passed tlirough two of the helices,

the armatu e is raised and rotated to the left into the posi-

tion indicated by the dotted lines, bringing the recess, ^/,

over the hook, f', and when the current is broken the arma-

ture falls upon this hook, locking it and holding the valve

above its seat, permitting egress of the gas. The spark- pro-

ducing mechanism referred to above consists of an arm, U V,

bent at right angles, and passing through the wall of thetip

socket at V. and terminating over the valve at W, the point.

V, constituting a valve and valve seat, the spring,//, at all

times pressing these two parts together and keeping them

gas-tight, and at the same time pressing the two platinum

sparking points, U T, into contact. Therefore, when the

valve is first lifted it reaches the termination, W, of the

vibrating lever. W V U, and pressing it upward breaks

the circuit at the points, T U, producing a spark; as a
consequence, a vibrating action with a continuance of

sparking results as long as the operating key is kept closed

with the finger, as in other burners for a similar purpose.

To extinguish the lighted gas. it is only necessary to close

the circuit through ihe other two helices to the ground.

when the armature is lifted and rotated free of the locking-

hook, and dropped when the circuit is opened at the key.

It will be seen that the valve cannot be possibly opened
by accident; that on account of the extremely short move-
ment of tr^e armature, but small current is required to op-

erate it, and that with the same amount usually employed
with automatics, this burner will have far greater power to

overcome any tendency to stick through deposit from the

gas. So springs, or parts requiring any adjustment, are

found within the burner.

Advantages claimed for this automatic burner are: Ir-

stead of the valve-operating mechanism being outside of

the gas pipe, it is contained within it, thereby obviating

friction due to packing of valve stem or springs to hold
valve in its barrel; instead of using the traditional rotary

conical gas cock, requiring to be lubricated and held firmly

to its seat by pressure of a screw or spring, an extremely
small clack valve is employed, which, in opening, is simply

lifted from its seat one-sixteenth of an inch; the armature,
but one being employed, instead of making an extended
excursion, has for its maximum movement the play of the

valve, to which it is rigidly connected by a valve stem, and
the armature motion is a double one, it being first attracted

JBtimer
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upward to open the valve, and then rotated horizontally .so

as to engage a recess in it with a stationary hook, thus

locking it open To extinguish the (lame it is only neces
sary to energize a seond pair of helices, when the armature
is raised, rotated free of the hook, and then dropped into

its normal position, closing the valve,

ClIAP'JKK T,V,

Connections of the Automatic System.
The gas is lighted by the electric spark, which is caused

by breaking lire circiiii at the point whcc the gas issues

from the tip. An induction coil is connected in the circuit

to increase the size of the spark-

Fig. 77 shows the method of connecting the battery,

coil and automatic burner. Use number iS B. & S. gauge

heaviest rubber-covered wire for leads, and on the gas fix-

tures number 22 B. & S. gauge triple-covered wire, of a

color to correspond with the color of the fixtures.

Having laid out the shortest and most accessible route

for running the wires, run a wire from the zinc pole of the

battery to one of the binding posts on the induct'on coil;

from the other binding post on the coil run a wire to the

nearest gas pipe in a cellar, closet, or under the floor File

the pipe clean, being careful to remove all corrosion; then

uncover about three feet of the wire, wrap it firmly around

the prepared place and solder it fast ; this gives good ground

connection. "Run another wire fiom the carbon pole of the

battery to the center strip of the push button, which should

be pla:ed so as to bring the buttons in a vertical line, the

white one being uppermost. Run a wire from the right-

hand spring to the lighting wire of the burner. Run
another wire from the left-hand spring to the turning- off

wire of the burner, which will complete the circuit, and the

gas will be alternately lighted or extinguished upon press-

ing the light and dark buttons.

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATION.

Chapter LYI.

Electric Heat Regulators.

We have shown in Chapter XLVII how metallic ther-

mostats can be used as fire alarms. Their application to

heat regulation follows at once as a natural development.

In such systems they serre as the actuating device to set

other apparatus in motion, which in turn opens or closes a

damper of a furnace, or a valve in a steam pipe, or opens

or closes a ventilator. Various forms of power are utilized

in the apparatuses that do the actual work. Electricity

may be employed through the medium of an electric

motor, though considerable battery power is required; com-
pressed air is sometimes used, and even water under a head

can be employed. Clockwork is also utilized. The ther-

mostat, however, is the prime agency, since upon its action

depends that of the power that actually performs the work.

The adjustable thermostat consists of two strips of dissim-

ilar metals, or other substances, which are riveted together,

and which expand unequally under varying temperatures,

as shown in Chapter XI ATT.

Fig. 78 illustrates an adjustable thermostat. T is the

strip composed of two diiTerent metals; A and B are ad-

justing screws. It does not matter, of course, in what po-

sition the thermostat is placed, whether perpendicularly or

horizontally. The figure shows the theimostat in a hori-

zontal position, but in practice the instrument is more fre-

quently hung in a perpendicular position like the ordinary

thermometer.
The thermostat is placed in a room where a certain aver-

H^tjwmDj-

age temperature is to be maintained. At this temperature
the strip must be so adjusted that it will touch neither ad-
justing screw. As soon as the temperature falls the strip

will twist in one direction, and make contact with adjusting
screw, ./; if the temperature rises above the normal, a
contact at Ji will be made. These contacts are used to

close a circuit and operate either two different electro-mag-
nets or a little electric motor, or other devices. The arma-
ture of these magnets or motor is directly or indirectly

connected with the damping device. As soon as the tem-

perature is again at its normal the thermostat opens the

electric circuit, and the moving mechanism of the damping
device is stopped or reversed. A thermometer is frequently

attached to the thermostat.

r-'ig. 79 shows a combined thermometer and thermostat,

the latter part of the instrument being indicated by the

binding screws at the bottom for the circuits.

FIG. 80.

Fig. 80 shows a damper actuated by an electric motor
within the box.

Fig. 8[ is a diagram of connections to such a device. A,
B and Cbeing the connections to the thermostat, T. Con-
tact at A will send the current in a certain direction through

SatU-ry

the motor, and revolve the armature so it will open the

damper; contact at .-/ will send the current in an opposite

direction, revolve the armature, and hence the damper the

other way.

( To be ConiijtiiiL-iL}

National Electric Light Association.

At a meeting of the executive committee of the National
Electric Light association in Pittsburgh, Monday, Novem-
ber 19th. there were present: S. A, Duncan, president of

the association; B E Sunny, chairman of the executive

committee; J. \\ Morrison. E F. Peck, T. Carpenter
Smith, \V. A. Kreidler, W. H. Harding and A. V. Car-
ratt

The resolution adopted at the New "\'ork convention re-

lating to a permanent olTice and secretary was declared un-
constitutional, and W. H, Harding was found to be still

the legal secretary and treasurer of the association On
Mr. Harding's resignation, however, Mr. Garratt was se-

lected to fill the vacancy until the l-'ebruary meeting of the

association in Chicago. Mr. tJarratt's salary was fixed at

^166.66 per month, and he was voted '^loo per month, in

addition, for office rent and expenses.
There was some objection to the idea of a permanent

office and a permanent secretary drawing a full salary, but
it was finally decided to put the matter on trial from the

present until the February meeting, and see what would
result from the experiment in the way of larger membership
and increased usefulness of the association. After a three

months' trial the association can decide in Chicago whether
it desires to continue the experiment further.

-

It was decided to hold the Chicago meeting February
19th, 20th and 2ist. The committee will labor hard to

make the Chicago convention the most successful one ever

held, and especially so in the matter of exhibits. The ex-

ecutive committee will rent a large hall outside of the hotel,

which will be devoted entirely to exhibits, and the secretary

of the association has been directed to notify all manufact-
urers and probable exhibitors of the fact that the associa-

tion will be ready to furnish them space for as large exhibits

as they may desire to make at the Chicago meeting. It is

already evident that the Chicago convention will be a me-
morable one as to exhibits.

Tt is known to those who study the literature of secondary
batteries that for some two years or more \Y. J. S. Barber
Starkey has been using sulphate of soda as the electrolyte

in his storage cells, and he has always found it prevented

injurious sulphating of the plates, says the London £/fi--

Iricnl Review. Recently he left home fur three months,
and during that period the cel^s were never charged. He
examined them on Wednesday morning, and could detect

no difference in their appearance from the time they were
last charged; they seemed to be In perfect order, the perox-

ide plates a dark brown, and the others like clean metallic

lead. There was not a trace of white sulphate on anv
of the plates, and they light up the lamps as brightly as if

they had been just charged, although they have been left

to themselves since August 6th. The cells have been in use

for about three years, and although at first Mr. Barber
Starkey was troubled by the sulphating and bending of the

plates, he has never experienced any trouble of any de-

scription since he added carbonate of soda to each of the

cells, two years ago. He can now leave the cells with per-

fect confidence, if requii-ed, for several months without

any charge. His charging current has always been limited

to 12 amperes, but is generally only 10, and he always
stops charging as soon as any gas is given off. although he
is quite aware that this course is not usually adopted
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British Association.

The papers on electric ligliLing; subjects were discussed
logelber by section Gof the British association. The paper
were Professor Forbes, 'Electric Lightinjf in America;
Henry Edmunds. ' A System of Electrical Distribution,"

and W. Lowrie, "The Measurement of Electricity in a

Mouse to House Supply." Abstracts of these papers have
been published in ihe Wkstern Electrician. A synopsis

of the discussion follows:

Sir William Thomson said he had heard with great inter-

est of the advance in electric lighting; in America. What
took place in that country was only partially known in Eng-
land, but the more they heard of it the more they admired

and held it up as a standard which the)' ought to reach and
surpass in their own country. They certainly had been slow

in attaining such results as had been achieved. The great

question of to-day in electric lighting was, Which of the

two kinds is to be—the alternating current system, or the

constant current system. There was one way of carrying

out the direct current system, and that was, by the

use of accumulators. He did not think it was possible

to decide which was the better system. Possibly one
might prevail for a time and the other ultimately. There
were important economic questions to be decided. There
was the great cost of the accumulators, for instance, which
must be considered If it were not for the cost of the accu-

mulators he thought they might all say that the direct sys

tem might be expected to prevail over the alternating trans-

formers One great point with the latter was the difficulty

of applying machines in parallel to work together. Some
who had gone into the question had come to the conclusion

that very large dynamos, giving the whole amount of work
should be used, and for less work one smaller dynamo.
Had that been worked out in practice so as to give satisfact-

ory results? How about the dynamos keeping absolute

time if they were joined by belts and not coupled rigidly

together on the one axis? There was another subject to be

considered: Given two or three or more alternate current

dynamos rigidly connected with one belt, the question was,

would an electric current stay quiet and distribute itself

equally between the different dynamos? That was a ques-

tion that could be answered theoretically, but they wanted

to hear something of practical results. Prof. Forbes had
spoken of different dynamos not coupled together rigidly,

but each driven by a belt. Did the tendency to keep together

in those cases, when once they got within a certain narrow

limit of being exactly in time, suffice to keep them together

irrespective of slight slips of the belt? He could not quite

a^ree with what Prof. Forbes said about the voltage of

lamps. To the best of his knowledge a loo-volt lamp was
much more desirable than a 50-volt lamp. If it were true,

that 50 volt lamps had greater durability, that would be a

strong reason for preferring them, but it would not be a de-

termining reason. In all other respects lOo-volt lamps were

much more convenient. The copper used in wiring a house

requiring two or three hundred lamps was very considerable

but it would be just half w.th 100 volts what it Avould be

with 50 volts. The fact that a smaller current would be re-

quired was another strong reason in favor of 100 volts In

houses two things had to be considered, safety and conven

ience on the c-ne hand, and economy on the other. At
present they were perfectly happy with 200 volts in their

houses; and if they could get 200 volt lamps from the lamp
maker nearly equal in durability with the 100 volt lamps, he

should strongly prefer them. He would not go below 100

volts. Turning to another question of great practical im-

portance. Sir William said he thought S.ooo alternations

would introduce more sources of want of actual economy
than it would avoid, but with 5,000 alternations per minute

there was only about 3 mm. of the conductors that was use-

ful up to 65 per cent, of the full conductivity of copper.

But if they got 3 mm. in from the circuit, if the average cur-

rent was only 65 per cent., the result was that if they were

satisfied with less than 65 per cent, conductivity, they might

make it thicker. But it was a sure rule that if the alterna-

tions were to be at the rate of 5.000 per minute, the con

ductors should be either thin plates which might be 6 mm.
thick or tubes 3 mm. thick. That was a very large question,

and pointed to a greater ease of getting copper to do its

work with 5,000 than with 8,000 alternations,

R. P. Sellon said he thought there was little reason to

doubt that low e. m f. lamps were longer lived than high

e m. f lamps, looking at the question purely from the point

of view of the life of the lamp. One reason for this lay in

the fact that the smallest impurity which existed in the car-

bon in the initial stage of its manufacture, would amount
to a much smaller proportion of the whole cross sectional

area in the case of a low e. m. f. (and consequently com-
paratively thick) carbon, than in the case of a high e m. f

(and consequently comparatively thin) carbon. Thus the

temperature of the low e, m. f. carbon would be the more
uniform along its length, of the two. Then the extreme

flexibility of ver)- high e m. f. carbons was an objectionable

feature It was dithcult to give any definite figures as to

the relative life-values of high and low e. m. f. lamps, be-

cause incandescent lamps in practical work were usually run

in a most haphazard sort of way as regards temperature,

thus quite stultifying the value of the results obtained in re-

spect of duration. With regard to centr^il station lighting-

work in America, he could corroborate everything that Prof.

Forbes had said, as he traveled through most of the eastern

states last autumn. One was astonished at the energy and
activity of the Americans throughout the states, small and
large, and at the amount of work being done. The Ameri-
cans had one advantage which electricians in England could

not obtain by any means in their power; they were favorably

handicapped in the first place by the fact, that the gas

interests there were very small, and further by the fact that

generally speaking, the gas was not so good as in England.

( jas was not really an established going concern i America
in the sense it was in England.
Sydney F. Walker said with regard to the lOO-volt and

50-volt lamps, his experience was the same as that of Sir

William Thomson. A loo-volt was quite as good as a 50-

volt lamp, and so far as he could understand, it was a ques-

tion of manufacture; that was to say, the greater perfection

of the low-volt lamps at first was due to the fact that a greater
number were made I le was quite sure that any saving that

might be made by using 50-volt lamps would be more than
counterbalanced by the extra cost of wiring. He would go
even further and sav use -'oo-volt lamps, and save still fur-

ther in that way. \Vith regard to the system which Prof.

Forbes had described, he did not think there could be two
opinions. Thev must all admire the energy and skill with
which the whole thing had been worked out from end to end.
It showed what a highly educated man, with plenty of capi-

tal at his back, could do. He was glad to know that JNIr.

Westinghouse only used 1,000 volts instead of 2.000 volts

in his mains. This gave an increased margin for safety.

He thought he was borne out bv some recent experiences in

London in saying that those high voltages would possibly

lead to trouble; they had, he believed, led to trouble

already.

( To hi- continited.)

The Abdank Magnetic Gal! and Inte-
graph'.

Bv B. AiiD.-\NK-ABAKANO\VlCZ.

Permit me to speak first of a small improvement in mag-
neric calls. The instrument that you see here, Fig. i.

was constructed as long ago as 1^82, when calls for

telephones were wanted everywhere The principle of this

call is extremely simple. For producing electromotive

force we are obliged to move a coil through a magnetic
tipld. I fix my coil at the end of a straight spring, the

other end of which is solidly held by the support On the

same support are fixed two magnets that create the

magnetic field If I move the bobbin from its neutral

position, thus bending the spring, I am storing up the

muscular energ}^ of my hand in the spring. If I remove
my hand this energy is restored in a series of oscillations

of the bobbin through the lines of force. In this way an
oscillator)' current is produced in the closed conductor, and
the mechanical energy reappears on the othfr side in the

form of the movements of the bell striker I have made
similar calls of different sizes, beginning with half the

size of this one, about four inches, up to others where the

diameter of the bell was three or four feet. As the electro-

motive force developed is very high the working distance

is very great. This small ore can ring a bell to a distance

of over 100 miles over an ordmary telegraph wiie. We
have tried successfully larger calls on 1 nes over 600
miles

The apparatus is an old one, and I give theshort descrip-

tion of it only as an introduction to some theoretical re-

marks on its working. In this country, calls approaching

to mine, based on the syrchronous movement, were
patented by Andre AS & Watson E. Meylan has lately

made measurements in my laboratory for the purpose of

finding the curve of electromotive forces produced by the

passage of the coil across the magnetic field, and this is

the subject of my communication to-night.

J f w^e admit that the instrument is symmetrically con-
structed and that the magnetic fields are equal in strength,

then the curve of induced electromotive forces must have

a regular shape. We neelect also the retarding influence

of eddy currents induced in the iron core. We must have
the greatest electromotive force in the middle, where the

ratio of variation of the quantity of lines of force is the

greatest.

The cur\^e obtained by direct measurement wa^i very

different in shape, being as shown in Fig 2.

This curve presents two remarkable features. First,

we see a depression in the middle, where theoretically the

electromotive force ought to be a maximum. The reason

for this is to be found in the defective form of the iron core

in the armaiure. Fig. 3 will clearly explain this. This
defect in the construction has a very bad influence on the

result, the greatest and most uselu! electromotive force

being lost as shown in the dotted line. Fig. 2, and the

same defect was often found by me in different alternating

current dynamos.
The second characteristic feature of the curve is in the

IRead before the American Institute of E'ectrical En' inecrs Xov.
13, 1888.

shifting of its ordinates in the direction of the movement
of the armature. Beginning from the starting point the
curve is convex, and near to the other end concave in
relation to the middle ordinate. When the armature
moves backward the same deformation was remarked, but
in opposite direction. The electromotive force produced
was always somewhatbehind the time in which it ought to
have been produced We supposed at first that this was
due to the retardation in the indication of the electrometer
used for the measurement, but we found by different con-
trolling methods that this was not the case, and that this

retardation is probably due to the action of eddy currents
induced in the armature core. As you see, the maximum
points of the curve are not symmetrically placed. This
proves that the magnets did cot possess the same strength
of magnetic field. The method used for the measurement
of the ordinates of these curves was very simple. The
variation of the magnetic field in the path of the armature

fk;. 3

was also fcund e.xperirqentally, and then control'ed by
direct integration of the curve of electromotive force. The
ballistic method was used for the measurement. This
method allows of the measurement of the variation of the
quantity of lines of force independent of the time. The
total variation of the magnetic flux vas found to be:

2d F = 5.1 X 'O' (C G. S.)

The mean current was .0^1 ampere. The mean power
was 26 watt

The cuive of the variation of the magnetic field can be
found directly from the curve of e. m. f. as before alluded
to. 1-2 very ordina'e of the curve of e. m. f. is proportional
to the rat o of the variation of the number of lines of force.

It is equal to the differential coefficient
d X

Let us consider the four curves in their relatior. Every
ordinate, for instance AB, Fig 4, is proportional to the
ratio of variation in the corresponding point of the second

curve. This ratio Is measured by the ratio- - ^ where
d X

d X represents time The ordinate AB in a given scale is

equal to the numerical value of the differential coefficient.

Every ordinate of the curve of e. m. f. represents the
differential coefficient of the corresponding part of the

magnetic curve The magnetic curve is simply the integral

of the e m f. It is obvious that if the equation of the

e. m. f. were given, it wculd be possible to find the mag-
netic curve by integrating this equation

This integration can be performed mechanically by an
integrating machine. There is one of these machines con-
stiucted in Zurich by the celebrated constructor, Coradi.

To perform the inlegration it is sufficient to follow with
the tracing point the given curve. The integral curve is

then mechanically traced by the instrument. The integra

tion of differential equations is a problem that we meet con-
tinuously in the physical sciences. We perform an in-

tegration in determining the area of a given figure; also in

determining the static moments and the moments of inertia,

in calculating the shape of the elastic cu^^'e

The planimeter, as you know, gives mechanically the
area and the moments. The instrument that you see be-
fore you gives much more. It traces a curve that indicates

how the integral increases. The cur\'e is the integral

curve, the applications of which are extremely numerous.
Vou have seen one of these applications for the dtterrai

nation of the magnetic curve.

I am glad to have had the opportunity to present it to

this electrical society, and, as it w^^re, smuggle into your
pn sence a mathematical instrument under the cover of an
electrical application. And I do so because the apparatus
interests me personally, being myself the inventor of it

I must also crave your pardon for having addressed you
in English, of which language 1 am not at all a complete
master, and I am ashamed because that lack of knowledge
is entire'y contrary to my principles. I am of the opinion
that every electrician ought to be able to speak English.

Fir.. 4

He cannot be a good electrician without being a complete
master of that language. Without an intimate acquaint-

ance with the works of Faraday he is not able to draw con-
clusions in a simple and logical manner from experiments.

He cannot, without being iu direct communication with the

legion of workers in electricity who speak the English
language and who have advanced electricity in this

country to a point where it is fifty years ahead of that in

Europe, I say, that without knowing it intimately, he
cannot keep f ack of what can be done with that power 0/

nature which we are all attempting to harness.
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An interesting electric light installation at

Baker's theater in Chicago is described in this

issue. All the popular theaters in Chicago, with

perhaps one exception, are now supplie'd with

electric lights. The change from gas has added
greatly to the brilliancy of stage effect as well as

contributed largely to the comfort of patrons.

The long distance telephone proved of the

greatest value on election night. In many
cities east of Buffalo it was largely used, and re-

turns were obtained much more speedily than the

figures could have been secured if the telegraph

had alone been depended upon. In Buffalo the

collection of returns was conducted as a trial of

the system. The organizations, to the head-

quarters of which returns were forwarded, have

sent to the telephone company congratulating

the officers on the marked success of the service.

The record of the night was a triumph for the

long distance telephone.

Since the l'"rench copper syndicate extended
its contracts with the owners of .American mines
the daily press has turned its attention to this

gigantic interest, and has advocated legislative

enactments to restrict the operations of the mo-
nopoly in the United Stales. In an article in

the Chicago Times oi November 19th, treating

of this subject, it .says of the copper corporations:

"The companies forfeit all claim to a continu-

ance of government favor if they monopolize
the mines to the injury of .society. The private

ownership of such property is permitted merely
as a matter of public policy. It is allowed to

encourage private enterprise in tlie discovery

and development of valuable mineral deposits.

Free competition in the sale of the products is

one of the imjjiied ctmclilions upon which the

policy rests. If free competition is stifled and

monopoly set up in its place the fundamental

condition is violated, and the government may
resume the title. And it is not only the right

but the duty of government to do so, if neces-

sary, in order to protect society against rapacious

conspirators."

Hard-headed Cyrus W, Field has become
convinced that there is a great future before the

electric motor. He is quoted as saying, "There

is not the slightest doubt in my mind but the

electric motor will ultimately be the means of

deciding our problem of rapid transit." Mr.

Field had in his mind the necessity of rapid

transit in New York city.

The phonograph has caused a sensation in

theatrical circles in New York city. A stranger

recently entered a box in the Casino with a tele-

scope valise. Soon after it was discovered that

he had brought a phonograph with him, and as

the performance proceeded he patiently turned

the little crank and recorded the music of the

new opera. As soon as this fact was ascertained,

the intruder was promptly ejected, and the tele-

graph states that his recording cylinders were

confiscated. Did the impressario have a right

to act so summarily? When the phonograph is

put on the market this question will demand a

solution. Thus far the legal status of the phon-

ograph has not been established.

Mr. Abdank, before the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers, paid both American
electricians and the English language a very high

compliment when he said, after an unnecessary

apology for his lack of mastery of the English

language, "I am of the opinion that every good
electrician ought to be able to speak English.

He cannot be a good electrician without being a

complete master of that language. Without an

intimate acquaintance with the works of Faraday,

he is not able to draw conclusions in asimple and
logical manner from experiments. He cannot,

without being in direct communication with the

legion of workers in electricity who speak the

English language, and who have advanced elec-

tricity in this country to a point where it is lifty

years ahead of that in Europe, I say, that without

knowing it intimately, he cannot keep track of

what can be done with that power of nature

which we are all attempting to harness."

.Ampere's services to science have been com-
memorated in two ways: By the adoption of his

name, in 18S4, at the Parisian congress as an
expression for the unit of the quantity of a cur-

rent of electricity, and by the monument unveiled

October 9th last, at Lyons, France, and illus-

trated on the title page of this issue of the

Western Electrician.
It is fitting that a graphic reproduction of the

only monument to Ampere in the world should
be placed before our readers, but there the in-

terest ceases, inasmuch as the sculptor, as stated

in these columns heretofore, chiseled, instead of

the features of Ampere, those of an Apollo, as

the statue was to ornament a beautiful square

—

a sacrifice of truth to art.

Ampere's name, however, lives in the daily

conversation of all workers in electricity, and
this tribute to his greatness is of far more worth
than the untruthful, though artistic,work in stone

at Lyons.

The poss bilities of the electrician's iirt are

well exemplified in a recent feat accomplished
by the telegraph. November iSth Lord Ennis-
more, heir to the earldom of Listowel, was lying

at the point of death in the hospital, at Victoria,

B. C, of typhoid fever, accompanied by other
complications. Through the aid of Sir Donald
A. Smith, who is in London, a telegraph circuit

was formed from London to Victoria by the
Mackay-Bennett cable and Canadian Pacific Rail-

way telegraph, and Sir .Andrew Clarl;e, the dis-

tinguished London physician, was placed in

direct consultation with Dr. llannington in Vic-
toria. A conversation lasting three hours, con-
cerning Lord Ennismore's condition, was carried
on. An unbroken circuit was worked from Vic-
lori.a to llie cable ofiice in New \'ork, where the

telegrams were repeated to London. Replies
were received in three and four minutes. It is

a pleasure to state that at last reports the patient

was recovering, though still not out of danger.

The rapidity with which a slang expression is

carried to all parts of the country is marvelous.
An apt bit of slang will be caught up and spread
in all directions like wildfire. It seems to be
more than likely that the introduction of the

electric railway will give rise to a new claimant

for popularity in this field. In Akron, O., where
an electric street railway was recently installed,

the citizens have grasped the idea that the cars

are disabled when the trolleys are off the wire.

The electrical expression has been transferred

into common speech, and it is said that citizens

are now frequently heard to remark by way of

retort, "Oh, your trolley is off." In Akron it is

said that persons are so fond of uttering this

remark, that they engage in disputes in order to

find opportunities for employing the expression,

Since election many disconsolate residents have
been taunted by the remark, "Your trolley is off

now." To such base use is the electric vocabu-
lary put.

The proceedings of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers at their last meeting, so

extensively reported in this issue, are of unusual

interest and value.

Any one of the papers read presented thought
enough to warrant devotion of the entire time at

command to its discussion. As it was, three

distinct and dissimilar subjects were brought
before the institute, and an evening of rare en-

tertainment was passed.

The Geyer-Bristol meter for either direct or

alternating currents was very well described by
Professor Geyer, one of its inventors. As will

be noted, it utilizes the heating effect of a cur-

rent of electricity to produce a mechanical

motion, which in turn makes a record.

Mr. Abdank's integraph is a marvelous in-

strument, to say the least, and merits the com-
pliments bestowed upon it.

The melograph and melotrope designed by
the same gentleman for recording and reproduc-

ing the music of a piano, endows even a child

with the ability to correctly reproduce the work
of a master, the performer's sole office, when
power is applied to the instrument, being to

govern the melotrope when piano and fortissimo

effects are to be brought out.

The telephone controversy in Chicago is still

unsettled. At the last meeting of the finance

committee of the city council the matter was
brought up for consideration, but no decisive

action was taken. The Chicago Telephone
company made a proposition to give the city 2i

per cent, of its gross income as considera-

tion for its rights in the city; the company, how-
ever, refused to make any concessions in the

matter of rentals to private subscribers. During
the last week the press of Chicago has been

making a point of a recent decision of the Su-

preme court in the case of the city against the

Phffinix Insurance company. The case involved

the right of the city to compel foreign insurance

companies doing business in Chicago to p,ay a

certain per cent, of their gross revenues. The
court decided against the city, but it is asserted

that from the decision it can be implied that the

municipality might have regulated the price of

a policy issued to an individual. It is held, of

course, that the same reasoning applies to the

regulation of telephone rates. A decision of

the Supreme court is also referred to by the

legal department of the city which affirmed that

the regulation of warehouse charges was within

the police powers of the state. The legislature

has granted police powers to Chicago, so it is

held that the right is vested in the municipality.

Mr. Knight, assistant corporation counsel, is

quoted as saying that, under the two decisions

referred to and the Indiana telephone statutes,

the city would win in a suit against the telephone

company. It is to be hoped that matters will

not be carried to this extreme. The telephone

company has manifested a disposition to com-

promise the controversy, and the city officials

(Hight to be able to make an adjustment,
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American I nstitute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers met on
November 13th at 8 P. M., at the College of the city of

New York, ninety members and guests being present.

In the absence of President Weston, on motion of T.

C. Martin, Capt O E. Michaelis was chosen chairman

The first paper of the evening, on "The Geyer Bristol

meter for direct and alternating currents," was then read

by the author. The paper is reproduced elsewhere.

Prof. Gevek added the following remarks: I will

just for a moment call your attention to the instrument.

Vou will see it has been recording for the time you have

betn here By the kindness of the authorities here I have

been furnished with current which supplies a r^ck of lamps,

and as I turn the lamps off or on you can notice that the

pointer gradually goes down or up, leaving its record. The
pointer does not respond instantly to changes of current,

but as in actual use this record is spread over days, and in

fact probably over weeks and months, this, I think, would

not be a serious inconvenience. The clock that we have

here at present causes that dial to rotate once in twelve

hours. Of course, we might have a clock rotating faster

or more slowly. If it had been convenient I should have

gotten one where the dial moved much more r-^pidly.

Dr. S. S. Wheeler: I would like to ask Dr. Geyer

what is the effect of changes of atmospheric temperature

on the instrument?

Prof. Geyer: We have experimentally tried to find

out whether atmospheric changes of temperature did affect

it by taking it in the winter time from an ordinary heated

room into a hallway or passageway where the tempe-ature

was below freezing, and then passed the same current as

current by another instrument through it without being

able to detect any difference in the reading. It is the dif-

ference of the temperature in the two bars which counts,

not the actual temperature of either one.

F B. Crocker: I would like to ask if the moisture in

the atmosphere had anything to do with it. The same

question arises in regard to the Cardew voltmeter I have

never heard that question answered. Every moist day, for

example, this bar which is intended to get hot loses its

heat more quickly than it does on a \ery dry day. In

other words, would the difference in temperature be greater

on a dry day than on a wet day ?

Prof. Geyer: On that point we have not made any

e.Kperiments. I should judge from general principles, as

it is simply the difference of temperature between the two

bars that the case would be analogous to the case that I

mentioned before putting the instrua:ent into a warm room
andtheninto the cold room; tie moisture in the atmos-

phere if ic has any effect, being simply only equivalent to

increased heat, or increased cold aiound the instrument.

Experimentally, I could not say what the results would be.

although I should imagine they would be negative.

Cakf Hemng: I would like to ask whether it would

make any difference with this instrument whether the cur-

rent were direct or aUernating?

Prof. Geyer : It would make no difference whelher

the current were direct or alternating. What we measured

is the healing effect of the current. We say an alternating

current is equal to a continuous current for all p'actical

pjrposes when it produc-s the same heating effect.

In answer to a question by Dr. Vander Weyde, Prof,

r.eyersaid: The instrument as shown here is intended

only as an ammeter, although we believe a voltmeter can be

made. In this case it is necessary to introduce very high

resistance. That we think we can accomplish by causing

the current in one of the parts not simply to come down,

but to go back and forward a very great number of times.

Thus, instead of the wire which grows hottest in our pres-

ent arrangement, we take a very fine wire—which, of

course, it must be to make a voltmeter of—and bend it

backward and forward a great number of times, and then

lay that as a flat disk upon the other strip, the other

strip having the current passing through it or not passing

through it, as may be desired.

Dr. Vandek Wevde : The objection to using the

principle of expansion by heat as a voltmeter is that cur-

rents of a very small number of amperes have no heating

effect. It is the amperes which cause the heat; the

electromotive quality does not. P'or instance, in the old

fishioned friction machine we have plenty of force; the

electromotive force is very great. Prof. Mayer in a lec-

ture at ihe Stevens' institute demonstrated that the num-
ber of vol's of a static machine went up into the thousands.

Now we know that a vokme er has a verv limited rate, and

the range runs only for from 30 to 120, so a voltmeter

based on the expansion principle has a very limited range,

and in fact it is not a metallic thermometer calibrated for

volts. If you calibrate it for amperes it may be very cor-

rect T here is no doubt of it, because the amperes cause

the heat. To prove that, you have only to take a battery

which will heat a wire, and it has only one volt, while a

battery of say thirty or forty Leclanche cells has some
ibi'ty or forty volts and will not heat the wire-

Prof. Geyer : Whether we say that it is the current

that heats the wire, or the electromotive force that heats

the wire, to my mind is a mere question of words, because

we ordinarily un:lerstand that it is the electromotive force

that makes the current, so we could say the current heats

or the electromotive force heats.

The question as to whether Cardew voltmeters will re-

cord SD many volts, or so many volts, is to mymiodsimpiy
a question of proper adjustment of parts. Thus, for in-

stance, at the Stevens' institute we had occasion last sum-
mer to measure directly the electromotive forces of a West-

inghtiuse alternating machine. We wanted to measure, if

possible, directly without any multiplying devices volts, say

from 10—all we agreed to do was to go up to 500. We,
therefore, coostnicted a voltmeter sufficiently long, in fact

it was two stories high, and we had no ditliculLy whatever
in getting very large deflections for lo volts—that is as low
as we cared to go, and we made our pointer go around
nine times for 500 volts. To make do mistake in counting

the nine turns we had a secondary dial, which as on a

common clock rotated one division for each revolution of

the other dial.

Dr. Vander Weyde: There is a difference that is not

in the mere volts; there is a difference in the nature of the

electromo.ive force, and in the quantity of current. It is

like water, where you have a great quantity of water and
no pressure Water may com° through a pin-hole when
under pressure; then you cannot compare that with the volts.

If we have no electromotive forc;thecurrent cannot overcome
any resistance, it may be ever so much The thermopile
can overcome scarcely any resistance. There we have an
illustration of large currents and very small electromotive

force, plenty of amperes and no volts; while in static elec-

tricity we have the reverse, low quantity and plenty of

pressure.

Prof Geyer: I think all of these relations are usually

expressed in the simple form of Ohm's law: C=--; and

when we come to heating effects we can express them by
what we call Joules's law, that the rate of doing work is

equal to C^R.
Mr. Mailloux: I would like to ask Professor Geyer

what is the rule or law or function of getting the deflection

of the strip with the rate of current.

Prof. Geyer: In some respects it may be unfortunate

that the deflections are not proportional to the current. It

would hardly be expected. As we all know, the heating

effect varies as the square of the current, so if I treble my
current I have four times the heat produced, but then the

bars will lose their heat much more rapidly when they are

at a higher temperature. The deflections are not then as

the square of the cuirent, but as some intermediate function.

In reply toa question put by Mr. Wolcott, Professor
Geyer continued: The circuits drawn on this card are

ampere circuits. Gentlemen can see from noting the rel-

ative distance of these concentric circles what the rate of

increase is for increased current "S'ou will at once notice

that at the outside of the disk the distance between two
concentric cun-es is greater, that the instrument grows
more and more sensitive as the amount of current on it is

increased.

Mr. Crocker: I would like to ask Dr. Geyer a ques-

tion, which I think has an important bearing on all meters,

and that is as to the amount of current consumed by it,

compared with the amount of current that it measures—that

is to say. theefficiencv of the meter. I think these meters,

working by the heat produced—for example. Professor

P'orbes's meter, and, to a certain extent, the Cardew volt-

meter—consume rather a large quantity of current in pro-

portion to the current they measure. For example,
when ten lamps are in circuit, we say ten amperes, I would
like to ask Dr. Geyer what the drop over the meter would
be in volts.

Prof. Geyee: I agree with the gentleman that the

question of resistance is a verv important one indeed, and
we have a^med to keep the resistance of the ammeter low.

The resistance of the bars, which is there exhibited, is

about .06 of an ohm. We believe it could be brought much
lower, possibly by selecting other metals. Probably the

length of the bar might also be much shortened. When I

tell you the resistance of the instrument is so much, you can

calculate at once for any given current what is the loss of

energy in the meters as compared with the consumption
of energy in the lamps or in the meter, as the case may be

Dr. Wheeler: What is the ampere capacity of that

.06 ohm strip?

Prof. Geyer: That strip will carry currents up to

twenty amperes, and possibly greater. We have not urged

it beyond that point.

Dr Vander Weyde: You can make them to any
capacity, of course

Prof Geyer: They can be made to any capacity by
making the cross-section of the pieces greater.

Dr. Vander Weyde: I confess that the low resistance

is a great advantage in j'our arrangement.

Prof. Gever: In the Car-dew instrument, of course,

great resistance is not an objection It has always, to my^

mind, been one objecuon to the Forbes meter, that it con-

sumes relatively a large amount of energy. He uses a

very small proportion of the heat produced to operate a

little windmill. We might be said to use the whole heat

produced.
Mr. Wolcott: With regard to the voltmeter which

was drawn on the board, the reason I asked the question

was because it would require considerable length of wire,

and I should judge the self-induction would be very high.

That seems to be the trouble with using a straight wire.

Prof. Geyer; I think if the wire were wound zig-zag

the self-induction would, for that very cause, be elimi-

nated.

The Chairman: Is there any further discussion? I

see we have with us this evening Dr. Moses, and I am
sure we should &1I be pleased to hear from him in regard to

this very interesting subject.

Dr. Otto A. Moses: I regret to say, gentlemen, that

I came late this evening, The subject is a very interest

ing one. There are one or two questions that may be a

little at random, but they are simply through ignorance,

not having heard the earlier part of Professor Geyer's

lecture Is there any superior advantage in having differ-

ent radiating areas of the same metal over different radiat-

ing areas of different metals?

Prof. Geyer: The great point is that we have two
metals whose co-efficients of expansion are equal, so that

simple atmospheric changes shall not cause the bar to de-

flect. If then you select two different metals, which, how-
ever, have the same co efficient of expansion, it will not

alter the action of the instrument. The object of getting

more radiating surface is to get a greater difference of

temperature between the one conductor and the other con-

ductor.

Prof. Mayer: The whole question resolves itself into

this: The instrument comes very soon into equilibrium,

although we may have different metals, so that it takes

three times as much heat to heat one as the other. The

radiation of the instrument will depend CEtirely on the
difference between the plate and the surround ng surface.

So that this question does not enter into consideration in

reference to the action of the instrument, so far as I can
determine

Dr. Moses: Do you believe it is possible to keep the
surface at the same equal degree of polish and in that way
to be able to get equal ratios of radiation? Take German
silver; the oxidation that will take pace upon it from the

increased radiating area of one side may in that way affect

its accuracy after a while, may it not ?

Prof. Geyer: I think it would affect the rate of vari-

ation to a slight extent. We propose to use such cross-

section that the wire shall never lose its polish from simple
heat generated in it. It would thus only lose its degree of
polish gradually if subjected to severe treatment from with-
out - say strong acid fumes. Ordinary atmospheric changes
do not seriously affect German silver.

Dr Moses: In the case of alternating currents, have
you considered the electric density, so to say, of the con
ducting body in relation to the differences of areas? That
is a question that has recently been brought forward.

Prof. Geyer; I must confess my ignorance, and ask
the doctor to explain what he means bv electric density.

Then perhaps I shall be able to answer.
Dr. Moses: I mean by that the fact that in conductors

of different areas of cross-section there have been found
to be certain parts that by an electromotive force set up
within the body of the conductor itself, like the central

part of rods in mechanics in strains that do not have the
same ratio of conductivity, owing to the sudden alierna-

tions of the current: the current not seeming to be able to

permeate, as it were, to the center. This difference in area
might in some way or other affect the amount of current
that would pass over the conducting wire and surface, and
in that way somewhat affect the heat radiation.

Prof. Geyer: I can only answer as far as this: I have
lighted lamps with a continuous current and noted the de-
flection of the instrument, then heated them up to the same
degree of brightness as measured on the photometer and
noted the deflection when they were lighted by an alterna-

ting current of 16,000 alternations per minute, and could
notice no difference in deflections.

The chairman then introduced Mr Abdank. who read a
paper on ' Some theoretical considerations with respect to

the Abdank magnetic call," reproduced elsewhere.
Prof. Gever: I would like to ask whether, the current

being an instantaneous current, it was attempted to make
any corrections for the self-induction of the galvanometer
coil. As I understand it, the current was a momentary cur-

rent.

Mk. Abdank: The current was relative to the period
of oscillation of the needle.

Prof. Geyer: What I meant was whether the current
really had time to develop its strength as to its electromo-
tive force.

Mr Abdank: The difference would be small.

Prof. Geyer: I was more particularly interested in the
subject because somewhat analogous experiments were
made under my knowledge, where it was attempted to

measure the current of the electromotive force of an alter-

nating machine where the alternations took place at the

rate of 16,000 a minute, and it was there done by causing
the condenser to be discharged and then at pleasure
discharging it also through a ballistic galvanometer.
Mr. Wolcott: Having been for some time interested

in the study of integrating machines of various kinds, and
having invented some myself. I can say that I never have
seen anything which will approach this instru.-nent. The
ordinary type of integrating machine \vh ch Mr Abdank
has spoken of will simply give a reading at the end of a

given time- simply a single reading of the integral avail-

able. All who have given any study to the subject are

familiar with the apparatus of Prof, James Thomson, Sir

William Thomson's brother, which will integrate any ex-

pression involving a single variable. It is simply a disk

and a sphere in a cylinder. The distance of the point of

contact of the sphere from the center of the disk will repre-

sent the variable quantity; that is the function, and if this

distance can be made to follow any required law of motion,

and that point of contact of the disk is transmitted to the

circumference of the cylinder which is uniform the whole
length, it is evident ihat the motion of the cylinder is pro-

portional to the distance of the sphere from the center of

the disk This apparatus, in combination with others, will

also integrate differential equations. I do not think there

is any apparatus like this which will trace one curve, the

ordinates in which are integrals of the ordinates in the

other curve.

Carl Hering: I would like to say in behalf of

Mr. Abdank that one of the features of that instrument be-

sides tracing the integral curve is that it can be used for

solving numerical equations which, I understand, cannot

be solved algebraically—equations of a high degree, 4th,

5th and 6th degree. The instrument will trace out a curve

the dimension of which will give the values of equaticns of

high degree.

Mr. Wolcott; Does that give all the real root-i in one
cur\'e ?

Mr Abdank: Yes.

Prof. Mayer; If the machine will do that it is a mar-
velous production of ingenuity and science. Charles Bab-
bage, of England, gave his whole life to making a calcu-

lating engine. After he had perfected his differential en-

gine and the British government would not supply him
with means of bringing it out, he invented an analytical

engine of which you will find a description by the only

daughter of Lord Byron, Lady Lovelace, which did just

what this does. The construction of it would be so diffi-

cult that Babbage had not the means of bringing it out. If

a machine so simple in its construction will do that, I can

see that it is the most marvelous production of this age. I

would like very much to understand it. Of course I only

see it there and I know nothing of its principle.

The Chairm.an; I understand, Mr. Abdank. to put it

in plain language, in solving any equation of the second
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degree the instrument would describe a conic section and

higher curves according to the nature of the equation.

Mr. Abdank: Ves [The speaker put an equation on

the blackboard.] Then I leave out the equation of the

first degree. The equation of the first degree represents

a straight Mne. Then I could have integraiim with the in-

strument, in opposite directions. The first curve would be

a paraboU, and rtpeating that several times I arrive at a

curve that will represent tl^ e first equation and then I have

all that I want by the intersection of that curve with the

axis of the abscissx. I have here in my book the solution

of one of these equations and the solution of the equation

of third degree only. [The speaker copied upon the black-

board the equation from his book ] 1 know the calculating

machine of General Babbage very well. My instrument

acts in a different way. The machine of General Cabbage

is only an arithmetical machine. It has nothing to do

with differentials.

Mr. Wolcot'J'. There is one more question I would

like to ask Mr. Abdank. As has been said, there are plenty

of machines for performing integrations with respect to a

single variable So far as I know there has never been a

double integrat'on: that is, one integration with respect to

two independent variables, perfoimed bymechanical means.

I do not see how it is possible.

Mr. Abdank: It is possible in special cases.

The Chairman: Is there any further discussion? If

not we will proceed to the next pgper on ihe programme,

for which we are also indebted to Mr. Abdank. but a des-

cription of it will be given by our ftllow member, Carl

Hering of Philadelphia. As 1 underst.^nd, it is a combined

electrical and musical stenographic recorder and type-

writer. [Laughter.]

Mr. Hering described the instrument as follows;

The apparatuses I will descrite are the melographand the

melotrope. The melograph is an apparatus for recording

what has been played on the piano, and the melotrope is an

instrument for n producing this music from the record

made by the melograph. The melograph consists of a sys-

tem of contact points or keys, which are fastened under the

key-board of a piano and are so arranged that when a key

is depressed the contact is closed These keys are then

connected to an instrument like the ordinary Morse ink

recorder so that when each key is depressed the mark will

be made on a strip of paper corresponding in position to

the position of the note on the piano, and as each note is

represented by a key and by corresponding recording ap-

paratus each note will, on being played, be recorded on a

strip of white paper like this, in the form of a dark line

which perhaps you can see This paper is therefore a rec

ord of the notes that have been played by the player. It

not only records Ihe notes that were played, but the length

of the line records the time during which that note has

been held, so that it is not only a record of the ncte itself,

but of the time of the note. This record is then passed

through an intermediate apparatus called a perforator, the ob-

ject of which is to perforate a piece of stiff paper with rectan-

guJar perforations corresponding to these lines of the mel-

ograph record. This is done by means of an electric ap-

paratus which consists of a little square punch which trav-

els up and down very rapidly. It is driven by an elec-

tric motor. I understand the lines on this paper are first

run over with a puncturing pin. Then this paper is passed

over a series of contacts. Whenever the paper is punc-

tured connection will be made which connection will work
this little punch at a place corresponding exactly to the

place of this line on this record In 01 her words, this

record on stiff paper is an exact counterpart of the other

only that it is perf< rated with smooth rectangular holes,

whereas this is originally merely a written record. This
record is ihen ready for the melotrope— the reproduc ng
apparatus. The melotrope is merely mechanical in its

action. It would be rather difficult to explain it without

modeU, but I will try to give a short description of the es-

sential parts of it. The idea of the inventor in designing

the reproducing apparatus was to imitate as nearly as pos-

sible the motion of the finger. In ordinary mechanical
piano players the fingers are merely depressed by the

strings The force with which they come down is con-

stant, and in short the whole apparatus is very mechanical
in iis action; tut in this case the inventor has tried to imi-

tate the moiion of the finger; in other words he has tried

to depress the keys softly, gently or with considerable

force, to hold them down a longer or shorter time. Now
this is accomplished in the melotrope, which is the appar-
atus Mr. Abdank will exhibit by means of a long roller

which extends over t^e length of the key board which is

to be played upon. This roller has cut into it a number
of grooves the sides of which are slightly inclined. In
this case the instrument is arranged for three octaves.

There are 37 notes to be played. There are therefore 37
of these grooves. In each one of these grcoves there is

wound a turn or two of a cord To show this I will draw
the end view of this roller jmaking a sketch]. Imagine
that to be the cross section of the roller. There is a
string running around once or twice. The end of

this string is fastened lo the finger which is a li'tle cylin-

der which moves up and down. These (indicating] arc

the little fingers retcrrcd lo. When this roller is being
turned constantly in one direction—when that string is

lightened it will pull tins finger down. This finger rests

on the keys, so that whenever this siring is tightened

this finger will be pressed down The lightening of this

spring is performed by a mechanism which I will r.ot at-

tempt to explain now. It will suffice here to say that it is a

httlc wedge which is run into this groove. That little wedge
is actuated by levers which run over this paper Wherever
ihcy come opposite to a hole this little levc passes through
the hole. In passing through the hole that end of the

lever makes a motion which is transmitted to this little

wedge. The wedge is pressed into this groove. That
lightens the string and pulls down the liammer. So that

whenever there is a hole in this record that correspond-

ing wedge will be pushed into ihat ccrrcsponding groove
wjjieh will tighten that string and will pre.ss <lown llie key

.ind will hold Ihe key down ns long as tliere is the hole in

this paper. I hope I have made that clear. It is very

difficult to describe it without a model.

I am told by a piani=t that the pressure exercised by the

finger in playing is sometimes as much as five pounds; so

that these liitle fingers must come down each with a force

of five pounds, and 1 understand that they can comedown
with greater force than that because this apparatus can

play even louder than a person can play. I might add
that the apparatus dees rot produce piano and fortissimo

effects. Wherever piano should be pla\-ed and whe-ever

fortissimo should be played it is wriiien on the music and
the effect of piano and lortissimo are produced by a litde

lever on the side of the instrument This li t'e lever does

nothing more than run these wedges toward the roller or

from it. If it moves them toward the roller it is evident

that the force with which this would be movf d down
would be much greater. If they are pulled away the furce

wiih which this conies down is much less This apparatus

is only a model so that you will notice the want of a full

bass. It can just as well be constructed for seven octaves

Dr Van1)EI{. Wevde: How does the electricity act on
that written paper?

Mr. Hkring: It is punctured with a puncturing pin.

It is necessary to go over this by hand
Dr Vander. Wevde: It is just as easy to punch those

holes I can just as easy make those holes as punctuie

them If it was an insulated paper with a conductor then

you could make and break contacts with ai electrical ap

paratus
Mr. IlERiNr,; It is necessary to go over this by hard

for this reason; I'^verv player, however expert, will touch

notes that he ought not to touch. 'I'hey will be all re-

corded by this apparatus, and it is necessary to have some
one go over and erase those notes

Dr. Vander Wevde: I bi g your pardon, good players

will not touch notes which they ought not to touch.

Mr. AiiDANK then plaj-id on his instrument the over-

ture 'rem ".Carmen," and afterward the " Boulanger
March."
Mr. Hering: There is something about this which will

interest those of you who are musicians; you all understand
that the notes are represented by certain positions on this

paper. Therefore, if you reverse this paper and pass it

through the apparatus the wrong way, the notes would be
entirely different. A note which is three spaces above

would then be three spaces below. The effect is rather

curious. We will try it first and discuss it afterward.

Ihe piece is the minuet from "Don Juan" It will be
played first the right way.

Mr Abdank: then pla)ed the minuet from "
1 »on Juar.

'

Dr. Vander Weyde: Now play it backward.

Mr. Hering: It will sound like Chinese music ph-yed
backward. As just played it was in minor, while ihe

other way it was in major, and the chords were perfectly

correct.

Mr. Akdank than played the piece backward ; he also

played a piece improvised especially for the melotrope.

The improvisation was written in his laboratory and con-

verted in one hour after he played it into the form ready
for the melotrope.

Dr Moses: Would Mr. .\bdank be so kind as to re-

verse the last piece? My object in asking is to see whether
the reversal of a piece cannot be the most accurate criti-

cism of its correctness. It is a most interesting fact that

music reversed in that way will produce a pleasant impres-

sion upon the ear. Theie is an analogous fact which
any one who will take the trouble to try that may bring

some light to bear upon it If you take a piece of paper
and write simultaneously with both hands in opposite direc-

tions, then reverse the one that looks written backward
and look at both holding the object between the eye and
the light so that the two writings will seem to be then in

the same direction, you will find that they are writen by
the same hand. Now the reversal of music indicates cor-

rectness of the thought and the harmony in the first direc-

tion. And it may be possible in that way to discover an
accurate method of criticising the correctness of harmonies,
or in other words, what should be heard. There is some
music which takes a very considerable musical education to

appreciate If that music when reversed becomes harmon-
ious then it is worth being heard perhaps.
Dr. Vandkk Wev[)E: Allow me lo remark that if you

turn a perfect chord upside down it becomes a discord.

Dr. Moses; But every discord becomes a chord in its

proper place.

Dr Vandi-:r Weyde: But it is not in its proper place if

you turn it upside down.
Dr. Moses: It is a very amusing thing to listen to the

analysis of sound on the phonograph, and it is not impossi-

ble ttiat ore by education could read it backward as the

printer reads his type backward
Mr. Hering: This is not backward, but right side

lefr.

Mk. AiiDANK then played the improvisation in the re-

verse way
A Mi-:mher: Perhaps we have now discovered why

Chinese music is more correct than our music, just as their

nomenclature of the poles of the magnet.
The Chairman: 1 would ask Mr. Abdank whether it

is necessary that the motor of the crank should be an in-

telligent one
Mr .ViidaM';; No, Mr. Carpentier generally uses an

electiic motor. The motion of the crank =s absolutely uni-

form and any one of you here could play those pieces the
same as I can,

Mii. Hering: 'I he piano and fortissimo are operated by
the player, but the player's action is purely mechanical.

Dk. Moses; Can you produce a crescendo with it ?

Mr. AiiDANK. Oh, )es very easily.

Till", Chairman announcetl that at the next meeting
which will beheld on the iSth r.f December, through the
courtesy of General Webb and Professors Compton and
Doremus, "vvewill have the same facilities at the college

that we had tonight for the experimental illustration of the
subject, a paper will be road by W J. Jenks, a mcml er of

the instiiute and pre-ent director of the Edison Standard-
izing t ureau. His subject will be " Six years' experience
with the Edison chemical meter."

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, Nov. 15.—At the meeting of the

Board of Electrical Control, held November 13th. permis-

sion was granted to the Western Union Telegraph com-

pany to string temporarily on existing poles four 50-wire

cables from the City hall station of the Third avenue ele-

vated road to 195 Broadway, and thence to the down town

exchanges. The reason for the granting of this permission

is the fact that cables placed in the subways of lower Broad-

way are liable to destruction by the ex'reme heat from the

pipes of the Steam Heating company, as previously stated.

The board has been advised that ihe Sttam Heating com-

pany can be enjoined, but on account of the importance of

the steam service it appears doubtful if this course will be

persisted in. although Secretary Moss was instructed to com-

municate with the corporation counsel, and request his co-

operation, it not being clear who the proper person is to

bring proceedings against the company. The new rules

framed by Dr. Wheeler, which have been under considera-

tion for some weeks, were adopted, and will take effect

next Monday. These provide for the general regulatiun of

overhead wires pending the construction of the subways,

and hereafter permits will be granted under their provisions.

The secretar)' was directed to inform all companies having

conductors in streets where subways have been provided to

remove them within 90 days, else they will be proceeded

against in the form approved by the corporation counsel.

In accordance with a resolution offered by Commissioner

Gibbons, President Hess was appointed a committee of one

to wait upon Mayor-elect Grant, and tender the congratu-

lations of the board upon his election by so magnificent a

majority, and invite him 10 attend a meeting of the board

at his convenience, and acquaint himself with its doings.

An injunction against the board was granted by Justice

Lawrence of the Supreme court on Monday in behalf of the

United States Illuminating company, restraining them from

interfering with the lines of the latter until a suitable sub-

way had been provided, and from all acts tending to the

granting of privileges to the Metropolitan Telephone and

Telegraph company, the VV estern Union Teleg'aph com-

pany, and the East R'ver Electric Tight company. A
motion to continue the injunction wi 1 be argued in a few

days. The company claim that since last June they have

been hampered in every possible way, and discriminated

against by the board, and that in consequence they have

lost 150 subscribers in the Broadway district. They can

neither put up new wires nor repair the old ones.

At a mee ing of the Medico-Legal society at Hotel Buck-

ingham last night a report was presented from the commit-

tee appointed last September to consider and advise upon

the proper method of executing criminals by electricity. It

was signed by Frederick Peterson, J. Mount Blej'er, Frank

H. Ingram and R. Ogden Doremus After reviewing the

results of various experiments upon dogs, and alluding to

the necessity of providing against any disfigurement of the

body, the report concludes with the following recommenda-

tion:

"After mature deliberation we recommend that the death

current be administered to the criminal in the following

m inner: A stout table covered with rubber cloth, and hav-

ing holes along its borders for binding, or a strong chain,

should be procured The prisoner, lying on his back or

sitting, should be (irmly bound upon this table or in the

chair. One electrode should be so inserted into the table

or into the back of the chair that it will impinge upon the

spine between the shoulders. The head should be secured

by means of a sort of helmet fastened to the table or back

of the chair, and to the helmet the other pole should be so

joined as to press firmly with its end upon the top of the

head. We think a chair is prefe able to a table. The
rheophores can be led off to the dynamo through the floor

or to another room, and the instrument for closing the cir-

cuit can be attached to the wall.
'

' The electrodes should be of metal, not over one inch in

diameter, somewhat ovoidal in shape, and covered with a

thick layer of sponge or chamois skin. The poles anc" the

skin and hair at the points of contact should be thoroughly

wet with warm water. The hair should be cut short. A
dynamo generating an electromotive force of at least 3,000

volts should be employed. I^ither a continuous or alternat-

ing current may be used, but preferably the latter. The
current should be allowed to pass for thirty seconds."

The Board of Trade and Transportation at its meeting

yesterday appointed Simon Sterne, Isidor Straus, W. D,

Stewart, Frank O. Herring and Jeremiah Fitzpalrick as a

committee to prepare a bill for the legislature regulating

the charges for telephone service. The resolutions recite

that telephone charges in New York are twice as high as in

other cities, and that a powerful lobby at Albany has

thwarted all efforts to prevent the extortion.

Chas. Watson, an electric light trimmer in Brooklyn,

while replacing a carbon in a l.imp nt Prospect park reser-
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voir about two o'clock Wednesday morning-, received a

shock which caused him to fall to the ground, a distance of

iS feet, causing serious injury. He was removed to the

City hospital.

A report has reached this city to the effect that a general

strike o"' railroad telegraphers in Texas is expected if the

proposed reduction of lo per cen"-, is enforced on the Gulf

of Colorado and Santa Fe R. R. It was stated at the

railroad telegraph superintendents' meeting in July that

operators are not plentiful in Texas, so it appears probable

that some compromise will be effected. P.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas Ci'i'V, Mo,, Nov. i6.—On the gth and loth

insts. a section of country embracing parts of Missouri and

Kansas was visited by the first snowstorm of the season,

and a disastrous visitation it proved. The telephone ex-

changes of the Missouri and Kansas Telephone company

at Topeka, Lawrence, Leavenworth, Atchison and St,

loseph sufTere.i seriously. The storm passed about twenty

miles west of Kansas City, and the exchange here escaped.

The greatest damage was done at St. Joseph, where 300

wires were broken down and two cable poles broken off

at the top. Atchison had over 200 wires down, Leaven-

worth about the same number, Lawrence 100, and Topeka

100. Nearly every one of their extensive system of toll

lines was broken, and in places the poles were broken off.

An extra force of men was immediately put to work and

the toll lines were all in operation by Tuesday, the 13th.

At St. Joseph all day Thursday, the Sth, the rain and

mist descended in fitful gusts. Early Friday morning the

mist resolved into a sleet, and within two hours there was

another change, this time into heavy snow. Slowly,

steadily, with a persistency worthy of something better, the

snow came down all day until there was a fall of eight

inches. The rain and mist had made the ground very wet,

aid as the snow fell it gradually banked up in pile after

pile of slush. The snow being so damp, acccumulated

upon the telegraph, telephone and electric light wires until

th° weight became so great that many of them broke, strik-

i.ig pedestrians and causing no end of trouble and confu-

sion. One telephone wire broke and wrapped itself com-

pletely around a lady passing, frightening her very badly.

George McDaniel of St. Joseph—a brother, by the way, of

C. W. McDiuiel of the Missouri & Kansas Telephone com-

pany of this city—is an employe of the company at St.

Joseph. Friday morning while at work, attempting to

replace fallen wires, he noticed that a telephone wire had

broken and had crossed circuit of the Union Electric Street

Railway company. He saw a team of mules approaching

and called to the driver to s^op, but the latter, not under-

standing, drove on, and the mules, becoming entangled in

ihe wire, were thrown down and commenced to bleed at the

nose. McDaniel went in a store to get a hatchet to cut the

wire, and as he came out the wire, which at that instant was

broken by the struggles of the mules, dropped around his

neck. lie says, after the wire s;ruck him on the neck, he

remembers nothing except of starting to fall forward. He
fill on his face, which was badly bruised. The wire wrapped

around his neck under his ears and burned a crease all the

way round, burning the hair into the flesh. He was un-

c;)nscious for an hour and a half. Two other persons re-

ceived shocks from the same wire Your correspondent

learned from the manager of the St. Joseph exchange that

about twenty bells were burnt up, one cable box set on fire,

and several switch-board drops burned out by telephone

lines crossing the motor wire. The street railway

svstem in use is the single overhead wire with the return

through the rails and the ground. The cars ran during the

storm except for a short time when the current was shut off

at the request of the telephone company No damage of

any importance was done to the circuits of the motor line.

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 17.—The affairs of the Expo-

sition company are in a critical condition, aod the probabil-

it'es are that the electric light company will have to take

back its plant as the only pay for furnishing it.

The Western Electric Construction company, M. E.

Rates, manager, has secured the contract for the new 1,500

light alternating plant at Wichita, Kan., and will begin

work at an early date. The company has about finished

its work on the plants at Fort Scott, Kan , and Pine Bluff,

Ark As soon as the building is a tittle further advanced,

the company will begin work on the electrical construction

of the Edison plant in this city.

The Edison company has begun work on its subway, two

miles cf which will be built.

The Electrical Supply company of Chicago, represented

here by Charles H. Cone, will establish a large wareroom

here.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has had rep-

resentatives here during the past week negotiating with

Chillicothe, Mo., parties for the establishment of an elec-

tric light plant at the latter place. It is reported that the

contract was closed for a good-sized plant.

The Kansas City agency of the Brush company will, it

is understood, be consolidated with the St. Louis agency

Thomas B Doolittle of Boston, special agent of the

American Bell Telephone company, has been here during

the past week on business with the Missouri & Kansas Tel-

ephone company.

W. J. Buckley, representing the Fore Wayne Jenney

company, and F. W. Home, representing the Excelsior

company of Chicago, were in Kansas City this week.

The Inter-state Electric Light company will establish sub-

stations of accumulators, lo be charged from the dynamos

at the central station. It is thought now that the central

plant will be ready to go into operation by December ist,

with all the sub-stations also in operation. The delay has

been caused by the inability to secure accumulators

In the suit of Waldy Thompson, deceased, against the

Western Union Telegraph company, the court defined an

exception in a telegraph cotipany's liability for the statu-

tory penalty for giving false information concerning the

transmission of telegraph messages. Thompson, one Sun-

day, sent a telegram from Kansas City to J. H. liothwell.

at Sedalia, stating that if the message could not be sent at

once it would do no good to send it later. The operator

said he could send it at once, and failed to do so. Thomp-
son sued the company and was awarded ^100. Judge Hall,

in rendering the decision, Faid: "Ordinarily, the defendant

would be liable for the statutory penalt)', but the applicant

asked that the dispatch be sent on Sunday, which is con-

trary to the statutes, except in cases of necessity. This

message was no case of necessity. Judgment is reversed,

and the petition dismissed,"

It is learned here that the Boonevllle, Mo., Electric

Light company will put in a Ball plant.

T. F. Clohesy. the manager of the Kansas City office of

the Postal Telegraph company, was the only republican

elected c f the four candidates for the Itgislature in this

county, Mr. Clohesy is emphatically a self-made man.

He was born in 185-, at Spring Valley, Green county, O
,

and is therefore 33 years old. He lived there until he was

25 years old. He began to work for a living in 1867,

when only 12 years old, and his first job was carrying

water on a wood train on the Lake Shore load in 1S67.

That was when railroads burned but little coal and an im-

mense quantity of wood in running their trains Subse-

quently he worked as a messenger boy, and eventually

learned telegrap'">y. Before he was 15 years old he was

operator and station agent at a town on the Lake Shore

road. He is a fine operator, and has worked in every office

from Dayton to Toledo, and from Toledo to Chicago. He
left the Lake Shore road in 1873, and in iSSo he came to

Kansas City as chief operator of the American Union Tel-

egraph company, which had an existence of one and one-

half years He was afterward connected with the Mutual

Union, and later with the Home Telegraph & S'gnal com-

pany. Mr. Clohesy has never held a public office, and did

not seek a nomination for representative. In fact, he did

not know ten minutes before he was nominated that his

name would go before the convention.

The patent office has notified Chief Hale of the accept-

ance of his petition for a patent upon his telephone fire-

alarm box. The notification remarks that Hale's invention,

giving direct communication with the fire department by

means of telephone instead of through the central office,

is the first thing of the kind in the field. There are only

twelve of these instruments in Kansas City at present, but

their use will be extended as quickly as possible. An ap-

plication has also been made for an English patent. V.

London. Eng.

London, Eng.. October 31.—The Westhkn Elfxtric-

lAN of September 2gth contained a description of the Water-

house system of regulation, which is apparently a step in

the right direction for obtaining that which we ail have long

desired to secure, viz: A system of regulation which would

lend itself, as it were, to the requirements of work to be done

at variable p.'essures of current absorbed in the circuit under

changes of work and energy consumed at the lamps; there-

fore your description of the Waterhouse system has been

one of considerable interest to the English engineers.

We would also point out that your correspondent, O W.
Ditsch, has fallen into a slight error as to the make of in-

candescent lamps used in Germany. He mentions the

Brush-Swan and \'itrite lamps as generally used in Germany.

This is an error, for the lamps he saw fitted with Vitrite

caps are manufactured by the Seel Lamp company, for

whom we act as agents for the sale of Vitrite caps in Ger-

many. We have supplied over 100,003 during the past few

months, therefore we are in a position to know.

The la'ge high candle power and fancy colored lamps

used and sold in Germany are manufactured and sold by us

under the Zanni-Shippey patents. We think it only right to

mention this fact, as credit should be given where credit is

due. The remarks of your correspondent respecting ihe

argeworksof the Actien Gesellschaft fur Electrische Gluh-

ampen, in Chaussee Shasse, Berlin, ownersof the Seel patents,

are quite correct, for this company turn out some thousands

of lamps for the simple reason ihey make the best lamps

io the trade at the price, and as the Seel patents are entirely

free from the claims of other inventors, they command most

of the trade in Germiny and Austria, in which countries

this lamp is larg ly used. Suii'i'F.v Bro.s., Limited.

Indianapolis Items.

Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 15.—L. K. Bacon, represent-

ing eastern parties who have subscribed the money for

budding the McNeal electrical street railroad, is in the city

looking the ground over. He reports all the money sub-

scribed and the company ready to begin work, but before

it begins it asks that the ordinance be changed so that it

may know what amount of its receipts must be paid to the

city. Another clause in the ordinance is not perfectly sat-

isfactory to the company; it is the furnishing arc light at

each street crossing for .$30 per year, while the Brush com-

pany is to be paid $60 per year for the same service.

The Brush company is pushing its work now, setting

poles, preparatory to furnishing street lights, as per con-

tract with the city. Among the streets on which it has set

poles is Meridian, one of the most fashionable residence

streets in the city. The poles are set among fine shade

trees the full length of the route, and are large and crooked.

This has created quite a disturbance, and it is probable the

company will be enjoined from stringing wires on them.

The trustees of the Young Men's Christian association

have contracted with the United States Electric Lighting

company for a small plant to light their building. There

are to be ico sixteen candle power incandescent lamps, be-

sides a number of arc lights. The saving in gas bills for

the first year will pay for the plant.

An ordinance for the location of incandescent electric

light wires, introduced six weeks ago, came up before the

board of aldermen, in special session, last night, and was

reread. After being amended to read, "All wires shall

be put under ground," it was referred to the committee on

light. M.

St. Louis, Mo.
St, Loims, Mo., Nov. 16.—The Missouri Electrical so

ciety held its first regular meeting last evening. The so-

ciety adopted a very liberal constitution and elected officers

for the ensuing year, as follows; I>. J. Harris, president;

S. P. Baird, secretar)', and E. M. Edwards, treasurer. The

society will meet every two weeks. It will light its hall

with incandescent lights, the current for which will be sup-

plied by accumulators.

The St. Louis Electric -\ccumulator company, D. J.

Harris, manager, is furnishing its offices in the Commercial

building in fine style. It will have a model accumulator

room adjoining its offices. The accumulators in this room

will have a capacity of 300 ampere-hours at no volts.

The Postal Telegraph company will soon be in its new
quarters in the Bank of Commerce building. The com-

pany is putting in all of its work in good style, and to stay.

This is a good location.

.S. P. Baird is installing for the St. Louis Western Elec-

tric Light company a miniature electric railroad in a win-

dow of the Penny &: Gentles Dry Goods company. The
track will be 60 feet in circumference, the cars 18 inches

long, 5 inches wide, and will make three round trips a

minute.

L). W. (lurnsey, of the St. Louis Electric Power com-

pany, reports the sale of a 75 light Ball plant to Kirksville,

Mo.

The Electric Power company is branching out in all di-

rections installing motors in various buildings. B.

St. Lofis, Mo., Nov. 17.—During a heavy thunder-

storm last week lightning entered the private office of Gen-

eral Passenger Agent Townsend of the Missouri Pacific

railroad, and cut some queer capers before concluding to

make its exit. It jumped on to the big glass door sepa-

rating his office from that of his chief assistants, and in

one flash made a complete map of the great Missouri Pa-

cific system, as accurate in all details and respects, Mr.

Townsend says, as if drawn by the steady hand and under

ihe keen eye of the expert draughtsman. He expected to

see the glass shivered to fragments, but, strange to say, it

escaped with only a crack. After leaving the door it

jumped over to Mr. Townsend's desk, and, he says, for an

instant the sensation he experienced was the same as if

some one had been sticking needles into him. He consid-

ers it a very remarkable coincidence, and savs in future
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He thinks himselflightning wiil have no terrors for him.

proof against its fiery darts.

The case of the Americaa Bell Telephone company ct al.

vs. the Evans & Howard Fire Brick company was dis-

missed in the United States Circuit court by the complain-

ant at the defendant's cost. Some time ago an injunction,

pending suit, was granted to the American Bell Telephone

company, restraining the defendants from operating a tele-

phone which the complainant alleged was an infringement

upon their patent. The complainant agreed finally to dis-

miss the case, the de'endants to pay the costs incurred by

the suit.

President John ScuUin of the Union depot and other

lines has returned from another trip east, made for the pur-

pose of investigating electric railways. Mr. ScuUin's in-

vestigation was very thorough, and covered a great deal of

territory. Last spring Mr. Scullin gave the Wharton com-

pany an order for a car with storage battery and motor, to

cost about $5,000, and to be delivered before the democratic

national convention, in order that it might be given a prac-

tical test while the season was good and the city crowded

with visitors. The delivery was delayed from time to time,

until a few weeks ago Mr. Wharton consented to allow the

motor to leave his shops. The winter season then ap-

proaching, Mr. Scullin declined to take the car Mr.

Wharton agreed with him that it would not be a fair test,

and preferred to hold the car until spring, by which time

he will have completed another storage battery, on which

he is now working. V.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Greenville, Miss., electric light plant is now in oper-

ation.

An electric light plant will be established at Fort Leaven-

worth, Kan.

The electric light station at Montezuma, la., wiU soon
be in operation.

The Van Depoele company has sold a 100 light incan-

descent plant to William Schmidt, Clybourne avenue, Chi-

cago.

W. A. Foote & Co. of Battle Creek, Mich., have bought
a 35 arc light plant of the Thomson-Houston company,
Chicago.

The Badger Illuminating company of Racine, Wis., has

purchased a 20 light arc plant of the Thomson-Houston
company, Chicago.

The Denver Electric Illuminating company of Denver,
Col., has purchased a 70 arc light plant of the Thomson-
Houston company.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has sold a

50 light arc plant to the People's Electric Light & Gas
company of Canton, III.

The Dolbeer & Carson Lumber company of Eureka
Col., has purchased a 20 light arc outfit of the Thomson-
Houston company, Chicago.

The Pendleton Electric Light & Power company of Pen-
dleton. Ore , has purchased of the Thomson-Houston com-
pany, Chicago, a 50-light arc plant.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has sold to

the San Joaquin Improvement company of Stockton, Cal.,

an incandescent plant to be installed on a coast steamer.

The steamer will also be provided with electric search lights

and head lamps.

An English paper says: The progress which is being
effected by electric light companies in every part of the

country becomes more marked every day. Even in the

south of England, where, with a few exceptions, the gas
monopoly has not been seriously shaken, there are signs of

a great advance in the near future.

The resolution to award the contract for i istalling an
electric light plant for ^111,725 to the Indianapolis Jenney
company, came up in the council of /Vllegheny City, Pa.,

November 8th. After considerable discu-sion the matter
was sent back to a committee, with in^ttuctions to readver-

tise for bids on the rental basis, the city to have the right

to purchase the plant at a fi.^ed price, less the wear and
tear; the wear and tear to be decided by three experts, one
of whom the city should name, another the company, and
the third by these two.

Said Alderman Landon, chairman of the committee on
electric lights of the Chicago city council: "We want to do
as much as we can with what money we have, and will

show the people of Chicago the results on Christmas Day.
We want every one to see what a profitable way it is to

spend money, and will, in the spring, ask for an appropria
lion of $100,000 to extend the system. There is no other

po.ssible way in which we can break the back of the gigan-
tic Gas Trust with which the city is being ridden to death.
People only need to see how much can be done with a small
amount of money to be in favor of the extension of the
.system. Wail until Christmas, and you will see for your-
self."

The following interesting paragraph is taken from a Bur-
lington. Vt., paper, of November isl: There was a hear-
ing before the judiciary committee of the senate yesterday
in relation to a general law which is proposed to place elec-

tric light companies in the same relation to each other and
to the public, as the law of four years ago did for ihe tele-

phone and telegraph companies, namely, placing the loca-

tion of line poles under the direction of the selectmen and
boards of aldermen of towns and cities, and compelling the
joint use of poles A law which was intended to give elec-

tric companies the same privileges was passed two
years ago, but through a clerical error it did not do so. It

is now proposed to enact the same law without the error,

but its passage is opposed by the Burlington Gaslight com-

pany, and the hearing at Montpelier yesterday was to give

those who favored it and those who opposed, a chance to be

heard. The Citizens Light & Power company of Burling-

ton were notified that the bill would be opposed. The
ground on which the new company wish the bill to pass, as

we understand it, is that electric lines should be put in con-

trol of the board of aldermen and that one Une of poles

should be used by both companies, thus reducing the num-
ber of poles in the streets, and lessening the danger.

Of spectacular displays probably one of the most suc-

cessful ever put upon the stage is that given at the end of

the new ballet which was presented for the first time on

Wednesday last at the Empire theater, says the London
Elccb-ical Review. Much of the effect is due to a use of

the electric light on a scale considerably in excess, we be-

lieve, of anything hitherto attempted in this way. Each
member of the corps de ballet, to the number of fifty-eight,

is supplied with a small electric lamp in the hair, attached

by a comb, the current being derived from a primary bat-

tery of four cells, measuring about 3!^ inches by 2% inches,

and weighing under 3 pounds, which is secreted at the

waist.

A Berlin correspondent writes: The work done by the

Edison company in this city is so good that the public and
the municipal authorities have perfect confidence in their

abiUty to extend their central station work still further, and
a concession has been given to this company for the estab-

lishment of two new stations—one in the center of the

town and the other in the southeast quarter, where most of

the engineering works and other factories are situated.

Both stations must be ready within two years, and each

must be able to supply current for 6,000 glow lamps burn-

ing simu'taneously. The station in the center of the town
will eventually be increased to a capacity of 24,000 lamps,

and the other station will be increased to 12,000 lamps, the

annual increase to be not less than 6,000 and 3,000 lamps
respectively. All the cables required in connection with

these stations must be in position by the end of i8g2, and
the supply of current within both districts will be compul-
sory, provided the customer is willing to take the light for

at least one year. The network of cables to be laid down
in connection with these stations is verv complete, and
practically comprises all the streets of the respective dis-

tricts, some small and unimportant side streets alone ex-

cepted. In view of this extension of their business, the

Edison company propose to increase their share capital at

present by £150,0:0, and later on by £300,0^0. The elec-

tric light installation in the Monopole hotel of this town,
which comprises r.ooo lamps, will shortly be in action.

The work has been executed by the Berliner Maschinenbau-
Actiengesellschaft, under the superintendence of Herr
Beringer. The current is supplie i by two 80 horse power
dynamos, each direct coupled to a twin engine. The dyna-
mos are of the eight-pole disk type, and are compound
wound. Steam is supplied by two Babcock & Wilcox
boilers, having collectively a heating surface of 2,400
square feet.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The electric railway at Alliance. Ohio, will probably be in

operation in a week or ten days.

Over $25,000 is being expended in the experiment on the

Short Electric Motor, on the St. Louis Street Railroad in

South .St. Louis. The power house alone will cost $8,000

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago, through
Theo P. Bailey, manager of the railway department, re-

cently took a contract for the equipment of the Topeka
road. The original contract called for the construction of

fourteen miles of road, but the mileage has since been in-

creased to sixteen and one-half The power will be gener-

ated by an Soo horse power Reynolds Corliss engine.

Twenty cars will be operated at first, and the number will

be increased to fifty in the spring. The electric motors will

displace on this road steam dummies as well as horses.

There are now in Harrisburgh, Pa., five Sprague motor
cars, operating over five miles of single track, some of them
being in operation for eighteen hours out of the entire

twenty-four. During the month of September last the re-

ceipts on this road were $3,600. During the same lime the

total operating expenses of the road, including all attend-
ants, repairs, oil and waste, dynamo and motor men, sala-

ries, insurance and other charges, of every description,

amounted to only $1,200, leaving for the month a net

profit of $2,400, or over 30 per cent, on the capital stock

per annum. So well satisfied are the managers of this rail-

way with the electrical equipment that they have ordered an
additional equipment to supplement the one they now
already have. Among the other railroads which have or-

dered additional equipments from the Sprague company
are the Wilmington City Railway company, the St. Joseph
U. P. Railway company, and the Wilkesbarre & Suburban
Railway company, at Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Dr. A. Everett of the East Cleveland street railroad
company is quoted as saying: "We expect to run a few
cars in Cedar avenue the latter part of this month and in

Euclid avenue about a week later. The work is rapidly
advancing. One engine and four dynamos are in

the power house on Cedar avenue ready for work.
On Euclid avenue the ground work on one track is

completed out as far as the cemetery, and we arc now
working on the other. The poles are set in Cedar
avenue from the station out to Oakdale street. Next Tues-
day night they will all be set. When completed the system
wiil not be ungainly or noticeable. A pole will be set every
120 feel on both sides of the road opposite each other and
connected by guy wires. The trolley wire that runs directly
over the car is iS feet in the airand is only about an eighth
of an inch in diaiiicler. Rising from the deck of the car
will be a pole terminating with a wheel, which will run along
the trolley wire. On one side of the road a feed wire will

run along the poles, and from this al distances of 500 or

1,000 feet apart feed wires will run from the main feed wire

to the trolley wire, so that an accident to the trolley wire

will render the system inoperative only between the little

feed wires. Our system is similar to the one in Akron,
only better. At night the cars will be illuminated with in-

candescent lights. The whole affair is very nice, but costs

money; $150,000 is a very small estimate of what this will

cost."

The stockholders of the Brooklyn street Railroad compai y
of Cleveland have made contracts with the Thomson-
Houston company for placing their system of electric street

car motors in operation upon the South Side street railway

and with the John Stevenson company for a number of new
cars adapted to the system, were formally closed. If the

working of the new motors on the South Side road proves
satisfactory, the entire Brooklyn system will be supplied

with them. Work has already begun on the South Side line

and the electric motors will be ready for use by the time the

new Central viaduct is completed.

The Julien Electric company is running three cais on
Fourth and Madison avenues. New York. Until recently,

the batteries were changed after each round trip of twelve
mites. Now they are changed after the second round trip,

or twenty four miles. Even then, the battery requires but
about three hours charge, before it is put on the car again.

The company hopes very soon to make three round trips,

or thirty six miles, with one charge. If it can accomplish
this, there will be required but one charge of battery a
day, thus making a great saving of time and labor. In

other words, horses will be changed but once a day. All

this is due to the scientific progress the Julien company is

making, more especially in the storage battery. The com-
pany has done a great deal of experimental work on the

three cars now in use, and has put them to such practical

tests, as to be able to settle on a standard Hereafter, the

standard car of the Julien Electric Traction company will be
an iS foot body, mounted on an independent rigid truck,

with a six-foot wheel base and, on Fourth avenue line, a

15 horse power motor, geared to each axle The car will

carry 144 cells in six groups of 24 each. This novel

grouping is for economy; for by tlis means, the motors will

be run most of the time in series, instead of all together in

parallel, as at present. It is a remarkable fact that none
of the Julien cars have yet broken down or become disabled

since they were put in service; but have always got back to

the station without any external aid.

The Ctmaha Bee of November irth, has this reference to

the Council Bluds and Omaha electric road, constructed

by the Thomson- Houston company. Yesterday afternoon

a motor train was run over the new bridge—the first one
to cross. The party consisled of members of the bridge

company, headed by Manager Evans and accompanied by
a number of prominent citizens and representatives of the

press. There are many little details of construction which
are not complete and perfectly adjusted, but the motor
worked like a charm. Its speed was regulated easily, the

starts and stops were quick and smooth, and all seemed
delighted It is apparent that when everything is com-
plete and in working order the motor will win a popularity

bordering on enthusiasm. The stop in Omaha was brief.

The party were there joined by Charles L. Pullman,
the manufaciurer of the elegant cars used on the line,

Theo. P. Bailey, of Chicago, the general agent of the

Thomson- Houston electric companj', whosesystem isused

on the motor line, Ben Smith, W. C Morse, Frank Mur-
phy, J. H Millard and other well-known Omaha gentle-

men. The return trip was made at a rapid speed, especially

along Avenue A. The dale has not been declined upon
for the adoption of a schedule with regular trips. Mr.
Pullman and Mr. Bailey had a long consultation with

the officers of the company yesterday. The assur^

ances are given that the finishing touches will be put on

as rapidly as possible. The public will not have many
days to wait before they can have the regular service.

THE TELEPHONE.
The direct telephone line between Atchison and Topeka,

Kan., has been completed.

The opening reception of the Chicago Telephone Pleas-

ure club took place November 15th. About 200 employes

of the telephone company were in attendance.

Electric light wires became crossed with the telephone

exchange wires in Pittsfield, Mass., November 3d. A tele-

phone operator heard the continuous calling, and when he

raised the telephone to reply he received a shock that knocked
him over the railing. A fire subsequently occurred in the

telephone switch tower, which burned all the wires.

The strokes of the fire alarm early last evening and the

extinguishment of the electric lights were caused by the

breaking of a telephone wire on Caroline street, which fell

across and interrupted the alarm and light circuits, says a

paper published at Saratoga Springs, November gth. A
man was placed by the broken wire to warn people of the

danger of contact.

THE TELEGRAPH.
Boston, Chicago, and Philildelphia are as near Wall street

for the purposes of business as though they were but a block

away, says Brayton Ives, in the 1V0///1 American Review.

One hundred and ten private telegraph wires run from of-

fices connected with the exchange to various parts of the

country. Orders for the purchase and sale of stock have

been sent from Chicago, executed in the exchange, and

the transaction reported back to Chicago within a minute.

The average time occupied in sending messages by cable

to London is not muph over six minutes.

Julius D. Abeles, of St. Louis, has begun a suit in the

Circuit court against the Western llnion Te'egraph com-
pany to recover $431. an amount he alleges, that he lost by

the failure of the company to deliver to him a message sent

from San Francisco, It appears that he was the owner of

\
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2,450 shares of the stock of the Black Oak Mining Smelt

ing" compan)', of C:ilifornia. for which he had been
offered $1,225, He sent Mr. Rich, an expert, to Cahfornia

to inspect the mine and to telegraph the result of the inves-

tigation. He alleges that on May 23d, last, Rich tele-

graphed him from San Francisco that the outlook was un-

favorable, using a cipher telegram previously agreed upon;

that the telegram was never delivered to him, and when
he ascertained the true condition of the property he was
compelled to sell his stock for $789 75. He sues to be re-

imbursed for the loss.

Miscellaneous Notes.

W. H. Cole will read a paper before the St. Louis En-
gineers' club on "Steam plants for electrical service."

The Bloomington, 111., Electric club htld its third meet-

ing November nth. There was a large attendance; the

subject of static electricity was discussed. " Magnetism "

was assigned as the next topic. Two papers were assigned,

on the subjects of atmospheric electricity and the molecular

theory of static electricity.

As water power is cheap in Kearney, Neb., a company
is considering the advisability of locating a storage battery

station there. The company proposes, if investigation

proves the practicability of the plan, to equip a plant in

the city, to be employed solely in charging batteries. The
batreries would be shipped to points where they could be

utilized for light or power.

The Chicago & Alton railroad has adopted an electric

signal to protect the rear end of trains on Cayuga grade,

at which point they descend with great speed, says a

Bloomington, 111., paper. The device is one patented by

the Pennsylvania Steel company. It consists of a bar run-

ning -along the side of the rail, being raised about three-

eighths of an inch above the rail, and the weight of an en-

gine or cars running over it depresses the bar, which when
relaxed, starts a small dynamo encased in a small iron box
near the track, connected with the telegraph line. The
circuit being a metallic one, no ground connection is used.

Thus a train leaving Odell depresses the slightly raised bar

which starts the dynamo, whose current raises a semaphore
arm, displaying danger, which continues in this position

until the train has passed the station at Cayuga, when the

Odell arm is lowered or released, and a similar arm is dis-

played at Cayuga until released at Pontiac, so on at each suc-

ceeding station. These signals are very costly, and have had
a thorough test in the east, and it is the intention of the C.

& A. railway to equip all daugerous places with it where

trains are most exposed. This, in addition to flagmen, in-

sures absolute safety.

Business Mention.

The National Electric company of Eau Claire, Wis.,

through Walter K. Freeman, has sold a 15 arc light plant

to Lodge, Davis i Co. of Cincinnati, O.

The Cobb Vulcanite Wire company of Wilmington, Del

,

reports a large business. It is finding it necessary to in-

crease its capacity for manufacturing and is consequently

about to enlarge its works to three times their present size.

The reports coming from those using the wire of the com-

pany show that it is one of the best.

The Electrical Supply company of Chicago is agent for

the Tanner telephone attachment. This instrument is in-

tended for use on transmitters. It is of trumpet shape and

has a sound chamber provided with a series of perforations

which prevent air compression and rattling of the transmit-

ter while in use. It is made of the finest brass, heavily

plated with nickel, and is decidedly ornamental.

The Globe Carbon company has come rapidly to the

front, owing to the excellence of the goods which it fur

nishes. The demand for Globe carbons has become so

large that the company will put on a night force, and thus

increase their capacity to 1,000,000 carbons a month. This

is remarkable when the short time the company has been

doing business is considered. The Cincinnati exposition

was admirably lighted with Globe carbons.

The Julien Electi ic company is making largely increased

sales of its storage battery. From November ist to the

16th, eleven (11) installations were sold, amounting in all

to 1,540 accumulators— the largest sales probably ever

made here or abroad in the same length of time, by any

company engaged in storage battery business. The com-
pany has now a thoroughly equipped installation depart

ment. It has reduced the storage battery industry to the

same practical level as the business of direct lighting.

The Garlock Packing company, whose factories are at

Palmyra, N. Y., and Rome, Ga., has just enlarged its

Palmyra plant. This enterprising firm has succeeded in

working up a large business during a comparatively short

space of time in Garlock's ring packings. Voluntary testi-

monials are received every day of this tenor: "Would not

do without it for four times its cost." The facihties of

this company for quickness and carefulness in executing

orders cannot be surpassed- The packings can be ob-

tained directly of the company or of their agents.

The Hawkeye Electric Manufacturing company of Os-

kaloosa. la., W. A. Durfee, president, announces that it

has sold its entire business and 'good will to the Hawkeye
Electric Manufacturing company of Davenport, la. The
entire plant at Oskaloosa will be removed to Davenport,

where the extensive shops lately occupied by the Donahue
Foundr}' .Jc Machine works, are to be used M. L. Marks
is president of the new company: E P. Lynch, vice-presi-

dent; Walter Chambers, secretary and treasuier; William

Bowen, general manager, and Frank Thone, electrician.

The articles of incorporation fix the capital stocK at ^51,-

000, which may be increased to .$250,000.

The Southwestern Electrical Supply company of Kansas

City, Mo., has issued the following circular letter: "We

desire to announce to our friends and patrons that in the

future we shall confine our business in carbons to our new
acquisition, the Comet carbon. We have secured control of

these carbons for all surrounding states, and future work in

this line will be toward the introduction and sale of these

goods. By a new process recently discovered, we are able

to claim for our carbons that in brilliancy of light they are

unequaled by those made under the old process and the

waving appearance of the light so plainly seen reflected on
the globe, is entirely overcome. We want every manager
of an electric lighting plant to give these ne^ carbons con-

sideration, and in order to introduce them we will quote for

a hmited time: 7-16 x 12 for any system, i|i2.50 per 1,000;

1-2 X 12 for any system, $13 per 1,000. Orders will be

promptly filled from stock and satisfaction guaranteed."

In a long article descriptive of the extensive plant being

erected by the Narragansett ^Electric Lighting company, at

Providence, R. I., the Journal of that city says of the

steam plant: "In the engine equipment a radical departure

from the present motive power will be made as the result

of a thorough study of the economy of the several types

of engines, and while the conclusions reached are in ad-

vance of the general practice in this country, they are in

full accord with the latest English research. The new en-

gines will be triple expansion, of 1,000 and 500 horse

power, steam-jacketed cylinders and receivers, and surface

condensers. The Reynolds engines, built by E. P. AUis &:

Co. of Milwaukee, have been selected. Mr. Reynolds has

probably designed more compound engines than any other

builder in this country, and has succeeded in obtaining re-

sults which enable him to guarantee an economy in excess

of that offered by any competitor. An ordinary high-

pressure engine of the Corliss tj-pe gives an indicated horse

power for ever)' 26 pounds of water per hour; if made con-

densing the consumption per indicated horse power is re-

duced to 19 or 20 pounds, and if compounded, to about 17

pounds. The plant in use at the Aborn street station re-

quires over 50 per cent, more water than the largest amount
named above per indicated horse power. Mr. Reynolds
has introduced triple and quadruple expansion stationary

engines with great success, the quadruple expansion engine

at Warren, the only one in this country, showing ahorse
power on less than 14 pounds of water. For the engines

of the Narragansett Mr. Reynolds has guaranteed that they

shall develop an indicated horse power on I2j^ pounds of

water per hour, which is stated to be the lowest guarantee

on which an engine was ever built. This guarantee was
based on a boiler pressure of 125 pounds to the square

inch, and the increased pressure of 160 pounds will favor

the economic performance. The engines will have cylin-

ders 13, iS and 30 inches in diameter and 48 inches stroke,

a i6-feet fly-wheel, and will run 100 turns per minute. The
high pressure and intermediate cylinders will be arranged

tandem, and the low pressure cylinder will be set parallel

with them, and will act upon a separate crank. If the

reader will kindly imagine four 1,000 horse power and one

500 horse power triple expansion engines, a better idea of

the engine room will be obtained. The condensing ap-

paratus, circulating pump and feed-water pump are oper-

ated by an independent engine. An original feature of

interest is that the feed-water pump will be automatically

operated, its movement being governed by the height of

the water in the boiler. The changes of level there operate

to shift a link motion, by which the stroke of the pump is

lengthened, shortened or stopped."

Electrical Patents.

Issued November 13, 1SS8.

392,604. Combined Fire Alarm and Telephone-Telegraph.

George C. Hale, Albert Barrett and Joseph Zetner, Kan-
sas City, Mo.
The 8th claim follows: "In a combined system

of fire alarm and telephone-telegraph, the combi-

nation, with an exchange circuit and an outlying

telephone apparatus, of an alarm circuit having a sepa-

rate telephone apparatus included therein, a manual
switch for interposing the outlying telephone apparatus

in the alarm circuit, and registering mechanism operated

by the switch for recording each call from the outlying

station to headquarters."

392,633. Electric Lamp Switch. Charles G. Perkins,

Hartford, Conn.

392,641. Auxiliary Fire Alarm Box. Eason L. Slocum,

Lincoln, R. I.

395,660. Insulation of Cores of Dynamo Electric Ma-
chines. Benson Eidvvell, Chicago, III, The claims

are appended:
"i. In a dynamo electric machine or motor, a field

magnet core covered with^heets or spools of thin metal,

said metallic sheets or spools being covered with porce-

lain, glass or other vitreous material.

"2. In a dynamo electric machine or motor, an arma-
ture core covered with sheets of thin metal, said metal

sheets being covered with porcelain, glass, or other vit-

reous material."

392,664. Conduit for Electric Railways. Henry A. Chase,

Stoneham, Mass. The first claim follows:

"i. The combination, with a conduit having a longi-

tudinal slot in its top at one side thereof and a single

division wall extending from said slot to the base of

said conduit to form chambers, the said wall being pro-

vided at intervals with openings to afford communica-
tion between said chambers, of an electric conductor
located in one chamber."

392,665 Electric Gas-Lighter. Henry A. Cleverly, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

392,666. Incandescent Lamp Socket. Theophilus Coad,
Forest Gate, County of Essex, England.

392,675. Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Plunter, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

The car is provided with an electric motor, electric

lamps, and other translating devices, which are supplied

with electricity from the line current or from batteries

on the car, or from both combined. The first and last

claims are:
" I . The combination of a car body having contacts and

removable batteries, also having corresponding con-
tacts, with exposed contact surfaces adapted to rest

upon the contacts in the car body and bring the weight
of the batteries largely upon said contacts to insure good
electrical connection.

"ig. The combina'ion of a series of secondary bat-

tery cells, a charging circuit, an electro-magnet in said

charging circuit, a signal circuit, an automatic circuit

closer for said signal circuit, a signal in said signal cir-

cuit, an electro-magnet in the charging circuit to actu-

ate said circuit closer to hold it open while charging
the batter}', an electric motor, a circuit including the

battery and motor, a reversing switch to reverse the cur-

rent in the motor, and a circuit breaking switch to cut

the battery current out from the motor."

392,698. Coin-Controlled Electrical Weighing Scale.

William R. Smith, Bandera, Tex,, and Albert L. Wash-
burn, New York, N. Y.

392,701. Electric Machine for Lighting and Extinguishing
Gas. George E. Thaxter, Boston, Mass.

392,724. Electrical Circuit and Apparatus Guard. Isaiah

A. Farnham, Maiden, Mass.
The invention consists, essentially, in applying to the

electro-magnet of any electrical instrument an extra ar-

mature responding only to the passage of an abnormally
strong current through the magnet coils and controlling

a normally open shunt circuit arranged around said

magnet or around any number of instruments, or

adapted to maintain normally the integrity of the main
circuit, but to cause the same to be impaired upon the

passage through the magnet coils of an unduly strong

current. The first claim is given:

"i. The combination, substantially as hereinbefore

described, of an electric circuit, an electric instrument
included therein, a normally open shunt of said circuit

round the magnet of said instrument, a circuit closer

controlling the terminals of said shunt circuit, an aux-

iliary armature controlled by an electro-magnet included

in the main circuit and normally interposed in the path

of said circuit closer, and thereby preventing its opera-

tion, but releasing the same when attracted, and a re-

tarding device to prevent the circuit closer from acting

when released by a momentary aud non-continuous at-

traction of said armature."

392,736. Electrical Apparatus for the Prevention of Incrus-

tation. Maximilian Koytra, Cardiff, County of Gla-

morgan, England.
The invention relates to a method of using an appa-

ratus for applying electrical currents to the shell of a
steam boiler for the purpose of preventing corrosion

and the deposition of scale; and it consists in the com-
bination with the boiler shell of a suitable conductor

inside the boiler, aijy suitable source of electricity, and
an alternating apparatus by the operation of which the

current between the said conductor and the boiler shall

flow first in one direction and then in the other. In

carrying the invention into practical effect, use is made
of a rod or plate of iron, copper or other suitable con-

ductor, supported or suspended at a proper height within

the boiler. This rod or plate is partly covered with a
coating of zinc or other suitable conductor. The con-

nection of this rod or plate, which acts as an electrode,

is of such a kind that it shall be permanently and effect-

UcUy insulated from the boiler shell. The boiler shell

and the electrode are respectively connected to the

alternating apparatus, and this on its part is connected

to the poles of the batter}'.

392,757. Overhead Conductor for Electric Railways.

EHas E. Ries, Baltimore, Md.
Claim 3 reads: "In an electric railway, the combina-

tion of a charged line conductor extending parallel with

and between the inner rails of a double track and hav-
ing pairs of opposed contact surfaces, with a contact

truck for each track deriving current from each pair of

contact surfaces of the same line conductor, an electric

locomotive upon each track, and a flexible conductor
from each contact truck to its respective locomotive."

392,763. Mounting for Diaphragms for Acoustic Instru-

ments. Charles S. Tainter, Washington, D. C.

The diaphragm is clamped between two thin metal
washers, grooved or struck up, so as to present a bear-

ing ledge for contact with the diaphragm.
The first claim is as follows: " The combination,

with a \'ibratory diaphragm, of a grooved or struck-up

metal washer in contact with said diaphragm at its edge,

and supporting and clamping devices."

392,765. Dynamo Electric Machine. Elihu Thomson,
Lynn, Mass.
The invention relates to the manner of applying and

connecting the electric conductor that is wound upon
the armature of a dynamo electric machine or motor,

and in which the electric currents are generated, or in

which the flow of an electric current produces movement
of the machine. The invention consists, essentially, in

making two or more joints or connections to each turn

or length of armature conductor, the said joints or con-

nections being carried, respectively, to different seg-

ments of the commutator. The effect is to secure a
machine in which the number of turns of wire on the

armature is less than the number of segments in the

commutator. Another object of the invention is to

avoid the local currents developed in armature con-

ductors of large diameter or section, which currents

heat the conductors, and cause great waste of power.
The first and second claims are given; "i. In a

dynamo electric generator or motor, the combination,

with each single turn or length of armature conductor,

of two or more commutator leading wires.

"2. In a dynamo electric machine or motor, the com-
bination, with an armature having a given number of
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turns or lengths of conductor, of a commutator having

a number of segments that is a multiple of the number
of conductor turns or lengths."

392 766. Signaling Apparatus. Wesle)' TrafTord, New
York, N. Y.

392,772. Electrical Railway. Orren Allen, Denver, Col.

The first claim follows: "An improved system of elec-

trical railroading embodying a vehicle, a niotor carried

by and propelling the vehicle, a main circuit, a con-

duit, contact-arms located at intervals therein for oper-

ating circuit-shunting mechanisms, circuit-shunting

mechanisms contained in separate and closed boxes and

included in the main circuit and operating to break the

main circuit and shunt the current through the motor,

and a mechanical connection from a set of contact-arms

to a shunting mechanism."

392,775. Electric Circuit. John A. Barrett, Brooklyn,

N. Y.
The invention relates to the neutralization and elim-

ination of induction between parallel electric circuits,

and is especia'ly adapted for use in telephony.

Claim 2 is as follows: " A group of parallel metallic

circuits supported on poles, each two circuits imme-
diately adjacent in any direction—horizontally, ver-

tically or diagonally—being made inductively neutral

to each other by causing the direct and return wires of

one of them to cross or exchange places in such man-
ner that the average distance of each wire of said

crossed circuit from the two wires of the other shall be

the same."

392,855. Automatic Governor for Dynamos. Edward B.

Coburn, Walpolg. Mass.

392. S63. Electric Railway. Benjamin Heywood, New
York, N. Y.

The invention relates to that class of electric rail-

ways in which the car is driven by an electric motor

carried thereon, and receiving electricity through a

conductor in, or contiguous to, the track.

The third claim reads: "The combination, with the

hollow rail, the insulated conductor therein, the flexible

water tight cover, which serves to inclose the conductor

within the cavity of the rail, and the metallic contact

pieces attached to said cover of the metallic brush

carried by the car, and the elastic insulating sheath

surrounding the face of the said brush, and serving to

wipe water from said cover and contact pieces."

392,890 Regulation of Electric Motors. William Stan-

ley, jr., Great Harrington, Mass.
The two claims read: "The improvement in the

method of regulating the speed of electric motors,

which consists in automatically varying the electi'o-

magnetic effect of a demagnetizing current upon the

field of the motor by introducing variations of resist-

ance in said circuit coincidently with, and proportion-

ately to, variations in the mechanical duty of the

motor.

"The hereinbefore described method of governing

electromotors, which consists in automatically varying

the current traversing a demagnetizing circuit applied

to the field magnet of the motor by varying the resist-

ance of said circuit coincidently with, and proportion-

ately to, variations in the mechanical duty of the

motor."

392,914. Telegraphy. Stephen D. Field, Stockbridge,

Mass.
The second claim is: "A telegraph relay comprising

two or more nested coils suspended in, and inductively

energized by, a common field of force, and provided

with levers and contact points for the local circuits."

392,930. Method of Synchronizing Electric Motors.

Francis J. Patten, New York, N. Y.

The invention consists in a method of establishing

synchronous motion of the rotary parts of two or

more electric motors by providing each of the motors

with independent field magnet and armature circuits,

and causing simultaneously in one of these independ-
ent circuits of each motor reversals of current, and in

causing a direct current to How through the other in-

dependent circuit of each of the motors.

392,951. Automatic Fire Extinguisher and Alarm. Isaac

T. Dyer, Chicago, III.

392,967. Synchronizing System for Electric Motors. Fran-
cis J. Patten, Bath, Me.
The purpose of the invention is to cause two or

more electric motors of any size and power, and located

at different distant points, to revolve in unison or at a
common rate of speed for all; also to follow any
change of speed to which a governing or controlling-

machine may be subject, and therefore produce uniform
motion of all at either a constant or a variable speed.

In this system the motors are all independent of each
other, being each supplied by a separate local source
of energy.

392.970. Annunciator. Foster Ritchie, Chicago, III.

The first claim reads: "In an annunciator the com-
bination of a magnet and index hand, the spindle

therefor having a common axis with the magnet, a
gravitating notched lever fixed upon said spindle, a
flexible but otherwise fixed armature, and a pin secured
to said armature, said pin engaging the notched lever

when the armature is demagnetized and disengaged
from said lever when the armature is magnetized."

392.971. Electric Railway. Ira Robbins, Camden, N. J.

The first claim is given: "A conduit for electric rail-

ways having a conductor inclosed in a channel in its

upper surface, and to one side of the center thereof,

said conduit being embedded in wooden blocks."

392,826. Automatic Switch for Secondary Batteries. John
S. Sellon, I-Iatton Gardens, County of Middlesex,
England.
The invention is designed to preserve a uniform

electromotive force in the current furnished by a storage
battery. It consists of an electro-magnetic or other
suitably constructed switch, which can be actuated by
the outgoing current when such current falls below a
given electromotive force, so as to cause the magnet or
magnets to switch in one or more accumulators from
time to time as may be required for the purpose of

maintaining a constant or practically constant electro-

motive force.

The first claim follows: "The combination of two or
more cells of secondary battery, a switch consisting of

two or more fixed contact points connected at different

points in the said battery, respectively, and a movable
contact operated by an electro-magnet in the working
circuit, with a second electro magnet operated by vari-

ations in the electromotive force to make and break a
short circuit around the first-named magnet."

392,832. Individual Signaling Apparatus. Charles N.
Talbot, New York, N. Y.
The invention is intended to be used in connection

with police signaling systems, as a means whereby the

attention of any policeman can be attracted from the

police station, so that he may know that the station de-

sires to communicate with him, and may proceed to his

telephone box and call up the station.

The first claim is given: "In individual signaling ap-
paratus, the combination, with the signaling devices,

each having a magnet, a signal operating arm con-
trolled by said magnet, and an adjustable stop for said

arm, all said stops being differently situated relative to

the respective arms, and a magnet adjusting said stop

by a step-by-step movement, of the transmitting break
wheel in the circuit of said adjusting magnets, having
an adjustable automatic circuit-controller affecting the

circuit of the signal controlling magnets."

392,836. Carbon Battery. John B. Wallace, Ansonia,
Conn.

392,838. Message and Time Recorder. John C. Wilson,

Boston, Mass.
The invention consists in the combination, with a

message recorder, comprising registering mechanism
and paper-moving mechanism, of a time stamp con-

sisting of a dial and indicating hands or pointers,'

and means for actuating the hand stamp automatically

to print the time upon the strip.

392,843, Telephone Support. Sigmund Bergmann, New
York.
The claim follows: "The combination, with a tele-

phone containing a body of mobile material, of a ver-

tically swinging arm upon which said telephone is

pivoted above the center of gravity."

AQicNTS WANTED
EVERYWHERE.

FOR ANYTHING

Tli6QQio[iA.Qtomatic Heat

In the Line of

TemBeratnre

Replatioii,
Eltlier Fnrnaces

or
Steam Seaters
In Houses, or lor

Special Apparatus,
address

ingCo.. ELHIBA.N.I.

DO YOUR OWN [S5
IF 25 LIGHTS OR LESS WILL DO IT

1 I'j'^maiOSEMb STAMP FOR CIRCULAR
riwW i WHICH WILL TELL YOU.

b'^l"^;.%Tu'rHouseorshop
CAN DO ITYOURSELFWITH OUR S2. 60 OUTFIT

C E.JON ES&.BRO:CiNCiNNATrO

Protect mi Armatures
It is a matter of everyday experience among Elec-

tric Light men that Armatures are frequently burned
out entirely, or seriously injured by the short circuiting

of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

projected by Wright's ^-''niature Protector. One of

the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System"
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-

dress

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.,

or ki-b<:tric'ai. sitpiy co.,
171 Bandolph Street, Chicogo.

See letter of recommendation from electrician Clti-

eago Arc Ligitt & Power Co., on aduertising page xiii

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN Julu 28. 1888.

Sioux City . Corliss Engine

LARGEST ENGINE WORKS
W<-Ht of tlHI -VUHKiKHippi.

to 300 H.
BUILT BV THE

Sioux City

ENGINE WORKS
Sioux City, Iowa.

BOILERS
—AND—

Steam Power Outfits

for Lighting Stations

and Klovatoi'H

A SPECIALTY.
SoikI for Circular F.

' i't?" BLatc UuslnCHEi. «

GEN'LWESTERN AG'T8.!^igSHJ^ilkpc»o.J
omouiiABs

D'UIDIfl.

SEND FOR
NEW PAMPHLET OF

RECORDING

Pressure Gauges.

JJiHyis B. EdsojI,

145 Broadway, N. Y.

WOODHOUSE&RAWSON,
(LIMITED.)

7/ Queen Victoria St., - LONDON, ENG.
MANUFACTaBEKS OF

SWITCHES AND CUT-OUTS
Of every deacrlptlou. Write for list of the "Q" type>
;i(I varletleH alone.

MAGNETIC CUT-OUTS,
Ab used at tbo Londou Stock Exchanee, Fisheries,
Health iintl Inventions Exhlbltlona, and all the prin-
cipal British installatlous; also largely ou the Contl-
nont.
Lebt "A": DoMEBTiu Eleoteical Supplies, 110

puKes, lluyLratod. 25 cents. Mention thlspaper.
TjIvo AKtMitN AVaiitetl.

EtrSHNE F. Phillipb,
President.

W. H. Sawtbe,
Sec'y and ElectrlcIaiL

PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

Manufacturers ot Patent Fmished

Insulated Electric Wires,

Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wire

Magnet Wire, Patent Rubber-Covered

Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-

ible Cordage, OHice and
Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND andAERIAL CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE: IS Cortlandt St.

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

k
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Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CAKPEKTIUB. HABTMAKK Jt CO.,

CaWanomelers, Bridges and Rlieostats by all the Prominent Makers.

cTeixrLes w . <^\a.©eii. cfc Co,
924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

'^j^^^^y^^^^^^^?^?!^ SAMPLE SWITCH
^.MAILED TO ANY

ADDRESS
UPON
IRECEIPT

i^t^^u^^u.^i^a^^^-R^.^'^^^.^a^^
The Hartford Dynamic Co. Hartford Conn.

GARLOCK'S RING PACKINGS
Sectional Ring

AND

Elastic Ring.

The Best Packing

Made

For High Speed Engines

THE CARLOCK PACKINff CO., Palmyra, N. Y.
Send for Circalara an'l oarticulare to The (iarlock Packina Co.. Palmyra, N. Y., and Rome, Ga.

/;.
:fA

Tlie Electrical

'^'W Construction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Soeoialtv.

\^«. Belt

1 I - 23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS^ NEW YORK.

BURR & DODGE, 125 N. 5th St., Philadelphia.

Friction Clutch Pulleys

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

Investigate Before Buying.

THE "CLARK" ^KTIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
29, 1886, he says : "A Tlioroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."

The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and wiU not deteriorate, oxidise or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
Whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single "Wires of all

gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lignts from stocK. Cables made
Hj order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENRY A. CLABK, General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS. Electrician.

vLOW/>

TBADE MARK.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,

Mannfactnred for AEBIAIi, SIJB1IABI5IE and UKDCIBOBOIIND USB. OKONITB TAPE for making waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers CANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.

BRANCHES:—GMcap, 42 LaSalle St, Boston, FMlaaelBMa, Omaha, Mmeapolis, Ciciiiuati, LoniSTille, Kansas Citf.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, •

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^dpplie5

INCLUDINQ

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-
phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OF

pishefs Qlectric (|)otors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

^ LECXRIC RJLIL-MTJLYS.

General Offices and Works. DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric Motors,
1

IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

D|jnama Eleci^ric fljachines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

'• MSlKiaS, cHicoo. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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WE PATENT AND EXPLOIT
In Foreign Countries firet-claeB Electrical Inven-

tions which are new and operative, and have been
lUuetratod by moc'els and drawings, bnt not pub-
llBhed in this country before being patented
abroad. Noespeneeto the inventor; callorwrlte.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,

1007 Opera House Blocb, CHICAGO, ILL

TBANCIS W. PABKER. Solicitor.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF U. S.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

1001-8-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

I. W. COLBURN & CO,
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

Alacliiiies for Arc and Lncandescent
Blectric liighting, Klectro - Plating
and Experimental Use.
Send for large lUuBtrated Catalogue, aleo Hand-

book of Beady Keterence, vest-pocket edition.

Ci/lcifliilJ{Yi CeiIje^[Ih{L Exposifiofl

!

ONE COLD AND TWO SILVER MEDALS.

MECHANICS' FAIR, BOSTON, 1887,
COLD MEDAL AWARDED.

THE ONLY TWO EXHIBITIONS FOR COMPETITION.

THE WATERHOUSE SYSTEM
Is Rapidly Coming to the Head aa the Leading System for

LONC-DISTANCE, INCANDESCENT LIGHTING !

FOR

Ivl LJI_ ~r 1 1= L_ :^ .A.1F5C3 I—KSH-rilSKS
II IS WITHOUT A PEER.

WATERHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURIN& COMPANY,

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Send for price-List. 1 8 Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
-MANTJFACTTIEERB OF—

Hard Kubber goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO OP.DER.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Cafalfitnip finrl Pi-I^i^a fi]rnlBhi.(i nn aotillratton.

SOLE AGENT IN THE D.S.

FOR

P. CARDEW'S
PArENTED

VoltivieterS
TO READ

30 to 80, 120 or 150 V.

(By 1 Volt.)

Can be kept continuonBly In
circulta, either alternating or
Btrslght.

Do not Keiiuire Recal-
ibrating.

30 to 120 V. Instruments

in Stoch, $65.00.

THEO. MACE,
HARRISON. N.J.

ALUMINOUS

INCANDESCENT
PATENTED.

With or Without

VITRITE CAPS OR HOLDERS
In any size, capacity or shape of bulbs.

LAMPS FITTED TO ANY CAP
THAT MAY BE SUPPLIED.

Special Prices Made for Large Orders.

Vitrite and Lnminoid Co.
Pending Ee-organlzatlon of this Company,

the works are carried on by

THEODORE MACE, Receiver
HARRISON, N.J. '

Half-Size Cut of Standard Size and Suape.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
Metropolitan Itiillillnir, Rnont 11. 100 1/. IG C.-P.

SYlSrO'STIiLLDynamo and Cylin^cier Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery. By refilteriog can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, - 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

Comet Carbons
And secure better rraiiUs tban you are now getting, thne saving all rebates on account of

inferior lig'itB.

HLL USERS ENDORSE THOM.
SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

Manofacturers' Agents for Globes, Shades, Etc., on which we c n name Inleresiing prices. We
solicit your correspondence. Send for new Illnetrated Catalogue.

The Standard Carbon Co.,
SUCCESSORS TO THE

Bo\ilton, CleTreland, and. Crvstal Carbon Companies.
c; Xj :e3 AT :e3 Xj .^ sa x> , ozxxo.

MANirrACTUKERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords ^nd^ Cables for Telephone, Telegraph I

JAMES F. KELLY. General Sales Agent, 19 Dey street. New York.

The H. M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTUltKnS OF

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles.
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Oniccnnd :U1I1 at OHCotla, :uicli.
Exclu.slve Selling Agent: Q. A. Harmount. Western
Agent Electrical Departmodt New Haven Clock Co.,

:il5 \Vaba.Hli Avenue, Chlrago.

Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, Novem
ber 2fith at 8 o'ciock, at the rooms of the

Club, 12a-124 Clark street.

WANTED.
AGKNTS for LonlV Holler Compound. A
cliance for Knt'ln'-crh and men on the road.
AlHo local AyfintB with mcuna. 8tatc pres-
ent occupation. AddrepB,

CEO. W. LORD,
Slli Union Btreel, Phiiudelphia, P«

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

A.UTOMATIC Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

SSND FOR CaTALOGUB.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, I LL„

ATTENTION*
Of dealers and otliors is

called to tills bell, the ad-

vantages III wiilch caa

readily be seen in Its ad-

justment for regulatlngtho

spring which supports tlio

Armature Byaiiuplyturn-

lug a Fcrcw the sjirlng la
i

made to .•iiiifnrm to the

streuKtinin>air-'rycurreut,

ouecupof luiCterywlllworit ,

It lou(h>r aud KlntiigiT tlien '

will two or three others of

dlirerent make.
We Clin supply It In eltlior

bracket or box form; It li

nicely nickeled anil put ii|i

in the best of workmanllko
manner. Prices fiualshed

on aiipllcatlou.

KEATING & ROXBURGH,— mancfaotpkeks of—
Sounders, Key.'i, Bells, Butteries, etc, dealers in a"

kinds Electrical Supplies.

\
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"C. & C." ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAND OFFIOE: 19 Pearl St,. BOSTON.

WESTEEN OFFIOE; 139 and 141 Adams Street, OHIOAaO.
SOUTHEEN OFFICE; 25 Carondelet Street, NEW OELEANS.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE JLNID INSXJLJLXED -y^IRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted

Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K^ K
" "

One wire
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND 'ELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, co n n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent. THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT,

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

TITAIIS JHISIjnBR, Mjinager.

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY
Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and con-

venient. Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely. Bell

hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. High-
est testimonials. Write for Circulars.

A. SCHOVERLINC,
111 chambers St., - WEW^ YORK.

For Sale by THE ELECTRtCAL SUPPLY CO.,
171 Randolph Street, CHICAGO.

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San Francisco, Cal.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Asent for the I-AW^ BATTERY.

727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.

O.F. ANNETT, Presc. S. F. FESTON', VIce-Prest, and Treas.

Hotel and House Annunciators.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

"Vfire find Batteries,

CHAS. SLDTfEY SMITH, Seo'y

The United Electric Co.

Electrical Apparatus anil Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, - UTAH.

TELEPHONES
FOR PRIVATE I.I>'E!!i.

The only Mechanical Telephcn« which has atocd
the tests and held ont and plven satigfactory

Bervice for the past eight years.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices.

IIECTEICAL GOODS OF EUBT DESCRIPTIOX.

Elgin' Telephone and Ucal Supply Co,,

Ik., El:riii, III., r. s. A.

alanclti
TRADE

GONDA BATTERY
MARK.

The Standard OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY of the World.

GoNDA Prism Cell Complbtk.

The great merits of this battery have brought out a

number of infringements and worthless imitations. Beware
^ of them.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.

14:9 West 18th Street, New York. Gosda's CAKBO^^ Zinc and Jab
COTSB.
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THE STODDARD CUT-OUT
Fa-tented SepterrLtoer i'^, iSSv.

THE SAFEST, CHEAPEST,

MOST DURABLE and ARTISTIC in the MARKET.

-^OTi-

FLEXIBLG PBIffDAIffTS.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
42 LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

aiLES ILJS[Tl-'M.ILCrlS[:BTlC SHIELID FOR -MTAXCMES.
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co. ._^

Oenilemen : — Your Anti-Magnetic .^=^^g^

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti- ^^^^"
mated. It is now very near eight months g- -

that I have worn my watch, and to-day J
it is (without correcting time) about one f
minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric :-

machines in our regular business, the _l-.

test could not be harder. I could never -^-

have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec- l

tricity, not only electricians, but every- ;_-

one who needs the correct time, should J^ .__

have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good f:^ :

.

deal of practical utility, as well as pleas- ^ \
ure, can be derived from a good time- ~

keeper. At present. I look upon a watch
without a shield as a thing incomplete, '"-^-^

and so it is. Very Respectfully, 1

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic dlsturbanceB.
Send for descriptive circular.

" * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
intiuence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan I know that could succeed.

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University,

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields lo pocket timepieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologists

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and fine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading

magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

THE LIST OI^ S^XjES of the

Westinghouse Engines: Compound, Standard and Junior,

FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1888,

Is too long to publish m extenso as an Advertisement. Orders were received on eighteen working days,

the five heaviest days yielding respectively, i6, ii, lo, 8, and 7 Engines Each.

TOTAL, S6 ENBINES, AGGRE6ATIN6 3310 H, P.
) J

Sales for August, September and October were over 200 Engines of all types, aggregating
nearly yo.ooo HORSE POWER. Note in connection with the above exhibit, that ouV MHUV /C IT ^
current advertising expenses for 1888 are about one-half that of any preceding year. WW n I /O I I •

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUKACTiriiKI) I'.Y

WOODBURY ENGINE

COMPANY.

ALSO BDILDBRS OF

PLAIN SLIDE YALYE
AND

Donble Valve Medinm Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines
AND

TUBULAR BOILERS.
Address the Mauiifacturera at

652 Mill Street ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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The Thomson-Houston

Electric Railway System.

Nineteen Roads in D ally Operation Under tiie Tiiomson- Houston Patents.

ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANUFACITJBED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
Thomson-Houston patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of.

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS I ELECTRICAL EftDlPMENTS FDRNISHED FOR MINING I OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Fnll Information and Estimates Address th.e

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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The MM Combined Rosette

AND CUT-OUT,

TheBosette ami ford entirely remov-

able for replaeine Fuses.

'^O.

^^/fi^t"

'"•It,

%V
ksnt^'

^^^^'

Ts
^

MAGNET WIRE

SLEET STORMS ARE COMING. CONDUCTIVITY OF COPPER AND

ill

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

The iDlamondCai lion Battery.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

1
OS

E-i

iJjjjni

LOOP SWITCH
For Outside Arc IT&e.

Wxrito for Q\xot£ttloxi.s.

STYLE NO. 610.

KERITE ARMORED CABLE.

Electric Lighting Companies

ARE INVITED TO EXAMINE OUR

CATALOGUES AND PRICES,

Corresporxd.er3.c3 IrxTT-ited..

; -; We aim to satisfy our cuBtomers, and shall adjust

our sight if we miss the mark. Let us know.

IRON BOX.

Write for <taotatloii8 on

Bells, Batteries, Annnnciators,

'WOOD PUSH BUTTONS,

BRONZE PUSH BUTTONS,

ANNUNCIATOR WIRE. ETC., FTC.

The electrical SUPPLY CO.
lYl RANDOLaPH STRE.RT,

FACTORIES:

JLksonia, Conn.
BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
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CEO. WESTINCHOUSE, Jr., President.

H. M. BYLLESBY, Vice-Pres't and Cen'l Manager.

P. H. ALEXANDER, General Agent.

CEO. H. LEWARS, Secretary and Treasurer.
C. H. BARNEY, Auditor.
J. M. ROBERTSON, Ceneral Superintendents

s««i*^^!i''''»/c CO.

^< V^EST 23A ^
^A^

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

iifiti<t<*tiniitifs«*M*ti>ti>^iM.fSfti

SkWVER'MtN INCANDESCENT

I ELECTRIC LAMP.
HIGH EFFICIENCY. LONG LIFE. •«• NO BLACKENING.

LAMPS MADE

TO FIT SOCKETS

OF ALL

PRICES GREATLY

MANUFACTURES.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
3E^c3X>t "ST^eL-yxLG, Xxxdlctzxa.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM m
IMMDESCENT LIGHTIHG, •

AND THB

JENNEY SYSTEM
OF

ARC LIGHTING.

The Most Carefully Worked-

out and Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in

Existence.

Armatures and Converters

Guaranteed. 12—16 Candle Power

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse

Power Guaranteed.

SLATTERY DYKAMO, LAMP ABD COKYERTEB.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.
FORT WAYNE, IND.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 185 Dearborn St., First Floor,

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
242, 244 EAST 1 22d STREET.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,

G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F.Adams, Successor.

i

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

for >*ale only l>.v VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING GO.
15 17, 19 & 21 NORTH CLINTON

CHICAGO, ILL
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PHCENIX GLASS COIVIPANY.
—MAKPFACTPREBS OF

—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Send for Catalogde abd Prxe List-

729 Broadway, New York;

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Standard Underground Gable Company,
General Offices, No. 708 PENN. AVE., PITTSBURGH. PA.

Branch Offices

( New York, Telephce
.J 6. L. Wii
•

] Chicaoo, 139 East m;

{, nardt. Manager.

Building, Cortlandt Street,

ley. Manager.
Madison Street, F. E. Degen-

DUST PROOF BELLS
Superior to^^^^^9 *!• others.

HAZAZER & STANLEY, - 32 Frankfort St., N. Y.

Thfl P fi T T 17Wni7fi INSITLATING and
lllC llilLLLriULU WATEKPROOFING

18 Cortland St., NEW YORK.
COMPAMY.

MAJTUFACTDKERS OF

The Waring Anti-Induction and Bundled Gables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and power; Underground, Submarine

and Aerial. Light Leaded
Cables for House Ute

Weatber-proor Line Wire,
Underwriters', Annunciator i

and Office Wire. I
Six years of uniform Success^

enable as to guarantee
our Cables.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
, The acknowledged Standard for durable and high^ Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Beetric Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone,

Raitwajr and all other

Branches of Signaling.

All Sizes

Lead Encased Vitrei

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr..

Aerial Use,

Subterranean Use,

Submarine Use

Concealed Wiring in all Locations-

16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

ma:siipacturees op

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. BURDICK, 68 Commerce Building,

General Western Sales Agent, CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTING
PREVENTS

AIR

BYSAMOS.

GUARANTEED

PATEKTED JtAT 24, 1888. CnSBlONS.
PUar R PnUlrnrU O f»fj r

And Manufacturers and Tanners ol

IHAS. A. SCHItREN & bU.,J oat Tamei Leatlier Belting,

and Lace Leatlier,
(HAN DPACTUHEH S)

,

46 South Canal St.. - rilTCAfiO. rn..

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Self-Conlalned

AQtoMtic Gnt-Of Eipei.
8PK01AM.T ADAPTBD FOK KUNimra

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring cloac

regulation of speed.

WbBTBBN OfTIOB AKD WAEBBOOMi:

64 & 66 S. Canal St, Chicago, IN.

WM. A. HAMHETT, Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT

c

LINE WIRE.
B B

D*:»iEi. W. Maemok, President.

Addisos H. Nubdtkb, Vice-President.

CHABLE3 D. JE^TiET, EleCtflclaiL

CUT SHOWING STVLE OF INSULATION.

^.—Copper Wire. B. 5.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C—Braided CottMh
aturated with a Black, Wkather-Proop Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. Pare EU»
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA. COMH

Bbainabd RoBisoN. Secretary.
Amos K. Hollowbll, TreMUMr

WARrRnnuQ. i 19 and 21 Cliff St., New York.
WAKtBUUMS).

^ 54 Washington St.. Chicago, Ills.

uBDTKH, vlce-PresldenC ^^^^ ^^^^

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole Owners of all ihc PatCMS and Invemlons of Cttarles D. Jenney (known aa the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers ot his

Improved Oynamo, [amp ^
Electric Hjotor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting

the Jenney Sysiem leads. Simple, durable, economlca!,

Bteady, brilliant and penetrating. In these enaentlala It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants for Ciiies, Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc or Incan-

descent Systems, or for both combined.

The Jennej IncandescentDynampa are self-regulating,

and permit the laralngon andoff of oneor allof theLampa
at will.

77i!s Company gives special aCientiOJi to furnishing Mills,

Shops. Factories, etc., wUh Individual Plants.

-^ SEID HB FIMPHLET ILIHSTBITJIIE JHQ BESBIIIBIIIE THE STSTEy. -^
OFFICE ASD W0EK6:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Go.
EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVF., BOSTON.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WESTERN OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOK

flrc-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Beat Arc-Llgbt, Louisville, 1883,

First Prize : Best System of Arc-LIgiitlng,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

Electric ]|rC'[ighting

This Company was gfiven the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all elzesifor the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent Llnhtlne and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 10(1,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

Qdison Qlectric [jight (Jo.
THIS COMPANY IS THE OTVUER OF THE DtYENTIOSrS

AUD PATENTS OP

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially Successful

iiiETHOD OF gererhi; ecectriciic DismuTion.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

MEW YORK CO., Capital, $2,500,000. 4 Stations ; Capacitv. 150.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital, $760,000, I Station: Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations: Capacity, 50,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000, 1 Station: Capacity. 50,000 Ump*.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under constmction a station capacity far in excess
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Industry as an investment.

WHITE FOK PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEAPS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAb

For Information relative to Central Station EuBlness, apply to the

Hdison Electric I^isrlit Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

THE MITCHELL VANCE CO.,
(Successors to MITCBSIiI., 'VAHCJE & CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS AND COMBINATION FIXTDRES.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated p"o°w"II.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Edisod pMnT idis Rejected nno Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

Having no Special Agent

in Chicago for our

Goods, we Solicit Cor-

respondence from

Buyers, wliich

we Promptly Answer.

Coibination Fixtures,

Electroliers, Brackets,

Pendants, Reflectors,

Architects' and Decora-

tors' Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

with Fidelity

to the given Motive.

Insulating Joints,

and All Fittings for

Incandescent Lighting.

MANUFACTORY, SALESROOM,
24and25thSt. and 1 0th Ave., 836-38 Broadway and 13th St.,

NEW YORK CITY.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 li^per H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H. P., equals 6t\V per H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCtXKATE TESTS. NO COMMENTS FOK PAKTICULAKS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2 1 9 LA SALUE ST. i CHICACO.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe

Currents in the operation of Street

Railw^ays,

Speed,
Endurance,
Economy.

The Daft Motors for Power Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mention the Western Electrician.
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t THE ^TlOlSmEnCAKBS OIV CO

.

CleYelanci, Oliio.
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

JiRVB
ENGINEERING GOMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST.

I

81 LAKE ST.,
1

109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON. 1 CHICAGO. I
'*'^" YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and poiuer Stations
NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screeningt

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENCIIMEERINC CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

ST. 3JOXTIS, - 1^0.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COIVIPLETE STEAIVI PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
ERECTED BEADY FOR SERVICE.

SPECIAIiTIES:-Tbe Armington & Sims Engine, Steel Boilers, Jarvle Farnace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Gratea, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Korting iDJector, etc.

SESfD FOB liATEST CATAIiOGUES.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated Lighting, Railroad Gar

Street Car Propalsion, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from Nokthekn Illinois, Eastern Iowa,
Wisconsin and Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

cluBiye licensees for said territory,

Northwestern Electrical Accamulator Company,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.,
INSULATED WIRES, CABLES AND FLEXIBLE CORDS.

KARKS' COIXEPOXTND
Battery -wires insulated 'vrith Marks' Compound
give better service than any other -wires in the
market.

Rubber covered wires for use overhead and un-
derground, and for indoor wiring. Equal to any
in the world for insulation and durability.

GUTTA-PERCHA
Gutta-Percha covered wires and cables for use
under water and in damp places.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO., - 420-426 East 25th St., New York.

We are sole manufacturers of this celebrated in-
sulation which contains no sulphiir or other in-
gredient that will ever corrode copper. It is

used principally for flexible cords.

G. H. GALE, Pkesident.
S. A. PLUMMEH, VicE-PuEsmEST.
F. I!. PBESTON, 'J'liEASUKEn,

BOA^BD OF DIKECXOBS.
(Gen. E. A. ALGBli. B. C. SHOWN. C. A. WARREN. )

a6. H. GALE, T.WILLIAMSON. C. H. THOMPSON. ^
( B. A. PLUMMER. F. B. TROUT. F.B.PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Seoketaet.
FRANK B. TROUT, Supekintendent.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For Light and

Power Purposes,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY
Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

f

For Light and

Power Purposes.

F, B. TROUT, \
^^'*'^^^' ^^ Griswold St., CAMPAU BUILDING.

J
Factory, Corner 13th and Woodbridge Sts.CiNERAi..Manager. DETROIT, MICH.
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MC RMLWAY & MOTOR
1

J
For Stationary or Railway Work, for Mining, Milling or
Engineering Operations, the Sprague Motor is Unexcelled,

Lightest Weight Consistent with Highest Efficiency.

Simple in Constrnction.

Not Liahle to Get Out of Order.

Winding for Constant Speed.

Efficiency of 91 Per Cent, in the Larger Sizes.

Bearings Self-Oiling.

Non-Sparking in Operation.

Commtator-Wear Reduced to a imnm.

£>XS3>a'33 FC3Xt. OXZl.CT7X^.A.]El.jS rCO

J. J. DICKEY, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice PreeldenV

H. J. WELLS, Sec'yand Gen'l Man. Snp't and Electrician. L. H. KORTT, Treasurer.

ejMIDtAMB ILICTKIC CO,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

Hotel and House Annnnclators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms, Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learners* Instruments, Medical

Batteries. Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Yelocipedes, Cars, Etc.

"Wbsthbn Agents THE OEONITE CO.. and the Ketum Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to give franchises and conBtmct plants on reasonahle terms.

^^Estlmates fHralshed and contracts made for any and all Muds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

SPEAKIN& TUBES and WHISTLES,
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
2 1 . 23 and 25 Ann St. New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

" Send for New Catalogue, out August Ist.

mm
^mM

Tlie Parier-Rnssell Mining & Mfg. Co.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

CARBONS
^

CITY OFFICE

711 Pine St., - St. Louis, Mo.

Korest City Electric 'WZ'orls.s,
Manuiacturers 01 CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncon-
trolled by the Handle.

CorreBpondence

Solicited with

Electric Llgbt

Companlea.

W. B. CLEVELAND, Proprietor, 183 SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND, a

The Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Heisler ^lectric ||ight (Jo.

809-817 S. 7th street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

MAHHFACTTIEERS OF

The Heisler Patent Incandescent
Electric Light System.

The only and original Alternating Current Long
Distance Single Wire Incandescent.

We have built 24 Cen-
tral Station Incandescent
Plants within one year,
all of which are on a pay-
ing basis.

This System combines
successfully the illumina-
tion of the streets with a
general supply of light for

stores and houses.

Any desired distance can
be reached at small cost

;

No. 8 American Gauge
Copper Wire being used
for the outside line, No. 11

for indoors, for any num-
ber of lights of any size

from 20 to 200 c. p. lo-

cated anywhere on the line.

A perfect automatic regu-
lation adjusts for every

variation of the load from the full capacity to one single light. We do not need

transformers, distributors, safety catches, resistance boxes or any other electrical

contrivance for distribution or safety.

Special attention is called to the superior advantage of this system for econ omical

management. To its flexibility, no mathematical calculation being required for wiring

or alterations of circuits. To its production of nearly double the candle power to the

H. P., as compared with any other system.

We can furnish substantial proof that our system is a successful competitor against

all present methods of Ulimiination.
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THE REYNOLDS

Improved Corliss Engine
Is especially adapted for electric plants

of all kinds, and has made a record in

this field which cannot be excelled.

IT IS TTM-pQTTAT.TJ.-n FOR ECOWOMY OF FUEL, EEQULAItlTY OF
MOTION, AND DtTRABLLITY IN USE.

SOI.B BUIL.DBF2S

EDW. P. ALUS & CO.,
RELIANCE WORKS. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manufacturers of and Dealera In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and

Engine Supplies of Every Description.

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE 154 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.

Afltofflatic Electric Temperature Regulation.

Ten Years' Experience, First and Latest Patents.

For hot air, hot water (boiling prevented), natural gas and steam in all forms.
Automatic Electric Valves for Radiator service and Whistle Blowing,
Devices all simple, practical, powerfiil, ornamental, easily applied, automatic direct

acting, inexpensive to maintain, no clockwork or other indirect complications.
Tliese are the only regulators that can he applied at a price acceptable to the user

with a SATISFACTORY PROFIT TO AGENTS.

F. M. SPARROW, Mfr. and Patentee.
Shop at Mattapoisett, Mass. Boston Office 141 Milk Street.—AGENTS AVANTED.

—

American ^leei^rical ^ort^s,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

EXCLUSITE 3IANUFACTDRERS OF THE

FAEikDAY CABLE
—FOE—

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity

of any Cable in the Market.

IS^ew York Office, 18 Cortlaudt Street,

P. C. ACKERMAK, Agont.

The^rushQlectricJiOinpany
OF

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

hailBSCBifi ElBctrlc liliii

ELECTRIC MOTORSI
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
No. 1^ WaHblOKion Mtreet,

ALKXANUKK KBIHPT,

ffpealal AKent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
No. ;e01 .loariial ItnlldliiK,

O. C HTKKJLK,

Mpeclal AKv^iit

Electric Light Repairing, General Machine Job-Work, Pattern Making. Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Ri'A^.J8^igvuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

?RANKLIN S. CARTER. CIIAS. M. WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WAKD WILKINS

PARTRIGK & GARTER
"MANUFACTURERS Of AND DEALERS. IN'EVfRY DESCRIPTION 'OF

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE
PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,

4 WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LTGHTING APPARATUS

AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues .of all our Manufactures, aud will forward to any address upon

application.

N. B.^When applying for Catalog;ues, please state whether " Electric Bell" or "General
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

IKDORBED
BY '

Thomas A. Edison, Elihn Thomson, K. S. Possons, Edwin J. Hoaston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRIC ANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.
Send for Pamplilet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadway, ^- Y.
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THE
Westinghouse Electric Co.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

[Manufacturers under Patents and Applications for Patents controlling the sale and use of

Alternating Current Electric Lighting Apparatus and Distributing Systems,]

The success of the Alternating Current System of Electric Lighting is demonstrated

beyond question.

Note the sale of 120 Central Station plants by this Company^ aggregating

a total generating capacity of 285^000 sixteen-candle poiver lamps ivithin the

brief period of tiventy-one fnonths^ together with the fact that of these 120

Central Stations 38 have increased since starting,

IMPROVED LAMPS.
By reason of an improvement in the manufacture of Lamps

whicin has been secured for the exclusive benefit of the users of ap-

paratus furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Company, this

Company will guarantee from its Apparatus and Lamps 50 percent,

more light from a given expenditure of power (fuel) than can be ob-

tained with any direct current system.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.
This Company's Meter measures the whole current by a positive

mechanical movement.
It registers directly in lamp -hours, and indicates by dials like a

gas meter. It is not affected by temperature or local conditions.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.
Highly efficient. Have no commutators or brushes, and can be

started, regulated and reversed without breaking a connection.

Small Motors for use on existing Alternating Circuits of this Company.
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ELECTRIC ABC UGHTING APPARATnS.'^

PATTERSOlTCABLES
I'OH.

Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Lisht Use.

INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL KINDS.

Testing Apparatus. Telegraph Apparatus. Batteries,

Construction Tools. Line Wire and Supplies.

District Telegraph, Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus.

Catalogues Furnished on Application.

Send for our latest Catalogue of Electric Bells,

Annunciators, Push Buttons, Gas Lighting

and Fire Alarm Apparatus, Etc.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO..
CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP.
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A Burglar and Fire Alarm.

The engraving on this page illustrates a new
burglar and fire alarm designed by Keating &
Roxburgh of Corr)', Pa. It is unlike many in

use, inasmuch as it protects buildings at a dis-

tance, such as stores and offices and banks, the

instrument being placed on the wall in the resi-

dence, and a line stretched to the store or office.

Open circuit battery is used. If the line should

be cut an alarm is .sounded at the residence the

same as though entrance had been made at the

store and the circuit closed.

In construction the instrument is simple, con-

sisting mainly of three brass rods supported in

a case b)- short studs extending from the back
of the case and fixed to the ends of the rods.

The studs which support the outside rods are

fixed rigidly to the ends of the rods; those that

support the middle or longest rod fit loosely on
the rod, allowing the rod to slide up and down
in them. On the side rods are two check studs,

one above and one below. They fit loosely up-

on the rods, and are held at any desired place

on them by means of a set or thumb screw.

The top check stud on the left hand rod is in-

sulated from the rod by a rubber bushing. The
thumb screw is also insulated. To this check
stud on the back is fastened a flat spring, which
engages with a strip of brass on the back of the

case, behind the rod. From the strip of brass

runs a wire to the coils of the left hand annun-
ciator, to the battery, to the bell on the case, and
to the rod. Attached to the middle rod, near
the top, is a cross-bar, from the ends of which
descend spiral springs to posts or hooks at the

lower part of the case. At the center of this

rod is also a shorter cross-bar, insulated on the

back to prevent contact with the side rods.

.\cross the top and bottom edge of the cross-

bar is a flat spring held to the bar at the center,

the outer ends being lifted toward the check
studs. From the lower stud supporting this rod
a wire is run to right hand annunciator coils, to

the battery, and to ground. To the top end of

this rod is attached the line wire, which passes
up along the wall over a small pulley, and out
through a hole in the wall. The insulators

which support the line outdoors are wire loops,

or pulle)'S, at the end of a wire two or three feet

long, the line wire passing through them, the

other end of the insulator wire being made fast to

glass insulators. At the office or store the line

wire passes through a hole in the wall, and is

made fast to an insulator on the inside. From
this connection office wire goes to one con-
nection of each window and door springs, and
to the thermostats in the ceiling. To the other

connection of the window, door and thermostats,
a ground wire is run. The slack is taken out
of the line wire at the place where the line is

made fast to the rod in the instrument; then the
line is gone over and a tie wire is passed around
the loops, or puUej's, making them fast to the
line.. It will be noted that the strain of the line

draws up the rod in the instrument, and conse-
quently the springs. The top and bottom check
studs are moved close, but not .so as to touch the
middle cross-bar.

In operation, if entrance is made at the store

the line is grounded, and circuit is made over
the line, down the rod, through the left hand
annunciator coils, through the battery to ground.
This brings down the annunciator drop, which
short-circuits the battery, including the electric

bell, and causes a continuous alarm until the
drop is raised. A rise in temperature at .he

store causes the thermostats to perform the same
office. If the line is cut the springs pull the rod

down, the center cross-bar makes connection
with the two check studs, and forms a local cir-

cuit, including the electric bell and battery. If

the line is cut and then held, a slight pull makes
a cross with the upper check studs, a current is

sent through right hand annunciator coils, caus-

ing the drop to fall, showing that the line has
been tampered with. The drop of this annun-
ciator causes a local and continuous ring also.

It will be seen, no matter how quickly a door is

opened or closed, a continuous alarm follows.

is held for the most part by residents of Fort
Wayne. It is now stated that the company will

rebuild its works at once.

Fort Wayne Jenney Works Destroyed
by Fire,

The extensive buildings which formed the

manufactory of the Fort Wayne Jenney Electric

Tight company, at Fort AVa3'ne, Ind., were de-

WCZr^RN eLCC7RiC)fl'J,CH

stroyed by fire on the morning of November
23d. The origin of the fire is unknown. Vari-

ous causes have been assumed to account for

the conflagration, spontaneous combustion among
others, but they are mere conjectures. Nothing
definite can be said upon that point. The fact-

ory was situated at the junction of Broadway
and the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago rail-

way. The old building, containing the costly

arc machinery and the engines, and the new
three-story .building, containing the stock room,

the incandescent department and the Star Iron

Tower company, were a total loss. All of the

tools and the patterns, and some of the books
of the company also, were destroyed. The loss

on buildings, stock and machinery amounts to

over §300,ooo,and the insurance is ;Ji48,ooo, di-

vided among nearly forty different companies.

Three hundred employes are temporarily thrown
out of employment. The stock of the company

Combination in Wire.

The news comes from New York that a com-
bination in wire was formed in that city on
November 22d. Manufacturers of insulated
wire have claimed for a considerable time that
there was no money in their product at the
market prices. It was then decided to form the
combination. .Among the firms and companies
represented at the meeting were the following:

Ansonia Brass & Copper company. Holmes,
Booth & Haydens, Bridgeport Brass company,
Alfred F. Moore & Co., Philadelphia; Wallace &
Sons, Ansonia, Conn.; John A. Roeblings &
Sons, Trenton, N. J.; American Electrical works.
Providence, R. I.; Detroit Electrical works,
Edison Machine works. One company at least,

which refused to go into the combination, agreed
to sustain the prices which were rearranged.
The new schedule raises prices about 15 per
cent. The net figures are arranged as follows:

COTTON COVERIin .%rA(.:.NIiT WTRK.
Single. double.

No. 0000 to o I! & S 26 2S
"

I to 4
"

2t 27
'

5 & 6 " 26 2S
"

7 & S
"

27 2q
" 9 & 10 " 2S 30
" lo&ll "

29 3t
" 13& 14 " 30 33"

15 & 16
"

3' 14" n l^i^
•

32 35"
") "

33 3f>

rNDF.KW'KI IKRS.

No. 0000 to S li .S: S 22
" 9 & 10 " 23
"

1 1 & 1

2

" 24
" 13 & 14 " 25
" 15 6c 16 " 2O
" I7&IS 27
"195:20 " 2S

wE.vi in-:Ki'RO)H".

No. OCX) to S Ij iV .S 23
" 9& 10 '

25
" H & 12 " 2fl

" 13 & 14 " 27
" 15 & 16 " 2S
" 17 & iS "

2Q
" 19 ^ 20 "

30

(H'l'ict wiRi:.

No. 1 2 to 1 5 Ij 5; S 26
" tO to iS " 27
" iq to 20 " 2S
" 21 & 22 " 31

.\N.\ U.\CI .VI'OR W I R !:.

No. 12 to 15 B & .S 25
" 16 to iS " 26
" 19 & 20 " 27'

" 21 & 22
•'

30

Chicago Phonograph Company.
The Illinois & Indiana Phonograph company

of Chicago was incorporated last week. The
incorporators are Green B. Raum, Frank Z. Ma-
guire and Joseph Kirkland. The capital stock

is $2,000,000. During the week exhibitions of

the workings of the graphophones and phono-
graphs were given in one of the parlors of the

Grand Pacific hotel, and a large number of vis-

itors were interested in the instruments. The
company proposes to operate in Illinois and
Indiana. Instruments will be rented from the

American Phonograph company, and will be sub-

rented to subscribers at i8l4o per year. For this

amount the little machines will be kept in repair,

and will be provided with such improvements as

are made from time to tiine. The company ex-

pects to secure instruments soon after December
I St.
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Williams' Engine at Edgewater Station.

Tlie illustrations in connection are of a Wil-

liams tandem compound engine at Edgewater,

III, in the station of the Edison Electric Eight

compan)-.

Fig. I is a view from a photograph of the en-

gine'xvhen set up ready for service, and gives a

clear conception of its general form and out-

ward features.

and earliest cut off. At intermediate points the

travel is reduced to a small extent.

The governor is composed of one weight arm,

one spring and one link, which may move the

single eccentric in a manner across the shaft,

the eccentric being pivoted to one of the gov-

ernor casing arms, as shown to the right, in Fig.

2. Opposite the eccentric center is a counter-

weight also, which acts in a similar manner to a

meter readings are probably correct. As to the

special indicator readings, it is easy to lose or

gain one or two revolutions per minute in the

use of this instrument.

An Injunction not Gran'ed.

In Cincinnati recent!)' Judi^e Peck denied a motion for a

preliminaiy restraining ordr in the suit institutetl by the

C, C, C. & I. Railway company against the Edison Elec-

Some of its dimensions are as follows;

Diameter high pressure cylinder. gji inches

Diameter low pressure cylinder 16 inches

Stroke of both pistons 16 inches

Diameter of driving wheels 62 inches

Face of driving wheels 121^ inches

Weight of each wheel i ,goo pounds

Weight of entire engine . 17,000 pounds

Wheel force in foot-pounds, per second. . . l,Si6,Soo

Required m e. p. of both cylinders reduced

to terms of low pressure piston area,

when doing lOO i. h. p., and speeded at

280 revolutions per minute, is 21 pounds

counter-weight placed in a crank disk. It serves

to counterbalance the weight of the cut-off valve

and valve gear. In practice it is made of such

weight, and placed at such distance from the

center of rotation, that its centrifugal force will

overbalance the inertia of the valve gear. This

counter-weight therefore not only neutralizes

the thrusts of the valve gear due to its inertia,

but in a sense reverses the effect, and converts

it into one of the regular governing forces.

It will be seen that the eccentric and weight

trie lUuminating company. In the decision the following

facts were stated: The defendant is operating its light plant

in basement of 94 West Fourth street. The plaintiff is

occupying the firs" floor under a iease from the same land-

lord, in which it agreed to raise no objection to his leasing

the basement for the operation of an electric light plant,

with privilege of maintaining a smoke-stack in the rear of

premises. Plaintiff complains of heat and noise from the

boilers and machinery, and of smoke from the stack, and

of steam and dangers of fire and explosion. The court

was of opinion that it did not appear as to the heat and

noise, but that it was naturally incident to the operation of

the electric light plant which defendant had put in the

premises with knowledge of plaintiff two years ago, the

Time. Steam. Ampekes. Tachometer. Speed
Indicator.

\".ACUUM.

4. 40 1'. M. 70 40 227 260

4-47 6[ 47 226

4 -SO 56 48 --5 257 21

4-55 54 70 2^5 255 20

5- 55 92 ^-5 256 20

5-5 54 108 224 255 20

5- 'o 5° 124 224 255 20

5-15 55 135 225 258 20

5.20 58 iSi "5 257 19

5 --'5 o7 I So 224 255 20

5.28 5° I So 224 25s 20

5-,V 45 1 89 224 255 20

5 .15 50 201 224 254 19

5-40 66 215 226 257 20

5-45 /S 219 226 256 20

5-5° 70 "5 224 254 20

5-55 67 224 224 255
2'"

6. 74 227 226 257 20

6-5 61 22S 224 254 20

6 . ro 67 230 224 254 20

6. .5 rtS 236 "5 255 21

6. 20 74 226 "5 256 20

6.25 67 224 254 20

6. 30 58 227 224 254 21

6.35 5 7 230 2 = 3 253 20

6.40 55 = ,« "5 255 20

6.45 45 221 2^3 253 20

6.5.0 5- 219 225

^J'^
20

The governor was originally intended by the

designer, Kd. F. Williams, of Fairbanks, Morse
iV Co., Chicago, for single valve regulation. He
has adapted it, however, to the double valve ser-

vice as well, in which case the eccentric operates

a cut-off valve within the main valve.

'I'he travel of the ciil-off valve within the

main valve is the same in e.xtent for the latest

arm move in opposite directions. By proportion-
ing the respective weights inversely as the pur-
chase,one becomes a gravity balance for the other.

'I'he tabulated data show the results of tests
made by Leonard cV Izard. No special pains
were taken to place the governor in best trim.
The table probably represents the average every-
day perform.incc of the governor. The tacho-

defendant in taking its lease and in putting in its plant hav-

ing relied upon the clause in plaintiff's lease that it would

raise no objection; that this, it not a covenant of which

defendant could avail itself, was a representation binding

again.st plaintifT when upon the faith of it defendant had

acted. .'\s to the smoke and steam, it was the same—the

plaintiff had given privilege for a stack. The court was

not satislieil that the apprehension of loss of life from ex-

plosions expressed by plaintiff's witnesses was well grounded,

md the conclusion was the same as to dangers from lire.
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Ferranti Dynamos at Grosvenor Gallery.

A remarkable installation is that at the Ciros-

venor gallery central lighting station of the Lon-
don Electric Supply corporation in London, Eng.
It was at the Grosvenor gallery that the trans-

former system may be said to have had its birth.

Says London Elci-'trician in its preface of a de-

scription of the plant: The installation has been
regarded from the first by its promoters as exper-

imental in character, and it is here that the prob-

lems have been worked out whose successful

solution has imparted that remarkable degree of

confidence which is now being displayed in the

far vaster undertaking at Deptford. Considered
merely as an extended trial of the overhead sys-

tem of distributing electric lighting currents, the

success attained is of highest importance.

The total number of lamps at present wired

in connection with the station is equivalent to

about 35,000 of 10 candle power; but it has hith-

erto been found that 20,000 represents the max-
imum number in use at one time, and this num-
ber is but rarely e.Kceeded. To supply current

for these lights, two Ferranti machines are pro-

vided, each of which was designed for 10,000, 10

candle power lamps, but one machine alone has

proved itself capable of taking a load of no less

than 19,500 lamps without injury. These ma-
chines stand 9 feet 6 inches in height, with a

floor space 9 feet b)' 11 feet. The armature is

not built up in the way usually associated with

the name of Ferranti, but is composed of sepa-

rate bobbins, after the Siemens type. The coils

are wound on laminated cores of gun metal and
German silver, and are composed of copper tape

i inch in width by .06 inch in thickness. The
tape is slightly corrugated in order to prevent its

slipping on the crown of the core, which is

also corrugated to receive it. The insulation is

wound on with the tape, and consists of hard
vulcanized fiber of ^ mm. thickness. One end
uf the bobbin is soldered to the core, which is

insulated from the frame by blocks of ebonite

held in cast iron clamps. There are forty coils,

each consisting of 25 turns, connected 20 in series

and two in parallel, so as to keep the points of

maximum difference of potential at the opposite

xtremities of a diameter. The diameter of the

rmature is 8 feet 6 inches, and its resistance

Hhen hot i.i ohm, which at 2,400 volts gives a

The exciters are shunt wound Siemens ma-
chines, giving 100 volts and 108 amperes; they

are coupled direct to the shafts of the Ferranti

dynamos. The latest addition to the plant is a

twelve-unit Kapp machine, also shunt wound,
which is at present used chiefly for lighting the

engine room, but is also intended as a reserve for

the exciting current in case of need. Switches

are arranged for this purpose. There is a con-

stant oil service for each of these machines; the

ank holds 300 gallons, and the circulation is ef-

210 amperes. The machines are run independ-
ently—that is to say, they are not electrically

coupled in parallel. The external circuits are

five in number, and the main switches are spec-

ially designed by Mr, Ferranti for breaking on
the high tension of 2,400 volts. The break is

no less than 4 feet in width, and is made with

great rapidity. The main fuse;- are each about
two feet in length and consist of tin wire, several

fine wires being joined in parallel. They are

mounted on plugs provided with long ebonite

390
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fected by two W'orthington pumps. Castor oil

is used, and the used oil is returned through

two strainers.

The regulation of the dynamos is effected solely

by the governing of the engines. Ordinary cen-

trifugal governors are used, and the speed is

regulated in accordance with the indications of a

Cardew voltmeter by means of a weight sliding

FIG, I,

loss of only 7,000 watts, or 1.36 per cent, on the

maximum output. The speed is 260 revolutions

per minute, which is equal to a peripheral veloc-

ity of 6,942 feet per minute. The field magnets
are eighty in number, and are set very close to-

gether, forty on either side. The coils are con-

nected in eightparallels, and have a resulting re-

sistance of one ohm nearly. The field magnets
weigh 17 tons, the base plate 13 tons, the pulley,

which is 5 feet diameter, weighs 2 tons, and the

armature one and a half tons.

on a lever arm. Nothing is more striking in

the whole installation than the simplicity and
effectiveness of the governing arrangement.

The Cardew voltmeter is used only as a "volta-

scope"—that is to say, it is connected with a

small transformer, and its indications are on an

arbitrary scale.

The current passes directly from the machines

to a pair of Sir William Thomson's ampere bal-

ances, capable of measuring 250 amperes. The
maximum current taken off each machine is about

handles, by which they can be readily replaced.

It is, however, a very rare event for a fuse to

go oft".

The main wires on the overhead circuit are

all of 19-15 strand cable, insulated with rubber

and braid, suspended by leather thongs from
17-16 steel cables. The thongs are about 7

inches in length and f inch wide. The steel

wire is shackled oft" at each pole, and oil-cup in-

sulators are now exclusively employed. The in-

sulation resistance of the line amounts as a rule

to about 3,500 megohms per mile.

On the roof of the gallery is a main derrick

of iron latticework, designed for twelve separate

circuits. On ordinary housetops iron poles of

3 3-8 inches diameter are emploj'ed, and let into

cast iron sockets in the usual manner. All streets

are invariably crossed at right angles. The re-

turn wire is carried over the same line at a ver-

tical distance of i foot below the positive lead

and not the least disturbance is now complained
of on adjacent telephone circuits. Branch wires

are usually 7-16 strand, and house wires 7-20.

The external house wires are inclosed in earth-

enware piping which is usually let into the wall.

Before joining the transformer they pass through

a safety fuse and a main switch. The junction

of the primary wires with the transformer is made
at the bottom of a deep groove in the outer casing

of the transformer, and can only be got at by a

screwdriver of e.xtra length.

On the consumer's premises the transformers

are inclosed in a fire-proof casing, and are fixed

in cellars or outhouses or wherever a convenient

place can be found. The main switches in the

consumer's premises are all of the double-pole

type, the break being made instantaneously on
each side. The insulation between the primary

and secondary of the Ferranti transformer is re-

markably high. The core is first wound round
with several layers of linen soaked in shellac,

each layer being allowed to dry slowly. An outer

coating of shellac paper is put on, and over this

the secondary coil is slipped. The primary coil

is usually made in twelve sections connected in

series so as to distribute the potential as much
as possible; sections are separated with shellac

paper. The primary is insulated from the sec-

ondary in the same way as the secondary is insu-

lated from the core. As a rule the transformers

are designed for 100 volts at the secondary ter-

minals. From these terminals the house wires
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are taken to the meter, and from the other side

of the meter the wires are the property of the

customer, and the responsibiUty of the company

ceases.

By far the greatest number of the lamps sup-

pUed are lo candle power incandescents; there

are however, a few sunbeams, and about 14 or

15 arc lamps. Most of the latter are employed

by photographers and are regulated by hand.

Fio-. 1 is a view of the dynamo room and shows

the two large generators.

Fig. 2 is a plat of curves of current output,

the dotted curve having been taken on a Mon-

day, and the upper curve several days later when

there was a dense fog. It may be as well to add

that the ordinates representing current may be

interpreted in lamps on the basis of about 4,000

lamps for each 50 amperes of the primary

current.

Bell Hangers' Hand-Book.'

Bv F. B. Badt.

PART vur.

RUNNING ELECTRIC WIRES.

Chapter LA^II.

Proper Installation.

The most important part of any electrical apparatus

placed in houses is the proper runn'ng:, connecting and in-

sulating; of the wires.

The apparatus itself may be perfect, and still innumerable

troubles may be caused by the improper condition of the

wires. If a' call bell does not ring when the button is

pressed if a burglar alarm sounds a warning at the wrong

time and fails to go off at the right time, in ninety-nine

cases out of one hundred the attendant will find that these

surprises are caused by the wires which are either poorly in-

sulated or not properly put up.

It is worth the money every time if one purchases elec-

trical apparatus to purchase the best and have it set up and

put in operation by the best skilled workmen, in the most

thorough and scientific manner. These men are generally

found in the employ of the large electrical companies, who

of course, are responsible for their work.

In nearly all the departments of domestic appHcation of

electricity, described heretofore, number iS or 16 Brown and

Sharpe gauge wire is used. This wire is generally double

wound with cotton and paraffined. It is called annunciator

wire. This wire can be bought in almost any color to match

the color of walls or ceilings. It will answer in all dry

places; in damp or moist places, wire with a perfectly water-

proof insulation should be used. Dampness on non-water-

proof wires will cause leakage of eleclricity to earth, exhaust

the battery in a very short time, and destroy the wire. The
insulation of the wire must therefo e be perfect, and should

always be tested before an installation is considered

perfect. The method of testing is treated in Chapter

Evm.

ry)\.y-\ .^ ^
FIG. S2.

•Splices in wires if absolutely necessary should be made
after the fashion of telegraph splice. Fig. S2.

It is best, however, to solder the splices. Do not apply tape

to /'are wire splices; either solder splices and tape, or cover

well with paper and then tape. Tape will corrode and rust

bare splices that it comes in contact wiih. When acid is

used for soldering, the joint should be thoroughly cleaned

with an oily rag before taping it.

Parallel wires should be kept at a distance of at least one-

half inch apart. They are often fastened to the walls or

ceilings with small staples. Never use one staple to fasten

more than one wire. It looks better to "fish" the wires

under the floors, above ceilings, and between the lathing of

the walls. Great care should be taken to avoid the abrasion

of the insulation to prevent leaks or crosses.

Chapter I.VIII.

How to Fish Wires.

Bunch a hole through the plastering at the required posi-

tion, being careful that there is no studding at that place

Use a brad-awl, and cut the hole large enough to set in the

push button plate. With a short length of small brass

spring wire, push through the opening a few inches of num-
ber 19 double jack chain, such as is used for general fishing

purposes, first having connected the end of the chain with

a piece of heavy linen thread. Run out the thread between
the laths and the outside wall until the chain touches the floor

beneath; move the thread and locate the chain by the sound.

iJorc a hole through the base board or lloor, as the case may
be, toward the chain. Use a two or three-foot German
twist gimlet. With a small brass spring wire, btnt at the

end in the shape of a hook, fish for the chain and draw it

out. At the other end of the thread attach the wire and
draw it through with the thread. I'assing under the floor,

bore a second hole through the floor as near the other as

possible. Run into this a piece of snake or fishing wire,

which h 14 X J-f)4 inch steel wire, with a liook at the end,

until it comes lo an obstruction. Locate the ol)Slriiction

by sound. In running wires under the flooring, lirsl care-

fully examine all parts and find the direction in which the

lliELL Hangkxs' Hanu-Uook, by ]'". li. U(tdt, auihor of Dv.namo
Tknokks' HANi>-IiooK; TCiitiy in book form, witii atlditional cliaplcrs,

December Jolh; about loo paiifcit, go illustrations; Hcxib'e cloth bincl-

inn; lypii pa%K 6 i(K:l.<-- l.y i -m |i. ; orH j Ml f;;li'- m-i i-cl

beams and timbers run, and run the wires parallel with

these. Afler locating the end of the fishing wire, see if the

obstruction is a timber; if so, find the center and bore from

the middle diagonally through it in the direction of the

fishing wire. Drop the jack-chain and thread through the

hole; fish for it and draw it through hole number 2, attach

the insulated wire and draw it back Starting at hole num-
ber 3, bore hole number 4 diagonally through the timber in

the direction in which the wire is to be run, making holes

numbers 3 and 4 form an inverted V through the timber.

Run the fishing wire through hole number 4 until it meets

an obstruction. If at the end of the room, bore through

the floor, drop the chain, fish it out, attach wire, and draw
it home. Putty up holes after having done with them; or

in case of hard finish, plug them up with wood. In lightly

built houses, it is often found easier to take off the mould-

ing above the base board and run the wire under it. In

such cases care should be taken to break off the old nails,

as any attempt to drive them out would cause a bad break.

In closets and around chimneys it is usually found easy to

work. A mouse or lead weight attached to a string may
often be dropped from the attic to the cellar ceihng through

the space outside the chimney. It is well before starting

on a job to carefully examine the whole house, and find the

easiest places to run in. \Vhen necessary to take up car-

pets, be sure and put them down again as quickly as possi-

ble, in order to reduce to a minimum Ithe inconvenience to

residents.
j

Chapter LIX.

Wiring Fixtures for Gas Lighting.

Where it is impossible to run the wire between the gas-

pipe and the outer shell, run it above if the fixtures are

overhead; below, if the fixtures are low down, and bind the

wire close to the fixture with fine thread, being sure that the

sharp corners will not cut through the insulation and event

ually cause a ground. Shellac the wire to the pipe, and
when hard remove the thread. At the joints or hinges con-

nect the nearest set points by means of a wire loop of suf-

ficient size to in no way interfere with the action of the fix-

ture, and wind the insulated wire around this loop in the

form of a spiral. Great care should be taken that perfect

insulation be obtained, and in all such parts the wire should

be covered with rubber tape. In running wire between the

gas pipe and the outside shell, the same care should be exer-

cised to guard against grounding. To pass the rings and
other sections where there is not sufficient space, bore

through with a small monkey drill, or punch a hole with

the brad awl, or file off sufficient metal to allow an exit; if

necessary, run the wire through and over the obstruction.

Rubber tape must be used wherever the wire passes near

the metal of the fixture or is liable to touch it.

Chapter LX.

Wiring Elevator Annunciators.

Care must be taken to have the cable swing freely so that

the cab will not interfere with it. Some slack must be left

too, so that when the elevator is clear to the top or bottom
of the well the cable will not be pulled tight. The usual

method is to suspend one end or the cable midway between
the top and bottom of the elevator well, and run the other

end of the cable to the bottom of the cab, fastening each

end securely, and then splicing the wires on to the conduct-

ors of the cable.

The battery is usually placed in the basement, and the

wires run along one side of the well from the end of the cable

to the battery and push buttons.

Chapter LXI.

Best Time for Wiring.

The best time to wire a house is when the builders have
finished boarding-in and not yet begun lathing. The cost

of wiring at that time is very much less, sometimes not

more than one half as much as in the finished structure.

In houses already occupied, the inconvenience caused by

W'
i-n;. S3.

putting in the wires is slight. Little or no dirt need be
made; there need be no hammciing and pulling away plas-

tering, laths and floors. The most expensive finishing
should in no way be injured by the workmen. When the
job is completed, and well done, it will be difficult to discover
evidence of the work having been done.

Sometimes it is necessary to run wires for a distance out-
doors. In such cases the wires should be fastened to porce-
lain, hard rubber or glass insulators. No smaller wire than
number 14 B. and S. gauge should be used outdoors.
Smaller wires are too easily broken.

In conducting wires into houses, great eate must be taken
to prevent rain following them. 'I'he wire should be fastened
to the insulator below the point where it is intended to be
led through the wall or a window frame, so the rain would
have to run up hill in order to fullow the wire, Fig. 83.
An extra heavy insulating material, such as rubber hose,

or porcelain, or hard rubber tube. Fig. 84, must be put over
llie wires where the) pass ihrough walls or partitions.

In some cases it becomes necessary to run circuits under
ground. Perfectly waterproof and lead covered cable should
be used. If the earth isused as a conductor, great care should
be taken in getting a good ground connection as described

in Chapter LV.
W^hen a very high e. m. f. is employed in circuits, as for

FIG. 84.

instance, in electric gas lighting systems in public buildings,

the insulation should be the very best and heaviest, other-

wise the electric current will puncture it and leap across

from the wire to the nearest obiect. I'or running these

wires on walls or ceilings, only porcelain or hard rubber in-

sulators must be used. For currents of very high e. m. f.,

such as those generated by large induction coils, rubber
pins with base plates are used. Fig. 85 shows such a pin.

The base is screwed to the wall, the pin projecting about
three inches. The wire is then fastened to the top of the

nc. 85.

pin. Very thin /u/n- wire, about number 26 B. and S.

gauge may be used with these pins; this will make a neat

looking job, as the wire will be almost invisible.

TESTING INSTRUMENTS.

Chap'ier T.YTII.

Detector Galvanometer and the Magneto
Bell.

The detector galvanometer. Fig. S6, in connection with a

galvanic cell, is used for testing the insulation of the wires

and apparatus, and for locating other faults. The detector

galvanometer is a compass, mounted on a coil of wire. An
electric current passing through this coil will deflect the nee-

dle of the compass, as has been explained in Chapter X X X\'.

Of course, a coil will cause a greater deflection of the needle

than a single wire as the current is forced to pass a number
of times under the needle.

In order to test for insulation with the galvanometer, con-

Tv5

c* o

-^ Or

a

nect the galvanometei" and the galvanic cell in series, I'ig.

87, antl connect one wire, starting from binding post ./ to a

ground—gas pipe or water pipe—and the other starting

iromB to the wiie to be tested for insulation. If the needle

deflects, the wire is grounded; if it remains in its position

the insulation is in good condition. It is well to connect

wires yl and /V for a minute before testing, and see whether
cell and galvanonuter are in good condition. In connect-

ing the wires the insulation must be carefully removed and
the wire perfectly cleaned by scraping with a knife or by
rubbing with a piece of emery cloth. Connections must
always be made with clean metallic surfacts. In the same
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way a break in the circuit can be found. Cut the circuit in

several sections and connect the ends of each section to A
and .-/. When the needle deflects, there is no break in the

circuit; i( it does not deflect, the circuit is open.

Vi^. SS shows one form of portable galvanometer, com-
bining galvanometer, battery and wire.

Very often a magneto beil. Fig. 89. similar to that used

as a call for telephones, is employed for testing When the

bell rings the circuit is closed; if it does not ring the circuit

is open. This is all it can tell, while the detector galvano-

meter, if properly handled, can tel' very much more. A de-

l-io. 8g.

lector galvanometer can be carried in the pocket and rarely

gets out of order, and a galvanic cell is always useful where
circuits are to be tested.

The galvanometer can also be used to test the battery to

a^cer'ain whether it is in good order or nor. If, for instance,

one good cell will give a deflection on a certain galvanome-
ter of say 10 degrees, this may be used as standard for

te ting other cells.

Chapjer I-IX.

Tests for Faults.

I'or the guidance of those who have to test circuits or ap-

paratus for faults, the following suggestions are offered:

r Insulafiou of Wires. The manner of making this

test has been explained in Chapter TATII. If the earth

is used as a conductor or as it is generally termed, as the re-

turn, the wires connecting to earth, i. e gas or water pipes,

must be disconnected before thrs test is made.
In fact, in a new installation this test should be made be-

fore tlie earth connections are made.
2. Breaks in the circuit. See Chapter LVIII.

3. The call hell does iiol ring. First ascertain, if there

are more than one push button, whether the bell answers to

all but one push bu'ton, or to none In the first case the

circuit leading to that one particular push button is broken

and must be tested. If the bell answers to none of the

push buttons, the source of the trouble may be in one of

several places.

a. The foitll may he in the hatteiy.—Disconnect the

wires leading to the bell and push buttons from the battery

and test it with the galvanometer. If no deflection or a

very small deflection is obtained, the battery is exhausted.

As this may be caused by the breakdown of one single cell,

when the cells are connected in se ies, disconnect the cells

and test each separately. If a fault is found, renew the

battery.

/'. The fault may he in the hell.—If the battery is found

in good order take down the bell and attach it directly to

the batter;-. If it does not ring, a connection inside may be

loose or broken, or the adjusting screw of the vibrating

bell may be turned back, not making contact with the

spring, or the contact points on the spring or the adjusting

screw are bad.

Tighten all connections, change the adjustment by means
of the screw and scrape contacts clean. If this does not

remedy the fault, the wire on the magnet may have come
in contact with the iron frame or may be short-circuited

by moisture. Test each part separately by means of gal-

vanic cell and battery,

c TJu- fault may be in one of the wires Icadiwg from the

battery upward.—If both batterv and bell are found in order,

and after connecting the battery and putting the bell back
in its place, the bell will not ring, one of the wires leading

from the battery to the Ijell is broken. This break must
then be located as described.

d. The t'atteiy ahvays gets exhausted in a short time.—
'I'his is generally caused by poor insulation of the wires,

causing leakage. The circuits should be tested for grounds.

Sometimes the bell will ring for half an hour or so with-

out pushing a button and then stop. Pressure on a button

will then not cause the bell to ring. This is caused by a

short circuic between the outgoing and return wire. Such a

short circuit, of course, will exhaust the strength of an open
circuit battery in a very short time. This fault may not only

be found in the wires, but in the push button itself.

The ebony push may stick and cause the two springs to

remain in contact, or the push button may not be fastened

well and the screws holding the push to the wall may short-

circuit the wires, or in pushes with metal covers the latter

may touch both springs. A good push properly put up can-

not cause any of these troubles. If the earth is used as re-

turn, grounding of one outgoing wire will of course cause a

short circuit of the battery. It is therefore advisable to

reduce the number of these chances for trouble by always
using one metallic conductor as a return instead of the

earth.

5. The hell does not >'ing as loudly as usual.—This is

caused, of course, by the weakening of the current which
may be caused by various means as explained. A bell should
not have too much battery as this will cause too much
sparking on the platinum contacts, and burn them very

rapidly.

(Concluded.)

British Association.

Discussion ov YA.v.rvK\c Lighting Suhjf.cts.

Major General Webber said the association must not run

away with the idea that distribution by accumulators in

the old time represented all that had been successfully done
in that direction; indeed, it was certain that in both those

cases there was not success, and that since then until Mr.
Edmunds came before them that day no attempt had been
made to use accumulators. On the contrary, it was only

necessary to look at Mr. Crompton's work at Kensington to

see that the subject had been well worked out in at least one
instance. They must reduce the value of Mr. Edmunds'
invention to [he extreme ingenuity with which he had de-

signed his distributor; the rest of his system might be fairly

said to have occurred to many, who had only been deterred

from proceeding on the same lines by the great cost of accu-

mulators and by the natural objection of experienced engi

neers, who dealt with electricity, to automatic apparatus

intended to work without supervision. It must not be for-

gotten, however, that those who were looking forward to

accumulator stations, where accumulators would be concen-

trated, did not believe in automatic instruments, especially

if a number of them was to be used in the system. They
proposed to place two or three thousand accumulators at one
station and distribute thence to the surrounding neighbor-

hood. That was not Mr. Edmunds' object, and he could

see very little laison d'etre for the latter's system. He
thought, as an admirer of Mr. Edmunds and a strong advo-

cate of the objects he had in view, that it would have been
better in all respects, for electricity and himselt, if he had
waited twelve months and then reported that his system had
been working and had done its duty. Then, and only then,

could they regard his invention as coming within the range

of practical use.

Mr. Kapp said the question of the best potential to use

was a very important one, and one which ought to be settled,

if possible, by the association or the Society of Telegraph

Engineers and Electricians, so that a contractor who had to

put up a central station might have a choice of apparatus

from various makers. It might be very important to be

able to order transformers by telegraph without having to

specify period or potential and yet be sure of getting the

right thing; but the tendency in England was, with plants

of moderate size, to go for 2,000 volts. Mr. Ferranti, he

believed, went as far as 10,000 volts, but his station stood

by itself. It might be that they were all wrong in accepting

2,000 volts, but unless there was some clear evidence on the

point, the introduction of the 1,000 \-olts potential would
result in a double standard, which was very undesirable from
a commercial point of view. Therefore, unless Prof. Forbes
could show some substantial reason for the adoption of 1,000

\'olts, he thought they should stick to the 2,000 standard.

Prof. Forbes said that under the Westinghouse system,

although they could couple two machines in parallel, they

did not like to do so. Now, the current must be on night

and day, every minute and every second, and he would like

to ask, if they did not couple two machines in parallel, how
could they change the machines from one circuit to another,

and how could they prevent the interruption of the light for

a few seconds? .\nd those few seconds in a theater would

be sufiicient to create a panic. Therefore he thought their

endeavors should be directed to find a way of coupling in

parallel. r>r. Hopkinson had shown theoretical reasons why
it should be done; Prof. Adams had done it at South Fore-

land, and Mr, Westinghouse in Ameiica; Zipernowski was
doing it in all his installations, and if they could do it surely

others could also. l>id the transformers get hot, so hot that

the hand could not be borne upon them? That was a great

failing with transformers he found. He could see now why
it was so. Sir William Thomson had told them that they

lost the advantage of thicker copper beyond a certain point.

The question of period was also an important one, but he

did not think it was wise to go too fast. He began with

12,000 complete cycles a minute, and he had gone down by

steps until he had arrived at 9,0.0 alternations; no great

amount of iron or copper was wanted, but they had the ad-

vantage in the dynamo. The Westinghouse dynamo was
much heavier than any English dynamo of the same output.

Prof. Forbes said he quite agreed with what Sir William
Thomson had said about accumulators. He had always

felt that accumulators would be very desirable if they had
the quahties which Sir William mentioned. Accumulators
were now working extremely well. They had fulfilled the

conditions, so far as that was concerned, already, but unfor-

tunately they were still far too costly, a matter which he

hoped would soon be remedied. Sir William asked him
about the working in parallel of the alternate current ma-
chines. Of course it was known that they could be run in

parallel, and there had been various little experiments that

they knew of in this country showing that alternate current

dynamos could be run in parallel. lie knew that in the old

days of the (irosvenor Gallery it was tried with Siemens
machines, and he knew that it failed. Thriving from the

same engine, but with different bells to two dynanKs. ihey

could not get them to work in parallel. Put the Westing-

house dynamo could be worked in parallel, as also several
others which he had seen; he had seen Thomson-FIouston
alternating current machines running in parallel. The rea-
son why they checked each other working in parallel, was
that the lag in phase helped to check the one that was going
too fast and to check the force which was pulling against
the other one which was going too slow, thus making it go
faster. The amount of this force depended on the amount
of the self-induction of the dynamo machine. The Westing-
house machine had far more self-induction than the Siemens,
and he fancied that was the reason the American machine
worked successfully in parallel, whilst the Siemens did not.

At present all alternate current machines, driven each by a

belt, each by a separate engine, when they are once started

in unison by the arrangement which he described, would
keep in unison by slipping of the belt. It was slipping of

the belt which allowed them to act as checks to each other

even though the engine did not vary. At the same time the

checking effect was much greater when the maximum cur-

rent was passing through. It was only when they were
doing a good deal of work that the synchroijism was perfect.

If they were much under half load they got out of synchro-
nism, and one got half a period ahead of the other some-
times I-f one only were under load they would not be in

perfect synchronism; that was shown by the flickering of

the lamps; tlie e. m. fs. of the two machines would then be
nearly opposing each other. There was no difficulty about
running in parallel. In America it was believed that the

durability of the lamp was very much greater with the

smaller potential. Indeed, he thought that the very fact

that, though before they had alternating current machines
they urged makers to go to as high tension as thej' could,

they had never got higher than 120 volts, was an indication

that the greatest economy was not to be found in high
voltage.

Sir William Thomson said if they could get over the prac-

tical difficulties in the way of using 2,000 volts, they would
only need half the quantitv of copper. Taking the propor-

tion of reduction at 40 to i, if they had 50-volt lamps, they

would get twice the benefit from 2,000 volts tension, and ten

times the benefit with 10,000 volts.

Prof. Forbes said it must be remembered that after a cer-

tain stage, if they went to a high enough potential, then

copper was a much smaller item than when they were deal-

ing with a low potential, when copper was chiefly to be

thought of. But it occurred to him to suggest that it might
be a possible thing in future that they might have a number
of small stations, say, up to 1,000 volts, and going to short

distances, when there would be no difliculty about the copper

mains, and that eventually they would be combined into

one large scheme, supplied from 10,000 volts. As to the

heatihg of transformers, 50' C. was the greatest rise allow-ed

in temperature, and the hand could always be borne upon
them With regard to the number of alternations, it was
desirable that opinions should be expressed, and he hoped
electricians would soon begin to talk about the matter, and
come to some conclusion as to what the alternations should
be It was not fair to manufacturers that electricians should

be undecided on that point, for it put a difficulty in the way
of their constructing dynamos suitable to the requirements,

Mr. Edmunds, replying to the criticisms upon his paper,

said Sir William Thomson pointed out the ad\antages of

accumulators as compared with transformers, and he had
some figures there, which were only approximate, but, he

thought, rather interesting as bearing on the actual cost of

an installation of certain dimensions. The estimated cost

of plant for 10.000 10 candle poAer lamps would be about
t25,ooo, and at 6d. per unit the light would I e equivalent

to gas at 3s. I id, per thousand feet, and that would give a

probable pr'^fit on the capital of 21 per cent. If they went
to a larger plant of 15,000 lamps they would find the cost

to be about ^'37,00", and that would be equal to gas at

about 3s. 6d. per thousand feet A plant of 20,000 lamps
would give light at a cost equal to gas at 3s. 5d., and 40,000
tights would be equal to gas at 3s, per thousand feet. With
regard to voltage, from the e.xperience he had had he should
say the lesser voltage would be more generally suitable than
the highei one, for se\'eral reasons. With the lesser vol age
they could have lamps of smaller candle power than other-

wise. In some cases it was very useful to have a one, two,

three, or four candle power lamp, and the lower the voltage

the better could these small candle power lamps be made.
With regard to their longevity, he did not think there was
much in it.

Mr. Lowrie said that about 50 or 60 of his meters were
now in use, and one had been working for eight months.
They were checked and tested ^ery carefully. One gentle-

man, a consumer, kept a very careful check against the

company by noting the number of hours during which the

current was used, and he said that the amount they had
charged him with was within half an hour of his own com-
putation.

W. H. Preece said he wished to protest against the asser-

tions that were made that the whole of the inaction in Eng-
land was due to the Act of 1SS2, That act had in no sense

interfered with the action of the corporation. There were
60 or 70 corporations in this country who took provisional

orders under that act and never carried out the provisions

of those orders. The fact was that the system of electric

lighting had not then and had not even now, sufficiently

advanced to justify corporations in investing the money of

the ratepayers in electric lighting enterprises. And he was
very glad they had not gone ahead. He went to America
four years ago and came back with a species of ^'ankee
mania. It was impossible not to be impressed by the go-
aheadedness of Americans; but when they came back and
settled down again they could see that in this country they

were, after all, progressing more surely, if more slowly.

With regard to the relative advantages of lOo-volt and 50-

volt lamps it was a question of great importance, and he
should make a strong recommendation to the Institution of

Electrical Engineers to form a committee to take into con-
sideration the relative advantages of different voltages. At
present he was strongly in favor of rro-volt lamps.

( Concluded.)
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It will be seen from an article on another page,

tiiat a Cliicago company Vias entered heartily into

the phonographic iield. The instruments have

e-xcited no little interest in Chicago.

It will be noticed that a new combination in

wire has been formed. It is asserted that the

organization is much stronger than any previous

combination. A number of contractors who
have not purchased wire for work just com-
menced are expected to suffer.

It is gratifying to know that business in the

electrical field is unusually good. In spite of

the excitement incident to election, a prosperous

fall trade was carried on. Most of the gentle-

men connected with electric interests in Chicago,

assert that they have about all the business they

can transact.

TiiK fire which destroyed the Fort Wayne
Jenney company's factory last week, was one of

the most disastrous, if not the most serious,

which has occurred in the electrical field. Never

has a plant of the kind been so completely wiped

out. It is understood that the company proposes

to commence at once the work of rebuilding the

works.

It is with great regret that we have learned of

the sad bereavement of W. ], Johnston, publisher

of our contemporary, the Electrical World, in

the sudden death of his wife at the family resi-

dence, Annandale, Greenwich, Conn., Friday,

.Movember i6th. Mrs. Johnston, up to eight days

before her death, had been enjoying her usual

good health. She was then stricken by inflamma-

tion uf the brain and despite the coiiiliined erforts

of eminent physicians, reinforced by her natu-

rally strong constitution, she was compelled to

succumb. Mrs. Johnston was but thirty years of

age and leaves five young children to mourn the

l()ss of a cherishing and loving mother. Mr.

Johnston will accept our most sincere condo-

lences in his grief.

.A.N invention of Thomas I). Lockwood, which

is briefly described under the head of electrical

patents, will be of special interest to those who
work in the field of practical telephony. The
instrument which Mr. Lockwood has invented

is an ingenious device for the neutrali.zation on

telephone lines of the pernicious effects of in-

duction from other circuits.

In our St. Louis correspondence. Solicitor

Chandler gives his interpretation of the recent

Supreme court decision in the Bell telephone

case. We cannot agree with Mr. Chandler in

his liberal construction of the decision. The
case has not been tried on its merits yet, and the

force of the recent decision is simply to send it

back to the Massachusetts Circuit court for that

purpose.

Twenty thousand dollars' worth of telephones

and telephone appliances which infringed on the

Bell patents, and which by order of the court

had been turned over to the Bell company rep-

resentatives, were burned at Little Rock, .\rk., a

fortnight ago. A bonfire of equal magnitude

could have been made with a few tar barrels at

a much less cost, but the Bell company is on a

big scale, operates on a big scale,- and when it

has a bonfire, has a bonfire on a big scale.

Ai.i. members of the National P^lectric Light

association should bear in mind the fact that the

experiment of a permanent office and headquar-

ters in New York, with a secretary drawing full

salary, is under trial from now until the Feb-

ruary meeting of the association. Watch the

results of this experiment closely. If it proves

for the best interests of the association, it should

be continued. Otherwise, the old order of

things should be promptly returned to. You
will be asked to vote on this question at the

Chicago meeting. Therefore keep posted.

The Grosvenor gallery installation in London
has long been an object of interest to electricians,

more especially as their curiosity in regard to its

internal workings has up to within a few weeks
remained unsatisfied, as all except those em-
ployed about the station have been refused

adinittance. Through our London namesake,

we are able to give an interior view of the sta-

tion, showing the colossal dynamos of 10,000

lights capacity each, and a very clear and full

description of the whole installation. There is

much in the installation strange to American
practice, and for this reason alone the article

would be read with interest; but there are also

several points which can be studied with profit,

and consequently the interest in the installation

will be doubled.

Wiir.N the finance committee of the Chicago
city council met last week to wrestle with the

telephone question, it was not in as belligerent

a mood as usual. This company had refused

the ordinance which the council had adopted to

reduce the rentals of instruments, and the com-
mittee hoped to devise some measure to bring

the corporation to terms. The aldermen, how-
ever, found that their way was blocked. An
opinion from the corporation counsel was read,

which sustained in many important particulars

the position of the company. The document
was not made public, but it is understood that

the corporation counsel was unable to affirm the
right of the city, under the charter, to adjust
telephone charges. It seemed to be the opinion
of the committee that the legislature should be
requested to grant the necessary powers; but
what should be done in the meantime ? One or

two members of the committee thought it better,

on the principle that a half loaf is better than
no liruail, to accejit, ,'is a tenipor.'iry measure, the

company's offer of 2^ per cent, of its gross in-

come as consideration for its rights in the city.

No definite action was taken, as it was deemed
best to await another proposition from the com-
panv. The aldermen think the company should

pay at least $40,000 per annum for its privi-

leges.

Bell Hangers' Hand Book as far as its

publication in the Western Electrician is con-

cerned, is completed in this issue.

It was thought when the copy for this book re-

ceived its first reading, that the field to which it

was devoted was covered very exhaustively, and
that the book would be of the most valuable as-

sistance to every bell hanger in the country.

But as installment after installment appeared, it

was seen that the book could be made still more
valuable by introducing other features and mak-
ing some of the chapters more complete.

This has involved much additional labor and
expense but has been undertaken willingly, and
within a very few days we shall have the pleasure

of being able to fill the orders received for the

book.

The chapters included within the last install-

ment are, possibly, more valuable than any pre-

ceding. They are not only complete in their di-

rections for running electric wires and testing

circuits, but also contain many hints and sugges-

tions which the reader can profitably follow.

Two SERIOUS accidents have occurred in New
Orleans recently to employes in the service of

an electric light company of that city. The
papers are beginning to agitate the question of

making the overhead system safer. The New
Orleans Ficayun?, in referring to the matter,

says by way of preface, "New Orleans, as is well

known, uses more electricity than any other city

of its size in the world, and is probably the only

metropolis that is exclusively illuminated by the

electric light. To keep in operation this vast

illuminating system a great network of wires

is required, which is strung overhead through the

streets." The editorial goes on to refer to the dan-

gers which may result from imperfect construc-

tion. But the noteworthy feature of the editorial is

to be found in the fact that the writer did not insist

upon the electric light companies performing im-

possibilities. He views the matter reasonably,

and simply makes this suggestion: "Other cities

have been discussing the advisability of appoint-

ing officials to supervise and inspect the electric

wires within their limits, and we believe that

some have already adopted such a precaution

against danger. While we are not disposed to

give our city officials any advice on the subject,

believing as we do that they are disposed to do

their full duty in the premises, still the impor-

tance of the matter is sufficient to command a

greater share of attention than has up to the

present been accorded it."

The storm of Monday last on the north At-

lantic coast was of unusual severit)'. Compa-
nies which maintained overhead lines suffered

great loss. In New York city 10 per cent, of the

Western Union lines running east and south went
down, and hundreds of poles were overthrown

by the force of the gale. Other telegraph com-

panies in the metropolis experienced great diffi-

culty in keeping the service in operation, but the

officers consoled themselves because the storm

was not as disastrous as the great blizzard. The
electric light companies, while they experienced

considerable trouble, were able to keep their

lights burning. In IBrooklyn, the electric light

wires went down and the central portion of the

City of Churches was in complete darkness. In

Boston the storm was less severe. Communica-
tion with New York was greatly hindered. Re-

ports of the same character come from a large

number of smaller places. In Danvers, Mass.,

if the dispatches are correct, the telegraph, tele-

phone and electric light systems were completely

disabled. The rapidity with which the compa-
nies put their lines into working order is well

worthy of remark. In New York, Brooklyn and

Boston, almost the entire damage had been re

paired within twenty-four hours after the storm

had ceased. It may be expected that a renewed
demand for the burying of wires will be one of

the results of the disabling of the systems.
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The Book Table.

Geschichte der Transeormatoren (History of

Transformers), by F. Uppenborn. Published by R Olden-

bourg:, iVIunich and Leipzig. iSSS. Price 2 marks.

The object of this pamphlet is to determine the

part which each individual inventor can claim in

the invention of transfomrers, going back to

P"arada5''s discoveries. The author has hardly

given Gaulard and C'ribbs the credit they deserve.

Prof. Ruhlmann, in a criticism in Elcdrotcch-

iiischc Zcitsclirift, ^October, 1888, pointed out

that Uppenborn is mistaken in saying that Gau-
lard and Gibbs built transformers only with the

ratio i:i, and that their transformers could not

be used in a multiple arc system of distribution.

Uppenborn is not just in his final statement:

"We have now related the development of elec-

trical distribution by means of transformers in

Europe. American electricians had easy work.
They simply waited until we obtained satisfac-

tory results in Europe, and then imported the

complete invention."

Did Mr. Uppenborn never hear of the inde-

pendent researches of Stanley, Thomson and
Slattery?

The diagram. Fig. 31, page 42, is not correct.

It is supposed to represent transformers in series

but the circuit is left open.

The Elements of Electric Lightinc. liy Pliilip

Att<inson, Ph. D. Published by D. Van Nostrand, New
York, 188S. Price $1.50.

The book is mainly a reprint of the articles

published some time ago in the Western Elec-
trician. The question: What is electricity? is

for the first time very promptly answered by this

author. The learned doctor is quite confident

that it is a mode of molecular motion. Although
he devotes fully thirteen pages to his theory he
has not succeeded in convincing us.

Chapter ^', upon electrical terms and units,

lioes not carry out the announcement in the in-

Iroduction, namely, that it is written in a manner
that "business men, mechanics and those who
have the care and management of dynamos and
lamps, as well as general readers, may gain the

knowledge of the principles and construction of

the apparatus by which this light is produced,
and of the nature of that invisible, intangible

agency which is its i)rime cause."

The diagram on page 109 is incomplete. 'I'he

connecting wire between one terminal of the

ii|)per coil and the upper brushholder is omitted.

The diagram, page 248 of the Gaulard and
Gibbs series system of transformers, shows the

same defect as the same cut in Uppenborn's
book. Dr. Atkinson and Uppenborn seem to

have copied the same defective cut.

In the list of names of the promoters of the

parallel transformer system, we miss Zipernow-
ski Deri and Blathy.

Uppenborn makes light of the merits of Amer-
ican electricians and Dr. Atkinson seems to try

to get even with him.
There are a number of minor points which are

not quite correct. On page 253 this statement
appears: "If from any abnormal increase of

current the temperature of the conductors rises

to an unsafe de,gree, the fuse melts and opens
the circuit, the fuses in the main and branch
circuits being adjusted to the requirements of

each circuit by difference of size, which produces
iliffcrciicr of resistance and consequently of melting

tciiferatiire."

We have lived heretofore under the impression
that the fuse should melt Inforc the temperature
of the conductor rises to an unsafe degree; the

melting temperature in all fuses made of the

.same alloy, of course is the same, and only the

cross-section of the fuse made of a given alloy

determines the ccrrent in amperes which will

melt it.

The whole book shows that the doctor is not
quite so conversant with electric light machinery
and installations as he is with electro-static med-
ical appliances.

Steam Boiler Catechism. By Robert Grimshaw.
Published by Practical Publishing company, New York;
402 pages, 4x 51,^ inches; illustrated; price $2.

This book is similar in form to its companions,
"Steam Engine Catechism" and "Pump Cate-

' chism," which have received notice heretofore
in these columns.

Information is presented in the form of direct

questions and direct answers; consequently the

seeker for information in the book must first con-

sult the inde.x carefully and then turn, it may be,

to several different places before he finds the

specific statement for which he is in search.

However, the indexing is exhaustive and pre-

sumably correct. Mr. Grimshaw has won a wide
reputation for his work in the steam engineering
line, and the book is in keeping with his repu-

tation.

The Grove Electric Meter.

The accompanying cut illustrates the details of

the new meter of the Grove Electric company.
It does not measure the current directly, says

Mechanics, although in an indirect manner the

same result is attained. Instead of measuring
the current, the instrument is constructed for the

purpose of recording the time during which the

current is allowed to flow, and as each lamp re-

quires a determinate amount of current, a relia-

ble basis upon which to fix charges is thus ob-
tained. It is possible by this apparatus to keep
an accurate record of the number of lamp-hours
which may have elapsed between any two periods,

and hence to determine how much value the cus-

tomer has received.

The recording apparatus consists of an escape-
ment, shown in the upper part of the frame E,

the escapement wheel being at C. The pallets

of the escapement are attached to a pivoted arm,

which also carries an armature, which opposes

an electro-magnet, B. When the electro magnet,

B, is excited, the armature, and also the lever and
pallets, are moved toward it, and when the mag-
net loses its attractive power the lever is drawn
back by a spring, as shown. Each motion of

the lever causes the escapement wheel, C, to

move one tooth, and if the arbor of the escape-

ment wheel is connected to a train of index

wheels provided with dials, as in the ordinary

gas meter; the number of revolutions of the

index wheel may be registered.

In the lower part of the frame is an insulated

disk of ebonite or other suitable material, con-

taining a number of contact points, as at a, a, a,

and from these contact points connecting wires

are run off to every lamp whose use is to be reg-

istered. A double arm is mounted on a spindle,

which runs through the center of the disk, and
on each end of this arm is a platinum-tipped

bearing piece, G, G.

These bearing pieces are adjusted so that they

do not both bear upon contact points at the same
time, bat make contact alternately. The connec-

tions from the lamps are so made that when any
contact point is touched by either bearing piece,

the electro-magnet B is thrown into circuit with

the corresponding lamp, and the escapement
makes a click. This circuit is only complete
when the lamp is lighted, and if any lamp is not

in use, the corresponding contact ijoint is out of

circuit, and the contact of the bearing piece in

that case fails to cause the current to flow through
the electro magnet, and the escapement does
not register. The connection which accomplishes
this is simply a switch attached to the key of the

lamp, and the mere turning on of a lamp throws
it into circuit with the meter.

It is evident that if the arm carrying the

bearing pieces is simply caused to revolve at a
uniform rate, the system of registry will be com-
plete. The means by which this is accomplished
are not shown, but are readily understood. At
first a thirty-day clock movement was used, in

order that the instrument might not need atten-

tion oftener than once a month. As now made,
a small and light-running, self-winding clock

movement is attached, which automatically re-

winds itself by throwing a little electric motor
into action just before it is run down. This per-

mits the use of light clock-work, and makes the

apparatus small and inexpensive; besides which
it requires no attention, but will continue to reg-

ister indefinitely.

If the lamps to be used are all alike, each lamp
is connected through but one contact point; but
if not, the lamps of larger power are given suf-

ficient number of connections to correspond for

the increased current which they require. If a

system contains both 8 and 16 candle power
lamps, the 16 candle power lamps would be given

two contacts for each single contact given to the

smaller lamps.

Watchman's Clock and Fire Alarm
Indicator.

The illustration in connection shows a com-
bined watchman's electric time clock and fire

alarm indicator, handled in the west bv the Cen-

tral Electric company. In addition to recording

the movements of the watchman, the dial also,

through the medium of thermostats, records

alarms of fire. The intent in the construction

of this instrument is to thoroughly protect a
building which it is set to guard, not only during
the absence of the watchman, but during his

hours of service when he may be detained in one
part of the building and a fire may start in

another part of the building. The clock cannot

be opened unless the dial indicates the time of

opening. It also has an attachment that will

ring a bell in any desired place if the watch-
man should fall asleep or not commence his

round within the prescribed time which is regu-

lated by the clock. If the dial should stop its

motion, the watchman cannot take advantage
of it as the clock automatically sounds an alarm.

Interesting Motor Installation.

An interesting installation has been made in

the gold and stock department of the Western
Union Telegraph company, Chicago. The
offices are located in the sixth floor of the Open
Board of Trade building. From this point the

grain and stock tickers in the brokers' offices

throughout the city are manipulated. A visit to

the offices is full of interest, as many ingenious

devices have been designed to facilitate the

transaction of business. Until recently the

dynamos which furnished the currents for the

tickers and for running a small Sprague motor,

were located in the basement. They are Edison
number 2 machines, and were driven by gas
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engines. Recently a radical change was decided

upon which, it is thought, will greatly improve

the efficiency of the plant.

Two of the dynamos were moved from the

basement to the upper Hoor. They will be run

by a 10 horse power Sprague motor which has

just been installed. The motor receives its cur-

rent from the Edison circuit. The use of the

smaller motor will be discontinued, and the

transmitters will be run from a shafting.

The Curtis Pressure Regulator.

The illustrations in connection show an im-

provement upon the Curtis pressure regulator

for steam plants. The ordinary operation of the

regulator is as follows: The sectional view shows

a main valve operated by a loose fitting piston;

a secondary valve in the top of the chamber

over the piston; a metallic diaphragm, perform-

ing the double office of operating the secondary

vaive and making a joint to the cap which con-

tains it, and a side passage, connecting the

chamber under the diaphragm with the outlet.

AVhen the spring over the diaphragm is com-

pressed the diaphragm gives way, and thus opens

the secondary valve upon which it rests. Press-

ure being let on, raises the piston, and therewith

the main valve, to its full capacity.

The main valve remains open until the back

pressure communicated from the outlet through

the side passage is sufficient to raise the dia-

]-)hragm. and thus close the secondary valve,

when the steam or water escaping around or

through the loose fitting piston fills in the space

on top of said piston and forces it toward its

seat, thus uniformly maintaining the pressure at

which it is set.

The improvement consists in threading the

top collar or extension of the cap, which con-

tains the regulator spring, outside as well as

inside, and putting on to it a threaded sleeve,

having a shoulder, which is adjustable, so that

it can be set to stop the movement of the handle
in one direction, while the extension of the top

cap forms a stop in the other direction.

These valves are made with outlets from i to

i^ inches pipe thread to engage with different

sized steam fittings, and are made and sold by
the Curtis Regulator company of Boston, Mass.

New York Electric Club.

The New \'ork Electric Club listeneJ to a lecture by
I'r. iMoses Greeley Parker, of Lowell Mass.. on the pecu
liar rotary motion found in lightning and other electric cur-

rents, Thursday evening, November I5ih. Dr. J. M.
lilcjer, vfho has just returned from (lermany, where he as-

sisted ])r. Morell Mackenzie last spring in his operations
on the throat of the late I'!mp(;ror Frederick, spoke of the

plan for killing criminals by the death helmet charged with
electricity. Dr. lilcycr said that the method would be
most useful to science, and the helmet and recumbent posi-

tion would insure instant death without suffering. lie

spoke of his experiment with a dog which he killed in one-
sixteenth of a second by this process, C, J. H. Woodbury
said that he thought electricity would be the best method
of execution, although as to the helmet system he had not
given it much attention. The general sentiment of the
club was against its adoption.

Ohio State Tramway Association.

The seventh annual meeting of this association of street

railway men was held at the Burnet house. Cincinnati, O.,

November 2[sc. Electricity, as a matter of course, re-

ceived a share of attention. Among the papers on the

development of motors the past year was one by A. G.

Clark of Cincinnati, whose experience with electric railways

commenced with the construction of the lialcimore &
Hampden road in ibS4. Mr. Clark knows of no plan of

electric propulsion to be compared with the overhead sys-

tem. "As electricians tell me," he says, "there has been

but little advance over twenty years ago in the results pro-

duced by storage batteries, it is to be hopsd we are ap-

proaching the time when some great discovery will be made
which will make them applicable to all street cars, as there

is no doubt this will be the perfection of street railroad-

ing

Mr. Clark is interested in various street railways, and he

is on the alert for the best system of operation. He has,

moreover, had practical experience with several electric

roads. He is thus enabled to speak with authority, and

what he advises may well be taken as reliable. Here is

what he says in regard to the construction of an electric

railway: "In the first place, do not try cheap and inade-

quate construction; duplicate all your machinery and parts,

and take the best care of your motors; cleanliness is essen-

tial to satisfactory operation; the motor drivers should be

required to keep their motors free from oil and dirt, and
everything that tends to this end should be provided for

them; a pit should be conveniently located, so that frequent

inspection may be made of the gearing."

As to trolleys, Mr. Clark advocates the under- running

ones. And the motors he would have in the front part of

the cars, except in case of heavy grades.

In course of the discussion that followed the reading of

Mr. Clark's interesting paper, I")r. Everett of Cleveland said

he had examined every mode of street car propulsion. He
greatly admired the Bentley & Knight electric road at Pitts-

burgh, but he recommended to his directors the Sprague
system which he had seen at Richmond. "They have

adopted it. and we will be ready," said the doctor, "to

operate eight miies of our road next month with the Sprague
motors." C. 13. Clegg, the millionaire of Diyton, con-

gratulated Dr. Everett on his choice, and said, " .So far as

electricity is concerned, I do not think that you have made
a mistake there,"

Dr. Everett replied, "I adopted it, as I understood that

no other system could use what they permit, the feed sys em
of lines."

John A. Stewart, proprietor of the Ashtabula street rail-

road, announced the discovery of a "perfect" electric motor
in his neighborhood. He prefaced his interesting state-

ment with the remark that the country is full of electrical

cranks, and that he was somewhat that way himself about
a doxen years ago, and then said that, "'At Ashtabula there

is a young man who has invented an electrical system
for the operation of street railroads, printing presses, sewing
machines, etc. The electrical power is generated by the old

system of (_lrovc battery—that is, the blue vitriol battery

I hese batteries to the number of seven I have seen in

operation propelling a sewing machine. It is a make and
break circuit. With a battery of 15 or 18 jars, w^eighing

about 1,500 pounds, he generates electrical force giving a
propelling capacity of about five horses. He has covered
the ground pretty thoroughly, and he proposes to put this

on a car at a cost of ^1,200
'

I.ater on in the proceedings Mr, Clark said: "'I'here

has been a reference here to five-horse power. In testing

our road in Dayton, we found that the average amount of
horse power was, in running a car on a level, from three to

four horse power, electrical. If we were running around a
curve on the level, we would exhaust from 12 to 13 horse
power, and in going up a grade which we found on the en-
gineer's plat to be 3.75 per cent., the horse poA-er required
was from ten to eleven, being less than going around a
curve."

CORRESPONDENCE

A St, T,ouis paper .says: (jentlemcn arc looking over the
northern end of the city with a view to the establishment of
an electric light plant.

Tiie Moral Effect of a Shock.
The London Electrical Engineer says: An incident hap-

pened last Saturday at Manchester which illustrates the
moral effect of an electric shock. A certain Mr Smith
was discovered in a railway carriage senseless and ticketless.

Being conveyed to the infirmary he recovered consciousness,
but neither his ticket nor his power of speech. In fact, he
declared in writing that he was both deaf and dumb. The
doctors seem to have had strong doubts upon this point,

and tried the application of electricity. The first shock
Mr. Smith received from an induction coil not only enabled
him to speak, but also to speak the truth. "My name is

Smith," said he, "and you may put me down a rogue."
'Great and many are the virtues of electricity," remarks
the Manchester paper. "If certain politicians could only
be compelled to make their speeches while in touch with a
galvanic battery, we should evidently have more trust-

worthy history from them." The acumen of the doctors
was applauded, and the value of electricity as a moral
touchstone is now widely advocated.

Mr, Miller was present at a meeting of the finance com-
mittee of the city council at New Orleans, La,, rece ntly, in

behalf of the bill of the Police Telephone lV Signal
company for putting up the patrol system, which was
budgeted for in the reserved fund of 1SS7. Mr. Miller said
he did not think the fact that no bids had been advertised
for affected the contract. The city, he said, was in posses-
sion of the company's property, for which the tatter is re-

ceiving no return. Appropriations out of the reserve fund
under consideration had been made, but no appropriation
has been made for the company which he was representing.
The case had been taken to court by the committee of one
hundred, but there had been no injunction issued with
reference thereto. Mr. Miller was asked to furnish the
committee with a statement of what really had been ac-
complished l)y the company, and promised to do so at an
early date. The amount of the claim is :$27,ooo.

New York Notes.

Nf.w York. Xjv 2+—After a prosperous existence of

twenty-one years, the Telegraphers' Mutual Ben-rfit asso-

ciation finds itself the oldest of the life insurance associa-

tions in the country based on the assessment plan. The

fact that the single one which was older has gone out of ex-

istence during the past year points to the necessity of very

careful management of such organizations. The annual

meet ng of the T. M. IJ. A, was held in the executive

ofifices of the Western Union Telegraph company Novem-

ber 2l5t, About fifty delegates and members were present.

The meeting was called to order at 4 i', m. by Vice-presi-

dent W. II. ^'oung of Washington, in the absence of Presi-

dent James Merrlhew. The president's address was read

by the secretary, and was most instructive in its dealing

with the life insurance problem. The report of Secretary

Bruch contained valuable statistics which were not read in

de ail, but it showed that while an increased death rale

must now be expected by reason of the advancing age of

the earlier members, it had been wisely provided for by the

accumulation of a healthy reserve fund now amounting to

about §70,000, and wh'ch was increased by the amount of

^4,720 during the past year. There had been 2S2 new cer-

tificates granted during the year; 8 members had been re-

stored, II applications rejected, and 7 members had with-

drawn. The net gain of members during the year had

been 164. There were 90 lapses and 33 deaths. The total

membership is now 3,397. The second division now num-

bers 47S members, as the policies in the first division are

limited to 1,000, Members requiring additional insurance

in the association must join the second division, and it is

desirable that the membership of the latter be increased.

According to Treasurer Atkins' report the death claims

paid were $15,000 in e>:cess of the previous year. The re-

serve funds have been carefully invested in bonds of the

Western Un'on and Gold and Stock Telegraph companies

and lirooklyn mortgages. The election of officers passed

off harmoniously, there b^ing no opposition ticket in the

field. President Merrihew, Vice-President Young, Secre-

tary Ihuch and Treasurer Atkins were all reelected. The

business of the evening having been disposed of early, the

chairman called on the members and agents present for re-

marks as to ho.v the interests of the association might be

promoted. T. D. Lockwood's suggestion that its fields

might be profitably extended to include telephone employes

led to an amouncement from the secretary that the execu-

tive committee had already established a rule covering that

ground, which however, does ixot, appear to be generally

known. The sentiment of the meeting was that its mem-

bership should not be extended to other branches than the

telegraph and telephone at present. After further re-

marks by Messrs. Dealy, Lloyd, Taitavall, Martin, Clark,

Ives, Runyon, Tillinghast and otiiers, the meeting ad-

journed at 6 I', >t.

The extract in the New York notes of last week from the

report of the Medico-Legal society's committee, as to the

proper method of conducting an electrical execution, ap-

pears to have been substantially correct. It appears strange

that a committee appointed for such important work should

have made the delibera'e statement that the " /^r/;^^/- the

surface of the electrode applied to the body, the greater will

be the resistance." It appears that the whole thing has

been improperly handled, and that there is a feeling of re-

pugnance among electricians which prevents their taking

a scientific interest in the question. The report is to be

discussed at the meeting of the Medico-Legal society De-

cember I2th, and it is expected that some of our local elec-

tricians will be in attendance.

Progress in electrical traction is s'-own by the closing of

another contract between the Julien Electric Traction com-

pany, an 1 the Manhattan Elevated R. R. company for the

equipment of the cars on the Grand Central branch of the

Third Avenue line with electric motors. This is a short

trip and but four cars are used, two of which will be

equipped with motors having sulhcient power to haul one

car besides itself. The Sixth Avenue Horse R. R. com-

pany is also considering the advisability of substituting elec-

tricity for horses, and its decision will no doubt depend

largely on the experience of the Eourth avenue line.

In Newark, N, J., and vicinity there is considerable agi-

tation regarding the adoption of electricity for street rail-

ways. In South Orange the project has been killed for the

pressnt at least, by the action of the authorities. An ordi-

nance was considered at the same meeting for placing tel-

ephone wires underground. The Essex Passenger R. K.

company has received permission from the Bloomfield town-

ship committee for the erection of poles and wires along its

line to give the Daft company an opportunity to demon-

strate the a'-lvantages of its system Corresponding author-

ity was also received from the Newark common council to
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erect poles on Bloomfield avenue. Thos, Wallace of New
York also presented a petition to the council for permission

to lay conduits in the streets for electric light wires. It was

relerred to the committee on public lighting.

The American District Telegraph company of Brooklyn,

held its annual meeting in that city November iglh, and

some interesting- facts as to the work of the company were

given in the oHicial reports The police patrol of the com-

pany had. during the past year, found 2,000 houses inse-

curely fastened, roo lights Ie''t burning after the occupants

had retired; 650 police calls were answered, 36 disorderly

servants ejected, and crowds dispersed. 51 dmnkards re-

moved, 19 arrests made on complaints of subscribers, 42

lire calls answered; officers were also assigned to special

duty on numerous picnics, excursions, etc.. 350 houses

were watched during the summer by the day patrol and 225

guarded by special burglar alarms. P.

St. Louis, Mo.

S'l". I.oris, Nov. 24.—Much of the credit for tlie victory

in the telephone case, decided last week in Washington, is

due to a St. Louis man, Hon. Jeff Chandler, general solic-

itor of the St. Louis, Arkansas li: Texas riilway. Mr.

Chandler was the first attorney employed by the government

after the investigation by the Interior department as to

whether the patent had been regularly granted or not, and

has been a prominent figure in every phase of the litigation

from its inception down to the time of the late decision by

the Supreme court of the United States. "In order to

break the force of the decision," said Mr. Chandler, "the

attorneys for the Bell Telephone company and other per-

sons interviewed in its behalf have industriously circulated

the repDrt that the decison only goes to the government's

right to institute suit; that the salient and material issues

are altogether unaffected by it. The decision, however,

certainly do2s reach to the very foundations of the question,

and practically and effectually settles all controverted mat-

ter. The fact is that the allegation of Professor Bell to the

effect that the transmission of speech through his telephone

is accomplished by causing electrical undulations in the line

wire similar in form to the vibrations of the air accompany-

ing vocal or other sounds, is extremely diaphanous, not a

scintilla of proof having been introduced in support of that

propositio.i. It is a scientific myth. Mad the defendant

declared that the method of transmitting speech was by

electricity, the patent would have been void on its face, be-

ciu5e of claiming an elementary principle as the chief sub-

ject of the invention. Therefore to avoid thii, and to

mike it as oc:ult and mysterious as possible, he puts his

claim into meaningless and obscure phraseology- The

matter has never before been thoroughly investigated, and

ths decision is practically a breaking doA'n of oae of the

most powerful and grasping monopolies of modern times."

('.as Will be exclusively used in all the departments of the

federal building until January 15th. At that time it is ex-

pected the new electric plant, which is now being con-

structed at the building, shall have been completed. The

insulation of the former wires was not perfect, and in con-

sequence its light was poor. The arc lights suspended on

the exterior of the building will be done away with, and in-

candescent lamps substituted in their stead, the light to be

as intense as that of the arc lamps. Three large dynamos

are being set up, and when everything is completed an in-

spector from Washington wilt arrive to see whether the

light will prove satisfactory. Y.

legislation was in the interest of the gas company, to keep

out or hamper all possible competitors.

The Panhandle and Bee Line Railroad companies are fit-

ting up handsome quarters in the new Union Railroad

station, and will soon move their telegraph offices there.

Columbus, Ind , has completed a new fire alarm telegraph

system, which is giving satisfaction. M.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Inuia.\.\I'Olis, Ind., Nov. 22.—The McNeal Electric

railroad will not be built for some time at least. At a meet-

ing of the city council, Monday night, the ordinance

granting it a franchise was repealed. Mr. McNeal says:

'The repeal of the ordinance makes very little difference

to us now, as we had decided to forfeit our franchise."

The company had gone into the enterprise in good faith,

ifut there were some changes absolutely necessary in the

ordinance before it could begin work! Me also says, when

the company first made application for a franchise the

Thomson-Houston company was the promoter. It was

anxious to make a practical application of its new improved

system, and considered Indianapolis a good point for such

beginning Owing to the ordinance dragging along through

the council so slowly, the company found an opening else-

where. After this other eastern capital was interested, but

under the conditions it was found impracticable to carry out

their plans

The underground ordinance came up again in the council

Monday night, and was amended and passed. As it stands

no*v, any electric lighting company coming into tb" city

must bur>' its wires— either arc or incandescent. This

allows the Brush company to string its wires for extension

on poles. It looks very much to an outsider as if this

Kansas City, Kan.
Kansas Citv, Kan., Nov. 23.—The question of light-

ing Kansas City, Kan,, Wyandotte, Armstrong acd Ar-

mourdale from a large central station has been a long-

mooted question, and a great deal of effort, talk, plans and

specifications as to how it could all be done, has been going

on for nearly two years in this city. Numerous proposi-

tions have been made the city council during this time

looking to the making of a city contract. Some months

ago the city council formally granted a franchise to Ben-

jamin Freidberg, and made with him a contract for lighting

the main portion of the city by 100 arc lamps. After this

was done Mr. Freidberg made a trip east to investigate the

different systems of electric lighting, and take notes of the

various kinds of engines, boilers and other machinery, with

a view of selecting that which would secure to the city the

very best apparatus in every detail. On his return he or-

ganized the Consolidated Electric Light & Power company

with a capital of i^ioo.ooo, with J. D. Wilson, of the First

National Bank, as president; Mark Harris, vice-president;

Benjamin Schnierle, secretary; F. C. Mutchings, attornev;

Benjamin Freidberg, manager and treasurer. After the

organization of the company, Charles Crover, formerly

the Kansas City, Mo. , agent of the Hawkeye Electric

Light Manufactur'ng company of Oskaloosa, la , was

elected superintendent and consulting electrician of the

company. Mr. Orover then made a trip for still further

investigation and information. After ail these prelimi-

naries were thus arranged specifications were sent out for

bids for the furnishing of the apparatus. The contract for

the engine has been let to the Hamilton-Corliss Engine

company of Hamilton, O., for a 250 horsepower engine

The boiler contract was secured by the Babcock & Wilcox

company of New York for a battery of three boilers, each

of 92 horse power, making a total boiler capacity of 276

horse power. The site for the plant was selected at River-

view, and is now well under construction. The building is

ample for the p esent and future needs of the company. A
brick smoke-stack is now fast approaching completion,

which will be 60 inches in diameter, and 100 feet high.

The pole line of the company will be about finished

this week ready for the wire, and looks very straight and

handsome. Thirty miles of wire are now in transit from

the factory of the Electric il Supply company of Ansonia.

Conn., the contract having been secured by that company's

Kansas City, Mo., representative, Charles H, Cone. The

board of directors has awarded the contract of furnishing

the company 150 arc lamps and six 25 light dynamos to

the Hawkeye Electric Light Manufacturing company of

Davenport, la. Now that all the apparatus has been pur-

chased, no possible effort will be spared to hasten to com-

pletion the work, and ths company hope to begin opera-

tions and furnishing light by the 15th of December.

At the me-ting of the common council of Kansas City,

Kan., last week an ordinance was introduced by the Met-

ropolitan Street Railway company asking a franchise to

permit the erection of poles and eleclric wires along the

line for the purpose of changing the motive power to elec-

tricity. The ordinance was referred to the proper commit-

tee. It is a well-knoivn fact that the Metropolitan officials

have spent considerable time lately in examining the differ-

ent electric motor patents, with a view of securing the best

for use on such suburban lines as it would not be practica-

ble to change into cable lines. The ordinance does not

specify the kind to be used, and in fact asks that either the

conduit or pole system may be adopted. The Armourdale

line extends from the stockyards to the southern bridge

across the Kaw river at Argentine.

William Bowen, of the Hawkeye company of Oskaloosa,

la., has secured the contract for putting in the plant of the

Kansas City, Kan.. Electric Light company. A.

Cincinnati, O.

ClNClNN.vn, <>., Ni»v. 22.—City Solicitor Morstman,

before the board of public affairs, gave his opinion recently

of the Cincinnati Inclined Plane Railway company's rights

in the matter of an electric railway to Mount Auburn,

which was to the effect that the company had already been

granted permission to operate with electricity, and the only

condition that the present board could impose on the com-

pany out of that grai.t was, that the system be of the latest

and most approved kind. Further, that the thoroughfare

shall not be obstructed. He was not ready to report on the

claim of the companj' that it is operating under the steam

railway act, and therefore exempt from car licenses, but

would at an early day. The board then discussed the sub-

ject at some length, but were unable to come to a conclu-

sion. The matter was finally referred to the committee on

streets and grades; Messrs. Lewis and Whitfield, in con-

nection with the engineer, who held a lengthy conference

with the representatives of the company, and handed in a

report which unanimously favors giving the company the

right to proceed, but the poles were to be made of iron, and

the rails to be used must be subject to the approval of the

engineer, A wagon way of not less than eight feet must be

left between the street curbs and outer rails of curves at

McMillan, Corry, St. Clair and French streets. The streets

torn up must be properly repaired and the tracks laid to the

established grade. The board then unanimously adopted

the report as read, and the railway representatives walked

out with the permission to begin work at once. G.

Kansas Towns.
TopEiCA, Kan., Nov 23.—The North Topek.i Electric

Light & Power company filed its charter last week with the

secretary of state. This is the fifth electric light and the

third electric power company organized in this city. The

others are all in active operation except the Rapid Transit

company's electric power plant, which is now being con-

structed. The capital stock of the North Topeka Electric

Light & Power company is ^25,000. The directors and

officers are among the best known business and professional

men of the city. The following are the directors: M. C.

Safford, James Riley. J. M. Smith, W. C. Knox and W.
M. Rynerson. The officers are H. C. Safford, president;

James Riley, vice-president; W. M. Rynerson, secretary,

and W. C. Knox, treasurer. This company has been con-

templated for some lime. It has purchased a site with

suitable buildings on Laurent street, between Kansas ave-

nue and Jackson street, for ^,500, and work will be begun

erecting wire and putting in machinery immediately. The

Jenney electric system now operated by the city will be

used. The company will confine its incandescent service

to that portion of the city north of the river, but will com-

pete with other companies with its arc service south of the

river. James Riley, superintendent of the city electric light

service, is one of the directors of the new company and

the heaviest stockholder. He is one of the best electricians

in the country, and, having charge of the mechanical de-

partment of the new company, he will make it one of the

most efficient companies in the city. The new institution

has a good field in which to operate, and is assured of am-

ple support from the start. ( ;.

Anthony, Kan., Nov. 26.—The city council has granted

a franchise to the Thomson-Houston Electric Light com-

pany for the establishment of an electric light plant

here. E.

KANS.A.S CiTV, Kan., Nov. 24.— Charles Grover, manager

of the electric light plant here, announces that the work on

the buildings and the stringing of the wires is being pushed

as rapidly as possible, and that not a moment will be lost

in getting the plant ready for operation. R.

WiChita, Kan.

Wichita, Kan., Nov. 17.—Tuesday last a delegation

from the board of trade, the city council, and the press of

the city took a ride over the Riverside and Suburban elec-

tric railway on the invitation of the company to witness the

successful operation of the road. Another system was tried

at the outset several months back, but proved to be a failure;

but the projectors nothing daunted, made a contract with the

Thomson-Houston Electric company for the present system.

At 10 o'clock the road was declared in readiness, and the

first electric car came rapidly down Market st eet at the ap-

pointed time. Two cars were immediately loaded to their

utmost capacity and started off as easily and naturally as if

the road had been in operation for months. It was a novel

sensation to be drawn through the streets in a nicely ap-

pointed car by an invisible force. The power house was

soon reached, where the entire party alighted to look at the

machinery. The works were constructed and the roads at

present operated by Edward Verstraete, an electrician with

the Thomson- Houston Electric company. The engine is a

Smith. Beggs &: Rankin of St. Louis, of So horse power.

Each car has three incandescent lights inside, and another

light is placed over each platform. Otherwise the interior

of the car resembles any ordinary tram car. The action of

the switches is so perfect that the car can move so slowly as

to be scarcely perceptible, or it can obtain a speed of twenty

miles an hour. It stops leadily within its OA^n length, or

in cases of emergency by reversing the power, it can be

stopped instantly. It backs, stops and starts with a facility

that is reassuring, and before long the mule will be a

motive power of the past in street travel. The cost of run-

ning a car line by electricity is estimated to be about 60 per
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cent, of that required in using mules or horses. Mr. David-

son was present and was a recipient of congratulations on

everv hand at the ultimate success of the road in which he

is the leading stockholder. N.

Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas CiTV, Mo. November 24.—An attachment was

issued by Judge F.eld in the Circuit court last week for

Manager M. D. Wood of the Western Union Telegraph

company, for contempt of court in refusing to produce cer-

tain papers affecting the suit of Telegraph Operator Ed-

ward L Randall against the Rock Island railroad. The

trial of the cjse was begun but was postponed until the Jan-

uary term, and the question as to whether Mr. Wood will

be compelled to produce the documents in question will be

argued Saturday Randall was a telegraph operator in the

employ of the Rock Island railroad company, and was sta-

tioned at Davenport, la. In his petition, he says he was

discharged more than a year ago, because he was an organ-

izer and the vice-president of the Order of Railway Tel-

egraphers, which made him especially obnoxious in the eyes

of the railway company and the Western Union Not only

was he discharged. Randall avers, but he was placed on the

black list and thereby prevented from earning a living at his

vocation, for which he asks $25,000 damages. It seems

that the black-listing of which he complains, is a system by

which superintendents of telegraphy throughout the country

are notified of the discharge of any operator and the cause

for his dismissal, and Randall claims that it debars the man

black-listed from again sscuiing employment; but the tele

graph and railway officials deny this, saying that it aids super-

intendents in learning the character of the men they employ.

C'rculars giving the lists of the employes discharged are

distributed among the telegraph company's managers. Man

ager Wood received one of these, it is claimed, and this is

the document which he declined to produce in court. Ran-

dall claims that the cause for his discharge given in the list

was that he was an organizer in the Order of Railway Ttl-

egraphers. Mr. Wood refused to produce the papers in the

taking of a deposition last April, but Randall's attorney.

Col. John W. Wofford, did not insist on it then. Since

then he has been advised not to surrender the papers, inas-

much as the Western Union is not a party to the suit. The

defence of the Rock Island company is, that the company

has the r'ght to discharge its employes and to say to any

of its superintendents why they are discharged. The dep-

osition of Asa R Swift, superintendent of telegraphy of the

Rock Island, was read in court. Mr Swift says that he

talked to Randall about his connection with the order, and

the latter denied that he was an organizer. He afterward

admitted that he was, and Mr. Swift states that he regards

this as sufficient grounds for dismissal. Judge E. H.

Stiles, one of the attorneys for the Rock Island, said that

the defence had no objection to Mr. Wood producing the

circular in court.

The secretary of state has issued a certificate of incorpo-

ration to the Kansas City & Blue \'alley Railway company,

organized to construct and operate a line of standard gauge

railroad from the inlersection of Blue avenue and Kensing-

ton street to the western limits of the city of Independence.

The incorporators are Dr. Morrison Munford, Thomas J.

<;reen, L. E. Davison, E. M. Holmes and A D. Leech.

They propose to use electricity as the motive power if they

find it practicable.

William J. Clark, special agent of Thomson-Houston

Electric company, railway department, is at the Midland

hotel. Mr. Clark thinks he will secure the contract for run-

ning the cars on the Metropolitan electrical railway exten-

sion to Armourdale.

The Inter-State Electric Light company has its entire

plant in operation now. About 500 incandescent lights are

supplied directly fr6m the central station. One hundred

and twenty cells are on this circuit, which is supplied by a

I'^ort Wayne Jenney dynamo. The sub-stations are sup-

plied by the new dynamo of 50,000 wa'ts capacity, made

specially for this plant by the Detroit Electrical works.

About 1,200 lights are famished from these sub stations

and the company is kept constantly behind in supplying

orders. Superintendent Bossart states that the Inter-State

company has the largest and finest accumulator system

planl in the west, A.

Little Rock, Ark.

Lfr'ri.r-: Kuck, Ark., Nov, 21.—The last act in telephone

lompeiiiion, al this point at least, was performed Tuesday

ufternoon of last week. Special Agenl l''rank B, Knight

(jf the licll Telcj)hone company had a big bonlirc, con-

signing to llie flames all the telephones, jjells and apparatus

formerly used by the Suulhcrn 'J'clephone company. On

ihc first of the month a decree was rendered in the United

States Circuit court in favor of ihc Bell company, turning

over all the infringing instruments to it, and these were the

ones burned. There were about 425 complete sets, and a

lot of different styles and parts of microphones. In all,

about 1,200 telephones, representing a cost of at least $20,-

000, were consumed. The wires, poles, and all the rest of

the plant have been bought by the Erie company, and it is

now busy taking most of it down.

The Edison Electric Light & Power company has now

about 1,200 lamps burning. They are giving a splendid

light, and have a large number of orders yet to till. This

company lights the Capital theater, and a recent perform-

ance of "Eaust" was wonderfully assisted by the sudden

changes from light to darkness made possible by electricity.

All theater-goers are loud in their praise of the beautiful

effects produced, and brilliant appearance of the house, as

now lighted. The company is preparing already for a large

increase in its plant, and is about to wire the residence por-

tion of the city. It expects to have at least 3,000 lights

burning very soon.

The Little Rock Electric Light company is now furnish-

ing incandescent lights as well as arc. It uses the West-

inghouse alternating system. It furnishes 16 candle power

lights until 12 i'. M. at So cents, while the Edison ask ^i

for 20 candle power until i a. m., and ^1.50 for all-night

lights.

With the city plant of over 100 arc lights, and the pri-

vate lights of the other two companies, IJttle Rock is a

very well lighted city. The lights on the towers, over 130

feet high, form a very pretty sight dark nights, seeming to

be suspended without any visible support. The three lamps

on each tower glow like triple stars. There have been two

or three dark rainy nights when they failed to glow, and

then the belated ones who stumbled along were anything

but complimentary in their remarks. Residents are not

particularly in favor of a moonlight schedule. Cloudy

nights when they should have moonlight, according to the

almanac, they have only darkness. The first wet night

after the station was started an electric light wire crossed

with a telephone wire, set fire to the cupola of the exchange,

and burned out over 400 wires, demoralizing the service for

several weeks, until new cables, lightning arresters and

transfer boards could be gotten in. The exchange now

has safety fuses on all wires, and feels somewhat safer.

A.

Omaha, Neb.
O.MAHA, Neb., Nov. 23.—The Nebraska Electrical Light

L^ Motor company of Omaha has filed articles of incor-

poration with the secretary of state; capital stock, !j;50o,ooo;

object, to maufacture, sell and own electrical motors and

electrical lights, and all kinds of electrical apparatus; in-

corporators, D. B. Covell. W. S. Marr, Jeff W. Bedford,

T. S. Clarkson, J. J. Mills, Oliver T. Briggs and H.

Walker. R.

Alabama Projects,

Annmston, Ala., Nov 22.— Mobile, Ala., has adopted

the Gamewell fire alarm system, and it is ready to be put

in opeiation after being formally tested by the city authori-

ties, which is to be done in a few days.

Eufaula, Ala., is figuring on the cost of an electric light

plant. The Thomson-Houston company agrees to put

down fifteen 2 000 candle power arc lamps for street light-

ing at !i;i,250 per annum, and incandescent lamps for pri-

vate consumers at their usual rates.

The Thomson-Houston company is to put in an So light

plant at the new Ensley furnaces, near Birmingham, Ala.,

which, it is claimed, are the largest in the world.

The installation of an arc light plant Is under considera-

tion by the Woodstock Iron company at the new coke fur-

naces now erecting at Anniston, Ala. R.

Tuscaloosa, Ala., Nov. 22.—D. F. Torbett will erect

an electric light plant here for both arc and incandescent

lighting. M.

Iowa Items.

Des MoiNKs, la., Nov. 23.—The contract for putting

electric wires in the High .School building has been let to

Canady & Leckey, who have been wiremen for the Edison

company for .several years, but are now in business for

themselves over 125 Fifth street, Des Moines, la. N.

Council Bluffs, la., Nov. 28.—Manager Evans of the

Bridge company says that the electric motor line will not

be in operation before December ist. The reason given

is that there is still a great deal of work to be done on the

line before it will be ready for regular trains. There Is also

a good deal of work to be done in the po.ver house.

Another dynamo will have to be put In. Some other ma-

chinery is yet to be received. Mr. Evans is of the; opinion

that the builders of the line will be doing well if they have

it ready to turn over to the compau)' by the first of Decem-

ber.

'

E.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT. I

Big Rapids, Mich., has let a contract for lighting the

streets by electricity.

Laurens, S. C, is discussing the advisability of introduc-

ing the electric light.

The incandescent electric light plant will be in operation

in Keokuk, la., within two weeks.

The citizens of Cambridge, Md., are contemplating hav-

ing the town lighted with electricity.

The Western Electric company, Chicago, has sold to the

Eagle mills, at Eagle Mills, Mich
, a 12 light arc plant.

Wheeler & Tappan of Chicago have purchased of the 1

Western Electric company, Chicago, a 12 light arc plant. 1

The Wilmington, N. C, City Electric company is putting

in a 200-horse power engine, and dynamos for 2,500 lights.

The Grifhn, Ga., Light & Water company, capital stock
j

of i6i25,ooo, has been formed to erect an electric light plant, !.

Ma'-shall Field &: Co., Chicago, have purchased of the |

Western Electric company a 25 light arc plant for their

retail department.

A note going the rounds of the press says that Noah
must have had ark lights, so that electric lighting is not a

modern invention.

The Thomson-Houston Electric company has presented

two dynamos to the electrical engineering department of

Cornell University.

Pierce Brothers have been granted a 15-year franchise to

establish a system of electric lights in Austin, Minn. The
work will begin at once.

The Western Electric company of Chicago will install a

25 arc light plant in the factory of the Haxtun Steam
Heater company, Kewanee, 111.

The Westinghouse Electric company has just closed a

contract with the city authorities of Hamilton, Ohio, to es-

tablish an electric light plant in that city.

The capacity of [he Edison electric light station in Sioux

Falls, Dak., has been increased to 1,500 lights. The electric

light plant represents an outlay of 1^75,000.

Additional machiner>' is being placed in position at the

works of the Birmingham, Ala., Gas Illuminating com-
pany. The capacity of the incandescent light plant will be

increased.

The Brush Electric Light & Power company, Montgom-
ery, Ala., who have been enlarging their building to in-

crease the capacity of the plant, are adding machinery for

incandescent lighting.

A part of the machinery for the electric light plant at

South Omaha, Neb . has arrived. Work on putting up the

poles is progressing rapidly; and the light will be in oper-

ation in about three weeks.

The electric lighting of the Hoosac Tunnel , Massachusetts,

is now nearly completed. Very large cables have been laid

through the tunnel for a distance of about five miles, and

the electric lights will be placed about twenty feet apart.

Minneapolis capitalists have been at Huron. Dak., nego-

tiating for the purchase of ten acres adjoining the city on

which to build cottages for rental. They will be furnished

with artesian well water, lighted with electricity, and heated

by steam.

The city council of Bangor, Me., is considering the

advisability of purchasing an electric light plant of 120

arc lights. The city officials secured the services of Fred.

FI. Whipple to advise them in the matter of locating and

purchasing a plant.

The WiUame te Falls, Ore., Electric company has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $1,000,000. The in-

corporators are D. P. Thompson, E. L. Eastham, P. T.

Morey, R. H. Thompson, L. L. Hawkins, W. K. Smith

and J. C. Moreland.

The station to be built at Stowage wharf, Deptford, by

the London Electric Supply corporation is sufficient for the

supply of 250,000 incandescent lamps, and there is space

for three other sets similar to the first, giving a final capac-

ity of 1,000,000 lamps.

The electric light station at Mahanoy City, Pa., was

totally destroyed by fire November loth. The dynamos

and the engines were ruined, and the loss will amount to

$15,000 or $20,000, partially covered by insurance. The

cause of the fire is unknown.

The Jenney Electric company of Indianapolis, Ind., Is

installing an electric light plant in Jackson, Miss., for street

lighting. In mentioning this installation in the issue of
^

November 17th, the company's headquarters were errone-

ously stated to be in Fort Wayne.

A. L. Dutton of Racine, Wis., has invented a submailne

search light with photographic attachment. It is so ar-
:

ranged that a wreck under water can be brilliantly lllumi- '

nated by an Incandescent light, and at the same time an ac-
!

curate photograph taken of the surroundings.

The Kenosha Gas, Electric Light & Fuel company is the

title under which the old Kenosha, Wis , Gas L'ght com-
|

pany is to operate hereafter. The capital is placed at $50,-

000, and J. H. and E. M. Kimball and Edgar G. Hazel-

ton are sllll the prime movers of the enterprise.
[

A dispatch from Columbia, Ga., says; The electric light
j

has now been tested in Columbia for four nights, and
|

everybody is delighted with it. Many business houses on
[

Main street are adopting it, and so many applications for

lights are being made that the electric light company, with

its present plant, is unable to fill all of them. The com-

pany has two dynamos employed, with a capacity of thirty
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arc lights each. They will probably order next week a

third dynamo, and fifteen of its thirty arc lights have al-

ready been engaged. In addition an incandescent machine
will be ordered, and this Hght will also be extensively used.

The county commissioners at Denver, Col., have in-

stnicted the chairman to accept the proposition of the

Uenver Light, Meat & Power company to light with in-

candescent lights the clerk and treasurer's offices, the base-

ment vaults and the main halls of the county buildings

The Heisler Electric Light company of St. Louis, Mo.,

has shipped a large order to Buenos Ayres, South America,

and has also received an order from Kingston, Pa. The
latter plant will include street, commercial and private

house lighting, and will have eight or ten miles of cir-

cuits.

A Pittsburgh paper says; The Westinghouse Electric

company having secured the Waterhouse arc light system
will commence work on a plant for the manufacture of the

new lights almost immediatelv, and it is expected that about

200 men will be employed in that branch of the electric

business.

The citv council of Elgin. III., proposes to satisfy the de-

mand of the citizens for additional electric lights for street

illumination. The streets have been lighted by 30 arc lights

owned by a private individual. The council now proposes to

purchase a plant outright. The mayor and several of the

aldermen were in Chicago last week investigating the merits

of the several systems.

C. C. Haskins, inspector of electric lights in Chicago,

occasionally makes queer discoveries. While testing a

plant one dav last week he came across a joint in an incan-

descent wire decked out with patriotic colors. Inquiry de-

veloped the fact that the attendant had not considered the

insulation at that point sufficient, and accordingly he had
secured some common parti-colored cotton tape, and had
carefully wound it about the joint.

An iron hook saved the life of Electrician Charles II.

Borden of Philadelphia. November 13th. He was supply-

ing fresh carbons for electric light poles, when his foot

slipped and he was precipitated toward the pavement. Tn

falling one of the iron foot-rests caught his thigh, and tear-

ing deep into the tiesh, held Borden suspentled in mid-air.

His cries brought Officers Mason and Quick to his assist-

ance, and they raised a ladder and rescued him.

An English paper tells this story: A young masher was
being shown over the installation in the city at the time of

the old Metropolitan Brush company, and while the en-

gineer's back was turned the visitor rolled a cigarette and
tried to light it at an arc lamp. - There was a slight "earth"

and the current came down the moistened cigarette to that

voung man's molars, and he had sufiicient toothache to last

a good many lifetimes during the next minute or two.

One of the schemes that has been evolved in Milwaukee
is to have the municipality put in an immense electric plant

so as to provide that kind of illumination for every one of

the eighteen wards. The argument used in support of the

plan is that if the city furnishes water to its inhabitants, it

ought also to furnish light without having to furnish it from

an oucside corporation. Nobody has as yet made any esti-

mate as to the amount that would be required for such a

plant.

The Red Wing Gas ..S: Electric Light compan)- of Red
Wing, Minn , has closed a contract with the S'orthwest-

ern Construction & Supply company of St. Paul for a com-
plete refurnishing of the electric light station in Red Wing.
The refurnishing will include the introduction of the West-
inghouse alternating system, and the complete remodeling

of the present plant. New wires will be strung for the

street and store lighting, and larger and heavier poles

erected.

The plant of the Macon Ga., Gas Lights Water company
is now in successful operation, and Macon will be furnished

an electric light that will be a success in every particular.

This new plant represents an investment of about .$50,000.

The plant is situated at the works of the gas company near

the foot of Mulberry street. There are 500 incandescent

and thirty-five arc lights, operated by an engine of 100

horse power on which thirtv-five more arc or 350 incandes-

cent lights can be placed as the demand for them requires.

The arc sheds a light of 2,000 candle power, and the incan-

descent has twenty candle power.

Whenever a Hartford policeman discovers an electric

light on his beat to be extinguished he makes a memoran-
dum of the location of the light, and the time when it

ceased burning. This memorandum he puts upon a postal

card, which he mails to the street board. Often the time

when the lamp is relighted is not given, and the street board

cannot tell how much time to charge against the electric

light company. The board has, however, adopted a rule

that whenever a light is reported out an hour shall be de-

ducted from the service as charged by the electric light

company. When a light is reported two or three consecu-

tive nights as out, the company is required to replace it.

The electric light company at Fergus F'alls, Dak., have

Jecided to move their plant from its present location to the

lower dam, midway between the knitting mill and the

woolen mill. Mr. Erwin. president of the company, gave

the following reasons for so doing: "IJy having our plant

run by water power, we will be able to give a more even

light, and better satisfaction to our patrons, and in case we
desire to continue the circuit all night, it will be less

trouble with water power than by steam. IJuilding oper-

;itions will be commenced at once, and the shaft will be

made about December ist. We will lease power from the

water power company and put in our own wheel. I he

building will be of frame construction, sheathed . ith sheet

iron, to make it fireproof, and will be about the same size as

the present one."

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
An electric road is to be constructed at I'Jkhart, Ind.

The Erie Electric Motor companv of Erie, Pa., has been
incorporated The capital stock is ^4,00.000.

At the meeting of the Buffalo common council the peti-

tion of the People's Electric Railway company to lay tracks

on certain streets came up for consideration, but action was
postponed

The electric railway at Lynn is expected to be in opera-

tion witnin a week or ten days. The current will be sup-

plied by the Lynn Gas & Electric Light company.

In all probability a storage battery road will be con-
structed at Dubuque, la. A public meeting was held to

consider the matter November 13th. Nearly enough stock

was subscribed for at that time to insure the building of the

road.

The Electric Light company at Newburyport, Mass., has

received the commission from the Horse Railroad company
to erect poles for the equipment for the Merrimac branch
with electricit}-. It is the intention to have the Newbury-
port and Amesbury line running bv electricity before next

July.

The electric railway at Lort Worth, Tex., will cost J^35,-

000 to 15140,000. and is to be laid with thirty-five pound rails

outside of the city. It is expected that the cars will be run

to the union depot, and as the Main street line is controlled

in greater part by those interested in the north town prop-

erties tliis extension is probable. The road, together with

717 acres of land, was recently purchased by a syndicate

headed by Irving Evans and Walter Better of Boston, and

J. y. Farwell of Chicago.

The electric cars for the London North Metropolitan
tramway are now in an advanced state of preparation. The
motors are ready, and 600 double cells have been ordered.

It is generally expected that the arrangements will be in

practical working order by Christmas, and that the line will

be handed over to the Electric Traction company to run by
stored electricity, ins'ead of horses, by the beginning of the

new year. Many tramway companies are waiting the re-

sult of this trial, and the favorable certificate of the North
Metropolitan would result, without doubt, in a very general

adoption of electric traction in English tramways.

The Decatur. 111., Ilerald says: E. J. iNIartin, special

agent for the Sprague Motor company, offered sIsS.ooo for

the L>ecatur Street railway and equipments. The offer was
declined without thanks, as the stockholders of the Citizens'

line believe that the value is at least twice the amount
offered. Mr. Martin says that the people of Decatur will

shortly be surprised with a new street railroad with electric

motor power. Mr. Martin finds encouragement in securing

right of way, and believes that he will have a new route to

lay before the council soon. He declares that it is impos-

sible to offer for the present street railway system anygreater

sum than it is worth to a compan)' using electric motors.

Me says that there is no disposition to play a bluff game,
but that competition in every branch of trade is a good
thing- The men who believe that an electric street railway

can be made to pay here are willing to back their opinion

with money. The Herald can only reiterate its previous

statement, that if a syndicate of eastern capitalists want
to invest ii;50,ooo in Decatur, they ought to have the chance

to do it.

The following paragraph is taken from the Richmond
Dispatch: One of our exchanges has a paragraph stating

that the electric storage system is not only a success so far

as experience shows in relation to street railways, but that

the Omnibus company of Paris runs carriages by electricity

from the Arc de Triomphe to Carbevoie, a distance of two
miles. Each of the fore wheels, our contemporary says, is

moved bN" a separate dynamo, controlled by the driver.

The speed attained is somewhat greater than that of horse

propulsion, and the general operation satisfactory. All

carriages will be moved in the same manner before many
years shall ha\'e passed over our heads—that is, by elec-

tricity. This is the motive power of the future. If this

power can be stored and carried about as cheaply as it

would seem it can be, there is no reason that we can think

of why it cannot be substituted for horses in moving wagons,

carts, drays and what not. Rapidity of motion will be one

feature of the wagons and other carriages of the next gen-

eration. The words of Nahum may soon be fulfilled pre-

dictions: " The chariots shall rage in the streets; they

shall jostle one against another in the broad ways; they shall

seem like torches; they shall run like the lightnings." This

is not a bad description of the electric cars as these appear

at night.

From time to time electric traction makes its appearance

on the Paris tramways, but vanishes again after a brief

spell of apparent success, for some reason not easily ascer-

tained, says Inditslrit's. The latest development of electric

tramway -vork is an experiment which is being carried out

on the line between Porte Maillot and the Barriere de

I'Etoile by means of storage battery cars, which are very

handsomely fitted up, and which have now been running

for nearly two months. The battery is of the Faure-Sellon-

Volckmar type, constructed by Philippart Freres, and con-

sists of 144 cells, which, by means of a special switch, can

be grouped in various ways so as to supply the current un-

der different pressures, viz., 70, 140, 240 and 280 volts.

The total weight of the car with fifty passengers on board
i--- close upon 9K tons, and the normal power required

when running on the level, and at ordinary tramway speed,

is 7 horse povver; but when starting and when climbing

gradients the battery is often called upon to deliver current

at the rate of 20 horse power. The total capacity of the

Ijattery is 42 horse power-hours, so that the car can remain

from five to six hours in service before having to be re-

charged The usual provision is made for charging bat-

teries with the least possible loss of time. The motor is a

Siemens dynamo placed under the car floor, and running

at 1,000 to 1,200 revolutions per minute. The car is

lighted from glow lamps fed from the batteries.

The Pittsburgh, Allegheny i^ Manchester Street Railway
company of Pittsburgh, Pa , wilt probably introduce the

electric system. A committee has been engaged in investi-

gating the several systems. Some prefer the storage bat-

teries and others the overhead wire system. One of the
officers said recently: "I am in favor of electricity, with
overhead wires, and if stockholders owning 600 i-hares will

support me, that system will be adopted. There may be
some difficulty in getting the privilege of erecting poles

along the route."

THE TELEPHONE.
A fight is to be instituted in Rochester, N. Y., against

advertisers who tack placards on telephone poles.

A special section of the Paris congress is to be devoted
to telephony. An attempt is to be made, on the French
initiative, to organize an international telephone exchange.

"Fifty cents, please," said the hotel clerk to the ladywho
had been using the telephone. "I thought the charge was
only 10," she replied. "Yes,"' he returned, "but that is

the rate for men, you know."

—

/I'dgc.

The Bell Telephone company recently began suits against

se\-eral of its former subscribers in Rochester, N. Y. They
did not renew the contracts after the adjustment of the

controversy between the citizens and the company, and the

actions are instituted to recover on the old agreements with

the corporation.

At a recent meeting of the Houston, 'l"ex., city council,

an ordinance was passed granting the Erie Telegraph iS:

Telephone company the right to erect poles within the city,

the same to be thirty-five feet from the ground to the lowest

arm of the poles in all places within the lire limits, and
twenty five feet in outside places.

.\ dispatch dated November 23d, from Dixon, 111., says:

Thomas M. GafTne)- committed suicide at his home in this

city last night by shooting himself through the head.

Death resulted in about an hour. He was for many years

manager of the Western Union Telegraph company, and
also of the telephone company. Lie was a prominent
dealer on the Board of Trade.

The city authorities of Burlington, la., and the Iowa
Union Telephone company have been engaged in a contro-

versy. The city council refused to pay its bills for instru-

ments, and ordered poles removed from the streets unless

the telephone company would make concessions in the way
of furnishing poles for fire alarm wires. It is expected

that a compromise will be reached.

A New York prophet says the telephone of 1900 ought
not to cost more than a dollar, and telephone service in that

year ought not to cost more than %s a year, to put it at an
extravagantly high figure. Telephones, he says, will be-

come as essential to a properly furnished house as gas and
water are now, and they will be used for house service

instead of speaking tubes and door bells.

The new cables for the use of the telephone compan)'
have arrived, and are being placed in position, says a Coun-
cil Bluffs paper. The interior of the telephone exchange
is being enlarged and remodeled, and when completed
Manager Lane will have the finest oftice belonging to the

Iowa lV Nebraska Telephone companv. As soon as the

changes now under way are completed this city will have
the finest service in this part of the country.

The Supreme court in general term, in New York city,

tiecided, November 2d, that the Bell Telephone company
of Boston is liable to taxation in New York. The state

claimed the right to collect a tax of '% per cent, on the

gross earnings of the company, and suit w'as brought to

recover taxes for the years of 18S2 to 1SS6. The defense

was that the company s capital was not employed here, and
that it did business only through the local corporations.

The court holds that the company was not liable under the

statutes until 1SS5.

The following dispatch, dated November 23d. was sent

from West Superior, Wis.: The American Bell Telephone
company purchased yesterday the entire plant of the Su-

perior Telephone company for^35, 000, and has commenced
the work of placing the system in condition for operation

This settles the telephone war which has been going on for

the last year. The Superior Telephone company had been
using instruments manufactured by the Cushman Telephone
company of Chicago, but were obliged to remove them as

the results of a lawsuit instituted by the Bell company for

infringement.

THE TELEGRAPH.
The case of Feigles against the Western Union Tele-

graph company, at Fort Worth, Tex., ended in a $1,500
verdict for the plaintiff. He sent a telegram from Mal-
vern, and it was not delivered.

A new scheme of card telegrams is being tried in Hungary
for use in districts having a postoffice, but without a tele-

graphic service, says the London Eledrical Review. Cards
are sold at the postoffice at the price of 35 kreutzer for five

words, excess to be paid for by additional postage stamps,

to be affixed at the corner. The telegram can be put in

any letter box, and is forwarded to the nearest telegraph

office, and from there it is dispatched williout further delay

or charge. It is not so generally known to the public as it

might be that in England telegrams can be posted at any
pillar box, and will be sent on from the nearest telegraph

office. Some such scheme of special forms for this pur-

pose, in the shape of card telegrams, might render this of

greater practical utility, and the example of Hungary is

worthy of the attention of the postoffice authorities.
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Personal Paragraphs.

George T. Manson of the Okonite company. New York,

was in Chicago last week.

X. S. Possons of the Drush Electric company read a

paper on "Recent Applications of Electricity" before the

Cleveland Civil Engineers' club November 13th.

John. I. Sabin of San Francisco, general superintendent of

the Pacific Bell Telephone company, and general manager
of the California Electrical works, was- in Chicago Novem-
ber 2ist. After a brief stay he left for an eastern trip.

W. K. Freeman, manager of the National Electric

JNIanufacturing company of Eau Claire, Wis., passed

through the city JNIonday on his way east. j\[r. Freeman's
company, besides manufacturing electric lights, will draw
find cover wire for electrical purposes, and part of his mis-

sion east is to purchase the requisite machinery for this

branch of their business.

Business Mention.

The Electrical Construction company, Chicago, has re-

ceived the contract for wirin j the ne ^'ly-hnished part of the

court house. Chicago.

An order has been made requiring all road engineers of

the Northwestern railroad to have their watches protected

by anti-magnetic shields

The Southern District Telegraph & Electric company of

Birmingham, Ala., has added a nickel plating department
to its business. A system of electric time will also be in-

troduced.

W. N. Gray of Cincinnati, O., has recently made the

following sales: Seventy-five light Mather plant to (,>eo,

H. Eonte, Cincinnati, O. ; seventy-five light i\Iather plant

to the Beckett Paper company, Hamilton, O.; two 150
light Mather dynamos; 600 light iNIather plant to Kentucky
Wagon company. Louisville, Ky.; thirty-five light Water-
house plant to \\e\T Frog company, Cincinnati. O.

The Hill Clutch works of Cleveland. O., have recently

established a branch otfice at 1221 Union avenue, Kansas
City, Mo., under the management of A. M. Morse. The
Hill Clutch works find business looking very bright for

them in the west, and they have just made contracts for

complete outfits of power transmission machinery for the

Thomson Houston electric light plant at Topeka. Kan
,

and for a plant at Kansas City.

The National Electric Manufacturing company of Eau
Claire, "Wis., has installed its first dynamo in the Pioneer
Furniture facton"^ in that city. The new generator works
admirably in every particular. The Eau Claire Daily
Leader says of the installation: "In the evening several

interested parties visited the Pioneer Furniture factory, and
found the same brilliantly illuminated with the new light.

They all agreed that the light was perfect and the manner
of illumination left nothing to be desired. The dynamo is.

we must say. the most symmetrical and well-proportioned
piece of machiner)' we have ever seen in the way of elec-

trical apparatus. The pattern is graceful and light, and
at the same time solid and substantial enough to run at the

necessary speed without the least vibration or noise."

During the past few years the Western Electric company
has been making special effort to bring the Eeclanche Batter)-

to the highest degree of perfection attainable. That the
endeavor has not been fruitless is attested by the fine trade

in this battery which the com))any has secured. An im-
provement just introduced seems worthy of particular men-
tion. It has been customary thus far to have vent holes in

the wax at the top of the porous cup. In some cases these

holes have been left rough and in others glass funnels have
lieen inserted. The Western Electric company has used
funnels The improvement consists in closing the top of
the porous cup perfectly tight, and making the vents in the
sides of the cup at about the water line. The advantage
gained by this change is that the climbing salts have no pas-
sage through the wax, and the vapors rising from within
the cup are kept farther away from the head of the carbon
plate. In practice, so far, climbing salts do not rise above
the holes in the sides of the cup.

Electrical Patents.

Issued A^ovcmbcr 20, 1888.

393.012. Metallic Connector for Electric Railways. Joshua
Karnes, Pbiladelphia, Pa.

393.013. Conduit for f'^lectric Conductors. Joshua Kames.
Philadelphia, Pa.

393,040. ICIectric Light Pole. Klihu Thomson, Lynn,
Mass.

393,072, Electrical Apparatus for Preventing Corrosion of
Steam Boilers. Augustus J Marquand, Cardiff,

County of Glamorgan, England.

3';3.073- Transformation and Distribution of h:ieclrical

Energy. William J. McElroy, Pittsburg, Pa
,
and

Thomas J. McTighe, New York, N. Y.

The invention relates to the transformation and di.s-

tribution of electrical energy, and has reference espe-
cially to asystem of distribution from high potential

on the main or distributing line to currents of low po-
tential in the consumption circuits or lines.

The claim reads; " In a system of transformation or
conversion of eleclrical energy, the combination of an
alternating current generator, a pair of mains respect-

ively connected to the terminals thereof, I jvo electro-

static converters, and consumption devices, said con-
verters being composed each of two memliers of dif-

erent area, the smaller members being respectively
joined to said mains and the larger members connected
10 said consumplion devices."

393,07s. ICIeclric Alarm System. Willi;im I-'. Uossbarh.
Brooklyn, N. \'

.

393,088. Instrument for Measuring Electric Currents.

Addison G. Waterhouse, Hartford, Conn.

The obiect of the invention is to produce an instru-

ment which will be sensitive to variations of the cur-

rent transmitted through it. and which will invariably

indicate such changes at all times and under all c ndl-

tions.

The third claim is given: " The combination of a

series of key levers turning upon a fulcrum rod, a

rocking plate turning on said fulcrum rod and ar-

ranged above all of said keys and having a laterally

extending arm and a T shaped cam provided with an

ear resting upon said arm

393.123. Galvanic Battery. Francis H. Root, Chicago,

III.

The invention consists in providing in a battery cell

a chloride of siLer electrode and a zinc electrode, the

former constituting the negative and the latter the posi-

tive element. These electrodes are immersed in an

exciting metfium consisting of a gelatine solution

charged with muriate of ammonia, and reduced to

about the consistency' of a thick paste.

The second and sixth claims are given: " 2. The
combination, in a galvanic cell, of zinc and chloride of

silver electrodes, a porous cup intervening between the

two electrodes, and an exciting medium consisting of

a gelatine solution charged with muriate of ammonia
and reduced to the consistency of paste, said electrodes

and porous cupbeing all immersed in said thickened ex-

citing medium.
"0. In a battery cell, a perforated cylindric zinc

electrode combined with a thickened exciting me-
dium."

393,125. Apparatus for Removing Frictional Electricity

from Machinery, William Schulte, Apollo, Pa.
The invention comprises electrical conductors ap-

plied to the constituent members of a plant of ma-
chinery and arranged in as m^ny circuits as there are

individual members of the plant combined with a

switch-board and ground connections for both the ma-
chinery au'i the electrical conductors.

393ii3-- Electric Meter. Frank C. Wagner, Ann Arbor,
Mich.

393.146, Mechanism for Changing Electric Circuits.

Henry Edmunds, London, Eng.
The invention employs a closed hollow cylinder or

drum divided into compartments by partitions radiating
from the axis of the cylinder or drum, there being
small openings through the partitions, so that liquid

in one compartment can flow slowly into the next, and
lind its level. This drum is mounted on a shaft driven
by a suitable motor—such as a spring or weight—the
iiquid in the drum serving to regulate the speed at

which the shaft rotates The spring or weight is

wound up at inter\'als by Che motive agent, which is

periodically ca'led into action by the revolution of said
drum, or a part connected therewith.

393.147. Distribution of Electricity by Secondary Bat-
teries. Henry Edmunds, London, Eng.
The second claim is as follows: "In a system of

electrical distribution, the combination, with the sec-
ondary batteries, the main circuit, and the working
circuit, of a switch or circuit changer comprising a
magnet having a coil in the main circuit, whereby the
said circuit is diverted from the batteries, and another
coil connected with the local circuit, whereby the
energy of the first coil can be neutralized or confirmed
by a current of the proper direction

"

393.159- Synchronizing Mechanism for Clocks. Edward
Kronenberg, Philadelphia, Pa.

393,165. Electro IMagnetic Shunt for Telephone Receivers.
Thomas D. Lockwood, Melrose, Mass.

The invention provides means for relieving telephone
instruments from the pernicious and disturbing effects
of induction from other circuits, and it is especially
serviceable in cases where the said disturbing' effects
accrue from circuits carrying electric light and power
current.

It is based upon the well-known fact in applied elec-
tricity that telephone electric currents, by reason of
their rapid rate of cliange per unit of time, pass through
electro magnetic helices with great difficulty and with
considerable loss of volume and power. Claim 3 reads:
"In a telephone circuit, and in combination with the
line and the transmitter and receiver in said line, a de-
rived circuit branched from the line between the re-

ceiver and transmitter, and shunting the receiver, and
an electro-magnet in said derived or shunt circuit."

393,170 Apparatus for Electro plating. Louis McMur-
ray, Baltimore. Md.

393,183. Time Switch for Secondarv Batteries. William
F. Stocker, Burrton, Kan.

393, '92. Electrical Revolving Brush. Russell Thayer,
Philadelphia, Pa.

393,203. Gravity Battery. Leon C. BarLley, Cambridge,

The lirst claim is appended: "The combination,
with a gravity electric battery, of a receptacle located
next under the zinc element, said receptacle being sup-
ported by, and connected with, the zinc element."

393,224. Electric Kailway. Stephen D. Field, New York,
N, V,

The invention consists in constructing a railway with
an intermediate or central line of rails designed to sup-
ply the currents to the moving train, and in dividing
this central rail inio short detached insulated sections,
which are supplied with electricity from a stationarv
generator by means of an electric conductor extending
along the entire line, which is connected at intervals
with ihe separate sections through branch conductors.
( "kum r reads: "The combination with a railwav track
'•f a .series of .sectional conductors extending along the
line of the track, a continuous conductor, normally

completed connections between the respective sectional

conductors and the continuous conductor, and inter-

vening circuit interrupting devices."

393,243. 'J'elephone Apparatus. John B. Ker, Plarris-

burgh, and John Crawford, Reading, Pa.

The invention is designed principally to so construct
and arrange the parts of a telephone set that such ap-
paratus can be used in mines of various characters, in

chemical works, in military and marine operations, and
in like situations where the apparatus will be subject
to the action of deleterious gases, or to atmospheric
influences injurious to constructions heretofore em-
ployed.

393,266. Electric Motor and Dynamo. Andrew L. Riker,

New York, N Y.
The third and seventh claims are as follows;
"3. A ring armature having notches or spaces for

the coils, said spaces being of the uniform width
throughout, and Tilled with flat wire approximately the
width of said spaces.

"7. The combination, with the armature and shaft,

of the commutator mounted on said shaft and com-
prising the series of sections, each composed of a ring
and one or more plates and radial arms, and the hold-
ing rings of hard rubber let into the ends of the com-
mutator."

393.275. Closed Conduit for Electric Railway Conductors.
Charles J. Van Depoele, Chicago, III.

The last claim is given: "In electric railways, the

combination, with a foundation piece or base, of the
bottom, sides and top pieces forming the conduit, the
cross pieces secured to the base and the tie bolts ex-

tending therefrom."

393.276. Underground Conduit for Electric Conductors.
Charles J. Van Depoele, Chicago, 111.

The invention is intended, partly, to so onstruet
and arrange the conduit located between the rails, and
within which the main conductors for conveying the

current to the motors upon the vehicles to be propelled

are contained, that both the positive and the negative
conductors can be contained therein, disposing of the

necessity for using the rails as a return conductor.
The first claim is: "In electric railways, the combi-

nation of a closed conduit, positive and negative con-
ductors within said conduit, a traveling contact in

independent electrical connection with the inclosed

conductors, electric connections in the path of the'

traveling contact, and extending to the exterior of the

conduit, and translating devices completing a working
circuit."

393.277. Turnout and Crossing for Underground Con-
duits. Charles J Van Depoele, Chicago, 111

Broadly stated, the invention consists in providing
special conductors at intersecting points, said conduc
tors engaging some portion of the contact device to

support and guide it in the desired direction and at

the proper height, while the exterior carrying devices
pass over or through the open spaces in the exposed
portion of the conduit formed by intersecting slots.

393.278. Switch for Overhead Conductors. Charles J

Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
The sixth claim is given: "A crossing or switch for

electric conductors, comprising arms connected with
and radiating from a centrally located plate or surface

in electrical connection with said arms, a conductor
attached to each arm, the extremitvof an entering con-

ductor being located opposite to the continuation of

said conductor leaving the crossing, and a projection

upon the central plate arranged to engage the contact
device to prevent lateral displacement thereof when
passing upon the plate between the ends of the con-
ductors

393,280. Electric Railway System David G. Weems,
Baltimore, Md

393,282 Electro Magnetic Door Opener. Edward A.
Wildt, Long Island City, N. Y.

393,304. Electric Gas Lighter. Charles H. Ilaskins, New
York, N. Y.
The main object of the invention is to provide

means for always keeping the gas ignited as long as

the gas cock is turned so as to permit any flow, and
to relight it as often as it becomes extinguished while
flowing.

Claim I reads; "The combination, with a gas burner,
a primary electric circuit, and a thermostatic strip,

said strip serving to complete the circuit through said

burner when cold, and to open said circuit."

393.315- Electric Meter. William F. Stocker, Burrton,
Kan.

393.3 '7- Arched Suspender for (")verhead Electric Con-
ductors. Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

393.323 Switch for Electric Motors. George H. C"on-

dict, Philadelphia, Pa
The first of the thirty-two claims is given: "The

combination of two electric motors, a source of electric

supply, a controlling switch for coupling up the coih'

of the motors in different orders to varj' the resist-

ance offered by said motors, a reversing switch to

reverse the current in the motors, and a lock con-
trolled by the mo\'enient of tlie controlling switch to

lock said reversing switch from movement at all

times except when the controlling switch is moved
to cut the normal current out of the motors."

393.337- Electro-Magnet Frederic A. Lane, New Haven,
Conn.
The invention is designed to increase the surface

of the core without necessarily increasing the size of

the magnet, and consists of a magnet composed of a

tubular metal core, wire wound upon said core, and
Slid lulnilar core closed at one end to form the active

or contact service of the magnet.

393.346. I':iectrical Coiuliiit. lohn Whclan. Washington,
D. C.
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Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CARPESTIKB. HABTMAKX <& CO.,

(jalvanomelers, Bridges and Rheostats by all the Prominent Makers,

CALX. AXD EXASIf^'E.

Ja-iaa.es w . Qixeeix cfc Oo.
924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

A. A. McGreary's Reflector Shade

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE

IN ILLUMINATING POWER.
5 SIZES for 10 to 100 C. P. Lamps.
SUSPENDED BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.

18 and 20 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.
.Send for Circular B.

rfA
The Electrical

r^y^jf Construction Co. ^\
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Soecialtv.

TIN K Belt
g Friction Clutch Pulleys

1 1 - 23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS. NEW YORK.

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

BURR & DODGE, 125 N. 5th SI., Philadelphia.
Investigate Before Buying.

THE "CLARK" ^yy'IRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Agentsfor tne Oanaflas,

J Messrs. AHEARN &SOPER, - OTTAWA. ONTARIO,

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
29. 1886, he aays :

" A Thoroaghly Keliable and Desirable "Wire in Every Kespect.*'

The rubber used In insulating our wires nnd cables Is specially chemlcallr prepared, atd is guaranteed
to be icatet'proof. and icill not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, toavery great extent, tire proof.
Our iJisvlaiion will prove durable when all others fait. We are prepared to fumiah Single Wires of all

gaugea and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Ligtits from stocK. Cables made
to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hainpsbire Street, Boston, Mass.

BENRY A. CLARK, General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

nLOW/>
INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Mannfactnred for AEBIAEi, .SCBUASIXE and CNDEBeBOCNO USE. OKONITE TAPE for makiog waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers GANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.TRADE MARK.

BRANCHES:—CMcap, 42 LaSalle St., Boston, PMlaflelBMa, Offlaha, Miimeatolis, Cincinnati, Loiiisyille, Kansas City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^ijpplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-
phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OF

pisher's Qlectric

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

^= LECXRIC RJLIL^KTJLYS.

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
rMANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric JJotors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmansiiip, Ease of IVIanagement,
Remarlcable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo Eleci^ric n|aGhine8,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNOERDALE, A^ent,
154 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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WE PATENT AND EXPLOIT
In Foreign Countries firEtclaSB Electrical Inven-

tions which are new and ooerative, and have been

Illu trated by mo els and drawinga, but not pub-
Uahed in this country before beingc ratented
abroad. No expense to ihe inventor ; ca I or write.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,

1007 Opera House Block. CHICAGO, ILL

FRANCIS W^. PARKER, Solicitor.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLT COMPLETE SET OF U, S.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

I. W. COLBURN & CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

machines for Arc and Incandesceot
£lectrlc I^fghting, Klectro - Plating
and Kxperinientai Ui^e.
Send for large lUnatrated Catalogue, also Hand-

binV of KPBflv Toturfinco. voaT-nnrlrot prill-Ion.

SiouxCity . Corliss Engine
so to SOO IX. I=»-

BriLT BY THE

Sioux City

ENGINE WORKS
Sioux City, Iowa.

BOILERS
—AXI>—

Stoaiu Power Outfits

for Ligliting Stations

and Elevators

A SPECIALTY.
ul^5^^—^ Send for Circular F.

^^ J^P" State Business.

)KRIF, ENBTNE WORKS. 1 dBOtTLARS
[SIltPJIAN OIL ENIJIXK. \ pbEbT^\milleb duplex STKAMPUBIP.J

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
-MANTJTACTUEERB OF—

Hard Rubber goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Catalogue and Prices furnished on application.

FOR ANYTHING

The Gqioq Aatomatic Heat

In the Line of

Teiimerature

Replatiou,
Either Furnaces

or
Nteani Heaters

In Houses, or lur
Special Apparatus,

address

ing Co.. ELMIBA.N.I

DOYOUROWNKfflS
IF 25 LIGHTS OR LESS WILL DO IT

UiF\t*fOSEND STAMP FOR CIRCULARnwYVr WHICH WILL TELL YOU,

b'^l':^;.%TurHOUSEi'RSHOP
CAND0 1TYOURSELFwiTMOUH»2.60oUTFIT
C E.JONESiBRO. Cincinnati O

Comet Carbons
And Beciire better reeulte than yoti are now getting, thus saving all rebates on account of

inferior llshte.

HLL USERS ENDORSE THOM.

LARGEST ENGINE WORKS
West of tlie Mississippi.

GEN'L WESTERN AGT8

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

ManufactiirerB' Agents for Globea, Shades, Etc., on which we can name Interestinij prices. We
solicit your correspondence. Send for new Illustrated Catalogne.

J. B. YOUNG, President and Treas. B- K. JAMISON, Vice-President.

/^^ ,^ SOLAR CARBON tc MFC. COMPANY,
^

.- „, '^P Office, No. 69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.

f^^
^~

Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas. Process Patented. f7Q
Lgs,.;,^^,^--^^^^ BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.

^^E^I^"'"' Western Office, i 75 Randolpfl Street, Chicago. Special Discounts on Large Orders.

The Standard Carbon Co.,^^^^ SUCCESSORS TO THE ^^^^ ^^^^

Bo\ilton, Cle'H'ela.nd., sizid. Crvstal Carlbon Cojnpa.nies.
O Xj £: X^ IE! Xj .^ KT i:> , OZXIO.

^ADm^M PI AXCQ WILLIAM A. DOTY,
^^^=foH!cTp,cA.r.!^" "=-^>

!

MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

New York Carbon Works, ^^«
''^"JeL^^.?eLX?Bf..«.^.^^'^'-^^-

IBCortlandtSt, Telephone Building, N.Y.
; 727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.Send forPrice-Llnt.

9 '

SCHEI^ECT^DY, N. Y.,
-mahtifactukers of-

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords ^nd^ Gables for Telephone, Telegraph 1

JAMES F. KELLY. General Sales Agent, !9 Dey Street. New York.

The H.M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
MANUPAC'I'UltEItS or

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stocit. Orders Filled Promptly.

4»ni<<^ and mil at OHr-otla, :tflcli.

Eiclutlve Sf'llliiii Atfent: o. A. Hirmount, WeBtern
AKeiit Kiectrlcal Dejiiirtmeot NewHavou flock Co.,

:(!.') Waljaah Avenue, Chlrago,

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

An Armature Winder.
APi'i.V T(J

Royal Electric Co., Peoria, III.

WANTED.
AOKNTK for I/ord'e Uoller Coriiiiound. A
cliancw for IOiit.'lm't-rn and men on the road.
AIho local Ayentfl with means, htatc pres-
ent occupation. Addrees,

CEO. W. LORD,
31B Union Btroet, I'hlliidolpblB, Pt

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Send for Catalogue.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

226 HEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, I LL>

ATTENTION
Of rte;ilers and others is

callijd tt) lliia hell, Ilieaa-

vautaees or which can

readily he seen in its ad
justment rorregiilatUiKtho
spring wlilch supports the

Armaiiire. 13y simply turu-

liig a scrow the sprlofi: is

made to conform to the

strenKth of battery current,

one cup of battery will work

It louder and stronKor tlmn

will two or three nthera of

dllferent make.
We can HUpply It In either

briicket or box form; it is

nicely nlckelod and ])Ut ui'

In the best of workmnnlilte

inamifr. Prices furulslied

ou appUcatloD.

KEATING & ROXBURGH,—MANCFACTDREB9 OK—
Sounders, Keys, Bolls. Batteries, etc., dealDia l" *"

kinds Kloctrlcal Siipiillos.
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"C.£C."ELECTRIG MOTOR CO.
90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW EN6LA1SD OFFICE; 19 Pearl St„ BOSTON,

WESTEEN OFFICE; 139 and 141 Adams Street, OHIOAaO.
SOUTHEEN OFFICE; 25 Carondelet Street, NEW OELEANS.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lighting, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K^y LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND "BLEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, con n.

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent. THOS. L. SCOVILL,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK AGENT

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

The Waterhouse System
OF

ARC LIGHTING
Acknowledged to be the Leading System, for Superiority in all the vital points that g o

to make up a First^Class System.

Gold Medals awarded at the first and only two exhibitions

for competition, Boston, 1887, Cincinnati, 1888.

LoDg Distance Series and Multiple Arc Incandescent Lighting,

VSKXD FOR PBOSPKCTCS.

WATERHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

Chicago Office, 15+ La Salle St. HARTFORD, CONN

Protect ):£i!: Armatures
It is a matter of everyday experience among Elec-

tric Light men that Armatures are frequently burned
out entirely, or seriously injured by the short circuiting

of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Proteclor Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of

the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System"
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-

dress

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.,

or EtECTRICAl, SUPPI-Y CO.,
171 Bandolph Street, Chicago.

See letter of recommendation from electrician Chi-

cago Arc Light & Power Co., on adoertising page xiii

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN Join 28, 1888.

IDynamo and Cylincier Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery. By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

TELEPHONES
FOR PRIVATE L.IXE!$.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has etocd
the tests and held oat and given satiBfactory

Bervice for the past eight years.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices.

ELECTRICAL GOODS Of EVERY DESCRIPTIO.W

lelepkund Electrical Supply Co,,

i., Elgin, 111., U.S.1

DO NOT OE OECEIVED
By imitations marked Leclanch(5 Disque or Disque Leclanch^.

The term " Disque" was formerly used by us to designate

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1 and size No. 3.

It has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

THE CELIBBATID

TRADE

GONDA is tlie Gennine Baiter?.

DA 1 Xi^ai LfVlELfLtf&XDt

It is unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever name called, and is immeasurably superior in
efficiency and durability.

DO ZLTOT ^e: I:Lv£I=OSEID tjto^t.
Insist upon being furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and if your dealer does not keep it send to U3

direct for prices. Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it is stamped with the word Gonda.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO., 149 West 18th St., New York.
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WIRES .A.T<ri3

vlON//

TRADE MARK.

CANDEE
IMPROVED WEATHERPROOF

WIRE.
A full stock of ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES of Every Description.

Central Electric Company,
42 LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

GILES JLlSrXI-KLA&NEXIC
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co.

Gentlemen : — Your Anti-Magnetic

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti-

mated. It is now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day

it is (without correcting time) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one wlio needs the correct time, should ^
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good ;.

deal of practical utility, as well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time- --

keeper. At present, I look upon a watch '4^-

without a shield as a thing incomplete, ^^V
and so it is. Very Respectfully,

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE, "^

Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.
Send for descriptive circular.

'HrJLXCHES.
" * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn In the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-
ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is ba£ed
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan I know that could succeed.

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologists

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and fine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading

magnetic infiuence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

THIE LIST OIF S^LES OIP THIS

Westinghouse Engines: Compound, Standard and Junior,

FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1888,

Is too long to publish m extemo as an Advertisement. Orders were received on eighteen working days,

the five heaviest days yielding respectively, i6, ii, lo, 8, and 7 Engines Each.

TOTAL. 86 ENBINES, AGGREGATING 3310 H, P.^ J
Sales for August, September and October were over 200 Engine.s of all types, aggregating
nearly 10,000 HORSE POWER. Note in connection with the above exhibit, that our
current advertising expenses for 1888 are about one-half that of any preceding year.

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUPACTUnaD BY

WOODBURY ENGINE

COMPANY.

ALSO BUILDERS OV

PLAIN SLIDE YALVE
AND

Double Valve Mediom Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines
AND

TUBULAR BOILERS.
Addreee the Manufactarers at

*^ ^_^-i*' e 652 Mill Street ROCHESTER. ». Y.
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The Thomson-Houston

Eleetrie Railway System.

Nineteen Rnads in D aily Operation Under llie Tiiomson-Hpuston Patents.

ALL MATERIAL 18 WOW MAWUFACTUItED AT TSE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., TBB LAJtGESX
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN TSE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Thomson-Houston patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of.

trolley pressing against the wire &om below.

MOTORS i ELECTRICAL EftPIPMEHTS FDRNISHED FOR MIMING i OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates .A-ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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BELL-HANGERS' HAND-BOOK
By F. B. BADT.

100 pages; 80 illustrations; flexible cloth binding; type page 6x3 inches.

E»I3ICE «1.00.

THE ONLY BOOK OF THE KIND PUBLISHED.
First Edition Twenty-five Hundred Copies.

ORDERS ALREADY ON FILE FOR MORE THAN ONE-HALF THE ENTIRE EDITION.

Forward Your Order NOW.
SEiTT lE'OST.A.Ca-E: I^I^EE OiT RECEIPT OI^ IPI^ICE.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 LAKEISIDC BUTLDIIffG^ CHICAGO.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.

By F. B. BADT.

i

100 pages; 70 illustrations; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 inches,

Designed for Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationery and Marine Engineers.

Just the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for electric light in-

stallations. The only book of the kind in the English language.

Price, Postage Pre-paid to any address in United States or Canada, $1.0C

Address

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATE EEL
The attention of ELEC™''- .t''OMl''AKlI':S i^ called to this CELE-

IfiRAXEI> "IVATEK M IftXiEI^ as particularly adapted to their use,
on account of its re^la.l*ka1>l>f^_.sl'^a«ly motion, liigli Speed
and great Ellit-iency, ana*l«,i:ge<'apacity, for its diameter,
being double the I»o-*ver of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the econom-
ical use of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest per cent, of use-
ful effect g'Biaranteed.

SEXD FOB CATALOGUE AXD PARTIClTIiARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gea.c are required,

and i) can be belted directly to dynarr.o.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VHCXOR

Tl)KBIi\ES arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish iVictor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., - DAYTON, OHIO.

WM. GARRETT, President. CHAS. S. BRITTON, Vice-Pres t. H. E. HAYES, Treasurer. C. L. RODMAN, Acting Sec'y.

THE GLOBE CARBON CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO
CARBONS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS, BATTERIES, ETC.

o. c«3 r». n.. n. EiTJCLixaD stj9ltion-

The CURTIS
BALANCED

STEAM
TRAP.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE CURTIS REGULATOR CO.
Beverly St., Boston, Mass.

jj AS balanced Valve, -therefore works equally well undern HIGH or LOW pressure; discharges full area of pipe; has
hard composition float, ver.ted to the atmosphere, and is war-
ranted not to collapse or fill.

GENERAL AGENCIES.
NEW YORK, 109 Liberty st.

PHILADELPHIA. 2035 North Front st.

MINNEAPOLIS, 210 South Third st.

CHICAGO, 218 Lake st.

ST. LOUIS, 707 Market rt.

NEW ORLEANS, 21 Union St.

George P. Barton
LAW OFFICE,

225 Dearborn Street
patent and trademark cases.

CHICAGO, ILL

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING
BY PHILIP ATKINSON, Ph. D.

260 Pages, Cloth Bindins, Illustrated, Price $1.50.

This book is an elaboration and revision of Ihe popular series of articles which ran through the
Western Electrician under the same title. It treats of : Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Current Dynamos ; Direct Current Dynamos ; Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurement;
The Arc Lamp ; The Incandescent Lamp : The Storage Battery ; Electric Distribution.

Sent postage prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Buildiog, Chicago.

0. F. ANNETT. Prest. S. F. FEJTTOy, Vlce-Preat. and Treas.

Hotel and House AnnunclatorB.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms,

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

"Wire and Batteries.

CHAS. SID^^ET SMITH, Seo'y

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, - UTAH.

THE FINEST LINE OF

Electric Gas Lighting

BOTH HAKr^LIGHTIHG AKD AUTOMATIC.

IT PAYS TO ITSE THZS BEST.
SPECIAL NOTICE.—This Company enjoys the notable distinction of

having received the Highest Award over all competitors at the American
Exhibition, London, Eng., 1887, via: A Diploma of Sonor, for the

best Exhibit of Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus, Annunciators,
Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Etc.

No 15, Vibrator

No. 3, Boston Ratchet Earner. No. 5, Simple Hand Lighter. No. 7, Tip-Top Ratchet Burnet. No. 9, Factory Burner. No 13 Thumb Cock B irner.

Manufactured by THE ELECTRIC CAS LIGHTING CO., 35 Arch St., Boston, Mass.
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The Stoddard Combined Rosette

AND CUT-OUT.

The Bosette and Cord Entirely Re-
movable for Replacing Fuses.

''%/' %s

MAGNET WIRE

SLEET STORMS ARE COMING.

STYLE NO. 610.

KERITE ARMORED CABLE.

CONDUCTIVITY OF COPPER AND

ati

PROnSPT SHIPniXSMTS.

TT^rite for QTjLOta,tion.s.

CJLTJXIOIT I

Will our friends please note this page extra

carefully, before we pass on.

THIS IS IMPORTANT.

TH3E)!

DIAMOND CARBON BATTERY.

BEST AND CHedPEST.

NO.

810.

II
IIH

"^

1 II 1 1

LOOP SWITCH
FOB OCTSIME ABC ISE.

PL.

E-i

STYLE NO. 640.

"Write for ilnotations on

BeRs, Batteries, Amciators,

WOOD PUSH BUTTONS,

BRONZE PUSH BUTTONS,

ANNUNCIATOR WIRE, ETC., ETC.

The electrical SUPPLY CO.

FACTORIES:

JLnsokijl, Conn.
BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
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CEO. WESTINCHOUSE, Jr., President.

H. M. BYLLESBY, Vice-Pres't and Cen'l Manager.
P. H. ALEXANDER, General Agent.

CEO. H. LEWAR8, Secretary and Treasurer.
C. H. BARNEY, Auditor.
J. M. ROBERTSON, General Superintendent.

s«»ni**^:^''%c CO.

*^-< West 23* *
^<<

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SAWYER-HUN INCkNDESCEHT

ELECTRIC LAMP.
HIGH EFFICIENCY. LONG LIFE. •«• NO BLACKENING.

—^wif^ii

LAMPS MADE
SOCKETS

PRICES GREATLY

MANUFACTURES.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIBHT COMPANY,
iE'ort "V^a-yia-o^ In.ca.la,ii.a,.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM

OF

IHMDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THK

JENNEY SYSTEM
OF

ARC LIGHTING.

The Most Carefully Worked-

out and Oomplete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in

Existence.

Armatures and Converters

Guaranteed. 12—16 Candle Power '

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse <

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

CHICAGO OFFICE, r85 Dearborn St., First Floor,
W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
242, 244 EAST I22d STREET.'

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F.Adams. Successor.!

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

Vannfoctareil nnd
for Male only by VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

15 17, 19!& 21 NORTH CLINTON ST,

CHICAGO, ILL.



$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 O cents per Copy.

Vol. III. CHICAGO, DECEMBER 8, i888. No. 23.

PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY.
—MA2nJFACTirBKES OF

—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
-ETC.-

Send for Catalogue and Pk';ce List.

729 Broadway, New Tork.

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsbursrli, Pa.

Standard Underground Gable Company,
Genera! Offices. ^0. 708 PENN. AVE., PITTSBURGH, PA.

Branch Offices{
New York, Telephone Building, Cortlandt Street,

G. L. Wiley, Manager.
Chicago. 139 East Madison Street, F. E. Degen-

nardt, Manager.

SLANITFACTUEEHB OP

f O O

So o/

The Waring Anti-Induction and Bunched Gables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, SabmarUie

and Aerial. Light Leaded
Cables for House Use

Weather-proof Line Wire,
Underwriters', Annunciator I

and Office Wire. I
Six years of uniform Success^

enable as to guarantee
our Cables.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Aerial Use,

Subterranean Use,

Submarine Use

Concealed Wiring in all Locationt.

16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

DUST PROOF BELLS
Soperior to All Others.

HAZAZER & STANLEY, - 32 Frankfort St., N. Y.

The CALLE«DER™4I^So"S,o COMPANY,
18 Cortland St., NEW YORK,

MAT^UPACTTJRERS OP

Electric Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone,

Railway and all other

Branches of Signaling.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr..

All Sizes

Leadincased Wires.

AMSmN LEATHER Lll SELT

coMPAmr,
MANUFACTURERS OF

SPECIAL

DYNAMO

BELTING.

46 and 48 Ferry St. and 72 Cliff St.

NEW YORK.

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. BURDICK, 68 Commerce Building,

General Western Sales Agent, CHICAGO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
BDllders of Blgh Grade Self-Contained

AQtOMtIc Gnt-Off Eflpios,
8FE0IAI.LT ADAFTBD FOB BUNNIKO

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring close

regulation of speed.

WZSTEBN OfFIOB AlTD WaBEBODHB!

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, IN.

WM. A. HAMMETT, Manager.

ANSOniA BRASS & GOFFER GOMFANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C B B A •

fM0^^<S^^<i;'

CUT SHOWING STYLE OP INSULATION.

^.—Copper Wire, B. B.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C—BraidedCoW^
Uturated with a Slack, Weather-Proof Composition. - . , , ,. n «•

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples fumisiied upon application. Pare En^

DAinzL W.
Adduos H.

Chables D. JenkeT} Electrician.

Approvea oy i.'jcw lorKDoaruui rite uuuciniikEia.

trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

w&QCQnnuc. j 19 and 21 Cliff St., New York.
WAKtHUUMb. { 64 Washington St.- Chicago, 1Ills.

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA, COMIL

Beainaed Rorison, Secretary,
Auos K. H0I.I.OWSLI., Treuiunr

OBDYKE," Yice-Prealdent. ^^^_ ^0^^ ^^^

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole Owners of all ibe Palenis and laveMlom of Cbarles D. Jenney (Knomi as the Jenney Systemj and bole Owuera and ManufacturerB of his

Improued Oynamo, [amp ^
Electric (Hotor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting

the Jenney System leads. Simple, durable, economical,

Bteady, brilliant and peuetratlne. In these eoaentlals It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants for Cities, Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc oh Incan-

descent Systems, or for both combined.

TheJenney Incandescent Dynamos are self-regulating,

and permit the taming on and off of one or all of the Lamps
at win.

This Company fflves special ailenlfon to fuTjUaJdng MtlSt

Shops. Factories, etc., wUh Individual Plants.

tsr SLID (DB Umm lUDSIiiTIIS m DESCBISIHS THE SMB. -«l

OFTICE A>'D W0EK9:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electric Bo.
EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVF.. BOSTON.
WESTERN OFFrCE:

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOR

nrc-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883»

First Prize : Best System of Arc-Lighting,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

Electric )|rc-[ighting

This Company was given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all sizes ifor the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent Llehtlns and Power Plants.
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The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

Qdison Qlectric ||ight (Jo.
THIS COMPANT IS THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS

AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTul

PIETHUD OF GERERSi; EtECTRICIIt DISTRIiUTIOn.

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention ia

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Canital, $2,500,000. 4 Stations; Capacity, 150.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capitar, $750,000, 1 Station ; Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations: Capacity. 60,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000. 1 Station: Capacity. 50,000 Umps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past yeai
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess
of tlie aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Industry as an investment.

WEITE FOE PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAb

For Information relative to Central Station EusInesB, apply to tbe

Hdisoxi Electric I^ier^t Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 IT. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated p^^U.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

GDi$on PcmiT uiis Rejected m Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

THE

1-r

nrsuLATiiirfi compaity,
MANtTFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 li^per H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H. P., equals 6tVt7 per H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCUEATE TESTS. NO COMMENTS FOE PAETICCLAKS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2 1 9 LA SALLE ST., CHICACiO.

Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead. Specially

Adapted for Uines, Chemical Works, Etc,

Prices and Samples on Application at

No. 159 FRONT STREET, NEW YORHITY,

% I HAEIESHAW, III, London, Chemical En^ineor, Gonoral Hm^er,

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We liave supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Liglit, Telegraph and Telephone Compnnies, to United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other serv-

ices wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required. Our

Mitetiais and Workmanship are Guaranteed the Very Bes*,

and correspondence is solicited from companies and architects requiring our

articles.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Railways,
Speed,
Endurance,
Economy.

The Daft Motors for Power Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mention the Western Electrician.
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r:--T«5p|3^rOTCA.¥-.

Cle-u-eland, Oliio.
MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

uxm ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST. 181 LAKE ST.
BOSTON.

I CHICAGO.

109 LIBERTY ST.

NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and pouier Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENGINEERING CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

XjOXTIS,&T. Aa:o.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COIVIPLETE STEAIVI PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

SPECIALTIES ;—The Armington & Sima Engine, Steel BoilerB, Jarvis Paraace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Gratee, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

SEATD FOB liATEST CATAIiOOlIES.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated Lighting, Railroad Car

Street Car Propnlsion, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from Nokthern iLLraois, Eastern Iowa,
WiBCONBiN and Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory,

Northwestern Electrical Accumnlator Company,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamp?,

Great Economy of Running Experrses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

LAW BATTERY,
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylinder, one within

the other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the
market. Its efiBciency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is guaranteed
for ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,

instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore. The cover is of blue glass and
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.

Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected
against corrosion.

x3VEx>xio-^7'x:]VE£:sal's.
Do not be so fooliali as to buy a Prism, Porous Cup, or other perishable negative element battery,

when one can be had which is PBACTICALLT EVERLASTIlfG, And do not waste
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly
coming and going, but buy the " Law," which has stood the test of eight years,

LAW TELEPHONE CO., 112 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast : GEO. L. HENZEL, San Francisco, Cal.

G. It. GALE, PllKSIDKNT.
H. A. PLUMMBR, VlCE-PlIESIDEST.
V. B. I-EJJSTON, Tkeasubbb.

I Geh. R. a. ALQEK
i G. H. GALE,

S. A, PLUMMEK.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
B, C. BKOWN. C. A. WARREN. 1

T. WILLIAMSON. C. H. THOMPSON. )-

F. B, TROUT. F. B. PRESTON.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Seoketaby.
FRANK B. TROUT, Superistendent.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For Light and

Power Purposes.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE DATTERY
Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

P

For Light and

Power Purposes.

F, B. TROTJT S °^''^^^' ^^ Gnswold St., CAMPAU BUILDING.
'

> Factory, Corner 13th and Woodbridge Sts.General Manager. DETROIT, MICH.
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SPRAGUE IMPROVED TRUCK FOR STREET RAILWAY WORK.
Coi^plete "Tri^cl^s P^iarnislieca, or Jvlotors Attached

to Car TTru-Clgs JLlready in Use.

Flexible Suspension. Noiseless Gears. All Bearings Self-Oiling and Dust-Proof.
Gears and Pinions Independently Removable. Single Movement Control

from Either Platform with no Idle Resistance. Brushes on a New
Principle, and Perfection as Regards Ease of Running.

SPRACUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR CO.,
16 and 18 Broad Street, - 2^TE"'sX7 "2"C:ESI^-

J. J. DICKEY, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice President.
H. J. WELLS, Sec'yand Gen'l Man. Sup't and Electrician. L. H. KORTY, Treasarer

MIB'LAND ILICTHIC C0«,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

ELE€TmmAL iUPPMli

Hotel and House Annunciators, Bnrglar Alarms, Plre Alarms, Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries, Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere' Instruments, Medical

Batteries. Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Wbstebn Agents THE OKONITE CO., and the Return CaU System of Hotel Annunciators. Pire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Pranchlses of the Weatem States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

fc#~EBt!matefl furnished and contracts made Cor any and all kinds of Electrical Wort In any part of the
Weflt. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price LIflt on Application.

te%ii.

SPEAKIN& TUBES M WHISTLES.
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
2 1. 23 and 25 Ann St. New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y,

Send for New Catalogue, out August 1st.

The Parker-RESsell MiniDi & Mfg. Co.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

CARBONS
^

CITY OFFICE

711 Pine St., - St. Louis, Mo.

The Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Seating;

llflllOlliMWilil
SendforOur Valuable Book for Engineers and Belt Users. Free. •

'^

Agents in all Cities. Send for Trial Belt.

VITA LIS fCinSIER. Illanagrer

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY
Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and con-

venient. Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely. Bell

hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. High-
est testimonials. Write for Circulars.

A. SCHOVERLINC,
111 Chambers St., - NEW^ YORK.

For Sale by THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
171 Randolph Street, CHICAGO.

And CALIFORNIA FLECTRICAL WORKS, San Francisco, Cal.

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC CO., '*°'XKrT ;?o^^;f
* ^"^

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION CO..
^'-™t-*»">'
Storage Batteries,

OE^IE^IOBS: 1 20 Broa.cL-^xra-3r, XTe^xr "S'or^.
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THE REYNOLDS

Improved Corliss Engine
Is especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in

this field which cannot be excelled.

IT IS UNEQUAIiED FOB ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION. AND DURABILITY IN UBE.

SOI.B BUILDERS

EDW. P. ALUS & CO.,
RELIANCE WORKS. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

ManufacturerB of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and

Engine Supplies of Every Description,

WESTERN ACENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE 154 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OP THE

Patent High Speed Packings
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES.

Mmni Free on 60 Davs' Trial, Satisfaction Gnaranteefl, or no Pay.

American i^leci^piGal ^orlf^s,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

EXCLUSIVE lUANUFACTUr.KRS OP THS

FAM4DAY CABLE:
—FOR

—

Telegraph, Telephone and iectric Light.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity

of any Cable in tne Market-

New York Otlice, IS Cortlauclfc Street.

F. C. ACKERMAN, Agent.

Thejjrush ^Iectric IJoinpany
-OF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

\mkma Eluctric liilili

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
No. lao WnMlilnffton Htrf«««t,

ArKXANMKIt KHiraPT,

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
No. ZO\ .lournitl llullUliiK.

O. 4J. HTKKLJK.

H|>eclul A.t(;v<ut

Electric Light Repairing. General Machine Job-Work, Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

f*OXt.:E3£3 IBATUT,
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, 8i'A».J8^|gvuRER.

Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

'RANKLIN S. CARTEK. CIIAS. M. V/ILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WARD V/ILKINS.I

PARTRICK Sl GARTER,
MANUFACTURERS Of AND DEALERS IN "EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LTGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, s.ntl will forward to any address upon

Implication.

N.B,—When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "Electric Bell" or " General
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discount^.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

INIDORBED
Thomas A. Edison, Ellhu Thomson, I. S. Possons, Edwin J.

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRIC'ANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.

Send for Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadway, !«. Y.
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Westinghouse Electric Co.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

[Manufacturers under Patents and Applications for Patents controlling the sale and use of

Alternating Current Electric Lighting Apparatus and Distributing Systems.]

The success of the Alternating Current System of Electric Lighting is demonstrated

beyond question.

Note the sale of 120 Central Station plants by this Company^ aggregating

a total generating capacity of 235^000 sixteen-candle power lamps within the

brief period of tiventy-one months^ together with the fact that of these 120

Central Stations 38 have increased since starting,

IMPROVED LAMPS.
By reason of an improvement in the manufacture of Lamps

which has been secured for the exclusive benefit of the users of ap-

paratus furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Company, this

Company will guarantee from its Apparatus and Lamps 50 percent,

more light from a given expenditure of power (fuel) than can be ob-

tained with any direct current system.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.
This Company's Meter measures the whole current by a positive

mechanical movement.
It registers directly in lamp hours, and indicates by dials like a

gas meter. It is not affected by temperature or local conditions.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.
Highly efficient. Have no commutators or brushes, and can be

started, regulated and reversed without breaking a connection.

Small Motors for use on existing Alternating Circuits of this Company.
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BELLS. BAnERIESiPUSHES
Quad Carbon Baltsry,

We.CO

Prices upon Application.

L
r

Price, 76 Cenls.

New Style Iron Box Bell, No. 1006.

/.

(Cut Full Size.)

Sample Sent by Mail

on Receipt of 65c.

Agents for the Gassner Dry Battery.

Oval. Cylindrical.

'la

Medical.

Siqus Battery,

Prices upon Application.

hm M No, lOOS,

Price, 75 Cents.

PRICES UPON APPLICATION.

Western Electric Company,
chicago. new york. london. antwerp.
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The New Thone E'ectric Motor.

'The accompanying engravings present the

recent improvements in the Thone raotor, man-
ufactured by the Hawlceye Electric Manufact-
uring company, which has recently removed its'

worlcs from Oskaloosa to Davenport, la. The
most important feature of the new motor is the

switch and starting device, which is given in the

engraving of the 2 horse power motor, Fig. i,

so arranged that all danger to the circuit and
motor is avoided. It is a very simple device,

fully protected by patents, and in connection

with other improvements, makes the machine one

of the best now on the market. The advantages
of the new motor are great regularity of speed,

extreme simplicity, the entire absence of parts

requiring frequent adjustment, small space, and
a compact and rigid form, together with the very

best of material and workmanship. The 10

horse power motor, Fig. 2, is a new type of the

Thone motor, but differing only in the employ-

ment of four field magnets instead of two as in

A number of the aldermen think that $100,-

000 should be appropriated for this purpose
next year. The action of the council will de-

pend upon the results of the experiments with

the 150 lights which will illuminate the central

portion of the city after Christmas.

Maj-or Roche has proposed to Professor Bar-

rett that the plant now used in lighting the river

as far south as Twelfth be taken out as soon as

the new street plant, which will also furnish

down-town river lights, is in operation: that this

old plant be transferred to the southwest side, and
operated from the southvvest waterworks for the

illumination of the river as far as Main street,

or beyond to Twelfth street. Professor Barrett

says the mayor's plans can be carried out with

little cost.

Protection and felectric Lighting.

"Electric light companies will have to adopt
before long a general policy of protecting their

customers," said a gentleman identified with the

cannot prosper if its customers are all losing

money. It will come to this in the near future,

that the company that interferes in the way I

have indicated with another company's custom-
ers w'iU be tabooed in the electrical world. This
matter, you will remember, came up at the last

Electric Light convention, and it will come up
again in February, and it will keep coming up
until the matter is settled. You will not have to

go very far back to find examples similar to the

case of Smithburg. They are constantly occur-

ring, but I trust the number of cases will grow
smaller and smaller. Whatever I may be in na-

tional politics, I am a thorough-going believer in

protection in the electric lighting business. It

is a matter which I hope all those interested m
the future of the business will think of. Itought

to be well ventilated in order that definite action

mav be taken at the electric light convention."

The Telephone Question in Chicago.

A meeting of the finance committee of the

the smaller sizes. These motors are now made
in sizes from one-half to 25 horse power.

Chicago City Electric Lighting.

.\lthough over two weeks will elapse before

the new electric light station in Chicago will be

in operation, there is already considerable dis-

cu,ssion as to the advisability of extending the

system. The finance committee has requested

City Electrician Barrett to submit estimates for

extending the city's electric light plant in all

three divisions of the city. It is the intention

to operate an independent plant from the north

side waterworks which will illuminate Clark

street to North avenue, North avenue west for

some blocks, Wells street from Division to the

river, Chicago avenue from Wells to the lake.

State street south of Division, and one of the

residence streets, Pine or Rush street probably.

In the south side it is the intention to extend

the electric lights on Wabash avenue as far as

Twenty-second street; on State street to Twelfth,

crossing the river to Blue Island avenue, north

on Blue Island avenue to Harrison stret., and

cast on Harrison street to connect with State

street on the .south side.

business. "Let me indicate just what I mean.

Suppose a plant has been sold to a company in,

say, Smithburg. The owners very likely will

furnish lights for the city. The time may come

sooner or later when the aldermen of Smithburg

deem it advisable to purchase a plant. They

will solicit bids, and all the companies in the

country will enter into a general scramble for

the contract. But what is the company going

to do which has been furnishing the city lights?

If tlie aldermen go outside and buy a new plant,

the company has its old plant thrown back on

its hands. It is practically valueless. The in-

vestment will be almost a total loss. There

ought to be a well-understood agreement in such

a case as I have cited, that all the companies

should let Smithburg entirely alone. Of coiirse

if our company had installed a plant at Smith-

bur«- we would not interfere when there was talk

of purchasing a new plant; but our attitude

would not help the local company. A\"e would

merely demonstrate that, in so far as possible,

we would stand by the company. AVe might

lose the contract for the new plant by not join-

ing in the fight for it. The companies must

agree to stand by their customers. A company

Chicago city council was held November 30th to

consider the telephone question. F. S. Winston,

who appeared for the telephone company, said

the intention of his clients was to present the

committee, as an alternative to prolonged litiga-

tion, a compromise ordinance granting to the

city the free use of instruments for all the mu-
nicipal offices, fire department and police de-

partment sets at nominal prices, and 2-| per-

centage on gross receipts. In return for this

concession it asked the council to grant the

company the right to extend its wires and to

operate its system without threats of vexatious

litigation or attempt to regulate its rates. He
introduced an ordinance covering this proposi-

tion, the principal section of which is as fol-

lows:
Sec. 6. The said Chicago Telephone company shall file

with the controller of the city on the first day of January

and July of each year a statement of its gross receipts from

the telephone business done by said company within the

city of Chicago for the si.x months ne.xt preceding such

statement, which statement shall be sworn to by the presi-

dent and secretary of said company; and at the time of

filing said statement the said company shall pay into the

city treasury two and one-half (2^0) P*^r cent, on such gross

receipts, and said company shall not increase the rates it is

at present charging to its subscribers. And the company
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shall coant^ct its wires with the mayor's office, department

of public works, fire department, police department, build-

ings department, city collector's office, city clerk's office,

health department and law department, and place and keep

one telephone in each of said places free of charge to the

city, so that said telephones may be used in connection

with all wires under control of said company connected

with its exchange in the city of Chicago; and said company
shall also rent to the citj- of Chicago telephones for the sole

use of the police and fire alarm systems of the city of Chi-

cago at an annual rental of not to exceed live dollars ($5)

per annum for each telephone outfit: Provided, however.

That nothing in this ordinance contained shall be construed

or taken as preventing the city of Chicago, whenever it

shall be authorized so to do, fiom passing an ordinance

regulating the rates to be charged by telephone coinpanies

for the rental of telephones or for licensing of telephone

companies, it being the intention of this ordinance that the

city of Chicago shall in no way surrender any rights it may
have or may hereafter acquire to license telephone com-
panies or to regulate the prices to be charged for telephones;

but upon such licensing or upon such regulation of such
prices then the provisions of this section as to payment of

revenue and furnishing of telephone facilities to the city of

Chicago, shall cease to be binding upon said company-: Pro-

vided, also. That nothing in this ordinance contained shall

be construed as preventing the city of Chicago from o-rant-

ing an ordinance to any other telephone companv.

Representatives of the Druggists', Liverv-

of the new position of the company, said: "The
action is a stirprise to me., I expected a favora-

ble arrangement. The finance committee could

not have accepted the iyi per cent, offered by
the company. The people demanded a reduction

of rates. The matter must now be fought out

in the courts."

Corporation Counsel (Jreen was non-com-
mittal, but as showing the correctness of his

opinion declaring the transfer of the franchise

illegal, he was manifestly pleased. "I do not

care to e.xpress an opinion now," said he, ''as I

will doubtless soon be called on to express an

official one, which I must be prepared to defend.

It is a matter that must now be settled in the

courts if the council declares the Bell ordinance

forfeited for non-user."

F. S. Winston, attorney for the Chicago Tele-

phone company, gave this opinion on the merits

of the controversy: "It was at my suggestion

that the company made its final proposition to

the committee, in which it offered to pay the city

from $25,000 to $30,000 a year in the way of rev-

enue and telephone facilities until such time as

Light and Power Plant at Thorenberg.
In a recent issue, La Nature describes an in-

teresting installation for the production of elec-

trical energy for both light and power. This in-

stallation is at- Thorenberg, a point on the line

from Lucerne to Berne, near Litau station, about
three miles distant from Lucerne. Here there is

a waterfall 25 feet in height, derived from the

Emmen river.

Mr. Troller, owner of a steam flour mill located

three miles from the fall, conceived the idea of

utilizing the latter and establishing a plant to

generate electricity to light a part of the city of

Lucerne, and furnish power to run his mill. At
the waterfall the generating station is located.

.\ turbine actuates a large shaft which extends
along the entire length of the works, and runs
two series of generators; alternating current gen-
erators, serving for the lighting of a part of the

city of Lucerne; and a continuous current ma-
chine, the current of which actuates, at a dis-

tance of three miles, an electric motor that runs
Mr. TroUer's mill.

The interior of the station is shown in the ac-

men's and L'ndertalcers' associations protested

against the acceptance of the ordinance. They
were anxious that the council should hold out

for a reduction in telephone, rates. No definite

action was taken. Mayor Roche and the city

controller are said to favor a compromise of this

kind if the percentage of gross receipts which
the company .shall pay into the city treasury be
increased to 6 per cent.

On the day following the meeting of the finance

committee the telephone company took a decided
step to stren,gthen its position in the city. A
note was handed to Mayor Roche, si.gned by
President Phillips of the telephone company, an
nouncing that hereafter all applications for per-

mits to string wires, etc., woulcl be made in the
name of the Bell Telephone company. When
the dispute between the city and the company was
renewed, and it was asserted that the company
was acting without a franchi.se, the attorneys of

the latter took the position that the corporation
could operate under the franchise granted to the

parent company; it could make applications in

the name of the original company. The city

council claimed that this franchise had been for-

feited by non-user, and that it could not be trans-

ferred. Mayor Koche, when asked his opinion

the city should obtain and exercise the right to

regulate the telephone rates. The company can
do no more than this, and I challenge any one
to name a case where the city has ever received
a more liberal offer from any corporation. But
the committee has seen fit to vote against the
acceptance of the offer, and it seems apparent
that no fair adjustment of the difficulties can be
reached. Hence the company has decided to

fall back upon its rights under the ordinance of

.September 9th, 1S78. To this end we have now
placed matters in good shape for a lawsuit, if one
must come, and whatever may be decided as to
the right of assignment under that ordinance, I

venture to predict that the final result of the suit

will be that the existing wires and telephones
will be protected by the courts. We have made
every honorable effort to reach an agreement
with the city and have failed, and the numerous
applicants for telephones will have to await the
result of the litigation."

'i he work un the electric road at Scranton, Pa., to be in-
stalled upon the Sprague system, is being pushed forward
as r.'ipidly as possible, and it will not be long before all the
cars will be in operation. The electrical equipment of this
road will include 20 motor cars, to be operated over 12
miles of track.

cumpanying illustration. There are two Zipper-

nowsky alternating current machines of 150 horse

power, which supply a certain number of trans-

formers distributed through Lucerne at the cen-

ters of the chief points of consumption. When
running normally, each machine is capable of

producing 1,800 volts at the terminals, and 40
amperes. The conductors are double and
consist of copper wires one-fourth inch diam-

eter.

Inasmuch as the distribution of current is over

a wide area, compensators are used. The com-
pensator is a small transformer whose inductive

circuit is mounted in the general circuit of the

system of distribution, and is traversed by the

total current of the machine, while the induced
current is connected with the excitation of the

machine. The excitation itself forms a special

circuit, and is produced by one of the twenty
induced bobbins of the machine, the nineteen

others serving to produce the main current.

The plant is supplying 3,500 Swan incan-

descent lamps of to candle power, 35 watts,

but, as all the.se are not lighted at the .same time,

a single machine suffices to perform the service.

The light is paid for by contract, at the price of

,|!4 per lamj) per year.
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Method for Measuring the Resistance of
Electrolytes.'

l!v J OH ANN Carl I'urthner,

In measuring tlie resistances of electrolytes

tiie alternating currents of an induction appar-
atus are often used to avoid polarization. If the

Wheatstone bridge is used the absence of a cur-

rent in the corresponding branch of the bridge
can be sho\Yn only by means of an electro-

-^
dynamometer, or a telephone, the latter instru-

ment being generally used for this purpose. But
if this instrument is employed it is impossible to

judge from its tones whether the variable re-

sistance must be increased or diminished, and it

cannot be brought to silence, which renders the

measurement more difficult, and involves an in-

accuracy of several per cents.

But without giving up the use of alternating

currents, these and other disadvantages of the

use of a telephone—physical exhaustion and in-

sulation of the observer—may be obviated if in

the branches, X, R, ic\ and 7i'„, we retain the al-

ternating currents, but separate any alternating

currents e.xisting in the direct connection of 3
and 4 into direct and inverse currents, thus ob-

taining currents of uniform direction which can

be demonstrated by means of a galvanometer.

For the production of induction currents of

equal intensity and duration the arrangement of

Helmholtz is applied, wherein the direct cur-

rents are prodnced, not by interruption, but by
short-circuiting the primary current. In the ap-

paratus described for separating the induction

currents the spring, S, connected with one pole

of the source of the primary current, S, is ar-

ranged below. The contact, n, is connected

with the other pole, and the electro-magnet, M,
as well as the primary bobbin, P, are in direct

connection with the poles of the source of the

primary current.

In the position of rest, when .\ touches the

screw, s, the circuit is closed by the primary bob-

bin, P, and the electro-magnet, M, which at-

tracts the keeper. In the downward movement
the spring B reaches the contact pin (7, short-cir-

cuiting the primary current and disconnecting

the bobbin, P, and the electro- magnet, M. In

consequence of the counteraction of the spring, F,

there follows an opposite movement, removing
B from (7 and reintroducing the primary bobbin

and the electro- magnet.
The one end, i\, of the induction coil, J, is in

connection with i, the other end, i_,, with 2. The
alternating current therefore traverses the

branches, X, R, 7i\ and 7i:'„ when X signifies the

resistance to be measured, R the rheostat, and
fi'j and li'., the proportional resistances.

In order to separate any currents existing in

the direct connection of 3 and 4, 3 is connected

with the beam. A, and 4 with the contact pin, a.

When the electro-magnet attracts the keeper,

and the spring, B, reaches the contact pin, (7,

whereby the direct induction currents are occa-

sioned, any currents existing in the direct con-

nection of 3 and 4 are short-circuited by the

beam and the contact column. If B withdraws
from A, the induction current conductor is short-

circuited by the beam and the contact column,

and the inverse induction currents traverse the

by-circuit, in which is the galvanometer, G.

From any deflection of the needle v/hich is

produced it may be seen whether an increase or

a decrease of the variable resistance is necessary,

which cannot be at once recognized, evt.i on
using an electro-dynamometer.

In measurements undertaken in the Physico-

i Abstnict in London Efectricul R^-ievj from \\'iedem<niti\*

An'iiit. n.

Chemical Institute of the University of Vienna
it appeared that by the method just described
more accurate results could be obtained than by
the use of a telephone, and in much less time.

In a similar manner the method of substitu-

tion may be applied in nreasuring the resistance

of electrolytes, the decomposable conductor, and
afterward the rheostat, being intercaiated in the

alternating circuit of the induction bobbin, while

the galvanometer is in a circuit traversed only by
currents of uniform direction.

In measuring the resistances of electrolytes by
means of the differential galvanometer, the con-

duction leading from one end of the induction

bobbin is divided into two branches, in one of

which is introduced the electrolyte, and in the

other the rheostat.

In order to obtain in each branch induction

NFAV IKON li(>\ hLlL

currents of uniform direction the separation of

the currents in each of these two conductions

.£r

Helmholtz can be applied as in the apparatus
shown in the figure, and the separation of the

induction currents can also be effected by ob-
taining some of them in by-circuits into which
are inserted the coils of a differential gal-

vanometer.

New Iron Box Bell.

A new style of iron box bell is shown in the

accompanying engraving. The back is solid

cast iron. The connections inside are platinum
pointed, and the bell is adjusted to ring on from
one to five cells of battery. The design is hand-
some, and the bell though cheap in price is con-
structed in a thoroughly workmanlike manner.
It is one of the latest productions of the Western
Electric company.

Paget Storage Battery and its Applica-
tions.

.\mong the patents reported in the usual place

m this issue of the Western Electrician are

several devoted to the storage battery and its

application.s, issued to Leonard Paget of New
York.

Patent number 393,573 relates to improve-
ments in storage batteries, in which the active

material is applied to one of the electrodes,

while the other electrode is what is known as

the Plante type. The objects of the invention

covered by the patent in question are first to

obtain a porous positive electrode affording a
readv exit for the gases developed thereon and
an even circulation of the electrolyte through it;

second, to construct a negative electrode in such
manner that the supporting frame shall present

a minimum amount of absorbent surface, and
that the greater portion of the support for the

active material shall not be directly exposed to

the electrolyte, thereby preventing the develop-
ment of hydrogen on the surface of the frame
instead of the reduced lead, and avoiding the

de-elopment of false electromotive force at-

tained at the surface of the electrode or plate,

daring the process of charging. It is the furth-

er object of this form of support to more securely

hold the active material. An additional object

of the invention is an improved electrolyte

which gives much more rapid formation of the

positive plate or electrode than is possible with

a plain lead electrode suspended in an electro-

lyte of dilute sulphuric acid. A still further

object is to increase the capacity and rates of

charge and discharge of the battery, as well as

to make it more durable.

Fig. I of the accompanying cuts is a side ele-

vation of the negative plate, showing the active

material in position at the left side, and the re-

taining grids or bars for holding the active ma-
terial at the right hand side, the active material

being removed, so as to show them. Fig. 2 is a

similar side elevation of the positive or lead

plate.
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may be used.

As a matter of course the arrangement of

must be effected separately, for which purpose an
apparatus described by the author in the Vienna

The retaining plate A, Fig. i, is cast of pure
lead, in the shape of a frame having the usual
contact lugs or ears. E E, and cross bars (7 a b b,

which divide the frame into sections for holding
the active mateiial, while an additional set of
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cross bars, c r, are at the same time cast with the

frame, but at a lower or depressed level than the

first-named cross bars a a b b. The active ma-
terial F, of the usual type, is pressed into the

rectangular spaces on both sides of the plate, as

clearly shown on the left side of Fig. i in such

manner as to entirely fill the spaces. It will be
seen that by this arrangement all the sustaining

bars c are entirely embedded in the active ma-
terial, the only portion of the frame exposed to

the electrolyte being the ribs a l>, and the end
and bottom ribs, and even this surface may be
reduced to a minimum by making the ribs a a

and b b -shaped, as will be understood.

The inventor states that he has found by ex-

periment that with electrodes or plates in which
portions of the supporting frame are largely e.x-

posed with the active material there results local

action, as well as deleterious effects, due to buck-

ling, by virtue of the expansion and contraction

of such exposed parts, and the improvement
avoids these difficulties by presenting a minimum
surface of such parts. The ribs a b may be cov-

ered by wooden, vulcanite, or glass strips, as is

usual in storage batteries where it is desired to

separate the positive and negative electrodes.

The positive electrode. Fig. 2, is composed of

corrugated lead strips in tit', set, as shown, in a

suspensory beam of type-metal. A', having ears

or lugs E' E'. These strips are preferably at-

tached to this suspensory beam by being cast

into it, and rest one against another, the corru-

gation of each alternate strip producing grooves
which run in the opposite direction, while

those of the succeeding alternate strips produce
grooves which run in the opposite direction, the
strips being placed back to back, as clearly shown
in the cut, the first set of openings, /, passing from
the front of the plate to the rear, and the second
set, d, passing from the rear to the front, the two
.'ets being inclined to each other at an angle.

The suspensory beam A' constitutes the sole sup-

port of these lead strips, they being entirely free

at their lower ends, but always in contact with
each other.

'I'he electrolyte has a positive circulation in

both directions through the electrode, and a
maximum surface is obtained with a minimum
amount of material, while the corrugated strips

are so related to each other as to make a com-
paratively .solid and firm electrode. During the

process of charging and discharging an electrode

of this nature there is an expansion and con-
traction of about 10 per cent, of the normal
length of one of the strips. Were both ends of

these strips rigidly fastened, or were they al-

lowed to dangle freely and independent of each
other, .serious results would follow. These cor-

rugated strips are constructed in such manner
that the corrugations mu.st be equal in width or

length to the width of the strip, and they are
located at such angle as to connect the diagonal
points of the rhomboid which is formed by them.
A plate or electrode constructed after this man-
ner presents such an enlarged surface that it is

rendered much mure porous and allows much
freer passage for the gases and for the inter-

change of the electrolyte than with any of the

known forms with which the inventor is ac-

quainted.

The electrolyte, which is designed especially

for the purpose of reducing the positive plate in

the quickest possible time, is composed of dilute

sulphuric acid of the proportions of one to five

with 10 per cent, of nitrite of ethyl or acetate of

ethyl, the nitrite being more active if acidified

with not more than i per cent, nitric acid, the

acetate also with not more than 2 per cent, of

acetic acid. If these proportions are exceeded

the plate will be dissolved. The two plates or

electrodes are immersed in this electrolyte and a

current of electricity is passed through them
sufficiently powerful to cause a commotion of

the solution, it being electrolyzed with a current

of from six to ten amperes per square foot of

actual positive pole plate, or electrode surface.

There results from this action an exceedingly

rapid peroxidation of the positive pole plate or

electrode in the nature of a coherent hard de-

posit. An electrode can be peroxidized in this

electrolyte in a very brief space of time, whereas
with the Plants method and electrolyte of dilute

sulphuric acid, days and even weeks are required.

It is claimed only one charge is required of one
and one-half times to twice the ultimate capacity

of the plates. The plates are then removed,
washed with water, and set up in the usual

electrolyte.

ARC LIGHT REGUL.'\TOR.

Patent 393,574 relates to improvements in arc

light regulators in which the feed of the carbons
or electrodes is regulated or governed by thermal
effects and adapts the lamp for use with either

direct or alternating current generators of elec-

tricity. It is known that arc lamps governed by
electro-magnetic regulators, or, in fact, any reg-

ulator in which the carbons are in contact when
no current is flowing over the circuit, cannot be
advantageously used on circuits supplied by
secondary batteries, for the reason that the low
resistance path offered the current through the

carbons creates such intense heat at the point of

contact that they become fused together before
they can separate, thus preventing the operation

of the lamp.

It is the especial object of this invention to

overcome this objectionable feature, and also to

provide an arc light regulator, which shall be
equally well adapted for use with direct and al-

? ?

ternatnig current generators. These objects
are accomplished through the agency of a ther-
mal regulator which holds the electrodes nor-
mally out of contact when no current is on the
line, and allows them to come momentarily into
contact after the current has been set up, and
then withdraws them, thereby establishing the
arc. This regulator consists of a thermal con-
ductor attached to the electrode carriers and
constitutes a high resistance shunt to the nor-
mally open circuit at the electrode points. With
such a regulator the arc can be established and
the objectionable feature referred to avoided.

Fig. 3 illustrates a side elevation of a regulator
in which only one carbon electrode is fed for-

ward, and Fig. 4 a modified form adapted to

feed both electrodes simultaneously.
A is an insulating support or base which car-

ries or supports the several parts of the regula-

tor. B is a metallic bar attached to the base A
on the left. At its upper end is a binding post,

P, connected to the plus pole of the generator in

the usual manner. At the lower end, I), of the

bar B is pivoted an arm, G, which carries a hoi-
,

low carbon-holder, C, in its lower upturned end,

M. B' is a metal bar rigidly secured to the sup-

port A on the right hand side, and having a

binding post, P', at its upper end for connecting
it with the minus pole of the generator. The
lower end of this bar B' has an electrode holder

no. 4.

and guide, C. E' E" are the electrodes, the

former of carbon and the latter. Fig. 3, of non-

combustible material—iron, copper, or like ma-
terial; but in Fig. 4 both electrodes are of carbon
or the material generally made use of in arc.

lights. ,K is a clutch lever pivoted to the carbon

carrier C, its lower end being sufficiently long

and heavy to hold the carbon from feeding for-

ward under normal conditions. The flat leaf-

spring L is adapted to aid the weighted end in

firmly gripping ihe electrode. P^ is a screw

adapted to abut against the short arm of the

lever K when the arm G tilts to the right. I is

a high resistance wire of platinum, attached at

one end to the upper end of the short arm of

lever G by an adjusting screw, T, and passing

thence around pulleys H H H to the upper end
of the bar or plate B, to which it is affixed by an

adjusting screw, T', for regulating its length.

The operation is as follows: The battery hav-

ing been connected to binding posts P P', the

current passes by plate B, short arm of lever G,

to wire I, and thence by plate B' to line. This

heats the high resistance wire I, thereby expand-
ing it, causing the lower end of lever G to tilt to

the right until the upper end of lever K is

brought into contact with screw P-, thereby re-

leasing the electrode E' and allowing it to slide

forward until it touches the opposing electrode

E-. Immediately the current takes the low re-

sistance path through the electrodes, and this

permits the wire I to cool and hence to contract,

thus causing" the electrodes to separate and the

arc to be established. This operation is repeated

when the arc becomes abnormal.
The modified form shown in Fig. 4 differs

from that shown in Fig. 3, in that both carbons

or electrodes are fed forward, the arm G on the

right and its attachments being a duplication of

those shown on the left in Fig. 3, the wire I

being connected in this instance to the upper

ends of both levers G. The wire is preferably

so adjusted that it is heated sufficiently to feed

the electrodes at a temperature of from 100

degrees to 200 degrees Centigrade, and in prac-

tice "it ts found that the best temperature is

about 125 degrees, as the wire appears to be
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more sensitive at that temperature to varying

clianges of current strength, due to the opera-

tion of the lamp.

Apparatus for Propelling Cars.
Patent 393,57^ relates to improvements in ap-

paratus for drawing or driving tram cars and
analogous vehicles through the agency of elec-

tricity; and its objects are, first, to make the ap-

plication of electrically controlled power to

e-xisting lines of tram cars and analogous vehi-

cles possible without any change in either the

rolling stock or its appurtenances,, and in such

manner as to obtain great efficiency; second, to

provide means for the control of the power,

which shall be simple, efficient and capable of

use for other purposes on the lines where used

than the mere propulsion of the cars, as to clear

the track of snow or dirt, and in short, to utilize

the applied power in numerous ways aside from

its mere application as a means of propulsion;

third, to provide simple and efficient clutch and

wound upon or about them as to magnetize
them when a current of electricity is passed

through them. C, C", are two similar magnetic

masses similarly wound with insulated coils,

in such manner that they will become magnetic

when the coils are electrically charged.

Referring to Fig. 6, the electrical connections

of the fixed and loose clutching parts, P', C, P"

and C- being duplicates thereof, the part, C, is

rigidly keyed to the axle, A. The ends of coil,

z, are connected, respectively, to the metallic

rings or bands, r, c\ insulated, as shown, and
these bands are connected in turn through
brushes, If, b\ to the wires, u'-, ff", leading to the

pole changing switch, S, S, and they in turn are

connected at points,/, /-, to the battery or gen-

erator, B, A, preferably a storage battery. Sim-

ilarly the ends of coil, 3', are connected by in-

sulated bands, <-, f', brushes, //-', //', and wires, ff',

to the poles of the battery or generator. The
poles of the motor, M, are connected by brushes.

switch connections for connecting the propelling

electrical motor to the motor which moves the

car or cars, and also to provide additional means
for increasing the security and efficiency of said

electrical motor, and the source of electrical

supply which gives it motion.

Fig. 5 is a plan view of the car-propelling ve-

hicle, showing the trucks and portions beneath

it in dotted lines, a tram car being attached by

the usual link connection found on railway cars.

Fig. 6 is a diagrammatic view of the clutch and

switch mechanism for connecting the electri-

cal motor and battery to the axle or axles of the

propelling motor or car.

The invention is especially designed for appli-

cation of electricity as a motive power in that

class of inventions where the source of electrical

generation is carried on board the engine which

propels or draws the vehicle to be moved.

R, R, are the rails of an ordinary tram car

track; T, T, the trucks; A, A, the axles of a

dummy or motor-carrying car having a rigid

frame, E, E, carried directly by said trucks.

Near the middle of this frame is a pair of strong

floor timbers, O, G', extending from sleeper to

sleeper, upon which is firmly bolted an electric

motor, M, the pulleys, P, P, on the motor shaft

being located midway between and above the

axles, A, A, of the truck wheels, T, T. P' and

P- are grooved pulleys adapted to run loosely on

the axles, A, A, and to receive the ropes or

cords, K, K'. Tension pulleys, are supported

upon cross-arms, W, W, attached to the sleep-

ers of the car frame, and are adapted to

yield to the inequalities which take place in

the rope's action by spiral springs, t, /', pressing

against the heads of the sliding sustaining arms,

and also having a lateral adjustment due to

swivel connections.

These parts are of course adjustably attached,

so as to regulate the pressure of the pulleys up-

on the cords or ropes. The pulleys, F, P, are

attached directly to the armature shaft, while

P' and P- are journaled loosely upon the axles,

A, A, of trucks, T, T. These pulleys, P', P=, are

made of magnetic material, as iron, and are

provided with insulated wire bobbins, so

b, b\ and wires, ic; 70, through switch, S', to the

poles of the same battery or generator. All of

these conductors are preferably inclosed in a

flexible cable, H, and connected to a portable

switch-board having hooks, /;, /;, and carrying

the usual rheostat, R, //, and switches, S,' S and

S', for manipulating the motor car.

The switches may be arranged in any desired

manner, and a pole switch may be substituted in

the well-known manner for S', so as to enable

a reversal of the direction of the motor and run

the car in either direction.

The portable switch apparatus connected

through a flexible cable, H, is hung, as shown.

by the hooks, //, //, upon the dashboard on the

front platform of the first car, so that the at-

tendant can stand on this platform and control

its movements. The dummy or motor may be

attached to any existing car by simply coupling

the connecting links and placing the switch

mechanism as shown. It may, in like manner,

be attached in the rear of a snow-plow or dirt-

sweep.
The operation of the apparatus is as fol-

lows:

As shown in Fig. 6 the motor, M, is out of

circuit and the loose grip or clutch pulley, P',

he.d away from the face of its opposing fixed

part, C, by the repellent action due to the like

poles of the magnetic parts, the current through

2 being in such direction as to create a north in-

terior and a south exterior pole, while the in-

terior and exterior poles of C are always north

and south, respectively, by reason of the con-

stant direction of current from battery, B, A.

Suppose the switch, S', to be closed. There re-

sults a multiple arc branch of the circuit from
battery, B, A, b)' wires, ic, to the motor, M, and
its armature commences to rotate, carrying with

it the loose pulleys, P', P-', under stress of the

cords or ropes. K, K'. After the motor has at-

tained a sufficient speed switch, S, S, is reversed,

thereby reversing the direction of the current

through the coils, s, s, of the loose magnetic
pulleys, P' and P", causing them to slide longi-

tudinally on the axles. A, A, in the direction of

the fixed parts, C, C-, thereby clutching the two
parts firmly together and imparting motion to

said axles and trucks, T, T, of the dummy or

motor car. The speed can be regulated in any
well known manner, as by the rheostat, R, /;.

It will be noticed that by locating the mag-
netic pulleys, P' and C, P- and C-, upon the

axle shafts of magnetic material, as iron, the

truck wheels being also of iron, these parts be-

come magnetized, thereby increasing the traction

of the engine. With a secondary or storage

battery located in the spring-sustained box, B,

and this method of uniting the clutching ap-

paratus, and at the same time increasing the

traction, a simple and efficient motor for pro-

pelling vehicles is provided. The box, B, is

made with a bottom, F, F, having an opening
at one side and near the center to permit access

to the motor, as clearly shown in Fig. 4. It is

sustained upon the frame, E, E, against lateral,

longitudinal and vertical vibrations due to ine-

qualities in the road by strong springs, s, s, s, at

or near each corner, thereby permitting the bat-

tery to be carried with a minimum amount of

disturbance.

The motor, M, projects above the car floor,

and through the battery box, B, so that all of its

parts are accessible to the attendant, and it is

kept free from dust or dirt.

The Book Table.

Tnii Electric Motor and rrs AFPLiCA'riONy. By
Thomas Commerford Martin and Joseph Wetzler; published

by W. J. Johnston, New York. Second edition enlarged,

282 pages, lo>2 inches x SJo inches. Price §2.50.

This book, as indicated, is an enlargement of

the first edition published in 1SS7. The first

twelve chapters are reprinted and four new chap-

ters are added. These four chapters, numbering
from XIII to XVI, inclusive, treat of the latest

American motors and motor systems (in contin-

uance of Chapter XIII); the latest European
motors and motor systems; alternating current

motors; and thermo-magnetic motors. As a

whole the book is admirable. It is comprehen-
sive, clearly and ably written; thoroughly illus-

trated, and lastly, is one of the very few works

in e-xistence upon the electric motor and its ap-

plications. It should have a place in every elec-

trical library.

Prei'ARING for IXDICATroN. By Robert tirimshaw;

published by Practical Publshing company. New York; 5fj

pages, 5 ^ .\ 4 inches. Price $1, post paid

The title of the book is suggestive of the text,

which treats of the preparation of an engine for

indication. In the preface the author states

very truly, that while existing books upon the

steam engine indicator are quite full in their in-

structions about how to take indicator cards, and
read them after being taken; "they are very

meager in practical directions how to pipe up
and hitch on." We believe this book has a place

entirely its own, up to the present at least.

New Capital for the Edison Company.
We have it from good authority that the Edi-

son Electric Light company, of which Edward
H. Johnson is president, has just obtained $10,-

000,000 new capital for use in extending the

business of its already mammoth manufacturing

and local company interests. This money, we
understand, comes from Amsterdam, Henry
Villard, so well known from his colossal finan-

cial operations in connection with the Northern

Pacific railroad, being the intermediary. The
local Edison company in St. Louis will get some
of this money, it is said.
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Notice to Exhibitors.

Manufacturers of electrical apparatus should

bear in mind the fact that it is the intention of

the Executive Committee of the Na.ional Elec-

tric Light association to make the Chicago meet-

ing the most notable ever held as far as exhibits

are concerned. The committee will not attempt

to find room in the limited accommodations af-

forded by a hotel for the large amount of ap-

paratus which it is expected will be exhibited,

but will rent a separate hall provided with power

and all the necessary adjuncts, so that there will

be plenty of room and unlimited accommoda-
tions for all. It rests largely with the manufact-

urers whether this exhibition shall be the un-

qualified success for which the committee is

working. Every manufacturer should prepare

for an exhibition much larger than ever at-

tempted before, and should make application for

space early. These applications should be ad-

dressed to A. V. Garratt, secretary of the a.so-

ciation, at i6 East Twenty-third street, New
York, by whom they will be promptly forwarded

to B. E. Sunny, Chicago, chairman of the exec-

utive committee, under whose direction the ar-

rangements for the exhibition are being carried

on. Western applicants, and all others who
prefer to do so, can apply directly to Mr. Sunny,

at 148 Michigan avenue, Chicago, for space, as

all allotments will be made by him.

Pkofessok IjAdt talks in an interesting way
about magnetos, and gives some curious illustra-

tions of natural, though fallacimis inferences

from indications of the alternating current mag-
neto. His brief treatise is particularly com-
mended to those engaged in testing.

An interesting installation is that at Thorenn-
berg, described elsewhere. A water power three

miles away is utilized to generate electrical en-

ergy to light the town of Lucerne, and to run a

flour mill. The alternating current is used to

supply the lights, and the continuous current to

supply the motor. Our contemporary. La Nature,

does not give the installation its due credit, how-
ever, as since the article was written, a new 5,000

light Zipernowsky alternating generator has been
put in to supply the increased demand for light.

The Chicago city council and the Chicago
Telephone company have declared war. Thus
far the company has had the best of the fight.

The council, however, proposes to petition the

legislature for means to enable the aldermen to

humble the company. It is exceedingly unfor-

tunate that a compromise could not have been
effected. The outcome of the controversy will

be awaited with great interest throughout the

country. Meanwhile, many citizens of Chicago
will be deprived of telephone service, as the

lines cannot be extended.

The electric motor for mining operations is

found to be a success. At the Nevada sixty

stamp quartz mill near Virginia, Nev., the elec-

tric motor has been recently tried with the most
gratifying results. It is now proposed to utilize

a water power sixteen miles away by placing

generators at the source of power and conveying
electrical energy to the points where it is de-

sired by conductors. The adoption of this plan

will enable stamp mills to profitably work a low-

grade ore that is now thrown away.

In another column a gentleman identified

with electric lighting sets forth in an interview

his ideas on the question of the protection of

local companies by corporations which have sold

them plants. His ideas are worthy of the con-

sideration of those connected with this interest.

He asserts that local concerns not infrequently

have practically lost their entire i'lvestment

through, the sale to a city of a new plant. He
urges th'S cooperation of the selling corporations,

and predicts that the question will come up for

consideration at the convention of the Electric

Light association.

A PROiiiiNENT electric light company, accord-
ing to report, has recently secured ten million

dollars new capital, which, added to its already
great investment, will give it a truly colossal ag-
gregation of capital.

Much has been written of the steady advance
of electric light interests, and many promises
have been made by electricians of the future of

the electric light. A better indication of the
material prosperity of this comparatively new
industry than that contained in the opening par-

agraph could not be desired.

Conservative capitalists are slow to invest un-
less they feel sure of returns.

Every few days an electrical genius bobs up
and announces that he has discovered a new ap-

plication of the primary battery to the genera-
tion of electricity for lighting or power purposes,
and more or less furore—generally less, on the
part of electricians—is awakened by the an-
nouncement.
The application of the primary battery to

electric lighting is a matter of history of years.

Commercial electric lighting waited until the
dynamo, as a cheap generator of electricity, was
invented, and since then its progress, especially
of late years, has been amazing.

It will not do for any electrician to state that
the primary battery never can be applied eco-
nomically to electric lighting or power purposes,
for the limits of the galvanic battery are not
known, even yet. But the consensus of experi-
ence is that primary batteries of to-day have a
clearly defined field entirely their own, and the
generation of current for electric lighting and
power is not within that field. iM-.-mcis 1!.

Crocker, in a paper read before the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, and printed in

No. 21, Vol. II, of the Western Electrician,
so clearly sets forth the limitations of chemical
generators that we are constrained to quote: "I

am by no means a skeptic in regard to chemical
generators of electricity; the possibilities are

very, very great. * * * But when it comes to

developing any considerable amount of actual

power, then the limitations become apparent.
VVhen we remember that battery electricity will

certainly cost in practice 50 cents per horse
power hour, sinCe the materials alone cost 25
cents, and that dynamo electricity only costs 2

cents per horse power hour, the claims of some
primary battery electric lighting promoters show
up in their true light."

Prof. Elisha Gray is confident that his

telauto,graph will have a successful future.

His last experiments have, he says, demonstrated
beyond all question its practicability. He is

quoted as saying: "I expect the invention at

once to supersede the telephone where accuracy
is required and over long distances. It will also

be taken up immediately as an adjunct to the

telegraph in the transmission of messages in-

volving monetary transactions. It can make no
mistakes. It tells at the other end just what
you write, word for word, and line for line. No
operators or third parties intervene as interpre-

ters between the two pieces of paper. They
stand as fac-simile records, in the hands of

transmitter and receiver, of what has passed
between the parties."

London is now confronted with the sarrie

problem that has proved such a source of vexa-
tion to the authorities of New York—the ques-

tion of overhead or underground wires. The
extensive projects for lighting the metropolis by
electricity have caused a discussion of the ques-

tion, and the London Standan/ has sounded the

alarm. The London Electrician says that while

it is anxious to see the experiment of under-

ground conduits for all kinds of conductors
tried on a considerable scale, "yet we cannot
wish to see the progress of electric lighting de-

layed because of the few additional housetop
wires which it would involve."

Naturally the eyes of the English turn to this

country, where such splendid efforts have been
made to secure a satisfactory solution of the

vexatious problem. The Electrician is inclined

to believe that action in New York in the matter

of compelling companies to bury their wires, has

been too precipitate. It does not think that the

same necessity for burying wires will exist in

London, for the reason that it assumes that the

lines will never be maintained in an unsafe con-

dition. The explosions in the conduits in New
York and Boston are referred to, and similar ex-

plosions in Chicago might havelseen alluded to,

as troubles attending the burying of wires.

The importance of the explosions has been,

however, generally over-estimated. They have

been few and far between, and they have been

by no means as terrific as one might believe

from reading the descriptions of them. The
Electrician closes its article as follows: "More
than 100 miles of overhead electric light wires

are already working in London alone, and there

has been no serious accident traceable to bad

workmanship, carelessness, or want of super-

vision. The board of trade can be trusted to

frame and enforce regulations sufficiently strict;

and with this guarantee the public may be con-

tent to allow the necessary erections for any

electric light supply that London will require

for some years to come."
Every one will desire success to attend the

efforts of those who are making such an exten-

sive installation in London. However well the

lines are built, the projectors will soon find

strong opposition to their continuance overhead.

It cannot be denied that the prejudice against

the overhead system is growing in .\inerican

cities, and the few explosions do not modify

public opinion in this particular. One cannot

avoid expressing the hope that the London sys-

tem will be so built that the necessity will not

arise within a few years for an entire remodelin.o

of the circuits.
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Magnetos.
I!Y F. P.. IIADT.

An instrument extensively used for various

purposes is the magneto. This word has caused,

and probably is causing, a good deal of trouble

to German and French scientists, who generally

find it a stumbling block in their acquirement of

a knowledge of the English language. In an
otherwise excellent German book, published

only a few weeks ago, I find, for instance, mag-
neto translated as magnet-nadel-instrument,
(magnet-needle-instrument). In order to help

our foreign contemporaries we will try to give a

definition for magneto, which they will readily

understand.

A magneto, as the term is generally used in

this countr)', applies to a small magneto electric

generator with a Siemens double T armature,

without a commutator, revolving between the

poles of steel magnets. The little armature is

set in motion by hand and generates alternating

currents of very high e. m. f., which will set a

polarized bell to ringing when the circuit is

closed.

This magneto is very advantageously used as

a call for telephones, but unfortunately it is also

used as testing instrument, especially in electric

lighting installations.

Although various writers have shown, from

time to time, how unreliable an instrument for

this purpose the magneto is, it is still being used

on an extensive scale. It has been pointed out

innumerable times that this magneto will give

false rings under certain conditions, and mislead

the person who is testing.

One day a man came to me in great excite-

ment, stating that the field wire of a large .shunt-

wound dynamo was broken, as the magneto
would not ring throu'gh the field circuit. I

showed him, however, that one galvanic cell

would deflect the needle of a detector galvan-

ometer, and that the circuit was not broken.

It was, of course, beyond the man's- comprehen-
sion that the self-induction of the large electro-

magnet was sufficient to retard or choke the

alternating current of the magneto, and prevent

the bell from ringing.

In another instance an arc light line was
tested for grounds. The weather was perfectly

dry, the whole line consisted of well insulated

wire (;w/ underwriters') fastened to glass insula-

tors, still the magneto would ring lustily through

earth. A test made with a AVheatstone bridge

galvanometer and thirty chloride of silver cells

showed the insulation of the line to measure
above 1,000,000 ohms. By means of a wet

thread the insulation of the circuit was lowered

to about 50,000 ohms, and a test with the mag-
neto then indicated no grounds. The electro-

static action of the well-insulated line caused

the false ring.

The question now arises, "Is the magneto the

testing instrument we desire in the hands of en-

gineers, dynamo tenders, linemen, etc. ?
"

The question, of course, must be answered in

the negative. But what shall we give them ? A
testing apparatus for these men should fulfill the

following conditions:

1. It should be cheap.

2. It should be compact and portable, and

stand rough usage.

3. It should be reliable, and its indications

should be easily understood.

4. It should indicate through at least 15,000

ohms' resistance.

There is no testing set, consisting of galvanic

cells and galvanometer, which will come up to

these requirements, and we therefore advise,

until something better is found, as a mere make-

shift, a direct current magneto.
An alternating current magneto can very easily

be changed to a direct current magneto by put-

ting a two-segment commutator on the armature.

The polarized bell, of course, cannot be used in

connection with this magneto. A high resistance

buzzer may be put in the box, or a high-resist-

ance detector galvanometer maybe used in con-

nection with the magneto. The indications of

this kind of a magneto will be reliable, and not

mislead our working men.
In addition, the direct current magn>.;o can

be used to find out the direction of the current,

which is very often desirable, for instance, on arc

light circuits, to see whether the arc lamps are

hung in the right direction or not.

A Guard Against Incandescent Lamp
Breakage.

Edward H. Johnson of New York, assignor

to the Edison Electric Light company of the

same place, is a recipient of one of the patents

issued November 27th. The specification sets

forth that when incandescent electric lamps are

used in series with one another and with cur-

rents of high tension, and provided with cut-out

devices of the ordinary kind for closing a shunt
around each lamp when its carbon breaks, diffi-

culty arises in the following way: If the carbon
breaks, so that the current cannot pass through
it, the high tension current is apt to pass across

the arc, and thereby assists in forming a good
electrical connection between the wires. Both
wires may be inclosed in a small tube of lead,

tin, or other readily fusible metal which will

melt, and itself act to solder the wires together.

The wires are preferably twisted together for a

short distance within the glass tube or stem; but
they may instead be simply placed side by side,

and if necessary held together by the tube placed

around them, or by any suitable wrapping or

binding.

When the lamps constructed substantially as

described are connected in series, the inventor

prefers to employ in connection with each lamp

the vacuous space within the lamp globe from one
side of the carbon below the point of breakage
to the other side, forming an arc. This passage

being provided for the current, the cut-out fails

to act, and the arc therefore continues and fol-

lows down the carbon and the leading-in wires

to the inner stem, which, being heated, becomes
a conductor, and the arc or current then passes

through the glass to the wires within the stem,

and so on down to the socket and cut-out

mechanism, so that the lamp, socket and cut-out

are all destroyed, as well as the continuity of

the circuit.

The object of the invention is to provide

electro magnetic cut-out mechanism, so that if

the carbon breaks without any arc being formed
across it, which often occurs, such cut-out

mechanisin will act to close a shunt around the

lamp, and complete the series circuit.

Fig. I is a diagram of a portion of an electric

lighting system embodying the invention; Fig.

2, a view of a lamp with wires twisted together;

Fig. 3, a larger view of the inner stem of this

lamp after the arc has been formed and stopped;

Fig. 4, a view of a lamp in which a metal tube

is placed around the wires, and A is the sealed

inclosing globe of an Edison incandescing elep-

tric lamp. B is the inner tube or stem, through

means for stopping the arc when such occurs be-

fore it leaves the lamp; and to this end the in-

vention mainly consists in placing the wires out-

side the vacuum globe, such wires being insulated

from each other so close together that when the

arc reaches the point where the wires are so

placed their fusion by the heat of the arc will

cause them to be fused or soldered together,

whereby a good connection is made between
them and circuit is closed around the carbon of

the lamp, so that the series circuit is completed
to the other lamps independent of the cut-out,

the device forming an automatic cut-out, whose
operation is effected by the arc itself.

To insulate the wires from each other, the in-

ventor prefers to employ upon one or upon each
of them a thin covering of cotton or similar

fabric, which becomes carbonized by the heat of

FIG 4.

which pass the leading-in wires, a, a', such wires

being sealed in the glass of the stem at />. C is

the carbon filament, which forms the incan-

descing conductor. It is secured at c, e', to the

leading-in wires in any well-known or desired

manner, preferably by electro-plated joints. The
lower end of the stem is closed by a cork stop-

per, (/, which keeps the wires in place. In the

form shown in Fig. 2 the wires, n, a', are twisted

together in the tube, B, as shown at a'\ so as to

bring them close together for a considerable

portion of their length. One or both of these

wires are covered with insulating material, e,

which insulation is a light one, preferably of

cotton or other carbonizable material, which will

act in the manner already explained.

Fig' 3 shows the stem after the arc has been
formed and stopped, the wires, a, a', down to the
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point at which they were twisted together, hav-

ing been consumed by the arc; but at thi.-- point

they are soldered together, as shown at /, by the

fusion of the metal, and the cirruit is therefore

closed around the carbon, as has been set forth.

In the form shown in Fig. 4 the insulated

wires are simply placed side by side in contact,

and are inclosed by a tube, g, of lead, tin, or

other readily fusible metal. The operation or

effect of this arrangement has already been

clearly explained, the metal tube melting and
assisting to solder the wires together.

In connection with the lamps constructed as

described the inventor prefers to employ a suit-

able electro-magnetic cut-out device, which may
be such as is shown in Fig. i. In this figure, L,

L, is the line circuit, in which any suitable num-
ber of lamps. A, are placed in series. Around
each lamp is a shunt, /;, //, including the coils of

an electro-magnet, E, whose spring-retracted

armature lever, /, is adapted to make and break

at / another shunt, i/i, m. When the carbon fila-

ment breaks, if an arc across the filament should

not be formed the magnet, E, is energized, and
its armature lever closes circuit, m, in, around

the lamp, so as to maintain the line circuit to the

other lamps. The catch, /;, locks the lever down
upon /, so that the shunt is kept closed until the

broken lamp is replaced by a new one, when the

catch is withdrawn by hand, and the armature

lever is brought away from contact by its

spring.

The invention thus provides for both of the

two contingencies which arise in the use of lamps

in the manner explained. If the carbon breaks

and no arc is formed, the electro-magnetic cut-

out closes circuit around the lamp. If the arc

is formed, it itself causes a short circuit within

the stem of the lamp.

Lamp Lighting Schedule.
System.

Moonlight

Day of Manta

.

12.

13

14-

15
lO.

17
18

19.

23-

24.

25-

26

27
28.

29.

SC-

Light.

U. M.

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.10
7.20
8.20
9.30

10.30
11 40
12.40

1.30

2.30

3-30

4.30
No
No
No
5.00
5.10
5.10
5.10
5.10
5.10
5.10
5 10

H. M.

6.10

6.10
6.10

6.10

6.10

6.10

6.10

6.10

6.10

6.10

6.10
6.20
6.20

6.20

6.20

light-

light,

light.

6.50
7.40
8.40
9.40
10.40
11.50
12.50
2.00

3.10

4.20

5.40
•:',2o

0.20

Total number of hours,

13.10

13.10

13.10

13.10
12.00

10.50

9-5°
8.40

7.40

6.30

5.30

4-50
3.50

2.50

1.50
0.00

0.00
0.00

1.50

2.30

3-30

4-30
5-30

6.40

7.40
8. 50
10.00

II. 10

12.30

13.10

13.10

228.00

The foregoing schctlule is practically good for ihu United States.
'I'he lime for commencing to light is calculated at one-half Hour

after aiinset, or one hour before mnonsel; the time for extingui.shment
one hour after moonrise. or one hour before sunrise.

'I'he time for lighting or cxtingutshing is given for the day on
which Ihenight conuuences-

'I'hc time up to 12 o'clock midnight is shown by bokl face type;
after midnight by light face type-

It is said that one of the most interesting objects at the

forthcoming exhibition in Paris will be a liugc traveling

c-rane in the machinery liall. The crane will run through-
out the whole length of the hall, and will be worked by
electrical means It will be used during the work of in-

stalling the exhibits, for lifting and piitling down heavy
pieces of machin:ry, and after the exhibition is opened the

crane vill be fitted with a platform for passenger ticcommo
dalion, and will be utilized to carry visitors from one end of

the hall to the other. It is rumored that a new conipimj'

has been ''ormed for the purchase ofllie f'-iffel lower. Tin-

new company will not trikc the tower over immediately, btit

only after its completion.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New Vokk, Nov. 2S.—The public test of the Daft

motor on the Ninth avenue elevated road. Monday night,

was so successful in every respect that the result was ex-

ceedingly gratifying to the inventor and his friends. Mr.

Daft managed the motor in person, and although the

weather was rainy it handled the three cars laden with

guests in the most satisfactory manner, winning a compli-

ment from Colonel Ham, the manager of the Manhattan

elevated system, who said he considered the trial a com-

plete success, although the time made was a little slower

than that of the steam locomotives This he was sure

could be improved upon. He remarked rather significantly

that electricity was undoubtedly the coming power. The

motor "Benjamin Franklin" used in the trial weighs eight

tons, or only about half that of the locomotives, and is

rated at 125 horse power.

In the Supreme court on Tuesday the United States Il-

luminating company endeavored to procure an injunction

restraining the Board of Electrical Control from compelling

its wires to be placed in the conduits. President Hess was

the onlv member of the board present, although his col-

leagues and many other gentlemen were well represented

by affidavits. A mass of affidavits was presented, in

which the opinions of experts were conflicting, and appar-

ently tinged by their relations with the principals in the

suit. Judge Lawrence did not seem to have a very high

opinion of the value of experts' affidavits, and leaning back,

with a sigh of resignation, he said: "Read away, but you

might as well read the advertisements in the Law liegisfer."

The Illuminating company strives to prove mainly by its

affidavits that no subways have yet been put down that are

suitable for the accommodation of its wires. The com-

pany also complains of corruption, and partially on the

part of members of the board. It is charged also that the

Brush, East River, Mount Morris and Harlem companies

have been permitted to string new wires overhead, and that

members of the board, or their friends, are interested in one

or more of those companies; and that, in fact, the whole

subway business is a gigantic job, in which the Western

Union, the Metropolitan Telephone company and Maurice

B. Flynn are concerned. Judge Lawrence objected several

times to being placed in the position of an electrical expert

by such testimony. He said that it appeared to him the

real question was whether the Board of Electrical Control

had acted illegally in ordering the Illuminating company to

place its wires under ground. "Why," said he "these ex-

perts always differ. Only a few years ago I tried a case, in

which plenty of experts swore that no underground con-

duits could be constructed in which electrical wires could be

operated. Now their ideas have progressed, so that all the

experts admit that conduits for telephone and telegraph

wires are all right." The commissioners were well fortified

with affidavits by William Maver, jr., electrician Western

Union; Prof. John P. Barre t of Chicago, J. I'.lUott Smith,

superintendent of the New York Fire Alarm telegraph, and

many others. Leonard F. Beckwith, who was in attend

ance, said that the conduits of the Western Union com-

pany, as well as those of the Conduit company, were

affected by the steam heat.

John A. Secor's yacht, Eureka, was launched in Brook-

lyn on Tuesday. She is to be propelled by his new method

of propulsion—the explosion of atomized petroleum ignited

by electricit)'. The motive power is applied directly to the

water through pipes at the bow and stern, and is due to the

expansive properties of oil gas. The cylinder, or pipe, at

the stern is 10 feet long and 20 inches in diameter, and is

constructed to stand a pressure fifty times in excess of that

produced by the heaviest possible explosion. The ap-

paratus is automatic, excepting in the use of electricity for

ignition.

The iight over the street lighting in Brooklyn has been

renewed, a proposition having been introduced in the board

of aldermen looking to the erection of ninety extra arc

lamps on Clinton and Henry streets, which was opposed on

the ground that there were no funds for that purpose.

There are now 10,357 gas and 1,045 electric lights in the

streets, the aggrcg:.te cost for which is $408,160.58. The
board of estimate appropriated lj;48o,ooo for street lighting

last year, and it is alleged that the Citizens' Electric

Illuminating company is anxious to bag the excess of

$70,000.

The Police commissioners of Xewark, N. J , are seeking

light in regard to the adoption of a police patrol signaling

system. At the meeting last Saturday night there was an

cxhibit'on of the J. C. Wilson municipal signal of Hoston,

and which is used in that city. It was thought that the ap-

paratus was rather complicated, and not equal to the telc-

jihone for similar purposes. ]',

Sacramento, Cal.

Sacr.vmkmm, Cal., November 21.— N'esterday was a

great day for Sacramento, as it saw the successful introduc-

tion of electriciiy as the motive power for propelling street

cars. Ever since a few energetic and enterprising business

men entered upon the construction of a street railway on

which electric cars were to be used, the city has been heard

on all sides that it never .vould be a success, and everything

possible has been done by some people to belit' le the efforts of

the niaijagers and throw cold water on the enterprise. Yester-

day the officers and promoters of the scheme had their day

of victory and received a perfect ovation from the populace

as they passed through J street on their elegant c^r. It was

the occasion of the trial trip of the first car, and it proved

a success in every particular.

The car is propelled by two electric motors of four horse

power each, capable of working up to eight horse power

each The motors are actuated by electrical energy stored

in eighty cells of the Electro Accumulator company's make

(type "23c"), which are carried under the seats of the car

These cells are run under the seats from the end of the car

upon trays, and make the connection with the machinery of

the car automatically. The weight of the eighty storage

batteries, together with the two motors and all other electri-

cal apparatus and machinery, is 5,coo pounds. The car

itself weighs 5.500 pounds,

One o'clock yesterday afternoon was the hour set for the

trial trip, and neatly printed invitations had been sent to the

following gentlemen to occupy seats in the car: Governor

R. W. Waterman, F. R Dray, James Armstrong, of San

Francisco, Frank Miller, S. Prentiss Smith, B. U. Stein-

man, P. S. Lawson, president of the Pioneers; Joseph

Steffens, president of the Board of Trade; F. F. Tebbets,

president of the Board of Supervisors; R. S. Carey, Rev.

PL A. Mayhew, A. Abbott, Eugene J. Gregory, mayor of

Sacramento: Trustee John Ryan, Trustee H. C. Wolf, J.

R. Watson, W. W. Douglas, C S. Marquandt of Des

Moines, la.

The invited guests were assembled at the corner of Fourth

and J streets, and had but a few moments to wait for the

car, which started from the end of the line near the Southern

Pacific passenger depot. As it came around the corner of

Third street, and turned into j, a great shout went up from

the hundreds of people who were collected along the side-

walks on both sides of the latter thoroughfare. Stopping

at the corner of Fourth, the favored individuals who held

invitations were taken on board, and the car moved on up

J street. The electrician, Mr. Wright, stood on the front

platform with his hand on the little lever by which the car

is started and stopped, and its speed regulated.

Those on the car were delighted. Stops and starts were

made without the least jerk or jar, and liie car ran with less

noise than the ordinary horse car, At the street crossings

the electrician sounded the gong by simply pressing an elec-

tric button with his foot.

The late rains had put the streets in a terrible condition,

and as no car had ever been run over the track, some diffi-

culty was anticipated, but none was experienced.

The return trip was made without the slightest hitch. The

car is not turned round in order to run back The lever is

simply removed from one platform to the other, the

headlight changed to the other end, and the ac

tion reversed. Most of the trip was made at a low rate

of speed, owing to the condition of tbe track, but coming

down J street the car ran at the rate of iifteen miles an

hour, making a block in twenty seconds.

At 7:30 o'clock in the evening the car was brought out

again and made four trips up and down J street as far as

Eleventh, carrying the wives and families of the directors

of the road. The appearance of the car at night was much

more striking and attractive than in the daytime. It was

brillianily lighted with electricity, and the electric headlight

seemed more powerful than that of a locomotive. The

people on the streets were delighted and gave expression to

their joy in frequ nt cheers. The rate of speed at night

was greater than during the trial trip and everything

worked perfectly. McC.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas Ciiv, Mo., Dec i.—Notice has been given

that there will be a meeting of the s ockholders of Ihe

Kansas City Electric Light company at the company's

office, on Monday, the 17th day of December, for the

purpose of voting upon the proposition of issuing the

mortgage bonds of the company lo the amount of $100,-

000, payable in ten years from their dale, and lo bear in

terest at the rate of 6 per cent.

W. B. Grimes, in behalf of the Kansas City & Edison

ICIcctrie Light company, has purchased for $14,000 two

lots adjoining the present plant of that company. It is

the intention of the company to enlarge the present pl.mt

to a capacity of 5,tK)0 incandescent and 2,000 arc lights
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and ^[20,000 will be expended in the machinery for the

Edison light in the new building.

W. B. Grimes, chairman of the citizens' committee on

the Delaware and Main street loop question, states that the

Independent Loop company is gaining in popular favor,

and all the stock of that company is provided for in case

they get a franchise. Eastern capitalists have submittted a

proposition of using electricity as the motive power for the

cars on the loop. A.

St. Louis, Mo
St. Lnns, December r.—The telephone company has

to make a good many explanations just now on account cf

the case that is pending in court between the company and

city. When the ordinance reducing the price to ^50 a year

was taken into court, the company and the merchants agreed

that the company should make contracts for three months

at the rate of $50 a year, and if the company won the case

the merchants should pay rent on the basis of $100 a year.

Many of the three-months contracts have expired, and now

some of the merchants do not know whether to sign similar

contracts for anottier three months.

In the early part of last spring, when the question of rapid

transit on street railways was b^ing discussed, it was stated

by the management of the Missouri railway that the system

of electric propulsion would be adopted on the Laclede line

as soon as it was practically demonstra'ed that electricity

could be employed with success for this purpose. The man-

agers of the line have at length become convinced by the

success of roads in operation by this power in other cities,

that the time has come when it will be feasible to employ

this mode ri operation exclusively on their Market street

and Laclede avenue lines. C. P. Maffitt, president of the

road, stated that the system cf overhead wires for the trans-

mission of the current along the line had been decided

upon, and that eif-er the Sprague or .Short system would be

adopted; the change of motive power is to be made on the

extension of the Market street line from Grand avenue to

Tower Grove station The change will afterward be adopted

also on the Laclede avenue extension to P'orest Park, to be

followed shortly by a general change on the whole line. A
bill has baen prepa-ed by Mr. MaffiU, which will be pre-

sented to the council and he hopss to have it passed by next

fanuarv, when the proposed change will be immediately

commenced. In the event of the passage of the bill, a

power house will be erected, either at the Laclede avtnue

stables or at the intersection of Manchester road and Chou-

teau avenue; the building to be a substantial one, and the

whole plant to cost a considerable sum of money. Mr.

Maffitt stated thiit he is not too well satisfied with the cable

system, and that while he does not consider the present sys-

tem of applying elfctricity by any means prfect, still he

regards it as preferable to the cable system as a motive

power. The overhead system, he stated, is generally con-

sidered the best, and that it is claimed that no danger is to

be feared from it. Mr. Maffitt went on to say that he feared

the council might decide to wait until after the conclusion

of the experiment mw being made by Mr. Pepers with elec-

tricity on the Broadway line.

A meeting was held by property owners along Chouteau

avenue, west of Jefferson avenue, recently, to take action

in relation to extending the Lindell Railway company (blue)

line to Forest Park, from tha stables to the park by elec-

tricity. The chairman stated the object of the meeting was

to take action regarding exteiding the Blue line to Forest

Park. Mr. Baunhoff was called upon and stated the Lin-

dell Railway company was in real earnest to build the exten-

sion to the park, and would have the road in running con-

dition by May or June, 18S9. if the "west enders" would

assist them. The company has applied for a franchise, and

as soon as it was granted would commence to build. The

meeting was a very earnest one on the part of the property

owners, and the company. This road if built, it is urged,

will be one of great interest to business men along Chou-

teau avenue and wes: of Jefferson, and the line will be one

of the shortest and most direct to the park. P.

St. Lolis, Mo., Nov. 29.—The Missouri Electrical so-

ciety recently held its first regular meeting. The society

has fifty members, and will have very interesting meetings

during the winter. President Harris has originated novel

plans for the winter "s work. Among them is a query box,

and a series of lectures and e.Kperiments by an instructor,

who will explain current electricity, magnetism, induction,

measurement, frictional and thermal electricity, in the order

they are named. The instructor will have a laboratory,

which will be equipped with ail the necessary instruments

and appiratus to make the experiments required to thor-

oughly e.xplain all the phenomena connected v-th elec-

tricity. The society will ifistall a battery of accumulators

to light its rooms and to supply current for experiments.

The Broadway car line has its electrical plant for operating

a portion of its road bv electricity as an experiment nearly

completed. The Short system will be used.

G. J. Percival has sold an incandescent plant for Peters-

burg, 111. The Ilawkeye system will be used. B.

Louisville, Ky.

LoL'isviLLE, Ky., Nov. 2g.—Louisville's electric street

railway will soon be completed, and every one here is await-

ing its operation with much curiosity. The line will be

about three miles in length. The system to be used is the

Thomson-Houston. The power building, containing two

dynamos, two engines of 150 horse power each, two large

boilers, in fuct, two complete plants, in order to avoid de-

lays in case of an accident of any sort, will be located at

Seventeenth and Walnut streets in a large and substantial

building now in course of erection. Jhe current will be

transmitted to the motors on the cars by an overhead wire.

The new line will be an experiment, but if it should prove

satisfactory, it is the design of the Central Passenger Rail-

way company, which is building it, to extend the system to

other street?, and replace mules with lightning. The
streets of Louisville are level and straight, and well suited

to the electric system, A.

Kentucky Notes.

Louisville, Ky., Nov. 2g.—The owners of the

Louisville and Evansville Mail Line steamers are arranging

to have all their boats lighted with electricity. This method

of illumination is now in use on several boats, and has

proven so satisfactory that it will be adopted on all.

C. C. Curtiss, general agent of the Brush Electric com-

pany of Cleveland, is at the Gait House, and has made a

large number of contracts in this vicinity, including M.

Muldoon. Ohio P'alls Car company. New Albany Woolen

mills, and De Pauw Glass works. A.

Newport, Ky., Nov. 30.—The Newport Electric

Light company is negotiating for an electric light plant

suitable for the requirements of this city. K.

Elizahethtow.^.', Ky.. Nov. 30.—An electric light

tower is much needed in Elizabethtown. Perhaps no other

appropriation of a similar amount of the city's money coulcl

yield greater results for general satisfaction or more benefits

than several hundred dollars invested in a grand tower with

about four lights to illuminate the whole town, and every

road leading from it for nearly two miles. A number of

the most prominent citizens are urging the enterprise. A.

Winchester, Ky., Nov. 30.—The new electric light

system at this place has proved very satisfactory. The

plant will be enlarged, and hereafter the whole town will be

ligh'ed bj' that means. M-

Paducah, Ky., Nov 29.—The city is making prepara-

tions to light all the principal streets by electricity.' Copper

wires insulated with asbestos are being put up. The new

system of lighting is meeting with great favor, and is con-

s'dered quite an element in Paducah's progress. L.

Mavsville, Nov. 29.—There is a movement on foot to

light the streets of the city throughout by electricity. The

city council favors the plan, and it will probably be put

through. T.

Paris, Ky., Nov. 29.—The city council has contracted

with the Gas company to light the city for one year at

!^3.300. The offer made by the Electric Light company

was $[,200 less on the face of the returns, but the coun-

cilmen state that the city's stock in the Gas company being

worth $13,' 00, the dividend coming to the city makes the

Electric Light company's offer only $240 less, while only

23 large lights would be furnished. Those who voted

against the electric light claim that this number of lights

would not illuminate the city sufficiently. S.

Cy.n'tiiiana, Ky., Nov. 2g.—Stewart & Altenberg, who

have just completed the installation of the Edison light

plant in W^inchester, Ky.,have written the council in this

city, asking them to visit Winchester and see how well they

lighted the place. They want to light Cynthiana the same

way. Their proposition will be considered at the next

meeting of the counc'l. H.

Indiana Topics.

Cravvfordsville, Ind., Nov. 29.—The city council has

amended its contract with the electric light company, so

that hereafter the lamps will be lighted whenever it is dark,

without any reference to the moon. M.

Lafayette, Ind., Nov. 29.—Suit has been brought in

the Superior court of Lafayette by Alonzo Piatt against the

Electric Street railway for $-0,000. One of the electric

cars ran into Mr. Piatt's wagon, severely injuring him

This is the second suit brought against the company since

it commenced business a month or two ago. P.

Grke.vcastle, Ind., Nov. 29.—The Greencastle Elec-

tric Light company has sold its entire plant to G, T. Stew-

art and Chas. J. Watts of Springfield, O., who will

increase the capacity of the works, and otherwise improve

the property. A.

The Southwest.

C-VRTHAGE, Mo., Dec. T —Articles of incorporation

have been filed of the Carthage Electric Light & Power

company, with a capital stock of $30,000, W. B. Myers, T.

J. Rittenhouse and Charles J. Myers being the incorpo-

rators. A new plant is being erected, rendered neces-ary by

increased demands of patrons. Y.

Joplin, Mo., Dec. i.—Oliver Moffett is getting matters

in shape at the falls for the removal of the electric light

plant to that point. N
Kansas City, Kan., Dec, i.—Benjamin Friedburg of

the Consolidated Electric Light & Power company has ob-

tained a temporary restraining order fron the probate judge

to prevent the Kansas City, Mo., Electric Light company

from erecting poles of a certain kind along the south side

of Minnesota avenue. The plaintiff, in a petition to the

court for an injunction, says that the company is engaged

in the construction of works for the manufacture and gen-

eration of electricity for lighting the streets of Kansas

City, Kan , under the provisions of a franchise obtained

from the mayor and council. The injunction is asked on

the ground that the defendant company and the Western

Union and Pacific Mutual Telegraph companies are oper-

ating without franchises from the council, and that for the

purpose of obstructing the new company poles forty feet

high have been erected along Minnesota avenue, the poles

being the same height as those being erected by the new

company, thus making it necessary for the plaintiff to use

higher poles or suspend the work E.

Eldorado, Kan., Dec. i,—The Eldorado Gas ^ Elec-

tric Light company has been incorporated. The capital

stock is $75,000. The directors are C. H. Malin, H. A.

Malin, W. J. Robbins, H. W. Johnson and H. Llewellyn

Jones. M.

Toi'eka, Kan., Dec. i —The governor has decided to

submit to the legislature the question of the purchase of a

full electric light plant for the Capitol building, the gas

bills reaching enormous proportions. Especially is this so

during sessions of the legislature. R.

Missouri Valley, la,, Nov. 29.—The Missouri Valley

Electric Light company, which has an accumulator station,

will increase its capacity by 100 lights. E.

Sal'NA, Kan., Nov. 2q.—The Salina Electric Light &
Power company will increase its plant by from 250 to 500

lights, using accumulators. O.

Little Rock, Ark., Nov. 29.—The long and tedious

contention between the Bell and the Pan-Electric Telephone

companies in this city was brought to a lasting conclusion

last week by the destruction of the Pan-Electric instru-

ments. By order of the Federal court 1,229 instruments

were collected and conveyed to the suburbs of the city and

burned. The bonfire destroyed property to the value of

$15, 000, for which the investors get no return whatever. G.

St. JosEi'ir, Mo., Nov. 29,—An eastern syndicate com-

posed of gentlemen financially interested in the Sprague

Motor company has obtained options on the Union Electric

Street railway, the Wyatt Park Electric line, the Frederick

Avenue line and the Citizens' line for one month. It is the

intention to operate the four roads by electricity from one

central power house. The Frederick Avenue and Citizens'

lines are now operated by horse power. The four roads

can be bought for $70,000. E.

Toi'EivA, Kan., Nov. 29.—The Kansas Phonographic

cc mpany of Topeka has been granted a charter; capital

stock, $312,500; directors, Simon S. Ott, George E, Tewks-

bury, IL P. Dillon, P. I. Eonebrake, R. B Gemmell and

A. B. Poole, all of Topeka, and Hamilton S Wicks, of

Kansas City, Mo. The purposes for which this corpora-

tion is formed are to use, purchase, sell, rent, lease and

sub-lease, in the state of Kansas and the territory of New
Mexico, all graphophones and phonograph-graphophone

patents of Thomas Alva Edison, Alexander Graham Bell,

Chichester A, Bell an^ Turner Tainter, together with all

improvements, etc, now or hereafter controlled by the

North American Phonograph company. R.

Illinois Items.

Petersburg, III., Nov. 29.—Electric lights are burning

in this city for the first time. The plant was put in by

Chas. D.Wright, a local electrician, and works successfully.

G.

Dec.\tur, III., Nov. 28.—The Decatur Electric .Street

Railway company has been incorporated, with a capital

stock of $100,000, and has given notice that it will petition

the council for leave to operate. The horse car company
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opposes the scheme, and partisans of both companies are

carrying on a controversy in the newspapers. The new

company proposes to have its lines in operation by July ist.

E.

New Albany, Ind.

New Ausanv, Ind., Nov. 29.—The Citizens' Electric

Light company has already put incandescent lights in one

of the business houses of this city, and if the experiment

proves successful will put in others. Thus far nothing has

been used here except the large arc light, but the company

will, if the proper encouragement is extended, provide an

additional dynamo, and will then be prepared to furnish the

incandescent light to business houses and residences.

A.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.. December i.—The members of the

Department of Awards visited the plant of the Westing-

house Electric Eight company last week, where was given

an exhibition of the apparatus for street lighting by the

companies, with the exception of Booth & Flinn, which

have bid to light the city's streets. Exhibitions were given

of the powers of gas, gaso'ine, oil lamps, electric lights and

arc lights. From th2 remarks dropped by several of the

dozen or so persons present, electric light seemed, to have

great preference, S

Cincinnati, O.

ClNCiNNATij O., December i —The special committee

of councilmen on electric lighting met last week. The gen-

eral ordinance for electric lighting was before the committee.

Mr. Mullen renewed the motion of Mr. Glenn, made at a

former meeting, to charge all electric light companies two

and a half percent., of one per cent,, on the gross earnings,

but it was evident that no agreement could be had at this

meeting, so the subject was laid over until a full attendance

of the special committee can be had. If then, this motion

is not carried, it is probable that the ordinance will be sent

back without recommendation. N.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The electric light plant of Eremont. O., is to be enlarged.

An electric light company is to be organized at Madison,

Neb.

The electric light plant in ^Tontgomery, Ala., is being

greatly enlarged.

An electric light company is to be formed in Dayton,

Tenn. Dr. G. O. liicknell is organizing it.

The letting of the electric lighting contract in Allegheny
City, Pa., has been postponed until December 17th.

The sum of a quarter of a million francs has been voted

for the establishment of luminous electric fountains in the

Paris exhibition.

A special meeting was held at the city hall of Anoka,
Minn , recently, to' get the expression of citizens on secur-

ing an electric light plant. Out of the large number pres-

ent, all but four voted in favor of it.

A citizens' committee in Boston recently presented a peti-

tion to the board of aldermen, asking the board to investi-

gate the subject of street lighting. Boston pays 65 cents

per night for its lights, and the committee thinks the amount
too high.

There was considerable commotion in Evansville. Ind.,

recently when the statement was made that the newly-
organized Citizens' Electric company had sold out all its

rights to the Gas <S: Electric Light company of that place.

It is now stated positively ihat there is no truth in the

report.

The Westinghouse Electric company of Pittsburgh has
closed a contract for 1,500 incandescent electric light lamps
with the Electric Light company at Little Rock, Ark.
This company was established only three months ago, when
1,300 incandescent lamps were purchased from the West-
inghouse company.

W, T. Sampson, superintendent of the Naval academy
at Annapolis, recommends in his annual report to the secre-

tary of the navy that, in addition to the usual estimate an
appropriation of !j;i 73,000 be made for the purchase of ad-

ditional ground for an electric light plant, and for new fur-

niture for the cadet ([iiarters.

Here is a compliment from an English paper for Ameri-
cans, expressed in a rather doubtful way: " Why is it that

we hardly ever hear of electric light plants for India?
There must be a vast held in that country. The contrast

between the activity of the land of the Red Indians and
that of the Hindoos is very poor indeed for the latter.''

At a meeting of the Burlington, la., city council, No-
vember 20th, the Burlington Electric Light iS; Power com-
pany made a proposition to furnish lifty or more 2,000
candle power a'-c lamps at 1517.25 per lamp per month for

three or (ivc years, and 2Qtj or more incandescent lamps of

20 candle pOA'er at if i per himp per month for three or five

years.

A Lisbon correspondent c f hiiliistries recently sent to

that papers Swan incandescent lamp, which he says "after

runnmg for about one hundred hours, sometimes slightly

over its rated c, m, f., exhibited very peculiar dark bands,
strongly marked on the glass. A general darkening of the

bulb after a prolonged use is a very common occurrence in

glow lamps; but in this ca«e the marking took place after

a comparatively short use, i ot in a uniform manner, the

dark bands following very neaily the two turns of the fila-

ment, as if the latter had thrown off carbon particles only

in certain directions." The editor of fnliistries asks for

an explanation.

The electricians who are building the new e'ectric light

plant in the Federal building are so far along with the

work that, for want i<i power, it was decided to turn off the

electric light entirely from the postofhce and basement
floors—the onlv floors provided with electric lights up to

the extension of the plant, says a St. Louis paper. As the

United States Electric Lighting company has until January
15th to finish the job, it is expected the plant will be run

by that time. Three new dynamos have been set up.

The city council of Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., a''ter a care-

ful investigation has adopted the Heisler incandescent sys-

tem in place of an arc system which had been in contem-

plation before the investigating committee took its departure.

The plant will be aJarge one, including 125 street lamps of

from thirty to sixty candle powtr and over 400 thiriy candle

for commercial and private house use. The power will be

supplied by the Sault Water Power company, and the plant

will be in operation by the end of December. This is the

first Heisler plant in Canada, but several large ones will

follow.

The Thomson- Houston company of Chicago has sold

the following plants since November 15th: B. P. Foster,

Findlay, O,, 35 arc, to increase plant; Hastings, Minn.,
12 arc; Eclipse Wind Engine company, Beloit, Wis.. 150
incandescent; <.)akland Gas Light l^ Heat company, Oak-
land, Cal., 275 arc lights; Niles Stove works, Hamilton,
O., 50 arc, to increase plant; Northfield, Minn.. 500 incan-

descent; Grand Fork, IJ. T., 1,000 incandescent; Hastings,

D. T
, 500 incandescent; Bismarck, D. T., 500 incandes-

cent; St. Paul, Minn., 500 incandescent; Natchez, Miss.,

100 arc, for city lighting.

Bids for furnishing Nashville, Tenn,, with arc electric

lights, for not less than ihree years nor more than five.

commencing May ist next, will be solicited by the board of

public works. Bids will close January 20th. The Nash-
ville Jenney Electric Light & Power company, by the terms
of its franchise recently granted, is obligated to furnish to

the city, if called upon, lights up to 100 at 30 cents each
per night, and from 100 to 125 at 29 cents each per night.

The number of lights to be used by the city will be, as in-

tended now, no. The present price paid the Nashville
Lighting iS; Power company is 60 cents each per night.

A Harrisburg, Pa., dispatch says: Although philosophers
have never been able to determine whether electricity is a
condition or a theory, a case will be tried by the courts of

Dauphin county next month in the hope of throwing light

on a very ancient dispute. Under the act of 1SS5 manu-
facturing companies in Pennsylvania, with very few excep-
tions, are e.-^iempt from taxation. The state authorities
have refused to recognize electric light companies as manu-
facturers, and several of these corporations have appealed
from the settlement of the tax which the commonwealth has
imposed upon them. The novel point to be decided is

whether or not electricity is manufactured

At Montreal, Can
, a syndicate, consisting of the Edison

Electric Light company. Messrs. McLennan and Conway,
engineers, and several Montreal capitalists, have purchased
from the Mathews estate, for 1^20,000, the Isle au Heron,
which is, situated right in the center of the Lachine Rapids
It is stated that the syndicate proposes utilizing the mag-
nillcent water power, which can be obtained by deepening
the natural channel by which the island is intersected, and
by directing a larger body of water through it by means of
breakwaters an i dams. The company proposes tendering
for the lighting of the city of Montreal by electricity, as
well as furnishing private houses, manufactories and other
establishments with the light.

Electric lights were largely employed in decorations on
the occasion of the reception of Rev. John S. Foley, the
newly appointed bishop of Detroit. The Brush Electric
Light company illuminated Grand Circus park, Washington
avenue, St. Aluysius, church, fiee of charge. A force of
men. under the personal direction of WiUiam H. Fitzger-
ald, superintendent of the company, was kept busy for
three days stringing wires and putting up the lights.

' The
fountains in the park and the trees were hung with electric
lights. A cross 25 feet high, of electric lights, was placed
between the two steeples of St. Aloysius' pro cathedral, and
the tower was a pyramid of light. A huge "welcome" of
electric lights adorned the front of the bishop's residence.

.-Vn employe of the New Orleans, Louisiana, Electric
Light company, named Devlin, was killed by an electric
light shock, November 15th. He received a shock previ-
ously and had left the company on that account. Two weeks
before his death he re-entered the company's employ A
New Orieans paper thus tells the story: The morning was
very foggy and the ground was covered with a heavy dew;
but I^evlin fell no shock from any of the few lamps he
trimmed until he reached that at the corner of Terpsichore
and Front streets, The lights ;ire extinguished at 6 o'clock
in the morning and the current cut off so that the men can
trim them. The trimmers are aware of this, and few if any
use small benches as non-conductors in performing their
work. The unfortunate young man on reaching the above
corner lowered the lamp and was at work on the carbon
when he suddenly felt a slight shock. He continued his
work, however, when suddenly his face came in contact
with the globe and he fell to the ground a corpse. His
small mustache was burned off and his face was blacked and
blistered in several places. Several parties who saw him
fall ran to his assistance and did everything possible in the
hope of reviving him. but he was dead. The coroner held an
anin(iuestonthebody,givinga certificate of death in accord-
ance with the facts. The lights were out at the lime of the acci -

dent and the current is supposed to have came from some
of the in'^:andesccnt lights. The body was conveyed to the
residence of the deceased on Josephine street, whore it was

prepared for burial. About the same hour yesterday morn-
ing another of the Louisiana Electric company's trimmers,
named John Walter, was knocked senseless, corner of Canal
and Treme streets. Walter was in the act of changing the

carbons in the lamp when he received a terrific shock, which
knocked him senseless and in falling he received a slight

cut in the hand. He recovered shortly after and resumed
his labor.

It is proposed to fit up the building formerly occupied by
the Texas Star Flour Mill company at Galveston as a cen-
tral electric light station A Galveston paper says: Mr.
Reymershoffer thinks it would be a good idea to utilize the

building for the establishment here of a new electric light

plant. Mr. Reymershoffer as alderman of the city is chair-

man of the special committee to provide for a new contract

for lighting the city next year. It was at first suggested
that the city build and operate its own electric light plant,

but to this idea there has been aroused considerable opposi-
tion, and the starting of an independent light company
seems the more acceptable plan to the general public, as
this would give cheaper lights to private consumers through
the medium of a healthy competition, and while the city in

operating its own plant might secure street lighting much
cheaper than at present, yet this plan would be of no benefit

to the private consumer. The water commissioners are

now in correspondence with Engineer Cook regarding the

feasibility of using the power at the waterworks station for

electric lighting.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Electricity is to be used on the proposed street railroad

at JNTarquette.

It is reported that an electric railroad will soon be built

between Augusta and Plallowell, Me,

The Iowa Belding Motor & Power company, of Daven-
port, la-, has been formed by E B. Hayard and others,

with a capital stock of $100,000.

The Silvey Electric company of Lima, O., has installed a
four horse motor in S. M. Finch die Co. s tank shop of that

city, which will be used in running a buzz saw.

A Sioux Falls, Dak., prophet says: In two years from
now you will see the population of Sioux Falls doubled.
At that time the street car company will run its cars by
electricity. There is nothing now which can keep Sioux
B'alls from being one of the prime cities of the west.

The Lafayette, Ind., electric street railway is now in

operation with nine motor cars, and is carrying a large

number of passengers. The road has been visited by a
large number of prominent street railway managers from all

sections of this part of the country, who have expressed

themselves as very well pleased with its operation.

A dispatch from Ansonia, Conn., dated November 30th,

sajs: The fly wheel of the engite of the electric car plant

burst late last night into three pieces. One went through
the roof, another just cleared the dj'namos and went
through the end of ihe building, and the third p'owed
along the floor and brought up j^gairst the iron bed plate of

the dynamos The engineer was grazed by the flying

fragments. The damage is %i,' 00.

The Slate Journal oi Topekasays: Wichita's new electric

railway was put in operation on Tuesday. The cars car-

ried from thirty to forty people- Sidings were made with

celerity, curves vigorously rounded, and an unvarying gait

kept up that would have been discouraging to mules. The
cars are lighted with incandescent burners which are sup-

plied from the current that drives the cars. The first ex-

periment was in ever;' way successful. This will be good
news to the Topeka company which is preparing to adopt
the same system,

The electric street railway installed by the Sprague com-
pany at Davenport, la., has now been in operation for

about three or four weeks, and the president and directors

of the road express themselves as well pleased with the

electrical equipment. It is a significant fact of the confi-

dence which tlie directors and managers of this road feel in

their electrical apparatus, that upon the date of opening
the road all the horses owned by the company were adver-

tised for sale. The first portion of electrical equipment in-

cluded eight motor cars with dynamos and the overhead

system.

An interesting item has recently appeared in connection

with the East Harrisburg Street Passenger railway, operated

on the Sprague system in Harrisburg, Pa. The average con-

sumption of coal -upon this line during the month of Sep-

tember was only three-quarters of a ten a day for (\ve. cars.

The total receipts during the month of September were $3,-

Goo. Total expenses during the same time, including

charges of every description, were only ^1,200. leaving a

net earning of $2,400, or at the rate of 30 per cent, per

annum on the capital stock. The management feel so well

satisfied with their electrical equipment that they have

ordered an additional number of cars.

"Electricity as a power to drive small boats? Why, of

course, we will soon have it. and it will be a great deal

more convenient and pleasant than those hot steam launches

and nasty Hltle petroleum boats." The speaker, says the

New York Mnil ami Express, was a prominent electrician,

and he talked of the advantages of electi'icity over steam,

and was very sure that some yachtsmen who could not af-

ford large steam yachts would find tlcctricity much the

better power to use to propel their boats. He atlded:

"The machinery takes up less room, and then the heat of

the furnace is not felt because there is no furnace, and the

smoke and grease are also done away with. They are

building them in England. I have received particulars of

one that has just been launched. It is 62*^^ feet in length,

10 feet beam, and is designed to carry eighty passengers

at six miles an hour. The electric machiner}' and storage
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cells are placed below the deck, fore and aft, leaving a clear

run the whole length of the boat for passengers. In the
|

iiULldle is a handsomely-titted cabin, with lavatories, dining
|

room, etc. The electrical energy is converted into motive

power, each driving in turn three-bladed propellers. Boats

will soon be made to store electricity, and run just as the

street cars do."

Within a fortnight a number of electric street railways

of the Sprague system have been put in operation.

Among them is the Brookline branch of the West End
Klectric railway of Boston. The line extends out Beacon

street to Oak Square in Brookline, having the city terminus

at Bark square. The line is equipped with iron poles

throughout it5 entire length. The cars run very success-

fully, and in the trial trips which have been made, run with

perfect satisfaction The power station at Allston, with the

adjoining car house, is of brick, and perfectly fireproof. In

its construction it was the aim of the West En J company to

get the best in every detail. The smoke stack is 100 feet

high.

Henry N'illard and T. F. Oakes. president of the Xorth-

ern Pacific Railway company, have purchased from Nel-

son Bennett of Tacoma. W. T.. a three-fourths interest

in his street railway system. Bennett has expended ^25,-

000 on his system, tut has a franchise over all the prin-

cipal streets of the city, most of which he already occu-

pies. Villard and Oakes pay !|iioo,ooo for the interest.

The company, as reorganized, wilt begin immediately to

improve the system by putting on new cars and greatly

reducing running time, and electric motors will be put on

all feasible lines, while cables will be employed on Ninth

and Seventh streets. The purchase includes the water

power plant on Chambers' creek, a few miles from the

city, by which all necessary electricity will be generated

At a recent meeting of the Decatur. 111., city council,

Mr. Martin the representative of tfie Sprague company,

was given an opportunity to reply to critics who had as-

serted that there was no fntemion to build an electric rail-

way. .\s an evidence of his good fa_ih. Mr. Marlin sug-

gested that the Citizens' Street Railway company deposit

in a locil bank ij;5,ooo, and he would do likewi;e. In case

his comoanv secured a franchise and did not build the pro-

posed road, the ^5,000 deposited to bi used in embellishing

the city park; and in case they did, the money deposited by

the Citizens' company to be use J for a like purpose. Mr.

Nfartin asked that either this be done, or else let the people

quit throwing mud at a stranger within the gates of the

city. In due time his company expects to come before the

council for a franchise.

A Toledo paper says: The new project now being agi-

tated of building an electric street railway embracing several

different lines, is meeting with very favorable consideration

by most of the people along the different routes. The
parties pushing the project are largely eastern gentlemen,

for whom David Robison, jr., is acting as trustee in obtain-

ing the right of way and franchise. The undertaking is a

large one and means, if carried through, that Toledo will

have a system of railways in her streets proportioned to her

growing importance as a city- The consent for the right of

way calls for an all steel railway—doing away with the old

wooden stringers. This modern mode ol building a street

railwav is as much an improvement over the old road built

of woxl and strap rails as the modern steam railroad is an

improvement over the old strap iron railroad of fifty years

ago.

The following dispatch was sent from Virginia, Nev.:

Ever since the collapse of the Big Bonanza on the Corn-

stock the problem has been to discover some process by

which low grade ores may be handled profitably. The so-

lution of this problem is claimed to be found in electricity.

A successful test was made yesterday of a sixty-stamp

quartz mill, w. ich was run by electric power generated in

the Sutro Tunnel where it meets the Cho'lar shaft. .1,700

feet below the surface. The great How of water from the

('hollar shaft is conducted in pipes, and falls on six large

I'elton water wheels with a pressure of 6S0 poun- s to the

square inch. These water wheels run six d\namos in the

tunnel, and the power thus generated is transmitted to the

surface by copper wire and delivered on Brush motors that

make JS50 revolutions per minute. Of this enormous power

generated in the tunnel 60 per cent, reaches the surface and

runs the stamp mills. The electric plant is the largest in

the world. It is claimed that this establishes the theor)- of

electrical engineers that the great water power of the

Truckee River, sixteen miles from the Comstock mines,

may be uiiiized in this way. If the loss of power be only

40 per cent, then at least 1.000 stamp mills could be run

and manv low grade ores worked profitably.

.and issued a perpetual injunction restraining it from further

action.

The telephone system at Racine. Wis . was greatly

damaged recently by a telephone wire breaking and falling

upon an electric light wire, which sent the current into the

central station, thus destroyiog nearly all of the connect-

ing wires, and for a time causing a suspension of business.

The hfe-saviag stations along the coast from Lewes, Del.,

to Chincoteague, \"a,, have now telephone communication.

The work, which has been in progre-s since September, was
completed November 14th The work was done by William

Bolton, telephone expert of the life-saving service, under

the direction of Lieut. Kimball.

THE TELEPHONE.
The Nebraska Telephone company has completed its line

(rom Norfolk to Madison. Xeb , and is at present engaged

in putting up its circuits in the town.

The telephone company of Omaha, is preparing to run

all their wires into the central office, on the cable plan

The svires will be united into a cable about a hundred

yards from the central office, and continued to that office

in like manner.

fn the case of the borough of Fhillipsburgh. Centre

county. I'a. , which attempted, by ordinance, to levy a tax

of $t. peii pole, per annum, against the Central I'ennsyl-

vania Telephone ^V Supply company, which was resisted by

the latter, a decision was rendered November ^th in favor

of the telephone company.

At the instance of the Bell Telephone company, ludge

lUodgett, in the United .States District court. December 1st.

refused to give the Inter-State Telephone company of

Chicago further time to prepare its defence to charges of in-

fringing on the rights and patents of the Bel! company.

THE TELEGRAPH.
A telegram from St. Louis dated December 2d, says:

The Western Union Telegraph company absorbed the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe telegraph system at 12

o'clock to day. An order was sent out at the same time

reducing rates about 25 per cent, to all points on the .\tcbi-

son system. There were about 2.000 miles of telegraph

line involved in the purchase, and about 1,500 miles of it

are in Texas and in ihe Indian Territory. The system

was originallv operated by the Baltimore & Ohio, and after-

ward reverted to its owner. It did a heavy commercial

business in Texas.

Ne-A- inventions in telegraphy are becoming frequent.

The last is noticed in the following dispatch from Panama:
Senor Piedrahita, an electrician of Bogota, has patented a

telegraphic instrument which, he claims, 'vill revolutionize

telegraphy, as it works without batteries. The government

appointed a committee of experts to examine into the mer-

its of the machine. In their first report they say: "The
I2th of October we proceeded outside the city ard placed

the new apparatus in connection with the telegraph to the

city, and without a battery we held communication with

the main office. - " '" October i6th we practiced

another test, and sent messages over a wire 600 meters

long, which was hung on posts without insulators, and

some portions of which were allowed to trail along the

ground. Once our machine was in order we sent messages

over this wire in Spanish. French and English, and they

were received without difficulty. The strength of the cur-

rent received from us was tested, and it showed a density

of 400 ohms, equal to a distance of j% leagues, and over

this range we could have communicated had our wire

stretched that distance."

C. D. Lathrop&Co.,coffee merchants in Chicago, recently

sued the Postal Telegraph company for ^10,000 damages,

claiming ihat they lost a clear !^S 000 by the defective trans-

mission of two messages The firm says that June 13.

iSSj, they telegraphed Grossman ^: Co. to buy them 1,000

bags of .\ugust coffee. That message went through all

right. Then they wired: "Please buy, in addition to i,coo

August, 1,000 cheapest month." It is alleged that the op-

erator sent it: "Please buy. in addition to 2.000 August,

1 coo cheapest month." Grossman &. Go. supposed that

Lathrop t^ Co. had i"^ creased their order i,(oo bags and

bought 2,000, so that Lathrop &: Co. were out just ^4,000.

lune 17th the Chicago firm sentthis dispatch: "Put stop or

der on 5,000 December at 17 cents. This order good until

countermanded " The operator said: "Put stop order on

5,000 December at 70 cents." Grossman & Co. wired

back: "Don't quite understand. Is stop order at 17 or

16.70?" Lathrop i-S: Co. corrected the blunder, but in the

delay the New York agents did not sell at 17. and when
they got the proper direction they had to sell at the market

price. 16.55 cents. That cost Lathrop lS: Go another

§4, 000. The firm recovereil s;6,6gS 30.

Miscellaneous Notes.

At a meeting of the Albany, N. V.. common council

November 12th. a committee was appointed to inves igate

the subject of burjii'g the wires in the city.

The Pacific Electric Storage c rmpany of San Francisco,

will soon begin the erection of a suitable building at Sausa-

lito for the storage of electricity for lighting and power
purposes. The structure will be 300 feet in length.

It was recently decided to create in 'I'oledo, O., the

office of city electrician. The official is to have control of

alt wires and to supervise the erection of all poles, inspect

the electric currents of the lights, railways, etc., and to

give his entire time to the work at a salary of ^1,000 per

year.

The Corning, la.. Electric Light company has pur-

chased through the Chicago office of the Waterhouse Elec-

tric tS: Manufacturing company a series incandescent plant

of some two hundred 25 candle power lamps, in the cir-

cuits of which they will also operate a few arc lights. The
incandescent lamps will be used for street lighting as well as

commercial lights.

The Milwaukee, Wis., Storage Batter\' compan\' has

been incorporated by II. 11. Stafford, H. P. W^est, and A,

(_). Weissert, with a capital stock of i^ioo.ooo. The object

of the corporation is to purchase the license for Wisconsin
and the Michigan peninsula of the Woodward Electrical

compan\''s patents, and to sell or rent storage batteries for

motive po.ver and electric lights.

.\ Washington correspondent wries: Just at this lime

many of the streets are being torn up by gangs of workmen
who are making repairs, or putting down the conduits for

the various kinds of electric wires. At the last session of

congress, the district commissioners were prohibited from
permitting the erection of any additional telegraph, tele-

phone, electric lighling or other wires over any of the streets

or avenues after September 15, 1S8S; and the commission-

ers were aLo directed tj report at the next session of con-

gress the best method of remo\ing aU electric wires from

the air or surface of the streets, and interring the same. .Vs

it is, there are laid already of telegraph, telephone, fire and
police wires in the district, 17 miles of underground con-

duits, and 2,000 miles of wires underground- There re-

main about 4,000 miles of overhead wires wh'ch in course

of time will likewise be buried. The telephone companies
alone have about 1,356 milts of underground wires.

The Pittsburgh. Pa., I^honograph iS: ( Iraphophone com-
pany, consisting of well-known business men, has applied

for a charter, and as soon as that is received the preliminary

arrangements for supplving these instruments will proceed.

The company will have a capital stock of i|;750.ooo, and
will supply both the phonographs and the graphophones to

patrons in Pennsylvania west of the Susquehanna River and
in all parts of West Virginia.

Electricity is gradually being introduced in ceramic op-

erations to purify quartz and kaolin from oxide of iron.

The powder to be operated on is placed in a hopper,

whence it falls into a receiver rotating rapidly on a vertical

axis. This receiver is surrounded by powerful magnets of

triangular section. The purified powder then falls into a

second receiver, and after undergoing a similar purification

in this, it is, as a rule, ready for use. The cost of this

process is small, and it is stated that owing to its employ-
ment substances can now be used which were formerly re-

jected on account of the amount of iron contained in

them

Those who believed that the National Subway company
obtained its franchise from the council only as a money-
making scheme are apt to be disappointed, as preparations

are being made to begin work on the manholes at once, says

a St. Paul paper. L P. Dorsett, the manager of the con-

cern, applied to City Engineer Rundlett yesterday for a per-

mit to begin work on the streets. Mr. Dorsett announces
that he has already engaged a force of men to begin work
at once. He will iook over the ground with Mr. Rundlett

and decide upon the most feasible place to begin operations.

'Phe company has been at work in Minneapolis for some
time, and quite a large amount of work has already been

accomplished in that city.

A Baltimore dispatch says: The merchanis of Baltimore

are waging war on the telegraph and telephone companies

about the unsightly poles strung with hundreds of wires

which line the principal streets. Recently the electric light

companies als) began the erection of poles. When the

workmen were ordered off the premises in the daytime,

the poles were quietly placed after dark. William Reed, a

prominent business man and a member of the firm of Mor-
ion. Reed & Co , was arrested, charged with maliciously

destroving property of a telegraph company. He had
chopped down a pole placed in front of his store. A dele-

gation of merchants then applied to the mayor, and he in-

structed the city solicitor to apply to the court for an

injun- tion to restrain the company from en cting poles

without permission. The citizens generally are determined

that the poles and the overhead wires must go. After the

arrest of Mr. Reed the company had the pole replaced in

front of his store, and he has again ordered it to be

chopped down. His case will test the law on the subject.

The following is taken from the London Elcclrica! liii-

^iiiCiT. "The typical American is, perhaps, one of the keen-

est business men existing upon the face of this globe, but

even he is beginning to see that there may be an excess of

competition, and we find that suggestions are being made
as to caution in this direction. v\ e have heard friends

from the other side describing with that inimitable brogue

of theirs that manufacturers do not want the machines they

sold to last forever, nor do contractors agree to put in work
that should stand through ages. We prefer, said one vlx-

a-7-is, to have a change about every twenty years, if not

sooner, so that there may be more trade going. However
correct this may be from a business point of view, we are

glad to see such remarks as the following, as they indicate

the tendency of thoughtful men in America: 'In harness-

ing electricity and subverting" it to the uses of men. it is

more necessary to have perfection—absolute perfection

—

in the various accessories than in any other of the great

forces: for of all of them electricity is the subtlest and the

hardest to control. Hence, we wish to say to manufactu-

rers, construction and supply companies, do" not ruin the

business by unbusiness-like competition in your anxiety to

secure trade; and to the contractor and builder, do not be

dazzled by low prices in either electrical machinery or con-

struction, but be sure you have the best and be willing to

pay a fair price for it.'
"

The driving clock of the large Lick telescope, says

Tames E. Keeler in the Scienlific .4>/u-nc<in, was provided

by the makers with an electric control, for keeping its rate

in exact coincidence with that of a standard astronomical

clock The vertical shaft of the governor rotates in one

second, and has near the bottom a small projecting pin. .V

stud on the end of the armature lever of an electro-magnet

is struck by the pin as the governor shaft rotates, when a

current is passing through the magnet: but when the cur-

rent is broken once a second by a standard clock, the stud

is withdrawn at the proper instant to allow the pin to pass.

There is also an ingenious and beautifully constructed at-

tachment for breaking the circuit in case the standard clock

should, either by accident or design, omit one or more sec-

onds in a minute. The driving clock is adjusted to run a

little fast, and is continually checked by the control, the

governor being allowed to rotate by turning in a friction

collar. It was found, however, that the impact of the pin

on the governor shaft against the stud of the armature

caused a shock which was transmitted to the telescope and
produced a disturbance of the image fatal to photographic

work. The control was therefore removed, and another,

which 1 devised for the purpose of giving a perfectly

smooth motion, was substituted for it. The new control

answers its purpose so well and is of such extreme simplici-

ty, thai I shall give a description of it here, as it can be

applied to any clockwork having a shaft which rotates in an
integral part of a second. A soft iron sector subtendiog
an angle of 36, and having a radius of six inches, is
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clamped to the vertical axis of the governor, and rotates in

a horizontal plane. The sector passes very close to the

poles of an electro-magnet (part of the old control) which

is mounted on a slightly elastic standard of steel. At every

second a strong current is sent through the coils of this

magnet bv means of a standard clock, the circuit being

closed, as in the case of the old control, by the relay points

of the chronograph attached to the driving clock. The
driving- ciock is set so as to run a little too fast, and when

the governor is started the sector gradually gains upon the

click of the chronograph until it reaches the magnet of

the control, when the friction produced by the attraction of

the latter prevents any further acceleration, and the govern-

or will rotate in exactly one second by the standard ciock as

long as the control is in operation. The elasticity of the

support on which the eiectro-magnet is mounted plays an

important part in the proper working of the control. When the

sector passes at the exact instant of the passage of the cur-

rent, the magnet springs in toward the sector and comes

into actual contact with it, very greatly increasing the fric-

tion, while the passage of the sector at any other instant

meets with no resistance, the magnet being slightly' with-

drawn by its support. The current used with the control

is obtained from the battery of twenty gravity cells, em-

ployed during the daytime in transmitting time signals to

.San lose. As the signals are not sent at night, the battery

is then connected with the control by turning a switch.

With this control no shock is communicated to the tele-

scope, and the image of a star is steady.

Personal Paragraphs.

Enos M. Barton, president of the Western Electric com-
pany of Chicago, left for New York last Friday. He was
accompanied by Charles E. Scribner of the same company.
They will sail from New York next week. Mr. Barton

will pass a few weeks with his family, who are now in Ber-

lin. Mr. .Scribner's destination is Antwerp. He will make
his headquarters for a few weeks in the factory of the

Western Electric company in that city.

The executive abilities of B. E. Sunny, whose identifica-

tion with the electrical interests of Chicago are extensively

known, have again secured distinguished recognition in the

tender of an important position in the western office of the

Thomson-Houston Electric company, Chicago. Mr. Sunny
was for a long time superintendent of the Chicago Tele-

phone company, and his ability in organization, as evinced

by the steady advance of that service from inefficiency to

thorough eliliciency, secured for him the offer of the presi-

dency of the Chicago Arc Light ^; Power company. The
offer was accepted, and though the vast undertaking of the

company of consolidating nine different stations, and install-

ing in the main pait of the city one great central station,

was well under way, still affairs were in a rather chaotic

state when he assumed oliice. \\ ith his accustomed energy
Mr. .Sunny set to work, and in less than a year has most
thoroughly organized that service. He will retain the pres-

idencv of thc-Chi;ag) Arc Eight iS: Power company, as the

directors were unwilling to dispense with his services, Mr.
.Sunny is a man of broid ideas and e\cellent judgment, and
is gifted with the talent of execution. With General Man-
ager Barton of the Thomson-Houston company he will

have more opportunity for the application of his qualifica-

tions, and is bound to achieve a notable success. He will

accept our congratulations on his preferment. C. H. Wil-
merding will act as superintendent of the Chicago Arc
Eight it Power company. Though not widely known in

Chicago he has had an extensive experience in electrical

pursuits with the ^Ye5tinghou!^e company, and with the

I'"lectrical Accumulator company. He is a civil engineer
as well, and will bring to his new liekl of work a fine scien-

tific and practical training.

Business Mention.
The Hill Clutch works of Cleveland, O., are furnishing

Messrs. Swift i\; Co of the Union S ock Yards, Chicago,
a number of friction clutches for their electric light plant

and other purposes.

Lewder A: P>eller of Sioux City, la., have recently added
to their sheet metal and furnace trade an electrical house
goods department. They have with them a practical elec-

trician, and will carry all the attractive novelties in this

line.

F, M, Sparrow of 141 Milk street, Boston, Mass., has a
very neat system of electric heat regulation. In operation
the system is automatic, depending for action upon a ther-

mostat which may be placed in any room. The system is

economical, convenient and reliable.

Since the Crosby Steam Guage A; Valve company built its

new factory at Charlestown, by which facilities for manu-
facturing its specialties were greatly increased, its business
has increased in like proportion; and to meet this growth,
and in anticipation of its continuance, it has enlarged its

salesroom and office at 93 Oliver street, Boston, by adding
a large portion of the adjoining store. The establishment
has undergone a thorough reconstruction and renovation,

and is a model of neatness and comfort, and perfect adapt-
ation to the needs of the business. It will carry a full

stock of its own products, from which all orders can be
filled promptly, and also complete lines of engine and boiler

supplies,

Frank Thonc, electrician of the Hawkeye Electric Man-
ufacturing company, is now working upan a new light-

ing sy.slcm. The company has recently bctn reorganized,

its capital stock largely increased, its works removed io Daven-
port, la,, where the extensive buildings formerly occupied by
the Honohoe Foundry company have been purchased, and
ihc facilities for turning out a largely increased line of

machinery of every description used in the electric light

;md power business, greatly augmented. William Bowen,
the general manager of the old company, and Frank Thonc.
electrician, go with ihe new company. The officers and
members of the new company are among the most solid

businessmen of Davenport, and arc as follows: President,

M. L. Marks: secretary. Walter Chambers; directors, M.
L. Marks, Walter Chambers, L. P. Best, Jens Lorenson,

James Thompson, James P. Donohue and E P. Lynch.

The capital stock of the new company has been increased

to$250,ooo, of which $75,000 is alreadypaid in, the balance

to be on call of the directors. Recent sales include 200 arc

lights, six 25 light dynamos to the Consolidated Electric

Light company of Kansas City, Kan. ; a 400 light incan-

descent plant, Baltimore Block, Kansas City, Mo.; a large

motor and generator, Missouri Pacific railway, McPherson,

I. T.; 600 light increase incandescent plant at Storm Lake,

Iowa, and several motors in Chicago.

Electrical Patents.

393

393'

393

/ssuci/ November '"11, iSSS.

348. Apparatus for Removing Metallic Particles from
Paper Pulp. Charles H. Atkins, Boston, Mass.

353. Porous Cup for Galvanic Batteries. Horatio J,

Brewer, New York, N. Y.

365. Switch or Circuit Changer. William W. Gris-

com, Haverford College. Pa

373. Electric Motor. Fred J. Keller and James W.
Carnes, Massillon, Ohio.

389. Controller for Electric Circuits. Walter J.

Paine, Boston, Mass.

3gi. Fdament for Incandescent Lamps. Gilbert S.

Ram, Montclair, N. J.

The second claim follows: "The process of manu-
facturing filaments, consisting in first submitting nat-

ural fibers to the action of hydrochloric acid, then

washing, next submitting said fibers to a bath of strong

sulphuric acid, and then washing and incorporating

metallic salts, and finally baking."

395 Galvanic Battery. Hiiborne L. Roosevelt. New
York, N. Y.

The claim is: "A cover for a battery cell composed
of vitreous material provided with one or more open-

ings for the passage of the electrodes, and one or more
electrodes extending through said openings and sup
ported thereby, and provided with connectors outside

the cover, whereby the deleterious effects of the fumes
from the battery fluid upon the connectors are

avoided."

396. Natural Gas Protective Extinguisher. Charles

E Scribner, Chicago, 111

This invention consists in electro-magnetic appa-
ratus so combined with the gas pipes and the flame

that on extinguishing the flame the apparatus will be
operated automatically to cut off the gas supply.

402, Device for Exhibiting Magnetic and Non-Mag-
netic Watch Movements. Alfred C Smith. New
York, N. Y.

405. Arc Light. I-"ionlee B Turner, Chicago, III.

The invention relates to arc lights, and has for its

object the construction of a convenient and cheap
lamp in which both carbons are fed

The last claim is appended: " In an arc light, the

combination of the carbons with the shunt magnet,
and circuit- closing magnet in the arc circuit, and a

movable core piece which is non magnetic toward the
circuit-closing magnet, and is supported in both of

said magnets, and is adapted to operate the magnets,
and means connecting the movable core with the car-

bons
"

422 Oiler for Commutators. Thomas E. Craig,
Akron, O.

,431. Train Signal. Albert C. liriggs, Wilmington,
Del

,447. Electric Arc Lamp. Gustav Pfannkuche, Ex-
eter, N. H.

,44\ Regulation of Alternate Current Generators.
Gustav Pfannkuche, Cleveland, O.
The invention has reference to improvements in al-

ternating current dynamos, the object being to render
such dynamos self exciting and self regulating. The
dynamo is specially de igned for use with systems of
distribution in which the translating devices are, in

multiple branches, derived from a main or trunk line,

and in which it is designed to maintain a constant dif-

ference of potential at the terminals of the derived
branches or working circuits, which are frequently at

great distances from the generator.

303 469. Dynamo Electric Machine. William W. Gris-

com, Haverford College, Pa.

The improvements specially concern the construc-
- tion of the armature. The first claim re^ds as foi

lows: "The combination, in a dynamo electric ma-
chine, of an armature composed of two parallel cast

iron rings, strips of tinned iron uniting said rings at

equidistant circumferential points, and one or more
layers of soft iron wire enveloping said strips in non-
magnetic contact therewith."

393>470' Distribution of \\ ectricity by Secondary Bat-
teries. William W. Griscom, Haverford College, Pa.
The fourth claim is given: "The combination of a

. charging circuit, a secondary battery to be charged
therefrom, and a switch or circuit changer for varying
the position of said battery with respect to said cir

cuit, consisting of two pairs of fixed contacts, a pair
of movable contacts common to both fixf'd contacts, a
second pair of movable contacts connected together
through an artificial resistance, a smgle movable con-
tact for electrically uniting one of said pairs of fixed

contacts."

393.

393-

393.

393

393.473- Incandescing Electric Lamp. lulward IL
John'-on, New \'ork. N. V.

393.477- Art of Laying Underground Conduits. Wilmot
Lake, Washington. D. C.

393.508. Multiple Switch Board. Milo G. Kellogg, Hyde
Park, III.

The invention refers to a metallic circuit telephone
exchange system; and it consists: First, in a system
of testing at one board of a multiple switch-board sys-

tem to determine whether a line is in use at another
board. It consists, secondly, of apparatus and a s^ys-

tem of connecting wires to the apparatus, whereby one
loop switch-plug only, is required for making tie con
nection between two such wires, and whereby the call-

ing annunciator of the subscriber who made the call

may be utilized as the clearing-out annunciator of the

circuit, of two subscribers' lines connecting together,

while the calling annunciator of the subscriber who
was called, is switched from the circuit.

393,509. Multiple Switch Board. Milo G. Kellogg, Chi
cago, 111.

The invention relates to telephone exchange systems
in which part of the subscribers" lines are single cir-

cuit lines and part of them are metallic circuit li::es;

and it consists of apparatus for and a system of switch-
ing together the various lines of the exchange system
in the operation of the exchange system and a
system of testing at one board of the exchange
to determine whether a line is in use at another board.

393 525. Automatic Gas Lighting and Extinguishing Ap-
paratus. Nathaniel H. Shaw, SomervilL, Mass.

393.529. Telephone Exchange. William B Yansize,
Plainfield, N. J.

393. 55S. Electric Letter Box. Charles P. Harms. Hobo-
ken. N j.

393.572. Apparatus for Propelling Cars. Leonard Paget,
New York, N. \

393.573 Storage Battery. Leonard Paget, Trenton, N. L
393. ';74- Electric Light Regulator. Leonard Paget,

Trenton, N. J

393.57S- Secondary Battery. Leonard Paget, New York,
N Y.
The fourth claim follows :•

" The within-described
method or process of preparing an electrode for use in

a secondary' or storage battery, which consists in first

mixing the active material or materia! to become ac-

tive with a flux, second, melting or fusing said mix-
ture, and third, immersing the support or frame for

holding said material in this molten mass and then re-

moving it and allowing the whole to cool, repeating
the action until the coating of the material upon the
support has attained the desired thickness.

'

393. 576. Secondary Battery. Leonard Paget. New
York, N. Y.

The first claim reads :
' An electrode for a second-

ary or storage bittery, having the active material or

material adapted to become active composed of oxy
dizable matter integrally attached to one or more cor-

rugated sustaining strips."

193. 577 Secondary Battery. Leonard Paget, New York,
N. Y.

393,^90. Regulator or Cut Off f r Generators. Haniel
W. Smith. St. Louis, Mo.

393.596- Electro-Fluid Pressure Engine. George \\'e=l-

inghouse, jr , Pittsburgh, Pa.

393,612. Telephone System. Charles W ]5rown, Mon-
treal, Quebec, Can.
The system to which the invention applies is that

which has been adopted for large buildings to secure

telephone communication between the numerous de-

partments therein. Such a system is shown and de-

scribed in patent No. 356,427, granted to C. E.

Scribner, antl which he calls a fac on- telephone ex-

change.
Claim 2 reads: "In the individual station of a local

telephone system, the combination of an individual

local circuit-closing key or terminal of such station, a

terminal of one pole of a main battery circuit, and a

circuit confined to such station connecdng such calling

key through spring contact and telephone-hook witli

one terminal of an electro-magn t for operating call

bell, the other terminal of the magnet leading to the

other pole of said battery c rcuit or to ground, all ar-,

ranged and operating in the individual station."

393,622. Conduit for Electric Railways. Madison Dal-
las, New Orleans, La.

393.624. Coin Operated Induction Coil Charles Durieux,

New Orleans, La.

393.625. Coin-Operated Induction Coil. Charles Durieux,
New Orleans. La.

393.636. Dynamo Electric Machine and li^lectric Motor.
Warren P. Freeman New York, N. Y.
The second claim is: "The combination of a four or

more pole field magnets alternating in polarity with

two iron multipolar armatures, one having an angular

lead with respect to the other, and each armature hav-

ing an independent commutator."

393.637. Electric Striking Attachment for Clocks. James
H. Gerry, Brooklyn, N. Y.

393.639. Galvanic Battery. James L. Gethins, Boston,

Mass.

393.657. Electric Light Burglar Alarm Indicator. Rich-

ard Packer and Isaac E. Cochran, jr., Chester, Pa.

393,704. Globe for Electric Lamps. Salomon Hiemann,
New ^'ork. N. Y.

393.710. Electric Bell. Adam Lungen, New York, N. Y.

393.711. Electric Door Opener. Adam Lungfu. New
York, N. Y.

The invention has to do with that part of the ap-

paratus which is located within the door frame, and its

object is to construct such a device of very few parts

and to make it comjiact and simple and certain in its

operation.

393.733- Incandescent Electric Lamp Socket. William

F. Wollin, Lancaster, and Elmer H. Werline, Wil-
' liamsport, Pa.
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CONTRACXTO LET.
The City of Sedalia, Mo., will receive bids for Lighting

th9 Streets and Public Places of said City by Electricity, in

part or in whole ; estimated population, 20,000 For partic-

ulars address
ApproTed Nov. 20. 1888. JOHN CASHMAN,
JOHN D. CRAWFORD. Mayor. Chairman Committee on Lighting, Scdalia. Mo.

F^?555^f5f3S3^F?«5?1^3W??5l? SAMPLE SWITCH
^.MAILED TO ANY

ADDRESS
UPON

" RECEIPT

V^^OXI KAX^^^vVQg^^ TN^ N
\^^Q O

The Hartford Dynamic Co. Hartford Conn.

GARLOCK'S RING PACKINGS
Sectional Ring

AND

Elastic Ring.

The Best Packing

For High Speed Engines

-# MThe Electrical

ConstrucHon Co.
NTRAC1S TAKEN FOR THE ERECTi

Electric Light Plants Complete.
lave any Lamp Spools to re.wind, send them to us, and w€
rice."

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

"If you liave any Lamp Spools to re.wind, send tliem to us, and we will do it for

a reasonable price.

"

TjnITBelt

11-23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS. NEW YORK.

Friction Clutch Pulleys

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

BURR & DODGE, 125 N.Stli St., Philadelplila.

Investigate Before Buying.

THE "CLARK" l^yiRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

THE GARLOGK PACKING CO., Palmyra, N. Y.
Send for Circolare and particolarB to The Garlock Packing Co., Palmyra, N. T., and Kome, Ga.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
39. 1686, he says : "A Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable "Wire in Every Respect."

The rubber tised In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, aiid is guarnnteed
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
ivhole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, Are proof.
Our iJisulation will prove durable lohen all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all

gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocii. Cahles made
M) order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

1 HENRY A. CLARK, General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS. Electrician.

nLOW//
INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Msnufsctnied for AIlBIAb, !$rB3IAKII«E and ITIIIDEBeBOITWD USE. OKONITE TAPE for making waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers GANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.TBADE MARK.

BEANCHES:—CMcap, 42 LaSalle St., Boston, FhiladelBMa, Omaha, Mimieaplis, Cinciimati, LonisTille, Kansas City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pisher's jQlectric ||)otors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

^= LECXRIC RJLIL-KTJLYS. =#-

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFS

Automatic Electric Uotors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dgnamo Elecl^ric FQachines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, A^ent,
164 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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WE PATENT AND EXPLOIT
In Foreign Countriee first-class Electrical Inven-

tions which are new and ocerative, and have been

lUu tratedhymo els and drawings, but not piib-

Uehed in this country before beins patented
abroad. No expense to the inventor; ca lor write.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,

too? Opei-a House Block. CHICAGO. ILL

FKANCI3 "W. PARKEK. Solicitor.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF U. 3.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

I W COLBURN&COi theb.f. Goodrich co.,akron rubber works, akron,o

No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

Hard Rubber Goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL EINDS MADE TO ORDER.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
CataloRuo and Prices furnished on application.

machines for Arc and Incandescent
Electric I.ighting, Electro • Platlns
and Experimental UNe.
Send for large lUastrated Catalo^e, also Hand-

bonk of Heady "Reterencw. voBt-pockPt edition.

Sioux City . Corliss Engine

LARGEST ENGINE WORKS t"^West of tlic >Ii'*sissippi.

GEN1WE8TERN AGTSJiiSiJll

so *o SOO IS. I*.
BriLTBV THE

Sioux City

ENGINE WORKS
Sioux City, Iowa.

BOILERS
—AND—

StcaiJi Powi-r Outfits

for Ijightiiig Stations

and Elevators

A SPECIALTY.
Semi for Circular F.

' i^" State Business.

I CIBOtrLAKS
FBEB.

FOR ANYTHING

In the Line of

Teiniieratiire

RegiMloi!,
JBitlier PaniaceH

or
Steam Meatfrm
In Houses, or lor

The Gaion Aatomatic Beat EegD'ating Co.. ELMIBA. N.Y.

DO YOUR OWN [SSI
IF 25 LIGHTS OR LESS WILL DO IT

^^»a«OSEWDSTAMP FOR CIRCULAR
n^^W WHICH WILL TELL YOU.

b"l':^;.%TorHOUSEorshop
CAN DO ITYOURSCLFWITH OUR S2. 50 OUTFIT

C E.JONES&. BRO.CiNCtNNATi O

Sooth -Western Electrical Sdpplk

KANSAS CITY, 'LAG.
DEALEIiS IN

STEAM PUMP.

Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, Decern

bar 17lh at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the

Club, 123-124 Clark street.

The H.M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
JIANUFACTURERS OF

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles.
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Olllre :ind .11111 at OHoodn. ^Ticli.
Exclusive Seiling Apent : Q. A. Harmol'Nt- Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clocii Co..

;jl5 Wabash Avnnitfi. Chlnaco

All Kinds of Construction Material for Electric Light Plants,

wires, Poles, Cross Arms, Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Globes, Shades, Carbous,
Linemen's Tools and Supplies, Bells, ADnucciators, Gas Lighting

Apparatus, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc., Etc.

Repairing a Specialty. Illustrated Catalogue sent upon Application. Correspondence So icited

George P. Barton,
LAW OFFICE,

225 Dearborn Street OHIUA(jC), ILL.
PATENT AND TRADEMARK CASES.

The Standard Carbon Co.,
SUCCESSORS TO THE

Bou.ltoii, Cleveland., and. Crvsta.1 Cartoon Connpan.ies.
O Xi E3 X^ E3 Xj -a. KT I> , OHIO.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Send for Price-LIat. IB Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Aaent for the I,AW BATTERY.

727 FILBERT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA.

XME EDISON IS1IJ5.CHIITE: 'HTORI^S,
SCHENECTADY, N". Y.,

-MAjnjFACTTJEERS OF-

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords ^nd Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY. General Sales Agent, !9 Dey Street, New York.

WANTED.
Fifty Experieaced MacliiDists,

Five Gramie Armatare Winders.

ADDRESS

National Electric Mfg. Co.,

Eau Claire, Wis.

WAIffTBD.
AOKNTS for Loni'B Holier CompOTind. A
cljFince for KtminffTn and irifii on the road.
AIbo local A^ftnta wltli rncuDB. .State pres-
ent occupation. AO<Ire»-B,

CEO. W. LORD,
31*1 Union Btreet, rhlladeljjtila, Pa

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

/Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

S«ND FOR Catalogue.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

226 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

ATTENTION
Of dealers and others is

called to tills hell, ttio ad-

vaatapes ut which can
readily he seen in its ad-

justment for reguiatliiB the
spring which supports the

Armature. Byalmply turii-

iTig a screw the spring is

made to conform to tlie

strength of battery current,

one cup of battery will work
It louder and strongor tlmn
will two or three otiiers of

dlllerent make.
We can supply It In either

bracket or box form; It is

nicely nickeled and put up
In the best of workmanlike
mat.uPi-. Prices furnlahed
oil application.

KEATING & ROXBURGH,
— ftlANlIKAt'TUKKKS OK—

Sounders, Keys, iiolls. Ii;iih'i-ies, etc.. dealeiB in all

klTiils KU'rtrii'iil Suppiios.
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"C. £ C." ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAND OFFICE; 19 Pearl St., BOSTON.

WESTEEN OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAaO.
SOUTHEKN OFFICE; 25 Carondelet Street, NEW OELEANS.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated [ron Pressure Wire.

s^^* nil If »»-- ''^^-

PATENT "KK^ LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND ."ELEPHOITE LINES.

FACTORI ES:

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent.

WATERBURY, CONN.
THOS. L. SCOVILL,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL.

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.
NEW YORK AGENT.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

Ammeters and Voltmeters of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CARPEKTIKB, HABTMAKK & CO.,

Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by all the Prominent Makers.

CALL A9il> EXAiaiKE.

924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

B. D. BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO,,

1 1 Central St., Boston, Mass.

W. B. DOWSE,
Gen'l Supt.

452 Broadway, New York.

R. E. GALLAHER,Secy.

J.W.GODFREY, Gen'IMgr.

Protect iii Armatures
It is a matter or everyday e.xperience among Elec-

tric Light men that Armatures are frequently burned

out entirely, or seriously injured by the short -rircuiting

of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector Absolutely Pro'ects

Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

protected by Wright's Armature Protector, One of

the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System"
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-

dress . ...

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, 111.,

or EI,ECTRICAI. SrPPI.Y CO.,

171 Bandolph Street, ChtcBgo.

See letter of recommendation from electrician Chi-

cago Arc Light & Power Co., on advertising page xili

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN Jtilg 28. 1888.

SYNOYIJfLI-
IDynamo and. Cylinder Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning

machineiT. By reflltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

8. TAUSSIG, Agent, - 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

TELEPHONES
FOR PRIVATE tlXES.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has etocd
the tests and held out and given satisfactory

service for the past eight years.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices.

BlECTEICAl GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

'%in' Telephone and Uical Supply Co,,

k.,Elgin,Ill.,L'.S.A.

^rknthi
TRADE

GONDA
MARK.

The Standard OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY of the World.

GonDa Cell Completb.

The great merits of this battery have brought out a

number of infringements and worthless imitations. Beware
of them.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.

149 West 18th Street, New York. GOND.&.'E Gabbon. Zinc and Jab
COTBB.
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vLOW//

TRADS MARK.

WIRES— .JiSnUk. CANDEE
IMPROVED WEATHERPROOF

WIRE.
A full stock of ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES of Every Description.

Central Electric Company,
42 LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

GILES AITXI-]MAG]SrEXIC SHIELID
OflSceof Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

anti-Magnetic Shield & "Watch Case Co.

OenileTnen : — Your Anti-Magnetic _^_
Shield for watches cannot be over-esti- ^^^:^^ -

mated. It is now very near eight months ^v" -
—"

that I have worn my watch, and to-day ~ _:

it is (without correcting time) about one - _
minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every- -^

one who needs the correct time, should ^^ v-^

have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good £;"

deal of practical utility, as well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time-

lieeper. At present, I look upon a watch ^.^^
without a shield as a thing incomplete, "^^

and so it is. Very Respectfully, "^

CHAS. J. VAN" DEPOELE,
^

Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Bare protection from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.
Send for descriptive circular.

^KTJLXCIiES.
'

' * * * I have no hesitation in saying
tliat I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is tlie

only plan I know that could succeed.
"WM. A. ANTHONY,

Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University,

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologists

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and fine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading

magnetic influence.

AMEEICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

THE LIST 0:P SJLLIES OIF THE

Westinghouse Engines: Compound, Standard and Junior,

FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1888,

Is too long to publish zn extenso as an Advertisement. Orders were received on eighteen working days,

the five heaviest days yielding respectively, i6, ii, lo, 8, and 7 Engines Each.

TOTAL, t6 ENGINES, AGeREGATING 3310 H.P.
Sales for August, September and October were over 200 Engines of all types, aggregating
nearly 10,000 HORSE POWER. Note in connection with the above exhibit, that our
current advertising expenses for 1888 are about one-half that of any preceding year. ]I\IHY /S IT?

The Woodbury

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off High Speed

ENGINE.
MANUFACTUKED BY

WOODBURY ENGINE \

COMPANY.

ALSO BUILDBKS OF

PLAIN SLIDE VALYE
AND

Double Valve Medinm Speed

AUTOMATIC

Cut-Off Engines

TUBULAR BOILERS.
AddreeB the Mauuracturere at

652 Mill Street ROCflESTER. N. I
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The Thomson-Houston

Electric Railway System.

Nineteen Roads in Daiiy Operation Under tlie Tliomson- Houston Patents.

ALL MATERIAL 18 WOW MANUFACTUBED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MA88., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTBIC FACTORY IN TBE WORLD.

The Tiiomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform

.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
Thomson-Houston pa' ants.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of
trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS i ELECTRICAL EQDIPMENTS FDRHISHED FOR MINING k OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates Address th.e

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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WATERHOUSE THIRD BRUSH REGULATION
,& -in—*'•

I ?St*
Varies the E. M. F. from the Armature Directly with
the Resistance on the Lamp Line. The Perfection in

Regulation attained by this method, enables us to furnish

THE BEST ARC LIGHT IN THE WORLD.
Send for GaxalaOgur.

i^ WATERHOUSE ELECTRIC k MFG. CO.,

Gold Medal. Boston, 1887.

i Medal, Two Silver Medals, Cincinnati, 1 888.
\ 54 La Salle Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

SEND FOR
NEW PAMPHLET OF

NDEXPEI\IMENT.

RECORDING

Pressure Gauges.

Ji{i{vis B. Eosofi,

145 Broadway, N. Y.

ft
Both Advertiser and Publisher by men-

tioning the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

when writing to advertisers.

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRIC LIQHTING
BY PHILIP ATKINSON, Ph. D.

260 Pages, Cloth Bindinz, Illustrated, Price Sl.fO.

This book is an elaboration and revision of the popular series ot articles which ran through the
Western Electkician under the same title. It treats of: Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Current Dynamos; Direct Current Dynamos ; Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurement;
The Arc Lamp; The Incandescent Lamp: The Storage Battery; Electric Distribution.

Sent postage prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Ljakeside Bnildius, Chicago.

fl.F. ANNETT, Prest. S. F. FESTON, Vice-Prest. and Treas.

Hotel and House Anaunciatora.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire nnd Batteries.

CHAS. SIDWET SMITH, Seo'y

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

DTN&MO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.

By F. B. BABT.

100 pages; 70 illustrations; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 inches,

Designed for Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationery and Marine Engineers.

Just the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for electric light in-

stallations. The only book of the kind in the English language.

Price, Postage Pre-paid to any address in United States or Canada, $1.0C

AUOKEHS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, |

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

I
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BELI-HAN6ERS' HAND-BOOK
106 PAGES, 97 ILLUSTRATIONS, FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING, TYPE PAGE 5ix3 INCHES.

JUST THE BOOK for those engaged in Selling, Installing or Handling Electric Batteries,
Electric Bells, Elevator, House or Hotel Annunciators, Burglar or Fire Alarms, Electric
Gas Lighting Apparatus, Electric Heat Regulating Apparatus, etc, etc.

^^E-^ID TIEZZS T-^EXjE O^^ COl^TEn^TS.
Voltaic Electricity.

Chapter I. Contact Series.
*

Chapter II. The Voltaic or Galvanic Cell.

Chapter III. Generation of Current.

Chapter IV. Local Action.

Chapter V. Polarization.

Description of Batteries.

Chapter VI. The Smee Battery.

Chapter VII. The Grenet Battery.

Chapter VIII. The Daniell Battery.

Chapter IX. The Grove Battery.

Chapter X. The Bunsen Battery.

Chapter XI. The Carbon Battery.

Chapter XII. __Nickel-Plating Battery.

Chapter XIII. Fuller's Mercury Bichromate Battery.

Chapter XIV. The Leclanche Battery.

Chapter XV. The Diamond Carbon Battery.

Chapter XVI. The Law Battery.

Chapter XVII. Gravity Batteries.

Chapter XVIII. Dry Batteries.

Chapter XIX. Classification of Batteries.

Elementary Data.
Chapter XX. The Electric Current.

Chapter XXI. Ohm's Law.

Chapter XXII. Conductors and Insulators.

Chapter XXIII. Direction of the Current.

Connecting Batteries.

Chapter XXIV. Connecting Batteries.

Chapter XXV. Cells Connected in Series.

Chapter XXVI. Cells Connected in Multiple Arc.

Chapter XXVII. Cells Connected in Multiple Series.

Chapter XXVIII. Recapitulation.

Chapter XXIX. Work.
External Resistance.

Rules for Connecting Batteries.
Chapter XXX.
Chapter XXXI.

Battery Data.
Chapter XXXII.
Chapter XXXIII.

Electro-Magnets.
Chapter XXXIV.

Induction Colls.
Chapter XXXV.

Data Regarding Batteries.

Divided Circuits.

Electro-Magnets.

Induction Coils.

Electric Bells.

Chapter XXXVI. Electric Bells.

Chapter XXXVII. Single Stroke Bells.

Chapter XXXVIII. Long Distance Call Bell System.

Chapter XXXIX. Push Buttons.

Chapter XL. Buzzer.

Chapter XLI. Indicating Box Bell.

Annunciators

.

Chapter XLII. Annunciators.

Electric Alarms.
Chapter XLIII. Electric Alarms.

Chapter XLIV. Hotel Fire Alarm and Room Call.

Chapter XLV. The Hess System.

Chapter XLVI. The Western Electric Company's S)'Stem.

Chapter XLVII. The Double Wire System.

Chapter XLVIII. Partrick & Carter System.

Chapter XLIX. The Electro-Mercurial Alarm.

Chapter L. The Metallic Thermostat.

Chapter LI. Burglar Alarms.

Chapter LII. Desk and Safe Alarms.

Gas Liighting Apparatus.
Chapter LIII. Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus.

Chapter LIV. Portable Gas Lighters.

Chapter LV. Apparatus for Public Buildings.

Chapter LVL Apparatus for Residences.

Chapter LVII. A Novel Automatic Burner.

Chapter LVIII. Connections of Gas Lighting Systems.

Electric Heat Regulation.
Chapter LIX. Electric Heat Regulators.

Bunning Electric Wires.
Chapter LX. Proper Installation.

Chapter LXI. How to Fish Wires.

Chapter LXII. Wiring Fixtures for Gas Lighting.

Chapter LXIIL AViring Elevator Annunciators.

Chapter LXIV. Best Time for Wiring.

Chapter LXV. Extra Insulation.

Chapter LXVI. Detective Galvanometer and the Magneto Bell,

Chapter LXVII. Tests for Faults.

Chapter LXVIII. Bell Hangers' Tools.

Chapter LXIX. Wire Tables.

Chapter LXX. Specifications for Wiring a Hotel.

THE ONLY BOOK OF THE KIND PUBLISHED.
First Edition Twenty-five Hundred Copies.

ORDERS ALREADY ON FILE FOR MORE THAN ONE-HALF THE ENTIRE EDITION.

r'or'wctircl "yo-u-r Ordor 3>a"o'V7V"-

ELECTRICIAI PUBLISHIS& COMPAfiT,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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Tbe Stoddard Combined Rosette

AND CUT-OUT.

I
iiiiiiij

The Bosette and Cord Entirely Ke*
moTable for Replacing Fuses.

SLEET STORMS ARE COMING.

STYLE NO. 610.

KERITE ARMORED CABLE.

X%/"*
*W*o

•fets

THE
DIAMOND CARBON BATTERY.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

HOW ARE m FIXED

!

-IF^OZI.

Wire,

Gables,

Gonducjor Gords,

Brush Copper,

Gross Arms,

Pins,

Brackets,

Insulators,

Switches.

OUR GOODS
ARE RELIABLE.

OUR PRICES

NEVER TOO HIGH.

I'^H.-

Bells,

Batteries,

Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms,

Wood Push But-

tons,

Bronze Push But-

tons,

Bur9[lar Alarm

Springs,

Annunciator Wire,

Office Wire.

^W Our Kepresentations

CORRECT.

I^^Our CUSTOMERS

SATISFIED.

LOOP SWITCH
VOB OCTi^IDE ABC I'JSi:.

OS
01

CO
X=3

STYLE NO. 640.

IVrite for Quotations on

Bells, Batteries, Anmiiiciators,

WOOD PUSH BUTTONS,

BRONZE PUSH BUTTONS,

ANNUNCIATOR WIRF, ETC., ETC.

The electrical SUPPLY CO.
lYl RaNDOLaF-H ©TRRB.T,

FACTORIES: BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
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CEO. WESTINCHOUSE, Jr., President.

H. M. BYLLESBY, Vice-Pres't and Cen'l Manager.
P. H. ALEXANDER, General Agent.

CEO. H. LEWAR8, Secretary and Treasurer.
C. H. BARNEY, Auditor.
J. M. ROBERTSON, General Superintendent.

im^^J^'^tie CO.

^^* West aad *
*«-

:•<'

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Atntnanwii'ti't.n>

SAWYEK-UMN INCANDESCENT

I ELECTRIC LAMP.
HIGH EFFICIENCY, -i- LONG LIFE. •«• NO BLACKENING.

LAMPS MADE
SOCKETS

PRICES GREATLY

MANUFACTURES.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
]^ox>t 'V^a.T'XLe, Xudleixxci,.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM m
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THE

JENMEY SYSTEM
OF

ARC LIGHTING.

The Most Carefully Worked-

out and Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in

Existence.

Armatures and Converters

Guaranteed. 12—16 Candle Power

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse

Power Guaranteed.

SLATTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.
FORT WAYNE, IND.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 185 Dearborn St., First Floor,

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
242, 244 EAST i22d STREET.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,

G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F. Adams, Successor.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MPC CO.,

ARC AND INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LIGHT,
DYNAMOS, LAMPS

ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES

Estimates Furnished on Incandescent Wiring.

General Offices and Works. 15-21 N. Clinton St.,



$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 O cents per Copy.

Vol. III. CHICAGO, DECEMBER 15, 1888. No. 24.

PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY.
—aiA2rDFACTUEEB8 OP

—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Send fob Catalogue and Price List.

729 Broadway, New York. _

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Standard Undereround Cable Company,
^•*^^^^y^ General Offices. No. 708 PENN. AVE.. PITTSBURGH, PA. ..«*.-««- f

Branch Offices

A
New York, Telephone Building, Cortlandt Street,

G. L. Wiley, Manager.
Chicago. 139 East Madison Street, F. E. Degen-

hardt. Manager.

MANUFACTUBERS OP

The Waring Anti-Induction and Bunched Gabies
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Undereround, Submarine

and Aerial. Light Leaded
Cables for House Use

Weatber-proor Line Wire,
Underwriters', Annunciator

and Office Wire.
|

Six years of uDilorm Success
enable us to iriarantee

OUT Cables.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Electric Light and Power. Aerial Use,

Telegraph artd Telephone, All Sizes Subterranean Use,

Railway and all other I anri PnnncaH U/inar Submarine Use

Branches oi Signaling.
'*'"' "caseo niroi.

concealed Wiring in all Locations.

DUST PROOF BELLS
Soperior to ill Otliers.

HAZAZER & STANLEY, - 32 Frankfort St., N. Y.

The GALLENDER
INSTJLATING and flAMPSNV
WATERPROOFING l/vHlliill 1,

18 Cortland St., NEW YORK.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr.. 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTIKG!!!

Prevents Air Cusliions.

GUARANTEED FOR

DYNAMOS.
Chas. Co., (Mfrs.)

AKD MANXTFAOTUHBES AND TANNERS OF

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

46:SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICACO, ILL.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. BURDICK, 68 Commerce Building,

General Western Sales Apent, CHICACO.

NEW TORE SAFETY STEAM POWER 00.,
Bnlldere of High Grade Self-CoDtalned

AntoMtlc GQt-Of Enpes,
ePSOUXLT ADAPTED POB BtTNZniTa

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring close

regulation of speed.

WxBTiEBN OmoB Ajn> Wabbbooub:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, IH.

WH. A. HAHHETT. Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & COFFER OOMFANT,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES* PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C B B A

'^wammmm^/!W/' M^^m^i^M^^
COT SHOWING STVLH OF INSULATION.

X—Copper Wire, B. 5.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C—Bnuded Cotti^
•Hturated with a Slack, Wrather-Proof Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. PnreKllg
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA, CONIl

WARFDnniuc. i 19 and ^1 Clilf St., New York.
WAKtKOOMS>.

^ 54 Washington St.. Chicago, Ills.

Daioxl "W. Mabmon, President.

Addiboh B. IfuBDTKB, Yice-F resident.

Ceablbs B. Jbnket, Electrician. Brainabd Korisok, Socretftry.

Amos K. Bollowbu.* Treunrer

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole Owners of all .lie Patents and Inrentlona of Ctiarles D. Jenney (tnown as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Electric ||)otor-

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Llgliting

the Jenney System leads. Simple, durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating. In tbese Cdsentials It chal-

lenges compariaoa

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants for Cities. Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc or Incan-

descent Systems, oh for both combined.

TheJenney Incandescent Dynamos are self-regulating,

^~ _ i and permit the turning on and off of one or all of the Lamps
' " .| at will.

This Company gives special atUntion to furnishing MUls,

S/iops, FactoriCH. etc., loi h Individu^il Plants.

^- S[IO (Dfl PSM?HIET [UUSimillE IRQ DE3EBIBINE Tit SMll. .^
OFFICE AND WOBKS:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Elecl'piG Go.
EASTERN OFFICE: WESTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOB

]|rC'Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal ; Beet Arc-Light, LouUvIlle, 1883,

First Prize : Best System of Arc-Lighting,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1383.

Electric ]|rC'||ighting

I3Sr XHE "WrORLD.

This Company was given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition, ,

at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION *

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

MOTORS
I transmlBslon of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc
and Incandescent Llehtlne and Power Plants.
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THE MITCHELL VANCE CO.,
(Successors to aflTCSK!.!:,, VAUTCK &. CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS AND COMBINATION FIXTDRES.

Having no Special Agent '^

in Chicago for our

Goods, we Solicit Cor-

respondence from

Buyers, wlilcii

we Promptly Answer.

Combination Fixtnres,

Electroliers, BracJiets, ^
Pendants, Reflectors,

Architects' and Decora-

tors' Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

with Fidelity

to the given Motive.

Insniating Joints,

and All Fittings for

Incandescent Lighting,

MANUFACTORY, SALESROOM,
24 and 25th St. and 1 0th Ave., 836-38 Broadway and 13th St.,

NEW YORK CITY.

U- S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated powIr.

348 Edison 16 " " 54 "

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Edisod Pmiit IMS Rejected iidd Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

-Ill Mln-n
UrSULATIlTG COMPAITY,

MANTTFACTURERS OF AU. KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

&a»anteed to Give Satisfactor; Serrices Underground and Overhead. Specially

Adapted for Uines, Ohemlcal Works, Etc.

Prices and Samples on Application at

No. 159 FRONT STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

\ \ HABIESHAW, F.CS,, Loniton, Chemical Engineer, Qensral \m^\^

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light, Telegraph and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other serv-

ices wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required. Our

Materials and Workmanship are Guaranteed the Very Bes^

and correspondence is solicited from companies and architects requiring our

articles.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 li^per H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H. P., equals 6tVt per H. P.

ABOVB FKOM ACOUEATE TESTS. HO COMMENTS TOE PAETICTILAES, APPLY TO

THE 0. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2 1 9 LA SALLE ST.) CHICACO.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Railways,
Speed,
Endurance,
Economy.

The Daft Motors for Power Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mention the Western Electrician.
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E TTAmOI^Al^ IV co.^

Cle-\relan.d., OIilLo.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.

JABVIS
ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST.

I

81 LAKE ST.,
1

109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO. 1

NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER, Manager Western Dept."

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric Cight and pouier Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screeningi

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENGINEERING CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

&T. X.IC3XTIS, - 3VEO.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COIVIPLETE STEAIW PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

SPECIA.I<TIES ;—The Armlngton & Sims Engine, Steel BoIlerB, Jarvie Paruace, Standard
Rocking and SheflBeld Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Korting Injector, etc.

^ESTD FOK IiAT£ST CATAl^oeVES.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or ST0RA6E BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated Lighting, Railroad Car Lighting,

Street Car Propnlsion, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from Northekn Illinois, Eastern Iowa,
Wisconsin and Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory,

Horthwestern Electrical Accumnlator Coipany,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmulator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

BISHOP GI7TTA-FERCXIA COP
ACem.'u.fciot-u.xrears of

INSULATED WIRES, CABLES AND FLEXIBLE CORDS.

Rubber covered wires for use overhead and un-
derground, and for indoor wiring. Equal to any
in the world for insulation and durability.

CUTTA-PERCHA
Gutta-Percha covered wires and cables for use
under water and in damp places.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO., - 420-426 East 25th St., New York.

IKEARKS' COMPOUND
Battery wires insulated with Marks' Compound
give better service than any other wires in the
market.

We are sole manufacturers of this celebrated in-'
sulation which contains no sulphur or other in-
gredient that will ever corrode copper. It is

used principally for flexible cords.

G. n. gale. President.
B. A. PLUMMER, V1CE-P11E8IDENT.
F. B. PEESTON, Treasurer.

BOAKD OF DIRECTORS.
I Gen. E. A. ALQEK. B.C. BEOWN. O. A. WAEREN
t G. H. GALE,
I
H. A. PLUMMER.

T.WILLIAMSON.
E. B. TEOUT.

C. H. THOMPSON. ]-

P. B. PEESTON. 1

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Seoeetabt.
FRANK B. TEODT, Superintendent.

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL COMPANY
For Light and

Power Purposes.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY
Estimates for furnishing plants can be had on application to

f

For Light and

Power Purposes.

F, B, TROUT \
°"''^^^' ^^ Griswold St., GAMPAU BUILDING. ) HCTDniT HIPU

C.NERAL.MANACER. ' / Factopy, Comer 13th and Woodbridge Sts.
\ UC I Hill If UllUni
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SPRAGUE IMPROVED TRUCK FOR STREET RAILWAY WORK.
Complete ^ru-Cl^s Fi^rnislied., or Jv^otors Atta-clied

to Ca.r ^riicl^s JLlrea-dy in Use.

Flexible Suspension. Noiseless Gears. All Bearings Self-Oiling and Dust-Proof.

Gears and Pinions Independently Removable. Single Movement Control

from Either Platform with no Idle Resistance. Brushes on a New
Principle, and Perfection as Regards Ease of Running.

SPRACUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR CO.,
16 and 18 Broad Street, ^TET?^ -STOI^^:.

J. J. DICKEY, President. ISRAEL LOVETT, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice Presldeiil.

H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'I Man. Snp't and Electrician. L. H. KORTT, Treasurer.

MIDIAMD ELICTMC CO.,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

1X/1€TEI€AL iUPPUli
For tbe ^elegrap^, Telephone amd Slectrie Edgbf.

Hotel and House Annanclators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms, Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tnbes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries, Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere' Instruments, Medical

Batteries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Wbstben Aghhts THE OEONITE CO.. and the Return CaU System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms,

^F^Btimates famished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

INDORBED
BY

Tliomas A. Edison, Eliliu Thomson, H. S. Possons, Edwin J. Hoaston,

AND SCOPES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.

Send for Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadway, !•- Y.

The Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Heisler glectric ||ight |{o

809-817 S. 7th Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

IIABTTFACTDRERS OF

The Heisler Patent Incandescent
Electric Light System.

The only and original Alternating Current Long
Distance Single Wire Incandescent.

We have built 24 Cen-
tral Station Incandescent
Plants within one year,
all of Tvhich are on a pay-
ing basis.

This System combines
successfully the illumina-
tion of the street-s with a
general supply of light for

stores and houses.

Any desired distance can
be reached at small cost

;

No. 8 American Gauge
Copper Wire being irsed

for the outside line. No. 11

for indoors, for any num-
ber of lights of any size

from 20 to 200 c. p. lo-

cated anywhere on the line.

A perfect automatic regu-
lation adjusts for every

variation of the load from the full capacity to one single light. We do not need

transformers, distributors, safety catches, resistance boxes or any other electrical

contrivance for distribution or safety.

Special attention is called to the superior advantage of this system for econ omical

management. To its flexibility, no mathematical calculation being required for wiring

or alterations of circuits. To its production of nearly double the candle power to the

H. P., as compared with any other system.

We can furnish substantial proof that our system is a successful competitor against

all present methods of Ulumiaatioo.
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THE REYNOLDS

Improved Corliss Engine
Is especially adapted for electric plants

of all kinds, and has made a record in

this field which cannot be excelled.

IT IS TJNEQUALED FOR ECOWOMT" OF FUEL, ILEGXTLABITT OF
MOTION. AND DTTILABILIT"r IN USE.

SOL.B B\/IL.DBRS

Write for Our

EDW. P. ALUS & CO.,
RELIANCE WORKS. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

ManuiacturerB of and Dealera In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and

Engine Supplies of Every Description.

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE 154 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.

Automatic Electric Temperature Regulation.

Ten Tears' Experience, First and Latest Patents.
For hot air, hot water (boiling prevented), natural gas and steam in all forms.
Automatic Electric Valves for Radiator service and Whistle Blowing.
Devices all simple, practical, powerful, ornamental, easily applied, automatic direct

acting, inexpensive to maintain, no clockwork or other indirect complications.
These are the only re,gulator3 that can he applied at a price acceptable to the user

with a SATISFACTORY PROFIT TO AGENTS.

F. M. SPARROW, Mfr. and Patentee.
Shop at Mattapoisett, Mass. Boston Office 14 1 Milk Street.—AGENTS WANTED.

—

(American ^lectpieal Wop^s,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF THS

'^y/^;

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity

of any Cable in the Market

New York Oflice, IS Cortlaudt Street.

P. C, ACKERMAN, Agoiif,

TheJrushglectricDompang

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
AND

IicaitecEDCB ElBcWc liMi

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Xo. XSO WiLMlilnKl.on Mtr««t,

AX.UXA.NI>KR KSaifT,

IBpe«lal A-gent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
No. 201 .Voarnal Halldlnar,

O. O. HTKKLK,

Special Afj^ent

Electric Light Repairing, General Machine Jot)*work, Pattern Making. Etc.. Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, »;'A^,J8^|gvuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

fRANKlIN S. CARTEE. CHAS. M. V/ILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WAED WILKIN!

PARTRICK Sc GARTER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN-EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE
PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS. '

/ WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LTGHTING APPARATUS

AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
Wc publish Catalogues -of all our Manufactures, antl will forward to any address upon

application.

N. B.—When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "Electric Bell " or " General
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital.

Qdison Qlectric [ight ||o.

THIS COMPANY IS THE OWTTER OF THE rNVENTIONS
AHD PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Whicti Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTul

niETHOfl OF GEnElllli; EEECTRICm; DISTIIIiUTIOII.

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in

operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO.. Capital, $2,600,000, 4 Stations; Capacity. 150,000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital. $750,000. 1 Station; Capacity 40,000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations; Capacity, 50,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000. 1 Station; Capacity. 60,000 Umpt.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year

enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess

of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could

more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station

Industry as an investment.

WRITE FOR PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENT8, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANGER AND MORAU

For Information relative to Central Station BuslneeB, apply to tlie

JEdisoxx Electric Lierlit , Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.
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Westinghouse Electric Co.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

[Manufacturers under Patents and Applications for Patents controlling the sale and use of

Alternating Current Electric Lighting Apparatus and Distributing Systems,]

The success of the Alternating Current System of Electric Lighting is demonstrated

beyond question.

Note the sale of 120 Central Station plants by this Company, aggregating

a total generating capacity of 235,000 sixteen-candle power lamps within the

brief period of tiventy-one months ^ together with the fact that of these 120

Central Stations 38 have increased since starting.

IMPROVED LAMPS.
By reason of an improvement in the manufacture of Lamps

which has been secured for the exclusive benefit of the users of ap-

paratus furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Company, this

Company will guarantee from its Apparatus and Lamps 50 percent,

more light from a given expenditure of power (fuel) than can be ob-

tained with any direct current system.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.
This Company's Meter measures the whole current by a positive

mechanical movement.
It registers directly in lamp -hours, and indicates by dials like a

gas meter. It is not affected by temperature or local conditions.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.
Highly efficient. Have no commutators or brushes, and can be

started, regulated and reversed without breaking a connection^

Small Motors for use on existing Alternating Circuits of this Company, .
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BELLS. BATTERIESiPUSHES
Quad Carkn Battsrj.

Prices upon Application.

Eronse M k M,

Price, 76 Ccnls.

New Style Iron Box Bell, No, 1006,

(Cut Full Size.)

Sample Sent by Mail

on Receipt of 65c.

Agents for the Gassner Dry Battery.

D?GASSNER

Dfif BAITEHy

Oval.

it ""t

^
Cylindrical.

,! 1,1.111:m

Medical.

Dique Battery,

Prices upon Application.

Sroise Fusil No,

Price, 75 Cents.

PRICES UPON APPI.ICAa:iON.

Western Electric Company,
chicago. new york. london. antwerp.
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Thomas' Electric Motor.

The accompanying cut illustrates an electric

motor recently designed by William M. Thomas,
and made by the Knapp Electrical works of

Chicago. This motor, it is claimed, is practi-

cally automatic, is small and compact, and of

high efficiency. There is no sparking of the

brushes, and the commutator works with perfect

smoothness. Sizes ranging from i horse power
to 8 horse power have been constructed. These
motors can be used for either incandescent or

arc systems, and are furnished for any circuit.

These motors are specially designed for printing

presses, machines, lathes, pumps, ventilating

fans, etc. Mr. Thomas contemplates putting a

1-16 horse power motor on the market goon,

which will be specially designed for running
sewing machines.

Fort Wayne Jenney Company.

The Fort Wayne Jenney Electric Light com-
pany has decided to rebuild at once its works,

which were recently destroyed by fire. In the

meantime, Treasurer McDonald has arranged to

place the company's shop at Plymouth, Ind., in

shape for operation. The necessary machinery
has been ordered from Chicago. In reference

to a permanent location, the company has re-

ceived offers to locate at Alliance, O., and South

Chicago, but it is thought that if the city of

Fort Wayne guarantees it adequate fire protec-

tion, it will rebuild in that city.

Mr. McDonald, in speaking of the matter,

stated that he did not believe the waterworks
had a sufficient supply of water on hand for an

emergency like that of a great fire. In the

lenney fire ,s;3oo,ooo was lost, a large propor-

tion of which might have been saved with an

abundance of water. His idea is to form a

reservoir close to the works, and keep in it a

body of water for use in case of fire only.

"It would never do to let the Jenney company
go away from this city," says the Fort ^Vayne

Gazette, "on account of this matter, for it spends

almost enough money here every year to build a

new set of waterworks,"

Baxter Motor Company.

The press dispatches contained an exceedingly

inaccurate report of the meeting of the directors

(if the Baxter Electric Manufacturing & Motor
company, at Baltimore, last Monday. This cor-

poration has for several months had in view a

reorganization. In pursuance of this plan the

directors decided to execute to J. Frank Morri-

-son, who has been heretofore managing director,

a deed of trust, thereby transferring to him the

entire business until the reorganization could be

effected. The business will be continued with-

out any delay whatsoever. The company has

been doing a large business: so large, in fact,

that it required additional capital. The press

dispatches announced in effect that the company
was financially embarrassed. This report is

authoritatively denied.

The company was organized in 18:^5, with

Benson M. (ireene, James D. Mason, jr., J.

F'rank Morrison, William Baxter, jr., William V.

Logan, Leopold Strouss and Samuel Rosenthal

incorporators. The capital stock was $200,000,

which has since been increased to §500,000.

The company has three factories in Baltimore

which have been run, and will continue to be

run, at their full capacity. The company em-

ploys almost 400 men.

Pioneer Telegraphy.

The San Francisco Exainiiier printed the ap-

pended account of troubles experienced in the

operation of telegraph lines. Part of the story

may be mythical, but the incidents are interest-

ing at all events. The Examiner says:

The callow operator of to-day can lean back
in his chair and indulge in a mocking laugh over

the troubles which interrupted business between
important centers in the early days of the tele-

graph. About 1865 the best talent of the Pacific

coast was nonplussed over a break in the line be-

tween Virginia City and San Francisco. The
wire carried the stock quotations, and the market
was prostrated by the failure to hear from the

mines. Stations were a long way apart, seventy

miles frequentiv intervening between operators.

Frank Bell was superintendent of the mountain
division, where grades were so heavy that line-

men had to clamber up the hills by a hand-over-

hand process. An inspection did not disclose

the break. Another lineman was sent and he

returned with the news that the wire was all right.

Three days had elapsed without a message be-

tween the two feverish markets of Nevada and
California, and speculators surmised that .some

nil-: TliOM.VS MOTOR.

one was playing crooked. Then Frank Bell got

mad. He swore that he would go over the line

himself and examine every inch of the wire. Then
he sallied forthwith blood in his eye and a couple

of six-shooters in his belt. He fared no better

than his predecessors, although he stuck to his

resolution to inspect every inch of that wire.

Once only did he falter. The wire was stretched

across the top of a high hill, where it passed be-

hind a tree. He could see both ends held taut,

but not satisfied, he scaled the cliff, climbed in

behind the tree, and found the break. The wire,

which had parted, had been joined by some one

who used a piece of hay rope, thus effectually

breaking the circuit. The air was sulphurous

about this time and the superintendent wore him-

self out apo.strophizing the man who had done

the job.

Nothing was heard of the break until one day

during the following summer, when Frank Bell

was out making certain repairs. A teamster

pulled up his mules on the road below, and

shouted to Bell:

"Say, you telegraph feller," he yelled, "I guess

you owe me a drink,"

"Not by a sight," was the positive re-

joinder.

"Yes vou do," came back from the mule

whacker. "I found your old line down here last

winter and I tied it up for you."
"Then you are the blasted fool I've been look-

ing" for," replied Bell, who began to get hot over
the recollection as he started down the bluff.

The teamster saw there was something he
could not understand, and lit out without
delay.

The Los Angeles circuit of the Southern over-

land became interrupted in '65. Linemen who
were sent out returned, stating that they could
not repair the break without a lot of supplies.

.'Vbout a mile of wire and poles had as completely
disappeared as though they had been swallowed
up by the earth. No trace could be found of

the missing material, and the line was recon-
structed. Afterward, a detective was engaged
to solve the mystery. He worked for three weeks
on the case, exploring a country that was a mere
desert. He was despondent and about to aban-
don all further search when he ran across the
material in question. He was stopping over night

at a small ranch which was surrounded by a neat

wire fence. Barbed wire was unknown and the
ranchman was taxed with stealing the Overland
line. The old settler, who had built a first-class

corral at little cost, admitted the impeachment.
"Yes," he said. "I've been living here nigh

onto three years, and have watched that durned
old line. I never saw anything go over, and
thought no one was using it." >

-

The settler was honest, and after reading him
a lecture on the invisible nature of electricity

the detective reported. No prosecution fol-

lowed.

On the San Joaquin trail the daring engineers
who had climbed crag and precipice to stretch

their wires were outwitted by the long-horned
Spanish cattle that grazed in the valle)'. No
timber graced the country and flies were trouble-

some. The cattle were tormented by these
winged pests and to get rid of them crowded to

the telegraph line. They would rub against the

poles and paw the earth away from the base.

Heavy poles would be worn out in a few months,
causing frequent interruptions. The line coukl
not be fenced in and it would not pay to hire

vaqueros to drive away the stock. One of those
brilliant ideas that change the fate of nations
suggested a cure for the evil. Spikes were driven
in the poles and the ends sharpened so as to tickle

the thick hide of the steers and keep them away
from their daily pleasure. The theory was good,
but it failed in practice. The cattle actually ap-
preciated the change and brought all their horned
companions from twenty miles to enjoy the
priclily sensation produced by the invention.

Buffalo Electric Lights.

The special committee of the Bui^alo city council ap-
pointed to consider the question of the purchase by the

city of an electric light plant has reported that it was not
advisable for the city to go into this business, provided that

the companies of citizens and business men, who were large
taxpayers, were wiUintj to accept reasonable returns for

their invested capital. The committee expressed disap-
pointment at the bids recently sent in by these companies,
and recommended that no further extensions of the lamp
district be ordered, and that in ail streets where gas is now-
used, and it is desirable to change to electric light, the in-

candescent light be used instead of the arc, thereby utiliz-

ing the lamp posts and running the wires under ground.
Ttie committee believe that the city should not pay more
than % I per i ,000 feet for gas, or 30 cents per light for elec-

tric light The city of Cleveland is furnished with gas at

that price, and the city of Dunkirk owns its own plant and
lights its streets at a cost of 133-2 cents per light per night.

In conclusion, the committee recommend that, unless rea-

sonable reductions were made, an act be presented to the
next legislature for passage, authorizing the city to estab-
lish its own plant.
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Static Electricity in Dynamos.

Bv F. B. Badt.

Static electricity may be accidentally gener-

ated in a dynamo in various ways. Generally it

is caused by the friction of a dry belt on the

dynamo pulley. This static electricity may
sometimes prove a source of considerable trou-

ble; and worse yet, very often these troubles

may not be traced to their proper origin. It is

now a well-known fact that the filament of in-

candescent lamps will be destroyed by static dis-

charges from Ijelts. Only a year ago the en-

gineer of a large incandescent plant complained
to me that there was at least one spot in the

wiring system of his engine room which surely

had too high potential. An incandescent lamp

ping in a glass jar filled with water. The string

being hygroscopic was of course, permanently
kept wet. A wire with one end dipping in the

glass jar was attached at the other end to earth,

thus completing the path for the static discharge.

It must be borne in mind that with the high
potential requisite to produce static discharges a

few hundred thousand ohms are practically no
resistance. The wet string arrangement, of

course, is very crude, and a little appliance is

now made by the Western Electric company
which is admirabl)' adapted as a safeguard
against the mean tricks played by static elec-

tricity. The appliance is called a static arrester,

as analogous to lightning arrester.

The static arrester, which is shown in the cut,

consists of a hard rubber plate six inches long,

of say, number 30 B. & S. bare copper wire be-
tween the static arrester and the earth wire.

This thin wire would act, by timely melting, as

a safety plug, while its carrying capacity would
be amply sufficient for the static discharge.

ST.ITIC .ARRESTER.

would not live longer than half an hour in a

certain socket. This proved to be the fact, and
at first I was puzzled as to the cause until the

fact that the lamp was suspended over a dynamo
belt gave me the clue. We took a piece of

board, covered it with tin, and drove a dozen or

more nails through it, thus making a "prime
conductor with collecting spikes," and then con-
nected it with "earth." This apparatus was
placed under the belt and operated quite satis-

factorily in leading off the static electricity to

earth. The incandescent lamps suspended over
the belt lasted their normal lifetime thereafter.

Recently I had occasion to notice beautiful

brush discharges from a new leather belt. I

turned off every light in the engine room, and
repeated the well-known experiments with in-

candescent lamps. I would hold the lamps at a

distance of about four inches from the belt in

various positions, and produce the most beauti-

ful phenomena. Very often it would appear as

if the whole lamp was filled with a boiling lumi-
nous liquid. The filament of the lamp would
be invariably shattered when the experiment
was repeated long enough, or when the lamp
was brought within one inch of the belt.

An engineer came to me reporting that "every-
thing" was grounded in his incandescent plant.

He could not touch the dynamo, a switch, a wire

or a lamp socket without drawing sparks and
getting a shock. A test showed the insulation
resistance to be above one megohm. When the
plant was started, the presence of static elec-

tricity was at once manifested. It was con-
ducted to "earth" by means of a similar ap-
paratus to that above mentioned.
Sometimes a dynamo well insulated from earth

may be charged like a Leyden jar. The stress

may finally become so great that a disruptive
discharge will take place, and a spark, in leap-
ing to earth, perforate the insulation of a cable,

or puncture the insulation of an armature coil,

and connect the wire to the iron core. In one
c^se armatures were continually burning out in

a certain dynamo without a)iy apparent cause.
It was finally found that the static electricity

generated by a belt would puncture the insula-

tion of armature coils, and possibly connect the
same coil at two different points to the iron
core; the coil thus partly short-circuited of
course would overheat and finally burn out. To
remedy this evil the .static charge was led off by
connecting the iron frame of the dynamo to

earth. This was done in the following way:
The iron frame was connected by a string dip-

one and a half inches wide, and three-eighths

inch thick, on which a little mica plate three and
a half inches long is held by two small brass

clamping plates. These are provided with

screws and washers, serving as binding posts.

The upper gurface of the mica plate is rough-
ened with sand paper, and then a layer of graph-
ite deposited throughout the whole length of the

mica plate by means of an ordinary lead pencil.

This thin layer of graphite is at both ends in

contact with the brass binding plates, thus form-

The Belding Motor,

The Belding motor is illustrated in the accom-
panying cut. The form is compact and substan-

tial. Every part is made interchangeable, even
to the commutator, which can be removed
and easily replaced in twenty minutes, without
disturbing the armature connections in the least.

This, as will be readily seen, is a decided advan-
tage. For incandescent circuits the motor re-

quires no mechanical governor. By the ratios of

the winding it is made almost automatic, and
the speed varies less than i per cent, when the

motor is carrying its load, or running wild. Two
brushes are employed, but it is claimed there is

no sparking. The annexed cut illustrates a ^
horse power motor. The machines are con-
structed up to 25 horse power. They are put
on the market by the Belding Motor & Manu-
facturing company of Chicago.

Motor Power Wanted.
The Times Publishing company of Dallas, Tex., has

begun suit against the Dallas Electric Light, Power & Man-
ufacturing company. The complainant alleges that the de-

fendant's president and manager informed the plaintiff that

its company would furnish the plaintiff electric power to

run a 4 horse power electric motor, and operate its pnnting
machinery ten hours daily, for ,'|45 a month, as long as the

plaintiff needed the power, beginning on the 1st of No-
vember, and if desired would furnish the same power by
night at the same price per hour; that the plaintiff accepted
the defendant's terms, and disposed of its steam engine and
purchased at a cost of ^440 a 4 horse power Baxter electnc

motor, which it had placed in position; that on the rst of

November "the defendant being fully adv-ised of the great

loss and damage which would necessarily result to plaintiff's

said business, upon defendant's failure to faithfully comply
with its contract, attached its wires to plaintiff's motor, up-
on which to convey the current of a size too small to

convey sufficient power." Plaintiff claims ^1.788,95 actual

damages and $3,000 exemplary damages.

Incandescent Lamps for Street Lighting.

The city electrician of Buffalo recently investigated the .

use of incandescent iamps for street lighting in Rochester.

Following are extracts from his report to the common coun-

cil: The outskirts of the city are lighted by the Edison
municipal system in the following manner; They utilize the

THE RELDING MOTOIi.

ing a conductor of high resistance between the
binding screws. The resistance, of course, can
be made anything desired. In order to comply
with the underwriters' rules, the resistance is

generally made one megohm. The mica plate
is then varnished and covered by a plate of hard
rubber to protect the thin graphite layer. One
terminal of this apparatus is connected to the
iron frame of the dynamo, and the other to
earth. If in a high potential dynamo a wire
coil should get in- contact with the iron frame,
and at the same time one of the outside con-
ductors become grounded, a great difference of
potential might exist between these two points,
and such a flow of current take place through
the static arrester that an arc across the graphite
resistance space would be formed. In order to
prevent this, it is advisable to insert a few feet

lamp posts belonging to the city, and place 20 candle power
incandescent lamps upon them; the wire is run from lamp
to lamp through the trees, no poles being used where there

are lamp posts. The cost of the lights to the city is 5

cents per lamp per night from sundown to sunrise, or

$lS. 25 per lamp per year. These lamps are from 150 £9
iSo feet apart. I am indebted to the city clerk for the in-

formation that one of the Edison 20 candle power lamps
equals about 1^ gas lamps, and that the streets are better

lighted than with gas at the cost of oil; he thinks, how-
ever, in main streets where there are no obstructions, such
as foliage of trees, etc., that the arc light is better, provid-

ing that they are close enough together. In some of the

streets I found only three lamps to each block, yet they

were fairly well lighted, but one street that was lighted with

lamps 100 feet ap-irt was well lighted; that is, there was-rio

injense light at the intersections and darkness in the center,

as- with the arc light, but the light was evenly distributed

over the entire block and placed where it would do the

most service; viz.: below the obstructions. The foliage of

the trees is not allowed lower than 14 feet from the side-

walk.
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Electric Lights at Suakim and the Afri-

can Cables.

The newspapers of last weel; contained cable

dispatches sent from Suakim, giving accounts of

the fighting at that point. It was stated that a

detachment of British troops which had arrived

at Suakim had been fired upon by the Arabs,

who employed their artillery with considerable

effect. They were quickly silenced by shots

from the forts and the steamer Racer. The ex-

tension of the cable system along the African

shores is emphasized by the rapidity with which
news is received from Suakim. The London
Electrician, in an article on the African cable

system, says:

The cut is reproduced herewith. The article

continues:

"The state of affairs at Suakim is an instance

of the ' surf which marks the edge of the ad-

vancing wave of civilization,' as Lord Salisbury

said the other day."

A correspondent on the spot says: " There is

nottheslightest doubt that leaving Suakim with-

out the protection of men-of-war, after H. M. S.

'Llolphin' and'Albacore'clearedout on the 17th of

July, owingto heat and sickness, and allowing the

electric light to fall into disuse, are the causes

of the dilemma we are now in. Earthworks sprang

up over night as if by magic, which could not

have happened had the electric light been kept

in order.

HruppGun

ffO"'

HANDOUBFORt

ELECTRIC LIGHTS AT SUAKI.M.

" The fact that in the space of ten years

Africa should be almost completely encircled by

the telegraph affords a striking e.\ample of the

rapidity with which submarine communication is

being extended. It may be said that the eyes of

all Europe are turned to the Dark Continent, and

that all the nations are interested in its develop-

ment. In view of the immense possibilities of

its future, it is interesting to note the commer-

cial enterprise which has connected telegraphi-

cally all the important points on its coast with

the rest of the world at a time when only an

infinitesimal portion of its immense teiritory has

been brought underthe influence of civiliza-

tion."

In connection with this article a cut, giving a

plan of the works at Suakim, is printed, which

illustrates the value of electric lights in warfare.

"After a cricket match the other evening the

sentry telephoned in: ' Tent gradually moving

westward,' and before things could be made clear

the tent (which had been left on the cricket

ground), and under which the rebels had got

and cut the ropes while keeping it open by their

numbers, was carried bodily away under the

very noses of the fort gunners, who could not

believe their eyes."

It will be remembered by readers of the daily

papers that the li.ght on Quarantine Island was re-

paired by the staff of the Eastern Telegraph

company's steamship, " John Pender," and chat

on Shaata Gate—which is the more important,

beino- 1,500 yards nearer the trenches—by the

officers of the same company's steamer "Electra."

The plan which we give is from a sketch by

the electrician of the latter vessel.

Cable Operators.

To work the vast lengths of submarine cables a
good-sized army of operators is employed,says the

St. Louis Post-Dispatcli. Not much has been writ-

ten about these men,but these deep-sea cable ope-

rators constitute one of the finest bodies of skilled

workers in the world. All the cable lines are

manufactured and owned in England, and the

operators are almost without exception, English-

men. These cablemen are brave, fearless and
far above the average intelligence. They never
flinch from going where duty calls them, and they

are most important factors in commerce, diplo-

macy and provincial government. They are great

travelers, and numbers of them have been in

every part of the known world. The deep-sea

cablemen are taught the rudimentary elements

in London. They are then sent to Porta, Kurno,
Penzance, where they become familiar with the

working of the syphon recorder, the spark and
the transmitter. When proficient they are detailed

to any place touched by cable. These operators

are well paid, work short hours and very seldom
leave the service. They are called upon to work
in the deadly fevers of Panama and Africa, to

face wild beasts in India, to work among prowl-

ing bands of robber nomads in Arabia and Per-

sia, they must live in the cholera stricken cities

of Siam and China, the yellow fever of Cuba,

the torrid climate of South America, and the

bleak coast of Eastern Siberia. But in spite of

the fact that the cable lines are laid through such

pestilential countries, the mortality rate among
the cable operators is very low. This is no doubt
due to the fact that the companies are continu-

ally changing their men about in such places.

An operator is detailed to very unhealthy places

for six months or a year. He is then sent to

some very healthy spot. Men are often trans-

ferred from Panama to Nagasaki, or Cape
Town.
To keep these vast lines in order a number of

steamships are fitted up for that purpose and the

men spend a few pleasant months on board them,

taking turn about. If an operator marries and
locates in a place he is allowed to remain there.

The men live a very pleasant life, except when
they are detailed to dangerous and unhealthy

stations. The men always rely on the protection

of the home government, and they fearlessly go
to stations in the wildest spots of Arabia, Turkey,

Persia or Africa, conscious of the fact that if the

natives molest them a British gunboat will soon

make things howl in that vicinit}'.

The largest force of operators is kept at the

repeating stations, where all messages have to be
transferred. At Suez and Aden si.xty cablemen

are employed at each station. On the American
side the largest force is at Heart's Content, New-
foundland, where there are forty men. This is a

steady colony of cable operators. Nearly all of

the older men are married, and are bringing up
families. They have a chapel, school, clubhouse,

and own their own houses. At the cable stations

the company builds several buildings, including

the office, a clubhouse furnished with a piano,

billiard table, card room and all conveniences.

Single men live here. Marriage is encouraged;

and when a man marries he is given a small house,

his fuel and the doctor's services, all free. Life

is made as pleasant as possible, and the stations

are furnished with boat-houses, sail and row boats

and firearms. The men are given thirty days'

vacation, with pay, yearl)'. The leave is cumu-
lative, and if a man works five years he is given

five months' leave and his passage to whatever

part of the world he may live in. The cablemen

are regarded as a species of supernatural beings

by the different wild tribes in outlandish countries.

TJ. Howard Haman entered suit in the Court of Common
Pleas, at lialtimore recently, for the Western I'nion Tele-

graph company, against the Brush Electric Light company

for alleged interference and obstruction of the plaintiff's

business. The complaint charges the defendant with un-

lawfully usurping and taking possession of the plaintiff's

poles for its uses and purposes, and that the electric light

wires constitute a continual source of danger and menace

to the public and to the plaintiff's employes; repairing the

wires they are compelled to come in close proximity to the

wires of the defendant. A writ of mandamus is asked for

commanding the defendant to remove, within a certain time

to be named therein, all the electric wires which have been

strung upon the plaintiff's poles, and a writ of injunction

forbidding the defendant, or any of its agents, from put-

ting any more wires thereon. The damages are laid at

$5,000.
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Practical Telephony.

Bv Thos. D. Lockwood.

PART XV.

The arm / has flat sides and is hollow, being

really made of two pieces which are screwed to

one another. The arm itself is jointed to the

bracket of the box X, and has a screw with a

milled head which can be tightened to prevent

the joint from working loose.

The transmitter proper is in turn jointed to

the arm at its free end. Inside the arm, and

shown in the section Fig. 23, is an iron rod J?.

This has a hole which works on a pin on the

bracket, and the other end is similarly mounted
on a pin fixed to the joint lug of the transmitter

Jy. The rod is thus attached at one end to a

fi.xed point, and at the other end to a movable
point, and is of course, non-extensible. As it

is clear that the outermost end of the rod must
always be at the same distance from the fixed

wire of the battery. The other battery wire is

connected also by means of similar screws and
springs with the remaining coil wire. In the

drawing there is a slight error, and the upper

binding screw like the lower one, should be in-

sulated from the casing.

The Bell Telephone company of Canada has

adopted a style of adjustable transmitter for

long distance work, which is shown in Fig. 25.

The transmitter and induction coil parts are in

every essential the same as in the instrument I

have described, but the adjustable feature is of a

different pattern. It will be seen that in this

style the induction coil case A' is set upon end,

and is provided with a pair of lugs in which an

upright iron rod L is fixed.

The transmitter D, so far as its internal ar-

rangements are concerned, is the same as that

already described, but the stem terminates in a

vertical sleeve. This slides on the upright £,

which is longitudinally grooved as at Af.

point, irrespective of the elevation or depression

of the arm, it is also clear that this fact it is,

that determines the uniformly vertical position

of the mouthpiece. For, suppose the arm to be
at its highest position and then to be depressed;

if the rod J? were not present, the mouthpiece
would depart also from its vertical position, and
would present its flare on a downward angle.

On the other hand, under the same conditions,

suppose the arm originally to be at its lowest

point, but with the mouthpiece vertical; if it be
raised, the mouthpiece will rise with it, and will

constantly trend to horizontality, the flare being
upward. But since the rod J? is actually present

when the arm is depressed, the outer end of the

rod exercises a steady push against the joint lug

of the transmitter, preserving the vertical pre-

sentation of the mouthpiece; while if the arm is

raised, the rod pulls instead of pushing at the

transmitter, and the result is the same. The
device is, in fact, simply the well-known mechan-
ical appliance which we call the " parallel

motion." The spring and link which in the

figure are at one end fastened to the stationary

lug and at the other end to the parallel motion
rod, simply act to keep the arm at any point

where it may be placed.

Now let us examine the electrical conditions
of the case. In any battery transmitter the vari-

able resistance or current changer is of necessity

included in a battery circuit. And, as explained
in the earlier chapters of this series, this circuit

is usually in practice caused to include the short,

coarse wire, or primary circuit of an induction

coil. Such is the case in this transmitter. The
induction coil is a little larger than that of the

Blake transmitter, and is inclosed in the box
X. A cross sectional view of it is shown in

Fig. 23. The inclosing box has four screw ter-

minals at the top side which represent respec-

tively the two ends of the secondary and the two
ends of the primary coil. The platinum dia-

phragm is in metallic contact with the metal

of the casing and arm, and the arm thereby
serves as one side of the circuit; the other side

of the circuit being the flexible conductor /^,

which extends from a binding screw in metallic

connection with the transmitter cap and pendu-
lous electrode to a .second screw on the lower

side of the box A', this being insulated.

By means of suitable contact springs within

the box, the two conductors leading from the

granulated carbon, connect, one with one ter-

minal of the |)rimary coil, and the other with (jne

A set screw 2V passes through the slide of the

sleeve and engages with the groove M to hold
the transmitter in place at any height to which
it is elevated; it also keeps it from turning round.

I rather prefer this form, as it is less costly in

construction, extremely simple, having nothing
concealed, and it is withal of equal efficiency

to the more complicated parallel motion arm.
A modification of the buried sieve electrode of

with gold or some non-oxydizable metal, or

should be of hard carbon.

Now I come to the habits and requirements of

the instrument. In the first place, its contents

must be loose. If complaint be made that it

does not transmit with sufficient loudness, gen-
erally a few smart but not violent raps with the

fingers should be given, which will probably
separate the packed particles and start up the

sound. Not infrequently a loud vocal utterance,

for example, a musical note directed into the

mouthpiece will give the diaphragm sufficient

vibration to properly distribute the granules.

There seems to be a strong temptation, which
invariably besets a subscriber in whose hands
this transmitter happens to be placed, to poke
the diaphragm with the sharp end of a pencil or

a stick, or in fact anything that comes handy. I

grieve to say that I have even known inspectors

and emissaries of telephone companies, who
were addicted to this practice. Now this tempt-
ation should in all cases be resisted.

The diaphragm is only a very thin and very

fragile piece of platinum foil, and ought not to

be treated as an attendant in a menagerie treats

a wild beast. It never does and never can do
any good to poke the near side of a long dis-

tance transmitter diaphragm, and I would re-

spectfully say, "Don't do it."

So frequent has this practice become, that it

has been found necessary to put up a partition

of crossbars inside the mouthpiece to intercept

any instrument of violence aimed at the

diaphragm. Another cause of weak talking, or

talking of insufficient volume, lies often in the

battery. I have already, in the earlier portion

of this series of papers, devoted some attention

to batteries, and have it in mind to say some-

thing more on the same subject later; it is not

therefore necessary now to speak at length there-

on.

It is sufficient to say that for a long distance

transmitter considerable electromotive force as

well as a considerable volume are required. To
get the necessary e. m. f., it is well to use three

cells irrespective of the kind of battery em-
ployed. Three cells of a good potassic bichro-

mate battery supply both the e. m. f. and quantity

required, and will last without attention for some
three or four months, according to the amount of

Mr. Blake's transmitter is also to some extent
used, and is indicated by the cut. Fig. 26. In it

the complementary electrode is made of a netting
of gold-plated wire gauze, which, however, is not
stretched or clamped in any way at its edge, but
simply is fastened to a support at its center;
which support hangs from a kind of metal web,
resting upon the upper edge of the inclosing
non-conducting ring. The upper electrode is

thus pendulous, and yet is completely buried in

carbon granulations. The casing and mouth-
piece are made and put together just as in the
other forms which have been described, and the
])endulous electrode is caused to form a part of

the circuit liy the pressure of the screw-cap
upon it.

It should be .stated that in all forms of long
distance tranmitters made in this general style,

the c(jm|5lenientary electrode should be plated

work. The Fuller battery I have found to giv^

the best results. But it would not ordinarily b*^

judicious to supply an acid battery to subscribers

on many accounts, although for use in the rooms
of telephone officers there is nothing in my
opinion so good. For subscribers' use, in con-

nection with this transmitter, four sets of Le-

clanche in series answer well, but care must be
taken at the outset that they are good cells; for

not every battery that uses peroxide of manga-
nese as a negative plate, or as a depolarizer, is

entitled to be called a Leclanche cell. I have

also found the so-called Samson cell and the

Ga.ssner dry cell to give good results. In bat-

teries of the Leclanche type, attempts have been

made to secure the necessary amount of current

(which otherwise is not up to the mark by reason

of the comparatively high internal resistance of

these cells) by coupling two series of two to
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three cells each in multiple arc; but this practice

is not to be recommended, as one series nearly

always differs in power in a short time from the

other, and then the current from one side

—

the strongest—begins to back upon the cells on
the other side, to the detriment of both. The
better way, and the way practically adopted by
the Samson type, is to make the cells larger,

bring the plates closer together, and thus lower

the internal resistance by increasing the surface,

and shortening the length of fluid distance

between the plates. —
Another important point is to see that where

porous cups are used, that they are reaWy /o/vus,

and not glazed.

Many a cup is so hard that it is no misappli-

cation of terms to call it water tight, and has

given an otherwise good battery a bad name.

Too much care cannot be bestowed upon this

feature of the cell.

When a usually good working instrument

begins to work spasmodically, sometimes well

and sometimes badly, and varies materially dur-

ing a single conversation, it is safe to assume

that there is something wrong with the battery

connections, and it will do no harm to look at it

or them, and occasionally, in any event, to make
an 'examination for loose connections. Loose

connections, also, will sometimes show them-

selves in other parts of the instrument, and

therefore all screws and flexible conductors

ought to be frequently tried. In this class of in-

struments as well as in ordinary subscribers'

station instruments there is decidedly too great

a tendency to assume in case of any fault in line,

battery or instruments, that the fault is certain

to be located in the transmitting instrument.

No greater error in telephone work ever existed,

than making the transmitter the scapegoat for

the entire system. It has enough transgressions

and delinquencies of its own without being made
to shoulder those of other parts of the organiza-

tion.

Everybody wants to see the " wheels go

round," and it seems also as if everybody that

operates a long distance transmitter wants to

see inside. Generally speaking, there is rarely

any use in opening or unscrewing the instru-

ment; and none but those who are experts in

telephony should undertake to do it. But there

are occasionally times when a pulling apart and

replacement of the several parts tends to better

work. The three screws of the flat upper face

of the instrument hold all the parts together.

When these are taken out, and the tag of the

short flexible cord removed from its binding

screw, the cap and upper electrode can be lifted

off, after which the non-conducting cup floored

by the diaphgragm and its metal seat can be

lifted out, easy pressure being applied to the

screw post below.

The granulations can then be emptied upon a

sheet of writing paper.

In putting the parts together be careful to note

that the diaphragm and its metal seat ha 'e no

accidental contact with the metal casing. The

diaphragm seat may, if tarnished, be rubbed up

with a piece of very fine emen' paper and then

dropped back into its place, the binding screw
forming a guide as it passes through the hole.

Then examine the platinum foil diaphragm,
and if at all wrinkled, smooth it out with a

handkerchief placed over the end of the fore-

finger. When perfectly smooth, lay it in place

in its metal ring. Now insert the hard rubber
or vulcanized fiber ring, as indicated in Fig.

26. Upon this place the upper electrode and
hold it in place with the thumb and finger, and
carefully pour in the carbon.

Shake it down once or twice, and finally leave

the carbon just about half filling the funnel-

shaped cavity in the standard electrode. Lastly

replace the cap, and carefully screw it down,
taking care to screw up the several screws a

little at a time, and not to screw one of them
tight before going to the others. But in all

cases when a long distance transmitter is work-
ing well, leave it alone.

{To be Cojitinued.)

The Book Table.

FORTSCHRTTTE DER Elektrotech.nik (Progress of

Electrotechnics for the j'ear iSSy). By Dr. Karl Strecker;

published by Julius Springer, Berlin; 282 pages, j)4 ^ 4y^
inches.

The object of this book, of which one part is

published every three months, is to give a sum-
mary of all articles descriptive of new electrical

appliances contained in the electrical papers of

Germany, Austria, France, Italy, England and
America. Each quarterly number is divided

into the following chapters:

Elcctrotcclmics—
I. Dynamos, Electro-Motors, Regulators.

II. Distribution and Conductors.

III. Electric Lighting.

IV. Electrical Transmission of Power.

V. Various Applications of Electricity.

Elcctroclieinics—
VI. Primary Batteries.

VII. Secondary Batteries.

VIII. Applications of Electrolysis.

Electric Telegraphy and Signaling—
IX. Telegraphy.

X. Telephony.

XI. Electric Registering Apparatus and
Clocks.

Measurements and Scientific Researches—
XII. Galvanism.

XIII. Magnetism, Induction, Capacit)'.

XIV. Measurements of Lamps.
XV. Electrochemics.

XVI. Theoretical Researches.

Atmospheric Electricity—
XVII. Atmospheric Electricity, Lightning

Arresters and Lightning.

Review of Neio Books—
The contents of no less than seventy-six elec-

trical newspapers and other publications, includ-

ing the official German and United States

patent office Gazettes, are thus recorded.

For the student in the electrical field this book

is almost as indispensable as Webster's una-

bridged is to the student of the English lan-

o'uao'e. It not only gives a synopsis of any arti-

cle to which he may wish to refer, but it gives

the number of the periodical in which it was

originally published. The work cannot be

praised too highly. Unfortunately, it is only

published in the German. The headings of the

articles originally published in the English lan-

o-uage, however, are given in English, and thus

the book may be serviceable even to one unac-

quainted with German. The type used in this

book is Roman. The German type has so often

proved an obstacle to non-German students that

of late years almost all scientific Germ.an works

are printed in Roman type.

Die Erzeuoung u.nd Verteilung der Elektrizit.-et

IN Zentral St.\tio.\en (Generation and Distribution of

Electricity in Central Stations). Two volumes: Vol. I, 174

pages and 56 illustrations, price 4.50 marks; Vol. II, 371

pages and 137 illustrations, price 8 marks. Ey Dr. Martin

Krieg. Published by A. & R. Faber, Magdeburg, 1888.

Size of t)-pe page, 6x4 inches.

In the first volume the author treats very

clearly of the most important types of alternate

current dynamos and transformers. He de-

scribes the distribution for arc and incandescent

lamps, and then takes up the different types of

voltmeters, ammeters and current meters. He
concludes with a consideration of the theoretical

investigations in relation to alternate current dy-
namos and transformers pursued by Hopkinson,
Kapp and Thomson. The second volume treats

of direct current dynamos. Interesting data
are given concerning several European systems
little known in the United States. The author

also considers accumulators, systems of distribu-

tion, conductors, instruments, construction, and
the running expenses of central stations. Plans

and detailed descriptions of some large Ameri-
can and European central stations constitute the

last chapter. The book can be heartily recom-
mended.

Trial of the Alternating Current Motor.

A Pittsburgh paper says: The Westinghouse Electric

company has completed arrangements for the construction

of an electric railway around the extensive works on Gar-
rison alley. The railway will be built for the sole purpose
of making a practical demonstration of the efficiency of

the new alternating current motor in propelling street cars.

.'V car of the standard size will be used and fitted up to

carry passengers, so that the test will be thorough. The
car will be run under all imaginable conditions for the pur-

pose of ascertaining, if possible, whether any emergency
could arise that would render the motor uncontrollable.

The Copper Trust.

Mortimer McRoberts of Chicago, who deals e.xtensively

in copper, recently said of the importance of the fire in the

Calumet and Hecia mine: "If it is as bad as reported in

the papers yesterday the mines will be closed for at least a

year, and tliere will be no production of copper from that

source for at least twelve months. Now, then, the French
syndicate is decidedly in a bad way; you see it is over-

loaded. In fact, it has more copper than it wants. That
syndicate has the Anaconda mine in Montana, which is the

largest in the world. It agreed to pay 13^ cents per
pound for copper at the mines, and now charges brass and
copper manufacturers 16).^ cents. Now look at the iniquity

of this thing. In May. r886, copper was 10 cents a pound.
In June it ruled a little higher, and in July of that year it

averaged about 10 cents, and copper mining paid well at

that price. In May, 1887, before the French syndicate

created a trust, copper sold at g^2 cents, and in June it sold

at 10 cents. Then came the trust, and in July copper
commenced to go up until in the month of December it

reached ^i6.go per 100 pounds. This rise in prices was
not for the benefit of working men, but for a gigantic trust

composed of foreign capitalists. Nothing so outrageous as

this mammoth imposition has ever been foisted upon the

people, unless you except the hard coal combination. Now,
copper, since the syndicate has controlled it, has been as

high as 20 cents. There is no other country under the

sun where such outrages could be perpetrated. It is one of

the remarkable points of the beauty of our tariff laws.

There is no copper to be had except through this French syn-

dicate. That fire is a big thing for the syndicate. It will

send up the price of copper, of which it has got a large

stock on hand. It closes this mine for the time being, and

fig. 26.

as it only pays for actual production the stockholders of the

Calumet and Ilecla will be the only direct losers. In Sep-
tember the production of copper w^as 8,000 tons more than

could be disposed of. This will now be sold. The surplus

copper is sent to London, but the market there has also

been slow- That fire was a big thing for the syndicate.

There is no doubt about that, but how it was started I am
not prepared to say. The monopoly is very strong, how-
ever, and prices will be forced up several notches."

At the meeting of the St. Paul, Minn,, common council

November 20th, the committee on gas, to which was re-

ported the resolution abolishing the electric lights of the

city, except in public buildings, reported adversely, with an
amendment to the effect that all electric lights in public

parks be discontinued After a good deal of talk, the

original resolution abolishing all the lights came up for

passage. A vote resulted in a tie, seven voting on each

side of the question, and the resolution was accordingly

declared lost. The amendment of the committee on gas,

abolishing the paik lights, w.as then taken up, and passed

by a vote of 10 to 4.
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The views of a Chicago dealer in copper are

given in another column. Many predictions

have been made that the trust would soon come
to an end, but recently it has manifested signs

of the greatest vitality.

An article is presented in this issue showing,
in connection with a map, the use of electric

lights by the English in their operations at

Suakim. The value of electric lights in warfare
is becoming well recognized, and is emphasized
by their employment in Africa.

It is stated in another column that electric

lighting has increased 200 per cent, in New
York city the last year. It has been stated at

different times that the action of the Board of

Electrical Control has greatly discouraged the

companies, but the figures would not seem to

justify the statement.

Professor Bad'I', in his article on the "Static

arrester," tells, in a practical way, some of his

experiences with static electricity, and he de-

scribes several of the simple temporary devices
he has employed to prevent damage from this

cause. He gives a description of a permanent
arrangement which is used to prevent the disas-

trous results caused by disruptive dischaj-ges.

A-note which is goingthe rounds of the press

states that the duchess of Marlborough, form-
erly Mrs. Hamersley, has introduced the electric

light in one of her husband's palace.s. If the
duke had not married an American wife, the
magnificent building would have been lighted

by candles or gas for decades, Americans are

enterprising, and they have a just appreciation

of the beauties of the electric light.

In the letter from Topeka a description is

given of the trial of the use of oil as fuel in the

electric light station in that city. The experi-

ment seems to have been entirely successful.

The use of oil as fuel is becoming more general

every day, and the subject is one of peculiar in-

terest to electric light companies. If reports

are to be believed, the experiments have been

almost without exception successful.

Experiments in New York have demon-
strated that the electric motor is adapted partic-

ularly well to use on elevated roads. Almost

every large city in the country has before it a

plan for elevated roads. Chicago at the present

time is blessed with a score or less of " L " road

projects. The gentlemen interested in these

proposed roads have stated their preference for

an electric system if it could be demonstrated

that steam could be displaced successfully. The
progress of the New York experiments will be

watched with interest.

The telephone controversy came up for con-

sideration at the last meeting of the Chicago city

council, Monday evening. An order was pre-

sented on behalf of the judiciary committee di-

recting the commissioner of public works to re-

fuse to grant permits to the Bell Telephone
company to exercise further privileges in this

city until otherwise directed by the council.

Alderman Rix moved the passage of the order

and the motion was adopted. This is the first

step in the war which the council proposes to

wage with the Chicago Telephone company. It

refuses to grant applications made in the name
of the present corporation or of the parent com-
pany.

It will be noticed in the correspondence

columns that a decision in the litigation between
St. I.ouis and the telephone company in that

city is expected December 20th. The determi-

nation of the questions involved in that contro-

versy is of the highest moment to every tele-

phone company in the country. The principal

point at issue is the question of the right of the

municipality to regulate telephone rentals. The
decision of the Missouri Supreme court will be
regarded as a precedent. If the result is un-

favorable to the company, it is not unlikely that

many city councillors will follow the example of

the St. Louis aldermen, and reduce rates in their

respective cities.

In this issue Mr. Lockwood continues his

series of articles on practical telephony. The
description of the long distance transmitter is

concluded, and then, as the author says, he takes

up the "habits and requirements of the instru-

ment." He follows with instructions for reme-
dying the disorders to which the transmitter is

subject, and incidentally gives some very plain

advice to the users, as well as the inspectors, of

the long distance telephone. The branch of the

subject which Mr. Lockwood is now treating is

of special interest at the present time. An ar-

ticle quoted in another column from a daily

paper indicates the very general interest which
the public is taking in the long distance tele-

phone.

The operations of the copper trust are just now
claiming a large share of public attention, and
the syndicate daily receives very hearty abuse
in the press. The last report concerning the

copper supply comes from Butte, Mont. A dis-

patch says that the large smelter of the Anaconda
company has been closed down indefinitely. The
fires in the furnaces have all been drawn. Over
1,500 men are thrown out of employment. This
necessitates the discharge of all the riien work-
ing at the Chamber's syndicate mines, the Ana-
conda and St. Lawrence, at Butte City, which,
combined, give employment to 2,500 more. No
reason is assigned for the shut-down. Manager
Daly would state no reason only that J. B. Hag-
gin of San Francisco had telegraphed to close

the mine and smelter for an indefinite time. The
general opinion is that iu view of the fire in the
Calumet .-ind Ilecla in ;dl probability the con-

tract of the copper syndicate will be extended
twelve years more, and hence the shut-down of

the mines to further that end.

In an article on the future of electric tram-
way traction, the London Electrical Review
points out the advantages incident to the em-
ployment of storage batteries. It regrets that a

sufficient number of cars has not been equipped
by a London company to demonstrate the exact

cost of working. It -adds that this is the only

thing which keeps electric traction from becom-
ing universal. "There is not the slightest

doubt," it continues, "that when a line is once
launched in this country, with a sufficient num-
ber of cars under proper management, tramway
directors will speedily alter their cold and mo-
tionless countenances. Let us hope that this

may soon be the case, or our American cousins

will have to come over here and do the work
for us,"

Commodore J. G. Walker, chief of the bureau
of navigation, in his annual report, calls atten-

tion to the subject of introducing electric lights

into naval ships. The first man-of-war in the

world, says the report, to be lighted by electric-

ity, the Trenton, was installed under the direc-

tion of this bureau, under an appropriation

especially asked for by the bureau for that pur-

pose. From the first this mode of lighting has

been successful, and it is now conceded that no
ship is complete without electric lights; they have
been proved beyond a doubt to exert a direct

and salutary influence upon the sanitary condi-

tion, the discipline, and the efficiency of vessels

of war. By placing the entire subject of electric

lighting in the hands of one expert inspector, it

is stated, great progress has been made in per-

fecting the special appliances required for in-

stalling ships. The new ships now being lighted

will have very superior installations.

The equilibrium of the London Electrical Re-
view is again disturbed by a new exemplification

of American " smartness." The Revieiv took

occasion lately to define what it is pleased to

term American " smartness," and in doing so

referred to " wooden nutmegs and clocks that

wont go." It has just had, however, a very

practical definition of the term. An enterpris-

ing American electrical company has just cap-

tured the contract for lighting the city of Lon-
don, and the distress of the poor old Review over

the matter is very touching. In reference to the

fact that the contract, amounting to something
like $300,000, has been given to an American
concern, the iSfre'/Vrc says: "Many people will

feel disgusted that the technical advisers of the

Metropolitan Electrical Supply company should

have allowed an order of this kind to go across

the water. It will seem to some that it is an in-

sult to English engineers, for things are bad
enough here without our own men passing us

over. It is not as if we would or could not do

the thing decently. Foreign competition would
no doubt come in any case, but we surely need

not send for it. Our learned professors dabble

far too much in these commercial matters, and

should have their fingers rapped. It must not

be supposed that we are commenting upon this

topic in a spirit of pique at the contract having

gone out of the countr}', for we do not think it

will be gainsaid that English enterprise in the

States is far greater than the Americans can give

us any equivalent for here, and has not a Fer-

ranti plant already found its way across the At-

lantic? The circumstances, however, under

which this business has been transacted appear

to make it desirable that a little more light should

be shed upon the matter, if only for the sake

of pacifying the angry feelings to which

it has given rise in electrical circles." Oh,

no, of course the Review is not commenting
on this matter in a spirit of pique; but by the

way, gentlemen of the Review, how do you like

this latest definition of the term which you are

so fond of using in connection with American
enterprise? You may rest assured that the ap-

paratus which the American company will fur-

nish to the city of London will not be of the

"wooden nutmeg" order, and it will "go," and

this, of course, will add still further to your

distress.
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Magneto Call with Manual Telephone
Switch.

The accompanying cut illustrates a magneto
call with new telephone switch and arrange-
ment for factory call service. The switch is

operated by hand, thus insuring firmer and more
perfect contact. There is no more chance of
forgetting to operate the switch than in the case
of the ordinary instrument. By reference to
the cut, it will be noticed that the hook support-
ing the telephone is fastened to a slotted plate
which is attached to the box. The hook and
plate remain stationar}'. Protruding from a
slot in the plate is a lever, a part of which is in-

closed in the bo.x, and e.xtends across to the op-
posite side. It is fastened to a bracket on the
side of the bo.x. The lever from this fastening
to a point an inch or an inch and a half from
the point where it protrudes is flattened, forming
a spring, which causes the outer end to rise to
the top of the slot in the plate over the hook.
From the inner end of the lever a wire extends
to the telephone, to the secondary coil of the
transmitter, and thence to a binding post. To
this post either the outgoing or ground wire is

attached.

When in use the telephone is removed from
the hook, and the lever pulled down and caught
in the place in the plate provided for it. The
lever now connects with the outgoing line, dis-

connecting it from the circuit through the bells

and generator. The lever also closes the battery
circuit through the transmitter. The telephone
cannot be released without first unclasping and
allowing the lever to spring up to place, as
shown in the cut, thus uncovering the hook.
With this arrangement the weight of the tele-

phone has nothing to do with making the connect-
ions, consequently the spring can be as stiff as
desired, thus insuring perfect contacts.

The push buttons shown below the call box are
for factory call service, and are brought into cir-

cuit with the generator by pressing on either one
and turning the crank. 'I'he binding posts above
the box are for wire connections to different

parts of factories, with the exception of two
right-hand posts, one of which is for telephone
central connection; the other for outgoing or

ground wire. Pressing one of the push buttons
and turning the crank rings only the bell on
that wire, thus saving confusion in the factory.

The value of this feature might be illustrated in

case of accidents, as a call to the engineer would
shut down the engine immediately without ques-
tion. The magneto call, with the manual switch
and factory service call, is manufactured by
Keating & Roxburgh, Corry, Pa.

Sprague Road at Cincinnati.

During the last week the Sprague Electric Railway &
Motor company of New York has closed a contract with
H. L. Littell, president of the Inclined Plane Railway com-
pany of Cincinnati, which calls for the entire equipment
of the Main street line of that railway, consisting of twenty
cars operated over si.x miles of track. In the equipment of

these cars the Sprague improved truck, with improved Bos-
ton motor, which has been described in these columns, will

be used. The overhead system will be of the neatest and
best description. Iron poles of a tasteful design, and set

in concrete, will be used throughout the entire length of the

road to caiTy the overhead wires. The regular Sprague
working conductor, l^s than an eighth of an inch in diam-
eter, will be carried over the center of the street, and the
main portion of the current will be carried at the side, ac-

cording to the regular Sprague system. The cars after

leaving the city terminus, and running a short distance,

come to an inclined plane, where they run upon a platform,

and are raised to the top of the inclination, after which the

road extends, using the overhead system for the rest of the

distance. Both the incline and the cars will be brilliantly

lighted by electricity, each car and the power station will

be equipped with Sprague lightning arresters, and all the

latest and best improvements adopted by the Sprague com-
pany upon its roads will be used.

The following experiment is described in the Archives
fks Sciences: In a dark room a platinum cup containing

w-ater is placed on a metal support, which is connected with

one pole of a Topler machine. Above this cup a metal

point is placed, which is connected with the other pole of

the machine. A Bunsen burner boils the water in the cup,

which is powerfully illuminated by the projection of a large

pencil of the electric light. As long as the Topler machine
is at rest, the vapor vesic'.es ascend in the ordinary way;
but as soon as the machine is at work, the action of elec-

tricity on the vapor is manifested in a most strikmg manner.
P'or a certain distance from the point to the surfaf-e of the

water the clouds collect, and whirl along the edge of the

cup; under the influence of the electric light they look, to

a certain extent, like flames. If the point is brought a

little nearer the water the vapor disappears completely, al-

though the water continues to boil briskly.

Tests of Pentane Lamp.'

y>\ \y. Stepney R.awson.

A certain number of lamps were made, and
were at first roughly tested. A difficulty arose
at first, owing to the leakage in these lamps of
the vapor at the spindle, making it difficult to
maintain the flame at a constant height. This
was, however, completely cured by a drop of
glycerine on the spindle, and as there is no ac-
tion whatever of the pentane upon the glycerine,
a small quantity will last a considerable time,
and is quite sufficient to withstand the very
slight pressure of vapor at that point.

The makers recommend the addition of a
drop of glycerine from time to time. The
method of testing is the same as that described
by Mr. Rawson at a meeting of the Physical
section of the British Association in 18S6. An
incandescent lamp is used as a standard, second-
ary batteries being employed and a Thomson
graded galvanometer checking the constancy of
the e. m. f. When the correct e. m. f. has been
obtained by means of adjustable theostats the
platform of the galvanometer is moved till the
needle exactly coincides with a division, and so
a minute variation can be easily detected, such
as one-twentieth of a degree in 25 or one-five-
hundredth part.

A 20 candle power lamp was employed, giving
14.4 candle power. This candle power was
chosen because it is such as not to strain the fil-

ament in the slightest, and it also gives an illu-

mination on the disc (of the Letheby pattern)

.M.VGNErO CILL AND MANUAL SWITCH,

very suitable for accurate work, and very similar

in color to that of the Pentane flame. In addi-
tion to this, calculations are facilitated by the

fact that each tenth of an inch on either side of

the point (30' from ze'ro) corresponds to .8 per
cent, for half an inch on either side. The bar is

144 inches in length and the Teachings were
made to half divisions upon a metal bar divided
into tenths of an inch.

To determine

n.) The identity of light as long as the flame's

height was within the given limits

—

The flame was set to the center of the slot

and the e. m. f. was adjusted to give a reaching
very near to 30 inches. The flame was then al-

tered and readings taken continuously. No ap-
preciable difference could be found while the
flame remained within the slot, but the following
readings are given as a sample. One observer
altered the height of the flame and noted it down
while the other took the readings of the disc

and called them out:

Inches. Position of flame. Average.

30 I

30.1 - Half way up slot 30.05
30.05 .1

lAbstracl of pap^;r in Gas Engineers^ Magaiiiie Birminghani,
England.

30 OS (
Two-thirds way up slot . . 30.05

29.9 1

30
I

30.1 - At top of slot 29.99
29-95
30 J

30.05
^

^ 30.15,- Half way up slot 30.1
30.1 1

30.05 . . Two-thirds way up slot I

30.05 . . Quarter way up slot . . 1

30.05 . . One-third way up slot |"
30.04

30 . . Half way up slot . . J

The average of the whole readings being 30.04,
it will be seen that there is a remarkable steadi-
ness in them, and if we make the usual allow-
ances for personal error we may, on examina-
tion of the figures, consider the light practically
constant, while the flame is within the slot, there
being a slightly less value when the flame is at
the top than when it is at the middle or bottom.
To establish

—

(ii). The identity of light given by lamps
conforming in dimensions with the sample
lamp. The following readings were made
by comparison with the sample lamp:

Lamp No. 14 + -12 per cent.
" No. 22 + .04
" No. 10 — .14 "
" No. 24 + .04
" No. 12 -f .16
" No. 7 -|- .32 "

Three of the above lamps were compared,
with the sample lamp using the r candle
power gauge and three using the 1.5

candle power gauge. The object of
using- the latter gauge was to test the
identity of the form as well as the light

of the flame, and was suggested by the
fact that if an error of dimensions caused
a variation in the light owing to an alter-

ation of the form of the flame, this varia-
tion appeared to be greater in the case of
the 1.5 candle power than in the i candle
power guage. [The error of the .32 per
cent, in the last lamp was probably the
result of errors of observation.]

To establish

—

(iii.) The identity of light of the number
2 standard lamp with the number i lamp,
and so with the Oxford & Gas Referee's
standard, was a point of great impor-
tance, and for this i\Ir. Rawson was as-

sisted by W. F. Donkin of St. George's
hospital, who was associated with Mr.
Rawson in the comparison of the Pentane
and Methven standards, particulars of
which were laid before section A of the
British association in r886.

The result of a careful series of tests showed
a difl'erence of .5 per cent., the Pentane lamp
number 2 being less than the number i lamp by
that percentage of the value of the latter. In
connection with this result it should be noted
that in working with the number r lamp the ex-
act amount of light given by it depends upon
the estimation of the height of the flame,
which, by Mr. Harcourt's definition, should be
"touching, but not passing," the wire which
marks the tip of the flame. It is found that a
difference in the estimation of this height exists
between various observers, and as a difference
of .5 per cent, of the light corresponds to only
.2 m.m. in the height of the flame, it is certain
that such a difference might well be caused by a
difference in the estimate of the height of the
flame. In the Pentane standard there is a fur-

ther check of the rate of flow which is not ap-
plicable to the pentane lamp number i, and the
result obtained above is not to be taken as dis-

proving the identity of the pentane lamp num-
ber 2 with the Pentane standard. In the present
state of photometrical science, we are justified

in saying that a divergence of .5 per cent., even
if it exists, would not be a serious fault.

To establish

—

(iv.) The correctness of the 1.5 candle
power and .5 candle power gauges, tests

were made with the sample lamp. The
mean result with the 1.5 candle power
gauge was in excess of .3 per cent. The
mean of tests with the .5 candle power
gauge showed an excess of 3.75 per cent.
The utility of the latter gauge is hardly
apparent, and as its use is accompanied
with certain slight alterations it has been
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abandoned for the time, pending further

tests.

To determine

—

(v.) The identity of the hght given by the

lamp under varying conditions of tem-

perature.

The light of the lamp was balanced against

that of the incandescent lamp when the tempera-

ture of the air was 60° ¥. Then the glass vessel

containing the pentane was immersed in water

at 64° F., when the lamp appeared to give a

reading .16 per cent, higher than before, but on

warming the water to 70° F. the reading found

was .04 per cent, lower than at first, showing
that the apparent variation was probably due to

inaccuracies of observation. The placing of the

vessel in water at 70° would naturally produce a

greater change than working in air at the same
temperature, and we may safely say that change
of temperature within working limits produces
no variation in the light, as indeed might fairly

be anticipated from a consideration of the action

of the lamp.

One other question regarding temperature was
important to decide, viz.: How far the light of

the lamp, varied as it was, warmed to the point

at which the height of the flame became per-

fectly steady; or, if the lamp were over-warmed
in the first instance, so that the wick had to be
lowered considerably below normal height, in

order to produce a flame of the proper height.

In order to decide the fir.st of these two points,

the lamps were not warmed at all in the usual

way, but the vapor was lighted by warming the

glass vessel with the hand sufficiently to expand
the vapor to the opening of the burner. The
flame gradually rose as the lamp became warmer,
the wick being about ^^ inch from the opening
instead of the normal li^ inches. As soon as

the flame appeared above the lower opening of

the slot, a reading was taken, which was 3.2 per

cent, below the light given at normal tempera-
ture. The flame rose quickly, and the wick was
turned down so as to keep the place within the

.slot, and another reading was taken, giving a

result 2 per cent, below normal. In 3 minutes
after the first reading, the light given was equal

to normal, and though the wick had to be con-

siderably further turned down afterward, no
change in the light could be detected. We may
safely say, therefore, that if no readings are

taken till the flame is perfectly steady, no error

will be introduced.

In the case of over-warming the lamp, a simi-

lar result in the contrary direction was observed,
the first reading showing an e.xcess of light of

2.4 per cent., the second an excess of 1.6 per
cent., and in about five minutes after the first

reading the lamp was giving its normal light.

The amount of warming that had taken place is

shown by the fact that the flame gradually fell,

and the wick was correspondingly raised for

about nineteen minutes, during which time no
further change could be observed. A convenient
test of the right temperature to which the outer
cylinder should be warmed previous to putting
it in its place, is that which the finger can j jst

bear. We may, therefore, say with certainty, as

in the former case, that even if the lamp be
over-warmed, no error will be caused if no read-
ings are taken till the flame is fairly steady in

height.

To determine

—

(vi.) The identity of light given by a lamp
burning standard Pentane of different

specific gravities.

Three sample (jualities of pentane were used,
two of which were of the maximum and mini-

mum specific gravities allowed in the manufact-
ure.

These were .632 and .628. The third was of

intermediate specific gravity, probably about .63.

'I'hc results may fairly be considered remarkable
and were obtained with considerable care. The
mean value of the light was obtained using the

pentane of intermediate specific gravity. The
vessel was then emptied, and the pentane of

greater density was substituted. Thirdly, the
pentane of lowest density was used. Taking
the first value of the light as normal, the light

with the den.ser pentane was .028 per cent,

higher. With the less dense pentane the light

was .14 per cent, higher. These values may
fairly be taken as identical within the limits of

ob.scrvation. | A similar comparison had been

made some years before between the light given

by air-gas made with a slightly denser and less

dense sample of pentane, with the same result.]

To determine

—

(vii.) The difference of light caused by
varying the dimensions of the lamp within

the narrow limits.

This was a point of great importance, but re-

quiring a very large number of observations if a

complete investigation were made. To vary
each separate piece that could possibly affect

the light, and to note the result, would have been
a longer task than could be compassed in the

time at disposal, but as in the course of manu-
facture certain alterations could be made, and
the results noted, we will point out the most im-

portant. First, as to the existence of what may
be called " critical points." One of these is to

be found in the position of the top of the burner
relatively to the conical piece which unites the

larger tube surrounding it with the smaller tube
above. It is evident that if the burner projects

too high into this conical piece, there will be a

checking of the air-draught at the point of com-
bustion, and a diminution of light will take

place. The variation in the light was found to

be if per cent, when the top of the burner was
2 m.m. too high. From a consideration of the
structure it will be seen that a difference of, say
.2 m.m. (an easily measured amount), would pro-

duce no appreciable difference. It has been found
that if the burner is 2 m.m. too low and a cor-

responding reduction of 2 m.m. is made in the
height of the lower small tube, so as to cause the
same portion of the flame to be selected as the
luminous source, no difference can be detected
in the light. It follows, therefore, that an error

of 2 m.m. in the height of the conical piece and
tube (which form, as it were, a chimney for the
lower portion of the flame) produces no appreci-
able error in the light. It was found on one
occasion that if the portion of the flame selected

for the light of i candle power was raised 4 m.m.
higher, the value of the light was increased by
.7 per cent. It was found that the small tube
used in the lamps was .5 m.m. smaller in inter-

nal diameter than that in the sample lamp, so
one lamp had its tubes opened out to exactly
the right size, bnt no difi'erence could be de-
tected. Thinking that perhaps a variation in

the size of the apertures admitting air at the
bottom of the gallery might affect the light, the
arms supporting the gallery of one lamp were
considerably reduced in thickness, but the differ-

ence in the light was inappreciable.

No doubt any serious contraction of these ap-
ertures would have a decided effect upon the
light, but an ample margin is allowed in the
present construction of the lamp. In the upper
chimney not many variations were tested, but 5
m.m. were cut ofl:' from the upper part without
producing any appreciable difference in the
light. Lastly, as to the gauges it was found
that a reduction of .15 m.m., or about .9 per
cent, in the height of the i candle pow^r gauge,
produced a difference of 1.8 per cent, in the
light, while in the 1.5 candle power gauge the
variation of light was in a much smaller ratio to
that of height, pointing distinctly to the fact
that the upper part of the flame is less luminous
than the middle of it.

To determine

—

(viii.) The suitability of the lamp for every-
day work in photometric tests. It is not
easy to establish such a point by a series
of tests, but the following were made:

(</.) Suppose that the stopper" were left out of
the glass vessel for some time and air allowed to
mingle with the vapor, would any difference in

the light be observable ? This question was put
by an experienced photometrist. Accordingly a
lamp was tested with the vessel three-quarters
full of pentane. It was then emptied, and the
vapor blown out as completely as possible.
Then only a small quantity of pentane was
thrown in. No change could be detected in the
light. Nor could any difference be detected
when the pentane was previously well shaken up
in an empty bottle, and the resulting mixture of
air and pentane vapor poured into the vessel of
the lamp with the pentane. In fact, by no
method of admixture of air could any error be
produced.

{/'.) Differences due to insufficiency and ex-
cess of warming have been alluded to above.

(c.) After a very short acquaintance with the

lamp an operator would easily light the lamp
and be at work within ten minutes, with a cer-

tainty of correct results.

((/.) The length of time during which the

flame will remain absolutely steady under ordi-

nary conditions has been frequently tested with
results varying from 17 to 85 minutes, the diff^er-

ence being caused entirely by the variation in

the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere.
In order to reduce the change of height of flame
due to this cause it has been found very advan-
tageous to immerse the glass vessel up to the

stopper in a vessel holding about three pints of

water. The effect has been found excellent,

and the flame has remained perfectly steady for

a very long time. Even without this addition,

the alteration in the height of flame with a rise

or fall of the surrounding temperature is ex-

ceedingly slow, and is easily checked by a small

movement of the wick.

(c.) The re-setting of the chimney with the
gauge has been tried many times in succession
with perfectly coincident results as regards the
light, and by using the obvious method of put-

ting the lamp up to the light to see if any light

can be seen between the gauge and tubes be-
tween which it rests, the height can be set with
ease to a very small fraction of an inch, and
identical values of light obtained at every at-

tempt.

(/.) The difficulty of leakage has been re-

ferred to above, and is very easily prevented by
careful fitting and the use of glycerine.

(g.) One source of error may be pointed out,

but is almost too obvious to require notice. If

the lamp is seriously bent, so that the flame is

not in the center of the lower tube, or is consid-
erably out of the center of the upper chimney,
a loss of light will be the result, but an error of

I m.m. in the position of the flame in the center
of the lower tube has been found to produce no
error in the light.

CORRESPONDENCE.

St. Louis, Mo.
St. Locis, Mo.. Dec. S.—The largest and most expen-

sive building in St. l^ouis is the new custom house, and the

custodians are now arranging to discard all other forms of

lighting for electricity. There have been for several years

four incandescent and two arc light dynamos, but the lights

supplied by these were sufficient to light only a small por-

tion of the building, and in consequence gas was used in

nearly all the offices and departments. It was determined

recently to light the entire building with the incandescent

lights, and in consequence the contract for the e.\tra dyna-

mos, the wiring of the building, the changes in the fixtures,

and, in fact, for all work, was awarded to the United

States Electric Lighting company of New York. In carry-

ing out the contract this company has had dozens of work,

men engaged in the building for the past two months, and

the work in certain departments is now nearly completed.

The dynamos which had formerly been in use have been re-

moved from the sub-basement of the building and shipped

to Philadelphia, where they are to be rewound and import-

ant improvements added to them before they are returned

for use in the new system. The contract calls for the com
pletion of the work by January 15th, and by that time or

prior thereto the dynamos will be back in position, and the

immense building will be lighted by electricity from cellar

to dome. .Six dynamos will be the full complement, each of

350 lights capacity of 16 candle power each. These are to

be located in the sub-basement, and will be run by two

engines of lOO horse power each.

In wiring the building there were used nearly thirty miles

of wire of various sizes. This is all pure copper wire,

covered with a fire and waterproof coating; this is in turn

being covered with a woven linen covering, to prevent the

rubber jacket from being worn off by abrasion. At the

time the custom house was erected it was not sup-

posed that electricity would take the place of gas for illu-

minating purposes, and piping only was run through the

building. The structure is thoroughly fire-proof, and great

difficulty was experienced in drilling through the brick and

steel walls to make apertures through which the wires

could pass. The walls are, on an average, more than two

feet thick, and in doing the work which is now rapidly

nearing completion, the walls had to be punctured several

hundred times. The wires pass through the holes drilled

in the wall, and are hidden from sight under moulding.

Another task which has been a very difficult one. but

which is now comjileted, was the changing of the chanilc-
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liers so as to accommodate the incandescent fixtures. The

ones in use in the custom house were very handsome, of

soHd brass. The gracefully wrought piping to which the

burners were affixed have been duplicated and the new ones

added to each chandelier, thus giving them a number of

electric lights equal to the gas lights now in use without

disturbing the old portion of the fixtures.

There are few isolated electric light plants in the country

which exceed in the number of lights the one being put in

the building. There will be when the plant is completed

2,100 lights in the structure, The ground floor will have

1,000 lights for the use of the postoffice, the basement

proper will have 400, and the sub-basement will have 150,

the second floor 275, the third floor 250, and the fourth

150, while about 100 will be placed in the dome.

The work of putting in the new dynamos and other ap-

pliances, and of wiring the building and the changing of the

fixtures has been under the supervision of John P. Bull,

assistant custodian, and Col. R. D. Lancaster, collector of

the port. The work will he completed about the middle of

January, and at that time it is the intention of the officials

in charge to give a grand illumination to which cards will

be issued.

John Leonberger, John A. Scudder and Mr. Maffitt

were in St. Joseph, Mo,, last week, examining the electric

street railroads in that city. They were all much pleased

with the working of the system, and there is a strong prob-

ability that it will be adopted on the extension of the

Forest Park and Laclede avenue railway and the Market

street line. Mr. JMaffitt said: "The system of electric

motor power used in St. Joseph is the Sprague system, and

it is verj' efficient. The cars are all lighted with electricity,

and splendid time is made. It has given perfect satisfac-

tion in every way. If we secure the passage of bills through

municipal assembly, giving us the right to put up wires, we

will immediately adopt the system on the Tower Grove

extension of the Market street line and on the Forest Park

e.Ktension of the Laclede avenue road In St. Joseph the

cars run at I he rate of fourteen miles an hour in the out-

skirts, but they use the regular steam railroad rail. On the

rails we have we could not run at such a raie of speed, but

I think could make eleven or twelve miles, which would be

fast enough. One objection to lighting the cars with the

same power used to propel is that when they are running up

grade and the full power of the motor is needed, the lights

go out; as soon as the top of the grade is reached, however,

the car is again lighted. I see no reason why the system

should not prove a perfect success here, and if the Missouri

and Forest Park companies secure the authorization of the

municipal assembly, it will be put in on the extensions.

These companies have been desirous of furnishing their

patrons with better transportation facilities for some time,

but the great objection to putting in a cable has been the

number of curves. If the Sprague system should prove

efficient on the extensions, and the city council would then

grant permission, there is no doubt but the companies

would willingly extend its operation to the whole length of

both lines." G.

New York Notes.

New York, Dec. 7.—Another trial of the Daft electric

motor Benjamin Franklin was made on the night of Decem-

ber 5th on the Xinth avenue elevated road between Four-

teenth and Fiftieth street stations. About seventy-five people

were present, and were scattered through the four cars which

made up the train. The current is brought from a plant

located about 1,000 feet from Fourteenth street station, and

led along outside the track by a ^-inch copper conductor.

The motor handled the train in a very satisfactory manner,

although it is still somewhat less in power than it should

be to haul loaded trains at the speed which is sometimes

reached on the elevated roads. It is apparent to everybody,

however, that there wss no difficulty in being able to meet

the demand, so far as power is concerned. The question

of economy and general reliability must, however, be solved

before its adoption for general use on the road is likely to

be seriously entertained.

Harold P. Brown, electrical engineer, has again made

his appearance, this time at the Edison laboratory, where

calves and horses were slain by the alternating current on

Wednesday, in the presence of T. A. Edison. Prof. R.

Ogden Doremus and others. Mr. Brown was assisted by

A. E. Kennelly. It was stated that the reason for making

these experiments was because the weight of a dog bemg

less than a man the series of experiments at Columbia Col-

lege last summer was not considered conclusive. This

time a calf weighing 124M pounds was the first victim. Its

resistance was 3,200 ohms. An alternating current of 700

volts, applied for thirty seconds, killed it instancy. The

second victim weighed forty-five pounds, and had a resist-

ance of 1.300 ohms. The same current for five seconds

proved fatal; In order to settle the weight question, a

horse weighing 1.230 pounds was killed by the same cur-

rent His electrical resistance was 1 1 ,000 ohms. The
doctors, after dissecting the first calf, announced that the

flesh was fit for food. Of course vagrant dogs can be ob-

tained for nothing, but veal commands a fair price in the

market, and the question naturally arises who is paying for

all this, and should the sacred soil of New Jersey be invaded

for the sake of showing how criminals may be killed in

New York ?

At the meeting of the Board of Electrical Control, on

Tuesday, a considerable amount of routine business was

disposed of. The Western Union Telegraph company was

again notified to place its wires in the Broadway conduits

within ninety days. The Empire lV Bay States Telegraph

company, which proposes to use the Del any system be-

tween Boston and New York, applied for permission to

erect poles and string wires from Woodlawn to Harlem

River. The engineer was directed to lay out a route, and

the company was advised to use the poles of the Northern

N. Y. Lighting company as far as practicable. Charles B.

Page, in behalf of the Citizens' Electric Light company,

asked for a franchise to do business, and offered to give

bonds for ^50 000 not to sell out or violate any rules, also

to pay 5 per cent, of the gross receipts into the city treas-

ury. The latter was not considered a safe guarantee, and

Mr. Page was requested to fill out one of the regular

blanks. Superintendent McGralh, in the course of conver-

sation with one of the commissioners, stated that electric

lighting had increased 200 per cent, in the city during the

past year.

A course of lectures is to be given at the various public

schools of this city during the winter, under the auspices of

the board of education. One of them will be by Edward

H. Boyer on " Electricity as applied to light and power."

The Institution of Civil Engineers has addressed a letter

to the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, inquiring

how many members of the latter organization are likely to

visit Europe next season to attend the Paris Exhibition.

The inquiry was made in order that pieparation for their

entertainment, in company with the members of other

American engineering societies, might be provided. Secre-

tary Hutton, of the Mechanical Engineers, has already

perfected arrangements by which a special steamer will be

placed at the disposal of that society, provided 150 persons

engage passage. About seventy-five affirmative responses

have already been received. A joint arrangement will be

made by the different societies, so that all their members

may avail themselves of reduced rates and special accommo-

dations.

The next meeting of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers will be held at the College of the City of New
York, Tuesday, December i8th, W. J. Jenks, director of

the standardizing bureau of the Edison Electric Light com-

pany, will read a paper on '

' Six Years' Experience with the

Edison Meter." The practicability of this meter having

been doubted by many prominent electricians, this history

of its actual workings will no doubt be a most welcome con-

tribution to electrical science. P.

St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Joseph, Mo., Dec. S.—Joseph A. Corby left last

week for New York City, where he will close up the sale

of the Citizens' and Frederick avenue street car lines, and

the electric light plant in connection with the roads. This

deal has been on for two or three weeks, and it was not

known what would be the outcome until yesterday evening.

Some time ago a New York syndicate of capitalists secured

options on the lines, and yesterday this option expired.

The brokers in New York, who were acting for the syndi-

cate, immediately had the option renewed, and telegraphed

that they would take the road. It has not yet been given

out by the officers of the company what price was received

for the lines. On account of the prospect of sale, the Citi-

zens' and Frederick avenue companies have not made the

extensive improvements contemplated by them. Mr. Corby,

the secretary of the companies, and a large stockholder, in

reply to the question as to what improvements would be

made by the syndicate, said: "Well, they contemplate

many and great improvements. In the first place, they in-

tend equipping all their lines with electricity, and I know

that they will build several extensions of their roads. It

wont do to say just yet where the lines will be extended to.

but it is sure that the syndicate intend spending money in

large improvements of this nature. They intend putting in

10,000 incandescent lights, and will then be prepared to

furnish power to the different business houses of the city.

A piece of ground 30x140 feet in size has been secured at

the corner of Third and Mary streets by the syndicate for the

purpose of putting up a building to be fwe stories high and

covering the entire lot. The present arc light machinery

of the company will be moved to this building, and the cars

and lights will be run by power furnished from this build-

ing. The syndicate have already let the contracts for the

electrical equipments to the Sprague Motor company and

the Edison Light company, and the work will be completed

as fast as those houses furnish the supplies. This will

bring an immense amount of eastern capital to St. Joseph,

and the improvements to be made by the syndicate will be

a great boom for the city. It is more than probable that

the Wyatt Park electric line, which is now about completed,

will be secured by this syndicate, but as to that I cannot

say anything definite. Other deals will very likely be made

before very long." The gentlemen composing the syndi-

cate will contract to furnish incandescent light for resi-

dences and business houses, and power to run machinery

and elevators in any part of the city. J.

Topeka, Kan.
ToPEKA, JvAN., Dec. S.—The city electric light depart-

ment has just completed arrangements whereby oil will be

used as fuel. Several months ago the subject of using oil

as fuel was brought before the city council, and after due

deliberation it was decided to experiment in the electric

plant. The oil is transferred to the fire box from a tank

through a pipe leading to the burner. The oil is petroleum

in its crude state, which passing through the burner is

joined with steam, and in the fire box is formed into gas.

The burners thoroughly atomize the necessary amount of

oil required for proper combustion with the greatest econ-

omy. The heat generated with petroleum fire is much

more steady than that produced by coal. It is not so sen-

sitive to the fluctuations of the weather, and when once reg-

ulated to the proper degree of heat, can be retained at the

point without further care or attention. The engine started

on the day of the experiment with but sixty pounds of

steam, and in a few minutes the steam was run up to 115

pounds. Cold water was run into the boiler and imme-

diately converted into steam, without the slightest fluctua-

tion in the amount of steam.

Economy in labor, cleanliness and safety are secondary

considerations. No shoveling of coal or ashes is required,

and consequently there is a great saving in labor. There is

a complete absence of sparks and cinders. The ability to

extinguish the fire instantly, in case of danger, makes it

also desirable. There is no smoke whatever. It has been

demonstrated that one pound of oil will evaporate more

water than three pounds of coal, making the cost equal

if not less than coal. The cost of oil is about

the same as coal in Topeka, but a great deal is saved on

labor and dirt and smoke. F. C. A. Richardson, who rep-

resents the American Burner association, said last evening

that it would only be a question of a very short time when

the hotels, mills and factories of the city would be using

oil as fuel.

J. B. Bartholomew, president of the Topeka Rapid

Transit company, and Mr. Clark of the Thomson-Houston

Electric company, presented a number of plans and the

specifications for the electrical equipment of the company's

lines at the last meeting of the council. The matter was

explained to the council, and referred to the committee on gas

and electric lights.

Before proceeding to the regular order of business at the

last meeting of the council, Superintendent Riley of the

City Electric Light company, was permitted to make a

statement to the council, in which he tendered his resigna-

tion for the reason that he is a stockholder in the North

Topeka Electric Light company, and that company desired

him to take entire management of the plant. He expressed

his willingness to retain general supervision of the city

plant, if desired, at such compensation as might be deemed

proper. The matter was referred to a committee.

At the meeting of the city council of Potwin Place, a

Topeka suburb, the committee appointed to consult with

the Rapid Transit Street Railway company made its report,

in which it was stated that the company wished to operate

an electric motor line down Willow street and up Woodland

avenue to Laurel street. There was much opposition to

granting this franchise by the citizens of Pctwin. The
matter was not passed upon, and was left over for consid-

eration at some future time. H.

Galveston, Tex.
Galveston, Tex., Dec. 4.—The dispatches of last week

contained a rumor that Jay Gould had secured the Sante

Fe telegraph system. The rumor has been verified. Al-

ready linemen are at work in Galveston connecting the

Santa Fe fines with the local Western Union office, and the

transfer of lines and commercial business is expected to be

completed soon. The Sante Fe telegraph system embraces

the lines along the railway systems of the two Santa Fes.

It is the remnant of what was known as the Baltimore and

Ohio system, absorbed by the Western Union some time

ago. These lines belong not to the Baltimore and Ohio,

but to the Sante Fe, and when the former was purchased

the latter reverted to its real owners. A gentleman, well

posted in matters pertaining to telegraph service, expresses
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the opinion that instead of the new consoHdation being a

misfortune for Texas it will prove a benefit. He said:

" Speaking of competition, you may say that there has

really been no such thing in Texas of late. There are but

thirty-one common points in the state, and with three or

four exceptions they are small places, where the business

amounts to little or nothing. While both systems were in

operation the Santa Fe was compelled to depend upon the

Western Union for service beyond its lines. For instance,

if a person at a Santa Fe point desired to send a message

to a point reached only by the Western Union, he would

pay probably 75 cents, one-third of which would go to the

former company, and two-thirds to the latter. Now that

the transfer is done away with and direct service secured,

he will probably pay but 50 cents. While there may be

some equalizing of rates, I think on the whole the public will

gain rather than lose by the monopoly. The Santa Fe

system was for railway service. They took commercial

business when offered but did not seek it. With all rail-

way telegraph lines their own business always takes pre-

cedence." E-

Denver, Col.

Denver, Col., Dec. 6.—Henry Rosener, vice-president

of the Postal Telegraph Cable company and the Commer-

cial Cable companv passed through this city last week on

his way from New York to Southern California. In reply

to questions put to him, Mr. Rosener stated that a four-

wire line would unquestionably be built across the plains

to Denver next season, and that the people would have the

advantages of a competitive line before the close of i88g.

"We have 4,500 miles of line in this country now, and are

extending our service as rapidly as possible," he continued.

"Our eastern wires now terminate at Omaha, Lincoln and

Kansas City. We have not yet determined from which of

the above points we will build, but most probably from Lin-

coln, along the Burlington & Missouri River railroad. We
contemplate putting in two copper and two iron wires.

The cost of the line will be .^150,000 to §200,000. Re-

garding our relations with the Western Union company, I

can say that there is a tacit understanding between us that

we will not engage in a ruinous war, although we are at

liberty to make independent rates on local business, and

where rates are 25 cents or less we do not cut under them.

As you know our company is comparatively young, and

while we are steadily branching out, our aim so far has been

to cover the leading commercial centers only. We reach

nearly all the principal points north of the Ohio river now,

except Denver, and are very anxious to get in there. The

western service of the Postal Telegraph company is via

the Canadian Pacific, following down through California as

far as Fresno, and the line is now being extended south-

ward to Los Angeles. The recent enactment of congress

defining the obligation of land grant railroad companies

will prove quite an advantage to us in extending our lines'

in the west, and permits us to proceed in our efforts to give

all the large western towns a good service, and enable those

who desire to use the telegraph for the transaction of busi-

ness to do so through a service independent of the Western

Union. There is no probability of our consolidating with

the Western Union. We have made our fight with them,

and they have been forced to recognize us as worthy com-

petitors, and I believe would now rather see us in the field

than many companies that might have been organized had

we not occupied the territory." B.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas Citv, Nfo., Dec. 8.—Alderman George W. Lee,

president of the council and chairman of the special com-

mittee appointed to investigate the telephone rates in this

city, received a letter from St. Louis stating that a decision

will be rendered December soth in the trouble between that

city and the telephone company there. As soon as that de-

cision is rendered, Alderman Lee's committee will go to

work and close up the business for which they were ap-

pointed. If the court should decide that the city of St.

Louis can regulate the telephone rates within its limits,

it is probable that an ordinance will be introduced here

fixing, and perhaps lowering, the rates. But in the event

of a decision to the effect that cities have no jurisdiction

in the matter, the committee will pursue an entirely differ-

ent cour.se. Alderman I,ee thinks that the best way to

arrive at the telephone rate trouble is to have the legislature

pass a bill enabling municipalities lo regulate the rates and

tax the telephone companies as they see fit. He .says that

what would be just in one city may not suit another at

all.

Work is being persistently pushed on the new building of

the Kansas City Electric Light company for the I'Mison

plant. The roof is now being "put on," the windows
"put in." and the boilers "put up." Nearly all of the

machinery is on the way, and the company expects to place

the machinery as soon as it arrives.

The Missouri & Kansas Telephone company has its new

metallic circuit between here and Topeka completed. The

distance is 70 miles, and 140 miles of copper wire are

strung. The wire is number 12 standard gauge. The

circuit works very successfully, and is the largest metallic

circuit in the west. The company now has with this new

circuit three working circuits between here and Topeka.

In this city the company has ro,ooo feet of cable strung,

and has 11,000 feet more on the way, which will be strung

next month. The company now has 2,499 subscribers in

this city. C.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Cheboygan, Mich., Episcopal church will be lighted

with electricity.

It is reported that St. Joseph, Mo , is to have another

electric light plant.

An electric light plant is to be installed in the State In-

dustrial school, Rochester, N. V.

Olympia. Wash. Ter., has decided to contract with the

Olympia Electric Light company for street lighting.

The Western Electric Company of Chicago has sold a

30 light arc plant to the McCormick Harvester company.

T. S. Caldwell of Anthony, Kan., has purchased a 35
light arc plant of the Thomson-Houston company of Chi-

cago.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has sold to

Oscar W. Ditsch of Kansas City, Mo., a 50 light incan-

descent plant.

The Emporia Electric & Gaslight company of Emporia,
Kan., has bought of the Thomson-Houston company of

Chicago a plant of 50 arc light.

The Ashland Electric Light & Power company, of Ash-
land, Ore., has been incorporated. The incorporators are

H. B. Carter, Fordyce Roper, A, C. Helm, L, D. Fielles,

and S. B. Galey. The capital stock is $15,000.

The Greencastle Electric Light company of Greencastle,

Ind., has sold its entire plant to G. T. Stewart and Charles

J. Watts of Springfield, O., who will increase the capacity

of the works and otherwise improve the property.

The contract between the city of Natchez and the Thom-
son-Houston Electric Light company, for the lighting of

the streets, has been signed, as well as that between the

latter and the Natchez Gaslight company.

There are now two rival electric light systems running at

Dallas, Tex. The rivalry has been so fierce that prices

are down to a point far below gas. and the gas company
has reduced its rates to $r.go, with everybody preferring

electricity.

The committee which was appointed at the New York
convention of the Electric Light association to report on
underground conduits and conductors, met at the secretar^^'s

office in New York on Tuesday last. The members of the
committee are E. T. Lynch, jr., chairman; Walter C. Kerr.
I. H. Davis, H. Crocker, C. H. Barney.

The Brush Electric company of Cleveland has begun an
action in the United States Circuit court against the Na-
tional Carbon company for alleged infringement on patents
for improvements in carbon rods or "sticks" for electric

lights, and the mechanism for manufacturing them. The
court is asked to enjoin the defendants and to award dam-
ages.

On December Sth the council of the city of Elgin voted
to award the contract to furnish that city an electric light

plant to the Jenney Electric companv of Indianapolis. It

is understood that the price is !^i8, igo, for which the Jen-
ney is to furnish one 100 horse power engine, dynamo
capacity for 105 lights, 80 lamps, S towers and 15 miles of
circuit. Lamps not on towers will be suspended at street

intersections.

The new physical laboratory at the University of Michi-
gan has been occupied since October ist. A 25 horse
power Westinghouse engine and a number 2 Edison dyna-
mo are in running order. About fifty 16 candle 60 volt

lamps will be lighted in a few days from a Julien storage
battery. .The installation is now nearly complete. A con-
siderable number of students are now engaged in laboratory
work in electricity.

President Baumgardner of the Toledo Electric Light
company says that his company is working night and day
putting up the new city hghting electric system, and that
they will be ready to turn on the lights by the first of Jan-
uary. They have a large force of men employed putting
up poles, stringing wires, etc., and are paying out in wages
to these men something like ^2,400 per week. In view of
the rapid development of the city and the continual re-
quests for extension of the service, the Toledo company is

putting up additional poles on lower Summit and on Erie
street to be prepared for emergencies.

A correspondent of Inditslrics at Vienna, writes: "The
first transformer installation in Vienna was put up jointly
by Ganz ^L- Siemens at the terminus of the Western railway,
rather more than a year ago Since then the station
has been at work with completely satisfactory results. The
dynamos and transformers are of the Zipernowsky type,
llaving made this good beginning with transformer light-
ing in Vienna, Ganz & Company are now negotiating with
a syndicate of capitalists, the object being to erect a large
central station to the south of Vienna, and carry the cur-
rent right into the heart of the town, in a manner similar
to, but on .1 smaller scale than that proposed for the Dept-
ford mstallation in London. Whether this proposal is like-
ly to be carried into effect, is difficult lo say. The alter-

nate current transformer system is generally liked here, or
at least is not regarded with suspicion as regards reliability

of the supply; but on the other hand the undertaking is al-

most too vast to hope that it will be soon carried out."

Among the recent sales of electric light plants of the
Thomson-Houston company, Chicago, are the following:
Electric Light & Power company, Union City, Ind., 35 arc
lights; Tacoma, W. T., Light Ov: Water company, 100 arc
lights; Hillsboro, 0., Gas company, 70 arc lights; United
States military prison. Ft. Leavenworth, Kan., 300 incan-
descent lights; Electric Light tic Power company, San An-
tonio, Tex., 1,000 lights alternating system; Cornish, Cur-
tis, Green & Co., Fort .Atkinson, Wis., 50 arc lights;

Thomson-Houston Electric company, Marshalltown, la.,

30 arc lights.

At the recent meeting of the railway engineers of the

Swiss lines, trials were made with an electrically lighted
railway coach, which was coupled to one of the ordinary
passenger trains running between Zurich and Richterswcil,
says a Winterthur correspondent of hidiistiics. In addi-

tion to the electric light, the carriage was fitted with petro-

leum lamps and gas, the latter on Pintsch's system, so that

the three methods of illumination could be readily com-
pared. The trials were witnessed by about thirty represen-
tatives of Swiss railways, and the electric light was unani-
mously voted the best. The carriage has been fitted up by the

Oerlikon Engineering works, which have made the manufact-
ure of storage cells a branch of their general electric light-

ing business. The carriage consisted of three compartments
—one first class, for eight passengers; one second class, for

eight passengers; and another second class smoking com-
partment, for sixteen passengers. The middle of the car-

riage is occupied by a lavatory. A 10 candle power lamp
was fixed in the center of each compartment, and also over
the platforms at the ends, in all six lamps, of which four
only need be continuously used, since the lamps for the

platforms are only required when passengers are mounting
or descending from the carriage at the stations. The bat-

tery consists of eight cells, having a normal discharge rate

of 8 amperes, and a storage capacity of 150 ampere-hours;
so that the battery need only be charged after eighteen
hours' service. The battery is carried in a wooden box at-

tached to the under side of the carriage, and for conve-
nience of charging the cells are carried in pairs in wooden
troughs, which can be quickly inserted or withdrawn. The
total weight of the battery is slightly over 3cwt., and the
loss of pressure after eighteen hours of service is only 2I.J

per cent. It has been found that a 6 candle power glow
lamp is equivalent to one of the oil lamps at present in use,

and that this amount of light is insufficient. With a lO
candle power lamp in the middle of each compartment, and
a white reflector, small newspaper print could be quite
easily read. The coloring of the upholstery is also an im-
portant factor. The light blue cloth of the second class

compartments makes the latter appear much better lighted

than the Bordeaux red cloth in the first class.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The electric road in San Jose is running !egularly, and

seems to have proved a practical success.

It is stated that electric heaters will be placed on the cars

of the electric street railway in Richmond, Va

Electric motors of one-tenth of a horse power of the
Ba.\ter type are used to run small lathes in tte Waltham
Watch company's factory.

The directors of the street railway companies in Bidde-
ford and Saco, Me., are considering the advisabiHty of in-

troducing the electric system.

The Brooklyn, South Side and Broadway street railroads

of Cleveland, O. , have asked of the city council permission to

use electricity as a motive power.

American Electric Railroad company, of Chicago, has
been incorporated. Capital stock, $1,000,000; incorpo-
rators, Hugh Henry, H. Edgell. and Stephen H. Emmens.

It is reported from Richmond, Va., that the Richmond l\:

Seven Pines Railroad company, which has been building
a dummy railroad, contemplates ultimately operating their

road by electricity.

Prof. Keith has recently put up an electric plant for the
Washington Mill company, at Port Hadlock, W. T., con-
sisting of a motor to run a pump to raise 6,000 gallons of
water per hour to a height of 130 feet; also, to run 13 arc
lights. The electricity is generated a mile from the pump-
ing plant.

It is stated that a syndicate composed of gentlemen re-

siding in Chicago, Cincinnati and Philadelphia, are consid-
ering the purchase of the street car system of (luincy. III.

The new company, if it makes the contemplated purchase,
will extend the system, and will make several radical im-
provements. Electric motors will in all probability be in-

troduced.

The electric railroad at Akron, O., installed upon the
Sprague system, has been in operation now for some consid-
erable time, and has been working very successfully, The
road has been visited by a large number of delegations of
street railway men from all parts of Ohio, Indiana and Il-

linois. They have carefully investigated the system in

operation, the management affording them every opportunity
for so doing, and the universal verdict has been, that the
Sprague system is all that is claimed for it.

By slow degrees, but apparently with great certainty,
,

electricity is making advances toward the time when it shall

altogether supersede horses as the motive power on street

railroads, says the Mechanical News. A large number of
such roads in difi'erent parts of the country are using elec-

tric power, either with overhead conductors or with con-
duits beneath the cars, constantly depending, of course, for

their supply of energy on the central station where it is

generated. A still more interesting form of the experi-
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ment is that in which storage batteries are used. * * *

It is also a noteworthy circumstance that the management
of the elevated roads are adopting a favorable attitude to-

ward electricity as a motive power. They are reported to

have asked the same company, whose motors are u^ed on
the Fourth avenue surface road, to make estimates for the

equipment of the grand central branch of the Third av-

enue elevated with electric motors.

Rochester, X. V., capitalists interested in the proposed
electrical suburban railway are meeting with considerable

opposition from the R., W. ^: O. Railroad company, with
which it will compete. The electric railway company has
been granted the right of way over the entire route, ex-

cepting on the R., W, iS: O. bridge, and it is expected that

a commission will be appointed at an early day and con-

demnation proceedings begun.

The Thomson-Houston Company of Chicago, Theo. P.

Hailey, manager of the railway department, has taken a
contract for making a three-mile extension to the Wichita,

Kan., electric railway, In giving the order the cc^mpany

says: "This, in itself, should demonstrate pretty clearly

to vou that we are well satisfied with the line as it runs at

present. As long as we can get efficient service as we are

now getting, we shall consider the system eminentiv success-

ful. We are well pleased with its action now."

The directors of the Silvey Electric company, of Lima,

O., have decided to add the building and construction of

electric railways to their business. T hey have determined

after extended experiments and trials to take this step,

feeling that they have the system and material to compete
successfull}' with any electric railroad now in service. The
large generator built for the electric railroad in Lima is now
in successful operation at the electric light station. It has

current for 100 horse power, and works satisfactorily. They
have just completed a new street car motor, which has

proved extremely efficient.

The electric railway which is now being installed at

Cleveland by the Sprague Electric Railway iS: JNIotor com-

pany of Xew York is being pushed forward as rapidly as

possible, and Dr. Everett, president of the road, expects

to have all the cars running about the middle of Decem-
ber. The electrical equipment of this road will consist of

sixteen electric cars, which will run over ten miles of track.

The power house on Cedar avenue has been completed, and

the four dynamos for generating the necessarj' electricity

are in place, and ready for work. On Euclid avenue the

overhead svslem is nearly completed, and the rails are being

riveted together and electrically connected for the return

circuit. Great care has been taken with the overhead sys-

tem in order to render it neat and pleasing to the eye, and
although the poles are of wood they are ver}- carefully set,

and their appearance does not strike even the most critical

observer as at all unsightly. An eighth of an inch con-

ductor is used, and the entire overhead system of poles and
cross-wires is correspondingly light and small. Another
great advantage of using a small working conductor over

the center of the track, supplemented by the main con-

ductor at the side, is that no increase of the size of working

conductor is required with an increase in the number of

cars run, or an addition to the length of the line.

THE TELEPHONE.
The work of setting telephone polei; between Trinidad

and Sopris, Col. , is progressing rapidly, ^fr. Farrell re-

ports tlie line of poles nearly completed.

The long distance telephone can hardly be called one of

the wonotrs of the century, says a New York paper. Our
cautious grandparents would turn in their graves did they

hear their own century associated with such an

instmment Rather must we call it one of the wonders of

the day. Even in its most primitive form the telephone is

only a' thing of yesterday, and its extension to long distance

communication may with equal truth be said to be only a

thing of an hour ago. Bankers, brokers and the hundreds

of all classes who daily make use of its wondrous secret

w-ill hardly realize that it is yet less than a year since the

tirst ten \vires were put in operation between New York and

Boston by the .-Vmerican company. The subsequent in-

crease in wires in this connection alone attests the in-

creased demand for such means of intercourse, and it is

the best possible guarantee of the entire satisfactoriness of

the system. The first ten wires were put in operation on

the I'st of January- of this year; other ten were added in

.\pril. ten more in July, and still other ten were put in

operation about thirty days ago. Such is the increased de-

mand for the lines that the company expect within a year

to have in operation a duplicate route with thirty wires

tint the extension has not been merely in one direction.

-Ul the leading cities of New York. Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Connecticut, Massachusetts and Rhode Island are

now bound together by a tie that knows no distance.

Within a half hour one can carry on conversations with

parties in Boston. Buffalo, Troy, Hudson City and Phila-

delphia, and transact an amount of business which, if done

by traveling, would occupy at the least, three days. I3y

another year the company expects to have Chicago tied in

the brazen knot, and if this is accomplished it is surely not

too much to expect that by still another year some of our

^ood citizens mav be rung up for a few minutes' conver-

^ation with a friend in London. Much of the increase in

he business of the long distance branch of the company
IS traceable to the fact that many business houses w-ho have

formerly owned private ones are gradually driftih^4."to.the

company's service, finding it less troublesome,, more re-

liable and less expensive. The most singular characteristic

'f this remarkable space annihilator is that the long 'phone

Joes its work infinitely better than the short distance

phone. The cork-pulling sensation, which usually follows

Hello, Central," is noticeable by its absence. Notbmg
is heard but the voice of the speakers, and the voices of the

speakers are heard. One can carrv- on a long conversation

with a Boston friend and not have to ask for a repetition.

and the not uncommoa experience in the short-distance

'phone of commencing a sentence to the person and finding

at its close that a different individual is listening, is rendered
wholly impossible. The long distance 'phone is daily used
for the transmission of lengthy messages largely consisting

of figures, of long press messages and of others which are

largely impossible on the short distance 'phone.

THE TELEGRAPH.
The Railway Telegraphers of Chicago gave their annual

reception December 6th.

A dispatch from Ottawa, Ont., says: It is understood
that a company is being formed, with a capital of $2,000,-

000, to undertake the laying of a telegraph cable from Blanc
Sablon, at the straits of Belle Isle, to a point on the coast

of Scotland or Ireland. Government aid will probably be
given.

Miscellaneous Notes.

It is said that the authorities of Toledo propose to take

steps to decrease the number of overhead lines in that city.

Two valuable horses were killed last week by an electric

street wire dropping en them, at Wilkesbarre, Pa. The
driver was rendered unconscious.

W. R. Kimball lectured recently before the V. M. C. .V.

of Montreal on dynamo-electric machinery. The lecture

was illustrated by many stereopticon views.

The first reception of the Western Electric Benevolent
association of Chicago was held Thursday evening, De-
cember 6th, at Brand's hall, and was a thoroughly enjoya-

ble affair, as well as a financial success. The committee
in charge, to whom the success of the affair was largely

due, were composed of the following named gentlemen:
Arrangements, Charles \"arela, G. Gehrke, N. Fricker, R.
Horn, E. Hazen; floor, H. Hazen, F. J. Pelton. i\I. Can-
non, O. Nicolas, D. J. Rowe, W. Haeger; reception, G.
Gehrke. AV. E. White, F. L. Wise, Howard Eowen, M.
Lund, Al Tinker.

The National Subway company, which is laying the

underground conduits in Minneapolis, is extending its lines

with commendable rapidity, even if the prospects of imme-
diate returns are not flattering, says a Minneapolis paper.

The excavations have been extended down Washington
avenue to the Milwaukee depot, and Mr. Dorsett's per-

forated cylinders are going down steadil)' in the new
trenches. By the terms of the ordinance, three miles of the

Dorsett conduits were to be laid and ready for service by
December ist. The company is evidently anxious to carry'

out its agreement to the letter The National company in-

tended to lay its conduits so as to accommodate the various

corporations using electric wires, but the council failed to

grant an exclusive franchise, and other companies are ap-

plying for a division of the benefits. Thus far no agree-

ment has been made with any other company, except, pos-

sibly, the Brush. The city is granted the use of the con-

duits for its police and fire alarm wires, free of renh The
Dorsett people are going forward with their work and wait-

ing for customers like common carriers, hoping to rent

space to future applicants. The Western Union company
is operating its ov.-n conduits in eastern cities, and intends

to do so here. The telephone company has asked permis-

sion to lay conduits independent of the Dorsett system, but

declines to furnish any guaranty in regard to the date of

completion, while the Edison Electric Light & Power com-
pany is ready to excavate for its wires at once, but is de-

barred by the franchise granted to the National Subway
people. According to present indications Minneapolis

will be compelled to surrender a considerable portion of its

streets to different conduit companies. If the Dorsett com
pany fails to lease its holes to other corporations, as origi-

nally intended, it is not easy to see how it is going to get

even on its investment. As the case now stands not a

single wire is going into the Dorsett conduits except the

citv wnres, for which no rent is paid.

Personal Paragraphs.

Frank B. Rae has become connected with the motor de

partment of the Detroit electrical works

F. B. Trout, general manager of the Woodward Elec-

trical company, Detroit, and Capt. C. H. Thomson, di-

rector and electrician of the same company, were in Chicago

last week.

T. S. Miller, who has been connected with the Link Belt

Machiner}' company, Chicago, for over six years, has ac-

cepted a position with the Lidgerwood Manufacturing com-

pany, New York. Mr. Miller was a member of the Chi-

cago Electric club.

Business Mention.

The Phoenix Glass company, of New Vork and Pitts-

burgh, is doing a very large business in arc and incandes-

cent globes. The company recently received an order for

100 dozen globes from Tokio. Japan.

The Woodbur}' Engine company of Rochester. N. V..

has just issued a neat pamphlet devoted to a description of

its new automatic self-contained high-speed engine. This

engine is one of the most economical and most closely-reg-

ulating of any in the market, and its performance is thor-

oughly satisfactory in ever)- case.

The Knapp Electrical works have purchased the entire

plant, good will and business of the Railway Telegraph

Supply company. The business will be continued in the

four-storj' building occupied by the latter company at 54
and 56 Franklin street, Chicago. For the Knapp Electrical

works success from the begmning can be predicted. With
plenty of capital and increased facilities in every depart-

ment, the business will be carried on in the pushing and

energetic manner characteristic of the company's general
manager, Myron A. Knapp. The old patrons of the Rail-

way Telegraph Supply company can rest assured that their

wants will be conscientiously looked after by the new con-
cern, and they will have the advantage of a much heavier

stock of goods to select from than before. The Knapp
Electrical works are equipped to do a large manufacturing
and selling business. --

The electrical railway in operation at Wilmington, Del.,

installed by the Sprague company, has been working ver)'-

successfully, and the management of the road have WTitten

to the Sprague Electric Railway &: Motor company of New
York, expressing their satisfaction, and giving orders for an
additional number of cars.

The Woodward Electrical company of Detroit finds the

field for the storage battery constantly broadening, and its

applications multiplying. The Detroit storage battery is

an excellent production, being free, according to Captain
Thomson, electrician of the company, from the trouble of

buckling and the other numerous disadvantages heretofore

peculiar to accumulators. The company has lately installed

a plant for Prof. Elisha Gray in his laboratory at Highland
Park, they have a plant in operation at Petoskey, Mich.,
another at Battle Creek, Mich., and other places. The
Michigan Central Railroad company is equipped through-
out with the batteries for signal purposes. The company
is just getting into a new factor)', and have a large amount
of work ahead. In Chicago a plant has just been installed

at the Western Electric company's factory, and in Detroit

Gen. Russell A. Alger's residence is being equipped with
batteries for 250 incandescent lights.

Since November 26th the Western Electric companyof
Chicago has sold electric light plants as follows: Marshall
Field&Co., Chicago, 25 light arc dynamo; Wheeler & Tap
pan, Chicago, 12 light arc dynamo; Haxtun Steam Heater
company, Kewanee, 111.. 25 light arc dynamo; McCormick
Har^esdng Machine company, Chicago, 35 light arc dyna-
mo; Chillicothe \Vater, Gas & Electric Light company,
Chillicothe, Mo., 35 light arc dynamo; The Consolidated
Ice Machine company. Chicago, 12 light arc dynamo; |.

Curran, Chicago, 45 light arc dynamo; Barnard ^; Leas
Manufacturing company, Moline, III . 35 light arc dynamo.
The company has also done the wiring for incaadescent
lighting for many buildings and residences. Among the

latter are Conrad Seipps' and Thomas Murdock's new
homes. As the company has a large number of plants un-
der way which must be completed within a few weeks,
including the Chicago city plant, it will be seen that the

electric light department is kept extremely busy. A force

is kept busy day and night engaged in constructing electric

light apparatus. The company has also received the con-
tracts for wiring Owing's 14 stor\' building, comer Dear-
born and Adams streets, Chicago.

Electrical Patents.

Issued December 4, iSSS.

393,741. Voltaic Plaster. Willard C. Collins. Bucksport.
Me.

3Q3,742- Dynamo Electric Machinerj'. W. Forman Col-
lins, New York, N. Y

393,744. Indicator for Secondary Batteries. Stanley C.
C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa

The invention consists in utilizing the ebullition of
the fluid contents of the battery to establish an electric

circuit through an electrically operated visual or audi-
ble signal, thereby indicating that the batter)^ is charged.

393.745- Armature for Dynamo Electric Machines. Leo
Daft, Plainfield, N. J.

393.749- Trolley. Frank E Fisher, Detroit, Mich.

393. 755- Mode of making Secondary Battery Plates. Will-

iam W. Griscom, Haverford College, Pa.

393.75*J. System of Electric Lighting. \Villiam W. Gris-
com. Haverford College, Pa.

393.757- Train Lighting by Secondary Batteries. Will-
iam W. Griscom, Haverford College, Pa

The last claim is given: "In a train circuit having
three conductors, the combination of a pair of circuit

connectors, each having three contact points located

in the same line or plane."

393,814. Galvanic Battery Peter C. Bums, St. Louis,
Mo.
The cup is formed with a flange extending part- way

arouad its upper edge to support the cup and to'cfose

the mouth of the jar. The zinc is supported in the
jar so as to prevent contact between it and the carbon
cup.

393,523 Submarine and Subterranean Electric Cable
Elias Flotron and Francois B. A. Royer de la Bastie,
Paris, France.

The chief feature of novelty consists in the employ-
ment of short rings of toughened glass for separating
and insulating the wires as well as for the external
sheathing.

393,824. Telephone Exchange Switch Fastener. William
M. Goodridge, Chicago, 111.

A clamp is provided for fastening the strips to the
switch-board, which may be clamped or undamped
from the front of the board to hold or release the
strips which are inserted at the rear of the switch
board.

The first claim is given: "The combination, with
the stile or frame of the switch board, of strips of
spring jack switches mounted thereon from the rear

and a clamp inserted from the rear and held in place
by a nut, the head of said bolt being in the form of a
button, whereby the strips may beheld in place or re-

• moved on turning the bolt."

393 82S Electrical Water Elevator for Buildings. Albert
E. Hall. Plainfield, N. J.
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3g3.S49. Dynamo Electric Machinery. Samuel E. Nut-

ting;, Chicago. 111.

The third claim reads: ' In a dynamo eleclric ma-
chine, the combination of upper and lower pole pieces

a"d two pairs of field magnet coils interposed between

the polt^ pieces near their lour corners with their ends

inclosed in sockets in the pole pieces."

393,865. Semaphore Signal Frederick Stitzeland Charles

Weinedel, Louisville, Ky.
The invention is intended to further perfect the

working mechanism of a semaphore signaling device

so as to render each block a continuous magnetic cir-

cuit when it is clear of cars or in a state of "safety"

and cause the locomotive or cars that enter the block,

and while they occupy the same, to cut off the battery

current from the electro-magnet of the semaphore and
return it to the battery by establishing a continuous

circuit through the wheels and axles of the locomotive

or cars.

The tenth of the twelve claims is given: "In a sem-

aphore signaling device, the combination, with a hori-

zontal shaft pivoted to rock on its centers, of a ther

rao motor and a quadrant secured on and to this shaft

to rock with it, and a rocking arm loosely mounted on

the shaft that gives support to the motor and quad-

rant."

393.954- Method of Producing Electrodes for Secondary
Batteries. Henry Woodward, Shepherd's Bush, Coun-
ty of Middlesex, England.
The fourth claim is appended: "The methoi of

producing a support for an electrode by casting a metal,

such as lead, upoa a body of rock salt contained in a

mold having a transverse and substantially central

ridge, removing the body after cooling, dissolving out

the rock salt, and placing the parts on each side of the

depression, together with the smooth portions, inward."

393.95 S- Electrode for Secondary Batteries. Henry Wood
ward. Shepherd's Bush, County of Middlesex, Eng-
land.

The second claim reads as follows: "A body suit-

able for an electrode for a secondary electric battery,

consisting of a metallic or plastic mass having an ir-

regular cellular surface and a solid backing or interior

integral therewith."

3^3,998. Electric Bell. James F. McLaughlin, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

394015. Motor for .Street Cars. Wilber S. Salisbury,

Chicago, III.

The last claim is: "In a motor for street cars, the

combination, with the axle and a gear wheel mounted
thereon provided with elongated peripherally grooved
hubs, of a casing constituting a support for electric

motors operating said gear wheel, anti-friction rollers

bearing in said grooves, and removable sectional bush-

ings interposed between said rollers and the bearing-

walls of said casing."

394,035. Electric Motor. Charles J. \'an Depoele, Chi-

cago, 111.

The object is to assemble and combine the several

co-operating parts of a complete electro-dynamic mo-
tor or engine in a single structure.

Claim 4 is: "In an eleclro-dynamic motor, a field

magnet provided with main and au.xiliary coils, said

coils beiijg wound and connected in two separate por-

tions arranged in multiple relation to each other, con-

nections extending from said multiple arc coils to part

of the terminals of a switch, and a series of resistan-

ces connected to other terminals of said switch, and
arranged to be thereby connected in series with the

coils of the field magnet."

39^.036. Duplex Electromotor. Charles J. Van Depoele,
Chicago, 111.

The fourth claim reads: "The combination of a

plurality of armatures, a field magnet common to both
armatures, a series of resistance coils, and a switch lever

arranged to connect more or fewer of the resistances in

series with the coils of the field magnet."

394,037 Constant Upward Pressure Contact for Over-
head Conductors. Charles J- Van Depoele, Lynn,
Mass.
The invention comprises, chiefly, a contact carrying

arm of novel design and means for maintaining an
upward contact of constant pressure between the con-
tact device at the extremity 1 hereof, and the undulating
under side of the suspended conductor.
The last claim reads: "A contact arm mounted

upon a hinged support and having a portion of its

length rigid or semi rigid, and a flexible whip-like end,
to which the contact trolley is secured."

394.038. Duplex Upward Pressure Contact. Charles J.
Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
The invention has reference to a duplex form of

contact device for maintaining contact with both con-
ductors when both positive and negative line conduct-
ors are suspended above the track in contradistinction
to the system employing but a single overhead con
ductor for each track.

The last claim follows: "The combination, with
an upward pressure contact arm, of contact- carrying
fingers mounted upon said arm and provided with
means for separately pressing said fingers against the

conductors, and stops for limiting the upward move-
ment of the fingers."

39-1 .039- System of Suspending Electric Conductors.
Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
CLims 5 and 16 are: "In a system of suspended

eleclric conductors, the combination with main and
I ranch conductors at a turn out, of suitable frogs or
switches near ils extremities, supporting poles at or
near said extremities, cables extending between the
poles, along the turn-out in the direction of the line of
way, and transverse conductor-supporting wires con-
nected to said cables.

"In a system of suspended electric conductors, the
combination, with a supporting wire and an ear or bail

to which said wire is to be attached, of a collar or
sleeve encircling and uniting the main and return bend
of said wire."

39-1,049. Workman's Electric Time Recorder. William
K. Bassford and Edwin E. Maynard, New York, N. Y.

394,062. Apparatus for Removing Scale from Electric

Conductors. Leo Daft, Plainfield, N. J
The first claim is: "The combination, with an

electric locomotive, of an emery wheel carried by the

locomotive and moving on the rail to grind and polish

the same, whereby rust and scale are removed, and the

metallic surface is maintained and continually exposed."

394,075. Electric Motor and Dynamo Electric Machine.
Orazio Lugo, New York, N. V.

394. oSr. Electric Annunciator Target. Francis J. Pat-

ten and Theodore A. Bingham, U. S. Army.

Claim 5 reads as follows: "An electric annunci-
ator target composed of sectional metallic plates and
having attached to each plate a key or circuit-breaker

connected each to a different combination of wires or

electric circuits from that of any other section or plate."

394,090. Thermopile. Henry Woodward, Detroit, Mich.
The fourth claim is given. A thermo-generator

consisting of the flue, the concentric passages leading
one into the other, the outer casing provided with
openings, and the elements extending through the

openings to be brought in contact with the heat."

394,095. Commutator. Charles L. Buckingham, New
York, N. Y.
Ths second claim is: "As a means of preventing

Hashing, the combination of a commutator and brushes

and an oil reservoir holding only sufficient oil to cover
the points of contact between the bru hes and com-
mutators"

394,100. Indicator for Secondary Batteries. Stanley C.

C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa.

394,139- Sectional Double-Line Electric Railway. Sid-

ney H. Short, Columbus, Ohio.

WM. GARRETT, President. CHAS. S. BRITTON, Vice-Pres t. H. E. HAYES, Treasurer. C. L. RODMAN, Acting Sec'y.

THE GLOBE CARBON CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
CARBONS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS, BATTERIES, ETC.

OTB.CG anca. V^orlx.is, - - - - O. cto I». n. H.. ^HTTCriTia sa?-A.TI03»-

P'orest City Electric ISTorlsLs,
Manuiacturers 01 CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWiTCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncon-
trolled by the Handle.

CorrespondeDce

Solicited with

Electric Light

CompanleB.

W. B. CLEVELAND, Proprietor, 183 SENECA STREET, CLEVELAND, a

SPEAKING TUBES M WHISTLES,
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic, and Meclianical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
2 1 . 23 and 25 Ann St. New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

" Send for New Catalogue, out August 1st.

O.F. A"NNETT, Prest. S. F. FEXTON', VIce-Preat. and Treaa. CHAS. SIDTs^ET SMITH, Seo*y

Hotel and Houae Aununclatora.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph lostrumentB.

IVIre and Batteries.

The United Electric Co.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEE.E-

BRATI^n 'WATER 'WHEEI^ as particularly adapted to their use,

on account of its reniarkably steady motion, liigli Speed
an«l ffreat JElHoiency, and lai's:e *^'ap«eity, for its dtamefer,
being ilVtiilftle the E'o^i'ei* of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a

number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the econom-

ical use of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, of use-

ful effect ;>'iiara»tee4l.
SKUfO FOB €ATAI.O<;iIE A.\I> PARTIt'lTl.AUS.

Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gea.z are required,

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VICXOK

Tt;iCHI.'\E!"4 arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plale. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., - DAYTON, OHIO.
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Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CARPESiTIIiK. HABTMAXX 4 CO.,

Calianometers, Bridges and Rheostats by all the Prominent Makers.

CALl. AXI> EXA3IINE.

924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

WANTED--GHANGE TO INVEST.

Parties of large experience and established reputation in

the Electric Lighting business desire to invest $35,000 in

manufacturing first-class Electric Light Machinery.

Address ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,

Cake Western Electkiciax.

A. A. McGreary's Reflector Shade
(PATENTED.)

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE

IN ILLUMINATING POWER.
5 SIZ^S for 10 to 100 C. P. Lamps.
SUSPENDD BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.

18and20Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.
Send, for Circular B.

Agents for toe Oanadas,

I Messrs. AHEflRN &SOPER, - OTTAWA, ONTARIO.

-r^
The Electrical

Constriiction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

^
Electric Light Plants Complete.

"If you have any Lamp Spools to re-wind, send them to us, and we will do it for
a reasonable price."

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

1Tn[<^Belt

g Friction Clutch Pulleys

1 1 - 23 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS. NEW YORK.

FOR DYNAMO DRIVING.

BURR & DODGE, 125 N. Stii St., Philadelphia.
Investigate Before Buying.

THE "CLARK" ^KTIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the INSPECTOR of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, aoder date of March
29, 1686, he says :

" A Thorouglily Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
The robber used In Insulattng our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, arid is guaranteed

to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not sfEected by heat. The insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fall. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all

gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lignts from stocK. Cables made
to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENRY A. CLARK, General Manager. HEEBERT H. EUSTIS. Eleclriclan.

vLOW/^
INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Manufactured for AEBIAI^ .SIJB3LARI1IIE and UKDEBGBOIIIirD USE. OKONITE TAPE for mailing waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers CANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE GO., 13 Park Row, New York.TBADE KARK.

BRANCHES:—CMcap, 42 LaSalle St., Boston, PMlafleltMa, Omalia, MiMcaplis, CiEiimati, LonisYillB, Kansas City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^ijpplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pisher's Qlectric ||)otors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

^ LECXRIC RAIL^STAYS. =#

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OF.t

Automatic Electric Uotors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc. g^"'

$

D^jnamo Elecl^ric Fljachines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, Agent,
154 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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WE PATENT AND EXPLOIT
In Foreign Conntrles first-clasB Electrical Inven-

tions which are new and operative, and have ijeen

lUu tratedbymo els and drawinge, bnt not pub-

Ilehed in this country before being jatented

abroad. No expense to the inventor ; ca 1 or write.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,

1 007 Opera House Block, CHICA GO, ILL.

FRANCIS "Wr, PARKEE. Solicitor.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLT COMPLETE SET OF TJ, 3.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

I. W. COLBURN & CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.

—MANTJPACTUBHEB OF—

Slacliliies for Arc and Incandescen
Electric lil^htlng, Blectro - Plating
and Bxperlmentai JJtue.

Send for large lUastrated Catalogue, aUo Hand-
book of Hftaay Reterencp. veBt-pockft edition.

SiouxCity . Corliss Engine

LARGEST ENGINE WORKS
West of tlie Mississippi.

GENlWESTERN AGT8.

SOO H. I».
BmLT BY THE

Sioux City

ENGINE WORKS
Sioux City, Iowa.

BOILERS
—AXD—

Steam Tower Outfits

for liigliting Station.?

aiitl El«%'ators

lA SPECIALTY.
Send for Circular F.

--^iW State Business,

Hard Rubber Goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Catalogue and Prlcea furnlahed on application.

FOR ANYTHING

In the 14ne of

Temperature

Reflation,
Kltlter furnaces

or
Steam Heaters

Id Houses^ or for
Special Apparatus,

address

The QmoQ iotomatic Beat Begalating Co.. ELMIBA. N.l

DOYOUROWKKffi
IF 25 LIGHTS OR LESS WILL DO IT

V>lAfOSEND STAMP FOR CIRCULAR
rlwW I WHICH WILL TELL YOU.

b"^l':^;.%To'rHOUSE<irSHOP
CAN DO ITYOURSELFwiTHOURSZ.GOouTFiT
C E.JONCS&. BRO. Cincinnati O

ARC LIGHT GLOBES.

INCANDESCENT SHADES.
Write for NEW PRICES Before Buying Elsewliere.

Large Stock on Hand to Fit Different
Systems.

^KANSAS CITY,

/ 3VEO.

(ERIE EN81NE WORKS.
!SHIPMAN OIL ENGINE. „^„
> MILLER DUPLEX STEAM PUMP

) CIR0DLAK3

The H.M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
MASITFACTL'RERS OP

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,

Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Office and 31111 at Oscoda, 9Iicli.

Exclusive Selling Agent : G. A. Haemount. Western
Agent Electrical Departmeot New Haven Clock Co.,

.Tl.S Wabash AvnnnB. (}htraeo

Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club Monday evening, Decem-

ber 17th at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the

Club, 13a-124 Clark street.

Sontiwestern Electrical Supply Co.
ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Dynamo a.xici Cylincier Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery. By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

43 River St., CHICAGO.

The Standard Carbon Co.,^ ^^^^^^^ OTTP/^CCCnT>C TA TUTT ^^^^^ ^^^^^
SUCCESSORS TO THE

Boiilton, Cle-H-elsLndL, a.xici Crvsta.1 Carbon ConnparLies.
O XjE -XT-E Ij -A. Iff ID , OXXXO.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Send for price-LiBt.

| B Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Asent for the I.AW BATTEBT.

727 FILBERT STREET. - PHILADELPHIA.

SCHENECTADY, IST. Y.,
MANTTFACTTrRERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords and Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY. General Sales Agent, \9 Dey Street. New York.

Bell Hangers' Hand-Book,

BADT, SI.00.

Dynamo Tenflen' Hani-Book,

BADT, SI.OO.

ELEMENTS of ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

ATKINSON, $1.50.

All thre*. IlijokH, u> OD,- ii'IdiCHP. rupli with
ordBf, Sil.'in.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

e LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO

WANTED.
AOKNTS for l.or'lH iinll-T f .onijM.iinl. A
f;tian{;f) for KriifJiK'TM und irifii on tho roiid, I

AlflO locul Au'^ntf) with mu&ot). HtuUi pres-

ent occuptitloD. AUdrepB,

CEO. W. LORD,
f,W Union Btreet, ftiUiideliJblii, Ft I

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furoished
and Erected.

S«ND POR CaTALOGUR.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

226 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

ATTENTION
Of (iealera and others Is

called to this bell, tho afl-

vautawes ut which can
readily be seen In Its ad-

justment for regidathie the
sprliiK wliich supports the

Armaiure. liysimply turn-

lug .a screw the spring is

made to conform to the
stTBURth of battery current,
ono cup of battery will work
It louder and strongiM- than
will two or three otiiere of

dlllerent luake.
We can supply It in either

br.Tcket or i)Ox form; it Is

nicely nlclteUirt and put up
In tlio best of workmanlike
mamipr. Prices furnished
ou aiipllcatluu.

KEATING & ROXBURGH,
— MANUFA0TUHKK9 OK—

Sounders, Keys. Bells. Butlenes. etc.. dealers In all

iiinds Electrical SuppUea.
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"C.£C." ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
90 South Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLATS D OFFICE; 19 Pearl St.. BOSTON.

WESTEEN OFFICE; 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
SOUTHERN OFFICE; 25 Oarondelet Street, NEW OELEANS.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE JLITD IlSrSXJI-JLXED -HTIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomeiy finislied, highest conductivity. Copper IVIagnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted

Cords for Incandescent Lighting, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

EAIINI U.K. LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND T'ELEPHONE LINES.

FACTORI ES:

J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent,

WATERBURY, CONN.
THOS. L. SCOVILL,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL.

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.
NEW YORK AGENT.

imm

mm
Tlie Parler-Russell Miiim & Mf|. Co.

ELECTRIC LIGfHT

CARBONS
^

CITY OFFICE

711 Pine St., - St. Louis, Mo.

Protect i2Hi Armatures
It is a matter 01 everyday experience among Elec-

tric Light men that Armatures are frequently burned
out entirely, or seriously injured by theshort circuiting

of machines. This entails delay, trouble and expense.

Wright's Armature Protector Absolutely Protects

Armatures from injury resulting from the short cir-

cuiting of machines. No machine can burn out if

prCiected by Wright's Armature Protector. One of

the most valuable inventions of recent years.

"Adapted to any System"
Now on the market. For information and prices, ad-
dress

CHAS. D. WRIGHT, Petersburg, III.,

or EI/ECTKICAI. SUPPI-Y CO.,
171 Bandolph Street, CWcBgo.

See tetter of recommendation from electrician Chi-
cago Arc Light & Power Co., on adiiertising page xiii

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN Julu 28. 1888.

6. K. JAMISON, Vice-President.
J. B. YOUNG, President and Treas.

SOLAR CARBON ^ MFC. COMPANY,
Office, No. 69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas. Process Patented.

BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.

Western Office, i 75 Randolph Street. Chicago. Special Discounts on Large Orders.

TELEPHONES
FOR PRIVATE MXES.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has Btocd
the teet8 and held ont and ^ven eansfactory

service for the paat eight years.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices,

ElECTRICAl GOODS OF EVERT DESCKIPIIOX,

Il^in' Telephone and Ekctrbl Supply Co,,

Room 7. Hubbard Blk.,EldD, 111,, U.S.i

DO NOT OE DECEIVED
By imitations marked Leclanche Disque or Disque Leclanche.

The term " Disque" was formerly used by us to designate a

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1 and size No. 2.

It has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

THE CELEBRATED

TRADE

GONDA is tlie Gennine Battery.

GENUrNB OOXDA POROUS CELL
BATTERT COMPLETE,

It is unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever name called, and is immeasurably superior in

efficiency and durability. f

Insist upon being furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and if your dealer does not keep it send to us
direct for prices. Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it is stamped with the word Gonda.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO., 149 West 18th St., New York.
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.^.isrx}WIRES
CABLES.

vlO W//

TRACE MARK.

CANDEE
IMPROVED WEATHERPROOF

WIRE.
A full stock of ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES of Every Description.

Central Electric Company,
42 LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

GILES JLNXI-lMiLGf^lSrEXIC SHIELD
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Sliield & Watch Case Co.

QentUmm : — Your Anti-Magnetic _ :

Shield for watches cannot he over-esti-

mated. It is now very near eight months =t

that I have worn my watch, and to-day T

it is (without correcting time) about one t

minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one wlio needs the correct time, should
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good ;

deal of practical utility, as well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time-

steeper. At present, I look upon a watch -e

without a shield as a thing incomplete,
and so it is. Very Respectfully,

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

6nre protection from all Electrical and Magnetic dlBturbances.

Send for descriptive circular.

'HZ'JLXCIIES.
" * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan I know that could succeed.

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time-pieces promises to

be of verj'' great importance to horologisls

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-
tive and fine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost 7iil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

THIB LIST OIF S^LES OIF TIEIE

Westinghouse Engines: Compound, Standard and Junior,

FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1888,

Is too long to publish zn exienso as an Advertisement. Orders were received on eighteen working days,

the five heaviest days yielding respectively, i6, ii, lo, 8, and 7 Engines Each.

TOTAL, 86 ENBINES, AGeREBATINe 3310 H.P.J 1
Sales for August, September and October were over 200 Engines of all types, aggregating
nearly 10,000 HORSE POWER. Note in connection with the above exhibit, that our
current advertising expenses for 1888 are about one-half that of any preceding year. WHY IS IT?

WATERHOUSE THIRD BRUSH REGULATION
Varies the E. M. F. from the Armature Directly with
the Kesistance on the Lamp Line. The Perfection in

Regulation attained by this method, enables us to furnish

THE BEST ARC LIGHT IN THE WORLD.
Srnd for GaTAIaOGUE..

WATERHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,
iQ:.ia.n.Ti'on.i3, coraaxr.

1 54 La Salle Street, - - CHICAGO, ILL.

THE

Cold Medal, Bijilon, lfl87.

Cold Medal, Two Silver Medals, CInclnrill, 1 888.
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The Thomson-Houston

Electric Railway System.

Nineteen Roads in Daiiy Operation Under tlie Tiiomson- Houston Patents.

ALL MATERIAL 18 WOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., TSE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
Thomson-Houston patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of.

trolley pressing against the wire &om below.

MOTORS i ELECTRICAL EQDIPMEMTS FDRHISHED FOR MINIMG H OTHER SPECLiL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates A.ddress th.e

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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ItviC.

Wb had the pleasure last week of a visit from

Mr. W. A. Kreidler, "Western Electrician. We
are happy to state that Mr. Kreidler is looking well

and as hearty as usual.

WiEE put up with the Gem Wire Cleats is held

with a vise-like grip; at the same time both wire

cleats and wire can be removed for use at another

place without the least injury to either. Did you

ever see em.'

Xkas Presents for your friends—Combination

Electric Bell outfits. Think about this.

SOLDERING SALTS.

Cheaper than. Acid! Better than Resin!

Warranted to excel all other preparations for

soldering wire joints and all metals. You make a

mistake when you don't try it.

THE ELECTRIC SAFEGUARD.
Be wise to-day.

What do you think of the Stoddard Combined

Rosette and Cut-Out ?

Did you see our circular about the "New Patent

Gas Attachment?" This is something you should

know about.

PATENT COMMUTATOR CONSERVER.
Prevents sparking.

All danger and disadvantages to street inter-

section lighting removed by using the Dayton Lift

and Tackle.

Try the Perfect Control Automatic Torch. The

best machine yet invented for the purpose.

Try our No. 610 Ornamental and Useful Wood-

bo.x Bells—Black Walnut, Oak, or Cherry.

Foe a first-class Iron-box Bell use our No. C40.

Our No. 020 Iron Frame is the "Popular" Bell.

Quality First—Low Price Afterwards.

We try and combine 'em—and generally succeed.

We sell reliable goods—goods that will do what is

claimed for them.

Do you want any Blue Vitriol?

We are asked, "Do you class P. and B. as a weather-proof wire?"

YOU B£T WE DO. And we have evidence, documentary and

otherwise, to show that it is the best weather-proof insulation

made to-day. We are parfectly well aware that all BLACK INSULA-

TIONS are not weather-proof, and would caution our friends not to

be misled by offers to "make a black insulation as good as P. and

B." What is "as good as P. and B." before made, and on paper,

will, perhaps, not prove so when manufactured and put to actual

test. We can only add, try it, gentlemen, before accepting.

P.1B.IS
WEATHER-PROOF

-.A.nji3-

WATER-PROOF.
Use P. and B. When Constructing or Extending.

BELLS!
We have war paint on when it comes to sell-

ing bells. You know what that means. Do not

buy before getting samples and quotations. Our

bells are made on scientific principles, by expe-

rienced workmen, and out of first-class material.

We have the best line of bells made, and are

ready to meet competition in prices every day

of the week. This climate is healthy.

IMITATED BY MANY.

KQUALED BY NONEt
Who ever heard of the Diamond Carbon Bat-

tery " playing out " after a week's use? The

Diamond Carbon Battery is the best—best by

very long odds. Best and cheapest.

WOOD OR BRONZE.
Space fails us. See Catalogue No. (i45 and

trite for quotations.

The electrical SUPPLY CO.
lYl Randolph ©trb.rt,

FACTORIES:

JLnsonijl, Conn.
BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
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CEO. WESTINCHOUSE, Jr., President.

H. M. BYLLESBY, Vice-Pres't and Cen'l Manager.
P. H. ALEXANDER, General Agent.

CEO. H. LEWAR8, Secretary and Treasurer.
C. H. BARNEY, Auditor.
J. M. ROBERTSON, General Superintendent.

Mwn**'Z'''»/c CO.

^< IVEST 23A ^
.^
<^

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

laf<i«*<(*ttf>»i'l.*'

SAWVER-nUN INCANDESCENT

, ELEOTRIC LAMP.
HIGH EFFICIENCY, -r LONG LIFE. •»• NO BLACKENING.

LAMPS MADE

TO FIT SOCKETS

WRITE "X.
OF ALL

PRICES GREATLY

MANUFACTURES.
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FOl WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIBHT COMPANY,
X^03<t W a.yi3.©, Iia.<3i±a,xxe^.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTEh' INDUCTION SYSTEM m
INMDESCEHT LIGHTING,

AND THE

JENNEY SYSTEM
OF

ARC LIGHTING.

The Most Carefully Worked-

out and Complete Alternating

System of Electric liighting in

Existence. JArmatures and Conve:

Guaranteed. 12—16 Candle Power

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse

Power Quaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
242, 244 EAST I22d STREET.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,

G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F. Adams, Succecsor.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MF'G CO.,

ARC AND INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LIGHT,
DYNAMOS, LAMPS

ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES

Estimates Furnished on Incandescent HViring.

General Offices and Works, 15-21 N. Clinton StJ
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY,
—lIAStJFACTUKEES OF—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
'

ETC.

Send fob Catalogue ahd Pkvce List-

729 Broadway, New York.

43 Sixth Avenue, Pittsbursrli, Pa.

Standard Underiiround Gable Company
^**^^'**' General Offices, No. 708 PENN. AVE.. PITTSBURGH. PA. ~

Branch Offices:

New York, Telepho"e Building, Cortlandt Street,
G. L. Wiley, Manager.

Chicaao, 139 East Madison Street, F. E. Degen-
nardt. Manager.

MANUPACTOKERS OP

The Waring Anti-Induction and Bundled Cables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power: Ondergroimd, Submarine

and Aerial. Light Leaded
Gables for House U^e

Weatber-proor Lioe Wire.
Underwriters'. Annunciator

and Oifice Wire.
Six years of uniform Success

enable us to euarantee
our Cables.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Aerial Use,

All Sizes _ Subterranean Use,

Baclric Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone,

Railway and all other , . Enra-ied Wirns Submarine Use
Branches of Signaling.

^*'°" cncuAOi/ wiras.
Concealed Wiring in all Locationi.

CLARK B. HOTCHKISS, Gen! IVIgr., - 16 Dey St.. NEW YORK.

mimmm uem
COHPAMT,

MANUPACTtlEEnS OF

SPECIAL

DYNAMO

BELTING.

46 and 48 Ferry St. and ?2 Cliff St.

NEW YORK.

DUST PROOF BELLS
Saperior to All Others.

HAZAZER & STANLEY, 32 Frankfort St., W. Y.

The CALLENDERTSt^S'ooC^ COMPANY,
INSULATING and
WATBEPEOOFINa

18 Cortland St., NEW YORK„

MAKUPACTUREES OP

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. BURDICK, 68 Commerce Building,

General Western Sales Agent, CHICAGO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Self-Contained

AQtoitic Gnt-Of Eopei,
BPaOIALLT ADAPTED FOE ETTNHINa

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring close

regulation of speed.

Whbthen Office and Wabeeoomb:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, IN.

WM. A. HAMMETT, Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & GOFFER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES* PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C B B A

CUT SHOWING STVLE OF INSULATION,
^.—Copper Wire. B. S.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C—BraidedCoM^

saturated with a Blacky Weather-Proof Composition.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. Pure Kl<V><

trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description,

WAREROOMS- ^ '^ °"'' ^' ""'^ ®*' '^** ^"''^y FACTORIES:
[ 64 Washington St.. Chicago, Ills. ANSONIA, CONtt,

Daitizl "W. Mabmon, President.

Addisos H. NOEDYE.B, Vlcc-President.

Cbables D. JenseTj Electrician. Bbainaed Kobison, Secreiary.
Amob K. HollowbiiL, Trcftiuror

Jenney Electric Company,
ii«ri>i.^Kr.A.i»oi*is, xisrx>T.a.3Nr.^..

Sole Owners of all ube Patents and Inventlona of Charles D. Jenney (known aa the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Improved Oynamo, [amp i^

Electric ([|otor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting
the Jenney System leads. Simple, durable, economical,
Bteady, brilliant and penetrating. la these etJBentlals It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants (or Cities, Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc or Incan-

descent Systems, or for both combined.

The Jenney Incandescent Dynamos are self-regulating,

and permit the tarnlng on and off of one or all of the Lamps
at will.

T!ii8 Company (fives special attention to fumiaktTig WilSy

Shops, Factories, etc., with Individual Plants.

^3r SEIO m PIMPiUT lUySTfllTtNE m OESCfllBIKG TEE SYSTEH. -^
OFFICE AXD WOBKS:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOL,IS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Eleci^pic Bo.
EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WESTERN OFFICE:

48 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

SERIES LAMPS
FOR

lire-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Best Arc-LIgbt, LoulHvllIe, 1883,

First Prize : Best System of Arc-Llghtlng,

Cincinnati Industrial Expoaltlon, :883.

-OF-

Electric I|rc-[igliting

v\

This Company was given the only Gold IVIedal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURH2 INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LoW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all elzesifor the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent Llehtlne and Power Plants.
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IKDORBED
BT

Thomas A, Edison, Elilin Thomson, H. S. Possons, Edwin J. Hoaston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Send for Pamphlet "ARE YOD POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.

177-179 Broadway, ^. Y.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

610 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated p"o°v?lg.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

Edisoii Pcidt uigs Rejected md Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

THE

1-

irrSULATIlTG COMPAUY,
MANUFACTURERS OF AM. KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

Sttaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Oyerhead. Specially

Adapted for Mines, Chemical Works, Eto,

Prices and Samples on Application at

No. 159 FRONT STREET, NEW YORK CITY,

W, I HABIHSHAW, r,C,S„ London, Clieinicil Enjinser, General Managsr,

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light, Telegraph and Telephone rompnnies, to United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other serv-

ices wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required. Our

Miterials and Workmanship are Guai'nteed the Very Best,

and correspondence is solicited from companies and architects requiring our

articles.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 liWper H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H. P., equals StYtt per H. P.

ABOVE JBOM ACCUEATE TESTS. KO COMMENTS FOR PAKTICULAKS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2 ( 9 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe

Currents in the operation of Street

Railivays,

Speed,
Endurance,
Economy.

The Daft Motors for Power Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mention the Western Electrician.
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THE IVAmOlWA^lL. CARB OPtf

CleT^ela-rxd., OlrLio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.mm ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST. 181 LAKE ST.,

1
109 LIBERTY ST.

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and pouier Stations
NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screeningi

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENGINEERING CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

ST. XjOXTXS, - 3VEO.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COIVIPLETE STEAIVI PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

SPECIAIiTIES ;—The Armiogton & Sims Engine, Steel Boilers, Jarvis Furnace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Kortlng Injector, etc.

SEND FAR I1A.TE8T CATAIiOeUES.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated LightlDg, Railroad Car

Street Car Propalsion, Long Distance Lighting.

Inquiries from Northern Illinois, Eastern Iowa,
WiBCONSiN aDd Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

cIusItc licensees for said territory,

Hortliwestern Electrical Accnmlator Company,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages ot this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmulator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

"CLZMA2I"

BUY

QUALITY

^UNSURPASSED.
PRICE LOW.

To meet the demand for a loiv-priced
Jron Box Bell, the ELECTRIC GAS
LIGHTING CO. has brought out the
''CLIMAX,^' a thoroughly ivell made
hell, with magnet and tvorhing parts
entirely protected from dust, damp-
ness, etc., hy an iron box ingeniously
fastened to the iron base. It has a
double adjustment, and rings easily
on one cell of battery.

PLEASE REMEMBER
that we are headquarters for first-

class Electrical Goods of all kinds for
domestic use, including Electric Gas
Lighting Apparatus, Burglar Alartns,
Annunciators, Etc.

Also the Celebrated ''SAMSON"
Battery, unquestionably the best open-
circuit battery in the world.

For prices address

THE ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTING CO.,
L, W, BURNHAM, Vice-Pres, and Manager. 35 ARCH ST., BOSTON, MASS.
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SPRAGUE IMPROVED TRUCK FOR STREET RAILWAY WORK.
Complete ^r-Licl^s P^-u.rnlslaed., or Ivlotors Atta^clied.

to Ca_r Trxicl^s JLlrea_dy IrL Use.

Flexible Suspension. Noiseless Gears. All Bearings Self-Oiling and Dust-Proof.

Gears and Pinions Independently Removable. Single Movement Control

from Either Platform with no Idle Resistance. Brushes on a New
Principle, and Perfection as Regards Ease of Running.

I^OE. IFTTLIi iisrFOE.i>^J^T^oisr J^IDIDK,:B£3S

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR CO.,
16 and 18 Broad Street, HiTELTT^ -STOISS:.

J. J. DICKEY, President.

H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man.
&.. Kinney,
Sup't and Electrician.

FLEMON DRAKE, Vice Presidenl.

L. H. KORTT, Treasurer.

MIDl/AIfB ILICTEIC CO,ej
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

lX/l€TMICJkI. BUPPUli
For the Telegraph, 9@I@p&oae amd Mlestsle X«lgM.

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms, Electric Gas Lighting, Spealdng Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere* Instruments, Medical

Batteries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

TVebtbbn Agsnts THE OKONITE CO., and the Return Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to give franchlaes and construct plants on reasonable terms.

WEstlmates furnished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence soIlcttPd. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

.Vuthorlzed ("'ontractore: Edison Electric Light and Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph.

The Empire City Electric Co.

Sr- 15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE LAW BATTERY
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylinder, one within

the OtheVf having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the

market. Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is guaranteed
for ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,

instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore. The cover is of blue glass and

locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.

Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected

against corrosion.

Do not be so foolish as to buy a Prism, Porous Cup, or other perishable negative element battery,

when one can be had which is PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING, And do not waste

money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly

coming and going, but buy the " Law," which has stood the test of eight years,

LAW TELEPHONE CO.. 112 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast : GEO. L. HENZEL, San Francisco, Cal.

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.

DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY
Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in tlie market, most durable and con-

venient. Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely. Bell

hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. High-

est testimonials. Write for Circulars.

VITAtlW IimanER. lianas

For Sale by THE WESTERN ELECTRIC CO..

CHICAGrO, ir^i^.

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San Francisco, Cal.

A. SCHOVERLIIMC,
111 Chambers St., NEW YORK.

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC CO., "°^l?aK;? 'p°;::;f
* ^"'

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION CO.,
^'-'™^-'°"^'
Storage Batteries.

OFZ^IOBS: 1 SO IBxoa-ci'TTsT-a.^r, JtTe^sTT" "STorlr.
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THE REYNOLDS

Improved Corliss Engine
Is especially adapted for electric plants

of all kinds, and has made a record in

this field which cannot be excelled. .

IT IS UNEaUAZjED FOB ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION. AND DTJBABIIilTT IN USE.

SOI.B B\JIL.OBF2S

EDW. P. ALUS & CO.,
RELIANCE WORKS. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manufacturere of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and

Engine Supplies of Every Description.

WESTERN AGENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE 154 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH. PA.

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTUBERS OP THE

Patent High Speed Packing,
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES.

OeliTered Free on 60 Davs' Trial, Salisfactiou (xuarauteefl, or no Pay.

(American j^lecl^rical ^ort^s,
PROVIDENCE, R. !.,

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTUIJEHS OF THE

FAEJkDA¥ CAILI
—FOR—

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity

of any Cable in the iVIarket.

New York Oflice, IS CoitlaiuU Street,

P. C. ACKEUMAN, Aff*i»t,

Ttiejrush ^lectric (ompany
OF

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

kamlfiscfiifi Etetric Litii

APPARATUS,

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
No. £80 IVaablnffton Street,

B9««lal Asent,

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
No. ;eO] .loarnitl lIulldfiiK,

O. O. BTKKLK,

Electric Light Rep^iiring, General Machine Job-work, Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, g;5518^igtuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

'RANKLIN S. CARTER. CHAS. M, WIIKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WAED V/ILKINS,

PARTRlCKSc GARTER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN 'EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LTGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues .of all bur Manufactures, and will forwai-d to any address upon

ipplication.

N. B.—When applying for Catalogues, please state whether " Electric Bell" or "General
anted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

Qdison Qlectric [jight |{o.

THIS COMPANY IS THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS
AND PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially SuccessTuI

fllETHOO OF GEnERIIi ECEtTRICIIi; DISTRIBUTIOII.

A.S evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in

operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Capital, $2,500,000. 4 Stations ; Capacity. 160.000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital, $760,000, 1 Station; Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $660,000, 2 Stations: Capacity. 60,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000, 1 Station: Capacity, 60.000 Lamps.

It is significant to note the fact tliat the Edison Company has during the past year

unlisted an amount of capital and put \mder construction a station capacity far in excess

of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could

more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station

Industry as an investment.

WRITE FOB PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAL.

For Information ruliiLlve to Centrftl Station BuBlncHH, apply to tlie

Edisoxi Electric Lierl^t Co.,
IS & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.
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THE
Westinghouse Electric Co.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

[Manufacturers under Patents and Applications for Patents controlling the sale and use of

Alternating Current Electric Lighting Apparatus and Distributing Systems.]

The success of the Alternating Current System of Electric Lighting is demonstrated

beyond question.

Note the sale of 132 Central Station Plants by this Ctmpany, aggregating

a total generating capacity of 240,000 16-candle-pou'er lamps^ within the brief

period of twentyfour months, together with the fact that out of these 132 Cen-

tral Stations, 38 have increased their plant since starting.

IMPROVED LAMPS.
By reason of an improvement in the manufacture of Lamps

which has been secured for the exclusive benefit of the users of ap-

paratus furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Company, this

Company will guarantee from its Apparatus and Lamps 50 percent,

more light from a given expenditure of power (fuel) than can be ob-

tained with any direct current system.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.
This Company's Meter measures the whole current by a positive

mechanical movement.
It registers directly in lamp-hours, and indicates by dials like a

gas meter. It is not affected by temperature or local conditions.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.
Highly efficient. Have no commutators or brushes, and can be

started, regulated and reversed without breaking a connection^

Small Motors for use on existing Alternating Circuits of this Company.
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BELLS. BATTERIESiPUSHES
Quad Carbon Battery.

Prices upon Application.

Bronze M Ho. M,

Price, 7B Cents.

New Style Iron Box Bell, No. 1006.

(Cut Full Size.)

Sample Sent by Mail

on Receipt of 65c.

Agents for the Gassner Dry Battery.

D« GASSNER

DRT BftTTEFlV

Oval. Cylindrical.

m

Medical.

Dis^ue Battery,

DIRECTIONS

Prices upon Application

Bronze Fusli No,

Price. 7B Cents.

PRICES UPON APPLICATION.

Western Electric Company,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK. LONDON. ANTWERP.
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Chicago Telephone Question.

The delay of the finance committee of the

Chicago city council in preparing a report upon
the telephone question is due to the fact that

Corporation-counsel Green, to whom the matter

was referred, was confined to his house by ill-

ness. As soon as he was able to return to his

office, however, Mr. Green began his examina-
tion of the question. He refused to make any
statement, however, as to the probable course of

the city council, and said the finance committee
had referred several questions of law to him, and
he would make an official report at an early day.

Further than that he could say nothing, as he

had no knowledge of the intention of the com-
mittee. It is thought, however, that the com-
mittee will recommend the council to secure the

passage of an act of the legislature enabling the

council to regulate the telephone rates. Corpo-
ration-counsel Green hav-

ing given the opinion that

the charter does not give

the council that authority.

In the meantime the tele-

phone company will con-

tinue operations under the

original Bell company, to

which the franchise was

granted.

At a meeting of the fin

ance committee of the city

council, December 15th,

fully 400 business men were

present to protest against

further delay in the matter

of settling the dispute be-

tween the city and the tele-

phone company. One busi-

ness man said he had

placed an application for

a telephone with the com-

pany two months ago, and
had been unable to get it,

owing to the failure of the

council to act. The delay

meant a loss of $500 to him
in his business. A large

number of druggists were

present to plead for im-

mediate action on the part

of the council. The com-
mittee, however, adjourned

without agreeing upon a report

committee said after the meeting: "\Ve have tmk-

ered with this business for a year. The city is out

$35,000 on account of the delay. I will vote

for the compromise ordinance, because by pass-

ing that instrument we will surrender none of

the city's rights, and we will obtain §30,000 ne.xt

year for extending the electric light plant, and

we will accommodate hundreds of. business

men."
.\nother meeting of persons interested in the

telephone controversy was held at the Grand Pa-

cific while the committee was listening to the

pleas of applicants for telephones. Cutting

wires and tearing out boxes were the measures

advocated at this meeting, and it was agreed to

memorialize the legislature to empower the coun-

cil to regulate telephone rates.

tion, the work of stringing the wires has been
almost completed, and the lamps have been
placed in position and connected. City-elec-

trician Barrett informed a representative of the

Western Electrici.-\x that the start would
surely be made on that day, " if we only have
one light burning." He added that the work
had been considerably delayed, owing to cir-

cumstances which could not be guarded against,

but these difficulties had been overcome and
he was jubilant over the outlook.

Thomson-Houston System at the Italian

Exhibition.

It may be interesting to record the fact that

the arc light installation at the late Italian exhi-

bition at West Brompton was one of the largest

installations of its kind in this countr)', and we
give a bird's-eye view of the machinery employ-

shafting,

belted.

to which all the machinery was

THOMSON-HOUSTON SVSTEM

.\ member of the

.AT THE ITALI.-\N EXHIBITION

Chicago's Electric Lights.

Great activity has been manifested by the

electrical department of the Chicago city govern-

ment in establishing the new city plant, wnich it

is hoped will be in operation on Christmas day.

The boilers, engines and dynamos are in posi-

ed, London Industries says. Originally the

installation was intended to comprise 250 arc

lamps, distributed throughout the buildings and
oTOunds, and Messrs. Laing, Wharton & Down,

the English representatives of the Thomson-
Houston system, provided nine 35 -light dynamos,

which would give a reserve of two dynamos;

but the number of arcs was continually in-

creased until it reached over 300, thus leaving

practically no reserve. Notwithstanding this,

the electric light plant worked without any inter-

ruption chargeable to the dynamos, and the ser-

vice was only partially interrupted on two oc-

casions, once when the main belt of one of the

30-horse power engines broke, and when the re-

maining engines successfully worked in their

overloaded condition; and once when, late in

the evening, the belt on one of the dynamos

gave way. As the circuits were arranged to

overlap, this accident was hardly noticed and

created no inconvenience. There were also two

of the new Thomson-Houston glow-lamp dyna-

mos in use, supplying between 300 and 400 glow

lamps. .A.S it will be seen by our illustration,

the transmission of power between the engines

and dynamos was by a single line of counter-

Fuel Oil Experiments in Chicago.

The question of utilizing fuel oil in place of

coal has been occupying the attention of man-
ufacturers throughout the country of late, and
many experiments have been made. The result

of these investigations will be watched with

great interest by electric light companies. Not
content with the experience of others, the Chi-

cago Arc Light & Power company about three

months ago began experiments for itself. A. F.

Bennett, secretary of the company, in conversa-

tion with a representative of the Western
Electrici.-\n, said: "We have been trying this

fuel oil at one of our stations about three

months, but unfortunately, we have been unable

to give it a fair test. In the first place our ar-

rangements were incom-
plete, we did not secure

the proper burners, and our
boilers were not so arranged,

we found, as to be adapted
to the new service. Then
again, our men were not at

that time as experienced
as the}' now are, and we did

not secure the results we
had anticipated, but still

there was a saving. Besides
the saving in the cost of

fuel, we dispense with the

services of one man under
the present arrangement,
and also save $15 a month,
which we formerly paid for

removing ashes. That of

itself is a saving of $75
per month. Then again,

the fuel oil is clean as com-
pared to coal. There are

no ashes, no smoke, and the

fire is far more regular.

We hope now to obtain

better results. You see we
are in no way discouraged

over the result of our ex-

periments, but on the con-

trary see reason for expect-

ing great results from the

change."
The experiment of the North Chicago Rolling

Mill company has proved far more successful.

Operations under the new system were begun
last week, and the results thus far have been
very encouraging. Every arrangement had been
completed, however, at the South Chicago sta-

tion where the experiment was made. The trial

here was made on an extensive scale, and in the

matter of labor saving the report is very favor-

ble. Formerly it took sixty-five men to work
the battery of forty boilers at the company's
works, wheeling ashes, shoveling coal, and at-

tending to the fires generally. Now there are

but ten, and the work of these men is altogether

not so trying and onerous as one man would be
called upon to perform under the old system.

In regard to the comparative waste of boiler

metal from the action of coal as against that of

fuel oil, the difference is even greater. Experts

who have tested both extensively, say that a boiler

will last three times as long subjected to gas

heat as it will heated by coal.

The German government has decided to establish a

marine telegraph school, similar to that which already

e.xists for the armv.
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Leavenworth Heisler Station.

The Leavenworth Coal company has a well-

equipped electric light station. It is situated

two miles from Leavenworth, Kan., at the coal

pit of the company. The original order was for

one hundred and si.xty 30 candle power lamps.

The plant was so succesful that the capacity has

been increased from time to time until the dyna-

mos are supplying current for one thousand 30

candle power lamps. Fig. i gives a general view

of the Leavenworth station. Fig. 2 illustrates

the plan of wiring on the Heisler system. Fig. 3

illustrates the Heisler single wire series system.

Chicago Electric Club.

A meeting of the Chicago Electric club was

held at the club rooms last Monday evening.

case of the arc and the "C" in the case of the

incandescent that he was afraid of. Mr. Has-
kins then asked an expression of opinion from
the gentlemen present as to the insulation upon
line wires to be used, condemning in strong

terms the use of the underwriters' wire. A gen-

eral discussion followed, participated in by
Messrs. Badt; Sunny, Cuter, Hasliins, Leonard
and Sperry. The weather proof wires were rec-

ommended. After several motions and amend-
ments, a motion by Mr. .Sargent, seconded by
Prof. Badt, was unanimously adopted, namely:

"That the underwriters' insulation should be
entirely discontinued in the city of Chicago for

use in the distributionof electric currents for arc

and incandescent lighting, and electric motors."

It was decided at a meeting just liefore the

LF..\\'i:NVV()R-)n iii-,isi.i:r svs'rL;>r.

B. E. Sunny, the vice-president, was in the chair.

Dr. George W. Whitefield read a paper on the

"Injurious influences of dissimilar metals used

as filling material in the mouth," which is pro-

duced elsewhere.

The question of insulation was then brought
before the club. C. C. Haskins, city inspector

of electric lights, reported that he had previously

sent notices to a number of gentlemen con-

nected with electric light companies in Chicago,

inviting them to attend a meeting December 4 to

consider the subject of insulation. The following

gentlemen were present at the former meeting: C.

C. Haskins, F. B. Badt, AVestern Electric com-
pany; E. S. Hewson, United States Electric Light-

ing company; C. H. Wilmerding, Arc Light 6t

Power company; H. Ward Leonard, of Leonard
& Izard; George Cutter, Thomson-Houston
company; B. E. Sunny, Thomson-Houston com-
pany and Arc Light & Power company; D. P.

Perry, Sperry Electric company; G. A. Mayo,
Van Depoele company; E. A. Sperry, Sperry
Electric company; W. L. Abbott, National Elec-

tric Construction company. At the meeting of

these gentlemen Mr. Haskins made a general

statement of the object of the meeting. H.
Ward Leonard presented a formula by means of

which the amount of insulation required by any
particular plant could be determined. The
formula was as follows:

T 1 .- Ex 1 0000
Insulation —

C.

In which E equals volts.

In which C equals ma.ximum current in amperes.
In which insulation ctiuals number of ohms to ground

with metallic circuit open, and devices {in multiple arc

plants) not in use.

A general discussion followed in which Mr.
Haskins explained what the municipal law had
previously been. The application of the formula
to various special cases was noted. Mr. Leonard
amended the formula in its application to mean
each branch of the network in incandescent in-

stallations. It was urged that in its api)lication

to arc lighting the insulation should be for a

unit length of conductor; for instance, one mile.

Mr. Haskins stated that it was the "V" in the

club was called to order, th,

be brought before the club,

outlined the previous action

above, and asked for a .gene

matter by the full meeting.

t the matter should

Mr. Sunny briefly

of the committee, as

ral discussion of the

eluded by stating that in his opinion the thick-

ness of the dielectric should be considered in

making a definite rule for the standard wire
insulation.

Mr. Cutter coincided with the views of Mr.
Badt and mentioned that as Mr. Badt had not
touched upon the forinula proposed by Mr.
Leonard, that he assumed that Mr. Badt did not
any more think that this formula was covering
all the cases fairly; that he thought best to

talk the whole matter over in the next club
meeting and then refer it to a special committee
to work out these rules.

Mr. Thompson mentioned the fact that the

thickness of the dielectric was specified for all

government work; that for instance on all the
vessels of the United States navy, which have
electric light installations, the minimum thick-

ness of the dielectric was specified as to be ^*r

of an inch.

After the discussion it was decided to post-

pone further consideration until the next meet-
ing of the club, Monday evening, January yth.

The members were requested to prepare them-
selves to participate fully in the discussion.

Motor Service in New York.

The following extracts from an interview with Albert

Gray in the New York Sun, gives an idea of the motor ser-

vice in that city. Speaking of motors, he says: " We
cannot make them fast enough to supply the demand.
People have learned to depend upon a steady, constant

supply, and in practice it is not attended with any more
danger, indeed, not so much as is inevitable with the use

of steam. Whatever can be done with steam can now be

done with electricity. We can send out 2,000-horse power
from this room. We will take a contract to run the printing

presses of the London Tiiiu-s with electrical power from

New York. The only limit is the size of the generators.

We supply power lo run a sewing machine for a cent an
hour. The general prices are §4 a week for one-horse

power, $6 a week for two-horse power, and ^-^ per week
for each additional horse power. These prices are not ab-

solute. They vary somewhat with certain conditions. It

may be stated generally that the cost of electrical power is less

than steam. The main advantage to those who use elec-

trical power is that they do not need to invest capital.

There is no more sense in buying a steam engine to get

power than there is in building a gas house to get light.

Of course, anybody who uses an immense amount of gas

can afford to build a gas house; any one who needs enor-

mous power can afford to buy a big steam engine. But for

ordinary purposes it is much better in many ways to get

power by the introduction of electric wires. There is the

saving of the wages of an engineer. There is no dust, no

consumption of coal or other fuel, no noise, no heat, no

spattering of oil. The e.xact amount of power used is

charged for and measured. It is available at any moment
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F. B. Badt read a leader of the London £:/tr-

trical Review oi June 19th, 1888, on insulation
of conductors, to the effect that the mere fixing
of a certain insulated resistance per mile for cer-
tain electrical pressure was^ not sufficient; that
also minimum of the thickness of the dielectric

should be determined. He then read part of an
article published in the same number of the
Electrical Review on the insulation of mains for
high tension, by G. A. Addenbrooke. Mr.
Addenbrooke desires the thickness of the
dielectric not less than one-eighth of an inch for

2,000 volts, and shows the reason why a thin
wire should have the same minimum thickness
of insulation as a thick wire. Mr, Badt con-

It can be turned on or off as easily as gas, water or steam.

A one-horse power motor will ran three Gordon presses and

a cylinder press. A three-quarter horse power motor will

run three Gordon presses. An eighth of a horse power
motor will run a sewing machine for a cent an hour, or run

a ventilating fan We have lots of these fans running in

restaurants, hospitals, and factories. A one-horse power

motor is about the size of a coal hod. The cost of running

an ordinary passenger elevator by electrical force is about

eight dollars a week,"

At a meetino; of the board of directors of the Non-
Magnetic Watch company of America. H. W. Struss and
A. C. Smith resigned as treasurer and secretary respectively.

E T. Gilliland. who has bsen identified with phonograph
and telephone intereUs, was elected as treasurer, and
Charl;s P. Hruch as sscretary. A. C. Smith remains the

general sales agent for the United States.
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Chicago West Side Surface Road.
The street car facilities on the west side of

Chicago are anything but satisfactory- at present,

and residents of that part of the city have for

some time been demanding better service.

Many methods of improving the system have
been suggested, and an effort is now being made
to introduce the cable system on an extensive

scale. In view of the fact that the cable system
on the north side has failed repeatedly at criti-

cal moments, the residents of the west side are
not entirely satisfied with this proposition. C.

T. Verkes, president of the company having
control of the present system, said to a repre-

sentative of the Western Electrician that it

Dissimilar Metals Used as Filling Ma-
terials in the Mouth '

Ev Dr. George W. WnixEFiELD.

" My curse upon thy venora'd stang,

That shoots my tortured gums alang,

And through my lugs gies mony a twatig,

Wi' gnawing vengeance;
Tearing my nerves wi" bitter pang,

Like racking engines!

"When fevers burn or ague freezes,

Rheumatics gnaw or colic squeezes.

Our neighbors' sympathy may ease us
Wi' pir\'ing moan;

But thee—thou hell o' a' diseases

—

Aye mocks our groan."

Before going into the discussion of the sub-

HEISLER SINGLE WIRE SERIES SYSTEM.

had been decided to abandon horse power as

soon as practicable. He said he had investi-

gated several systems of propelling cars and
thought he would introduce the cable system on
the west side. His objection to electricity as a

motive power was due to the fact that he did

not feel that it was entirely developed. He had
grave doubts as to whether the overhead wire

system would be tolerated in Chicago or other

large cities, and he did not favor the storage

battery system.

Certain it is that Mr. Yerkes' views are not

shared by representative west side property

owners, and all recent experiments tend to con-

firm the practicability of utilizing electricity as

a motive power for street cars.

The Proposed Hannahs Road in Chi-

cago.

A largely attended meeting of west-siders was
held in Chicago recently, to consider the Han-
nahs company plan of operating an electric

road. If a franchise is granted the company
proposes to employ electric motor, Samuel
Kerr, representing the Hannahs company, which

is desirous of securing the franchise, explained

the position of the company, and said there was
no doubt as to the practicability of the scheme.

Mr. Kerr has since prepared an ordinance for

submission to the city council, which provides

that the proposed road begin at the west line of

Canal street on Lake street and run thence west-

ward on Lake street to Crawford avenue, at

which point it will cross the city limits. It is

further provided that work on the proposed line

shall be begun within six months after the pass-

age of the ordinance. The cars will be illumi-

nated by electric lights. In speaking of their

project, Mr. Kerr said: "We are all enthusi-

astic in our belief that we can successfully

operate a line by electricity and compete with

other roads, and we hope the council will

grant us the franchise."

Electric Door Opener,

The accompanying cuts illustrate an electric

door opener manufactured by the Empire City

Electric company of New York. The appliance

is simple in construction, but efficient in its act-

ion. All the wearing parts are made of steel.

Little battery power is required to operate the

appliance. Mortise and rim styles are made.

In the cuts Fig. i gives a general idea of the

door opener; Figs. 2 and 3 show cross-sections,

illustrating the application of the devic. In

the former the door is locked, and in the latter

unfastened. Fig. 4 gives the form of the push

spring.

ject of the paper, it will be well to, in as concise

manner as possible, deal with some of the gen-
eral facts that a dentist is called upon to explain

if he wishes to educate his patients to a realiza-

tion of the importance and value of these useful,

necessary, and if properly cared for, beautiful

organs—our teeth. No one can over-estimate

their value if they are natural, taking the word
in its broad sense; if they are as nature planned
they should be, even, strong and sound.

Unfortunately, we seldom find this combina-
tion. We are, as Dr. Chance says, " unsound
from our feet to our hair."

" The question is oft asked why our teeth will decay,

And what can be done that the trouble will stay.

'Tis easier to ask than answer, my friend;

Theories there are without number or end.

But still 'tis a question for study and care.

Nor can it be answered in full at the chair.

'

' You may go where you will, from tropic to pole,

Man's body's unsound through the sin of his soul.

Tho' this you may doubt, but the preacher says so.

And while science may try the contrary to show,
He the fact still asserts, that since the first pair,

We are all unsound, from our feet to our hair.

micro-organisms have a great deal to do with
the destruction of the dental organs; this is a

very plausible theory, and is in substance what
our honored pathologist, Dr. J. V. Black, teaches.

The mouth is peopled with colonies of micro-

organisms, as can be easily demonstrated by
scraping a particle from the neck of a tooth whose
owner is satisfied that he keeps his teeth per-

fectly clean. By transferring this particle to a
microscope slide, and properly adjusting the

lenses, if they are of sufficient strength, you can-

discern the main characteristics of the different

members of the menagerie. These are facts that

can easily be proved by demonstration.

These colonies live on the debris left around
the teeth, and, while some of them are harmless,

others excrete lactic acid, that in this way deface
and destroy our gems—our teeth. I will explain

the action; micro-organisms find lodgment be-

tween the teeth and in the crevices of imperfectly

formed teeth. Starch and sugar form their food,

and they excrete lactic acid, which is a solvent

of the inorganic portions of tooth structure, re-

sulting in a roughening of the surface of the

teeth, giving lodgment to larger colonies, result-

ing in increased destruction of the hard tissue,

and thus the decay progresses. These ravenous
creatures do not devour the tissue, but their ex-

crement dissolves the tooth structure.

This statement of cause prompts the question

of, how can we prevent this loss of our teeth in

this disgusting way? Shall we do as I have
heard boasters say, that they never brushed this

horde of robbers from their mouths? Surely,

if the laity fully realize the facts, more tooth-

brushes would be in demand. Yet the brushes

most often used fall very far short of what is

required of them. Brushes should be small

enough to reach the back teeth, the bristles stiff,

and their rows far enough apart so they may
pass between the teeth, and curved so that one
can reach any part of the mouth, espec ally inside

of the lower central incisors. The surfaces of

the teeth are comparatively easily cleaned. It

is between the teeth there is the greatest need
of cleanliness, as some of these microbes envel-

ope themselves, and are fastened to the teeth as

a snail is to a leaf, with a gelatinous slime, that

it requires force to dislodge.

How often shall we brush the teeth, and shall

we use powder? As well ask how often the

hands and face should be washed. Here in

Chicago, the application of soap and water must
be frequent to keep the skin clean. The same
with the teeth; the conditions vary, and so

should the treatment—keep them clean! If water

will do it, that is all that is required.

Water without soap is not sufficient to cleanse

the surface of the body; still we do not require

FIG. I. ELECTRIC DOOR

" Still much may be done to arrest and to stay

The causes at work in those teeth that decay;

That whilst a new body we cannot invent.

The wear of the old we can somewhat prevent;

And when you'll do your part, the dentist his share.

Teeth, otherwise lost, will be saved in the chair.

" When we do our part! Why, sir; what do you mean?
My teeth I keep brushed—don't you think they are clean?'
" Well, no, they are not, though to you they so seem."

The point last stated that has as far as I know
no single fact to controvert it I will speak of

after giving what I consider a rational theory

of dentalcaries.

It is a pretty generally accepted theory that

IRead before ihe Chicago Ex-etric club, December 17, 1888.

OPENER. FIG. 3.

laws to regulate the use of the soap. Why
should we lay down rules for the use of powder,
which is to the teeth as soap is to the surface of

the body? Keep the teeth clean and wholesome
with water, if you can; but, like soap, powder
will remove stains that water will not efface.

Use judgment; don't brush the prominent sur-

faces of the teeth easiest of access to cleanse

those situated where, from the formation of the

jaws, it is difficult to reach. One tooth is in-

jured by overmuch care, where five hundred
suffer from insufficient attention.

A splinter of wood, moistened and dipped in

powder, can be employed to rub off stains where
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the brush does nol reach, but, by doing as you

say, we will brush the enamel from the teeth.

. How does the friction of the brush compare

with the friction of one tooth upon another in

chewing the food? And yet you do not cease

chewing to prevent wearing the enamel from the

teeth.

I will, in a few words, explain the anatomy of

the teeth. Above the gums the teeth are covered

with enamel that is thickest (about 1-16 of an

inch) at the top of the crown, tapering to a

feather edge at the cervical margin (neck).

The bulk of the tooth is composed of parallel

rods of dentine (a bunch of lead pencils might

be taken as an illustration), then the pulp in the

chamber which conforms nearly to the outer con-

tour of the tooth.

The pulp is composed of bloodvessels, con-

nective tissue and nerve filaments, and is often

erroneously called the nerve. What I have

FIG. I. MICRO-ORGANISMS FOUND IN THE MOUi'M.

Stated has but remote bearing on the subject of

this paper, still I hope it may be of interest and
profit, r will now prepare the way for the dis-

cussion of the real subject of this paper: " The
injurious influences of dissimilar metals used

as filling materials in the mouth."
Our thinking men in the dental profession are

trying to devise means to neutralize and arrest

the causes that destroy the teeth. Fillings of

different kinds have been and are being used to

repair the loss of continuity of tooth structure to

protect the exposed parts, and restore the contour
of the organ. Prominent among these fillings

are gold, tin cements and amalgam, or, as it is

sometimes called, silver. It is composed in

varying proportions of tin and silver, with a

small amount of gold or platinum amalgamated,
as the term implies, with quicksilver. There
are also amalgams of copper, and some contain-

ing zinc. It is needless to go into the theory
and history of the art. We will consider the

subject as it now is.

In a general way, I will now introduce the

subject of this all-pervading mysterious force we
call electricity, different qualifying names are

employed to designate the kind of electrical

manifestations, as magnetic, frictional or static,

galvanic, voltaic or dynamic, thermal and ani-

mal electricity.

It will be out of place for me to attempt to

explain what has baffled the sages of the past

and scientists of the present.

We find that all molecular disturbances give

rise to disturbed electrical equilibrium, all motion
tends to produce this condition. We notice the

result only when the conditions are favorable,

that is, when the conditions are such that the

etpiilibrium is not too easily re-established.

Electricity is termed positive { + ) when it has

an accumulation of electrical force to impart,

negative (—) when it will require such an
amount of electrical energy to restore the elec-

trical equilibrium, The difference of electrical

conditions is termed the difference of potential.

Difference of potential is a difference of elec-

trical conditions, by virtue of which work is

done; by the positive electricity in moving from
the point of higher potential to that of a lower
potential, and is measured by the unit of (|uan-

tityof (-)) positive electricity thus transmitted.

The pas.sage of the electricity from the point

of higher potential to that of lower potential is

termed electrical current, and the bodies along
which it passes are conductors. The opposition

to the passage of the current is termed the re-

sistance.

The following, from an article in the West-

ern Electrician of March 17th, by F. B. Badt,

will make these points clear:

" In order to understand the action of what ii

called the electric current, we will consider two
reservoirs of water connected by a pipe. Fig. i.

The electric current may be likened to the flow

of water through this pipe from the higher to

the lower level. The unit of current strength,

also called the rate of flow or intensity, is the

ampere. In the illustration we would say the

water is flowing through the pipe at the rate of

one gallon per second. In speaking of the elec-

tric current, we would say it has a strength of,

say one ampere.
" The unit of electromotive force, also called

electrical pressure, or tension, or difference of

potential, is the volt. In the illustration the head
of water, or the dift'erence between the levels A
and B, is similar to the electromotive force.

" The unit of resistance is the ohm. Resis-

tance may be compared with the friction of the

internal surface of the pipe offered to the water.

It follows that the more cross-section the less

friction, and the less cross-section the more
friction, for the same volume of water flowing

through the pipe in a given time.

"In the following only the terms current

strength, electromotive force—frequently writ-

ten e. m. f.—and resistance, will be used."

(Conductors are good or bad as they convey
or resist the passage of the electrical current;

different metals vary in their conductivity,

aluminum and copper being high in the scale,

while (lerman silver and steel retard the cur-

rent; moisture is a good conductor, while glass,

kerite, rubber and dry air are among the poorest

ronductors; the resistance varies with the length
of the circuit, the conductivity and cross section

of the conductors.
As the current is the same strength through-

I En.imtl -Dentins 3 Cciiit.ntum.
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out its entire length, it naturally follows that the
larger the conductors, other things being equal,
the less the resistance, and on the other hand,
the lessened surface or poorer the conductor,
the lessened current and reduced activity of the
battery. When the current is too great for the
conductor there is a transformation of force; the
electric current, in its struggle to overcome the
resistance, generates heat, which varies accord-
ing to the current and the conductor; the heat
may become so intense that the conductors will

glow as in the incandescent lamp or cautery
snare. Heat generated in this way is now em-
ployed in electric welding and for the fusing of
metals requiring a high temperature, such as
platinum, iridium, etc.

Magnetism derives its name from the place
where magnetic ore was first found—Magnesia,
Asia Minor.

Fractional or static electricity is of but little

interest to us as a profession, although often, in

a dry atmosphere, it may be a very annoying
companion by the dental chair, when each
movement of the operator produces by friction

a difference of potential between the operator
and the patient; then if the discharge is by way
of an instrument to a filling or moisture in a
cavity of a tooth, the result, to say the least, is

unpleasant, and often quite startling if the
patient, by jumping, upsets the instruments.

Frictional electricity is to galvanic electricity

what a red hot needle would be to a large, moder-
ately heated crow-bar; the crow-bar contains
more heat than the needle, but one has volume,
the other intensity. Frictional electricity is so
intense that it will jump through air, the length

3 D Den.ine. E EnameL
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of the spark being governed by the intensity of

the current.

Galvanic electricity, on the contrary, will tra-

verse the circumference of the globe rather than
leap a short space. Galvanic, voltaic or dynam-
ic electricity is the particular manifestation of

this force most interesting in a practical way to

the dentist. The current derived from the bat-

tery is called galvanic or voltaic, in honor of the

experimentors who, less than loo years ago, dis-

covered the method of generating and collecting

the force through chemical action. It is this

manifestation of electrical energy that is em-
ployed in the arts, consequently the name dy-
araic.

Where the extensive use of electricity is re-

quired, the dynamo is employed for economical
reasons. Batteries consist of positive ( + ) and
negative (—) elements, immersed in an exciting

fluid, or fluids. The fluid employed varies ac-

cording to the construction of the battery and
kind of work to be done, being acid or alkaline;

though even pure water will generate a current,

if two metals are immersed in it, where one
metal is more readily oxydized than the other.

(Note the fact that action would take place if

the elements were composed of two samples of

amalgam, if one was composed of less oxydizable
metals than the other).

The positive ( + ) element of the battery is the

one on which the exciting fluid acts, that

is, the fluid destroys the positive (-I-) ele-

ment, molecule by molecule, while the nega-

tive (—) element should sustain no loss of

structure. If the negative (—) element is

acted upon by the fluid, counter currents

are generated which interfere with the use-

fulness of the battery. I spoke of the resistance

of the conductors; the fluids of the batteries im-

pose resistance, termed the internal resistance.

The electrical energy of a battery is the energy
of the current less the internal resistance and
the resistance of the circuit. The resistance,

both internal and of the circuit, modify the

action of the battery. If the elements are con-

nected with wire of sufficient size to convey the

current, the electromotive force will be reduced

in proportion as the length of the wire is in-

creased or the size (cross section) of the wire is

proportionately reduced; while, if the elements
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touch in the fluid, the actiou is most violent, and
the batteries soon become polarized, that is, the

surface of the positive ( + ) element becomes so

changed that the fluid ceases to alfect it, or the

fluid becomes so saturated with the waste pro-

duct of the combustion of the positive { + ) ele-

ment that action practically ceases, unless pro-

vision is made for it by having the fluid con-
stantly renewed, as in some kinds of batteries

designed for constant work.

When the circuit is opened or closed shock is

felt, if the current is of sufficient strength; this

shock is the result of the accumulated energy
being suddenly discharged; different devices

are made use of to produce this result, such as

the induction coil, constructed with a vibrator,

which rapidly makes and breaks the circuit; an
example of this is the medical battery, and the

FIG. 4. IJENTAL ARTERY OF PULP SECTION, UPPER JAW.

Ruhmkorff coil; the current produced in this

way is called the Faradic.

Now, to apply the foregoing to the battery

formed by dissimilar metals in the mouth, where
the fluids of the mouth are the exciting media,

gold will be the negative (—) element, as the

fluids of the mouth have no action on this metal

the positive { + ) element is the baser metals,

whether used separately, as tin, or as most com
monly the combination of mercury with tin, silver,

zinc and copper, as in the amalgams in use.

With gold and tin to form the voltaic pair the

base metal soon becomes coated and the current

practically ceases, but, with the common forms

of amalgam, the mercury performs the same

office in the mouth that it does in the laboratory;

it presents the metal in a form that is easily

acted upon by the exciting fluid.

We always have good conductors in the fluids

of the mouth, containing, as they do, mucous

and various earthy salts, while often the fillings

touch in the same tooth, or as approximal fill-

ings of gold in one tooth, and amalgam in

the other.

We always have good conductors, although

the resistance varies in each individual case ac-

cording to the character of the secretions, or the

situation of the fillings.

The action will vary according as the condi-

tions are changed; naturally where food is left

between teeth to decompose, the acid resulting

from such fermentation will form a more excit-

ing media than normal alkaline saliva. Where a

filling is left rough and jagged, overhanging and

irritating the gums, it presents an exaggerated

surface to be acted upon, besides, by irritating the

gums, it causes a secretion from them that forms

an excellent exciting fluid. This is unfortunately

the too frequent result of careless operating.

Now, what of it? Is this only theory? Are

these statements founded on scientific facts?

Can they be established by proof? The West-

ern Electrician of February nth says, m
reference to a talk I gave before the Chicago

Electrical club:

"Dr. Whitefield, before the Chicago Electric

club Monday evening, succeeded in settling a
question that has been in dispute among dentists

as to the electric action of amalgam and gold
fillings in the same tooth, or even in the same
mouth.

"That current was generated by amalgam
and gold fillings even when they were insulated

from each other when placed in water, was con-

clusively shown by bringing a galvanometer into

circuit. The point is one that may be combated,
but the evidence produced by the galvanometer
cannot be controverted."
Now if there is galvanic action, what harm

can it do? Let us quote from an article on
amalgam in the November Dtiital Review,
18S7:

"Now the question arises: Shall we ever use
amalgam and gold in the same tooth, and if so,

why? And if not, why not? There has been
such varied teaching in the past in regard to

this subject, that it is time the old errors should
be exploded and scientific teaching presented to

our students of to-day. The old way was to put
both amalgam and gold in the same tooth if it

seemed necessary, but never let them touch each
other or grave results would follow. After see-

ing such methods pursued for a term of years,

we find that in spite of the teachings grave
results did follow, which ultimately resulted in

the loss of the gold filling, while the amalgam
remained comparatively sound, or, rather, the

tooth structure surrounding the amalgam filling."

This is correct; but to go on and see the

writer's following statements:

"We have found that if the two metals touch
in the electric battery, there is no longer a cur-

rent, it is dead, no shock is produced, and it is

just the same when the metals are in a tooth in

the presence of an acid, as it is out of the mouth
in the laboratory. Therefore, we found, first,

from an unpleasant experience, and later from
theory, that, if amalgam and gold are placed in

the same tooth, they should have an uninterrupted

communication, should be in complete appo-
sition, so that no electric or galvanic action can
take place because they touch each other."

Let us consider these statements and see if

they harmonize with the laws of physics. Now,
if the elem.ents touch (the fillings) there is prac-

tically no resistance in the circuit, consequently

the battery's action is most violent, up to. the

capacity of the battery to generate current.

The writer says no shock is produced. He is

right; the current flows evenly through tlie short

circuit, so the equipoise is practically main-

tained, and shock is produced only when the

current is interrupted, when an accumulation of

energy is suddenly discharged.

To be fair, I will essay to point out what has

misled my friend into making these rash state-

ments:
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If gold and amalgam touch in the same tooth

there is practically less destruction around the

gold filling. This is easily explained, as the

galvanic action is so violent that the surface of

the amalgam filling is soon destroyed; that is, all

the baser metals are consumed from the face of

the plug, leaving often the silver, gold or plati-

num of which it is composed, on the surface,

which practically changes the amalgam to

nearly a silver surface, thus raising it to nearly

a negative metal, while beside this, the coating

protects even the surface of the silver.

This statement holds true with regard to very

old plugs of amalgam; their surface is no longer

amalgam, it is negative metal.

But at what fearful cost are such old fillings

raised to the dignity of negative elements.

We will now note some of the harmful phases

of this subject

First; Galvanic action has a tendency to ac-

celerate the blood flow, producing hyperemia
and hyperesthesia, and in some cases violent

nervous phenomena. This is especially the case

where, from the situation of the fillings, the

energy is accumulated at the positive element,

then suddenly discharged, producing shock, as

each can demonstrate by touching a bit of

zinc or the blade of a pen-knife to a filling in

your own mouth.
Second: The current is generated from all

parts of the elements that come in contact with

moisture, and is not protected by a coating.

The portion of the amalgam filling that is pro-

tected by tooth structure becomes so coated
that there is practically no action except on its

exposed surface; on the contrary, gold remains
bright on all its surfaces, and as moisture per-

vades the whole tooth, no matter how well the

filling is inserted, moisture will reach it by way
of the inter-tubular spaces, consequently elec-

trolytic action can take place from all portions

of the gold element, naturally causing consider-

able destruction around the gold filling, and
this is not all—electrolytic action takes place.

Among the commonest elements found in the

mouth is chloride of sodium (salt); galvanic ac-

tion readily breaks up this compound, the chlo-

rine liberates o.xygen and unites with the hydro-
gen of the water, forming hydrochloric acid

(other acids may be formed in this way, such as

sulphuric, nitric, etc.) The electrolytic action

and the acids thus formed are sufficient to

roughen the surface of the teeth to give lodg-

ment to colonies of Dr. Black's "microbes."

Is this all? No! Chlorine in its parent state

will readily unite with the mercury of the amal-
gam, and the chlorides of mercury may be
formed in sufficient quantities to produce symp-
toms of mercurial poisoning in those susceptible

to its influences; these salts of mercury may
also explain the immunity from decay of teeth .

stopped with ill-fitting amalgam plugs, the ger-

micidal eftects of the mercury being sufficient to

prevent colonization by micro-organisms, and
consequent destruction of the tooth.

The oxygen might, from peculiarities of the

individual case, unite with other salts than
those of the teeth, and the same with the acids.

We all know that the neglect some mouths get

would be total destruction in others. The ele-

ments that usually produce decay seem to be
inert in their case, and the same condition un-

doubtedly explains why electrolytic action that

would destroy in one case is apparently harmless
in others, although such cases are in the mi-

nority.

The usual result of placing amalgam in the

back teeth, while gold is placed in the front

teeth, of children, will explain why the gold
fillings have to be renewed so often; also, that

in the electrical action is a clue to the oft-re-

peated tale brought us by the laity that amal-
gam stands better than gold, as the amalgam
still remains and the gold fillings, that have
been replaced several times, are loose again.

If amalgam must be used, use those grades
that will readily become coated, as the coating

will reduce the galvanic action, protecting the

plug from the fluids of the mouth, except where
attrition and brushing keep them bright. Gold
and amalgam, in fact any metal should be
avoided for teeth that are of such soft structure

that the pressure produced in inserting gold

would tend to break down the structure of the

tooth, while metals never stand well in teeth

of very soft structure; in fact, you can expect to

prevent water flowing under the edge of a board

resting on the ends of the blocks in a cedar block

pavement in the street, as to expect to exclude
moisture from a soft tooth with a metallic fill-

ing, as moisture is bound to penetrate between
the tubuli. Even the normal plasma exuding
from the tubuli will have a tendency to assist the

destruction of the hard structure when it becomes
vitiated, as it must in the temperature of the

mouth, as it is a foreign substance when lost

from the tubuli, as is the blood that weeps from
abraded gum tissue.

The cement is the only filling material that

should be used in such teeth. If you will use

this material, in the course of eighteen months
or two years the tooth will be found quite hard

and capable of proper manipulation, to prepare

it for the king of metals and the king of filling

materials—gold. A tooth treated in this way will

not be as sensitive, anj the fillings will last.
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The New York correspondent of the London

Electrician, writing under date of November

17th, says:

You will remember that in my letter recently I referred

to the purchase of the Sawyer-Man property and rights by

the Westinghouse company, and said that this step would

involve new relations between the Westinghouse and

Thomson-Houston companies, the latter in its incandescent

business having operated largely under the Sawyer-Man

patents. It was evident that this change would bring

about either a closer affiliation between the two great com-

panies mentioned, or would throw them wider apart.

When I inform you that the Westinghouse company has

now purchased the Waterhouse arc system. 'and that the

contract between the Westinghouse and the Thomson-

Houston companies is reported to terminate on the 30th of

this month, you will see at once that the two companies

have agreed to differ, and that each will stand on its own

bottom for electric light business in bolh departments. In

a great many quarters the alliance now terminated was

looked upon as the first sep towards a wider and stronger

combination, and it is evident, in that the points at issue

were too numerous and important to be reconciled, even in

the case of two compan'cs, that the rupture rendered alto-

gether improbable the formation of a union of thirty or

forty other conflicting interests.

In speal<ing of the "union of thirty or forty

other conflicting interests," the correspondent

refers, of course, to the many rumors which

have been current for the last few months in re-

gard to the formation of a gigantic electric light

trust, which should include every manufacturer

of arc and incandescent electric lighting ap-

paratus in the United States. The conclusion

of the correspondent is probably correct, as from

all present indications the formation of such a

trust, which has from the beginning seemed to

many impracticable and improbable, is relegated

still further to the future, if, indeed, it is ever to

materialize.

More practicable, perhaps, than a trust, in the

full meaning of that term, would be a working

arrangement between the different manufactur-

ing companies by which they should all agree not

to sell arc or incandescent electric lighting ap-

paratus below a certain price per light, and by

which they should further agree to keep out of

territory already occupied by another company.

That the competition in the electric lighting

business in this country has been carried to such

a point that many plants are sold at prices leav-

ing no profit to the selling company, is a well-

known fact. The matter is still further aggra-

vated by the fact that the selling companies do

not hesitate, in drumming for business, to enter

towns already furnished with an electric light

plant, and endeavor, by cutting prices and by

every other means in their power, to oust the

existing plant, and replace it with their own ap-

paratus. The tendency of this is, of course, to

render the plant of the e.xisting local company

valueless, and to destroy the confidence of cap-

italists in the value of local electric lighting

plants as investments. This reacts injuriously

on the electric light manufacturing business, in-

asmuch as it makes investors timid about put-

ting their money into either local or manufactur-

ing plants.

There are so many conflicting interests to sat-

isfactorily adjust that the formation of an elec-

tric light trust in this country is a difficult and,

perhaps, an impossible thing to bring about.

But it ought to be practicable to make such an

arrangement as is outlined above, by which a

minimum price, below which electric lighting

apparatus shall not be sold, is agreed upon, and

an agreement put into effect by which local

electric light investments are safe from competi-

tion, and remain paying investments. Under

such an arrangement the electric lighting com-

panies would go into the market and sell on the

merits of their apparatus, and not on the basis

of trying to see who can give to the customer

the largest number of old dollars in exchange

for the fewest number of new dollars.

An arrangement of this sort, which shall check

the present competition in prices between the

manufacturers, and render safe the investments

of the local electric lighting companies, is

worthy the prompt and earnest attention of the

leading spirits in the electric lighting industry.

Dr. Whitefield's paper read before the Chi-
cago Electric club will be read with interest.

He gives practical suggestions in reference to

the care of the teeth, and follows with an argu-
ment against the use of dissimilar inetals for
filling material. His point is that the presence
of two metals in the mouth leads to a generation
of an electric current, which proves to be an
exceedingly destructive agent. This is a sub-
ject in which Dr. Whitefield is greatly inter-

ested. He has addressed the club on the same
general topic before, and has given experiments
before dental societies in support of his posi-
tion.

The Chicago Times, in a recent editorial, sug-
gests that an international electrical exposition
be held in Chicago next year. That paper says:
"The old Exposition building would be an
excellent place for holding the proposed display.
An electrical railway could run in front of the
gallery. The large stationary engine could be
employed to generate electricity for all the pur-
poses required. Every kind of electric light
could be displayed in different parts of the
Imilding, so that their comparative merits could
be shown. One of the side rooms could be used

for illustrating the new process of welding by
electricity. An electrical exposition here might
be productive of a great amount of good."

The Chicago city electric light plant will

probably be in operation on Christmas day or a
few days later. It is an improvement which ex-

cites no little public interest, as Chicago has
been somewhat behind the times in the matter
of street illumination. The plant will be en-

larged from time to time until the western me-
tropolis has an unequaled street-lighting ser-

vice.

It is reported that efforts are being made to

secure at Elkhart, Ind., the introduction of Pro-

fessor Gray's telautograph system. The Cush-
man telephones have been in use in that city,

but according to the decision of the court the

exchange must suspend business at the end of

the present month. It is proposed if the ar-

rangements for the introduction of the new
means of communication can be made, to employ
the existing circuits.

A HIGHLY interesting paper by Df. Van der
Weyde appears in this issue. He treats of the

absolute vacuum as a non-conductor of electric-

ity, and of the importance of the fact in its

bearing on electric theories. In treating of the

latter division of his subject the doctor empha-
sizes this point: " Heat and light will both pass

through a vacuum perfect enough to obstruct

absolutely the passage of electricity. If there

were such a thing as an electric fluid it would
surely pass through any empty space, and we are

therefore driven to the conclusion that the pres-

ence of matter is as absolute a condition for the

transmission of electricity as the presence of

air is an absolute condition for the transmission

of sound; and there is as little necessity to

accept the hypothesis of the existence of an
electric fluid as there is for the hypothesis of a

sonorous or caloric fluid."

C. T. Yerkes of the West Division Street

Railway company of Chicago, in an interview

which appears in another column, expresses his

disinclination to employ any electric motors on
the West Side system. His objection is that the

electric system is not developed, and he consid-

ers all trials of electric motors as experiments
simply. In view of the recent successes of both
the overhead wire and storage battery systems,

Mr. Yerkes' utterances seem strange. The
press in all cities where electric systems are in

operation have almcst invariably agreed that

the change from horses to electric motors has

wonderfully improved the character of the street

car service, and the daily press, as Mr. Yerkes
will probably admit, is not backward in criticis-

ing street car facilities. Street car managers
the country over believe that electricity is the

future motor power, and Mr. Yerkes will un-

questionably find before long proof enough to

convince him of the availability and desirability

of electric motors.

As THE law substituting electricity for the

rope in the infliction of the death penalty in

New York goes into effect January ist, and the

question of the best means to be employed in

conducting the executions is provoking the

greatest interest, a few months ago the Medico-
Legal society of New York appointed a commit-
tee to investigate the subject. The report favored
the employment of an alternating current with a

potential between i,ooo and t,5oo volts. The
committee recommended that the prisoner be

bound on a table, or on a chair. One electrode

should be inserted in the table or on the back of

the chair, -so that it would impinge on the spine

between the shoulders. The head should be

secured by a helmet fastened to the table or

chair, and to this helmet the other pole should
be so joined as to press against the top of the

head. This report was considered at the last

meeting of the society, and an interesting report

of the discussion will be found in another col-

umn. The electricians who spoke were not, to

say the least, enthusiastic over the report of the

committee, neither did they seem to regard elec-

tric exeGUtions with marked favor.
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Electric Executions.
The annual meeting of tlie Medico-Legal

society was held at the Fifth Avenue hotel, New
York, on the evening of December 12th. It

was an occasion of unusual interest. A paper
by Henry Guy Carleton on " Death by electric-

ity in capital cases " was read, and a discussion

followed of the committee's report on the best

method of executing the law putting to death

criminals in capital cases by electricity. The
meeting was called to order by Clark Bell, presi-

dent, at 8 o'clock. After arranging the prelimi-

naries for the election, the president announced
that Mr. Carleton had been hastily summoned to

Washington and could not present his paper in

person, but had placed it in the hands of Dr.

Sillman, who would read it and explain the dia-

gram. Mr. Carleton's plan as shown seemed to

embody all of the blood-curdling features of

previous devices for the same purpose, with

some additional attachments, the object being to

transmit an alternating current of 3,000 volts

through the victim's head. The report of the

cothtnittee was then taken up and an attempt

Was made to adopt it as read, it being already

printed and in the hands of the audience. Some
important amendments had been made to it,

however, and a serious electrical error corrected,

so that it was deemed proper to read it in full.

By special invitation of the president, there

w-ere present a fair representation of gentlemen

interested in electrical affairs, among them being

Dr. Schuyler S. Wheeler, Dr. Otto A. Moses,

Chas. W. Price, Francis W. Jones, Ralph W.
Pope, George M. Phelps and Joseph Wetzler.

Dr. Moses being called upon, said that he

had expected a little interval to elapse before

being asked his opinion on the subject. He
desired to suspend judgment until an . oppor-

tunity had been offered for others to present

their views. He regretted that electricity had
been selected as a death-dealing agent just as it

was about emerging from the sea and being

introduced into homes as a useful and trust-

worthy servant. Electrical engineers had been

too much engaged in the introduction of elec-

tricity to meet the public demand, to make any

protest against the passing of this law. He
thought it would be wiser for the society to

refrain from hasty action, as it might be neces-

sary to undo the work which had already been

done toward making electricity the agent for

capital punishment. His first and strongest

objection to its use was that it was not necessary

that it should be used for the purpose. There

were other cheaper and better means of accom-

plishing the same end. The doctor then pro-

ceeded to criticise the report of the committee,

and said it was evident that the instruments

used were not reliable. He did not s-:e any

reason for specifying the use of the alternating

current for the work in question. It was the

electrolytic action of the current which killed,

and it was well known that the alternating cur-

rent would not decompose water.

The chair called on Ralph W. Pope for his

opinions. Mr. Pope stated that he considered

it unfortunate that electricity had been decided

upon as the proper agent for infliction of the

death penalty, and that its use had been ap-

proved by law to go into effect on the ist of

January, without seeking the advice of electri-

cal engineers until the eleventh hour, when noth-

ing which they might say would be of any avail.

This matter had been in the hands of physicians

who, if all reports were true, were well versed

in the art of killing as well as of preserving life.

The principal element of barbarity :n the exist-

ing method was that of fixing the day on which

a criminal was to be executed. It was one of

those decrees of an all-wise Providence that in

the natural course of events none of us was

aware of the time when he was to terminate his

earthly existence. It might be to-day, or to-

morrow, or next week, and in the face of this

uncertainty our lives were passed in compara-

tive freedom from anticipation of the fatal day.

Had it been arranged otherwise, and had each

of us been made aware of the exact length of

his earthly career, life would be a period of con-

tinual misery. In this respect we might profit-

ably follow the French practice, where t'^e day

fixed for execution is unknown to the victim,

but he is awakened from a sound sleep, and m a

few moments all is over. He believed that a

similar provision had been made in the law
under consideration, but the use of electricity

had apparently made it essential that certain

elaborate preparations should be made which
added to the very objectionable features of the

whole business. If he had been called upon for

suggestions as to the most humane method of

execution, he would have said that the cell of a
condemned prisoner might be sealed and filled

with gas of some description, at an hour when
he was asleep and upon a date which had not
been made known to him. He had no prefer-

ence to any particular kind of gas, but he pre-

sumed that question might be readily settled.

He would, however, personally object to water
gas on account of its obnoxious smell. If it

were true, as had been alleged in the report of

the committee, that 200 lives had already been
sacrificed in the electric lighting business, he
saw no necessity for introducing these very elab-

orate preparations for death. The very fact

that the victim must be strapped down and the

current conveyed carefully to a vital part of the

body was in itself proof that doubt existed as to

its adaptability for such a purpose. It was true

that the death penalty could be inflicted by
electricity. He did not think it proper, how-
ever, nor even necessary, to exaggerate the

dangers arising from its use for public purposes.

It was not, however, responsible for those dis-

asters in which scores of victims were killed and
maimed at one time, as is frequently the case in

railroad accidents and steamboat explosions.

The report had suggested that the alternating

current be used. He considered this an unjust

discrimination against a system of electrical dis-

tribution which had been adopted by two or

three different companies, and which was bring-

ing electric lighting into more general use. He
was well aware of all the dangers which had
been attributed to this system of lighting, yet he

had occasion two or three times a week to turn

on lights of this character, and he felt no appre-

hension of sudden death. Its possibility was
only one chance in a million or more, not by any
means as probable as the fatality incident to

crossing the streets of New York city, where
every car and truck driver appears intent on
running down every foot-passenger who crosses

his path. There had been a call for suggestions

as to the proper method of applying electricity.

In reply to this he had nothing to offer. The
law had been passed and was to go into effect.

The best plan would no doubt be devised by
those who were interested in such a subject.

Dr. Schuyler S. Wheeler being called upon,

felt that he was obliged to differ from some of

his electrical friends as to the disgrace attached

to the use of the electric current for this purpose.

The rope had long been used in executions,

yet we did not object to using it for clothes lines

and other domestic purposes. The same might

be said of steel which was still more closely

interwoven with our daily lives. It had been

his privilege, or rather his discomfort, to witness

some experiments in showing the effect of con-

tinuous and alternating currents on living ani-

mals at Columbia college. He had been a

doubter up to that time, but he had been satis-

fied by those and more recent experiments that

fatal effects could be more certainly produced

by rapid alternations of current.

George M. Phelps characterized the whole

affair as being sensational; that there were

equally effective and more quiet and cjignified

methods of producing the same result, and he

did not consider the proposed plan any improve-

ment.
Francis W. Jones stated that he had made

some experiments in measuring the resistance

of the human body, and believed that it was an

error to suppose that the absolute resistance

could be determined. The resistance decreased

with the electromotive force of the current used

in the measurement. It was his belief that the

electrodes should be applied at the back of the

neck and at the base of the spine. The reflex

action of the current would then act upon the

brain, and this was a line of less resistance than

that suggested by the committee.

Dr. Moses suggested that the electrodes be

applied to the eyes, this path offering the least

resistance, and the optic nerve being in the most

intimate connection with the brain.

C. A. Doremus said that an effort had been

made to substitute suffocation with carbonic
acid gas for drowning for disposing of con-
demned dogs, but that after exposure for a half

hour, and after being placed in a cart the driver

had been surprised to have his load of canines,

supposed to be defunct, suddenly revive on
their way to their final resting place. The com-
mittee had pursued its investigations very care-

fully, and he believed that an alternating cur-

rent of 1,000 to 1,500 volts would accomplish
the desired result.

Dr. Jacoby objected to the elaborate arrange-
ments which had been proposed for execution,

and which he believed were wholly unnecessary.

He thought some plan should be devised for

effecting the connection without the knowledge
of the victim. It was the shock that killed, and
he believed it was a mistaken idea to suppose
that the alternating was preferable to the con-

tinuous current for the purpose.

Harold P. Brown, electrical engineer, was
called upon and availed himself of the oppor-
tunity to explain why he had entered into these

investigations. He had originally given it his

attention because of the deaths which had been
caused by contact with electric wires and lamps
in this city. He had been attacked by the ad-
vocates of the alternating system, and he was
called upon to defend himself, which he did by
undertajiing to prove the truth of his original

statement. He denied that he had any connec-
tion with the Edison company, but in his dis-

tress Mr. Edison had kindly offered him the use

of his laboratory. He did not propose to do
anything to . retard the introduction of electric

lighting, but on the contrary it was his idea to

make it more safe, so that these accusations of

danger could not be brought up against it. In
repl}' to the inquiry why the alternating system
predominated in the table of tests, as given in

the committee's report, he desired to say that a

large number of cases in which it was not fatal

had been omitted. He admitted that he had
been aroused to a feeling of resentment because
of the unjustifiable attacks upon his motives.

The device he had advised using in connection

with arc lighting circuits had not been patented

by him, and he offered it as a free gift to the

public.

Dr. Peterson, chairman of the committee, was
called upon to conclude the discussion. He
said the committee was grateful for the criticism

of their report. He asserted that the committee
was actuated entirely by the interests of science,

and gave a history of his connection with these

experiments, beginning with his being called

upon by Mr. Brown to assist in making the in-

vestigations which had been referred to.

Upon being put to vote the report of the

committee in favor of the use of an alternating

current of 1,000 to 1,500 volts was unanimously
adopted.

In adjourning the meeting at an early hour in

order that more time could be given to the ban-

quet, the president took occasion to remark that

he believed the standing of the society was a

sufficient refutation of the intimation that it

was being influenced in any manner by the rela-

tions of the different electric lighting companies
to each other.

The discussion seemed to point to the neces-

sity of placing the execution of the law in the

hands of a competent electrical engineer who
will carefully attend to all the details in order to

make the new departure a practical process.

James L. Woolworth has commenced action against the

Union Pacific raihvay company, on behalf of the Western
Union telegraph company, to prevent the cancellation of

the contract between the companies, under which the tele-

graph company operates the lines along the railroad com-
pany's road. A hearing will be granted before the United

States Circuit court at Leavenworth, Thursday, December
27th. It is claimed that in i860 the Western Union, in

connection with the Pacific Telegraph and the California

State Telegraph companies, constructed lines between

Omaha and Salt Lake. Subsequently the Western Union,

by consolidation with other companies, became invested

with the sole right to operate these lines, and was further

authorized by act of congress to e.^tend its lines along the

track of the Union Pacific as fast as it should be con-

structed. In September, 1869, the Union Pacific, becom-
ing dissatisfied with the joint use of the system, leased its

lines to the plaintiff, but afterward, under a plea that such

an act was justified by its charter, took the leased lines into

its own hands. Plaintiff states that it has reason to believe

that the Union Pacific is contemplating further acts in

derogation of this lease, including a seizure of the lines

between Omaha, Ogden and Denver.
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Absolute Vacuum as a Non-Conductor
and its Bearing on Electric Theories '

ISV DR. P. H. VAN HER WEVDE.

The historical exhibition which I furnished at the late

American Institute fair contained several series which for

want of space could not be separately shown, as would have

been desirable, if space had permitted. In fact, everything

was to a great degree mixed up for the reason referred to.

Among these series, electricity in vacuo formed a prom-

inent and important feature, and because this is a subject

so little understood and even misunderstood by the majority

of electricians, and is also neglected in the textbooks, I

felt induced to take this for my subject, when I was re-

quested to address the society.

An additional reason was that it is of some practical im-

portance, not so much in regard to its mechanical applica-

tions, as for the understanding and explanation of a great

number of natural phenomena.

I will treat the subject historically, and therefore begin

with calling your attention to the experiments of Nollet, re-

corded in his little book published in Paris in 1753, and il-

lustrated with carefully engraved figures. His experi-

ments consisted in passing a current of static electricity

through glass flasks, from which a large portion of the air

had been previously removed by the air pump. He found

that the electric current passed as a luminous stream which

was very bright when the room was darkened, while lumi-

ed, but after the Sprengel mercurial airpump was invented,

by which the air can be exhausted to a thousandth of a milli-

meter of mercurial pressure (which is about equivalent to

one-millionth part of ordinary atmosphere pressure), it was
found that the caparity of the air to show the auroral phe-
nomena in the usual way ceased.

The electric current then behaves in a very different

manner, as it radiates in straight lines and cannot turn

corners, so that when the tubes are beat it gives occasion

for very striking and novel phenomena, which were first

brought forward by Professor Crookes in the lubes which
are known by his name.
The difference between the Geissler tubes and the

Crookes tubes is, that in the first the vacuum is very im-

perfect. In the Crookes tubes it is about a thousand
times better, while if we succeed in making the vacuum
a million times better, the conductivity of the air ceases

absolutely. To accomplish this we must aid the function

of the Sprengel airpump by some chemical device which
will remove the last remnant of air. It then becomes an
absolute non conductor, which ordinary atmospheric a'r is

not, because it is po sible to pass currents of high tension

in the form of an electric spark through the densest and
driest air. In the absolute vacuum, however, it is im-

possible to pass, over the space of a quarter inch, a spark

which, when leaping through air. will be six or more inches

long
I exhibit here such a tube in which the two platinum

nous pencils were thrown off toward the sides of the flask,

if they were touched by the fingers or any other conductor

of electricity.

Some thirty years later a variation of this experiment was
contrived, consisting of a strong glass tube of about two or

three inches diameter and three or more feet long, provided

with brass caps at each end, which could be conveniently

attached to the air pump and exhausted. As the exhaus-

tion proceeded, the rarefied air in the tube became a con-

ductor of electricity, while this conductivity appeared to

improve in proportion as the air was more exhausted. At
last a regular stream of electricity was seen to pass through

the tube, which stream resembled strikingly the luminous

colored streams seen in the aurora borealis, wherefore such

a tube was called the "aurora tube," and under that name
is found in most philosophical collections.

This apparatus was exhibited at the fair, the exhibit con-

sisting of an old historical air pump, made about 17S0,

with the aurora tube screwed on the top of it. A few other

smaller devices of a similar nature were less conspicuous,

and about them I wish only to remark, that, when using an

ordinary air pump; it appeared that the conductivity of the

air increased in proportion to the amount of exhaustion;

hence the impression became prevalent that if we could only

form a perfeLt vacuum, we would have the best of all con-

ductors, and this idea is, unfortunately, even at the present

day, shared by several prominent electricians who have not

had the opportunity to keep themselves posted in regard to

the discoveries made during the last few years, especially

those made by Crookes, Gassiot, Spottiswoode, Gordon and
others.

I must not omit to mention that before the latter discov-

eries Geissler, in Germany, began to furnish investigators

with a great variety of glass tubes of various fanciful

shapes, made of different kinds of glass and filled with

various gases and vapors, exhausted bv the air pump or by
being heated, and then sealed up by the blow pipe, while

platinum or aluminum wires were inserted at the extreme
ends, so as to conduct the electric current through the rare-

fied gases inside. As those tubes exhibited a series of

striking and beautiful phenomena, they became very popu-
lar, and no physical collection is considered complete with-

out a set of such tubes. They give occasion to exhibit the

auroral phenomena, and similar ones of the same character

without the trouble of continually working the air pump,
I had two sets of such tubes oq exhibition at the fair;

one was extra large, the tubes being three and four feet

long, and another set of tubes as many inches in length,

and which I shall have the pleasure to exhibit to you to-

night, being much easier and safer to transport than large

lubes.

I will now proceed to make a statement of the facts as

they are. They are startling and difficult to explain with-

out the knowledge of the new conceptions of Professor

Crookes regarding the nature of matter in the four differ-

ent conditions, in which it presents itself to us.

The facts referred to are: The atmosphere in its ordina-

ry condition is a very good non-conductor of electricity,

provided it is perfectly dry and under a pressure equal to

a mercurial barometric column of 760 millimetres or

higher.

It is an important consideration, that if the air in which
wc live were a good conductor of electricity, man could

never have become acquainted with electrical phenomena,
as then static electricity could never have been collected,

studied and experimented with; as this form of electricity

was the key to the other different forms, the latter would
never have been discovered.

When rarefied by the air pump to a quarter of the nor-

mal pressure, the insulating qualities of air are not so good,

and when reduced to a pressure of 10 or 20 millimetres it is

a good conductor and exhibits the phenomena referred to

before. As this is about the limit attainable by an ordinary

air pump, it is very natural that experimenters became
possessed of the idea stated above, that the conductivity of

the air would keep Increasing as the exhaustion proceed-
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wires are brought together within a distance of scarcely a

quarter inch. In this tube a vacuum did exist so perfect

that it was impossible to pass a spark through, which
through air would leap over a distance of more than six

inches. I found that the spark would rather pass over

the outside of the tube for that distance than go through

the interior. In order to satisfy myself that no trace of

electricity passed through the interior space of a quarter

inch, I connected one of the platinum wires with a

Leyden jar, wound a brass chain half way around the

middle part of the tube, and connected this brass

chain with the ground, in order to prevent any
electricity from reaching the I^eyden jar through the air

along the outside, but I was not able to obtain the least

trace of a charge in the Leyden jar. Later I increased

the strength of the current more and more, until at last

something happened in the tube which destroyed the vac-

uum; something volatilized, covering the sides of the glass

interior with a blackish deposit, which may perhaps be
platinum black, a thing which may not be impossible, if

we consider that the electric discharge furnishes us the

highest temperature which we can jossibly produce by any
means.
For more than twenty years I have preached this non-

conductibility of a perfect vacuum, as it was proved by ex-

periments with the Ruhmkorff coil, by de la Rive and
du Moncel.

It has not a little surprised me that the priority of this

discovery is so remote as I found it to be, and that so im-
portant a fact as that of the non-conducting power of a

perfect vacuum has been overlooked and ignored for nearly

a century after it was proved by experiment.

It is also a fact, known for more than a century by expert

First, the distances of these atoms are also very large in

proportion to their size, which is infinitesimally small be-
yond our conception; secondly, these small particles or
atoms are also in a continuous everlasting motion, as inde-
structible as is the motion of the planetary bodies.

As a concise statement of the modern philosophical con-
ceptions in regard to this subject we say that, like the
chemists of the past century proved, that apparent destruc-
tion of matter was only a transmutation of form, so the
physicists of the present century have proved that apparent
destruction of motion is also merely a transmutation of
form, a change in the mode of motion; mass motion
changed into molecular motion, which reveals itself as heat,
light, or electricity, or, vice versa, any of the latter forces
into one another or into mass motion. Of this transforma-
tion the steam engine and the modern dynamo are fori-ible

illustrations.

The great Swedish chemist, Berzelius, more than half a
century ago expressed similar views, when he declared that
the heat and light we see in an electric discharge, say in a
stroke of lightning, is not the electricity itself. He states
most explicitly that the restoration of the electrical equilib-
rium which, when destroyed, gives rise to what we call

electrical phenomena, causes the evolution of sudden light
and heat in the bodies through whose medium this restora-
tion of equilibrium takes place, which light and heat then
radiates and diffuses itself according to the ordinary well-
known laws of radiation and convection.

Crookes, in order to explain the peculiar behavior of
electric discharges through his highly exhausted tubes.
teaches the doctrine that our conception of three states of
matters, solid, liquid and gaseous, is incomplete; he says
that there is a fourth condition, which he calls radiant mat-
ter. He teaches as follows:

In solid bodies the atoms are in a state of rest; that is to
say, as far as their relative position is concerned, but each
atom oscillates to a greater or lesser degree. If the am-
plitude of the oscillation is small, we call the body cold; if

the amplitude cf the oscillation is large, we call the body
hot; and in so far, Crookes' theory agrees with what Tyn-
dall has popularized in his well-known work, entitled "Heat
as a Mode of Motion,"
When the amphtude of the oscillations becomes so great

that the atoms turn over and commence to rotate around
their centers, the body reaches its melting point, and be-
comes a liquid. Therefore, in liquids the atoms are not
rigidly fixed to certain positions, but can freely roll over
one another, and this constitutes the difference between'
solids and liquids.

When the velocity of the rotation becomes greater and
greater, we say that the liquid is becoming hotter, and
when from some cause or other this motion is still further
increased, a new set of phenomena begins. The atoms are

projected into space, and in place of rotating they are pro-

pelled from the liquid, and also repel one another, and as
millions upon millions exist in the small space of a cubic
inch, coUisions take place by billions, and the body enters
in what we call the "gaseous" condition.

In coijsidering the motion of the atoms of gaseous mat-
ter, we enter the other extreme of the conception of great

and small. It appears that the number of atoms in one
cubic inch of the common air we brtathe is represented
by a series of more than twenty figures, which particles

or atoms are in constant continual collision to the number
of ten million per second, while the velocity is so great
that, if moving in a straight line, they would pass through
a space of eleven thousand feet in a single second, thus
surpassing the velocity of sound ten times. This is the
nature of the third or gaseous condition.

The fourth condition, attained by the Sprengel air-

barometer- makers, that the luminosity which shows itself in

the dark in its vacuum, v^hen a barometer is moved up or

down in order to cause the mercurial column to oscillate in

the same way, is only seen when the mercury has been
boiled in the tube to a moderate degree; when the vacuum
is made too perfect it shows itself feebly, or not at all, the

same as is the case when the vacuum is contaminated with
watery vapors.

.So much for facts; now for the theory which explains

them, and for which we are indebted to Professor Crookes.
It gives us an inside view of the nature of matter in the

conditions in which it presents itself to us, and is based on
the theory of Dalton, that all matter consists of an im-
mense number of infinitesimal particles, called atoms,
which are indestructible and in continual motion, which
latter is also indestructible.

Astronomy teaches that in the planetary system we find

a condition of things which are far beyond our ordinary
conception based on our experience about things failing

under the daily immediate observation of our senses.

First, the distances at which the celestial objects are placed
arc immense in proportion to their size, stupendous as it

appears to us, Secondly, they are in a continuous motion,
which is indestructible. MvGty planetary system is to us a
perfect "perpetuum mobile."

Modern chemistry teaches the same doctrine in regard to
ultimate atoms, which constitute that which we call matter.

pump, is called by Crookes radiant matter. It is reached

when the exhaustion proceeds so far that there are so few

atoms left as to make the coll sions exceptional; then the

atoms will move in straight lines, and encountering no

mutual hindrance to their motion they will follow the laws

of electric repulsion and rad'ialc from the point charged

with electricity; hence matter in this condition is called
" radiant matter."

Now we come to the most interesting feature of our

consideration, namely, the chemical device referred to

above, and intended to remo^'e this last trace of air; re-

course is had to ihe strong chemical affinity of potash for

carbonic acid. The exhausted tube is filled with carbonic

acid gas and again exhausted, and thisprocess repeated in

order to make sure that no atmospheric air is left, but only

very rarified carbonic acid gas. A recess is connected with

the tube, undergoing the operation, in which recess is

placed a small slick of pure caustic potash. This recess is

heated by a spirit lamp, so as to drive out the carbonic acid

which the potash may contain, and then the vacuum is

again made. The last remnant of carbonic acid which the

air pump cannot remove is then absorbed by the potash,

when this is allowed to cool down. In this way the abso-

lute vacuum is produced, through which no electric current

can be made to pass.

The bearing of this fact is of the utmost importance in

regard to our conception of the nature of electricity. It is
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generally admitted that the theory of the existence of a
caloric fluid is erroneous, and that heat is merely a peculiar

mode of motion, as referred to above, and this view is

adopted, notwithstanding there i*? no experiment known
servina: to demonstrate that heat cannot be transmitted
through a space absolutely devoid of all matter. Heat
and light will both pas5 through a vacuum perfect enough
to obstruct absolutely the passage of electricity. If there
were such a thing as an electric fluid, it surely would
pass through any empty space, and we are therefore driven

to the conclusion that the presence of matter is as absolute

a condition for the transmission of electricitv as the pres-

ence of air is an absolute condition for the transmission of
sound: and there is as little necessity to accept the hypoth-
esis of the existence of an electric fluid as there is for the

hypothesis of a sonorous or caloric fluid.

Air being the ordinary vehicle by which sonorous vibra-

tions are transmitted, a proper degree of exhaustion will

arrest this transmission, and any common air pump can be
made to prove that sound is with difficulty transmitted

through a partial vacuum, and not at all when the vacuum
is somewhat nearer to perfection. This experiment Is ac-

knowledged to be intended for a demonstration that the
molecules of the air are the media for transmitting sound,
that without such a medium there can be no sound, and that

there exists no peculiar sonorous imponderable fluid which
pervades the air, and should be the cause of sound trans-

mission. When now we see that more highly rarefied air

behaves toward electricity in exactly the same way as the.

lesser rarefied air behaves toward sound, namely that at a

cerrain degree of rarefaction, the transmission becomes
more imperfect and at a certain point stops entirely, we
are driven to the conclusion that eleciriclt)' as well as

sound is merely a peculiar form of motion of ponderable

matter.

The conventional method of calling e'ectricity a fluid

ipust be understood to be only for the sake of convenience

in explaining the phenomena presented An argument in

favor of this custom is, that electric currents behaved like

water in two respects, namely, moving under greater or

smaller pressure, and in greater or smaller quantities What
in water is called pressure or head is in electricity called

electromotive force, and as hydraulic pressure can over-

come great obstacles, so electromotive force overcomes
great resistances. It is measured by a standard unit, which
is properly called after the illustrious Italian who first in-

sented an apparatus which multiplied the small electromo-

tive force of a galvanic couple, the column of Volta. The
quantity of electricity discharged through a channel is

measur. d by another standard, also very appropriately

named after the great French inves:igator Ampere, who
discovered the laws governing the mutual action and reac-

tion of currents of great quantities.

That rarefied air is by no means so good a conductor as

assumed by many, is proved by the fact that it requires a
considerable electromotive force to pass it through.

I referred in the beginning of this paper to the applica-

tion of the knowledge recently obtained in regard to the

behavior of electricity in rarefied air, and in vacuo for the

purpose of explaining certain natural phenomena. These
phenomena are principally the aurora borealis and austra-

lis. and especially those which are related to the immense
enigmas w^hich from time to time appear in the heavens,

the comets, which alarm the Ignorant.

Of the accompanying two cuts Fig. i represents an ar-

rangement similar to the tube exhibited at the lecture,

while Fig 2 shows that as direction of the magnetic needle

may be deviated by a wire conducting an electric current,

vice veisa, the. direction of a flow of an electric current in a

partial vacuum will be affected by magnetic influence, as

shown by the result of charging and discharging the electric

magnet seen suspended over the tube.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

Xew York, Dec. 15.—A systematic attack on the work

of the Board of Electrical Control is now being carried on

through the columns of two of the city evening papers.

They were all very anxious for the original enactment of the

law, but are apparently surprised to find that the measures

adopted for enforcing it are not altogether free from crit-

icism. The charges exacted for the rental of ducts Is now

receiving attention, and it is claimed that a company is

charged ^2,850 for rental in a district where its entire pat-

ronage amounts to ^1,550. The board is apparently indif-

ferent to these attacks, but proceeds calmly with its regular

routine business. On Tuesday the Mt.' Morris Electric

Light company applied for permission to erect a pole line

in Harlem, but on account of the report of the expert that

the company had failed to comply with the regulations of

the board, the matter was again referred to him for a report

at the next meeting. A petition of the Ball Electric Light

company to string wires in West Broadway, Hudson street

and Seventh avenue, was also referred to the expert. Per-

mission was given the Empire & Bay States Telegraph

company to string two wires on poles already up, from

Woodlawn to Harlem River. The Brush Illuminating

company was granted permission to extend its wires over-

head through Gansevoort and Greenwich streets, from Gan-

sevoort street to Washington Market,

The case of the Third avenue Railroad company against

John Newton as commissioner of public works, was before

the Court of Appeals at Albany December nth. This ap-

peal was in the action for permission to lay a cable conduit

for the Third avenue line. John E. Parsons for the com-

pany argued that the charter granted the company in 1S53

carried with It all the rights of a railroad. When the charter

was given there was at least one cable road In existence

—

that at Schenectady. James C. Carter and D. J. Dean for

the respondent and the city, held that the charter conveyed

only the rights of railroads existing at that time, excepting

that of steam. The charier did not contemplate the build-

ing of a masonry trench and vaults beneath the roadway of

the street. Mr. Dean held that the right to dig up streets

and build these trenches should be purchased under the

amended railroad act like all other rights of way. This

franchise was too valuable to give away.

The Third avenue road Is not having altogether smooth

sailing with its 125th street cable line. It narrowly escaped

a serious accident a few days ago by the breaking of a

strand or something of that nature. As the daily World

had predicted something of that nature, it is now posing as

a prophet in that particular branch of mechanics.

The Brooklyn aldermen at their meeting on December

loth ordered electric I'ghts on the following streets: Mon-
tague street. Seventh avenue, from Union street to Twen-

tie h, Lafayette avenue, from Flatbush avenue to Broad-

way, Willoughby avenue, from Park avenue to Broadway;

Wythe avenue, from Flushing avenue to Fourteenth street,

and Bushwick avenue, Irom Gates avenue to Conway street.

The Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing company of

Chicago, which now supplies electricity to the Jamaica

electric railway, has applied to the Brooklyn aldermen for a

franchise for the lighting of the streets of the Twenty-sixth

ward in that city.

The Western Union Telegraph company issued on Wed-
nesday this statement of business for the quarter ending

December 3 st, the earnings for the present month being

estimated. The net revenues are set down at §1,650,000,

an increase of §150,000 over the corresponding period of

last year. There was an Increase of §1569.185 in the com-

pany's surplus at the beginning of the quarter, including

the current three months' revenues, aggregate §9,573,75".

The quarter's payments for interest and sinking fund

amount to §204,802, an Increase of §62,152, the quarter's

balance being §9,368,955, again of §657,036. The quarter's

dividend was increased to §1,077,376. the surplus for the

quarter remaining §8,291.578, an increase of §657,003.

Business Incident to the presidential election has much to do

with the increase in revenues.

About thirty-five stockholders of the Keely Motor com-

pany gathered at Philadelphia on Wednesday, December

I2th for the annual meeting, at which it was expected that

seven directors would be elected. Most of the stock was

represented by proxy, but that was not enough for a quorum.

After waiting for over half an hour, there being no prospect

of securing a quorum, the meeting was Indefinitely post-

poned. It was intimated that the real reason a quorum was

not present was that a number of heavy stockholders of

Xew York failed either to come or send proxies. There

were several inquiries for Keely, but the inventor had re-

mained away from the meeting, and was only represented

by proxy. P.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas CiTV, Mo., Dec. 15.—The, American Electric

Light company is defendant in a suit for §15,000 damages.

Mrs. Dr. Marsh was passing along Main street In the fall

when she was struck by a flying rock. She received inju

ries which, it Is alleged, will cause her to be an invalid for

life. She charges that the rock which struck her was

thrown into the air by a blast conducted by employes of

the American Electric Light company, and that the employes

and company exhibited gross carelessness. The company's

business has been excellent. It has already been compelled

to enlarge its plant several times, but its entire capacity is

taken up in supplying its patronage, and another enlarge-

ment will soon be necessitated.

Work on the Edison building, of the Consolidated Kan-

sas City Electric Light company, is progressing, and is

being pushed as rapidly as possible, but the work of all

the contractors is delayed. The main trouble is with the

iron contractors. They claim that they are not able to get

the iron, and, of course, cannot proceed until that necessary

part of their work is on hand. Mr. Weeks says that he

now hopes that the plant will be in operation by January

1st He asserts it must be in operation by February 12th,

when the Edison Electric Light association begins its

annual convention in this city. Mr. Weeks expects about

100 delegates to be present, and is confideat that the con-

vention will be a grand success. Efforts will be made to

have Mr. Edison attend.

C. H- Cone, representing the Chicago Electrical Supply

company, is in receipt of large quantities of supplies for his

ware-room, and will soon have that branch of his business

here in active operation.

It is probable that the §100,000 bond proposition of the

Kansas City Electric Light company, and the purchase of

ground adjoining the Eighth and Santa Fe street plant of

the company, should be considered together, and that the

money raised by the bonds Is to ba applied to building an

addition that will almost double the capacity of the arc and

alternating current plant. Work may not begin before

spring. The company has established a reserve incandes-

cent station of about 300 lights at the exposition building.

Superintendent Ycnowine, of the St. Joseph, Mo., tele-

phone exchange, was in the city last week.

W. F. Clark of Boston, representing the electric railway

construction department of the Thomson-Houston com-

pany, who has been traveling over the west with a com-

pany of Boston capital sts, returned to this city last week-

While in Kearney, Neb., Mr. Clark and others established

an electric railway company, which will operate ten cars

over Its line.

Article of incorporation were filed last week at Topeka,

under the ivansas law, for the Kensington Railway com-

pany, with an authorized capital of §50.000. The charter

is for ninety-nine years, and the stock consists of 500

shares. The motive power miy be either steam, cable or

electricity, but electricity is to be used if it will prove suit-

able for the way. The main will be i!^ miles in length.

The directors of the new road are Robert Gllham, J. I.

Reynolds, W. A. Bunker, M G. Gilham, C. Bullock, D.
O Hoagland, W. F Barkhart

A charter has bee 1 granted to the Emporia (Kan.) Rapid

Transit company. It will probably adopt electricity. The
capital stock is §25,000 The directors are H. Parkman,

R. R M. Candless, E. E. Smith, S. B. Riggs, C S. Cross,

N. E. Weaver and George B. Peters. C.

Wichita, Kan.
Wichita, Kan , Dec 15.—Another of Wichita's motor

lines will adopt the electric system, with a ten-minute ser-

vice from th; Burton Stock Car works. A double plant,

two engines and two systems of dynamos will be put in

complete, so that if one meets with a mishap the other can

be started up.

A communication was read at the last meeting of the

council from Houston & Bentley, threatening suit on the

part of the telephone company for the amount alleged to

be due for the telephone In the city assessor's ofiice used

last spring. The council for some time has refused to pay

the bill. The bill was produced and called for §62.50.

Councilman Healey thought §37.50 would be about the

right amount to allow. The matter was finally disposed of

by referring it to the finance committee. Judge Sluss was

present and asked for a hearing, representing the Citizens'

Electric company. Bills had been presented bv the com-

pany from January 1st to November. The company's bill,

according to basis of calculation, is §4,220.57, and the al-

lowance by the city was §1,340, and §2,850 unpaid.

The company has been informed that there was a misun-

derstanding about the contract; the attorney said it would

be difficult to determine what was right. But for the last

year, before any question of difference arose, the council

would certainly be compelled to pay according to the basis

of calculation as understood by the company. Up to Jan-

uary the city paid according to company's calculation. The
city having paid this could not get any of it back for the

future service of the company. For the future the judge

read an agreement which the company would enter into

with the city, and it provided that a charge of §100 per

annum for each light of 2,000 candle power, and to give

service each night from dusk to i a. m., and double charges

for extra service Deduction would be made for bad ser-

vice at the rate paid according to contract. The judge said

that at the last meeting §1,400 was allowed the company as

"pay.nent in full," which, on the terms, would not be ac-

cepted. The matter was referred to the gas committee.

M.

Kansas City, Kan.
Kansas City. Kan., Dec. 15.—The Kansas City, Mo.,

Electric Light company has had pole lines in two streets in

this city ever since it was established. When the Kansas

City, Kan., company began erecting its pole line It invaded

these two streets, erecting poles considerably higher than

those of the old company, so that there would be no ob-

structions. No sooner had It got its pole line up than the

old company began to replace Its old poles with others of

the same height as those just set up by the new company.

Mr. Friedburg, manager of the new company, saw that if

this was done, his lines on those two streets might as well

be walled in, and he applied for an order restraining the old

company from changing the poles and asking for a perma-

nent injunction, claiming that the old company had no

franchise. The restraining order was granted, and the

injuction proceedings will be heard shortly. The old com-

pany admits that it has no franchise granted by the con-

solidated city of Kansas City, Kan., but that before the
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consolidation took place the individual cities each granted

it a franchise, and that it was under these franchises that

the pole line was erected. Furthermore, the poles were

not raised suddenly for the purpose of annoying or

obstructing the new company, but had been under con-

templation for sometime, and that the work was done after

the new company's pole line was constructed, was merely

accidental. The Missouri company's old line was too low;

the wires passed through trees, and grounds were frequent

and caused many complaints on the part of the company's

patrons, and that it was at the request of the latter that the

pole line was raised. The old company had intended to

let the new company have full sway here, and to make no

special effort to retain the patronage it had. But circum-

stances alter cases, and it may now jump into this territory

and contest every foot of ground; that is, if the legal pro-

ceedings should end in a victory for the Missouri company.

The contract let by the Metropolitan Street Railway

company to the Thomson-Houston Electric company,

through its Kansas City, Mo., agency, calls for an over-

head construction having a capacity for twenty cars, and

the equipment of five cars to begin with, more to be added

as the success and patronage of the line shall render neces-

sary. The line is now known as the Armourdale line, and

is operated with mule power. It is two and a half miles

long. The power station of the road will be located in the

Ninth street cable engine house of the Metropolitan com-

pany's Fifth street cable line.

When the Kansas & Missouri Telephone company's bill

for .^95 for telephones in use by the city, came up in the

last meeting of the council, Councilman Freeman stated

that he understood the city was to have free telephones in

consideration of the right allowed the telephone company to

erect their poles on the street. The outcome of a discuss-

ion on this subject was that City Attorney Carroll was

instructed to draw up an ordinance taxing the poles of all

telephone and telegraph companies operating in the city.

B.

St. Louis, Mo.

St. Louis, Dec. 15.—W. W. Murray, special inspector

in the street department, has submitted to the Municipal

assembly a plan for a telegraph and electric light wire pole.

The poles are of iron, twelve inches in diameter in the

clear at the base, and six inches at the top, seventy feet in

height above the street grade, and are joined together by a

process of "shrinking" the sections into each other while

the metal is at a white-hot heat. Mr. Murray estimates

the cost of the poles laid down in St. Louis at $155 each.

They can be erected at an estimated cost of from ^1,200 to

$1,500 a block. He says their employment will obviate the

necessity of burying wires.

The Broadway street car line has the poles and iron arches

for operating the test of the overhead Short system nearly

all erected on the extension from the stables, near the in-

tersection of Seventh street and Broadway, to Broadway

and Jefferson avenue. The conducting wires are being

rapidly laid, but it is thought it will be impossible to make

the first trial this month. It will be made early in January,

however. E.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Indianapolis, Ind , Dec, 15.—The Park theater of this

city, which was remodeled last summer, and which until

this week used gas and arc electric lights, the latter fur-

nished by the Brash company, has introduced an incandes-

cent system. There are 741 sixteen candle power lamps dis-

tributed throughout the different parts of the building.

The dynamos, which were furnished by the Jenney Electric

company of this city, are located in the Indianapolis Sen-

////f/ building, the power being furnished by that company.

Air wires arc run direct to a switch-board on the stage, and

are arranged in such manner that the stage manager has

full control of lights in every part of the auditorium and

stage. This is the only theater in the city using incandes-

dent lights, and its introduction makes a wonderful im-

provement in all respects

A special committee on light was appointed by the city

council to hear complaints from residents on North Merid-

ian street of the line of poles recently set on that street by
the Brush company by instruction of the council committee
on light. After holding two sessions, and no one appear-

ing to enter complaint, the committee decided to report to

council that there was no reason for making a change. It

is the intention of the Brush company to string heavy rub-

ber-covered wire. M.

probably be constructed during the present week. Nearly

twelve miles of ground wire have been laid, and eight miles

of poles set. The old motors will soon be disposed of and

the entire electrical equipment will be in use in January.

The power plant of the road on Jefferson street will be

completed in three weeks, and the machinery will arrive in

a few days and will be placed in position as fast as possible.

The construction of the Second street line from Jefferson

street will be completed this week. The road is being

equipped by the Thomson-Houston company. D.

Topeka, Kan-
Tf»i'Kr:A, Dec. 15. — Arrangements have been made

whereby the track of the rapid transit railway will be con-

structed to the limits of I'olwin ]*lace on Fifth avenue

leaving th,- present line on Clay .street. This branch will,

Birnningham, Ala.

Birmingham, Ala., Dec. 15.—The Southern District Tel-

egraph & Electric company of this city has sold to a Flor-

ence syndicate an electric light plant for $3,000. This

company has also just put in a plant for the Stevens Elec-

tric company, which lights the Georgia Pacific and the

Alabama Great Southern shops, and the Stevens company's

brick works.

An effort is making to create the office of city electrician.

The recent fires caused by the improper insulation of elec-

tric wires have attrascted the attention of insurance men.

who will doubtless use their influence in behalf of the

movement. The duty of the proposed official will be the

general superintendence of the various electric systems,

but more particularly to watch the fire alarms and see that

they are always in working order. As now proposed, such

an officer would work under the instruction of the chief of

the fire department.

The Birmingham Gas company is putting in two new

dynamos to increase the capacity of its incandescent plant.

A

Des Moines, la.

Des Moines, la., Dec. S.—The telephone company
has commenced placing the immense cables which will

supplant the hundreds of wires which line the business por-

tion of the city.

An ordinance granting to the Des Moines Electric Rail-

way company the right to extend its tracks and electrical

equipment on Jefferson street from Sixth to Thirteenth

street, was presented at last week's council meeting, and
read the first and second times, and laid over under the

rules. Judge Baylies was asked what the electric railway

expected to do with the right of way on Forest avenue. He
replied that while the company was very anxious to secure

the Forest avenue right of way, it could not afford at the

present time to run on that street. He estimated that it

would cost ^18,ooo to pu'. their line on that street. The
electric motors are looked for daily, and when they arrive a

week will suffice to put them in the cars and prepare them
for use. The track and overhead wires are all in readi

ness.

John P. Nilson, brother of L. G. Nilson, electrician of

the Edison Light company, died Dec. 4. He came from
Sweden five months ago, and entered the employ of the

Edison company. K.

Iowa Items.
OsKALOOSA, la., Dec. 15.—The central plant of the

Plawkeye Electrical Manufacturing company ha^ not yet

been removed to Davenport, as has been erroneously an-

nounced. The delay in removal is caused by the great

press of work, but it is thought the change will be accom-

plished by January 1st.

At Des Moines, the electric railway will soon be in

operation. The construction and equipments are pro-

nounced by all visiting electricians to be une.xcelled.

Four of the cars and the generator were received last week.

At a special meeting of town council of North Des Moines,

last week, the ordinance granting to the Electric Street

Railway company the right of way on Jefferson street west
from Sixth to Thirteenth street, was passed by a unani-

mous vote.

At Ottumwa, the Central Union Telegraph com-
pany's new line has been equipped with poles fifty

feet in height. The line runs through the alleys, A new
switch-board has been put in and altogether, the exchange
has become a model one. F.

Missouri Matters.
KiRKsviLi.ii, Mo., Dec. 15 —By January ist this city

will be illuminated by electricity. The plant consists of

seventy-five arc lights of the Ball system. A commodious
station of bnck has been erected, and all the equipments
are first-class. The company is composed of leading citi-

zens, with IL J, Patterson as manager. It is proposed to

add an incandescent .system to the plant in the spring.

The ChiJIicotlie Electric J.ight company is adding to its

l)lant. The company has secured the contract for lighting

the city.

At Sedalia, the city aullioriiics arc searching far and

near to find what will be the best and most economical

system to adopt for a city electric light plant, which the

council has voted to establish.

The Independence (Mo.) electric light company has a

city contract for fifteen arc lights.

G.

Omaha, Neb.
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 15.—Dr. Mercer of the Electric

Motor line says that the courts will refuse permission to his

company to erect poles in the streets when they hold that

the franchise granted to his company by a vote of the peo-

ple is null and void. This statement was called out by the

proposition on the part of those opposed to the road to

carry their opposition into the courts. The mayor, he said,

had asked the city attorney for an opinion on the subject,

but the latter had asked for time to examine the question.

In the meantime the company has gone quietly ahead, and
with hardly any one knowing it has erected forty of its

poles. They are painted a dark red color. An ordinance

requires the companies using poles to paint their property

a distinguishing color.

The Electric Light company, the board of trade, city

council and business men of South Omaha, banqueted at

the Exchange hotel one evening last week in honor of the

advent of electric illumination. H.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Phcenix Electric Light company of Marshall, Tex.,

has been incorporated.

The cost of lighting the late exhibition at Brussels by
electricity averaged about £380 per month.

The Colorado Electric company, of Denver, Col., has
recently added a number of Brush arc lamps to its plant.

.Several members of the council of Jeffersonville, Ind.,
are anxious to have the streets il.uminated by means of
electricity.

It is stated that the Pacific Coast Electrical Storage com-
pany has a contract to light Saucelito, Cal., with incandes-
cent lights.

Another Brush incandescent electric light plant has just
been placed in the works of the Standard Oil company, at
Cleveland, O.

The demand for electric lights in Geneva, N. Y., has
lately increased to such an extent as to necessitate the
ordering of another 30-light Brush machine and lamps.

The Brush Electric company, Cleveland, O., has recently
sold to the Brush Electric Lighting company, of Lafayette,
Ind., one 300'light incandescent machine, and one 45 light
arc machine.

The city council of Pueblo, Col., has instructed the
mayor to offer a reward of $10 for information which will
lead to the arrest and conviction of persons destroying elec-
tric light globes.

The mayor of Elgin vetoed the action of the city council
awarding the contract for electric lights to the Jenney Elec-
tric company of Indianapolis, and the council has decided
to readvertise for bids.

Carrollton, Mo., will have an incandescent light plant in
operation January 1st, under the management of lames
W. Lacy. It will be conducted in connection with the arc
light system recently introduced in that place.

The Brush Electric company, of Cleveland, O., has
lately received an order for a machine having a capacity of
30 2,0D0-candle power lamps, together with a full com-
plement of lamps, to be used for central station lighting in
Mexico.

The electric light plant of William McCune & Co., Ster-
ling, 111., was recently flooded. The Van Depoele dynamo
was under water ten days. When it was removed it was
supposed to be ruined. It was dried out and then started,
and has been running satisfactorily ever since.

The contract for illuminating the city of Pittsburgh has
been awarded the East End Electric Light company for

$110,592. The contract goes into effect January ist. It

calls for 400 arc and 4,287 incandescent lights. Last year
$120,000 worth of oil and gas were burned in public light-
ing in Pittsburgh.

It is stated that the first set of the 10,000-horse power
dynamos and engines in the Deptford central station, Lon-
don, will be ready in March next to supply current. The
\^on(\or\ Electrical Eiigiin-i:t- predicts that 150,000 lamps
will be supplied from the station w^ithin a year from the
time it is ready for work.

The managers of the Monroe county insane asylum at
Rochester, N. Y., have petitioned the board of supervisots
to grant them an appropriation enabling them to introduce
an mcandescent light system. Heretolore the institution
has been lighted by gas and oil and many times lamps have
been overturned by inmates.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago recently
introduced an incandescent plant, 200 lights, into the Web-
ster, Camp & Lane Machine works at Akron, O. Other
recent installations of this company include the following:
Mason, .Mich., 30 arc lights; Joplin, Mo., 50 arc lights;

Burlington, Kan., 30 arc lights.

Commissioner Swift and City-electrician Barrett are
engaged in preparing; an estimate of the cost for lighting
.Milwaukee avenue with electricity between North avenue
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and Halsted street, Chicago. The surplus in the public-
works fund will be used in extending the electric lighting
system, if the city council concurs.

A Brussels correspondent writes of an interesting instal-
lation at the Xorthern Railway station in that place. The
current is supplied by a storage battery, which is brought
charged every evening, and taken away in the daytime to
be re-charged. The cells are supported on a specially con-
structed car, and remain on it during use.

The Brush Electric company, of Cleveland, O., has just
received orders from the California Electric Light com-
pany, of San Francisco, for three number S machines, to
increase the capacity of the San Francisco station, and five

number S machines, with complement of lamps, to be used
for central station lighting in Portland, Ore.

The Santa Fe Railroad company contemplates installing

a storage battery plant in its new station at JoHet. The
Joliet Electric Light & Power company furnishes the light

until midnight, but as the station shuts down at that time,
and the railroad company does not wish to use gas, it has
decided to introduce a plant of the Electrical Accumulator
company's batteries and continue the electric lighting from
midnight until daylight by this means. The installation

will be made under the direction of Alexander Thompson
of Chicago, electrician of the Santa Fe company.

The cost of lighting the great exhibition at Paris next
year u-ill be one of the largest items of expense. It is

estimated that 900 hours of service will be required, and on
this basis the foUo^ving prices have been adopted: For each
glow lamp of 16 candle power, 60 fr. ; 10 candle power,

45 fr.; for each arc light 500 candle power, 500 fr.; 1,000
candle power 750 fr. The motive power will be furnished
at the following rates: Up to 500 horse power hours. 50
cents per horse power hour, and beyond 500 horse power
hours, 40 cents per horse power hour. The total illumi-

nating power of electric lamps is estimated at 1,600,000
candles; and the number and types of lamps at present de-
cided upon are as follows: Jablochkoff candles, 124; arc

lamps, 1017; glow lamps, go8o; sunlamps, 16.

An electric light plant is being installed in the Town
hall at \'!enna. The generating plant is divided between
two machine rooms at opposite ends of the building. One
is already complete, and contains two 60 horse power steam
engines driving shunt dynamos capable of supplying loSo
glow lamps of 16 candle power. In the other machine
room there will be erected four loo horse power steam
engines and dynamos, colle.tively capable of developing
60,000 watts. There will also be put up a batter>' of 320
Khotinsky storage cells, which are to be joined in eight

parallels of forty cells each during the charge, and five

parallels of sixty-four cells each during the discharge. The
total cost of this installation, which will suffice for the sup-
ply of current to 5,000 glow lamps, is estimated at €22,000.

A meeting of the committee on underground conduits

and conductors of the National Electric Light association,

was held at the association headquarters, 16 East Twenty-
third street, Xew York, December nth. The meeting was
called to order by E. T. Lynch, jr.. chairman. A prelimi-

nar}' discussion as to the present stale of the art was entered

into by the members present, and there seemed to be a verj-

general impression that one of the most important things at

present was to ascertain more fully and accurately than had
heretofore been done, just what has so far been accomplished
in this country touching upon the undergrounding of arc light

conductors. Several plans for accomplishing this were dis-

cussed, and the committee adjourned until December 17th.

The members of this committee are E. T. Lynch, jr. chair-

man; I. M. Davis, F. B. Crocker, Gen. C. H. Barney and
Walter C. Kerr.

On the occasion of the bal masque given by L N. Nick-

erson at his residence, Cass and Erie streets, Chicago, De-
cember iJth, ihe art gallery was lighted by electric lights, a

temporary' installation being put in by the Chicago E Jison

company. The current was furnished by means of storage

batteries, which were charged at the central station of the

Edison company. The art gallerj' was most bnlliantly

illuminated—far more successfully than could have been

done by gas, and without the heat and damage to the val-

uable paintings that the use of the latter would have oc-

casioned. This is. it is asserted, the first time in Chica§:o

that storage batteries have been used for so extensive tem-

porary- lighting, light being furnished continuously without

llicker. variation or interruption of any kind for over seven

hours to thirty-two 16 candle power lamps. The Electrical

Accumulator company's batteries were used. The installa-

tion was under the charge of Louis A. Ferguson of the

Edison company, and Alexander Thompson, electrician of

the Sante Fe railroad system.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The Wave Power company, of San Francisco, has under-

taken to utilize the water power of the American River at

Fo'som in the running of machinery in the manufactories

of Sacramento, and dispense with steam power in that city.

The water power wilt be transmitted by electricity over

eighteen miles of wire. Work on a dam for this purpose

has already been commenced at Folsom.

The St. Joseph, Mo., £>ai/y GazetU, in speaking of the

electric road in that city, says; "It snould be a matter of

pride to the citizens of St. Joseph that they are possessed

of this electric railway, for, to say nothing of the material

benefits accruing to the citizens by the increased service of the

road, it is a very large advertising medium for our cit)'. St.

Joseph has a reputation abroad as having the first line of

successful electric railway in operation in the United States,

and Mr. Steinacker says that a great portion of his everj'-

day mail is made up of inquiries regarding the road and its

working. Xearly every day some gentlemen are in St.

Joseph from some other city to investigate the system, and

they come from all quarters of the Unitel States. Yester-

day a gentleman from Portland. Ore., was in the city for

that purpose, and several days ago one from San Francisco
on the same errand." The success of the Union Passenger
Street railway has been so great that the management has
ordered an additional number of cars, and the Wyatt Park
railway of St. Joseph is now being equipped with electric

apparatus upon the Sprague system. Eight cars will be
equipped.

H. E. Dolan of Toronto has made an interesting esti-

mate of the cost of operating an electrical railroad, basing
his calculations upon the St. Catherine, Meriton ^S: Theo
bold electrical street railroad, which includes several steep
grades and sharp curves. The plant consists of one lOO
horse power generator, seven motor cars, and two cars

without motors. The main line is about five miles and a
quarter, and a branch half a mile Following is an item-
ized statement of the daily expense: Power station

—

Power, 83 cents; oil and waste, 20 cents; labor, ^3; de-
preciation on generator at 3 per cent

,
%i\ depreciation on

turbine at 10 per cent., .$2.70. Road—Oil and waste, %\\
brushes, 30 cents; travelers, 30 cents; labor, ^:; material
for repairs of cars and line, $r, 70; depreciation on cars at

15 per cent., ^6.30; depreciation on line at 10 per cent.,

%i. Total, I21.33.

F. B. Trout, general manager of the Woodward Elec-
trical company, last week sold to an eastern traction com-
pany 16,34s cells of the Detroit storage battery. The cells

are to be supplied as rapidly as the company can manu-
facture them The cars are to be equipped as fast as the
batteries are received. Eighty-four cells will be provided
for each car. and a 5-horse power motor wmH be employed.
The motor is placed in the center of each car. The capacity
of the cells is 200 ampere-hours each. The cells will be
arranged under the car seats, forty-two on each side. Just
how often it will be necessary to change the cells cannot be
determined at present, as the rates of speed will vary at

different points of the line. This order amounts to over

^100,000. and the transaction is an enormous one in the

storage battery line. The order was only given after a
thorough investigation of the battery by the purchaser,

which certainly speaks well for the Detroit storage battery.

This battery has been but a short time before the public.

but as we have before remarked, it is claimed to be a good
deal of an advance over anything heretofore attempted, and
to be free from some of the objections heretofore found in

storage batteries. Since writing the above we have learned

that this order has been supplemented by a very heavy one
from Milwaukee, the franchise for the state of Wisconsin
and Upper Peninsula of Michigan having been passed over

to the company on whose account this order was given.

The Milwaukee company has a capital' of Sioo.ooo, and
will vigorously push the sale of the battery in its terri>ory.

Among those interested in this local company are the Hon,
V. B. Cochran of Marquette, Mich.; H. H.' Stafford, Mil-

waukee, Wis.; H. T. West, Milwaukee, Wis., and Mr.
Longyear of Marquette, Mich.

In reference to the success of the Julien storage batteries

on the Fourth avenue road in New York city, William
Bracken, managing director of the Julien Electric Traction
company, writes: In a late communication we informed you
that we hoped by our new method of regulation to so econ-

omize the use of the current from our battery as to make
three round trips, or 36 miles with one charge of battery on
the Fourth and Ma:iison avenue lines. We have accom-
plished that result, and our large eighteen-foot cars, carr\'-

ing unusually heavy loads of passengers, are now making
three round trips from Eighty-sixth street to the postoffice

and back, 36 miles, without any change of battery. We
change the battery but once a day, thus making a great

saving in time. When you consider the long steep grades

on Madison avenue, and the number of very sharp cur\'es

throughout the line, you may imagine how much farther

one of our cars will run on a more favorable surface. But
we do not intend to end here, as we now hope to be enabled

to make a fourth trip or 48 miles on one charge, for the

reason that at the end of our third trip we find now the

voltage of the batlery- is still above 2 volts per cell. When
the battery is fully charged the voltage stands at about 320

(144 cells). At the end of the third trip the voltage is still

300, and the car acted with as much force and life as it did

on its first trip We now go from Eighty-sixth street to the

postoffice and back. 12 miles, on an expenditure of less

than 15 electrical horse power. Therefore we make the

36 miles on 45 electrical horse power-hours. Calculating

the cost to be 2 cents per horse power-hour, you will per-

ceive that it costs but 30 cents for energy for a round trip

of li miles, or 2^ cents per mile. .Assuming 75 miles for

a car a day the cost would be §1.87. These data are taken

from our books at our electric station. But this is by no
means the limit of economy which we hope to reach, for we
are now having manufactured a motor far more elficient

than those at present in use. Our new cars will be at least

two tons lighter than those at present running.

THE TELEPHONE.
E J. Hall, vice-president and general manager of the

Bell Telephone company of Buffalo, announces that a New
York wire will be run into the office at Rochester, N. Y,,

connecting the tatter city directly with the metropolis.

A long distance tine is working successfully between New
York and Buffalo.

For the last week or two the first submarine telephonic

cable has been in working order between Buenos Ayres and
Monte Video. The cable runs the length of the bay that

separates the Argentine Republic from Uruguay, and it is

said is performing its functiois better than the terrestrial

telephones in that quarter of the world.

The Chattanooga. Tenn . Electrical company is endeavor-

ing to secure a telephone that may be used in the mines, by

which cais may be called and other messages transmitted to

the miners without calling them out of the mines. The
magneto call with manual telephone switch, illustrated in

the Western Electriclvn" last week, attracted the atten-

tion of the Chattanooga company, and will probably be

introduced in the Tennessee mines.

THE TELEGRAPH.
A London dispatch says that at a conference of influential

Australians and Canadians in that city the question of lay-
ing a cable from Vancouver to Australia, touching at
Hawaii, Fanning Island, Samoa, Fiji and New Zealand,
was discussed, and it was decided to urge the government
to support the project.

A decision affecting the rights of property-owners and
telegraph companies was rendered December 5th at Colum-
bia City, Ind.. by Judge Olds. The suit originated at

Fort Wayne and was taken to Columbia City on a change
of venue. Judge Olds held that the Western Union com-
pany, having accepted the act of congress of July, 1S66, the

common council of Fort Wayne could not compel the com-
pany to remove the poles from Calhoun street, which is a
post road, or compel them to put them under ground; that
the city having once indicated where the poles were to be
placed could not now order their removal, and that the city

under its police powers could not pass any ordinance or do
any act which would deprive the company of any right
given by the act of congress, or abridge any of its rights
under the act. He further held that the erection and
maintenance of telegraph poles and wires upon the streets

are not an additional burden, but is one of the uses for

which the street was originally located The court refused

to grant an injunction, dissolved the temporary injunction

heretofore granted, and entered a general finding for the

telegraph company.

Miscellaneous Notes.
The Electric Smelting company, of Memphis, Tenn.,

has been incorporated.

A meeting of the New York Electric club was held De-
cember 2oth. Prof. C. F. Brackett of Princeton college

gave the address of the evening.

iNIention was made in this column a few weeks ago that

works had been established at Montreux for the supply of

current for working an electric railway by the overhead
system, with continuous currents, between Vevey and Mon-
treux, and for lighting a somewhat extended district by
means of alternating currents and transformers. The gen-
erators were driven by water power. The works are now
disabled. The reservoir at Souzier burst recently and the
water coming down the mountain side destroyed eight

houses in Souzier, carried away a portion of the carriage

road, and also of the railway which runs parallel to it.

In connection with recent experiments to test the fatal

character of electric currents, the following dispatch from
Cincinnati is interesting: "Chief, " the biggest and most
vicious elephant in America, has been condemned to death
by his owners, the Robinson Brothers. He is about twenty-
five years old, weighs 10,000 pounds and is worth over ^i
a pound. In 1879 ^^ Charlotte, N. C, he killed his first

keeper, John King. Two years later he killed George Sul-

livan, his second keeper. Many other persons have been
maimed or injured by him. It has been suggested that the

immense pachyderm be executed by an electric current, and
the Robinsons are willing that the experiment be made.

The dispute between King, Brown & Co. of Edinburgh,
and the Anglo-American Brush corporation has been
brought into the courts for adjustment. The plaintiff in

the action. King, Brown &: Co., has for some time con-

ducted a considerable business in making and selling elec-

tric machinery. The defendant, it is alleged, has threat-

ened the plaintiff with legal proceedings for conducting the

manufacture, use, or sale of an invention which is covered

by letters patent owned by the defendant, especially that of

compound wound dynamos, Plaintiff claims $5,000 dam-
age. The defendant has commenced an action against

King, Brown & Co. for infringement of patents. It is

charged that on the Orient Steam Navigation company's
ships, compound wound dynamo machines are in use which
were supplied by King, Brown & Co.', and are. it is alleged,

an infringement of the Brush company's patent.

The people of Toronto have been agitating the question

of compelling the electric light, telegraph and telephone

companies to place their wires under ground, but the city

solicitor says the city council at present has no pov.-er to

take such action. He says that ihe companies to be dealt

with will include the Montreal Telegraph company, the G.

N. W. Telegraph company, the Canadian Pacific Tele-

graph company, the Canada Mutual Telegraph company,
the Bell Telephone company, and the Toronto Electric

Light company. He advises the city council to obtain

from the legislature of Ontario the power to compel the

Bell Telephone company, the Toronto Electric Light com-
pany and other telephone companies to put their wires

under ground, but, he adds, it will be necessary to appeal

to the parliament of the Dominion for power to compel
similar action on the part of the companies whose wires

extend beyond the limits of the province of Ontario.

The commissioner of patents at Washington has just

rendered a decision supporting Mr. Julien's claim for an
ino.xydizable alloy as against the claim of the Faure-Selon-

Volckmar combination. The Electrical Accumulator com-
piiny of New York filed an application in the patent office

some time ago for a patent, claiming among other things

an alloy containing lead and antimony for a support plate

in a secondary battery. The patent office thereupon put

them in interference with the Julien Electric company.
Much expert evidence was offered on both sides. Professor

Morton, Mr. Reckenzaun and Mr. Madden testified on be-

half of the Electrical Accumulator company, and Professor

Barket, Dr. Vander Weyde and Mr. Salom testified on be-

half of the Julien Electric company. The case was argued
before the commissioner by able counsel on both sides, and
the commissioner decided in favor of the Julien Electric

company, holding that an alloy of lead and antimony had
no novelty, but that an alloy of lead, antimony and mer-

cury, as claimed by Mr. Julien, has specific advantages and
novelt)'. It was proved on behalf of the Julien Electric
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company, and it has been admitted by the examiner in his

opinion, that while an alloy of lead and antimony has serious

disadvantages as a support plate by reason of the crystal

line structure of the metal, making it liable to oxydation

and consequent disintegration, yet the presence of mercury
removes this defect, and makes the alloy homogeneous and
practically inoxydizable.

The first of eight tram cars which have been ordered for

the Sandhurst-Eaglehawk tramway. Melbourne, has been

completed. These cars are required to mount gradients

of 5 per cent, at a speed of five miles an hour, the speed on
the level being eight miles an hour. The car is provided

with two S horse nominal motors capable of working up to

14 horse power on the grades. There are 72 storage cells

in a car weighing two tons, and the regulation of speed is

made by an improved switch, by which the excitation of the

field magnets and the connection of the armatures are suit

ably varied. The complete weight of the car is 5 tons 10

cwt. and is capable of carrying forty passengers.

At the recent soiree of the Royal Society, the principal

feature of the evening was the soap bubble experiments of

C. V. Boys. One of these afforded a beautiful illustration

of the phenomenon of the diffusion of gases. A spherical

bubble was blown on to a fixed ring of wire, and within it

a smaller free spherical bubble was blown of a mixture of

gas and air. This bubble rose and floated near the top of

the inclosing bubble, but without coalescing with it, owing
to the presence of the intervening layer of air, which pre-

vented actual contact between the two soap films. The
whole was then inclosed under a bell glass, to which a cur-

rent of coal gas was admitted. In a few seconds the in-

ner bubble left the upper part of the larger bubble, and
after floating about in it for a short time, descended, and
finally rested on the bottom; thus showing that diffusion

had taken place through the films, and that the specific

gravity of the contents of the bubbles was consequently
equalized. This proof of the reality of the diifusion of

gases through such a medium as a soap film, which remains
intact the while, is a very striking one, and it can be modi-
fied in a variety of waj's. Thus a soap bubble was blown
with pure oxygen gas, and immersed for a few Seconds in a
bell glass containing the invisible vapor of ether. When
the bubble was withdrawn and approached to a flame, it

exploded with a flame and report, showing that during the

short time of its exposure to the ether vapor, diffusion had
occurred, and the original filling of pure oxygen had given
place to an explosive mixture of oxygen with the ether.

A new preservative of iron and steel has been found in a

modification of the well known Japanese gum lacquer.

After many experiments, the preparation has been finally

adopted for the imperial Japanese navy. There is a certain

difference between the compound prepared for painting iron

and steel and the ordinary lacquer employed for wood, but
its principal element is still the gum lacquer. The in-

ventor of the new composition had great difficulty in con-
quering the tendency of this material to get very hard and
then to crack, but, according to the reports, he has suc-

ceeded at last. Experience has shown that a ship protect-

ed with this variety of lacquer has been able to keep afloat

in tropical seas for three years—going into dry dock only
once instead of six times during that time, a'^ usual. A
ship of the Russian Pacific squadron has tried the new
coating, and the result has been very satisfactory. It is

consequently thought that at last a tolerably perfect anti-

corrosive coating for iron and steel structures has been dis-

covered, which may render substantial service in the pres-

ervation of all descriptions of erections in these materials.

The first cost of the preparation is rather high, but it is

claimed that the excess of cost is more than compensated
by the protection obtained. For ship use it is also aserted
that great advantage accrues from the high polish which
this lacquer retains while the coating remains perfect, but
on the other hand, fears are expressed that the supply of
gum lacquer will be unequal to the demand, if the require-

ments for these engineering purposes are added to the reg-

ular consumption of the article for ornamental joinery and
cabinet work.

Personal Paragraphs.
David Chalmers, of the Empire City Electric company,

was in Chicago last week.

M. E. Baird, of the Eddy Electric Manufacturing com-
pany of Windsor, Conn., was in Chicago last week.

Paul W. Bossart, superintendent of the Inter-State Elec-
tric company of Kansas City, was in Chicago recently on
business.

John I. Sabin, general manager of the California Electric
Works, and Henry D. Stanley, of the Bridgeport Brass
company, called at this office last week.

Business Mention.
The Eddy Electric Manufacturing company of Windsor,

Conn., has recently opened branch offices in Boston and
New York. In Boston the office is in the Hathaway
building on Atlantic avenue, and in New York the office

is on Broadway.

C. A. Young, director of the Princeton College observa
tory, in a letter to the Non-Magnetic Watch company,
writes: "From my protr^icted and careful tests of the non-
magnetic watch movement you have sent me for trial, I

now feci warranted in saying that I find them to be reliable
time-kccpcrs of the highest class in every respect. They
arc not only absolutely insensitive to all magnetic influ-

ences, but in the accuracy of their adjustments for temper-
ature and position, and in the steadiness of their rale under
varying circumstances, they rival Ihc highest priced chronom-
eters, I can say nothing more emphatic than that if I

now had to purchase a watch for my own use, I would un-
hesitatingly choose one of your movements. Now that
electricity is so extensively used, a person even without his
knowledge is continually liable to be exposed to magnetic

fields of strength sufficient to disturb the running of an
ordinary watch very seriously. I regard it, therefore, as

hardly less than foolish to purchase a watch of any consid-

erable value that is suscepuble to magnetic inlluences when
an equally good and probably superior non-magnetic lime-

keeper can be had for about the same cost."

The Cowles Electric Smelting and Aluminum company
of Lockport, N. Y., has published a pamphlet, entitled

"The alloys of aluminum and silicon." In addition to

being a clear trade statement, it contains much valuable In-

formation regarding the metals of which it treats.

Thomas P. Conant and William Hood, representing the

Electrical Accumulator company of New York, have estab-

lished themselves at Rooms 223 and 225 Phcenlx building,

Chicago, formerly occupied by the Northwestern Electrical

Accumulator company. The business in this territory has
passed into their hands.

The C. & C. Motor company has opened a Philadel-

phia office at 401 Arch street. The company is now in its

new quarters in New York, 402 and 404 Greenwich street.

The building is a six-story fire-proof structure, which
affords excellent facilities for manufacturing. The dynamos
and engines are in the basement, and the upper stories con-

tain the machinery, which is run by C. & C. motors. It is

one of the most perfect electric power plants in the country.

The business of the Sioux City Foundry &: Machine
works is rapidly improving, and the prospects for the win-
ter's trade are very flattering. Among their recent sales

are two 75 horse power Corliss engines for the Pioneer
Press building at St. Paul, Minn., and two 75 horse power
Corliss engines, to be used for electric light plants, one of

which goes to James Bell, David City, Neb., and the other

to the Storm Lake Electric Light company. Storm Lake, la
These consisted of complete steam plants. The first of

the new line of sizes, a ioxi6 of Giddings' single valve

automatic engines, was sold some time since, together with
a boiler, to go to the ChiUicothe Water, Gas & Electric

Light company. ChiUicothe, Mo. This will be tested at

the works this week and forwarded to its destination at

once. They have also a large force of pattern-makers at

work bringing out a full line of sizes of this justly popular
engine, which Is known at the east as the Russell automatic.
In addition to this the Sioux City Engine works have re-

cently sold several large boiler plants, together with a num-
ber of combined outfits of the Erie Engine works, manu-
factured by Cleveland & Hardwick of Erie, Pa., for which
they are western agents. They are still very busy improv-
ing their works, and are putting in at present a 90-inch
flywheel lathe; also an overhead traveling crane, 30- foot

span and 7 tons' capacity. Their foundry department is

driven to its utmost capacity; it has been necessary to work
evenings in order to get out the engine work in addition to

the large amounts of architectural iron work, which is re-

quired by the rapidly-growing country surrounding them.
They also report several sales of the Miller duplex steam
pumps for boiler feeding. This pump is rapidly growing
in favor. During the past two weeks they received quite a

number of inquiries for bids on both the Corliss and the

high speed type of engines.

Electrical Patents.

Issued December ii, 1S88,

394)153- Lamp Hanger. Daniel Chisholm, Utica, N. Y,

394,161, Electric Dispatch Tube. William Dulles, jr.,

New York, N. Y.

394,164. Electric Contact Maker. James S. Farmer.
Saiford, County of Lancaster, England.

394.172. Signaling Dynamo-Electric Machine. Elisha
Gray, Highland Park, lU.

The invention consists in the field or exciting elec-

tro-magnets, a battery normally in open circuit there-

with, a crank or like actuating device for operating the
machine, and a circuit controller for governing the cir-

cuit of the battery and when actuated by the movement
of the crank device to close the same, and thereupon to

energize the exciting magnets while the machine is in

operation. The invention also consists in the means
for automatically reopening the local battery circuit

when the machine is not in operation. The invention
further consists in a dynamo or magneto electric

machine having field magnets and a battery normally
in open ctrcuit with said magnets, and an actuating
device for revolving the armature of said machine,
means operated by the said actuating device for clos-

ing the said battery circuit, a shunt or short circuit

around the machine, and means for automatically
opening said short circuit, while the battery circuit is

closed through the said electro-magnets.
The last claim is given: "The combination, with

the field magnets, of the armature and means for actu-
ating the same, a local circuit including said field mag-
nets and a circuit-opening device, whereby the local

battery circuit is opened when the armature is at rest."

394.173. Ringlng-off Device for Telephones. Amenzo
Griffith, Springfield, and Henry A. Burbank, West-
fleld, Mass.

394,180. Cut-Out for Electric Lamps. Charies Heisler,

St. Louis, Mo.
The invention is designed to provide electro-magnets

and thermal devices which mutually co-operate in

assuring the continuity of the line and thereby pro-
mote the efficiency of an electric lighting system. The
first claim is given: "The combination, in a single

device, of a thermal and an electro-magnetic cutout In

operative proximity to each other, the thermal cut-out
being brought into operation by the overheating of the
coils of the electro-magnet resulting from the Imper-
fect action of the said magnet or its total failure to act.

"

394,192. Electric Fuse. James Macbeth, Brooklyn, N. Y.

394,195. Bridge for Cutting in New Loops in Telephone

Systems, Geo. S. Maxwell, Louisville, Ky.
The first claim reads: "The combination, in a

telephone system, of amujtlpleswitch-board, an annun-
ciator, a line wire crossing the said board and sup-
ported upon a permanent abutment, a second abut-
ment opposite the first one, a portion of the line wire
supported upon the s^econd abutment and connected
with the said annunciator, a removable bridge wire
connecting the two portions of line wire from abut-
ment to abutment, and a free end projecting from each
line wire near each abutment."

394,203. Electro-Magnetic Air-Compressing Rock Drill.
Richard G. G. Moldenke, New York, N. Y.

394,207. Electric Underground Conduit. David 6. Paige
Detroit, Mich.

'

394,220. Electric Yalve-Operating Device. Frank M.
Sparrow, Mattapoisett, Mass.

394,230. Telephone Central Station Apparatus. Theo-
dore N. Vail, Boston, Mass., and John A. Seelv New
York, N. Y.

^

The invention consists in connecting a listening
telephone to opposite sides of a pair of united metallic
circuits.

The first claim is appended: "The combination
of a central station, a series of sub- stations, a series of
electrical stations, one for each sub-station, a tele-
phone instrument for each circuit at the sub-station,
a telephone in a local circuit at the central station, a
series of normally open spring-jacks in said circuit con-
nected in parallel, and a series of jack-plugs, one for
each sub-station circuit, for connecting and discon-
necting each sub-station circuit with said local circuit
in parallel circuit."

394,302. Printing Telegraph. George V. Sheffield,
Schenectady, N. Y.

394-307- Thermo Electric Valve Controller. Frank M.
Sparrow, Mattapoiset, Mass.

394,332. Electro-Mechanical Movement. Bassett Cad-
wallader. Chicago, 111.

The first and last claims read as follows: "
i. The

combination of a wheel and two independent motors
for alternately propelling said wheel in opposite direct-
Ions through an indefinite number of units of distance,
with two electro-magnets arranged to release or check
the propelling motors alternately at the end of each
unit of distance.

"10. The combination of a bar whose operative end is

capable of three motions, two in the same plane and
the other substantially perpendicular to said plane, two
electromotors for operating the end of said bar in a
linear direction and in a second direction at an angle
to said first direction, and a third electro-magnet for
removing the operative end of said bar from said plane
of original motion."

394,380. Wire-Holder for Insulators. Edwin L. Lloyd
Philadelphia, Pa.

394,413. Thermotic Circuit Closer. William H. Soley,
Philadelphia, Pa.

394,417. Safety Device for Electric Motors Charies T-

Van Depoele, Chicago, III.

The invention is intended to interpose between the
commutator and field magnet connections and the main
terminals of the machine a piece or section of insu-
lating material of less insulating capacity; that is,

more easily destroyed or punctured than the' insulation
upon the wires with which the various parts of the
motor are wound. It follovi's from this construction
that on the presence of a dangerous, extra, or other
current it will necessarily find outlet through the safety
device, destroying the same, but thereby protecting or
saving the rest of the machine. An Illuminating de-
vice is placed in circuit with the safety device, so that
when the safety strip has been destroyed the illuminat-
ing device will be brought into action, giving notice to
the attendant to replace the safety strip.

394.471. Secondary Battery. Louis Duncan, Baltimore,
Md.
The invention relates to providing the supporting

and conducting base plate or core with a protecting
covering impervious to the electrolyte used in the bat-

tery, upon which covering the active material is ap-
plied. This protecting covering may consist of a
hard dense deposit of an oxide of lead.

394.472. Method of Making Secondary Battery Plates.

Louis Duncan, Baltimore, Md.
The invention consists in electrically depositing up-

on the core or supporting plate by means of a very
weak current an alkaline solution of a salt of lead, and
at the same time agitating the solution.

394.473. Method of Making Secondary Battery Plates.

Louis Duncan, Baltimore, Md.
The invention consists In first applying to the core

or supporting plate an impervious coating of material,

and then depositing thereon from an alkaline solution

of a salt of lead, and at the same time heating the so-

lution.

394.474. Secondary Battery. Louis Duncan, Baltimore,

Md.
The 8th claim is given: "In a secondary battery ele-

ment the combination of a plate of conducting material

other than lead, a layer of lead, a hard dense layer of

an oxide of lead, and an external layer of loose or
porous peroxide of lead."

394,485. Electro-Magnetic Switch. William W, Griscom,
Haverford College, Pa.

394,491. Electric Alarm and Water Gauge. John H.
Johns, National Military Home, Kan.

394,525. Safety Device and Signal for Electric Motors or

Generators. Charles J. V.an Depoele, Chicago, 111.

394,541. Electric Distribution by Secondary Batteries.

Zach Latshaw, McKecsport, Pa.
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Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters of all kinds,

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CARPERTIUR, HABTMAXX & CO.,

Galvanometers, Bridges and Kheostats by all the Prominent Makers.

CALI, AND £:XAafIX£.

<r£tzx3.es> x/v . Q-ueezx cfc Oo.
924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Tlie Parier-Rissell Minim & ft Co.

ELECTRIC LiaHT

CARBONS
^

CITY OFFICE

711 Pine St.. - St. Louis, Mo.

GARLOCK'S RING PACKINGS
Sectional Ring

AND

Elastic Ring.

The Best Packing

^<i>-

-# .m
The Electrical

Conatruction Co.
iNTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTK

Electric Light Plants Complete.
lave any Lamp Spools to re-wind, send them to us, and we
rice."

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

f

50 EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS,
5CRAMME ARMATURE WINDERS.

ADDRESS

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO..

Eau Claire, WIS.
THE "CLARK" -SATIRE.
Insulai/'on Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Made

For High Speed Engines

THE CARLOCK PACKINff CO.. Palmyra, N. Y.
Send for Circalars and partlcalare to The Garlock Packing Co., Palmyra, N. Y., and Rome, Ga.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, nnder date of March
29, 1886, he says : "A Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable "Wire in Every Respect."

The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables la specially cliemlcally prepared, and is guaranteed
to be wateTproof, and inill not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain fle.'ilble la extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The insulation Is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clarlc'B Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and. to a very great extent, flre proof.
Oiir iTisulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furuish Single "Wires of all

gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Liguts from stocK. Cables made
:o order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HEITRT A. CLARE, General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,

Manufactared for AXBIAIi, SUB3IAKIISB and UNDEBeBOUNO USE. OKONITE TAPE for making waterproof joints.

Sole Manufacturers CANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.

BRANCHES:—CMcap, 42 LaSalle St,, Eostoii, PMladeltliia, Omatoi Miimcaiolis, Cinmali, LoiiisTille, Kansas City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,

vlOW/>

THAJE MASK.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

BUILDERS OP

pishefs Qlectric ||)otors,

*= ELECXRIC RJLIL-WZ-JLYS. =#

General Offices and Works, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
tMANUFACTURERS OFr

A^utomatic Electric Motors,
rw ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dgnamo Eleci^riG n|achines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, A^ent,
3 54. LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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WE PATENT AND EXPLOIT
In Foreign CoantrieB first-clags Electrical Inven-

tions which are new and operative, and have been

llln tratftdbymo els and drawings, but not pub-
lished in this country before being patented

abroad. No expense to the inventor ; ca'l or write.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,

1007 Opera House Block, CHICAGO. ILL

FKANC13 W. PABKER, Solicitor.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLT COMPLETE SET OF IT, S.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

JOOJ'3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

I. W. COLBURN & CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

machines for Arc and Incandescent
Electric liigliting, Klectro - Platlns
and Experimental Une.
Send for large lUustrated Catalogue, also Hand-

book of Beady Reterence. vest-pocket edition.

Sioux City ^ Corliss Engine
iik" — * ^^ -^—

LARGEST ENGINE WORKS
AVcst of the >Ii^sissippi,

GEN'LWESTERN AGTS.
>SHIPMAN Oil. ENGINE,
S MILLER DUPLEX STEAM PUMP.

500 XX.
BUILT BV THE

Sioux City

ENGINE WORKS
SiouE City, Iowa.

BOILERS
—AND—

Steam Power Outfits

for Lighting Stations

aud Elevatoi-s

A SPECIALTY.
Send for Circular F.

-* ^°" State Business.

CIR0ULAB8
jpRBBJ.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
MAHTIPACTUEEKS OP

Hard j(ubber goods for Electrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO OEDEK.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Catalogue and Prices furnished on application.

SPEAKIN& TUBES M WHISTLES
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
2 1 , 23 and 25 Ann St. New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

t^" Send for New Catalogue, out August 1st.

C. F. ANN"ETT, Preat. S. F. FENTON, VIce-Pre3t. and Treas. CHAS. SIDtTET SMITH, Seo'7

Hotel and House AnnuociatorB.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph InstrumentB,

^Vlre and Batteries.

The United Electric Go.

Electrical Apparatus anil Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITV, - UTAH.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES.

INCANDESCENT SHADES.
Write for NEW PRICES Before Buying Elsewhere.

Large Stock ou Hand to Fit Different
Systems.

Soutliwestern Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CIIY,

3VEO.
ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

SYITOVIJLLUynamo and. Cylincier Oils.
SeconiJ to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast ninnning
machinery. By retiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent, 43 River St., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

The Standard Carbon Co.,^^^^ SUCCESSORS TO THE ^^^^ ^^^^

Cle-u-elanci, and. Crvstal Carbon Connpanies.Boiilton,
CXj:E3-^7-E3Xj.A.lSri3, :xo.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Bend for Frtce-List.

| B Coiilandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Asent for the liAW BATTEBY.

727 FILBERT STREET. - PHILADELPHIA.

SCHENECTi^DY, N. Y.,
MAiniFACTIJREBS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords and Cables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY. General Sales Agent, 19 Dey Street. New York.

Bell Hangers' Hand-Book,

BADT, SI.00.

DyDanio TeMers' HaM-Bool
BADT, SI.00.

ELEMENTS of ELECTRIC LI&HTIM,

ATKINSON, Si.50.

All tliref? I'lOoka, to one iiddrcep, cael] with
order, S:i.OlJ.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO

WAIffTED.
IAGKNTH for Lord'e Boiler Comiiound. A
chance for Kni/lncern and mon on the road,
AIbo local Aii'TitB with mi;unB. State pree-
uDt occupation. Addreee,

CEO. W. LORD,
SIB Union Street, I'blladelpblo, P«

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

S>ND FOR Catalogue.

GEO. H. BLISS,
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities,

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, I LL„

ATTENTION
Of dealers and otbers 19

called to tills bell, tlie atl-

vautaees of wtilcb can
readily be seen In Its ad-

justment for regiilatlncthe
sprlup which aupporls the
Armature Byslmplyturn-
iiig a screw the sprlne is

made to conform to the
streagth of battery current,
one cup of battery will work
It louder and slroDger than
will two or three others of

different niaUe.
We can supply Ittnelther

bracket or box form ; It Is

nicely nlckeloil and put up
lu the best of workiuanllka
manner. Prices riirnlahed

(III application.

KEATING & ROXBURGH,— Mamifav'tcrkrs of—
Sounders, Keys, ijolls. Uatterles, etc.. dealers in all

kliuls Electrical SupplieB.
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"t.£C."ElECTRIG MOTOR GO.
402-4 Greenwich St., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAtiD OFFICE; 19 Pearl St„ BOSTON.

WESTEEN OFFICE; 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE; 301 Arch Street.

SOUTHERN OFFICE; 25 Carondelet Street, NEW OELEANS.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BJLRE JLNID IlSrSTJI-iLXED ^WTIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted

Cords for Incandescent Lighting, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "KK^ LINE WIRE

h
FOR ELECTRIC LIGCT, TELEGRAPH AND "ELEPHONE LINES.

factories: waterbury, co n n.

. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent, THOS. L. SCOVILL
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL NEW YORK AGENT

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

The H.M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
I

MANUFACTURERS OP

I

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,

Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Office and :^f ill at Oscoda. lUicli.

Exclusive Selling Agenl : G. i. Hibmocnt. Western
Agtnt Electrical Deparlmeat New Haven Clock Co.,

315 Wabash Avenue, Chlrago

Im Will fllilie

Both Acvertiser and Publisher by men-

tioning the WESTERN ELEblRICIAN
when writing to advertisers.

SEND FOR
NEW PAMPHLET OF

RECORDING

ressure Gauges.

J/\i\vis B. Eosofl,

145 Broadway, N. Y.

Sepngj

©e iilifIS®
is tanned on the surfaces

only; the

Iff11101 is

SendforOur Valuable BookforEngineers and SeltUsers. Free.^

'Agents in all Cities. Send for Trial Belt.

TELEPHONES
FOR PRIVATE I.IVES.

The only Mechanical Telephone which hae atocd

the teels and held ont and piven sansractor/
service for the past eight years.

Send for llluslraled Catalogue and Prices.

ELEfIKIf.\L GOODS OF EVERY DESCKIPTIOX.

Elgin' Telephone and Electrical Supply Co,,

Eoniii7.Mbar(IHlk..£lsiii,lll..r.S.A.

AGENTS WAN'IKU
EVEEYWatRE.

FOR ANYTHING

In the liine of

TeEmeratnre

Reflation,
Either FurnaceB

or
Steam Heaters
In Houses, or for

Special Apparatus,
addjes3

Iiie6nioaAQtomatie Beat Begnlating Co., EL91Ei,0.

TRADE

GONDA
MARK.

The Standard OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERY of the World.

GONDA Cell Cuju'lete.

The great merits of this batterj- have brought out ^

number of infriDgements and worthless imitations. Beware
of them.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO. ||^

149 West 18th Street, New York. Gokda'b Carbon, Zinc and Jaf
COTBK.
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xlON//

TRADE MARK.

CANDEE
IMPROVED WEATHERPROOF

WIRE.

WIRES
CABLES.

A full stock of ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES of Every Description.

Central Electric Company,
42 LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

GILES A3SrXI-]MJLGlSrEXIC SHIELD EOR 'HTAXCHES.
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Sliield & Watcti Case Co.

Oentkmen : — Your Anti-Magnetic

Shield for watches cannot be over-esti-

mated. It is now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day

it is (without correcting time) about one

minute slow. Considering the fact that

I am every day near dynamo electric

machines in our regular business, the

test could not be harder. I could never
have believed it before that protection

was so complete. In this age of elec-

tricity, not only electricians, but every-

one who needs the correct time, should
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good
deal of practical utility, as well as pleas-

ure, can be derived from a good time-

'ieeper. At present, I look upon a watch
without a shield as a thing incomplete,
and so it is. Very Respectfully,

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sure protection from all Electrical and Ma^etlc dlBturbanceB.
Send for descriptive circular.

" * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-

posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan I know that could succeed.

WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologisls

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and fine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

THE XjIST OI^ S^XjES OF THE

Westinghouse Engines: Compound, Standard and Junior,

FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1888,

Is too long to publish in exteiiso as an Advertisement. Orders were received on eighteen working days,

the five heaviest days yielding respectively, i6, ii, lo, 8, and 7 Engines Each.

TOTAL, 86 ENBINES. ABBREBATING 3310 H.P.
Sales for August, September and October were over 200 Engines of all types, aggregating
nearly 10,000 HORSE POUTER. Note in connection with the above exhibit, that our
current advertising expenses for 1888 are about one-half that of any preceding year. WHY IS IT?

WATERHOUSE THIRD RRUSH REGULATION
Varies the E. M. F. from the Armature Directly with
the Resistance on the Liamp Line. The Perfection in

Regulation attained by this method, enables us to furnish

THE BEST ARC LIGHT IN THE WORLD.
SbND for GaTALaOGIJR.

WATERHOUSE ELECTRIC £ MFG, CO.,
THE

C.A.H.TI'OMJ, copjixr.
Gold Modal, Boston, 1887.

Gold M;dal, Two Silver Medals, Clncltinali, 1 888. 154 La Salle Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

k

I

THE DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY,
After careful IMPROVEMENTS in constraetion, Las now been found to be THOROUGHLY RELIABLE aial DUR-

ABLE, auil is, OAving t<i its design, PECULIARLY ADAPTED to many uses in which other types of liatteries have failed.

SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO
. Central Station Lighting,

Steadying Lights,

Street Cars,

Operating Signal Bells on Cars,

Burglar Alarms,

Isolated Lighting,

Auxiliary Central Station Work,
Propelling Boats,

Medical Purposes,
Running of Small Motors,

Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Btc.

^?? Detroit Storage Battery
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which tvill not Buckle, or ivhich will ivith-

stand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

THE ONLY SOGCESSFDL STORAGE BATTERY
rs MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward Electrical Co.
* ... - BjTtioiT, MICH.

OFFICES:

69 Griswold St,, Campau Building.

FA( T«>I{V:

Corner 13lh and Howard Sireets.

p, B. TROUT, General manager.

G. H. GAI.E. PkESIDENT.
S. A. I'Ll'MMKk. \lCE-PRH5iriEVl

H. H. HLMPHREV, TKEAiLREK.

fGEN. K. A. AI.GIiR.

G. H. GALIi.
I S. A. PLUMMER.

BOABD OF UIREC'TORS.

i;. C. BROWX.
r. WILLIAMSON.
F. B. TROUT.

i;. .\. WARREX.
C. H. THOMPSOX.
H. H. HUMPHREY.

rHO.MAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARV.
j-rANK B. trout. Superintendent.
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AITITOUITCEMEITT!
THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS

Having purchased the entire plant, good will, and stock of the Railway Telegraph

Supply Co., the business will be continued at the old address.

With increased capital and facilities, and the largest stock ever carried, and with

every department equipped to its full capacity, we are in position to serve our patrons

more promptly and satisfactorily than ever before. We are agents for the Celebrated

GRIMSHAW WIRES, CABLES MD TAPES,
And carry a full line of these goods in stock. Can make prompt shipments at factory

prices. We manufacture the following lines of goods, and can give to the trade the

benefit of manufacturers' prices. Write for them.

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Batteries,
Bells and Push Buttons, IVIagneto Bells, Switches, ZStc.

MOTORS OF ANY SIZE.

Buy Your Goods of the Manufacturer at Factory Prices.

:Di/L. JiL.
V^a.n.a.s^'^-

FACTORY AND SALESROOMS,

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING
BY PHILIP ATKINSON, Ph. D.

260 Pages, Cloth Bindine, Illustrated, Price $l.ro.

This book is an elaboration and revision of the oopular series of articles which ran through the

\\'ESTERN Electkician under the same title. It treats of : Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate

Current Dynamos; Direct Current Dynamos; Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurements
The Arc Lamp; The Incandescent Lamp: The Storage Battery; Electric Distribution.

Sent postage prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
G I^akeside liuildiDK. Cliicsao*

B. D. BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO,,

452 Broadway, New York.

R. E. GALLAHER,Secy.

J. W. GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

1 1 Central St., Boston, Mass.

W. B. DOWSE,
Gen'l Supt.

BELL HiNGERS' HAND-BOOK
108 PAGES, 97 ILLUSTRATIONS, FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING, TYPE PAGE 5ix3 INCHES.

$x.oo. *

JUST THE BOOK for those engaged in Selling, Installing or Handling Electric Batteries,
Electric Bells, Elevator, House or Hotel Annunciators, Burglar or Fire Alarms, Electric
Gas Lighting Apparatus, Electric Heat Regulating Apparatus, etc, etc.

THE ONLY BOOK OF THE KIND PUBLISHED.
First Edition Twenty-five Hundred Copies.

ORDERS ALREADY ON FILE FOR MORE THAN ONE-HALF THE ENTIRE EDITION.

F^oir^wsLJCK^L "^To-ULjr Orcloi" PiToxv-

ELECTRICIAS PUBLISHING COMPASY,
LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-Three Roads in Daily Operation, and Eleven Now in Process

of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.

ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MAITUFACTUBEn AT TSE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQVIPFED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

iirection of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
Thomson-Houston patents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means o^.

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS i ELECTRICAL EQDIPMENTS FDRNISHED FOR MINIMG i OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Ftxll Information and Estimates .A-ddress th.e

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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MERRY XMAS. I

Inandesceot

LAMPS.

WE ARE AGENTS

For the Sale of tlie

Sifiir-llai

t

Good Cheer.

LAMPS
Which are Made to Fit

All Sockets

Write for ([notations.

SEND us
YOUR

ORBERS

Incandescent

LAMPS.

YOU WILL

APPRECIATE

EFFICIEICY,

Long Life.

NO BLACKENING

THIS TREE IS FOUNDED ON RELIABLE GOODS
AND FAIR DEALING.

The electrical SUPPLY CO.
lYl RandolaPH ©trrrx,

FACTORIES: BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
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CEO. WESTINCHOU8E, Jr., President.

H. M. BYLLESBY, Vice-Pres't and Cen'l Manager.
P. H. ALEXANDER, General Agent.

CEO. H. LEWARS, Secretary and Treasurer.
C. H. BARNEY, Auditor.
J. M. ROBERTSON, General Superintendent.

s«w«»'*'lr'''-% CO.

^< V^EST 23A ^
.^

A''

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ij'uM^«iM.»i«*w«w'w*w>u'uwun«ni^

SkWVER'MAN INCANDESCENT

EL£(;TRI() LAMP.
HIGH EFFICIENCY. •«• LONG LIFE. •«• NO BLACKENING.

LAMPS MADE
SOCKETS

PRICES GREATLY

MANUFACTURES
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LI8HT COMPANY
f^ox>tW st,-yjt:k-em Ixi.<3L±a.xi.ei.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM

OF

IHMDESCENT IIGHTIM,

AND THE

JENNEY SYSTEM
OF

ARC LIGHTING.

The Most Carefully Worked-

out and Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in

Existence.

Armatures and Converters

Guaranteed. 12-16 Candle Power

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse

Power Guaranteed.

SLATTERY DYNJMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 185 Dearborn St., First Floor,

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
242, 244 EAST i22d STREET.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome St. CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F.Adams, Successor.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MF'G CO.

ARC AND INCANDESCENT

"ELECTRIC LIGHT,
DYNAMOS, LAMPS

ELECTRIC LI6HT SUPPLIES

Estimates Furnished on Incandescent Wiring.

General Offices and Works, 15-21 N. Clinton St.,
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PHCENIX GLASS COMPANY.
—MAMTrFAGTURBES OP

—

Electric Light Globes, Shades,
ETC.

Sekd for Catalogue and Price List.

729 Broadway, New York.

43 Sixtli Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Standard Undersround Gable Company,
General Offices. No. 708 PENN. AVE., PITTSBURGH, PA.

( New York, Telephone Building, CortlandtStreet,

Branch Offices: i «. G.":: WJLe.V.Mil^.aer
Chicago, 139 East Madison^ Street, F. E. Degen*

nardt, Manager.

3LANUFACTUBER8 OP

The Waring Anti-Induction and Bundled Gables

DUST PROOF BELLS
Superior to^^^^^f| All Others.

HAZAZER & STANLEY, - 32 Frankfort St., N. Y.

The CALLEMDER"4^^Xo"^a COMPANY,
18 Cortland St., NEW YORK,

For Tfc.agrapli, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Submarine
and Aerial. Ligbt Leaded

Cables for House Use
We at her-proof Une Wire.

Dnderwrlters', Annunciator^
and Office Wire.

81x years o£ uniform Success ^
enable us to guarantee

our Cables.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Bectric Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone.

Raiiwa, and all other ^ ^^ Encased Wires
Branches of Signaling.

Aerial Use,

All Sizes Subterranean Use.

Submarine Use

Concealed Wiring in all Locationt.

aJU B. HOTCHKISS, GenT Mgr.. 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTIKG!!!

Prevents Air Cusfiions.

GUARANTEED FOR

DYNAMOS.
Chas. A. Schieren & Co., (Mfrs.)

AND MAWtrFACTTTElBBS AND TANNERS OF

OAKTANNEO LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

*6 SOUTH CANAL STREET. CHICACO, ILL.

Dahikl W. Mabmos, President.

Addiboh H. Noedvkh, Vice-President.

CBABLE3 D. JENKEXf Klectrlclon.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

J. R. BURDiCK, 68 Commerce Building,

General Western Sales Agent, CHICACO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Selt-Cocislned

AQtoMtic Gnt-Of Eiines.
SPBOIALLY ADAPTBD FOB ETJITHlKe

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
And other duty requiring close

regulation of speed.

Whbtzen Offiok and Waeeboomb:

64 & 66 S. Canal St., Chicago, IH.

WH. A. HAHMETT, Manager.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of COWLES* PATENTED

Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

C S S A

CUT SHOWING STVLE OF INSULATION.

^.—Copper Wire, B. 5.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation. C—Braided Cotti^
taturated with a Black, Weather-Pboof Composition. « —

,

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. Pure BM^
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

j 19 and 21 Cliff St., New York. FACTORIES:

1 64 Washington St. Chicago, Ills. ANSONIA. CONM.

Brjonakd Rorison, Swcrebmry.

WAREROOMS:

Aaios R. HoLLowELLt Treaionr
oEDVKE, Vice-President. ^^^^ ^0^^

Jenney Electric Company,
iKrr>i.A.Kr.^i»oisis, iKn>i.A.3sr.A..

Sole Owners of all ilie Patenis and Invenllons of Cbarles D. Jenney (known as Ihe Jonney SyBiem) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of hla

Improued Oynamo, [amp ^ii

Electric motor.
In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescpnt Lighting

the Jt;nney Sysiem leads. SIraple. durable, economical,

steady, brilliant and penetrating, la these eouentials It chal-

lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting

Plants for Ciiies, Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc or Incan-

DEbCENT Systems, or for both combined.

The.Ienney incandescjniDynanioa are self-regulating,

.and permit the turning on and off of one or nil of the Lamps
at wl^.

This Company (fives special atttntlon to furnishing Mills^

Shops, Factories, etc., id. h Ijulioldual Plants.

I

^- SEND m PJ^PHUT ILLllSimillE iHD DESGBIBIIIG THt SYSTty.

,

OFFIOB AXD WORKS:

Cor. Kentucky Ave, and Morris St,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Thomson-Houston Electpic Go.
EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVF.,.BOSTON.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WESTERN OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
—VTP-

SERIES LAMPS
FOB

nrc-Circuits.

These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.

First Medal : Beat Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,

First Prize : Best System of Arc-LIghtlng,

Cincinnati lodustrlal Ezposltlon, 188S.

-OF-

Electric ]|rc-||ighting

11^ THE 'WTORLID.

This Company was given the only Gold IVleclal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August 1 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit. No other Incandescent Lamp is so perfect and.]
durable. Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all sizes ifor the transmlsBlon of Power. Plans and estimates for all kinds of Arc

and Incandescent Llehtlne and Power Plants.
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THE MITCHELL VANCE CO.,
(Successors to 91ITCSIEI.I,, VAJfCK A CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

I.. ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

Having no Special Agent T

in Chicago for our P

Goods, we Solicit Cor-

respondence from

Buyers, which

we Promptly Answer.

Combination Fixtnres,

Electroliers, BraclLets,

Pendants, Reflectors,

Architects' and Decora-

tors' Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

with Fidelity

to the given Motive.

Insulating Joints,

and All Fittings for

Incandescent Lighting.

MANUFACTORY, SALESROOM,
24 and 25th St. and 1 0th Ave., 836-38 Broadway and 1 3th St.,

NEW YORK CITY.

U. S. LAMP.

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

510 U. S. 16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated pXII.

348 Edison 16 " " 54

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

EDison hm iflis Rejected hod Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT IN.

U. S. 610 Lamps, 53 H. P., equals 1 l^^per H. P.

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H. P., equals 6^*A per H. P.

ABOVE FROM ACCUEATE TESTS. NO COMMENTS EOK PAKTICCLAKS, APPLY TO

THE U. S. ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.,

C. C. WARREN, Manager. 2

1

9 LA SALLE ST., CHICACO.

iii-iii Ml n-rni
IlTSUlATnirG COMPANY,

UANTTFACTURERS OF AU. KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

Snaranteed to Give Satisfactory Servioes Underground and OYerhead. Specially

Adapted for Uines, Chemical Works, Sto,

Prices and Samples on Application at

No. 159 FRONT STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

1 1 HASmSHAW, F,C,S,, London, Clioniiod Engineer, Gonoral Mana^or,

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have supplied and are supplying Cores under tlie direction of the principal

Electric Light, Telegraph and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other serv-

ices wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required. Our

Materials and Workmanship are Guaranteed the Very Best,

and correspondence is solicited from companies and architects requiring our

articles.

The Daft
— Electric Co.,

new york and chicago.

The only Company using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Railways,
Speed,
Endurance,
Economy.

The Daft Motors for Power Dis-

tribution are uneiscelled.

Send for Circular Matter.

NewYork Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

115 BROADWAY.
Please Mention the Western Electrician.
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TTKOE^'^HIffiXWOl^*.!:- CAI^B OIV
CleTrela-rLca., OliLio.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.

JABTIS
ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61 OLIVER ST. 181 LAKE ST.,

1

109 LIBERTY ST.

BOSTON.
I CHICAGO, I

NEW YORK.

H. A. CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING COM-
PLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and power Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,

JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screening!

NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

POND
ENGINEERING CO.,

707 and 709 Market St.,

ST. XjOTTIS, - TOiCy.

BRANCH:—600 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAIVI PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
ERECTED KEADY FOR SERVICE.

8PECIAIiTIE8;-The Armlngton & Sims Engine, Steel Boilers, Jaryis Farnace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Korting Injector, etc.

SESrO FIR IiATEST CATAI/Oei7Et«.

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE BATTERIES,

Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING,

Isolated Lighting, Railroad Car

Street Car Fropnlsion, Long Distance Ligbting.

Inquiries from Northern Illinois, Eastern Iowa,
WiBCONSiN and Minnesota should be addressed to the ex-

clusive licensees for said territory,

Northwestern Electrical Accnmnlator Company,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Among the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,

Great Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,

Utilization of Surplus Power,
Adaptability to Existing Plants,

And Complete Displacement of Gas.

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

The Electrical Accnmulator Company,

44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA COP
ACeixL'u.fei.ct-u.x'earsi of

INSULATED WIRES, CABLES AND FLEXIBLE CORDS.

Rubber covered •wires for use overhead and un-
derground, and for indoor wiring. Equal to any
in the world for insulation and durability.

GUTTA-PERCHA
Gutta-Percha covered wires and cables for use
under water and in damp places.

KARKS' COMPOUND
Battery wires insulated with Marks' Compound
give better service than any other wires in the
market.

We are sole manufacturers of this celebrated in-
sulation which contains no sulphur or other in-
gredient that will ever corrode copper. It is

used principally for flexible cords.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.. • 420-426 East 25th St., New York.

The Knapp Electrical Works.*

IVE a.KTTTI'.a.CJTXJU.rBmS OE*

Magneto Bells, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

x3x:.a.Xjx:zi.s xi\r

SVEZRYTIXING EZX^SCTRICA^Z^.
.A c3-Bi3NrTs I'on. •rzzB

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of tlieir Celebrated Wires. Cables and Tapes in Stock, at Factory Prices.

Buy your Goods of the Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street, - - - CHICAGO.
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SPRAGUE IMPROVED TRUCK
WITH NEW "BOSTON" MOTOR.

Complete Trucks, equipped with our New "Boston" Motor furnished, or Motors attached to
Car Trucks already in use.

Best mechanical and electrical workmanship is used in the construction of all of our apparatus, and each
machine is a model of

Lia:htness, Durability, Efficiency and Convenience
FOR CIRCULARS AND FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS

Spracue Electric Railway and Motor Co ,

16 and 18 Broad Street, New York.

J. J. DICKEY, President.

H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man.
, A. KINNEY, FLEMON DRAKE, Vice President.

Sup't and Electrician. L. H. KORTT, Treasurer.

MimtAMB ILICTEIC C0«,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

DEALERS IN

lLl€TMI€JkI. OTPPMIS
Was t&e ^elegsapb, Te£@pboae am€ Slecteie &£gbt.

Hotel and House Annanciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarma. Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tnhes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons. Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere' Instruments, Medical

Batteries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Wkbtken Agents THE OKONITE CO.. and tlie Betum Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarma for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

and are prepared to glye franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

^^Estlmates famished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work tn any part of the

West. Correspondence soUcltPd. IlIOBtrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

AathorlzedlContractore: Edison Electric Light and Gsmewell Fire Alarm Telegraph.

Heisler glectric [ight |{o.

809-817 S. 7th Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

The Heisler Patent Incandescent

Electric Light System.

The Empire City Electric Co.

15 DEY STREET,

NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IN ALL KINDS OP

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

The only and original Alternating Current Long

Distance Single Wire Incandescent.

We have built 24 Cen-

tral Station Incandescent

Plants within one year,

all of which are on a pay-

ing basis.

This System combmes
Buccessfully the illumina-

tion of the streets with a

general supply of light for

stores and houses.

Any desired distance can

, be reached at small cost.;

No. 8 American Gauge
Copper Wire being used

for the outside line. No. 11

for indoors, for any num.
ber of lights of any size

from 20 to 200 c. p. lo-

cated anywhere on the line.

A perfect automatic regu-

_.--.,. , - lation ad.iust3 for every

variation of the load from the full capacity to one single "gl't-^^^
'^^J ^^^^"^^^^

transformers, distributors, safety catches, resistance boxes or any other elcctncai

contrivance for distribution or safety.

Special attention is called to the superior ad^^ntage "^'l^is system for .conomM

management. To its flexibility, no mathematical <;a<=ula°n being required to w.nng

or alttrations of circuits. To its production of nearly double the candle power

H. P., as compared with any other system.

We can furnish substantial proof that our system is a successful competitor against

%U present methods of illumination.

INDORBED
BT—

-

Thomas A. Edison, Elihu Thomson, B. S, Possons, Edwin J. Honston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

FOE. SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.

Send for Pamphlet "AEE YOD POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO.,

177-179 Broadway, 91. Y.
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THE REYNOLDS

Improved Corliss Engine
Is especially adapted for electric plants

of all kinds, and has made a record in

this field which cannot be excelled.

IT IS TJNEQtrALED FOB ECONOMIT OF FUEL, EEQTTIjAKITY OF
MOTION. AND DTJHABILITY IN I7SE.

SOL.B BUIL.DBRS

Write for Onr Catalopes.

EDW. P. ALUS & CO.,
RELIANCE WORKS. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manalacturera of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and

Engine Supplies of Every Description.

WESTERN ACENT:
C. F. DUNDERDALE 154 La Salle St. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA.

Automatic Electric Temperature Regnlatlon.

Ten Years' Experience. First and Latest Patents.

For hot air, hot water (boiling prevented), natural gas and steam in all forms.
Automatic Electric Valves for Radiator service and Whistle Blowing.
Devices all simple, practical, powerful, ornamental, easily applied, automatic direct

acting, inexpensive to maintain, no clockwork or other indirect complications.
Tliese are the only regulators that can be applied at a price acceptable to the user

with a SATISFACTORY PROFIT TO AGENTS.

F. M. SPARROW, Mfr. and Patentee.
Shop at Mattapoisett, Mass. Boston Office 141 Milk Street.

-AGENTS WANTED.—

Tk Parler-Rnssell Mining & Mfg. Co.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

CARBONS
•

CITY OFFICE

711 Pine St., - St. Louis, Mo.

Thejrush^lectricljoinpany
-OF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
AND

kilfisceifi Etetric lliltit

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Ho. ISO IVaHlilnffton Htreet,

IHpe«lal Ajfent.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
No. ;£01 Joornal Balldlnfir,

O. V. HTKKL,K,

Hpeclal Agent

Electric Light Repuiring, General Machine Job-Work, Pattern Making, Etc., Eto.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Si^A^JS^IgvuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

fEANKLIN S. CARTER. CIIAS: M. V/ILKINS.

ESTABLISHED 1S67.
E. WARD V/ILKINS.

PARTRIGK Sc CARTER,
.

MANUFACTURERS Of AND DEALERS. IN "EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

. SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE
PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,

VVE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
.
BELLS, DISQUELECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LTGHTING APPARATUS

AND A FULL LINE OF

• SUPPLIES FOR ELEGTRIC BELL WORK.
We publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, and will forward to any addresi upo]

application.

N. B.^When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "Electric Bell " or " Genera
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose Dusinos5 card for discounts.

114 South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Edison Direct System of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

Qdison Qlectric [ight jjo.

THIS COMPANY IS THE OWITEE OT THE DTVENTIONS
ABD PATENTS OF

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently

Established and Commercially Successrul

niETHOD OF GEIiEJDIi; EHEeTRIClii; DimiBUTIOn.

I

is evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention is

called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

NEW YORK CO., Capital, $2,500,000. 4 Stations; Capacity. 160,000 Lamps.

CHICAGO CO. Capital, $760,000, 1 Station ; Capacity 40,000 Lamps.

BOSTON CO. Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations; Capacity, 50,000 Lamps.

PHILADELPHIA CO. Capital, $1,000,000, .1 Station; Capacity, 60,000 Lamps.

It is significant to note the f<act that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess

of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined. Nothing could

more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central StaUon
Industry as an investment.

WKITE FOB PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS, NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAb

For Information relative to Central Station BubIdcbs, apply to the

Hdisoxi Hlectric I^isr^t Co.,
16 & 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.
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Westinghouse Electric Co.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

[Manufacturers under Patents and Applications for Patents controlling the sale and use of

Alternating Current Electric Lighting Apparatus and Distributing Systems.]

The success of the Alternating Current System of Electric Lighting is demonstrated

beyond question.

Note the sale of 132 Central Station Plants hy this Ciiwipany^ aggregating

a total generating capacity of 240^000 16-candle-poii'er lamps^ within the brief

period of twentyfour months^ together with the fact that out of these 132 Cen-

tral Stations
J
38 have increased their plant since starting.

IMPROVED LAMPS.
By reason of an improvement in the manufacture of Lamps

which has been secured for the exclusive benefit of the users of ap-

paratus furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Company, this

Company will guarantee from its Apparatus and Lamps 50 percent,

more light from a given expenditure of power (fuel) than can be ob-

tained with any direct current system.

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.
This Company's Meter measures the whole current by a positive

mechanical movement.

It registers directly in lamp-hours, and indicates by dials like a

gas meter. It is not affected by temperature or local conditions.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.
Highly efficient. Have no commutators or brushes, and can be

started, regulated and reversed without breal<:ing a connection^

Small Motors for use on existing Alternating Circuits of this Company.
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BELLS. BATTERIESiPUSHES

Quad Carkn Battery.

W.E.CO

Prices upon Application.

Bronse M Ho, 10(1,

Price, 76 Cents.

New Style Iron Box Bell, No. 1006.

(Cut Full Size.)

Sample Sent by Mail

on Receipt of 65c.

Agents for the Gassner Dry Battery.

Oval Cylindrical. Medical.

Bisque Battery,

Prices upon Application.

Bronze M No,

Price. 75 Cents.

PRICES UPON APPLICATION.

Western Electric Company,
chicago, new york, london, antwerp.
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The Detroit Storage Battery.

So many are the possible applications of a

successful secondary battery that there is no
question more interesting to electricians to-day
than the satisfactory solution of the storage bat-

tery problem. The storage battery of the future

will play an important part in connection with

street railways, central and isolated lighting,

boat propulsion, signal bells, small motors for

driving sewing machines, ventilating fans, and
numberless other purposes. Hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars have been spent on storage bat-

tery experimental work, and genuine progress

has been made in the right direction, and the

batteries are now in daily use on a limited scale

for many of the purposes mentioned above.

The Detroit storage battery, illustrated here-

with, and manufacured by the Woodward Elec-

trical company of Detroit,

Mich., is a new candidate

for popular favor, which
certainly possesses many
distinctive and valuable

features.

At first sight the battery

does not seem to differ

much from other storage

batteries, but on close in-

vestigation it is found that

the surfaces of the lead

plates present a very pecu-

liar appearance. These
plates are made in the fol-

lowing way, which, as will

be seen, is entirely differ-

ent from any process by
which plates for other stor-

age batteries are made: A
mould of the requisite size

—say ten inches high, ten

inches wide, and ten

inches long^s filled with

large crystals of common
salt. Molten lead is then

poured in the mould. The
metal will, of course, readily

penetrate the spaces be-

tween the crystals, which

are embedded in the

molten mass.

When the mass cools it

is sawed into disks of the

desired thickness, and the

plates are placed in water

to dissolve the salt. AVhen

this has been accomplished

the plates are full of ir-

regular cavities of the form of the salt crystals.

This appearance of the surface of the plate is

e-xcellently shown in Fig. 3 which is actual size.

The active matter, o.xide of lead, commonly

known as red lead or minium, is put into the

cavities. It will be readily seen that, as the

irregular spaces which had been occupied bythe

salt are larger inside than outside, the active

material cannot drop out. These plates are

formed and connected in the usual way, and the

positive and negative electrodes are msulated

from each other by hard rubber dividers m the

shape of corrugated forks, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The closed end of the fork is put at the bottom;

thus each plate is independently supported by

two of these forks. The claim is made that

these plates are particularly adapted for traction

purposes for the following reasons;

First.—The plates possess great solidity, which

enables the cell to withstand the hard usage it is

liable to encounter in working railroads and

street cars.

Second.—The positive plates do not buckle.

Third.—The plates are constructed of porous

lead; the pores are filled with the active material,

and, being of a wedge-shape form, it is quite

impossible for the parts to be shaken out by the

vibration or jolting of the car.

Fourth.—These cells will withstand high rates

of discharge, which is necessary in starting cars

or ascending steep grades.

The cells are made in six different sizes, as

indicated in the following table :

1 WorkinK Rale in Capacity. External Dimensions Weight
Amperes. in in Inches. Com-

Arapere- plete in

H Charge. Discharge. Hours. Height. Width. Length. Pounds.

=Sl^I-! 35-45 . 1-43 400 140

21M.I 25-35 1-35 310 "H 9% 3 125

I5M. 1 16-25 1-25 240 9
21 P. 16-20 1-20 175 8J^ 7 13

17 P. 10-16 1-16 147 S!^ 7
10I4 52

11 P. 6-10 I-IO go Sii 7 7H 34

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.

Two interesting installations have recently

been made with these batteries, which are illus-

trated herewith. Fig. 4 gives a view of the

installation at Prof. Elisha Gray's laboratory at

Highland Park. The current is utilized in

lighting Prof. Gray's residence, and for experi-

mental purposes.

Fig. 5 illustrates an installation at the factory

of the Western Electric company, Chicago. The
current is employed in supplying a number of

50 volt incandescent lamps in the offices attimes

when the workshops and engines are shut down.

The Detroit battery has been very favorably

received, and a large number of cells have

already been put upon the market, one order of

no less than sixteen thousand cells having been

booked from an eastern traction company, as has

already been mentioned in these columns. The
Woodward company is a solid and enterprising

concern, and the battery will be vigorously

pushed to the front.

Opposed to West Side Cable Road.

Residents of the west side of Chicago will be
interested in reading of the mishaps of the

cable system on the north side, in view of the

probability of the introduction of the system on
the west side. The opposition to the cable sys-

tem is becoming more pronounced every day,

and reports of broken cables and blockades on
the north side do not have a tendency to reas-

sure west siders. According to the Chicago
JVA-is of December 19th, a train of three cars

was left standing, at 1:30 p. m., on the curve at

Randolph street, almost completely obstructing

traffic: "After the most of the passengers had
left the car for horse cars, thereby paying two
fares into the coffers of the north side street car

railroad trust, the strand began to twist its sides

and lope along like a snake with a broken back."

The Tribune records a
similar incident the same
day. It says: "The north

side street car system
struck its first taste of

winter mishaps yesterday.

Shortly after 5 o'clock last

evening Clark street grip

car No. 424 on its journey
south through the tunnel

came to a full stop. E.x-

postulations and harsher

language from the be-tun-

neled passengers failed to

move the obstinate grip,

while in the meantime the

string of cars in all direc-

tions, north and south,

grew longer and longer.

When the blockade was
complete around the inner

loop, and far enough on
Clark and Wells streets to

block horse car traffic, the

broken grip was started,

and for the next hour a
string of cars were chasing
each other round the loop

and up north, regardless of

passengers, in their anxiety
to make up the half hour
lost in the tunnel. Such
of the 6 o'clock passengers
as were not able to vault

into a flying car were
forced to walk. In order
to even up things a horse
car on State street about
the same hour struck a snag

and maintained the reputation of the aristocratic

branch of the north side car lines for obstinacy
equal to that of the cabled tracks. Passengers
were patient as usual."

It is not to be wondered, in view of these
facts, that the residents of the west side do not
favor the introduction of the cable system, The
demand for electrical railways is growing, and
despite Mr. Yerkes' statement that he does not
believe them practicable, the fact that they are

successfully operated in other cities suggests to

the minds of west siders the query; Why can't

they be operated in Chicago ?

The efficiency of the electric search-iight apparatus, as
supplied to British war vessels, was recently exemplified in

the Bombay Harbor by the gunboat "Mariner," which
arrived there from the .Seychelles. The night was dark,

but the vessel was able to steam in to a point opposite the
Apollo Bunder, where she made fast to an Admiralty
buoy. The flashes thrown out by the apparatus rendered
Malabar Hill and the whole coast line distinctly visible

from Colaba.
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St. Louis Telephone Company Victori-

ous over the IVIunicipal Assembly.
The decision of the JNlissouri Supreme court

in the case of the city of St. Louis against the

Bell Telephone company of that city will be

found below. It is a decision of the highest

interest to every telephone company in the

United States. The history of the case is briefly

as follows: The Bell Telephone company had

fi.xed a scale of prices for the use of instruments

in St. Louis Under the scale that rates were

$60 per annum for dw clings «;Sofor
|
h\s rnns

charge for the use of the telephone in the city

of St. Louis shall not exceed I50.'
"A violation of the ordinance is made a misde-

meanor, and subjects the offender to a fine of

not less than $50, nor more than $500. The de-

fendant appealed from a judgment assessing a

fine of $300 against it. The defendant is a cor-

poration organized under Article 5 of Chap-
ter 21 of the Revised Statutes of this state, and
hence has all the power therein conferred upon
such corporations. Among others they have the

power to own and operate lines of telephone, to

the city has had this power to fix rates conferred
upon it, then an ordinance which fi.xes reason-
able ma.ximum rates would not be in conflict

with the law under and by virtue of which the
defendant is organized, and which law consti-

tutes its charter.
" A telephone company, when once its poles

are planted and wires stretched on or over the
streets of a city, becomes in effect a monopoly,
and the company must submit to such reason-
able regulations as the municipal corporation has
power to prescribe. The important question,

MokVCE ] \iTLR\ —IHE DI\ IDER

$100 for business houses and $120 for public

stations. The Municipal Assembly of St. Louis

passed an ordinance providing that the annual

charge for the use of a telephone in the city

should not exceed the sum of $50. The penalty

for violation of the ordinance was a fine of from

$50 to $500,

The company denied the right of the assembly

to adjust its rates. The company proposed to

collect $120 from a St. Louis liveryman, and

this was selected as a test case. The company
was prosecuted in the police court, and a decis-

make such reasonable charges for the use of the

same as they may establish, to erect their poles

along the cross public roads and streets, to con-

demn private property for a right of way, and
they are charged with the duty of receiving and
transmitting messages with impartiality and good
faith. The defendant neither affirms nor denies

the power of the state itself to fix a maximum
rate of charges, but does contend that no such
power has been delegated to the city of St. Louis.

The defendant's property, consisting of poles,

wires, fixtures and the like, is of course, private

then, is whether the city of St. Louis has the
power to enact the ordinance in question, the
power to fix reasonable maximum charges for

telephone service, and nothing to the contrary
being shown in this case, it is assumed that the
rate fixed is reasonable, so that the question is

narrowed down to one of power on the part of

the city to fix telephone rates at all. If the city

has such power it must be found in a reasonable
and fair construction of its charter. Judge
Dillon makes this full and comprehensive state-

ment cf the rule as to municipal powers: It is

ion against the company was the result. The
case was appealed and a second decision against

the company was obtained. The controversy

was carried to the Supreme court of Missouri,

which has just given a decision sustaining the

position of the telephone company. The opin-

ion was written by Judge Black, and the full

text is as follows:
" This was a prosecution against the Hell Tele-

phone company of Missouri for the violation of

an ordinance which provides that 'the annual

rHE PEATE.

property; but the property is devoted to public
use, and since the defendant has conferred upon
it special franchises and privileges, including the
right of eminent domain, the corporation is sub-
ject to public regulations; and we shall take it

for granted that the state has the power to fix

and prescribe a maximum rate for telephone
service. That this power could be delegated to
municipal corporations is equally clear. The
ordinances of the city of St. Louis must not be
in conflict with the general laws of the state. If

a general and undisputed proposition of law that
a municipal corporation possess and can exer-
cise the following powers and no others: (i)
Those granted in express words, (2) Those
necessarily or fairly implied in or incident to
the powers expressly granted. (3) Those essen-
tial to the declared objects and purposes of the
corporation—not simply convenient, but indis-
pensable. Any fair, reasonable doubt concern-
ing the existence of power is resolved by the
courts against the corporation, and the power
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is denied. [i Dillon Municipal Corporations,
3d ed., sec. 89; see also St. Louis z'.f. McLough-
lin, 49 Mo., 562.] The rule, as before stated, is

in accord with what we ^aid in the city of St.

Louis 7's. Herthel, 88 Mo., 128. The city places
some reliance on its general power to regulate

the use of streets. This power e.xtends to new
uses as they spring into existence from time to

time, as well as to uses common and known at

the time of the dedication or grant of the power
to the municipal corporation. [Ferrenbach ts.

Turner, 86 Mo., 416.] The erection and mainte-
nance of telephone poles is one of new uses; such
use is a proper use of the streets. [Julia Build-

ing association vs. Bell Telephone company, 88
Mo., 258.] That the company is subject to rea-

sonable regulations prescribed by the city, as to

planting its poles and stringing its wires and the

like, is obvious. Such regulations have been
obeyed by this defendant. Conceding all this

we are at a loss to see what this power to regu-

late the use of the streets has to do with the

power to fi.x telephone charges. The power to

regulate the charges for telephone service is

in the words of the general concluding
clause.

"It can make no sort of difference that these

telephone companies were not in existence at

the date of the charter. One of the objects

had in view by the use of the general clause was
to provide for just such cases. As aptly ob-

served in that case, 'we are to construe it (the

charter) according to the intent of the framers,

and that intent must be gathered from the lan-

guage and object of the charter provisions, and
giving that language an interpretation neither

strict nor strained.' Does then, the power to

regulate telephone companies, when that term is

coupled with the powers to license and ta.x, give

the city the power to regulate the charges for

telephone service ? By the general statutes of

Massachusetts of i860, page 167, it is provided

that the mayor and aldermen of any city may
make rules and orders for the regulations of

carriages, and may receive $1 annually for each

license granted to a person to use a carriage in

the city. Under this power it was held, in Com-
monwealth vs. Gage, 114 Mass., 328, that a city

sufificient to give the power to fix rates and
charges. The power to regulate, it may be con-

ceded, gives the city the right to make police

regulations as to the mode in which the desig-

nated employment shall be exercised, [i Dillon

on Municipal Corporations, sec. 358.] But tak-

ing these charter provisions together, we think

it would be going to an extreme length to say

that they confer upon the city the power to fix

telephone rates. If it has power to do this, it

may also fix the charges for telegraph services

and for the other designated services which are

of a public character. We conclude that the

city has no power to pass the ordinances in ques-

tion by reason of any of the charter powers be-

fore considered. This brings in the general

welfare clause, which is in these words: 'Finally,

to pass all such ordinances, not inconsistent

with the provisions of this charter or the

laws of the state, as may be expedient,

in maintaining the peace, good govern-

ment, health and welfare of the city, its

trade, commerce and manufactures, and to en-

force the same by fines,' etc. Sometimes the

4. DETROIT STOR.A.GE B.iTTERV.—INSTALL.VTION AT PROF. ELISH.S. GRAV'S LAliORATORV.

neither included in nor incidental to, the power

to regulate the use of streets, and the ordinance

cannot be upheld on any such ground. By the

Fifth subdivision of Section 26, Article 3 of the

charter of St. Louis, the mayor and assembly

have power 'to license, tax and regulate law-

yers, doctors, etc., etc., telegi-aph companies

as corporations, etc., etc., and all other

business, trades, avocations or professions

whatever.' Telephone companies are not men-

tioned, though a vast number of trades,

professions and avocations are specified. They

are not mentioned in all probability because

not existing at the date of the charter. In

construing this paragraph of the charter, we

held in the case of City of St. Louis vs. Herthel,

si/Jira, that architects were, for purposes of con-

struction, ejusdem generis with lawyers, doctors,

dentists and artists, and therefore included by

the general concluding words. So in mis case

it may, with equal propriety, be said that tele-

phone companies are ejiisdcin gciwns with tele-

graph companies, and therefore included

might fix the compensation to be charged by

hackney coachmen. This case would at first

seem to furnish some authority for the claim

made by the city in this case. Turning to other

provisions of the charter we find that express

power is given to establish ferry rates; to fix the

rates for carriage of persons, and of wagonage,

drayage and cartage of property; to regulate

the price of gas, and to regulate and control

railways within the city as to their fares, hours,

and frequency of trips. These express powers

to fix prices, fares and charges, in these specified

cases, are followed by no general words. With

this specific enumeration of cases where the city

may regulate the compensation to be charged,

it impliedly appears that such a power was not

intended to be given in other cases. This con-

clusion presents itself with more force when we

see that by the clause before quoted the city has

power to license, tax and regulate private car-

riages, omnibuses, carts, drays and other vehi-

cles; so that the framers of the charter did not

regard the power to license, tax and regulate

power to enact ordinances is given in general

terms, and in other cases there is a specfic

enumeration of the powers. This difference,

says Dillon, ' is essential to be observed, for the

power which the corporation would possess un-

der what may be termed the welfare clause, if it

stood alone, may be qualified, or when such in-

tent is manifest, impliedly take away by provi-

sions specifying the particular purposes for which

by-laws may be made.' [i Dillon, Municipal

Corporations, 3d ed., sec. 315.] Under a gen-

eral power like the one now in question this

court has held that the city may pass ordinances

concerning vagrants, prohibiting persons from

keeping open their places of business on Sunday
and prohibiting cruelty to dumb animals. [St.

Louis vs. Schoenbush, 95 Mo., 618, and cases

cited.] These matters are all within police reg-

ulations, strictly speaking, and naturally fall

within the domain of municipal legislation and

regulation. To say that under this general

power the city may fix rates for telephone ser-

vices would be going entirely too far. This con-
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elusion is manifest wlien we consider that the

charter points out with particularity those cases

in which the city may fix rates and charges.

What has been said in respect of the power to

Hcense, tax and regulate, applies with equal force

here. We are not cited to, nor have we found

any adjudicated case which will support the or-

dinance now under consideration under the

present charter powers of the city of St. Louis.

The judgment in this case is therefore reversed.

Ray, Judge, absent. The other judges concur."

The decision naturally awakened consider-

able interest in Chicago. The telephone people

rejoiced, as they looked upon it as a point in

their favor in the controversy with the council.

Corporation-counsel Green evidently felt re-

lieved, as the decision strengthened the position

he had assumed, that the council had no author-

men favoring a compromise. The company will

undoubtedly be ready to listen to any reason-

able proposition at any time.

Many of those interested in the agitation

favorecl introducing an ordinance in the council

with the provisions agreed upon by the finance

committee. This ordinance provides: (i) For
the payment to the city of 3 per cent, of the

company's gross earnings; (2) to supply the city

with free service; (3) to give telephone sets for

the police and fire alarm system at I5. The
city reserves the right to tax telephones if the

power is conferred on it by law. The provision

of the ordinance on this point is:

"Provided, however, that nothing in this ordi-

nance contained shall be construed or taken as

preventing the city of Chicago, whenever it shall

be authorized so to do, from passing an ordi-

ric. 5. DETKorr sTohiAi;E battery.—installation at the factory of the western electric comtany.

ity to regulate the telephone rates. On the
other hand, the aldermen and citizens who have
been fighting the company claim that the deci-

sion in St. Louis does not discourage them, and
they propose to continue the fight. They assert

that they will appeal to the legislature for the
enactment of a law vesting the city council with
the desired authority. On this point representa-
tives of the telephone company point to the situ-

ation in Indiana, and say they will pursue a simi-

lar course here. Should the legislature inter-

fere they can immediately close operations
and throw up their franchise. This policy was
pursued in Indiana, and the Cushman company
entered the field, but was driven out by
the courts, and after January ist there will be
no telephone service in that state. It is hardly
possible, however, that the company will be
obliged to assume such a course, as there is a
strong sentiment among re])resentative business

nance regulating the rates to be charged by
telephone companies for the rental of telephones,
or for the licensing of telephone companies, it

being the intention of this ordinance that the
city of Chicago shall in no way surrender any
rights that it may have, or may hereafter ac-

quire, to license telephone companies or to regu-
late the prices to be charged for telephones.
Those who favor a moderate course say that

the company can scarcely be expected to

accept such a proposition, in view of the fact

that the city is practically without ground upon
which to make a contest.

The city council of Council Bluffs has under considera-
tion a proposition made by representatives of the Brush
Electric Lijjht company of Cleveland to furnish incandescent
liglit of 16 candle power at 70 cents per month, in consider-
ation of the privilege of placing poles and wires in the
streets,

Van Depoele Incandescent System.

An incandescent system has recently been put

on the market by the Van Depoele Electric Manu-
facturing company of Chicago. The distinctive

features of the system are illustrated in the ac-

companying cuts. The manufacturers claim that

the Mayo dynamo, as the machine is called, is

simple, compact, durable and easily managed.
The dynamo is automatic in its regulation, and
tests have demonstrated its ability to work per-

fectly under the greatest changes of load. The
resistance of the armature is low, and the effi-

ciency of the machine is therefore high. The
adjustment of the commutator brushes is simple

and easy, and the commutator itself is large and
has ample surface, so that sparking is nearly

eliminated. The segments are insulated with

mica, so that short circuits are nearly impossible.

v\c.. I. ^A^ III I 01 1 1 i\( will ^( 1 M s^siiM —douule
I OLE s\\ ncH

The shafts are of high grade steel, of ample size,

and are run in long bearings, which are made of

Babbitt. The armature core is built up of discs

of thin sheet iron, separated by paper, and each
bobbin lies in a groove made in the metal of the

core to receive it. There can be no movement
of the wires, which is frequently the cause of

burning out.

The pole pieces are cut from the best quality

of hematite iron, and the field magnets are

forged from old horseshoes, thus guaranteeing
the best results with the smallest expenditure
of energy.

The lamps are manufactured in sizes from 10

to 150 candle power. The socket is constructed

with the utmost simplicity. Two kinds are used,

the plain or keyless sockets. The key sockets

may be turned in either direction, and it is im-

possible to injure them by turning. The lamp
when in position is held firmly in place, and can-

not possibly jar or work loose.

FIG. 2 VAN DEI'OELE INCANDESCENT SYSTEIVI.—DOUBLE
POLE SWITCH.—COVER REMOVED.

The Mayo double pole switch is employed in

the system. Fig. i shows its form and Fig. 2 is

a view with the cover removed. The switches

form an absolute contact, and yields to a slight

pressure.

Fig. 4 illustrates the voltmeter used in con-

nection with the incandescent system.

The Mayo fuse box is illustrated in Fig. 5.

It is manufactured under exclusive license by
the Van Depoele company. If a fuse should be
blown out ail that is necessary to replace is the

small strip of fusible wire, which is held in place

by the cover.

The company proposes to use the Mayo series

and series multiple sj'steras where distances are

too great to be reached economically by the

direct system.

The armature of the Mayo dynamo is twelve

inclies in diameter, and is wound with 120 con-
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volutions of .2S9 wire. Its resistance is ,oog
ohm. Tlie resistance of the field magnets is

twenty ohms. The voltage of the dynamo is 100
and the current required for each 16 candle
power lamp is 54-100 ampere. The weight of

the 300 light machine is 1,480 pounds. The
claim is made that the lamps have an average
life of 2,000 hours.

The Book Table.

FoRTScirRlTTE DER ELEcrRo I KCHNIK. (Progress of
Electrotechnics for iSSS.) First part. (January, Febru-
ary, March.) By Dr. Karl Streiker; published by Julius
Springer, Berlin; 197 pages; type page, 7)4 x 4'/^ inches.

A review of the " Fortschritte der Electrotech-

nik" for 18S7 was contained in a recent issue of

the Western Electrician, and the purpose
and the general plan of the work were noted.

The compilation can be heartily commended.
Pr-vcticm. Electrical Measi'remen I. By I. Swin-

burne; published b)' H. Alabaster, Gatehouse & Co., 22
Paternoster Row, London, and D. Van Nostrand, 23
Murray street, New York. Type page, 6}^ x 3% inches;

155 pages; 55 illustrations.

The author treats very clearly on electric meas-
uring instruments and their use. In the preface he

says: " In this book it is attempted to describe

and discuss the various measurements necessary

to the electrical engineer—that is to say, to write

FIG. 3 VAN DEPOELE INCA^'DE3CE^•T SYSTEM—I.AMI'

SOCKET.

about electrical measurements in the %yorkshops

as opposed to mere laboratory practice. The

different instruments in use are discussed some-

what critically, and their merits and faults, when

they have any, pointed out. Such points as ac-

curacy in ordinary use, portability or cheapness,

are considered as of more importance than ab-

solute accuracy under laboratory conditions."

The book contains the following chapters: "Re-

sistance," " Voltmeters and Ammeters," "Watt-

meters," "Meter," "Winding of Voltmeters,"

"Calibration of Voltmeters," "Calibration of

Ammeters," " Dynamos and Motors," " Batter-

ies," ".Vrc Lamps and Mirrors." "Incandescent

Lamps," and "Alternating Currents." The

book gives a considerable amount of valuable

information condensed into a small space Some

of the statements, however, must be taken with

a grain of allowance. For instance in Chapter

II, "Voltmeters and Ammeters," the author

says; "A very strong prejudice e.xists against

the use of permanent magnets in measuring in-

struments. This prejudice is really unfounded,
as a permanent magnet, ifprol>crly made in the
first place, is constant enough for ordinary
purposes." In reference to this statement, it

may be said that large numbers of imported
volts and ammeters having permanent magnets,
when used in this country, are not constant
enough. Probably they were not prop:rly made.

The Electric Lightand Dangerfrom Fire.

Some curious experiments have lately taken

place in the laboratory of the Paris Society of

being joined under the lamp by an India rubber
band.

3. A lamp of 32 candles was covered with
a cotton cap of double thickness.

4. Another was covered with a calotte of black
silk, which was in its turn covered with another
of black velvet.

5. A lamp was surrounded by a layer of white
wadding, off which the gummed surface had
been taken.

6. Two lamps were covered with two layers

of gummed wadding, white in one case, and
black in the other.

\-oltmeter.

Electricians as to the danger of fire from electric

lighting, says the London Electrical Review. It

is needless to insist on the interest which these

researches present, principally as regards the

lighting of theaters.

An experiment was made with a bare wire

placed on a small board, and in part covered

with a second board. This wire should nor-

mally conduct a current of about four amperes.

The current was carried up to forty amperes

without the wood commencing to carbonize.

For a current much more intense the wood took

fire at the part where the wire is uncovered

before burning the other part, where the want

EUSE BOX—VAN DEPOELE INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.

7. A lamp of 32 candles was placed in a verti-

cal fold formed by an old theatrical decoration.

8. Lastly, a lamp of 300 candles was applied
against an old decoration.

As regards the result, neither carbonization
nor exaggerated heating was produced in twenty
minutes in experiments i, 2, 5, and 7. At the
end of a minute and a half the decoration in ex-
periment 8 carbonized at contact with the glass
and began to burn without flame. At the end
of two minutes, after melting and carbonization
of the layers of wadding, the lamps in experi-
ment 6 burst in, setting fire to the envelope. In
about six minutes.the velvet calotte was carbon-

FIG. 6, VAN DEPOELE INCANDESCENT SYSTEM—-MAYO DYNAMO.

of air made inflammation slower. It is known

that these accidents are avoided in a very effi-

cacious manner in practice by the employment

of fusible plugs.

In order to see to what extent the lamps them-

selves were capable of setting fire to strips and

combustible bodies placed in their vicinity, the

following series of experiments was carried out:

1. The globe of an arc lamp (Cance system)

was enveloped in several thicknesses of a light

material (green tarlatan).

2. A 32-candle incandescent lamp was envel-

oped in the same way, the folds of the material

ized and began to burn slowly; the experiment
was continued longer without breaking the

lamp, but the glass was deformed. The cotton

cap was partly carbonized at the end of ten min-
utes at the points of contact, but combustion had
not then commenced.
M. Mascart, in giving his account of these

experiments, the first of the kind yet held, we
believe, on so complete a scale, has left to every-

body the care of concluding, according to the

application which he proposes to make of elec-

tricity, where the danger to be run begins and
finishes.
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In the New York letter mention is made of an
instructor in electrical engineering who gives to

his pupils e.xercises in line construction and pole

climbing. Theoretical studies supplemented by
practical instruction of this sort ought to de-

velop thoroughly equipped electricians.

The Chicago Electric club at its meeting

January 7th will discuss the subject of insula-

tion. The matter is one of the highest interest

and the attendance at the club meeting will

doubtless be large on the occasion. The mem-
bers are expected to express their views on the

matter in a general discussion.

A NEW form of storage battery is illustrated

in this issue. The accumulator question is one
which is exciting the greatest interest at the

present day, and the use of storage batteries is

rapidly extending. The process by which the

new form is made is novel, and there are many
interesting points in the construction of the

cells.

Wk publish in another column a sensational

dispatch from New York to the effect that

Henry Villard is engaged in the formation of a

$40,000,000 electric light trust. We give this

dispatch for what it is worth and exactly as it

was received, but it is so full of inaccuracies and
improbabilities that very little credence can be
given to it. In our Lssue for December 8th we
published an item to the effect that Mr. Villard

had just secured a large amount of money from
abroad for an electric light company, and gave
the name of the company for which this money
was obtained. This item had some foundation

in fact. It was published by the Western
Electiucian exclusively, and has since been
extensively copied by the press. Some enter-

prising |)ress correspondent has evidently run

across this item .somewhere, and with the help of

his imagination has evolved the startling tele-

gram printed elsewhere. But we still adhere to

the opinion we expressed last week, that the

prospects for an electric lighting trust, in the full

meaning of that term, are not improving.

An article on the appeal in the Edison incan-

descent lamp litigation in England appears in

another column. The reports consist of a

synopsis of the speech made by Sir Richard
Webster, the appellants' counsel. He gives in

the course of his argument a highly interesting

statement of the development of incandescent

lamp construction

It has been noted that when the telegraph

was introduced in Persia, the natives made a

practice of using the insulators as targets for

rifle bullets. It seems that this amusement is

not confined to Asia. A Nebraska telephone

company is suffering from the same cause, and
has found it necessary to offer a reward for the

apprehension of persons shooting off its insula-

tors.

Trusts are forming on every hand, and their

operation has been felt in the electrical field.

The copper syndicate has proved to every pur-

chaser of wire that it has a firm grip on its

product. The news is now announced that a

syndicate is to be organized by influential Bel-

gium and German financiers to control the zinc

trade. They propose, it is said, to imitate the

French syndicate in their methods.

Manufacturers should keep in mind the

coming electric light convention at Chicago in

February, and make their preparations for a

large exhibit early. A large number of applica-

tions for space in the exhibition hall have al-

ready been received by Chairman Sunny, and
more are coming in daily. The success of the

exhibition feature of this meeting is already as-

sured, and those who have not made arrange-

ments for space should do so at once, and thus
secure an advantageous location.

An experiment has recently been made with
the phonograph, which illustrates one of the

manifold uses which the instrument may serve.

A physician employed the little machine in mak-
ing a record of heart sounds. The experiment
which was conducted by Dr. J. Mount Bleyer
was completely successful. He says in his de-

scription: "All the sounds were heard, in their

varied pitch and tone, as they came along, with

perfect clearness. The words and sentences

that I had spoken into it for the purpose of re-

cording the landmarks were all reproduced.
AVith some extra experimenting I was able to

apply the use of the phonograph in such a man-
ner as to throw the physical sounds, which had
been previously registered upon one of these

wax cylinders, into the auditorium, and thereby
teach directly a larger class. It is further possi-

ble to construct a physical sign cabinet which
has all registered cylinders representing the dif-

ferent diseases of the lungs and heart. When
one wishes to study any of the sounds of the
heart or lungs he can pick out of his cabinet
that cylinder which has registered upon it such
physical sounds,"

Lucien Gaulard, whose name will always
be associated with the alternating current trans-

former system, recently died in Paris under
peculiarly distressing circumstances. That he
was a genius is conceded, and that he was singu-
larly unfortunate is not denied. To Gaulard
belongs the honor of recognizing the importance
of the alternating transformer system, and of

bringing it to the attention of electricians. In
connection with Mr, Gibbs he developed the
system, and in,stalled the first plant of the kind,

George Westinghouse, jr,, of America, .saw at

once the value of the Gaulard and Gibbs system,
and purchased the rights for the United States,

These are the fundamental patents of the com-
pany which bears his name. It was largely due
to the electricians of that company and to Ziper-
nowski and Deri that a change was made in the
Gaulard and Gibbs ,system, by which the trans-
formers, formerly connected in series, were run
in imiltiple arc, 'I'his nindification made the

system self-regulating and practical for commer-
cial use. His death has occurred just at the
time when the system, of which he first recog-
nized the value, is making tremendous progress.

In his suits Gaulard was defeated. The conse-
quent disappointment and financial loss weighed
upon his mind until reason gave way. He died
in an asylum where he had been confined since

last summer.

The decision in the St, Louis telephone case,

which has been awaited with the greatest inter-

est, has just been handed down by the Missouri
Supreme court, and the opinion appears in full

in another column. The result is a complete
victory for the telephone company. The ter-

mination of the litigation is as important to tele-

phone corporations throughout the country as to

the St, Louis company. City councils, notably
those of Chicago and Kansas Cit)', have been
awaiting the decision which, had it been adverse
to the St, Louis company, would have been
considered as a precedent warranting the alder-

men in following the example of the St, Louis
municipal assembly.

Judge Black's opinion is an able document.
He assumes that the state has the right to regu-

late telephone rates, and says that the right to

delegate this power to municipal corporations is

equally clear. The question at issue, he says, is

narrowed down to the inquiry, whether the city

has received from the state the requisite power
to regulate telephone rentals. The company is

subject to reasonable regulations prescribed by
the cit)', and in the case in point the rules have
been obeyed by the defendant. Conceding
these facts, Judge Black says he fails to see that

the right to regulate prices follows. The power,
he finds, is neither included nor incidental to the

power to regulate the use of streets, and the St.

Louis ordinance could not be upheld on that

ground. Judge Black says the charter pro-

visions taken together cannot confer on the city

the right to regulate telephone rates. Such a
view would be extreme, and it would follow that

the city might regulate telegraph charges and
other services of a public character.

The St. Louis legal department and the muni-
cipal authorities of that city announce their

intention of appealing to the legislature for a

grant of the necessary power to regulate rates.

How this decision is received in Chicago,

where the controversy between the city council

and the telephone company is in progress, is

noted elsewhere. The result will tend to make
the aldermen more cautious intheir treatment

of the question. The telephone company feels

that its position has been greatly strengthened.

The members of the Chicago city council say

they do not regard the decision as one of great

significance as far as they are concerned. Al-

derman Hamline says the Chicago council has

the incontrovertible right to say upon what
terms the company may use its streets for the

purpose of carrying their wires through them,

and it can make one of those terms the con-

dition that the company shall not charge more
than a fixed sum for the use of their instru-

ments. Where the city council of St. Louis

erred, he says, was in trying to fix the rates to

be charged without reference to making that a

condition in consideration of which the right to

use the streets was granted.

At the last meeting of the Chicago council

the finance committee presented its report, of

which the following extract covers the essential

features:

" It is doubtful whether the courts would declare a for-

feiture against the (Bell) telephone company, when the city

has since the location of the company's lines and wires

received free use of the instruments specified in the original

ordinance, and when the city has by contracts with said

company received special rates for telephonic connections

for the use of various departments, and when all permits

have been taken out in the name of the Bel] Telephone
company up to Jan. t, 1886, and when subsequent to that

date by orders of said city officials duly reported to the

council, permits which had heretofore been issued to the

liell company were directed to be and were issued to the

Chicago Telephone company."

In view of these facts, and that the corpor-

ation counsel has decided that the council has

not the right to fix rates, and of the decision of

the Supreme court of Missouri, the majority

report recommends the adoption of the 3 per

cent, tax ordinance.
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Sprague Electric Road at Boston.
Several views of the new electric street rail-

way running from Boston to Brookline, are
shown in the accompanying engravings. The
road was installed by the Sprague Electric Rail-
way & Motor company of New York. Several
trial trips have been made over the road, and the
apparatus, which has been found perfectly satis-

factory, will be put into commercial operation in

a few days.

The West End street railway of Boston, of

house, which is both convenient and commo-
dious, is at present equipped with three hori-
zontal tubular boilers, furnished by the Jarvis
Engineering company. The engine room con-
tains two high-speed automatic cut-off engines
of the Armington & Sims pattern, of 200 horse
power each. Each drives two powerful dynamos
of So,ooo watts each, and wound for a maximum
pressure of 500 volts. These dynamos are of
the highest efficiency and simplest construction,
and if need be, can be placed under the charge

SPR..VGUE ELECTRIC ROAD AT BOSTON—I'OWER HOUSE.

which this road is a part, is the largest street

railway in the world; it e.xtends over twelve
miles of track, and the company uses 1,700 cars

and more than g,ooo horses. The president of

the company, Henry M. Whitney of Boston, is

recognized as one of the most enterprising and
successful street railway men in the country,

and aided by an efficient corps of assistants, has

succeeded in giving Boston, since his adminis-

tration, the most efficient street railway service

which ever existed in that city.

Before deciding upon any electric system for

the AVest End road. President Whitney, accom-
panied by members of the board of directors

and managers, visited the principal electric rail-

ways in the country operated upon the various

systems, including visits on three different

occasions to Richmond, Va., to inspect the elec-

tric road in operation there upon the Sprague

system. After a most careful examination of

these roads, the contract for eqiiipping the West
End road was awarded by the board of directors

to the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor com-

pany of New York.

This system of electric railway called for in

this contract is wide and comprehensive. The
main line from Boston westward, beginning at

Park square, will run down Boylston street

bridge and thence down Chester Park to Beacon

street. It will then proceed over the Beacon

street extension to the Chestnut Hill reservoir,

and to Allston and Oak Square, Brighton. From
the east park gate over the new boulevard to

the Chestnut Hill reservoir and Brighton the

Sprague overhead system will be adopted. In

the more crowded streets of the city the Bentley-

Knight conduit will be used, and the Sprague

cars will run over the whole system.

The power station, from which the electric

current is distributed to the line, is situated on

Braintree street, Allston, near the Boston and

Albany railroad, and also at the edge of the

water, thus giving both water and rail facilities

for fuel. This building, said to be the mo.st

perfect electric plant of its kind in the country,

is situated very nearly equidistant from the

terminals, and is therefore literally a central

station. The station, with the adjoinmg car-

house, is of brick, and entirely fire-proui'.

In its construction it was the aim of the West

End company to get the best in every detail.

The chimney stack is 100 feet high

of the steam engineer. The dynamos feed into

copper bus wires, supported on the walls by
porcelain insulators.

Each machine has its independent ampere
meter, and in addition there is' a general ampere
meter at the end of the positive bus bar. From
this bar the current passes to special snap

five incandescent lamps. A switch-board atone
end of the room furnishes an independent con-
trol for each group of lamps. All the surround-
ings of the machines are kept in the neatest con-
dition.

Adjoining the power house, but separated by
thick brick walls, is a commodious house for

accommodation of cars, 107 feet long by 80 feet

deep, designed to hold twenty-four cars.

The overhead system, which is built under the
Sprague pattern, is of the finest description, and
includes iron poles set in 'concrete throughout
the entire length of the road. These poles are
of a very neat and tasteful pattern, and support
the span wires which carry the trolley wire at a
height of eighteen feet over the center of the

track. This overhead wire, which is used for a

working conductor, is made of silicon bronze, of

the small Sprague type, only three-si.xteenths of

an inch in diameter. This is the only wire sus-

pended over the middle of the track, and its

lightness and high tensile strength allow the

overhead supporting structure to be of the light-

est description possible. The poles are r25 feet

apart.

The return circuit is through the rail, and
thence by both metallic and ground circuits to

the station. Each section of rail is joined to

copper ground wires throughout the length of

the road, underneath the string pieces. At
intervals of 500 feet this ground wire is con-
nected to an earth plate, and at seven points

widely distributed. The ground wire is con-

nected to the station, and there is also a main
ground connection made there through a large

sink-plate.

In the overhead system' a hew method of

switching has been adopted which is at once
ingenious and simple. Five or six feet inside

the turn-outs a small switch with flaring rider is

interpolated into the main and branch wires, and
a spring tongue upon this directs the path of the

trolley with absolute certainty and ease. By
this means switching is made very easy, and all

danger of the trolley leaving the wire is obvi-

ated.

The cars can be run at widely different speeds,

varying from the slowest crawl to twelve or

more miles an hour. They can be started and

The boiler

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC ROAD .VT IJOSTON—BEACON STREET DIVISION.

switches, each switch being connected through

a three-plug safety switch back to one of the

feeders supplying current to the main line wire.

These feeder wires tap into the line wire at

different points on the line of road, thus main-

taining the pressure approximately etjual all

along the line. At the end of the feeders

in the central station pressure indicators are

attached, which indicate the voltage at the

junctions of the feeders with the main current

wire.

The engine room is brilliantly lighted by hand-

some hanging electroliers, each of which has

stopped without the use of brakes in the space
of three or four inches, and when making the
normal running speed can, in an emergency, be
stopped and reversed without brakes within less

than one-fourth of a car length. This feature is

especially advantageous in crowded thorough-
fares, and shows the superiority of the electrical

car over the horse or cable cars. The control
over the car seems marvelous, for one sees little

or nothing save an almost imperceptible move-
ment of the hand of the motor-man; and the
starting, although prompt, is very gradual and
without shock or jar. The ordinary driver can
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operate one of these cars without the slightest

trouble after very brief instruction. The sav-

ing, owingto the superior quality of the apparatus

over an ordinary horse car line, constitutes no

inconsiderable item. It has been found that the

average cost of motive power per car a day

throughout the United States, that is, for from

ten to eleven hours, and trips aggregating from

45 to 50 miles, is about $4, and this estimate

counts only those horses on actual duty on the

road. The cost of motive power per day per

car for equal mileage in Richmond is less than

$2 on the heaviest sort of grade work, and at

Boston it is estimated that even this low cost of

called, two to each car. These plows are thin

iron plates about 10 inches square, hung from a

framework over the middle of the track and
projecting into the slot. The motors are con-

nected by controlling switches, and the car is

operated substantially as is the overhead system.

The plows are so arranged that they can be

lifted out of the slot when any obstruction is

reached. The current is taken up and returned

by spring plates, which slide along the copper

conductors at the bottom of the plow.

In switching two ordinary tongue switches are

used—one in the conduit and one on the rail.

Brushes attached to the snow plows and cars

SPRAGCE ELECTRIC KO.\D .^T BOSTON—BEACON STREET WEST, FROM ST. MARY S STREET.

operation will be reduced. For winter use upon
this road the Sprague company is equipping
three electric working cars, furnished with snow
plows, brushes, ice-cutter and salt distributor,

and each propelled by two powerful 30 horse
power motors. In front of the car is a revolving
wheel which breaks up the snow crust com-
pletely, and behind are revolving brushes which
sweep the tracks clean. It is estimated that this

revolving car will clear a street railway track

easily keep the conduit and tracks clear, even in

the severest snowstorm or in case of slushy or

muddy weather. The change from the over-

head s)'stem to the conduit is made while the

car is in motion, and without the slightest delay
in travel or inconvenience to passengers, so that

the Sprague cars run over the entire distance.

The kind of truck used upon this road is the

latest Sprague improved truck, which has been
fully described in these columns. The equip-

be charged by a 150 light United States dynamo.
The motive power will be supplied by a gas engine.

The intention is to charge the cells by day, and
they will furnish current enough for ordinary use.

There are 250 lamps in the residence, and if it

is desired at any time the cells can supply part

of the circuit, and the remainder will be fur-

nished directly from the dynamo. The plant

will be located in the barn, and the conductors
will run under ground to the house. By the

terms of the contract the installation will be
completetl February ist.

Edison Incandescent Lamp Patent in

England.

The case of the Edison and Swan Electric

Light company against Holland and others

came up on appeal in London the first week in

December. The appeal is from the decision of

Justice Kay, who found that the patent of Edi-
son's incandescent lamp was not protected be-

cause the method of working was not sufficiently

set forth in the specification.

Sir Richard Webster said he appeared on be-

half of the appellants in respect of the infringe-

ment of two patents vested in the Swan Lfnited

Electric Light company, and known as the Edi-
son patent and the Cheesbrough patent. Both
patents were before the court in the case of

Edison vs. Woodhouse and Rawson. The Edison
patent related to the mode of construction of an
incandescent lamp; the Cheesbrough patent

related to the method of preparing in a better

way the conductor to be used in incandescent
electric lighting—that was to say, the carbon.

Justice Kay found for the plaintiffs in respect

to the Cheesbrough patent, relating to the im-

proved method of conducting the material of

the conductor, and he found on a number of

issues for the plaintiffs in the Edison patent;

but he found one matter against them, namely,
the deficiency in the specification as to the

method of working. There was no appeal

against Justice Kay's decision with respect to

the Cheesbrough patent; the judgment for the

plaintiff, the injunction and the consequences
stood as in Justice Kay's judgment. This ap-

peal was by the plaintiffs against that part of

the judgment of Justice Kay which found
for the defendants on the ground that objection

could be taken to the Edison patent. Among
the issues which were found for the plaintiffs

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC ROAD AT BOSTON—BEACON STREET WEST, FROM HARVARD STREET.

after a heavy .storm more quickly than the ordi-

nary snow-plow, drawn by twelve horses.

'I'he system of wiring which the West End
management has adopted for the crowded city

streets is the Bentley-Knight conduit now in use
in Allegheny City, Pa. Here the conduit is laid

midway between the tracks, and is strongly
bolted to the stringers and sleepers. Its cross-

section is about a foot square, and its upper
part has a slot similar to that used in cable rail-

ways; its width, however, being only five-eighths

of an inch, giving an opening so small that car-

riage wheels will not catch in it. Besides this,

it is so beveled that horseshoe calks will not
be held in it. Copper bars one and a quarter
inches thick, one on each side of the slot, firmly

insulated beneath it, carry the current, one from
the dynamo and the other returning from the
motors. 'I'he current is taken from the con-
ductors to the motors by "|)iows," as tiicy are

ment of this truck includes the new Sprague
"Boston" motor which will be used for the first

time in commercial work upon this road.

Installation in Potter Palmer's Resi-
dence, Chicago.

The Electrical Accumulator company, repre-

sented by Conant & Hood, Chicago, will make
an interesting installation in the elegant resi-

dence of Potter Palmer, on the Lake Shore
drive, Chicago. The house has been hitherto

lighted by gas, but its effects were becoming ap-
parent in the discoloration of many of the paint-

ings and decorations. The house was wired at

the time of its construction, but as Mr. Palmer
has been unable to secure a supply of current,

he has decided to purchase a plant of his own.
The Accumulator company will install a battery
of one lumdicd anil twelve i5-A cells, which will

was that Mr. Edison was the true inventor, the

combination which he described was new, and
that the defendants had infringed; but at this

late day in the life of this patent the learned

judge found that there was not sufficient infor-

mation given in the specification to enable a

competent workman to construct this combina-
tion. Justice Kay applied to this specification

the test of commercial utility as distinguished

from utility generally. He would in the course

of the case have occasion to call attention to

legal authority to show that the test which
Justice Kay applied in construing this specifica-

tion was incorrect in law. The attorney gener-

al said he proposed to state as fairly as he could

what was the existing state of knowledge at the

date of the patent. Having done that he pro-

posed to call attention to the specification of

Mr, Edison, and to see what was the invention

on the face of the specification. He then pro-
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posed to take the judgment of Justice Kay, and
to show the errors into which the plaintiffs

alleged that he had fallen, and then to bring be-

fore their lordships' attention so much of the

evidence as had a direct bearing on the issue

raised by Justice Kay's judgment. The ex-

periments upon which the sufficiency of this

specification was attacked were substantially

experiments made after the trial of the action

had been actually commenced. He would be
able to demonstrate that the defence as to the

insufficiency of the specification was a complete
after-thought, the experiments upon which the

attack was made having been made after the

principal witness for the plaintiffs had been ex-

amined.

The attorney general then proceeded to deal

with the state of knowledge at the date of Edi-

son's patent, which was dated November 10,

1879. The leading features of the incandescent

lamp were then described at some length. The
earliest incandescent lamps were made in the

year 1845. From 1S45 down to 1879 these

attempts went on, the experiments being revived

from time to time, without any success at al', or

rather without any success which led to the de-

velopment of incandescent lighting. In the

specification of 1S79 Mr. Edison no doubt did

disclose things which formed a part of Mr.

Swan's patent. Mr. Lane-Fox had previously

discovered that high resistance lamps were more
likely to succeed than lamps of low resistance,

and he devised a means of mixing up non-con-

ducting material with conducting material, as

for instance, asbestos with carbon, but the idea

of a carbon filament wholly escaped him. So
far as prior knowledge was concerned this was
about the condition of makers; it was known
long before 1S79 that one could raise to incan-

descence conductors of various kinds; known
long before 1879 that carbon was a suitable con-

ductor; known that high resistance lamps were

likely to be of more advantage for the purpose

of incandescent lighting as compared with lamps

of low resistance; known that a vacuum was the

proper condition for the success of these lamps;

but it had occurred to no one that a simple car-

bon in the shape of a filament was sufficiently

strong to fulfill the conditions. Therefore, when
Mr. Edison grasped the idea and enunciated it

in a form capable of being carried into practical

effect, a step was made in connection with the

invention. For forty years people were trying

to overcome the difficulties of electric lighting

almost in the same way, and Mr. Lane-Fox

tried to perfect an incandescent lamp by

strengthening the bridge by the use of non-con-

ducting materials, because he thought conduct-

ing materials had two effects—those that were

of sufliciently high resistance were too weak to

stand the strain; those that were strong enough

were bad conductors. Then there was the dis-

covery of Justice Grove with reference to plati-

num wires; but though platinum was a good

conductor the current required was so large that

the glass- was cracked by the heat used to raise

the platinum wire to incandescence.

A notable name that would figure in the case

was that of Joseph Wilson Swan, to whose

indomitable perseverance the present perfection

of the lamp was due. Having worked at the

matter for fifteen years, in the autumn of 1878

Mr. Swan got the nearest approach that was

ever made to the Edison lamp or the subsequent

Swan lamp prior to the publication of Edison's

specification. He would state, to be accurate,

that the lamp was made by Steam, but it had

always been called Swan's lamp, and was really

the outcome of mutual experiments made by

Swan and Stearn. It consisted of a globe of

glass, with platinum leading wires, and of a pen-

cil or stick of carbon, the history of which was

not known when the case of " Edison vs. Wood-

house and Rawson " was originally before

Justice Butt, but had since, fortunately, been

fully ascertained from Mr. Swan himself. The

lamp was made in December, 1878, but although

Mr. Swan and Mr. Stearn had worked the

matter out theoretically and, to a certam extent,

practically, the result they arrived at positively

led people astray, and it led even Swan and

Stearn themselves in the wrong direction. The

most powerful argument that could be adduced

in favor of Mr. Edison was the evidence of the

men who were supposed at that particular time
to have anticipated Mr. Edison's invention, not
publicly, but in their own minds, and it was now
fully recognized and admitted that Edison had
anticipated Swan in this discovery. Although
the experiments of Swan and Stearn had been a
great success, and although it was admitted they
had come close to Edison's invention, yet it led

Swan and Stearn completely wrong, so little did

anybody think that the solution lay in the direc-

tion of a filament of carbon; so little did they
know its flexibility, its resilience, and other

characteristics. After the supposed anticipation

of Edison, through the year 1879 Stearn and
Swan were experimenting with a view to a pat-

ent, and the defendants attempted to set up the

rase that they produced a lamp with a carbon-

ized thread which was the same thing as Edison
described. In the summer of that year, said the

defendants, Mr. Swan showed to a number of

people carbonized thread lamps, which were
workingtothe numberof hundreds at Newcastle;
but Justice Kay had found for the plaintiffs

that, even if such evidence were true, any such
attempts were wholly experimental. As a matter

of fact, it could be shown, if necessary, that

these witnesses were misstating the time, and
that no thread lamp was ever made by Swan
until January, 1880, a date fixed clearly by the

fact of a fire at Mr. Swan's works by which
everything was burned down, so that he had to

start (/(' iim'o. But besides this, there was the

statement of Messrs. Swan and Stearn them-
selves, that they never did make a thread lamp
until after the publication of Edison's specifica-

tion, or ever even tried to carbonize thread. Of
course, if the defendant could prove publication

by Swan prior to 1S79, he must absolutely suc-

ceed, but both Swan and Stearn stated that the

thread lamp of Swan was not made until the

year 1880. That point was of the gravest im-

portance. As a matter of fact, nothing nearer

to Edison's lamp than Swan's lamp of 1878 was
ever published. Swan and Stearn both failed

to realize that they might make the carbon very

much smaller than it was in the lamp of 1878;

they still thought they must have a strong and
relatively massive carbon conductor, and they

were working in the direction of strengthening

and thickening the carbon instead of thinning it

and making it filamentary. It was no exagger-

ation to say that every single efl'ective incandes-

cent lamp, of which there had been hundreds

since the date of Mr. Edison's specification, might

be in terms described in the words of Edison's

specification, and indeed, Stearn wrote to Swan
before the specification came over, " If Edison

means carbon, we are anticipated." That
statement was in black and white, and was of

itself quite sufficient to dispose of the idea that

Swan had already made the lamp in 1879.

Beyond the fact that Edison did not know
accurately everything that had been done in

England, the specification would be found to be

not an incorrect summary of the state of knowl-

edo'e at the time. Edison was not quite aware

of what had been done in some respects in Eng-

land. One objection taken against the specifi-

cation was that the words " properly carbonized
"

did not convey sufficient information to enable

persons to carbonize, but there was not the

slightest foundation for saying that the term

was not perfectly understood and known by per-

sons having to do with the carbonization of arti-

cles. The description of the filaments as

"fibrous vegetable substances coiled " as a de-

scription of the most successful electric lamps,

was applicable to this day, and except in so far

as they differed in construction they answered

exactly to the description which Edison had

enunciated in his specification. Then Edison

went on to say, " I have discovered that carbon

filaments may be made by a combination of tar

and lampblack, the latter being previously

ignited in a closed crucible for several hours,

afterward moistened and kneaded until it

assumes the consistency of thick putty." That

was stated by the defendants not to convey suffi-

cient information to enable a person to do it.

The process also was said to be impossible and

absurd, and so bad was the specification said to

be by some of the defendants' witnesses, that

they had never tried it. Others said they had

tried it, and had failed to do it. But he could

show that it was done by boys and girls in the

most ordinary and common way, and without
the slightest attempt at skill or scientific con-

struction. Everything in the specification had
been shown to produce a useful lamp. Then it

was said that the making of filaments in this

way could only be done by a trick, as the

ignition would burn the whole thing up, but it

was proved to be possible by the referee ap-

pointed by Justice Kay. But when Justice

Kay came to deal with the matter, he disregard-

ed everything that the referee had said with re-

gard to its feasibility or practicability. The
specification also said that small pieces of this

substance might be rolled out to the size of

TDTminch. One witness said it was impossible to get

a size less than half a millimetre, and that it

could not be carbonized, as it would all be
burnt up in ash, but it was proved by plaintiffs'

witnesses that hundreds of filaments as thin and
thinner than this were made by a boy, and car-

bonized afterward without difficulty. Filaments

in accordance with the various processes were
actually made in court or in a chamber adjoin-

ing, under the very ej'es of the learned judge.

When he came to deal with the evidence of the

defendants' witnesses, he would say, unhesitat-

ingly, that they failed because they did not take

pains to succeed.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, Dec. 20.—The meeting of Ihe American

Institute of Electrical Engineers, December iSth, was held

at the College of the City of New York, where the increas-

ing attendance is more carefully accommodated, and facili-

ties'off^red for illustrating papers with the lantern. The

paper read by \V. J. Jenk^, director of the standardizing

bureau of the Edison Electric Light company, was devoted

to a thorough review of six years' practical experience with

the Edison chemical meter. It was very interesting in i s

narration of the gradual evolution of the improved ffeter

of to-day from the many in;enious devices which Mr. Edi-

son invented and patented at different times, all of which

were shown on the screen, and fully explained by the iec-

turt r. Curiously enough the discussion brought out a

sturdy defence of the much-maligned g- s meter, and Mr.

Crocker stated that a? a matter of fact all meters must, if

defective, register against the company. The manipulation

of figures with pen and ink was another question.

The Harold V. Brown controversy is still "on," the

latest manifestation being a challenge, contained in an ad-

vertisement appeanng in the daily Times and JVoi-id^ of

which the following is an extract: "I am prepared further

to prove my theory in practice by records of a large number

of deaths already caused by the alternating current, and to

prove by affidavits and otherwise that this same current

has already, in numerous instances, crippled, paralyzed, or

otherwise injured for life a number of men, several of

whom are now pensioned by the alternating current inter-

ests. Notwithstanding all this, for reasons of a merely

selfish commercial nature, Mr. \Vestinghouse advertises the

death-dealing alternating current as less dangerous to life

and limb than the continuous current. I therefore chal-

lenge Mr. Westinghouse to meet me in the presence of

competent electrical experts and take through his body the

alternating current while I take through mine a continuous

current. The alternating current must have not less than

300 alternations per second, as recommended by the Medico-

Legal society. \Ve will commence with too volts, and will

gradually increase the pressure 50 volts at a time, I leading

with each increase, until either one or the other has cried

enough, and publicly admits his error."

One of the leading electricians of the country saj s he

would be willing to accept this challenge under the condi-

tions named, but objects to the manner in wh'ch it is being

handled as calculated to make it a sensational affair, al-

though, of course, it will amount to nothing. It is rather

curious that just as this question of electrial executions is

being discussed, one elephant "chief" should be sentenced

to death in Cincinnati by his owner, Robinson, and a prop-

osition made to execute him by electricity, while another

"chief" was also condemned to die at Philadelphia by his

owner, Forepaugh In the latter case the sentence has

been carried out by the "rope" in old-fashioned style, a

turn being taken about the victim's neck, and the line being

hauled taut by two of his elephantine associates.

A verdict of ^626.50 has been awarded to George H.

Holt in a suit brought by him against the Holmes Protective

association, which undertook to guard his house against

burglars last summer. In spite of the alleged protection,
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Mr. Holt, upon opening liis house, discovered that $1,-

965.50 worth of jewelry and clothing had been stolen.

Considerable difficulty is being experienced by the people

who are attempting to introduce the alternating system of

electric lighting in this city, arising from the restrictions of

the underwriters' inspector. Efforts are being made to

comply with all the requirements, however, and it is be-

lieved the delay will be merely temporary,

E. P. Roberts, assistant professor in the electrical en-

gineering department of Cornell university, is spending his

holiday vacation in this vicinity. He is making good use

of his practical experience in electrical work by giving his

students exercises in line construction, pole climbing, etc.,

as well as in what are considered the higher branches. An
electrical engineer who has "won his spurs" and can

"climb" alongside of the old hands will certainly be

treated with more respect than is usually shown to grad-

uates who are just entering the school of experience where

they are supposed by their work to earn their daily bread.

The prospect of remuneration as a lineman is probably

more promising than the managership of a central station,

where skilled men are frequently expected to work long

hours for from ^60 to $65 per month. P.

Omaha, Neb.
Omaha, Neb , Dec. 19.—The electric cars on the —otor

line across the new bridge between this city and Council

Bluffs, la., over the Missouri river, have now been running

a little over a week. The first car started from Council

Bluffs at noon, and reached the Omaha side in twenty

minutes. A twenty-minute service has been established

until the operators shall have become a little more familiar

with their work. Since the first day every train on every

trip has been crowded with passengers, and it is stated that

each train's receipts have averaged '^40. The trains are

made up of two coaches, in charge of a conductor and

"motor man." The line is four miles long, extending

from Tenth and Douglas street, this city, to the heart of

the business portion of Council Bluffs. One train made

the trip once in sixteen minutes—a mile in four minutes.

From Omaha to the eastern end of the bridge in Council

Bluffs there is but one track, but the remainder of the line

is double track. The cars and their motive power are still

subjects of greit curioiity, and every time a train stops the

passengers pile off to investigate the cars.

The Omaha Electric Motor company, of which Dr.

Mercer is the leading representative, is simply having a

peck of trouble, and is also causing the city authorities a

peck of trouble. The cause is the objection of the city to

the erection of poles by the company, and the determina-

tion by the company that it will erect its poles. The city

has an idea that it has enough poles, and it desires all wires

hereafter to be put underground. Dr. Mercer has exercised

every possible ingenuity in getting the poles up in spite of

the city's objections. He had gangs of men work at night,

then on Sunday; then he had the poles put up in broad

daylight on week days. The Electric Light company is all

the more willing to aid the doctor, because both are or will

be using the same company's system, the Thomson-Hous-

ton. Dr. Mercer is especially anxious to get the poles up

from the termination of the Omaha & Council Bluffs line

at Tenth and Douglas streets to the Millard and Arcade

hotels, at Thirteenth and Douglas streets, which would

give him a big patronage now. The hotel people are anx-

ious for that extension also, and petition the council to

grant the company the right to build that far, but the peti-

tion was pigeon-holed. In the meantime the city has ob-

tained an injunction against the Motor company, restrain-

ing it from erecting poles.

The question of poles has become serious in Omaha.

They are becoming so thick that the companies them-

selves find it very convenient to have them painted dif-

ferent colors in order to pick out their own property.

Negotiations are pending for the establishment of another

company with poles—an incandescent electric light com-

pany.

'I'hree years ago Omaha was the relay station of the

Western Union on the overland line, and the Wheatstone

did an immense amount of work Then a copper wire

was strung to Ogden and the relaying was transferred to

that point, and an operator was left at this point to watch

the line during the day and relay if the wiies worked

badly. In the meantime the Morse system was used for

ovcriand night work. Now the night messages on their

overland line are to be sent by the Wheatstone system,

and a night operator put on, while eight of the ninety

Morse operators in the office lose their positions.

The Union Pacific is not remaining with its hands

folded pending Judge Brewer's action on the injunction

asked by the Western Union, but is printing blanks for

commercial messages and separate telegraph accounts, and

getting in shape to do a distinct tclcgraijli liusiness, as Con-

gress has decreed.

Emil L. Opperman of the Brush Electric company is in

the city looking over the field with a view of establishing

here a system of incandescent lighting for business houses

and residences. The first rates proposed are 70 cents a

light for such as burn till 10 o'clock in the evening, 90

cents for 12 o'clock lights, and $1.80 for all night Hghts.

It is the purpose of the company, if it establishes a plant

here, to provide light in the daytime also, if there is a de-

mand for such. The company proposes furnishing motors

also for manufacturing purposes.

At Warnerville. Neb., complaint is made that boys

amuse themselves by shooting away the telephone insulat-

ors. The company has offered a reward of $25 for in-

formation that will lead to the conviction of the guilty

persons.

Ashland, Neb., is to have electric lights. The power

will come from the mill water power. E.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas Citv, Mo , Dec. 20.—A new toll line board has

just been added to the equipment of the local exchange of

the Kansas & Missouri Telephone company. It has a

capacity for thirty toll Hoes, and begins operation with

twelve lines, including the metallic circuit between this city

and Topeka, Kan., and a smaller one bet*veen here and

Liberty, Mo. It is the joint product of the company's car-

penter, Downey Lingstone, and electrician, Albert Barratt.

It was made with a view to attaining the greatest possible

speed, and is a model of convenience. It will be operated

by three young ladies, who will find their labors greatly

lessened by means of the little improvement introduced by

Electrician Barratt—a system of double jacks. Super-

intendent Smith exhibits the board to visitors with a great

deal of pride.

Superintendent Smith states that during the past year

the company has torn down and replaced with cables

seventy-five miles of wire, which has been in use for five or

six years. Some of the wire had been reduced by the ele-

ments from No. 12 to No. 32. Most of it had becomo so

worthless that a break in it could not be repaired.

E. Follingsby of Fredonia, Kan., has contracted for a

30 arc light plant to be established at Burlington, Kan.

The contract for the plant was let to the Thomson-Hous-
ton company through Charles H Rusling, the Kansas
City agent The Baxter Springs Electric Light company
has let the contract for a 50 > incandescent alternating plant

to Charles II. Rusling, the Kansas City agent of the

Thomson- Houston company. Work will begin on the

plant at an eariy day, and the building and equipments

will be first ciass in every respect. J- R- Hamacher &
Bro. of RichmDad. Mo., will put in a 35 arc light plant of

the ThDniiOa-Houston system. Tne contract was secured

by the Kansas City agent of the Thomson Houstom com-
pany, Charles II Rusling.

Topeka, Kan.
Topeka, Kan., Dec. iS.—Superintendent Smith of the

Kansas & Missouri Telephone company was in the city last

week looking after the affairs at the company's exchange in

this city. He was especially interested in the putting in of

a new multiple Switch board which will have a capacity for

600 telephones.

A petition was read from the Topeka City Railway com-

pany, at the last meeting of the council, asking permission

to do such work in the streets as may be necessaiy to con-

struct and operate an electric motor system for propelling

the company's cars. The system is to be the very latest

and most approved, and can be adapted to any system of

poles, either such as can be set on both sides of the streets,

or such as are set in the form of light cranes by the side of

the various tracks. The ordinance under which the com-

pany operates its lines permits any system of power except

steam. The petition was referred to the committee on

streets and walks.

The Rapid Transit company is still engaged in fixing its

track in shape preparatory for the adoption of the electric

motor system, It was the aim of the company to have the

new line in operation by January ist, but it has since be-

come evitlent that it will be impossible to do so. There

will probably be five trains at first. B.

Council Bluffs, la.

Council Bi.UKFS, la., Dec. 20.—The Union Pacific

railway and bridge connecting this city with Omaha did a

big business at big rates before the new bridge and the

motor line were constructed, charging fifty cents for

passage from one city to the other over its tines Since

the new bridge has been completed the Union Pacific has

steadily lowered its rates, and now has entered into an

agreement with the motor line to charge only ten cents,

and do away with all commutation tickets.

A representative of the Hawkeye Electric Light com-

pany of Oskaloosa, is in the city endeavoring to secure a

franchise from the council for the operation of an incan-

descent electric light plant. At the last meeting of the

counc I an ordinance granting it a franchise was read for

the third time and then referred to a committee for

further investigation. The Council Bluffs Electric Light

& Power company introduced a petition praying that no

charters be granted any company for at least one year,

agreeing on its part to furnish an incandescent light to the

citizens at one cent an hour for a 16 candle power lamp.

An effort was made to have a committee appointed to visit

the leading cities in the state and investigate the operation

of incandescent systems, but the proposition was defeated.

In a discussion of the question of poles in the street the

Council Bluffs correspondeat of the Omaha Rcpnblican

says:

"Some would be enterprising citizens object to the plac-

ing of poles on the streets of the city. It would be better

to have the poles so thick that one could hardly squeeze

through and have a well lighted, bustling, active city than to

have the streets clear of poles and devoted to the raising of

hay. Unless the good Lord sees fit to remove a lot of our

old fogies it will be a good many years before the poles

will be much in the way, and when that time comes, if it

ever does, the matter will speedily regulate itself," D,

Birmingham, Ala.

Birmingham, Ala., Dec. 18.—Few people understand

and appreciate the amount of work done by the newspaper

men and telegraph operators of this city since the recent

attack on the jail that holds murderer Hawes. In addi-

tion to the immense amount of special news matter sent

to the papers all over the country, the number of private

telegrams sent and received Sunday, Monday and Tues-

day following the fight were double the ordinary business

of this office. Manager Williams, Night Manager Sutphin

and their assistants worked day and night for three days

with scarcely time for meals. When the terrible affair of

Saturday night occurred there were only two operators on

duty at the Western Union office, but some of the day

force came in later and worked until morning. After mid-

night 20,000 words of special telegrams to newspapers weie

sent away, besides a large number of private telegrams.

Sunday the local correspondents sent out 80,000 words of

special telegrams. Monday night 40,000 words were wired

as specials, and 3,000 as Associated Press matter. The
business of the office was handled promptly throughout

the emergency. So rapid and excellent was the work done

at this oflSce thit the districts and general superintendents

of the Western Union Telegraph company complimented

the entire force. Tuesday night all the correspondents in

the city signed a complimentaty notice of the good work

of the operators, which was sent to the Associated and

United Press',- and by them sent to all the papers in the

country.

The Florence, Ala., Electric Light 6c Power company
has purchased a 40 light arc and incandescent Waterhouse
plant.

'

J.

Denver, Col.

Dewer, Colo., Dec 17.—Queen City lodge. No. r,

United Order of Linemen, gave its first party last week in

the chamber of commerce. The hall was beautifully dec-

orated with 170 colored incandescent lights which were

strung across the room about six inches apart. Over the

stage at the end of the hall, a star set with forty colored

lights attracted considerable attention, and added to the

brilliancy of the scene. Outside the building was six 2,200

candle power arc lights The organization is composed of

telegraphers, electric and telephone linemen, and is a benev-

olent order. Dancing was engaged in during the evening,

and an elaborate spread served.

The second electric light company which began operations

at Pueblo, Col., with incandescent lights less than a month

ago, has decided to double its building and plant so as to

supply arc lights, thus competing with the old company in

both kinds of electric lights.

The Trinidad, Col., Telephone company is putting up

poles; an effort is being made to get everything ready by

January I. Ninety three telephones have already been

ordered. When Manager Williamson began he feared

that he could not get sixty, the required number to secure

the putting in of a plant. But now that it is started, the

prospects are good for 125 telephones by the time the ex-

change is opened.

A new company has been organized at Fort Collins,

Col., known as the Fort Collins Electric company, and

has purchased the electric plant of the Fort Collins Light,

Heat & Power company. The new company has a capital

stock of $50,000 William B Miner is president, William

B. Stewart vice-president, and Frank J. Annis secretary

and treasurer. The system of lights will be extended to

all the principal residence streets in the city. K.
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THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The work of wiring the Auditorium building, Chicago,

is progressing rapidly, and the electric lighting system will

soon be completed.

The Elyton Land company is introducing on the High-
land avenue dummy line, at Birmingham, Ala., its Bernstein
series incandescent lamps of 50 candle power, to be run
from a Brush machine.

A dispatch from Fergus Falls, Minn., says: A con-
solidation has been effected between the Fergus Fails Gas
company and the Fergus Falls Electric Light company.
The electric light plant will be moved to a building near
the gas house.

The city council of Philadelphia has under consideration

a recommendation of the finance committee to apply ^25,000
of the surplus to the extension of electric lights. It is also

proposed to apply $10,000 to the extension of the police and
fire telegraph, and :^io,ooo to the police patrol system.

The annual report of the warden of the Southern Indiana
penitentiary, at Jeffersonville, Ind

,
presented last week,

stated that the gas lights used at the institution during the

year cost ^1,650.40 The board of directors considers this

too much, and is debating the feasibility of putting in a

system of electric lights-

The KnoxviUe, Tenn., Electric Light company is push-

ing its works rapidly, the machinery in its new building is

in position, poles have been erected and wires strung

throughout the town, and incandescent fixtures placed in

the principal residences. The outlook for the success of

the company is excellent.

The Thomson-Houston Electric company reports the

following among its recent sales: Richmond, Mo., arc

plant, 35 lights; Lansing, Mich , Gas company, incandes-

cent plant, 500 lights, alternating system; Cantine & Co..

Crestline, O., 200 incandescent lights; Belding Manufact-
uring company, Belding, Mich., incandescent plant, 200

lights, for use in workshops.

Among the recent sales of the Indianapolis Jenney Elec-

tric company are the following: Thirty arc-light outfit to

the Coshocton, O., Gas i^ Electric Light company, increase

of plant; three 500-light incandescent machines to the

Hauss Electric Lighting company, Cincinnati, for central

station lighting; 500-light incandescent outfit for the Park

Theater, Indianapolis; complete electrical outfit, 500 in-

candescent and fifty arcs, to the North Topeka Electric

Light company.

\V. E. Dye, president of the council of Albion, N. Y.,

says: "There is no electric company being formed in this

village that I am aware of, though there is a report current

to the contrary. We have received a proposition from two

different electric light companies to light the place, which

we are now considering, one from the Thomson-Houston
company of New York, and the other from the Fort Wayne
Jenney company of Fort Wayne, Ind."

The California street Cable Car company of San Francis-

co has provided its engine and car house with an incandes-

cent electric light plant. The illumination is a mark-

ed improvement the old system of part gas and part

oil. It is understood that experiments are being made by

the company to test the feasibility of a traveling electric

lamp, which may be moved from point to point along the

road, as occasion may require. Such a device would prove

of great assistance in making repairs at night, and in other

emergencies.

The introduction of incandescent lights in places formerly

occupied by gas or oil fixtures, has led to many funny inci-

dents. Many cases of young men attempting to ignite

paper from a globe to obtain a light for a cigar have been

reported. At a prominent resort in Chicago a figure hold-

ing a lamp from which patrons received a light was ct. n-

sidered a time-honored landmark. Recently, however, an

incandescent lamp has been placed where the gas jet for-

merly flickered, and many a patron labors in vain endeavor-

ing to get a light for his cigar from the globe.

The Sheftield (Ala ) EnU'rpiise?,zys: " A. R. Roe, the

electrician of the SheHield Electric Light works, is evi-

dently determined to make the most of the opportunities

presented for the use of the light, whenever his own con-

venience can be served and the utility of the light be shown.

By the use of a small storage battery carried under the seat

of his buggy he supplies a 5-candle power light, which is

so placed on the horse's head as to throw a strong light on

the road ahead of him and make him on the darkest of

nights independent of street lights. It is a simple arrange-

ment, easily applied, and much more convenient than a

lantern, and will yet come into general use."

The f-ieno, Nev., Electric Light company, which was

organized mainly by San Francisco capitalists and incor-

porated October 23, 1S86, is now controlled by local capi-

talists, and is extending its operations. When the works

were first started they had a capacity of 45 lamps, but only

20 were utilized. The system, however, gradually grew in

favor until the full power was demanded, and foreseeing

the necessity of still greater capacity, the plant was in-

creased in power until it now possesses a capacity of 95

lamps, all of which are utilized. There are also many de-

mands for additional light, and the company is considering

the advisability of introducing a 600 incandescent light

plant.

It would seem to be difficult to evolve a perfectly new and

original system of public lighting by electricity, but it has

been done—this time by a Frenchman, says the London

EL'clrical Eugiiu-cT. M. G. A. Tabourin has written to

the municipal council of Paris, offering to light Paris upon

his system, which will do awav with underground mams,

and permit the rapid extension of electric light throughout

Paris without interfering with the gas companies. In this

most wondrous proposal each gas lamp is to be furnished

at its base with a small rotar>- gas engine, ten . .ches m
diameter, with a small dynamo; and these small installations

are to supply arc lamps on the top of the lamp-post, tnus

burning gas at the bottom and producing electric light at

the top of each post. The inventor offers to run at his own
cost for several days, opposite the Theatre Francais, one of
these electric lights on his new system. It is just possible
there may be some practical use for such a comb nation for
production of tingle arc lamps for photographers, etc., by
the consumption of gas, but even if there proves to be any-
thing in the small rotary gas engine we should imagine the
offer to fit up the public lamps of Paris in this manner is a
good deal of the nature of a bold advertisement.

Electric lighting is progressing rapidly in Berlin. A
correspondent writes: "In addition to the two new central

stations projected for Berlin, and on which I have already
reported, there will be erected a third station, bringing up
the total capacity of electric lighting plant to iS.oco horse
power, capable of supplying 200,000 lamps, which is about
one-quarter of the total numher of gas burners fixed in

Berlin. The present capacity of the two existing stations
is 3,Soo horsepower. In the future it is proposed to use for

central station lighting steam engines of r,ooo horse power
instead of the present unit of 300 horse power in order to

reduce the proportional cost of attecdance. All the man-
ufacturers of glow lamps are busy, and are hardly able to

fill the orders they have received for the present season. In
many cases woiks are being enlarged, and the company
making the Seel lamp are not only extending their manu-
factory to three times its present size, but also projecting
the erection of branch factories in Germany and abroad.
A demand has lately arisen for lamps of high voltage, and
several manufacturers have already made experimental
lamps for 1 50 and 200 volts, some of which I have tested.

In no case was the lamp found good enough for practical

use. The general defect of all these lamps is that the thin

filament is either broken from purely mechanical causes, or
when heated by the current, bends and touches the glass,

with the result of causing the latter to crack."

A dispatch from New York says: Forty millions of dol-

lars is a big sum to put into a single enterprise, but it looks
as if it would be done if the electric light syndicate suc-

ceeds, Henr)' Yillard has been a stockholder in the Edison
Electric Light company for a dozen years. He was a di-

rector until his departure for Europe, and will go into the

direc'.ory again at the next election. Since his return from
Germany Yillard appears to have unlimited capital. With-
in the past few months he has gone into the market,
bought up all the floating stock of the concern and secured
several blocks by private purchase. The price advanced
under this bull movement. It was a very big deal to ob-
tain controlling interest in the Edison Electric Light com-
pany, which has a capital of $1,000,000, but Yillard and his

Iiiends have done this, and now own a majority of the

stock This is only a stepping stone to a gigantic com-
bination of electric systems to control the business of elec-

tric lighting in the United States. The scheme Qompre-
hends. first, control of the Edison system, parent and
branch companies scattered throughout the United States;

second, consolidation of the leading opposition organiza-

tions using incandescent light, or the distribution of elec-

tricity for light and power. The Edison system has licensed

150 central stations in the United States, with an aggregate
capital of $30,000,000. The Pennsylvania Electric com-
pany, its chief competitor, has established 132 central sta-

tions, with a capital of about $10,000,000. It would
therefore require upward of $40,000,000 to control and
consolidate these two systems. The Yillard syndicate,

having already gobbled the Edison company in this city, is

now turning its attention to securing stock in local organ-
izations in 150 cities where works are already in operation.

A large number have been brought in. and other deals are

getting along nicely for the originators. It is said Yillard

has been promised more money than he can possibly use.

Capitalists in Berlin and Frankfort have been tumbling
over each other for the past three months, so great is their

desire to get in.

THE TELEPHONE.
Direct communication between Boston and Buffalo, a

distance of Sio miles, has been accomplished successfully

by telephone.

Telephone communication is to be established this winter

between the thirty or more Life Saving Service stations of

the south coast of Long Island, says the New York Sun.
Upward of a hundred miles will then be connected by
wire, so insuring much prompter and surer summoning of

help from one station to another than by the old signaling

system, which is less rapid, and finds obstacles to its use in

bad weather, when help may be most urgently needed.

Congress was justified in making the appropriation for this

purpose, since the stations of the entire New Jersey coast

from New York harbor to Delaware Bay have already been
connected by telephone, and now not only can help be ob-

tained there more promptly, but patrolling duties are aided.

Probably the Carolina and other coasts will be connected in

the same way, and we may in time have a complete tele-

phonic line of communication along the Atlantic seaboard,

which may some day find other uses besides the humane
ones p imarily designed. Congress will make no mistake

in promptly securing for the Life Saving ser\'ice the best

apphances and aids for its valuable work. The annual

record of lives and property preserved from destruction

forms the best claim of this organization to favorable con-

sideration.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Detroit will probably have an electrical railway at an

early day.

The Detroit News says the Woodward Electrical com-
pany has received an order to construct a car equipped

with the Detroit storage batteries, to be tested on the

Fourth avenue li.ie in New York city.

Memphis, Tenn., is preparing for the introduction of an

electrical street railway. A company has been formed,

the right of way secured over several streets, and negoti-

ations are now pending for the purchase of the plant of the
Prospect park dummy line.

The board of improvements of Cleveland has granted
the South Side Electrical railway franchise, and the estab-
lishment of the line will be begun immediately. The
cause of the delay was a dispute over the route of the pro-

posed railway, property owners of several streets desiring

to secure it.

A good story is told of one of the men who has charge
of an electric car at Lynn, Mass. The car was going down
a steep grade when a young lady signalled. It was stop-

ped, but before the conductor had given the signal to go
ahead it commenced to move and the man at the crank
vigorously plied the brakes and cried "whoa " at the same
time.

Another application of electromotive force to mining
purposes on a large scale is in contemplation. The Hum-
boldt Electric Power & Mining company has been formed
in London to purchase mining claims from the Consolidated
Esmeralda company in the Durand Hill district, Aurora
county, Nevada, and it is proposed to transmit 200-horse
power by electricity from a water power motor.

The decision in the case of the application of the Roch-
ester, N. Y., Electric Railway company to acquire lands of

the Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg Railway company
and the Charlotte Iron works was favorable to the petition-

ers, and condemnation proceedings will be instituted imme-
diately. This removes the last obstacle, and it is quite

probable that the railway will be opened early in the

spring.

The Thomson-Houston company's electric railway at

Omaha and Council Bluffs continues to operate to the sat-

isfaction of residents. The daily receipts of each train of

two cars are reported to be $40 per day. This road is re-

garded as one of the most interesting in operation, and is

visited by dozens of strangers every day. The stockhold-

ers of the company are thoroughly satisfied with the opera-

tion of the road and the electrical appliances.

A Toulon correspondent, writing about the preliminary

trials of the new French electrical submarine vessel, the

Gymnote. says: The object of these trials was to satisfy the

designer of the vessel, a retired director of naval construc-

tion, M. Z(?d^, that his anticipations were correct. The
vessel becomes submerged like a fish, and can be easily

kept at any wished-for depth; it can attain a speed of nine

to ten knots: the lighting is excellent, respiration easy, and,

in a word, the boat is a great success. Though the normal
crew is only three men, there were five on board during

these experiments: M. Zi5d(?, M. Krebs, of the engineers,

who designed and constructed the whole of the electrical

portion; M. Romazzotti, the naval engineer who built the

Gymnote, and who introduced numerous improvements in

the interior installations; Lieutenant Baudry de Lacanti-

nerie, who is to be the commander of the Gymnote, and
head boatswain Picon, who had been in charge during the

construction of the boat at Mourillon. Before being placed

with the fleet there are a few inconsiderable interior altera-

tions to be made, such as perfecting in a few points the in-

sulation of the accumulators, which will take about a month,
when the Gymnote will be ready for service.

The following statement has been received from the

Electrical Accumulator company of New York: "The
Electrical World of December 22d contains a statement

from the Julien company, by which it is made to appear

that the application of the Electrical Accumulator com-
pany for a certain patent has been refused by the United

States patent office. Such a statement is not true; on the

contrary, the commissioner of patents, Washington, has

just rendered a decision sustaining the claims of John S.

Sellon as the inventor of an inoxidizable alloy support

plate, and Mr. Sellon's patent has been passed to issue, and
will shortly appear on the patent records duly assigned to

the Electrical Accumulator company. The application of

Sellon was founded upon the specification of his English

patent No. 3,987, dated Sept. 15, 1881. This British

patent of Sellon's is the first publication to describe the use

of a plate of lead and antimony, or an alloy of two metals,

either with or without the use and application of an amal-

gam as a support for the active material in a battery of the

Faure type. The issue of this patent in the United States

will enable the assignee of Sellon, tha Electrical Accumu-
lator company, to control the manufacture, use and sale of

secondar}' batteries employing lead and antimony in the

composition of support plates, whether mercury to form
an amalgam be present or not, and suits will be instituted

in the courts for the recovery of damages at once."

A London paper says: " The Ward electric omnibus is

often to be seen on its peregrinations in the early or late

hours. It is said to be the only one in the world actually

at present able to run on the ordinary streets without rails,

and taking its place among other vehicles drawn by horses.

The electric omnibus said to be running in Paris turns out

to be a tramcar, and not a true omnibus. The Ward elec-

tric omnibus, however, is meant to take its place without

preparation of the roads, and has now been tried on all

sorts of road to be met with on London streets—macadam,
paved, asphalt, wood blocks, etc.—and has been success-

fully run upon the most difiicult up and down hill grades

on which vans are run in London." The London Elcc-

triiian says of the vehicle: " Until we have taken an op-

portunity to inspect Mr. Kadcliffe Ward's ' electric omni-
bus ' we do not care to express a definite opinion upon its

merits. It may be a feasible idea so long as it is only pro-

posed to run on asphalt roads without serious gradients.

But what will the authorities say? Will not the red flag

clause come in? Anyhow, we think it is a great deal too

bad of the daily papers to insert such solemn foolery on the

subject as has been going the rounds this week. After re-

counting in great detail the route taken in a trial run, the

newspapers assure us that ' This is the only electrical

omnibus in the world capable of steering to right and left.'

They omit, however, to state that it is also capable of

standing still, of turning round, and even of running back-

ward ! Truly this is a marvelous age !"
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THE TELEGRAPH.
The Allegheny Arch Telegraph company has been

granted a charter. The company proposes to construct

arches over the principal streets of Pittsburgh on which to

string wires.

A dispatch from Winnipeg says: Professor Grant,

principal of Queen's college, Kingston, has just returned

from a visit to Australia in connection with the proposed

cable between Victoria, British Columbia, and Sydney,

Australia. He is hopeful of success, although he contem-

plates serious opposition from the managers of the present

cable, who will, he says, put all possible obstacles in the

way of the project. Professor Grant maintains that the

present cable does answer the requirements of -business.

He says it lies over the volcanic sea bed of the China' Sea,

and that, although there is a duplicate cable, both cables

have been repeatedly broken and Australia thus isolated

from the outside world. As to the success of the proposed

new cable the professor says there can be no doubt. The
Melbourne and Sydney people alone will insist upon it, and

the co-operation of the two Australian governments is con-

fidently e.vpected.

IVIiscellaneous Notes.

. An error was made in the introduction of Dr. Whitefield's

paper before the Chicago Electric club, printed in last

week's issue. The opening sentence should have been as

follows; " The point last stated I will speak of after giv-

ing a theory of dental caries that has, so far as I know of,

no single fact to controvert it." In the latter part of the

paper, where reference was made to chemical changes,

"chlorine in its nascent state" should have appeared

instead of " parent state."

The board of aldermen of Boston recently passed an

order over the mayor's veto, directing the superintendent of

streets to give permits to open certain streets to Henry E.

Cobb, Royal M. Pulsifer and Francis R. Chapman, who
had previously been granted over the mayor's veto the ex-

clusive privilege for twenty years to construct and maintain

conduits and pipes in which to conduct wires for telegraph,

telephone or other electric wires. The board also passed

over the mayor's veto an order approving the carbonized

stone conduit and drawing-in system, with manholes at

frequent intervals, although the corporation counsel is on

record in two communications to the city government de-

claring the grant illegal. The electric light, telephone

and telegraph companies have united in opposition to the

orders. The electric light and telegraph companies are op-

posed to placing their wires underground mainly on ac-

count of the expense, it is said, while the telephone com-

pany is anxious to secure a franchine for itself to lay its

own conduits.

The police commissioners of Rochester, N. Y., are con-

sidering the advisability of introducing a new police patrol

system in that city. The Gamewtll company put in a plant

at its own expense a few years ago, which is considered

one of the finest in the country. The system proved satisfac-

tory, the city accepted the plant after thoroughly testing it,

and the benefits derived from it were so manifest that it

was deemed advisable to enlarge the system and double the

number of boxes. The police commissioners claim, how-
ever, that the Gamewell company demanded too much for

the additional boxes, and correspondence was opened with

other companies. The board is now considering the pur-

chase of a new system, if one equally practicable can be

introduced. The question of operating another system in

connection with the Gamewell was also considered. The
Municipal patrol system of Boston and the Louisville system

are now under consideration, and these companies are

making strong bids for the plant. The Gamewell com-

pany, however, is confident of success.

The Edison talking newspaper is the latest device pro-

posed in the phonograph line. It is said that 20,000 or

more copies of the same cylinder could be turned out in one
hour. They can be adjusted to any phonograph, so that

20,000 or more "talking machines" can repeat the same
sentence at a given moment. The possibility of this was
suggested to the inventor for the benefit of those who
wished to keep abrtast of the news of the day, but who
from failing eyesight or from other causes are not able to

read newspapers. The Edison Talking Newspaper com-
pany, it is said, will supply the phonographs at an annual

rental, and they can be used the same as others to repro-

duce singing, piano-playing, whistling, band music and
elocution, but they will be especially designed for corre-

spondence. Phonograms later will contain each day all the

latest news in condensed form and will cover each subdivi-

sion, such as cable and telegraphic, political, dramatic,

commercial, monetary, etc. Each phonograph will be
plainly marked so that the reader, or rather hearer, can
choose for himself which one he cares to use first.

Captain Zalinski of the United States army, who has be-

come famous for the invention of the dynamite gun, says

that the most wonderful thing about Keely or his so-called

motor is that he has for fifleen years been able to gull so

many people, and among them many prominent men. Zal-

inski says Keely always has been a fraud, and that his first

exhibition at Sandy Mook, where a gun was tested, proved
him such. Zalinski says he ihcn offered to expose Keely,

but the latter would not let him have access to the gun to

illustrate his statements. Later Zalinski attended experi-

ments at Keeiy's laboratory at Philadelphia, and he says

these partook of legerdemain. Here Keely gave an exhi

bilion of his alleged instantaneous generation of pressure,

claiming he had 54,'Xjo pounds of pressure, Zaiin.ski pro-

duced a io,0fxj pound pressure gauge and offered it to

Keely, saying he would like to see it broken, To this

Keely said he did not believe much in gauge measure-
ments. Zalinski thus characterizes KecIy and his claims;

"In my opinion, this man is a perfect charlatan. He
claims to use an ethereal force, evolving something out of

nothing, which we, with our present knowledge of mechan-
ics, know lo be inijiossible. l( Mr. Kccly's invention had

been anything at all, it would have been put to practical

use long ago. If one-tenth of what he claims was true, his

machine would be the most valuable in the world. With it

the cost of running engines, railroad trains or steamboats

would be comparatively nothing aside from the cost of the

machine. Mr. Keely is now in a very unpleasant position.

He must reveal his great 'secret,' or he must stand the

wrath of his deluded stockholders."

Personal Paragraphs.

F. M. Bishop, manager of the telepone exchange,

Athens, Ga., died recently at Atlanta, Ga., of typhoid

fever.

General Manager Pratt, of the Jarvis Engineering com-
pany, Boston, has been making a business trip through the

west, and favored this office with a call last week.

O. C. Steele, the Brush company's western agent, with

headquarters at Kansas City, on account of ill health, will

temporarily retire from the electric lighting business

January ist.

Business Mention.

Edward P. AlHs & Co. of Milwaukee have issued an un-

usually handsome calendar for i88q.

Among the recent sales of the Electrical Accumulator
company is one of two hundred and one 15-A cells to the

Inter State Electric company of Kansas City,

The Electrical Supply company of Chicago have arranged

to carry a full line of Sawyer-Man incandescent electric

lamps. They have also recently received a large consign-

ment of Ayrton & Perry's ammeters and voltmeters.

Electrical Patents.

/s.uu\/ December l6. 1888.

394.555' Annunciator. William C. Clark, Portland, Me
394i 563. Temperature Regulator. Lucian F. Easton,

La Crosse, Wis,

394,568, Switch or Circuit-Changer. William W. Gris-

com, Haverford College, Philadelphia, Pa.

394.613, Separating Partition for Galvanic Batteries.

Isaiah L. Roberts, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The second claim follows: " A separating par-

tition or diaphragm for an electric battery, consisting

of earthenware having its pores closed with gelatinized

silicate of soda or potash."

394.614, Separating Diaphragm for Galvanic Batteries.

Isaiah L, Roberts and Henry L. Brevoort, New York,
N. Y,

The second claim is appended: "
3. As a new

article of manufacture, a cup, partition or diaphragm,
for use in an electric battery or electrolytic bath, com-
posed of textile or fibrous materials impregnated with
a gelatinous material."

394.615. Treating Diaphragms and Cups for use in Elec-
tric Batteries. Isaiah L. Roberts, Brooklyn, N Y.

Claim I: " The process of treating porous cups,
diaphragms or partitions, which consists in closing

their pores with a substance which can be gelatinized,

gelatinizing the substance in and on the holder, and
treating the same with a deliquescent salt."

394.616. Diaphragm for Galvanic Batteries. Isaiah L.
Roberts, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Claim i: "A separating partition or diaphragm

for an electric battery, composed partially or wholly of

a gelatinous or jelly-like substance made of insoluble

saponified material."

3^4,617. Diaphragm for Galvanic Batteries. Isaiah L.
Roberts and Henry L. Brevoort, Brooklyn, N. Y.
C!aim i: "A diaphragm or partition for an elec-

tric battery, partially or wholly of a gelatinous or
jelly-like substance obtained from albuminous mate-
rials."

394,621, Electric Tramway, Michael H. Smith, Halifax,

County of York, England,

394,627. Electric Brake System. Watson P. Widdifield,

Uxbridge, Ontario, Canada, and Alexander H. Bow-
man, Packerton, Pa.

394, 63S . Separating Partition for Galvanic Batteries.

Henry L. Brevoort and Isaiah L. Roberts, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Claim 2: "A separating partition or diaphragm

for an electric battery, having its pores closed by gela-

tinous material.'"

394,642. Distribution of Electricity by Secondary Bat-
teries. Thomas P. Conant, New York, N. Y.
The improvement consists in dividing the working

circuit into two sections, one to be supplied by the bat-

tery, the other by the dynamo when operating to sup-
plement the battery. In the working circuit is placed
an automatic switch, operated by an adjustable elec-

tro-magnet which is located in circuit between the

dynamo and battery. When the proper current is

Rowing from the dynamo Che switch is closed and the

section of the working circuit to be fed by the dyna-
mos, connected; but the moment such current from the

dynamo fails the said switch opens and the dynamo
section of the working circuit is disconnected, thus
avoiding injury to the battery,

394,648. Conduit for Electric or Cable Railways, Thad-
deus W. Harris, New York, N. Y.

364,670. Galvanic Battery Robert D, Wright, Kirk-
wood, Mo.

394,680. Support for Incandescent Electric Lights. Al-
fred Dawes, Chelsea, Mass.

394,697. Telegraphy. Percy F. Jamieson, Batavia, Ohio.

394,728, Indicator for Electric Circuits Oliver B, Shal-
Icnberger, Rochester, Pa:

394,734. hriving Gear for Electro Magnetically Pro-
pelled Vehicles. William L. Stevens, Boston, Mass,

394-735. Electro-Maynetically lYopelled Vehicle. Will-
iam L. Stevens, Boston, Mass.
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,784. Electric Signaling Apparatus, George F. Mil-
liken, Boston, Mass.

,791. Electric Arc Lamp. Rupert Shefbauer, Dres-
den, Saxony, Germany.

,797. Collector. John Tregoning, Lynn, Mass.
,807. Electro-Therapeutic Tool-Holder. Allan H.
Bacon, Webster Groves, Mo.

,810. Carbon Electrode for Electric Batteries, John
Beattie, jr,. Fall River, Mass,

Claim; " Blocks, plates or rods to be used for

electric battery purposes, consisting of carbonized salt-

hay or sedge-grass, pulverized and molded into shape
with the aid of any kind of adhesive muterial."

,818. Dynamo Electric Machinery. Charles S. Brad-
ley, Yonkers, N. Y.

Claim 2 follows; "2. An armature composed of an
iron core having longitudinal peripheral grooves, in-

sulated conductors laid in said grooves, and end con-
nections joining said conductors in pairs in rectangles,

in combination with a multipolar field magnet system
presenting opposite polarities to the respective sides of

each such rectangles."

,819, Dynamo Electric Machinery. Charles S. Brad-
ley, Yonkers. N. Y.

,832. Telephone System, John F. Casey, St. Louis,

Mo,
The invention consists, briefly, in an extended call

circuit between central offices, which extended call

circuit is provided with one or more operators' outfits,

and also in providing the switch-boards at said central

offices with a trunking section, or devices and means
whereby trunking connections can be quickly made at

each office.

.833. Telephone Exchange System. John F. Casey,
St. Louis, Mo.
The object of the invention is to provide means

whereby subscribers may call up the central office even
though the call circuit be broken or grounded between
the subscriber and said central office.

Claim 5 is appended: "The combination, with a

call circuit and a talking circuit, of an electrical con-

nection normally intact between the two, whereby
when the calling circuit becomes grounded the talking

circuit can be used to transmit the calls sent over the

calling circuit,"

837. Conveying Electric Energy, Sebastian Ziani

de Ferranti, Hampstead, County of Middlesex, Eng-
land.

Claim i: "The combination, with insulated supports

arranged in pairs, of a conductor divided into compar-
atively short lengths and having adjoining ends of

lengths secured to adjoining supports, and removable
electrical connections between the two supports by
which the ends of the conductor are electrically con-

nected."

838. Conveying Electric Energy. Sebastian Ziani

de Ferranti, Hampstead, County of Middlesex, Eng-
land.

839. Magneto Generator for Fire Alarm Circuits.

William L. Denio, Rochester, N. Y.
We give the last clause: ''9. The combination, with

a magneto generator embodying a field magnet, a mov-
able armature, and a motor for operating it, of a read-

ily fusible connection for preventing said armature

from moving until melted, and then allowing the motor

to move it and generate a cuirent, a circuit embodying
the coils of the generator, and a shunt controlled by
the fusible connection."

S80. Electric Meter. Anthony Reckenzaun and James
A, Pentz, Philadelphia, Pa,

881. Electric Meter. Anthony Reckenzaun, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

The invention has for its objects to periodically re-

lease contact between parts of the variable speed gear

employed to move the registering devices, so that said

parts may assume the position they should have rela-

tively to the energy consumed.
It further has for its object to compensate for the

varying attractive force of a solenoid on an iron core,

which, as is well known, is not always in exact propor-

tion to the strength of the current employed.

883. Dynamo Electric Machine. George W. Rieth-

mann, Denver, Col.

887. Electric Locomotive. Sidney H, Short, Den-
ver, Col.

S92 Portable Electric Welding Apparatus. Eilhu

Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

897. Connector for Secondary Batteries, Henry H.
Wiegand, Baltimore, Md.

905, Armature Core for Dynamo Electric Machinery.

Warren S, Belding. Chicago, III.

414. Telephone Exchange System. George F. Du-
rant, St, Louis, Mo,, and Henry L. Bailey, Brooklyn,

N. Y.
The object of the invention is to diminish the ring-

ing induction in telephone lines, and also to indicate

to the operator at the central office that the lines are

busy, or that a line is connected with another line, or

to indicate that the subscriber has failed to replace the

telephone on his hook,

925. Electric Push Button. Andrew J, Hoyt, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

946. Electric Circuit. John B, W^ood, Montreal,

(Quebec, Canada.
The invention has reference to certain improve-

ments in the circuits used in telephoning and tele-

graphing, by which, without the use of a central office,

electrical connections may be made between any two

stations connected therewith—that is to say, in the

same circuit—and disconnected at will without calling

any other station or location than the one desired.
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Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CAKPEaiTIKB. HABTUAKN A CO.,

Gahanomelers, Bridges and Rheostats by all the Prominent Makers.

CAIili AXI> EXAaKlNE.

924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

SEALED PROPOSALS.
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.

HOUSE OF KEPRBSEWTATIVES, U. S.

Washington, D. C, Decpml>eraO, 1888.
Sealed propoaalewill be received until 12 o'clock, M. on Tharadiy, January 10. 1SS9, for supplving

and installing an Electric Light Plant and fixtaree, or either, and Electric Bells for the lloiiee Wing,
Rotunda, Dome undTboluB of the Cnpitol at Washington, in accordance with plans and specifications
to he furniehed by the clerk of this Committee upon application therefor by intended bidders.
The richt to reject all bids is reserved. Applications for plans and specifications, and for any

farther information must be made to "John Dougherty, Clerk of the Committee on Public Bulldlntis
and Urounde, House of Representatives, Washington, -D. C," with whom the sealed proposals must
be filed.

By order of the Committee. SAMUEL DIBBLE, Chairman.
JOHN DOUGHERTY, Clerk.

GARLOCK'S RING PACKINGS
Sectional Ring

AND

Elastic Ring.

The Best Packing

For High Speed Engines

THE GARLOCK PACKING CO.. Palmyra, N. Y.
Send for Circulars and particulars to The Garlock Packing Co., Palmyra, N. Y., and Rome, Ga.

i> -m ¥^^\,-M The Electrical

Construction Co. ^^ <^j

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric Light Plants Complete.
"If you have any Lamp Spools to re-wInd, send them to us, and we will do it for

a reasonable price."

All Classes of HOUSE WORK a Specialty.

?

50 EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS,
5CRAMME ARMATURE WINDERS.

ADDRESS

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MEG, CO.,

Eau Claire, WIS.
THE "CLARK" ^KTIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
29, 18S6, he says : " A Ttioroughly Reliable and Desirable 'Wire in Every Respect.'*

The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables la specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or cracky and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from meclianical Injury by one or more braids and ihe
whole sUcted with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and. to a very great extent, flre proof.

Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all

gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

BENHT A. CLARK, General Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician,

sLOW/>
INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Mannfactnrod for AEBIAti, SlIBSIAMISE and CNDEBGBOIJND USB. OKONITB TAPE for making waterproof jointB.

Sole Manufacturers GANDEE AERIAL WIRES. THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.
TRADE MARK.

BRANCHES:—CMcap, 42 LaSalle St., Boston, PMlaAeliliiai Omalia, Miiiiieaplis, Cincmali, LoiiisYille, Kansas City,

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

I

Fleetrie ^ijpplie5

INCLUDING

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins

and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Tele-

phone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

pisher's Qlectric

^=

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

CXRIC RJLIL'WZ'JLYS. =#

General Offices and Works, DETROIT. MICHIGAN.

P
The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.

^MANUFACTURERS OF=;

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H. P. UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dunamo Fleci^piB n|aGhines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

C. F. DUNDERDALE, Agent,
164 LaSALLE STREET, CHlCAQOi,. The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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WE PATENT AND EXPLOIT
In Foreign Conntries firet-clasB Electrical Inven-

tions whicli are new and operative, and have bean
lllnarated by mo els and drawings, bat not pub-
Usbed in this country before being patented

abroad. No expense to the inventor ; ca 1 or write.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,

1 007 Opera House Block, CHICA GO, ILL

FKANCIS W. PARKEH, Solicitor.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONXT COMPLETE SET OF U. S.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

I.W.COLBURN&CO.
No. 174 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

JHachlnes for Arc and Ineandescent
Electric Ijlghtlns, Electro - Plating
and Experimental Use.
Send for large Illnstrated Catalogue, also Hand-

book of Beady Reterence, vest-pocket edition.

SiouxCity* Corliss Engine

LARGEST ENGINE WORKS
"West of the Mississippi.

GENlWESTERN ACTS.

30 to 300 H. I».
BUU-TBT THE

Sioux City

ENGINE WORKS
Sioux City, Iowa.

BOILERS
—AND—

Steam Power Outfits

lor Iilg:hting; Stations

and Elevatoi's

SPECIALTY.
Send for Circular F.

State Business.

I ERIE EWaiNE WORKS. } CIBOnLARSSHIPMAN OIL ENGINE. ^^^ }
'^">/SL>ifi!>J^''

I IVIII,I.ER DUPLEX STEAM PUMP.

,

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.
MAJnrPACTUEZES OF

Hard Rubber Goods for glectrical purposes.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO OKDEE.

Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Cataloeue and Prices furnished on application.

mkim TUBES M WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic, and Mectianical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
2 1 , 23 and 25 Ann St. New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N, Y.

" Send for New Catalogue, out August 1st.

0. F. ANNETT, Prest. S. F. FENTON, VIce-Prest. and Treas. CHAS. SIDTffEY SMITH, Seo'y

Hotel and Houae Annunciators.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instrumenta.

"Wire find Batteries,

The United Electric Go.

Electtical Apparatus and Supplies,

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES.

INCANDESCENT SHADES.
Write for NEW PRICES Before Buying Elsewhere

Large Stock oa Hand to Fit Different
Systems.

Sonthwestern Electrical Snpply Co.
KANSAS CITY,

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

SYlSrOYIJLL
iDynaxno and. Cylinder Oils.
Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast ninnning
machinery. By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by tlie largest

Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG, Agent,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

43 River St., CHICAGO.

The Standard Carbon Co.,^^^^ SUCCESSORS TO THE ^^^^ ^^^
BoiAlton, Cleveland, ancL Crvstal Cartoon Cona.panies.

C7 Xj £3 'IT :E3 Xj j^ BO' 33 , OZXXO.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Bend lor Price-List. |8 Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

WILLIAM A. DOTY,
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Asent for the IiAlF BATTERY.

727 FILBERT STREET. - PHILADELPHIA.

SCHENECTiV^DY, IsT. Y.,
-mahufactubers of-

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords ^nd^ Gables for Telephone, Telegraph

JAMES F. KELLY. General Sales A$;ent, 19 Dey Street. New York.

The H. M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
.MANUPAtrrUKBKS OP

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms, Cedar Poles,

Posts and Ties. Large Supply ot Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

O^I«'(^ nnd :illll at OHtodn, micli.
EzfilUHlve BellinK Attont : (J. A. Hirmount. Western
AKtut Elf'Clrlcal neparlrriont New Haven OockCo.,

:ilf> Witl'SHh AVHTIUf), (JIllCIlKO.

lATAIffTBD.
I
AOiCNTS f(.r Lor-l'e Uoller Compound. A

I
ciiHntio for Kniillri'-f-rH and ni«n on the road.

I Alfio locul Atfi.mtB with mciina. htate prea-
I ent occripatlon. Addreee,

CEO. W. LORD,
81f. Union Btroet, Pblladolplila, Pa

Russell & Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO,

BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Complete Power Plants Furniahed
and Erected.

Smhd por Catalogue.

GEO. H. BLISS,

DEALER IN

Electrical Securities.

ELECTRICAL EXPERT
EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

ATTENTION
or dealers and others is

called to this heli, theati-
vauMBes ut wlilch can
readily be seen in Its ad-
justment for regnilatlng the
spring which supports the
Armature. By simply turn-
InK a screw the spring Is

made to conform to the
strength of battery current,
one cup or battery will work
it louder and stronger than
will two or three others ot

different make.
Wecansupply Itln either

bracket or box form; it la

nicely nickeled and put up
In the best of workmanlike
manner. Prices f lu'nished

on application.

KEATING & ROXBURGH,
—MANDKAlTOHKKS OF—

Sounders, Keys, Bells, Batteries, etc., dealers In all

kinds Dlectrlciil Supplies.

OOXt.Xt.-S', X>.A..
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"C. & C." ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
402-4 Greenwich St., NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND

INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAND OFFICE; 19 Pearl St„ BOSTON,

WESTEEN OFFICE! 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAaO.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE; 301 Arch Street.

SOUTHEEN OFFICE; 25 Carondelet Street. NEW OELEANS.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

EAIlKr ll.ll.
i-INE WIRE

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH Ami "ELEPHONE LINES.

FACTORI ES:
J. L. BARCLAY, Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL.

WATERBURY, CONN.
THOS. L. SCOVILL,

NEW YORK AGENT,
AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CECE-

BRAXED "%VATEK WHEEL as particularly adapted to their use,

on account of its remarkably steady motion, hig^Ii Speed
and ci;rea,t Efficiency, and lar^e Capacity, for 7ts d'ameter,
being double the Power of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the econom-
ical use of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, of use-

ful effect gfuaranteed.
•Sk^D FOB CATAL.OGUE AIVD PARTI€IT1.ARS.

Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no geair are required
and it can be belted directly to dynamo.

The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VICTOK
Xl.iRBi;\ES arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the sftuation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., • DAYTON, OHIO.

WM. CARRETT, President. CHAS. S. BRiTTON, Vice-Prest. H. E. HAYES, Treasurer. C. L. RODMAN, Acting Sec'y.

THE GLOBE CARBON CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
CARBONS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS, BATTERIES, ETC.

OfiQc© a.ia.«a. X^rorls-s. - - - - O. ctj I». H.. H. lESTTCX^Tia ST.A.TIOBff-

TELEPHOMES
FOK PRIVATE tlXES.

The only Mechanical Telephone which haa atocd

the tests and held oat and plven satisfactory

service for the past eight years.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices.

ELECTRICAL GOOBS OF BVEEI DESCKIPTIOX.

Elgin' Telephone and Mical Supply Co,,

Eonm 7. Hubbard Elk. , Elsin, 111. C S. i
AQKN'rS WANTED

ETEEYWHtKE.
FORANYTHiNG

In the Line of

TeiDeratnre

Replation,
Either FamaceB

or
Steam Heater*
In Houses, or for

Special Apparatus,
address

The Goion iatomatic Beat Eegnlating Co., EUIRA, S-T.

DO NOT OE DECEIVED
By imitations marked Leclanche Disque or Disque Leclanch^.

The term " Disque " was formerly used by us to designate

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1 and size No. 2.

It has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

I m CELIBBATID GONDA is tte GeMine Battery.

CELL AND Zli,C,

MARK.SBNCTNE GONKA POROCS CELL
BATTEBT COMPLErE. - -

It is unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever name called, and is immeasurably superior in

efficiency and durability.

IDO UTOT I^v^I^OSBlZ) TJI^O^T.
Insist upon being furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and if your dealer does not keep it send to us

direct for prices. Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it is stamped with the word Gonda.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO., 149 West 18th St., New York.
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..f^PfrxsWIRES
CABLES.

vlQN/>

TRADE MAHK.

CANDEE
IMPROVED WEATHERPROOF

WIRE.
A full stock of ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES of Every Description.

Central Electric Company,
42 LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

aiLEs Aisrxi-i^jLaNExic shielid
Office of Van Depoele Electric M'fg. Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co.

Qentknwn : — Your Anti-Magnetic

Shield for -watches cannot be over-esti- ^_
mated. It is now very near eight months ^^
that I have worn my -watch, and to-day ij'

it is (without correcting time) about one J^^

minute slow. Considering tlie fact that t
I am every day near dynamo electric 2;-,

machines in our regular business, the ^ _

test could not be harder. I could never IT,

have believed it before that protection ^J

"was so complete. In this age of elec- £

-

tricity, not only electricians, but every- l| _-

one wlio needs the correct time, should ^^
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good fgg

deal of practical utility, as well as pleas- ^
ure, can be derived from a good time- ^
deeper. At present, I look upon a watch
without a shield as a thing incomplete, -=^_

and so it is. Very Respectfully, ^

CHAS. J. VAN DEPOELE,
'

Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.

Sore protection from all Electrical and Magnetic dlaturbancea.
Send for descriptive circular.

'HrJLXCHES-
*' * * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly

protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex-
posed by being worn in the vicinity of a
dynamo machine.

The plan you have adopted of plac-

ing the watch movement inside a closed

box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
oidy plan I know that could succeed.

"WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time-pieces promises to

be of very great importance to horologists

and watchmakers ; it will render opera-

tive and fine adjustments and mechan-
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO. 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

THIS LIST OIP S^XjES (D:H' TSIE

Westinghouse Engines, Compound, Standard and Junior,

FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1888,

Is too long to publish m extenso as an Advertisement. Orders were received on eighteen working days,

the five heaviest days yielding respectively, i6, ii, lo, 8, and 7 Engines Each.

TOTAL. 86 ENGINES, AeeREGATING 3310 H.P.
Sales for August, September and October were over 200 Engines of all types, aggregating
nearly 10,000 HORSE POWER. Note in connection with the above exhibit, that our
current advertising expenses for 1888 are about one-half that of any preceding year. WHY IS IT?

WATERHOUSE THIRD BRUSH REBULATION
Varies the E. M. F. from the Armature Directly with
the Besistance on the Lamp Line. The Perfection in

Regulation attainedby this method, enables us to furnish

THE BEST ARC LIGHT IN THE WORLD.
SrND for GATALaOGUB..

'^ WATERHOUSE ELECTRIC £ MFG. CO,,

1 54 La Salle Street, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
Gold Modal, Boalon, 1887.

Gold Medal, Two Silver Medals, Cincinnati, 1088.
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mm liiiiiCEiiT!
A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

THE DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY,
After careful IMPROVEMENTS in consti-uction, has now been found to be THOROUGHLY RELIABLE and DUR-

ABLE, and is, owing to its design, PECULIARLY ADAPTED to many uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO
Central Station Lighting,

Steadying Lights,

Street Cars,

Operating Signal Bells on Cars,

Burglar Alarms,

Isolated Lighting,

Auxiliary Central Station Work,
Propelling Boats,

Medical Purposes,
Running of Small Motors,

Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.

^5? Detroit Storage Battery
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will with-

stand uninjured the Highest Rates of Discharge.

THE OM SUCCESSFUL STORAGE BATTERY
IS MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

, The Woodward Electrical Co.

DETROIT, MICH.
OFFICES:

69 Griswold St., Campau Building.

FACTORY:

Corner l^and Howard Streets.

F, s. TROUT, General manager.

G. H. GALE, PRESIDENT.
S. A. PLUMMER. \TCF.-PRKSIDENT

H. H. HUMPHREY, TREASURER.

/GEN. R. A. ALGER.
i G. H. GALE.
[ S. A. PLUMMER.

BOAMD UP DIRECTORS.

E. C. BROWN.
T.WILLIAMSON.
F. b. TROUT.

C. A. WARREN.
C. H. THOMPSON.
H. H.HUMPHREY.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.
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J. B. YOUNG, President and Treas. B. K. JAMISON, Vice-President.

SOLAR CARBON ti MFC. COMPANY,
Office, No. 69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.

h Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas. Process Patented.

BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A S?FCIALTr.

Western Office, 1 75 Randolph Street, Chicago. Special Discounts on Large Orders.

4T mt 1117

poorest City Electric ^U^/ork.s,
Manufacturers of CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Mal<e and Break Uncon-
trolled by the Handle.

CorreBpondence

Solicited with

Electric Light

GompanlcB.

W. B. CLEVELAND, Proprietor, 183 SENECA STREET, CLEVEUND, a

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING
BY PHILIP ATKINSON, Ph. D.

260 Pages, Cloth Bindine, Illustrated, Price $l.50.

This book is an elaboration and revision of the popular series ol articles which ran through the
Western Electrician under the same title. It treats of: Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Current Dynamos ; Direct Current Dynamos ; Electric Terms and Units ; Electric Measurements
The Arc Lamp ; The Incandescent Lamp : The Storage Battery ; Electric Distribution.

Sent postage prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakefeitfe Bnildine, Chicago.

WOODHOUSE&RAWSON,
(LIMITED)

11 Queen Victoria St, - LONDON, ENG.
BLVNUFACTUREBS OF

SWITCHES AND CUT-OUTS
Of every description. Write for list of tIie"G"type.
3tj varieties alone.

MAGJTJKTIC CCT-OUTS.
As used at the London Stock Excbange, Fisheries,
Health and Inventions Exhibitions, and all the prin-
cipal British iDstallatiohs; also largely on the Conti-
nent.
LIST "A": DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL SUPPLIBB, 110

pages illustrated. 25 cents. Mention this paper.
A^ive .AgentK Warned.

BireHNK F. Phillipb,
President.

W: H. Sawthe,
Sec'y and Electrician.

Electrical fforls.

PROVIDENCE, R. i..

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

Insulated Electric Wires,
Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

Electric Light Wire

Magnet Wire, Patent Rubber-Covered
Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flex-

ible Cordage, Office and
Annunciator Wire.

UNDERGROUND andAERIAL CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 18 Cortlandt St.

P. C. ACKERMAN. Agent.

Both Advertiser and Publisher by enm-
tioning the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
when writing to advertisers.

BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOR

108 PAGES, 97 ILLUSTRATIONS, FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING, TYPE PAGE 5ix3 INCHES.

JUST THE BOOK for those engaged in Selling, Installing or Handling Electric Batteries,

Electric Bells, Elevator, House or Hotel Annunciators, Burglar or Fire Alarms, Electric

Gas Lighting Apparatus, Electric Heat Regulating Apparatus, etc, etc.

THE ONLY BOOK OF THE KIND PUBLISHED.
First Edition Twenty-five Hundred Copies.

ORDERS ALREADY ON FILE FOR MORE THAN ONE-HALF THE ENTIRE EDITION.

'F'oic^sjs7BLic<3i TToTir Ordor 3>iro-w-

ELECTRICIAK PUBLISHING COMPAM,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-Three Roads in Daily Operation, and Eleven Now in Process

of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.

ALL MATERIAL IS NOW MANVFACTTTBED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others

for railway work.

Only one pair of brushes for each motor.

Brushes self-feeding.

Bearings self-oiling.

No change of brushes for change of load or change in

direction of rotation of the armature.

The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.

Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.

Direct gearing is used.

The best and neatest overhead system is covered by tho
Thomson-Houston parents.

Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of.

trolley pressing against the wire from below.

MOTORS g ELECTRICAL EQDIPMEMTS FnRNlSHED FOR MINING k OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For S^ull InfoimiatiorL and Estimates Address the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS. 148 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO. ILL.
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FOR SALE!
We are Manufacturers of Bare

and Insulated Wires and Cables, also a

very large variety of other Electrical

Goods, including Bells, Batteries, An-
nunciators, Push Buttons, etc.

Our object in manufacturing

these goods is to sell them.

You have our Catalogues and
Prices, or are welcome to them.

Please send in your orders.

We Avish you a happy New
Year.

The electrical SUPPLY CO.
lYl RandolaPH Strb.^t,

FACTORIES: BRANCH OFFICE:

JLnsOMlJk., COI^M. 605 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
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CEO. H. LEWARS, Secretary and Treasurer.
C. H. BARNEY, Auditor.
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^^ WEST 23d ^

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SkWVEIMlUN INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LAMP.
HIGH EFFICIENCY, f LONG LIFE. •«• NO SLACKENING.

LAMPS MADE
SOCKETS

PRICES GREATLY

FOR PARTICULARS MANUFACTURES.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIBHT COMPANY,
IFort "SPSTsL-yTX&n IiadlAzxA.

Nlanufaciurors of the

SLATIEBY INDUCTION SYSTEM M
IHCflKDESCEHT LIGHTING,

AND THB

JENNEY SYSTEM
OF

ARC LIGHTING.

The Most Carefully Worked-

out and Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in

Existence.

Armattires and Converters

Guaranteed. 12—16 Candle Power

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS. I NEW YORK OFFICE,
FORT WAYNE, IND. I 242, 244 EAST i22d STREET.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
| PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,

W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.
|

G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 2 1 7 Sansome St. CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F. AdamSr Successor.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MF'G CO.,

ARC AND INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LIGHT,
DYNAMOS, LAMPS

ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES
W-v Estimates Furnished on Incandescent Wiringi

General Offices and Works, 15-21 N. Clinton St.,

s










